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INDEX.
Acquiescence in tbe Divine will. Remarks of Pascal

Address by Thomas Chalkley. A serious, 317.

Advice to young tradesmen, 172.

to Hojourners, 204.

Affliction considered as a part of christian discipline,

!

Affluence. Remarks on, as a trial of our fidelity, (5.

Africa. Notice of Col. Long's explorations near the

source of the Nile in, 287.

Aga.'^siz. A student's lesson in the laboratory with, 35.

Agriculture. Value of mules in, 6.

Successful experiments in preventing the potato

rot, 6.

On the value of soap-suds in, 43.

Statistics of the amount of travelling on a farm,

84.

On the increa.sed value given to farm land by
tree-planting, 148.

On the necessity of pure water for domestic
animals, 183.

Method of cultivating the teazel in New York,
222.

Observations on the value of fertilizers in, 223.

Notice of the adulteration of seeds, 274.

Remarks on sources of intellectual pleasure in

the pursuit of, 301.

Alexander I. of Russia. Remarkable incidents in the

life of, connected with the 91st psalm, 148.

Amazon. On some peculiarities of the black water
tributaries of the, 323.

Amusements. Limits to our, are to be known by the

reproofs of the spirit, 44.

Views of the Society of Friends in relation to

music, and other, 113.

Comments on the enjoyment of fashionable, hy
professed Christians, 367.

Ancient doctrine of the Society of Friends. Remarks
on, 206.

Aodes. Observations on the effects of a rarefied atmos-

phere in crossing the, 278.

Anecdote of Adam Clark, 14.

Napoleon I., 23.

the power of meekness, 46.

of an honest blacksmith, 63.

Mary Wright, 100.

of Dr. Nelaton, 180.

of an early settler in New Jersey, 198
of Gibbon on his death-bed, 199.

of Hans Christian Andersen, 269.

Animals. Social life among, 98. .

that chew the cud. Remarks on, 180.

On the necessity of pure water for domestic, 183.

Ant. The agricultural, of Texa-s, 13-5.

Apparent inconsistency. Extract entitled, 247.
"Appeal for the Ancient Doctrines of the Society of

Friends." Remarks on as correctly delineating the
defections which have occurred since its publication
78.

Apples. On the value of, as food, 46.

Arctic Explorations. Account of the German expedi
tion of 1869-70, 177. 186. 193.

Advice of a whaling master in reference to, 191
Method of building steamers designed for, 218.

Ardent spirits. On the waste resulting from the use

Armies. Statistics of the size and cost of, 50.

Antiquities of Long Island, 331. 338.

Arsenic. Antidote for, 6.

Arizona. Reported remnant of a white race among the
aborigines of, 353.

Ash Edward Remarks on the issuing of a testimony
concerning, by London Yearly Meeting, 25.

Observations on a recent attack upon the charac-
ter of George Fox, by, 78.

Remarks on the denial by, of the appearance of
the Light of Christ in the heart, 95. 257.

Some strictures on the pamphlet by, concerning
George Fox, 1.50. 154.

Ashantee. Account of the experiences and sufferings

of two missionaries in, 379. 385. 397. 400. 411.

Assyrian tablets. Account of inscriptions on some re-

cently discovered, 149.

account of the early history of man. Reported

discovery of, 274.

libraries and languages. Notice of, 301.

Astronomy. The competitive efforts of France, Ger-

many and Austria in, 130.

Australian gum-tree. On the properties and value of,

74.

Automaton spider. Notice of an, 268.

Autumnal coloring of foliage. On, 125.

Bache Humphrey. Account of the spiritual exercises

and convincement of, 302.

Baker Richard. Brief account of the life and death of,

108.

Extract from, on loving one's enemies, 364.

Balloon ascension. Account of the death of two aero-

nauts during a, in France, 306.

Banana plantation in Florida. A visit to, 395.

Banks John. Healed by George Fox in a remarkable
manner

Counsel of, to Friends, to keep to their religious

meetings, 311.

Baptism. The views of the Society of Friends in rela

tion to, 113.

Remarks of John Griffith in relation to, 185.

Remarks of a clergyman on the proper meaning
of certain scriptures in reference to, 204.

Barclay David. Testimony of, on his death-bed, and
comments, 415.

Barclay Robert, convinced of the principles of Friends,

by tlie silent, secret influence of the life of

Christ, 404
Barclay's Apology. Notice of the instrumentality of

in the convincement of Sophia Hume, 19.

Extract from, on the observance of the First-day

of the week, 39.

Illustration of tlie doctrine of an universal sav-

ing light, as enforced by, 211.

Barclay John. Remark of, on the discipline of watch-
fulness, 13.

Observations of, on prayer, 21.

Remarks on the early character of, 41.

Remarks of John Finch Marsh on the death of,

11.5.

Letter of, on the necessity of faithfully main-
taining every part of the testimony of Truth,
159.

Remark of, on valuing self, 290.

Observation of, upon " modified Quakerism," and
comments, 293.

Remarks of, on unremittingly following the
teachings of the Spirit of Christ, 338.

Battey Thomas C. Extracts from a Journal kept by,

among the western Indians, 305. 315. 321. 329. 337.

345. 353. 362. 371. 377. 388. 394. 401. 410.

Be reverent, 162.

Bears. Adventures with polar, 195.

Bees. Remarks on a late exhibition of, in London
Experiments on protection ag.ainst the sting of,

inoculation. 219.

ouching appeal of

Bell Ann Mercy. Account of a religious visit by, to

London, 209. 218. 225. 236.

Bellows Hannah. Sliort account of, 44.

Benevolence. Anecdote of cheap, 31.

Benezet Anthony. Extracts from letters of, 221
Remarks by, on his " Short account of the people

called Quakers," &c., 222.

Remarks of, on the disposition and character of
Indians, 234.

Bible. Remarks on the beauty of diction of the Eng
lish, 182.

Bible Association of Friends of America. Circular of,

70.

Birds. Note on the food of the orchard oriole, 28.

Observations on, in the woods, 45.

Birds. Suggestion to train, to destroy insects in
j

Vated fields, 46.

On taming the humming, 94.

The colors of the feathers of, not due tc

ments, 103.

of prey. The sense of sight rather than

the guide of, 252.

Notice of an appeal to prevent the destruct:

humming, 2S8.

Notice of the importation of, in New Zes

Birthright membership in the Society of Friends.

marks on, 202.

Bison. Notice of the gradual decrease of the Eun
366.

Black Hills. Notice of the recent explorationoftl

Blessing of witnessing the daily renewals of Divint

The, 301.

Blessings of disappointments, 228.

Blind men. Appeal on behalf of the Penna. Wc
Home for, 77.

Boiled hammers. The use of, 20.

Bond Elizabeth. Example of, in the attendance

ligious meetings, 326.

Book notices, &c. " A reviewer reviewed," &c..

The Doctrines and Ministry of George Fo:

George Fox, his character. Doctrine and \

Journal of Thos. Scattergood (new edition)

Musings and Memories, 166.

The saint's travel to the land of Canaan, &
R. Williamson, 229.

Friends in the Seventeenth Century, by Cb
Evans, M. D., 253.

Joseph Smith's " Catalogue of Friends' Bo
281. .

" Daily Remembrancer on Peace and War,"

Bowly Daniel, Jr. Account of, 3.

Boundaries between the respective meetings in I

delphia, 359.

Bowne John. Letter of the Dutch West India Cc

approving of the persecution of, 260.

Comments on the above, 270.

Boy. Touching incident in a street, 106.

Bridge. Description of the new, at St. Louis, 13
Briggs Geo. N. Excellent example of, in politica

227.

Brothers. Reconciliation of two, in a court of justi

Buffaloes of the western plains. ObseiTations on the

Bunhill Fields burying-ground. Notice of a pr<

to sell a part of, 397.

Business. A warning to young men in, 62.

The mechanic arts recommended to youn{
choosing a, 182.

Observations of Thomas Shillitoe on givii

under a Divine requiring, 287.

anxieties. Illustration of the folly of, in p(

of affluence, 10.

habits useful to retired business men, 270.

California. A day at Point Loma, 276.

Camm John. The happy death-bed of, 188.

Canoe. Method of building a, in S. America, 20'

" Can't afford it." Remark to a collector for be

lent objects, 205.

Capital punishment. Testimony of Lactantius a

65.

Capper Mary. Remarks of, on the necessity (

tinual watchfulness over self, 239.

Memoranda of, and comments, 370. 37f

396. 402. 411.

Jasper. Sketch of the early exercises at

vincement of, 371.

Observations of, on the religious asseml
Friends, 407.

Card-playing. Thomas Chalkley convicted of th

of, and led to forsake, 259.

Carleton Thomas. A brief account of the convinoi

of, in his own words, 66.

Carnivorous plants. Experiments with, 134.



Kjfyj'ig a ladder. Keflections on, 22. I

«t. Anecdj^jfe-yj-intelligenceina, 202.
'

»re oi Caj(,;,ijuamilpa. Account of the, 158.
|

«ntenriial tea parties. A dissuasive to the attendance

of, 35.
I

Jhalkley Thomas. Remarks on some religious exer-

cises of, in early life, 259. 268. 299. 310. 316.
|

a»ameleon. Notice of the curious characters of the,

118.

ihanges in opinions. On, 309.

Karaeter. Anecdote of the true plan of asserting, 63.

Illustrations of true strength«of, 131.

A bad, a continual punishment, 324.

Charge it." Remarks on going into debt, 116.

Jliarity. The proper exercise o^ likely to draw down a
blessing, 51.

|

Confidence of W. Wilberforce that happiness to

his children would result from his exercise

of, 228.

:keyney Eliphaz D. Letter of, 126.

hickens. Method of getting out of the shell, 358.

hildren. A kind but determined opposition to the

spirit of the world necessary in bringing up,

Advice in reference to bringing up, 108.

On the benefit to, of a sound education and cor-

rect habits, 116.

On the danger of fostering selfishness in, by
emulation at school, 128.

The responsibility of parents to bring up their,

in religious retirement and reading the Holy
Scriptures not to be transferred to the teachers

of First-day schools, 130.

Account of the sufferings of, in Finland for re-

ligion, related by S. Grellet, 340.

Tender advice, caution and counsel, of John
Griffith to, 355.

The indispensable duty of, to obey their parents

in the Lord, 361.

of Friends. Affectionate address of John Griffith

to the, 361. 369.

of those who occupy conspicuous positions in the

church. On the responsibility of, 383.

Jhina. Account of a much persecuted religious sect

in, 99.

iholera. Remarks on the observed coincidence of the

flight of birds with the appearance of, 91.

Jhrist. On the necessity of a patient waiting for, 52.

On the necessity of obedience to the light of, 66.

The doctrine of the light of, in the heart asserted,

95. 150.- 154. 156.

The visitations and operations of, in the heart,

106.

Service is required of the follower of, 123.

The doctrine of the appearance of, in the heart

asserted by Wm. Law, 166.

Wm. Dewsbury's testimony to the light of, in

the heart, 198.

Testimony of Stephen Crisp on the appearance
and operations of, in the heart, 206.

Caution lest the outward knowledge of, prove a
hindrance to the spiritual knowledge of, 228.

Testimony of William Grover to the views of

Friends respecting, 262.

Eemarks of John Barclay on the importance of

unremittingly following the teachings of the

spirit of, in the heart, 338.

!hristian confidence, 350.

converts in Turkey. Narrative of the sufferings

of, 37.

experience. Anecdotes and remarks on the bless-

edness of, 219.

invitation. A, 91.

charity. Essay entitled, 17.

graces. On the, 349.

Ihristians. Observations on the diversities of gifts be-

stowed on, 123.

On time-serving, 309.

hristian's death-bed. A, 188.

hristianity. The injury done to, by professors who
are ashamed of its doctrines, 128.

and infidelity exemplified at the close of life, 199.

hristmas. On the origin of the term, 151.

hurch. Observations on the experience and history

of the, 97.

hurchraan John. Religious instruction imparted by,

to a watchmaker, 379.

Circumstances alter cases." Essay entitled, 117.

Comments on the above, 197.

lothing. Observations on the relative warmth of dif-

ferent materials for, 93.

loal. On the danger from ignition of, at sea, 356.
oates Sidney. Advice of, to a caretaker at Westtown
Boarding School, 406.

INDEX.

Collegians. Eemarks on lazy, 90.

Collins Micajah. Prophetic testimony of, respecting

Friends, 363.

Conscience. On the distinction between the, and the

light of Christ in the, 267.

Correspondents in Philada. Yearly Meeting. List of,

261.

Conversation. Remark on what is called religious, 28.

Conversion a gradual, not an instantaneous work, 85.

Remarks on the popular doctrine of in.stantane-

oiis, 154.

The doctrine of instantaneous, a delusion, 387.

393.

Copal trees. On African, 350.

Cougar. Account of a conflict with a, in New York
State, 277.

Court of Justice. A strange scene in a, 4.

Courtesy. The importance of, 316.

Courtesies of life. Advice on showing the small, sweet,

239.

Crisp Stephen. Testimony borne by, to the appearance
and operations of the spirit of Christ in the

. heart, 206.

Exhortation of, to diligence in the attendance of

religious meetings, 220.

Crosses. On the blessings of faithfully bearing little,

231.

Czar and the psalm. Remarkable incidents in the life

of Alexander I., 148.

Dancing. Observations on one of the evils of, 260.

Dartmouth college students engaged as hotel waiters in

vacations, 71.

Deaf mutes. Account of the National College for the

instruction of, 405.

Deaths.—Hannah W, Allmon, 408 ; Sarah Brown
Caleb Erocken, 24 ; Elizabeth Briggs, 32 ; Macre
Buckman, 72; William H. Burr, 80; Hannah
Bacon, 96; Jonathan C. Baldwin, 112; Elizabeth

Brown, 168 ; Margaret Bailey, 176 ; Benjamin S.

Bellangee, 272 ; Elizabeth Bellangee, 272 ; Isaac

Bellangee, 272 ; Emma L. Bockius, 272 ; Charles
Burton, 288; John Benington, Jr., 304; Thomas
Branson, 304 ; Sally Bundy, 312 ; Thomas S. Bacon,
392 ; Priscilla W. CoSee, 8 ; Lydia P. Chace, 24

;

Charity Cocks, 64 ; Martha Cook, 72 ; Samuel Carey,

104; Sidney Coates, 272; William Cowperthwaite,

296 ; Elizabeth Y. Cunningham, 344; Rebecca Conard,
344; Caleb Carter, 344; Isaac Coffee, 344; Elnathan E.

Delano, 64; Patty C. Dorland, 86; Samuel H. Edwards,
8 ; Ann Edge, 32 ; Rachel L. Evans, 32 ; Joseph Engle,

192; Mary Embree, 336; James Embree, 336; Eliza

W. Evans, 400 ; Grace Eastburn, 400 ; William L. Ed-
wards, 416;Samuel J. Gummere, 86 ;Armelia Garret-

son, 200 ; Esther Gifford, 200 ; Josiah W. Henrie, 80 ;

Mary HoUinshead, 104 ; Deborah Hall, 112 ; Rachel
C. Huestis, 128 ; Benjamin C. Hornor, 224 ; Benjamin
Hoyle, 264 ; Dorcas Haight, 328 ; Charity Kaighn,
304; Mary Kirkpatrick, 344; Elizabeth Lee, 48;
Anna M. Lowry, 80 ; Samuel Large, 128 ; Enos
Morris, 86 ; William Maule, 272 ; James McGrail,

296 ; Rebecca D. McGrew, 296 ; Frances G. Marsh,
352 ; Isaac H. Moore, 360 ; Levis P. Newlin, 80 ;

Watson Newbold, 96 ; Laura H. Page, 48 ; Phebe W.
Parker, 48 ; Abraham Pennell, 64 ; James Pennell,

64 ; Thomas Passmore, 86 ; Elizabeth W. Price, 112
;

Ellen C. Passmore, 184 ; Elizabeth Purinton,
2"

'

Hannah S. Khoads, 168 ; Joseph Raley, 232 ; Ann
Rogan, 344 ; Mercy Stackhouse, 72 ; Lydia Starr, 168
John M. Sharpless, 176 ; Annie Snowdon, 176 ; Mary
Stevens, 192 ; Mary S. Sharpless, 200 ; Elizabeth Sid-

well, 208; Thoma-s Smedley, 280; Sarah Sprague,
296 ; Ann Sheppard, 344 ; Mary Smith, 344 ; Eliza-

beth C. Scattergood, 400 ; Thomas H. Trotter, 48

:

Henrietta Troth, 96 ; Phebe Thomas, 240 ; Richard
J. Thatcher, 344 ; Mary S. Varney, 264 ; Anna Vail,

288 ;
Sarah Valentine, 416 ; Jesse Williams, 8 ; Cyrus

Whitson, 8 ; Mark Willits, 32; Thomas K. Wilbur
136 ; William Henry Wilkins, 264; Charles A. War-
ner, 264 ; Hannah Wood, 376 ; Job Young, 376.

Deciphering burnt documents. Method recently adopt-

en in Paris for, 131.

Dewsbury William. Testimony of, to the powerful ap-

pearance of the Truth in England at the rise

of the Society of Friends, 89.

Testimony of, to the light of Christ in the heart,

198.

Dickinson James. Extract from an Epistle of, to

Friends, 367.

Dillwyn George. Extracts from letters by Anthony
Benezet to, 221.

Disappointments. Lessons and blessings from, 228.

Divine Interposition. Anecdotes of, and comments.

X 706813
Divine Revelation, the only source of soul-saving know-

ledge, 105. 228.

Do your work well." Incident entitled, 1.30.

log. Anecdote of an intelligent sheep, 107.

Anecdote of apparent remorse in a, 341.

»ogs. A man rescued from death through the sagacity

of, 183.

Statistics of the cost of, 238.

Dove. The, a christian symbol, 114.

Dream. A curious, 21.

A, circumvented, 308.

Dress. Remarks of John Fothergill upon hearing the
cross of Christ, in wearing a plain, and com-
ments, 5.

Experience of John Conran in adopting a plain,

92.

Remarks on the expression, There is no religion

in dress. 111.

On the testimony of the Society of Friends in

relation to plainness of, 121.

Is there no religion in ? 159.

Prophetic testimony of Samuel Scott in reference

to plainness of, 159.

Advice of London Yearly Meeting in 1747, to

plainness of, 261.
_ ^

Experience of a person not a Friend, in relation

to, 275.

Eemarks on " costly array," 308.

On the origin of the testimony of Friends to

simplicity in, 351.

Efforts to promote economy in, among young
women in Boston, 351.

A word of entreaty to follow the precepts of
Christ in relation to, 398.

Drinking healths. Anecdote and observations of Thos.
Chalkley relating to, 317.

Drudgery necessary to accomplish results, 359.

Ducks. Method of capturing wild, by Indians in Ne-
vada, 142.

Dyer Mary. Account of the martyrdom of, in Boston,

Earthquake of 1868. The destruction by, at Arica, 122.

of 5th mo. 18th, 1875. Account of the destruc-

tion caused by, at Cucuta, 373.

Earthworm. Explanation of habits o^ in connection

with its anatomy, 2.

Editorial.—Observations on commei.cing the T^'orty-

eiglith volume, 7 ; Remarl^s on the doctrines advo-
cated by R. P. and H. W. Smith, and the reception

given to them in England, 14 ; Notice of the finding

of the bodies of D. O. Sharpless and others drowned
at Atlantic City, 15 ; Notice of " A Reviewer re-

viewed," &c., 15 ; Notice of the results of a suit lately

brought against Friends of Ohio Yearly Meeting, 23;
On the lessons to be learned from wide-spread calami-

ties permitted to befall us as a nation, 31 ; Remarks
on a growing laxity in the proper observance of the

First-d.ay of the week in Philadelphia and elsewhere,

39 ; Remarks to a correspondent in reference to the

matter composing this journal, 39 ; Remarks on Prof.

Tyndall's recent address, and the answer which the

true Christian has in his own experience to infidel

suggestions, 47 ; Observations on, and advice to the

young people of the Society, 55 ; On misconceptions

in reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, and the

concern which exists in it, for the welfare of the body,

63 ; Notice of the proceedings of Ohio Yearly Meet-
ing, 71 ; Notice of a pamphlet, "The Doctrines and
Ministry of George Fox," 72 ; Remarks on the issuing

of a Memorial by London Yearly Meeting concern-

ing Edward Ash, 78 ; Minutes of Ohio Yearly Meet-

ing, 86 ; Comments on the denial by Edward Ash of

the appearance of the light of Christ in the heart, 92

;

Observations on the necessity of frequent retirement

of mind for an increase of spiritual strength. 111

;

Notice of a new edition of the Journal of Thomas
Scattergood, 112 ;

Observations on the recent delivery

of an eulogium upon a military troop by a professed

minister of Christ, 119 ; Notice of the proceedings of

Indiana Yearly Meeting, 135 ; Observations on hold-

yig "General Meetings" among Friends, 143; Ee-
marks on the observance of the day called Christmas,

151 ; Advice and caution to Friends in reference to the

annual settlement of their outward affairs, 159; On
the doctrines and testimonies of Friends as upheld at

their rise, and the professed advance upon them, at

the present time, 166 ; Eemarks on resisting a wan-

dering spirit in religious meetings, 175; On the
.

necessity of the exercise of faith by the members of

the militant church, 183 ; Encouragement to the true

christian while contemplating the condition of the

civil and religious world, 199 ; Remarks on the de-

cision of the Judges in the suit for the possession or



the Mt. Pleasant Boarding School, 207 ; Remarks on
the annual inquiry into the :^pirit<.a) condition of our
members, through the Queries, 215 ; Comment* on un
eound d^>ctrine^i inculi-ated bv a recent extract from

"The Higher Life, by J. B. Brown," 225; Observations

on "Chri-itian liberty," as a plea for disregarding the

testimonies of the Society of Friends, 231 ; Kxperi
' ence of Wm. Edmundson of a superficial religion,

and comments, 23y; Remarks on the beneficial rcsu'

of " local option" law, and iu threatened repeal, 24
Objections of Friends to First-day schools, 255 ; Ob-
servations on the true remedy for the difficulties and
confusion existing in the Society, 262; Notice of the

"Seamen's Aid Society," 263; Remarks on our ap-

proaching Yearly Meeting, 279 ; Account of the pro-

ceedings of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, 294 ; On
the rcsiilts in some neighborhoods of departures from
the established practice* of Friends, 304 ; E
mcnt to Friends to maintain Select Schools for tli

children, 31 1 ; Advice of George Fox concerning

Friends travelling in the ministry, and comments,
- 319] Remarks on the condition of the religious world
ml the " revivals" now taking place in Great Britain,

327; Remarks on the acceiitanee bv Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting of a bequest bv H. H. Mosher, 335
;

Remarks in explanation of editorial comments con
ceming (ieo. Fox's advice to Friends travelling in

the ministry-, '>35; On the striking illustration of the

futility of conquest by force of arms, aflorded by the

Franco-Prussian war,'343 ; Encouragement to laborers

in the gospel, 351 ; Remarks on the declaration of

the infallibility of the Pone, 3-59; Noti
ceedings of London Yearly Meeting, 367; Notice of

the pnx-eedings cf Canada Yearly Meeting, 375 ; On
the rexponsibility of thechildren and families of those

who occupy consjjicuous positions in the churcli, 383
;

Notice of " The Daily Remembrancer on Peace and
War," 3.S4 ; Notice to'subscribers, 384 ; Observations
on the present condition of the Society of Friends,

391 ; Remarks on the recent death of valued mem-
bem, 399; Observations on the counsel of George
Fox to miniKters to dwell in the life, 407; Remarks
on the effective preaching of a godly life, 415.

Edmund-on William. ( )n the early concern of Friends
to avoid thecare.< and riches of this world, 22.S.

Experience of, of superficial religion, 239.

Eg^pt. Obr<ervatioDs on the high state of the arts in

ancient, 28f«

Emien Institution. Brigf account of the origin and
historr of, 271.

EmIen James. Remark of, on desiring none of the
novellip" in religion of the present dar, 326.

Englan.l. .\..[ice of the expiration of a lease for 999
ream in. 2T2.

Epistle ..r I...nd..n Yearly of women Friends, 1

I'lillada. Yearlv .Meeting of women Friends,
1.34.

of Stephen Crisp, and comments, 220.

of Leinster Province Meeting. Postscript to an

Epitaph in an Italian grave-yard. An, 11.

Eaqaimaui. Notice of the skill of, in decoying seal

Eacalyctiis j)lantalion in Algeria. Description of a, 38.
Erans William. Extract from, on the observance of

the 4th of .Seventh mo., .35.

Caution of, in reference to seaside and other re-
sorts, 3.58.

Rem.-irks of, on the necessity of continued atten-
tion to the work of salvation, 366.

Oli-^'Tvation of, on the sufferings of the church,

Evil reiKTir.. Illustration of the spreading of, 2.3.

Examph'. The testimony of, 164.
Expedieni y. The danger of, as a guide of action, 71.
Eye. Account of Alfred Graefe, the famous operator

on the, 43.
'

The disu.HC of rolling tf)wels recommended to
prevent the spread of a disease of the, 1 1 5.

Faith. The doctrine of the Society of Friends in rela-
tion to, 99.

Illnstralion of the danger of a false, in the de.-ith
ofW. E. Udderzook, 123.

Anecdote enforcing the nece-ssity of, in the Divine
government, 131.

< )n the necessity of the exercise of, in the militant
church, 1H.3.

The blessed reward of having kept the, 18S.
I'aithfulnes.a. Encouragement to, 287. 300.
Fathers. Anecdote of the responsibility of, 178.
Favor. How to return a, 111).

Feeding the pigeons. Reflections upon, 114.
Fell Judith. The happy close of the life of, 203.

Fcrni!. Notes on collecting i ,
near Mammoth i

Files. On the manufacture of, 234.

Fish not sensitive to sound, 159.

Farming not a dull business, 301.

Flogging Judas. Late observance of the custom of.

Footprints in solid rock, of artificial origin, obb.

Forests. On the pecuniary and other advantages of

planting, 148.

Outlines of the area in the U. S. covered by, 198.

Fossil ivory. Notice of the collection and quality of,

300.
, . , .

Fothergill John. Remarks of, on adopting a plain

dress, about the year 1684, 5.

John, the physician. Remarks of, on reviewing

his life, 175.

Samuel. Remark of, on the origin of the testi-

mony of Friends against the language, customs

and fashions of the world, 367.

Four years in Ashantee. Extracts from, 379. 385. 397

403. 411.

Fox George. Divinely moved to recommend the estab-

lishment of meetings for discipline among
women Friends, 10.

Exhortation of, to true brotherly love,

Advice of, to Friends, 43.
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and doctrines of, by E. Ash, 78. 92. 150. 1.54.
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vice of, 82.
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Testimony of Wm. Penn to the weightiness of,
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light of Christ in the heart, 156.

Advice of, to Friends upon judging
for worship, 174.

Observations of, on understanding the scriptures,

and comments, 347.

Counsel of, to ministers, to dwell in the life, and
comments, 407.

France. Inscription plates from the royal tombs of,

sold for old metal, 14.

A visit to the Landes in south-west, 313.
Address presented by Friends to the National
Assembly of, in 1792, and answer, 373. 3S2.

Freedmen. Extracts from letters addressed to the
Friends' Association for relief of, and appeal on be-
half of, 197.

Friends. Religious communications addressed to, 38.

58. 66. 85. 156. 171. 206. 242. 243. 247. 258.
308. 326. 332.

Observations on the state of the Society of, 324.
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The views of, in regard to the observance of the

First day of the week, 39.

Remark on the faithful administration of the
discipline among, 44.

Extravagance in mrniture and apparel among,
not in accordance with Truth. Remarks of
Joseph Pike on, 46.

Account of and remarks on the persecution of,

in New England, 49. 73. 81. 92. 97. 109. 142.
161. 189.

Historical researches upon the first protest of,

against slavery, 51. 57. 67. 203.
A short history of, in the Province of Ontario, 54.
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doctrines and testimonies of, 82. 90. 99. 105.
113. 120. 130.

Accounts by George Fox and others of remark-
able extensions of Divine power in the earlv
rise of the Society of, 89.

Observations of John Conran on adopting the
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The doctrine of the light of Chri.st in the heart
as an essential characteristic of, asserted, 95
150. 1.54. 156. 206. 257.
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arranged service, 107.

Remarks of M. A. Schimmelpennick on attend-
ing the meetings of, 118.
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130. 183.265.

Friends. Remarks on discontintiitt| General
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Declarations of Samuel Scott in refeK*".'^^

ultimate prevalence of the testimonies

plainness of dress and address, 159.
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early, 166.

Observations on the inconsistencies of men
among, 172. 223.

Experience of Dugan Clark on being disc,
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206.

Remarks of John Griffith on the sorrowfalic<
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enjoyments among, 213.
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meetings by, 220.
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made among, to avoid suffering, 223.

Godlv care of the early, against the encumbrance
of this world, 228.
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266.
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349. 357. 365. 373. 382. 390.
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mony against the world in dress, &c., 398.
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' Friends in the Seventeenth Century." Notice of, 253
Extract from, 302.

Frog. Observations on the crying of the, in fear, 130j
Fungus. Notice of the death of house-flies caused b\

a, 11.

Gas-wells. Notes on the history and nses of, 18. ;

Geese in the west. Remarks on wild, 103.
Gentleman." On "A, 107.
Geology. Discovery of recently petrified wood, 187.

fGermantown Friends. On the history of the first, 511
57. 114. 203.

Germination of seeds. On the powerful effects of thi
blue ray in the, 221.



Jiving in." Extract entitled, 195.
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ass rendered hail-proof and fire-proof, 236.

Experiments with toughened, 348.
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ilf stream. Brief description of the, 346.
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rasshoppers in the northwest. Remarks on the ravages
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Description of the, 141.

Area ofthe district ravaged by, in 1874, 211.

Account of the ravages by, in Kansas, in 1875,

370.
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•eece. Statistics of the progress of, 214.
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soul, 257.
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rover Wm. Remarks of on nice distinctions made to

avoid sufTering, 223.
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sentiments, 127.
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by, on his death-bed, 230.
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a city. Essay entitled, 58.

Health. Observations on convulsions, 6.
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habits, 46.
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On the sanitary condition of water, 103.

On the deleterious effects of tobacco upon the,

109.

The spread of a disease of the eyes in the U. S.

attributed to the use of rolling towels, 115.
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332.

Remark on the infectious character of scarlatina.

On the injurious effects of hurry to, 406.

Higher Life," by J. B. Brown. Extracts from " The, 179.

Extract from, on reading the Psalm-, 214.

Comments on the above, 223.

Hippopotamus hunters. Account of hereditary, 333.

Hireling ministry. Extracts from a tract against, by
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Hockett Mahlon. Anecdote of, 53.
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Honesty tested. Anecdote of Adam Clark entitled, 14.
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Remarks of George Fox upon understanding the
and comments, 347.
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How to rise in the world. Anecdote entitled, 28.

Hume Sophia. Brief account of, 19.

Humphrey Old. Extracts from, "343.

Humility. Advice of R. Shackleton respecting, 279.

On true, 383.

Hurry. The injurious effects of, to health, 406.

Hydrophobia from the bite of the skunk. Observa-
tions on the, 12.

Ice in Melville Bay. Account of encounters with, 173.
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E.xperience of a whaling master with, 191.
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India Rubber. The sources and process of manufac-
turing, 175.

Process of manufacturing mats of, described, 271.
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Indians. Notice of the present condition and history

of the recent efforts of Friends among the

western, (continued from vol. xlvii. p. 414),
5. 13. 29. 33. 42. 50. 58. 76.
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war, 234.
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Thomas Chalkley, 316.
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329. 337. 345. 353. 362. 371. 377,
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410.

Notice of the character of Kicking Bird, one of

the Kiowa, 340. 401.
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others by Comanche and Kiowa, 388. 395.
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Kicking Bird. Brief account of, 401.
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Labor. Remarks on unemployed, 139.
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Lampblack. Notice of the manufacture of, at a gas-
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Landes in Frances. Description of a visit to, 313.

Language. On the testimony of the Society of Friends
to plainness of, 121.

Trial of Thomas Chalkley, while a lad, in the
use of the plain, 269.

Reasons of the testimony of Friends to plainness
of, 356.
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John Barclay, 159.

of John Finch Marsh, 94. 98. 110. 115. 122.
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Anthony Benezet, 221. 234.
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Ellen Evans, and comments, 333.
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tional Arbitration, 141.
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of John Newton. Extract from, 372.
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The properties of the actinic rays of, 221.
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the protection afforded by, 219.

Rock,
Account of the method of building a, on the coast

of France, 100. 252.

Live stock and population. On the comparative num-
bers of, 134.

Livingstone Dr. The journal and correspondence of,

to be edited by his son, 71.
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Brief account of the character and death

" Is there no religion in dress." Essay entitled, 159.

Isinglass. Account of the preparation of Russian, 39.

Isle of man. Notice of the, 350.

Ivory. Statistics of the sources of and trade in, 300.

Jackson Andrew. Incident in the Presidency of, en-

titled, " How a war was prevented," 266.

Jordan Joseph. Brief notice of the life and religious
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Jordan Richard. Incident in the ministry of, 139.
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Judging spirit. Remarks on avoiding a, 227.

Justification. Observations of the doctrine of Friends
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London. Statistics of the great size of, 127. 259. 343.
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to, 209. 218. 225. 236.
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city of, 259.

First gas-light in, 415.
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Love. Nothing too small to convey the spirit of, 135.

of money compared with the love of strong
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Lukewarmness in Christian professors. Remarks on,
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164.

Kansas. Description of a late journey through the Lumber trade. Statistics of the, 270.

unsettled parts of, 305. 315. 321.
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of Mary Wright. Incidents in the, 100.
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Memorial of Frankford Monlhly Meeting of

Friends,- concerning Hannau A. Waiinek,
dcceaiscd.

She was the daughter of Charles and Rebecca
Allen, and was born in Philadelphia, on the

22d ol' 9th month, ISl-l. The early training

and watchful, restraining care, and the con-

sistent example of these pious parents, were
doubtless largely instrumental in preparing
her mind for so full an acco](tancc of pure gos-

pel truth, as she was favored afterwards to

experience, through the leadings and teach-

ings of the Spirit of her dear Kedeeraer: and
she retained a very lively and grateful re-

membrance of the labors, of her parents to the
close of life.

To an ardent and affectionate disposition

there was joined in childhood a quickness of
temper and a strong will; but she was earlj'

made sensible, as evinced in the following

memorandum written, in her fifteenth j'ear, of

her sinful condition, and the need of a change
of heart. She thus. writes: " I think I was
about twelve years of age when my Heavenly
Father condescended again to visit my soul.

1 became more attentive to religious things,

and in the summer of my thirteenth year, I

was so mijch aroused to see the situation of

my wicked fieart, that one night, I with many
tears and under great agitation of mind, was-
enabled to make known to my dear mother,
some sins I had committed when eight years
of age, which hitherto she had not known.
Oh I from what a burden is my heart released

upon thinking that I was so helped, painful

as it was, to make this known. From that
time until this, I think 1 may say that the
Lord has continued to visit and re-visit my
i^ul. I have become more attached to re-

ngious instruction, to going to meeting, and
to the endeavor of attaining my soul's salva-

tion. My heart has frequently been baptized
under a sense of my many sins and great
weakness. I long to enjoy the true peace
which is from above, and to become one of
the pure in heart. My sorrows have been
frequent and many, though mostly known
only to Him who seeth in secret. 1 have con-

tinued in this way progressing gradually in

my attachment to those things which are
above. Oh ! that I may become as a fruitful

vine in the vineyard of my trod."

Thus it was, waiting upon the Lord, watch-

ing and earnestly wrestling for the -blessing,

that her spiritual building was laid upon the

sure foundation—even Christ Jesus the Hock
of Ages—the Alpha and Omega of the Chris-

tian's faith ; whereby the world was crucified

unto her ai.id she unto the world. Yielding

her heart to the transforming, purifying in-

fluences of the Spirit of the great Master
Workman, whose will is our sanctification,

she became even in youth an example to all

with whom she mingled, ofsimplicitj', straight-

forwardness and faithfulness in the path of

apprehended duty; characteristics which she

retained in no common degree throughout
her after life and to which wore added as she

grew in grace, the tenderness, humility and
child-like natnre of the mature christian.

She was much interested in the best welfare

of the younger members of our religious So-

ciety ; and from a sense of duty, entered upon
the responsible position of teacher at West-
town, when she had just completed her seven-

teenth year. She continued in this interest-

ing employment either at Westtown or in the

Select School in Philadelphia, with but short

ntermissions, for nearly ten years. Her sense

of the responsibilities resting upon her, and
of the need of Divine -ielp to -perform her

duties aright, is sot forth in the following

memorandum:
" Westtown, 8th mo. 11, 1833. Our school

has been very large, and for the dear and pre-

cious children over whom we have the over-

sight, rny heart is often deeply concerned. I

believe, there are amongst them precious

plants, but there are others who often cause

heartfelt mourning and sorrow. But I am
renewedly convinced that all that we can do
will prove of no avail, unless attended by the

Divine blessing, and that we ought to bo more
and more concerned to act in an exemplary
maimer, and also to seek to be able to put up
our petitions both for them and for ourselves."

Again under date of 12th mo. 1837, she says :•

" It is a serious, and (may I not say) an awful

thing.to live and occu]iy the very responsible

station I do—placed at the head of so many
precious children, who are looking to me for

example. I often say I know not what to

call little things; every movement, word and
action seems to me of importance. Truly vain

is the help of man. May I be daily, hourly

concerned to seek to the Lord alone for

strength and wisdom to perform my duties.

May his Spirit, which He hath promised
should teach us all things, be my Guide and
my Director."

On the 13lh of 10th mo. 1841, she was united

in marriage to our friend Yardley Warner,
land became a member of Goshen Monthly
and Whitelaud Particular Meeting, Chester
county, Pennsylvania.
Her home life was such, as might co

[dently be looked for from one dedicated

I

her Lord. She desired not great things for

I

herself or hers, but with humility and Godly

fear did she go in and out before her family
and her neighbors. In all things whereuhto
she was called, she bore her Lord's yoke will-

ly, and it was made easy to her—she
learned of Him and found rest in service.

As a mother, she was faithful, watchful and
tender: keenly alive to her responsibilities,

she discharged her duties with firmness and
love, endeavoring not only to guide, but to

guard her children, cultivating a freedom and
ntimacy with them, and tenderly devoting
herself to their welfare.

It was her marked concern to cherish in

them the earliest and faintest dawnings of a
religious life, and she sought to bring them
up in the Lord's fear, and consistently with

Christian profession ; directing them to

the Lord Jesus Christ as their Saviour, and
to faithful obedience to the dictates of His

ised Spirit dwelling in them as their Guide
and Comforter. Her counsel was early im-

parted to these to seek a reconciliation with
their Heavenly Father for every deviation

from His will, however small ; thus impress-

ing upon them both the beauty and necessity

of a daily life of holiness before the Lord.
Enduring with quiet fortitude and cheerful

resignation many close .trials and provingsof
faith and patience, her daily life gave evidence

that her affections were not placed upon the
things of this world, but that whilst seeking

first "the kingdom of God and His righteous-

ness," she was permitted to east all her cares

and wants upon His watchful and sustaining

power. This she expresses in the following

memorandum: " Sometimes when I feel tried

at this uncertainty, [in temporal matters] it

seems as if the answer was, ' Have not I cared

for thee hitherto, and I will still care for thee.

Keep quiet and leave the future with me.' Oh
for ability to more faithfully serve so good a

Master."
Previous to her marriage, her mind had

been exercised on account of an apprehension

that she would at some time be called to the

work of the ministry ; and the following from
her private memoranda, give evidence that

many conflicts and provings were her portion;

deep baptisms designed for her refinement and
preparation for this solemn work. She says :

"How earnestly do I frequently crave that

His holy will may be done in me, and that

He may be my leader and my feeder; and my
staff to lean upon in the time of trial. And
I am also often led to look forward to years

to come, when it hath seemed to me I shall

be called to labor and to perform n far more
important work than any 1 have yet been en-

gaged in ;
oh! that I may be found faithful

to every manifestation of duty is what I

earnestly crave." Of her first appearance in

the ministry she writes: "7th mo. 16th, 1843.

I have thought today that it would be right

for me, to pen in this little book some of my
feelings and provings during the past three

months. On the 4th day of the week, in our
little ineeting at this place, I felt it required
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that arc atU-r the SpTril the things of the! were her walk and communion with the F,

Spirit For U. be Cirnally mindecTis death, ther of Spirits, that .he wa. largely made useK he spiritnallv minded is life and peace." , ot to declare pub icly " the way ol l.te and

1 cannot sav as mu'ny others have, that when sal vation.'-labonng by precept and exam-

T «ut lown"l felt my peace to flow as a river, Iple, for the cause of lighteousness, not as thoss

WMhallVar and a^vl'^lue.s were n^
lest 1 might have done wrong; but I wasjthat must give account." Her great careful-

comforted in feeling that had I not yielded In ess not to go in advance ot her Guide, was a

should have lellthe meelinir under sad feel- marked feature of her re .g.ous character.

JDu's of condemnation. In the afternoon the " Most fully and cordially, she writes, do

enemy was permitted sorely to buftet me, and I believe that a secret tervent travail and ex-

inanv were my doubts and reasonings; yea, erciso of spirit, tor the best wellare ot the

HO overwhelmed was 1 that 1 wns almost flock, will avail more than many words, much
- ... . . T,

.

i-L^a^iing and teaching, even of a religious na-
ready to sa^-. I will never speak again

this storm and conflict soon passed over and

1 was favond for some days with very peace

ful, ijuiet feelings."

Under date of 1st month 1st, 1846, she thus

writes: "At our little meeting on First-day

last, I was enabled, I humbly hope, und

ri"ht authority, to relieve m^- mind amongst

my friends of a burden that had long rested

upon me, by exhorting to an increase of

watchfulness, reviving the language of our

Savionr, ' Watch ye, therefore, and pray al

ways that j-e may be accounted worthy to

stand before the Son of man," &c. My mouth
hath been seldom opened of latter time, but

I have, I believe 1 may say, often felt mj- mind

brought under travail and exercise o

and frequentl}- matter has presented, which

1 have thought it might be right for me to

spread before my friends ; but as 1 have waited

to feel the commission and authority to do so,

it has gradually passed away, and I made to

SCO that the time had not yet come for me to

throw my bunlen upon them, but to bear it

in secret before Ilim, who I trust had begotten

it, and who alone in ills own time, can open

and none can shut. Oh ! that wo may all be

presen-ed from taking the work into our own
bands, but leave it with llim, who can cause

the silent travail and exercise of spirit to avail

as much, as the public declaration of it."

She was acknowledged a ministcrofGoshen
Monthly Meeting in the 5th month of 1848,

and became a member of this meeting in 1863.

During this interval important changes oc-

curred in her placeof residence. Inlliospring

of 1858, she removed with her husband to

Mount rieasant, Ohio, where they were use'

fully engaged in conducting Friends' Board-
ing Sclnioi, until the year 1861, when tlnj-

returned to Pennsylvania, and settled within
the comi)a.ss of Uwchlan Monthly Meeting,
thcDCC rcmovingto Germantown in the spring
of 1863.

In the exerciseof her gift Ilannali A. War-
ner attended with minutes, the Yearly Meet-
ings of Ohio and Indiana, likewise most of

the (^uarterlj-, and man}' of the Particular
Meetings within the limits of Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting. She was also repeatedly
called into the weighty service of visiting

lamilies.

A senpe of human in<a])acity for rightly
addressing the Most High in ])rayer, and fur

preaching with that abilit}- which alone can
gather to the Lord Jesus Christ, was so im-
pressed upon our beloved friend, as to work
great watchfulness over her own spirit, that
she should not venture upon the exercise of
any privileges she might have as a minister

ture, unless such is strictly under the au-

thority, and constraining and restricting in-

fluence of the unerring Spirit of Truth. I

hope I am a full believer in the all powerful

and convicting influence of the Grace of God ;

and thereforel believe it is right for us, when
we feel the inward travail of "soul for others,

to be willing to bear it silently, until He who
knows best what His children stand in need

of sees tit to unseal the stoppted lips, and to

bid those who have been as it were dumb, to

speak.'

Her attachment to all the doctrines and

testimonies of the Society of Friends was
deep and ardent; she held to these from a

real experience of their value to the Christian

j)ilgrim, and not from tradition ; and because

she saw in them a conformity with the records

of the Holy Scripture,—believing that what
we are called upon as a people to uphold and
maintain, is'not anew doctrine or revelation,

but primitive Christianity, and a return to the

apostolic faith and practice.

CTo be concluded.)

The Fly aiid tbo Eartliworm.

The next time you go out on your morning
or evening ramble, if you chance to see a
worm in your path, do not kick it aside, nor
step over it ; but take it from the ground, and
lay it on the palm of your hand; and as it

tries to crawl away j"ou will experience a

slight sensation of roughness on your skin.

If you take a pocket-lens, snid examine care-

fully the under side of the worm's body, you
will perceive several rows of fine sharp hooks,
extending from one end to the other, each
anuulatcd division (for the worm's bodj- is, as
you doubtless know, composed of rings) being
furnished with four paii"S of these hook-",

which are situated upon small protuberances
on the creature's skin. These minute hooks
cause the rough sensation alluded to ; and
that portion oif tho body on which they are
placed corresponds to the abdomen of the
higher animals, the hooks themselves being-

nothing more nor less than rudimentary feet

to aid the worm in its progress.

It has perhaps never occurred to you to in-

quire how it is, when you endeavor to draw
a worm forth from the earth, that it can offer

such resistance to your eflbrts, as almoat to
necessitate j'our tearing it in two before you
can extract it, and why, as soon as jou relax
your hold, it disappears with, such rapidity
under the soil. These hooks are tho cause;
the}' are retractile at the will of the animal,
and operate so as not to impede its onward
progress: hut when a portion of its bodj- is

once extended, and has penetrated into tho

soil, thev keep it firmly fixed, whilst the re-

maining part is drawn after it by muscular

contraction.

IS^ow. is not this a simple but interesting

feature in the anatomy of the worm, that

should be known to every one?—yet ho

few, even of the best educated, are aware of

its existence I How many anglers,' do yoa
think, are there, who handle their poor victim

as frequently as we do our pen, and are yet

nacquainted with this fact!

And as regards the Fly : you need not even

quit your study or parlor to have an oppru

tunity of witnessing a strange, and, to tl.

masses, inexplicable phenomenon connects ;

with the insect, namely the mode in which it

walks upon the ceiling with its feet upwards,

or progresses upon tho smooth vertical j>aiio

of glass in your parlor window, setting at de-

fiance a well-known law of gravitation. If

you are not able to solve this mystery, ask

some friend who possesses a microscope lo

show you the foot of a fly under the instru-

ment, and you will find, that at its extremity

it is furnished with a pair of membranous
discs, on which there are disposed countle.-.s

minute suckers, that operate upon the in-

verted ceiling, or smooth glazed surfoce over

which the fly is marching, in the same man-

ner as did the leather sucker with which, as

a schoolboj", j-ou were wont to amuse your-

self in lifting heavy stones : this is the simplf,

but eftective apparatus which enables tho

little creature to maintain its hold with secu-

rity in any position.

N^ay, you may even, whilst lounging lazily

upon your sofa, watch some little fly that ha^

settled ujjon your coat, and is busily engaged
in removing thedust from its wings : j'ou will

notice with what facility it crosses its hinder

legs overthe wings, or raises the latter gently

from beneath; and after having effected this

cleansing operation, then rub's one leg against

jtho other, to remove any particles of du-i

ifi-oin these members also. But are you awai e

I

that for this purpose its diminutive limbs are

I covered with numberless hairs, by means of

'which the insect is enabled as efficiently to

remove the dust from its wings or body, as

you are from your treasured volumes or pir-

tures with your artificial brush of similar

materials "?

These are two of .the numerous evidences
revealed to us when we examine the Fly's

structure, of the care with which the insect

I

has been endowed with organs that conform
perfectly to its mode of existence; showing,
nhat however useless and unimportant it may
'appear to us, and although we may regard it

,as a plague in our dwellings, yet every pro-

j

vision has been made for its comfort and
safetj-.

Let us adduce one still more remarkable
and interesting example:

—

Whilst we possess only two eyes, beautiful

jand perfect, no doubt, in their construction,
the humble Fly is furnished with about 4000
simple, but perfect organs of vision ; and even
this number falls far short of that in other
insects. Many have been the conjectures
why the insect races are thus liberally, in-

deed to all appearance lavishly, supplied with
visual organs. We shall detail their nature
and probable operation further on; but may
here observe, that, so far as we are able to

judge, they are the best adapted to the habits
of the insect; and that the end required.
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amcly the conveyance to the brain of a dis-|appear bard at first, yet as they follow then

;iuct image of surrounding objects, could not il^eader with a single eye, it will become easy,

lave been so effectnally attained by any other |There may be ti of withdrawing; of the

lontrivance.— The Earthworm and Housefly.

For " The Friend."

Daniel Bowly, .Tuiir.

In " Piety Promoted" there is an interest

ng account of Daniel Bowlj', Jan., who died;an incomprehensible reward, is a favor be-

divine presence, and then the enemy will seek

to enter; but by earnest supplication, preser-

vation will be granted, and at times a com.

forting foretaste of future happiness
; and the

l^rospect of getting every day nearer to such

n his 26th year, at Cirencester, Gloucester-

ibirc, the Ninth mo. 1793. It is stated that
be possessed a good understanding and an
amiable disjiosition

; the pliabilitj' of which,
together with an employment which frequent-

ly exposed him to temptation, promoted,
though it did not sanction, a wide deviation
in conduct iTom those religious jirinciples in

which he had been educated. Of this devia-
tion he became fully sensible in the course of
a long illness ; which he often acknowledged
to be a mercy from that divine Providence
whose fatherly care had many times preserved
him from sudden death when unprepared.

In the commencement of the disease, which
proved to be consumption, bis mind appeared
to be deeply affected with the danger of his

situation, though he then expressed but little

of his feelings. As his weakness increased,

he remarked how exceedinglj^ awful the pro-

spect of the final change appeared ; and he
earnestly desired that he might know a fitness

for eternity, and that when the time came,
the Divine Presence might be neai*. His past
conduct, he said, had been very erroneous

;

but that his supplication for forgiveness had,

in his illness, been attended with such sweet
refreshment, that he hoped it might be ac-

cording to his desires. At other times, his

sins appeared so great that he could hardly
entertain a hope it would be well with him.
"What can be expected," said he, "ft-om a
death bed repentance? That is a time when
all would gladly be saved. There will not
probablj' be an opportunity given me of prov-
ing my sincerity, by an amendment of life ; so

that men may doubt it, but the Omniscient
Being knoweth how far I am sincere, and I

hope^if it is i-eally so, I will be accepted by
Him

;
yet there is nothing equal to a proper

dedication of time in health."

Another time, he said, ''I hope the Al-

mighty will forgive my sins. It is mercy
alone that can save me, who have devoted so

much of my life to business, and the amuse-
ments of this world

;
pleasure as it is gener-

ally' called; but it is a strange sort ofpleasure.
It is pain, I feel it pain."

One time, speaking of trade, and his glad-

ness that he was done with it, he said, " I hope
I am not hardened or insensible of my state,

I have earnestly supplicated for repentance,
and have experienced something like touch-

ing the hem of the garment ; but not quite so

neither, as that was fully etficacious ; but this

lasted only for a time, and I seemed again
left. In the forepart of my illness, a few
times I asked for recoveiy, if consistent with
the divine will; with detires to be strength
cncd to lead a different life from my past;
and to serve that good Master whose doctrines
I have, as it were, trampled under foot ; but
I have since seen the favor it may be to me
to be taken from such a trial."

He said also, " What a favor it is to be
members of our Society! Its rules forbid

nothing that is good for us. How earnestly

do I -wish my near connections, in particular,

may keep to the Truth. Though the path may

j'ond expression." He observed how he had
been struck when at j)laces of vain amuse-
ment with a conviction that he was far more
blamable than his companions, who had not

guarded an education ; that however inno-

cently some of them attended, it was not so

with him.
Embracing one of his brothers with great

tenderness, he desired- him to attend to what
he had said, which was not in his own will

;

but, he believed, through the Spirit of Christ,

who in his unspeakable mercy had made of

him such an example. He exhorted his

brother and sister to endeavor to train up
their children in the right way; as it is from
the rising generation an advancement in So-

ciety is to be expected. He reminded them
of the memorable instances in " Piety Pi'o-

moted" of children from nine years old to

fifteen and twenty, appearing in public testi-

mony in meetings ; and he said, he thought
he care of children a great trust; but that

the reward would be answerable, if rightly

disehai-ged. Ho recommended beginning with

hem as soon as their minds opened; and not

plunging them into business at too eai'ly an
age, remarking the preference due to religion

before earthly substance.

Several friends being in his chamber, one
evening, he spoke of that wonderful gift dis-

pensed to all, even that Holy Spirit which
manifests our duty; and he recommended an
immediate compliance with its discoveries;
" For since," said he, " these illuminations are

not at our command, it is veiy unsafe to trifle

with them by giving way to the suggestions

of the enemy ; but rather i-esign whatever
may be called for : cannot we return a part to

Him who gave the whole ? What if it deiDrive

us of a few luxuries? We can have but food

and raiment ; which only differ a little in kind

between rich and poor.

He recommended that after being at meet-

ing, and having been favored there with tender

impressions ofgood, as hesometimes had been,

great care should be taken not to lose them,"

by too soon entering into conversation, con-

cerns of business, or attention to any thing of

a contrary nature, whereby the mind might
be deprived of the benefit intended.

"Our profession," said he, "is a very ex
alted one ; and if wo keep to it, would make
us as lights in the world. Our religion teaches

us to believe in immediate communication
with God, through his beloved Son ; which is

an unspeakable privilege to all who attend to

it : and wonderful condescension ! that he who
is Lord of all, should thus notice poor man

;

and time after time, be visiting with the offers

of his mercy to insure our happiness; visita-

tions we should be very careful not to reject

as being a common favor, and think we will

accept them at some future time. For, though
the Almighty is long-forbearing and delight-

eth in mercy, we know not when may be the

last offer of his grace to assist us in the work
of salvation. "What a dreadful thing would

it be to withstand the last!"

Speaking of the evidence he had of his

future peace, he said, " I have a clear view
that I shall be received into the kingdom of

rest and peace. I see the gates of heaven
standing open to receive nie, and thousands
of the just waiting to embrace me. I desire

but just to get within the p des of safety, to

be in the presence of the Lord, and to behold

his glorious countenance. 'O! death, where
is thy sting ? O ! grave, whei-e is thy victory ?'

Christ taketh away the sting of death. My
dear Saviour is reconciled to me. 1 know he

His mercy is very great, I cannot speak
enough of his mercy."
Some of his relations standing by his bed

side one evening, he remarked how con-

temptible the world appeared; and speaking

of its wickedness, he said, " I would not bo

understood to despise the world itself No;
it is the creation of God; and we are placed

there to enjoy all things with temperance. If

it were as it ought to be, it would be a sort of

paradise; it would be a happy pilgrimage to

eternity; it is the depravity of man that

makes it so detestable."

He cautioned some of his friends to beware
of the fatigues and incumbrances of business,

saying, " It will not do for those who have

been all the week in the hurry of business to

go to meetings and appear before the Lord in

form only. A man whose time is wholly en-

grossed in business, if he goes to meetings

pretty constantly and sits there two hours,

yet it is to be feared his thoughts will be en-

gaged on that which takes up the' greater part

of his time ; and if it be so, it is great mockery
of God. Neither will it do to go on in an out-

ward show of dress or address, if not true

worshippers of the Lord, in spirit and in truth.

Thej' must daily give up their minds to him,

daily retire to worship him. I know a man
ought to provide for his family, and carry on

a proper business, which I believe to be right

;

but it should by no means be the first object,

for riches will be nothing in the end. * * *

I am now upon the brink of death to the

body, but opening into the life of the spirit.

I am going to live forever, and I am certain

nothing will do but giving up every earthly

obstruction for the cause of God. Make him
a sacrifice ;

offer up all you have ; offer up
your lives to him as Christ did his for your

sakes and mine."
He was naturally of a compassionate dispo-

sition; and during his illness, often spoke

feelingly of the poor, recommending liberality

to them; which, he said, he had seen to be a

Christian duty ;
and how much greater' satis-

faction would result from relieving their

wants, than from unnecessarily accumulating

wealth.
On the first of Ninth month he said, "The

state that I expect to enter is that of calm-

ness, and peace ; divine peace, the purest

spirituality. When 1 have spoken of gates or

dooi'S, I wished to imply an entrance into this

state ; for I believe my ideas of future hap-

piness arc not gross. I hope to live in the

presence of God, and to feel constant support

from him ; and I do not wish to know more.

As the solemn close drew nigh he was pre-

served in a patient, resigned, waiting state,

and expressed but little for several days,

but his company was truly pleasant, and his

deportment evinced where his mind was
centred. The last day of his life his voice be-

came so weak as to be nearly inaudible, and

but httle that he attempted to express could

be understood ; but ho continued in a heavenly
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frame of mind, full of love. Tlie last cou
netted sentence which was distinctly heard
was this :

'• 1 have the satisfaction to say,
~

have been washed in Jordan." \Not long atlcr
this, he appeared to be retiring to sleep; but
in reality he was quietly departing, without
even a sigh.

A Strange Scene in a Court of Justice.—
Many of us remember the story told. by Prof.
Wilson, in his own tender and vivid way, of
the two hostile Highland brothers, William
and Stephen, reconciled at their father's

ffravc. in a city no further from home than
Bridgeport, Conn., a recent trial for as.sault

and battery was made memorable by an
cident almost equally worthy of WiLson's pen,
and we wish wo could see it described
he would describe it. Two brothers named
Adams, residents of Westport, who had lived
on bad terms with each other several years,
finally came to blows. Hoth made comjilaint
before a trial justice, and both were convicted
of breach of the peace. Dissatisfied with this,

they appealed, and at the next session of the
Supreme Court the jurj- failed to agree in the
case of one, but found the other guilty. Judge
Foster, grieved as a man at the spectacle of
two warring brothers, and hnmanelj' anxious
to stop further litigation in the future be
tween them, called the men bc'bre him and
talked to them in a strain of .serious but kind
i-oproof He briefly reviewed their difficulty
and showed' the absurdity of their quarrel^
and then appealed to their selfrespect, their
relationshi]!, and their sense of moral respon-
sibility, to let this unnatural enmity go on no
longer.

sentence of the law, a fine of one dollar, and
1 discharge j-our bond."

Is it too much to say that of all present at
that remarkable scene none went away who
were not better for having witnessed it ?

—

iVatchman and Beiiector.

HAST THOU A CARE?
Hast thou a care whose pressure dre.id

Kxpcls sweet slumber from thy bed ?

To ihy Redeemer take that care,
And change anxiety to prayer.

Hast thou a hope from wliich thy heart
Would feel it almost death to part?
Entreat the Lord that hope to crown,
Or give thee strength to lay it down.

Hast thou a friend whose image dear
May prove an idol worshipped here ?

Implore the Lord th.it naught may be
A shadow between Heaven and thee.

AVhate'er the care that breaks thy rest,

Whate'er the wish that swells thy breast,
Spread before God that wish, that care,
And change anxiety lo prayer.

brot

Selected.

THE CROOKED-NECKEDGOUED.
BY SIDNEY DYER.

The rich and the noble may spurn aught but gold.
And drink, for their pleasure, the choicest of wine:

Or else, for a goblet their dainties to hohl,
May seek for the ore of Potosi's rich mine;

But ne'er to my lips will aught taste half so sweet,
From golden or silver or crystal, when poured.

As the cool, sparkling drops which my thirsty lins
meet ' '

Just dipped from the spring with the crooked-necked
gourd.

ness. Steam is generated by llama dung, the
only fuel of the country; "for there are no
trees within 150 miles. The stcaraers actually
cost their weight in silver ; for their transpor-
tation (in pieces) from the coast cost as much
as the original price. A steamboat company
has just asked from Bolivia the exelusiva
privilege of navigating Titicaca and the Rio
Desaguadero to Logo Pampa, with a guarantee
of ^is per cent, cost on the capital and a share
in all new mines discovered. Professor Ortou,
the latest traveller in that region, calls attenl
tion to the fact that Lake Titicaca is not so
high as usually given in geographical works
by about 300 feet. Its true altitude is 12,493
feet, and in the dry season it is four feet less/
This fact has been revealed by the consecu-
tive levellings made in building the Arequipa
Eailway, just finished, which" reaches from
the Pacific to Lake Titicaca.— aS'cj". American.

M., you claim you have alwnys used youi
her well?" questioned the judge.
Yes. sir."

"And be has alwajs abused you?"
"Yes, sir."

" H., you claim that you have always used
jour brother well?"

' Yes, sir."

"And he has always abused you?"
" Yes, sir."

"See," continued the judge, '^j^ou are both
to blame, and no jury can decide which of you
is the woi-se."

Then he warned them solemnK', and even
tenderly, of the folly of doing as they had
done, and charged them by all they held
sa<Ted never to - ' '

again. He pair
hurmonj' and peace,
there to pledge friendship and brotherFy "kind-, traditions
ne^s for all coming tune.

Gravely, as if reading a printed covenant
ho pronounced the words, •• You, M. Adams
do promise on your part that you will bo
Jriends m future with your brother?"

"I will," said M., earnestly.
"Yon, K. Adams, do promise on your part,

that yon wdl be friends in future with your
brother?" •'

"1 will," said B., with equal earnestness.
Then shake hands!" said the judge; and as

the softened brothers grasped each
hand the spectators and members of the bar ITalready thrilled by tl

"

felt their eyes moisten
Judge Foster h

The banqueting-hall may its riches display,
And thousands attract to its pleasures again

;
It« visions of lightne-ss will soon pass away.
And naught but a .sense of deception remain

;

But the innocent joys which the heart often felt,

» ith memory's bright pictures are carefully storedAnd oft we revert to the time when we knelt,
And dipped the cool draught with the 'crooked-
necked gourd.

The silver and gold may be pure to the lips-
No taint to the bright, Oowing liquid imparl;W hile the emblem of truth from the beaker one sips,A .'Stain of pollution is left on the he.irt

;

But hung by a string to the mo.ss-covered wallA truth and a pleasure 'twill always afford
•

'

Be humble, be useful, to^one and f
'
-

Selected.

It appears to me a matter of essential im-
portance, that in connexions of marriage ther_
hould be similarity of view arid union of
heart and of mind, on the lesser, as well as on
the greater points of christiafi faith and prac-
tice. To walk in the same path, to partake
of the same refreshment, to be united in the
same objects, to have one mind with regard
to their families and households to be enabled^
to strengthen one another's hands in their
daily walk in life,—must greatly tend to their
doniestic happiness and good. This complete
tiniori, therefore, should be earnestly desired
iii this most close and near connexion, and it
must be considered a great risk and very im-
prudent, to enter upon it without this accord-
ance.

Press Carrier Pigeons.—Ono of the most'
curious incidents connected with modern jour-

'

nalism is the regular employment of Carrier
Pigeons in collecting intelligence for the daily
and weekly newspapers. Jn the competitive
exertions to procure the "Latestlntelligence,"
it has been found that for short distances
newspaper reports can be sent readier, cheaper
and quicker by Press Carrier Piireors. flyinfi
a mile per minute, than by the Postal tele"

= uiuuuie, ue ustiui, to one and to .i] ,..,.„, u rm, . • i
•'

.

Isihele-ssonweleanifromthecooked-neckedeourd '? ^ -^ ."' aenal postmen are intrusted^^^^^ooKea necked gourd, to resident correspondents in various places

„, ,
. -

,
. - i"Ae Titicaca -This is the r.o«f «.•.„.,,„ j!:!?^^:'".^."

despatched at any moment, whilst
go to law on any difference and interesting lake in the wced to them the beauty of; on the crest of the Andes, it
•e a,.d urged them then and

, large body of fresh water ; and
^"" "'

'

1i;:::;!f;;:J^'"*r''-t''-Pf -h-eManc6despateh'^;Ho;t^:^^^^

, a^^ i. al trib s'llolnTh'e-rion"";'
woke the Ca,?ier Pigeons tossed throu^'t

^a^^^-'Z^^ 'iTS^Sri^^^ out of a t;^in ,

i-Irt Qf . J
-

,

— -."'^ ^^"'' ""•- ",> lepurLcrs 10 places
tia cituated where important events are transpiring. It is
s the highest now no uncommon thing to see reporters at

'"b?,"''""'""*
police-courts, inquests, public meetings, &c.,

' by Press
he nearest

i^^'S^T^ 'f^l'^^
'^^^^"^ "The;«;chme:tS::

boldt called.t the birds to the place of their birth, and their

^'^^^:^:aV^t^^:ZZS!^;^::f''y'' ^^^^i?-
^-- from marvello«s

iI:i!!!:!':^l\^^-"'-^l a^-^i™ S^Si^^-rr-'^^^'^^^^
distinguishing

i
I skill:

when the offenders both
God's blessing on tliiur re

Adams,
of South America. Hu „
theatre of the earliest Americi
On
of

monuments which attest th
cencc of the Incas. Th
Tiahuanaco and Salustani, the remain;

other's, Sir' t^rth^'di;;?^^^'thSnc'f'^tt ^-p'^"^-? - ^^^e editor's room, the bell

, ,

he bar, Titicaca is about thcVize of our OntnHn .k ,

"'^°'""?iTeont.nu.nginmotion until attended
le words they had heard,

|
low to the west and north Ten towa^dlhl'

^""^ '^P*"'^'^'^ '^'''^ ^^' ^""'^^ P"'-po«es
'n and their hearts swell., east and .south. The eastern o.Bolv In 1 -conveying news to- our great cities-they
self was deen V nffPftnH k„:„.. k„..,..j .' . .

„'^''' " °' ilolivian shore are not the nui-fi nn,-,.,o^ p;„„„„ ..„i,:,.,. /,

aractoristics. A "columbier," or home is

ere are ^f
"''^ffi" ««*?blished at the various newspaper offices,

'•'
.v.!

.".'""'.^^ "' f/'d whenever a bird arrives with a message
Of the actof the pigeon entering its cot sets a

ffing in "

inginmotion untilattonded

as deeply '^^'^'^-'^d
I
being backed by the lofty range of SoTateri;

'

t'l^^ti
"°^ ^° '''®" adapted for Press purposes';) but

not the pure Carrier Pigeon (which .„
larger, heavier, and slower on the wins, andaudibly invoked{very high and precipitous. The lake

1 „„„„» „„ ,„„ „,„ n,.,.»..u..,„„,, or ,., „.„: ;i,:r: u.j,:° i;:s j»r.^s: /.'itsS'tJs^trr
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eip. Brussels, and Liege. Press Carrier

MS, tliOHgh as a rule only used for short

COS, in competition with the electric tele

. can be speciallj' trained to distances of

miles, and frequently fly to England from
blin, Brussels, Paris, Lisbon, and even

inie.

—

English Paper.

For "The Friend.

Iiuliiui .Ul'airs.

(Continued from page 41-1, vol. llvii.)

The efforts which were made by the Peace
miniissioners in 1867 to conclude treaties

Ih the Indian tribes of the Western plains

re resumed and continued through the

•ing and summer of 1SC8. The three trea-

!S made in 1867 with the Arrapahoes, Chey-
iies, Kiowas, Camaiiches, and Apactes, at,

dieine Lodge, were formally ratified and
oclaimed on'the part of the Government of

United States; and those made with the

)ttowattomies, Sacs, Foxes, and other tribes

Kansas, with the view of removing them
the reservations south of that State, have
ice been finally acted on by the Senate. A
eaty was concluded on the 2nd of March, at

ashington, by Commissioner Taylor and
e Governor of Colorado, with the several

mils of the Utc Indians, the object of which
he removal of those savages from the

ttled portions of New Mexico and Colorado
a largo reservation in the latter Territory,

irthe establishnient of two agencies among
em on that reservation. In May, treaties

ere concluded by the Peace Commissioner
'th the Brule, Sioux, Crows, northern Ai'ra

ihoes, and Cheyennes, and the Ogallalla

oux. These were followed by similar com-
icts in the month of June with the Osages,
hippcwas, and ISTavajoes ; so that nearly all

c tribes had, before midsummer, signed writ-

n agreements which bound them to keep
with the subjects and authorities of the
1 States.

The jiriucipal object of these treaties with
he Lidians has been to induce them to for-

ear from all attacks upon the persons and
roperty of the whites, and to suffer them-
elves to be removed to reservations of land
ecured to their exclusive use and occupation

y the Government of the United States.

'lie Government stipulates to bear the ex-

•ense of their removal and to furnish them
?ith the means of education and civilization,

irovidivig for their subsistence until they shall

able by their own industrj^ to provide for

hcmselves. Agricultural implements, seed,

attle, mechanical tools, &.Q., are among the
irticles to be supplied them through the agents
f the Government, the hope of the Goverh-
Inent being to reduce them in time to the eon-
lition of fai'mers, and herdsmen, and mechaTi-
cs, in which they may be able to maintain
hcmselves in the pursuits of peace. The two
mn(i]ial reservations upon which it is pro-

)osed til gather them are, the region north of
;he Slate of Nebraska, and west of the Mis-
iouri Kiver, and a ^yidc tract we.st of the State
)f Arkansas, and' south of Kansas. The
Dsao-es, by their treaty of May 27th, agreed
;o sell 8,000,000 acres of land in the State of
Kansas for $1,600,000 to. the Leavenworth, I

L/awrence, and Galveston Eailroad Company-,

'

md promised to remove to the Indian countrj'
louth of Kansas.
One cause of complaint with the Northern

j

Indians, in 1867, had been tiic establishment,
)f the river route Lo Montana through the'

best hunting-grounds of the Sioux, in viola-

tion of an old treaty, which thcj' claimed had
guaranteed that region to them forever. As
the construction of the Union Paeifii- Tiail-

roud to the west of the Black Hills u|,,M,r,| u

better line of travel to Montana on ili;ii siiK-

of the mountains, the wishes of the Indians
were complied with, and, on the 2d of March,
General Grant gave orders for breaking up
the military posts of Forts Reno, Philip Kear-
ney, and C. F. Smith, and the withdrawal of
all troops and stores from that region.

The military Division of the Missouri re-

mained tinchanged, under the command of
General Sherman. It embraced substantially
tiie country west of the Mississijipi Eiver to

the Eockj' Mountains, and was divided into

the three Departments- of Missouri, Platte,

and Dacotah, commanded respectivelj' by
Generals P. II. Sheridan, C. C. Auger, and
A. H. Terry. The duty of conducting the
Indians to their reservations and disbursing
the funds appropriated for the purpose of es-

tablishing them in their new life devolved on
General Sherman and his suboi'dinates. The
order of General Sherman directing the mode
of accomplishing this object contains so much
information regarding the disposal to be made
of the various tribes, that it is given here.

General Order, No. 31.

Headq'rs Military Division of the Missouri, "1

St. Louis," Mo., August 18, 1868. /

Certain duties connected with Indian dis-

bursements having been devolved upon the
Lieutenant-General commanding, by law, in

connection with his military command, and
in order that the same may be conducted in

full harmony with the military interests of

the frontier, the following orders are made :

1. Commanders of departments, districts

and posts, charged with the peace and police

of the fii.iilier. will construe themselves SO far

the agents of the Plains Indians" as to af-

ford them temporary support to conduct them
to their reservations, hereinafter named, and
to report to their immediate superiors all

matters recpiiring their notice. No su]iplies

or presents of any sort will be made by niili-

tary commanders to Indians outside <>i' their

reservations, except for special servires ren-

dered, unless the Indians be actually in dis-

tress, and en route to their proper homes.
"When Indians are on reservations with civil-

ian agents actually present with them, no
interferences will be made, but military com-
manders may note any neglects or irregulari-

ties on the part of said Indians or their agents,

and will report the same for the information

of the Government.
2. The following district of country" is set

aside for the exclusive use of the Sioux nation
of Indians, viz : Bounded east by the Missouri
River, south by the State of Nebraska, west
by the one hundi-ed and fourth, meridian of

longitude west from Greenwich, and north by
the forty-si.xth parallel of latitude, and will

constitute a military district under the com-
mand of Brevet Major-General W. S. Harney,
United States Army, who will have the super-

vision and control of the Sioux, and of all

issues and disbursements to them, subject

only to the authority of the Lieutenant-Gene-
ral commanding ; but, in matters affecting the

United States troops stationed in said district,

he will be subject to the department comman-
der, Brevet Major-Gencral A. 11. Terry.

3. In like manner the country bounded east

by the State of Arkansas, south by Texas,
north by Kansas, and west by the one hun-
dredth meridian of longitude, westfrom Green-
wich, is set apart ibr the exclusive use of the
Cheyennes, Arrapahoes, Kiowa.s, and Caman-
I hes, and such other bands as are Jiow or maj'
liereaftcr be therein located by proper au-
thority, and will constitute a military district,
under command of Brevet Major-Gencral W.
B. Hazen, United States Army, who will have
the supervision and control of all issues and
disbursements to said Indians, subject only to
the authority of the Lieutenant-General com-
manding, but, in matters afleeting the troops
stationed in said district, subjeel to Depart-
ment Commander Major-Genei'al P. H. Sheri-
dan."

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

The following extract from John Fother-
gill's Journal may not only serve to show
that early Friends avoided the changeable
fashions in dress by wearing a style peculiar
to themselves, but that the youth had their
temptations to shun the cross in those timea
as well as at present; also that the faithful
believed they were directed in this, as in all

their christian practices by the unerring spirit
of Truth. That our young men might 3'ield

their hearts to the teaching, baptizing and
crucifying power .of this same blessed spirit of
the Lord Jesus Christ is no doubt the desire
of many in our Society. Then wotild j^ou be
as plants grown up in j'our youth. But if

you turn away from the reproofs of instruc-

tion which are the v,-ay of life,the time may
come when yoti will not endure sound doc-
trine, and your minds be turned to fables
which cannot establish you in grace, 'iluis

the Divine will concerning you will be frus-

trated, both as to your own welfare and the
increase of the Lord's kingdom in the earth,

through your working together with Him.
J. Fothergill was born in the year 1676.

He says :
" When I was about twelve or thir-

teen years of age, which was ^ifter my moth-
er's decease, a strong inclination took place
in me to have a coat made with some more
resemblance of the mode or fashion of the
.time, than in the plain manner which I had,

with other Friends used, and I prevailed upon
my father to grant it ; but I was made uneasy
with it, almost at the fir.st wearing it, and the
more so in u.sing#t, feeling the certain re-

proofs of the Spirit of Truth, for leaning to

and joining with the vain and restless flesh-

pleasing spirit of the world, and turning from
the steady plainness of the unchajigcable

Truth. I "was indisputably satisfied that the

enemy of all good worked in the earthly af-

fections of those wherein he could get place,

to draw out the mind at times, pf the 3-outh

especially, after the unsteady corruptions of
the depraved world in its changeable and vain
fashions in dress and cloliiing, in orderTo lead

into the broad way, and by degrees into the
wide world, one steji making waj- for another.

On the other hand I was ip measure then,

and have been since, more immovably assured

that the light of the gospel-day, the Spirit of
Truth, doth appear against and reprove the
very conception of such vain desires and in-

clinations, and would lead and preserve out
of them, if people did but attend thereto, and
labor honestly to bear the cross of Christ in

this respect. This, as it has done before our
age, hath also in our time, blessed be the
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name of the Lonl theivfor, faith my soul,

tnicificd many to the world's spirit and waj's,

in thi'se entic-inj; and adultci'atins^ fashions as

\. 11 as to others of its evils . Oh! well would
t lie, (and for this end hath it been with me

•
. mention it,) if the youth would duly con-

sider these things, and learn to bear the yoke
of Christ in their tender aj^e, while they arc

teachable and innocent ; before man}- wrong
liberties harden the niind and darken the un-

derstanding, and embolden in a disregard to

that one ever blessed sj)irit in the heart which
• >idy doth and ever must lead man to God and
true godliness."

For " The Friend."

SflfDlifit .\otes.

Nevada has been for the last ten years th

richest silver-producing country in the world.

The mines are in a small strip of land 660
yards broad, and about three miles long.

Mushrooms.—A correspondent of the Gar-
deni-r's Chronicle, gives a curious instance of
the penetrating power of the mushroom. " I

observed," he says, "a few days ago, in our
mushroom-bonse, with considerable interest,

and I may say with surprise, the penetrating
power of mushroom spawn. One side of the
Ik'I is of brick, 4} inches thick, firmlj' set in

bard lime, so close in the texture that it ia

impossible to introduce the point of. a nail

wiihoutconsiilerable force. Nevertheless, the
mycelium [the thread like spawn] found ad
mission, and produced mushrooms of a con-
sidi-rable size on the outer side. The wall in

several jtlaces contains porous bricks, and
there, too, the mycelium found its way right
throngh."

Pho.iphate of Lime.—An enormous deposit
of this valuable mineral has been discovered
near Caen, in France.

Antidotes for Poisons.—For Alkaloids, such
as moqdiine, quinine, Ac—emetics and the
stomach pump. Astringent liquids, such as
tannic acid, may be administered.

For Antimony (tartar emetic, &c. :) Any
form of tannic *cid (infusion of tea, nut galls,
oak bark, kc.) The stomach pump must be
apjtlied.

For Arsenic: A mixture of per-chlorido of
iron with carbonate of soda. Emeticsand the
stomach pump.

For Copper: Iron-filings. The white of

Fur I'russic Acid, Cyiftide of Potassium,
*e.

:
A mi.\mre of copperas, per-chloride of

Iron, and magnesia or carbonate of soda
For Load : A solution of cpsom salts or

alum. aB<i induce vomiting.
For Alercury (Corosive Sublimate, &c. :)The whites of eggs.
For (Oxalic Acid: Chalk and water, and

emetics. .

For Zinc: Carbonate of Soda in .solution
lollowed by whites of egg.s.

'

»/o/?.,._Floiirens, and other Frentrh natu
ralists have experimented with moles toaseer-
tain their true habits. It has been found that
they will starve <o death in presence ofubund
ant vegetable food, refusing to touch it, but
that they will speedily devour cut wor
earth worms, mice, and even small bi
when nearly starving in an enclosed jar Of
the birds they only devoured the inside, but
they devoured indiscriminatelv their own
weight each day of snails, insects, larva-
or>'8alidcs, caterjiillars, w
relates an instance

France who destroj-ed every mole upon his

property. The next season his fields were

ravaged with cut worms, and his crops totallj'

destroyed. He then purchased moles of his

neighbors and stocked his fields, and after

wards carefully preserved them as his best

friend.s.

Diseased M/A.—Chauveau, a French in-

vestigator, recently made some experiments

by feeding healthy calves with milk from
cows suffering with tubercular disease. After

sixty days feeding the calves were slaughter-

ed. They were found to have become seriously

diseased, numerous tubercles were detected

throughout the lymphatic system, and the
lungs contained caseous deposits. Similar
invustigations made bj^ Dr. Klebs, a German
physician, have led to the same results. He
concludes that the infection first attacks the
intestines, then the liver and spleen, and
finally the lungs. Vigorous animals may re

sist the infection or overcome its effect, but
the virus is contained in the milk of diseased
cows in proportion to their condition. Scrofula
is thus communicated to a healthy animal by
a diseased nurse. The virus is contained

'

the serum of the milk, and is not destroyed by
boiling.

Potato-rot.—The injury "to the potato crop
in England from the disease which latterly
infested it, has been so great that agricultur
ists there have been devising means of pro
tection for this valuable tuber. ShirbyHibberd,
who has been a successful cultivator, has sug-
gested more thorough drainage and increased
warmth. These results be has endeavored to
obtain by laying on the hard ground a flat
tile, on this he places the potato sets, and
heaps the earth over them. He thus secures
a stratum of air underneath the potato plant

;

the results of his experiments have been fa-
vorable to his theory. He considers the
climate of England to be much cooler and
damper than the original home of the potato-
plant. The warmer and drier seasons in the
British Isles are those best adapted for its
successful cultivation. In Peru, the native
plape of the potato, the mean annual tempera-
ture is 72°, with but a comparatively small
diflerence between the highest heat and the
greatest cold. At Chiswick, in England, the
mean temperature of the five growing months
for the last fifty years, was a little over 59'.
In 1860, when the potato crop was nearly
destroyed, the mean temperature was only
55.63^ and the amount of rain was unusuallv
large.

-^

In illustrating the effects of nervous irrita-
tion upon the brain. Dr. Brown Scquard men-
tions the case of a boy in London, who in
getting out of bed in the morning, was sei!zed
with violent convulsions, and an acute attack
of mama. On putting him to bed again the
morbid symptoms disappeared. Three times
this phenomenon was observed, and when the
surgeon examined him, the boy told him while
fishing, a piece of glass had penetrated be-
neath the nail of his great toe. By pressing
on the skin near the nail, the bo7 had a re-
currence of the symptoms, but after the sur-
geon had cut away a piece of the flesh, the
convulsions ceased

Affluence appears to me a trial, as well as
ouraging outward prospects; but a trial

rs, worms &c clrlVn;;.'
'\ ''''*'^'>'"t '''-Jt'ire, that is, of our fidelity

to be;

of the trusf he hath invested us with, th ii \\

consume them not upon our lusts, as it i h;

was our own, which is given us to do <;xio

with, and be helpful to others who may stun
in need. As the sunshine of prosperity is aj

to lift men up too high into a state of incoi
siderateness and dissipation, I have thou2:l.t

i

a trial, whereby we are under greater dan- ,_

and temptation
; and have a greater cro~- i.

take up to be what we ought" to be, than i

humbler stations.

—

Memoirs of James Goujh,

A Curious Product of the Sierras.—One c

the grandest objects, says the San Francisa
Bulletin, which meets the eye of the travellf

r mountains is the exquisite plant, t\i

snow plant of the Sierras—the Sarcodes Sjr,

•guinea- of John Torre}', the botanist. It i-< ai

'nhabitant only of the higher Sierras, bcin.
rarely found below an altitude of 4,000 tl ei

Its glorious crimson spike of flowers inai

be seen early in May forcing itself throu ']

the snows which at that period cling ali-m
the feides of our pine forests. The portion o
the plant which is visible above the soil is i

bright rosy crimson in color, and presents t hi

very strongest contrast to the dark green o
the pines and the shimmer of the snow. Iti

root is succulent, thick, and abundantly frei

of moisture, attaching itself to the roots oi

other plants, principally to the species of th(

pine family. Hence it is among those curious
members of the vegetable world which :irc

known to botanists as parasites, and is conse
qnently entirely incapable of cultivation. The
ieer are extremely fond of it, and it is not an
uncommon circumstance to find a number ol

the plants uprooted and robbed of the fleshj
part of their underground growth by these
animals. It belongs to th'e natural oniei
Orobnnchncea, and is met with through the
whole of the Sierra region, becoming rarer aa
we approach the south.

Models of Prayer.—We have been interested
looking through the Scriptures for the pur-

pose of comparing the prayers therein record-
ed with those which we hear from time to
time in public, and we are astonished to see
how they differ in point, expression, direct-
ness, and, above all, in length, from thosf
heard in these days in the christian pulpit
f*- -" not exaggeration to say that we havIt

listened to a single praver longer than th
whole ten that we find "in the bible put t(
gether. The first is in Genesis xxiv, 12-1^
and contains one hundred and ten words, an
it is not more than one minute in length. Tl
next is Exodus xxxiii, 12-15, and eontaii
one hundred and eleven words, and is m
i)ver a minute longer. The third is in Josht
vii, 7-9, and contains ninety words. Tl
fourth is in 2 Kings, xix, 15 16, the prayer (

Hezekiah
; it is composed of one. hundred

and thirt3--four words, and two minutes would
be ample time to repeat it. Another is found
in Nehcmiah i. 5-11, and is about two rainut< <

in length
; another is in Ezra ix, 615, an.l i^

about three minutes long; another is in 1

Kings viii, 2.361, an important dedicatoiy
prayer, offered by Solomon himself at the
dedication of the temple, and it did not occupy
more than six minutes

; while that of Daniel
X, 11-19, was probably four minutes long.
n the Now Testament, the praver of our

Saviour (John xvii,) is well knowA; it is con-
tamed in twentj--six verses, and is five min-
utes long, while the model prayer—the Lord's
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r— is fur briefer stili. Now here are ten
[

fiiiit of disunity and division. The columns
IS, from those who certainly knew how of "The Friend" for several yeai's after its

3', and they are all IcrS than thirty-five cirigin, were much occupied with the exhibi-

Jnules long, or an average of three minutes |tion of the truth respecting the separation

eh ; and yet we sometimes hear men pray
ty and forty minutes, and after wander-
all over the moral universe, and wearj'ing

r fellow worshippers with vain repetitions,

terly fail of the prime object of all public

ajer—to lift up the hearts of men to com-
with heaven.— Gospel Banner.

THE FRIEND.
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which was developed by th^ sentiments of
Ellas Hicks ; and the Contributors have felt

it to be their duty in later years, to combat
errors of diiferent forms as they have appeared
in our beloved Society. This conscientious

concern has doubtless given the periodical a
controversial tone, which some readers may
look upon as unnecessary or excessive. We
think, however, tlia,t a careful observer of re-

ligious bodies and associations of men, will

discover, that there is a constant tendency in

most of them to a lapse from the strictness of
first principles and to worldly compliance.
This requires on the part of faithful and cleai--

sighted members, a jealous care lest these

principles should be modified or lo?t sight of
They feel the necessity of often bringing them
to view, and of inciting their fellow-members
to a manner of life consistent therewith. In
the primitive Christian Church, the apostle

foreshadowed this tendency, iu his meraor-
^ . . ..

^^^^^

With this number the 4:8th volume of

The Friend" commences. Nearly fortj--soven

are have completed their course since this

urnal was established. Many who are now
tively engaged on the stage of life, and are

conscious of having jjassed its meridian,

! unborn, or in their cradles w-hen the first -_^

ber was issued. Great have been the able exhortation to the Ephe
!ges and improvements W'hich have taken about to depart from Miletus for Jerusalem,

ace in the material world around us during: "For I know this, that after ray departing
eriod which has thus elapsed, as is evi- shall grievous loolces enter iu among you, not

need bj^ the number of important inventions sparing the flock. Also of your oJwnseZres shall

d appliances in the sciences and arts, tend-lmen arise, speaking perverse things to draw
g to the comfort and convenience of man-laway disciples after them. Therefore watch
nd, One paragraph in the first numbt-r, and remember, that by the space of three

ycam, I ceased not to warn every one, night and
day, with tears."

The very birth of the Society of Friends
was the result of a remarkable extension of

1 10th mo. 13th, 1827, alludes to the be-

Iinning of the Pennsylvania canal system by
opening of work on the Delaware Eiver

iranch, at Bristol. Eailroads and locomotives

ere then unknown, and lette

expensive as to deb
itercourse. Mineral coal fur fuel, gas-lights,

lectric telegraphs, fast-printing jiressrs, trie-

latches, and a vast number of minor in

entions which enter so largely into our daily

omfort and convenience were yet to be dis

overed or utilized, so that the following Ian

;uage contained in the prospectus of this

ournal, can now be adopted as even more
imly descriptive of the present times : "At no
ormer period has the human intellect been so

ntensely and variously occupied. We can
icarcely turn our ej'cs to a corner of nature,

;'CS23eeting which during the last thirtj'^ years,

fhere has not been some important discovery."

, Among other things set forth in the pro-

ipectus, is the desire that the paper may
jecome a fire side companion for Friends
hroughout the country, free from the impure
iterature which abounds in many periodicals.

riiis has been a leading concern, we believe,

;o the present time, with those who have had
;harge of its management. How many boys
md girls have found the old volumes an ever
'eady and delightful resource on long winter
ivonings, and a pure means of instruction on
?.irst-day afternoons. Whilst thousands have
welcomed the weekly visitor as a link that

;onnected them with our beloved community,
ind stimulated good resolutions.

Perhaps the primary object, however, in

he institution of "The Friend," was that of
itfording a medium for the advocacy of the

christian views held by our religious Society,

ind resisting the encroachments of unsound
loctrines or laxity in practice among its raem-
lers. The secession of 1827 had been pre-

:eded for years by heterodox teachings on

id letter postage was Divine love, bringing back to pristine purity
;ir frequent epistolary and primitive Christianity, such as Paul prac-

tised and taught ; and it was to be anticipated

that the same liability to swerve from this

high standard, as existed in his da3's, would
manifest itself in our borders. Nothing but
watchfulness and vigilance against the wiles of
an unwearied adversary, and being clad at all

times in the Christian's armor, can preserve
us as individuals, or in a coi'porate capacity.

Therefore it is, that those who her. tofore

have conducted "The Friend," have felt it a

duty from which they could not shrink, to

warn their readers against both right and left

hand errors. Whatever weakness and imper-
fection may have been shown in the discharge
of this important service, W'e ask that their

efforts be viewed in the light of the motive
which has influenced them—that of preserv-

ing intact the fliith and practices of our fore-

fathers in the Truth.
Wo commence the new volume with a re-

newed desire that best Wisdom may be vouch-
safed to guide aright in the important trust,

an3 that neither party-spirit nor self-righteous-

ness may be exalted, but the Truth as it is in

Jesus : and that clothed with that charity
which suffereth long, and is kind, we might
be instrumental in building again the waste
places in our Zion, and restoring the ancient

paths.

The literaiy contributions of concerned
Friends are a valuable aid, and we would in-

vite our readers to furnish us with original

articles freely. There- has been for several!

years, a steady increase in the number of sub-|

scribers to this Journal, which is a soui^e of,

encouragement to those on whom devolves the
laborof its weekly preparation. "The Friend"!

he part of some prominent members of the' is no source of pecuniary profit to any one
Society; and these had produced their usual 'connected with its editorship ; and the small

sum of $2 per annum, charged for it, barely
covers the cost of publication. This gives us
freedom to urge upon Friends who believe it

to be useful, to use efforts to extend its circu-

lation into new channels in our Society, as
opportunity may offer for it. The influence

on the mind of a periodical of this kind, com-
ing weekly into the family, is very consider-

able. Eeiigious truths are presented to view
in various aspects, as they arrest the atten-
tion of minds whose mental constitution is

different. Thus there is a probability that
all the members of a household may find food
adapted to their condition. And outside of
our own Yearly Meeting, we believe its ten-

dency will be to remove those prejudices
which spring from want of knowledge, to
bind the honest-hearted lovers of ancient
Quakerism, wherever located, more closely

together, and to encourage them in their

efforts to uphold those principles and prac-

tices which our early Friends maintained to

be but "Primitive Christianity revived."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—M.irshal Bazaine has escaped from his

imprisonment on the island of St. Majgnerile, on the
south coast of France. He left, it is stated, in the fol-

lowing manner. The apartments occupied by Bazaine
opened on a terrace which was built on a lofty and pre-

cipitonscliff' overhanging the sea. A sentry was posted

on the terrace, with orders to watch the prisoner's every
movement.
On the evening of the 9th inst. he walked upon the

terrace with Col. Villette, the aid-de-canip. At 10
o'clock he retired as usu.il, apparently to sleep, but be-

fore daybreak he had effected his escape. He must
have crossed the terrace in the dead of night, and elud-

ing the sentinel, gained the edge of the precipice, and
thence by means of a knotted rope descended to the gea.

He evidently slipped during the descent, and tore his

hands, as the rope was found stained with blood in

several places.

Under the cliff, in a hired boat, were Bazaine's wife

and one other person. They received him as he reached
the water; and his wife, taking the oars herself, rowed
directly to a strange steamer which had been lying off

the island since the previous evening. They reached
the steamer in safety, were taken on board, and the

vessel put to sea. The steamer proceeded in the direc-

tion of Genoa, and the fugitive was probably landed
there. On the 15lh Bazaine was at Cologne, where he
intended to remaiji a few days awaiting the arrival of

his children. He declares that only his wife and
brother-in-law assisted him to escape.

An election to fill a vacancy in the French Assembly
was held in the department of Calvados, the 16th inst.

TheBonapartisteandidate forthe Assembly waselected.

More votes were given fur him than for the Kepublicau
and Legitimist united.

Count .Jarnac has been appointed Minister of France
to England. The Prefect of Florence has issued a de"-

cree dissolving thirty-six Kepublican and International

Societies in that city.

A Madrid dispatch says, that the Spanish govern-

ment has thanked Germany for taking the initiative in

the movement for recognition.

The Spanish Kepublic has been formally acknow-
ledged as one of the established 'governments of Europe,
by France, Great Britain, Italy, Austria, Germany,
Belgium, Holland, and other powers. The Pall Mall

Gazette says that Russia hesitates to recognize Spain,

because such action will strengthen the cause of repub-

licanism in Europe.
The recent military operations against the Carlists

have been more successful. Vittoria, which was be-

sieged by them, has been relieved, and the garrison re-

inforced and provisioned. General Blanco captured

20 cannon from the Carlists, who retired to Eslella.

The Spanish forces returned to Miranda after relieving

Vittoria, in order to check a threatened movement of

the Carlists in anotlier direction. They made an at-

tempt to cross the Elro, which was foiled by the vigil-

ance of the government forces.

General Moriones reports to Madrid that the Carlists

lost seven hundred men in an engagement at Uleiza, iq

Navarre.
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Tlie Spanisli represeiitaiive at Paris h;is applied to |On tbeir p:issage across the Atlantic, have been utterly

Madrid for full crwlenlials as Minister, France having .destroyed,

recusnized the Spanish republic. Ihe Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

France will send an anib.'issador (o Spain as soon as on the 17th inst. A^ew York.—American gold, 109 J.

the Spanish representative in Paris receives his ere- U. S'. sixes, ISSl, registered, 117J; do. coupons, 118}j
dentiaU as Mini.sier.

A ministerial decree, embodying regulations for the

execution of the decree for the abolition of slavery in

Porin Rico, was published in Madrid the 14th inst.

Hi-avy rains have fallen in England recently. Th^
Mark lime Express, in its review of the breadstufis

market, has the following in regard to the wheat crop
We are now at the middle of the harvest, and the nev

wheat shows nothing to indicate more than the average
i|ualilT and growth, although some of it shows more
than the average rijieness. Some of our cotemporaries
8MV that the crop will be two-thirds above the average,

others one-third, and others about the average; while
aoiue think that it will be below the average. An im
iuea>e amount of wheat is yet unharvested, «ud an in

crease of rain wotdd be serious. There is great diver
8ilT of opinion about thccropK in France and Belgium."
In dating ilji review the Expre-is 8.ays :

" W'e do not see

how the price of wheat can be much depressed."

The total number of .accidents on English railways
for the year 1873, was 217. The whole number of per-
sons kil'led was 1372, and injured 3110.
The total niimlier of ei]|jigrantj from Ireland in the

lirsl six months of the present year was 45,781, of whom
25,103 were males and 20,617 females. As compared
with the currespiinding |ieriod of 1873, there was a de-
rreane of 14,.359. The returns just compiled by the
emigration ollieials at Liverpool show that the emigra-
lii.n from th.it iH>rtduring the year ending tjtb mo. 30th
last, was 4'J.;j57 less than in the previous year.

Ixmdoii, Slh mo. 17th.— U. States 5 per cent bonds,
lOSj. The rate of di.'count on commercial bills in the
o|wn market is %\ per cent, which is \ below the Bank
of England rate.

Liverpool.— L'plands cotton, 8J a 83<i.; Orleans, SJ

U.MTED States.—There were 722 deaths in New
York city last week.

In Philadelphia the interments numbered 3G1,
eluding Itio children under two years. There were 50
deaths by cholera infantum.
There are at present about 40 estahli.shments in the

I'niled Slates in which India rubber fabrics are made.
They give emplr>yment to nearly 12,000 men/women
and children, and represent a capital of about S13 000 -

000.

Commenting on the proposed reciprocity treaty with
Canada, the Pall Mall Gazette savs that " it niav fairlv
l>e argtied that the li.ited States' give up too little anil

: demand too much ; and the point for England, or rather
for Canada, to wtlle is simply whether the gain bv way
of free trade is great enough to outweigh the loss in the
abandonment of monoi>olies in fishing righu and canal
navigation.".

Another of those frightful railr(ftd accidents which
ari« from carelessness and forgetfulncss, occurred the
loth inst.. near Oirnwall's Station, Pa., loan excursion
tram from Xorristown, bound for Xew York Bay. A
mispLicwl switch brought the excursion train in col-
lision with a long coal train, and two of the cars of the
excur-ionisu were, with the locomotive, demolished.

registered, 116 ; do. coupon, 117

KECEIPTS.
Received from Henrv Knowles, Agent, N. Y., fo

Henry A. Knowles, lo.! Martha M. Knowles, Mich
and Daniel Peokham, David Naramore, and Lorenz
Rockwell, X. Y., $2 each, vol. 48; from Beni ii ;

l-our [H-rsons were killed and about twenty injured.
The excursion party of 565 persons came down the
Kcading Kailroad, changed to the connecting railroad
and by that was to have gone to New York Bay on the
Philadelphia and Trenton line.

Francis A. Walker, recently United States Commis-
Hioiier of Indian Affiirs, estimates Uie toUil number of
Indians rcmainiog in the United StaU-s at 300,000, ex-
cluding those in Alaska, of whom .32,500 are east of the
Mississippi

;
70,500 in Nebraska, Kans.asandthelndian

Territory
; 65,000 in Dakota, Montana, Wvoming and

Idaho; 84,000 in Xew .Mexico. Utah ami Arizona^ ::;d
48,000 on the Pacific slo|>e. About 130,000 support
Ihemsc-lvcs on their reservations, with some interest or
annui(ie« from the United Slates, and 115,000 ar«
wholly or p.irtially supported by the government ; 55,-
uuu hy begging, stealing, hunting and fishing; 150,000

^n ?«!?.."" ?" .™''e7?"?"«; 95.000 roam. Again,
180.000 have treaties with the government; 40,000 have
none but have reservations ; 25,000 receive aid, but
have no resprvalioiis,nnd 50,000 of all arewild. Walker
classy, 'J- 000 a.s civilized; 120,000 semi-civilized, and
78.000 as barbarous. '

irty

5 per cenle, registered, 110| ; do. coupons, 113f . Super-

fine flour, $4.90 a $5.20 ; State extra, i5.50 a $6 ; fini

brands, S6.50 a S10.75. No. 1 Chicago spring wheat,

$1.31 ; No. 2 do., $1,24 ; white Michigan, $1.43 a S1.45;

white Genesee, Sl.40. New Ohio mixed oats, 45 a 47

cts. ; white, 50 a 54 cts. Rye, 93 cts. Y'ellow corn, 82
ct-s. ; white, 95 cts. Philadelphia.—Middling cotton,

17J a 17| cLs. Superfine flour, (of spring wheat) $3.62
;

extras, $4.50 a 15.25 ; finer brands, $6 a $8.50. Amber
wheat. Sl.35 ; red, S1.25 a $1.33. Rye, 88 cts. Y'ellow

corn, 83 a 84 cts. OaLs, 50 a 54 cts. Clover-seed, 10 a
lU cts. The receipts of beef cattle reached 3300 head,

and sales were made between the range of 3| cts. per
lb. gro-ss, and 7| cts. Sheep sold at 4i a 5J cts. per lb.

gross. Receipts, 17,000 head. Corn "fed hogs, $11.50
a $12.75 per 100 lbs. net. Receipts 4500 head. Chicago.

—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.07} ; No. 2 do., $1.02} ; No.
3 do., 98 cts. No. 2 corn, 65 cts. No. 2 oats, 37} cts.

No. 2 spring barley, 93 a 95 cts. Lard, 14} cts. Balti-

more.—.\mber wheat, $1.42 a $1.45
;
good to prime red,

Sl.35 a $1.40; western red, $1.28 a $1.30. Southern
corn, 92 a 93 cts.

;
yellow, 81 a 82 cts. Oats, 47

a 52 cts. Sugar cured hams, 16} a 17i cts. Lard, 14|
15 cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Co.mjiittee ox Instruc-

tion, is to be held on Seventh-day raoriiing, the 22ad
inst., at 10 o'clock, at the usual place.

Chakles J. Allen,
Philada. 8th mo. 18th, 1874. Clerk.

RASPBERRY ST. SCHOOLS FOR COLORED
ADULTS.

Teachers will be wanted for these schools, to be
opened 10th mo. 5lh. Applications may be made to

Thomas Elkinton, 118 Pine St.

Elton B. Gifturd, 719 Market St.

James Bromley, 641 Franklin St.

George J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

HADDONFIELD BOARDING & DAY SCHOOL.
Under the care of Haddonfield Monthlv Meetir

and taught by Rebecca Allen, will open 8th mo. 31
Children of both sexes will be taken to board in the

family on moderate terms. Apply to

Rebecca Allen, Haddonfield, N. J.

10-40
1 Gilbert, Agent, Pa., $2, vol. 48, and for Ja M:

It IS Slated in the Engiiuer that in the space of thi
three years since the steamship President left NYork, in the Third mo. IS41, never again to be hc
of, and leaving no trace of her fate, no fewer than I

hve steamers, including Weet India mail ships n

WANTED.
A suitable Friend to take the position of Writing

Teacher and Assistant Governor at Westtown Buardin"
School—for next Session. Apply to

°

Charles Evans, 702 Race s'treet, Philadelphia,
Clarksoii Sheppard, Greenwich, New Jersey,
Joseph Walton, Moorestown, New Jersey.

SHELTER FOR COLORED ORPHANS.
Wanted, by the 1st of 10th ' mo. next, a suitable

Friend for Matron for the above institution.
Application may be made to

Hannah R. Newbold, 643 Franklin St.
Mary Wood, 524 South Second St.
Mary Randolph, 247 North Twelfth St.
Anna W. Lippincott, 460 North Seventh SL

WANTED.
An unmarried Friend to take the position ofGovernor

at W estlown Boarding School, on or before the close of
the present se.s.sion, in the 10th month next.
Apply to

Clark.son Sheppard, Greenwich, New Jersey,
Joseph Walton, Moorestown, "

Charles Evans, 702 Race street, Philadelphia.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The next Term will commence on Fourth-day 9th

mo. 2nd, lS/4. Applications for admissions should be
addres.sed to Samuel J. Gumjiere, Pre.^idc,U,

Jiavcrford College, Montgomery Co., Pa.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM Ft)R THE INSANE
\mr Frankford, (Twenly-lhird Ward,] Philadelphia.
Physician and Superintendent—Joshua H. Worth-

INOTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients mav hemade to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board of

Managers.

Isaac Price, Joshua Cope, and Stephen M. Brintoi

each, vol. 48 ; from Sarah Ann Cooper, City, 82, vol . 1

from Stephen Hobson, Agent, O., S^2, vol. 43, and fi

Caleb Engle, Edwin Hollingsworth, James
and Elwood Dean, $2 each, vol. 48; from Uriah Bjrti
N. J., $2, vol. 48; from William Blackburn, O.,

vol. 48, and for George Blackburn, Nathan M. Bl.icl:

burn, and Joseph Taylor, $2 each, vol. 48 ; from Simue
P. Leeds, N. J., $2, vol. 48; from Alfred King, Agenl
N. Y'., $2, vol. 48, and for Susan King, Gilbert Weavei
Mary Ann Simkin, Earl Hallock, and Abiel Gardner
$2 each, vol. 48; from Samuel F. Troth, City, $2, vol

48 ; from Carlton P. Stokes, N. J., $2, vol. 48, and foi

Mary Ann Paul, $2, vol. 48 : from James Hilyard, N. i.

$2, vol. 48 ; from Sarah C. Paul, N. J., $2, vol. 48 ; froo
Lydia Ann Hendrickson, N. J., $2, vol. 48 ; froii

Deborah Satterthwaite, N. J., $2, vol. 48 ; from Tiiomai
Woolman, City, $2, vol. 48, and for Samuel Woolman
Del., S2, vol. 48, and Eliza W. Reeves, City, 82, to No
10, vol. 49 ; from Naomi Gibbons, Pa., $2, vol. 48; fron
George Brinton, Pa., 82, vol. 48; from Annie King
N. J., per Joseph King, $2, vol. 48; from Stogflel
Stokes, Pa., $2, vol. 48 ; from Amns E. AVhitson, Pa.

$2, vol. 48; from Charles Bell, N. J , $2, vol. 48 ; froa
Mary Moore, N. J., $2, vol. 48; from Abram P
Rudolph, N. J., $2, vol. 48, and for Hannah G. Leeds
and Eunice Mickle, $2, vol. 48 ; from Ann Kaiglm
N. J., S2, vol. 48 ; from Thomas H. Whitson, Pa., $2
vol. 48 ; from Phebe J. Walter, N. J., $2, vol. 4S ; from
Martha Sankey, Pa., 82, vol. 48 ; from Sarah Haines
N. J., per Joseph Walton, $2, vol. 48 ; from Isaac E.
Wilbur, Mass., .j2, vol. 48 ; from Dr. Samuel Whitall
New Y'ork City, $2, vol. 48 ; from Levi I. Hoopes, Pa.
82; vol. 48 ; from Phebe Jacobs, Pa., per Samuel Jacobs
82, vol. 48; from Joseph Scattergood, Jr., Agent, Pa.
82, vol. 48, and for Elizabeth S. Thomas, Jane B
Davis, Enos Smedley, Mary Ann Newlin, Philena S
Yarnall, Phineas Pratt, Abraham Pennell, Jacob Smed-
ley, Charles W. Roberts, James C. Roberts, S. Emlen
Sharpless, Susan L. Temple, Charles L. W'arner, Euos
E. Thatcher, Richard J. Thatcher, Ann Sheppard.
Jane Gibbon.s, Ann Harry, Anne Pim, Mary Anu
Taylor, E. Malin Hoopes, Ruth Anna Hoopes, and
Ralston R. Hoopes, $2 each, vol. 48, for Susan S.

Thomas, 82, to No. 31, vol. 49
; and from Thomas Y.

French, O., $2, for vol. 48.

Bemitlances received after Fourth-day miiming will tm
appear in the P^eceipts until the foUou-iiig u-cek.

Died, on the 13th of Fifth month, 1874, Sar.i
Brown, in the 81st year of her age, a member
Woodbury Monthly Meeting of Friends, N. J.

, at his residence in this city, on the 3Uth of 6th
mo. 18/4, Jesse Williams, an esteemed memner ot
the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia
the Northern District, in the 61st year of his age. He
was in early life, brought under the restraining powe
of the cross, and was preserved thereby in a good degree
ot innocency. His dealings and intercourse amon^'sl
men were marked by integrity and uprightness. He
was ^ very diligent attender of reliffious meetings,
many times under the pressure of bodi I v afflictions; f
attachment to the doctrines and principles of Frien
being great. He passed through a lingering and ve.

.

painful indisposition, which he endured with becoming
resignation; and gave satisfactory evidence that the
work of preparation for his last great change was goiri
forward. A few days prior to the close, he said •

humbly believe a place of rest is prepared for me,' but
It is not from any merit of mine; all of mercy,—I ;

a poor creature."——
,
on Sth mo. 8th, 1874, at the residence of :

brother, Amos E. Whitson, in New London, Pa.,

f S'^^-^
^^ HiTSON, a member of the Monthly Meeting

ot I'riend? of Philadelphia, in the 61st year of his age.

„ -
a' Ins residence in this city, on the 17th ultimo,

hAMiEL H. Edwards, aged 06 years, a member of the
Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

, at her residence, near Salem, Ohio, on First-
y inorning, the 9th inst.. Priscilla W., relict of the

late Jonathan W. Cofiee, M. D., in the 54th year of her
age a member of Salem Monthly Meeting of Friends.
Idessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God."

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
"

No. 422 "Walnut Street.
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our sufficienc}' was of ourselves, we might in-| 1st rao. 19th, 1872. " F<n' a few days last

deed cast away the shield; hut this is not so ; week, I felt myself drawing nearer to the

He worketh by few, or by those who have no borders of the grave, a very solemn and awful

power, and He hath promised that if we ask feeling, and one calculated to produce close

we shall receive. Oh! then, let none of the
^

examination and bring us to the dear Saviour's

Lord's faithful servants give back in the day ifeet. on whose mercy we can alone depend."

of battle, but casting away all confidence in
|

5th mo. 7th, 1872. " I desire to leave the

theirown strength and wisdom, seek earnestly future with Him who doth all things right,

to be clothed upon with that strength and 'and by watchfulness unto prayer, have a

that wisdom which is from above; that thus humble hope, that through adorable mercy.

Ifeniorial of Frankford Monlhly Meeting of
Friends, concerning Hannau A. Waener,
deceased.

fCoDcl' ^'d from page 2 )

The following memoranda from her diary

nd some of her letters, will best discover the

arnestness and depih of her concern on some
matters of vital importance:
Mount Pleasant, Ohio, 1859. "I want not

to be an idler either in hody or mind, but to

be found at all times ' not slothful in business,'

cither tempural or spiritual, but 'fervent in

spirit, serving the Lord.' Ah I there is no joy
like that which results from faithfully and
fully serving our dear Lord and Master."

1st mo. 2d, 1870. Upon returning from
meeting, she thus wrote: '-Oh! how desirable

is it that we should, in our gathered assem-
blies, know more of that deep indwelling of

spirit, that fervent travail and exercise for the

arising of the pure seed of life into domiu
in our midst, which would keep down this

creaturely activity, and beget that alone

which is of His begetting."

2d mo., 1870. " This is indeed a day of great
liberty in many ways, and we have much t

i.feel on behalf of our dear young people, who
are tempted and tried, I believe, oftentimes

;

more than some of us know. May we, who
are placed as watchmen and watchwomen on
the walls, be rcnewedly qualified to watch
over these, for good, and to lend a helping
hand in the right way."

3d mo. 17th, 1870. " It seems to be a day
wherein the seed, tlie pure living seed, is

nothing of the creature may be exalted, but

all be done to the glory and honor of Him
who was never foiled in battle, and whose eye

of tender compassion is upon His faithful

little ones; ' To them that have no might He
ncreaseth strength.'

"

3d mo. 31st, 1872. "'When He giveth

quietness, who then can make trouble?' I

unmerited mere}', I shall be permitted in thelUed I

rSd fo

redeemed. For those near and dear to me
left behind, my heart feels deeply; but I can
do no other than commit them to the keeping
of Him, who can care for them beyond all

human care."

On the 30th of 6th month she attended

Ifeel thankful, I trust, for a little feeling of; meeting for the last time, and was engaged

quietness mercifully vouchsafed this day. Ah!|in fervent supplication, it is believed to the

this must be waited for ; we cannot command tendering of many hearts, craving the salva-

it ; neither can we in our own natural wisdom
undeistand the precious truths of the gospel.

It is onlj' as they are revealed to us by that

Holy Light, which if followed, and implicitly

tion of every precious immortal soul present.

Her weakness and sufferings increased, and
from the 5th of the 9th month she was con-

fined up stairs. She was enabled to bear

obeyed, will open to us in His own time and
|

her sufferings with patience and resignation,

way, one after another of these solemn truths. When able, she enjoyed seeing her relatives

'I thank thee O Father, Lord of Heaven and and friends, to most of whom she imparted

earth, that thou hast h'd these things from

the wise and prudent, and hast revealed them
unto babes.' Oh I may my ])recious children,

my dear husband and my-elf, become as babes

in Christ! fed, taught and led by Him alone."

To one naturally so active, the weakness
and suffering attending declining health, and
the privations connected therewith, were no
small trial of faith and patience; and it was
instructive to witness during the closing years

of the life of our beloved friend, as her strength

failed, the exercise of her spirit that she might
be enabled to endure all with cheerfulness and
resignation. It was also a season of close

self-examination, wherein she was earnestly

engaged to know a preparation for the solemn

change that she felt might not be far distant.

Under date of Uth mo. 24th, 1867, she writes:

" The pins of the poor tabernacle I feel are

beginning to give vvay, and I desire that as

this is the case, I may know more and more
of having a ' building of God, an house not

suffering
; pressed down as a cart with sheaves; 'made with hands, eternal in the Heavens.'

and 1 believe the members of tho true church
are called to go down into suffering with it,

and to be willing so to abide and endure, as

long as the dear Master may see meet, remem-
bering the language of the dear Redeemer, ' In
your patience po.ssess yo your souls.' Ah!
this patient indwelling of spirit, this willing-

ness to suffer and to wait His time, being very
watchful lest, like poor Uzzah, we put forth a
hand unbidden to stay the ark,—this is, it

seems to me, what is called for at our hands."
Sd'mo. 15'.h, 1872. "The trials of the pre-

sent day are so peculiar, and so few of the

Ah! true it is that the great aim of onr life

should be to know our day's work to be keep-

ing pace with the day, that thus in the end

the answer of ' Well done' may be ours, and

we be permitted to 'rest from our labors' and

to know through adorable mercy an entrance

granted into the abodes of everlasting rest

and peace."

In the 12th mo. 1871, she became increas

ingly indisposed, and though the acuteness of

the attack passed off, she continued from that

time in a precarious and feeble state of health,

occasionally rallying a little, but was only

suitable counsel, in much tenderness and love.

She was often brought low under a sense of

the purity needed, and from a feeling of her
worthiness. At one time, the four-

teenth chapter of John having been read to

her, she wept and expressed her fervent de-

sire for an admittance into one of those man-
sions of which our Saviour spoke. Being
encouraged to believe that there was one
awaiting her, she said, "It would be all in

mercy," and added, "Oh ! that He would lift

up the light of His countenance upon me."

Her travail of spirit was mercifully regarded

by Him, whom she had long loved and sought

to serve, and every cloud, we believe, was
dispelled, and she enabled to rest in a humble
hope of acceptance through Christ Jesus her

Saviour. Once when very weak she said, " I

cannot have a doubt that through the mercy
of my Heavenly Father I shall be accepted."

On the 19th of 9th month she had a sink-

ing spell, when it seemed uncertain what
might be the issue, but during its continu-

ance she was preserved in much calmness,

remarking, " The angel of the Lord encampeth

round about them -that fear Him. I do fear

Him, and I believe He will deliver and sustain

me."
On First-day afternoon, the 22d of 9th

month, she requested that the family should

meet in her room for the usual reading of the

Scriptures. After the reading a solemn silence

ensued, when she was engaged in fervent sup-

plication for herself and for each one present.

In the evening she said, " This has been a

precious day." The following two days her

faitliftd fathers and mothrrs left to aid in bear- 1 able after this to attend meeting a few times, weakness increased. At one ti

ing the burdens, that we are ready to exclaim, I Her feelings during this period may be gath- marked, she found it necessary stiU to keep

'Who is sufficient for these things?" Well, if ered from letters written at intervals : |on the watch, adding, " we should all of us
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roundinjrs, -he got to thiuking of his vari-

ous investments and became nervous at the

thought of losing largely in consequence of

themV He was not unhappy in his domestic

relations. Had it been otherwise, an intel-

ligible explanation of hisconstant worryabout

business and money, when there was no ne-

cessity for it, would have been prevented. He
had a loving and lovable family, and, as the

world goes, everything to make him happy

and contented, instead of being, as he was,

supremely miserable. What a lesson this

man's tragic death teaches to all those en-

gaged and unduly absorbed in the bustling

and heart-wearing activities of the day!

When wealth or business anxieties bring a

man to that pitiable condition, the poorest

beggar at the street crossings or the hardest

toiler in the work shop has a more enviable

lot. It has been said that one of the worst

things that can beiial a man in business life is

more wealih than he knows what to do with.

It is one of the perplexities of the man him-

self that he is unable to discover just when
he has enough ; the passion for acquisition,

like others, ' grows by what it feeds on ;' and

so men go on, insensible of all moral surround-

ings, until encompassed by the various perils

of which too much money, by some mysteri-

ous law of their moral nature, is invariably

productive. We suppose that is the reason

why we so seldom hear of rich people retiiing

from business, and why persons who have
accumulated wealth far beyond their ability

to use by any ordinary process during the

period allotted to life, continue to mingle in

the excitements and to participate in the

anxieties of business, long after the necessity

or obligation for doing so has passed. It is

an unfortunate thing that it is so, but there

would seem to be no cure for it short of a
wider recognition of the fact that there is

some point in the life of every successful busi-

ness man at which he really has enough, and
beyond which he cannot pass, with his active

habits, without incurring the risk of spending
the remainder of his days with little or none
of that serene self-contentment which no
wealth can purchase, and without which hap-
piness in any of the walks of life is impossible,
it is not our province to deal in moral essays,

but there is so much in the life and experi-
ence, as well as in the sad end of the Cali-

fornia money king, akin to the ' morose and
lidgety' feeling that takes possession of men

endeavor to maintain the watch." After tak-

ing leave on 'J'hird-day evening of a near rela-

tive to whom she had imparted counsel, she

said, -I seem to have had little services ot

this kind to do towards my relatives and

friends, but I believe this is the last; I have

done all now." The following morning .nhe

was much weaker. She requested the family

collected, and afier addressing them, called

each one separately to her side, and calmly

and with much tenderness bade them farewell.

She also si-nt parting messages to some absent

relatives and friends. Soon after this she was

engaged in solemn, heart tendering prayer.

She continued remarkably quiet and cora-

l)osed, expressing, "The everlasting arms are

underneath." " 1 have trusted in my Saviour

and he don't forsake mo now." " The world

is receding.—receding, I think—but I see my
Heavenly Father, niy Saviour, He will lead

me through the river of Jordan to the prom-

ised lan<k;" and again, " 1 see the arms of my
Saviour ojien to receive me." Her husband

remarking to her that we now saw what it

was to have the work done in the day time,

she nplied, " Yes," and emphatically' added,

'•but it h,ul to be done," and looking at her

children said, "Dear children, remember that

it hnd to be done, and begin in youth." At
one time she remarked, " The world is a hard

master, but our Heavenly Father is a good
Master."

Her petitions during this time were earnest

and frequent for a speed}- dismissal, but always
offered in submission to the Divine will. "Be
pleased to take me to Thyself if consistent

with Thy holy will." "Take me—take me
now." "15c i)leascd to cut short the work in

righteousness." As the end approached there
was lor a short period an increase of suffering,

which drew from her the request, "Dear
sister, pra}- for me that I may have strength
to bear it." These were almost her last words.
Very soon her ransomed and puritied spirit

was released from its frail tabernacle, to re-

ceive, we reverently believe, the welcome,
" Well done, good and faithful servant, enter
thou into the joy of thy Lord." She ceased
to breathe about ten o'clock on Fourth-day
morning, the twenty-fifth of Ninth month,
1872 ; aged fifty-eight years.

For "The Frii-Dii."

The following sensible article is taken from
the money column of the Public Record oi the
12th inst., and commends itself to the serious
consideration of all who are occupied "with

S^Jl'Th"*"
'''

"'^^'J"''*'^'""-" I" confirmation ^en. xne wnoie story as an aamonition to all themselves to be. The strength
oi «h.ch a sad case recently occurred in our that class of men who take upon themselves but in Christ ; the blowing of fams' horns

gospel order, and therein be meethclps un

the men in the restoration, in the service

truth, in the affairs of the church, as they ai

outwardly in civil or temporal things. Thi

so all the family of God, women as well

men, might know, possess, perform, and d

charge iheir offices and services in tbe Chun
of God, whereby the poor might be the beti

taken care of; the younger sort instructi

informed and taught in the way of God ; tl

loose and disorderly reproved and admonishi

in the fear of the Lord ; the clearness of

sons proposing marriage, more closely

strictly inquired into in the wisdom of Goi

and all the members of the spiritual body tl

church might watch over and be helpful to ea(

other in love " * * * To those who oppose

the establishment of womens' meetings, G
Fox says, (Journal, page 495,) "I say to

you, who say j'ou see no service for t

womens' meeting, and oppose them : you are'

therein out of the power of God, and his Spirit

you live not in."

i believe it would be well for us all often

to ponder, that the faith and practices of

Friends were commenced and continued under
the Divine anointing, and that every depar-

ture therefrom is an indication of weakness.
Instead of the uncovering of the head, and
arising from our seats when one appears in

supplication before the Most High, to uncover
the head immediately at the entrance of the

meeting, and keep the sitting posture during
prayer, certainly shows a change tending to

irreverence. It is recorded of John Perrott,

who wished to institute a change by keeping
on the hat in time of prayer, that he after-

wards departed so far as to become a magis-
trate, and fine Friends for not swearing ; so

that by following another spirit he became a
persecutor. Oh I how important that we keep
the tootmark of the flock, who have gone be-

fore. The enemy generally works by lead-

ing to the belief that such and such things
are small matters, and of indifference, until
the heart is hardened, and the tender, sweet,
and childlike state is no longer sought hfler.

Such innovators require all to bow to the
imagined fuller light which they think they
have attained unto. One deviation leads to
another, until all our testimonies are violated.
Oh ! that the Lord may awaken and arouse
from the earth such as may be settled on their
lees, and that manj' may be anointed and
ade strong to stand for the Lord, and his

engaged in similar pursuits elsewhere, that it truth : worthy sous and daughters of the
IS a legitimate function of journalism to pre-! Lord, however weak or feeble thay may feel
sent the whole story as an admonition to all I themselves to be. The strength is not in us,

borough : an aged man, who had spent I

life principally in the accumulation of money,
met with a small reveree in the panic of last
autumn, which so unsettled his mind as to
drive him to seek relief in self-destruction,
which, after re|)pated attempts, he finally ac-
complished a short time since, leaving an
estate of about §;40,u00, with neither wife
nor child to inherit it.

We»t Chentcr, I'a.

"A short time ago a well-known money
stock o|)crator and capitalist of San FrancLsco
committed suicide, lor no other reason, the
local journals say, than ' that he was nervous
and fori'etlul with reference to stock mat-
ters.' His fortune was not less than two
millions of dollars. His residence is described of the same everla>t..
as one of the most elegant and luxurious injvation as the men ar(

more care than should be their portion.
Neither mind nor body can stand it."

the only outward means for the falling of the
walls of Jericho. The " unlearned and igno-
rant" were made the ministers of Truth and

For "Tbe Friend." rightcousuess, uot indeed in "man's wisdom,"
Amongst the changes which have been but the " wisdom (even the hidden wisdom)

suggested in New York Yearly Meeting, are which cometh from above," and is not of the
the abolishing of womens' meetings, and: world. This only will make the walls of
directing the women to sit in the mens' meet- mystery Babylon to fall, and the power of
ings instead. It is also proposed that they Jesus to be exalted over all. S. C.
may be appointed members of the meeting
lor sufferings, or representative meeting. In
George Fox's Journal, page 467, he says: "I
was moved of the Lord to recommend for the

California. Yet, in the midst of princely sur- come into the possession and practice of th

Dr. Franklin says, "Pride is as cruel a
benefit of the Church of Christ, that fiiithful beggar as want, and a great deal more saucy,
women, called to the belief of the Truth, made When j-ou have bought one fine thing, you
parlakersof the same precious faith, and heirs must buy ten more, that your appearance

gospel of life and sal- may be all of apiece. It is easier to sup-
might in like manner pi'ess the first desire than to satisfy all that
„ I i-.- .,. ,> «-.^ii„,„ ;. i>

•'

follow it.'
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Tlie Housefly.

Keller, the naturalist, who studied the his-

ly of the Fly with considerable attention,

Us us that the female deposits^ her eggs in

.ch decaying substances as her instinct de-

)tes to be suitable for the nourishment of
if larvse, as, for example, the heaps of vege-
bles and other substances that ai'e found in

le neighborhood of our dvvellings.

"Jf," says Keller, "the Fly be enabled to

oose the place which suits her best for the
eposition of her esrgs (as for instance, in my
gar-basin, in which, I placed a quantity of
ecaying wheat), she takes a correct survey
f ever}' part, and selects that in which she
elieves her ova will be the best preserved,
id her young ones well eared for. If there
ere too much moisture, the maggots would
e drowned; if too liitle, the first drought
'ould cause eggs and larvte to become desic-

ted. Having chosen a suitable locality, one
either too wet nor too dr}', she protrudes her
ttle ovipositor, and therewith la3'8 her eggs,

y the side of, and upon one another, with the
ame precision as the cleverest hands would
rrange larger objects ; she then sits perfectly

till, without moving a single member of her
ody excepting herovipositor; indeed it would
ppear as though she were not quite conscious

j

fhilst this operation is being performed, for

o long as she is not absolutely touched, one
uay approach her as nearly as one likes, with-

ut causing her to exhibit the least symptom
f alarm. During this operation, which lasts

lalf a quarter of an hour (a few minutes more
ir less), she lay^ 70, 80, or 90 eggs." Gener-
dly speaking, the greater number of insects

lie as soon as they have deposited their eggs;
)ut Keller's observations led him to believe

hat this is not the case with the Fly, for he
etained several alive in a glass for some days
ifter oviposition was completed, and he, as

as other naturalists, believe that the in-

sect deposits her eggs three or four times
during her life, the duration of which is a few

jeks or months.
Assuming that the Ply deposits 80 ova at

a sitting, and that she performs this operation
four times during her life, Keller has drawn
p a curious table, from which it would ap-

pear th.at a single female might in one season
36 the progenitrix of upwards of two million

flies.

Although this calculation is quite sufficient

to account for the immense swarms of flies

that make their appearance during the sum-
mer and autumn months, yet these roould be

considerably increased were it not that, from
various causes, (such as drought, flood, &c.,

and the rapacity of birds and other animals
that prey upon thera), a considerable number
of the eggs thus deposited are never hatched

;

or if hatched, the larvse are, from similar

causes, destroyed in that stage, and do not
attain the imago form. The eggs are hatched
a few days after they are deposited ; and if

you wish to obtain a tolerably' accurate idea

of the appearance of the larva that proceeds
from them, you have but to examine with a
pocket-lens one of the well-known long white
maggots, commonly termed "jumpers," which
are found in decaying cheese, and afterwards
become converted into a small black fly (Pi

phila) belonging to a kindred group ; or one
of the ordinary maggots found in ham when
in a state of decay.

Whilst in this state, the larva is constantly
devouring the substances in which it was

hatched, and increases rapidly in size ; and in a

few days assumes the pupa-form. This change
is eftected by the hardening of the outer skin,

which becomes brown and tough, inclosing

the larva in a little bright barrel-shaped case,

divided into rings or segments, and it is then
to all appearance lifeless.

Whilst the insect is in this its second or

pupal condition, that remarkable metamor-
phosis is taking place in its internal as well

as external structure, which raises it from the

type of a worm to that of a highly-organized
insect.

The simple jaws of the larva are replaced

by the complicated proborscis that is so neces-

sary for the sustenance of the fly ; the com-
pound eyes by which we have found the in-

sect races to be characterized now make their

appearance, as also the delicately-constructed

feet and wings, and the mysterious antennte.

Simultaneously with the division, or rather

the concentration, of the cylindrical body into

head, thorax, and abdomen, a change also

takes place in the internal anatomy; for whilst

this, in the larva, resembled that of the worm,
it now becomes changed to the more perfect

structure of the fly. In a few days, when all

these transformations are complete, the insect

forces it way out of its prison-house in the

following manner:— .\fter it has, by a series

of muscular eff'orts, detached itself from the

pupal covering, it strikes its head forcibly

against one end of the case time after time,

til it bursts open, as it were, upon a hinge,

like the lid of a cylindrical snuff'-box.

When the fly first makes its escape, it pre-

sents anything but a graceful appearance;
for, whilst it was in the pupa-case, its mem-
bers were folded against the body more with
a view to economy of space, than to display

their elegance ; and the wings are necessarily

crumpled and insignificant in appearance. As

mentioned in the previous letter, these mem
bers are supplied internally with a great

number of trachese, or air-tubes; and one of

the first operations of the insect is to inflate

these bj' a trembling motion, and by the ex
pausions and contractions of the abdomen
in thus dilating the tracheaj, the insect gives

to the wings their necessary expansion and
support
The Housefly is subject to a curious disease

to which numbers fall victims towards the

close of autumn. As this disease has been very
graphically described in a recent number of

the "Microscopic Journal," we cannot do
better than transcribe a short extract:

—

" The subjectof this paper is the well-known
curious disease which prevails among common

pen to bo detached, the body is still retained

in situ. The dead flies in this condition are

always surrounded with a halo, about an inch

diameter, composed of a whitish dust,

which upon e.Kamination is found to consist

of the spores [seeds] of a fungus. The abdo-

men is much distended, and the rings com-
po.sing it are separated from each other, the

intervals being occupied by white prominent
zones, constituted of a fungoid growth pro-

eeding from the interior of the bod}'. Further

examination will show that the whole of the

contents of the body of the Jiy have been con-

sumed by the parasitic growth, and that noth-

ing remains but an empty shell, lined with a

thin felt-like layer, composed of the slender

myeelia of the innumerable fungi."

With this extract we shall close the life-

history of the Fly, and shall now consider for

a moment the uses for which it was created,

d the lessons we may learn from its exist-

ence.

If you asked a sceptic, who doubted that

every species of animal is created for an end,

and has its place and object assigned by the

Creator, to name some of those that he re-

garded as useless, it is not at all improbable

hat he would select the Worm and the Fly.

Of the Worm's value as a fertilizing agent we
have already spoken, and shall now find that

the humble Fly, in its lowest stage, performs

an office of still greater importance,—nay,

that it is indispensable to the existence of

some, and to the health and comibrt of the

whole human race. Reader! this is no exag-

geration : go into the fields or lanes, and seek

the body of some recently-killed animal ; or,

if you reside near the sea, look at the carcase

of one of the many creatures that are cast up

by the waves; and if your olfactory organs

be not too easily offended, turn the body oyer,

and examine it for yourself. See what myriads

of maggots are writhing throughout its frame

!

A few hundreds of these may be the larvaj of

the Carrion Beetle, or of the Devil's Coach-

man {Staphylinidce) ;
but thousands upon thou-

sands are the maggots of flies, and, if you re-

turn a few days after your first inspection,

you will find that they have devoured the

whole carcase, save a little skin, and the in-

digestible bones. The elements of the tissues,

instead of decomposing into poisonous and

ill-savored compounds, and filling the air with

miasma pregnant with pestilential disease and

death, at once spring phcenix-like into life

again, and in a few days there appears the

animated form of the fly, which only an Om-
nipotent hand could have moulded with such

rapidity and accurate desis That which

Houseflies at the period when the departing I was left of the carcase, the bones, form one of

warmth of autumn induces them to seek

shelter within doors.
" At this time innumerable dead bodies of

flies may be been adhering to the windows,
walls, shutters, &c., in all parts of the room :

the dead insect, although dry, and so friable

as to crumble into dust upon the slightest

touch, retains so far the attitude of life, that

it is difficult, without touching, to believe that

it is not a living fly on the point of taking

flight. Insects in dying usually draw up the

legs, and cross them beneath the body; but

in the case of the disease now under considera-

tion, the dead body is supported upon the out-

' stretched legs, whose feet retain their adhe-

Isive property, and by the protruded proboscis,

with which the fly would seem to be sucking

the most valuable manures that we possess;

and whilst the elements of the flesh and tissues

rise, to form a living creature of the air, the

bones descend into the earth, and there Renter

into the constitution of plants, and provide

nourishment for other animated beings. The

Fly in its turn falls a victim to birds, frogs,

or i-apacious insects, and these in like manner

become the prey of man and the lower ani-

mals, or are converted into the constituents

of the soil ; and thus it is that the current of

life flows on in constant and ever-varying

circles.— The Earthworm and Housefly.

An inscription, it is said, may be found in an

Italian graveyard :
—" Here lies Etella, who

transported a large fortune to heaven, in acts

and by which, even when the foet ma.y hap- ' of charity, and has gone thither to enjoy it."
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THE CHILD OX THE JUDGMENT-SEAT.

Where hast thou been toiling all day, sweet-heart,

That thy brow is burdened and sad ?

The Maste'r's work may make weary feet,

But it leaves the spirit glad.

WaR thy garden nipped with the midnight frost.

Or wirched with the mid-day glare?

Were thy vines laid low, or thy lilies crushed.

That thy face is so full of care ?

" No pleasant garden-toils were mine!

I have sale on the judgment-seat,

Where the Master sits at eve and calls

The children around His feet."

How earnest thou on the judgment-seat,

Sweet-heart? Who set thee there?

'Tis a lonely and lofty seat for thee.

And well might fill thee with care.

"
I climbed on the judgment-seat myself,

I have sate there alone all day.

For it grieved me to see the children around
Idling their life away.

" They wasted the Ma.ster's precious seed,

They wasted the precious hours
;

They trained not the vines, nor gathered the fruits,

And they trampled the sweet, meek flowers."

And what hast thou done on the judgment-seat.
Sweet-heart? What didst thou there?

Would the idlers heed thy childish voice.

Did the garden mend by thy care?

" Nay, that grieved me more I I called and I cried.

But they left me there forlorn
;

My voice was weak, and they heeded not.

Or they laughed my words to scorn."

Ah, the judgment-seat was not for thee!
The servants were not thine!

And the eyes which adjudge the praise and the blame,
See further than thine or mine.

The Voice that shall sound there at eve, sweet-heart.
Will not raise its tones to be heard.

It will hush the earth, and hush the hearts.
And none will resist itji word.

" Should I see the Master's tre-nsures lost

—

The stores that should feed His poor,
And not lift my voice, be it weak as it may.
And not be grieved sore ?"

Wait till the evening falls, sweet-heart.
Wait till the evening falls;

The Master is near and knoweth all.

Wait till the Master calls.

But how fared <Ay garden-plot, sweet-heart,
Whihit thou sal'st on the ju<Igment-seat

;

Who watered thy roses and trained My vinei!.

And kept them from careless feet ?

"Nay, that is saddest of all to me !

That is saddest of all!

My vines are trailing, mv roses are parched.
My lilies droop and fail."

Go back to thy garden-plot, sweet-heart

!

Go back till the evening falls!

And bind thy lilies, and train thy vines.
Till for thee the Master calls.

Go make thy garden fair as ihon canst,
Thou workest never alone.

Perchance he whose plot is next to thine
Will see it, and mend his own.

And the next may copy his, sweet-heart.
Till all gft)ws fair and sweet.

And when the Master comes at eve.
Happy faces His coming will greet.

Then shall thy joy be full, sweet-heart,
In the garden so fair to see.

In the .Master's words of praise for all.

In a look of His own for thee!

" It \» nu'lancholy to reflect," 833-8 the Satur-
day Review, "how mueh even educated women
still cling to the beads and feathers of tho
primitive savage."

Rabies Mepliitifa- Skuulv llyilrophobia.

A peculiar poi>OD is sometimes contained

in the saliva of animals beiong'ing to the

canine and feline families, the production of

which, it has been generally supposed, is

limited to them. Other animals, of the same,

or of different species, may be inoculated with

this virus ; the result being a mysterious

malady, which men have observed from the

days of Homer and Aristotle, but which has

never been cured or understood. This fright-

ful disease has been called, from its origin,

Rabies canina, and from one of its symptoms,

hydrophobia. Probably it is not communica-

ble by any species but those with which it

originates. A few instances have been re

corded to the contrary; but they were so im-

perfectly observed as merely to stimulate us

to further investigation.

The facts now collated will show, it is

thought, one of two things, either that the

hydrophobic virus is both generated and com-

municated by some of the Mustelida- as well

as the Felidtv and Canidce ; or else that a new
disease has been discovered, which generically

resembles Rubies canina, while differing from

it specifically. My judgment favors the lat-

ter opinion, decidedly, for reasons to be ad-

duced ;
and accordingly I may name this new

miilady, from the animal in whose ^aliva it is

generated.

An adventure, while on a summer tour

amid the Eocky Mountains, tirst called my
attention to the novel class of fiicts about to

be presented. Our camp was invaded by a

nocturnal prowler, which proved to be a large

coal-black skunk. Anxious to secure his fine

silky fur uninjured, I attempted to kill him
with small shot, and failed. He made charac-

teristic retaliation ; and then, rushing at me
with great ferocity, he seized the muzzle of

mj^ gun between his teeth ! Of course the

penalty was instant death. An experienced
hunter then startled us bj- saying that ths bite

of this animal is invariably fatal, and that
when in perfect apparent health it is always
rabid. He resented our incredulity, and con-

firmed his statement by several instances of
dogs and men dying in convulsions shortly
after being thus bitten.

On mentioning this adventure to H. R.
Payne, M. D., who had been camping with
miners near Canon Citj', Col., he said that at

night skunks would come into their tent,

making a peculiar crying noise, and threaten-
ing to attack them. His companions, from
Texas and elsewhere, had accounts to give of
latal results following the bite of this animal.

Since returning to Kansas City, I have had
extensive correspondence with hunters, taxi-
dermists, surgeons and others, by which
means the particulars have been obtained of
forty-one cases of Rabies mephiti.cn, occurring
in Virginia, Michigan, Illinois, Kansas, Mis"-

souri, Colorado, and Texas. All were fatal
except one ; that was the case of a farmer,
named Fletcher, livingnearGainesville, Texas,
who was twice bitten by M. macronrn, yet re-

covered, and is living still. On further in-

quiry it was found that he was aware of his
danger, and used prompt preventive treat-
ment.
A veteran hunter, Nathaniel Douglas, was

hunting buffalo, in Juno, 1872, fourteen miles
north of Park's Fort. While asleep he was
bitten on the thumb by a skunk. Fourteen
days afterward singular sensationscaused him
to seek medical advice. But it was too late

and after convulsions lasting for ten hours he

diid. This case is reported by an eye-witness,

Mr. E. S. Love, of Wyandotte, Kansas, who
also gives several similar accounts.

In October, 1871. a hunter on Walnut Creek,

Kansas, was awakened by having his lefteai

bitten by some animal. Seizing it with his

hand, he found it to be a skunk, which after

a struggle he killed, but not until his hand

was painfully punctured and lacerated. He
presented himself for treatment to Dr. J. H.

Janeway, army surgeon at Fort Haj-es, from

whom 1 have the facts.. The wounds in the

hands were cauterized, much to the man's

disgust, who thought simple dressing suffi-

cient. He refusedlo have the wound in the

ear touched, and went to Fort Harker to con-

sult Dr. R. C. Brewer. Twelve days after-

ward the latter reported that his patient had

died with hydrophobic symptoms.
I give but one more of the cases reported

to nie by Dr. Janeway. In October, 1871, he

was called to see a young man living ii

"dug-out," a few miles from the fort,

had been bitten by a skunk, seventeen days

previous, in the little finger of the left hand.

His face was flushed, and he complained that

his throat seemed to be turning into bone.

On hearing the sound of water poured from a

pail into a'tin cup, he went into convulsions,

that followed each other with rapidity and

violence for sixteen hours, terminating

death. This man's dog had also been bitten,

and it was suggested that he had bolter

shut up. He 'chanced at the time to be in the

hog pen, and he was confined in that enclo-

sure. Ere long he began to gnaw furiously

at the rails and posts o"f the pen, and to bite

the hogs, until the bystanders, convinced that

he wafmad, ended the scene by shooting all

the animals in the pen.

I am favored by Dr. M. Shearer, surgeon in

the 6th U. S. Cavalry, with notes from his

case-book, of four cases in which persons have

died from the bite of the skunk ; and he also

mentions additional instances reported to him

by other observers. He thinks there i

marked difference between the symptom of

their malady and those of hydrophobia.

The only peculiarity noticeable in these

biting skunks is the arrest of their effluvium.

They approach stealthily, while their victims

are asleep, and inflict the deadly wound on

some minor member—the thumb, the little

finger, the lobe of the ear, one of the alas of

the nose. How different from the fierce as-

sault of a mad dog.
The resulting disease resembles hydropho-

bia more than "it does the effects of ojihidiaa

venom. But here, as observed at the outset,

the likeness is only generic, while specifically

there are marked differences.

1. The period of incubation is alike in Rabies

canina and Rabies mephitica. That is, it is
'

definite, ranging from ten daj'S to twelve
months, with no opportunity meanwhile for

subsequent inoculation. But during the in-

cubative period of R. viephitica, no perceptible

changes take place in the constitution as

hydrophobia..
2. Cbaraclcristic pustules form, in hydro-

phobia, beneath the tongue and near the
orifices of the submaxillary glands. (See
Aitken, Sci. and Praet. Med., vol. i. p. 653.)

These were not reported in a single case of

R. mephitica. Dr. Shearer looked for tber

carefully in all his cases, but did not find

them.
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8. The specific action of hydrophobic virus

tfects the eighih pair of cranial nerves and
heir branches, especially the oesophageal

)raiich, the result being great difficulty in

wallowing; and the motor nerve of the

arynx, causing sighing, catching of the
reath, and difficulty in expelling the frothy

lucus accumulated in the throat. These in

ariable accompaniments of E. canina are

isually wanting in E. mephitica.

4. In hydrophobia the perceptions are in

ensified, so that even the deaf are said to

ave their hearing restored ; the pupils are

iti'ongly dilated, imparting to the eyes a wild

glaring expression ; the spasms are tonic, i.e.,

teady and continuous; the pulse is feeble; and
ielirinni is occasionally relieved by lucid in-

ervals. But the symptoms are wholly differ-

snt in E. mej^hitica.—Amer. Jour, of Science

ind Arts.

For "The Friend,

Indian Affairs.

CContinued from page 5.1

The following narrative of the work of

Friends among the western tribes, is chiefly

extracted from the First Annual Report of the

Associated Executive Committee for the years
1869-70.

"In the early part of the year 1869, a few
weeks prior to the inauguration of General
Grant as President of the United States, let

ters were addressed, by his direction, to one
or more Friends, inviting the co-operation of

members of our Society in the administration

of the Indian affairs of the Goven ment. He
also at the same time expressed his desire to

exercise his influence and authority as Chief
Executive officer of the nation, for the fur-

therance of such plans as Friends might devise

for the civizilation and christianization of the
Indian natives."

The following is one of these letters.

Sir,—General Grant, the President elect, desir-

of inaugurating some policy to protect the
Indians in theirjust rights, and enforce integ-

rity in the administration of their affairs, as
well as to im]irovc their general condition,

and appreciating fuUj^ the friendship and in-

terest which your Society has ever maintain-
ed in their behalf, directs me to request that
you will send to him a list of names, members
of your Societ}", whom your Society will en
dorse as suitable persons for Indian Agents.
Also to assure you that any attempt which
may or can be made by your Society for the
improvement, education and christianization

of the Indians under such agencies, will re-

ceive from him as President, all the encour-
agement and protection which the laws of the
United States will warrant him in giving.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

E. S. Parker,
Brevet Brig.-General U. S. A. and A. D. C.

Washington, Feb. 15th, 1869.

"In the first annual message of President
Grant to Congress, he announced the inaugura-
tion of what is now generally known through-
out the country as the ' Quaker Indian policy,'

in these words:
"'I have attempted a new policy towards

these wards of the nation (they cannot be re-

garded in any other light than as wards) with
fair results, so far as tried, and which 1 hope
will be attended ultimati-ly with great success.

The Society of Friends is well known as hav-
ing succeeded iu living in peace with the In.

dians in the early settlement of Pennsj'lvania,
while their white neighbors of other sects, in
other sections, were constantly embroiled.
Thej'were also known for their opposition to
all strife, violence, and war. . . . These
considerations induced me to give the manage-
ment of a few reservations of Indians to them,
and to throw the burden of the selection of
agents upon the Society itself

" The purpose of thismovement was further
explained in a letter of J. D. Cox, Secretary
of the Interior, written in the Fifth month
last: ' It was designed to proclaim to those
who are interested in the welfare of tlie In-

dians that we wished our agents to be co-

workers with the missionaries, and to assist

their work instead of thwarting it. The Gov
ernment has thus held out its hand to the
moral and religious people of the country, and
invited closer co-operation, and a more inti

mate mutual understanding in the efforts to
save from destruction, both physical and moral,
the remnants of the original inhabitants of the
land.'

"The reservations selected by the Presi
dent for the experiment of peaceful treatment
of these ' wards of ihe nation,' and their in

struetion in literature and domestic arts, are
those composing the Northern and Central
Superintendencies. Those within the Central
were assigned to our religious Society, and are
situated in the eastern part of the State of
Kansas and the western part of the Indian
Territory south of Kansas.
"'The burden of the selection of agents'

being thrown 'upon the Society itself,' har-
monj' of action jjetween all parts of the So-
ciety within the United States was essential

to success. Efficient and systematic oi'gan-

ization was also necessary for the judicious
selection of agents, the nomination fihereofto

the government, supervision of their labor, for

which the Society atlarge is and will be held
responsible, and an intelligent co-operation
with them in their extra-official labors for the
elevation of the Indian.
"This waseffected through the appointment

of the 'Associated Executive Committee of
Friends on Indian Affairs,' composed of two
members of each of nine Yearly Meetings
within the United States.*

"This Associated Committee has met at in-

tervals of three to four months, according to
the demands of the service, and has carefully

reviewed the qualifications of all Friends pro-
po'ied for appointment as United States In-

dian agents, who had previously received the
apjDroval of the members of the Committee of
the Yearly Meetings of which the Friend pro-

posed was a member. There being many in-

struments of civizilation authorized by law,
subordinate to the 'agents,' such as teachers,

farmers, physicians, &c., the nomination of
teachers was intrusted to one sub-committee,
and that of other employees to another, whose
labors have been diligently prosecuted during
the intervals between the meetings of the
Associated Executive Committee. Still an-

other, called ' The Washington Committee,'
has maintained our intercourse with the gov-
ernment, frequently visiting the Capital, and
has with some success urged upon Congress

* Ohio Yearly Meeting has not appointed any Com-
mittee on Indian affairF. Those who separated from
that Yearly Meeting in 1854, have done so. Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting has not officially taken any action

in this work, but an association of Friends within its

limits are co-operating with other Yearly Meetings.

the claims of the civilizing policy for liberal
legislation.

•'It has also been found desirable to appoint
a general agent, at the expense of the' Com-
mittee, whose time and talents will be devoted
to acquiring accurate information for our
guidance, suggesting and advocating such
legislation as will benefit the Indian, and
counselling and otherwise aiding Friends la-
boring upon the reservations. Dr. William
Nicholson, of North Carolina, was selected tor
this service."

CTo be coEHnned.)

Selected.

Though I wish to be the last to find fault
with the innocent and natural sprightliness
and liveliness of youth, yet I cannot but ex-
cuse myself from joining in with what is com-
monly so termed, having often felt thereby
unsettled in mind, and indisposed to reflection.
I have found that by occasionally relaxing in
the discipline of watchfulness, the inclination
to laughter, more particularly, gained much
ground upon me; and there has been no small
difficulty in restraining this habit, when much
indulged

; so that it strikes me to be a snare.
Though religion does not make a man gloomy,
yet itneverallowshim tobeoflfhisguard: No!
he must "watch and pray lest he enter into
temptation," taking up his daily cross to all

frivolous and foolish talking and jesting, be-
sides more evident and open evils.

—

John Bar-
clay.

The Great St. Louis Bridge.—It is a signifi-

cant fiictthat the National Anniversary which
has jast passed witnessed, iu different ])arts of
the country, the completion of two great
achievements in bridge building. Our own
Girard Avenue Bridge, the broadest structure
of the kind in the world, has been unexcelled
anywhere in rapidity of construction. The
other structure which has just been opened
across the Mississijjpi, at St. Louis, is, proba-
bly, the costliest and most elaborate bridge
now in existence. Both are triumphs of A mcr-
ican skill, and both were built by Pennsylva-
nians. With the Girard Avenue Bridge our
readers are already familiar, but the massive
viaduct across the Mississippi deserves a more
extended notice than the telegram which
yesterday announced its opening. The re-

markable points about this bridge are the
depth of foundation, the width of the arches,

and the novelty of construction. The founda-
tions of the piers rest upon the bed rock be-

neath the bottom of the Mississippi, 97 feet

below high water mark, and 120 feet below
the level of St. Louis at the river bank. When
the piers were constructed and raised to a
height which gave sufficient elevation to clear

the smoke stacks and masts of the largest

river craft at the highest stage of water, the

construction of the ai'ches began. The lowest

parts of these arches are 50 feet above high
water. The spans are of unusual width, the

centre arch being 520 feet wide, and those on
each side being 515 feet wide, making the

bridge 1550 feet long exclusive of the ap-

proaches. They were built without the or-

dinary scaffolding or supports beneath, but
such a way that the extending arches

balanced one another, being gradually extend-

ed out from the opposite piers until they met
n the centre of the span. This system was
a novel one and attracted scientific attention

everywhere. Over the bridge there are two
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roadways, the total width of the superstruc-

ture bei'n^ 50 feet. On the top tlicre is a car-

ria-'e way 34 feet wide wide, and two foot

waTks each eight feet wide. Beneath this is

the railway, there bein;:!; two tracks passing

throu.'h openings 13* feet wide bj' 18 feet

hi.rh On either bank of the river the rail-

way is carried over the levee or wharves upon

five stone arches, each twenty feet wide,

elevated above which upon an arcade of twen-

ty arches is the carriage way. On the St.

Louis bank brick arches join these stone

arches and carry the railway into a tunnel at

Third street, and thence to the " Union De-

pot." The carriage road ends also at Third

Btrcet. On the Illinois side, at the end of the

stone arches, the railway divides, curving to

the north and south, and gradually descend-

in" upon trestle-work ai)proaches, some three

thousand feet long, until the level is reached,

tho gradient being about one foot in one

huiidn-d. The carriage road descends be-

tween these trestles, upon an incline of five

feet in one hundred. This massive structure

has been five years in building, and cost about

nine railiions of dollars.— /'Voni the Public

Ltdger of 7th mo. 7th, 1874.

Honesty TfSteil—There was a lad, in Ire

land, who was put to work in a linen factory

THE FRIEND.
EIGHTH MONTH 29,

By various accounts which have been re-

ceived from Great Britain, we have been in-

formed that Robert P. and Hannah W. Smith

have been paying a visit in that country, and

in tho course of it, have been permitted to

hold a number of meetings in Meeting-houses

belonging to the Society of Friends. These

meetings have been largely attended by

Friends, as well us others, and thus the way
has been opened for our members to receive

and embrace their religious opinions, under

circumstances wh'ich seem to give them in

some measure the sanction of the Society.

The two persons referred to were originally

members of the Society of Friends ;
but left

its fold, because they differed from it in some

points of religious doctrine. This they had

an undoubted right to do ; for the query of

Holy Scripture i"s still applicable, " Can two

walk together except they be agreed ?" We
wish to say nothing unkind respecting them,

as we believe them to be sincere and estimable

people ;
but having gone out from us, because

they were not of us—not one in religious be

"ief— it may well be a matter of surprise, that

and while ho was at work there a piece ofu|,Qge(,|jjjming the name of Friends elsewhere

cloth was wanted to be sent out which waS|g],Qniji receive them so cordially as teachers

short of ihe length that it ought to have been
; ^f y^g truths of CbristianHy. The question

but the master thought it mi;;ht bo n^ade.
„^jjy Ijg asked, whether their views have so

longiT by a little stretching. He thereupon]
(.[jj^^jge^ t^^t they now preach in England a

unrolled the cloth, taking hold of one end "fi form 'of doctrine, which leading Friends there

it himself and the boy the other. He .
then I

,^j.g billing their members should receive, as

eaid " Pull, Adam, pull!" but the boy siood being in accordance with our principles. The
Hiill. The master again said, "Full, Adam, j.^ply to this question can be found in the

"Here lies the body of Louis xiv, bj- tho
Grace of God King of Franco and Navarre,
who died in his palace in Versailles, tho first

of Sci)tcinber, 1715."

These three plates, says the Gaulois, were
found among a coppersmith's old metal, an^

bear the marks of the rivets with which they
were fastened together to form a saucepan
Late PopiT.

pull !" The boy said, ' I can't." " Why not ?"

said the master. "Because it is wrong," said

Adam, and he refused to pull. Upon this the

master said he would not do for a linen manu-

facturer. But that boy became Dr. Adam
Clark, and the strict principle of honesty of

his youthful age laid the foundation of his

future greatness.

I am persuaded the anguish we feel, in the

removal of those we love, arises from a mis-

taken view of this state of existence; could

we always realize the idea of its being merely

a pilgrimage, we should rather rejoice than

Weep, when those to whom we are fondly at-

tached, obtain a mansion in that Heavenlj'

country where all tears will be wiped away.
Jesus wept at the grave of Lazarus! divine,

compassionate Redeemer.

—

Daniel Whetler.

There have recently been placed in the Mu
scum of Cluny, in Paris, three worn plates of

copper, from the royal tombs of St. Denis
Tho first boars the inscription :

—

"Here rests the body of Louise Elizabeth.

of France, daughter of Louis xv."
The second:

"Hero lies the body of Mary Adelaide, of the old man. We are told that Jesus put him
Savoy, wife of Louis, Dauphin of France . . . away for us; we believe it, and by faith we
and mot h'r of Louis XV."

... „ . ,

The third:

London Friend of last month, in which it is

stated that, "A farewell meeting of Friends

with Robert P. and Hannah W. Smith, pre-

vious to their return to Amarica, was held at

Devonshire House, on Second-day, Sixth

month 1st, 1874. The old meeting-house was
crowded."
From the report of the address, delivered

on this occasion by H. W. Smith, the follow-

ing extracts are made. She speaks of the
necessity of putting oflf the old man which is

corrupt according to the deceitful lusts ; and
of putting on the new man, which after God
is created in righteousness and true holim
and after telling her audience that this is to

be done by faith, she thus proceeds:
" When Christ died, our old man—I mean

tho thing that was put in us at the fall—was
crucified with Him, and that He put him out
of the way. * * * If Jesus did it at the cross,

1800 years ago, if Ho accomplished the whole
work, so far as His part of it was concerned,
then wo too must do our part. * * * What
is there then for us to do? Just to say, 'Yes
Lord, I believe thou didst die, and I take thee
to bo mine ;' * * * and so by faith we put off

with fear and trembling; she thus proceeds

with her subject:
" Now how are we to put on the new man?

Why, certainly, only by faith. But how can

ho are utterly powerless, create life?,

how can we get life ? * * * God creates it,

and we just put it on. * * * How many peo-

pie make this fatal mistake? They do get

this glorious life, and give themselves to the

Lord, but then they just fail in the last point

in regard to the getting this life, as I will ox-

plain. It is the spirit of our God according

to our faith done unto us; and that real and

glorious gift may be lying unused, though,

really belonging to us, because we have not

the faith, or"we do not have the knowledge

to appropriate it and reckon it is ours."

She adds these, among other exhortations:.

Just begin from now and say, ' Lord, 1 be-

lieve that this is what the Lord Jesus Christ

died for, and that I can get rid of the old man,

and put on the new.' * * * With many in

this room, it is quite true, that they do know
that their sins are forgiven, and they only

want now to know how to live the right sort

of life; and the only way to live it is to get-

the right sort of faith, and you wont have any
trouble in living it at all. * * * Let those

who have not taken this step, sa}^, ' Lord
Jesus, I will really consent that Thou shalt

be my life : I will cease to live myself; I will

take thee for my indwelling—my life,' and
reckon that you have to do it. Reckon that

Ho is abiding in j-ou. Reckon that He has.

come in and taken His seat upon the throne

of your existence. Reckon, dear friends, that

you are dead to sin, and alive to God in Jesus

Christ, and then go on reckoning, and I know
how it will be. 1 know you will find it to

your surprise."

H. W. S., in these extracts, places the whole
work that now remains to be done to effect

our salvation in our own hands. She practi-

cally ignores the transforming power of the

Spirit of Christ in the heart, in the accom-
plishment of this, by whose effectual visita-

tions alone we are enabled even to think a
good thought, much less to experience such
a marvellous change as the putting off tho

old man, and putting on the new man ;
which

our Saviour in other language describes as

being born again. This Holy Spirit, which
bloweth where it listeth, and whose manifes-
tations are utterly beyond our control, she'

puts into our power, saying, we make " a fatal

mistake" in not appropriating it and reckon-
ing it as our own.

This form of speech conveys to our mind a
different impression than that which we re-

ceive from the statement of the scriptural
doctrine held by our early Friends of the
Light of Christ ; which shines in the hearts of
all, as a reprover for sin, and a guide to ever-

lasting happiness to all those who receive and
follow it. As we come under its influence,

and submit to its operations, enduring the
baptism of repentance for our past sins, as
they are brought into remembrance and under
condemnation, we experience in due time a
sense of forgiveness, and ability to walk in

the strait and narrow way, with a degree of
steady faithfulness. An unbroken series of
worthy men and women in our Society, from
George Fox down to tho present time, have
borno testimony to tho importance of that
'patient continuance in well-doing," to which,
"eternal life" is promised in the Scriptures

—

put the old man off. I do exceedingly desi

that this should be very practical, for every
soul can now step right into the possession of
it."

Having given this short and easy formula
for ridding ourselves of that body of sin—the
corrupt tendencies of tho heart,—from which
the primitive Chri.stians, and every genera-
tion of their successors to tho present day,
have groaned to bo delivered, and have felt

(he necessity of working out their salvation oven that holy walking in the Light of Christ,
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)j- and through which they have experienced

•edemption from the power of sin, and true

h in the Saviour of the world—the same
iaviour who offered himself on the cross a

lacrifice for their sins, and who now appears

n the heart, there to crucify the old man with

lis deeds, and to enable His obedient disciples

,0 follow Him in the regeneration.

H. W. S. discourages this slow method of

)btaining salvation, and as a substitute for

ibis safe and sure pathway, marked by the

botsteps of the flock of Christ's companions,
le are directed to a faith which we canexer-
ise at our pleasure, ''Just begin from now and
ay, 'Lord, J bdieve that this is what the Lord
esvs Christ died for, and that I can get rid of

he old man and put on the 7iew.'" Such a faith

3 but the working of our own nature, and not

hat Divine gift, which alone is etfectual.

Imagination takes the place of experience.
' Meckon, dear friends, that you are dead to sin

md alive to God in Christ Jesus, and then go on

eckoning. * * * I know you will find it to your

urprise."

There is but one way in which we can ob-

ain saving faith, le redeemed from the power
)f sin, and know our past transgressions for-

iven for the sake of Christ, and thus find

the late Quarterly Meeting at York, for this

especial object; information being given by
an advertisement, to which were attached the
names of nine or ten members,—of whom,
sevtral were in the station of ministers in the
Society, and one had lately visited this coun-j

try with certificates. It is also further indi-'

cated bj' the fact, that during the Conference
of the First day School Association of Friends

:

at Darlington, three meetings were arranged
to be held, called "Devotional Meetings," to

which it was understood these persons werej

to be received ; and this with the sanction, it

is fair to presume, of the Clerk of the Yearly
Meeting, whose name is appended to the an-

nouncement of the meetings to be held there.

It seems to us beyond controversy, that

such sentiments can never be owned as the
doctrines of Friends ; but that those who hold
them and adhere to them, must finally leave

the Societj', or it will be broken up.

Wc truly desire that Friends everywhere
may be awakened to a sense of the responsi-

bility that rests upon them, to maintain those
doctrines and testimonies committed to us by
the Head of the church ; while at the same
time they are preserved in that feeling of love

to the whole human family, which will keep
mr salvation secured; and that is by beingjout an uncharitable ami judging spirit. In

)rought into union with His Light or Spirit this course, we are persuaded, they will more
nwardly revealed. This union, with all its efficiently promote the . . . _
glorious and saving results, is the experience
if those who humbly, submissively and rever-

ntly walk in the Light of Christ. And so

ong as any continue in this state they are

ate, but in wandering from it they are ex-

)08ed to danger. This is the path, which
he vulture's eye hath not seen, nor the lion's

vhelp trodden, but the wayfaring man, though
I fool, shall not err therein.

The theory of a " higher life," as advocates
)f which, R. P. and H. W. Smith have ob-

aincd considerable notice, is founded on the
irroneous idea, that we can obtain forgive-

less of sins, through an exercise of faith in

)hrist, without having experienced the sanc-

ifying work of the Spirit. Hence they desire

and the feeling is a laudal'lo one in those
jolding such views) to impress upon nominal
Dhristians, the importance of obtaining prac-

ical holiness, which they term the " higher
ife." But the true Christian doctrine, and
hat ever held by the Society of Friends, is,

hat true faith in Christ, and the forgiveness
)f sins, are inseparably connected with the
sanctifying work of the Spirit, and cannot be

mown without it ; and that all other faith is

faith, and all other hope of salvation a
lelusion. Thus George Fox says, " So far as

I roan is sanctified, so far is he justified, and
10 further."

It is a mournful thought, that many well-

neaning persons are in danger of being drawn
by such views as are contained in the
above referred to, and thus led to seek

m easier path to the kingdom, than that of
ihe daily cross, or else to have their judgment
iOnfused on important points of Christian
iractice. And it is especially to be regretted
that Friends in England should have practi-

cally promoted the spread of such sentiments
imong their own members, by the encourage-
inent they have given to those who advocated
i'hem. This willingness on the part of some
!)f them to bring persons holding and propa-
gating such views as are here pointed out, into

tontaet with their members, was strikingly
j

laanifested by having a day set apart during breadstuffa market, says of wheat : There is little differ-

ead of the Ee
deemer's kingdom in the earth, than by join-

ing with anj' movements or doctrines that
are not in strict accordance therewith.

In the 48th number of " The Friend," it is

stated that on the 10th ult. five persons were
drowned bj'the overturning of a boat in which
thej^ were sailing in an excursion on the
ocean. The company consisted of D. Ofliey

Sharpless, Esther his wife, their daughter
Caroline, and son Alfred Sharpless, Anna W.
Roberts, daughter of Elisha and Elizabeth
Roberts, proprietors of Chalfonte House, At-
lantic City, and three other persons, including

the owner of the boat. Those whose names are
given were all lost. The bodies of the drowned
have subsequently', at different periods, been
recovered, and interred at the burial places of

the respective families. The bodies of D. O.
Sharpless and A. W. Roberts, the last i-e-

covered, were seen to arise about midway of

the "Inlet" at Atlantic City, on the 9th inst.,

thirty days after the accident occurred, and
by prompt attention of kind friends restored

to their families. Their interment took place

on the following day. At that of A. W.Roberts
at Moorestown, a meeting was held, which
was attended by a large number of t-ympa-
thising friends and connexions.

We have received a copy of a pamphlet
entitled, " A Reviewer Reviewed. The Quaker
Doctrine of the Inward Light Vindicated,"

&c., and the Friend who, we suppose, sent it,

puts the query whether we unite with a letter

contained in said pamphlet, signed Joseph
Potts? It seems hardly necessary to say we
do not, but we do not see any sufficient cause

for us to notice it further.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The amount of specie in the Bank of

England having recently Inrgely increased, the Di-

rectors of the Bank on the 20th inst., reduced the rate

of interest on loans from 4 per cent to 3j per cent.

The Mark Lane Express, in its weekly review of the

ence in prices since the last report, although the ten-
dency is downward. France is sending back here
cargoes shipped hence. The crops here and in France
are mostly secured, and dependence of both countries
on foreigners is materially lessened. The latest esti-

mates place our crop at seven per cent, below the aver-
age.

The shore end of the United States direct cable has
been laid at Caherciveen, near Valentia, Ireland. The
steamship Faraday, which is to lay the deep sea section,

was expected at Caherciveen the 22d inst.

The jute imported into Great Britain in 187.3, is re-

turned at 4,(J43,438 cwt., of the value of £3,634,577.
The import of last year is nearly three times greater
than that of 18G6.

London, 8th mo. 24th.—Consols, 92i. U. S. sixes,

lOSi ; 5 per cents 104-J.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 8id. ; Orleans, 8} a 8|(f.

According to the Registrar General's quarterly re-

turns jnst published, the births registered during the
three months ending June 30th throughout the United
Kingdom, amounted to 288,476, the deaths to 167,444,
showing a consequent increase in the population of
120,732.

A London dispatch of the 22d says: The Russian
government has refused to recognize the Spanish Re-
public, and it is in consequence of this that other
Powers delay the complete recognition

; but it is re-

ported that the governments of Austria and Germany
have sent credentials to their representatives at Madrid.
A Madrid dispatch of the 21st announces that Serrano

has signed full credentials for the representatives of
Spain at European capitals.

The Carlist General Tristany has captured Seo de
Urgel, 67 miles north-east of Lerida. The losses heavy
on both sides. A large quantity of military stores and
thirty-two cannon fell into the hands of the Carlisls.

A Madrid dispatch attributes the surrender of the
citadel to treachery. The entire garrison, 485 men,
were taken prisoners. The Carlists are besieging other
places in the north of Spain. A second engagement is

reported at Oteiza between General Moriones and the

Carlists, in which the former was defeated and driven
back to Larraga.

In consequence of the confiscation of the property of

the Carlists by the Spanish government, Prince Alfonso
has issued an order to the troops under his command
announcing that retaliatory measures will be taken.

The Carlists have extinguished the lights on the
Spanish coast between San Salvador and Bilboa.

The German ships of war Nautilus and Albatro-ss,

have arrived at Santander, where they were well re-

ceived.

Legal proceedings have been instituted against several

French newspapers because of the publication in those

journals of Bazaine's letter in relation to his e.scape.

The proceedings are based upon the law prohibiting

the printing of articles signed by persons deprived of

civil and political rights.

President MacMahon is making a provincial tonr

through the Republic, and is generally well received.

At Morlain he met with a strong Republican demon-
stration. A Paris dispatch of the 21st says : The French
government reminds the newspapers in an official note

that the publication of articles signed by those deprived

of civil and political rights, is prohibited by law.

President MacMahon had a grand reception at Brest

to-day, and reviewed the troops. There was a display

of fireworks, and the city was illuminated.

Marshal Bazaine expected to be in England in a few

d.ays. He has written a letter to the Minister of the

Interior in which he says that neither Colvetti nor any
other prisoner now in custody is responsible f)r his

escape. He declares that he had no accomplices in the

fort or elsewhere except his wife and nephew. He de-

scribes how he eluded the surveillance of his jailors;

and in conclusion says; "Resenting the liumiliating

prison regulations, I felt justified in attempting to re-

cover my liberty. As I was not tried by my peers my
sentence was illegal."

A Geneva dispatch states that leaders of the ultra-

montane party are coming to Geneva from France,

Belgium, Austria and Germany for conference.

The Brussels Congret s has adjourned. The delegates

have transmitted for ratification to their respective

governments the resolutions which were adopted, and
which merely enlarge the humane provisions of the

General Convention.

The King of Denmark has returned to Copenhagen
from his visit to Iceland. He was.accompanied from
England by his daughter the Princess of Wales.

A Hong Kong dispatch says: The Chinese govern-

ment has given Japan ninety days to withdraw its

troops from the island of Formosa. In the mtantime
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China is making extensive preparations for war with

Japan, which it is generally believed will ensue.

There was a verv severe typhoon at Nagasaki, Japan,

on the 20th insl. '(Jreat damage was done to property

on shore and shipping in the harbor, and a consider-

able number of persons tost their lives.

The plans of the railway which is to ascend Mount

Vesuvius are now complete. The route will be 16.1

mile* in length. The grades are 20 and 3o feet in the

hundred, and the road terminates at a few feet from the

crater. There will be one station, protected by a sort

of break-lava, which will divert the flow, in case of

eruption, from the building and rails. The road is so

laid out as to be naturally sheltered at every point, ex-

cept for a distance of about sixty feet.

In the ten davs ending the 20th ult., thirty-one ships

passed through 'the Suez Canal, paying S120,400 transit

dues,
, , . -vT

United States.—There were 682 deaths in Aew
York last week.

The interments in Philadelphia numbered 3oo, in-

cluding ISl children under two years.

General Custer, with a scientific corps and a military

force of one thousand men, cavalry and infantry, was

recently sent by the government to explore a region in

the southwestern part of Dakota and eastern border of

Wyoming, known as the Black Hills. They cover a

district of country supposed to be about one hiiiidred

raile« in diameter, nearly encircled by two large rivers,

branches of the Cheyenne, whose tributaries take their

rise in these hills. The centre of the region is nearly

in lat. 44 deg. and long. 104 deg. west. Gen. Custer in

his official re[ioTi declares that for richness and beauty

the country is unsurpassed by any wbich he has ever

seen. The main portion of it cons'isUs of beautiful parks

or valleys, near or through each of which flows a stream

of pure,'clear, cold water, while bounding these valleys

are invariably found unlimited supplies of timber. He
pays: " In no portion of the United States, not except-

ing the famous blue grass region of Kentucky, have I

ever seen grazing superior to that found growing wild

in this hitherto unknown region. I know of no portion

of our country where nature has done so much to pre-

pare homes for husbandmen and left so little for the

latter to do as here. The open and timbered spacer

are so divided that a partly prepared farm of almost

any dimensions, from an acre upwards, can be found

here. Nut only is the land cleared, and timbered, both

for fuel and building, conveniently located, with

stream of fine water flowing through its length and
breadth, but nature ofiiimes seems to have gone further

and placeil beautiful shrubbery and evergreens in the

most desirable location for building sites." Moisture
is evidently abundant within the space enclosed by the

Black Hills, and the soil is that of a rich garden, and
composed of a fine grained dark mould. Black and red

raspberries, strawberries and other fruits of delicious

flavor, were found in abundance. Large game, such as

elk, deer and bears, of course, were found in great num
bers. But little search was made for gold, but wherever
the earth was examined it was found in greater or less

i|uantity.

The steamship Colima arrived at Yokohama, Japan,
(in the 2nd inst., in seventeen days and thirteen hours
from San Francisco, being the quickest passage ever
made between the two ports.

Z%« MnrlceiH, Ac—The following were the quotations
on the 24th inst. New York.—American gold, 109|.
U. 8. sixes, 1881, registered, IHJ; do. coupons, 118g;
do. 1868, registered, 116} ; coupons, 1175 ; new five per
cents, 112i. Superfine flour, $5 a $5.10; State extra,

So.IO a $.i..30; finer brands, $5..50 a $10.65. No. 2
CliicHgn spring wheat, $1.19; amber western, $1.24;
white Kentucky, $1..38. Kye, 90 a 92 cts. Yellow
corn, 83 cts. Oats, .50 a 55 cts. PAa(Kf«;^Aia.—Mid-
dlings cotton, lOJ a 17} cU. for uplands and New Or-
leans. Superfine flour, $3.50 a $4 ; extras, .<4 a $5.25

;

finer brands, $5 a $8.7.5. Red wheat, $1.25 a $1.26

;

amber, $1 29 a $1.35; white, $1.25 a $1.35. Yellow
and mixed corn, 80 a 87 cts. Oats, 55 a 56 cts. Lard,
15 cts. About 3500 beef cattle sold at 7 a 7A cts. per
lb. gross for extra, hh a 6} cts. for fair to good, and 3 a
5 CIS. for common. Of sheep 15,000 were sold at 4 a 6
els. per lb. gross, and 4-500 hogs at $11 a $12 per 100
lbs. net. iia/dmore.—Choice white wheat, $1.37 a $1.38;
fair to prime do., $1.15 a $1.30; choice amber, $1.35;
good to prime red, $1.20 a $1.30. Yellow corn, 80 a
82 cts. ; southern white, 92 a 93 cts. Oats, 49 a 51 cts.

CAicajo.—No. 1 spring wheat, 99 cts.; No. 2 do., 89J
cts. No. 2 corn, Ijo cts. No. 2 oats, 42 cts. Kye, 74
cts. Spring barley, 90 cts. Lard, 15 cts. St. Louis.—
No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.15; No. 3 do., $1.05 a Sl.07.
No. 2 corn, 09j cts. Oats, 45 cts. Rye, 85 a 90 cts.

J-ard, 15i cts.

RECEIPTS.

Received from Clarkson Moore P.i., $2, vol. 48 ;
from

,e-emiah Foster, R. I., S2, vol. 43 ;
from Sarah Greene,

R 1T2, vol. 48, and for Eliza G.'sheffield, Conn S2,

vol.48; from Daniel Satterthwaite, N J., *2 ^o'- 4».

or Samuel Satterthwaite and William Satterth-

Mich., Reuben Satterthwaite, Del., and Daniel

Sate'rthwaite, N. Y., $2 each, vol. 48; from Joshua

Embree, Pa., $2, vol. 48; from Mary Tb.stlethwa.te,

N Y. j.2, vol.48; from Joel Wilson, Agent, JN. J., *A
vol. 48, and for Walker Moore, Samuel Alsop, Jr., and

Isaac C. Stoke-s, $2 each, vol. 48; from Deborah D.

Homey, Ind., per Samuel Allen $2, vol. 48; from

Hannah W. Williams for Aaron K. Williams, lo., Spi,

vol. 48 ; from William Berry, Gtn., City, S.2 vol. 48 ;

from Susan J. Yerkes, Fkd., City, $2, vol. 48; for Amos

Lee Pa $2, vol. 48 ; from David F. Knowles, V t., per

Robert Knowles, S2, to No. 42, vol. 48; from Isaac

Cowgill, O., $2, vol. 48, and for Joseph Cowgill, $2 vol.

8 ; from William J. Evans, N. J., $2, vol. 48, and for

Lmos Evens, $2, vol.48, for Joseph Evans, $2, vol. 48,

nd for Samuel Cooper, $2, vol. 48; from Rachel Cope,

O., S2, vol. 48; from Dr. Joseph Warrington, N. J
.,

S2 vol. 48 ; from Henry Knowles, Agent, N. Y., for

David Peckham, Benjamin Boss, Robert Knowles, John

J. Peckham, John P. Carpenter, Margaret P. Knowles,

Chester A. Weaver, and Alonzo Knowles, $2 each, vol.

48 ; from Stacy Cook, O., per William Cook, *2, vol. 48;

from Morris Cope, Pa., $2, vol. 48 ; from N. Newhn
Stokes M. D., N. J., $2, vol. 48 ;

from Joseph S. Moore,

City, $2, vol. 48, and for Walker Moore and William

Wickersham, Pa., $2 each, vol. 48 ; from Charles Stokes

Agent, N. J., for Rachel E. Haines and Levi Troth, S2

each, vol. 48; from Edward G. Smedley, Pa., §2, vol.

48 ; from Nathan Cook, N. Y., $2, vol. 48 ;
from Wil-

liam H. Blackburn, O., for Israel Cope, James Heald,

Wilson Hall, Nathan H. Armstrong, and Meader All-

man, S2 each, vol. 48; from John A. Potter, Agent,

N. Y., $2, vol. 48, and for Freelove Owen, S2, vol. 4S

;

from Lewis Passmore, Pa., per William Kite, $2, vol.

48 ; from William C. Stokes, N. J., $2, vol. 48 ;
from

Hannah Steveuson, 111., ^2, vol. 48; from Benjamin D.

Stratton, Agent, 0.,$2, vol. 48, and for Samuel Barber,

Edward Y. Cope, Hannah Gilbert, Christiana Kirk,

Uriah Price, and Joseph Winder, $2 each, vol. 48, and

for Charles W. Satterthwaite, $2, to No. 19, vol. 49

;

from Benjamin Sharples.s, Pa., $2, vol. 48 ; from Ann
H. Bacon, N. J., $2, vol. 48; from Charles T. West-

combe, Mo., per John Bell, Agent, $2, vol. 48 ; from

Isaac Roberts, Pa., S2, vol. 48 ; from Samuel Shaw, O.

S2, vol. 48, and for Levi Bnulton, Linton Hill, Benja

min Harrison, Jonathan Blickburn, Phebe Ellyson

Thomas Blackburn, Daniel Blackburn, Jehu AUman
Job Huestis, and Barak Ashton, $2 each, vol. 48, anc

for Francis Bartley, Mich., $2, to No. 22, vol. 49 ; from

RASPBERRY ST. SCHOOLS FOR COLORED
ADULTS.

Teachers will be wanted for these schools, to b«

opened 10th mo. 5th. Applications may be made to

Thomas Elkinton, 118 Pine St.

Elton B. Gifford, 719 Market St.

James Bromley, 641 Franklin St.

George J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

HADDONFIELD BOARDING & DAY SCHOOL,

Under the care of Haddonfield Monthly Meeting,

and taught by Rebecca Allen, will open 8th mo. SIst.

Children of both sexes will be taken to board in the

family on moderate terms. Apply to

Rebecca Allen, Haddonfaeld, N.J.

WANTED.
A suitable Friend to take the position of Writing

Teacher and Assistant Governor at Westtown Boarding

School—for next Session. Apply to

Charles Evans, 702 Race street, Philadelphia,

Clarkson Sheppard, Greenwich, New Jersey,

Joseph Walton, Moorestown, New Jersey.

SHELTER FOR COLORED ORPHANS.
Wanted, a Teacher for this Institution, to enter upon

her duties 1st of 10th mo. Apply to

Hannah R. Newbold, 643 Franklin St.

Mary Wood, 524 South Second St.

Mary Randolph, 247 North Twelfth St.

Sarah Richie, 444 North Fifth St.

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOLS.
These schools, under the care of the three Monthly

Meetings of Friends in this city, will re-open or

Second-day, Ninth mo. 7th, 1874. The Boys' School

on Cherry St., above Eighth St., is under the care

Zebedee Haines, as Principal. The Girls' School, 01

Seventh St., below Race St., is under the care

Margaret Lighifoot. There are also two Primar;

Schools for the instruction of those children who an

too young to attend the higher schools ; one of which i

held in the Meeting-house at the corner of Sixth an(

Noble streets, taught by Deborah Brooks, the other ii

the Boys' School building on Cherry street, under tbi

care of Susanna House.
The attention of Friends residing in this city and it

neighborhood is particularly invited to these schools

The terms are moderate, and by provisions recentl;

made for that purpose, Friends belonging to Philadel

E. W. South, M. D., N. J., $2, vol. 48; from E.J. phia Yearly Meeting, sending children to these schools

Richards, City, $2, vol. 48 ; from Henry R. Post, L.

$2, vol. 48; from Stephen H. Foster, "ill., $2, vol. 48;
from Rebecca S. Conard, Sen., Pa., $2, vol. 48, and for

G. T. Satterthwaite, $2, vol. 48 ; from Charles DeCou,
N. J , $2, vol. 48 ; from Harriet J. Smedley, City, $2,

vol. 48 ; from Hannah Kite, Pa., $2, vol. 48 ;
from John

Woolman, City, $2, vol. 48 ; from Samuel T. Bilderston,

City, $2, vol. 48 ; from Mary Ann Chambers, Pa., $2,

vol. 48 ; from Richard C. Shoemaker, Pa., $2, vol. 48
;

(also members) who may find the charges burdensome

can be fully relieved. In the principal schools oppoi

tunities are afforded of obtaining a liberal education i

useful branches of Study, and in the Latin and Gree

languages. Facilities for illustration are afforded by

valuable collection of philosophical apparatus, mineral

and Auzoux's models of parts of the human system, &i

French is al.so taught in the Girls' school. In th

primary schools the children are well grounded i

from Sarah Hoope-s, Pa., $2, vol. 48 ; from Micaj ih M. studies of a more elementary character.

Morlan, Agent, O., for Daniel Boulton, Rachel S.

French, William Darlington, Samuel Street, Theophiliis

Morlan, Mordecai Morlan, Sarah Ann Cope, josiah

Fawcett, Anna Macy. Elizabeth Hunt, and Richard B.

Fawcett, $2 each, vol. 48 ; from William Smedlev, Pa.,

$2, vol. 48 ; from Martha T. Cox, Gtn., City, $2 vol.

48 ; from Stephen Hobson, Agent, O., for Rachel
Arnold, Thomas Bundy, John Nay lor, Thomas Hobson,
and John S. Fowler, S2 each, vol. 48 ; for Asenath A.
Cooper, Pa., $2, vol. 48; from Elizabeth D. Meredith,
Pa., $2, vol. 48 ; from Elisha Brackln, O., $2, vol. 48,

and for Lindley M. Brackin, $2, vol. 48-; from Nancy
B. BulFinton, Mass., $2, vol. 48 ; from Joseph Scatter-

good, .Ir., Agent, Pa., for Edward H. Hall, Amy C.

Hoopes, George B. Mellor, Mary E. Pim, Isaac H.ayes,

Gilbert Cope, Lucy Cope, Rebecca Conard and Esther
Jackson, Aaron Sharpless, Sydney Sharpless, William
P. Townsend and Thomas Thorp, $2 each, vol.48, and
for John Scarlet, $4 50, vols. 47 and 48; from Charles
L. Willits, N. J., $2, vol. 48; from James Harkness,

It is desirable that applications for admission of chil

dren should be made early, and that parents returnin

children to the schools should send them at the begin

ning of the term.

Further information may be obtained upon applies

tion to the Treasurer of the Committee,
James Smedley, No. 415 Market street.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The next Term will commence on Fourth-day, 9(.

rao. 2nd, 1874. Applications for admissions should!

addressed to Samuel J. Gujimere, President,

Haverford College, Montgomery Co., Pa.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wokt
lo., $2, vol. 48, and for Russell Taber and Nathaniel inoton, M. D.

McDonald, $2 each, vol. 48 ; from Martha Taylor, N. J., I
Applications for the Admission of Patients may

»2, to No. 44, vol. 48 ; from Penelope Smith, N. J., $2, "afie to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board

Remittances received after Fourth-day morning will not
appear in the Heceipts until thefollowing week.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Cliristiau Cliarit}'.

"And now abideth faith, hope, charity; these three;

t the greatest of these is charity." 1 Cor. xiii. 13.

The pre-eminence given by the apostle to

arit}' as one of the Christian virtues, over
)th faith and hope, is a fact that may per-

ips deserve more consideration than we
lually accord to it ; and some thoughts in

lis connection have suggested themselves,
hich are subjoined.

Charity, as spoken of in this place, is evi-

?ntly not what we usually understand by
lat term when applied to mere almsgiving, and disappointment,

the ajiostle in the same chapter declares' '

lat one may bestow all his goods to feed the
oor ; and yet not exorcise charity. His de-

nition of the term may be best found in his

vn statement of its attributes. First, he
lis us that "charity suffereth long and is

nd." IIow diflercnt from the feeling that
sually actuates even highly professing chris-

when sustaining some injury fro

to the worldling would this be of the reality

of Divine grace as a rule of action ! How
brightly the light would glow from such a

candlestick !

Again, "charity thinketh no evil." Ah!
whose thoughts are thus practically brought

into captivity unto the obedience of Christ

!

No unnecessary suspicions entei'tained or ex-

pressed concerning the secret motives of a

follow professor whose sentiments may not

run in our particular groove. No insinuations

that one of our acquaintances is no bettor than

he or she ought to be. No secret satisfaction

in finding that some one who had stood high

in public estimation had descended to an un-

worthy action, or was guilty of crime. I

think Machiavelli asserts that " there is some-

thing in the misfortunes of our best friends

that does not displease us." This remark
opens a crevice through which we may glance

at a very dark phase of human nature unre-

newed by grace, but it is only a step lower

than other forms of selfishness which do not

shock us so abruptly.

"Charity envieth not." How difiicult is it

to repress the secret risings of envy, when
success or promotion attends the lives of our

cotemporaries, whilst we labor under failure

The apostle tells us

that in the church when one member suffers,

his fellow members sutfer with him
;
if one is

honored, all the others should rejoice. That
every one should strive, not to please himself,

but to please his neighbor to edification.

Sui-ely most Christians may find room to

grow deeper in this root of grace and Divine

love. " Laying aside all guile, and all malice.

and hypocrisies, and envies, and evil speak-

ings, as new born babes desire the sincere

milk of the word, that ye may grow thereby."
" Charity vaunteth not itself, is not puffed

up." Bunyan gives the following account of

the meeting of Christian and Faithful, in Pil-

grim's Progi-ess :
" Now as Christian went on

his way he came to a little ascent, which was
cast up on purpose that pilgrims might see

before them: up there, therefore. Christian

went, and looking forward, he saw Faithful

before him on his journey. Then said Chris-

tian aloud. Ho, ho! so ho! staj', and I will be

your companion. At that Faithful looked

behind him ; to whom Christian cried again

Stay, stay till I come up to you. But Faith

ful answered, No, I am upon my life, and the

avenger of blood is behind me. At this Chri

tian was somewhat moved, and putting to all

his strength, he quickly got up with Faithful,

and did also overrun him, so the last was first.

Then did Christian vaingloriously smile, be-

cause he had gotten the start of his brother

;

but not taking good heed to his feet, he sud-

denly stumbled and fell, and could not rise

again until Faithful came up to help him."

Here is an apt illustration of vaunting one-

self—Christian had overcome some tempta-

tive to serve our Kedeemer, than any mereltion, we may suppose, which still beset Faith

profession could indicate? How convincing ful, and the "vainglorious smile" with which

looked back on his fellow-traveller, the

high opinion of his own spiritual attainments,

with which he became "puffed up," rendered

him oblivious to another snare, and hence his

fall.

Charity " beareth all things, believeth all

things, hopeth all things, endureth all things.

Charity never failoth." This is, then, none
other than a picture of that heavenly love

which drew the only begotten Son from the

Divine bosom to share the sorrows and bear

the pains due to His rebellious sons, that they

might not perish but have everlasting life. It

,n emotion unknown to heathen philoso-

phy, and foreign to the first and unrenewed

nature. The beloved disciple was imbued

th its spirit when ho writes to the new
converts in this strain: "Hereby perceive

the love of God, because He laid down his

life for us : and we ought to lay doivn our lives

for the brethren." It is portrayed in the ex-

ample and injunction left on record by its

Divine Author on the occasion of the last sup-

per, in those memorable words :
" If I then,

your Lord and Master, have washed your feet,

ye also ought to wash one another's feet;"

and again, "this is my commandment, that

ye love one another, as I have loved you."

John Woolman had drank deeply at this ex-

haustless fount; and Isaac Penington fetched

his inspiration from a kindred source when
he wrote these strains of sweetness

:

"What is love?

"Answer. What shall I say of it, or how
shall I in words express its "nature! It is the

sweetness of life ; it is the sweet, tender, melt-

ing nature of God, flowing up through his

seed of life into the creature, and of all things

making the creature most like unto himself,

both in nature and operation. It fulfils the

law, it fulfils the gospel ; it wraps up all in

one, and brings forth all in the oneness. It

excludes all evil out of the heart, it perfects

all good in the heart. A touch of love doth

this in measure
;
perfect love doth this in ful-

ness. But how can I proceed to speak of it!

Oh ! that the souls of all that fear and wait

on the Lord might feel its nature fully ;
and

then would they not fail of its sweet overcom-

ing operations, both towards one another, and

towards enemies. The great healing, the

great conquest, the great salvation is reserved

for the full manifestation of the love of God.

His judgments, his cuttings, his hewings bj^

the word of his mouth, are but to prepare for,

but not to do, the great work of raising up

the sweet building of his life, which is to be

done in love, and in peace, and by the power

thereof.
" Oh ! how sweet is love ! how pleasant is

its nature ! how takingly doth it behave itself

in every condition, upon every occasion, to

every person, and about evei-y thing I How
tenderly, how readily, doth it help and serve

the meanest! How patiently, how meekly,

doth it bear all things, either from God or

man, how unexpectedly soever they come,
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or how hard soever they seem ! How doth it the tenth eentiuy a temple was raised there

believe, how doth it hope, how doth it excuse, to which thousands of pilgrims flocked. A
how doth it cover even that which seemeth temple still stands on the spot, but it is not
not to be excusable, and uct fit to be covered! known whether or not it is the original one.

How kind is it even in its interpretations and I
Four low walls enclosed the hallowed grounds.

charges concerning miscarriages! It never A square tower resting on four columns stands
overchargeth, it never grates upon the spirit in th.e centre, enclosing a small cavity in the
of him whom it reprehends ; it never hardens, ground into which the gas is conveyed by a
it never provokes j.butcarrieth a meltingnesslpipe. Eeeesses or cells in the surrounding
and power of conviction with it. This is the
nature of God; this, in the vessels capacitated
to receive and bring it forth in its glory, the
jiower of enmity is not able to stand against,

out tails before, and is ovei'come by."

Gas WeUs.

Their Situation and Characteristics in Europe,
Asia and America.

The chief eomjjoncnt of natural gas is car-
buretted hydrogen, and its source may be
traced to beds of bituminous material. The
close resemblauce of the flame of carburetted
hydrogen gas to that of coal gas has led many
to the conclusion that its origin is in the de-
composition of coal. Noted geologists, how-
ever, hold that gas does not necessarily de-
pend upon the presence of beds of coal, but
is probably formed by the action of heat on
the bituminous matter diffused through the
strata of sandstone, slate, &c. This theory is
supported by numerous gas springs and wells
which are situated hundreds of miles from
any coal deposit. In the autumn of 1870,
while workmen were boring a well on the
l)lantation of General Wade Hampton, gas
was discovered at a depth of forty feet. The
discovery caused considerable surprise, as
there are no coal deposits in the neighbor-
hood

i
and, furthermore, the well was sunk in

"made" land, or, as it is sometimes called,
"bottom" land, which at one time was the
channel of the Mississippi river. The gas ori-
ginated, in all probability, from a submerged
forest, which in process of decomposition
evolved the carburetted hydrogen gas.
Natural gas is usually without the disagree-

able odor which accompanies that which is
manufactured, and possesses a much greater
heating power. For illuminating purposes
on the average it does not equal the coal gas
although m many instances it is notably bet-
ter, giving a most brilliant light. How long
the flow of gas at any particular place will
continue is a question which no one can an-swer with certainty. In some spots gas has
issued incessantly for centuries, while in
others the flow has ceased a day or two after
the gas has been struck by borin.r. Bori
that strike the fissures in the strata are the
most promising.
Gas wells have been known for many con-

PhZ.K'^r'''''
'^•"./''° ^'-'^^t- according to

Flutarch found in Medea "a gulf of fire which
8 reamed continuously as from an inexhausti-
ble force. There are many of these wells in

employed
mination, and

t^bina known as "fire wells," and the <nwhich issues from them has been
lor hundreds of years for illu
also lor evaporating salt.

i« ri^^K '
remarkable gas well in the world

18 called the " Atashghah," or " Place of Fire-about two miles from the Russian town ofBaku on the west coast of the Caspian Sea.

Leaner r''^''^™'',^'^«^''^'-''^'''"y^''"turiesbeen considered sacred, an.l is an object of
rovorenco to pilgrims from Persia, India, and
other countries. It is recorded that early in

walls serve as lodging-rooms for the pilgrims.

Each one has a gas jet which furnishes light

and heat to the inmates, while a rug serves
them as a covering. The central structure is

appropriated to religious uses ; the flame is

constantly burning in it, the worshijjjDers

being persuaded that it has always done so,

and that it will continue so to do to the end
of the world. In that region gas issues from
the ground whenever a hole is made in the
surface. This being lighted, the fire becomes
not only an object of adoration, but an assist-

ance to the worshippers in their culinary
operations, and also supplies heat during the
winter season.

burning well at Aucliff", near Wigan, in
Lancashire, England, in 1660, attracted con
siderable attention, the general opinion being
that the waters were inflammable, like oi'

Thomas Shirley, in an account published i

1667, held that the flame was caused by the
combustion of bituminous fumes issuing from
the water, and these arose from the coal bed
which underlies all that part of the country.
Dr. Clayton experimented with this gas. He
distilled it, filled bladders with it, and exhib-
ited it to his friends, the gas burning like a
candle

;
yet no practical good resulted from

his experiments, as it was nearly a century
later when coal gas was used for illuminating
purposes.

In 1711, in the same country, a spring was
discovered at Brosely, in Shropshire, near the
river Severn, which burned with great vio-
lence. A candle attached to a stick would
ignite the gas when held at a distance of two
feet li-om the water, and the flames would
flash and flicker with great vigor. The owner
of the laud made considerable money by ex-
hibiting the spring to visitors.
Springs of gas have been found in the vol-

canic regions of the Apennines, in Italy,
Hungary, Greece, Germany and other coun-
tries ofEurope; but very little is known about
them.

In the United States there are numerous
gas wells and springs, particularly in the
States of Ohio, Pennsylvania and New York.
The gas has issued from the ground for years,
but it has rarely been made useful until with-
in the past few years. In boring for oil great
quantities of gas have been liberated, and,
indeed, the "oil fever" may be credited with
furnishing a vastly enlarged knowledge of its
many admirable qualities to mankind.
The town of Fredonia, in western Ne

fork, twelve miles from Dunkirk, and aboi,, .,
-i, and about

three mdes south of Lake Erie, has been
lighted for about fifty years by natural gas.
The flow from the gas springs in that neighbor-
hood has been continuous for more than forty
years, with scarcely any perceptible diminu-
tion. The gas was discovered in 1827, while
some persons were taking down an old mill
which stood on the edge of a small stream
called the Canadaway, running through the
town. Bubbles were first noticed rising to the
surface of the water, and a light being applied
they were found to bo inflammable. Some

time afterwards, a company being formed,
bore with a diameter of an inch and a ha
was made through the soft limestone roc
A gasometer was then constructed in a sma
wooden building, and to this the gas was coi

veyed through a tube. This reservoir wi
filled in about fifteen hours. It had a cap,

city oftwo hundred and twenty cubic feet, ac
furnished a good supply for seventy or eight
lights, the gas being distributed through pipe
When the Lake Erie lighthouse was erecte
pipes were laid to it from Fredonia, but i

the site of the building was much lower tha
Fredonia, the gas would not descend, and th
project was abandoned.
At Bloomfield, in Ontario county, there hs

been a gas well for many years. A compan
of capitalists lately purchased the ground i

which the well is situated, with the object (

supplying the city of Rochester, some twmt
six miles distant, with gas for illuminatiti

es. A bore was made to the depth <

five hundred feet, and the gas conveyed i

wooden pipes to Rochester, where it was ii

troduced a few months ago. The flow of ge
at the well was estimated at 800,000 cubic fei

a day
; but it has been found that only 25,0C

cubic feet reached Eochester each day, a larg
proportion escaping through the leakage <

the pipes.

To determine exactly the flow of gas at th
well a novel experiment was tried, under ti
direction of Samuel A. King, the well-know
Boston ffironaut. With two balloons—one (

a capacity of 20,000 cubic feet and the othc
of 13,000 cubic feet—the dimensions being a.
curately computed by expert mathematician!
he took the flow of gas from the well for
certain period of time, and the result showe
that the flow was about 4,000 cubic feet pe
hour. It is thought that the orifice at th
bottom of the bore-hole where the gas firs
made its escape is very narrow, and obstructe
by stones, and it is the intention of the coa
pany to complete the hole, and also to drill
new hole as near the present well as pract
cable. In 1871 the Buflalo Gaslight Compan
bored a well for gas, six hundred and twent'
feet deep, with great success.
Numerous springs of inflammable gas hav

been found at various places near the shore
of Lake Erie, in this State, the most remart
able being situated at Fredonia, Van Beure
Harbor, Sheridan and Westfield. At Portia
Harbor the gas is employed to illuminate th
lighthouse, situated seventy-five feet abov
the level of the lake. Gasport, near Lock
port, in Niagara county, received its nam.
from the gas springs in the neighborhood
ihe story goes that a party of Eensselae
students, accompanied by Professor Eaton:
while on a geological tour passed through thi
village when it was building, and suggester
the name of Gasport to the inhabitants. Or
their return they found that the name hat
been placed on the tavern signboard. Neai
Riga, in Monroe county, there are spring'
which evolve gas in such quantities as to sup,
ply a constant flame. About forty years age
a farmer near Canandaigua conveyed througi
bored logs the gas which issued from crevicam the ground to his house, where it was uset'
for both illuminating and culinary purposes.-!

(To be concluded.)

Never let us

of God ; repin
find fault with H

t in judgment upon the wayij
gainst His providences ; no:|

arrangements.
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For "The Friend."

Sopliia Home,

The 3d volume of " Piety Promoted," con-

Ins a short account of this Friend, from
lich it appears she was born in South Caro-

a, about the year 1701. Her grand parents
;re valuable Friends and able ministers of
r religious Society, but Sophia's mothei",

ough she continued in profession with
iends, married out of the Society. Her
ughter was consequently educated agrce-

ly to her father's mind ; and in her j'onnger
iars took great delight in the pleasures and
slusive amusements of this world. About
le thirty-eighth year of her age, her judg-
ent was opened to see the vanity and folly

"these practices
; and she in measui-e forsook

lem, but it was not until the year 1741 that
le was fully convinced ofthe truth of Friends'
nciples, and became a steady exemplary

lember of the SocietJ^ The perusal of Bar-
lay's Apology appears to have been the
leans, in the divine hand, of bringing about
is important change.

,1 She afterwards removed from South Caro-
jna to reside in London, and about the year
747 a concern came upon her to visit the in-

aliitants of her native country, to which she
eturned. While living there she sent the
jllowing account in a letter to a friend :

" A concern I had often felt for the happi-
ness and eternal welfare of the people of my

ij'iative country revived in my breast ; when I

:
vas to return and abase myself, by telling

; [vhat Cxod had done for my soul, and to call

i!.hem from those things, in which I had often
•un to an excess of riot with them; and from

'

i j.vhieh 1 hadbeen,by the great love and power-
,1^1 hand of God, brought and redeemed.
[When I arrived in Carolina, I found it my

.; blace and duty to keep meetings, with those
"Ji^'ewthat professed with me; and though at

Srst the meetings were sometimes interrupted
'by the rude and uncivil treatment of many,
we met pretty quietlj^, and some of the in-

habitants would now and then come and sit

with us, to whom my mouth was open at

times in rehearsing what God had done for

.
imy soul."

'
I

During her continuance there, she wrote a
[short account of the dealings of the Lord with

' iher, which was soon after published. From
Ithence she went by land to Philadelphia, a

'Idiificult journey of between eight and nine
'hundred miles. After her return to England
she labored, both by word and writing, to

bring the people to believe and live under the

For "The Friend." Uq ^he bath rooms. But after all, the water
Richfielil Springs. Us sulphur water, and, after many trials, we

Following up the headwaters of the Susque-j must confess to a distaste for, at least, drink-

hanna into the eastern-central portion of thejing it. As we ride through the town, the
Stateof .New York, we find, where the streams proximity of the spring is indicated by a con-

seem to hesitate between flowing into the isciousness of an odor that makes the water so

Susquehanna on the west, or the Hudson on
j

unpleasant to drink : sulphurous, faintly sug-

the east, nestled among the hills, the town ofigestive of stale eggs I—but still so cold as to

Richfield Springs. It is a small town, which, ibo refreshing.

save in the season, has many of those old The routine of the day is about this : one
time attractions which still linger around it,

j

tumbler—wc never could avoid wasting a part

quite pleasantly, in the primitive habits of of ours—before breakfast, a hearty meal-
the inhabitants of it and its surroundin^
neighborhood.
The town owes its name, and its celebrity

as one of our Spas, to the presence in its

midst, of one of the strongest sulphur springs

in the country. Early in this century Dr.

Manly settled where the town now stands,

and was attracted by the water of the spring

still known by his name. On trying it in his

practice he found it very efficacious in skin

diseases, as well as rheumatic and neuralgic

affections, and the town gained an early ce-

lebrity, under him, for the use of these waters.

As a proof of the primitiveness of that day,

we may mention that patients were boarded
at$1.25a week, in the only tavern in the place.

A marked change is noticable in this respect

as well as some others. The doctor, now over

eighty years of age, still walks the streets of

the town which has grown up around him,

with the firm step ofa hale old man. The large

hotels and the usual bustle connected with

such health-restoring places, while they give

the invalid visitors a cheering hope of benefit

to their maladies, must contrast strangely in

that old man's memory with the time when
the primeval forest of white pine occupied the

place of the fine buildings, well-kept turn-

pikes, and grass covered fields which now con-

front him at every turn.

First, as to the medical virtues ofthe spring.

Here is an analysis of a gallon of its water

:

Grains per gallon.

Bi-carbonate magnesia, 20

Bi-carbonate lime, 10

Chloride sodium and magnesia, 15

Sulphate magnesia, 30

Hydro-sulphate magnesia and lime, ... 2

Sulphate of lime 20

Solid matter 152.5

Sulphuretted hydrogen gas ... . 20.6 inches

These waters boil up in a spring, now
covered with a suitable building, in great pro-

fusion, furnishing many hundred barrels a day.

Curiouslj', this spring comes to the surface on

a knoll of many feet elevation, apparently

: blessed influence and preserving power.of the I formed by its own deposits and incrustations

Spirit of Truth, which she had found, by I The water is very cold and furnished to every

happy experience, to be as a fountain of life. 'one who enters the enclosure by a lad who
In her private station she adorned the gos- 'charges nothing for his attendance, though a

pel by a life of humility and self-denial, and notice on a box to please remember the dip-
' was zealous against superfluity, both in dress! per boy, is indicative of a willingness to re-

and furniture. Thus preserved through a ceive a gratuity. The water is conveyed to

course of many years, she manifested remark- 1 large buildings where it is heated, and in

able tenderness towards the close, and as if i which are situated bathing arrangements,

sensible that her dissolution was approaching,
i

Here the visitors—invalids of course—bathe :

' gave directions respecting her burial with 'the water being raised to a temperature of

j

much composure. from 90° to 110° according to the advice of

She died from apoplexy after a short illness, ' competent medical authority. The usual time

[
on the 26th of First mo. 1774. She was nearly of bathing being about fifteen minutes: some
seventy-three years of age, and had been a taking a bath each day, others less frequently,

"
"

as their cases may seem to demand. After

the first feeling—shall we say of disgust?—at

the scent ai-ising from the steaming fluid has

minister about twenty-five years.J mil

I
."The trivial round, the common task,

Will furnish all we ought to ask,

Koomto deny ourselves, a road
To bring us daily nearer God."

bath at 11 o'clock—another glass of water

—

rest—dinner—a drink half an hour before tea

—early tea and early retiring. Of course, ac-

cording to your strength, rambling between
times among the hills. The use of these

waters must conform to the advice of your
medical attendant: we merely sketch a rou-

tine which is quite common.
Bunyan, in his inimitable Pilgrim's Pro-

gress, gives us a character on crutches under

the name of Ready-to-Halt ; and the name of

his invalid was often present to our mind as,

in our daily walks through the town, we
noticed the frequent halt in the gait of those

we met, evincing, what we believe to be the

case, that the healing virtues of these waters

are among the chief attractions to the place.

Health is a boon of so much value to us that

a reasonable effort to attain it is obligatory

on us, and hence a resort to such places in

search of it is advisable—ever keeping in mind
our duty to our fellow-men, as well as to our

Divine Master, so to walk as to adorn our

christian profession with all due fidelity.

Richfield Springs stands in a vale some
1000 feet above tide water, surrounded by

many hundred feet higher. Of
course the"climate partakes of the character

of this elevation. Our party, in the beginning

of this month—the Eighth—being glad to sit

by a fire oftentimes, and found a light water-

proof or overcoat quite desirable in the early

morning ramble. The crops also conform to

the climate. We noticed little wheat, it not

being often sown ; a few fields of rye—buck-

wheat taking the place of these grains : and

ery pleasant was the odor wafted to us across

these buckwheat fields—suggestive of honey,

by a natural association of taste and smell.

Corn, diminutive in height, but productive in

yield, and peculiarly rich as a food, is freely

grown. One of the crops was new to us and
looked strange—hops. To see what we were

accustomed to find in one corner of a garden

on one or two poles, growing by the acre, was
a curiosity to us, and we would have been

willing to have been there when they gathered

them. Strange looking buildings with coni-

cal, half steeple like projections on the roof,

indicated the necessity of artificial drying in

the curing of this crop, but except these we
saw nothing as to the preparation for market.

Oats grow finely there, and we saw these oc-

casionally sown with peas for a winter crop.

But this is preeminently a grass country.

The hills are often very steep and difficult to

cultivate, while the rich soil produces luxuriant

crops of native grasses. Farming being prin-

cipally confined to the leveller portions of the

fields, while cattle and sheep—mostly the

former—range the more elevated parts, the

result is naturally shown in the market pro-

duce of the surrounding country. Already,

away, the sensation of lying quietly ere we left, had we noticed team after team

in it is very luxurious, and you forget all un-'pass by toward the railroad depot loaded with

pleasant associations after one or two visits those round boxes we have grown fiimiliar
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with as coDtaining New York cbeese. So rich

are these that they have a high value, even

in England, supplanting the cheese-maker of

the old country in his home market.

But there was one production of these fields

that -we always looked upon with sorrow,

beautiful in its fine foliage and delicate pink

flowers though it is, and that was the Canada
thistle. Over all Ihese hills we found this

noxious weed spread—to our eyes a sad blot

on the landscape.

Health permitting, the rambles over the

hills surrounding this pleasant spot are pecu-

liarly interesting. These ri.se around you
without any regularit}-, often steep enough

•to try both your strength and your lungs, yet
presenting at every turn such new and beaut'

ful varieties of landscape that we never tired

in beholding them, or ceased enjoying them
Situated near the head of a lake, Canadarago
five miles in length, almost every hill we
climbed presented a view of that sheet of

water, while other lakes are to be seen
near circuit of the town. One hill wo mounted
gave us a view of the Adirondacks on the one
hand and the Catskills on the other, while th
valleys which lay at our feet were pictures
fit for a poet's eye. Indeed we found a rich
charm to our rambles in the ever recurring
views of farm houses nestling below us, mostly
painted white, and surrounded by orchard or
other trees, half hidden by the summer foliage,

and all the more suggestive of comfort from
their privacy. Among the native trees of this
region we never tired of admiring the beauti
ful elms of these hills. Graceful in their tall

stems and weeping branches, they always
adorned the landscape, and being new to us
were the more attractive.

This section of New York abounds in fossil-

iferous limestone, and many pleasant reeol
lectlon.scluster around the memory, oframbles
with a dear young friend in search of these
evidences of by-gone ages. On one of the
highest peaks, Round top, there has been
erected an observatory 70 feet high, the top
of which commands a most extended and

'

teresting view over many miles of varied and
broken landscape, one of the most attractive
features of which was the numerous lakes seen
glittering in the sun. The climb to the top
of this building was fatiguing, but well re
paid the toil of the ascent.

Our visit to Richfield Springs will lono- be
pleasantly remembered by us.

°

"W
Eighth mo. 1874.

Boiled Hammers.—0\d Dr. Twitchell, of
Keene, once wanted to blister some one in a
farm-house, far froin home. He had nothlncr
with him to do it with. He asked his wifb
to find him a hammer. The article was
brought out, put in a tea-kettle over the fire,
and after the water steamed and bubbled well',

he lifted it out and gently touched it to his
patient in a half dozen spots, over the seat of
pain, with very positive effect. Boiled ham-
mers were, for many years, used in that
neighborhood for pleurisy ; and every old lad

y

knew nothing was equal to a hammer, and
there was a long dispute whether It should
bo a claw-hammer or not. The yeas finally
conquered.

—

Sanitarian.

There were two boys in a school I used to
go to when I was young, which was about
forty years ago. Ono was remarkable fordoing

with promj)tness and perseverance whatever
he undertook. The other had the habit of

putting off everything he could. " I'll do it

I

to-morrow," was his motto. " I'll do it now,"
was the motto of the other boy. The boy
who loved to put things off had by far the

best natural talent ; but he was outstripped
in the race of life by his neighbor, whose
motto was, " I'll do it now." Let that be your
motto. Never put off till to-morrow what
you can do to-day.

Selected.

"NO EOOM IX THE INX."

A gentle girl one summer day,

At her pleasant work was sitting,

Weaving a web of changing thought,

With the mesh of her mazy knitting.

Her careless heart was open wide.
With never a watch a-near it

;

An angel whispered a warning low.

But the maiden did not hear it.

To and fro, as her fingers sped,

The changing thoughts were speeding.
Filling her breast with unseemly quests
While she was never heeding.

Fancy had come with his dainty hues,

And a bright-winged Hope was there

;

And together they fashioned a phantom life,

That had never a touch of care.

And fitful Purpose came flitting in.

And claimed him a lordly seat,

Though a face of shame, like a shadow came.
And lingered about his feet.

Ambition too, in a graceful garb,

Came in at the open door, ^

And a host of others found welcome there,

Where they oft had come before.

So the place was full with its noisy guests,

Like that Inn in the Eastern land

;

And the maiden marked not a Silent One
Awhile at the threshold stand.

That morning alone in her quiet room,
She had asked, as His children may.

That he would come to her lowly heart.

And abide with her alway.

He heard, and answered—who ne'er forgot

—

He came, but she did not know

;

He could not 'bide with the restless tribe
That were surging to and fro.

He turned Him aside to a lowly heart.
The dwelling of sordid Care,

And the voice of sorrow was stilled within
By His peaceful presence there.

That night the maiden sought in vain
For the face of her wondrous guest

;

The bitter song of the mocking throng
Echoed her eager quest.

Then she read again from the Holy Book,
How "there was no room in theinn,"

For Him who came to free the world
From its weary load of sin.

And she wept to think how her crowded heart
Had no place for Him who died

—

That she had not heeiled the still small voice,
The voice of the Crucified ! —Presbyterian.

TRUST IN GOD.
s»'«<;""i.

The child loans on its parent's breast.
Leaves there its cares and is at rest;
The bird sits singing by his nest,

And tells aloud"
His trust in God, and so is blest

'Neath every cloud.

He has no store, he sows no seed
;

Yet sings aloud, and doth not heed
;

By flowing streams or grassy mead,
He sings to shame

Men who forget in fear of need,
A Father's name.

The Blaok Hills DisfOTcries. i

Custer's expedition to the "Black Hills"!

coiintry is interesting for two reasons: It'

gives ofiieial information concerning a tract

of territory of which but little has hilhert

been known ; and it threatens to implicate th

Government in some rather questionable busi-

ness. As to the first point, let us describe

where the Black Hills tract is. and then re-

cite briefly the account which General Custer
gives of a portion of it. There are several

groups of "hills" in the Eocky Mountain re-

gion called "Bhick Hills." The particular

group visited bj^ Custer, it situated partlj' in

Dakota and partly In Wyoming Territories.

The north and south boundar}' line between
the two territories, which is the one hundred
and fourth meridian of west longitude, inter-

sects these mountains, leaving about two-
thirds of their surface on the east in Dakota,
and about one-third, on the west, in Wyoming.
The forty-fourth parallel of north latitude

passes through the Black Hills about midway
in the grotip ; so that the situation may be

described as at the intersection of the -iith

parallel of latitude with longitude 10-1 west.

The length of the tract of country thus situat-

ed is about one hundred and fifty miles north i

and south, and its breadth about seventy-five

miles east and west. It is embraced within
the two main forks of the Cheyenne Eiver (one
of the affluents of the Missouri,) and all of the
water courses flowing out of the Black Hills •

drain into the Cheyenne through a rather bad
lot of " bad lands." The high peaks in the
Black Hills rise to elevations of from eight
thousand to eleven thousand feet above the
sea level. The valleys and " parks" described
by General Custer are probably at elevations
of from five thousand to seven thousand feet.

We go into these particulars because veiy few
l)eople have anj-thing more than a vague im-
pression as to where these ' Black Hills" are.

In his report of August 15th, General Cus-
ter gives a very fovorable description of a
portion of this "Black Hills" country-, for it

is to be borne in mind that he saw but a por-
tion of it, and that the tract is quite limited,
as already described. He found it to be a
rugged country on its outside boundaries-
hard to penetrate so as to get into the intel
rior, but when once within" the rugged walls
he found grassy, well-watered valleys and
'parks" (that is, fertile mountain plateaus,)
with some timber, well sheltered against;
northern storms. These places were green,
fresh and beautiful when the surrounding
plains beyond the mountains were dry and
parched. They are said to furnish "rich
pasturage," and to be capable of growing all
the grain crops excepting Indian corn. This
in substance presents the agricultural advan-
tages of the newly-explored "country. All that
is necessary to complete the description is to
advise readers in the Eastern country that
what is considered "rich pasturage" in the
Rocky Mountain region would be considered
sparse and poor in Pennsylvania, Jersey, Dela-
ware and Maryland, or in any pasture country
east of the Alleghenies. The only way in
which it can be made to support numerous
cattle is to allow to each " head of cattle" five
to ten times as much land to roam and graze
over as could possibly be afforded in our part
of the country. The whole of the language
of the report mu.st be interpreted by compari-
son of the country of the Black Hills with the
surrounding barren plainsanduntillablerocks.
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/ast.iu people are surprised by the meagre

, id f^cattered herbage which, on these Rocky

iiouiitain grass lands, is styled "the tiuest

list lire in the world." It is only the great

Kpause of those lands in proportion to the

Ifurabfr of cattle grazed on them that fits them

(j'H- pasturage at all.

n Bat, in addition to the agricultural advan-

iges of the laps and valleys in the Black

ifUs country, General Custer reports that his

arty found iron and plumbago, and also gold.

[e does not proclaim this discovery of gold

as strong terms as those used by some of

lie correspondents who accompanied the

edition, but simply says that in " some" of

he water courses "almost" every panful of

arth produced gold in " small" but "paying

uan titles." The same thing can be said, with

;-uth, of many farms in California, the pro-

rietors of which, instead of trying to wash

he gold out of the earth of their farms, have

arned their attention to planting barley, oats

nd wheat in the aforesaid earth, the fruits of

7hich they reap in more " paying quantities"

han they ever got out of the gold. Gold is

:uown to exist in hundred of places in the

Jnited States, where not a man is engaged

1 mining or digging for it. The mere fact

f its existence in any place is, therefore, of

tself no reason why anybody should emigrate

p that place to dig for it. The real point is,

I^an
a man dig and wash out as much gold in

^ny place in a day as will pay for his day's

subsistence at that place. To a Chinaman,

srho can subsist for a day on the rice and fish

hat he can buy for fifty cents, one dollar's

voHh. of gold a day would be a " paying

juantity," while a white man would not count

.nything less than five to ten dollars' worth

, "paying quantity." In the early days of a

lew gold country it sometioies requires from

ten to twenty dollars a day to pay for the

's subsistence.
.

uch are some of the contingencies to be

considered by those who read the cuiTcnt ac-

counts of the discoveries in the Black HiUs,

and who may feel tempted to try their for-

tunes there either in gold or agriculture VV e

are already told by some of the correspondents,

that so strong is the thickening tide of emi^

gration to this new land of promise, that it

will require a considerable force of Govern

ment troops to regulate matters, and to pre-

vent collisions between the emigrants and the

Indians, who have a title to the land. This

is possible, and yet we suspect that such giv-

ings out are made for the very purpose of in-

ducing emigrants to go there, by the enter-

treaty. Toleration of such business will not

look very creditable either in the United

States or elsewhere, nor will it pay in view

of the expensive character of Indian wars,

brouo-ht about by similar means. The fact

that a portion of the country dedicated to the

Sioux by the treaty of 1868 is good country

furnishes no good reason why that good

country should be wrested from them, how-

ever indirectly, through the agency of a Gov-

ernment Exploring Expedition.—i^rom
''

Public Ledger of St'h mo. 28th, 1874.

the

For "The Friend."

Prayer,

The following instructive remarks of th-

late John Barclay, on the subject of prayer

and a right preparation therefor, are com-

mended to the attention of all, but more es-

pecially of those who, it is feared, not unfre-

quenlly address the Almighty without having

that sense of their own wants, or the wants

of others, which is only given by close atten-

tion to the operations of the Holy Spirit.

"The Lord ever hears and answers the

prayers which ho hath put into the hearts of

those that desire to fear Him. As far as I

can recollect, those daily formal repetitions

of words, in the practice of which I vyus

brought up, were but seldom accompanied

with^'that which is the essence of true prayer,

viz : a reverential breathing unto the Lord,

and a longing of the soul after those things

that we need. There were times too, ia which

my soul did ardently crave the attainment of

best things; but then my prayers being con-

fined to certain times and certain words, and

I being taught this restricted notion of the

act, it did not allow of the springing forth of

those secret desires which the Lord raised in

tiiv iic<»it, o^ tu^t tfaocift seasons wlierem trui.

prayer was begotten by Him, who teaches

Ihen and how to pray, were not rightly

availed of or profited by.

1 remember that after I refrained from re-

peating these forms of prayer, which were

laught'me in my childhood, I was much m
the habit of kneeling down and repeating ex-

tempore prayers by dint of my natural abili-

ties This I did for some little time with

His blessed countenance and presence and

comfort ; no, He showered at times of His

merciful goodness unto my poor heart, and

kindled such love towards Himself, such earn-

est breathings after the further arising, the

glorious spreading and increasing exaltation

of His name, and power, and truth, as enabled

mo to praise and bless His holy name ; engaged

me still more to cleave unto, obey, and follow

Him in whatsover He might require. My
soul was also filled with living warmth of lovo

and charity towards His creature man, whom
He created in His image; with great pity

also towards such as had deviated from the

path in which He would have had them to go,

and who had thus turned away from the Lord

their leader : an unspeakably sweet feeling of

fellowship and sympathy arose in me towards

those in whom the Lord had excited a love

or desire of Himself Thus was true prayer

in and by the true spirit, in measure raised

in my heart, not according to the way or

time which man's wisdom or inclination would

lead and teach, but the very contrary, for even

to this time, I am often so situated as not to

have any words for long seasons together to

utter, either audibly or in my heart ;
and still

more often am in dryness, distress, and ap-

parent desolation
;
yet through all 1 can praise

the Lord."

A Cvirious Dream.

Fancy highly excited, or reason deeply

absorbed in its labors, will not always sink to

repose with the body of its owner. Eousing

up again in dreams, it will continue the lines

of thought which it had been pursuing during

the day, but always with more or less of way-

wardness.
Perhaps the most curious specimen of this

Class 01 dreama tuau c^ci vaunj u..uv^> „«, ,^o

tice was this one. The euhjoot ^.rao n hnv of

thirteen, busily employed during the day and

devoting his evenings to the class-room, io

allow time for study he arose early and re-

tired late, never wasted a moment, denied

himself everything in the shape of recreation

and with the exception of his walks between

the school-room and his place of business, took

no exercise. The classes he attended were

own sacrifices (of his own 'not be made by a mere child with impunity.

prising "civilian employes" of the Expedition^

who, we are told by the same correspondents,

have already taken advantage of their em

ployment by the Government, to "-*"''" —^ Lri, no".£ from a.y of ..,jf w. ;o«kJ.r| .o
f^^^^J-^Xl'lfZ "StJS

Mm." »nd "organize c«»p.m...- E.nigra- »d uo.o H™ Ib,.Jenc. »f « .

should cause every one contemplating em.gra- ,
of my bea t ^n^o tl

^^ ^^^^ ^.^ ^^^^,^_ ^^ g ft tim to a d.stui

mos
rapidly

At fength he W£

ington, should see to it

civilian employes should be
ihat -;; one of its ,tea^-s, and ^^J^^S^ZI^ Zi^e^,^:^r^Z^of stud/, and to this tl

e permitted to take my pillow ff'^^S ^^^^^^^^^J partake of the would not consent-even though thi.

nt Exploring Expe- sensible ^^
^^'-^^IJ'lf'i^^^^^^^^^ The Lord repulsive night-mare was, visibly and r.

SBBsE^^=^^^^^^--
praying always.'

.

without His blessing; sapping his constitution.
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favored with a strange dream. A face seemed

to bend over him—one that he had never seen

before, but whose features remained ever after

ward fixed in his memory. This face, whicl

he describes as beautiful, spoke in tones de

lightfully sweet, to this effect—" If somebody
will watch by your bed and when the night

mare seizes you recite a certain passage'

(which we shall specify presently) "you wil

be set free to sleep in peace." It was not

until the dream recurred more than once that

the dreamer ventured to mention it. It was
laughed at by all, save an elder sister, who
made up her mind to give a fair trial to the

remedy so curiously suggested. She did so

when her brother was next undergoing his

torture. Hardly had she begun to speak than

he ceased to go over his lessons, and taking
up the passage after her, he went through it

to the end—quite involuntarily as before, but

very differently, with an ease and comfort
perfectly indescribable. When the recitation

was over he sunk into a calm and refreshing

sleep. The experiment was repeated night

after night, and alwaj's with still more satis-

factorj- results than before. By degrees the
pest relaxed its grasp, and in nine or ten daj'S

vanished for ever. The passage employed
was "the Lord's Prayer."

The dreamer used to explain the matter
thus; Once when thinking of his strange
affliction, as he often did, and easting about
for an antidote, there occurred to his memory
a piece of old reading, in which it was stated

that the wounds made one day b}- the applica-

tion of heated irons might be cured on the
next by a similar application. While turning
the story over in his mind, a conception of the
remedy which, in the end, proved beneficial,

glanced before him, but so vaguely and for soj " Very well," says evervintelliffent person •

8bo-t - rr-f. -r -'"';' -"^.b'o'h '^- ^" " "ipn wo ».„o(, „..>j leaiTgood books. Ah I

ti-'W::"^ 'fT u'?
'"' ««"•'« to arrest but what is a good book ?" We reply " ThatU, he attnbuted-rightly as we think-the which will pro've useful both toZ heart andmatenal port.on of the v.s.on. The passage intellect, and which cannot do harm efther torecommended for recitation he accounted for the religious or the moral nnalitipJof !? Vby the fact that he had been piously trained, reads it' « The onriook S^ r^^^^^

?rnm a n r"" "'""/r
"""'

,',''f
* Paragraph good," says Madame de SweU.hine " is thefrom a P-J- -tlior wou d have served just one which suits, which interestrand wU'h'^uiHHia magazine. touches our hearts."

You would be careful not to set fire to

person carry a ladder? He^J^ts'"^'" - '-"'" °/ ^""^'°"'^"' ^^^ -°«l<i -ot dare to

long thing but what I remember the two ends.

Don't we carry things besides ladders that

have two ends? When I see a young man
getting " fast" habits I think he only sees one

end of that ladder, and that he does not know
that the other end is wounding his parents'

hearts. Many a j'oung girl carries a ladder

in the shape of a love for dress and finery
;

she only sees that gratification of a foolish

pride at the forward end of that ladder, while

the end that she does not see is crushing
true modesty and pure friendship as she goes

along thoughtlesslj- among the crowd. Ah!
yes, every ladder has two ends, and it is a
thing to be remembered in more ways than
one.— The Moravian.

Thoughts on Xoifl Reading.

Eeading is like the sowing time of the soul.

The laborer goes round his field, his hand ful

of seed, which he scatters in every direction
but the harvest greatly depends on the quality
of the seed.

The mind is like a field prepared for the
sower, and without great care every individual,
every book, becomes like a laborer scattering
good or bad seed upon it ; every syllable one
bears, every impression one receives, may be-
come to us a seed, a germ of good or evil.

Choose your studies, therefore, in a serious
and Christian spirit. If they are bad, it is

clear that they will poison your mind ; if they
arc even dangerous they will lower j'our con-
stitution, like unwholesome food. Eeading is,

we repeat, the sowing time of the mind, and
if we find many minds bearing the harvest of
weariness, insipidity, and disgust with life, we
shall more often than not find the cause in the
choice of injurious books.

as well.

Carrying a Ladd'-r.—Did

cl.^..M -•. u L P"^^ '* **" ^"^, touch a venomous serpent; vet vou think -coshoulder or it may be he puts his head be- lean read foolish and even sinfurnovels .ntween the rounds and has ono of the sides fancy they can do you no harm
'

resting on each shoulder, and having it nicely know, you have
Dalanced walks alontr. A man with a U^Aa,- t\r.^ „l:„i. ,.„„ .

a heart, a head,
Sti.

an ima

front end to get out of the way of i

b.b„,d b„„ 1„ c.„„.t.... ir h. ,„„v„ ,h.l Do.''. ,.11 i,e U,....ch f„7."ht„k.„,

e style and innocent authors

n constant danger from the unseen rear admi^^J°°^.^.^!'A'''^T^°
^'^ P'-^asant to

end of the ladder. Whe
the unseen re

small hoy I w
lire at a distance, but wearisome to folio

carrying a not very large ladder, wh.^ there lTrnJXi^JZ:i:::27;i:^iT
'

CufhtThfrenr .""
"'"'^ "?r '"'^^'^ ^"'^^ ing

a
bad or'^;ven dangerous nove

'

t)roii«lit the rear end of my ladder against a self?
windo ' • -

mad

read-

upon your-

. lorg,„..„ ,|,,„ .„||.j j.„, „ ,.^„„
P„

.,-..lirf„,ei„"«'
'

alwaj-s to remember; that
has two ends." I never have
though many, many years have gone,
never see a man carrying a ladder

wrong seem right, and was right half covered

with ridicule ? Did you brain seem dizzy, and
your heart feel sick within you ?

You say all this is too strong. Yet tell me,
if it is so, from whence arose your utter dis-

taste for everything around you? your lan-

guor of mind ? your flight from home duties?

Don't hunt up other causes
;
you have read

what was not good for you to read, and its

poison has entered into your veins. From
this arises your craving after the excitement
which you do not find in your round of com-
monplace events, and from this rubbishy
reading arises your distaste for that which
might raise your mind. A bad thought cast

into your soul serves Satan's interests better

than any amount of bad actions. A bad ac-

tion often passes and is done with, but a bad
thought grows so quickly that one never
knows where it will end. As Madame de
Stael said, "I will not disguise from you the
fact that novels, even the best, do harm. You
can scarcely do anything afterwards without
remembering that j'ou have read about it, and
all the vails of the heart have been torn asun-
der."

The grand motives, the ideal feelings, the
generous impulses, the strange adventures
which your heroine passes through, are not
in the least like those which happen every
day of our lives. Imagine a poor girl, dream-
ing of the marvelous yet tender things which
have charmed her in her reading, how aston-
ished she will be at finding no real person in

the least like her heroes ! She wants to live

as her imaginary princesses live in her novels,

or like the sweet and charming women who
are alwaj-s beloved, always overcoming every
petty care if they ever have any, who are, in

fact, heroines'; not poor, every day kind of
girls like herself; and of course she is disgust-
ed with her descent from hero worship to the
details of her home life. t

Souls like hers would create a new order of
existence to satisfy the caprices of her heroes

;

but, unfortunately, hard necessity will not-
listen to their doleful fancies, and the old-
fashioned order of events goes on with its
heavy, monotonous footfall. Seen in this
light, novels have done a great deal of harm
to the life of women. They have, as it were,
divided their existence, and the two halves
struggle like the two ends of a serpent which
has been cut in two, and which try violently
though uselessly to be re-united.
Not that I do not love the Ideal ; I love it,

and I shall ever love it ; and it is this love of
the ideal lying at the bottom of every human
heart of which the Genius of Error takes ad-
vantage by giving you a taste for novels.
Eehgion has her ideal regions also ; but they

are not like those of novels. Eeligion raises
us upward, toward all that is great and noble,
and prepares us for the sorrowful realities of
life. But her ideas are Divine, pure, and
fruitful

; above all, they are accompanied by
common sense, they exact from us nothing
that is impossible, they teach us to wait and
to endure; to wait and to endure, perhaps,
until the eternal day.— TTie Churchof Enqland

Thimble Making.— The manuf-ieture of

I

thimbles is very simple, but singularly inte-

^" ."a., caiica you away Irom its cruelly f-iscinatin,rlnrS'H K ^'u^^-
'^ """^^'^ ''^^'^' '^^^ '«

,
and I pages?'Were you tempted to for^t your dutf fthlZ

''^ P"f^.f"§
«°i° dollars. Hence

r other as daughter, wVe, motLr, Ir^l^-^^S^ j^ ^^!r,%l'jiJti:l\Z'^ ^^^^^
affected instantaneously by all the varia-
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tioiis in the nation's greenback promises to

pay. The first operation is nothing else than

putting a lot of bright silver dollars, fresh

from the mint, into dirty crucibles, and melt-

ing them up into solid ingots. These are

rolled out to the required thickness, and cut

by a stamp into circular pieces ofany required

size. A solid metal bar of the size of the in-

side of the intended thimble, moved by power-
ful machinery up and down in a bottomless

DBOuld of the outside of the same thimble,

bends the circular disks into the thimble shape

as fast as they can be placed under the de-

Bcending bar. Once in shape, the work of

brightening, polishing and decorating is done
upon a lathe. First, the blank form is fitted

upon a rapidly-revolving rod. A slight touch

jf a sharp chisel takes a thin shaving from

the end, another does the same on the side,

and the third rounds off the rim. A round
Bteel rod, dipped in oil and pressed upon the

surface, gives it a lustrous polish. Then a

little, revolving steel wheel, whose edge is a

raised ornament, held against the revolving

hlank, priots that ornament just outside the

irim. A second wheel prints a different orna-

jment around the centre, while a third wheel
iwith sharp points makes the indentations on
ithe lower half and end of the thimble. The
[inside is brightened and polished in a similar

way, the thimble being held in a revolving-

mould. All that remains to be done is to boil

'the completed thimbles in soapsuds, to remove
the oil, brush them up and pack them for the

trade.

—

Late Paper.

\
The story is told of a woman who freely

used her tongue to the scandal of others, and
made a confession to a priest of what she had
done. He gave her a ripe thistle top, and
told her to go out in various directions and
scatter the seeds one by one. Wondering at

the penance, she obeyed, and then returned

and told her confessor. To her amazement,
he bade her go back and gather the scattered

seeds ; and when she objected, that it would
be impossible, he replied that it would be still

more diflaeuit to gather up and destroy all the

evil reports which she had circulated about
others. Any thoughtless, careless child, can
scatter a handful of thistle seed before the

wind in a moment, but the strongest and
wisest man cannot gather them again.

—

Late
Paper.

How to carry on war humanely is exercis-

ing several of the nations of Europe, just now.
Sussia takes the initiative, and the subject

was before the British parliament. But why
not go a little further back, and, instead of

considering the means of preventing the bar-

barities of war, take up the question put be-

fore them since the success of the Geneva ar-

bitration, and try to get rid of war itself, the

prolific cause of those barbarities, or at least

to lessen the number of them, according to

the example set by the United States and
Great Britain ? The absurdity involved in

this whole business is enormous. Nations vie

with each other in seeking to invent the most
destructive weapons—those which will kill

and wound most and farthest off—and then
vie with each other in seeking humane devi-

ces to ameliorate the sufferings of the wound-
ed and to pay respect to the dead ! The vital

principle of war is to inflict the greatest pos-

sible amount of injury, destruction and death
upon " the enemy"—and thepi-oblem now be-

fore these European nations is how to inflict

this injury death and destruction in the most
humane manner!

It would be quite as easy to enforce the
principle of peaceful arbitration as to enforce
a code to humanize slaughter and destruction.
Either will have to rest on the honor of na-
tions.

—

Ledyer.

The Soul of a Soldier.—Prince Metternich
said to the Emperor Napoleon, "Sire, 1 have
just passed through your regiments. Your
soldiers are children. You have made levies

by anticipation, and summoned into the field

a scarcely formed generation. When this

generation is destroyed by the war now pend-
ing, will you anticipate anew ? Will you call

one younger still ?"

Napoleon became furious, dashed his hat on
the ground, and exclaimed, " You are not a
soldier! You have not the soul of one, like

me! You have not learned to despise the
lives of others and your own ! What are two
hundred thousand men to me ?"

In the balance of the sanctuary a graii

Grace is heavier than pounds of gold.

of
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In the editorial columns of this Journal,

under date of 10th mo. 24th, 1868, notice is

given that a suit had recently been brought
against Friends of Ohio Yearly Meeting, by
those who separated from that body in 1854;
the object of which was to obtain possession

of the Boarding School property situated at

Mount Pleasant, Ohio.

After the evidence on both sides had been
presented to the court before which suit was
brought against Friends, the judges proposed
that the case be referred to the Supreme
Court of the State for decision. This being

agreed to by the parties, it was accordingly
done. Of the five judges before whom the

case was thus brought, the term of service of

one or more expired after the hearing, and
before a decision was arrived at. We are in-

formed that one person elected to fill a vacancy
thus created, and who did not hear the plead-

ings, with two others have, after a delay of

many months, united in giving the property
in question to the plaintiffs, representing what
is called the Binn's body; theother two judges
were in favor of its being left in the hands of

those who for many years have been in pos-

session of it. The decree of the court was
dated 6th mo. 20th, 1874, and in accordance
therewith, the premises were delivered up to

the claimants about the 1st of 8th month.
We believe the opinions of the judges have

not yet been filed, and we cannot therefore

now ascertain on what grounds they arrived

at a concluson so subversive of equity and
justice. Had the case remained in the haq,ds

of those to whom the evidence and the plead-

ings were originally addressed, the result

might have been difl'erent.

We sincerely sympathize with our brethren

of Ohio, in the trial of their faith which has

been thus occasioned ; knowing that many of

them will greatly miss the assistance which
this school has rendered them in the satisfac-

tory education of their children. We hope

they will be encouraged promptly to take the
requisite steps for re-organizing such an in-

stitution in some convenient and accessible
situation. They have had sufficient experi-
ence of its usefulness in past years to stimu-
late them to provide such a means for the
guarded education of their children, in a cen-
tral school, where can be accumulated more
of the aids and appliances requisite, than can
reasonably be expected in the different neigh-
borhood schools scattered over the country.
In addition to this primary motive—the right
training of the young,—we believe such a
school is of great value, as being a common
object of interest, and thus a bond of union,
between all parts of that Yearly Meeting

—

whose members are scattered over a wide ex-
tent of countrj' from Western Pennsylvania
to Central Iowa. The ehikh-en from the most
distant parts meeting at such a central point,

form lifelong friendships, to the great increase

of that kindly feeling and interest, which it

is desirable to cultivate between remotely
situated branches of the same religious body.
The Boarding School at Mt. Pleasant has

been much used during the fall vacation as a
place of entertainment for Friends attending
Ohio Yearly Meeting. As the house is now
closed, a committee of the Meeting for Suf-

ferings has been appointed to make arrange-

ments for the projyer accommodation of those
who wish to be present on that occasion.

Any such, who may desire to have homes
provided, may send the information in due
season to Israel Steer, Colerain P. O., Belmont
Co., Ohio. The Yearly Meeting commences
on the last First-day in the Ninth month.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—A London dispatch of the 31st ult. says :

" Quarantine regulations have been put in force at

Queenstown, which cause great hindrance to commerce.
AH persons are prohibited from leaving or embarking
on vessels from ports in America, West Indies, the

Mediterranean and the Black Sea, until it is ascertained

that such vessels have clean bills of health."

The Mark Lane Express says :
" The bulk of the

wheat crop is now safe. Another week of fine weather
and the fields will be clear. The damp state of some
samples shows that we had a narrow escape. Prices are

now receding in consequence of the belief that the crop

is fully up to the average. Prices are very low in

France, and English wheat is still being reshipped from
there."

A strike of the Belfast 'operatives resulted in the

workmen, about 10.000 in number, resuming work in

the factories at reduced wages.

The Bank of England has reduced its rate of discount

from 3J to 3 per cent. The rate for money at the Stock

Exchange on government securities is only 2 per cent.

The steamship Great Eastern, up to the 30th ult. at

noon, had paid out 647 nautical miles of the Anglo-

American Company's new cable, and all was going on
well.

The Liverpool market for cotton and breadstuffs was
dull. Middling cotton 8 l-16d. a 8Jrf. for Orleans.

The Italian Bible Society has recently printed a

translation of the Bible upon its own press and put it

into circulation, with notice to the Protestant pastors of

Italy that this publication " upon the shores of theTiber

and before the doors of the Vatican," is an event to be

commemorated.
The Carlists have made great efforts to take Puy-

cerda, a fortified town at the base of the Pyrenees, but

have failed in all their attempts. On the 26th they en-

deavored to carry it by assault. Three columns attacked

the city at different points, but were all driven back

with heavy losses.

The French authorities have disarmed a Carlist bat-

talion which was operating against Puycerda, for enter-

ing French territory. The French are keeping a close

watch on the frontier, and the Carlists are consequently

straitened for provisions.

The conscription for the Spanish array is being car-

ried on throughout the country without opposition.

The German government has formally notified the
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Powers that it will not interfere in the internal affairs ^unaUska^^^^
^^

We arrived here to-day. A she

of Spain.

Bussia has again informed Germany that she sees no

cause to modify her atliliide on the Spanish question.

The Proi-inzial Correapondem of Berlin declares the

friendship and good understanding of the three em-

perors are unexampled.

A Berlin dispatch savs : The Spanish representative

in thU city has received full credentials as Minister,

and has asked for an audience with the Emperor.

The Vienna New Free Press publishes the text of a

circular note from the Russian government, declining

to recognize Spain. The note says, Russia cannot re-

cognize a government which is unrecognized in its own

country. She has no wish to interfere with the internal

affairs of Spain and favors no party there. She will

officially communicate with any government which

possesses legal authority and promises to be permanent.

Germany and Austria are free to act in this matter in

accordance with their own interests.

A dispatch from Bru.«sels to the Pall Mall G.izette,

Bays that the International Conference, at a full sitting,

rejected four introductory general principles proposed

by Russia, and all proposals concerning reprisals. The

course of the deliberations has been peaceful, and there

ha.s been no recrimination between the German and

French delegates. All the members signed the protocol

except the delegates from Great Britain and Turkey,

who postponed attaching their signatures.

President MacMahon has signed a decree ordering

elections to be held in .seven of the departments of

France on Tenth mo. 4lh, to fill vacancies in the

National .\sseiubly.

The sale of the' London Hour in France has been

prohibited in con.sequence of the publication of letters

written bv Bazaine.

A Mad'rid dispatch of the 31st ult. says: The Carlists

made two determined assaults on Puycerda to-day, but

without effect. Both attacks were defeated, and the

beaeigers in their rage set lire to and destroyed houses

outside the walls.

Mount Etna is now in a state of eruption. Stream

of lava are pouring from three craters.

Several regiments of soldiers have been sent to Sicil

on account of the increase of brigandage and general

lawlessness.

United States.—The Commission of Engineers, to

report on an improved plan of an outlet at the mouth
of the Mississippi, have left for Europe, and will visi

the Po, Danube and Rhine, in order to personally in

8|>ect those rivers, and to obtain such information as

may be applicable to the Mississippi.

During the year ending 6th mo. 30th last, the net

receiplfl of the United States Treasury were j289,478,

756. Of this sum $163,103,834 were from duties on

imports; $102,409,785 internal revenue; $5,037,665

premium on sales of coin, and $8,927,472 sales of public

lands, and government property, and miscellaneous.

The total net expenditures during the same period

were $285,752,530. Tiie interest on the public debt

was $107,119,81.5, the expenses of the military estab-

lishment $42,313,927, of the navy $30,932,587, for per

sions $29,038,414, for the Indians $6,692,462, civil an
miscellaneous $09,655,325.

Official returns made to the Bureau of Statistics sho'

that during the six months ending 12th mo. 31st, 1873,

the number of immigrants landed in this country was
173,198, and during the six months ending 6th mo.
30th last, it was 139,708, making a total of 312,906 for

the year. Of that number 194,144 landed at the port

of New York.
Information has been received at Washington that

another delegation of Chinese students, thirty in nui
ber, will arrive early next month. They will be d;

tributed among several educational institutions in New
England. After a short time the Chinese government
will send another delegation of youths to this

to receive instruction. This is in accordance with the

[)lan resolved upon by that government some years
since.

The interments in New York last week numbered
660, and in Philadelphia 288, including 147 children
un<ler two years.

A call has been issued for an extra session of the
Kansas Legislature, to devise means for the relief

the settlers whose crops have been destroyed by the
grasshoppers.

The United States steamer Tuscarora, Commander
Belknap, has for some time past been engaged in mak
ing soundings in the Pacific Ocean, to ascertain the
practicability of laying a submarine cable between
China and Japan and the coast of the United Stat.

On the 29th of 7lh month commander Belknap sent the
following dispatch to the Secretary of the Navy, from

fathoms,
greatest

?ast of Kuriles Straits. There

Kuriles and the Aleutian Islands, the least

hich is 1777 fathoms. There is a
"

beach at Tenaga."

ne Markets, <fec.—The following were the quotations

on the 31st ult. New York. — American gold, 109i.

U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 117|; do. coupons, llSj
;

do. 1868, registered, 116i ;
coupons, 117| ;

do. five per

cents, 112.',. Superfine flour, $4.80 a $5 ;
State extra,

-- -'^
finer brands, $6 a $10. No. 1 Chicago

.5 a $5.50; finer brands *b a
f.i";g,73^'J,-"-X l^nd fo^Willilm Hall William Hall, Jr., John W

|noltu^;'wh'tLK;ntuc^y,'$L4o'l-$V
llichigat, $1.40 a 51.45; red'^estem, $1.24 a $1.26. than Binns and David Binns $2 each vo

. 48 fo
gan,

Oats, 50 a 56 cts. Yellow corn, 84 a 85 cts. ;
white, yz

95 cts. PAi/cKWpAia.—Uplands and New Orleans

cotton, 17 a 17 J cts. Superfine flour, $3.50 a $4 ;
extras,

$4.25 a $5.25; finer brands, $5.-50 a $8.75. White

wheat. $1.30 a $1.35 ; amber, $123 a $1-28; red $1.22.

Rye, 86 a 88 cts. Yellow and mixed corn, 85 a 87 cts.

Oats, 51 a 55 cts. Smoked hams, 15 a 16 cts. Lard,

14i a 15 cts. The receipts of beef cattle reached 4100

head. Market dull and prices lower. Common sold

3k a 4f cts. per lb. gross, and fair to choice 5 a 7* cts.

Sheep sold at 4 a 6 cts. per lb. gross. Receipts 19,000

bead. Hogs $10 a $12 per 100 lbs. net. Receipts 5000

head. .Ba/ii'more.—Amber wheat, $1.33 a $1.38 ;
white,

$1.20 a $1..30 ; No. 1 western red, $1.20 a $1.23. Yel-

corn, 83 a 84 cts.; white, 94 a 97 cts. Oats, 50 a

ts. Rve, 85 a 90 cts. Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat,

98 cts. a $1 ; No. 2 do., 93 cts. No. 2 mixed corn, 67

Oats, 39i cts. Rve, 75 cts. No. 2 spring barley,

i. Lard,- 15 a 15} cts. St. iouis.—No. 3 fall red

wheat, S1.05; No. 2 winter red, $1.14. No. 2 mixed

corn, 68 a 69 cts. No. 2 oaU, 42J cts. OincinnatL—

Corn, 69 a 72 cts. Oats, 43 a 47 cts. Rye, 83 a 85 cts.

Spring barley, $1.02.

line Joshua S. Wills, $2, vol. 48; from Elizabeth S. Field

Achsah Reeve, Samuel P. Carpenter, William C. Shep

harbor and pard, and Joseph T Warren $2 each vol. 48
;

fron

Edward Thorn, N. J , $2, vol. 48, and for Barton F

Thorn and Joseph S. Middleton, $2 each, vol. 48 ;
fron

Anna R. Fiske, Mass., $2, vol. 48 ;
from James Embrce

Pa., S2, vol. 48 ; from David J. Brown, City, $2, vol

48 ; from Joseph Pusey, Pa., $2, vol. 48 ;
from Senecs

Lincoln, Mass., $2, vol. 48 ;
from Andrew Moore, Pa.

$2, vol. 48 ; from Parker Hall, Agent, O., $2, vol. 48

RECEIPTS.
Received from Ellen Wain, City, $2, vol. 48 ; for Ann

Sharpless, Pa., $2, vol. 48 ; from Elwood Thomas, Pa.,

S2, to No. 14, vol. 49; from George B. Allen, Pa., s2,

48, and for Deborah L. Walton, *2, vol. 48 ; from

Israel Steer, O., *2, vol. 48, and for E. B. Steer, $2, vol.

48; from Ephraim Smith, City, $2, vol. 48, and for

Abiah Cope, Morris S. Cope, and Elizabeth Hugh
Pa., S2 each, vol. 48 ; from Elizabeth M. Cope, Pa., i

vol. 48; from Ann D. Sinnick.son, N. J., $2, vol. 4

from Jacob Parvin, Pa., 5-2, to No. 8, vol. 49 ; from
Martha R. Comfort, N. J., $2, vol. 48 ; from Juliana N
Powell, N. J., $2, vol. 48 ; from Miller Chace, Mass.,

;, vol. 48; from Ann M. Wetherill, Pa., $2, vol. 48;
from William Settles, III., $2, vol. 48 , from Jordan
Billard, O., $2, vol. 48, and for Elijah Haworth, John A
Oren, John Carey, and Lewis Johnson, $2 each, vol.

48; from Charles Lippincott, N. J., $2, vol. 48; from
Enos P. Eldridge, Pa., $2, vol. 48; from Susannah
Marriott and Phebe Bowerman, N. Y., $2 each, vol. 48;
from Pelatiah Gove, Vt., $2, vol. 48, and for Daniel
Gove, $2, vol. 48 ; from George Haines, N. J., $2, vol.

48 ; from Eliza L. Thomas, Pa., $2, vol. 48, and for

Celina T. Pratt, $2, vol. 48 ; from Isaac Hall, Pa. $2,

vol. 48, and for Jacob Roberts and Thomas W. Smed-
ley, $2 each, vol. 48; from William Marshall and Wil-

liam H.Walter, Pa., $2 each, vol. 48; from JoshuE
Haight, Agent, N. Y., $2, vol. 48, and for Williaa
Breckon, Hibbard Fuller, H. S. Haight, and Levi H
Atwater, $2 each, vol. 48, and for David Haight, 82, to

No. 8, vol. 49 ; from Eunice B. Carr, R. I., $2, vol. 48

;

from Joseph W. Hibbs, Pa., $2, vol. 48; from Samuel
Betts, N. J., $2, vol. 48; from Mifflin Cadwalader O.,

$2, vol. 48, and for Esther Cadwalader, $2, vol. 48;
from David Darnell, N. J., $2, vol. 48 ; from Sarah B.
DeCou, N. J., $2, vol. 48 ; from Richard P. Gibbons,
Del., t2, vol. 48; from John R. Tatum, Del., $2, vol.

48 ; from Alexander C. Wood, N. J., $2, vol. 48, and for

Sarah C. Gaskell and Nathaniel N. Stokes, $2 each,
vol. 48; from Finley Hutton, City, $2, vol. 48; from
Geoi-ge Reid, City, $2, vol. 48 ; from Ruth P. Johnson,
Pa., 82, vol. 48 ; from Elizabeth T. Yarnall, Pa., $2,
vol. 48; from Dorcas B. Robinson, R. I., $2, vol. 48;
from Benjamin Philips, City, $2, vol. 48 ; from Joseph
Scattergood, Jr., Agent, Pa., for David J. Scott, Ann
Scott, Eusebius H. Townsend, Margaret W. Pyle,
ilannah Taylor, Jesse P. Thatcher, and Thomas War-
rington, $2 each, vol.48; from Mic.ijah M. Morlan,
Agent, O., for Edward Stratton, Mark Bonsall, Benja-
min Antrim, Robert Miller, and Mary S. Barber, $2
each, vol. 48 ; from Robert Parker, City, $2, vol. 48

;

from Henry W. Wills, N. J., $2, vol. 48, and for

David Thomas, $3, to No. 52, vol. 48, and for Joseph

Russell and Mary Bracken, $2 each, to No. 20, vol. 48

from Elwood E. Haines, N. J., $2 vol. 48 ;
from Josepb

W. Lippincott, City, $2, vol. 48; from Truman For-

sythe. Pa., $2, vol. 48 ; from Jane Ann Passmore, Pa.

$2, vol. 48; from William R. Taber, N- C, $2, vol.

from Townsend Hoopes, Pa., per Susan T. Hoopes, $2

vol. 48 ; from Jacob Edge, Pa., $2, vol. 48, and fo:

Joseph R. Downing, $2, vol. 48; from Valentin.

Meader, Mass., i2, vol. 48. and for William Hill ant

Pelatiah Hussey, Me., $2 each, vol. 48 ; from Saral

Ann Leeds, N. J., *2, vol. 48.

Remittances received after Fourth-day morning mil w
appear in the Receipts until thefollowing 1

RASPBERRY ST. SCHOOLS FOB COLORED
ADULTS.

Teachers will be wanted for these schools, to bi

opened 10th mo. 5ih. Applications may be made to

Thomas Elkinton, 118 Pine St.

Elton B. Gifford, 719 Market St.

James Bromley, 641 Franklin St.

George J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

WANTED.
A suitable Friend to take the position of Writinj

Teacher and Assistant Governor at Westtown Boardin)

School—for next Session. Apply to

Charles Evans, 702 Race street, Philadelphia,

Clarkson Sheppard, Greenwich, New Jersey,

Joseph Walton, Moorestown, New Jersey.

SHELTER FOR COLORED ORPHANS.
Wanted, a Teacher for this Institution, to enter upoi

her duties 1st of 10th mo. Apply to

Hannah R. Newbold, 643 Franklin St.

Mary Wood, 524 South Second St.

Mary Randolph, 247 North Twelfth St.

Sarah Richie, 444 North Fifth St.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (

Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia.

Physician and Superintendent—JosHtJA H. WoKTI
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may t

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board <

Managers.

Died, on the 7th of Seventh month, 1874, at Concort

Belmont Co., Ohio, in the seventy-first year of his .igt

Caleb Bracken, a member of Short Creek Monthl
Meeting.

, in Norton, Mass., on the 10th of the Eight
month, 1874, Lydia P. Chace, widow of the lat

Palmer Chace, of Fall River, Mass., a member of Prov:

dence Monthly Meeting. It had not been her privileg

of late years to meet often for Divine worship wit

those whose principles she best loved, yet her zeal ws
not weakened, nor her faith shaken. The well-wor

pages of her bible—her beloved companion in retin

ment— unmistakably attest the employment of he

solitary hours. She performed her life service faitb

fully and well. Self-sacrifice and sympathy were marke
features in her character. On the morning of the da
of her decease, our friend arose apparently in her usui

health. But a few moments elapsed ere she was seize

with an attack of apoplexy, which in five hours con
pleted its work, and the purified spirit was gathered t

receive the reward of the just made perfect. " Be 5

also ready, for in such an hour as ye think not the So
of man cometh."

AVILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Thoughts on the late Yearly Meeting of London.

The number of the British Friend, dated 8th

ao. 1st, has a communication from one of its

orrespondents, which contains some thought-

al and valuable reflections on the proceed-

figs of the last London Yearly Meeting. It

i as follows

:

"Dear Friend,—These reflections are sug
ested by a perusal of the narrative of the

^early Meeting's proceedings, furnished by
he British Friend, for I was only able to at-

end one of the business sittings of the meet-

dg.

They refer to a few out of the many sub-

ijcts which engaged the attention of that as-

embly, but they involve points of great mo-
uent to the well-beingof our religious Society,

f which we need to be agaiu and again re-

minded in these perilous times.

"Reading the Bible in our Meetings for Wor
hip.—It was said there was nothing in the

writings of the early Friends to prohibit the

3i! in our meetings ; nor, it may be replied.

.0 sanction it. And, from the following pas-

lage in W. Shewen's Meditations, it would
ippear that no such innovation as an adven-

iitious aid to divine worship was ever con-

Ihemplated as contributing to the glory of true

''Spiritual worship.

j

'•
' Blessed are all those that know themselves

J inembers of the true Church, which is built of
'
-iving stones, elect and precious, and are mad

: an habitation of God in the Spirit and in the

Truth ; who meet together, and wait upon the

Lord in silence, and worship in spirit and in

:ruth, without a book, or dependence on
man minister.' And this from I. Penington :

—'God is to be worshipped in spirit, in his

own power and life, and this at his own dis
' posal. His Church is a gathering in the Spirit.

If any man speak there, he must speak as the

;)racle of God, as the vessel out of which God
Speaks, as the trumpet out of which He gives

the sound. Therefore, there is to be a wait-

ing in silence till the Spirit of the Lord move
to speak, and also to give words to speak.

For a man is not to speak his own word-*, or

in his own wisdom and time, but the Spirit's

:
Tvords, in the Spirit's wisdom and time, which
is when he moves and giveSito

sense and nourishment is to bo waited for,

eceived as it was given when there are

no words. Yea, the ministry of the Spirit and
more close and immediate when with-

out words than when with words, as has been

often felt, and is faithfully testified by many
witnesses. Bye hath not seen, nor ear heard,

neither hath entered into the heart of man,
how and what things God reveals to His chil-

dren by His Spirit, when they wait upon Him
in His pure fear, and worship and converse

with Him in spirit; for there the fountain

of the great deep is unsealed, and the everlast-

ng springs surely give up the pure and living

water.'

"With regard to the attendance of our

First-day Evening Meetings, a Friend in the

Women's Meeting thought the record of ex

ception should not be accepted as altogether

deficiency, for in many cases the circumstances

gave explanation ; some of the young people

were engaged in efforts for the good of those

around them. Other Friends spoke on the

same point, and said they thought tbere should

not be feelings of much discouragement in

hearing these answers, for that in many meet-

ings there were precious tokens of revived

life amongst the young people, and there was
great hope to be cherished in regard to the

future prosperity of our Society. I have heard

this excuse for the non-attendance of our

Evening Meetings pleaded before, but I can-

not see that neglect in the one case can be

compensated by activity in another. It looks

like compounding for things we are not in-

clined to, by doing those we have a mind to.

And seeing that many of those who are not

conspicuous for their support of our ancient

doctrines and testimonies, or in their attend

ance of our meetings for discipline, are largely

engaged in what has been termed Christian

Work,' I do not think this plea for non-attend-

ance of our meetings a valid one. Then, as

to the precious tokens of revived life amongst
the young people—if it be so, by all means
let it be cherished and encouraged ; but let

be assured that it is a healthy spiritual 1

and growth begotten from the alone pure

source of life and light, for then it will bear

fruit, and be visible to all around, ' as a city

set upon a hill that cannot be hid,' fruitful in

good works, to the praise and gloiy of the

Great Head of the Church, and affording a

solid foundation for the great 'hope to be

cherished in regard to the future prosperity

of our Society.'
" The Queries.—These important constitu-

ents in our code of Discipline seem fast drift-

ing away, or becoming absorbed in the formal

character of a mere declaration of general

principles, as embodied in the unanswered

to retain them." The same reasoning might
be applied to the extinction of the Society

tseli:—Quakerism used to have great influence

on our families and individuals; the feeling

had very much ceased to exist, and conse-

quently it was less important to retain our
distinctive character as a Christian Church.
The reply to this assertion was, 'That the

answers were low ; that there was a difficulty

n answering them fully was not a reason for

abandoning them, but for answering them -

fully.' To such of our members, con-

scious of not living up fully to the require-

ments of the Queries, these periodical re-

minders of their deficiencies, involving the

painful mental operation of self-examination

in the light that makes manifest, would be

likely to be regarded as inquisitorial, and
hence their abolition would be a short and
easy method of removing the diflBculty. But
this condition of things does not absolve the

Yearly Meeting from the heavy responsibility

of removing the ancient landmarks which our

fathers have set, and which they considered

essential to the maintenance of good order

and discipline in the Church ; and we, as their

legitimate successors, are bound to maintain

them inviolate.
" Dr. Ash. and the testimony concerning him.

—In the discussion upon this subject great

stress was laid upon the character of the de-

ceased as a good man, and a true minister of

Christ ; but this was not the question before

the meeting, and hence the attention of

Friends was very properly recalled to the

point, and a very important one, from which
they were receding. The question was asked,
' Has the Yearly Meeting taken the respon-

sibility of what it issues? We authorise the

publication of a document, and by so much
we become responsible for it. Friends spoke

of liberty of conscience ! It is for that we de-

sire to suffer, but it is a liberty in accordance

with the ancient principles of the Society.

We were sitting within these walls to uphold

the profession of truth made by this body,

not a profession which has been made by any

other body. It was to support these views

that we met, not to circulate testimonies con-

cerning a man, as a Christian minister, but

as a minister holding the princii^les of our

Society.'
" The Yearly Meeting, as a reflex of the

Society at large, was composed of Friends

holding diverse views on many subjects; and

to give a clearer view of the different ideas

prevalent in that body the following brief

analysis is offered, with the view of consider-

ing whether there is any prospect of arresting

the progress of innovation, and of forming a

compact body for the restoration of the So-

queries. The various reasons assigned for;ciety to a nearer approximation of primitive

their diminution, or abolition, will not bear Quakerism than we now witness. Thedmsion,

examination. We are told, 'They used to then, will consist of two classes :—

have great influence on our families and in- 1 " Firstly, we have those whose principles are

,Beeing the Spirit inwardly nouris'heth, when dividuals ; the feeling had much ceased to 'identical with the views of the early Friends,

|He giveth not to speak words, the inward | exist, and consequently it was less important, and therefore have ^ claim to be regarded as
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their legitimate successors and representa-

tives. The individuals forming this class

•were eni^aired, as occasions arose, in the ex-

position 'and \-indication of our original doc

trines and practices; ever watchful to discover,

in any propositions submitted to the atten-

tion of the meeting, whether such proposi-

tions were in harmony with the true principles

of the Society, or, on the contrary, tended to

undermi ne or invalidate our ancient doctrines,

testimonies, and usages. Conscious of the

solemn trust and responsibility devolved upon

them, with unshaken confidence in the efficacy

and all-sufficiency ofthe great principles given

them to defend, their faith failed not amidst

the unrest and unsettlement around them.

These arc the i-eal pillars of the Church. The
existence of the Societ}', as a distinct religious

body, in the ordering of the Great Head of

the Church, depends upon the fidelity of these

his instruments, who, in the obedience of faith,

and animated with the zeal and spirit of their

forefathers in the unchangeable truth, are pre-

pared, if it be His will, thi-ough Conflict and

suffering, to uphold and defend, in their day

and generation, the cause of truth and right-

eousness in the earth.
" The second and more numerous class, pro-

fessing the same principles as the preceding,

evinced less firmness in defending them. They
appeared unable, satisfactorily to themselves,

to draw the line, and inclined more readily,

for the sake of peace, to some sort of compro-

mise. Wearied with contention, even in a

good cause, the pleading seemed to be, ' Let

us have peace in our day! Cannot we find a

middle path, where we may all meet and com-

pare our differences, or agree to differ?' With
this section of the Church, intellect predomi-

nated over feeling or conviction in the vari-

ous discussions, to the disadvantage of the

latter, for feeling or conviction has no ade-

quate language in which to express itself.

Argument cannot convey to another mind the

strength of deep-rooted spiritual impressions,

and hence the emotional has little power to

convince the intellectual— a difficulty the

early Friends experienced in their contro-

versies with their opponents. But when the
conscience is touched with power from on
high, when like begets like, then farther argu-
mentation is needless, for conviction is accom-
plished. This may account in some measure
for the tenacity with which those who know
and believe, from indisputable authority, that
their cause is just, their leader infallible, ad
here to the views which they entertain re

Gas Wells.

Their Situation and Characteristics in Europe.

Asia and America.

(Concladed from page IS.)

Gas wells and gas springs are frequently

met with in many parts of northern Ohio,

At Painesville several successful wells have

been bored. The most noted is situated on

the farm of C. C. Jennings, about a mile to

the east of the village. This well was con-

structed under the direction of General Case-

ment, the son-in-law of C. C. Jennings, who
began operations in the fall of 1870, but was
forced, for several reasons, to discontinue the

work until the spring, when the drilling was
i-esumed. Gas was found at three hundred

and fifty feet below the surfliee, sufficient in

quantity to run the engine, and when a depth

of five hundred and fifty feet had been reached,

a large vein was struck of such power as to

temporarily stop the work. The boring was
continued, however, to a depth of seven hun-

dred feet, at which an abundant supply of gas

was found. The gas is conveyed through a

three-inch pipe to the dwelling two hundred

feet distant, where it is used not only for illu-

minating purposes, but also for heating and
cooking. During the two years that it has

been in use its qualities have been fully tested.

Every fire in the house is fed by the gas, which
leaves no ashes, dust or smoke, and can be

lighted at any moment by simply turning a

stopcock and applying a lighted match. In

the kitchen the gas is introduced into a large

range ; this is heated by a number of burners

arranged in six parallel lines about an inch

apart, and covering nearly the whole of the

fire-plate. The volume of the flame, and con-

sequently the degree of heat, is regulated by
a simple tap at the side of the hearth which
can be turned in an instant.

The old-fashioned open fireplace in the sit-

ting-room or library is made cheerful by the

brilliant blaze of the gas as it escapes through
the fissures in the perfectly imitated logs of
terra cotta, which rest on the ancient and-
irons.

Two wells have been finished during the
past year at the seminary in Painesville,

affording a supply of gas sufficient to illumi-

nate and heat the building. At Conneaut and
other places in the neighborhood many gas
wells have been bored, the majority of which
have been successful. A number of wells
have also been bored at Cleveland, but they
were not so fruitful as those further east.

specting the work, purpcso, and mission of
j

The well bored by Captain Spauldiug, who
the Society—'to be witnesses for God, and to lives about three miles from Cleveland, fur-the Society— ' to be witnesses for God, and to
propagate His life in the world; to be instru-

ments in His hand, and bring others out of
•death and captivity into true life and liberty."

Hence, there can be no amalgamation of the
two classes spoken of without a sui-rendcr of
principle to expediency, or yielding for the
sake of peace. This can never bo assented to

bj' men who believe it is their mission to pro-
claim the trutli, the whole truth, and nothing
bpt the truth, as thej- have received it from

lives about three miles from Cleveland, fur-

nishes a supply of gas sufficient to light and
heat bis own house and those of his neigh-
bors. Generally speaking, the wells in this

district of country do not give a sufficient

quantity of gas to warrant the expense of
boring, which ranges from §500 to $5,000 ac
cording to the depth and the difficulties en
countered.

There are about twenty-five gas wells in

profitable operation at Erie, Pennsylvania,
the hands of its Divine Author. For as one Some of them were bored for oil, but "in place
of old testified, ' This is that which keeps us

I of that article such an abundant supply of gas
a living, virtuous people, even as wo abide in was obtained that the actual results proved
Him, increase ami grow in Him who at first [almost as profitable. They range from five
appeared unto us, and unto whom our minds hundred to twelve hundred feet in depth, and
were at first directed. Herein wo shall be 'the gas is used not only for illumination, but
preachcrsofrighteousness, lightsof the world, also for heating and cooking purposes. It is
and as the salt of the earth indeed.' ' used in many of the factories and breweries,

Thy Friend, X." and lately has been introduced into dwelling-

houses, affording an abundant supply for all

household uses. The water •.vorks which fur-

nish the city with water are driven by two
large steam engines which are worked by the

gas flowing from a well sunk on the premises.

About live miles from Titusville, on the

Nelson farm, is the great Newton gas well.

The boring is lined with a three and-aquarter

inch casing, and the flow of gas is estimated

at more than 500,000 cubic feet a day. A
week after the completion of the boring one

of the men employed at the well fired the gas,

producing a great concussion, which shook

the ground for many miles around. The
flames rose to the height of more than thirty

feet, and it was some twenty-four hours before

they were extinguished. The gas from this

well is now conveyed to Titusville through
two pipes, which distribute it to many of the

refineries, and likewise to a few private houses.

Since the well was opened the pressure has

gradually increased so that several outlets are

now needed in order to relieve the pipe from
undue pressure. The supply of gas seems to

be inexhaustible.

Near Oil City there are several gas wells.

One was bored in 1866 to a depth of eight

hundred and fifty feet, and another two years

later to a depth of nine hundred and sixty

feet. The gas is used for heating, and as fuel

for the steam engines which pump oil from

the oil wells near by.

In the Kanawha Val'ey, where it intersectf

the mountains of West Virginia, the gas which
issues from the salt wells has been used foi

upwards of twenty-five years as fuel in th(

evaporation of the brine. That gas existed it

this region was known to the early settlers

who found it escaping through crevices in the

ground, and fi'om the surface of springs oi

water. Its discovery was purely accidental

and occurred during an encampment of s

band of these explorers on the banks of th(

river. One of the number, who had occasior

to go to the spring near the encampment or

a dark night, took a torch to light his path
On reaching the spring, to his great surprise

it took fire, the gas burning with great bril

liancy on the surface of the water. He callec

his companions to witness this unusual sight

and they called the spot the " Burning Spring,'

a name which it has borne ever since, althougl
now it is a mere puddle. While drilling fo;

brine springs in 1847, a mixture of gas am
water was struck at a depth of one thousanc
feet. This mixture gushed upward with grea
violence to the height of forty feet, and upor
the application of a lighted candle became !

sheet of flame. The flame was extinguished
but the gas and brine continued to spout up
ward. The gas was collected in tanks o:

gasometers, and furnished an excellent fue'

tor the salt furnaces at a verj' small cost

Later borings for gas were equally successful

and the quantity discharged daily was enor
mous.
The gas which issues from a deep borini

near Cumbei-land, Maryland, has lately beei

turned to a novel use in the manufacture o
carbon and lampblack. The gas was dis

covered in boring for oil, and being accident
ally lighted the flow was so great that it cod
tinned to burn incessantly for many monthf
About a year ago the well was purchase)

by a company who had secured a patent fo

the manufacture of carbon. The gas is burnec
against soapstone plates, depositing on then
carbon in very fine particles, like soot. B^i
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i simple process scrapers are passed along the
)late.s at intervals of about twenty minutes,

)y which the carbon is detached, and falls into

ong tin boxes, which ai'o filled at every fourth

)a8sage of the scrapers. The number of burn-

rs in use formerly was six hundred and sixty,

onsuming five thousand cubic feet of gas an

lOur, or about one-twelfth of the volume that

ssues from the well; but recently a larger

Iding has been erected, containing one
housand three hundred and twenty-eight

)urners, and these consume three times the

[uantity of gas previously used. If the com-
)any had to pay for the gas used at the rate

iharged in this city for manufactured gas, it

vould cost them at least $1,000 per day.

—

V. Y. Evening Post.

Selected.

Testimony of HaddonfieJd Monthly Meeting,

concerning Joseph Snowdon, deceased.

We deem it to be our duty to issue a brief

lestimony concerning our late beloved Friend
Foseph Snowdon, to record oursense of the loss

have sustained by his removal, the esteem
ind regard we have for his memory, and his

gious exercises and care amongst us ; also

,0 exalt the power and efficacy of Divine
race, by submission to which he was made
living member of the Church of Christ, and
repared for service therein ; filling the im-

ortant station of an elder in our religious

iety for over thirty years.

He was deeply concerned for the preserva-

ion of a rightly authorized ministry amongst
us, and as a faithful watchman, was often en-

gaged to caution and guard the flock against

the introduction through this door, of unsound
doctrine, and crude, speculative, religious

sentiments, with other innovations, tending
to undermine the faith of the Society, and to

lay its original testimony waste.

He was also as a tender, nursing father in

the Church to many, taking them by the hand,
and helping the rightly concerned forward in

the right way; thus evincing that he was an
( elder indeed, worthy of double honor, laboring
i and travailing for Zion's welfare, both in word
and doctrine. He was one who lived in the
sense, feeling, and enjoyment of that he made

. profession of, and was qualified not only to

I travail and suffer with the Seed, but also at

I

times, from a living sense of the arising of the
I Word of life, the true spring of all right min-
I istry, to declare from his own expei'ience,
" the Lord reigneth !" Of this our beloved
Friend and worthy Elder, we believe it may
be said, as he lived, so he died, " in the Lord ;"

and the concern is felt that his example may
animate us, who are still left behind, to walk
by the same rule, and to mind the same thing,

following him, as he followed Christ.

A few nights previous to his decease he re-

i marked to one of his children, that eighty
I years seemed a long time to live, but nothing
in comparison to eternity. That he believed

there was nothing in his way, but he felt that

he had been an unprofitable servant, and that
not by any works of righteousness that he
had done, but in great poverty of spirit, he
believed, through the mercy of God in Christ

Jesus, he would be saved. On the afternoon
of his death, just before the close, he was
heard to say in a faint voice, " Where is thy
sting?" We reverently believe that the lan-

guage has been found applicable to this dear
Friend, " Well done, good and faithful servant,

thou hast been faithful over a few things, I

will make thee ruler over many things : Enter
thou into the joy of thy Lord."
He died on the 15th of the 8th month, 1873,

being in the 83d year of his age ; and his re-

mains were interred in Friends' burying-
ground at Haddonfield, on the 19th of the
same month.

For "The Friend."

Temperance Coffcc-IIouscs.

Among the Temperance movements of. the
day, one that bids fair to be useful, if rightly
managed, is the establishment of comfortable
and attractive places of resort, where suitable
i-efreshments can be obtained by the working
classes at very moderate rates ; and, at the
same time, books and papers of an interesting
and instructive character, and the usual con-
veniences of a reading room are supplied to
the customers. It is believed that such res-

taurants and reading rooms combined, con-
ducted on a liberal scale, might prevent many
from partaking of the intoxicating drinks
which are kept for sale in most of the houses
to which such persons resort.

In 1860, Thomas Corbett, an opulent mer-
chant of Glasgow, opened such an establish-

ment in that city—a city which is noted for

the immoral and intemjierate character of
many of its inhabitants. Cooked food was
there supplied at cheaper rates than the work-
ingmen had been paying. The house became
very popular, and branch after branch was
added to it. It became a selfsupporting in-

stitution, and yielded in profit a moderate in-

terest on the capital invested. Similar results

have been obtained in other cities. The Sea-

men's and Landsmen's Aid Society of Phila-

delphia, are making an effort to open one or

more such houses in parts of this city where
there seems especial need for them.

Selected.

Report of the Proceedings of the Tract Associa=

tlon of Friends, for the year 1874.

The Managei'S Report:—That there have
been printed during the year ending Second
month 28th, 1874, 84,173 Tracts; 6,004 Alma-
nacs for the year 1874 ; 3,000 Proverbs of

Solomon ; 4,800 Sermon on the Mount ; and
500 Biographical Sketches and Anecdotes of

Friends.

There have been taken from the Depository
during this period, 26 copies of Brief Account
of the Life and Religious Labors of Sarah
[Lynes] Grubb ; 20 Divine Protection through
Extraordinary Dangers, &c. ; 13 Spiritual Pro-

gress of M. R. ; 24 Memoir of Mary Dudley
and Daughters ; 65 Select Extracts ; 184 Short
Account ofAnn Reeve ; 149 Memoir of Rachel
C. Bartram ; 338 Biographical Sketches; 2,570

Sermon on the Mount ; 1,796 Proverbs of Solo-

mon ; 73 Select Readers ; 709 Juvenile Books
;

4,760 Almanacs, and 60,456 Tracts.

The stock of Tracts on hand Thii-d month
1st, 1873, was 156,866. There have since

been printed as above, 84,173 Tracts. There
have been sold and taken for distribution,

60,456 Tracts, leaving on hand in the De-
pository, Second month 28th, 1874, 180,583

Tracts.

There has also been printed for distribution

throughout the City by an association which
has for one of its objects the circulation of

matter of this kind, 78,000 copies of the fou

page Tract, entitled, " Honest Jane Bawden,"
13,000 of which were in German; 100,000

copies have also been printed of a leaflet, en

titled, '-Is Temperate Drinking Safe?" which
has been circulated lai-gely in this City, chiefly

through the mi'dium of the same distributing

society. The agents of this society scatter

these leaflets freely among that portion of our
population to whom it seems especially need-

ful to bring to view the blighting effects of an
indulgence in the use of spirituous liquors,

and we can not but hope that some of its

readers may thereby have been induced to

pause and consider, before passing the decep-

tive limit of temperate drinking, and that

others may be deterred from commencing
the dangerous practice, through its perusal.

60,456 Tracts, and 12,950 of the leaflet men-
tioned, taken from the Depository in the usual

way, have been intended for distribution as

follows

:

In Prisons, among the poor, on steamboats

and elsewhere in this city, . . 8,760

In other parts of Pennsylvania, . . 4,156
" Massachusetts, .... 646
" Rhode Island, .... 360
" New York, 1,533
" New Jersey, 5,615
" Delaware, 248
" Maryland, ..... 341
" Washington, D. C, ... 4,308
" Virginia 420
" North Carolina, .... 460
" Florida, 896
" Ohio,
" Michigan,
" Iowa,
" Missouri, . .

Chiefly within the limits of Kansas
Yearly Meeting, ....

In the Western States generally,
" Utah,
" California,
" Ireland, ......
" The Argentine Confederation,

240
6,314
200

9,940

1,532
100
445
232
200

Places not particularly designated, 11,325

Making a total of, . . . 62,917

There have been sold, . . 10,489

Making the total number taken from
Depository, 73,406

The total number of Tracts and Leaflets

disposed of during the year, has been 235,956.

The reading matter for the Moral Almanac
for the year 1875, has been mostly selected

and placed in the hands of the printing com-

mittee for publication.

A new tract has been added to our series,

since the last report, numbered 117. It is en-

titled, " What is it?" and is designed to call

attention to that inward Monitor, whose
gentle intimations are to be known in the

secret of the soul, condemning for doing evil

and justifying for doing well.

Encom-aged by the favorable reception of

the " Biographical Sketches," it is proposed to

issue in the course of the pi-esent year, a book
with the title of "Musings and Memories,"

giving authentic and striking instances of

Providential Interpositions, &c., in many cases

accompanied with instructive comments. It

is believed that such a work will be of interest

to many outside of our Society, and we trust

it will prove an acceptable and valuable addi-

tion to our publications.

The collection of tracts now kept in store

for distribution form an interesting and in-

structive miscellany, each pointing more or

less directly to the necessity of experiencing

the operations of the Holy Spirit in the heart,
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and ibe blessed effects which follow obedience

to it8 dictates. Accounts of this character,

whether in the form of biographical notices of

religious men and women, strilring narratives

of particular events, or the exposition of sub-

jects of a doctrinal nature, contain matter

which must always be of deep interest to the

newlv awakened mind, and often afford food

for serious reflection to others of greater ex-

perience. We continue to be cheered at times

by information that they have been made the

instruments for good to individuals in different

localities, into whose hands they have fallen.

and it is our desire that all suitable opportu-

nities for the presentation of these treatises

to serious enquirers, may be improved, and

the judicious general circulation of them and

the other publications of the Association en-

couraged.
On behalf of the Eoard,

EicHARD J. Allex, Clerk.

Philadelphia, Third month 19, 1874.

OFFICERS OP THE ASSOCIATION.

The following Friends were appointed to

fill the respective oflBces of the Association for

the ensuing year.

Clerk,—Edward Maris, M. D.
Treasurer,—E\X,on B. Gifford.

Managers,—John C. Allen, Jacob W. Fry,
Edward Richie, John S. Stokes. Horatio C.

Wood, Richard J. Allen, William Kinsey,

John W. Biddle, Samuel Allen, Ephraim
Smith, Mark Baiderston, James G. M'Collin,

George J. Scattergood, Joseph W. Lippincott,

William Kite.

The Annual Meeting is held in the Arch
Street Meeting-house, on the last Fourth-day
in the Third month, at eight o'clock in the
evening.

ffow to Rise in the World.—In 1855 a young
gentleman registered his name in the largest
hotel in the city of Louisville, Ky. He had a
pretty good wardrobe, such as young men
usually have, including a gold watch and
chain. He was in search of occupation. At
the expiration of two weeks he took an in-

ventory of his personal effects: "Out of
monej- and no business." He had a brief in-

terview with the proprietor of the hotel. His
trunk of clothing was left as security for his
board bill ; he hypothecated his watch for the
loan often dollars, and "went diving for the
bottom." He found " bottom" on Water St.,

where a steamer was being discharged of cot-

ton. Having purchased a heavy pair of boots, a
blue shirt and overalls, he commenced rolling
and piling cotton at the rate of five cents per
bale. In three weeks he was promoted to the
position of " marker" with a salary' of forty-
five dollars per month, and at the expiration
^f nine months he was in receipt of a salary
of $125 per month. To-day this gentleman
is one of the largest business operators in Bay
street. No moral need be given. The story
speaks its own.—in^e Paper.

I have never, I think, been accu.sed of en-
thusiasm, the faith whicli 1 have possessed I

have kept pretty much to myself before God.
At any rate, I have made no proud boasting
of it—believing what is called religious con-
versation, where it is not the offspring, is too
often the parent of vanity. I have thought
it best to leave my actions to speak for me

—

they are the fruits which both man and God
will judge us by.

—

Samuel Roberts.

Selected.

MY DREAM.
BY J. G. -VTHITTIER.

In my dream, methonght I trod,

Yesternight, a mountain road
;

Narrow as AI Sirat's span.

High as eagle's flight it ran.

Overhead, a roof of cloud
With its weight of thunder bowed

;

Underneath, to left and right,

Blackne.ss and abysmal night.

Here and there a wild flower blushed,

Now and then a bird-song gnshed;
Now and then, through rifts of shade.

Stars shone out, and sunbeams played.

But the goodly company.
Walking in that path with me,
One by one the brink o'erslid,

One by one the darkness hid.

Some with wailing and lament,

Some with cheerful courage went;
But, of all who smiled or mourned,
Never one to us returned.

Anxiously, with eye and ear,

Questioning that shadow drear,

Never hand in token stirred.

Never answering voice I heard !

Steeper, darker ! lo ! I felt

From my feet the pathway melt.

Swallowed by the black despair,

And the hungry jaws of air,

Past the stony-throated caves,

Strangled by the wash of waves,
Past the splintered crags, I sank
On a green and flowery bank,

—

Soft as fall of thistle-down.

Lightly as a cloud is blown,
Soothingly as childhood pressed
To the bosom of its rest.

Of the sharp-horned rocks instead,

Green the grassy meadows spread,

Bright with waters singing by
Trees that propped a golden sky.

Painless, trustful, sorrow-free.

Old lost faces welcomed me.
With whose sweetness of content
Still expectant hope was blent.

Waking while the dawning gray
Slowly brightened into d.iy,

Pondering that vision fled.

Thus unto myself I said :

—

'Steep, and hung with clouds of strife,

Is our narrow path of life
;

And our death the dreaded fall

Through the dark awaiting all.

' So, with painful steps we climb
Up the dizzy ways of time.
Ever in the shadow shed
By the forecast of our dread.

' Dread of mystery solved alone,
Of the untried and unknown

;

Yet the end thereof may seem
Like the falling of my dream.

' And this heart-consuming care,

All our fears of here or there,

Change and absence, loss and death,
Prove but simple lack of faith."

Thou, O Most Compassionate !

Who didst stoop to our estate.

Drinking of the cup we drain.
Treading in our path of pain,

—

Through the doubt and mystery,
Grant to us Thy steps to see.

And the grace to draw from thence
Larger hope and confidence.

Show thy vacant tomb, and let.

As of old, the angels sit.

Whispering, by its open door :

" Fear not I He hath gone before I"

The highest act of charity in the world is

to bear with the unreasonableness of man-
kind.

—

A. Benezet.

For "The Friend.'-

From the procedings of the Academy o:

Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, the follow

ing notes are taken :

—

'• 5th mo. 19th.— Direct Growth Force.-

Thomas Meehan referred to some potatoei

exhibited by him to the Academy a few yean
ago, in which the stolons of a grass had pene
trated through from one side to the other

preferring, as it would seem, to go througl

such an obstruction to turning aside to avoi(

it. A potatoe was a rather rough surface*

body. He now exhibited a similar case, onlj

the obstruction was the round smooth root o

an herbaceous peony. Though not more thai

one-third of an inch thick and round, a stoloi

of Triticum repens, the common couch grass

had pushed itself through.

&th mo. 2d.—Habits of the Orchard Oriole

—Thomas Meehan stated that he was
familiar with the latest knowledge in orni

thology, that not being a special study witl

him ;
but if Wilson's Ornithology coxiiamod al

that was known of the habits of the orcharc

oriole

—

Oriohis mutatus—he might say tha
the bird did not confine itself solely to insec

food. He had on his grounds a large specimei
of the Staphylea trifolia, which, when in bloom

'

was a favorite resort with bumblebees anc

humming-birds, and the oriole took its sharr
of honey from the flowers as well. It did not

rest on the wing as the humming-bird did, bui

sought a lower branch from which it coulc

leisurely extract the sweets from the flowerf

above. He had thought it possible that th(

bird was in search of insects among the floW'

ers, but a careful examination proved other
wise.

Poisonous character of the Floicers of Wis
taria Sinensis.—T. Meehan remarked thai

there was a popular belief that the flowers o
the Wistaria sinensis were destructiv(?to bees
He bad himself seen hundreds of dead bees

under large flowering plants. He was struck
with the fact this season, that none were deac
under similar circumstances. The flowers
were continually visited by the honey bee
and others, without, so far as he could see
any fatal results following. It was clear
therefore, that, whatever might be the cause
of the death of these insects under some cir-

cumstances, it could not be from the honey
alone.

Growth of the Cuicus arvensis, Hoff.—In re.

gard to the rapidity with which plants some-
times grew, Thomas Meehan observed that,

though it was well known that the Canada
thistle spread surprisingly, there had been no
figures, giving its exact growth, placed on
i-ecord. In the first week in May, 1873, he
sowed a few seeds. By the first week in June
the plants were well above the ground, and
about to push out their stolons. They con-
tinued to radiate from this centre in every
direction till the first week in September,
when they had reached a distance of six feet,'

covering a circle of twelve feet in diameter,
the space being profusely filled with plants
thrown up from the creeping stolons. This
gave an average of about three-fourths of an
inch of gi-owth per day; equal to maize or other
rapid-growing vegetation above ground."

Qth mo. \Qth.—Prof Leidy described some
curious animalculse found in the neighborhood
of Philadelphia. He says: "In the earth
ibout the roots of mosses growing in the
crevices of the bricks of our city pavements,;
in damp places, besides finding several specieai
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f Amaba, together with abundance of the

lomnion wheel-animalcule, Rotifer vulgaris, I

lad the good fortune to discover a species of

7romia. I say good fortune, for it is with the

itmost pleasure I have watched this curious

jreature for hours together. The genus was
discovered and well described by Dujardin,

rom two species, one of which, G. oviformis,

ttiwas found in the seas of Fmnee ; the other,

he G. fluviatilis, in the River Seine.
j

Imagine an animal, like oueof our autumnal
ipiders stationed at the centre of its well-

spread net ; imagine every thread of this net

o be a living extension of the animal, elon-

gating, branching, and becoming coniluentso

as to form a most intricate net ; and imagine
every thi-ead to exhibit actively moving cur-

rents of a viscid liquid both outward and in-'

ward, carrying along particles of food and
dirt, and you have some idea of the general

character of a Gromia. '

The Gromia of our pavements is a spherical

cream-colored body, about the y'gth of a line

in diameter. When detached from its position

and placed in water, in a few minutes it pro-

ects in all directions a most wonderful and
intricate net. Along the threads of this net

float minute naviculte from the neighborhood,
like boats in the current of a stream, until

reaching the central mass they are there

swallowed. Particles of dirt are also col-

lected from all directions and are accumulated
around the animal, and when the accumula-
tion is sufficient to protect it, the web is with-

drawn and nothing apparently will again in-

duce the animal to produce it.

From these observations we may suppose
that the Gromia terricola, as I propose to

name the species, during dry weather remains
quiescent and concealed among accumulated
dirt in the crevices of our pavements, but that
in rains or wet weather the little creature puts
forth its living net which becomes so many'
avenues along which food is conveyed to the
body. As the neighborhood becomes dry,

the net is withdrawn to await another rain.

i The animal with its extended net can cover
an area of nearly half a line in diameter. The
threads of the net are less than the ajjjj^th
of an inch in diameter."

|

" Professor Cope mentioned the capture of
a young whale, Balwna cisarctica, of forty-

eiij;ht feet in length, in the Raritan River, nearj

Suuth Amboy, on May 30th. The skeleton I

was buried and would be preserved in some]
museum. He examined the whalebone, of
which there are 245 laminse on each side of
the mouth. The color is black and the hairj

is fine, long, and has a brownish tinge ; length
of longest plate with hair, 48 inches. The
gum is 116 inches long and 11 inches deep.

He was informed that the whale was entirely

black, and the dorsal line without irregulari-!Por " The Friend."

Tearing Down a Wall.

,
Having recently had occasion to cut a door-

1 way through a stone wall, from one cellar to

I another, I watched with some interest the

j

proceedings of the workman, who was en-

,
gaged in the operation. He had been for

' many years employed as a tender to masons
i and bricklayers, and had learned by experi-

ence how to effect his object. I observed that
when he had by blows of his pick on the softer

mortar effected a slight entrance, so as to ob-

tain a foothold for his instrument, he endea-
vored to pry out one of the stones, using all

the force his instrument would bear. But his

effort was unsuccessful ; the stone was too
massive and too firmly fixed into its place to

be moved. Finding this to be the case, he
soon desisted from the attempt, and proceed-
ed to pick at the mortar, gradually detaching
pieces of it, and loosening and removing the
smaller pieces of stone that had been wedged
in the crevices between the larger ones. In
this way, he soon removed the supports from
the large stone, so that it readily yielded to

the blows and prying of the pick, and fell to

the ground. An ojiening having once been
made in the wall, the work of destruction pio
ceeded more rapidly. The other stones thu-i

left with onlj' a partial support were easily

displaced, and the whole process was soon ac-

complished.
As I stood, a quiet spectator of the scene,

the thought flashed across the mind, how apt
an emblem is this workman with his pick, to

Satan assaulting with his temptations those
whom he is seeking to delude and destroy.

He does not begin by persuading his intended
victim to do some gross or outrageous action,

the mere mention of which would alarm and
put him on his guard. He attacks the weak
points and attempts to get a foothold there
first. Are we naturally persons of strong ap
petite8?he leads us to an undue indulgence
of these, an indulgence which leads us beyond
the limits which a proper attention to the
checks and restraints of the Spirit of Christ

in the heart would impose. The advantage
he thus giiins over us, he follows up by stimu-

lating us to take greater liberties, and indulge

in more lavish expenditures in gratifying the

corrupted wishes of the heart The further

steps by which he leads us to ruin, may ac-

cord with our physical and mental constitution,

and on the outward position in which we are

placed. Many a young man, who has thus
entered on the downward course, has been
led to appropriate to his own use the funds

of others without their knowledge and con-

sent. The principles of his education, and the

convictions of G-race, show him the wicked-
ness of dishonesty ; and at first he attempts to

quiet the pleadings of these, by resolving to

return the money to its rightful owner at a
convenient time. But that convenient time
never comes ; the devil, to whose service he is

submitting, leads him on from one step to an-

other, until disgrace and ruin are his portion.

Some who have thus entered the broad way
that leads to destruction, have been aroused
to a sense of their lapsed condition, and of the

danger that overhung them, by the renewed
and merciful visitations of the Spirit of Christ

:

and by submitting their hearts to its awaken-
ing call, and suffering the Divine judgments
to have their full effect, have been brought
into true repentance, and enabled with the

poor publican of old to cry out from the bot-

tom of their hearts, " Lord, be merciful to me
a sinner." Such have been so humbled, that

they have felt that they could not obtain that

peace of mind t-hey longed for, without mak-
ing confession of their guilt to those they had
wronged. When the poor sinner has been

brought to the situation, in which he makes
no reserves, but is willing in all things to obey
the Divine requiring, if he may but know the

return of peace to his soul ; surely, then is

verified the language of our Saviour, " There
is more joy in heaven over one sinner that

repenteth, than over ninety and nine just per-

sons that need no repentance."

For "The Friend."

The following letter to a Friend of this city,

has been kindly placed at our disposal lor
publication.

Wichita Agency, Ind. Ter.,

Eighth mo. 25th, 1874.

The last few days have been eventful ones
at this Agency. On the morning of the 22d
inst., being the day for the issue of rations,
and hence many of the Indians of this Agency
present. Gen. Davidson appeared upon the
scene with four companies of troops.

His object, as stated, was to take to Fort
Sill some Quahada Comanches who belonged
to that reservation, and who refused to go in
and be enrolled in accordance with the in-

structions of the Department. They had en-
camped a few days before near the Penelheka
Comanches of this Agency, and near the
commissary where our Indians were congre-
gated for their weekly supplies. The General
made known his object to the .ief of the
Quahadas, Red Food,and demanded that their
arms should be given up, and that they should
accompany him to their reservation. To this
Red Food agreed ; but while the ofl[icers were
still conversing in reference to terms of capit-

ulation. Red Food made a dash for his nurse,
mounted and escaped, a company of troops
firing upon him as he ran. The Kiowas, a
number of whom were present, together with
the Comanches, then fired upon the troops,
and thus the battle began.
The chiefs of the friendly Indians did all

in their power to separate their people from
those whom the troops were firing upon, for,

being issue day, they were all together a pro-
miscuous company of men, women and chil-

dren.

A bullet passed so near to Asa Truit, a good
Comanche, as to take off a large piece from
his hat rim.

I

The troops were ordered to burn the camps
of the Quahadas, and they were consumed
with their stores and munitions—about eighty
lodges. The reports of exploding gunpowder
in their lodges, showed that they were not
lacking in munitions of war.

Our Indians scattered to their various vil-

lages. The enraged Comanches and Kiowas
scoured the country in parties, killing all the

white men found from their homes, and burn-

ing and destroying property. About ten are

thus far reported to have been sacrificed to

their barbarity. Five bodies have been found
.and buried. One was brought to the Agency,

j

Osborne, a son-in-law of Black Beaver, chief

jof the Delawares. He was fearfully muti-

lated, but not scalped. Three others of the

j

men killed were in Beaver's employ. I hardly

every witnessed amore distressed countenance
'than Beaver presented when the news of the

outrages reached him. Aparty of the Indians

! entered the store which the traders had de-

serted at the commencement of the fight, and
destroyed the greater part of the goods, esti-

mated at from eight to ten thousand dollars

^in value.

On the morning of the 23d inst., about

I

daylight, the wild Indians of the tribes before

'mentioned, estimated at 250 in number, col-

lected on the heights overlooking the Agency.

I

A skirmish line of troops were occupying
some of the higher points, and between tihese

and the Indians a brisk firing began. Col.

Carpenter with fifty dismounted cavalrymen,

hastened to the scene, regained the height,

and dispersed the Indians. Meanwhile, the
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Indians had attempted to retake the store,

which is located on a point on the same height,

for the occupancy of which the troops were
contesting.

The few troops stationed in the store kept

np so brisk a fire upon the Indians, that they

fell back and abandoned the enterprise. Find

ing they were foiled in all points in their at-

tempts' they set fire to the prairies back of

the Agency. The wind drove the flames

toward the" Agency buildings, forcing many
of the troops in, and it was only by the great-

est exertions that the mill and other property

escaped the conflagratinn. I should have re-

marked that Lone Wolf set fire to the com-
missary building, in which were the stores

for the Indians, on the attack of the 22d inst.

at that place; but it was seen and extin-

guished by the troops before it bad gained

any considerable headway. It must be re-

membered that it is very dry here, the grass

and vegetation is as dead as in mid-winter,

and fires once started arc not easily extin-

guished.

During the day (23d) the Wichita school-

house No. 1, situated five miles from the

Agency, was burned by the Indians, and sev-

eral of the houses constructed by the Agent
for the Indians were consumed, among them
a good two-story frame building, the home of
Delaware Possum, the house of J. Davis and
the homes of some of the Caddos. The houses

ation. The number on the war path is not about half stripped. Boi.s d'arc in hedge, ar
definitely known. The Indians report to day partly stripped, but not seriously damaged
that all the Kiowa raiders were in this con- Evergreens are strijjped. Currant bushes ar
flict except Big Bow, who was on a raiding all bare. Easpberry bushes and apricots an
expedition elsewhere. i all right. Rose bushes and most shrubs an
None of the Cheyennes were here. All is stripped. The locusts do not seem to hav<

quiet at jiresent, but I think it is the inten

tion of the military to follow and punish (if

they find) those who have refused to go to

their Agency.

worked much upon the grass, and the sorgh(
untouched.
The course of the locusts seems to b<

about southeast, and their rate of travel fron
We hope the difficulty may two to five miles a day. They will continue

soon bo at an end. The damage already done in one place about three days, when the mait
here is considerable, besides the demoralizing body leaves in search of new fields to conquer
effect upon our Indians. I think, however, leaving a rear guard as gleaners. Those no-n
school will open with fair numbers

; some of here are about half grown, they seem to in
the chiefs are in to-day; said they had rather crease in size, until about September, when
have their children here in school than in usually they pair and deposit their eggs, tc

famp. be hatched out the next spring. It not check-
Agent Richards started to Caddo in com-|ed or the course changed, they may be ex-

pany with Cyrus Beede on the morning of i pected as far east as eastern Iowa or Missouri
the 22d, little thinking that the afternoon or possibly they may reach western lUinoii
would witness a battle at his own Agency, or Kentucky. On reaching a corn field thej
I think our Indians will pull together, andjdo not spread all over it at once, but, as i)

some good may yet be accomplished among' under orders, or by concerted plan, advancing
them. I do not think we ought to abandon

[

in ranks a million deep, they clean off the first

the field, however much the military would five or six rows, and thence advance to a new
to occupy It.

needed.
Now is the time we are

F. Grinnell, M. D.

For -"nie Friend."

The Gra.ssiioppprs in the North-west,

Those of us who live in this section of ourand lodges of most of the Indians were robbed
and plundered of all their goods. What could widely extended country, can probably form
not be taken, in manj- instances, was destroy- j but little idea of the desolating effects of the
ed. Man}- of them had collected quantities invasions of the grasshoppers, such as fre-
of winter supplies, blankets and clothing, so quently occur, and are now taking place in
that much sufl^'ering must ensue from their, many parts of some of the North-western
j-.x— .:__ Ponies were taken from them, : States. One of the subscribers to "Thedestruction.

and cattle and other stock killed.

But four soldiers were wounded during the
skirmishing; none killed. It is thought about
eleven Indians were killed. And, as before

Friend," writing from Polk County, Nebraska,
under date of Eighth month 24th, says
ference to them

:

"I will just to give thee an idea of thei
staled, ten whites who were found making numbers, state that on the 23d of last month,
hay, herding, &c.. out from the Agency, were

j

when they first appeared in sight, they looked
killed. On the 24th many of our chief8|like a cloud of smoke, extending from west to
came into the Agency and wanted to know east for at least twenty miles, and flying as
what all the disturbance meant; some were
under the impres.sion that the slaughter was
intended to be indiscriminate, and that they
were among the proscribed. (A Comanche
woman who had taken refuge at the Agency
had been sent out the day before to invite the
friendly Indians to a council.) As they were
amrmg those fired upon at the commissary
affair it is not to be wondered at that they
should be in doubt as to their own safety.
Gen. Davidson explained the ca.se to them,
and they seemed to feel easier about it. It is

a wonder none of them were killed.
Dispatches were sent on the night of the

22d to Fort Sill for more troops. About two
t)'cloek on the morning of the 24th, two com-
panies of infantry joined the forces here,
making in all seven companies nowhere, four
of cavalry and three of infantry. Some of
the friendly Kiowa and Comanche chiefs
came in yesterday', among whom were Kick-
ing Bird, Iron Mountain, Checvers, Ilorso-
Back, Sun Boy, Pacer of the Apaches, and
others.

They report the forces of the raiders led by
Lone Wolf as having separated from those
who are willing to go to their Agency. The
troops are expected soon to go out in search
of thorn. The Indians already out will, no

clcsely together as swarms of bees.' They
arrived here about four o'clock p. m., and
though enough lit down to cover corn and
every thing else (together with the ground)
thickly oyer, j-et the main swarm passed on,
and was just one hour and twenty minutes
passing a given point.
We had 20 acres corn, [aneighbor] 25, which

was completely stripped, as well as all in the
county; our vegetables, such as potatoes,
bean.s, squashes, onions, cucumbers, melons,
&c., all gone. They (the hoppers) are still

flying over, high in the air, by millions, every
few days."
A correspondent of the Country Gentleman,

from the same State says :

" They have taken about all the corn,
almost all garden stuff, have stripped the
apple trees of leaves and tender twigs, leav-

the apples almost untouched, having
stripped crab apple and pear, trees bare; and
are eating the peaches, leaving the trees
without much harm. Of the deciduous for-
est trees, they have stripped willows, cotton-
woods, except a tuft at top, ashes, ailanthus,
bois d'arc (single specimens), Lombardy pop-
ars, balm of Gilead, black walnut, black
locust and hackberry. The honey locust,
ash-leaved maple or box elder, Morello anddoubt, fight with desperation, knowing that early Richmond cherry, oak, white maple andto surrender means imprisonment and humili- wild plum trees are all right. Plum trees arc . Thls^s'^^creTof

parallel.

The loss here is immense. The loss of the
corn crop means no beef, no pork, no poultry,
no eggs. It means poor teams and poor farm-
ing. It means dead horses, poor wool and
dead sheep. It means the discoui-agement ol

many, and a partial depopulation. It means
no money and hard times. This attack ol

the locusts fills the bucket of misery full tc

overflowing for many. But yet we have had
a fair wheat harvest, so there will not be
actual starvation. There is a fair cut of grass,
so cattle can live, and it is not yet too late, ii

we have rain, to raise a crop of turnips and
and some other vegetables. If our fruit trees
are killed, the loss cannot be estimated."

In Kansas their numbers are no less alarm.'

ing. A writer in Nemaha County, in the north-
eastern part of Kansas, says :

" The sun is quite hidden by the clouds oi

grasshoppers flying all around and alighting
on everything. They are pelting against my
doors and windows as fast as hailstones ever:
came.

I can scarcely see through my screen doors
for them, and to look out as far as eye can
see, it looks like a snow storm—as they fly

their wings look white like flakes of snow in
the air. They destroy everything they alight
on. They have destroyed acres and acres of
corn, and now they are going into our corn-
field by clouds, and will destroy it all in
day.

Instead of rain we are having showers oft

grasshoppers. Our six windows are com-
pletely covered with them, and as I write,
they are pouring down the chimney and com-
ing down the stovepipe."

Naturalists who have traced the flight of
these insects on previous similar invasions,;
inform us that the native home of these grass-
hoppers is in the canons of the Rocky Moun-
tains. Withiu the last fifty years, at leasts
eight of these incursions have been noted,
occurring generally from the 27th of Eighth
month to the 1st of Tenth month

; and they
also record the striking fact, that thoughi
hardy and vigorous themselves, their progeny
hatched in the warmer lowland country over
which their swarms have passed, appear weak;
and diseased, so that the race soon dies out.

:

grasshopper, therefore, is not!
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ielj to become a permanent denizen of the

igion thus visited.

The distance which these insects, aided bj'

le wind, can traverse in a few weeks, is very
irjirising. They have been seen at the dis-

iDce of three hundred and tifiy miles from
leir original starting point, though this

lems to be about the limit of their journey-

gs. In no case have the parent swarms
sen observed, in any considerable numbers,
t of the Mississippi.

Dr. Guthrie, in his autobiography, describes

. odd character among his Scotch country
irishioners, at Arbirlot, " who died as he
ved, a curious mixture of benevolence and
lly." The lawyer who drew his will, after

riting down several legacies of tive hundred
ounds to one person, a thousand to another,

fid so on, at last said, '' But, , I don't be-

eve you have all that money to leave."

O," was the reply, " I ken that as well as

ou, but I just want to show them my good
;'ill

!" An equally cheap benevolence is often

xhibited bj' people who have nothing of their

wn to give, but who are profuse in promises
nd slow in performances.

THE FRIEND.

NINTH MONTH 12, 1874.

Many parts of our country have, within the

last few years, i-eceived abundant evidences,

Jijlhat unless the blessing of Heaven smile on
ur eiforts, we may plant and water in vain,

he looked for increase will not be given. The
Ul-wise iluler of the world can accomplish
is purposes, either by the immediate mani-

po festation of his power, or through the agency
tl if those laws which he has impressed on

lis intellectual and material creation. If He
the population of a great city, too much

ibsorbed in the pursuit of wealth, or filled

Krith pride at the rapid growth in size and
iehes of the place of their abode ; it is easy
"or Him to permit the carelessness of even

of its inhabitants, to kindle a great con-

lagration, which may sweep over a large part

)f its area, with uncontrollable violence, and
•educe thousands of its costly edifices to a
nass of smoking ruins. By such a severe les-

ion, many may be made to realize their de-

Dendence on His favor ; and their minds in

neasure may be turned from a too ardent
pursuit of the things pertaining to this world

;

md led to seek more earnestly for that trea-

sure which fadeth not away, but is safely

iJtored in Heaven.
The withholding of the rain in some sec-

itions has, in several recent seasons, greatly
lisappointed the hopes of the husbandman

;

renilering almost fruitless the labor expend-
3d in preparing the ground, and planting and
temiiug the crop. While in other neighbor-
hoods the fall of the water has been so unu-
jually heavy, that life and property have been
destroyed by the swollen streams.

The recent pouring forth of an overwhelm
ing flood of grasshoppers, which has eaten
Dp nearly every green thing in many parts

of the more remote Western States of the
Union, has been an occurrence which could
not have been foreseen, nor its evil effects pre-

vented. In another poi'tion of our columns

will be found some interesting particulars

concerning it.

There are persons and neighborhoods, which
for many years have been exempt from any
serious loss or trial, such as has fallen to the

lot of many others. The tendency of this

immunity is to make them feel that their

mountain stands strong. They listen to the

report of the affliction that has overtaken
others, but it does not occur to them that this

may one day be their own experience. They
do not realize the truth of the Scripture de-

claration. It is of the Lord's mercies we are
not consumed ; nor of that other passage, ap-

plicable to our temporal as well as spiritual

condition, Let him that thinketh he standeth
take heed lest he fall. We have none of us
any security, save the Divine protection,

against the convulsions of the elements, be-

fore which we are powerless, or the terrible

visitations of pestilences, which have at many
times been sent forth with a " warrant to de-

stroy," and may again be so commissioned.
Sudden and wide spread calamities are cal-

culated to appeal to the sympathies of the be-

nevolent. It is no doubt a part of the moral
discipline prescribed for man in this state of

existence, to be continually called upon to

extend a helping hand to his brethren in their

time of need ; and it is pleasant to observe
how liberally this call is often responded to

The rapid extension of information and inter-

course by telegraph, railroad and steam ves
sels, tends to bind the whole human race into

one family ; so that if one member sufi'er, all

the membei's suffer with it. Much more freely

than formerly we now extend our thoughts,

and contribute of our means to alleviate the

distresses of even distant nations. We believe

it is the design of our common Father, that
this fraternal feeling should increase ; and
that laying aside the exclusive robe of selfish-

ness, we should every man look, not on our
own -things only, but also on the things of

others. In prophetic vision, the seers of old

have Seen the coming of that day, when " the
earth shall be full of the knowledge of the
Lord, as the waters cover the seas," and " the
kingdoms of this world shall become the
kingdom of our Lord and of His Christ."

This divine and blessed government is already
begun in the hearts of many ; and those who
are fully subject to it, will learn to regard
themselves, not as owners, but merely as

stewards of ihe worldly possessions placed in

their charge. They will feel that they must
account to their Heavenly Master for the
right use of the means placed at their dispo-

sal ; and their great concern will be so to ful-

fil the trust confided to them, that at the end
of time they may hear the blessed language,
" Well done, good and faithful servant, enter
thou into the joy of thy Lord."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—At noon the 5th inst., the Great Eastern
d paid out 1696 nautical miles of the Anglo-American

cable. She was then in lat. 51 deg. 30 min. North
;

long. 47 deg. 35 minutes. West. A dispatch of the 6th

at 5 A. M., says: We are close to Skelligs, and we are

going to buoy and hope to make the final splice to-day.

The cable is in perfect condition.

The representatives of the Atlantic steamship lines

have held a conference at Liverpool, and agreed on
measures to end the competition between them. They
~xed the rate of steerage passage at five guineas on fast

and £5 on slow lines, and agreed to carry freight at the

minimum rates, which are much below those of the old

arrangement.
_ ^

I

The Marquis of Eipon has resigned the position of between

Grand Master of the Order of Free Masons, and has
joined the Roman Catholic Church.

At a meeting of cotton spinners, held in Manchester
the 4th inst., it was decided that a circular should be
sent to the Lancashire mills advising that work be
limited to four days a week.
The expedition from the United States to observe the

transit of Venus, arrived at Cape Town on the 5th of
Eighth month.
The members of the Austrian Polar expedition for

whose fate grave fears were felt, have at last been heard
from. They were shipwrecked and took to sleighs, in
which they succeeded alter a long journey in reaching
the Norwegian island of Wardoe. After abandoning
their ship the party travelled for seven months on
sledges, and two months were passed on the ice. A
large track of land was discovered to the northwest of
Nova Zembla. The highest point reached was in lat.

83 deg. Only one death occurred during the entire
voyage. The expedition arrived at Wardoe on a Rus-
sian boat.

A Berlin dispatch of the 7th says : There has been a
very destructive fire in the town of Meiningen. Half
of the place was burned. The loss on buildings alone
is estimated at 3,000,000 ihalers. Upward of 700 fami-
lies have been made homeless, and there is great dis-

tress among the people.

London, 9th mo. 7th. The rate of discount in the
open market for three months bills is 22 per cent.,

which is i below the Bank of England rate.

The Liverpool cotton market steady at 8rf. for up-
lands and 8\d. Orleans. Breadstufi's firm. California
white wheat 10s. a 10s. 3rf. per cental.

The oSicial report of the Commissioners appointed
to investigate the circumstances of the escape of Bazaine,
implicates the jailers, and states that they were insti-

gated by Colonel Villette, Bazaine's aid-de-camp, to

facilitate the flight, but acquits the garrison of the fort

of complicity in the affair. Bazaine has gone to Eng-
land.

At a recent meeting of the Permanent Committee of
the French National Assembly, several members of the

extreme Right uttered their protests against the recog-

nition of Serrano's government in Spain, because it was
opposed to the interests of France.
Chaband Latour replied that France had acted in

harmony with the other Powers. He added that large

bodies of troops had been dispatched to the frontier to

preserve a strict neutrality.

There were serious disturbances at Meze, in the De-
partment of the Herault, on the anniversary of the

establishment of the Republic. The gensd'armes fired

on the rioters, of whom one was killed and nineteen

wounded. Reinforcements of infantry and cavalry were
immediately ordered to Meze, and entered the town.

No further trouble is apprehended. Slight disturbances

|are reported in other places on the 4th inst., and at

Lyons several arrests were made.
It is stated that the French wheat harvest will be un-

usually abundant. Instead of having, as last year, to

import wheat and flour to the value of £12,000,000,

France will be able to export from £3,000,000 to £4,-

000,000 worth of grain.

The sale of ten Bonapartist journals, all published in

the provinces, has been prohibited by orders from the

Minister of the Interior.

On the 5th inst. the eruption of Mount Etna had
ceased. The inhabitants of the villages near the loot

of the mountain were greatly alarmed, but happily for

them the lava stream did' not flow towards the cultivated

parts of the mountain.
The Carlist forces on successive days renewed their

attacks upon Puycerda, but were each time repulsed.

When retreating from the siege of the place the Carlists

were attacked and defeated by the Republican forces,

and lost seven hundred men killed and wounded. The
attacking force also suffered severely.

The Carlists are intrenching themselves around Bil-

boa, and continue military operations elsewhere in the

north of Spain. Russia has sent special agents to the

Republican and Carlist generals' headquarters to re-

port the military positions of the contending parties.

The Carlist generals Tristany and Mora were defeated

by the Republicans, near Seode Urgel, a few days since.

There has been some rioting in the province of Barce-

lona, caused by opposition to conscription. In some
instances the boxes containing the names of those liable

to draft were stolen and burned.

The 2d inst. was observed throughout Germany as a

holiday, being the anniversary of the surrender of

Sedan. The day was celebrated with great enthusiasm

everywhere.
dispatch from Shanghai reports that the difiiculty

een China and Japan, in regard to Formosa, has
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been settled. Favorable rains have fallen in India 3 do., SI. 06. No. 2 mixed corn,

during the past week, and the crop prospects are fair or 47i cts. Eelined lard, loj

excellent, everywhere except in the Hoogly district.

The government is in hopes of bting able to close its

relief operations in fifteen districts by Tenth mo. next,

but ten districts will still require help for an indefinite

period.

The canton of Srhwytz, in Switzerland, is said to have

cts. No. 2 oats,

KECEIPTS.
Received through Jacob Smedley, Jr., for William

Webster, Pa., $2, to No. 11, vol. 49, and from Owen T.

Web.ster, Pa., $2, vol. 48 ; from Richard W. Bacon.

adopted the principles of female sufl'rage to the fullest City, $2, vol. 48; from Daniel Maule, Gtn., City, $2
extent, women being eligible not only as electors, but

j

vol. 48, and for Joseph Slatlack, Pa., $2, vol. 48 ; from
also as candidates for public oflices. V»^illiam Evans, City; $2, vol. 48 ; from Benjamin W
The Bishop of Yucatan, Mexico, has issued an order Passmore, Pa., $2, vol. 48, and for Amanda Gallimore,

excommunicating all Catholics who contract civil mar- O., S2, vol.48 ; from JaneS. Comfort, Gtn. City, $2, vol

riages. 48, and for Charles Jones, Gtn., City, i2, vol. 48, and
The Portuguese Minister of the Interior has issued a ' .Mary J. French and Abigail Ware, O., §2 each, vol,

notice that Arabian ports on the Red Sea are infected 48 ; from C. I. Haye.s, O., $2, vol. 48; from Elijah

with the plague.
j

Kester, Md., S2, vol. 48 ; for Morton Neill, O., *2,

United States.—There were 604 deaths in New ;
vol. 48 ; from John H. Ballinger, N. J., $2, vol. 48 ; for

York city last week, and 293 in Philadelphia, of which' James Kitely, Canada, ?2.50, to No. 27, vol. 49, and

i.95 degs. 74.^

!.00 ;.50

118 were adults and 175 minors.

1873. 1874.

Mean Temperature of Eighth
month, per Pennsylvania
Hospital

Highest point attained during
do., do., .

Lowest point reached during
do., do 61.00 " 58.00 "

Kain during the month, do. 12.28 inch. 6.53 inch.

Average of the mean temperature of Eighth month for

the past eighty-Jive years, 73.38 deg. Highest mean of
temperature during that entire period, 1872, 81.64 deg.
Lowest mean of temperature during that entire period,

1816, 66.00 deg. Mean temperature of the three summer
months of 1873, 76..50 deg. Mean temperature of the Joseph Peunell, Pa., .r2.62, to No. 52, vol. 48 ; from
three summer monthsof 1874, 76.24 deg. Average of the Henrietta W. G. Heath, Pa., r2, vol. 48 ; from Joseph
summer temperatures for the p;ist eighty-five years, 73.73 Bailey and Joseph L. Bailey, Pa., §2 each, vol. 48

;

deg Highest »um;n«r mean occurring during that entire, from Charles A. Clement, N. jr., s2, vol. 48 ; from Ruth
period, 1872, 80.09 deg. Lowest summ«r mean occurring

I
Foster, R. 1., $2, vol. 48; from Lydia G. Allen, Pa.,

during that entire period, 1816, 66 deg. The rainfall, S2, vol. 48, and for Nathan Garrett, t2, vol. 48; from
of the first seven months of this year has been 30.75

'
Philip P. Dunn, N. J., $2, vol. 48, and for Thomas A.
Bell, Pa., S2, vol. 48 ; from Ezra Engle, N. J., $2, vol.
48 ; from Jane Thomas, City, $2, to No. 42, vol. 48 ;

Postage; from William C. Ivins, N.J, §2, vol. 48
from Joseph B. Taylor, Pa., §2, vol. 48 ; from Samuel
Walton, O., $2, vol. 48; from Joseph E. Troth, N. J.,

S2, vol. 48 ; from Hannah H. Dilks, Ind., §2,
"

from Joseph E. Mickle, Pa., $2, vol. 48 ; from Thomas
Evans, Pa., $2, vol. 48 ; from Lydia T. King, Pa., r2,
vol. 48 ; from John Carter, City, >2, vol. 48, and for

Charles S. Carter and Milton Conard, Pa., Benjamin
K. Hiat'., Ind., and Shelter for -Colored Orphans, and
Elizabeth Thornton, City, $2 each, vol. 48, and for

Lydia Yearsley, Pa., $2, to No. 40, vol. 48 ; from Mary
B. Buffinton, Mass., $2, vol. 48 ; from John M. Smith,
Agent, O., S2, vol. 48, and for Rachel Barber, Eliza
Wilson, Henry Briggs and Morris C. Smith, $2 each

from J. B. Jones, N. J., *2, vol. 48; from

inches, against 41.56 inches in the corresponding por-
tion of 1873.

The Public Debt of the United States, less cash in
the Treasury, amounted on the first inat. to $2,140,178,-
614, having been reduced $1,626,761 during the Eighth
month. Of this debt $515,705,573 bears no interest.
The praspects of the cotton crop for this year are still

doubtful, but the National Cotton Exchange at New
Orleans in its last report does not coueider them highly
promising. It says: "In Mis-sissippi, Louisiana, Ar-
kansa.f and Tennessee, crops are generally suffering
from drought, the prospects are less favorable than at
the same time last year, and though a month ago crops
were generally later, picking will begin quite as early
as last year, the drought causing premature opening.
In Alabama, Virginia, North Carolina and South Caro-
lina, the condition is about as good as at the same time
last year. In Georgia and Florida the crops are injured
by drought, the condition being now less favorable than
last year."

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 7th inst. New York. — American gold, 109i.
U. S. sixe-s, 1881, registered, U7f ; do. coupons, 118,'

;

do. 5-20, 1868, registered, 116J ; coupons, 117|; do. 5
per cents, 112i. Superfine Uour, $4.75 a $6; State
extra, -5 a $.5.50; finer brands, $6 a $10. White
Michigan wheal, $1.40; amber western, $1.25; No. 2
Chicago spring, $1.16; No. 3 do. »1.13; No. 2 Mil-
waukie spring, $1.23. Canada barley, $1.25 a $1.40-
western, $1 a $1.20. Oats, 60 a 64 cts. Kye, 88 a 90
cts. White corn, 95 a 97 cts.

; yellow, 92J cts. ; western

from Thomas Satterthwaite and Sarah Satterthwaite,
Pa., S2 each, vol. 48 ; from Howard Yarnall, City, $2,
vol. 48 ; from Mary H. Pennell, City, $2, vol. 48; from
Henry Clark, O., $2, vol. 48 ; from Caleb E. Thomas,
Harvey Thomas, Nathan Pennell, John Hill, Rebecca
Larkin, and Caleb Webster, Pa., $2 each, vol. 48 ; from
Joseph B. Cooper, N. J., §2, vol. 48 ; from George L.
Smedley, Pa., $2, vol. 48; from Nathaniel Barton,
N. J., $2, vol. 48; from George Sharpless, Pa., $2, vol.
48, and for Lewis Sharpless,- lo., $2, vol. 48; from
George W. Thorp, Frankfd., City, $2, vol. 48; from
Deborah Hopkins, City, 1-2.20, vol. 48 and Postage

;

from John Bishop, N. J., $2, vol. 48; from George M.
Eddy, Mas.s., $2, vol. 48 ; from Benjamin D. Stratton,
Agent, O., for Joshua Coppock, Nathan Whinery,

lah Cameron, Barton Dean, Lindley Shaw, Ann

$2, vol. 48 ; from Isaiah Kirk and Samuel R. Kirk, Pa.,

$2 each, vol.48; from Caleb Hoopes, Pa., $2, vol.48; from

.Joseph Scattergood, Jr., Agent, Pa., for Lewis Embree,
Jacob Parker, Thomas C. JEIogue, and Mary H. Parke,

$2 each, vol. 48 ; from Jehu L. Kite, Agent, O., $2, vol.

48, and for Joseph Lynch, Joseph Painter, Rebecca
Carr, Edwin HoUoway, Edwin Fogg, Mary Warring-
ton, Licdsey Cobb, Robert Ellyson, John H. Stanley,

Eliza .A.nn Fogg, Thomas B. Woolman, Abner Wool-
man, David Ellyson, Mary Crew, Jane Woolman, and
James H. Crew, Ji-2 each, vol. 48, for Ann Raley, $2,

to No. 4, vol. 49, and for Lydia Warrington, $2, to No.
18, vol. 49 ; from Benjamin D. Stratton, Agent, O., for

Lewis B. Walker and Joseph Stratton, $2 each, vol.

48 ; from Joseph Stanton, O., $2, vol. 48, and for Walter
Moore, Ind., $2, vol. 48.

Remittances received after Fourth-day morning will not

appear in the Receipts until thefollowing week.

RASPBERRY ST. SCHOOLS FOR COLORED
ADULTS.

Teachers will be wanted for these schools, to be
opened 10th mo. 5th. Applications may be made to

Thomas Elkinton, 118 Pine St.

Elton B. Gifford, 719 Market St.

James Bromley, 641 Franklin St.

George J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.

WANTED.
A suitable Friend to take the position of Writing

Teacher and Assistant Governor at Westtown Boarding
School—for next Session. Apply to

Charles Evans, 702 Race street, Philadelphia,
Clarkson Sheppard, Greenwich, New Jersey,
Joseph Walton, Moorestown, New Jersey.

SHELTER FOR COLORED ORPHANS.
Wanted, a Teacher for this Institution, to enter upon
IT duties 1st of 10th mo. Apply to

Hannah R. Newbold, 643 Franklin St.

Mary Wood, 524 South Second St.

Mary Randolph, 247 North Twelfth St.

Sarah Richie, 444 North Fifth St.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia.
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wokth-
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may b«
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board oi

Managers.

Stanley, Cyrus Brantingham, Joshua 'Gilbert, and
Barclay Stratton, $2 each, vol. 48; from James W
McGrew, Agent, O., $2, vol. 48, and for Sarah Willits
John Hoyle, Amasa Negus, James A. McGrew, and
James Ldgerton, $2 each, vol. 48 ; from Mary R. Ely,
''^

^ *2, vol. 48; from Nathan Warrington, Agent'N. J.,

mixed, 90 : Philadelphia.— Uplands and New
Orleans cotton, 17 a 17^ cLs. for middlings. Superfine
flour, $3.60 a $4 ; extras, $4 a $5.25 ; finer brands, $5.50
a !>8.75. White wheat. $1.38 a $1.40 ; amber, $1.25 a
$1.30; red $1.20 a $1.24. Rye, 95 cts. Yellow corn
88 a 89 cte. Oats, 54 a 68 cts. Lard, 14i a 15 cts!
The receipts at the beef cattle market reached 3500
head. The lowest sales per lb. gross, were at 3J cts.,
and the highest 7J cts.

;
good and choice from 6i to 74

cts per lb. gross. About 16,000 sheep sold at 4.! a 6 cts.
per lb. gross, and 5500 hogs at $11.50 a $12 per'lOO lbs.
net for corn fed. .Bo/li'more.—Family flour, *? a j775 •

superfine, $4 a $4.75 ; extra, $5 a $5.50. No. 1 western
red wheat, $1.22 a $1.20; No. 2 do. $1.20 a $1.22-
Maryland red, $1.25 a $1.32; amber, $1.35 a $1.38
Southern white corn, 95 a 97 cts.; yellow, 85 cts. Oats,
54 a 60 cts. ancinmUi.—While wheat, $1.10 a $1.15 •

red, $L05 a $1.08. Corn, 76 a 78 cts. Oat-s, 46 a 52

Died, at her residence in Germantown, on the 19th
of 6th mo. 1874, Ann Edge, a member and elder ol
Frankford Monthly ileeting of Friends. May the re-
membrance of her quiet, useful life, her guarded and
consistent walk, incite an increased desire in her sur-
vivors to be strengthened by grace to follow her as we
believe she endeavored to follow Christ.

, suddenly, on the 11th of 7th mo. 1874, Rachei
L. Evans, wife of Uriah Evans, in the 71st year of hex
age, a beloved member and overseer of Upper Evesha
Monthly, and Cropwell Preparative Meeting, N. J.

, on the 23d of 7th mo. 1874, at their residence,
near New Sharon, Mahaska Co., Iowa, Elizabeth.
wife of Jonathan Briggs, an elder of Coal Creek Month-
ly and Particular Meeting, in the 70th year of her age
She bore a short illness with christian patience

; evinc-
ing an humble trust in the mercy of God, saying sht
had not put off the preparation for death to a sick bed

pa,s2, VOL48; from Rici^rd Mi^A^rs^rio; t:;^^J^lif.^t:^::^:!^'^^^^
... ,

nay be sustained in theii.

jq. f J. „ ,-
"ive simplicity. We humbly trust she has beeui

r^^!s'l^i"f^ ^^J^^J^P^O^f^^:^.'^^^.
-ny mansions prepared fo,

from R n1' .„; R T J '^'''}''"'o' ^-i- *2' ^"l- 4S; give up all for Christ's ,

om ?ohi B anUngram'' o' $' fol"'48 " ']'/°'f
''

'
i

"^"^ "^^
t""'

^^""^ ™'« -'^ -'"^ the same things, ano

vol. from Parvin Smith, Pa $2, vol. 48; from
|
—.near Smithfield, on the 18th of S.h mo. 1874

'

from K ',h^^ H r"'^"" ^r^lJ"
^^^^^'?' '" "'^ ^^^th year of his age, a membe.from Esther H. Griffen of Short Creek Monthly and Smithfield Particulas

Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace '

iayed on thee; because he trusteth in th<

ILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
"

No. 422 Walnut Street.

lo., $2, vol. 48, and for Jonathan Briggs, Jesse Gar
wood, George W. Mott, Lindley B. Sleer. John Hoge,
and Homer Gibbons, $2 each, vol. 48, and for John N
Miller, S3, to No. 52, vol. 48; from Thomas Perry
R. I-, tor Elizabeth Perry. George Foster, George c'
loster, and J. B. Foster, $2 each, vol. 48, and for
Charles Perry. *2 to No. 11, vol. 49 ; from Martha
Mickle and James J. Lord, N. J., per Carlton P. Stokes
!}.2 each, vol. 48 ; from Thomas Twining, N Y S''
vol. 48; from John E. Sheppard, N. J., $2, vol'' 48-
from Beiij. Penn Elliott, City. $2. vol. 48 ; from Ed-
ward .^harple.-s. N. J., $2, vol. 48; for Charles Burton^^ t>2, vol. 48 ; from Richard M. Acton N J S'''

S. HeM^Tn, P^ --I'to No 14' '
Isaac 'primitive simolicitv. We hnmhlv

;ythe. Pa., $2, vol. 48
;
from „„,.»., ^. .names, ^itv. i tne rignteous. May the survivors who moiirn'her loss

B Leeds N I -9t„TM' W T ;n'^"'n ".P"',' *'o'' t;'>"s''s sake, and thus be enabled t(

,Hn!^h 1' o' i'i ', .?°- ^I'/°'- ^^
'

\

"""^ '^y ">« ^^nie ™'e and mind th.
'.—

'
"•••'""g''^'"> O., V2, vol. 48, and for Isaac' '

2. vol. 48 ; from Horatio G. Coonpr Pn «•>
vol. 48
Royal Woodward. N. Y
Hilles, Fkfd., City, $2, vol. 48
and William D. G "~ "" "'
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Indian Affairs.

J (Continued from page 13.1

Five years have now elapsed since Friends
bantered upon the worlj among tiie Indians
ander the auspices set forth in the 2nd num-
ber of this paper. The tribes placed under
itheir charge are the Kiowas, Comanches and
Apaches, numbering about 6,01)0, Cheyennes
nd Arapahoes 3,500, the Wichitas apd several

[other small bands united with them in all

Inear 1,200, the Shawnees 700, the Sacs and
[Foxes 450, the Quapaws and eight or nine
other small tribes in connection with them,
numbering in all about 1,300, the great and

I [little Osages 3,500, the Kaws 600, Potawato-
Imies 350, and the Kickapoos 300 : Total near
120,000. All these are located in the Indian

' 'Territory except the three last named tribes

|which are in Kansas.

,
There were originally ten different Agents

under one general Superintendent in charge
- lof them. The agencies are now reduced by
consolidation to seven. Detailed reports of
'the condition of each have been published
from time to time, from which the following
facts have been condensed : There were 365

-children reported as attending the schools
opened at the iiickapoos, Pottawatomies,

:iU^age, Quapaw, Sac and Fox and Wichita
[Agencies during the last winter. Most of the
•Hast mentioned tribes (excepting the Osages)
,
now remain quietly on their reservations, and

; many of them have engaged in farming and
stock raising. There are First-day schools
and religious meetings held at nearly all of
the Agencies. Perhaps the most interesting
ofthese tribes is the Osage. The following i-e-

: marks on their condition occur in a letter

(from Dr. Nicholson, dated 2nd month 6th,

i 1874

:

i "These Indians number 3,500, and are
located in four principal settlements, each of

I
which is in charge of a farmer, who, (with

;
his assistants) resides at a station most cen-

'A tral and convenient to the Indians under his

J
special care. At each of these stations are

jj kept oxen, plows, wagons, and other farming
i[ implements for general use in that division.
HI The agency is centrally located as to these

I

four stations, each of which is visited by the

I

agent as often as practicable.
[

" TheSe Indians have mainly lived hereto-

,

fore by the chase, but are now manifesting a
most remarkable disposition to a settled life.

When they were about to leave for the plains
last Spring for their usual hunt, the Agent
offered to such of them as were willing to
adopt a diffei-crit mode of lifo, ?2.50 per hun-
dred for rails split and laid into a solid staked
and ridered fence, and also to have the lana
thus inclosed broken for them to plant. Fifty-

eight heads of families at once went to work,
mailing and putting into fence 81,000 rails,

and providing for each of these families a
spot of ground which they could call home.
Many others, upon their return from the hunt,
selected locations, and desired land broken
for them, which was done to the extent of the
means at the agent's command. About 1,100
acres were broken last year, in lots varying
from one acre to eighty, and their farm pro-
duets greatly exceeded those of any previous
year in their whole history. A young half-

breed Osage is studying medicine, and renders
good service as assistant and interpreter to

the physician. Two workmen in the black-
smith-shop, the wheel-wright and the gun-
smith, are all Osages. All the laborers at the
saw-mill, except the engineer and sawyer, are
blanket Osages.

" Agent Gibson, in charge of these Indians,
writes mo, under date of 27th ultimo, that
during that month (January) ten families of
blanket Osages have gone into good houses,
which they have assisted in building, and that
they are asking for chairs, tables, wash-tubs,
wash-boards, smoothing-irons, &c. He opened
the Manual Labor Boarding School on New
Year's day, although the building is not com-
pleted, and there are over thirty pupils, three
of whom work in the shoe-shop half of the
day, one in the carpenter-shop, and one in the
blacksmith shop. Others do the heavy work
in and about the kitchen and wash-room, haul
wood, &c. The girls are also engaged in the
household and kitchen departments. The
children seem happy, and manifest no dispo-

sition to run away from the school. When
the blanket Osages come in from the plains,

the present accommodations will not suflSce

for half the children that have been promised.
He furthermore states that he has heard of
no depredations committed on the plains by
Osages during the j)receding Summer or the
present "Winter. This could never have been
said of them d-uring any similar period in the
past."

The following extracts from the reports
given by native Indians, of the condition of
their respective tribes, at a General Council
held in the Indian Territory in the 5th month
last, will throw some light on their present
status as regards civilization, and furnish

proof of the capacity ofthese people to acquire
the habits of the white race.

By Rabbit Bunch, of the Cherokee Nation.

" Mr. President : I shall say a few words
for the benefit of the ibers of the Council

i

present. I shall say a few words concerning
the condition of the Cherokees—of their pro'-
gress in agriculture, education, and other
matters. The Cherokees pay a great deal of
attention to the cultivation of corn, wheat,
potatoes, and all other products of the farm.'
They raise enough for their own use and some
lu ooii IThey are not, as a general thing,
compelled to p«.<.i^^se elsewhere what they
can themselves raise on their u,,-^ f.^^-f^g ^g
regards the number of acres the Cherokees
have in cultivation, I cannot say certainly;
but from a printed report I have seen, I sup-
pose they have about seventy thousand acres
of land in cultivation. I am satisfied, how-
ever, that the number of acres has consider-
ably increased since that report was published.
What leads me to believe bo, is, that there are
many new farms to be seen where there were
none a short time since. As to the different
kinds of meats we eat, I can saj', we raise
cattle, hogs and fowl. I have said we raise
more cattle than we need for our own use, be-
cause a great many are sold annually to cattle
buyers, who are constantly passing through
the Nation, buying. Our houses, as a general
thing, we build ourselves, and many of them
look as well as houses among the white peo-
ple.

As regards education among us, I might
say the Cherokees have educated themselves
in a great measure—many of them are as well
educated as the white people are. As an evi-

dence that we are advancing in education, I
would say, I hold in my hand a paper printed
in our Nation, and a part of it is printed in
the Cherokee language with Cherokee charac-
ters, which our people are able to read. We
are able to make our own books, which are
read also by many of our people."

By Samuel Grayson, of the Muscogees.

"Mr. President: In compliance with the
requirements ofthe proceedings of the Council
of yesterday, it becomes my duty on the part
of the Muscogees, to make a few general re-

marks touching some of our various interests.

And in doing so, permit me to say that we
can exhibit no very material changes since

our last report before this body. We are
happy, however, to tell j'ou that whatever
changes may have occurred have been steps
moving us onward toward a higher and better
position in life. You who know us best, know
that we are an agricultural and stock-raising

people, depending almost wholly upon our
skill in these pursuits, for our prosperity in

the ordinary concerns of life. Interest in

these branches of industry is steadily increas-

ing, as is abundantly attested by the expan-
sion now to be seen of the usually small farms
of many of those who have heretofore exhib-

ited but little interest in this direction. Corn'
is the principal production of our farms, as

you are aware, and the Muscogees have, for

many years raised a surplus of this staple,

bartering the same at different points in the
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country for merchandise ; but during the past

•winter thej- had the satisfaction of seeing

more considerable quantities shipped south

by rail, while in the opposite direction have

gone cattle and hogs, reared by the industry

of the Muscogees. Our citizens in some locali

ties are experimenting in seeds and grains

never before tried in this country, the results

of which, however, can only be noticed at some

future time. The more enterprising are -
-

porting improved stocks of cattle and hi

60 that we may safely say that in these

branches of industiy, we have not much
whereof to complain ; and although we make

the assertion, still it is our humble opinion

that our steps, however slow, are ' onw
and upward.'
Nothing of importance has occurred in our

educational interests save the «..op<,ii«ion ot

twelve ofourcqm— -''"O'f' "-bich was done

ir, ~-J^i lo realize means wherewith to build

other and more comfortable school buildings.

One of the results of education among the

Muscogees is the existence of an alphabet

suited to their tongue, by which means, poi

tions of the Holy Bible, as well as hymn
have been translated into their language, and

which many are able to read and comprehend
(To be continued.)

For "Tbe Friend."

John Finch Marsh.

In offering to the notice of the readers of

"The Friend," some extracts from a little

memoir of our late beloved Friend John Finch
Marsh, of Croydon, near London, England,
prepared for publication byhis daughter, Pris-

cilia Pitt, it may be right to state by way of

introduction, that he was an intimate friend

and a correspondent of the late John Barclay,

80 well known in this country by his life and
letters, and his character.

John Finch Marsh having, in his own ex
perience, tested the soundness and reality of
the priucii)]es of the christian religion, as
ever held by faithful Friends from the begin-
ning, bore an unflinching and unwavering
testimony to them through a long life, down
to the very end of it. Having bought the
Truth he could not sell it to obtain the smiles,
or the favors, or the friendships of men.
He was often inti-oduced into great suffer-

ing on this account, and sometimes made to
feel, like his Divine Master, as if " he trod the
winepress alone," and that of the people, there
were none, or few with him .

He was distinguished for great refinement
of character, combined with a singular exem-
plification in his daily walk, of the meekness
and gentleness of the humble, watchful fol-

lower of Christ.

His aged widow, who survived him, was a
sharer witli him in these tribulations for the
gospel's sake, they being nearly and closely
united therein.

The widespread surrender of these princi-
ples now become so apparent, and the timid-
ity and hesitation openl}^ and firmly to avow
them on the part of others who still claim
that they adhere to them, furnish at this day
an unmistakable evidence that their suffer-
ings were not without a cause.
May the remnant who are still concerned

'to hold on to the ancient testimony of the!
Society, be animated and strengthened to
maintain the warfare ; and maj- the number
of those who are thus made willing to suffer
for the name and cause of Christ and the

precious an .1 unchangeable truth of the gos-

pel, be greatly increased.

In her brief preface to this little book, Pris-

cilla Pitt mentions, that while watching by

the dying bed of "her father, though she was

then expecting his recovery, she was so struck

with the impressiveness of his words, that she

felt impelled to note them down. After his

decease, in searching among his papers, she

found some memoranda and letters; and feel-

ing " a gentle and clear pointing," she entered

upon the work of preparing them for publica-

tion.

The extracts from his diary are thus intro-

duced :

"My father was born in the year 1789.

After receiving a fair education, he was ap-

preritipfid to the linen drapery with his cousin,

Samuel Weetch, of Eatcliff, till the age of

twenty-one, when he was engaged as shop
assistant with Mary Liversidge and John T.

Shewell, at Ipswich. His last situation was
with John Kitching, linen draper, in White-
chapel, London,whom he ultimately succeeded
in the business in 1818. This he carried on
satisfactorily for ten years, with a consistent

plainness, closing his shop to allow of all at-

tending their mid-week meeting, and would
often find customers waiting their return.

His marriage took place in the year 1819, to

Hannah Lucas, daughter of Samuel and Ann
Lucas, corn dealers, in Warwick-street, Lon-
don, with whom he had been acquainted from
childhood. Of their four daughters, two died
in infancy, and one peacefully breathed her
last in the thirty-seventh year of her age. In

1828, partly from delicate health, and to be
more set at liberty for religious service, he
retired from business, and the year follow-

ing came to reside at this cottage in Park
Lane, Croydon, which he used to style ' our
comfortable, peaceful home.'
The first record we find of his having

spoken in meeting was in his twenty-second
year. lie was acknowledged as a minister in
unity in 1818, by Devonshire House Monthly
Meeting. His travels in the work of the

' an individual work.' Perhaps on the occa

sion of interments, his ministry was most o

all impressive. It was then his exhortation

on the vanities of life, and the realities c

death, seemed to penetrate the hearts of man;

present, and leave a savour of divine life Ion;

to be remembered.
His heart yearned over little children, tha

they might not be hindered from coming t

the Saviour by the indifference ofthose arouni

them ; and often when he met with infaol

would instructively remark, ' This is what w
must all come to—the state of a little child.

He was remarkable in life for endeavorin

to walk spotless, and not join with anythin

that by the inward light was forbidden bin

and in the near approach of death he was th

same.
He directed that none of his money shoal

be given for the promotion of those undertal

ings in our Society with which he had not fe

unity, because they were not sufficiently ca

ried on in accordance with the principles w
profess, saying we could not depart from thei

without going back to a lo2oer dispensation

and because, deeply feeling the need of a daiil

cross to possess a true religion, he believe

that a superficial religion, or profession onlj

had too much usurped its place among u
and become a substitute for that vital Chri
tianity, or the life and witness of God man
fest in the soul, which ought to precede all or

efforts for the good of our fellow creature

Otherwise he had a sympathizing heart, easil

moved to pity and compassion.
He often used to saj^, ' When I was younj

I felt that if there was only one Quaker left,

must be that one'—a feeling he retained 1

Ills end. And he lamented that our earl

Friends' writings are so little valued and res

by Friends at the present day."

CTo be continned.)

For " The Friend.'

Perilons Encounter with a Panther.

In the early part of this century that d
struclive animal the cougar or panther w;

ministry with the unity of his Monthly Meet-
j

quite common in all the mountainous portioi
ing extended over a period of forty-three of Pennsylvania. With the settlement of tl

years, commencing in 1822, during which
! country, the opening of coal mines and the i

time he visited all the meetings of Friends in ' troduction of railroads, &e., it has been near
most of the English counties, and some of exterminated in most places, and is now vei
them several times. Also in Guernsey and rarely seen east of the Susquehannah rive
Jersey and the Isle of AVight ; in Wales and

|
That it is not altogether extinct, howev^,

Scotland; and three times paid a general visit even within a hundred miles of Philadelphi
to_ Friends in Ireland, viz., in 1837, '56, and is shown by tbe following narrative furnishe
'65. Hi.s calling was much in the way of pri-ithe Reading Eagle,hy a correspondent. Tl
vate sittings with individuals or families, 'writer says : "I have just learned the partic
which service he diligently performed in many lars of an encounter 'had on the Blue Mou
places. Four times, at least, be visited in tain on Wednesday evening of this wee
this way the Friends near home. The largest which has caused a great deal of talk in tt
engagement of this kind -was in the winter section. For weeks past, people coming dow
of 1846-7, when he had 277 sittings alone with or crossing the hills have reported at vario
the young men in our Quarterly Meeting, 66 times having seen a large wild animal, ai
with the young women, and 229 other sittings, others as having heard deep growls ai
Ho not unfrequently was led to hold meetings strange noises at certain hours of the nigl!
with persons not in our Society where his lot A farmer along the base of the hills lost tv
was cast, and once accompanied Sarah Harris, young calves and an entire litter of youj
of Bradford, and Mary B. Brown, her com- pigs in the short space of eight days, and
panion, to some parts of Holland and Ger- attributes the loss to the incursions of tl
many. There are evidences and testimonies strange animal. These reports came to tl
that his labors in Gospel love were acceptable, ears of Eudolph Pflegor, an old hunter a»
and not without fruit. His ministry, like his trapper who has passed fully forty years (

nature, was loving and persuasive, bearing a the mountains, and he made several efforts
clear testimony to the spiritual and inward hunt up the strange animal, but to no purpos
nature of religion, and of the powerful opera- At last he concluded to organize a small bur
tion and working of saving grace in the secret ing party. He got some one to write
of the heart, often reminding us that it was Schuylkill county to two old friends of 1
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For "Tbe Fneod.'
who were also enecacced in hunting, and who,

,, ^ ^ . , ^^ °-
"ore than half their lives We hear a talk of Centennial tea parties,

bn the mountains. On Tuesday last they to bo held in different parts
f

the country
,

arrived on foot over the hills and stopped at and I have feared that some of our j'oung

the cabin of Pfleger that night, determined to Friends may be induced to jom in or attend

tart out as soon as they were rested. Their them, under the plausible idea that hey are

names are Henry Vancolt and Thomas Anson, intended to encourage industry and the arts;

two Eno-lishmen, who first came to the mines but it appears to me this is nothing moiv

hen tiie canal was built, but gave up their

business and took to the hills soon afterwards.

On Wednesday afternoon, about 2 o'clock,

the three started out on three different path-

ways, the men having previously agreed to

meet at the ' big tree,' a point five miles off

lin the mountains. They were well armed

and determined to hunt up the mysterious

animal if it were possible. Nothing happened

to any of the party up to the time when

Pfleger and Vancolt arrived at the tree, which

waswithin half an hour of each other. But

nothing was seen or heard of Anson. The

sun had gone down behind the hills, and the

forest and woods were becoming gloomy in

the dusk. Anson was making his way slowly

and cautiously through a deep and tangled

underbrush, and when about one hundred

yards from the point of meeting, he deter-

mined to pass up thi'ough a small ravine,

whose sides were overhung with a dense un-

dergrowth of shrubs. When directly under

a small crag and walking along with his head

bent to the ground and his form doubled in

creeping under a low vine, suddenly he heard

a crash overhead, and the next minute he felt

the claws of an animal sink into his neck and

flesh, accompanied with fierce growls. By a

very quick movement, Anson swung around

his arms, grasped the animal by the neck

with both hands and held it in his vice-like

grip. He then staggered back to the clearing,

-when the animal shook off the hunter's grasp

and made an effort to bite his neck. Quick

as thought the man grasped a knife in his belt,

and with great velocity swung it around and

sunk it deep into the animal's side. The brute

gave a long, low howl, and amidst the excite-

ment man and beast rolled over on the ground,

and as they did so the former received three

severe bites on the shoulder. The growls of

the animal attracted the attention of the re-

maining two hunters, who came dashing

through the brush towards the spot where

the hunter and the brute were tussling. The

struggle did not last long. Anson plunged

his knife the second time in the animal's body,

and in a few- minutes it rolled over in its own
blood and died."

The hunters on examining the animal, found

it to be a panther weighing one hundred and

forty-six pounds. It was compactly and power-

fully built, and stood two feet eight inches

high. Its length, including the tail, was six

feet and a half.

The Medicinal Rhubarb.—What is known

in English commerce as the best Turkey

Ehubarb in reality comes from China, through

Eussia, by the way of Kiachta. It was former-

ly imported from Natolia, whence the name

Turkey Ehubarb. The root is said by Pallas

to be dug up in the summer, washed, bored

with a hole, strung on a thread, and dried in

the sun. In this state it is sent to the chief

towns of China, and to the Euasian frontier

town, Kiachta : at the latter place it under-

goes careful examination by the agents of the

Eussian Government, and all inferior or de-

cayed specimens are rejected.— The Garden.

than celebrating the Fourth on a large scale
;

and we know that consistent Friends have

always borne a testimony against this. Some
remarks of our dear Friend, William Evans,

on the observance of the 4th of July, as it is

called, may be suitable to be revived in the

pages of the Friend at this time, perhaps it

ay meet the eye of some one who will con-

der the motive, before they proceed far-

ther.

"4th of 7th mo., 1853. To-day we have

had much noise in the city ;
and the many

cases of intemperance in young men have

been mournful. The people seem hardly to

think that the Almighty takes any cogni-

zance of evil deeds, committed under the pre-

text of celebrating the declaration of the in-

dependence of this country of Great Britain.

I believe it best, and most consistent with

our religious profession, to keep aloof from

all exhibitions of such character, designed to

celebrate events attended with the effusion of

human blood.

"Public parades on various accounts, are

increasing in our city ; by which life is some-

times put at stake, and destroyed, and evil

habits of idleness and drunkenness, and loose-

ness of principles and manners are thereby

contracted by the working classes, who are

most drawn away with such exhibitions.

Friends may be esteemed narrow minded in

standing opposed to such vanity and wicked-

ness ; but there have always been witnesses

for the truth, who have withstood the popu-

lar current, and been as the salt to pre-

serve society from becoming entirely corrupt.

' Great peace have all they that love thy law,'

and keep steadily in the observance of it.

When the bustle and confusion are past, they

have nothing to look back upon with condem-

nation. Peace of mind and health of body

have not been impaired, by a departure from

their conscientious convictions, and their ex-

ample has tended to discourage vice, not to

lead others into it."

turned with explicit instructions as to the care

of the object entrusted to me.
" No man is fit to be a naturalist," said he,

"who does not know how to take care of

specimens."

I was to keep the fish before me in a tin

tray, and occasionally moisten the surface

with alcohol from the jar, always taking care

to replace the stopper tightly. Those were

not the days of ground glass stoppers and

elegantly shaped exhibition jars; all the old

students will recall the huge neckless glass

bottles with their leaky, wax-besmeared corks,

half eaten by insects and begrimed with cel-

lar dust. Entomology was a cleaner science

than ichthyology, but the example of the pro-

fessor, who had unhesitatingly plunged to the

bottom of the jar to produce the fish, was in-

fectious ; and though this alcohol had " a very

ancient and fish-like smell,"! really dared not

show any aversion within these sacred pre-

cincts, and treated the alcohol as though it

were pure water. Still, I was conscious of a

passing feeling of disappointment, for gazing

at a fish did not commend itself to an ardent

entomologist. My friends at home, too, were

annoyed when they discovered that noamount

of eau de cologne would drown the perfume

which haunted me like a shadow.

In ten minutes I had seen all that could be

seen in that fish, and started in search o^he
professor, who had, however, left the museum

;

and when I returned, after lingering over

some of the odd animals stored in the upper

apartment, my specimen was dry all over. I

dashed the fluid over the fish as if to resusci-

tate the beast from a fainting-fit, and looked

with anxiety for a return of the normal, sloppy

appearance. This little excitement over, noth-

ino- was to be done but return to a steadfast

gaze at my mute companion. Half an hour

In the laboratory with Agassiz.

It was more than fifteen years ago that I

entered the laboratory of Professor Agassiz,

and told him I had enrolled my name in the

Scientific School, as a student of natural his-

tory. He asked me a few questions about my
object in coming, my antecedents generally,

the mode in which I afterwards proposed to

use the knowledge I might acquire, and finally,

whether I wished to study any special branch.

To the latter I replied that while I wished to

be well grounded in all departments of zo-

ology, I proposed to devote myself specially

to insects.
, . „„ , , ,

" When do you wish to begin ! he askeU.

"Now," I replied.

This seemed to please him, and, with an

energetic "Very well," he reached from a

shelf a huge jar of specimens in yellow al-

cohol.
" Take this fish," said he, " and look at it

;

we call it a Hsemulon ; by and by I will ask

what you have seen."

With that he left me, but in a moment re-

passed—an hour—another hour ; the fish be-

gan to look loathsome. I turned it over and

around ;
looked it in the face—ghastly ;

from

behind, beneath, above, sideways, at a three-

quarters' view—just as ghastly. I was in de-

spair; at an early hour I concluded that lunch

was necessary ; so, with infinite relief, the fish

was carefully replaced in the jar, and for an

hour I was free.

On my return, I learned that Professor

Agassiz had been at the museum, but had

gone, and would not return for several hours.

My fellow-students were too busy to be dis-

turbed by continued conversation. Slowly I

drew forth that hideous fish, and, with a feel-

ing of desperation, again looked at it. I might

not use a magnifying glass ;
instruments of all

kinds were interdicted. My two hands, my
t seemed a most limitedtwo eyes and the 1

,

field I pushed my finger down its throat to

feel how sharp the tee'th were. I began to

count the scales in the different rows, until 1

was convinced that that was nonsense. At

last a happy thought struck me—I would

draw the fish ;
and now, with surprise, I began

!to discover new features in the creature. Just

then the professor returned.

"That is right," said he: "a pencil is one

of the best of eyes. I am glad to notice, too,

that you keep youj specimens wet and your

bottle corked."

With these encouraging words, he addea,

" Well what is it like ?"

He listened attentively to my brief rehearsal

of the structure of parts whose names were

still unknown to me ; the fringed gill-arches

and movable operculum; the pores of the
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head, fleshy lips, and'lidless eyes: the lateral

line, the spinous fins, and the forked tail; the
compressed and arched body. When I had
finished, he waited, as if expecting more, and
then, with an air of disappointment,

" You have not looked very carefully ; why,"
he continued, more earnestly, "you haven't
even seen one of the most conspicuous feat-

ures of the animal, which is as plainly before
your eyes as the fish itself; look again, look
again!" and ho left me to my misery.

I was piqued ; I was mortified. Still more
of that wretched fish! but now I set mj-self
to my task with a will, and discovered one
new thing after another, until I saw how just
the professor's criticism had been. The after-
noon passed quickly, and when, towards its

close, the professor" inquired,
"Do you see it yet?"
"No," I replied ;

" I am certain I do not,
but I see how little I saw before."

" That is next best," said he, earnestly, " but
I won't hear you now

;
put away your fish,

and go home
;
perhaps you will be ready with

a better answer in the morning
; 1 will exam

ine you before j-ou look at the fish."

This was disconcerting; not only must I
think of my fish all night, studying, without
the object before me, what this'unknown but
m(0, visible feature might be, but also, with-
out reviewing my new discoveries, I must
give an exact account of them the next day.
J had a bad memory ; so I walked home by
Charles river in a distracted state, with my
two perplexities.

The cordial greeting of the professor, the
next morning, was reassuring

; here was a
man who seemed to be quite as anxious as I
that I should see for myself what he saw.
"Do yon, perhaps, mean," I asked, "that

the fish has symmetrical sides with paired or-
gans ?"

His thoroughly pleased " Of course of
course," repaid the wakeful hours of the pre-
vious night. After he had discoursed most

yet, I shall die as several elders have before stone, which are in places so abundant as to"-" in the faith of it. Abraham saw but little occupy much of the labor of a life tir
of that large promise made to him of multiply- move them. I noticed in one place where
ing his seed as the stars of heaven, and as the f>f^nc;rlo,.a^u T- . „ .

i

sand upon the sea shore."

—

Piety Promoted.

<=> 1 f-j luui c luciij. J. iiuuiceu iii one place wnere a
18 seed as the stars of heaven, and as the considerable portion of a large property hadunon the sea shor« "_ Aw,, Pr.,n.f.^ ^^^^ ^^^^ J^^^ ^^^ ^^.j^^j^ s'urfkce changed

the rocks bui-ied, depressions filled, and the
low ground thoroughly- drained. Jlany acres
had been thus released and reclaimed, th€
boulders which bad nearly covered the sur-

For "The Friend.

Scraps of Trarel.

A portion of the heated term of our

happily and enthusiastically—as he always
did—upon the importance of this point, I ven-
tured to ask what I should do next.

" Oh, look at your fish," he said, and left
me again to my own devices. In a little more
than an hour he returned, and heard my new
catalogue.

" That is good, that is good !'' he repeated
;

' but that is not all
;
go on ;" and so for three

Jong days he placed that fish before my eyes
forbidding me to look at anything else, or to
use any artificial aid. "Look, look, look "

was his repeated injunction.
'

This was the best entomological lesson I
ever had-a lesson whoso influence has ex-
tended to the details of every subsequent
study; a egacy the professor has left to me
as ho has left it to many others, of inestimable
value, which we could not buy, with whicl

s!turdaT
^'"'•"^^

'' Former Pupil, in Eoery

hundred feet above the tide, afford the grand
est views of the outlying ocean.
The numerous rivers and smaller streams,

that divide the bay shores, into points of land
running far out into the surf, are often favor-
ed fishing grounds, and their margin, the seat
of a cheerful New England village, where
most of the inhabitants find employment some
how in the oceans companionship. The glassy
smoothness of some of these charming baj-s,
and the safe ground they offer for receivin<^
all that is enjoyable at the sea side

; their rich
and varied border of forest, field and village,
make them always a scene of attraction and
interest.

Much has been well said of New England
hospitalit}^ and of the cheerfulness and inde-
pendence generally prevalent. The comfort
and neatness of New England homes are pro-
verbial. All who have gone in that direction
whether on business or pleasure, and have
mingled in the social life of her people, must
have noticed an element of character not so
marked with us; the exercise of original
talent, and patient courage, zeal and self-
reliance in its application, measuring the value
of theories always by results. The manly
independence, and pride of success under
strong adverse circumstances, is a feature that
belongs as truly to her mentality as the native
pine, and granite rock, is a part of her rich
though rugged landscape. This seems not
confined to any favored class, but animates
the spirit, and gives courage to every intelli-
gent member of society. It is as a life cur
rent running through the very soul of thu

Jeremiah Waring, who died in 1710 ob New Vn^io*" 'jT"'"''''
'='''°'" '°^° ^^^''^ "^"^t

served in his last sickness, "I had once a de 111 fn? Tm'''
'^''^ introduced, would

Bire, with submission, to have visited two «; h!
'"^.^^""tibje to those whose lot has

three meetings more observing in m^l-vst ,^.°'^"/^''«V° i"°'"'
^'^^O'-cd fields, but the pa-

journeys how^thin thi S.S evt.rywh"4 ;T| Xs s?n^°f""':.°^
Massachusetts plods on

reared, and how religion appeared to l)Lat'Lll?,,f/^^'^''
''''^'? "" "^generous soil, and a

fow ebb. Yet the AncipTofMlutt^^^^^^^ l''"^^« --jlj covered with
va,l; for the Lord has promised he w^ll i Cp f

°' T ^''°''*'f
"'"''" ^he boundaries of

his Son the heathen foVhiTnL'tance and tir^Pt^ '^' subdivision into fields,

theuttemostpartsof theearthf"rtirposL« t."."Z.li'^-«?f "^^l^g
"-^.'' «™aller than is

mer may not be more agreeably spent, than face were now beyond i he reach of theplou-h
by a look into New England. There is much and a large canal laid in heavy blocks^!
theretoenjoy both in the climate, and among stone, obtained along its margin afforded
the people. It ,s charming to quit for a time safe conduct to a small stream that passesthe sultry walks of this city, to breathe the
lighter, cool and bracing air, that comes in
from her northern border.
A situation near the ocean, where the shore

is picturesque and bold, as at Newport, is

most delightful ; where to-day we may have
an exhilarating air from the sea, and to-mor-
row the tonic virtue in the winds that sweep

of w'l°T ^'^'\P>"^^that adorn so many parts of our country. But herein is the farof her forests. Many beautiful harbors are ' . •' .
.

there, shut in from the direct efiect of the
ocean

;
locked in the numerous bays that in-

dent the coast, and giving by its indirection,
variety and a charm in the constantly chang-
•"g outlook.

Her bold headlands, and border islands,
some of which lift their tall heads several

8ion. And th
iposses- needed, were it not to make

through this most expensively- improved prop
erty. On every hand the purse had been
taxed, and ingenuity as well, to find out uses
for the super-abundance of surface rock. 1
said to myself, why till these acres at all,

when for less than it would cost to reduce a
square rod to easy tillage, several acres might
be paid for and prepared for the seed, in other

er's persistency shown, his settled purpose and
stability also, and his contentment. Except
a small number, who come upon the surface
of society each year, and who are fired with
the passion, and the snare of rapid accumula-
tion, the people are more hopeful, self-possessed
and contented, than where fewer natural hin-
drances lie in the path of success. How true
it is, when comforts are purchased at an easy
cost, they are apt to be more lightly estimated
than when obtained by patient labor and con-
tinued effort.

The mass of the people of New England
enjoy a large intellectual equality; the re-
sult of a more eflicient system of school ed-
ucation and mental training. The Public
School is often the best school of the town or
country district, graded and taught by able
teachers, to meet the requirements of advanc-
ed pupils, as well as those receiving prima-
ry instruction. They are patronized by all,
the children of the wealthy, the poor and the
middle classes alike, often meet under the
same roof, and receive from the same fountain
a common inspiration, and many of their
earliest and'longest remembered lessons.

Other schools are hence not much needed,
and the college is an institution sought more
by a class of young men, who wish to prepare
themselves for professional pursuits. This
tends to make the people more homogeneous
in feeling, while their tastes and business in-
terests may differ as widely as their natural
endowments are diverse. Accustomed to in-
dependence of action, they cultivate indepen-
dence of thought; are less swayed by impulse,
or passion, and whatever does not appeal to
their understanding. A larger toleration pre-
vails, and the broadest liberality compatible
with public order; and herein many of the
asperities that so often roughen the surface
and mar the beauty of society, both as to our
religious connection, and our obligations to
the btate, find at least, a cheerful solutionamong the masses of New England ; in a
unity, whereof its distinctive individuality
animated by true cordiality, may be said to
be Its chief element of power.

I am well satisfied they are a more simple
people. They cling with fondness to old as-
sociations, and whatever may be their faults,
their purpose is to rise higher, and to improve
upon the best models in all they undertake.
In their cultivation of the higher enjoyments

..... ~ .0 ... ,.,.i. .s^=-, ,:^i-:; --?- ^?=li^^.ss4^i^i£Ei
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btained a praiseworthy influence over some
f tliose appetites which are too often the bane
f human life, and indispose it for the pu
uit of any high calling. The love of wealth
as not become an over-ruling passion, nor
oes it seek so much ostentatious display
£en and women pass more for what they
eally are, and for what they contribute to

he moral and intellectual wealth of their
urroundings. And now the question serious

•ises, are these elements of prosperity and
;rowth, a secure foundation to risk the future
pon; and will any system of government,
)r social order, continue to merit and receive

he Divine approbation, that rests its strength
ipon the intellectual forces alone ? That if the
eople's delegated servants do not practical

y acknowledge their dependence upon the
ting of kings, and seek for His direction to

lid them, will not the political temple they
nave reared be permitted to crumble, as surely

as individuals are brought to naught, who
30ntinue to live in rebellion to His law i:

their hearts. To human wisdom it would
»ppear, that a government that derives

Plpower from the people, ought to strengthen
Mwith time, under such influences, moral and
;educalional, as prevails in New England ; but
:we are bound to confess, that the history of
ithe human family teaches the very opposite.

fand that if one truth is made plain more than
lany other, it is, that the human mind, unen
lightened and unsustained by Divine Grace,
isnot fitted, in an absolute sense, for the du
ties of self-government. It is only righteous
ness that truly esalteth a nation, and until

the people come to this, they will not walk
in His fear, but iu the blindness and insta-

ibility of human wisdom, and their own image
land not His, will be stamped upon their

I

works.
i May the Divine Ruler cause such an out-

pouring of His spirit upon the world, as that

ithe hearts of men in every relation of life

I

may not only acknowledge Him, as a doctrine

I to be taught, but as a living, operating power
in the soul, by which the kingdoms of this

world would become the kingdoms of our
Lord, and righteousness cover the earth, as

the waters do the sea.

P. B.

Philadelphia, 9th mo., 1874.

Selected,

No change has taken place in the nature
and fruit oi' true religion. We are called upon
to cease to do evil, and to learn to do well.

Merely contending for sound doctrines does
not prove that we are fruit-bearing branches
of the true Vine. The letter-learned profes-

sor may do this, and zealously censure wrong
opinions, and yet not produce the fruits of the
Spirit. " As the branch cannot bear fruit ex-

cept it abide in the Vine, no more can ye,"

said our Lord, " except ye abide in Me. Here-
in is my Father glorified, that ye bear much
fruit, so shall ye be my disciples." And the
Apostle says :

" The fruit of the Spirit is love,

joy, peace, long-suft'ering, gentleness, good-
ness, faith, meekness, temperance, against
such there is no law."

It is matter of joy to mo, whenever I be-

hold among the dear youth, any who appear
engaged to promote the dignified cause of God
and the gospel of his dear Son ; and as the
cross is great, so doubtless, will thpir crown
be also.

—

Rebecca Hubhs.

THE ACORN.
Up grew the twig, with a vigor bold,

In the shape of the parent tree.

And the old oak knew that his doom was told,

When the sapling sprang so free.

Then the fierce winds came, and they raging tore
The hollow limbs away,

And the damp moss crept from the earthy floor,

Eound the trunk time-worn and gray.

The young oak grew, and prondly grew.
For its roots were deep and strong,

And a shadow broad on the earth it threw,
And the sunshine lingered long

On its glossy leaf, where the flickering light
Was flung to the evening sky,

And the wild bird sought to its airy height,
And taught her young to fly.

E- Oakes Smith.

Is it rainy, little flower?
Be glad of rain,

Too much sun would wither thee

;

'T will shine again.
The clouds are very black 'tis true,
But just behind them shines the blue.

Art thou weary, tender heart ?

Be glad of pain.

In sorrow sweetest things will grow.
As flowers iu rain.

God watches, and thou wilt have sun,
When clouds their perfect work have done.

Suffcriiig of Cliristlan Converts in Turkey.

The following letter will give a view of
what Christian converts have to suffer from
the Turks. It is an account of what was en-

dured by Mustapha and his son AH, of Marash
because of their confession of the Christian
faith. The original letter was written by the
son at the father's dictation, of which the fol

lowing is a translation:

On May 3d (Sunday) a company of the
people of Marash, some with clubs and some
with swords, surrounded my house, and with
abusive language said, "Come out, and we
will show you what Christianity is and what
Islam is." We replied, " Go and report us to
the Government." They said, " We are the
Government, and have come to kill yo
Come out, and we'll show you what you are
coming to." After thus threatening us, they
scattered to their places.

The next day, an hour before sunset, we
were summoned before the Government, and
the Governor said, " I hear you have been to

Christian worship. Why have you done so ?"

I replied, "Simply because I have accepted
Christianity." Then the Governor said,

—

"Carry this fellow off"," and we were taken to

prison. In the prison certain rich inen called

me to them, and said, "We will each give you
some thousands of piasters, and agree to sup-

ply any want you have, ifyou will come back
to your old faith." This off'er they made re-

peatedly. We replied, " We have not accepted
the Gospel for gold or silver, or any such thing,

but simply because we hope for salvation in

this faith." Meantime all those in the prison

said, " These hogs are only fit to be butchered,"

and they spit in our faces, and insulted us till

midnight.
About an hour after midnight our hands

were bound behind us, and we were driven on
foot before three armed horsemen a distance

of one hundred miles to a village six hours

from Aleppo. There we were met by five

and a regiment scribe, (an equal

Marash road.) We were brought to where
the scribe was waiting, and he said, " What

I

is this you are doing"? I've never heard of
such things as this. My son, these Protestants
Ure accustomed to give each convert £10. If
l3'ou have received this money give it back,
and the Government will give you double!
Come, give this thing up." We replied, " We
cannot accept any such thing. Man does not
live by money, or things of that sort, but by
the word of God." The scribe again said, " I
will make you a sergeant, and will keep Ali
in my own service at five liras a month,"
(nearly £5 sterling.) "Sir," we said, "we
cannot accept your off'er. We receive the
Gospel

; we do not accept money." The scribe
soon mounted his horse and left for Aleppo.
An hour after we were taken to a place

called Guymeydan, just out of Aleppo. Then
two of the police met us and ordered us to halt
there. Two hours before sunset, two horse-
men and a lieutenant came up. The officer
said harshly, " Get up." We said, " Where are
you going to take us ?" He replied, sharply,
" We're going to kill you," and then drove us
on before him. On the way the officer said,
" Don't persist in this. I'll give your son my
horse, with 5,000 piasters. Mount him and
go." We refused, and he drove us on to a
village called Heylanboghasu, two hours fi'om
Aleppo. Then they put our feet in fetters
and imprisoned us, under the care of five sol-
diers, and we were exposed to the abuse of
the people of the village. The scribe of the
Mufti of Aleppo came to us, and with his help
my son made out a petition in which he de-
clined to answer questions there of people
coming from Aleppo, and asked to be brought
before the Governor. The next day the Mufti
of Aleppo brought Ali to his garden, and said,
" My son, we're going to kill you. You'll be
sorry for this afterward." Ali said, " Sir, I
accept the will of God ; do what you please."
Then the Mufti said, " Bring this traitor to
the Pasha." The Pasha, however, did not
bring him into his presence, but ordered him
to be taken back to his father.

Then we were imprisoned thirteen days;
and at midnight a captain came and took off

the fetters from our feet, and early in the
morning they brought my wife from Marash,
(the Government having seized my three other
children and detained them in Marash,) and
we were then mounted on animals and started
off under the care of a sergeant and five sol-

diers. In reply to my inquiry, we were told
we were going to Stamboul. Missing the
Turkish steamer at Alexandretta, we were
kept in prison there for eight days, and taken
by Russian steamer to Stamboul.
We were imprisoned for eleven days in

Stambuul, but never summoned to any^ exami-
nation, and then brought by Turkish steamer
to Smyrna, arriving the 18th instant. We
were lodged in prison till afternoon, and then
summoned' to the presence of the Governor,
and the Vizierial order from Stamboul read
to us as follows: "You are to give security

that you will not set foot in your native place

;

that you will not leave Smyrna ; that you will

come here and report yourselves every week;
that you will inform us whatever work you
may engage" in ; and that you will not go an
hour's distance out of Smyrna without notice

given here." Certain Christian brethren
brought us to the Protestant chapel, where
we now reside. The mother thinks much of

number of men having been sent by another] her three children in Marash, and says, "What
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will become of them?" Thank God, we have

by his grace, and by the powerful aid of our

Master, girded on the spiiiiual armor and

overcome our enemies. We beg that especial

prayer be ottered for us.

—

Christian Advocate-

Smyrna, June 22d, 1874.

For "The Friend."

Praise Yf thf Lord.

" From the risinsj of the sun unto the going

down of the same, the Lord's name is to be

praised." In our daily walk, in dress, and

address, in our communications with each

other, in thought and prayer, must we praise

the Lord.
" Watch and pray lest ye enter into tempta-

tion ;" was a command given by our blessed

'

Saviour. Ifweobey Him therein, weshall have

no time to indulge in vain amusements, or to

follow the frivolous Aishions of the world,
i

Our soul's salvation would be the first concern

upon arising in the morning, the immediate
concern through the day, and the last upon
retiring for the night. And why should we
set our minds upon obtaining great posses-

sions in this world's goods, when in an instant
\

we may be summoned to leave them all, to
j

stand before the Judge of the whole world,
|

an(l if our souls are not arrayed in the pure

robes of righteousness, an eternity of misery;

will be presented to our view, in which we
must dwell forever. Let us not forget that

it is not only upright transactions between
man and man, but obedience to our Lord,
even in what may appear to be little things, i

that are needful, for an entrance into a perfect

state offelicii}'. I^'otall those who cry Lord,
Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of God,
but those who do his will. It is not in mak-
ing professions, confessions and long prayers,

but in waiting for, and obeying ''the still

small voice," that we shall become acquainted
with Him who said, '• Ye in me, and I in

^

you :" and the cross that seemed so hea-

vy when we set out on our journey Zion-

wards. will grow lighter and lighter, until it

will be a joj- to bear it for His sake; and we
shall experience His words, "My yoke is easy,

and my burden is light," to be words of
truth.

I

Then let us not be satisfied with stated
times for worshipping Him, but let every
thought, word and deed, praise Him ; look-

ing to Him for strength to live as He would
have us live, a life of selfdenial and of perfec-

tion, believing this to be attainable if our
greatest desire is to that end, in accordance
with the command of our Saviour to his dis-

ciples, " Be 3-e therefore perfect, even as your
Father which is in heaven is perfect." Surely,
He would not have given a command impos-
sible for us to obej-. B^- watching unto prayer
alone can it be accomplished, and thus through
strength which our Lord shall give us, we
may praise him from the rising i)f the sun,
unto the going down of the same.

H. M.

The Eucalyptus Plantations of Algeria.—

A

correspondent writes to the Pall Mall Gazette
as follows:—The Eucalyptus, a tree of the
myjjtlo family, was introduced from Australia
into Algeria about eleven years ago, and flour-

1

ished .surprisingly. It was not,however, until

'

within the last seven years that any exten-
sive plantations were made. A few days since
we made an excursion to visit those on the

For "The Friend."

An Exhortation to the Youth.

O! bow hath my spirit been bowed down,
my dear young friends, on our account, that

we might be more faithful, double our dili-

gence, in these perilous times ; and not put

from us that which is lain upon us, as being

our portion in rebuilding Zion's wall. The
present time only is ours, and loud is the call

for laborers; for true, deep, heart-searching

service; a daily digging for bread, pure and
fresh from His Sanctuary ; for that alone will

sustain the never-dying soul.

O! that I could persuade you more and
more, to come taste for yourselves, and see

if obedience to the Divine will does not give

that joy which is joy indeed, and peace which
is lasting, and that can and does comfort
when the soul is almost in despair, and ready
to sink beneath the swelling tide, and all

earthly pleasures are turned into sorrow. Oh
then, how doth the agonizing spirit turn to

its Redeemer and say. Here am I, do with
me what seemeth to thee good ; and we are

brought into submission. Perhaps it may
seem but a little thing that is required, but it

is faithfulness to this little that gives us pos-
session of more, and makes our peace true.

K.

estates of M. Trottier, M. Eamel and M..Cor-

dier.

On AT. Trottier's estate at Hussein Dey, "we

walked under tall trees, the Eucalyptus glo-

bulus (blue gum trees), on an average fifty

feet high, which seven years ago were planted

with seeds not so big as a mustard seed
;
this

particular plantation was on bad soil, and had

not had very experienced care, yet the growth

of the trees was marvellous. In this ever-

green wood all around us were tall reddish

smooth stems, with the bark hanging down in

a ragged, untidy manner, for the tree sheds its

bark in winter, and grey willow-like leaves

were waving on flexible boughs. For about

twenty-five feet the stems of the trees in the

inner part of the plantation rose up with no

branches at all, but on the skirts of the wood
the trees sent out branches in the light and

air nearly to the ground. It produces a curi

ous impression to walk in the dim twilight of

this Australian-African forest, and to think

that this was also a wood ofthe miocene period.

Beautiful is not the word I should apply to its

appearance, but, in exchange for bare sun-

baked earth or deadly swamps, I must say

these Eucalyptic forests are most grateful, and
the smell delightfully resinous, warm and
gumm}^. The multitude of birds in the

branches and their bus}^ twitterings, added
much to the pleasant impression. I measured
these trees as I walked along, and found them
from forty to forty-five inches in circumfer-

ence, those on the borders of the wood alwaj's,

of course, a few inches larger.

Many village communities in the plain have
planted scores of gum trees in this neighbor
hood, and feel the benefit, but at present there

is certainly an exaggerated manner of speak-
ing of the Eucalyptus. It is praised as a
scent, as cigars, as a medicine, at

a throat lozenge, and above all.

Branches and leaves are put into hot water, :

are indeed heard from time to time crying out

and I am assured by those who have tried it|for retaliation, and to superficial observers

that such baths remove rheumatic pains, neu-jsuch voices may appear to express the senti-

ralgia, and the debility left by the malaria ments of the public at large. But one whc
incidental to the eountiy. The flower of the ,

has travelled through the country and has

Eucalyptus tribe is very like the myrtle seen the peasants toiling to pay for the follies

flower; it is very full of honey, and attracts of their rulers, one who has visited the work-
a multitude of flies and bees, and the birds 'shops in the large towns, cannot fail to bt

naturally follow, for they find not only food
;

struck with the earnest desire for tranquillitj

but thick, warm, leafy cover in winter, and
i

at home and abroad that prevails among the

shelter from the burning sun in summer.
|

working classes of France, which represent
Some species of Eucalyptus have large and i

the great majority of the nation. I am aware
very beautiful flowers. that these very classes were, and are still.

Finally, our opinion is that the Eucalyptus 'charged with having forced the Imperia
tree may prove the most powerful element of

j

Government into the war with Germany '

civilization as j-et put in force on the coast of and this reproach is one of the chief argni

A Frenchman on the Prospect of a French
War for Revenge.—At a meeting of the gen-

eral committee of the International Arbitra-

tion Association, held in Manchester, last

month, M. Bouteiller, of Havre, attended, and
made an interesting statement on the present
tendency in France on the question of peace
or war. From it the following passages are

taken :
—"It is generally believed in England

and elsewhere, that France desires and pre-

a tonic, as pares for a war of revenge. In my eyes this

a bath.
|

opinion is greatly exaggerated. Noisj' voices

north Africa; that in a very few years it will

be self-sowing, and thus take its place as a
naturalized subject, there is very little reason
to doubt. This year the seed ripens plenti-

fullj- on the seven.year-old trees. Thus in a ance of peace and goodwill. But facts whicl
few years we may see the one thing most longed
for on the Barbary coast—that is, shade from
the fierce sun.

Let true brotherly love continue, and kind-
ness, affableness, and courteousness ; and
whatsoever is decent, comely and of a good
report in the eyes of God, and the hearts of
all good men, that follow after.

—

G. Fox.

ments which is used in order to prove tha;;

they still long for revenge. Recrimination ii

itself is useless; moreover it would be out o;

place in a meeting whose object is the further

belong to history must be told as they reallj

are, without fear of discrediting individuals
and so far as the last war is concerned, sucl
facts go to prove that that crisis, instead o
having been provoked by the French people
was brought upon it by dynastic fears. Then
were certainly at that time, among the mill
tary and literarj- classes of France, especialh
those who give the tone to the press, arro
gant utterances demanding the frontier of thi

Rhine ; but that the nation abstained from join
' g in the cry is clearly proved by the fae

whei
pretext for whatever it reporting upon the state of public opinion re

has an inclination to do.

—

Franklin. Ispecting the contemplated declaration of was

How convenient does it prove, to be a
tional animal, that knows how to find out, or that the prefects of the departments,
invent, a plausible pretext for whatever it reporting upon the state of public opin'i
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ame to the conclusion that out of one hun-
red citizens seventy-four were for the main-
enance of peace. This fact, which is goner-
Uy unknown, was carefullj- concealed at that
ime. It has since been revealed through the
apers discovered at the Tuileries on the fall

f the Empire."
"As regards the present state of things, I

tend that the spirit of revenge which arose
lUt of the misfortunes. of France, so far from
creasing, is gradually subsiding. The peas-

,nt8, as 1 have already stated, only ask to be
llowed to cultivate their fields in peace. The
vorkmen understand that liberty cannot be
bunded in their country so long as it is in

langer of being stifled by the military dicta-

lOrs whom war, whether Buccessful or unsuc-
iessful, is nearly sure to produce. They be-

;iii to see that the social question^, which
becoming through all Europe the vital

luestions of the day, cannot be solved whilst
litary power reigns supreme, and military

expenditure cripples public wealth and public
'ndustry by the enormous load with which it

;0w burdens them."

—

The Herald of Peace.

" Poor human wisdom is often baffled in the
paths it marks out for itself.

God hedges up the way, and we turn aside
and wonder. Let us try simply to trust our
Father, and walk in the way of His com
mandment, tht-n shall we never go astray."

Russian Isinglass.—The Eussian isinglass,

it appears in commerce is made from the
swimming bladder of the sturgeon, especially

of the variety known as the Belouga {Acipen-

ser huso). When of good quality it should be

pure white, brilliant, semi-transparent, dry,

,nd horny in texture and free from smell.

It should dissolve in water heated to 90°-

120° Fah., without any residue, and in cool-

fling should produce an almost colorless jelly.

iTbis isinglass is generally prepared by boys
under the supervision of older experts. The
swimming bladder is first placed in the water
and left there for some days, with frequent
changes of the water and removal of all fatty

[

and bloody particles. The warmer the water
I the more rapidly the operation is completed.
The bladders are finally removed and cut lon-

igitudinally into sheets, which are exposed to

»the sun and air; being laid out to dry, with
the outer face turned down, upon boards of
'linden or basswood.
( The inner face is pure isinglass, which,
when well dried", can be removed with care

; from the external lamellffl. The finer sheeis
i thus obtained are to be placed between cloths
I to keep them from flies, and are then sul jected

I
to a heavy pressure so as to flatten them out

I and render them uniform. After this they
i are assorted and tied up in packets. The
'. packets composed of the isinglass of the large

! sturgeon usually contain from ten to fifteen

. sheets, and weigh a pound and a quarter

;

: those of the others contain twenty-five sheets,

weighing a pound. Eighty of these pack-
i ages are usually sewed up in a cloth bag, or
I sometimes inclosed in sheet lead.

\
The outer lamella of the air bladder, after

' the isinglass proper has been removed, also

I contain a considerable quantity ot glue, which,
i when softened in water is scraped off with a

knife and moulded into little tablets of about
the size of a silver dollar and then dried.

I This form of isinglass is packed in boxes, and

I

is less expensive than the other.

j
It is said that an excellent isinglass has

i been made from the scales of shad and her-

! ring, which are first freed from their silvery

: coating. This may furnish a useful h'.nt to

persons who are near some of ihe great fish-

ery establishments of the country ;
that of

I Alexandria, Virginia, for instance, where hun-

dreds of thousands of shad are scaled and and that thirdly, reason and equity doth
-ilted eveiy yenr.—Late Paper. allow, that servants and beasts have some time

allowed them to be eased from their continual
labor

; and that fourthly, it appears that the

Thp LnVAf apostles and primitive Christians did use thenana oi
g,.g^ ^j^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ purposes; we
find ourselves sufiiciently moved for these
causes to do so also, without superstitioflsly
straining the Scriptures for another reason."

"While Friends have been thus careful to
place the obligation of observing the First day
of the week on its true grounds; they have
ever realized the importance of spending the
time in the attendance of religious meetings,
in quiet thought, in reading the Scriptures
and other good books, and in such other ways
as might tend to strengthen and establish
their religious feelings. The pursuits of busi-

ness, and the ordinary employments of life,

are apt to prove so absorbing in their char-
acter, that the frequent recurrence of a time
like this, in which they need not so much as
be namedamongus, and in which our thoughts
may rightly be turned from them, has been
lound eminently refreshing and serviceable
by many serious minds. The good results

THE FRIEND.
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There has been, of latter years, a growing
looseness in the people of Philadelphia, as well
as of many other parts of our country, as to

the observance of the First-day of the week,
as a time specially set apart for religious pur-
poses. This is evidenced by the opening on
that day. one after another, of places of resort,

such as the Mercantile Library, the Library
of the Franklin Institute, and the Zoological
Garden, in the Park; by the continued fre-j which have flowed from its observance, prove
quenting of lager beer and other drinking! that Friends, and others, have not been mis-
saloons, and by the publication and sale of

,
taken in believing they were dinindy led, so

newspapers, especially designed to be read on
I

to use one day in seven for other purposes
that day of the week
Many causes have conspired to produce this

effect. One of these we believe, to be the
spread in our midst of materialistic senti-

ments among scientific men, who endeavor to

explain all the phenomena of our spiritual

nature, as mere motions of matter, and thus
practically reject all religion. In regard to

such, it is still true; that the natural man

than the outward concerns of life.

Those who have thus tasted of its benefits,

cannot but regret that it should be converted
into a day to be used for common social visit-

ing, excursions into the country, or other
forms of amusement, or for the ordinary busi-

ness avocations. The usual argument, that
if comparatively innocent places of amuse-
ment are not provided, multitudes would

receiveth not the things of God, " neither can] spend the time in a more objectionable way,
he know them, because they are spiritually

discerned."

The large influx of immigrants from the
continent of Europe, has tended in the same

ieve is fallacious. It is quite as likely

to be the case, that those who would other-

wise spend it more religiously, may be in-

duced to visit such places, and thus misapply
direction. In those countries, even among time which would have been more profitable

professors of religion, it is considered proper, employed.
to spend such parts of the day as are not spe-

ciallyset apart for religious services, in social We have received a letter from one of our
visiting, amusements, and other similar em- ' subscribers, expressing a desire that a much
ployments. Those who have been trained up larger portion of the columns of " The Friend"
with such views, in removing to a new home should be devoted to religious matter, and the

bring iheir former feelings and practices with Preprinting of the works of our early mem-
thcm. jbers. While we desire to respect the wishes

But independently of a lowered tone of re-; of all honest Ij' concerned Friends, as we be-

ligious feeling in the community, there is lieve the author of the letter to be, it must be

probably some reaction of the public mind borne in mind, that one of the objects which
against that mistaken view, which attributed those had in view who originated this paper,

an intrinsic holiness to the day itself; a vieW| was the providing of suitable literary matter

inconsistent with the spiritual nature of the for the families of Friends, in connection

Christian religion, and not warranted by the with such religious extracts and essays, as

precepts of our Saviour and his apostles. The might increase their attachment to the prin-

doctrineof the Society of Friends on this sub-jciples of their profession; and free from the

ject, is thus expressed by Eobert Barclay: objectionable reading so generally found in

" We, not seeing any ground in Scripture other periodicals. Thisobject has never been

for it, cannot be so superstitious as to believe, lost sight of. We may have erred as to the

that either the Jewish Sabbath now contin- relative space given to the different depart-

ues, or that the first day of the week is the ments of the paper, but we would remind the

anti type thereof, or the true Christian Sab- Friend who wrote to us, that those who con-

bath ; which; with Calvin, we believe to have diict a paper must be governed, in some de-

a more spiritual sense ; and therefore, we gree, by the materials at their disposal,

know no moral obligation by the fourth com- Our correspondents do not always keep us

mand, or elsewhere, to keep the first day of equally well supplied with religious articles,

the week more than any other, or any holi- and the filling our columns with extij|et8

ness inherent in it. But first, forasmuch as taken at random from the approved writings

it is necessary that there be some time set of the Society, would not be so likely to be

apart for the saints to meet together, to wait useful, as when the selections are the result

upon God ; and that secondly, it is fit at some of some pointing of duty, or sense of their

times they be freed from other outward affairs; being applicable to the needs of our readers.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Telegraphic communicition with Europe

was suspended from the morning o: the 8th to that of

ment, 26,000, and Berger, Bonapartist, 25,000. A second

,

ballot is ordered for the 27th instant.

United States.—The interments in Philadelphia it

last week numbered .""" ~~
.

..

.

KECEIPTS.
Received from George Sharpless, Agent, Pa., $2, vol

I J- 100 u-ij - J -' »°<1 ^°^ Robert W. Lewis, $2, vol. 48 ; from Joshni

the 9thinst, a period of more' than 24 hours. The Zo ^^a^;; ofTc^r"'"
""'' "''='"'^"'° ^^^ '^'^^'^'' "°'1«'- Jefferis, Pa., $2, vol. 48; from John M. Smith, Agenl

same time. Ihe Anglo-American cable re.sumed oper
ati<|i8 at S.30 A. .M., the 9th inst. It is conjectured that
the interruption w:is caused by the movements of an ice-

berg.

According to a parliamentary return just issued, the
total number of parliamentary electors in the United
Kingdom, on the register, is 2,764,235, of these 2,245,-
108 reside in England and Wales, 280,308 in Scotland,
and 238,869 in Ireland.
On the 11th inst. a collision occurred on the Great

Eastern Railway, near Norwich, England, by which
the trains were wrecked. Twenty persons were killed
instantly and fifty others wounded, many of them fa
tally.

The receiit agreement of the .Atlantic steamship com-
panies at Liverpool, for a uniform rate of steerage pas-
sage, was quickly broken, some of the lines having
withdrawn from the arrangement, and steerage passen-
gers are now taken on part of the slow lines at three
guineas.

The Spanish steamship Tomas and Anchor line
eteamer Alexandria, came in collision in the Mersev
the 9th inst. The latter was sunk and the Tomas bad"ly
damaged.
The ship Euxine, while on a voyage from Shields for

Aden, took fire and was destroyed. Twenty-one mem-
bers ofthe crew, who escaped in two boat.s, have arrived
at St. Helena, after a perilous voy.ige of over 1100
miles, during which neither boat saw the other. The
third boat, containing the remainder of the crew, has
not yet been heard from.
A strike of the cotton operators at Bolton, which for

some time past was thought likely to occur, comnienced
on the 12th instant. The strike stops 74 mills, which
employed 13,000 hands. Forty-eight mills, employing
7,000 bands, continue operations. Subscriptions for
the strikers have been opened by the trades unions
throughout the manufacturing districts.

According to the returns of the British Board of

..,., . ... . , , , 5.,
"'"^.oi- da, $2, vol. 48 ;

from Edwin P. Hannum, Pa., S2, vol
tants, and find the number at this time is lbb,o21. The 43 : from Oliver Miller, O., $2, vol. 48 ; from Richart

N. J., $2, vol. 48 ; from Nathaniel B. Brown

Trade, for the first half of the present year, the exports

^o, -*oF","*^
^''"*-''' ""^ £11,987,734, as against £15,-

631,089, for the corresponding period last year, a re-
duction of nearly twentv-five per cent

Liverpool, 9th mo. 14th. Uplands cotton Sd. : Or-
leans 8\d. '

The old Catholic Congress at Frieburg closed with a
public sitting, at which over .5000 persons were presentA Berlin despatch says: It is reported that an order
will soon be i.ssued expelling from Prussia all foreign
pnestfi, monks and nuns.

TheCarlists recently fired on a train of cars in which
they believed that the Austrian and German ambassa
dors were pa.s.sengers. Only two persons were killed.A Geneva dispatch of the 11th savs :

" The interna-
tional Law Association, which has been iu session here

!?!1.7„*! •.l°u?'l"lP'^!.!!''°S* 'o-'lay w'th a public"""" '
' " persons were present. D,

I speech explaining the

,, . , . ,
he said, were to obviate

the necessity of war. Henry Richard and P^re Hyacinthe alsn nrlHrocao^l »k« ^—.:__ •'

pleted their

tants, and fi

largest number entitled to vote in anv ward is 12,765 Bu'zbv"
in the 19th ward, and the smallest 2720, is in the 6th City. $2,%oI.''48,lnd for JarnVsTrown^Nr j"'S2'7o'l
""«• n in . , I • ,r u T,, > TTM, ^^ ;

^'""'° I*»=»= Huestis, M. D., Agent, O., $2, vol. 48

rnnn^rv ^T Custer s exploration of the Black Hills and for Fleming Crew, Henry Crew, Jess^ H att, and

fnTHn-nnhTr/P^
have been made at Wash- Amy John, $2 each, vol. 48^ from Walter Edgmon

oln ,h A ,°t,

companies or individuals wishing Jnd., $2, vol. 48 ; from Pemberton Moore, Pa., $2, vo"to go there. As the region in question is a part of the 48 ; from James Woody, Agent, Ind., S2, vol 48 anj^rritory reserved by the Sioux Indians, the Depart- for'israel Hall, S2, vol.' 48 f from John WBuzHNment of the Interior has announced officially that all J., $2, vol.48; from Joel Thompson, Jr., Pa., §2 voMS^applications for perm.s.sion to visit it will be denied, from Daniel Williams, Agent: O. for' WJlItcheUCongress has taken some further action in the Jacob Holloway, Asa Branson, John C. Hoge, Mary
f"' ,. . f.T- ,^, T,, Chandler, Juliann H. Branson, Mary Ann HoUowav

AsloTti'^ni i^ »r. ':
?h

'?' ^;r'5r,' ^/'°°. ^^^^^ ^"^^^ Purviance, Joseph H. Branson^ Joseph Walke^
•'mTHH? na ,', 1

''PPf'^', '''''

°f,"^^ i^'}
""' American Ephraim W. Holloway, and Jane Holloway, §2 each

tCht}Z%^^^j'°r ff
"^

^'J'"'-
P"" P°,"°^'

"i-,^^"'- 48; *om James Edgerton, O., $3, to No 52 volthe highest priced India cotton ofd per pound, the dif-
; 48 ; from Richard E. El^, Pa., S2 vo 48 • from WUference in price being 2*d a pound in favor of Ameri- ,;„:., t,. Oliver, Agent, jLs., ;2, ;ol?48 and foTpela

meeting, at which
D. Field, of New York,
objecU of the ses.sion, which

the also addre.«.sed the meet
An amba-ssador from Japan haTarrived at Shanghai,

ii„n"^f,K It'l^T?"^';^'''^"''^ ">=" a pacific solul

effected It is reported that the question will be

^Lli^nr^Jh" l.'-''"'°?r'°,"^^
President of the United

btatea or the King of Italy.
Guizot, the eminent statesman and author, died athis residence in Pans, the 13.h in.stant, aged 87 yearsHe expressed adesire that his funeral should be prfvaTeand unceremonious. ^

tritJ'^^-^ '""ril''
'^'^ "•*' ">« German and Aus-

trian ministers had been received by President Serranoand presented their credentials simultaneously, in "cI
cordance with the instructions of their governments.The German minister said that the Emperor William
in recognizing the executive power ofSpain, was movedby a desire to contribute to the restoration of peace in

ucce^''in'i^»'"f
-"^ tba, President Serrano wouW

iT^ Z^ TT^L"."^" ^^ conservative measures.

cBlh , f.
'*' 3000 trpops will leave Cadiz for

mf fn'remhrnonni"^ '"^"' '"°"'''' ^"' ''"^

M^ne « I??r^°,"'l,/'^"'
'"'"- '." "'^ Department of

b V hl» r w'l
° '^" » .vacancy in the French A.s.scm-bly, has resulted in no election. De Maile the repub-lican candidate, received 45,000 votes, Bruces! govern-

price being 2id. a pound in favor of Ameri-
can cotton. Notwithstanding the low price of India
cotton, the consumption of the manufacturers still con
sists mainly of that procured from the United States.
The affairs of the Pennsylvania Railroad have been

fully and carefully investigated by the committee ap-
pointed for that purpose some months since. It appears
trom the report of that committee that the capital stock
amounts to $68,144,475, the bonded debt and liabilities
of every kind to $59,416,373, making $127,560,848,
The a.s.sets of the company are valued by the committee
at $178,371,778, which is $50,810,930 more than the
stock and debts.

The Markets, (fee.—The following were the quotations
on the 14tb inst. New Fori. — American gold 109-^.
U. S. 6's 1881, registered, 117J^ ; do. coupon, H7i ; d8.
868, registered, 116; coupon, 116i; do 5 per cents.
11 a 112. Superfine flour, $4.-50 a $5 ; State extra, $5

a $.3.40
J
finer brands, $5.50 a iilO.-50. White Michi-

gan wheat il.35 a $1.39 ; red western. $1.24 a $1.25

;

No. 2 Chicago Spring, $1.18 ; No. 3 do. $1.14 a $1.15.
Oats 64 a 66^V cts. Jersey rye, 95 cts. Western mixed
corn, 96 a 97 cts. Philadelphia.—Cation 17 a 17^ for
middlmg uplands and New Orleans. Superfine flour,
»3.o0 a $4.00 ; extra, $4 a $5.25 ; finer brands, $5.50 a
^8.-0. White wheat S1.3S a $1.40 ; red $1.23 a $ 1.25.
Rye 9/ a §1.00. Y'ellow corn, 95 cts. Oats, 63 a 67 cts
Smoked ham.s, 15 a 16 cts. Lard 14J a 15 cts. Clover
seedm a 11 cts. The cattle market was dull and
prices lower. Receipts of beef cattle 4100 head, which
sold within a range of 3* a 7 J cts. per lb. gross, the lat-
ter being the price for choice. About 14,000 sheep sold
at 4 a 6 cts. per lb. gross, and 5000 hogs at Sll a $12
per 100 lb. net. C'Aica^o.—Spring extra flour $4.60 £

^4.88. No. 1 Spring wheat, $1.04. No. 2 do.; 98 cts.;
-No. 3 do. 94 cts. No. 2 corn, 75 a 76 cts. No. 2 oats
48 cts. No. 2 Spring b.rley, 96 cts. Baltimore.—Km-
ber wheat, $1.33 a $1.35 ; Maryland red, *i.20 a $1.30 •

Western red, $1.25. Yellow corn, 93 ct-s. Oats, 60 a
62 cts. Oincmna^i.—Family flour $5.30 a 5.50. White
wheat, $1 14 a $1.18 ; red, $1.05 a $1.10. Corn, 80 a
83 cu. Oats, 48 a 53 cts.

SHELTER FOR COLORED ORPHANS.
Wanted, a Teacher for this Institution, to enter ui

her duties 1st of 10th mo. Apply to
Hannah R. Newbold,'643 Franklin St.
Mary Wood, 524 South Second St.
Mary Randolph, 247 North Twelfth St
Sarah Richie, 444 North Fifth St.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.Nmr Frankford (Tweaty-third Ward,) PhUadelphU
^^Physician and Superintendent—Joshua H. Wor]

Applications for the Admission of Patients may be

M^^ ers
^"P"'°'«°''«'". o-- to any of the Board of

WANTED.
A suitable Friend to take the position of Writ!leacher and Assistant Governor at Westtown Boardi:School—for next Se-ssion. Apply to

Charles Evans, 702 Race street, Philadelphia,
riarkson Sheppard, Greenwich, New Jersey.
Joseph Walton, Moorestown, New Jersey

tiah Purinton, $5, to No. 13, vol. 49; from Phebe
Parker, Pa., $2, vol. 48 ; from Joseph Bancroft, Del.
$2, vol. 48 ;

from Thomas Wistar, Pa., $2, vol. 48 • from
Mark Haines, N. J., $2, vol. 48; from Ashton Rich-
ardson, Del., $2, vol. 48 ; from William C. Taber, Mass
$2, vol. 48; from Stephen Hobson, Agent, O., for
Achsah Mott, and James McGirr, Jr., $2 each, vol.48-
from Hannah Flanagan, City,. $2, vol. 48; from Wil-'
ham Thorp, Fkfd., City, *2, vol. 48, and for Rachel M.
Thorp, $2, vol. 48

;
per Jacob Maule, O., for Israel Sid-

well, ;j2, to No. 18, vol. 48, and for Nathan Steer, Joseph
P- Lupton, and Joseph Raley, $2 each, vol. 48 ; from
Jane DeCon, N. J., per Daniel DeCou, $2, vol 48-
from Josiah A. Roberts, Pa., $2, vol. 48 ; from Charles
Darnell, N. J., f2, vol. 48 ; from Marshall Fell, Pa., per
Dr. C. E., $2, vol.48; from William Carpenter, Agent,
N. J., for George Abbott, John Tyler, and George Ab-
bott, Jr., ^2 each, vol. 48 ; from Nathan Warrington
Agent, lo., for John Vail, Thomas Penrose, Evan Smith
John Edmund.son, and Phebe McBride, $2 each, vol'.

;
from Sarah Larkin, Pa., per John Trimble, $2 vol

w'„-''°'" ^^i'J'^i?'" I-
Smedley, Pa., $2, vol. 48; from

William Windle, Pa., $2, vol. 48 ; from Thomas J.
Edge. Pa., for Elizabeth D. Edge, $4, to No. 35 vol 49
and for Palmer Good, $2, vol. 48; from Zebede^
Haines, N. J., $2, vol. 48; and for Joshua L. Harmer,
$2, vol. 48 ; from Sarah H. Matson, Pa., S2 vol 48 •

from Gideon C. Smith, R. I., S2, to No. 28, vol 49-
from Micajah M. Morlan, Agent, O., for William Fish-
er, Hannah Bonsall, Sarah AUeson, and Aaron Strat-
ton, $2 each, vol. 48; from Samuel Trimble, M D
Pa., ?2, vol. 48; from Thomas Doan, Pa., per George
Reid, S2, vol. 48 ; from Elisha Woodworth, Mass J2
to No. 44, vol. 48 ; from Samuel King, O., $2 vol 48 •

from Abraham Gibbons, Pa., $2, Vol. 48, and for B.L G. Tatnall, Del., S2, vol. 48 ; from CharlcsjE. Gause.N J $2, vol. 48; from Benjamin Hayes, Pa., %%
D° u^i £°n Thomas Emmons, lo., $2, vol. 48 ; from
Richard Hall, Agent, England, 10 shillings, vol. 48,
and for Thomas Williamson, Robert Bigland, WU-'
''?.?.. "alker, Josiah Thompson, Thomas Jackson
A\ illiam Adair, George M. Goundry, Nancy Ritsod
Richard B. Brockbank, Alice Altham, Martin Lidbet-
ter, Joseph Hall, Josiah Hall, William Wigham, Johr
Little, John H. Walker, Alfred Smith, and Jonathan
Pearson, 10 shillings each, vol. 48, for Susan Williams

ft ',n° ??,•• ^-'
"""i;^^' (2 copies,) and for Sarah S

Moss, 10 shillings to No- 31, vol. 49.

Remittances received after Fourlh-day maming miU no-
appear m the Receipts until thefollowing week.

CORRESPONDENTS
Will please address their communications ( whethe

remittances or otherwise,) to No. 116 North FourtI
Street, as formerly, it was through a typographical erro
that the address at the head of the Paper has beei.
printed 115 for the past few weeks.

RASPBERRY ST. SCHOOLS FOR COLORED-
ADULTS.

.J^':?Hn?u
""'" ^? ^="^'^'1 'or these schools, to b.<

opened 10th mo. 5th. Applications may be made to
Thomas Elkinton, 118 Pine St.

• Elton B. Gifford, 719 Market St.
James Bromley, 641 Franklin St.
George J. Scattergood, 413 Spruce St.
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Extracts from diary.

" Whitechapel, 10th mo., 1816.

Some account of a short visit to Southamp-
on and the Isle of Wight.
Early on Third-day morning, 17th of 9th

10., 1816, left London by coach for Souih-
,mpton, and arrived there about six o'clock.

jodged at the George Inn. I have good rea-

on to remember that evening, both before

ind after retiring to bed, it being a season of

livine favor, my soul tasted of the goodness
)f the Lord, and under an humbling sense
thereof was swnetly bowed in supplication,

slept comfortably, and awoke in the morning
mueh refreshed ; walked a little before break-
iast. At eleven went to meeting, sat with a
very small company, and expressed a little

by way of encouragement. Here I met with
Fohn Barclay, who kindly engaged to meet
me in the afternoon at W. W.'s, at whose
house I dined, to walk with me. I was pleased

with his company, and presently found him
an amiable, interesting companion ; his mind
evidently appears impressed with much seri-

:ousnes8, a seriousness accompanied with a
solemn sweetness. I esteem it a privilege

^my lot was cast so as to meet with him. He
has been much the pleasant companion of my
thoughts since my return ; my heart has re-

joiced on his account, and been comforted in

the belief that he is bowing with fear and
humility under the forming hand of the Lord.
My heart longs for his encouragement, and
that he may continue to be preserved in a

watchful, humble frame, that so none of the
many hindering, hurtful things that are in the

world may be permitted in any degree to

Obstruct his progress in that path in which I

believe the feet of his mind are sweetly turned.

Oh ! how delightful and encouraging in passing
along to meet with those young in years con-

cerned to remember their Creator in the days
of their youth. My heart, yea all that is

within me, is at times made to reJotCe over
such as these, and tenderly and affectionately

desires their encouragement and growth in

the Truth.
May 1 be so preserved on the watch as to

omit no opportunity of doing what my hands
find to do, and endeavoring to encourage and

strengthen the minds of these preciously-vis-
ited, exercised little ones, according to that
ability which may be given. The mind thus
engaged, if careful not to move beyond pre-
sent ability, if careful to attend to right feel-

ing, need not be afraid, while thus preserved
iu the simplicity and humility, of expressing
anything that would be likely to bring forth

anything like unripe fruit, or an untimely
birth; b"nt would, I believe, if faithful in at-

tending to the pointings of Truth in the in-

ward parts, be made instrumental in different

and many ways, to gather the children and
people—to strengthen the brethren and sis-

ters.

We spent the remaining part of the day
pleasantly ; went to Netley Abbey to see those
ancient and interesting ruins; the scenery
of country and water from the spot and
about Southampton exceeding beautiful. Got
back in the eveningin time to meet our young
friend Edmund Janson, who had been on a
visit at J. S.'s at Shaftesbury, and agreeable
to appointment met me here in order to ac-

company me to the island. We supped at

W. W.'s.

19th. After breakfast our young friend

J. B. met us and accompanied us to Netley
Abbey ; spent the morning pleasantly to-

gether, stopped at a neat, quiet house on our
return, and, taking a light meal, got back in

time for the packet, when, parting with dear
J. B., went on board between three and four,

and after a pleasant sail with agreeable com-
pany, lauded at Cowes about six, took some
tea, and walked to Newport in the dark.

[Here follows an accountof their briefwalk
ing excursion on the island, and of his return

to Whitechapel on the 23rd.

It is to be regretted that nothing more
than a few scattered memorandums can be

found during the interesting period of his

early life, so that there appears to be no re

cord concerning the happy event of his mar-
riage, which took place in the year 1819.]

1821, 12th mo., 1st. After reading the 6th
chapter of Daniel in tlie morning, this lan-

guage seemed pleasantly impressed on my
mind—'The same Lord over all is rich unto
all that call upon Him.' In the afternoon had
a short time of retirement iu my chamber.

1823, 1st mo. 1st. Last evening, at the close

of an eventful year, my mind favored with
the overshadowing of good ; and to day the

secret breathing of it hath been that the words
of my mouth and the meditation of my heart

may be more acceptable iu the Divine sight

forthe future than of late they have been.

[Near the close of a long visit to relatives

at Warwick, he mentions,]

1831, 11th mo. 27th. We attended War-
wick meeting morning and afternoon. My
dear wife and self appeared in testimony in

the morning. In the afternoon broke up
meeting too soon, which was a cause of much

I

uneasiness to my poor mind the remainder of

I

the evening, &c., having reason to believe that

my dear Hannah was not quite clear of some
in that little company, and came away bur-
dened. Oh ! what sorrow and regret I felt!

1839, 2nd mo. 9th. [Being on a visit at
Eochester] I called on a medical man, having
felt my mind secretly attracted towards him
in love; I found him at home. Wc liad a
sweet little time together, much to my satis-

faction, and I trust to our mutual comfort and
strengthening. I believe him to be a valu-
able character, one whose mind has often been
previously visited, humbled and contrited,

under a sense of the goodness and mercy of
the Lord towards him, and which I believe

has followed him from his youth up, and con-
tinues to follow him. May he be preserved
humble and watchful! O thepreciousness of
the love of our Heavenly Father, shed abroad
in the hearts of the children of men !

7th mo. 24th. I attended the interment of
the remains of dear Eliza Bell, of Croydon.
Her dear bereaved husband seemed preserved
in much calmness, and was strengthened to

express a few words sweetly at the grave side.

There were several communications in the
meeting, and some supplications. I am of
the mind, that more silence,- and fewer words
would have been more profitable and edify-

ing. I incline to think if there was more in-

wardness and watchfulness, that there would
be less of the feeling of excitement experi-

enced by those who may at times have to

minister, that it is to be feared, is often the
case on such occasions.

[Whilst holding a minute, liberating both
my parents for service in Croydon, during
which time they had nearly 50 sittings with
Friends, also sittings in nearly 60 families not
Friends.]

1840, Ist mo. 26th, First-day. Very poor,

and stripped of the feeling of good, and of
any qualification or fitness for the important
engagement in prospect [among our neigh-

bors]. P. B., E. B., H. D., and Brother S.

H. L. took tea with us, they being appointed

by the monthly meeting to confer with and as-

sist us in making the way for our visits. After

tea we had a. comfortable, strengthening and
encouraging time together. E. B. apjieared

in supplication."
" 29th. We are proceeding, I trust, safely

and peacefully in our engagement; oftentimes

comforted with a feeling of sweet fellowship

of spirit in the company of the humble in

heart, in our visits. And I think I may ac-

knowledge that gratitude has often been the

covering of our minds for the help which has

from time to time been aflbrded to our own
humbling admiration, so that we are abun-

dantly compensated for the humiliating and
proving seasons we are often introduced into.

3rd mo. 15th, First-day. Felt something
towards an individual who attended our Meet-

ing in the afternoon (not in membership with
1 us), at the close of which I found it safest for

me to seek an opportunity with him, which
I did by walking a little way with him, mueh
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to the peace of my own mind, and I believe

to the comfort of his. He parted sweetly

from me, expressing the desire the Lord might
be with mc. He was at meeting also in the

morning. I think his words were, " The Lord
be with thee."

Myself and wife attended the marriage of

and . We dined at the house ; a

large company. The want of simplicity at

the" dinner table, as also in the appearance of

some as respects dress, was affecting to wit-

ness. Oh the sorrowful departure in this our
daj% in so many waj's, from the simplicity

which the Truth leads into, and would lead

into, was there but an individual faithfulness

in yielding to the dictates thereof—its pu:

teaching and guiding.

I attended the marriage of and
and appeared in testimony. On going into

the room afterwards to speak with the bride

and bridegroom, &e., I was concerned to

such a display of flowers, so many having a
nosegay in their hands. Alas! how many
deviations there are in the present day from
the simplicity which the Truth would lead all

into, was there but a willingness to yield to its

simple leadings and guidings. No one per-

haps can enjo}- the sight of flowers more than
myself, and I believe it an allowable pleasure
for us all; but the display of them on this
occasion, and in this way, does not feel com-
fortable to me, neither do I thing it right.

Also it appears the practice of many Friends
now-a-days to ornament their dishes brought
to table, with flowers, which does not appear
to me consistent in us so to do."

(To be continned.)

For 'The Friend."

Indian Affairs.

(Continued from page 34.)

By Thos. Cloud, of the Seminoles.

" The Seminoles are still making commend-
able improvement in the advaneenientof every
thing that tends to a higher degree of civil-
ization. During the past year they have built
two churches, and one school room in con-
nection with one of the churches, of stone

;

have enlarged their farms, set oiit many orch-
ards, and new buildings are seen going up in
all parts of the nation. This year there will
be many more acres put under cultivation
than formerly. There are five district schools
in operation. They have not been as well
attended as formerly, arising from diflTerences
between the agent and the people, in not em-
ploying teachers satisfactory to the people, but
there is a proposed change ofthe system, which
ifcarried out will give the control ofthe schools
to the people themselves, and their interest
will bo awakened in them, and wc hope for
better results. The mission school heretofore
in operation, is closed, and has been for moi
than a year, and will from what we learn be
discontinued, but there will probably be a
boarding school established by the Seminole;
of a higher grade than heretofore.
The Seminoles have under cultivation about

10,000 acres
;
they raised, according to the last

census, 200,000 bushels of corn, 0,000 of pota-
toes, 200 of rice, and annually put up 1 000
tons of hay; they have 3,000 head of horses
15,TO0 head of cattle, and 30,000 head of hocrg'
are introducing improved stock of all kinds',
and the best of agricultural implements The
population of Iho nation in October last was
2,500, and thoy arc increasing in numbers."

By L. Flint, of the Eastern Shaumees.

" Most of you are aware of the fact that the

Eastern Shawnees and five other small tribes

are located in the northeast corner of our

Territory, bounded on two sides by the States

of Kansas and Missouri, and on the other two
sides by the Cherokee ^{ation. These States,

as well as the Cherokee ]^ation, have laws to

prevent the commission of crimes, while we,

the Eastern Shawnees, have no written laws

of any kind ; and the fact that we get along
so peaceably among ourselves, as well as with
others, has always seemed strange. Bat we
might account tor it in this way : Now the

Shawnees, while they are but few, entertain

great respect and veneration for their chiefs.

BO much so that his word is to the Shawnees
very much as written laws are to other na
tions. Besides this, it is made his principal

duty to call the peojjle together from time to

time, and to advise and encourage them to be
industrious, honest, kind, and loving toward
all men."

By E. H. Black, of the Confederated Peorias,d~c.

" Mr. President, Friends and Brothers : In
accordance with a resolution adopted at the
present session of the General Council, I have
to say that the condition of the Confederate
Peorias, &c., is very good at present. As an
agricultural people they are very successful.
They are industrious, striving hard every year
to raise all the grain and vegetables they can
for home consumption, and in most cases very
successful ; they have every year enough, and
surplus grain to sell. They take a great in-

terest in this branch of industry, more than
any other, because of the profits to be derived
"rom that source.

And they are not neglectful ofraising stock.
They have introduced some fine breeds of
cattle, horses and hogs, which they take pride
in raising.

They have greatly interested themselves in

setting out fruit trees of every description on
their farms, and it is to be hoped that in a few
years they will have good orchards and fruit
n abundance. They have not fallen back in
the least, in their industrial pursuits, ever

ee their removal to this Territory, but have
been improving every year. They live in log
and frame houses, neatly built, have good
barns and pastures for their stock, and th.
farming implements used are of the latest
mprovements.
The Peorias have had one good school in

successful operation, but parents moving to
different sections of the reserve, away from
the neighborhood school house, the pup„„
have been reduced to a small number, and on
that account the school has been suspen(
for some time, but only until a boardino-
school can be located near the central point
of the settlements, so that all the children can
be accommodated

; the school will then go on
as usual. But still our Sunday school ia in
operation, where men, women and children
spend their time for a few hours in this reli-
gious exercise every Sunday, and it is doin<r
much good amongst old and young.

^

The Peorias are a quiet and peaceable peo-
ple, living in peace with all the neighboring
tribes and the whites."

By John W. Greyeyes, of the Wyandotts.
"
^'^l ^^J'^^'^ott tribe are situated at the

bj' the government of the United States, fror

the Seneca tribe in A. D. 1867. This countr
is well adapted to raising grains of varioii

sorts, and the people are endeavoring to ope
out farms, building houses, &c. The dry sej

son of the last j'ear was to their disadvar
tage in raising enough to supply fully thai

wants, but at the present many have sow
wheat, which is now growing and very pre

mising. Manj^ have, in the last year, pi
out orchards, and are putting out more thi

spring. The Wyandotts have for many yeai
abandoned the hunting of game for their \i\

ing. Many of them are now well experience
farmers, and are in the position that by cot

tinning their industry they will in a year o

two be again comfortably fixed with home)
They have horses, cattle, hogs, and othe
stock sufficient to start for well to do. The
have opened in cultivation, about six hundre
acres in all ; their number of acres in improv(
ments runs from three to forty acres ; and i

every thing the indications are favorable t

our people for improvement in their preseii

condition. And as there are prospects for n
ceiving more money from the governmen
when so done, this will enable many to ei

large these comforts. On last fall they erec
ed a fine church building for the Methodif
denomination, to which some fifty or sixt

members belong, who have preaching on ever
Sabbath day. In the Wyandott reserve thei
is instituted one mission school specially fc

the benefit of the Wyandott, Shawnee an
Seneca children, which is carried on by th
Friends or Quakers, and, I believe, assiste
by government, and at this school there ai

about eighty scholars attending, and averaj
ing in the year around an attendance of aboi
fifty."

By Francis Xing, of the Ottawas.
" It is now five years since we settled o

our present reserve, and considering the shor
ness of the time, we are in a prosperous
dition. Upon our arrival here we went aboi
planting orchards of the choicest fruits to t

had, and this spring the prospects for fru
are promising. We have heretofore had
pay out a great deal of money for flour, bt
last autumn we sowed about one hundre
acres of wheat, which now promises well,
which we think will be the means of savin
to us considerable money.
With these facts in view, we have reaso

to believe that next fall and winter our hom

lhni.°f/''^°'' 'J-T' r*"'"?
*^'''° twenty! latedYn"tolh"eirownirnguX.Vthousand acres of land, purchased for them | read and understand."

^"''°'''

comforts will be very sensibly enhanced,
regards our interest in stock raising, I ma
say we spare no pains in improving our stool
but more particularly cattle and hogs. Tb
implements of agriculture used are of the la
est patents. The moral character of our pe(
pie has improved greatly, but more partici
larly during the last year. The Ottawas ar
strictly temperate in their habits, abstainin
from all intoxicating drinks. Wc labor ha|
through the week, and on Sundays attend OD
place of worship, where we invoke Divini
aid in our improvement spiritually as well a,

temporally. We have one mission school i

successful operation, satisfactory to all, .._

where the children are not only taught th
rudiments of an English education, but als:
the doctrines of religion. Sunday school
also taught regularly,""whieh is no less a sourc
of great good. In this connection I can sa
the Ottawas have the Bible and hymns tranij

which the;
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By Wacamo, of the Sacs and Foxes.

About four years ago we visited and ex-

lined some lands in tbis Territory in com-
ny witli three commissioners. They show-
us the country, marked it off, showed us

6 lines, and told us this was ours. We came,
cupied it, and commenced work, when in a

ort time we were t6ld we were on Muscogee
This caused many of us to remove and

mmonco anew a second time; but now, for

•st time in many years, we are feel-

5 as if we were at home again. We've
mmenced farms and homes, and are push-
ahead as fast as we can every year. We

vo a very good and commodious school

use built of bricks. In our last treaty

0,000 were set apart for the purpose of

ildiug this house, which fact will give you
me idea of this school house. We appro-

bate annually $5,000 for the support of the
hool. We have a national saw and grist

ill, and have commenced to build log houses,

mething we have never done before. When
first procured our mill it was operated by

hite men, but now it is operated by our half-
" and full-blood Indians. We also have a

aokemith who is a half-breed Indian, and who
)es all our blaeksmithing. The number of

sres in cultivation I do not know. There is

ty acres of corn at the school, ten acres of

kts, and ten acres of wheat, all looking pro-

.ising, and most of which was planted and is

sing tended in part by the pupils in school.

he number of stock in the tribe I do not

aow; nearly all have horses, hogs and cattle,

has been five hundred fruit trees planted

lis year, each family planting from ten to

fteen. .We have always respected the advice

f our great father, and indeed will hear good
dvice li'om anj^ body."

By Black Beaver, of the Delawares.

" Mr. President : Long years ago the Dela-

rares were acknowledged the oldest in the
rotherhood of tribes, and I am therefore

leased to meet and talk with so many
?hom I regard as grandchildren. The Dela-

rares have melted away to but a few souls,

robably seventy on the Washita—the re-

nainder having confederated with the Chero-
:ees. This remnant of a once proud tribe,

ire endeavoring, like others, to learn the art

)f the culture of the soil, but heretofore a
;reat hindrance has been lack of implements.
4. year ago each family planted a few peach
rees, while during the present season some
save planted apples, pears and cherries. I

planted one hundred fruit trees this season, I

jilso planted one hundred and two acres of oats
ind one hundred and twenty-five acres of corn
before starting to this session of the Council.

I suppose the entire number of acres in culti

vation is about five hundred and fifty. We
have six children in school. My people are

piostly youn^ men, so we have not many
children. They are remarkably quiet, molest
no one, but attend only to their own affai

They /ear to do wrong, and desire only that
which is right. This is all I have to say.''

CTo be continned.}

The world expects more from Friends, than
from other people, because you profess more.
Therefore you should be more just than others
in your words and dealings ; more righteous,

holy and pure in your lives and conversations
;

80 that your lives and conversations may
preach.

—

Epistle of Geo. Fox to Friends, 1679.

light to the Blind.

Many who are suffering from severe afflic-

tion of the eyes will remember the sorrow
with which they learned of the death of the
famous Graefe, of Berlin, who, though a young
man at the time of his demise a few years ago,

bad gained a world-wide reputation in his

specialty. It would seem that his mantle has
len on another of the same name—a cousin

who is rapidly becoming known in the
medical world of Germany as the " second
Graefe." And in a period when affections of

the eye are so common, we believe a short

account of this rising benefactor of his race
will be acceptable.

Alfred Graefe, born in 1830, and now pro-

prietor of an extensive eye-infirmary in the

old University town of Halle, in Saxony, was
for a time the diligent pupil, and then the
zealous assistant, of his cousin in the far-

famed " Eye Clinic" of Berlin. In this posi-

tion he became a skilful and confident ope-

rator, and distinguished himself to such an
extent among German oculists that on the

sudden death of his chief he was generally

regarded as the legitimate successor to the

place of this cousin and namesake. In the

meantime, however, he had acquired a repu-

tation which gained for him the chair of oph-

thalmic surgery in the University of Halle,

here he had become quite distinguished for

successful operations for the removal of cata-

racts from the eye. He preferred, therefore,

to remain in Halle, where he soon founded an
nstitution for treatment of the eye on the

model of the one where he had earned his

fame in Berlin.

This institution of Graefe is rapidly becom-
ng the Mecca of those whose sight is threat-

ened, and twice he has already been obliged

to enlarge his accommodations for the numer-
ous patients whose afllictions are so sensitive

and delicate as to require them to be in his

private hospital, or "Bye Clinic," as the Ger-

mans prefer to call it. The actual labor and
practical activity of the man is marvellous.

Besides his regular practice and the lectures

in the University, the traditional midnight

lamp finds him working at the manuscript of

his numerous articles on his specialty in the

medical journals ; and he even finds time to

write in a popular vein for the benefit of the

people at large, a great many of whom in

Germany suffer from affections of the eye,

brought on, it is now believed, by injudicious

use of the organ in the public schools.

The actual extent of his practical labors

may be judged from the statistics. He is

famous for the removal of cataracts, of which
during the past year he has treated about one

hundred and fifty due to old age, and two
hundred from the ordinary causes, to say

nothing of the many for strabismus, or squint-

ing. He counted twelve hundred important

operations last year, and treated, in all, about

four thousand 'cases. During his hours of

consultation and operation—from nine till

one—his house is besieged by a suffering

crowd with bandaged eyes, and while his

waiting-rooms are crowded, a line of carriages

is standing before his door. The most affect

ing sight among his visitors, are the many
children of tender age brought by parents

whose hearts anxiously beat for their little

ones, and frequently suffer the keenest pangs

to learn the danger of the malady and pro-

bable loss of sight for life.

Before beginning this daily duty Graefe
visits some sixty patients in his clinic, and
generally sees them again about six o'clock

in the evening. It is needless to say that
this terrible strain frequently so exhausts

that he returns to his domestic fireside

entirely worn out, and then his favorite re-

laxation is found on the back of his horse,

which bears him to the friendly surroundings
of the old city and the beneficent charms of
quiet nature along the stream and in the
forest.

A few words may be acceptable in regard
to the nature of an operation which the writer
of this article now remembers but too vividly

the terror of his childhood during a trying
affliction, but which now, thanks to such no-

ble men as Graefe, is robbed of half its agony,
f not, indeed, of almost all. The days of
tedious operations or removal by vitriol are

past; the work is now done so quickly, and
often painlessly, that the suffering is almost
entirely in the anticipation, so that chloroform
is only used for those who cannot trust to the
steadiness of their nerves. The object of the
operation is to remove a turbid and opaque
lens from the axis of light, that this may
again reach the retina and bear the image of

external objects. This lens is either to be

entirely removed from the eye, or to be so

handled that it may be absorbed. The ope-

ration now generally consists of a perforation

of the cornea, which makes the total removal
of the opaque lens possible.

The incision of a skilful operator seldom
lasts more than thirty seconds, and gives no
more pain than the cut of an ordinary razor

;

the removal of the lens is effected by a care-

ful pressure, and is not very painful. The
test is then made, and the patient is de-

lighted to find after a successful operation,

that he can count the fingers that have per-

formed it. This, however, must last but for

a moment, as the eye must be protected from
the light while in the process of natui-al heal-

ing, which may be accomplished in four or

five days. But during this period the great-

est care is necessary, for the slightest pressure

may cause the water which nature supplies

for a new lens to be exuded, in which case

the sight is nearly alwaj'S irreparably lost.

The patient must therefore lie quietly on the

back, and neither speak, nor cough, nor sneeze,

medical appliances aiding to suppress this lat-

ter. Even in sleep it is not well to leave the

patient alone, for a careless rubbing of the

itching eye destroys the sight forever.

When the wound is healed, the eye requires

great care and the use of so-called cataract-

glasses for some time, until it is completely

restored. But the world is indebted to such

men as Graefe for modern improvements in

the delicate operation which now makes suc-

cess the rule and failure the exception.— W.
Wells.

Skimming the Seine.—0£ all the things in

the world which appear utterly worthless are

soap-suds. Mr. Simmonds takes a different

view. He tells us that " soap-suds as a stim-

ulant of vegetable hfe cannot be too highly

appreciated." We cannot go into his argu-

ments on the great value of soap-suds, and it

is sufficient to say that when poured out as a

manure they are of prodigious efficacy. The
French who are up to everything in the

chemical line, have taken a proper view of

the value of soap-suds. Whether from pri-
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vatc dwellings in Paris, or from ihe barges of

the blanchisseuses, the Seine must have a good
deal of soap floating about ir a wasteful kind

of way, to say nothing of the greasy pollution

from dead dogs and cats. There was a for

tune, if properlj- looked after. An enterpris

ing firm, fortified by the authority of the pre

feet, determined to begin a system of skim
ming the Seine. You would imagine it was
a nonsensical idea. Quite a mistake. By
uniting the skimmings of the river with the

ofi"al from hospitals, the firm is able by the

aid of chemistry, steam and cookerj-, to fatten

3,000 pigs, and to produce annually 500,000
pounds of soap. Let England touch that if it

can. Can any one mention a town in Great
Britain where the most valuable products are

not senselessly floated oflf down the gutters

and sewers, never more to be of use to human
beings ?

—

Chambers' Journal.

A happy Old Age.—A fine old man, only mel-
lowed by time, only made charitable by hard
experiences, with the hai-vest of a wise career
garnered all about him, with the love which
he has won now a light to his eyes and a guide
to his feet, with the respect which without
command is cheerfully yielded, with his heart
halved between heaven and earth, between
those who remain and those who have gone
before, sweeter and more lovable for his sim-
plicity and partial helplessness, affection's

pensioner, love's creditor, with a rich estate
in the tender gratitude of all about him—such
an old man, an ancestor still abiding, a founder
who may contemplate the actual, fair exten-
sion of his line, is such a consummation of life's

best and most honorable pui-poses that gallant
youth, even in its morning arrogance, may
well study it and seek in turn to win it. Even
in this world we reap that which we have
sown. The ruin and the desolation may be
consummate at noonday, just as the averaice
life of man, which should probably be a cen- !'"''> ""."";' "^^i- "« louna at places oi aiver-

tory, is hardly a third of ii. Old ao-e needl®'°°' I^imits, as to recreation and amusement,
not bring with it that for which we fear it— "™ ^° ^^ known by attending to the reproofs

of the Spirit. The religion of the cross of
Chri.st is not intended to rob us of the true
happiness of life, but blessed is the man who
feels that God Almighty does set bounds to
our amusements.

There is no other name by which any of us
can be saved, but Jesus Christ. Let us labor
to get into his name, for he hath promised,

gether

""'» iMticittiL iwiL-e, uvea: \„j i -ii i i • .
" '" ^^^*^^*

after our will has grown feeble and our iudir-iru I
'""

f
^'- P™™ise good unto all

ment untrustworthy ? Thou^^h we may seem
I

,"^
*u

* "''® '^ concerned to labor to get
to go on by a kind of mechanTcal momentum r'^»"°"gh all the opposition that stands in their

yet the credit of it as well as the benefit of \tr^^-\ ,

®° they may get into the name,
will be ours, since it will have had its origin'P"" ,

PO'^'er of Christ, and witness him to

Hence it becomes highly important, that all

those who are actively engaged in the affairs

of the church, should exercise a watchful care

over their own conduct and that of their fam-

ilies, that as far as lies in their power, no occa-

sion of reproach may be brought upon the

high profession we make of being the self-

denying followers of Jesus Christ. And a£

we believe the discipline to have been insti-

tuted in the wisdom, and under the guidance
of the Holy Spirit, and founded upon the

storing love of the gospel, so nothing short

of the influence of a degree of the same divine

Spirit, can qualify for duly administering it.

Thomas Story, at a meeting held at Fair
field, Connecticut, in the year 1702, spoke
after this manner : That no name of distinc-

tion or contempt, among men, of their own
inventing, through ignorance or envy, would
stand any ol us in stead at the last day ; no-

thing would do then but the name, virtue and
power of the Lord of life, the Lord Jesus
Christ, the quickening spirit, and to have life

eternal by Him : that we shall not be asked
n that day, whether we had been named or
called. Papists, Episcopalians, Presbyterians,
Independents, Baptists, Quakers, or by any
other name of that kind ; but, " What have
been thy thoughts, words and deeds in life ?

How hast thou lived 2 Hast thou done unto
all men as thou wouldst they should have
done unto thee."

We should cherish that state of mind in
which we may be best prepared to perceive
the warnings, and checks of God's Holy Spirit.
What should we do without them ? We ought
to watch that we may never do any thing, or
go anywhere, that may have the eft'ect of rob-
bing us of tenderness of spirit, or blind our
ensibilities to this influence. If this sense
were duly cherished by our young Friends,
they would not be found at places of d"

British Friend."

loneliness, ennui, peevishness, the general
absence of all that makes an abiding here
desirable, but the precaution against such
weary doom must begin with the morning,
out of which will come the evening issues.
Kobody who is wise forgets to make provi-
sion for material wants which will survive
the arm's strengtli and the mind's cunninsj

;why may we not educate head and heart In ,.„.^, . ,, ^ i
habits which will survive much decay and

^^at where two or three are gathered to,

operate by their own inherent force, even!? ^ l°''"°n'
*"" 7' V '" ^^- °'''^'^ ""^

m our own wise provision and forethouirht
—N. Y. Tribune.

^

It is a circumstance worthy of observation,
that the discipline of our Society can never
be faithfully administered, where thci)eculiar
testimonies are not maintained. A neglect
of any one oftbe.se testimonies, whetherit be
as regards plainness in dress, address, or man-
ner of living; the known scruples of Friends
againstwars, oaths, a hireling ministry, mode-]
ration in trade and business, or the due atten
danc

be as a place of broad rivers unto them.-
Lamley.

-Mary

" When the rays of this world's prosperity
are around us, and there are no clouds of
earthly sorrow to mar our earthly enjoy-
ments, wo may feel secure in them" and be
tempted to take up our rest in temporal ::"\r pT^ '"'7
gratification.s, but, we should remember that

""""* "'^^^'^ ^°^'-

It has been recorded in Holy Writ, that in
this world we have no ' continuing city.'"

Haimali Bellows.

Hannah Bellows was the wife of William L.

Bellows, of Gloucester [England]. She was
also the daughter of John Stickland, of Ware-
ham, Dorset, a local preacher among the

^~

leyan Methodists, v erj- early in life she i

ifested a love for serious things ; and when
she was about 20 years of age, a religions

awakening at Salisbury became the means of

her seekingin earnest, and finding the forgive-

nessofher sins through living faith in Christ.*

Not content, however, as too many have been,

to loiter or sit down in a false rest after at-

taining to this measure of life, she was con-

cerned to pressonward, through many inward
baptisms and outward tribulations, to that
fuller victory over the fallen nature, the very
possibility of which is doubted by many, and
was permitted to witness, through close fol-

lowing her Divine Master, a state of establish-

ment in the truth which rendered her a bles-

sing to others. Her gift in prayer was re-

markable, and she became a class leader among
the Methodists ; though she often found her-

self restrained bj' the unerring Head of the.,

Church, from either speaking too freely her-

self, or encouraging others so to speak of pri-

vate religious experience. At such times she
was in the practice of commencing by sitting,;

down in silence; and frequently, in after life,

recurred to these seasons as having been espe-
cially owned by the Master of Assemblies to

the refreshing ofthose present. In the revival

t Salisbury, already mentioned, the time
?hich she had felt most eminently blessed to
her own soul, was one in which the entire
congregation had been drawn into solemn
lence.

Hannah Stickland further felt that ma)i
was sometimes put too prominently forward
'n things relating to God—among some of
those whom she so much loved, and with whom
her religious lot had been cast. She was mar-
ried in 1827, and soon after became acquaint-
ed with the late William and Anna Forster,
of Bradpole. The sweetness and simplicity
of their spirit left a favorable impression on
her mind, inclining her to look toward the
Society of Friends, and to examine its princi-

l^les. She was several times at Bradpole be-
fore her removal to Cornwall, which was
about the year 1829.
A visit from Stephen Grellett to that county

was made the means of great encouragement
to Hannah Bellows to take up the cross that
lay in her way in the adoption of the plain
language, as well as in her apparel. Her dress
had for many years been marked by a degree
of nonconformitj- with the fashions of the
world

; but to dress as a Friend would make
this yet more marked. Stephen Grellett's
message of counsel now sunk deep into her
heart "to give up fully that which was for
the hammer and for the fire; and the sooner
the better." She was again enabled to win
the victory over self, by faith in and obedi-
ence to the voice of the Spirit of God in the

While living at Liskeard regu-

* That faith in Christ, which is living, is His own
gift

;
and is only bestowed on those who submit to the

convicting and converting power of His Holy Spirit.,.f m,- ^, ,• r TV • .".
I

,.'^^'ien we have missed our way through

necessarlv disHnllifi^^'o ^'^""l ^^'Of^'i'P- 'disobedience, we must know a fresh dispen- These are" they who experience the truIhoTTheApos':

rnTfT, !^„i. 1^ .* P^'T f"^l='^^o>-- s^tion of repentance and amendment of life
»'«'« declaration: "If we walk in the Light, as He isng to icclaim those who may have violated through the power of the Holy Spirit in the 'u

"',<', ^ighi we have fellowship one with another, and
the rules of the Society in other particulars. ' heart.— TAos Scattergood

\ n
^ °^ '^^'"' ^^"'^' ^'' '^°''' <='^°^^th us from
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ly to attend Friends' meetings. Having

casion to make a journey into Dorsetshire,

ire she would be among her old friends,

.. "Wesleyans, she felt it a close trial, as she

ust now appear peculiar in their eyes ;
hut

who makes rough places smooth and

3ked places straight, had paved the way
her. The prospect of using the plain lan-

lage to one individual with whom she had

sen very intimate, was especially trying to

but the first words this good woman
id to her as they met, were, " Now my dear,

say thee and thou to me ; for 1 dearly like

ople to carry out their principles." Simple as

lis incident may appear to many, yet to

lose who have had to go through a similar

lal it will not be witho'ut weight.

Hamiah Bellows ofien looked back with

easure to herfellowship withtheMethodisl

said there was much that was precious

id of pure gold among them ;
and she felt

lat in leaving them she could give up '• none

f the gold."

From Liskeard she removed to Tavistock,

d while residing there became a member of

le Society of Friends, being admitted at the

ime time with her husband and children.

For sixty years out of her long term of

ighty, Hannah Bellows so lived as to exem-

lify the text, "The work of righteousness

ball be peace, and the effect of righteousness

uietness and assurance forever." Crowned

rith a humility that did not permit her even

3 suspect any worth in herself, few were more

ruly honored. While unwearied in her efforts

ar the good of others, she often wondered

?hy her life should be prolonged, as she felt

f so little use.

In middle life she had many trials—loss of

hildren, reverses, and changes of home; but

11 were borne without murmuring. Again

,nd again she leaned so firmly on the ever-

asting arm for support, that she was enabled

strengthen the hearts of others. The

narked characteristic of her temper was an

ven cheerfulness ; and when grey hairs drew

in, and the grave became a nearer prospect

his cheerfulness grew even brighter than be

ore. Frequently when she thought no one

leard her, she would sing to herself in the

)verfiowing of a joy which was the foretaste

)f that state she was soon to enter on

5ver.
•

., J
Those who knew her best can easily under-

stand that it was natural for her ftiraily to

forward to a gradual and pleasant close

;o such a life. But He, who knows the end

under no uneasiness : all will be well with

me." She had often expressed a hope thai

he might be removed while asleep it con

sistent with the Divine will. Sometimes she

aid she was afraid lest the restlessness she

could not restrain should "bring dishonor on

the profession of religion ;" and she would

frequently apologize to her kind watchers for

disturbing their rest by her groaning.

Two nights before her departure her agony

seemed to^have reached its culminating point.

For twelve or fourteen hours she had been

unable to keep still for more than a minute at

a time, and while tossing to and fro, she

asked, "O how long will this last? can it be

much longer?" A little later she groaned
" This is dying . . . and this is death.'

At length a lull came, and she bowed her

head forward in silence ; and then she whis-

pered, "Glorious! glorious! glorious!" "O
what a company ! ten thousand times ten

thousand, and thousands of thousands !" Pre-

sently she raised her head, and cried out m a

clear triumphant voice, " They are coming !

there they come ! there they come! the horse-

men and the chariots of fire ! " " It is over !

Satan can do no more !" After anotl.er pause,

she again cried, "They are come! they are

come! they are waiting for me!" and then.

as if answering to some one, • I shall soon be

Tom the beginning. saw otherwise ;
and wa

ready." . . . Another time of silence

followed, and the vision was veiled from

her. Physical suffering succeeded, though

her mental conflict appeared to be over.

For two days after this she said but little,

beyond taking an affectionate leave of her

husband, to whom she said, " Our union will

be eternal;" and giving some advice to her

children.

On Fifth-day evening she fell into a gentl

sleep, after twenty-four hours' wakefulness,

and her son and daughter believing she would

awake refreshed by it, left her thus n little

after ten at night in the care of a nurse, who

was to call them if any change occurred.

They were summoned at four in the morn-

ino-, as the watcher had become uneasy froni

he*!-' continued stillness ; and her unchanged

attitude and calm, painless features showed

that her desire had been granted. She had

passed away in her sleep, and was already

numbered with those who through great trib-

ulation had washed their robes and made them

hite in the blood of the Lamb.

Selected.

" Grievous is it when we reflect how insen-

sible we are to our smallest mercies, and how

ungrateful for our highest blessings. A visitor

to an Asylum, was solemnly and suddenly re-

minded of his great sin in the latter respect.

As he passed among the lunatics, one of them

walked directly toward him and abruptly said.

' Have you ever thanked God for your reason f

He uttered not another word, but darted off

without waiting for a reply, leaving his ques-

tion to sink deep, as well it might, into the

mind of the visitor."

I leave it as an observation, that I have

seldom, if ever, seen any stand, and arrive to

any considerable degree of usefulness m the

Church, whose foundation has not been deeply

laid in afflictions and exercises ;
whereby they

are crucified with Christ, and shall therefore

rise with him to glory and honor, in the pre-

sent as well as in the future state.— Catharine

Phillips.

Selected

A SONG OF A NEST.

There was once a neat in a hollow

—

Down in the mosses and knot-grass pressed

—

Soft and warm, and full to the brim
;

Vetches leaned over it, purple and dim,

With butter-cup buds to follow.

I pray you, hear my song of a nest.

For it is not long

;

You shall never light in a sunnier quest

The bushes among

—

Shall never light on a prouder sitter

—

A fairer nestful—nor ever know
A softer sound than their tender twitter,

That, wind-like, did come and go.

I had a nestful, once, of my own

—

Ah, happy, happy 1!

Eight dearly 1 loved them ;
but when they were

grown,
They spread out their wings to fly.

Oh ! one after one they flew away,

Far up in the heavenly blue

—

To the better country, the upper day,

And— I wish I was going, too !

I pray you, what is the nest to me

—

My empty nest?

And what is the shore where I stood to see

My boat sail down to the West?

Can I call that home where I anchor yet,

Though my good man has sailed ?

Can I call that home where my nest was set,

Now all its hopes have failed ?

Nay, but the port where my sailor went,

And the Land where my nestlings be-
There is the home where my thoughts are sent—

The only home for me.

Birds in the Woods.—One cannot go far

into the woods in any direction without ob-

serving what a protest all the birds utter at

first. There are harsh screams, sharp notes

of warning, and general scolding. Every bird

has a great deal of curiosity to take a look at

strangers. For a time they flit about in the

tall tree-tops, and afterwards begin to hop

down to lower limbs, and, gradually descend-

ing, come to the ground, or to low bushes.

By remaining quiet an hour or two, a dozen

or more will circle around within a few feet,

turning their heads on one side occasionally,

and quizzing in a saucy, merry way. In a

little while one may be on intimate terms with

the very birds which protested so loudly at

his coming. They will tell him a great many
secrets. The leaves of his book on ornithol-

ogy may be a quarter of a mile square, but

what cannot be read on one day may be read

on some other. Even an owl burrowing with

a ground-squirrel, and both agreeing very well

as tenants, in common with a rattlesnake,

may suggest questions of afiinity and com-

munity which it might be inc-onvenient to

answer at once. If you prefer to have some

readino-s in the book of nature, you can turn

down a leaf and go back the next day with

the certainty that no one has lugged off the

volume. And if your finger-mark is a tree

250 feet high, there will be no great difficulty

in finding the place.— W. C. Bartleit, in Over-

land Monthly.

Be on Time.—" I just stopped to finish what

I was doing," is the perpetually recurring

excuse for lateness at fixed appointments. It

is no excuse at all. If we know that at cer-

tain hours we should meet ceriain duties or

cniraffements, other things should be brought

to a close in good season, or they should be

broken off. Punctuality is a form of honesty

—tardiness, of dishonesty. "Just stopping to

finish" your wo.k is an injustice to "ihers

whom you are to meat.—Presbyterian at Work.
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The Power of Meekness.

One of the largest Hospitals in a city in h
south of France was blessed \.ith a directress
or matron who was a faithful follower of the
Lord. Her service was' not a thing ipait
from her spiritual life, but a tiekl in which
she sought to glorif . Him whose disciple she
was.

She was often subjected to misapprehension
by, and even insult from the patients ; but
she had learnt by grace, that a meek and quiet
spit it was of great price in the sight ot Hin
who was meek and [o\\\y of heart.
Ou one occasion a patient, angry at a ruk

of the Hospital being enforced, spat in tht
matron's face in the presence of the assem
bled ward

; she qui.tly wiped her face, saj-
ing, " I have been gre.itly honoured to ^hare
the indignity offered to my bless d Saviour."
The outrage was never repealed. But after-
wards a new patient was admitted, and when
placed in bed, the matron sent her daughter
to remove the apparel from the room to an-
other apartment, as no clothing was allowed
to be retained in the sleeping-room. As the
young girl stooped to gather the clothing
together, the woman, enraged that it should
be removed, hent over her, and raising one of
her heavy .sabots (clogs) struck her violently
and repeatedly on the back.

All looked on in wonder and dismay at
this unde.served cruelty to one who had never
oflFended, feeling that this must touch the
mother's heart far more severely than any
indignity offered to herself.
The matron calmly continued her duties.

In the evening the culprit beheld her approach
her bed. She waited for some word of re-
proach,—none came

; for some expression of
displeasure in her face.— none was seen
Chnst was in His Holy Temple, and all the
eaith kept silence before him.

Carefully she arranged the pillows, tender-
ly she spoke to the woman while performing
the offices of kindness which she might well
have deputed to another. The culprit shrank
before her; there was no si^rn of the remem-
brance of this most unlovely deed. The heart
oi the harsh and violent woman melted beneath
the power of the Holy Spirit. She watched
and listened to the directress, as from day today she ministered of the "good things-
promised by her Heavenly Father; and iS a
little time the truly newborn child of God

p.tal she d.-clared that the meek forgiveness
of injury thus. manifested, by one who'walked

jT ,n
^.^-Jv^"^ .broken her heart and prepared

It ror the blessings awaiting her.~A. Shipton.

It is stated that by a careful analysis it hasbeen found that apples contain a lar.rcramount of phosphorus, or brain food thlinany other fruit or vegetable, and on this ac-count they are very important to sedentarymen who work their brain rather than theirmuscles They also contain the acids whirlie needed every day. especially for sedeutai^en the action of whose liver is sluggis

n ti™T '^«''^^«. '"'*"'''•. ^hich is retainedn the system, produces inaction of the brainmd indeed, of the whole system, causTn^;

Ss'e^of^e'S.^^""^-^'^^'-^'--

Birds aud Iiisci'ts.

The writer well rf-members when
quarter of the country, such a thing as the
failure, of a crop from insects or worms was
unknown. We had plenty of apples, pears,
|)eaehfs, cherries, and he smaller fruits. Now
what is the fact? I he lent caterpillar, the
canker-worm, the army-worm, the curculio
and the borers d.-vour our fruit ; while grubs
and insects destroy our corn and grain crops,
and the grass even may in the future fail from'
the same cause. We our.selves have seen
witliin the past few years patches a quai ter
of an acre in extent as bare of vegetation as
if just ploughed, every root eaten off by a
species of grub. T; is was an interesting case,
for a- soon as the grass began to show its
coiidilion by withering, our friends, the crows
and black birds (graUies), came in flocks, and
in the course of two or three days not a grub
could be found. Our strawberries were eaten
off to a considerable extent by the same grub,
nd we are told by others, that they have had

theirs ruined by this grub. Who shall say
how long before this important crop wil

A good name is rather to
;reat riches.

chosen than

hare the fate of the plum ? Could we have
called into our aid the crows, how quick and
ffectual would have been their service ! And
why could this not be done ? Is there any
thing preposterous in the idea? We think
not. Birds have been taught to hunt and
lish, and even bring home their game at the
command of their masters

; and who has not
seen also trained birds perform feats entirely
out of the way of their usual habits ? And
could not the crow, the most sagacious of
birds, be taught to perform an office which ism strict accordance with his instincts ' The
crow is readily tamed, and there has been one
n this neighborhood for the past year that i„
so intelligent, and has taught himself to be
so useful that his case goes far to prove that
these birds may easily be trained so as to be
of much value. This bird belonged to a r^en-
tleman whose farm is mostly cultivated as
a truit aud garden farm, and the first idea he
had of his usefulness, was one day when the
crow followed him to the squash field where
he was engaged in fighting his annual battle
with the black and striped bugs, which render
It some years almost impossible to raise a
single squash. The crow watched his mas-
ter s proceedings with great apparent inter,
est, first looking out of one eye and then
turning the other, as if to study both sides of
the question-as is the habit of the crow-peo-
pie-when with a single jump he pounced
upon the bugs, and from that time took thewhole business upon himself, turning up th.
leaves and peering under them in the most
comical manner, devouring all the bugs andma very short time clearing the entire pieceand what was more, he performed the same
office for the neighbors for some miles aroundwatching the plants for the whole season."

.onfi
^''^^''ous "^ regard to this crow, heconfined his travels to his own side of the

street; he could not be enticed to cross on

'"/er^'?°";''- ^% '^'^^ appointed himself
perpetual sentinel" over the place, giving acaw ot alarm when any one, man or^an md

^'Th^r'" ^' '•"'^'^ «^^'- =*" the other bTrds

he seemeHTP"°°°f''^.^'^'"g-''''-d«.«°d these

ZTTt r-r*^ ^'^^ ^ ''°'-t of ludicrous
fear, diving mto the grass whenever attacked

window, where I am now writing, a tame
crow was reared this last season, who took
upon himself, in a similar manner, the guar-
dianship of his master's garden, keeping it
entirely clear of worms and insects. The
bird, however, has never seemed to think
himself competent to undertake any moro
extensive office, bnt has confined himself
strictly to his own home. All the family of
the Corvidas (crows) are remarkably intelli-
gent, and can be easily tamed. Some mem-
bers of the family are diffused over all parts
of the globe capable of producing food for
man. " In some respects," says Carpenter,
" these birds are the most highly organized
of the whole class." They can digest almost
any kind of food. The bill, which is of itself
a wonderful di.splay of mechanical skill in its
construction, and is worthy of the most'care-
tul study, 18 capable of seizing aud tearing the
flesh of animals, and also of picking up the
smallest grain. The anatomical structure of
the stomach is equally curious, and in its
adaptation to its uses, presents to the mind
of the most careless observer as strong evi-
dence of the agency of an intelligent First
Cause, as does the type-setting machine or
any other wonderful piece of human mech-
anism of that of a human mechanic. The
stolhaeh of this family is intermediate be-
tween the membranous kind peculiar to the
pure flesh-eaters, and the gizzards or strono-Iy
muscular organs of those which feed upon
hard vegetable substances. Their feet are
tormed for rapid walking and running, their
wmgs for powerful flight. They can see from
long or short distances. Their hearing, is
very acute, and some appear to have a slrono-
sense of smell. And as we have shown abov^
they are remarkably sagacious, and, as Car-
penter says, " they possess an unusual degree
of docility, are courageous and active, and at
the same time extremely vigilant and cautious.
\\ e have only space to touch upon this most
interesting subject; it will well repay a care-
ful and extended study. To the crows pro-
perly so called belong the raven, the carrion
and hooded crows, the rook, the jackdaw and
the magpie. As will be seen, some of these
are foreign varieties. They could, no doubt
be domesticated here. Wo have also several
varieties of the family in this country. They
live chiefly," says our authority, " upon the
ground, and do great service in devouring
carrion, worm.s, slugs and the larv^ of insects,
•fcc, but when this fails they resort to thegram ^elds."—Evening Post.

There were many Friends who had gone
out into extravagant furniture and apptrel
to please and gratify a fine, nice mind'
which, as the Lord's Spirit led ua to putaway m the beginning, so it will never lead
us to take them up again; and whoever
goes into them, does so far go from the lead-
ing ot I ruth

; and wherever I see it, the tes-timony of Truth arises in my heart against
It. iruth allows liberty enough for all the
conveniences of life, in moderation, according
to our circumstances in this world, without
unnecessary and superfluous adornino-g ac-cording to the customs and fashions of'this
world to please a vain mind—ij/e of Joseph

quenr^ccrrrencc^nd^crwinT'loudlv
To" ht'l wn^^lfin'"'

'"^t^ment entirely inefficient to-
tter for protection. VVithi;i si^l^t o^? m^l^f^nt^ti^n^ Ke"f^^^^
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If it should please the Lord to draw my
oul after Him, to the uttermost parts of the

arth, and place mj' peace with Him in my
bedience there, I might not expect it other-

ise. And who can live without the comfort

f His presence, that has been favored with

? For his presence is life to all the faithful

id obedient, but death and condemnation to

uch as reject His counsel."

—

T. Story.
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Some excitement has recently been created

a England and this country, in scientific

rcles, and among those who believe that the

ove and fear of G-od are the foundation of

lational and individual happiness, by a recent

.ddress delivered before the British Associ-

tion for the advancement of science. Its

uthor, Professor Tyndall, advances fully-de-

reloped materialistic sentiments, professing

o discern in mere matter, "the promise and
)Otency of every form and quality of life ;"

,nd thus ignores the existence or need of any
;ontrolling ruler of the universe, so far as in

lis view merely scientific researches can de-

nonstrate.

Such doctrines are by no means new, hav-

ng been held by some of the ancient j)hiloso-

)hers, and ofmodern times by many European
nen of science ; and it has long been known
-hat Professor Tyndall's own opinions were
fa sceptical character. The stir that has

leen made by their announcement in this in-

stance is due therefore, not so much to the

lentiments, as to the circumstances under
vhich they were advanced—by the President

)f one of the most distinguished scientific as-

lociations of the world, and to a body, where
leretofore a decent respect has been shown
,0 the prevalent religious belief of the country.

"We have no fears of any permanent or ex-

ensive injury to the cause of religion by this

epublication of the old atheistic doctrine

Sowever subtle and ingenious the arguments
)f such men may be, the innate conviction is

inshaken, that we are not ourselves mere col-

ons of material atoms, acting on each

ither under the influence of certain general

aws, such as gravitation, &c. We feel that we
lavean existence, and that our physical frames

lo not constitute the whole of our being.

Dhis conviction is not only a sufficient, but a

Ogical reply to all the arguments that cau be

Irawn from mere physical research. We are

mly, in this age, repeating the experience of

ilden time, when, it is said, " The world by
visdom knew not God." For though, as the

Lpostle Paul asserts, "The invisible things of

lim, from the creation of the world are clear

y seen, being understood by the things that

re made, even His eternal power and God-
lead ;" yet even in bis days there were those

vho " became vain in their imaginations, and
heir foolish heart was darkened."
It is no new conviction on our part, that

•bedience to Christ, as he is revealed in our

leartB as the Light of life, is the one safe

bbiding place of the Christian. If we are

bnnded on that Eock, all the floods of infidel-

ty, and the storms of temptation of whatever
cind, will beat upon us in vain. The Spirit

)f the Lord will lift up a standard against

,hem. On the other hand, if we depart from

that sure foundation, we know not how far

and how fatally we may fall. " This is the
condemnation that light is come into the

world, and men loved darkness rather than
light, because their deeds wtve evil." It we in-

dulge in anything which wc feel to be at

variance with the pure leadings of the Holy
Spirit in our hearts, we so far turn our backs
to the Light, and open the way for further de-

grees of darkness and death to come over us.

Thousands, who once knew better, have in

this way become blinded, so as even to deny
the Lord that bought them.
One case comes to remembrance of a young

man, who had been blessed with pious parents,

who had endeavored to train him up as a con-

sistent member of our religious Society, both
by precept and example. Becoming actively

engaged in business, and much interested

therein, he too much neglected that inward-
ness of mind and habitual sense of the Divine
presence which would have preserved him
from the snares of the evil one ; and gradually
laid aside some of that simplicity in language,
dress and manners, in which he had been ed-

ucated. As he advanced in this downward
course, he felt darkness and doubt increasing

in his mind. He no longer experienced those

seasons of heavenly tenderness and sweet con-

solation, with which he had been favored in his

more innocent days; and was tempted to

doubt the genuineness of those impressions
made directly on the heart of man by the

agency of the Holy Spirit, and the kind care

of a superintending Providence, in the aff'airs

of life. In this blinded and dangerous state

a renewed visitation of Heavenly Love was
remarkably extended to him, in the silent

part of a religious meeting ; and a convincing
evidence was thus afforded that a compassion-
ate Eeedemer was operating in his soul, in love

and pity for his benighted condition ; his eyes
were opened to see his dark state, and he was
enabled to say with tlie patriarch of old,

"Now mine eye seeth thee, wherefore I abhor
myself, and repent in dust and ashes." Living
faith was again raised in his heart, and grati-

tude for his escape from that evil spirit, which
ever seeketh to blind the minds of them
which believe not.

We sincerely desire that none of our mem-
bers, especially our younger friends, may be
caught with the snares of a false philosophy.

There is often a tendency, especially in im-

mature minds, to seize hold of any thing new
or startling, and profess or advocate it, from
a desire (ofwhich the individual I imself may
be scarcely conscious) to attract the notice ot

others, and obtain their admiration, as if they

possessed unusual intellectual boldness, or

were wiser than their tellows. They do not

know or appreciate that the real feeling to-

wards such is one of mingled pity and con-

tempt.
He who has submitted his heart to the

gracious visitations of his Saviour, and has

known the feeling of condemnation for sin
;

the giidly sorrow and repentance which fol-

low ; the sweet, tendering influence which
often, at an unexpected moment, is spread over

the heart, causing it to rejoice in the feeling

of Divine love ; the solemn quiet which sett les

over the mind, hushing everything into still-

ness as in the presence of the Holy One; and
the whole train of blessed experiences, which
attend the sincere follower of Christ,—he has

within him, in these things, an answer to

every infidel suggestion. He knows that

these feelii gs are not at his own control, that
they come and go at the bidding of a higher
power than his own

; and he regardu as simply
absurd the doctrine that thty have no other
force or meaning than the mutual action of
particles of matter among themselves.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Nothing has been heard from the steam-

ship Faraday, laying the direct cable from Ireland to

the United States, since the 9th instant, when she had
paid out 574 mile.s, and was in water over two miles
deep.

The differences which caused the great strike of mill
operators at Bolton, have been referred to arbitration.

On the loth and 16th inst., eight hundred farm laborers
sailed from Liverpool for Quebec. These people go to

Canada to seek employment and homes. It is said the
number of this class of workmen in England is need-
lessly large, since the introduction of agricultural ma-
chinery.

According to the New British Factory Act, which
goes into effect on the first of the coming year, no child

is to be employed under nine years, and after 1875 un-
der ten, except where he was lawfully employed be-

fore that period. No employment is to be beyond four

and a half hours continuously, without a meal, nor any
work after 2 P. M., on Seventh days. After the 1st of

1st month, 1876, children must attend efficient schools.

The Scotch papers report a marked improvement in

the ship building trade of the Clyde, resulting, in a
great measure, from the fall in the iron and coal mar-
ket. The tonnage of vessels launched during the last

eight months has been larger than for that period ia

any one of the five preceding years.

Liverpool, 9th mo. 21.—Orleans cotton, &\d; Up-
lands, Sd. for middlings.

In Germany 8,515,041 persons are entitled to vote for

members of the National Legislature. It appears that

at the last election only 5,288,203 votes were cast, and
of these 1,564,999 were Catholics. The Democrats and
Social Democrats cast 374,000 votes. The National lib-

erals and Progressists numbered 2,095,.591.

The Pope peremptorily refuses to join the European
Powers in the recognition of Spain.

Madrid despatches state that a feeling of confidence

and security continues to strengthen in that city. The
military operations in the North, have not recently

been on a large scale. The Carlists have been defeated

in several small engagements.

The Iberia says, that the Duke of Parma and Counts
Caserti and Bari have had a conference with Don Car-

los, at which it was agreed that Don Carlos should be

the sole representative of the four Bourbon branches,

with presumptive rights to the French throne.

The government of Denmark has directed its Envoy
at Berlin, to ask explanations from the German govern-

ment in regard to the expulsion of the Danish subjects

from Schleswig.

At the beginning of the present year, the order of

Je.suits numbered 9104 members. Of these 2303 live

in France, 1527 in Italy, 1080 in England and English

colonies, 1588 are on missions, and 2706 in the United

vStates.

Advices from Eio Janeiro state that the Emperor, in

his speech closing the Chambers, on the 12th inst., con-

gratulated the country on its satisfactory relations with

foreign Powers, and declared that his government would
endeavor to promote agriculture by the extension of the

railway system. Most important measures would be

presented at the next session, looking to electoral and
educational reform, and in aid of the agricultural in-

The latest rumored phase of the Formosa dispute is

that the Japanese are willing to vacate the part of the

island occupied by them, on condition that the Chinese

government will hold the people under subjection, and

acknowledge that the Japanese were justiffed in taking

possession.

Bergen, the Bonapartist candidate for the Assembly,

in the department Maine-et-Loire, who stood lowest on

the polls, has withdrawn from the contest.

President MacMahon, has been well received by the

Fjench, in his last tour through some of the Depart-

ments.
At a late meeting of the Permanent Committee, it

was stated by the Duke Decazes, Minister of Foreign

Afiairs, in answer to a question, that nothing had been

done in regard to the withdrawal of the French man-of-

war Orenoque, from Civita Vecchia.

The trial of persons charged with aiding Bazaine in

his escape, ended on the 17th inst. The Judge deliv-
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ered a lengthv and explanatory jmlgment. He con-

sidered that the escape by a rope was proved, but de-

clared that Col. Villette assisted in the preparations.

The wardens were adjudged guilty of negligence. Col-

onel Villette and Plantin, were sentenced to six month.s,

Doinau to two, and Gigoup to one month's imprison-

ment. The remainder of the alleged accomplices m the

escape were acquitted.

In France the tobacco monopoly is a source of large

revenue to the government. The manuCicture is con-

docted in sixteen large establishments. The returns

from these factories show a yearly consumption of 17,-

000,000 pounds of snuff, l,oOO,0(X) pounds of chewing

tobacco, ti,000,000 of segars, and 43,000,000 pounds of

smoking tobacco.

United States.— When the slate election occurred

in Louisiana in 1872, the leaders of both the " Kepub-

licin," and " Liberal or Conservative" parties resorted

to fraudulent means of obtaining power, so that it is be-

leived no fair election took place. Kellogg the Repub-

lican candidate for Governor, managed to get posses-

sion, and he and his associates have been in office for

Dearly two years. The opposing party have constantly

insisted that the Kellogg government is only an usur-

pation, and this was especially the case in New Or-

leans, where the discontented form, it is said, the great

bulk of the white inhabit .nts. On the Uth inst., a large

meeting was held in that city, in order to demand a

redress of grievances, but the government refused to

listen to their complaints. On this the malcontents,

with an armed force numbering thousands, defeated and
dispersed the miliury police of a few hundred men,
drove Gov. Kellogg from the Capital, and installed his

rival McKnery in otfice. When information of these

acta of violence reached Washington, President Grant,

took prompt measures for restoring the government
which had been so long in actual control, and the Mc-
Enery party, knowing the folly of a conflict with the

Federal authority, promptly and quietly withdrew, and
submitted to a power they were unable to resist. Gov.
Kellogg resumed his offiiiial duties on the 19th inst.

According to the Commercial and Financial Chroni-

cle, the total receipts of cotton, in the year ending 9th

month 1st, at the shipping ports of the United States,

were 3,819,436 bales; exports 2,340,891 bales. The
domestic consumption is about 1,000,000 bales.

There were .540 interments in New York last week,
and 321 in Philadelphia, including 131 children under
two years.

A fire attended with serious loss of life, occurred at

Fall River, Masf., the 19th inst. Soon after seven
o'clock in the morning, when all the operators, about
700 in number, h.id gone to work in one of the mills, a

fire was discovered in the factory, which spread so rap-

idly as to create a general consternation, and cause
many persons to jump from the windows in order to es-

cape the flames. It appears that 23 persons, mostly
women, were killed, 5 others are missing, and 36 wound-
ed, some of thi m fatallv. The loss of properly is esti-

mated between $2-50,000 and $300,000.
The exhibit made by the money order division of the

Post Office Department, for the year ending 6th mo.
30th, 1874, shows a large increase of business. The'
amount of orders issued was $74,424,854 against $51,-
516,216 the preceding year.

ne Markets, &c—The following were the quotations
on the 2l9t inst. Hea York. — American gold 109J.
U. S. 6'fl 1881, registered, 116J-; do. coupon, 117i

; do.
1868, registered, 116; coupon, llOj; do 6 per cents.

IIU. Superfine flour, $4.40 a $-5 ; State extra, $5.10 a
$5.40, finer brands, $-5..50 a $10.50. No. 2 Chicago
spring wheat, $1.14 ; No. 3 do., •fl.lO; red western, $1.22
a $1.24; amber ?1.24 a $1.26; white Indiana, $1.35;
Oats 65 a 67 cts. Rve, 91ctfl. VVestern mixed corn, 97
a 98 cts. Yellow, 98^ cts. White $1.01 a -1.02. PhU-
fuidphia.—Cotton 16] a I'l cU. for middling uplands
and New Orleans. Superfine flour, $.3..50 a $4.00; ex-
tras, $4 a $4..50 ; finer brands, $5.00 a $8.75. Red wheat
$1.22 a $1.25; amber $1.25 a $1.28; white $1.38 a
$1.40. Rye96cts. Yellow and mixed corn, 98 a $1.00.
Oats, 64 a 67 cts. Smoked hams, 15 a 16 tls. Lard 15
cU. Clover seed 10 j a 1 1 cts. About 2000 beef cattle
sold at 6 a 7^ cts. per lb. gros,», for fair to good, and
common 3J a 5j cts. Sheep sold at 41 a 5| cts. per lb.

gross, and hogs at $11.-50 a $12.00 per 100 lb. net for
corn fed. Chicago.—Vo. 1 Spring wheat, $1.03; No. 2
do. 98 cU. ; No. 3 do. 91 cts. No. 2 mixed corn, 821
cts. No. 2 oats, 52* cts. No. 2 rye, 91 cts. Spring
barley rl.1.5. Lard $11.70 per 100 lb. net LouigvUU.
—White wheat, $1.05 ; red, 90 cts. Corn 83 a 85 cts.

Oats, 55 a .56 cts. Lard I6i cts. Cincinnati.—White
wheat *1.15 a $1.20 ; red $1.05. Corn, 83 a 85 cts.

Oats, $48 a 55 cts. Lard 13J.

Received from James R. Kite, Agent, O., $2, vol. 48,

and for Thomas Llewelvn, Ezra Llewelyn, Hannah M.

Penrose, Patience Gifford, Robert Alilhous, Richard

Penrose, Joseph King, Joseph Masters, Jesse Dewees,

Mary Wilson, David Ball, William Masters, Jason Pen-

rose, and David Masters, $2 each, vol.48; from James

Lee, Pa., S2, vol. 48; from Deborah C. Hatton, Pa., $2,

vol. 48 ; from Daniel Packer, N. J., S2, vol. 48 ;
from

Anna Pickering, City, $2, vol. 48 ; from Rebecca As-

kew lo., per Benjamin Askew, S2, vol. 43 ;
from Ma-

rv Ann Baldwin, and John E. Baldwin, Pa., $2 each,

vol. 48 ; from Jacob Reeder, lo., $2, vol. 48 ; from Ni-

cholas H Guindon, Vt, $2, vol. 48 ;
from David Ro-

berts, N. J., $2, vol. 48 ; from Thomas M. Harvey, Pa.,

52, vol. 48, and for Martha H. Linton and Sarah L.

Passmore, $2 each, vol. 48 ; from Jno. M. Saunders,

N. J., $2, vol. 48 ; from Thom.is Smedley, Pa., $2, vol.

48 ; from Joel Harlan, Pa., S2, vol. 48; from Beulah

Embree, Pa., per Richard B. Bailey, $2, vol. 48 ; from

James R. Cooper, Pa., $2, vol. 48, and for Thomas B.

Hoopes, S2, vol. 48 ; from Robert Thomas, N. J., $2,

vol. 48, and for Howard A. Mickle, 82, vol. 48 ; from

John B. Balderston, Pa., S2, vol. 48^^ and for Edward
Balderston, Pa., and John Deacon, N. J., $2 each, vol.

48 ; from Louisa Warner, Pa., S2, vol. 48 ; from Margaret

P. Warner, Pa., $2, vol. 48 ; from Joseph Bhoads, Pa.,

S2, vol. 48 ; from Asa Garretson, Agent, C, $2, vol.

48, and for Dempsey Bundy, Jehu Baily, John Bundy,
Jesse Bailey, Sarah Bundy, Joel Bailey, Elizabeth

Bailey, Asenath Crew, Joseph Doudna. Joseph W.
Doudna, Francis D.ivis, Elisha Doudna, Chalkley Daw-
son, Joshua Dewees, John S. Divis, Aaron Frame,
Rachel Green, Armelia Garretson, John G. Hoy le, John
Hall, Eli Kennard, Isaac Lightfoot, Jesse K. Livezey,

Robert Plummer, Matilda Parker, Asa Parry, William
Stanton, Esther Sears, Jonathan T. Scofield, Barclay
Smith, George Tatum, JohnThomasson, Catharine Wil-
son, Dr. Ephraim Williams, and Samuel French, $2,

each, vol. 48 ; from George W. Cooper, Jr., Pa. §2, vol.

48; from Job Young, lo., $2, vol. 48; from Samuel A.
Willits, N. J., $2, vol. 48, and for Joseph G. Evans,

S2, vol. 48 ; from Isabella P. Huston, Pa., S2, vol. 48
;

from Joseph Hall, Agent, lo., for Thomas Heald, Jona-
than Bundy, John Thomas, Joseph Armstrong, Thomas
Crozer, Isaac Walker, Richard H. Beeson, Nathan
Satterthwaite, Abraham Cowgill, Israel Heald, Samuel
S. CowgiU, WUliam H. Walker, Lindley Holloway,
Lindley Heald, Sarah Ann Atkinson, Samuel Fawcett,
John Oliphant, and Aaron Roberts, $2 each, vol. 48

;

for Thomas Leech and Sarah Sharpless, $4.50, each,
vols. 47 and 48, and for Joseph W. Satterthwaite, $2, to

No. 27, vol. 48 ; from Daniel M Mott, O., $2, vol. 48

;

from Burwell Peebles, Lewis W. Bye, and Ann Smith,
0.,-per Dr. Isaac Huestis, Agent, $2' each, vol. 48 ; from
Lewis Forsythe, Pa., $2, vol. 48; from Benjamin D.
Stratton, Agent, O., for Sarah S. Lupton, Christopher
Allen, Benjamin H. Coppock, and Alfred Brantingham,
$2 each, vol. 48, and for Jesse Edgerton, $2, to No.
52, vol. 47 ; from Tacy Satterthwaite, Pa., per G. R.
Chambers, r2, vol. 48 ; from Larkin Pennell, City, $2,
vol. 48; from Sarah G. McCoUin, City, and Margaretta
E. Reed, Pa., $2, each vol. 48; from Ezra WUkins,
N. J., ?2, vol. 48; from Owen Evans, Pa., $2, vol.; 48;
from Rebecca Hibberd, Pa., $2, vol. 48 ; from Jonathan
Fawcett and Asenath Baley O., per Rachel Raley, $2,
each, vol. 48 ; from Henry Wood, N. J., s2, vol. 48

;

from Abner Eldridge, lo., $2, vol. 48 ; and for M. A.
Fritchman, $2, to No. 19, vol. 49 ; from John Boadle,
N. J., $2 vol. 48; from Edward Mfchener, Pa., $2,
vol. 48 ; from James W. Haines, N. J., $2, vol. 48, and
for George Haines, Jr., ^2, vol. 48 ; from.David Heston,
Fkfd., City, $2, vol. 48 ; from William Pickett, O., $2,
vol. 48 ; from Thomas Y. Hutton, Pa., r2, vol. 48 ; from
BenjaminHoyle, O., $2, vol. 48 ; from George D. Smith,
O., $2, vol. 48 ; for Mary Maris, Pa., $2, vol. 48 ; from
Samuel Morris, Pa., 1-2, to No. 27, vol. 49; from Ann
Burgess, Pa., 82, vol. 48.

Remittances received after Fourth-day morning will not

appear in the Receipts until thefollowing week.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session commences on Second day, the

2nd of Eleventh month. Parents and others intending
to send pupils will please make early application to
Benjamin W. Passmoee, Sup't, (Address Street Road
P. ()., Chester Co., Pa.,) or to

Cu.vRLES J. Allen, Treasurer,

No. 304 Arch Street, Philada.

SHELTER FOR COLORED ORPHANS.

Wanted, a Teacher for this Institution, to enter upoD

her duties'lst of 10th mo. Apply to

Hannah R. Newbold, 643 Franklin St.

Mary Wood, 524 South Second St.

Mary Randolph, 247 North Twelfth St.

Sarah Richie, 444 North Fifth St.

WANTED.
A suitable Friend to take the position of Writing

Teacher and Assistant Governor at Westtown Boarding

School—for next Session. Apply to

Charles Evans, 702 Race street, Philadelphia,

Clarkson Sheppard, Greenwich, New Jersey,

Joseph Walton, Moorestown, New Jersey.

The Stated Annual Meeting of Haverford School

Association, will be held on 2ad day, 10th month 12tli,

1874, at 3 o'clock, p. M., in the Committee room of Arch .

Street Meeting-house, Philadelphia.

Philip C. GARRETT,^eeretary.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee having charge,

of the Boarding School at Westtown, will be held ii

Philadelphia, on Sixth-day, Tenth month 2nd, at 1

p. M.
'

The Committees on Instruction and Admission will

meet at 10 A. M., of the same day.

The Visiting Committee, appointed to attend th<

Examination at the School, meet there on Second-day
^

evening, 9th mo. 2Sth.

For the accommodation of this Committee, conveyan-

ces will be at the Street Road Station on the 28tb

inst., to meet the trains that leave Philadelphia at 2.3C

and 4.45 p. M.
Samuel Morris,

Philada. 9th mo. 18th, 1874. Oerk.

FRIENDS' FREEDMEN'S RELIEF ASSOCIA-
TION.

The Executive Board are about to re-open the iSchooli

in North Carolina and Virginia, and have immediati

need for funds. We have strictly limited the numbei
of Teachers to that of last year, but will need cont

lions fully equal to those of 1873. The cost oft

porting teachers, and of needful supplies for openinf
schools, is large, and must be met at the outset. Otii

Treasury is exhausted. We have no new source
interest upon which to base an appeal for the libera

aid of Friends. These people still need uplifting, anc

past efforts have been much blessed. " Freely ye havi

received, freely give." On behalf of the Board.
James E. Rhoads, President.

Thos. K. Brown, Secretary.

Contributions may be sent to Richard Cadbury
Treasurer, No. 108 S.' Fourth Street, Philada.

Philadelphia, Ninth mo., 1874.

Married, at Friends' Meeting House, in Smyrna
N. Y., on the 9th of Ninth month, 1874, Curtis 1

Rockwell, of Westmoreland, Oneida county. N. Y
to Caroline S. Knowles, daughter of Benjamu
Knowles, of the former place.

Died, on the 19th ult, at the residence of David Re
berts, near Moorestown, N. J., Laura H. Page, in th

20th year of her age, a member of Chester Month!
Meeting, N. J. With thankfulness we acknowledgt
that through redeeming love and mercy, she was favoi

ed with an assurance that her sins were forgiven, am
could rejoice in the prospect of a happy immortality.

, on the 17th of Seventh month, 1874, Elizabeti
Lee, widow of the late Samuel Lee, in the 86th year-
her age, a member of Exeter Monthly Meeting, Pa.

, on the morning of the 19th of 8th month, 187^
at her residence near Tuckerton, N.' J., Phebe
widow of the late Willits Parker, an esteemed membc
of Little Egg Harbor Monthly Meeting, in the
year of her age. Her friends have|the consoling belit

that through the mercy of her Saviour, she has en
her heavenly rest.

, onthe 9th of 8th month, 1874, Thoiias £
Trotter, in the 59th year of his age, a member of tb

Western District Monthly Meeting.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Wayside Notes.

Among the interested members of our re-

ligious Society, there are few perhaps who
bave not read the sad but thrilling memorial
of the sufferings, tortures, and cruel death, (in

several instances) inflicted upon the persons

of unresisting, unoffending men and women,
who were among those faithful disciples of

gOBf)el truth, and co laborers of George Fox
who first found their way into New England.
Ihere quite a number of the early Friends

went, from the bigotry and oppressive power
of a church hierarchy, from which they had
endured much, to plant in the openings of
Divine wisdom, our distinguishing, primitive,

christian doctrines, among a people where, as

they had hoped, their cause would find larger

acceptance. The ruling classes in those colo-

nies were themselves dissenters, and to secure

wider church privileges, and greater scope for

the spread of their doctrines, which were
especially directed against tbe formality and
arbitrary rule exercised by the established

Chui'ch of England, had taken early steps to

obtain for themselves greater liberty, and free

dom to worship God, as their consciences

might lead them. And now, having become
the pioneers in founding new States, they had
but to assure the crown of their loyalty to the

parent government, and they were secured (in

their isolation and voluntary banishment) in

the privileges and toleration they sought.
It is hard to understand how a people who

had been battling for what they conceived to

be a Divine right, and who had for the pur-

pose of enjoying it, made large sacrifices,

having withdrawn their persons, and parted
with their estates often under painful circum
stances, that henceforth they might not bi

overshadowed and overborne by an aggressive
hostile clergy, whose influence was the very
life of the civil power, could do otherwise than
open wide their hearts, and their homes, to

receive all who might follow them in the same
spirit of religious emancipation.
The result is familiar to many who may

read these lines. How truly the unsubdued,
unregenerate nature is described by Jeremiah
"The heart is deceitful above all things and
desperately wicked; who can know it?" and
to such as have carefully followed in history

the successive struggles in the souls of the

Lord's children, after a larger participation

of the Divine nature, in the outpouring of His
gracious gifts upon them ; these having been

clothed, from one period to another, with the

armor appropriate to their day, to fight the

good fight of faith, and to make as they were
ailed to it, an aggressive, though righteous

warfare, that the spirit of anti-christ might

be done away, and His government in the

world, through the power of the Holy Spirit,

fully acknowledged; have been doubtless most

solemnly impres.sed with the blindness and
sectarian bias of many of the Puritan fathers,

and with the force and application of this

language of the Prophet.

Not being grounded in that practical faith

hich works bj' love to the purifying of the

heart, as taught by the apostle: "Show me
thy faith without thy woi'ks, and I will show
thee my faith by my works;" many of these

primitive people, exemplary for their simpli-

city and moderation in many thing.-*, had lost

sight of Him who had mercifully supported

hem in their former trials and spiritual con-

flicts, but whom, in their promotion to influ-

ence in the church, and in the government of

the colonies, they had forgotten, and were
now in the outer court, doing the works of

Paul when a persecutor. Their example is

mong the most striking instances upon
ecoril, of the instability of the human un-

derstanding, when unenlightened by Divine

Grace ; but here are many evidences presented

that they had, as a people, known something

of the Lord's dealings, love and mercy, and

protecting power ; and in that they had suf-

fered much for what they conceived to be

their duty to God, and their own souls, it is

but just to infer they were, while in a lowly

condition, measurably obedient to His will, as

manifested to thera. And herein is another

proof, if any were needed, of the value of th

injunction : "In your patience possess ye your
souls."

Christ being the head of the visible church,

there is no safety short of looking steadily to

Him with an ej^e of faith, and enduring as

good soldiers whatever we maj' be called upon

to do or suff'er. His loving kindness in every

age has been especially toward all who have
felt the sharp arrows of persecution for His
name's sake; such as have endured hardship

from the hands of evil men ; the spirit of this

world; the evil seed in men's hearts, striving

against the spirit which is of God; and had

these plain people unpretending in many of

their habits, and with an honest purpose in

the beginning to do their Master's will, been

as faithful to the Lord, as He had been to

them, their subsequent history would not

have been written in the blood of those chris-

tian martyrs, who surrounded by a Boston

mob, and for no other crime than being a

Quaker, triumphantly ended their lives upon

the gallows. And these people were acknow-
ledged evangelical christians; reputed be-

llievera in our Lord and Saviour; and among

professed followers. What a solemn les-

it furnishes to all who name the name of
Christ, to see to it, in the words of the apostle,

that they " depart from iniquity." And the
ame apostle, in the same verse, uses this im-
pressive language :

" Nevertheless the founda-
tion of God staudeth sure, having this seal,

The Lord kuoweth thera that are his." And
he further makes this remarkable acknow-
ledgment and testimony in support of his

faith :
" I can do all things through Christ

which strengthcneth me."
What a blessed consolation it is to know,

that those who sufter with Him, will be per-

mitted to reign with Him also, if they con-
tinue steadfast. Such as have felt through
their own deep humiliation, a measure of His
outward suff'erings for them, will be enabled
to look to Christ as their Redeemer; and His
abounding love will be theirs in good degree,

toward the whole human household. As these

go forward in the path of obedience. His face

will shine with increasing brightness ; bread
by the wayside shall be given them,—their

waters shall be sure. And these will truly

welcome to their hearts the Lord's people,

under whatever name ; for His spirit and
power being in dominion, such will not look
to outward means for direction, but when
these meet, they will meet as brethren ; Christ

dwelling in them, they shall abide as under
the shadow of the Almighty : encouraging the

good ;
restraining the evil ; and helping one

another forward in the work of the Lord.
And all the true workers in His harvest field,

the builders in Zion, will join in the acknow-
ledgment, they are but stewards

—

servants at

will, if faithful—that the cause and the work
is not theirs, but His, and the workmen also,

by virtue of the one great offering for us all.

I would not misrepresent the class of per-

sons who were the prominent actors in the

New England persecutions. Some of thera

were not members of any church organization

;

and others, who were among the most cruel

and wanton in their conduct toward Friends,

often filled the menial oflices in the adminis-

trative branch of the government, and were
ignorant, debased men—scarcely above the

lowest orders of society. To this class the

execution of court sentences was generally

assigned. But it will not be denied that these

barbarities were instituted under at least the

ppearance of law; that a dominant religious

organization was the power at work to pro-

duce these sad results ; controlling the State,

overruling courts and juries, and holding pub-

lic opinion at its disposal, by the terrors pro-

nounced upon all who would contravene its

authority.

While these things were transpiring. Friends

were gathering strength in England, not only

by the immediate preaching of the Word, to

the hearts of many, but by the instrumental

labor, and godly zeal, of such able advocates

for the Truth as Eichard Earnsworth, Wm.
Dewsbury, Francis Howgill, John Audland,
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and Edward Biirrough, who, with their elder

brother and father in the church, Geo. Fox,

as well as manj- others, suffering much abuse

and obloquy themselves, were often engaged,

sometimes in loathsome prisons, pleading the

cause of their brethren, not onlj- at home, but

of their even more helpless, suffering fellow

believers in America. And the cause went

bravely on. As persecution increased in se-

verity, so did their zeal for the Truth, and the

Lord of the harv-est did work abundantly for

their help and deliverance. Emigration con-

tinued to flow westward ; meetings were set-

tled in various places, and our numbers rapidly

increased. At last under a more liberal ad-

ministration of the government in England,

and the persistant courage and godly labor of

Friends, the hand of perbecution was checked

and tinally stayed.

Edward Burrongh was especially active

and effectual in his efforts to help his suffer-

ing New England brethren ; and in the reign

of Charles the Second, having gained an in-

terview with the king, succeeded in obtaining

a royal order staying further action against

all Friends who were then in prison in the

colonies, whether under condemnation or

otherwise, and directing their removal to Eng-
land, which proved equivalent to their dis-

charge. A delegation of the prominent ac-

tors in these unlawful proceedings, was sent

over to appease the displeasure of the king,

but their mission was not fully successful, and
they hastily returned. George Fox meeting
with them, in the presence of a number of his

friends, they were ensnared by their own
•words, and convicted by their own admissions.

It was shown clearly their action was wholly
arbitrary ; there being no law in England to

sanction such proceedings, and as they were
Lcr subjects, it was evident they had at least

participated in the commission of the highest

crime known to criminal law ; and seeing the

dilemma into which thej- had brought them-
selves, were only too willing to retrace their

steps home. Some of the royalists were earnest
with Friends that they should proceed to

prosecute them, but George replied, "They
lefl them to the Lord, to whom vengeance b

longed, and he would repay it." P. B,

PhUadelphia, 9lh mo. 1874.

CTo be contiaoed.)

.S'i;e and Cost of European Armies.—The fol

lowing extracts are taken from a series of
tables published in Vienna.
The Kussian army comprises 862,000 men

181,000 horses, and 2,084 cannon.
Germany has 37 divisions of infantry, 10

divisions of cavalry, 337 batteries of artillery,

comprising 835,000 men, 96,000 horses, and
2,022 cannon.

Austria has 45 divisions of infantry, 5 divi
sions of cavalry, 215 batteries of cannon, mak
ing a total of 740,210 men, 58,125 horses, and
1,600 cannon.
English armed forces comprise47], 000 men

Franco 300,000 men.
The remaining States in Europe make uj

with the above a total of about 5,000,000 of
men. If each man could earn on an average
one dollar dailj-, here would be a total loss to
the world of live millions of dollars a day
And the cost of support and wages of the men
alone, including officers, will make five mil
lions more, or ten millions a day exclusive of
the cost of arsenals, forts, ship.s, wagons
tents, hospitals, &c.

For "The I'rieDd."

Indian Affairs.

(Continued from page 4.3.1

By John Sparnee. of the Absentee Shaimees.

'• The Shawnees came upon their present re-

servation but a few years since, almost desti-

tute of every thing'. The war had swept

from tbem all their stock and other property,

and they had to commence life.ane\v. We have

made ourselves good farms and homes, and en-

large and improve them eveiy year. We re-

ceive no annuities or aid from the government

of the United States, but rely upon our own
labor and own exertions for what we have. We
have in cultivation about fifteen hundred acres

of land ;
have eighteen hundred head of cat-

tle, three hundred head of horses, and three

thousand head of hogs. We have good farm-

ing implements, wagons, &c., and individual

wealth and property to the value of about

845,000. We have one school under the con-

trol of the Society of Friends, with thirty-five

scholars in attendance. We have no written

laws, but are governed by former usages and

customs of our people. Crimes and misde-

meanors are punished under these, and tried

b}- the chiefs and counsellors of the nation, a

council of which can be called at any time.

There are but few crimes committed among
our people ; we are upon good terms and

are at peace with one another and with all

other Indian tribes. We provide for our

wives and little ones with our traps and guns,

and our own labor and industry, and if pro-

tected in our rights to our lands, homes, and
property, would soon be prosperous and
happy. Our tribe number nearly seven hun-

dred persons, and are on the increase. We
are under the care of the Sac and Fox agent."

By Chestadessa, of the Wichitas.

"Last winter I came here but did not know
what was doing, now 1 think I understand
all.

In compliance with a resolution of the

Grand Council, asking for information fro

the different tribes in regard to their present

condition, and the advancement they have
made in civilization, &c., on the part of the
Wichitas I have the honor to make the follow-

ing report:

The Wichitas with the affiliated bands are

located on and near the Washita river, on the

west of and adjoining the Chickasaw IMation.

During the past year there has been a de-

cided change for the better among our peo
pie. A great many of oar children attend
the boarding school at the agency, which
at present has an attendance of eightj--five

scholars. These are children from all of the
affiliated bands. We have a fine boardin_
school capable of accommodating one hundred
scholars ^ this was built and is sustained by
the government, and is under the charge of
the Society of Friends.

All of the Wichitas have small fields in

which tbcy raise large quantities of corn,

pumpkins, beans, melons, &c. This spring we
have opened a farm of sixty acres, which is

being plowed and cultivated by our young
men. This is the first time our young men
ever did anj' plowing, but thej- take great in-

terest in the work. Wo are assisted by our
agent, who does all he can for us. Wo have
a large number of horses, a number of mules,
some wagons, harness, plows, &c. During
the winter season we follow the buffalo, and
secure a great many skins and a quantity of

meat. These skins are sold to traders, or ex

changed for goods of all kinds. But the
,|

buffalo are fast disappearing, and they wil
j

soon be gone from our part of the country

Our people wish to turn their attention U
stock raising, and arc promised the assistanc*

of the government. We are at peace with

all tribes, and wish to remain so."

By Toshoway, of the Comanches.

" Many years ago we lived in Texas, when
the government opened farms, and supplii

us with cattle and all other domestic animals

which prospered and made us happy foi

a while, but the citizens of that country soot

d ' the Comanches are bad,' and arose and

drove us from these homes, destroying all wf

had. Brothers, I'm very glad to see you doinj

so well, but my heart feels bad when Hook baei

and think what I might have been, had not

Texas treated me and my people so bad

There we had a school like you, at ^vhich

twenty-five of our children attended ; we h

none of these now, and mj- heart is weak, but

on the other hand I can say I am glad to

other Indians do well, even if I do not myself.

When we left Texas, we stopped on the Was
hita river ;

here we tried again to live as w(

had in Texas, but the white man's war came

up and compelled us again to leave our homes

Some of my brothers, the Comanches of the

far-off plains, are acting badly ; they are verj

foo!ish and make raids into Texas ; I hope.

however, for all that, you will remember that

they are Indians like yourselves, and don't

tire in doing everj-thing in your power to i

tend over them your influences for good.

I tell you these things, brothers, so thai

you may know that although I am among yoi

and my heart is with you, yet I am not doina

so well as you are."

(This was spoken by an old Comancht
chief, whose long locks are gray with th(

frosts of many winters.)

By Buffalo Good, of the Wacos.

" My Brothers : I am glad of the opportun
ity now afforded me of speaking to you. I''

heard with a glad heart of the progress of th(

other tribes, and now it is my turn to tell o

the Wacos. We are all brothers, and mus
work for the good of all. The Wacos under
stand this, and are willing to take your ad
vice. It is many years ago since the Wacoi
commenced to live like the white man, ii

Texas, and I've often thought had they no
been disturbed by the whttes, they, at thii

time, would have been equal in civilization t(

any tribe, perhaps, in the Council. But wt
were driven away from our homes there, int(

Kansas
; and when we had made anothei

commencement we were again driven away
So that even now, though we are doing com
paratively well, our hearts are not strong, foi

we are by no means certain that we witl noi

again be driven to some other place. We havt
an agent who has taken pains to aid us ir

learning to work the ground, and this seasor
many of our people have taken hold. Th(
Wacos have always known one way of making
corn, but now they are learning to raise it

does the white man. We have a large anc

comfortable school, at which we have manj
children

; this fact encourages me, and makei
me think there is a better day in the futun
for the Wacos. The Wacos' history showt
that whenever the white man thinks the In
dian is in his way he has but to arise in hi!
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ight and drive him, for there is no law to

hich the Indian can appeal for protection."

By Waloopee, of the Gaddos.

" My Brothers : We are aH following your

ad. We are brothers. We have come to

unsel with you. I have heard much good

unsel. I am glad to hear it. I will now
11 you about myself and my people. My
rn field is about three hundred acres, all

anted in coro. We have peaches and apples

anted. We have also planted sweet po-

toes that we bought of our brothers, the

lawnees. All my people live in houses, and

oris. Some of them have twenty, some
renty-five, and others thirty acres in culti-

ition, planted in coi-n, pumpliins, &e. About
le year ago we had not much to work with,

id could not work good. Now wo have

agons, plows, axes, and other things to

ork with. We cannot go back now, we
we started to work like our brothers, and

ill not turn back. About a year ago we had

5 school, but now we have a good school

—

venty-four of our children attending it. My
sart is glad, and we will hold fast to the

)ad of our brothers. I am glad to hear the

3od talk from our brothers.

The Caddos have horses, cattle, hogs, chiek-

18 and everything to live upon. Our hogs

limber twenty-five hundred ; some own five,

)me ten, and some fifty head of cattle, bought
t)0ut one year ago—all own some. We are

etting plenty of cattle and hogs, and have

nit hunting for a living. We have plenty

f horses—^some ten, some twenty, some one
undred, and some more than that. We have
ood work hoi-ses. We make our own houses,

olit our own rails, and fence our farms.

Our school house is two stories high : the

chool room below, and sleeping room up
tairs. The house cost about six thousand
ollars.

This j^ear we are enlarging all our farms.

My brothers. Black Beaver and George
Vashington, and myself, encourage our young
len to work all the time. I am glad to see

ny brother George Washington in this Coun
il. I hope my brothers, the Cherokees and
'reeks, and others, when they hear anything
f interest, will tell it to us.

The Caddos, Ionics, Anodarkos and Dela-

rares, all work every year. The Caddos,
vnodarkos and Delawares send children to

chool ; I hope the lonies will, when wo go
(ack.

The Caddos have their own laws."

CTo be continned.)

Selected

To keep a watchful eye towards real objects

f charity, to visit the poor in their lonesome
Iwelling places, to comfort them who, through
he dispensation of Divine Providence are in

trait and painful circumstances in this life.

md steadily endeavor to honor God with our
ubstance, from a real sense of the love of

;!hri8t influencing our minds thereto, is more
ikely to bring a blessing to our children, and
vill afford more satisfaction to a Christian

avored with plenty, than an earnest desire

.0 collect much wealth to leave behind us

;

"or, "here we have no continuing city ;" may
we therefore, diligently " seek one that is to

iiomc, whose builder and maker is God."

For "Tlie Friend."

First Germantown Friends.

BY WILLIAM KITE.

Memorial of Thomas Potts, Jr., by Mrs.

Thomas Potts James, Cambridge. Privately

printed, 1874.

O. Seidensticker, in Penn Monthly for

Seventh month, " The First Antislavery Pro-

test."

That any one, professing to write on points

f histor}', should be led by prejudice or other

motives, to deny what is the accepted opinion

of writers on a subject, without close inves-

tigation of the facts intended to be contro-

verted, seems strange; yet Isabella James, in

the book whose title is given above, attacks

a well established point In the early history

of our State, assigning her suppositions as

reasons for denying their authenticity.

She asserts that those persons in German-

town who, in 1688, protested against slavery,

were not members of the Society of Friends,

and that the Protest was not issued by a meet-

ing of that body. If she had read the docu-

ment as published in " The Friend," for 1844,

she could hardly have made either assertion

Prof Seidensticker, in the Penn Monthly

has so ably answered her that there seems

but little left to be said, yet a few words as

introductory to his article will be interesting

to our readers.

Our late Friend, Nathan Kite, whose know-

ledge of the Family and Church antiquities

of Pennsylvania has been rarely, if at all

equalled, "in the beginning of the year 1844,

while examining some of the early papers of

the Yearly Meeting contained in the fire

proof of the Meeting house on Arch street,

found the original paper issued by German-

town Friends, endorsed by Dublin Monthly

Meeting and Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting,

and published it in "The Friend," of First

month 13th, 1844. A copy is given below

accompanied by his remarks on the Protest.

Dublin Monthly Meeting was held above

Frankford, and was composed of the Pre-

parative Meetings of Oxford, Poetquising,

(since Byberry,) Dublin and Germantown.

Dublin was a branch ofPhiladelphia Quarterly

Meeting
William Ames, (as we learn from Sewel,)

in his second visit to the Continent, in 16.59

visited a Baptist community in Cresheim, and

his ministry was followed by the conversion

of a number of them to his views. Sewel

says they removed to Pennsylvania on the

founding of Penn's colony, after having suf-

fered ranch persecution in defence of the

views of Friends. Proud follows Sewel in

regard to these facts.

That Pastorius was not only a member, but

one in full unity with his Friends, i^ clearly

evinced by Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting

appointing him and two other of the original

signers of the Protest, i-epresentativcs to the

Yearly Meeting to deliver it on their—the

Quarterlv Meeting's—behalf We will note

also that both Francis D. Pastorius and Derick

up de Grave, in the year 1692, four years

later, signed the protest against George Keith

and his schism, in the Yearly Meeting, an act

they would not, and could not have done, if

they were not in membership with Friends,

A cheerful spirit is a great blessing; it

nakes the yoke of our employments easy,

lud the burthen of our afflictions light.

naturally have inclined to uphold Keith,

which he did not. We find other of the first

German Friends remaining in after years

among the Society. Thus in 1695, we find

lleiner Tyson serving Germantown Prepara-

tive Meeting as an overseer, and in 1705 sub-

scribing to the Neiv Meeting House. Tennis

Kunders also helped to build that house. In

1716-17, F. D. Pastorius and Peter Shoe-

maker signed a release of claims on behalf of

Germantown Preparative Meeting. In 1729

Thomas Chalkley records in his Journal being

at Dennis Conrad's funeral, adding, the first

meeting for worship was held at his house.

I do not care to go into a review of the

mistakes in Isabella James' book, which de-

spite some errors, evinces much patient re-

search on the part of the author. Prof Sei-

densticker has written all that need be said

in the matter. My object is simply to show
the honest claim of our early Germantown
Friends to the noble distinction of being the

first to lift up their voice against slavery, that

great blot on our beloved country—since so

fearfully eradicated.

The revival of the whole subject has much
interested me, and induced a desire to know
where these early German Friends held their

meetings for worship. Proud says that as

early as 1683 a meeting was established in the

house of Tennis Kunders—afterward known
as Dennis Conrad. The date seems an early

one, but we find it followed by Watson in his

Annals of Philadelphia, and Hazard also.

Tradition designates two other places in the

town where Friends' meetings were occasion-

ally held. One, an old frame building, brick-

paned, at the corner of School lane and the

Main street, long since taken down.
_

The

house where Dr. Malin now lives occupies its

site. And one in the Meadow, near_ Shoe-

maker's station on the Germantown railroad.

It appears that Dennis Conrad gave his

Friends the use of his house for this purpose,

but that meetings were occasionally held in

other Friends' houses also.

I have taken some pains to learn the loca-

tion of Dennis Conrad's house. I find it was

taken down and a building known asLesher's

tavern erected on its site ;
Watson says a

portion of the wall was left standing and

utilized in the rebuilding. The inn, as an

inn, has long since disappeared, but the old

tavern, much altered, still stands on the Main

street nearly opposite Manheira street. It is

the house No. 4537, occupied by Christopher

Kinzel as a dwelling and barber shop. In

the northwest wall o"f that house is to be seen

a portion, one story high and very old look-

ing which appears to be the remains of Den-

nis Conrad's house. On this property then

Friends first held their meetings for worship.

In a deed dated Ist mo. 4, 1690, Abraham

Isaac op den Grajf conveyed two lots to Jacob

Shoemaker—and in 1693 he conveyed them

to Friends. In the deed of conveyance, which

is still extant, I find these words :
" Being

50 acres or a whole lot (three perches square,

next to Jacob Isaacs Van Bebber only ex-

cepted, which the said Jacob Shoemaker here-

before hath granted and conveyed unto the

Quakers, so called, for their meeting place,

and are always to be fenced by the owners

or if they had a "Church" in opposition to thereof.)"

Friends as Isabella James asserts. As George This larger lot is still—a portic

Keith joined the Episcopal church, if Pas-iby the Germantown 1 reparati

on of it—held

iv^iULx loinccl the Episcopal church, if Pas-!by the Lrermantown j.-reparative Meeting,

torius had any doubts of the views of Friends and is the ground on which their present

on the "Doctrine of the Trinity," he would meeting house and school houses stand, iho
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wording of the exception would show that

the small lot was then in the otcnpation ot

the Societ}-, and if there was, as the deed

evidently implies, a building on the lot, the

wording of the subscription paper in 1703,

" To build a new meeting house," will be

readily explained. Most of the first houses

were humble ones of logs, and a few years

•would bring the necessity for a more sub

stantial structure. The size of the meeting

house yard, where the building erected in

1705 stood, corresponds quite nearly with the

lot mentioned by Jacob Shoemaker in the

deed quoted above.

The house erected in 1705 was of stone,

and if I am right in supposing it occupied the

site of an older and more primitive structure,

we have the twelve j-cars preceding its build-

ing readily accounted for, and the supposition

that Friends, for the first seven worshipped in

private dwellings will cover the whole time.

The house erected in 1705 stood on the Main

street in what is now the old grave yard.

Three sides of the wall enclosing the meeting

house yard still stand, but the rear wall,

•which separated it from the old grave yard

has been taken down. Within a few weeks,

in digging a grave, part of the foundation of

this wall was found.

In 1812 a now and larger house was erected

near where the school house now is. This

was taken down in 1871, and an old tablet

which had been built in the wall has been
preseiTcd and placed in the front of the pre-

sent committee room. It is here given.

Pesk. anno
I
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OLD 170-5

I
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NEW 1812
i
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Germantown, 9lh mo. 1874.

Owls of the Northern Boost.—Dr. Wood, of
East Windsor Hill, known as one of the most
enthusiastic and successful ornithologists in

Connecticut, has in his collection more than
1,000 stuffed birds, another 1,000 not yet
"put up," and about 6,000 eggs. It is be-

lieved that he has a specimen of nearly every
kind of bird that breeds in Connecticut, or
even visits the State. Some interesting re-

sults of his observation are given in a lato

number of the Hartford Times, from which
we quote

:

In a recent conversation with the doctor,

we asked how many distinct kinds of birds
nest in Connecticut, and how many kinds of
owls, all told, have ever been seen in this

State? He replied that the number of dis-

tinct kinds or species of birds that nest in

Connecticut is upwards of 200. Of the owls
he enumerated 11 distinct species. In the
order of size thej' are rated thus: 1, the cin-
erous, a great grey owl from the Arctic re-

gions, and rare in this State ; 2, great horned
owl, brown and mottled, four feet six inches
from tip to tip—breeds in Tonnecticut; 3,

snowy owl, a splendid bird from the far
north ; 4, barred owl ; 5, long-eared owl ; 6,
fhort eared owl ; 7, barn owl ; 8, hawk owl

—

rare; 9, screech owl j 10, Richardsonian
; 11,

Acadian. The last is a visitor from Labrador
and lower Greenland, and the region in Nova
Scotia which Longfellow has rendered classic
by his epic of " Evangeline." It must be a very
funny little owl, for it is not so large as a
robin, even with all its mass of feathei-s; and
its body is not much bigger than that of an i

English sparrow. Oi' these eleven varieties

of owls, Dr. Wood has specimens of all but

the fi.r.-<t.named—the enormous grey fellow

from the north. He related some curious

foots touching the habits of some kinds of

owls. For a long time the period of nesting

oisome kinds has'been n mystery. One ofthese

is the great horned owl—a large bird, which

breeds in this State, as well as New York and

Massachusetts. He has arrangements for se-

curing specimens of various birds, and one

daj-— it was the 25th of Februarj'—a man in

a neighboring town brought him a great

horned owl, which he had shot in the woods.

On looking at it Dr. Wood saw it was a female,

and that it was "setting," as was evident from

the loss of feathers on its lower breast and

body. He sent a letter to the man, telling

him that that owl must have been shot either

while on her nest or very near it, as the

weather was too cold to leave the eggs un-

covered, and that if he would find the nest

and send him the eggs he (Dr. Wood) would
stuff and make him a present of the owl. The
result proved as he had expected. The owl

had been shot on her nest ; and, after a great

deal of trouble, the nest was finally reached

and its two eggs brought down in safety. The
hunter had never imagined that the owl was
hatching her eggs in February. On blow-

ing the eggs the doctor found young owls in

them, and is confident that the great horned
owl begins its nesting about the 1st of Feb-
ruary.

Perhaps a more curious occurrence than
this of the owls, is the doctor's experience in

hatching chickens. One of his hens made a

nest in one corner of a big box of cut feed in

the barn, and began to set. Soon after a cat

brought forth a litter of five kittens in the
opposite corner of the same box. Three of

these kittens were afterwards killed, and, as

it happened, it was about the same time that

an attempt was made to break up the setting

hen. Her eggs were taken from her nest.

Then the old cat, disgusted at the sudden re-

duction of her own family, ran off and left

her two remaining kittens to their fate. Left
to take care of themselves, the kittens made
their way over to the hen, who was still sit-

ting on her empty nest, crawled under her,

and made themselves at home. There they
have grown and prospered, the hen coming

Tlie Rflidon of the Ilpart.

The following excellent letter was written

in France, in the latter part ofthe seventeenth

century :

—

'' The great thing to be kept in view by re-

ligious pastors at the present time, is the dis-

tinction between ouiicard or ceremonial reli-

gion, and inward religion or that of the heart.

Religion, in its full development, is the same
thing with the inward kingdom or the reign

of God in the soul. And certain it is, that

this inward or spiritual reign can never be

established by outward ceremonies and ob-

servances alone.
" It can be nothing new to you, sir, when I

remark that the religion of the primitive dis-

ciples of Christ was characterized by being

inward. It was the religion of the soul. The
Saviour made an announcement of unspeaka-

ble importance, when He said: 'i< is expe-

dient for you that I go away ; for if I go not

aioay, the Comforter loill not come unto you.'

He seems to have intended by this announce-
ment, in part at least, to turn their attention

from outward things, and to prepare their

hearts to receive the fulness of the Holy
Spirit, which he looked upon as the one thing

necessary.
" The form is merely the sign of the thing.

I may, perhaps, give offence in saying it, and
I am certainly liable to be misunderstood;
but still it seems to me, that there may even

be such a thing as outward praying, or pray-

ing in the /orm without the spirit. It is true

the Saviour gave a form of prayer, which is

a very wonderful one. Nevertheless, He re-

bukes long and ostentatious prayers, and dis-

approves of frequent repetitions. He tells

the disciples that they are not heard for their

much speaking; and assigns as a reason, that

their Heavenly Father knows what they want
before they ask him. He says, ' When thou

prayesT, enter into thy closet, and pray to thy

Father, who seeth in secret; and thy Fathei

who seeth in secret shall reward thee openly.'
" Oh, sir! how much it is to be desired that

all persons getting beyond mere outward sup-

ports may have their life from God and in

God I Such a day will certainly come to pass.

We see already someevidences of its approach
in the lives of those who, in having no will

but Christ's will, live by faith ; whose whol(
clucking off the nest to try to help them eat joy is in having dispositions that are from
the miUs; which was placed for them in a God and loith God ; and who regard all out
saucer, and finally taking them out into the
barn yard, clucking and scratching for them
—a performance which the kittens couldn't
understand, but they crawl up on the hen's
back, and in various ways indicate that thev
regard her as their mother, while the hen
seems to look upon these queer chickens as
the products of her own hatching, though she
is apparently a good deal puzzled over them,
and is often plunged into a " brown studj'."

ward things as the mere transient signs and
incidents, and not the reality of life.

"It is with earnestness, therefore, that ]

conjure you, sir, to aid souls to the utmost oJ

your power in their spiritual progress
;

that they may not stop short of God's inwaro
reign. The subjection of human selfishness

by holy love, and the subjection of the humai
will by union with the Divine will, may b(

said to make Christ within us. Christ wil
come visibly in the clouds of heaven. Bu'We do not a ow ourselves a full opportunity in the spiritual sense, and in some respects ir

to become really fatted for oiar " business," by the more important sense. He may come now •

waiting before the Lord till the Spirit shall He may come to-day. Oh ! let us labor foi
descend upon us, and our hearts become filled His present coming; not for a Christ in th«
with the love of Christ. We do not " wait pa-

\ douds, hut for a Christ in the affections ; no
tiently. "VV e do not tarry in Jerusalem until for a Christ seen, but for a Christ felt; no
we are endued with power from on high." [for a Christ outwardly represented, but for i

Ihe ve.s8el must stay at the fountain long
|
Christ inwardly realized. ' Thou sendestfort)

enough, If It 18 to bo fille<l. The corn must thy Spirit, they are created; and thou renewes
stand in the l.ght of^ the sun long enough, if the face of the earth, (Ps. civ. 30).
it is to be ripened. So also only "they.l "On this subjeetit is difficult for me to ex

press my feelings, so stroi
I which exist in me. Whenitr''cVTh^""^°"^'"'

^°"'' '*'''" '*'"®'^ their |presrm7/feeHngs,"8rstrong^
men renouncf
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jmsclvcs that tbey may find God? "Wil-

gly, full willingly, I would shed my blood,

vould lay down life, if 1 could see the world

jkina; and bearing Christ's holy image.

—

emain yours in our Lord."

—

British Friend.

For "The Friend."

Mid-wcfk Meetings.

The following suggestions relative to the

ty of attending mid-week meetings, haying

cently come to the hand of the Compiler,

ey are herewith submitted for publication

"The Friend."

It is a truth confirmed and settled by many
milar testimonials, that while nothing

er gained by the neglect of this reasonable

tigious duty, there have on the contrary

sen many instances, in which great and

lifest loss has been sustained. And when
reflect that the grand object of these op

jrtunities is to meet with our Father who is

heaven; to have our faith renewed in Him
;

pd solemnly to worship Him in spirit and in

;uth, who with His dear Son, our Lord and

kviour, is alone forever worthy ;
we should

Sgilantly watch, and never allow ourselves

h fall into a habit so weakening and preju-

Seial to ourselves, so fruitful in contagious

sample to children and others; and so sor-

bwfully unmindful of Him, the great Lord of

^1, in whose hand our breath is, and "whose

re all our ways," and to whom we owe not

nly our time, oui' talents, our obedience, and

iur service, but our lives, and our all.

James Thornton, of Byberry, Penn., during

lis last illness, which was in 1794, was drawn

o dwell much on the peace afforded at that

ime, bj^ his persevering attendance of

igious meetings throughout a long life. He
vas early afflicted with bodily infirmities,

md remarked that many times in his youth

vhile walking to meeting, he had been forced

,0 stop and lean his head against a tree to

•est ; and that since he had arrived at years

)f maturity, storms nor tempests, nor any

)ther consideration had hindered him from

j-oing his Master's errands when able
;
nor did

le remember ever attending meeting without

eceiving some satisftiction, believing, when
jeople complained of poor meetings, the fault

was mostly with themselves ;
that if we did

)ur part toward attaining a right state of

mind, nothing was to be doubted of. He also

remarked, that overrating others and under-

rating ourselves should bo avoided, as our

conditions are best known to the Lord.

Mahlon Hockett, a minister among Friends,

residing in North Carolina, had a neighbor

who was in the practice of neglecting week-

day meetings. He had built a new house,

and had fixed on meeting-day to move. In

the morning one of the children went to

Mahlon's on an errand. Mahlon said to the

child, " Will thy father be at meeting ?" " No,"

said the child, "we are going to move."

Mahlon replied, " Tell thy father he mustgo
to meeting ; and if he does not go to meeting

to-day, before night he will have no house to

move to ; and tell him Mahlon Hockett says

Bo!" The child delivered the message, but

the father staid from meeting. A load of

goods was taken to the new house, and two

of the children with it. While the father

went for the second load, the children lighted

a fire to some straw near the house, which

spread to the building, and it was consumed

being all in a blaze when he returned vfith

his load.

GIVING.
Is thy cruse of comfort wasting ?

Kise and share it with another
;

And through all the years of famine

It shall serve thee and thy brother.

Love divine shall fill thy storehouse,

Or thy liandful still renew
;

Scanty fare for one, will often

Make a royal feast for two.

For the heart grows rich in giving,

AH its wealth is living grain
;

Seeds, which mildew in the garner,

Scattered, fill with gold the plain.

Is thy burden hard and heavy ?

Do thy steps drag wearily?

Help to bear thy brother's burden,

God will bear both it and thee.

Numb and weary on the mountain,

Would'st thou sleep amid the snow

Chafe that frozen form beside thee,

And together both shall glow.

Is thy heart a void left empty ?

Naught but God that void can fill,

Nothing but a ceaseless fountain.

Can its ceaseless longings still.

was a faithful and
youth up to the

JOHN'S WIFE.
A young wife stood with her head on the broom,

And looking around the room
;

" Nothing but toil forever," she said,

" From the early morn till the light has fled.

If you only were a merchant now
We need not live by the sweat of our hrow ;"

Pegging away, spoke shoemaker John,
" We ne'er see well what we're standing on."

A lady stood by her husband's chair,_

And quietly pa.ssed her hand over his hair-—
" You never have time for me now," she said,

And a tear-drop fell on the low-bent head

—

"If we were only rich, my dear,

With nothing to do from year to year

I?ut amuse each other—O, dear me

!

What a happy woman I should be."

Looking up from his ledger, spoke merchant .John,

" We ne'er .see well what we're standing on."

A stately form in velvet dressed—
A diamond gleaming on her breast

—

" Nothing but toil for fashion," she said,

"Till I sometimes wish that I were dead.

Or long to cast this wealth aside,

And be once more the poor man's bride."

From his easy chair, spoke gentleman John,
" We ne'er see well what we're standing on."

For "The Friesd."

John Finch Marsh.

(Continued from page 42.)

1841, 7th mo. 6th. In the forenoon en

joj'ed a sweet time in prayer in my chamber,

under a renewed sense of the fresh extension

of my Heavenly Father's love to my soul

Mj' spirit was, I trust, bowed and contrited

with the feeling of gratitude and praise,

[After returning a certificate he held for

visiting the meetings in Yorkshire, Lanca-

shire, Derby, and Notts., he wrote :]

1842, Ist mo. 20th. During this lo

gagoment it was my lot for the most part to

move along in the feeling of much poverty,

and weakness, and strippedness
;
yet I trust

there were times when best help was nigh to

strengthen and enable me to bear a faithful

testimony to the Truth as it is in Jesus,—

and that I was mercifully preserved from

doing harm to the precious cause.

3d mo. 16th. Our beloved friend Sarah

[Lynes] Grubb departed this life at Sudbury,

aged about 69 years. Great indeed is the

loss the church has sustained by the removal

of this faithful servant and minister of Christ.

She was one eminently gifted for the work of

the ministry, in which si

liligent laborer from h(

atest period of her life.

23d. The remains of our beloved Friend

S. G., interred at Sudbury before meeting. It

was a Bweet and solemn time by the grave-

side, nothing expressed vocally. In the meet-

ing I ventured to bend the knee. Seven
Friends appeared in testimony. I believe

it would have been safe for me, and have
tended to the peace of my mind, had I simply

rose towards the conclusion; but, alas! I

suffered the meeting to separate without ven-

turing the expression of a little; and which
omission occasioned mo to feel sad. Ah !

how glad should I have been could I but have

got the same company of Friends and others

together again when it was too late ; and how
the lost opportunity was afforded for this ex-

ercise of faith, even while the people were
rising from their seats, and leaving the meet-

ing house, which they did in so deliberate

and solid a manner.
May this circumstance, or omission, prove

a lesson of lasting instruction to me,—and
may I yet be favored to experience a moving
along in more simplicity and faith, and in

singleness of eye.

1847, 10th mo. 20th. I have been seriously

unwell, and confined to my bed about a week.

I am now favored to be nicely recovered, and

nearly regained my usual health and strength,

and trust that my heart is made to feel thank-

ful to my heavenly Father for this great favor,

and for the sense of his goodness and mercy
towards me in this time of prostration, which

I have to look back upon as a season of re-

newed favor, wherein I trust I did enjoy some-

thing of the Divine presence, and was bowed

in spirit before the Lord under a sense of my
great unworthiness and unwatchfulness—my
many short comings and sins of omission and

commission, in which I trust near access was
found in prayer and praise, and renewed de-

sires raised after a closer walk with God, and

that I might become increasingly humble and

watchful
;
yea.experience a daily watching

ring my indisposition, I had
ell satisfied with the kind

by our medical attendant,

unto prayer. Di
occasion to be s

attention paid me
Edward Westall.

21st. Our Monthly Meeting. It

with me to remark on the necessity of wit-

nessing the new birth ;
signifying that that

which was necessary for one individual, was

needful for all to experience, viz., a true and

real change of heart, and conversion of soul

—

a being born again, agreeable to the doctrine

of our Holy Eedeemer, which he taught Nico-

demus.
11th mo. 8th, 2d day Morning Meeting.

My wife and I attended it. Ann Tweed}',

from Truro, was there, and had feelingly to

remark on the sorrow it had occasioned her,

since being up this way, in seeing the in-

creased departure from the simplicity in our

young people, bringing the matter close home

to Friends filling the station of Ministers and

Elders
;
giving suitable counsel, and encourag-

ing to faithfulness in speaking in love one to

another, as occasion might seem to require.

I was glad of her communication, as also in

that it^opened the way for my dear wife to

obtain some relief in a similar manner, which

she was strengthened to do in unison and ac-

cordance therewith. Their communications

were, I think, a word in season, and may
they prove a profitable watchword.
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1852, Ist mo. 30th. It is, I trust, under

some feeling sense of the love of our Heavenly

Father shed abroad in my heart, and for the

nearness of access in prayer, rencwodly per-

mitted me again of late in my private retire-

ment, that 1 incline to write what my heart

desires to say, and I trust does say, viz., Ee-

joice in the Lord, O my soul, rejoice in him

always, for He hath "dealt mercifully and

bountifullv with thee
;
yea, "Bless the Lord,

O my soul : and all that is within me, bless

His hoi}- name."
<• Rejoice evermore. Pray without ceasing.

In everything give thanks: for this is the

will of God in Christ Jesus concerning you."

Surely the Christian's life is, and ought to

be, a life of prayer, of thanksgiving, and of

praise. A life of devotedness and dedication

of heart unto the Lord, at all times, and in

all things. A state of watchfulness is a state

of prayer; herein is safety experienced.

—

How important then is individual attention

to the injunction of our Holy Redeemer, to

watch and pray, that we enter not into tempta

tion. " Watch and pray, that ye enter not

into temptation."

1853, 1st mo. The present is an awful

time, calculated indeed to awaken and arouse

to serious thoughtfulness and reflection—

a

season of mourning and heaviness with many.

The latter part of the past year, with the

opening of the present, has been, and is still,

fraught with solemn and fearful events, from

the verj^ long continuance of much rain and
consequent damp atmosphere, with much ill-

ness from fever and other indisposition, the

town of Croydon and its neighborhood being

remarkably visited thereby, very many being

ill, and many removed bj- death.

How striking that in the short space of five

weeks six individuals, members of Croydon
Particular Meeting, should have been called

upon to render up their accounts; and in

about six weeks the remains of each con-

signed to the silent grave. Affecting, indeed,

the events that have been happening about
us in this time of visitation with sickness and
death. Fever of a typhoid or a typhus kind,

with diarrhoea; and in most cases that have
been fatal, it seems from the first to have so

seized on the intellect as to afford very little

if any time of consciousness; so that if pre-

paration for the solemn change was not sought
after in time of health, there appears to have
been little or no opportunity on the sick bed.

Ah! solemn events, indeed, and well it will

be if the inhabitants of this place and else-

where, so profit thereby as to seek repent
anco, forsake sin, and by so doing come to
learn righteousness. And well will it be if

Bome of the members of our meeting, yea, all

of us, be afresh instructed in the way of
righteousness, by yielding to the humbling
and contriting power of that chastening Hand
which has seen meet to dispense largely to

some of this affliction.

2d mo. 8th. A time of precious quiet in re-

tirement this morning, and prayer.
8th mo. loth. A. N. dined and took tea

with us. This dear young person, aged nearly
19 years, is sweetly visited

; the love of our
Heavenly Father is, I believe, preciously shed
abroad in his heart. May he be strengthened
to bold on in the way cast up for him to walk
in, in faith and in faithfulness.

Amidst the many discouragements, thefc
are some bright spots to cheer the mourners
on their way

; here and there a precious ])lant

to cast the eye upon, from which, too, pro-

ceeds a fragrant smell, calculated to revive

and animate the drooping hope ; some sweetly

visited minds on whom the good and tender

Hand of the Lord is laid, in order, if there

be but a yielding to its forming and cleansing

power, to fit and qualify for His own work
and service in His own way and time.

1854, 9th mo. 8th and 9th. Days spent

much in retirement, and I trust in waiting

upon the Lord, wherein I was engaged to

pour forth my soul in prayer.

10th, 1st day. Toward the close of our

evening meeting I ventured in weakness and

in fear to stand up, and was, I think, helped

in my testimony by Him who '-giveth power
to the faint, and to them that have no might

he increaseth strength." "William Higgins
feelingly expressed a little afterwards, and in

unison with my communication.
17th. Priscilla and myself by ourselves to-

day, wherein we were favored to experience

some precious quiet.

18th. A day spent in profitable retirement,

and in the feeling of inward quiet. In the
forenoon I trust near access was granted in

a time of prayer. Oh! how great the privi-

lege of prayer, and the blessedness which is

known and felt when so engaged ; when, in

private retirement waiting upon God, ability

is afforded in prostration of spirit to pour
forth the soul unto Him, in the name of His
beloved Son our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

A Brief Acconnt of Friends in fanaila Yearly Meeting.

Since the establishment of Canada Yearly
Meeting, a desire has often been expressed to

know more about the members and extent of
this branch of the Society. I therefore pro-
pose to give a short history of Friends in the
Province of Ontario. A considerable portion
of my information is taken from the Records
of Adolphustown Monthly Meeting. I am
also under obligations to Friends in other
Monthly Meetings for assistance.

At Xew Tork Yearly Meeting in 1797, a
Committee previously appointed " to the con-
sideration of the situation of Friends in Up-
per Canada," reported that they had "at-
tended thereto," and they recommended that
an appointment be made by the Yearly Meet-
ing, "to make them another visit," which
they thought would " be more useful if it was
performed in conjunction with a Committee
of Nine Partners Monthly Meeting." They
also recommended the establishment of a Pre-
parative Meeting, and, considering the re-

moteness of Friends from any meeting for Dis-
cipline, the Committee suggested, " whether
it would not be reasonable and proper to
grant; them the liberty of accomplishing their
marriages, and such other business as the
Committee may apprehend safe and proper."
The new Committee was also to fix upon the
time and place of holding the Preparative
Meeting.
The report was accepted, and six Friends

were appointed to the service proposed.
At Nino Partners Quarterly Meeting 8th

mo. 9th, 1797, a Committee was appointed
" to unite with that appointed by the Yearly
Meeting, on this weighty and important sub-
ject."

At the Yearly Meeting in 1798 the Com-
mittee reported that, "circumstances have

been such that no visit has been made." Th(
'

Committee was continued.
'

Pursuant to appointment, five of the Com
mittee attended to the service, and a Pre-

parative Meeting was opened "at the house

of Philip Dorland, in Adolphustown. U. C,
the 7th of 9th mo. 1798." Philip Dorland

was appointed clerk, and the Committee re-

commended that the meeting be joined to

Nine Partners Monthly Meeting.

The remoteness of these Friends from the

Monthly Meeting, induced the Committee to

recommend that it should have jurisdiction

in matters not usually granted to Prepara-
tive Meetings. That, besides allowing mar-
riages to be accomplished, it should appoint

overseers, deal with offenders, and report to

the Monthly Meeting without unnecessary
delay, " their sense respecting the case," and
" that the same method be pursued in case of

a request to be received into membership."
In concluding their report the Committee

recommended that the Preparative should
read and answer the Queries four times a
3'ear, and that the answers should bo for-

warded "to the Monthly Meeting once a year,

and that it be to that meeting which precedes
the last Quarter before the Yearly Meeting."
The report from which I have made the above
extracts, was signed by Fry Willis, Enoch
Dorland, Gideon Simon, Henry Hull, and Eea-
ben Haight.

In 10th mo. 1798, a proposition was made
to erect a meeting house, and a Committee
was appointed to take the necessary steps.

In 9th mo. 1799, the meeting house being
"partly finished," a new Committee was ap-

pointed "to settle with the Trustees, and.

make an estimate of the whole expense."
I do not find any minute stating when the

meeting house was completed, nor when the
first meeting was held in it, but it was pro-

bably not far from the last date.

At Nine Partners Monthly Meeting in 5th
mo. 1800, a Committee was appointedT to visit

Friends in Upper Canada, and " to open a
Monthly meeting if, in the course of their
visit, it should seem right."

It appears way did not open for the Com-
mittee to make the visit until the Preparative
Meeting in let mo. 1801, at which time six

of the Committee attended, and were " united
in believing it right that a Monthly Meeting
be established at Adolphustown, in Upper
Canada, in Friends' meeting house." Accord-
'"gl}'' tb*^ fi''St Monthly Meeting was held the
29~th of 1st mo. 1801. After this, upon the
recommendation of the Committee, it was
"held the third Fifth-day in each month,"
and the Preparative Meeting was held the
"Fourth-day preceding the Monthly Meet-
ing." This report was signed by Thomas
Titus, Reuben Haight, Anna Merritt, John
Lancaster, Isaac Thorne, Jr., Elizabeth Wing.

I have given the names of the Friends con-
stituting some of the Committees, hoping that
many who read these notes, will be led tore-
fleet upon the zeal for the promotion of Truth,
and the care over the flock, which enabled our
forefathers to endure hardships and priva-
tions that, in this day, can hardly be realized.
If the same earnest care for the welfare of
the brethren, and the same desire to main-
tain our testimonies, were manifested in ihese

days, how much greater would our influence
be!

At the Monthly Meeting in 4th mo. 1801,
a request was received to allow a Prepara-
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re Meeting to be held at Kingston, which
as granted for three months, and a Com-
ittee was appointed to have the oversight

'it. That meeting was continued under the

ire of a Committee, until 5th mo. 1810, when
le Committee was discharged.

At the same time with the foregoing, a re-

lest was made by "Friends at the West
ake, desiring the privilege of holding a

eeting." This was a settlement of Friend
the township of Hallo well, about twelve
iles west of Adolphustown, and near the

escnt village of Bloomfield. It was called

West Lake" on account of its proximity to

body of water by that name.
After considering the request. Friends were
lowed " to meet together for the solemn
irpose of worship, once in two weeks for

ree months,—at the • house of Cornelius

lount." In 6th mo. 1802, Kriends there

ere allowed to hold a meeting once a week,
id in 9th mo. 1802 the privilege of holding
meeting twice a week was granted, and at

le same time a proposition was made to the

aarterly Meeting to establish a meeting
ere.

At the Monthly Meeting in 4th mo. 1803,

minute from Nine Partners Quarterly Meet-

g was read, informing Friends that the pro-

(sition "is united with, and a meeting for

orship is now established accordingly, and
le Monthly Meeting left at liberty to es-

blish a Preparative Meeting at that place

they shall judge it best."

The Monthly Meeting then allowed "a Pre-

irative Meeting for three months," at the

me place in which the meeting had been
ild. In the 11th mo. of the same year, a
reparative Meeting was established. At the

me time the necessity of " a Meeting house
the West Lake" was considered. Friends
that meeting projjosed to erect a log house
renty-one by thirty-one feet, and the Monthly
eeting agreed to assist them, and Thomas
jwerman and Townsend Carman were ap-
linted "to take the oversight in building

id house."

In ith mo. 1801 an Indulged Meeting was
[owed at Green Point, about twenty miles

irtheasterly from West Lake Meeting, which
18 held the first First-daj' in each month,
ider the care of a Committee, until 9th mo.
07, when a meeting was allowed there on
)urth-day of each week, except in Prepara-
?e and Monthly Meeting weeks. In 8ih
0. 1811, a meeting was established there,

d a Preparative Meeting was opened in 10th
X that year.

It will be proper to remark here, that there
3re two other Monthly Meetings in Upper
mada, Pelham and Yonge street, both be-

nging to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, the
rmer established in 1799, and the latter in

06.

At Adolphustown Monthly Meeting in 12th
0. 1806, "A concern arose for Friends to

: united in transacting the business of the
lurch in Upper Canada," and a Committee
as appointed to attend Yonge street Monthly
eeting, and to consult with Friends there.

1 2d mo. 1807, the Committee reported that
ey had attended to their appointment, and
oduced a Minute from Yonge street Monthly
eeting, which was "so far united with as

select" a Committee to draw up a Minute
be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting.

In 3d mo..1807, a joint report of the Com-
ittee of the three Monthly Meetings was

read, and directed to the Quarterlj- Meet-
ing.

The matter was referred from Nine Part-
ners Quarterly Meeting, to each of the Yearly
Meetings, and a Committee was appointed, by
each.

At Adolphustown Monthly Meeting, held
by adjournment, the 26th of 9th mo. 1808,
" a part of the Committees appointed by Phila-

delphia and New York Yearly Meetings,
viz : John Shoemaker, John Brown, Reuben
Haight, Hannah Fisher, Rebecca Archer, Ann
Shipley, and Ann Merritt, attended this meet-
ing, with extracts from [the Minutes of] said

Yearly Meetings."
At the Yearly Meetings of Philadelphia

and New York in 1809, the report of the
Committee was read, and deliberation there-

on resulted in the establishment of Canada
Half Year's Meeting, to be held in the 1st

mo. at " West Lake," and at Yonge street in

8th mo., to be a branch of New York Yearly
Meeting, and to be opened in 1st mo. 1810.

A Committee was appointed by each Yearly
Meeting to attend.

At that time Adolphustown Monthly Meet-
ing was composed of three Preparative Meet-
ings, Yonge street of three, and Pelham of

two.
The Half Year's Meeting continued to be

composed of all the Friends in Upper Canada,
until 1841, when at the request of Friends
of Norwich and Pelham, Pelham Quarterly
Meeting was established, and the Half Year's

Meeting was thence composed of Yonge street

and West Lake Monthly Meetings, until 1848,

when it was divided into two Quarterly Meet-
ings of the same name as the Monthly Meet-
ings.

This arrangement continued until 1867,
when, for various reasons, it was deemed best

to hold West Lake Quarterly Meeting but
three times a year. The change was made,
and it has since been held under the name
of West Lake Four Months' Meeting.
Pelham and Yonge street still hold Quar-

terly Meetings.
For some time the question of holding a

Yearly Meeting in Canada, was agitated, and
linally a proposition was made to the Yearly
Meeting to allow Friends in Canada to be

set otf as a Yearly Meeting. This was granted,

and in 6th mo. 1867, Canada Yearly Meeting
was opened.
By reports to the Yearly Meeting this year

there are belonging to it, 22 meetings ; 279
families; 275 parts of families, and 1619 mem-
bers.

I have spent much time in collecting the
foregoing information, and if others are in

degree interested in reading it, 1 shall be re-

paid for my labor. Levi Vabney.
Bloomfield, Ont., 9th mo. 1874.

THE FRIEND.

TENTH MONTH

That able and experienced minister of the

gospel, Thomas Story, in his journal, speaks
of being at the meeting at Leeds, in 1736. He
thus describes the condition of the younger
members :

" Sober, but few of them yet bap-

tized of the Lord, by His sanctifying baptism;
which is much the case and state of our young
people at this day throughout the world;

being in danger as others have done, of sit-

ting down under the profession of Truth, in a
traditional way, as to the doctrine and form
of the discipline of it, and yet short and igno-
rant of the life, light, virtue and power of Truth
essentially in themselves; by which an apostacy
from the very form may enter and proceed
gradually till the whole be lost, as to them,
and some other thing take place under the
same name : which the Lord prevent, by His
kind and merciful visitation, in His own time
and way; for nothing el.se can do it, or carry
on that great and glorious work, which His
own arm hath begun in the earth in and by
His people."

In the previous year, at Bristol, he found
some among the children of those Friends
who in earlier days bad been faithful sufferers
for their religion, who, for want ofknowing in
themselves "the life, light, virtue and power
of Truth," had been taken " with the vain and
sinful fashions, customs and notions of the
world."

His description of the young people at
Leeds is one that well applies to many of the
same class among us at the pi-esent day. In
many neighborhoods they are preserved in
comparative innocence; are intelligent, moral,
and orderly persons, to whom their older
friends are anxiously looking, desiring that
they may become prepared to till the various
stations in the militant church. Yet there
are too many among them, who have not
thoroughly yielded their hearts to the con-
victing power of Divine Grace, and by humbly
obeying all its leadings and pointings, come
to know ''the life, ligQt, virtue and power of
Truth essentially in themselves." Until they
are established on this foundation, they are
in danger of being swept away fi'om even the
profession of Truth, and entirely lost to the
church, to their own great hurt.

If it were in our power, we would gladly
impress on all such the great necessity of
knowing a thorough, heart-felt work of re-

ligion. Manj' of them desire the prosperity
of the church, are interested in its movements,
and listen with seriousness and pleasure to

the preaching of its doctrines, and the earnest
exhortations of its ministers. But they have
not yet learned to labor availingly for spiritual

food. In our religious meetings, when there

are present those who are at times enabled to

hand forth to others the bread which the
Master has blessed ; these too often wait to be
fed through the medium of such ministers

;

instead of settling down into a true religious

exercise, and seeking to feel for themselves
the overshadowing presence of the Head of
the Church. Hence they do not derive from
their meetings the full benefit which they
might otherwise experience ; and their growth
in grace is not so steady and rapid as it should

be. So also, at other times, when engaged in

the ordinary pursuits of life, there is too little

of that feeling, which drew from Hagar of old

the ejaculation. Thou, God, seest me. Where
this becomes the habitual clothing of the

mind, and there is an honest concern so to

walk as the Light of Christ in our hearts

shows us to be in conformity to the Divine

will ; then will be experienced the truth of

the Scripture declaration, " The fear of the

Lord is a Ibuntain of life, to depart from the

snares of death ;" " They that wait upon the

Lord shall renew their strength."

It is only through the renewed visitations

of the Spirit of Christ, that any of us can
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move forward in the path that leads to eterual

rest and peace; and when these visitations

are mercifully extended, luey ought to be

prized as most precious blessings, and cm-,

braced with all earnestness of soul, and a full

and ready submission given to all the Divme

requirings. If this were more the case among

us, we would become more like a company

with whom Thomas Siory had a meeting in

the south-western part of England, who, he

says, were an innocent people, "very tender,

as little children desiring the pure milk of the

AVord ; and the Lord dispensed it largely and

freely among them, to our solid and mutual

satisfaction, for they were greatly tendered,

aa we had been when we were first con-

vinced."

SUMMABY OF EVENTS.
FoREiox.—A London dispatch of the 28lh ult. says:

A frightful tvphoon passed over Hong Kong yesterday.

The steamers Lenore and Abbay, and eight other yes-

pels were wrecked or foundered, and many are missing.

A great number of houses were destroyed, and it is re-

ported a thousand persons were killed. The damage

to property in the city and harbor and surrounding

country is immense.

A dispatch from Rome on the 27lh says : Mount Ltna

is still in agitation. Rumbling noises are heard inside,

and yesterday an earthquake shook the mountain to its

base. The shocks extended to the village of Rendezza

and destroyed several houses.

The members of the Austrian Polar expedition de-

clare that explorations in the direction of the North

Pole are hopele-ss of a satisfactory result, and that the

reports of the existence of an open Polar sea are untrue.

The Russian government, on account of the extensive

emigration of Mennonites, has undertaken to exempt

members of that sect from actual military service, but

Btill holds them li:ible to do duty as hospital attendants

and surgeons. The Mennonites of the Volga district

will probably all consent to remain, under these con-

ditions.

Work has been resumed by the mill operatives at

Bolton, England, pending the result of arbitration of

the dlHi-rences between them and their employers,

which will be announced on the 31st of 10th mo.

The Newcastle Chamber of Commerce has adopted

resolutions condemning the Canadian reciprocity treaty

as prejudicial to British industry.

The Mark Lane Express in it-s review of the crop

prospects says, the recent rains have materially bene-

fitted the root crops. There has been too much rain

however, for late potatoes, which show the commence-
ment of disease. Grass has the verdure of spring, which
will help growers to carry their stock through the

winter notwithstanding the deficiency in the hay and
straw crops.

A corresponilence has been commenced between the

English and French cabinets on the subject of a sub-

marine tunnel under the channel which divides the twc

countries.

•Spanish afTairs remain nearly unchanged. The Car-

lists have been defeated recently in several small en-

gagemenls. The existence of a cordial and sympathetic
letter from the Czar to Don Carlos, which has hitherto

been denie<l at Berlin and elsewhere, is now acknow
ledge<l. The letter was written in reply to one from
Don Carlos, thanking the Czar for his refusal to recog
nize Serrano.

The town of Andorra, capital of the neutral country
of that name, lying between France and Spain, has been
attacked by the Carlist-s because the authorities refused
to surrender a ({uantiiy of arras which were seized while
in transit across the frontier for the insurgents.
The river Se^re, running through the province of

Lerida, has overilowed its banks, causing great damage
to property, and a serious loss of life. In the town of
Tarrega, twenty-live miles northeast of the city of
Lerida, fully two hundred houses were swept away, and
many persons were drowned.
Heavy rains have fallen in India, and the prospect

for the crops continues most satisfactory.

The boundary dispute between Switzerland and Italy,
which was referred to (ieorge P. Marsh, United States
Minister at Rome for arbitration, has been decided in
favor of Italy, which thereby acquires 1800 acres of
territory.

A special dispatch to the London Times gives the
following account of the adventures of the Austrian

polar expedition :
" The expedition lelt Tromso on the

Uth of July, 1872. They encountered compact dritt

ice in 48 degrees east longitude, and worked themselves

gh until, in 58 degrees east, they reached the coast

of Nova Zembla. They sailed along the coast to Berch

Islands where they met Count Wiltczek's sloop Isb-

jornen.' They sailed together with him further to

Baerent's Islands, near the promontory of Cape Nassau,

where they remained at anchor till the 21st of August,

1872, on account of southwesterly storms. They parted

with Count Wiltcezk and steered northeast the same

day, and were completely frozen in. They drifted with

"le pack ice fourteen months, first northeast to 73 de-

rees east longitude, and then northwest until October,

873. In August, 1873, a new land was discovered.

They drifted with the ice along this land. They were

frozen in, and wintered in 79 degrees 51 minutes north

latitude and 59 degrees east longitude. In March and

April, 1874, sledge expeditions were sent north and

rest ; 82 degrees north latitude was passed, and land

ras seen to the 83d degree. The extent of the land

orthwards and westwards was, apparently, consider-

ble. The ship now being untenable was abandoned.

Starting on the 20th of May, 1874, with four sledge

boats, they met the open water on the 15th of August,

and crossed to Nova Zembla, and went along the coast

search of ves.sels. They met a Russian schooner and

arrived at Vardoe, in Norway, on the 3d of September."

Twenty-five hundred immigrants have arrived in the

province of Canterbury, New Zealand, in the last three

months.
An election was held on the 27th ult. in the Depart-

ment of Maine-et-Loire, to fill a vacancy in the French

Assembly. De Maille, the Republican candidate, was

elected by 3787 majority.

A dispatch from Rome says, the French ambassad

has presented to the Pope a letter from President Mac-

Mahon, announcing the withdrawal of the man-of-war

Orenoque from Civita Vecchia.

The Danish ambassador at Berlin has gone to Copen

hagen to confer with the Ministers on the difficultiei

which have arisen between Prussia and Denmark, as i

consequence of the ejection of Danish subjects from

Schleswig.

United States.—There were 529 deaths in New
York last week, and 253 in Philadelphia, including

104 children under two years. There were 33 deaths

of consumption, 20 marasmus, and 14 cholera infantum.

Fuller and later reports received in Washington con-

firm, it is stated, the opinion long held that the Black

Hill country contains no great amount of gold or other

valuable minerals. Col. Fred. Grant, who accompanied
General Custer's expedition under special instruction

to report upon its geological character, says that the

rock in which it is claimed gold was discovered, is of

the metamorphic character, in which no precious min
erals have ever been found.

The President is emphatic in his determination to

c;irry out the orders of General Sheridan to prevent all

invasion of this country by intruders, so long as by law

and treaty it is ceded to the Indians.

The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad have
sold 15,000 acres of land in the Arkansas Valley to the

Russian Mennonites, wbo, to the number of 1900, will

settle immediately on their purchase.

A Richmond, Va., firm is filling a contract with

France for $8,000,000 worth of tobacco, and another
has a similar contract with Austria amounting to $6
000,000.

It is announced that the Hoosac tunnel, which it has

been the work of many years to construct, will be for

mally opened on the first of 11th month.
The Markets, &e.—The following were the quotations

on the 28th ult. iV^ew Ymli. — American gold 109i.
U. S. 6's 1881, registered, 117J; do. coupon, 118; do.

1868, registered, 116^ ; do. coupon, 117 ; do 5 per cents,

112. Superfine flour, S4.60 a $5 ; State extra, $5.10 a
$5.35 ; finer brands, $5.60 a $10.50. No. 2 Chicago
spring wheat, $1.11; No. 3 do., $1.08; red western,
$1.22 ; amber, $1.25 ; white Michigan, $1.36 a $1.40.
Canada barley, $1.35. Oats 61 a 65 cts. Yellow corn,
98 cts. ; western mixed, 96 cts. ; white 98 cts. a $1.02.
PhUadelphia.—Uplands and New Orleans raid(flings

cotton, 16i a 17 cts. Superfine flour, $3.50 a $4.00;
extras, $4 a $4.50 ; finer brand.s, $5 a $8.76. Red wheat,
$1.15 a $1.20; amber. $1.22 a $1.25; white, $1.35 a
$1.37. Rye, $1.02. Yellow and mixed corn, $1.01 a
$1.02. Oats, 62 a 64 cts. City smoked hams, 15 a 16
cts. Lard, 15 cts. Clover seed, lOi a 11 cts. The
market for beef cattle dull. Receipts 3400 head. Texas
cattle sold at 3J a 51 cts. per lb. gross, and western
at 5J a 7J cts., the latter for a few choice. About
10,000 sheep sold at 4.', a 6 cts. per lb. gross, and 6,000
hogs at $11 a $11.50 per 100 lb. net for corn fed. St.

iottis.—No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.15 ;
No. 3 fall n

$1 04. Corn, 80 cts. Oats, 52 a 53 cts. Chicago.—

l

1 Spring wheat, 97 cts. ; No. 3 do. 89 cts. No. 2 mix

corn, 82 cts. No. 2 oats, 50 cts. Rye, 89 a 90 c

Lard, 14| cts. Baltimore.— 'i^o. 1 western red and i

ber wheat, $1.23 a S1.24; No. 2 do., $1.21 a $1.2

Maryland amber, $1.30 a $1.35. Southern white at

yellow corn, $1 a $1.05. Oats, 60 a 65 cts. Clevelan

—No. 1 winter red wheat, $1.09; No. 2 do., $1(

Mixed corn, 83 a 84 cts. Oats, 51 a 54 cts.

RECEIPTS.
Keceived from Charles Wright, N. J., per Jacob \

Fry, $2, vol. 48 ; from Benjamin Sheppard and Margai

Miller, N. J., per H. C. W., $2 each, vol. 48; fro

Abner Eldridge, Agent, lo., for Alexander L- McGre-

Simon O. McGrew, and Nancy L. Thompson, $2 eac

vol. 48 ; from Richard Molt, Agent, lo., $2, vol. 48, an

for William P. Deweese, Ezra Embree, R. W. Ham|
ton. Stephen Hodgin, Asenath Edgerton, Eli Hodgi

Thomas D. Yocum, John Hodgin, Samuel W. Stanle

Benjamin V. Stanley, Joseph Embree, Thomas HoyI

Thomas C. Battey, and Joseph Battey, $2 each, vol.4

and for William Pierpont, $2, to No. 52, vol. 47; fro

Samuel Hoopes, Pa., $2, vol. 48 ; from Hannah Robert

Pa., $2, vol. 48 ; from Edward Bonsall, O., $2, vol. 4'

from Samuel W. Maris, Md., $2, vol. 48 ; from Sara

Allen, N. J., $2, vol. 48 ; from M. M. Childs, De.

$4.50, to No. 52, vol. 48 ; from Enoch Zelley, N. J., $
vol. 48 ; from Mary D. Maris, Del., $2, vol. 48 ; fro!

Seth Warrington, N. J., $2, vol. 48 ; from Lydia S. Fei

Pa., $2, vol. 48; from Thomas M. Harvey, for Susa

Chambers, P.i., and for Mary Jane Chambers, Pa., i

each, vol. 48 ; from M. M. Morlan, Agent, O., fi

Frederick Maerkt, $2, vol. 48 ; from Mary B. Will

N. J., $2, vol. 48 ; from Mahlon Hoffecker, Pa., $2, vc

48 ; from Rachel E. Woodward, Pa., $2, vol. 48 ; froi

Edward S. Yarnall, $2, vol. 48 ; from Reuben Battii

Agent, Pa., for Job McCarty, Jesse McCarty, Josep

McCarty, Theodore Hess, Charles Hess, George Schif

John S. Brown. Abel McCarty, Henry Brackman, an-,

Reuben Battin, $2 each, vol. 48.

The Stated Annual Meeting of Haverford Schm
.Association, will be held on 2nd day, lOlh month 12tl

1874, at 3 o'clock, p. m., in the Committee room of Arc

Street Meeting-house, Philadelphia.

Philip C. Garrett, Secretary.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session commences on Second day, th

2nd of Eleventh month. Parents and others intendin

to .send pupils will please make early application t

Benjamin W. Passmoee, Sup't, (Addre-ss Street Roa

P. O., Chester Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. Allei
Treasurer, No. 304 Arch Street, Philada.

WANTED.
A suitable Friend to take the position of Writin

Teacher and Assistant Governor at Westtown Boardin

School—for next Session. Apply to

Charles Evans, 702 Race street, Philadelphia,

Clarkson Sheppard, Greenwich, New Jersey,

Joseph Walton, Moorestown, New Jersey.

FRIENDS' FREEDMEN'S KELIEF ASSOCIA-
TION.

The Executive Board are about to re-open the Schoo
in North Carolina and Virginia, and have immedial
need for funds. We have strictly limited the numbf
of Teachers to that of last year, but will need contribi

tions fully equal to those of 1873. The cost of tran

porting teachers, and of needful supplies for openin

schools, is large, and must be met at the outset. Ot

Treasury is exhausted. We have no new source i

interest upon which to base an appeal for the liberi

aid of Friends. These people still need uplifting, an

past efi'orts have been much blessed. " Freely ye hi\

received, freely give." On behalf of the Board.
James E. Rhoads, President.

Thos. K. Brown, Secretary.

Contributions may be sent to Richard Cadbur;
Treasurer, No. 108 S. Fourth Street, Philada.

Philadelphia, Ninth mo., 1874.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) PkUadelphia.
Physician and Superintendent—JoshuaH. Wobtj

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may I

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.
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First Germantown Friciids.

('Jontinued from page 52.)

From "The Friend," 1st mo. 13th, 1844.

The testimony of the Friends at German-
)wn against shivery, sent up to the Yearly
[eeting of 1688, has, within the last few
ays, been discovered. These Friends were
ermans, and mostly from Cresheim, a town
ot far from Worms, in the Palatinate. They
ad suffered persecution in their own country,

nd seem to have had a very correct appreci-

tion of the rights of others. One of them,
Vaneis Daniel Pastorius, informs us, that he
and most probably many of his old neigh-

ors were with him) reached Philadelphia on
be 20th of Sixth month, 1683, after a passage
f eight weeks. He came in the ship America,
oseph Wasey commander, which did not
lake the voyage without encountering vari-

us storms. Thirty years after this, Pas-
Drius writes, "the second and twelfth of the

|ixth month, our ship was covered with a

ultitude of huge surges, and, as it were,

ith mountains of terrible and astonishing
aves." "I was as glad to land from th

essel every whit as Paul's shipmates were
5 land at Melita. Then Philadelphia con

of thi'ee or four little cottages ; all tht

isidue being only woods, underwoods, timber
nd trees

; among which I several times have
|)8t myself in travelling no farther than from
lie water side to the house, (now ofour Friend
jfilliam Hudson,) then allotted to a Dutch
aker, whose name was Cornelius Bom
That my thoughts were of such a renowned
ity, (I not long before having seen London
aris, Amsterdam, &c) is needless to rehearse
nto you here. But what I think now of the

ime, I dare ingenuously say, viz., that God
as made of a desert an enclosed garden, and
le plantations about it, a fruitful field."

These German Friends settled near to-

ether, and in 1686 were joined by a number
iom different parts of Holland and Germany,
od a meeting was soon established among
lem. It was attached to Dublin Monthly
fleeting, which was then composed of Oxford,
ioetquising [Byberry], Dublin, and German-

* This house stood a little south-east of the corner of

bird and Chestnut streets.

town meetings. By minute of Dublin Monthly
Meeting dated Twelfth mouth 23rd, 1685, it

was concluded to hold that meeting alternate-

ly at Richard Wallu's [Cheltenham], at John
IJart's [Byberry], and at Oxford. Thus it

continued until First month 31st, 1687, when
it was agreed that it should thenceforward be

held at the house of Richard Worrell, Jr., in

Lower Dublin, on the last Second-day in every
month.
Coming from a country where oppression

on account of color was unknown, and where
buying, selling, and holding in bondage human
beings, who had been legally convicted of no
crime, was regarded as an act of cruelty and
injustice, to be looked for from the hands of

none but a Turk or barbarian, the members
of this little community were shocked to see

that negro slavery had taken root, and was
"ncreasing around them. It would appear
from the testimony, that many of their reli-

gious friends and acquaintances, were deter-

red from coming to this land, by the report

they had received of this sad stain on the

haracter of the new settlement.

Impelled then by reproaches borne over

the Atlantic, as well as by the testimony of

their own consciences as to what was right,

the Friends at Germantown drew up this pa-

per. It is certainly a strong document; and
whilst it bears evidence that the writers had
an incompetent knowledge of the English lan-

guage, it plainly demonstrates that they were
well acquainted with the inalienable rights of

man, and with the spirit of the gospel. We
publish it as it is in the original, and doubt

not that our readers will find sufficient clear

ness in the argument, notwithstanding some
confusion in the use of prepositions.

The paper from which this is taken is the

original. At the foot of the address, John
Hart, the clerk of the Monthly Meeting, has

made his minute, and the paper having been

then forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting, has
received a few lines from Anthony Morris,

the clerk of that body, to introduce it to the

Yearly Meeting, to which it was then direct-

ed. I^.

This is to the Monthly Meeting held at

Richard Worrell's.

These are the reasons wh)' we are against

the traffic of men-body, as followeth. Is there

any that would be done or handled at this

manner? viz., to be sold or made a slave for

all the time of his life ? How fearful and faint-

hearted are many on sea, when they see a

strange vessel,—being afraid it should be a

Turk, and they should be taken, and sold for

slaves into Turkey. Now what is this better

done, than Turks do ? Yea, rather is it worse
for them, which say they are Christians ; for

we hear that the most part of such negers are

brought hither against their will and consent,

and that many of them are stolen. Now,
though they are black, we cannot conceive

there is more liberty to have them slaves, as

[than] it is to have other white ones. There

is a saying, that we shall do to all men like

will be done ourselves; making no dif

ferenco of what generation, descent or color

they are. And those who steal or robb men,
d those who buy or purchase them, are

they not all alike? Here is liberty of con-

science, which is right and reasonable ; here

ought to be likewise libertj^ of the bodj', ex-

cept of evil-doers, which is another case. But
to bring men hither, or to rob and sell them
against their will, we stand against. In Eu-
rope there are many oppressed for conscience

sake ; and here there are those oppressed

hichareof a black colour. And we whoknow
that men must not commit adultery,—some
do commit adultery in others, separating

wives from their husbands and giving them
to others ; and some sell the children of these

poor creatures to other men. Ah! do con-

sider well this thing, you who do it, if you
would be done at this manner? and if it is

done according to Christianity? You sur-

pass Holland and Germany in this thing.

This makes an ill i-eport in all those countries

of Europe, where tbey hear of [it], that the

Quakers do here handel men as they handel

there the cattle. And for that reason some
have no mind or inclination to come hither.

And who shall maintain this your cause, or

plead for it? Truly we cannot do so, except

you shall inform us better hereof, viz., that

Christians have liberty to practise these

things. Pray, what thing in the world can be

done worse towards us, than if men should

rob or steal us away, and sell us for slaves to

strange countries ; separating husbands from
their wives and children. Being now this is

not done in the manner we would be done at

[by] therefore we contradict, and are against

this traffic of men-body. And we who profess

that it is not lawful to steal, must, likewise,

avoid to purchase such things as are stolen,

but rather help to stop this robbing and steal-

ing if possible. And such men ought to be

delivered out of the hands of the robbers, and
set free as in Europe.* Then is Pennsylvania

to have a good report, instead it hath now a

bad one for this sake in other countries. Es-

pecially whereas the Europeans are desirous

to know in what manner the Quakers do rule

in their province ;—and most of them do look

upon us with an envious eye. But if this is

done well, what shall we say is done evil?

If once these slaves (which they say are so

wicked and stubborn men) should join them-

selves,—fight for their freedom,—and handel

their masters and mistresses as they did

handel them before ; will these masters and

mistresses take the sword at hand and war
against these poor slaves, like, we are able to

believe, some will not refuse to do ; or have
these negers not as much right to fight for

their freedom, as you have to keep them
slaves?

* Alluding probably to the abolition of the old feudal

system.
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Xow consider well this thing, if it is good

or bad ? And in case you find it to be good to

bandel these blacksfit that manner, we desire

and require you hereby lovingly, that you

luay inlorm us herein, which at this time never

was done, viz., that Christians have such a

liberty to dolso. To the end we shall [may]

be satisfied in this point, and satisfy likewise

our good friends and acquaintances in our

native country, to whom it is a terror, or fear-

ful thing, that men should be handelled so in

Pennsj-lvania.

This is from our meeting at Germantown,
held y 18 of the 2 month, 1688, to be delivered

to the Monthly Meeting at Eichard Worrell's.

Garret henderich
deride up do graeff

Francis daniell Pastorins

Abraham jr. Den graef.

At our Monthly Meeting at Dublin, y' 30

—2 mo., 1688, we having inspected y' matter,

above mentioned, and considered of it, we find

it so weighty that we think it not expedient

for us to meddle with it here, but do rather

commit it to y* consideration of y« Quarterly

Meeting; y* tenor of it being nearly related

to y Truth.
On behalf of y* Monthly Meeting,

Signed, P. Jo. Hart.
This, above mentioned, was read in our

Quarterly Meeting at Philadelphia, the 4 of

y' 4th mo. '88, anil was from thence recom-
mended to the Yearly Meeting, and the above
paid Derick, and the other two* mentioned
therein, to present the same to y» above said

meeting, it being a thing of too great a weight
for this meeting to determine.

Signed by order of y" meeting,
Anthony Morris.

(To t« continncil.)

For "The Friend."

Indian MMn.
(Continued from page 51.)

By Esedotodes, Pawnee Chief.

"My Brothers: I am glad to see the faces

of 80 many of my red brothers here to-day.
Por this purpose I came here. Many years
ago the Pawnees and VVichitas lived together
in this country, but have long since been d
vided, and it seems to me now that the Great
Spirit is bringing all Indians together again.
I do not know when my people lived here, but
our old peoi)le tell us of it. They moved away
from this country in those eaily daj's, and
those who then lived have all passed away.
I think that was a bad move. After living
awhile upon the present Pawnee reserve, our
old men without informing us sold the greater
portion of the country, and we did not know
of the fact till we found ourselves surrounded
on all sides by white people. We now can
scarcely move without disturbing some white
person. If a Pawnee lays hands on a stick of
timber or grass, the white man says, ' Hold !

this is mine.' If a Pawnee's horse gets be-
yond the limits of his narrow reserve, ho need
not hunt him. Wo arc surrounded up there
on all sides by the white man, and it seems
that evcrj'thing belongs to him ; so I think I

and my people will como here and surrender
our part to him."

By Dave, of the Towoccanies.
"My Brothers : We have met here to have

a good talk ; this is good, this is right. I am
glad I'm hero to hear what is said. Wo are

* There were three others signed it.

all brothers, the same people, coming from

the same common Father. Many of you here

afe very smart men, and I feel that I am far

behind "all of you, but brothers, I have my
ears wide open to hear all you have to say.

Some of you look like white men, but you

think you are Indians, you should forget this

thought, and go about setting good examples

for such of your brothers as we are. Some
Indians talk about their intentions of living

like the white man, when probably they don't

mean it, but / mean exactly what I say on

this subject. Having planted forty acres of

corn last summer, I labored very hard
;
when

dry weather came on I lost all of mj' labor.

Many an Indian would have become discour-

aged and quit, but I did not. I hQiVe made
mj- farm as large again this year, and have

gone to work harder than ever I did before.

1 am trying to get my young men to live as

they should, and when I go home I will tell

them all you have said here. These talks

from you are always helpful to us in control-

ing our young men. 1 am thankful of one

thing, that is, that we have a good school at

which our children attend ; already can some
of them read the white man's books.

My brothers, although I've started last, I'm

going to work manfully, and if j'ou are not

careful I'll catch some of you. This spring

for the first time, I've planted such things,

besides corn, as the white man plants, and
expect soon to know more of these things.

I'm told they are good to eat, so if I'm suc-

cessful I'll know by having them on my own
table."

Report of Committee on Agriculture.

To the Grand Council of the Indian Territory:

Gentlemen : The committee to whom was
assigned the dutj^ of preparing the report on
agriculture, would respectfully submit the

following:

The Cherokees, Choctaws, Muscogees, and
Seminoles are the four largest tribes repre-

sented in this Council, and from reliable in-

formation, are making equal and rapid im
provement in the art of agriculture. The
Cherokees cultivate eightj'^ thousand, the
Choctaws eighty-five thousand, tbe Musco-
gees sixty-five thousand, and the Seminoles
ten thousand acres of land. The productions
are corn, wheat, oats, cotton, rice, tobacco,
sweet and Irish potatoes, and many of the
garden vegetables adapted to this climate.
They are also giving great attention to the
growing of orchards, consisting of apples,

peaches, plums and grapes. They are enlarg
ing their farms, improving their houses, and
using the latest improved implements of agri-
culture. They are advancing in wealth by
the increase of horses, cattle, hogs, mules,
sheep and goats. The introduction of fine

stock, in many portions of the territory, has
made great improvement in the quality of
their stock.

The Wyaudotts, Ottawas, Senecas, Eastei-n
Shawnees, Quapaws and Peorias, are six small
tribes who have reservations in the northeast
corner of the Indian Territory. The AVyan-
dotts cultivate six hundred, Ottawas eight
hundred, Senecas six hundred. Eastern Shaw-
nees five hundred, (Quapaws eight hundred,
and the Peorias two thousand acres of land.
Thej' grow corn, wheat, oats ; also potatoes,
beans, onions, cabbage, beets, and various
other garden vegetables. They are making
orchards of choice fruit trees, such as apples,

peaches, pears and cherries. They are enlarg-

ing and opening new farms the present year,

and also erecting new and improving their

old houses. They, too, use the gang plow
and other improved agricultural implements.

Their stock consists of hoi-ses, mules, cattle

and hogs, which tbey are improving by the

introduction of the different kinds of thorough-

breds.

The Sacs and Foxes have six hundred acres

cultivated, not including the mission farm of

fifty acres. They raise corn, beans and pump,
kins. They use the plow, hoe and grubbiog-

hoe. They have mowing machines, a sorghum
mill, a steam saw and grist mill, and horses,

cattle and hogs.

During the past year many families have

come in and settled on new homes, and have
fields well fenced and cultivated.

The Osages cultivate two thousand acres

of land. They own many horses and moles,

and some cattle and hogs, and raise various

kinds of grain and vegetables.

The affiliated bands of Indians are the

Absentee Shawnees, Caddos, Delaware, Ivechi,

Towacconie, lonie, Waco, and others. They
live on the extreme border, and cultivate fif-

teen hundred or two thousand acres of land.

One of the Delawares has a farm of three

hundred and twenty acres.

Now if all these nations and tribes are sus-

tained in their present forms of government,
and no violence done to their treaty stipula-

tions, and the land grants that are condi-

tioned on the extinguishment of Indian titles

bo repealed, in a few years their agricultural

department will compare favorable with the

States bordering on the Territory that we
inhabit and own. C. Cole,

Chairman Committee.

Mark Bean, Secretary.

For "The Friend."

lie that niletli his spirit is bettCT than he that taketl

a cit)'.

This means individual work; each one of

us laboring in the vineyard of our own hearts,

and not undertaking to enter into judgment
upon the hearts of others without the strong-

est occasion. Always bearing in mind the

impressive language, " thej' made me the

keeper of the vineyards, but mine own vine-

yard have I not kept." And how is the poor

pilgrim in bis journey through life to obey
this vital command, " keep thine heart with
all diligence, for out of it are the issues of

life?" Is there any safer or surer path than

the lowly one our Great Pattern trod ? Meek-
ness, gentleness, humility, patience, forbear-

ance, charity. That charity which " suffereth

long and is kind, beareth all things, believeth

all things, hopeth all things, endureth all

things." Dear friends and fellow travellers to

a better country, do we realize the- precious

promises which are held forth to those whOi

tread this safe and lowly path? It is not

merely declared that " the meek shall inherit

the earth," but the glorious assurance is added
•'the ?)iee/i will He beautify with salvation."

How is it that we so seldom hear the "soft

answer that turneth away wrath ?" Is it not

because we neglect " to keej) our hearts with

all diligence?" Do we believe with the apos-

tles James and Peter, that " God resisteth the

proud and giveth grace to the humble ?" Do
we seek earnestly and reverently to dwell in

the patience, the everlasting patience of which
it was declared, " Because thou hast kept the
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vord ofmy patience, I also will keep theefrom
he hour of temptation which shall come upon
ill the world to try them that dwell upon the

arth ?" Dear fellow travellers towards an
mmortal inheritance, have wo not in our
)ilgrimago known this hour of temptation?
ave wo not all encountered it? How have

ive kept this word of his patience ? The day
fast passing away with many of us. If we

lave failed hitherto, let us be up and doing,

or " He that ruleth his spirit is better than
le that taketh a city." Senex.

A South Carolina Waterspout.

The following account is given of a wator-
pout at Langley, S. C, on the 12th ult. A
lense cloud was first seen approaching the
»ond, being apparently a considerable dis-

,ance up. Nothing particular was thought of

t, the citizens of Langley being at the time
iccupied in trying to keep cool, a hard thing
o do with the thei-momeior at one hundred
legi-ees in the shade. But presently a start-

ing circumstance occurred. The cloud had
alted over the pond and established connec-
ion with the latter. A genuine waterspout
ad in fact been evolved, and an immense quan-
rity of water was rushing skyward through
he liquid conductor. When first seen the
(vaterspout was near the dam, and travelled
slowly across the pond until it reached the
railroad trestle work, a distance of a mile and
a, quarter from its starting point, when it dis-

appeared and the cloud moved majesticallj'

Dff, carrying with it thousands of gallons of
water which had been drawn from the pond.
The latter, covei'ing an area of six hundred
acres was, in fact, lowered fully two inches.

The huge column which joined the upper re-

gion to the expanse of water below resembled
a cone in form, and rotated horizontally with
exceeding rapidity. The marvellous speed
with which the column turned impressed the
beholder immediately with the idea that it

was associatad with a whirlwind. This was
most probably the case, as a tremendous wind
passed over Augusta from the direction of
iLangley some hours afterwards. The heavens
iwere brilliant with incessant flashes of light-

ining after the spout described above had dis-

lappeared. There was no rushing noise con-
inected with.it, as is the case in some instances.

The water underneath the clouds just before
the spout formed, was in a state of great agita-
tion. Waves rolled angrily and a perceptible
bulge was seen. As the cloud halted a sort
of funnel protruded from it and dropped slow-
ly down, becoming larger as it lengthened, the
broader portion or base being at the surface
of the cloud. When it reached a point about
one-fourth the distance between the cloud and
the pond the bulge on the surface of the latter

rose to meet it, and the two at length joined,

when the Avater from the pond commenced
ascending into the cloud, which moved slowly
towards the trestle work, the waves in the
water—all leaping and tending towards the
spout—and the spout itself continued the
vertical motion referred to above. The out-
side of the watery funnel was dark and not
well defined, white the centre was much
lighter, being rather of a bluish east. This
would seem to indicate that the column was
partly hollow, the dark portions representing
the sides. There can be no doubt but that
the immense quantity of water which was
transferred from the pond to the cloud was
literally sucked up. The spout finally dis-

appeared, as if it had been drawn bodily up
into the cloud, while the latter quietly moved
off to parts unknown. Not a drop of rain

fell during the occurrence or afterwards. The
formation and subsequent motionsofthespout
are described as having made up a spectacle
grand in the extreme. Nothing of the kind
was ever before seen in that section. Tho
strangest part of the phenomenon was the
fact that the cloud, so burdened with water,
moved off without dispensing any of it in the
form of rain in the neighborhood.
Tho following interesting statement was

furnished by a civil engineer: Area of mill

pond, 600 acres; depth of water diminished,
two inches by a water-spout, which prevailed
for about ten minutes. The superficial area
of one acre is 43 560 square feet ; the decimal
for the depth of two inches is 0.166 of a foot

;

hence 43,560x0 16—6966.60 cubic feet is the
quantity taken from one acre— and then
6959,60x600 gives us 4,181,769 cubic feet as

the whole quantity taken from the mill pond.
The cube i-ootof this last is about 161 feet, so

a cube of that size would nearly measure the
quantity of water taken oft". This quantity
would make a column ten feet diameter,

53,243 feet high—rather more than ten miles.

At 62 J pounds to a cubic foot, the above 4,-

181,769 cubic feet would weigh 261,360,000

pounds.

For "The Friend."

John Finch Marsh.

(Continued from page 54.)

29th. Favored this morning with the over-

shadowing of heavenly good, and my mind
clothed with tho spirit of prayer; unworthy
and undeserving do I feel myself of such

mercy in being thus permitted to rejoice in

thelight of the Lord's countenance, "in whose
presence is fulness of joy, at whose right

hand there are pleasures for evermore."
10th mo. 15th, 1st day. Having been look-

ing toward going to Wandsworth to-day, to

sit with Friends in their meeting, I left home
with that intention ; but giving way to unpro-

fitable discouragement I returned back, which
occasioned me some feeling of regret, and by
so doing it is likely I deprived myself of the

privilege of the exercise of a little faith.

1855, 4th mo. 13th. The thirty-sixth anni-

versary of our marriage; many and multiplied

have been the blessings and favors received at

the Lord's hand during our happy union.

Under the sense thereof, our hearts, I trust,

have been often raised in the feeling of grati-

tudeand thankfulness to our Heavenly Father,

whose goodness and mercy have indeed fol-

lowed us all the days of our lives, and whose
supporting arm has been near and underneath
to sustain and uphold in seasons of deep prov-

ing, of trial, and of conflict. Surely we have
renewed occasion to adopt the words of the

Psalmist and say, "What shall I (we) render

unto the Lord for all His benefits towards
me" (us).

1856, 4th mo. This day, the 13th, memor-
able as being the thirty-seventh anniversary of

our marriage. Many and multiplied have been

the mercies and favors continued to us and
our beloved daughters since noticing the 13th

of 4th mo. in the past year, and renewed de-

sires are, I trust, raised in our hearts that the

remainder of our days may be devoted, as

ability is afforded, and the requirings may be,

to the service of the precious cause of Truth,

which hath been and still is near and dear to

us. As in years that are past, and in the
morning of life, we may have been strength-
ened, according to our measure, to sow the
seed, so also now in the approaching evening
of our day we may not withhold the hand.
The watchword is important. Eccles. xi., 6.

1859, 5th mo. 28th. To be again returned
to our comfortable and quiet home is truly
pleasant, and in being so permitted, I trust

our hearts are made to feel thanl^ful to our
Heavenly Father for tho many favors par-

taken of during our stay in London, and in

the attendance of the Ycai'ly Meeting; and
for the help aftordcd both mentally and bodily.

A stripped time with me, and many are the
discourgeraents of the present day. The
sight and sense of the low state of things
amongst us as a people is affecting and sor-

rowful
;
yet amidst all our various shortcom-

ings, and manj' and great deficiencies, &c., &e.,

we were at times, during the sittings of this

our Annual Meeting, favored with the evi-

dence that we are not as yet a forsaken people.

Discouraging as may seem the present
aspect of things as regards our religious So-

ciety, my faith is that the Lord will preserve
unto himself such a people; that there will be
preserved from generation to generation those

who in their day will be sti-engthened to stand
for the honor of the precious cause of Truth,
yea, to bear a faithful testimony to the sim-

plicity of tho Truth as it is in Jesus, who wilt

be enabled to uphold those various precious

testimonies committed to us as a People to

bear before the world.
Testimonies so precious, and for which our

forefathers in the Truth suffered so much in

a faithful supporting of them.
" Great is tho Lord, and greatly to be prais-

ed, and his greatness is unsearchable."
" One generation shall praise Thy works to

another, and shall declare Thy mighty acts."

—Ps. cxlv., V. 3. 4.

Again, sweetly is set forth the watchful
care of our Heavenly Father over His vine-

yard,—" I the Lord do keep it ; I will water
it every moment : lest any hurt it, I will keep
it night and day."—Isaiah xxvii. 3.

1864, 4th mo. 13th. The forty-fifth anniver-
sary ofour marriage. A happy union, having
been, as we trust, joined together in and by
the Lord, blessed of Him, and in and to each
other. Surely we have abundant cause rev-

erently to bless and praise His holy Name for

his goodness and mei'cy which has followed
us, not only through this lengthened period
of a happy married life, but we may also say
from our youth up, j^ea, from the days of our
early childhood ; so that under some sense
and feeling, the query may well be, not only,

what shall we render? but also, what have
we hitherto rendered unto Him for all His
benefits towards us, for all His manifold gifts

and blessings, both spiritual and temporal?
Many have been the trials, conflicts, and exer-

cises through which we have had to pass dur-

ing our journeying along
;
yet thi-ough all, the

good and tender hand of the Lord hath been
near to sustain and support under them, thus
verifj'ing in our experience that He is indeed
good, and a "stronghold in the day of trou-

ble, and He knoweth them that trust in Him."
And how especially near is He felt. to be ia

seasons of afliiction, in moments of extremity,
by all them that put their trust in Him. Ah !

it is then that the everlasting arms are felt

to be underneath.
It is when the floods arc permitted to lift
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np their voice and their waves, that tliese are
favored to exi)erience "The Lord on high to

be mightier" for their help and deliverance,
" than the noise of many waters, yea, than
the mighty waves of the sea."

And O ! how much, how very much, have
we to be thankful for, in that at our advanced
period of life, so comfortable a share of health
and bodily ability is granted us, as also for the
continued preservation of our mental powers.
I trust there are times when our, hearts,

tendered under a sense thereof, are clothed
with a feeling of gratitude ami thankfulness,
and of praise to our Heavenly Father, who
givcth so richly to partake of His many mer-
cies and blessings.

5th mo. 1st, Ist daj'. In our forenoon meet-

1

ing our dear aged friend William Ashbj- was
remarkably engaged in testimony, as
often favored to be ; he also knelt in prayer.
It is instructive and encouraging to witness
how this beloved Friend appears to be rais-
ed np and strengthened to bear a living and
fiiithful testimony to the Truth as it is in
Jesus, as 1 have often thought, before being
gathered to his heavenly' home. " The righte-
ous shall flourish like the palm tree; he shall
gi-ow like a cedar in Lebanon. Those that
be planted in the house of the Lord shall flour-
ish in the courts of our God. They shall still

bring forth fruit in old age ; they shall be fat
and flourishing."

1866, 3rd mo. 19th. [Having been] con
fined to the bed and chamber many daj's, ]

had Alfred Carpenter, our medical attendant,
to see mo. under whoso kind judicious treat-
ment, and with the most tender nursing care
of my beloved and affectionate wife, it has
pleased our Heavenly Father to permit me
now to feel much recovered. My thus being
laid by, I trust has been a timeof somespiriT-
ual profit, some searching of heart, and re-
newal of best strength. Among other pre-
cious portions brought to remembrance, that
Scripture has, I trust, been realised in expe-
rience, "Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace
whose mind is staid on Thee, because he trust-
cth in Thee."
And O how true it is, that in quietness andm confidence the Christian's strength is re-

newed. Yes, in proportion as the heart and
mind IS inwardly stayed and fixed on the Lord
in quietness and in confidence, that a renewal
of spiritual strength is experienced.

24th Came down to breakfast, afterwards
read the cm. P.salm. It is, indeed, cause of
thankfulness my being thus favored with an
increase of bodily strength

; and O that I may
daily experience a renewal thereof spiritually
'The Lord is good unto them that wait for
Him, to the soul that sceketh Him "

1866, 9th mo. 19th. I went to the Kent
Quarterly Meeting, held at Canterbury.

28th We left Folkestone. We much en-
joyed the quiet time spent there [for change
of air] which I trust was beneficial, both
mentally and bodily. In attending their lit-
tle meeting while there, wo were
helped in testimony suitable to the f

,
I trust,

Jwassem-

HYMy OF PE.\ISE.

Lo! God is here! let ns adore.
And own how dreadful is this place;

Let all within ns feel His power
And silent bow before His face!

Who know His power, His grace who prove.
Serve Him with awe, with reverence love.

Lo ! God is here ! Him day and night
Th' uniied choirs of angels sing;

To Him, enthroned above all height.
Heaven's host their noblest praises bring

;

Di-sdain not, Lord, our meaner song.
Who praise thee with a stammering tongue.

Gladly the toils of earth we leave,
Wealth, pleasure, fame, for Thee alone

;

To Thee our will, soul, flesh, we give

—

O take ! O seal them for Thine own !

Thou art the God, Tlion art the Lord-
Be Thou by all Thy works adored

!

Being of Beings ! may our praise
Thy courts with grateful fragrance fill;

Still may we stand before Thy face.
Still hear and do Thy sovereign will

;

To Thee may all our thoughts arise

—

Ceaseless, accepted sacrifice.

As flowers Iheir opening leaves display,
And glad drink in the solar fire,

So may we catch Thy every ray,
So may Thy influence us inspire

—

Thou beam of the eternal beam !

Thou purging fire. Thou quickening flame !

ECHO.
BY JOHN MONSELL.

I wandered through the forest gloom,
When Autumn winds were drear,.

The glories of its summer-bloom
Lay round me dank and sere:

And oh is this, man's fate, I cried,
From all that's bright to sever ?

And a far-distant voice replied.
And answer'd—Ever !—ever

!

I stood upon the sounding shore,
Beneath me in the bay,

To ride the booming waves no more,
A hopeless shipwreck lay :

And oh are these the ends, I cried,
Of hope and high endeavor?

And a far-distant voice replied,
And answer'd—Ever !—ever!

I sought the woods again, when Spring
Called forth my love and me.

And I was glad, and everything
Was glad as glad could be

:

And oh can love e'er fail, I cried,
Life's load to lighten ever?

And a far-distant voice replied,
And answer'd—Never—never !

We wander'd by the glassy tide,
Onr happy hearts at ease,

A gallant ship in all its pride
Swept past us in the breeze

:

And oh, shall man despair, I cried
Shall sorrow sadden ever?

'

And a far-distant voice replied,
While some one whisper'd by my side
And answer'd Never .'—never

!

'

I have ever found it safest and best, under
all distresses, temptations and desertions, to
be as still, and quiet as possible; not so much
as look at the temptation, if we can help it

.
/''*' ^'O'-^terous waves, billows and storms pass

flomo ,n..,. ,• ^ h ^ehad at times ever our heads. This counsel I know is e-iJsome interesting conversation with serious to give, but hard to learn. However Je m\tpersons we occasionally met with
1867, 4th mo. 2nd. Oh ! the preciousne.ss

of near access to the throne of grace in prayer
in times of retirement when waiting upon the

nonce thia forenoon. '

(To b« conUnoedJ

-^ f,..-, UI.V, uiiiu lo learn. Jriowever we may
be assured of this, the Lord will never utterly
leave and forsake his dependent ones. They
are to endeavor to keep the word of his pa
tience, in the hour of temptation, but if we
are restless and uneasy under distresses, we
shall certainly add to our sorrow and afflic-
tion.—Josc^^A Pike.

For "The Friend."

Lactantiiis.

This e.trly Christian writer and rhetorician
was born about the middle of the third cen-
tury. The place of his nativity is somewhat
uncertain, but it is supposed to have been at
the Italian city of Firmium on the Adriatic.
He was a worthy pupil of Arnobius, the
teacher of rhetoric of Sicca Veneria, near
Carthage; but subsequently, his fitme havinw
eclipsed even that of his preceptor, he was in",

vited by Diocletian to settle at Nicomedia, the
emperor's flivorite city on the Bosphorus, and
to practice there his art.

Nevertheless—and probably owing to the
adversities which his royal patron met with
at the hands of Galerius, that rough and hard-
featured Dacian of the Danube—Lactantius
was reduced to poverty, and while in that
strait became a convert to the Christian re-
ligion. Then could he speak in the impas-i
sioned strain of Arnobius, himself a pagan
born : "O blindness! but lately I worshipped
images just brought from furnaces, gods made
on anvils, and forged with hammers I tiow,led.
by so great a Teacher into the ways of truth,
I know what these things are." Upon the
discomfiture of the enemies of Constantino,
the elevation of the latter to the imperial purl
pie, and the proclamation of Christianity as •

the religion of the empire, the (worldly) for-
tunes of Lactantius were again in the as-
cendant, and he became preceptor to Crispus
Constantine's son. He died about a. d. 325'
in the province of Gaul.

'

The principal work of Lactantius is The
Divine Institutes, being a treatise in seven
books, upon the true religion, wherein are
denionstrated the grossness and falsity of the
pagan system, and, contrasted therewith, the
nature of righteousness and the true worship
of God. It is the purpose ofthe present article
however, merely to consider this primitive
Christian's views upon one topic of so volum-
inous a subject as that which he presented to
the consideration of the pagan world, namely, :

whether self-defence (by implication, national i

as well as personal,) is permissible in thoso
claiming to be Christ's followers—whether
the use of deadly weapons as against a fellow-
being 18, under any circumstances, divinely
warranted.
The extracts which follow are all from the

treatise above referred to. It appears con-
clusive from these that Lactantius, in common
with the primitive Christians, as a body, con-
sidered that carnal warfare was, for them, not
lawful. To present the subject frankly, how-
ever, it should be stated that there is extant a
relation, attributed to Lactantius, of " the man-
ner in which Persecutors died," and in which
are described the lamentable experiences and
just deserts" of Diocletian, Maximian, Max-

entius, Galerius, and the other principal ene-
mies of Constantino-referring their tribula-
tions. It is true, to the mighty " hand of God,"
and yetnot condemning Constantinefor his en-
deavors to establish Christianity by the sword.
J- he reader can presently judge for himself
what were the convictions of Lactantius upon
the latter method of action. Assuming the -'re-
lation to be his writinsr, we may rightly infer
I think, that in consequence of his position in
the emperor's household, he considered it t..-
pedtent under the circumstances to refer, as
ho did, the downfall of the pagan opponents
ot Constantine to the conquering arm of the

iighty. Yet hitherto the conquests of
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Ihristianity, rapid and marvellous as they
'reve, were brought about by the " sword of

ae Spirit." Hence we believe that the vic-

arious Constantine made a grievous mistake

1 spurning the spiritual weapon ; and well

jight it have been for the world had the elo-

taent lips of Lactantius told him so.

Speaking of the indignities and tortures

onposed upon the Christians, Lactantius inti-

latcs to the teachers of the pagan philosophy
hat " they should undertake the defence of

beirgods, lest, if our affairs increase—as they

:o increase daily—theirs should be deserted,

Dgetber with their shrines and vain mock-
rics ; and since they can effect nothing by
iolcnce—for the religion of God is increased

he more it is oppressed— let them ratbej act

ly the use of reason and exhortations. * *

?here is no occasion for violence and injur}',

jr religion cannot be imposed by force ; the

latter must be carried on by words rather

han by blows, that the will may be atfected

iet them unsheath the weapon of their intel

3Ct ; if their system is true, let it be asserted.

* For they are aware that there is noth-

ng among men more excellent than religion,

,nd that this ought to be defended with the

fhole of our power ; but as they are deceived

a the matter of religion itself, so also are

hey in the manner of its defence. For re

igion is to be defended, not bj"^ putting to

leath, but by dying; not by cruelty, but by
latient endurance ; not by guilt, but by good
aith ; for the former belong to evils, but the

atter to goods; and it is necessary for that

vhich is good to have place in religion, and
lOt that which is evil. For if you wish to

lefend religion by bloodshed, and by tortures,

,nd by guilt, it will no longer be defended,

lut will be polluted and profaned."
" Let us suppose that this duty of defendin

he good belongs only to the good man. Yet
undertake it, is easy ; to fulfil it, is difficult

)eeause when you have committed yourself

o a contest and an encounter, the victory is

)laced at the disposal of God, not in your own
)0wer. And for the most part the wicked
ire more powerful both in number and in

:ombinatiou than the good, so that it is not

o much virtue which is necessary to over-

ome them as good fortune. Is arty one igno

ant how often the better and the juster side has

een overcome ? * * It is not virtue, therefore,

iither to be the enemy of the bad or the de

lender of the good, because virtue cannot be

iubject to uncertain chances."

As opposed to the brotherhood of mankind
it large, he objects to this saying of a pagan
luthor, Beckon the interests of our country as

laving the first jylace. It partly con-esponde

vith the modern patriot's cry, " Our country
ight or wrong." Of the fallacy and selfish-

less of such a plea he thus speaks

:

"When the agreement [concord] of men is

aken away, virtue has no existence at all

or what are the interests of our country, but

he inconveniences of another state or nation ?

Dhat is, to extend the boundaries which are

'iolently taken from others, to increase the

)0wer of the state, to improve the revenues-
ill which things are not virtues, but the over
browing of virtues. For, in the first place,

he union of human society is taken away, in

locence is taken away, the abstaining from
he property of another is taken away ; lastly,

ustice itself is taken away, which is unable to

)ear the tearing asunder of the human race,

ind wherever arms have glittered, must be

banished and exterminated from thence. This
aying of Cicero is true ;

' But they who saj'

that regard is to be had to citizens, but that

t is not to bo had to foreigners, these destroy

the common society of the human race ; and
when this is removed, beneficence, liberality,

kindness and justice are entirely taken away.'

For how can a man be just who'injures, who
hates, who despoils, who puts to death? Yet
they who strive to be serviceable to their coun-

try do all these things : for they are ignorant

of what this being serviceable is, who think

nothing useful, nothing advantageous, but

that which can be held by the hand ; and this

alone cannot be held, because it may be snatch-

ed away."
" Whoever, then, has gained for his country

these 'goods' (as they themselves call them)
—that is, who by the overthrow of cities and
the destruction of nations has filled the trea-

sury with money, and has taken lands and
enriched his countrymen

—

he is extolled with

praises to the heaven : in him there is said to

be the greatesst and perfect virtue. And this

is the error not onlj' of the people and the

ignorant, but also of philosophers, who even

give precepts for injustice, lest folly and
wickedness should be wanting in discipline

and authority. Therefore, when they are

speaking of the duties relating to warfare, all

that discourse is accommodated neither to

justice nor to true virtue, but to this life and

to civil institutions."
(To be concluded.)

The Romance of Arithmetic:—The most ro

mantic of all numbers is the figure nine, be

cause it can't be multiplied away or got rid of

any how. Whatever you do, it is as sure to

turn up again as the body of Eugene Aram's
victim. One remarkable property of this fig

ure (said to have been first discovered by W
Green, who died in 179-4) is that all through

the multiplication table the product of nine

comes to nine. Multiply by what you like,

and it gives the same result. Begin with

twice nine, 18 ; add the digits together, and

1 and 8 make nine. Three times nine are 27;

and 2 and 7 make 9. So it goes on, up to

eleven times nine, which gives 99. Very
good : add the digits; 9 and 9 are 18, and 1

and 8 are 9. Goi ng on to any extent it is im-

possible to get rid of the figure nine. Take
a couple of instances at random. Three hun-

dred and thirty-nine times nine are 3,051 ; add

up the figures and they give nine. Five

thousand and seventy-one times nine arc 45,-

639 ; the sums of these digits is 27 ; and 2 and

7 are 9.

M. de Maivin, found out another queer

thing about this number; namely, that if you
take any row of figures, and, reversing their

order, make a subtraction sum of it, the total

is sure to be nine.

For example

:

Take 5,071

Reverse the figures 1,70-5

3,366—-18, but 1 and 8—9.

The powerful be-nine influence of these fig

ures is exemplified in another way. Write

down any number, as, for example, 7,549,132

subtract therefrom the sum of its digits, and,

no matter what figure you start with, the

digits of the product will always come to nine

7,549,132—sum of digits 31.

7,549,101—sum of digits 27, but 2 and 7-

—Chambers' Journal.

For " The Friend."

During William Penn's visit at Krisheira,

n the Paltzgrave's country, Germany, 23rd
of 6th month, 1677, he addressed the follow-

ng salutation of love to Elizabelh, Princess
Palatine, and AnnaMariade Homes, Countess
of Homes, at Herwerden.

My worthy Friends:—Such as I have,
such I give unto you; the dear and tender
salutation of light, life, peace, and salvation

by Jesus Christ, the blessed Lamb of God,
with the unspeakable joy of which. He has
replenished my soul at this time, that my
cup overfloweth ; which is the reward of those

who cheerfully drink his cup of tribulations,

love the cross, and triumph in all the shame,
repi'oaches and contradictions of the world
that do attend it. My God take you by the
hand, and gently lead you through all the

difficulties of regeneration ; and as you have
begun to know and love his sweet and tender
drawings, soi-esign the whole conduct of your
lives to Him.

" Dispute not away the precious sense that

you have of Him, be it as small as a grain of

mustard seed, which is the least of all seeds

;

there is power in it, if you do but believe, to

remove the greatest mountains of opposition.

Precious is this faith, yea, more precious than
the glory and honor of this world that per-

isheth ; it will give courage to go with Christ

before Caiaphas and Pilate
;
yea, to bear his

cross without the camp, and to be crucified with
him, knowing that the Spirit of God and of

glory shall rest upon them. To the inheritors

of this faith, is reserved the eternal kingdom
of peace and joy in the Holy Ghost.

"Oh! be you of that little flock, unto whom
.Jesus said, ' Fear not, for it is my Father's

good pleasure to give you the kingdom ;' and
to be of this flock, you must become harmless

;

and to become harmless, you must hear and
follow the Lamb of God ; as He is that blessed

Light which discovereth and eondemneth all

the unfruitful works of darkness, and maketh
harmless as a dove ; which word, all, leaveth

not one peccadillo or circumstance undiscov-

ered or unjudged ; and the word darknesB,

taketh in the whole night of apostacy ; and
the word unfruitful, is a plain judgment against

all those dark works. Wherefore, out of them
all come, and be you separated ; and God will

give you a crown of life, which shall never

fade away.
" Oh ! the lowness and meanness of those

spirits that despise or neglect the joys and
glories of immortality, for the sake of the

things which are seen, that are but temporal;

debasing the nobility of their souls, abandon-

ing the government of the divine Spirit, and
embracing with all ardency of affection the

sensual pleasures of this life ; but such as per-

severe therein, shall not enter into God's rest

forever.
" But this is not all that hindereth and ob-

structeth in the holy way of blessedness ;
for

there is the world's fear, as well as the world's

joy that obstructeth many, or else Christ had
not said, ' Fear not,' to his little flock. The

'

shame of the cross is a yoke too uneasy, and

a burden too heavy, for flesh and blood to

bear, it is true ; but therefore, shall flesh and

blood never enter into the kingdom of God.

And not to them that are born of the flesh,

but to those that are born ofthe Spirit through

the word of regeneration, is appointed the

kingdom, and that throne which shall judge

the twelve tribes of Israel, and all the world.
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The Lord perfect what He hath begun in yon,

and give you dominion over the love and fear

of lliis world. And, my friends, if you would
prolit in the way of God, despise not the day
of small things in yourselves : know this, that

to desire anil sincerely to breathe after the

Lord, is a blessed state. You must seek be-

fore you find. Do you believe? make not

haste"; extinguish not those small beginnings

by an over-earnest or impatient desire of vic-

torv. God's time is the best time ; be you
faithful, and your conflict shall end withglor}-

to God, and the reward of peace to your own
souls. Therefore love the judgment, and love

the fire ; start not aside, neither flinch from
the scorchings of it, for it \vill purify and re

fine you, as gold seven times tried ; then com
eth the stamp and seal of the Lord upon his

own vessel, Holiness to Him forever; which
He never gave, nor will give, to reprobate
silver, the state of the religious worshippers of

the world. And herein" be comforted, that

ZIon shall be redeemed through judgment,
and her converts through righteousness; and
after the appointed time of mourning is over,

the Lord will give beauty for ashes,the oil of
joy for mourning, and the garment of praise
for the spirit of heaviness.' Then shall you
be able to say, 'Who is he that condemneth
IIS? God hath justified us; there is no con-
demnation to us that are in Christ Jesus, who
walk not after the flesh, but after the Spirit.'

" Wherefore, mj- dear friends, walk not only
not after the fleshly lusts, but also not after

the fleshly religions and worship ofthe world
;

for that which is not born of the Spirit is flesh,

and all flesh shall wither as the grass, and the
beauty of it shall fade away as the flower of
the field before God's Sun that is risen,

and rising. But the Word of the Lord in
which is iifi', and that life the light of men,
shall endure forever, and give life eternal to
them that love and walk in the light. And
I entreat you, by the love you have for Jesus,
have a care how you touch" with fleshly births,
or say amen, by word or practice, to that
which is not born of the Spirit ; for God is not
t« be found of that, in yourselves or others,
which calleth him Father, and He hath never
begotten it in them ; that latitude and con-
formity is not of God, but secretly grieveth
his Spirit, and obstrucleth the growth of the
soul in its acquaintance and intimate commu-
nion with the Lord. ' Without me,' saith Jesus,
'you can do nothing;' and 'all that came be-
fore me are theives and robbers.' If so, what
are ihey that ])ray, and preach, and sing with-
out Jesus, and follow not him in those duties,
but even crucify him in them? Oh that 1
may find in you an ear to hear, and heart to
perceive and embrace these truths of Jesus !

'•And I can say I have great cause to hope,
and patiently to wait till the salvation of God
be further revealed Ilo you, and the whole
family

; with whom "I must acknowledge, I
was abundantly refreshed and conifortc'c'l,'in
that God in measure made known the riches
of his grace and operation of his celestial
power to you; and his witness shall dwell
with you, if we never see you more, that God
magnified his own strength in our weakness.
With Him we leave our travails, attection-
atcly recommending you to bis holy Sjjirit of
grace, that you may be conformed to the im-
ago of his own dear Son, who is able and
ready to preserve you. Oh, stay your minds
upon Him, and Jle will keep you in perfect
peace, and abide with you forever ! The Al-

mighty take you into his holy protection,

now an3 forever.
" I am your true friend, ready to serve you

with fervent love in the will of God.
William Penn."

The Unknown God.

" I found an altar with this inscription, ' To the Un-
known God.' "—Acts xvii. 23.

Diogenes Laertius, who wrote about the
j"ear 210 B. c, in the History of Epimenides,
who is supposed to have flourished nearly six

hundred years before Christ, relates of him,
that being invited to Athens for the purpose,
he delivered the city from a pestilence in this

manner :

—

" Taking several sheep, some black, others
white, he had them up to the Areopagus, and
then let them go where they would, and gave
orders to those who followed them, wherever
any of them should lie down, to sacrifice it to

the god to whom it belonged ; and so the
plague ceased. Hence," says the historian
" it has come to pass, that to this present time
may be found in the boroughs of the Athenians
anonymous altars, a memorial of the expiation
then made."
These altars, it may be presumed, were

called anonymous, because there was not the
name of any particular deity inscribed upon
them. Pausanias, who wrote before the end
of the second century, in his description of
Athens, having mentioned an^ltar to Jupiter
Olympus, adds, "And nigh unto it is an altar
of unknown gotls." Lucian, who wrote about
the year 170, makes Critias swear by the
known god of Athens: and afterwards has
these words:—"But let us find out the un
known god of Athens ; and stretching our
hands to heaven offer him our praises and
thanksgivings." This is a very curious and

very important coincidence. It appears
beyond controversy, that altars with this in
scription were existing at Athens at the time
when St. Paul is alleged to have been there.
It seems also, (which is very worthy of obser
vation), that this inscription was peculiar to
Athenians. There is no evidence that there
were altars inscribed " To the unknown God"
n any other country. Supposing the history
of St. Paul to have been a fable, how is it pos-
sible that such a writer as the author of the
Acts of the Apostles was should hit upon a
circumstance so extraordinary, and introduce
it by an allusion so suitable to St. Paul's of

and character?

—

Bay of Days.

A Farmer's Opposition to the Granges.

The following letter is from the Neio York
Tribune :

Believing that your paper is open for the
investigation of subjects pertaining to the
national welfare and prosperity, and believing
'hat the subject of farmers' organizations
would be a suitable theme at present, I would
like to call the attention of my brother farmers
to a few facts and figures in regard to the
grange epizootic which is at present spread-
ing over this country. And L would like to
vsk a few questions for their candid thought
and reflection. In the first place, who got up
this grange movement? Are they farmers?
\\ as this grange organization formed for the
express purpose of benefiting the farmers?
Or, was it to benefit the pockets of a few in-
terested men, who are not farmers ? I present
these questions in consideration of the flict
that everything that is good and honest will

not shrink from the light of investigation:

Now, how does it happen that it requires sr

much money to run this machine ? Perhap
not one in a thousand has paid any attentioi

to this part of the question, and has any idet

of the amount to which we have been and an
being victimized by this concern. In orde:

to show what an enormous amount of monej
the farmers have paid into this grange or

ganization, we can easily make a calculatioi

by taking the number of granges, as statet

by master Adams at the National conventioi
at St. Louis, 120,000. Estimating 50 member)
to each grange, we have 600,000 grangers
About one halfof this number (300,000) joinec

as charter members; about three-fourths

225,000 (men), $3 each, §675,000 : the othei

one-fourth, 75,000 (women) at 50 cents each
S37.500. The other 300,000 members, joining

after the grange is organized, must pay highe^
rates, notwithstanding the motto, "equal rights

to all, special privileges to none ;" so that wc
have 225,000 men at 85 each, §1,125,000; 75,-

000 women, at $2 each, $150,000. The next
item is monthly dues, 10 cents per month, ot

81.20 for one year for each granger, for 600,-

000 grangers,"8720,000. Total, 82,707,500.
82,707,500 ! Now the questions are, what

is the object ? who is benefited ? and where
does this enormous sum of money go to ? A
word to the wise is sufficient. " Do men light

a candle and put it under a bushel?" Must
we organize secret societies, meet in private,

draw curtains over the windows, and place a
guard at the door, as if we were afraid or

ashamed to have others see us at work in

this "glorious cause?" Brother farmers and
brother grangers, I have been through this

grange humbug, and know by experience
whereof I speak. I might point out many
inconsistencies and absurdities, but for the
present let this suffice. But it may be asked,
don't you believe in farmers' organizations ?

Yes ; I believe in farmers' clubs and associa-

tions. And I know from actual experience
that the farmers can and do carry on success-
ful organizations. J. F. Duncklee.

Girard, 111., May 1st, 1874.

A Warning to Young Men.—Says the New
York correspondent of the Buffalo Express :

Not long ago a young man, a clerk in a ship-
ping house in this city, became acquainted
with one of those tempters. The clerk be-

longed to a most excellent fiimily, had been
well brought up, and no one thought him ca-

pable of doing a dishonest deed. His tempter
was also a young man, and one of unusual
graces of manner and person. One day he
got his victim to ship a lot of goods to his

address in Jersey City, and destroyed the re-

ceipt. They sold the goods and shared the

;

proceeds of the sale. The man who had bi

tempted felt the stingsof conscience, and when!
his friend asked him to do the deed again he^

fused. But it was of no use. The " friei

told him if he did not do as he was bid he
would expose him. Anything rather than
that ! He destroyed another receipt and
another, and for a whole year kept up this
system of peculation. He never received a
cent of the guilty money after the first trans-
action, for the sharper had him in his power,
and merely used him as a tool. Finally the
clerk's dishonesty was discovered, and he was
brought to trial. He appeared to find relief
in his arrest, and said that anything was better
than the agony of suspense that he had been
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1 for the 2iast 3'car; that he was ashamed to
homo to his mother and sister at night,

d could not look an honest man in the face

)w it was out, he could make a clean breast

it, which ho did. The court upon learnins?

16 facts of the case, released the young clerk

id arrested the real culprit, to whom was
alt the full rigor of the law. During the
jar the swindling was going on, S3,000 worth
-goods had been shipped to this receiver in

srsey City ; and the trial further brought to
rht the fact, that the same man had siiveral

,her places where he received goods from
erks whom he had similarly entrapped.

I
No Compromise.—As I grow older as a
;nt, my views are changing fast as to the
bgree of conformity to the world which we
lould allow to our children. I am horror-

iruek to count up the profligate children of

ious persons and even ministers. The door
s which these influences enter, which coun-
irvail parental instruction and example, I am
srsuaded, is yielding to the waj's of good
»ciet3' ; by dress, books, and amusements, an
imospbere is formed which is not that of

hristianity. More than ever do I feel that

ir families must stand in a kind but deter-

;ined opposition to the fashions of the world,

^easting the waves like the Eddystone light-

3U8e. And 1 have found nothing yet which
iquires more courage and independence than
I rise even a little, but decidedly, above the

ir of the religious world around us. Surely,

le way in which we commonly go on is not

lat way of selfdenial and sacrifice and cross-

iaring which the New Testament talks of.

hen is the offence of the cross ceased. Our
ender influence on the circles of our friends

often to be traced to our leaving so little

fference between us.

—

J. If. Alexander.

The Wild Sheep of California.—I have been

[eatly interested in studying their habits

iring the last four years, while engaged in

le work of exploring these high regions. In

)ring and summer the males form separate

mds. They are usually met in small flocks,

imbering from three to twenty, feeding

ong the edges of the glacier meadows or

ssting among the castle-like crags of lofij'

immits ;
and, whether feeding or resting, or

laling wild cliffs for pleasure, their noble

irms, the very embodiment of muscular

3auty, never fail to strike the beholder with

peliest admiration. Their resting places

lem to be chosen with reference to sunshine

id a wide outlook, and most of all, to safety

om the attacks of wolves. Their feeding

rounds are among the most beautiful of the

ild Sierra gardens, bright with daisies and

jntians and mats of blooming shrubs.

These are hidden away high on the sides of

)ugh canyons, whore light is abundant, or

3wn in the valleys, along lake borders and

Team banks, where the plushy turf is green-

it and the purple heather grows. • Sweet
passes also grow in these happy Alpine gar-

ens, but the wild sheep eats little besides

le spicy leaves and shoots of the various

irubs and bushes, perhaps relishing both

leir taste and beauty, although tame men
re slow to suspect wild sheep of seeing more
aan grass. W hen winter storms fall, deck-

ig their summer pastures in the lavish bloom
f snow, then, like the blue birds and robins,

ur brave sheep gather and go to warmer
limates, usually descending the eastern flank

of the range to the narrow-birch-filled gorges
that open into the sago plains, where snow
never falls to any great depth, the elevation
above the sea being about from 5000 to 7000
feet. Here they sojourn until spring sunshine
unlocks the canyons and warms the pastures
of their glorious Alps.

In the months of Juno and July they bring
forth their young, in the most solitarj- and
inaccessible crags, far above the nest of the
eagle. I haje frequently come upon the beds
of the ewes and lambs at an elevation of
from 12,000 to 13,000 feet above sea-level.
These beds consist simply of an oval-shaped
hollow, pawed out among loose disintegrat-
ed rock-chips and sand, upon some sunny spot
commanding a good out-look, and partially
sheltered- from the winds that sweep passion-
ately across those lofty crags almost without
intermission. Such is the cradle of the little

mountaineer, aloft in the sky, rocked in

storms, curtained in clouds, sleeping in thin
icy air ; but, wrapped in his hairy coat, nour-
ished by a warm, strong mother, defended
from the talons of the eagle and the teeth of

the sly coyote, the bonnie lamb grows apace.
He learns to nibble the purple daisy and leaves
of the white spirasa

;
his horns begin to shoot,

and ere summer is done, he is strong and
agile, and goesforth with the flock, shepherded
bj' the same Divine love that tends the more
helpless human lamb in its warm cradle by
the fireside.

—

Overland Monthly.

Lived it Down.—An honest blacksmith was
once grossly insulted and his character in-

famously defamed. Friends advised him to
seek redress by means of law, but to one and
all ho replied, " No ; I will go to my forge and
there in six months I will have worked out
sach a Character ana onrnoa sucn a name aS

all the judges, law courts and lawyers, in the

world could not give me." He was right. It

is by honest labor, manly courage, and a con-

science void of offence that we assert our true

dignity and prove our honesty and respecta-

bility.
_

Of all the evils to public liberty, war is per-

haps the most to be dreaded because it com-

prises and develops the genius of every other.

War is the parent of armies; from these pro-

ceed debts and taxes, and armies and debts

and taxes are the known instruments for

bringing the many under the dominion of the

few.

—

Madison.
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The apostle exhorted the believers in his

day to exercise charity or love towards each

other ; and this exhortation is applicable to us

of the present time; and especially to those,

who in any waj-, are concerned to spread re-

ligious truth among men, either vocally or

through the medium of the pen. For how
can we availingly invite others to enlist under

the banner of the Prince of Peace, if we our-

selves are not clad in His armor—oven that

spirit of love which seeks the welfare and

salvation of all ? Let the example and pre-

cepts of our Saviour and His apostle.s, and the

teaching of sound reason also, show that this

is not inconsistent with an earnest contending

"for the faith once delivered to the saints,"

or with rebuking " sharply" those who may
need such reproof; though all upon whom
such services are laid had need to keep a
double watch over their spirits, .and not to
mistake the heat of their own tempers for that
holy zeal inspired by pure love of the Truth.
When we criticise the course of those who

differ in judgment from u.s, especially when
the matters at issue are such as strongly affect
the best interests of our religious Society, it
is easy for us to impute to them motives which
do not actuate them, or to exaggerate the real
defects that may be apparent, and so to con-
demn that which is mainly and substantially
right. •;

We have had many evidences of this weak-
ness of human nature, in the religious con-
troversies that have arisen in our Society
during the last thirty or forty years, and
which still .agitate it. At the present time,
the evidences of departure from our ancient
principles and practices, the preaching of new-
doctrines at variance with our long establish-
ed views, the sanctioning of many things that
were formerly discouraged, and the Avide-
sproad influence of innovation and change,
are so open and notorious, that they .are ad-
mitted on all hands. But many of us can
remember, that when these things were in
their infancy, and some of the clear-sighted
watchmen on the walls of our Zion saw the
tendency of the times, and were constrained
to raise a warning voice to the flock, these
faithful servants were much misjudged. They
were spoken of as troublers of Israel, as fault-
finders, prejudiced, deficient in Christian
charity, and influenced by improper motives.
Those who thus condemned them were pro-
bably not aware that this very condemnation

?aults"w\iich "tfiey were ascribing" fo'"otfiers";

for in their haste, they mistook honest zeal

for untempcred earnestness, religious concern

for party spirit, and faithful dealing for pre-

judiced utterances.

The same misconception of the motives

which influenced these defenders of the faith,

of a generation now nearly passed away, has

attaclied in measure to those on whom their

mantle has fallen, and who in all parts of our

Society have felt bound to oppose changes

which they believed destructive to its true

interests. Our own Yearly Meeting, as a

body, has shared in the suffering caused by
this misunderstanding of its position. When
it has taken a step, or come to a decision,

which, with the light afforded, it believed to

bo most conducive to the welfare of its own
members or of the Society at large, and in ac-

cordance with the will of the Head of the

Church ; it has often had to bear serious

charges of being governed by an intolerant,

exclusive, selfrighteous spirit, and not .ac-

tuated by love for the brethren, &c. Such

charges have even been made by some of its

own members, who have thus been the instru-

ments of spreading abroad in other portions

of our Society an incori-ect impression of its

real position and feelings.

We can freely admit that an increased de-

gree of fervent love for the brethren is greatly

to be desired among us, but we are thankful

to believe that there does exist in Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting, among those who are

fully in unity with the general course of its

proceedings, a warm desire for the preserva-

tion of Friends everywhere on our original

doctrines ; an earnest concern that those doo-
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trinos should be exemplified in the lite and

conversation of those who profess them ;
and

a feclini,' of sympathy with those in other

places who are struggling to maintain the

same precious faith. There are some within

its borders who know what it is to mourn

over the desolations of Zion, and to wrestle

for the pouring forth of a blessing upon her

even such an effectual visitation of the

Spirit of grace as may awaken the careless

ones, show their dangerous condition to those

who are trusting in a faith of their own be-

getting, and settle all in a patient walking

with the Light of Christ in the heart, through

whose operations they may come to receive

living faith in their Saviour, and know Him
to be their Euler, Guide and Teacher.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FoBHGS.—London dispatches of the 2nd state that

four tons of gunpowder in a barge exploded that morn-

ing on Regent's canal, near the Zoological Garden.

The bridgea and houses in the vicinity were shattered,

a number of persons were killed and many hurt ; some

of the animals in the Zoological Garden were also de-

stroyed. The report of the explosion was heard twenty

miles from the pl.ice where it occurred. Many trees

were uprooted, and houses two miles distant from the

canal were shattered. Several persons, it is stated, died

from fright.

The steamer Faraday had returned to England after

an unsuccessful attempt to lay the direct cable. It

broke in deep water, and all attempts to recover the

cable failed. A buoy was then placed to mark the spot

and the Faraday returned to England for coal and pro-

vision.s. When these are obtained she will resume the

attempt to find the submerged portion and complete her

task.

The London Times contradicts the statement recently

current that the Queen has paid the debts of the Prince

of Wales. The debts do not amount to much more than

one-third of his annu.il income. It is true that the

Prince has not lived within his income, but the excess

is provided from a fund which is his private property

olf Cornwall, wliicfi accumulated during his minority.'
It is estimated that Great Britain has raised thit

year more than half of the bread-stutf^ required by ht
population, and will not have to spend abroad more
than one hundred millions of dollars to supply the de-
ficiency. In the two previous years the outlay for
foreign grain averaged about $180,000,000 annually.

London, 10th mo. oth.— U. S. 5 per cent. bonds,'l04.
The rate of discount in the open market for three
month's bills is 3 per cent., which is the same as the
Bank of England rate.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 8 a 8\d. ; Orleans, Sgd
Layard, Minister of Great Britain, and Chandordy,

the newly appointed Minister of France, were received'
by the Spanish President, Serrano, on the 4th inst.
Layard, on presenting his credentials, declared his con-
fidence in the triumph of the Spanish government in
the pre.«ent crisis. Both ministers addressed Serrano
as President of the Executive power, and iu their
speeches made no allusion to the Republic.

Advic-es from the north of Spain report that several
of the Carlist leaders have abandoned the cause on ac-
count of dLsagreements with Don Carlos' Minister of
War. Others have surrendered to the Republican
troops, and it is said the CarlLst junta in Biscay demand
the restoration of peace.
The late miliury operations of the CarUsts have not

been guocessful.

It is stated on the authority of one of the most emi-
nent political economists in France that the Franco-

iU
Prussian war, and i

liards milli
consequences, cost France 9 i

!18 of francs. This vast sum was ob-
Uined in the following manner: First, 6 milliards 738
millions were raised by means of loans; second, 1 mil-
liard .5.10 millions were borrowed from the Bank of
trance; and third, 1 milliard and 20 millions of francs
were furnished by means of direct and indirect taxa-
tion.

Elections for Councils General were held in France
on the 4th inst. The Republicans gained some Depart-
ments but lost others. On the whole but little change
has been m.idc in the political complexion of the coun-
cils. Elections have been ordered in three of the De-
partments of trance, on the 8th of next mouth to (ill
vacant seala in the Assembly.

The Pope has written a conciliatory and friendly

letter to President MacMahon, acknowledging

elTorts of France in his favor. The letter was written

in reply to an announcement of the withdrawal of the

man-of-war Orenoquc, from Civita Vecchia. The Pope

recognized the reasons for this measure, but declares he

would not have used the vessel to quit Rome under any

circumst.ances.

The Danish government has sent a note to Berlin

with reference to the expulsion of Danes from Schles-

wig. The note cites treaties by virtue of which Danish

subjects in Prussia are to enjoy all the privileges ac-

corded to the most favored nations, and seeks to show

that they are liable to expulsion only fofopen viol;

of the laws.

The King of Italy has issued a decree dissolving the

Chamber of Deputies and ordering new elections to
'^

'

held on the 8th and 1.5th proximo. Parliament is cc

vened to meet on the 23d of Eleventh month.

Late advices contain accounts of the fearful hurricane

which recently swept over southern Japan. The
to shipping was very great. Upward of 300 persons

were killed by being buried in the ruins of dwellings

which were overthrown, and by shipwreck. Fully

7000 houses were destroyed.

All the European governments represented in the

Postal Congress, except France, have instructed their

delegates to sign the Convention, on condition that it

receive the support and ratitication of the United States.

France has reserved the right to hereafter examine the

conditions before signing the Convention.

The annual fajr in Nijni Novgorod is this year more
numerously attended than ever. The business done a

the fair has increased from 30,000,000 roubles to 150,-

000,000 roubles.

The Swi.ss Federal Council has approved the selec-

tion of the city of Berne as the location for international

postal-otfices.

Advices from Peru to the 14th ult, state that a reso-

lution had been taken by the Ministry to declare closed

all deposits of guano on the Chincha Islands, and the

wooden buildings and other property on the island

to be taken away.
An insurrection has broken out in Buenos Ayr

consequence of the alleged fraudulent conduct of the

late Presidential elections. General Mitre is at the

head of the insurgents.

The anniversary of Mexican Independence was cele-
.• • i".i _:.i i-i-_v.l ..>,.„„„^. Th^

President s message gives a most satisfactory account
of the condition of the Republic. It says internal peace
is becoming more firmly established, and every day the
relations with friendly foreign nations are increasing
in cordiality. The government will continue with
energy its efforts to promote internal improvements.
Count Von Arnim, the late German Minister at Paris,

has been arrested on the charge of embezzling important
State papers.

A Cairo dispatch of the 5th inst. says : The water in
the Nile is rising above the usual point reached in the
periodical overflow, and there are grave fears of a d
trous inundation. The government is lending its assist-
ance to prevent damage to the country.

United States.- The monthly debt statement
shows a reduction of the public debt during the Ninth
month, of $435,417. The coin balance in the Treasury
was $/ 7,469,678, and currency $16,225,840.
The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered

268. The mean temperature of the Ninth month, bv
the Pennsylvania Hospital record, was 70.12 dee"-
highest during the month 89 deg., and the lowest 53
deg. Amount of rain during the month 3.98 inches.
Ihe average of the mean temperature of the 9th month
for the past 85 years is given as 66.38 deg., the highest
mean during that entire period was in 1865, 72.68 dee
the lowest occurred in 1840, 60 deg. The rain fall of
the hrst nine months of 1874 has been 34.72 inches
against 45.60 inches in the corresponding months, 1873

I he " Grand Hotel," at Saratoga, was destroyed bv
fare on the first inst. The building was worth $300 000
and was insured for $200,000.

'

Reports received at the Agricultural Department say
that the wheat crop will nearly average that of la-st
year. None of the large corn-producing States reach

e average. There will be a fair crop of oats, potatoes
d hay, but less than half a crop of tobacco.
The iron industry appears to be steadily growing in

importance. The number of bla.st furnaces now reported
in the United States is 681, and of rolling mills 343,
besides which there are 51 steel works, 37 forges and
4/ bloomerie-s.

The city of New York ha.-? ten business edifices the
assessed value of which is $10,46.5,600. The annual
taxes on these buildings amount to $290,580. Alex-

ander T. Stewart pays a yearly tax of $72,800 on thre

buildings.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotation

on the oth inst. New York. — American gold IIC

U. S. 6's 1881, registered, \Vi\ ; do. coupon, 118
; do

1868, registered, 116| ; do. coupon, 117i; do. 5 pe

cents, 112i. Superfine flour, $4.50 a $4.75; Stat

extra, $5.05 a $5.30 ; finer brands, $5.50 a $10.50

White Kentucky and Michigan wheat, $1.40;

western, $1.22 a $1.23 ; No. 2 Milwaukie spring, $1.14

No. 3 Chicago spring, $1.10. Oats 60 a 65 els. Rye
92 cts. Western mixed corn, 96 a 97 cts.

;
yellow, i

a 98 cts. ; white, *1 a $1.03. PhUiiMpkia.—Cotton
15J a 16 cts. for uplands and New Orleans. Superfim

flour, $3.50 a $4 00 ; extra.s, $4 a $4.50 ; finer brands

$5 a $8.75. White wheat, $lr30 a $1.37 ; amber, $1.2!

a $1.25 ; red, $1.15 a $1.22. Rye, $1.02. Y'ellow :

mixed corn, $1.01 a $1.02. Oats, 60 a 65 cts. Lard

14J a 15 cts. Clover seed, 10J all cts. Sales of bee

cattle at 4 a 5J cts. per lb. gross for common, and 6 a i

cts. for fair to choice. Receipts 4,000 head. Goot

;

sheep sold at 5J a 6 cts. per lb. gross, and hogs at $10.21

a $11 per 100 "lb. net. for corn fed. Baitimore.—No.
:

western red wheat, $1.24 a S1.25; No. 2 do., $1.21

1

S1.23; amber Maryland, $1.32 a $1.35. White com
$1.03 a $1.05

;
yellow, $1 ;

western mixed, 96 a 97 cte

Oats, 62 a 67 cts. Chicago.—No. 1 Spring wheat, 9(

cts. ; No. 2 do., 91J cts. ; No. 3 do. 86 a 87J- cts. No. 1

mixed corn, 80J cts. Oats, 49-^ cts. No. 2 spring barley

$1.07. Lard, 14J cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session commences on Second day, thi

2nd of Eleventh month. Parents and others intending

to send pupils will please make early application U

Benjamin W. Pass.moee, Sup't, (Address Street Roat
P. O., Chester Co., Pa.,) or to Chakees J. Allen
Treasurer, No. 304 Arch Street, Philada.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia.

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Worth
INGTOK, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may b
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board o

Managers.

Died, 8th mo. 1st, 1874, at his residence, Fairhaven
Mass., iJLNATHAN K. DELANO, aged 66 years, 1(

months and 19 days, a member and minister of Ne»
Bedford Monthly Meeting. Having in early life sub
mitted to the sanctifying power of Divine Grace, he was
put in trust with the gospel, and as a disciple of thf
Lord, was concerned to follow Him in the narrow patb
of self-denial. During the last few years of his life, he
was mostly confined to his house

;
yet he sweetly mag-

nified that grace which had been sufl3cient for him
through all, and which enabled him, often in severe
suflering, to give utterance to thanksgiving and praise.
After expressing the preciousness of an opportunity by
his dying bed, with gratitude and love he eiaculated,
" Marvellous ! Marvellous ! Is it not marvellous after
all my deviations and shortcomings to be accepted oi
the Father." Thus with robes washed and made white
in the blood of the Lamb, was an entrance ministered
unto him abundantly iuto the everlasting kingdom of
our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

. on the 23d of 8th month, 1874, at his residence
in West Chester, Chester county. Pa., Abraham Pen-
NELL, in the 72d year of his age, a member of Birming-
ham Monthly and West Chester Particular Meeting.
'Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord from
henceforth

;
yea, saith the spirit, that they mav rest

from their labors, and their works do follow them."
, on the morning of the 6th of 9th month, 1874,

at his residence, James Pennell, in the 68th year of
his age, a member of Middletown Particular and Ches-
ter Monthly Meeting, Delaware county. Pa. During
his life he evinced a zealous care in the attendance of
all our religious meetings, both for worship and dis-
cipline. His illness, which was severe and of short
duration, was borne with Christian patience and resig-
nation to the Divine will, and hLs friends have the con-
soling belief that through infinite mercy he is now re-
ceiving the reward of all those who faithfully serve
God in their day and generation.-—

-, on the 15th of 9th mo. 1874, at her residence

; ''""held, N. J., Charity Cocks, widow, in the
87th ye.y of her age, an e.steemed .member of Rahway
and Plainfaeld Monthly and Piainfield Particular Meet-
ing of Friends.

WILLIAM H. PILeTpRINTER^
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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lactantins.

(Concluded from page 61.)

He proceeds to show that even the palpable
uiltiness and rancorous behaviour of our ene-

lies, do not suffice as grounds for hating them,
ut that these rather become an occasion for

tie manifestation of kindness, by reason of

ur common brotherhood.
"Kindness is tbe greatest bond of human

ociety ; and he who has broken this is to be
eemed impious, and a parricide. For if we
11 derive our origin from one man, whom God
reated, we are plainly of one blood; and
herefore it must be considered the greatest
rickednefl.« to hateaman, even though guilty.

)n which account God has enjoined that en-

fiities are never to be contracted bj' us, but
hat they are always to be removed, so that
ve soothe those who are our enemies, by re-

ainding them of their relationship. Like-
vise, if we are all inspired and animated by
me God, what else are we than brothers?
Lnd, indeed, the more closely united, because
ve are united in soul, rather than in body
Accordingly Lucretius does not err when he
ays: 'In short we are all sprung from
leavenly seed—all have that same father.'

Cherefore, they are to be accounted as savage
(easts who injure man ; who, in opposition to

iverj^ law and right of human nature, plun
ler, torture, slay and banish. On account of
'his relationship of brotherhood, God teaches
is never to do evil, but always good."
.
" True bravery is shown to consist in fulfilling

!he commands of God to the uttermost, even
hough we suffer humiliation and contempt
[D the eyes of the world. But this is a narrow
[vay, which is very hard to the fleshly mind

!/

is stooping down to bear the very cross
fhich Christ bore ; and hence it not only finds

ttle acceptance with the world, but is too
ften practically contemned by Christ's pro
fessed disciples."

\ "If any one reviles, he must answer him
vith a blessing

; he himself must never revile,

hat no evil word may proceed out of the
nouth of a man who reverences the good
/Vord [i. e., Jesus Christ, the Word of God.]
jiloreover, he must also diligently take care,

(est by any fault of his he should at any time
bake an enemy ; and if any one should be so

jhameless as to inflict injury on a good and

just man, the latter must bear it with calm-

ness and moderation, and not take upon him-
self his revenge, but reserve it for the judg-
ment of God. And this precept is not limited

to this—that he should not himself inflict in-

jury, but th.it he shnuld not avnge it when in-

flicted on himself. For there sits on the judg-

ment-seat a very great and impartial Judge,
the observer and witness of all. Let him pre-

fer Him to man ; let him rather choose that

He should pronounce judgment respecting his

cause, whose sentence no one can escape,

either by the advocacy of any one or by favor.

Thus it comes to pass that a just man is an
object of contempt to all ; and because it will

be thought that he is unable to defend him-
self, he will be regarded as slothful and inac-

tive ; but if any one shall have avenged him-
self upon his enemy, he is judged a man of

spirit and activity—all honor and reverence
him."

Liictantius has somewhat to say upon the

following declaration of Cicero, that " He is a

ood man who profits those whom he can, and
injures no one unless provoked by injury." And
since this plea of self-defence is the only one
which well-inclined men can possibly advance
in extenuation of carnal strife, the rejoinder

of Lactantius to the words of the great orator

"ven pretty fully, Ihat we may recognize
the golden line in the gospel rule which places

it far above the excellent Roman maxim of

the renowned Tully.
" Oh, how he marred a simple and true

statement, by the addition of two words ! For
what need was there of adding these words,
' unless provoked by injury?' That he might
append vice as a most disgraceful tail to a

good man, and might represent him as with-

out patience, which is the greatest of all vir-

tues. He said that a good man would inflict

injuries if he were provoked; now, he must
necessarily lose the name of a good man from
this very circumstance, if he shall inflict in-

jury. For it is not less the part of a bad man
to return an injury than to inflict it. For from
what source do contests, from what source

do fightings and contentions arise among men,
except that impatience opposed to injustice

often excites great tempests? But if you
meet injustice with patience, than which vir-.

tue nothing can be found more true, nothing
more worthy of a man, it will immediately be

extinguished as though you should pour water
upon a fire. But, if that injunction which
provokes opposition has met with impatience
equal to itself, as though overspread with oil,

it will excite so great a conflagration that no
stream can extinguish it, but only the shed

ding of blood. Great, therefore, is the ad
vantage of patience, of which the wi.se man
[Cicero] would deprive the good man. For
this alone causes that no evil happens; and if

it should be given to all, there will be no
wickedness and no fraud in the alFairs of men.

What, therefore, can be so calamitous to a

good man,, so opposed to his. character, as to

let loose the reins of anger, which deprives

him not only of the title of a good man, but
even of a man ; since to injure another, as ho
himself most truly says, is not in accordance

th the nature of man ? For if you provoke
cattle or horfccs, thcv tun against you cither

with their hoof or their horn ; and .serpents

and wild beasts, unless 3'ou pursue them that

you may kill them, give no trouble. And to

return to examples of men—even the inex-

perienced and the foolish, if at any time they
eceive an injurj^, are led by a blind and irra-

tional fury, and endeavor to retaliate upon
those who injure them. In what respect then
does the wise and good man difi'er from the

evil and foolish, except that he has invincible

patience, of which the foolish are destitute;

except that he knows how to govern himself,

d to mitigate his anger, which those, be-

cause they are without virtue, are unable to

curb? But this circumstance manifest!}' de-

ceived him [Cicero,] because, when inquiry is

ade respecting virtue, he thought that it is

the part of virtue to conquer in every kind of

condition. Nor was he able in any way to

see, that a man who gives way to grief and
anger, and who indulges these affections

again.st which he ought rather to struggle,

and who rushes wherever injustice shall have
called him, does not fulfil the duty of virtue.

For he who endeavors to return an injury,

desires to imitate that very person by whom
he has been injured. Thus he who imitates

a bad man can by no means be good * *

And to show how pernicious this repayment
of insult is, and what carnage it is accustomed
to produce, from what can a more befitting

example bo sought than from the most melan-

choly disaster of the teacher himself, who,
while he desired to obey these precepts of the

philosophers, destroyed himself?* Therefore

it is not the part of a wise and good man to

wish to contend, since to conquer is not in our

power, and every contest is doubtful ; but it

is the part of a wise and excellent man not to

wish to remove his adversary, which cannot

be done without guilt and danger, but to put

an end to the contest itself, which may be

done with advantage and with justice."

The author of the Divine Institutes, had he
lived in our day, would doubtless have been a

zealous advocate of the plan of International

Arbitration, as is evident from the foregoing

citation. May his words even now have

weight ! Furthermore, that he believed that

not only carnal warfare, but also capital

punishment, were opposed to the spirit of

Christ's teachings, is apparent from the fol-

lowing :

" When God forbids us to kill. He not only

prohibits us from open violence, which is not

even allowed by the public laws, but He warns
us against the commission of those things

which are esteemed lawful among men. Thus

,
* Alluding to the fatal sequence of hia Philippics

against Marc Antony.
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it will be neither lawful for a just man to en-

gao-c in warfare, since his warfare is justice

Itself, nor to accuse any one of a capital charge,

because it makes no difference whether you

put a man to death by word, or rather by the

eword, since it is the act of putting to death

itself which is prohibited. Therefore, with

reo-ard to this.precept of God, there ought to

be^DO exception at all; but that it is always

unlawful to put to death a man, tchom God

willed to be a sacred animal."

"Whatthen, or where, or of what character

is piety? Truly it is among those who are

ignorant of wai-s, who maintain concord with

all, who are friendly even to their enemies,

who love all men as brethren, who know how

to restrain their anger, and to soothe every

passion of the mind with calm government!''

" Why should he [a Just man] carry on war,

and mix himself with the passions of others,

when his mind is engaged in perpetual peace

with men? Will he be delighted with foreign

merchandize, or with human blood, who does

not know how to seek gain [selfishly,] who is

satistied with his mode of living, and con-

siders it unlawful not only himself to commit

slaughter, but to be present with those who
do it and to behold it?" L-

For "The Friend.'

A brief account of Thomas Carleton, who was

convinced in the year 1663, in his own words.

I was early visited by the love and tender

mercy of the Lord, which often presented

unto me my state and manner of life, and by

the same love and light He made known unto

me that his way and worship was a purer,

holier way, and cleaner life than I had yet at-

tained to. Thus I was induced to seek after

the Lord ; I read and searched the Scriptures

with much diligence and zeal, and gave my
self up to hear sermons, search catechisms

Ac, was often tossed in mj-self, like restless

waves of the sea, not feeling peace nor sta

bility. I often besought the Lord in contri

tion of spirit to clear my understanding and
judgment, and make me to know his living

way, truth and people; sects and opinions

then abounding, one saying, Lo, Christ is here,

another, Lo, he is there ; every denomination
construing, wresting, and interpreting the

Scriptures to their sundr}' tenets, and forcing

meanings from them to answer their princi

pies, and to maintain every of their interpre

tatioDS as authentic truths; in all which I

was as one without foundation, tossed witli

every of their windy doctrines; but it still

rested with me that man was created for God'i

glory, 1 being ever and anon judged and con
demned in myself for sin and disobedience;
for the law was come by which is the know-
ledge of sin, and the commandment being come.

Bin revived and I died as it were ; then sin in

mo became exceeding sinful, and then I was
driven to seek for peace night and day, early

and late, in public and private fastings, fe

ings, family devotions, &c., running from one
house, town, assembly and worship to another
seeking the word of the Lord in all these sab-

baths, lectures, humiliations or thanksgivings,
diligently observing every ordinance in which
the minister said God was to be found, and all

to obtain peace with my Maker; but it fled

from me, nor icas to be found amongst them.

At length alter much humiliation, contrition
and distress, it i)leased the Father to reveal his

Son in me: and by his light thai gives the

knowledge of the glory of God, in the face ot

his Son Jesus Christ, (2 Cor. iv. 6), he was

pleased to give me a glimpse of the heavenly

land, and of the way to the kingdom of God,

which I saw to be in and through the Light of

Christ Jesus, which lighteth every man that

cometh into the world, as it was then preached

and testified to by the servants of the Lord

;

a measure of which I felt in myself, which

told me all that ever I did, secretly condemn-

ing every work in me, with every word that

was contrary to the will and mind of the

Father; and also justifying every word and

work that was according to his will; thus

the Lord having opened my understanding,

and given me in measure a feeling of himself,

I was forced to conclude, (as the woman of

Samaria did), that this was the Christ, this was

the way, this rcas the truth: as by daily ex-

perience I found, by the operation of the Light

in my own heart, compared with the testi-

mony that the saints and servants of God had

given in ages past, and thus in the mouths of

two or three witnesses, this testimony was
confirmed in me. But still how to receive and
give obedience to it I knew not : the enemj
often raising doubts and fears in me, and the

warfare between flesh and spirit was great.

I saw that I should never find peace nor re-

conciliation with the Lord until Igave obedience

to the Light, and came into society with the
children of light and to the worship that

stood in spirit contrary to all the ways, wor-

ships and services of the world, set up in the

wills and limitations of men, which I saw to

be only formal and traditional, and no less

than idolatry as they then stood in the will-

worship, being prescribed and set forth at the

wills and pleasures of men, and established

by the'then present powers, governments and
authority. * * But the}' that are come to

the Light and Liberty of the sons of God, and
so live and walk in the Spirit, b}' the Spirit

they know the anointing which abideth in

them, and is truth and no lie, which teacheth
them in all things to follow the Lamb only,

whithersoever he goes, and the leadings of his

Spirit, and not the formal and traditional pre-

cepts of men, and so they are ceased from man
and his teachings, knowing the Lord is come
to teach his people himself; whereof I being
persuaded in my own heart, was at length
constrained to yield myself unto the will of
the Lord.

—

History of Friends in Ireland.

Friends say of him, " he came to Ireland in

1673, was a very zealous honest Friend, and
an able minister, having a divine gift to ad-
minister from, iu the exercise of which he was
very serviceable both for the convincing many
who were strangers to the way of the Lord,
and for the edifying and building up and pro-
voking to diligence those already convinced."
—Ibid. 147.

It is only as we are brought to live under
the Law of the Spirit of Life in Christ Jesus,

that we are able to overcome all our spiritual

enemies, and by which alone we can be of any
real service in his church or in the world, to
gather from man alone to Christ, and as his

first disciples had to tarry at Jerusalem and
wait to be endued with power from on high,
so we must wait and seek for the same holy
power to subdue all that which is arisen con-
trary to his mind and will, and as he has all

power he is able to dispense it for his own
glory and the bringing about his own pur-
poses, and by the obedience of faith to make
us co-workers in gathering to him. So that

may all unite in giving glory and praise

to him who alone is worthy now and forever.

S. C.

Millville, Orleans Co., N. Y., 26th 9th mo. 1S74.

For "The Friend."

First Germantown Friends.

(Continned from page 68.)

From " Penn Monthly," 7th mo. 1874, by Prof.

Seidensticker.

THE FIRST ANTI-SLAVERY PROTEST.

Till lately it never had been questioned th

the small band of Germans who, at Germa
town, in 1688, passed the well-known fi^

protest against slavery, belonged to the

ciety of Friends. The document itself whii

originated in ' our meeting at Germantowi
dated the 18th of 2nd month, 1688, and ad

dressed to the Monthly Meeting, at Eiehard i

Morrell's, appears to bear evidence of the fact

on its face. An attempt has nevertheless been

made to correct what is called " an error that

has crept into history." The Quakers are no

longer to plume themseilves with feathers that
.

belong to entirely different birds. In a work
recently published, " Memorial of Thomas
Potts, Jr.," by Mrs. T. P. James, a book that •

does eminent credit to the patient and pains-

taking industry of the authoress, issue is

taken against the common notion that the

protest was passed in a meeting of the Society

of Friends.

How much or how little credit for anti-

slavery sentiment, manifested at so early a

date, should be awarded to the Quakers of

Pennsylvania is a question we do not care to

discuss. It must be admitted that the diffi-

culties with which the abolition of slavery wa*
even then entangled, were in the eyes of the

ruling majorit}' of Friends too great for taking

action against the evil. The protest remained
unheeded. But if it comes to a question of

fact, whether Pastorins and his associates and

friends were Quakers or not, at the time when
they gave their solemn testimony against

slave-holding, an unprejudiced inquirer will

find the hitherto accepted view not invalidated

but strengthened by a close scrutiny of all

circumstances.

The Germantown anti-slavecy protest is

headed :
" This is to the Monthly Meeting

held at Richard Morrell's," and its closing

paragraph reads as follows: "This is from
our meeting at Germantown held ye 18 of the

2d month, 1688, to be delivered to the Monthly
Meeting at Richard Morrell's.

"Garret Heuderich, Derick up de Graeff,

Francis Daniel Pastorius, Abraham jr. Den
graef."

(The latter name is evidently a misconcep-
tion for Abraham up den Graeff.)

At the foot of the address is the minute of

John Hart, the clerk of the Monthly Meeting
at Dublin, acknowledging that it was received

on the 30 of the 2 month, 1688, considered and
being deemed too weight}- transmitted to the

Quarterly Meeting. The Quarterly Meeting
disposed of the document on the 4 of the 4

month in a similar manner, recommending it

to the consideration of the Yearly Meeting.

Here the matter was taken up in the same
year, but the meeting did not deem it expe-

dient "to give a positive judgment in the

ca.se." (See "The Friend of 1844," p. 125,

126. Mitchener Retrospect of Early Quaker-
ism, p. 332 ; Bowden History of the Society

of Friends in America, Vol. II, p. 143, &c.)

Thus we find that the paper took its regular
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sourse through the successive grades of Qua-
ker Meetings. That the clause quoted above,
^hieh credits the protest to " our meeting in

Jermantown" haa reference to a Quaker meet-
ag is fully borne out and confirmed by the
ifiicial aclion of the Monthly, Quarterly and
Nearly Meetings, who would not have troubled
hemselves with an appeal coming from quar-

ers entirely foreign to their organization.

To overcome this strong prima facie evi-

ence of Quaker paternity would require very
ositive proof in a contrary direction. If it

ould be established, for instance, that no
Quaker meeting was organized in German-
own at that period, there would be some
;round on which to argue : but unfortunately
or Mrs. James' theory, there is documentarj'
vidence, that such a meeting existed, at least

ne year before the adoption of the protest.

?lie Records of the Abington Meeting ex-

iressly state that in 1687 Quaker meetings
rere held in Germantown. The entry of the
;1 of 1 mo. 1G87 is this: "Resolved to hold
Qonthly meetings at the house of Richard
iorrell, jr.," at Dublin.

"That there shall be a general meeting
noveable at the four several places, viz : at

Jermantown the last 4 day of the month, next
insuing, and the next to be at Byberry the

ast 4 day of the month, the next to be at Ox-
brd on the last 3 daj' of the month, and the

lext sha'l be at the house of Richai-d StoU the
51der on the last 5th day of the month." It

vould seem, therefore, to be a mere caprice to

leny that the Germantown " meeting" to

vhich Pastorius belonged, was a Quaker meet-
ng. There is no particle of evidence for Mrs.
Fames' assertion : "The Church of 1686 was
juilt for the colony and was used for all public

Durposes."

Certainly to-\vii meetings could not be held
n 1686 or 1688, because Germantown had no
30rporative existence till 1693, and no other
Uhristians preceded the Quakers in organiz-

Dg there a rel igious society.

The Mennonites built their first church in

L708, the Lutherans not until 1730. But Ger-
man Quakers worshiped in the very year
when the German settlement was formed, viz

1683, in the house of Dennis Kunders (See

Proud, History of Penn'a, I., p. 220.) That
the place of worship built in 1686 belonged to

the Quakers is confirmed by an entry in the
minutes of the Abington Meeting, where
der date 26 of 12th mo. 1704, we read as fol-

lows :
" At this meeting Friends of German-

town having laid before us, that they intend

to build a new meeting house next summer
and Friends thought fit that each particular

meeting subscribe at their preparative meet-
ing and bring the same to the next Monthly
Meeting, and that the Overseers of each meet-
ing have the care thereof"
A new meeting house presupposes the exist-

ence of a previous one. Mrs. James suggests

that one might have been built on the 3

time, leads to facts entirely corroborative of
the view here taken. Many of the permanent
settlers were Quakers at an early date ; several

arrived as such in America. That Pastorius
was a Friend is positively known. He con-

ducted the Preparative Meeting at German-
own. His MS. cash-book ani the Record of
the Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting show
this). He is repeatedly mentioned as a dele-

gate from Germantown to Philadelphia Meet-

, and commissions assigned to him are
specified. His name and those of his children
appear in the Abington* Meeting. At the
famous Yearly Meeting, held at Burlington,
he was a delegate, and his name appears in

the list of those who signed the protest against
the doctrines and practice of George Keith.

(See Smith's History of Pennsylvania, in

Hazard's Register of Penna., vol. VI., p.

Two years after this he signed the Quaker
Petition for the restoration of William Penn,
(see Manuscript Documents of the Historical

Society of Pennsylvania.) In a letter to Wil-
"iam Penn, written 1701, (Logan papers in

the Hist. Soc. of Pa.,) he uses the so-called

plain language (thou and thee) of the Quakers.
Of many other settlers of Germantown, the

documentary evidence as to their attachment
to the Quaker society is as conclusive. The
Burlington Protest of 1692 was signed by the

following Germans from Germantown : F. D.

Pastorius, Dirk op den Graeff, Peter Schu-
macher, Arnold Cassell, Paul Kastner, Henry
A. Kramer, Paul Wulf.

The petition for the restoration of William
Penn which proceeded from Friends, has be-

side Pastorius' signature, that of 29 other

residents of Germantown.
The Abington Records furnish 18 German

town names. Abraham and Herman op den
Graeff signed papers in behalf or in defence

of George Keith, with whom they appear to

have sided, while Dirk, their brother, is on
record against Keith. (See Appeal from th

28 judges to the Spirit of Truth, signed by
Keith, Budd, &c., and also by Abraham op
den GraefF; and the paper in favor of Keith
printed in the appendix to the Potts' memorial,

containing the name ofHerman op den Graeff.)

As to the particular time when these G
mans joined the Society of Friends, no precise

data are ascertainable. But several of them
had been made converts before they came to

America. Speaking of the early immigrants
to Pennsylvania, Robert Proud (Hist, of Penn-
sylvania, vol. I., p. 219,) says :

" Among those

from Germany were some Friends or Quakers
from Krishoim or Cresheim, a town not far

from Worms in the Palatinate. They had
been early convinced of the religious prin-

ciples of the Quakers by William Ames, an
Englishman."

Concurring with this testimony is that of

Besse, who in the "Sufferingsof the Quakers,"

vol. II., p. 450, mentions several Friends in

Griesheim (Krisheira) that were fined and
perches given by Jacob Schumacher, in 1693, ! otherwise annoyed by the authorities in the

for that purpose, but mention is made nowhere! years 1658 to 1666. William Penn, when
that such a house was really erected, while we Ijourneying through Germany in 1677, stopped

know from Pastorius' own narrative, (Descrip-i at this place, to give his religious brethren

tion of Pennsylvania, p. 34,) that a place of, advice and comfort.f Some of these named
worship—though a very humble one—was by Besse, viz : Peter and George .Schumacher,

built in 1686, a fact which should not have
^

came with their families to Germantown, and
been questioned in the note on p. 15 of the

Potts' Memorial.
|

* The Germantown Meeting kept then

An inquiry into the personal religious pro-
' ^^',',^„--McMt^tiTtttf^^

°^ ^'^ ^''"^"

fession of the first settlers at Germantown, as | gee William Penn's Journey through Holland and
ar as it can be instituted, after this length of Germany.

several others of the first settlers, personal
friends of Pastorius, hailed from the same
place. (Manuscript Autobiography of Pas-
torius in the "Beehive.") Also Croese, in his

"Historia Quakeriana," which appeared 1695,
lates that several of the Germans, with

whom William Penn consorted during his

journey, afterwards emigrated to America.
The 13 families who formed the settlement of
Germantown in 1683, all but one, turn up as

members of the Quaker Society in contempo-
rary documents. Let it be stated here en
passant that Mrs. James is mistaken in speak-
ing of these families as fellow-passengers of
Pastorius in the ship America, (p. 10.) Pas-
torius arrived in the "America," August 20,

1683, and with him a few persons, partly en-

gaged as servants, among whom was Jacob
Schumacher. (See the above quoted Auto-
biography.) The 13 families that formed the
nucleus of the Germantown settlement arrived

in the same year on the 6th of October, by the
ship Concord. These families were : Dirk,

Herman and Abraham op den Graeff, Lenert
Arets, Tunes Kunders, Reinert Tisen, Wilhelm.
Strepers, Jan Lensen, Peter Keurlis, Jan Si-

mens, Johann Bleickers, Abraham Tunes, Jan
Lticken.

The three op den Graeffs we found in Quaker
papers, committed either for or against George
Keith; all the others except "Lensen" are

proved as Quakers either by entry into the

Abington Records or by the signature of their

names to Quaker papers, such as the Burling-

ton Protest, The Petition for Penn's Restora-

tion, Subscription to the Quaker meeting-
house at Germantown. Among them are three

out of the four who signed the anti-slaveiy

address of 1688. The fourth, Garret Hen-
derich, we have reason to think, was a native

of Griesheim, and a Quaker before he left Ger-

many. Besse mentions among those who suf-

fered persecution at Griesheim in 1666, John
Hendrichs and Peter Schumacher. In a list

of arrivals (MS. Documents of His. Soc. of

Penna.) we find Gerhard (Garret) Hendrich
and Peter Schumacher as passengers in the

same ship, the Francis and Dorothy, which
landed in Philadelphia, October 12, 1685. It

is fair to presume, that Garret was one of the
Hendrich family that had tasted the intoler-

ance of the government.
Thus whatever slender information can be

gathered from the scanty records, either in

relation to the meetings or about the indi-

viduals that settled Germantown, it tends to

the same conclusion, viz : that primitive

Germantown was hardly less imbued with
Quakerism than primitive Philadelphia.

We have to turn now to the evidence that

is brought forward to arraign and upset this

consistent tissue of facts, with a view of prov-

ing " that an error has crept into history,"

and that the originators of the anti-slavery

protest were far from being Quakers.
" A community," says the authoress of the

Potts' Memorial, "that kept the 28th of De-
cember, as the records jirove, because on this

daj' Herod slew the Innocents, could not have

been the followers of Kox." Now he who
proves too much proves nothing at all. Were
premises and conclusions correct, it would
follow that in the year 1703 there were no

Quakersof any account in Germantown, while

the existence of a Quaker meeting at that

time is as little questionable (and even admit-

ted by Mrs. James) as it is at the present day.

IFor the record alluded to in the Potts' Me-
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morial is the record of the Germantown court;

and the only time the Slaughter of the Inno

cents looms up is in the minutes of December
28th, 1703. JSow, strange to sa}-, the records

do not prove what is asserted, but just the

contrary; for the court was on that day in

regular session, Quakers and other officers at-

tending. Business was transacted as usually.

How then about the Slaughter of the Inno-

cents? A certain Matthew Smith had an ac-

tion against Daniel Falkner, and "by reason

of conscience, viz : that this was the day when
Herod slew the Innocents, as also that his

witnesses were and would for the above reason

not be here,"' desired a continuance of the case

to the next day of record. This continuance

was granted and other business taken up.

How the scruples of Matthew Smith, who for

aught we know, may have been a Eoman
Catholic, can be adduced as a proof that the

Germantown communitj- kept the day of the

Slaughter of the Innocents, were no followers

of Fox, and that consequently the anti-slavery

protest of 1688 was not the work of Quakers,
pas.ses our comprehension. Were not the
Quakers the Innocents that had to be slaugh-

tered ?

Again the authoress of the Potts Memorial
says: 'There is no reason to suppose that
Pastorius or his eleven families were Quaker
when they arrived here. In his letters home
he calls the Friends Tremulendoa, and he dis

claims for himself the name of Pietist."

It is of no consequence, whether Pastonu.'
was a (Quaker when he arrived in Philadel
phia; wc surely find him one by documentary
evidence after he had been here several j'ears

Ho does not call the Friends in his letters

Tremulendos, but " Tremulanten" (p. 3.3)

which in the German of the period is merely
a latinizing equivalent for the word Quaker,
implying no disrespect whatever.
Some stress seems to be laid in the Potts'

Memorial on Pastorius' declaration that he
meant to impart to the Indians a knowledge
of Holy Trinity and Christian P'aith. But if

the ground be taken that a person's belief in
Trinity disproves him a Quaker, George Fox
himself runs the risk of having his Quaker
dom questioned. • (See what Fox in his ad
dress to the Grand Turk says about the three
Heavenly witnesses

; Gospel Truth, Philadel
phia edition, vol. III., p. 381.) Where Pas
torius in his book on Pennsylvania discusses
religious principles, (p. 86—89,) he utters not
a word that a (Quaker could not subscribe to.

Before we close, a word remains to be said
about the tone and wordingoftheanti-slavery
protest, so far as it may throw some light on
the religious profession of the originators.
Mrs. James insists that the paper reproaches
the (Quakers for their practice of slave-holdinfr,
and could not have emanated from any Quaker
Society. We arc of a different opinion. Of
course the Germantown people held no slaves
and might therefore address those that did by
" you."

The use of " we" where it does occur, seems
to argue on the other hand, for a vinculum,
connecting the writers and the receivers of
the address

;
and as this was directed to a ro-

ligious body, the vinculum must have been
that of religious profession. Such terms as
these, " we who profess that it is not lawful to
steal must likewise avoid to purchase such
things as are stolen," and " Europeans are de-
sirous to know in what manner the Quakers
do rule in their province, and most of them

do look upon m-s with an envious eye," may
perhaps not weigh much as arguments ;

but:

if anj- inference is to be drawn from the tenor

of the instrument, we claim that it is in favor
|

of and not against the conclusion that has
j

been arrived at on other grounds.

For " The Friend.'

Indian itfalrs.

(Concluded from page 58.)

REPORT OP COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION.

To the General Council of the Indian Ter
ritory : — Gentlemen: Your committee t(

whom was referred the resolution of the Gen
eral Council calling for a report on the subjec

of education among the several tribes anc

„ „ , J „ . ^ .. nations comprising what is known as the In
Her ways are wa^y^s^of p^eas^antness, and all her l)8th9

^j.^^^ Territory, beg leave to submit the follow-

ing astheir report

:

i

The Cherokees.—The Cherokee Nation has;

a population of about eighteen thousand, anc
has a good and efficient school system, con
trolled by a Board of Education, a Superin
tendent ofPublic Instruction, and three Schoo!
Commissioners, to whom is assigned the es-

pecial superintendence of the public schools

of three districts each, of the nine districts

into which the Cherokee Nation is divided.

The schools are graded into first, second and
third class schools, and teachers are obtained
at salaries of five, four, and three hundred
dollars, per scholastic year of ten months.
The Cherokees have an annual school fund of

about $50,000, by means of which there is

being supported, this year, sixty-four national
schools, five of which are set apart for the
benefit of freedmen citizens of the Cherokee
Nation, and colored people, lawfully resident
in the Nation. Beside these there is a Chero-
kee female seminary, with an average attend-
ance of about forty young ladies, gathered
there from different sections of the Cherokee
Nation ; and this school is partly supported by
the patrons of the school. There is furnished
to the seminary from the national school
simpl^^ the salaries of a principal and assistant
teachers, their salaries amounting to seven
and six hundred dollars per year respectively.
There is also furnished from the general school
fund, a small amount annually for books, sta-

tionery, &c. There is annually appropriated
from this general school fund, two thousand
dollars for the purchase of books, stationery,
&c., for the use of the district schools of the
nation. Beside these there arc kept up and
supported by individual citizensof the Chero-
kee Nation, quite a number of private schools,
at no expense to the nation.

In the Cherokee treaty with the United
States government of 1835, there was set apart
for a permanent orphan school fund one hun-
dred and fifty thousand dollars, and to this

has been added fifteen per cent, of the
sale of the Cherokee Neutral Lands, also the
unclaimed bounties of deceased Cherokee sol-

diers of the late war, who were either killed or
died leaving no heirs ; and with these funds a i

Cherokee Orphan Asjium was put in opera-
tion, at the Cherokee Male Seminary, until a
permanent location should be provided for the
asylum. The law of the Nation providing'
for putting in operation the asylum, makes a
provision for taking charge of and caring for
one hundred Cherokee orphan children. This
school is in charge of a Board of Trustees,
appointed by the National Council, and is

conducted on the manual labor school system,
and the school is making commendable pro-
gress. The Cherokees appropriate fifteen per
cent, of all public monej-s, and invest it as a
permanent Orphan School Fund, and thirty-
five per cent, of all public moneys are invested
as a permanent public school fund.

The Muskogees. — The population of the
Muskogee Nation, according to the last cen-

BY CHARLOTTE ELLIOTT.

ire peace.-

Where is happiness, oh, where?
Breathes she not the mountain air.

Where the wild thyme scents the breeze,

And enchanting prospects please ?

No, oh, no

!

Bending low,

In a tranquil spot withdrawn,
Greeting thus the golden dawn,
There I caught her radiant smile,

There she tarried for awhile.

Treads she not the classic halls,

Where the light of science falls

On the lore of years gone by ?

No, oh, no!
Whispering low.

In a chamber small but neat.

Soothing pain with comfort sweet,

There I caught her radiant smile.

There she tarried for awhile.

Seeks she not the banquet bright,

Splendid rooms lit up at night,

Gay with mirth and music sweet,

And the merry dancers' feet ?

No, oh, no

!

Soft and slow,

Reading words of truth divine,

Pondering o'er each sacred line.

There I caught her radiant smile.

There she tarried for awhile.

Seeks she ne'er the crowded mart,
There to take a busy part

In the schemes of high emprise
Which to fame and affluence rise ?

No, oh, no !

Here below
She bnt seeks one jewel rare.

One rich pearl absorbs her care;
When she finds it, mark her smile,

Heaven seems opening the while !

Shows she then the joys of earth ?

Dreads she cheerfulness and mirth?
She is called "a serious thing,"

Glooms and shadows does she bring?
No, oh, no !

Brightly glow.
On her garments, on her brow,
Lovelier hues than earth can show.
But from heaven is caught her smile,
Here she visits but awhile."

MYSTERY OF CHASTISEMENT.
" We glory also in tribulations."—Rom. v. 3.

Within this leaf, to every eye
So little worth, doth hidden lie

Most rare and subtile fragrancy.

Wouldst thou its secret strength unbind ?

Crush it, and thou shalt perfume find,

Sweet as Arabia's spicy wind.

In this dull stone so poor and bare
Of shape and lustre, patient care
Will find for thee a jewel rare.

But first must skilful hands essay.
With file and flint, to clear away
The film which hides its fire from day.

This leaf? this stone? It is thy heart

:

It must he crushed by pain and smart.
It must be cleansed by sorrow's art

Ere it will yield a fragrance sweet.
Ere it will shine, a jewel meet
To lay before thy dear Lord's feet.

S. Witberforce.
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fs, wus thirteen thousand live hundred. The
Iusl;ll^ee8 have an annual school fund of

t'oiity-tbur thousand one hundred and fifty-

(j;lit iloliars. The wliole number of schools

i r.jxration is nineteen, and of this number
to of the schools have been set aside for the
(elusive benefit of the Freedmen of theMus-
])t;ee Nation. The average number of pupils
1(1 attend the schools of the Muskogee Na-
nn iM four hundred and five. The teachers

;o mosti}-- natives. There are but four white
aclnrs. In addition to the public schools,

e Muskogees have two boarding schools,

,ch accommodating eighty pupils, an equal

imber of males and females. One is under
le supervision of the Presbyterian Board of

oreign Missions, the other under the con-

ol of the Methodist Board. Besides these

lere is one boarding and day school, in the

large of the Presbyterian Church South,

ith an average attendance of twenty-three

holavs the last session. Twelve of our dis-

ict schools are closed this session for the

irpose of improving the school buildings,

lis year, and for the purpose of building a

Darding school, and for putting the schools

Bnerally nearer togethei-.

The Choctaws.—The population ofthe Choc-
iwNation is between seventeen and eighteen

lOusand. They have about fifty neighbor-

ood schools, of this number forty-four are in

peration, the remainder are for the present

aspeuded. The Choctaws have one academy
)r the education of boys, and one seminary
;)r the instruction of girls. Their school fund
mounts to thirty-two thousand dollars an-

ually, paid to them by the United States

lovernment. The number of pupils in these

chools is about one thousand, including ten

oung Choctaws, who are sent to high schools

a the States at national expense. One-half
f these scholars are males, the other half are

gmales. One-half of the school teachers in

he Choctaw Nation are citizens of the Na-
ion. About one-fourth of the Choctaw peo-

ile read and write the English language, the
ther three-fourths read and write the Choc-
aw language.
The Seminoles.—The population of the Sem-

lole Nation is about twenty-five hundred,
'hey have five district schools with an aver-

ge daily attendance, the past year, of about
tty scholars. The Mission school, formerly
arried on by the Board of Foreign Missions,
las been closed for the past year. The Sem-
[lole Council are about deciding to add five

housand dollars to their school fund, making
eventy-five hundred dollars for school pur-

lOses. "When this arrangement is effected a

oarding school will be established capable of

ccommodating fiftj^ more Seminole children,

'he Seminoles have during the past year built

ne good school house in connection with the
'resb3'terian church at Wewoka.
The Confederated Peorias.—The Confede-

ated Peorias have a population of one hun-
red and sixty. They have a school fund of
hree thousand one hundred and twenty-nine
oUars. They have one neighborhood school
a successful operation, with an average at-

endance of only ten scholars, a smaller aver-

ge than heretofore, in consequence of the
emoval of many families from the vicinity of

he school.

The population of the Wyandotts, Senecas,

nd Shawnees, is five hundred and fifty-three,

f this number two hundred and seventy-five

re Wyandotts, one hundred and ninety-five

are Senecas, and eighty three are Shawiiccs.

They have one school under the supervision

of the Friends, with an aggregate attendance
of sixty pupils, forty-six of these are Wyan
dotts. five are Senecas, and nine are Shawnees.
Neither of these tribes have any school funds.

The cause of education among them, however,
is encouraging. The Wyandotts are to a con-

siderable extent an educated people.

The Quapmvs and Modocs.—The Quapaws
have a commodious Mission house and school

house on their reserve, with a manual labor

farm of one hundred and sixty acres, well

cultivated, at which their youth of suitable

age, and about twenty-five Modoc children are

provided for, under the care of the Friends.

The Ottawas.—The Ottawas have a popu-
lation of one hundred and sixty. They have
one Mission school under the supervision ot

the Society of Friends, with an average at

tendance of twenty scholars. They are cared

for at the Mission. There are ten day scho-

lars, who attend the school daily from their

homes, making an average attendance of thirty
scholars. Theyare making commendable pro-

gress iii their studies in reading, spelling, arith-

metic, geography, grammar, history, writing

&c. The children, through the untiring efforts

of their teacher, Henry Thorndike, have organ-
ized a temperance •' Band of Hope," and have
kept it up, until its influence has spread out

and embraces a large portion of the adults

who are members of the organization, and are

zealous temperance workers. The school has
up to the beginning of the present year been
supported by the government, other arrange-

ments are now being made to have a perma-
nent school fund. The chief and council form
the board of trustees, and it is their duty to

visit, examine, and encourage both teachers

and scholars, and make quarterly reports

thereof to the people, a record of which is

kept by the clerk.

The Affiliated Bands of Indians.—The Affili-

ated Bands of Indians have a population of

about fifteen hundn-d. They have but one
school at the Wichita Agency, in charge of

the Society of Friends. The school has an

average attendance of eighty pupils.

The Sacs and Foxes.—The Sacs and Foxes
have a population of four hundred and fifty

on their reservation in the Indian Territoiy.

There are still two hundred of their number
in the State of Kansas, proposing to get on

the reservation some time during the present

year. They have but one school, a boarding

school, with an average attendance of thirty-

five scholars. They have a school fund of five

thousand dollars annually. Their school is

in charge of the Society of Friends.

The Ghickasaivs have no representation in

the Council at this session, and hence no re

port from the Chickasaw Nation.

The Osages—The Osages have a population

of about thirty-five hundred. They have

one school on the Reservation at the Osage
Agency, with an average attendance of

twenty five scholars, and is under the super-

vision of Friends. They have also twenty
children at the Osage Mission school, in the

State of Kansas, and that is under the super-

vision of the Roman Catholics.

As will be seen from the foregoing reports,

your committee find that there are represent

ed in this General Indian Council, for May,
1874, about fifty-eight thousand Indians of

the Indian Territory (and quite a large part

of the Territory is not represented at this

Council), and that there are about four thou-
sand Indian children attending the schools of
thu Territory, and improving the means at
their disposal, for acquiring an English educa-
tion, and are making an effort, unparalleled
in Indian history, to elevate themselves to a
position where they can be the equals in in-

telligence and honor of their great prototype,
of whose protection and defense they are as-
sured as long as grass grows and water runs,
and in whose honor and integrity they depend
for the perpetuity of their institutions and of
their national existence.

Albert Barnes,
Chairman of Committee on Education.

Selected.

You whoarelaboringunremittingly to "join
house to house, that lay field to field," without
a thought or a desire beyond the attainment
of these perishable possessions, learn from the
lips of your Redeemer the true nature of the
work in which you are engaged. You are
merely assisting the great enemy of your souls,

in forging these gnlden chains, with which
he binds you to his cruel service. Difficult

as the work of salvation unquestionably is, to
every fallen child of Adam, to the rich and to
the man " hastening to be rich," the difficulty

is infinitely increased : with a profusion of the
tcifts of God, the ungrateful heart of man be-

comes, in general, strangely alienated from
the heavenly Giver : with an earnest desire

after wealth, comes an increasing indifference

to spiritual duties and spiritual privileges

;

with an attainment of wealth, comes frequent-

ly a sordid selfishness, deadness of heart to

God, coldness to the brethren. Few Christ-

ians perish from the cutting winds of adver-

sity, many wither and fall away beneath the
burning sun of prosperity. Intimately was he
acquainted with the human heart, who look-

ing round upon the splendid mansion of his

friend, and remarking the exulting expres-

sion of his countenance, exclaimed, " Ah,
these are the things that make a death-bed
terrible!

"

Wew York City Sold for Twenty-four Dollars.

—Twenty-four dollars purchased the whole
city and county of New York in 1625. In
1638 tobacco was produced to a considerable

extent on New York Island. In 1652 the first

public school was established ; streets first

paved in 1676 ; in 1667 there were twelve
streets and 3S4 houses. In 1711 a slave mar-
ket was established in Wall street. In 1729
three pence a foot was given for land on the

west side of Broadway, near the Battery.

The first stage route between New York and
Boston was established in 1732—time, four-

teen days from city to city. In 1733 a law
was passed to preserve the fish in the Fiesh
Water Pond (the Kolck), now Centre street

and neighborhood. In 1737 a market-house
was built in Broadway, opposite Crown, now
Liberty street ; the city at that time contained
1416 houses. In 1745 the first coach (Lady
Murray's) was driven in New York. When
the British evacuated the city, November 25,

1783, the buildings did not extend beyond
iM urray street. In 1801 Broadway was order-

ed to be continued through Thomas Randall's

land, near Eighth street, to meet the Bowery,
and the hills levelled and carted into Fresh
Water Pond, which was then the northern
limits of Broadway, and much beyond the
settled parts of the city. Previous to this

extension of Broadway the Bowery was the
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only entrauce to the city, through groves of

cedar, to the Bull's Head, now the Bowery
Theatre. The old Potter's Field is now the

Washington Parade Ground.

For " The Friend."

rirrular of the Bible .Association of Friends in America.

In again calling the attention of Auxiliaries

to the Annual Queries to be answered pre-

vious to the general meeting of the Associa-

tion on the 4th of Eleventh month, the Cor-

responding Committee would press upon

Friends, who have been engaged in the dis-

tribution of the Holy Scriptures, the import-

ance of furnishing full and accurate answers

to all the Queries, and of forwarding their re-

port seasonably to the Depositoiy.

It may be recollected, that in making dona-

tions toAuxiliaries, the Board are guided in

deciding what number of Bibles and Testa-

ments shall be sent to each, by the informa-

tion given in its report. Hence those Aux
iliaries that do not report in time, are liable

to be left out in the distribution.

Specifie directions should be given in everj-

case, how boxes should be marked and for-

warded; and their receipt shouUi always be

promptly acknowledged.

Address John S. Stokes, No. 116 N. Fourth
Street, Philadelphia.

Samuel Bettle,
Charles Ehoads,
Anthony M. Kimber,

Committee of Correspondence.

Philada., Tenth mo. 1874.

QUERIES.

1. What number of families or individuala have been
gratuitously furni.'ihed with the Holy Scriptures by the
Auxiliary during the past year?

2. What number of Bibles and Testaments have been
sold by the Auxiliary within the past year?

3. How many members, male and female, are there
bcioneinp; to the Auxiliary ?

4. What number of families of Friends reside within
its limits?

5. Are there any families of Friends within your
limiU; not supplied wiih a copy of the Holy Scriptures
io good clear type, and on fair paper ; if .so, how many ?

6. How many members of our Society, capable of
reading the Bible, do not own such a copy of the Holy
Scripinre,s?

7. How many Bibles and Testaments may probably
be dinposed of by sale within your limits ?

8. Is the income of the Auxiliary sufficient to supply
those within its limits who are not duly furnished with
the Holy Scriptures ?

9. What number of Bibles and Testaments would it

be neces.sary for the Bible Association to furnish gratui-
tously, to enable the .Auxiliary to supply each family ?

10. What number would be required in order to fur-
nish each member of our religious Society, capable of
reading, who is destitute of a copy, and unable to pur-
chase it?

11. How many Bibles and Testaments are now on
hand?

The Lord hath been pleased in his great
love, to give a gift or manifestation of his
Holy Spirit to the sons und daughters of men,
to show unto them the waj^ to eternal life.

and to help them to walk in it. And although
it is universally extended, yet those who give
up their hearts to obey and follow the manifes-
tations and requirings thereof, do only find favor
with Gi)d, and arc good examples to mankind
in their generation, patterns of righteousness,
meekness, humility, self-denial, patience, tem-
perance, godliness, brothcriy kindness and
charity, which arc the fruits of the Holy
Spirit.— (7r//?i7A Owen in Piety Promoted.

For "The Friend."

John Finch Marsh.

(Continued from page 60.)

5th mo. 31st, 1867. The Yeariy Meeting con-

cluded. My wife and I attended most of the

sittings, but were not at any of the commit-

tees. The meeting was largely attended, and

notwithstanding the many weaknesses and

shortcomings and serious innovations, an evi-

dence was mercifully afforded that we are

not a forsaken people, but that our Heavenly
Father is still watching over us for good.

Then how well it would be if as a people

we were so humbled under a sense of our de-

parture in so many ways from the simplicity,

which the Truth as it is in Jesus ever leads

into, as to be able to say, " Let us search and
try our ways, and turn asrain to the Lord ;"

and also be able individually to say with the

Psalmist. "I thought on my ways and turned

my feet unto Thy testimonies. I made haste,

and delayed not to keep Thy command-
ments."

6ih mo. 5th. Some near access, I trust, in

praj'cr, in private retirement this morning
;

and during the day was favored to enjoy much
precious quiet.

1868, 12th mo. 14th. Oh ! the blessedness

of feeling daily the mind clothed with the

spirit of prayer. I had a sweet time on the
bended knee in the forenoon. And oh ! the

blessedness of knowing something of what I

apprehend the apostle meant when he said,

" Pray without ceasing ; in everj-thing give
thanks, for this is the will of God in Christ
Jesus concerning you." ISot that we were to

be on the bended knee of the body from morn-
ing until night, but that we should through-
out the day live in the spirit of prayer, in a

state of watchfulness unto prayer, inwardly
feeling after the Divine Presence, the liftings

up of the light of the Lord's countenance, and
in earnest and secret breathings for holy help
and merciful preservation on every hand, and
every way. Ah I such as these know some
thing of the blessed privilege of pra3'er, and
under the constraining influences of heavenly
love and peace have often, and at times often
in the day, to bow the knee in vocal prayer,
and in the retirement of their chamber and
elsewhere, to pour forth their souls in solemn
prayer and supplication to their Heavenly
Father, in the Name and for the sake of His
beloved Son our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

1870, 10th mo. 25th. T. F
, an inter-

esting young man, not a member of our Soci-
ety, came to tea with us. We enjoyed his

company, and had some serious converse to-

gether.

10th mo. 28th. Last evening finished read-
ing the memoranda left by the late I. H.,
including some extracts from the journal ot

her mother I. T., kindly lent to us for perusal
by one of the family. The reading of it has
been truly interesting and edif3'ing, and my
spirit sweetly tendered in marking the pure-
ness of life and genuine piety, as manifested
throughout ; and peaceful close of each. It
has, I trust, tended to lead afresh into some
searching of heart, giving me to feel my own
nothingness, unworthiness, and many "short-
comings. My dear wife has also shared with
me in the profitable reading thereof.

1871, 4th mo. 13th. To-day is the fifty

second anniversary of our marriage. Surely
we have great occasion afresh to commemo-
rate the goodness and mercy of our Heavenly
Father extended to us during our lengthened

happy union, a period of time but few perhapi •

comparatively speaking, arealike permitte
:

to realise, enjoy, and share together in th

blessings and privileges of a married lifi

Varied have been the trials, conflicts, an

exercises we have been partakers of; ye ^

through all, and under some close and heav; t

bereavements of beloved and precious childre.

and grandihildren, the everlastingArms hav

been felt to be underneath for our support

yea, when the floods of afliiction have lift&

up their voice and their waves, the Lor.

on high hath proved Himself to be mightie

for our help and deliverance than the noise c
many waters, yea, than the mighty waves o

the sea. So that now in our advanced year

we have abundant cause to put up our Ebe
uezer, and say as heretofore, that " Hithert(

the Lord hath helped us." I think we maj

each saj' that from the days of early child

hood and youth, we have experienced Hi;

love and fear to be placed in our hearts, 8(

that He who was our morning light, we re

verently trust is now our evening song, oiu

joy and rejoicing.

1872, 5th mo. 11th. Thirty-four years to

day since my much beloved friend John Bar

clay departed this life ; also that much belovec

fiiend Anna M. Thorne, of America. Ho^
precious, yes always how precious, is th(

memory of them. ''The righteous shall bf

in everlasting remembrance."
17th. " Blessed are they which do hungei

and thirst after righteousness, for they shall

be filled."

The soul that is thus quickened and mad«
alive unto God, feels the necessity of seeking

day by day, and more often than the day, a

renewal of spiritual strength, and for the fresh

supply of that heavenly bread which nourishef

the soul up unto eternal life ; and surely thai

day may be said to be a lost day in which
something of this hunger and thirst after the

bread and water of life is not felt and expe-

rienced,—this hunger and thirst after Christ

and His righteousness, and some sense and

feeling of His heavenly presence in the lift-

ing up of the light of his countenance upon

us; and though there vaay be and are times

when for the trial of our faith and exercise ol

patience, the bread may be given us as bj

weight, and the water as by measure
;
yet af

faith and patience are abode in, the needfai

crumb and needful drop of water will not be

withheld in the time of need, the ancient pro
mise being realised and experienced—" Breac
shall be given him ; his waters shall be sure."

12lh mo. 17th. To-day's post has broughl
us the affecting intelligence of the death of ouj

beloved cousin John Marsh, of Dorking, ii

the eighty-fourth year of his age.

May the remembrance of his watchful, up
right, and consistent walk, be so teaching U
survivors as to quicken in them the desire t<

be alike strengthened by grace to follow him
as we may believe he endeavored to folio?

Christ.

1873, 1st mo. 7th. To-day has brought n(

the affecting intelligence of the death of Eich
ard Allen, of Newtown, Waterford. It wai

my privilege, I may say our privilege (mj
beloved wife being a sharer therein), to eiijoj

for many years an uninterrupted and abidinj
friendship with this our beloved, departe<
friend and brother in the Truth, and through
out, a lively interest in each other's best welJ

fare
;
and epistolary correspondence has beei

maintained between us, being, as we were
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avly united in spirit, and in the love and
lowship of the Gospel. " The memory of

just is blessed."

rth mo. 3rd. Fourteen years to-day since

preciously beloved daughter Hannah de-

rted this life; precious, indeed, is her me-
>ry. I trust I may say, as heretofore, that,

he being dead, yet speaketh."

rth. We attended our (iuartorly Meeting
ministers and elders. We each had some-

ng to express in the meeting.

3th. I went to our Quarterly Meeting.

r dear friend Mary Ann Bayes paid an

ieptable visit to the men's meeting for dis-

)line.

[The diary was broken off soon after, and
768 no account of his last visit to the sea-

e, in company with my dear mother and
rselves.]

(To be continued.)

For ' The Friend."

Scientific Notes.

The Gunpowder Pile Driver.—As its name
[plies, this new pile driver is actuated by
e force of exploding gunpowder. A heavy

running in slides, falls into a "gun,"
iced on the head of the pile, and in so fall-

explodes, by the heat of the blow, a ear-

dge containing sufficient powder to send

e ram back to its original position, where
• means of friction brakes, or other suitable

ppliances, it is held till released by the at

indant, in order to deliver another blow.

me force of the explosion, besides returnin_

le ram to its place, drives the pile into the

^ound. The operation is very quickly per-

irmcd, the interval between the blows being

Ltle longer than the time necessary to place

jfresh cartridge in the gun, and to release

»e ram. The bottom of the gun is made to

i over the head of the pile to be driven

\l)r. Livingstone.—At a recent meeting of

fie Eoyal Geographical Society, it was an
)unced that Dr. Livingstone's son has un-

srtaken the task of editing the journals and
rrespondence of the great traveller. The
aterials are of the most voluminous kind
The fastest Steamer in the World, is the title

aimed for a small vessel 87 feet long, and
•awing 3 feet 9 inches water, recently built

r the government of Indiafor service in the

ussa cunal. At the official trial, her average
)eed was 24.6 miles per hour.

A Light house in a Hurricane.—The Bishop'i

ock light house is erected on a rock beyond
le Scilly Islands, far out in the Atlantic,

uring a recent hurricane, it was struck by
lormous waves in quick succession, each

lusing a noise like the discharge of cannon
d making the massive stone building rock
and fro, so that every article fell away from

8 place. One fearful sea broke the great

ns into several pieces, and another smashed
le cylinders of the spare light, while sand

•cm the bottom, 30 fathoms deep, was found
jeaped upon the light house gallery. The
jeepers had a narrow escape.

j

*"*
Selected.

i Whatever savors of the things which be of

len, that is to say, whatever rule of conduct
,as for its foundation the desire of propitiat

iig the favor, or averting the opposition of

lien ; whatever is founded upon the ungodly,

pough, alas! too fashionable doctrine of ex-

ediency, or wordly policy, with no reference

5 the will, or the honor of God, is unscriptu-

il, unholy, and unsafe. It may for a time,

have fewer crosses, and less anxieties : you
may congratulate yourself upon your wisdom
and your prudence ; but be assured, that the
end will be bitterness and vexation of spirit.

Better, infinitely better, to take up at once
the cross, to bear the opprobium, to become,
if needful, a by-word atid a reproach, than,

by a constant succession of timid, temporizing
efforts, always shrinking from the confession

of your real feelings, always attributing j'our

refusal of sinful enjoj-ments to any motive but

the true one, to suffer the men of this world,

as David says, foolishly to think that you are

even such an one as themselves ; or worse
than this, to remain so long " halting between
two opinions," that when at last the book of

life be opened, you shall too late discover that

your name is not enrolled therein ; that you
have never been decidedly with the Saviour,

and that therefore he has pronounced you to

be against him ; that as you have not suffered

with him, so neither shall you be glorified

together.

Dartmouth College Students.— President
Smith, of Dartmouth, in talking to the stu-

dents the other day. said, in regard to the

employmentof Dartmouth students as waiters

at summer hotels, that so much is said and
written in the abstract, now-a-days, about the

dignity of labor, and so little is practiced, that

it is refreshing to notice an instance which is

of so common an occurrence that it attracts

no attention in the district where it occurs,

and is scarcely known beyond that district.

The students who act as waitei-s in hotels at

the White Mountains, during the summer,
come chiefly from college — Dartmouth

—

where labor has always been held as honor-

able, sixteen from that institution having
served in the Profile House this season. They
get as regular wages twenty dollars a month,
which is sometimes trebled by donation.

"When we consider," said the President,
" the fact that nearly one-third of the students

of Dartmouth teach school during the winter,

and work at harvesting during the summer,
we need have no fear about the dignity of

labor becouiiiig an obsoKte expression.
"
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We have received from a Friend of Ohio,

the following account of the proceedings of

their recent Yearly Meeting. A few verbal

alterations have been made therein.
" Ohio Yearl}^ Meeting convened at Mt.

Pleasant on Second-day, 9th mo. 28th, 1874.

The representatives were all present except

one, who was prevented from attending by
illness. A few Friends from Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting were present, producing cer

tificates of concurrence from the subordinate

meetings of which they are members, which
were read and a suitable minute made by thr

clerk relative thereto, which was very gener

ally united with. A committee was appointed

to audit the Treasurer's account, and report

to a future sitting what sum was necessary to

be raised for the use of the meeting the en-

suing year, and also the name of a Friend for

Treasurer.

The minutes of the Meeting for Sufferings

were read and its proceediixgs approved.

Being informed by the Meeting for Sufferings

that we have been deprived of our Boarding
School property by a decree of the Supreme
Court of the State, a large committee of men

d women Friends was appointed to take
the whole subject into consideration, and re-

port thereon to a future sitting.

Third-day.—The Representatives reported
that they were united in proposing the names
of Wilson Hall, for Clerk, and Joseph Bran-
son for assistant, also the names of Aaron
Frame and Jehu L. Kite for messengers to
Women's Meeting, which being united with,
they were accordingly appointed. The meet-

then entered into the consideration of the
state of Society by reading the Queries and
answers as far as the sixth, inclusive, during
which the meeting was introduced into a
lively exercise for the welfare of its members

;

and much tender counsel was imparled.
Fourth-day.—A public meeting for worship

was held as usual, at 10 o'clock in the morn-
ing. In the afternoon sitting the considera-

tion of the state of Society was resumed and
finished by reading and answering the remain-
ing Queries. The Committee on the subject

of the Boarding School reported : that they
had all met, and after a time of consideration

were united in proposing that immediate steps

be taken to establish another Boarding School
for the religiously guarded education of our
youth, and that said school be located within
the limits of Stillwater Quarterly Meeting;
that a committee be appointed to have charge
of this concern, to open a subscription amongst
our members, and when in their judgment a
sufficient amount of money shall have been
subscribed to warrant the prosecution of the
work, to select and purchase a site, and pro-

ceed to erect thereon a plain substantial build-

ing, sufficient to accommodate seventy-five or
eighty pupils. The subscriptions to be paid

in three equal instalments : the fii'st when the
progress of the work requires it, and the bal-

ance in annual payments thereafter. After

a time of deliberation and free interchange of
sentiment, the report of the committee was
united with and adopted by both men's and
women's meeting, and a committee appointed
to cany out the several propositions con-

tained therein, and report thereon next year.

Women's meeting also appointed a committee
to assist said committee in carrying out the
concern.

Fifth-day.—The committee appointed to

audit the Treasurer's account, &c., made a
satisfactory report, and the Friend therein

named was appointed Treasurer, and the

Quarterly Meetings were directed to .forward

their quotas of the proposed sum to the

Treasurer of this meeting, in the Fifth month
next. The Book Committee reported very
satisfactorily, and, with the addition of a few
names, was continued in care of the concern,

and encouraged in the prosecution of its work,

as it is gratifying to believe that much good
has been and may yet be done in this way in

disseminating a knowledge of the principles

of Friends, not only amongst our own mem-
bers but others. An appmpriation was made
for the use of the committee the ensuing year.

The Boarding School Committee made a re-

port of the condition of the school at the time

it passed from under their control, which was
satisfactory to the meeting, and the com-
mittee was continued to extend care in such

matters as may properly come under its notice

in the establishment and opening of the new
Boarding School.
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The reports od education were rather dis-

coiiragiug, showing that more than ouehalt

of the whole number of children of proper

age have been receiving instruction at district

schools; and a number of Friends expressed

a fear that we had exceeded the bounds of

truth by saying in answering the Query that

a good degree of encouragement is given to

schools under the tuition of teachers in mem-
bership with us. This state of things was

much deplored, and Friends were urged to

increased faithfulness in this respect. The
names of elders who have departed this life

during the past year were read, with the date

of decease of each.

The business being brought to a close, a

committee was appointed to have the minutes

of this meeting printed and distributed among
the Quarterl}- Meetings.

Under an humbling sense that we are still

cared for by the Head of the Church, and

that we had been favored, from time to time,

with ability to transact the business of tn

Yearly Meeting in a good degree of harmonj^
and condescension one to another, the coi

eluding minute was read.

THE DOCTRIXES AND MINISTRY OF
GEORGE FOX.

The Book Committee of the Meeting for

Sufferings has just published a small pamphlet
of twenty-eight duodecimo pages, with the

above title. In it are given, mostly hy con-

cise extracts from his writings, the scriptural

opinions of that eminent servant of JcSus
Christ on the Atonement; The Light of Christ
the Way to t^alvation ; Justification and Sauc-
tification, and on Worship and Ministry. A
few connecting remarks are intersjjersed be-

tween the extracts, so as to render more clear

the points on which the former treat, and the
whole, though brief, give a fair exposition of
the views of him, who has been considered
the founder of the Society of Friends, on the
points touched on. It is for sale at Friends'
Book Store, and we commend its perusal to
our

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The managers of the direct cable com-

pany have decided to abandon about thirty miles of
cable, which is now lying on rocky bottom, and efFt

a splice at a more suitable point. About 1100 miles of
cable have been laid, and satisfactory tests are obtained
daily by the electricians.

The labor troubles continue in England. The miners
of West Riding, Yorkshire, having refused to consent
to a small reduction in their wage.^, have been locked
out to the number of six thousand.
A company has been formed to work the sulphur de-

posits at White Island, a marine volcano 140 miles
from Auckland, in New Zealand. It is estimated that
100,000 tons of sulphur, in an almost pure state, are
lying on. the island ready for shipment. Chemical
work* are likely to be established soon, and the inland
leased.

The total value of the coal and metals produced in
Great liritain in 1872, is stated to be £68,380,976. In
IS'Sg the total value of these products was only £31,-

London, lOlh mo. 12th.—Consols 925. Liverpool —
Brcadstufli .juiet. Uplands cotton, 8rf. ; Orleans, 8^/.
The Jotiriud de Park says Count Von Arnim, when

Ambassador at Paris, hastened the downfall of Presi-
dent Thiers, and urged Germany to recognize the
government of MacMahon immediately. Prince Bis-
marck disapproved this course of Von Arnim, and
wrote to the latter explaining the rea.son why he pre-
ferred the policy of Thiers to that of MacMahon, and
says these are the letters of Bismarck which are mi.ssing.

The will of M. Guizot is published. It commences
with a decjiaration of his devotion to the Reformed
Church of France.
A Milan dispatch of the 7th inst. says : Ex-President

Thiers arrived here yesterday and addressed the French

residents last evening. He' said the establishment of

the French Republic should not be displeasing to the

rest of Europe. He believes that the general election

would give about fifty additional Bonapartist Dsputies

to the Assembly.
The French government are taking measures pre-

paratory to a resumption of specie payment.

A Paris dispatch of the 12th says : The second ballots

in the Councils or Districts which failed of a choice a

week ago took place yesterday, completing the election

for the Councils General. The following is the total

result: Republican elected, 672; Monarchists, 604;
Bonapartists, 1.5.5. The Republicans have a majority

in 38 Councils ; the Monarchists in 44, and three Coun-
cils are equally divided.

A Madrid dispatch of the 6th says: The French
Minister has had a conference with Sagasta, and ex-

plained to him that the sentiments of the French gov-
ernment are opposed to the Carlists and are in full

sympathy with the Spanish government.
bark laden with arms for the Carlists has been

seized at Santander.
The Carlistc:iuse is believed to be declining. General

Dorregary, the able commander of the Carlist forces,

has quarrelled with Don Carlos and left the army and
gone to France. Many Carlists are coming into B;

lona and Taragona, and asking for amnesty. The
government forces now have possession of the left bank
of the river Ebro.
A Berlin dispatch says: The Archbishop of Cologne

has been relea.sed after an imprisonment of six r

and nine days. The remainder of the term for which
he was sentenced will be treated as cancelled.

Count Von Arnim is in close confinement. Heavy
bail has been offered but refused. It is now believed
the papers which it is desired to obtain from him have
been sent to England for .safe keeping.
The Post says Arnim's documents were arranged in

three categories. The first, referring to his appoint
ment as ambassador and his salary, were not includec
in the search. The second comprises those which Von
Arnim acknowledges are in his po.ssession, and w"

'

he claims to have retained because they will serve
justification of his conduct; and the third and largest
category comprises those of a confidential nature.
The documents contain Bismarck's unqualified

proval of Von Arnim's conduct while ambassador at
Paris, up to the time the semi-official journals of Ger-
many began to attack him as the leader of the reaction-
ary and ultramontane movement. The friends of Count
Von Arnim, having petitioned for his release on ac-
count of ill-health, physicians were appointed by the
overnment to examine the prisoner's condition. They

report recommending a change in the place ofmade
confinement. air and exercise are necessary, and
was accordingly removed to a sanitary establish
where he will be guarded by policemen.
On the 9th inst. the river Nile was falling, and the

danger of a disastrous inundation was considered over.
No damage had been done except' the overflow of about
2000 acres of cotton lands.

Advices from those sections of India where famine
prevailed, state that 600,000 natives were still supported
by the government relief works, but it was expected
that the disbursements on that account would soon be
closed.

Dispatches from Yeddo say the Japanese government
authorizes an ofliclal denial of the reported declaration
of war between China and Japan.
The Demerara Royal Gazette states the interesting

fact that nearlv 300 Chine.se immigrants h.ico omKr<.no,lmigrants have embraced

United States.—A recent ofBcial examination
the Mississippi levees reports them to be in a condit:

worse than ever before. The caving in of the bai

continue at almost all points. Much labor and het
expense must be incurred before they can be put
proper order.

The interments in Philadelphia last week numbe)'
250, including 93 children under two years.
During the Ninth month a daily average of 47,42

850 gallons was pumped at the five water works
Philadelphia.

TKe Markets, &c.—The following were the quotatic
on the 12th inst. New York.—American gold

"

U. S. 6 per cents, 1881, registered, 117} ; coupon,
do. 1868, registered, 116J ; coupon, m\; do. 5
cents, 112}. Superfine flour, §4.40 a §4.75; '_

extra, $4.90 a $5.10 ; finer brands, $5.-50 a $10jl

White Michigan wheat, .irl.30 a $1.35 ; amber, $1.2
red western, $1.20 a $1.23 ; No. 2 Chicago spring, $1.1

No. 3 do., $1.06. West Canada barley, il.41. Oats,
a 66 cts. State rye, SI. White corn, $1 a S1.04

; y
low, 97 a 97J cts. ; western mixed, 96 cts. Philaddph—Uplands and New Orleans cotton, 15 J a 16 cts.:

middlings. Superfine flour, $3.50 a $4; extras, $<

$4.50 ; finer brands, $5 a $8.75. White wheat, S1.3(
$1.35 ; amber, $1.23 a $1.25 ; red, $1.20 a $1.22. B'
il.08. Yellow and mixed corn, $1.02. Oats, 60 a'
cts. Lard, 14J a 15 cts. Clover seed, lOJ a lOJt
Sales of about 3000 beef cattle at prices ranging fr(!

4i to 7} cts. per lb. gross, and 12,000 sheep at 4J t

c:s. per lb. gross. Corn fed hogs sold at $10 a $10.
per 100 lb. net. Receipts 6000 head. Baltimore.
Family flour, $6.25 a ;f8.75. Southern white corn,
a $1.03

;
yellow, 98 cts. ; western mixed, 95 cts. Oa

60 a 64 cts. Sugar-cured hams, 14i a 15 cts. Lard,
cts. Chicago.—No.. 1 Spring wheat', 96 a 96J cts. ; B
2 do., 90 cts. ; No. 3 do. 85 a 86 cts. No. 2 mixed eoi

76Jcts. Rye, 84 cts. Lard, 14J cts. St. Louis.—&
2 winter red wheat, $1.13; No. 3 red fall, SI. Na
corn, 83 cts. No. 2 oats, 5U cts. Cincinnali.—R
wheat, $1 a $1.05

; white, $1.10 a $1.15. Old corn,

'

a 80 cts. Oats, 53 a 56 cts. Rye, 93 a 95 cts.

NOTICE.
The Annual Meeting of the Auxiliary Bible Assoc!

tion of Friends of Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting, wi
be held at No. 109 North Tenth street, 'on Fourth-di
evening, the 28th inst., at 7J o'clock.

A. M. KiMBER, Secretary..

Philadelphia, Tenth mo. 13th, 1874.

it«

I

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session commences on Second day,

2nd of Eleventh month. Parents and others iutendii
to send pupils will please make early application
Benjamin W. Pass.more, Sup't, (Address Street Roi
P. O., Chester Co., Pa.,) or to Charles J. Alle
Treasurer, No. 304 Arch Street, Philada.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, { Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wobt:
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

Died, at her residence in Attleboro, Bucks Co., Pi
on the 4th of 1st mo. 1871, Mercy Stackhou.se,

Christian religion, and have taken the necessary the S9th year of her age, an esteemed member of Mi
measures to provide themselves with a suitable build-
ing in which religious services may be conducted in
their own language. In 1863 a small number of Chinese
Christians came to the colony, and since then there has
been a quiet work going on mainly through the eflbrts
of the converts themselves.
A dispatch from Montevideo of the 11th inst. says:

Mitre has issued a manifesto announcing that
he has assumed command of the insurgent forces in the
Argentine States. He declares that he does not seek
power, and that if a successful Issue to the movement is
reached he will retire to private life.

The great controversy between Chill and Bolivia has
been adjusted by a protocol signed in Sucre, Bolivia.
Bolivia remains mistress of the disputed territory be-
tween the 23d and 25th parallels, as well on the coast
as inland. Thus the rich mines of Caracoles, which
yield the government upward of two million dollars
yearly, only in export duty, continues in the hands of

Genera

Boli'

up her claim, the sum to

paid an indemnity for giving
be fixed by arbitration.

dietown Particular and Falls Monthly Meeting
Friends, and formerly an overseer and useful memb
of Middletown Monthly Meeting.

, at her residence, near Attleboro, Bucks O
Pa., on the 21st of 9th mo. 1874, Macre Buckjia
widow of John Buckman, an esteemed member
Middletown Particular and Falls Monthly Meeting .

Friends.

, on the 27th of 9th mo. 1874, at the resideo'
of her son, William Cook, in Salem, Ohio, Marth.'
wife of Stacy Cook, a much esteemed member and eldi
of Salem Monthly Meeting, in the 80th year of her ag
She was zealous for the support of the principles at
testimonies of Friends in their ancient purity, and afb
a short but severe illness, which she bore with Chri
tian

_
fortitude, quietly and peacefully passed aW8

leaving her relatives and friends the consoling asan
ance her end was peace.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,"
No. 422 Walnut Street.

I
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Wayside Notes.

(Continued from page 50.)

The successful struggle of gospel freedom
n New England, against the bitterness, envy
lad wanton u-^e of power, by a people such

18 have been thus briefly described, is an en-

ouraglng example, that the abuse of autho-

ity will not altain the end designed ; but that

Tien, given up to follow their passions and
orejudices, will be overruled; that strength,

md ultimate victory will be given to the hum-
le—tliose who are in the Lamb's warfare

;

ihat He will put to flight the armies of the

iliens, and the meek He will guide in the
paths ofjudgment. They T'erc f'onspionop«ly

Ei self-righteous people, and having sinned
against the Light of the Lord, were permitted
to wander in darkness, even farther away in

some particulars, than the heathen world, who
lot having known the Scriptures, or of the

coming of our Saviour in the flesh by any
external evidence, are to be accounted less

responsible, and more the objects of Divine
regard, than many whose outward condition
has favored a growth in religion, but who
have proved unfaithful. Paul in his epistle

to the Galatians, describes a situation not
anlike theirs, where he puts this plain ques-

tion :
" This only would I learn of you, de-

ceived ye the Spirit by the works of the law,

or by the hearing of faith ? arc ye so foolish ?

having begun in the Spirit, are ye now made
perfect by the flesh ?" and he adds, "Have ye
suifered so many things in vain ?" And in

'this connection it may not be out of place to

jadd, that the condition of a large portion of
Ithe professing christian world to-day, it is to

[be feared is, in a modified sense at least, too
(nearly represented in this very quotation.
But of the Gentiles, Paul writes, " Which have
toot the law, do by nature the things contained
iin the law, these, having not the law, are a
Jaw unto themselves ; which show the work
:0f the law written in their hearts." By which
iit is clear these are not by any means excluded
ifrora the benefit of God's grace, but in com-
mon with other members of the human house-
hold, have received a certain measure and
manifestation of His saving light, adapted to

their less enlightened condition, which if sub-

imitted to, will work for them also cleansing
[of heart—^reconciliation and acceptance by

obedience in the fear of God, which is the
universal test of discipleship. And in that

most impressive sermon of the Apostle Peter
to Cornelius, he sets forth in a striking man-
ner the universality of God's love, and the

high way cast up for all to walk in. He says

:

" Of a truih I perceive that God is no respecter

of persons ; but in every nation he tha,t feareth

him and worketh righteousness, is accepted

with him." And as he proceeded to preach Je-

sus of J^azareth, it is stated, the Holy Ghost
fell on all them which heard the word ; and
the Jews who were present were astonished,

as many as came with Peter, because that on

the " Gentiles also was poured out the gift of

the Holy Ghost." It is hence plain the way of

salvation is open to all. "He willeth not the

death of anj'," but that all should come and
partake at His table.

And in dwelling upon the character and
antecedents of many of the instigators and
actors in the New England persecutions, I

have thought their hj-pocrisy was more to

bo condemned, than the infidelity of the Gen-

tile world ; and that in the infinite justice of

God, men will not bo judged by their acts

alone, but also by the blessings they have en-

joyed ; their opportunities, and the means of

light around them. As in the parable of the

talents, it is impossible to discharge our du-

ties with fidelity to Him, who furnished us

with the one, or the two, or the five talents,

unless we seek for ability to imjjrove them;
so will our condemnation be increased, if after

having been favored abundautlj' with the out-

ward means of grace, we turn our faces back-

ward, and shut up our hearts in wilful blind-

ness. 1 believe there is danger of such being

shrouded in greater darkness, and carried into

deeper and more flagrant sin, than very many
who are in the gloom of heathen worship, and,

as Paul found the men of Athens ; who had

erected an altar inscribed, "To the unknown
God." Whom, therefore, he told them, " ye
ignorantly worshiji, him declare I unto you."

The ignorance and superstition into which
men are introduced by birth, or in which they
find themselves placed by some inevitable

cause, over which they had no control, is a

situation that might claim, or plead the long

forbearance of tbe Almighty Kuler, whose
mercy is from everlasting to everlasting

;

whose tender regard is ever directed to raise

the helpless, and to feed the ignorant with
spiritual food. Paul testifies to having been

a blasphemer, and persecutor of the church
of God ; but I obtained mercy, he says, " be-

cause I did it ignorantlj' in unbelief."

Now, I believe, it will not be contended the

persecutions practised upon Friends in New
England, had even the justification of ignor-

ance to palliate them. Friends, and those who
sought their destruction, were not so widely
separated in belief, as were the ancient Jews
and the early Christians, whose numbers were
drawn chiefly from the Gentile world ; both
acknowledging the same gospel, and its glo-

rified Head, whj' should there not have been
an active sympathy, and a certain spirit of
co-operation between two such religious com-
munities, brought together from a desire which
was common to both, to obtain greater reli-

gious freedom ? On the one hand, Friends
were a peaceable people ; they sought no
man's silver or gold, or to do him injury in

person, character, or estate ; they were law-
abiding, and cheerfully suff'ered whenever
their consciences could not yield a willing

compliance. They were simple, unaffected,

without disguise in their dealings ; loving the
truth; seeking their own salvation, and the
spiritual good of all. Warmness of heart,

and great frankness of manner, were promi-
nent qualities among them ; and while they
claimed the most perfect liberty under the
gospel, in the exercise of their religious du-

ties, striving to follow in this, and also in

doctrine, the teaching of our Saviour to the
primitive believers, they were careful to ac-

cord the same measure of Christian freedom
to others. Were Friends received in this

spirit of generous, loving, open-handed wel-
come ? Were they ever allowed the liberty

of the broad unoccupied territory of the Colo-

nies? To these questions the painful narra-

tive of their sufferings furnishes a sad reply.

The opposition with which. Friends were
at once confronted upon their arrival at Bos-
ton, has few parallels in severity. A reign of
terror was instituted, and many in their rage
and blind zeal, were found plotting means for

their suppression, or banishment, which would
have disgraced any age or people. In the exer-

cise of their wrath, some of the chief men in

New England, both in the church and in the
government, were seized with a sort of religi-

ous frenzj^, under which they often lost all self-

control ; and the more ignorant classes whose
prejudices were easily awakened by the clam-
orous appeals from those in authority, joined

to their leaders, Friends were not only at the
mercy of faithless men in power, but they
often found themselves the prey of a lawless

mob. And what oould have prompted these

men to commit such wrongs ; and how were
they urged forward in their madness, often

setting aside their own local laws, or tramp-
ling under foot the supreme authority of the
realm, in carrying into practice their cruel

designs! They were not ignorant men : they
lived in an age when large intellects abound-
ed ; an age wherein there was much intellec-

tual culture ; some of them were governors,

and their associates
;
judges of courts, and

prominent church men, whose minds were
well stored with information. They knew
tbe motives that prompted their own coming
to America. They knew that Friends were
induced to follow them from what they be-

lieved to be the call to religious duty. They
knew, moreover. Friends taught no strange
or unchristian doctrine, notwithstanding some
of their enemies had been busy inventing
heresies of which they were said to be guilty.
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1 am at a loss, indeed, to (aUy understand the

cause of sui-h a tierce blast of'opposition, which
founil no rest, until its force was spent in tor-

turing its victims, and human nature, turui

away from the dark picture, had moulded
jiublic opinion more widely to abhor it. In
their profession of faith in Christ Jesus, and
in iheirostentalious display ofreligion, rigiilly

adhering to the deadness of external forms,
but living without its leavening virtue, and
restraining power in their hearts, may not a

parallel be drawn between ihem and the
I'harisaical teachers of old; the essential fea-

tures ot whose character, wherever found in

Christian lands, are as odious to Christ as

then. In their condition, they could not be-

hold the work of grace, where it was to be
really found ; and were, even as the unbe-
lieving Pharisee, unable to comprehend the
outpouring .of God's love through His dear
Son, for even those of them who believed were
'• astonished," when they found the Holy
Ghost had been received by the Gentiles.

True they did not nail the blessed Saviour to
an outward cross, they did not take away
his natural life, but they trampled upon
the cross in their own consciences; counted
His blood an unholy thing ; crucitied the Lord
of Life afresh in their own souls, by rejeetin,

His blessed Spirit ; and even sought to de^
stroy ttys seed of God, if it were possible, by
subjecting to torture and death, some, who
were the monuments of His grace through
the power of the Eternal Spirit.

But there were many who sternlj^ opposed
these oppressive measures; and there were a
number of examples, where men who had
been elected to office, threw down their official
robes, when they Ibund they were likely to
become participators in these wrongs; though
for a number of years the waves ofpassion and
Hcctarian bigotry overwhelmed all other in-
fluences, auu it was scarcely safe for any citi-
zen to proclaim his manhood, by exercising
independence of thought.

"^

What a solemn lesson it is to us ; how it
opens to our view the natural tendency of the
heart to sin

; and if through continued diso-
bedience, we are left as without God in the
world, we shall become the prey of our own
passions, and riot in their enjoyment; and in
the end suffered, it may be, to drink deeply
of the cup of His avenging wrath, as will
appear, occurred to a number of the more
active, determined perpetrators of these of
lences against the work of grace in the hearts
of His believing children.
A darker page than this we may vainly look

for, in the history of the colonies.

Philadelphia, 10th mo., 1S74.

(To l« cODtiliued.)

P. B.

The .Vustralian Gum.

Some notice of this tree has already ap-
peared in "The Friend." The followincr fuller
account of it, is taken from the "San Fran-
cisco Bulletin."

"The eucalyptus globulus, or Australian
S""

^,':f
'8 favorably known to all residents

w.nnrmn?'"'
^^''''"•'-' P'-obably not less than

1 000,000 trees are ph.nted. L, this city, in
front of handsome residences, yon will find itwith Its magnihcent drooping branches mak-
ing; an effective and graceful shade tree. InOakland the broad

country surrounding Oakland, and, in fact, in

eveiy county of this State where the cold

winter will permit it to live, the eucalyptus
will be found growin
The wonderful properties of this tree have

only within the past fowyears been discovered
and appreciated. It is justly claimed that
when the trie flourishes in low, marshy
feverish districts all miasma will cease. It

destroys the malarial element in any atmos
phere where it grows, and is a great absorb-

ant of moisture, diaining the subsoil almost
as thoroughly as a regular system of piping.

The eucalyptus is an evergreen, and is

found in' its native country (Tasniania) in

boundless forests, both on the hillside and in

the lowlands, under extremes of climates, both
as to heat and cold, ranging from 130 to 20
degrees Fahrenheit. Whether it will endure
a greater degree of cold we think has as yet
been undetermined. It is, however, worthy
of trial.

Its remarkably rapid growth is a matter of
much surprise, attaining as it does, a maxi-
mum height of about 300 feet, with a circum
ference of from thirty to fifty feet. For tim
ber and fuel it is exceedingly useful, being
hard and easily worked, and very service
able for such purposes as the keels of vessels,

bridges, &c., where strength and durability
are essential. It is estimated that from $i,-

001,000 to $5,000,OJO in value of this timber
is exported annually from Australia.
The leaves of this tree are of a dark bluish

color of about ten iuchi;s long, an inch wide,
and oddly twisted. They exhale a strong
camphor-like odor, quite agreeable and ple.is-

ant, which with a large absorption of water
by the roots, cause the beneficial influence of
the tree. It bears a small white flower hav-
ing no odor.

In consequence of its anli febri'e qualities,
the English Government has planted it ex-
tensively in the East Indies and Africa, in
fever districts, with the most satisfactory re-
sult.s. In France, Cuba, Spain, Mexico, and

luy other places where malaria, fever, ague,
and other pestilential diseases prevailed, the
eucalypti have also been planted. The won-
derful properties of this tree have been dis-
cussed by many scientific institutions in Eu-
rope. In the Academy of Sciences in this
city its medical and anti-miasmatic qualities
have received considerable attention. Dr
Pigne Dupuytren testified before that acad
emy of the virtues of the eucalyptus, and
stated that he and Dr. D'Olivera had tested it
in the French hospital. In the garden sur-
rounding this hospital a large number of the
trees are planted for sanitary purposes. It
had been found eflicacious in the treatment
of affections of the larynx and of mucous
membranes m general. E.^periments careful-
ly made, have proved that in a medical pre-
paration It cures cases of intermittent fever
against which quinine alone proves powerless
It 18 also valuable as a disinfectant.
In Algeria its cultivation was undertaken

on a largo scale. Some 13,000 eucalypti were
planted in an extremely pestilential and un-
healthy section, where fever prevailed to a
great extent every year. During the fourth
year of their growth, at the time when the
lever season used to set in, not a single case
of fever occurred, yet the trees were onlv
nine feet hi-h. Since then this place is re-

fever spot, marshy and sickly, the who
ground was dried up by 14,000 of these tree

In Cuba marsh diseases are rapidly disu]

pearing upon the introduction of this tree,

railway station in the department of the Va
France, was so pestilential that the officia

could not remain there longer than a yea
Forty of these trees were planted, and the m
healthy condition of the place was changed.
Two miles from Ha^-ward's, in this Stati

the Survoyor-General planted two groves (

the eucalyptus, one of about ninety acres an
the other seventy acres ; the whole comprii
ing about 150,000 trees. They are now onl
about five j-cars old, yet many of the trees ar
forty to fifty feet high, the whole making
most extensive and beautiful forest, for fu(

and timber purposes being worth thousand
of dollars.

...»., e„>,,,., .,r^?: ;:.S'Ltte'S ':^:,:;ir^',^z£s,sr^.

Fur " The Friend."

Can Music be 'Demoralizing ?

The following essay on music is taken froii

a common-place bock of the writer, withou
his now knowing whence derived, or who i

its author. If the exponents of the science
and the guardians of the virtue of j^ouiig peo
pie, both speak the same language with regarc
to this fascinating amusement being sensua
and demoralizing, let them beware. And le

parents no loss beware, who instead of thi

needed restraint, have foolishly indulged theii

children herein, as well as in other breachei
of our testimonies, lest long indifference to, oi

habitual neglect of what is right, may clost
the ears, drown the sensibilities, or harden
the heart against the still, small voice of th(

Saviour's love, so that it may cease to strive
Picking up a stray number of the Alusiea

Eeview a few days since, my attention was
arrested by the following remarks, setting
forth the weakening effects of music, whict

may meet the ej^es of many of oui
young people, who are too apt to think thai
whatever their concerned parents and friendi
say upon this important subject is only the
result of a stereotyped mode of thinking, anc
that their objections are not founded upon
sound reason. There are many other and stil

more potent reasons why we discard the prac
lice, but for the present we will allow tht
organ of our musical societies, and the expo-
nent of the science, to speak for itself.

" Music in itself is sensual. Nothingapplisf
more directly to the nerves, and through tbt
latter to the senses, than sounds. It is foi

this reason, that in the history of all emi-
nently musical men of the strictly musical
genius or talents, you can trace the immense
influence their art had upon their sensual con-
dition. That influence is generally so great
that their bodily strength grows weaker and
weaker, (till an early death calls them away,
long before they have fulfilled, not only what
they promised the world, but much more

—

what they promised themselves.) Mozart,
Schubert, Mendelssohn, Bellini, and others,
maj' be cited as examples of the truth of this

emark. They would have lived much longer,
had not the sensibility of their nature found
superabundant food in the sensuality of their
art. And yet these were the high priests of

art, the followers of the beautiful and the pure
in sentiment. But where these conditions are,

wanting—where music has no other purpose
than to please and excite you—what do you
think will be the result of that enervated state
of body in which such music will have pat
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Your mind will bo also enervated ; it

ill M'liii lose its balance, and be unable to dis-

1 !
--,1 i-h what is pure and noble, until you will

JVC income one of that large class of society

•iiii h lives only by animal instincts, and un-

jimiiiled, and often even unlawful means of

tislying them. TVo think the best answer
the above question may be gathered from
e records of the victims which fill our hos-

Lals and mad-houses. An intelligent doctor
11 easily trace the frightful ravages which
some instances licentious music has had

ion his patient. At least in Germany and
ris, amongst a hundred sufferers of a cer-

in class of the residents in the lunatic asylum,
in will find a fourth who are or were musi-

MT3SIC.

I have known several men who were skil-

|1 players on musical instruments. Nearly
of them were of idle habits and worthless

aracter—showing that music has not that

3vating and sublime influence which some
iim for it. I have known several girls or

(ung women, commonly' called "young la-

BB," who hud spent two or three years in

irning to play on the piano, and they had
as become, as they thought, very '' accom-

ished ;" yet they could not write a letter in

neat, business-like manner, could not ex-

ess themselves well, nor spell all the words
rrectly, nor punctuate properly, nor fold

id direct the letter neatly. They could

lither make bread nor mend a coat, and un-

irstood very little of household economy,
le study of music had contributed largely

destroy their usefulness, and to prevent in-

llectual improvement. I have known young
iople of both sexes who had a strong passion

r music—they resolved to indulge it, and
aving acquired some skill, sought such com
\ny as appreciated their attainments. This

)on led to midnight parties ; to the acquaint
loe of skilful musicians of low character, to

ine driuking, to concerts, to balls, to thea-

•es, to practical infidelity, to ruined morality.

he Society of Friends has therefore, with
inch wisdom, adopted the principle of total
" ence—it hns reasoned as temperance men

ive done, and maintained that on account
the numerous evils which are very apt to

!sult from a study of music, and the bad in-

uence and bad comjiany to which it often

'ads, the simplest and easiest remedy is to

irei;-o the little good that it may sometimes
0, and to exclude it from the list of studies

nd amusements. Do young people want
pusements? Far more satisfactory and en-

uring charms may bo found in the pursuit

f the natural sciences—in making botanical

bllections, in studying minerals, in geological

Surs, in microscopical examinations, in draw-
[ig and sketching objects of natural history

nd landscapes, and in the pursuit of astrono-

ly and the enjoyment of the wonders of the

jlescope. These improve the intellect and
xpand the mind, and do not, like music, ad-

Iress themselves merely to animal delights.

I
The ear is sometimes ifleased, at the same

fime that improving and exalting impressions
Ire received through its medium. The hap-
iness of animal life indicated by the song of

iirds; the murmurs of the breeze through
(Drests; the sound of falling water; the roar
f cataracts or the ocean—-these and many
ther enjoyments of a similar character, are

ometimes adduced to prove the lawfulness

nd propriety of that other kind of music

which costs ^ much time to study, which
gives a clistaste for the sober, self-denying
duties of life, and which so strongly tends to

bad company and dissipation.

There are at the present time, according to

authentic statistics, 700,000 pianos in use in

the United States. The cost, at three hundnd
dollars each, would amount to over 200,000,-

000 dollars. This sura would build 200.000

school-houses, at an expense df one thousand
dollars each—or it would construct the Pacific

railroad—or it would provide fine libraries, of

bout one thousand volumes each, for 200,000
neighborhoods—or it would provide every
human being in the world with a cheap Bible

or good Testament. Is it not a wise prohi-

bition which Friends have adopted, of the

practice which has led to this enormous ex-

travagance, for a useless, not to say worse
than useless gralifiiation ; while so many aic

ig for the necessaries of life, and are

growing up in ignorance and darkness, for

want of suitable provision to enlighten them ?

It is now common to find fiimilics provided
with costly pianos, who when called upon to

assist charitable objects, " cannot afford to ;"

and the parents " cannot" buy for their chil

dren useful books for intellectual and religious

instruction.

Music has been largely introduced, of late

years, to attract hcareu's to public lectures foi

benevolent objects. But those who come to

hear the songs, like them merely for the music
they possess, and care little for the subject;

and the attempt to throw fascinations around
the enterprise, in this artificial and extrinsic

manner, has defeated its own object, by pre

venting labor unless when accompanied with

these fascinations. The attempt has also been
made to make studies at schools alluring, by
largely interspersing music ; but as the mind
cannot be exercised, disciplined, and devel-

oped, except by positive exertion and labor,

to which there can be no "royal road," the

intended assistant is likely on\j to make
enervated and thoughtless people.

I have no doubt that what is called "church
music" has this tendency. A pious and in

telligent Presbyterian minister, now a mis
sionary in a foreign land, assured the writer

that it was his con-viction that the religious

world at large were suffering great lofes for

want of more of the spirit of Friends' mode
of worship in their religious meetings. He
thought there was not enough of silent, in-

dividual exercise—everything was done by
the minister and the choir—and every moment
was occupied either in acting or listening,

from the commencement to the close. Yet
the incompatibility of the enervating influence

of music, and the exercise and discipline of

silent worship, had not occurred to him. It

is questionable whether the two, so opposite

in their nature, could ever be advantageously

introduced into the same assembly.*

* The artificial, not to say superficitd influences, which

are called in to aid religious worship, were strikingly

shown some years ago, at an extensive revival in a large

village in New York. A young woman, a very skilful

musician, was leader of the choir, and was waited on by

a special deputation of the leading men of the congrega-

tion, to secure her regular services, "for," said they,

" the Lord's cause cannot go on without your help"

—

although she made no profession of religion, and even

her moral character was not of the highest grade.

And they that know thy name will put

their trust in thee, for thou, Lord, hast not

forsaken them that seek thee.

For "Tbe Friend."

John Finch Marsh.

(Cuntinued from page 71.)

SOME ACCOUNT OP HIS LAST DAYS.

My father appeared much benefitted by our
visit to Margate. During the whole five weeics

of our stay ho was remarkably well, enjoying

the fresh air and exercise greatly. But soon
after our return the weather became autum-
nal, and in little more than a week he was
laid up, having appeared to take a chill, which
brought on congestion of the liver. Ho was
ill about four weeks. For nearly two the ex-

pectation of rccoveiy was dominant, and my
beloved mother nursed him with calm cheer-

fulness. Sweet composure reigned in the
house. I called in repeatedly, and observed
his desire to get everything worldly off his

mind, that he " might have nothing to think

about." " Youshouldn'tletlittlethingstroublo

you ; I seem to have done with time." Ho
gave me a gentle hint to come as often as pos-

sible, "for we do not know how it maj"- be

from one day to another." "It seems hid

from me whether I shall get about again ;
if I

do, I shall be thankful ; and if not, resigned."

Fourteen daj-s before he died, I called in for

an hour, -\vhich seemed to comfort him. He
asked me to write a letter for biin, and then

took me quite by surprise with the following

words, " If I pass away all will be well with

me, I believe." I asked him if he felt that?

He replied, " Of course I do. My Heavenly
Father that visited me when a child is the

same now. I loved and feared Him from a

child. I have found I have not followed cun-

ningly devised fables,—it's the Inward Saving

Grace—though it has not been my way, like

many do, to make a great talk. I'm afraid

many j^ass away unprepared, and their rela-

tions and friends think, they are prepared.

They must know something that I have
known. Sometimes in the night I felt low,

that I had no one to speak to, but I endeavor

to bear it." I asked if he was pleased to see

me? He answered, " I am now, and always

pleased, night or day." He wondered his

friends had not been to see him. I told him
I had not given a very bad account of him.

He said, "It's no use to mince the matter; I

have never had such an illness before, to seem
so near the close ; my poor tongue," &c. I

asked if ho wanted to see my husband, who
was from home ? " Of course I do

;
George

knows I want him to be with me at the close."

From that time I was wfth him night and

day, with little exception (notwithstanding

we had obtained a nurse,) and the next even-

ing my husband came, and also remained until

the close. Wo all felt it a great privilege to

wait on him. The calm, peaceful serenity

which had been his portion through life, was
doubly present now, and the feeling inspired

in the hearts of all who wwe with him was,

oh I that their latter end might be like his

!

On hearing a letter read one day, he said,

"So much about outward enjoyments, and
nothing about the inward life; so much living

in outward gratification, feeding and encour-

aging the earthly mind. It's one thing to

talk about being prepared, but another to be

prepared. There's an inward guidance for us

all ; we all know when we have not done what
is right, and what we ought to do." " Let us

try aiid be cheery ; we have known the Truth,

and we love the Truth, and we know what
the Truth is ; and the more we know of it, the

more we see the beauty and excellency of it."
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' How people can settle down as thej do in

world!"
After the complaint seemed giving way,

and his tongue beginning to clear, and our

drooping hopes to revive, he said, "I like to

look at your countenances ; it may not be long

we shall look upon one another. I don't think

vou know how ill and weak I am." He wanted

my husband to sit down with me by him, and

said, "I have always loved quiet; I enjoy it.

I think we are alike for that, George and I.

It's not in the much talking. When I was in

my cradle the Lord was my loving Father,

my loving Saviour. I should wish my inter-

ment conducted in great simplicity ; no show
;

no brass on the coffin. I hope you will have

a nice f)pportunily after tea of waiting on the

Lord !" " 1 have so many kind nurccs; your

attention could not be exceeded."

Two of his nieces coming in, he said, "I

hope we shall all meet one day to sing the

same song. AYe have all of us been preserved

from childhood, have we not? 1 dare say we
have all fallen short of our duty, but what is

passed cannot be recalled, and the future is

hidden from us—the present time only is ours.

Wo have all a great work to do; we must
know the New Birth." My aunt, E. P. C,
coming in soon after, he said to her; " I never

could put up with anything puperficial. It is

an imcard work. 1 have loved the Truth from

a child. I have known what true Quakerism

is. I have loved the Truth as it is in Jesus.

Mine has been a close walk with the Saviour.

1 have suffered much, according to my mea-

sure, at the state of our Society. There must
be such a people. It's not what we profess,

it's the principle; it's nothing outward that

will do. I was recorded a minister in 1818.

Nearly all that knew me at that time are gone.

1 have known in my.life so very many in our

Societ}- of the excellent of the earth
;
yes, the

excellent of the earth. Manj' now have made
mistakes of one kind or another, and gone
more or less into the world." " I do not see

how we can be right unless we dwell in love,"

then quoting some texts on love, said, " How
very beautiful the Scriptures are! The Spirit

of the Saviour is all love, gentleness, compas-
sion. If we arc on the Eoek we are in love,

peace, gentleness, and joy in believing."

"Arrayed in robes of purest white
The crown immortal wears

;

And numbered with the saints in light,

The palm of victory bears."

" That's ichen we're gone."

He fondly recognised each face, saying,
" What a favor it is I can see so clear!"

In the evening he said, "The prophet Eze-

kiel, what a wonderful man he was! If ever
I get at the Scriptures again, how doubly I

shall value them !" The next day, remaining
in a critical state, he was cautioned not to

talk much. He replied, " 1 don't want to talk.

I don't want to hear what is passing. AVait

and see if 1 get better. I seem to have nothing
to do with the world. To know you are all

near me, and caring for me I"

In the afternoon, being alone with him, I

heard him praying in a low voice; but not
being noor, couM otdy hear it in broken sen-

tences, "how unworthy, how unfaithfully I

have served Thee * * * all my sins are
forgiven through Jesus Christ * * * If it

be Thy will, oh! Heavenly Father, to spare
mo a little longer, I trust ray heart * * *

or be with me in the last extremity and sup-
port." The next evening I heard him again,

and these were the words, "Thou knowest,

oh ! Lord, how poor and weak I am brought,

but hitherto Thy Hand has sustained me, and

I believe the everlasting arms will be under-

neath, and I believe Thou canst raise me up

if it be Thy will. I thank Thee that I do not

suffer great pain. And to think my little

grandson is so kept ; dear boy, I do love him!"

My husband's mother coming in, he said,

" My dear love to her ; I'm too weak to talk
;

so many kind friends!" She replied, "And
One kinder than all." He said, "Oh! yes,

yes, yes, yes, yes, yes."

He said to me one day, " I don't want the

meeting to say anything about me ; my life

has been my testimony."

One da}"- when .the doctor was here, my
father said, "I know him well, and feel him
like a brother. I believe ho will do his best

for me." The doctor answered, "And you
are doing the best for yourself by your quiet,

passive conduct." Father replied, "I always
have desired to dwell in the sweetness and
gentleness of the Saviour's spirit."

He said, " I think it will be a miracle if I

am raised up again ; but miracles have not

ceased. The Lord could raise me up." He
also said several days back, that if he re-

covered he did not wish "there should be a

grSat deal of talk about illness, but rather

dwell on the mercy of-recovery, and talk of

better things." "I have thought if my life

was spared, I should like to pen a little how
sweetly I was visited from a child."

In the night I was awoke by his melodious
voice in wrestling prayer on his own account,

concluding with " And oh ! that my darling

boy may be kept as we desire him to be kept
while his mother is away." Soon after he
said, "I don't want to hear any more about
houses made with men's hands," referring to

that expression in an epistle "a House in the

Heavens." The next morning, after giving
directions about some of his things, he wished
to be quiet; and then turning the 8th and 9th

verses of the 55th of Isaiah into a prayer,

offered an humble supplication for the light

of the Lord's countenance and presence.

He had become so weak, he often felt un-

able to talk ; and one day said, " I don't think
it likely I can be raised up. I would not have
you l(?ok to it."

One who came in said she hoped he had a
bright prospect either way ? He nodded yes,

saying, " It would be a sad thing if it were
not so, would it not?"
Once when we were giving him something,

he said, " How everything is provided ! Even
the sparrows are not forgotten."

One day he said to one who was attending
on him, " If I get about again, I hope I should
be even more careful of my walk." " Set a
watch, oh ! Lord, before my mouth ; keep the
door of my lips." "Let the words of my
mouth, and the meditation of my heart, be
acceptable in Thy sight, oh Lord, my strength
and my Redeemer."

(To bo continued.)

For "Tlie Friend."

Iiulliiii Affnir.s.

(Continued from page m.)

The subjoined account of the results of the
labors of Friends among the four most intract-
able tribes under their care, and their present
condition, has been furnished by Dr. J. E.
Ehoads, by request. Having visited their
agencies both in the years 1873 and 1874, and
travelled extensively among them, his facili-

ties for information have been considerable,

and give weight to the views expressed.

The Cheyennes and Arapahoes number re-

spectively 2250, and 1675; a portion of each

tribe are in the Sioux country and affiliate

with these Indians. They have long inhabited

the region now occupied by them, with the

plains westward toward Colorado. In 1867

the Cheyennes were at war with the United

States, and were much humbled by a fearfully

destructive attack by troops upon one of theii

camps.
When Brinton Darlington became theii

Agent, in 1869, they were in the country

around Camp S^pplJ^ and fed from that post

B. D., afier much hardship, erected a saw-mill

and buildings at the site of the present agency,

enclosed farms, and had them plougheti. lie

then induced the Arapahoes to move to the

agencj', near which their main camps have

been situated almost ever since. A school

was opened, and from 20 to 45 Arapahoe chil-

dren have attended it—some have learned to

speak English fluently. A few of the Ara-

pahoes gave some attention to farming, and

it had been intended to furnish two or three

of the chiefs this year with a small herd ol

cattle for the purpose of beginning the raising

of stock, but the recent troubles have pre-

vented it. The Cheyennes have never all been

near the agencj' but once last spring. Most
of them have staid out on the buflftilo range,

but all formed friendly relations with theit

Agents. They have abstained from raids and

dtJiiredations, except that last year, about 200

of them went to Colorado and killed some
cattle, and that some of their bad young men
have joined the Comanches from time to time

in raids into Texas. A few acts of violence

have been committed hj bad young Ara-

pahoes, but the tribe has been steadily peace-

ful and tractable. Little Raven and Powder
Face, their principal chiefs, have seemed to

accept in some degree the teachings of Chris-

tianity.

The Cheyennes are a proud and warlike

race. During the last four years the white

settlements in Kansas have approached at

least 60 miles nearer the territory. Large
numbers of whites have killed buffalo for their

hides on the reservations, and many whiskey
sellers and horse thieves have debauched and

robbed these Indians. Their Agents have

arrested several of the whiskey dealers, and
incurred their mortal hate. But as their num-
bers increased, the civil force of three mar-

shals was totally inadequate, and Friends

have always been slow to use them, because

they were armed. The only efficient force to

arrest and remove the white intruders was
the military. Friends long avoided calling

upon them. At last, through representations

made to the Department at Washington, au

order was sent down to Col. Brooke, at Carap'

Supply, to arrest and remove the lawless

whites. But it was too late. The Cheyennes,
stung by the loss of the horses stolen from
them, and seeing the buffalo slaughtered, rose

in resistance, and tBe present war began. No
Cheyenne child has ever been in our school,

nor has any full blood Chej'^enne undertaken
the first rudiments of agriculture. Our record

is that we treated them with kindness, fur-

nished all their supplies honestly, and induced

them to keep the peace for five years. But
no positive step towards work or christianiza-

tion was made.
I The Kiowas, Comanches and Apaches, num-
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li- nspoctively about 2,000,3,000 and 400.

, ti\ aly was made with them in 1867, whcre-
1 lliey agreed peaceably to occupy their

joscut reservation, lying between the Eed
\\-vr and Washita. Th~e Comanche* have
i:inu'(l over the region from middle Texas to

to head waters of the Red River, for ages.

'_io Iviowas have long been affiliated with

fcni, although thoy have a tradition that

toy came from the far north, a legend some-
^ lat corroborated by their physical character-

i
ics. For a long time these tribes and the

jnplc of Texas have mutually injured each
(her. They own thousands of horses, and
ive iieen wont to go on forays into Texas
;id M exico foB scalps, and to steal horses and
(ptivos. During the five years they have
on under the care of Friends, all captives

ive been given up, and much stolen stock,

iiliug has diminished, and many bands, es-

^cialiy of Comanches, have come in to their

gency, who formerly remained wholly upon
plains. Especially did the raids result

less loss of life to whites than formerly.

he causes leading to this result were: 1st.

he honest supply ofgood rations, upon which
ley became more and more dependent. 2nd.

he impression made upon them by the de-

)ted kindness of the Agents and their em-
oyes, and of the two missionary teachers

ho went among them. 3rd. The killing of

1 many of their young men while on raids
' the military. 4th. The arrest and im-

isonment of Satanta and Big Tree. This

id a powerful effect upon the Kiowas, who
r a year almost wholly, if not absolutely,

ive up raiding. An apprehension of what
w meant, and punishment for crime instead
' blind vengeance, was awakened by this

•rest and imprisonment. Doubtless, also,

le clemency of the government in the release

ijf Satanta and Big Tree had a temporarily

lood effect.

1 The Penetethka band of Comanches, two
ears since, went to the "Wichita Agency to

e more settled. They have long practised

3me tillage of the ground, and are different

•om the great bulk of the tribe. No Kiowa
r Comanche child of full-blood, has attended
3hool. The excellent school at the Kiowa
igency has been filled by Caddos, &c.

The good results of the labors of Friends
ppear in the settlement of the Penetethka
iomanches, and in a very considerable pro
ortion of the Kiowas, and some Comanche
ands remaining now at peace. A few of

(heir leading men have heard the simplest

ruths of the gospel, and appear to have been
afluenced by them, and the example of the

Viends with whom they came into contact.

3 as to show marked change of character, if

Ot a change of heart.

j
The Apaches have changed greatly for the

letter, and had peace continued they would
ive been settled in another year. Ten Co-

anche chiefs or head men might have been
ntrusted with small herds for raising stock

his year, had not the turbulent ones broken
ut in war. The Kiowas and Comanches had

special grievances to complain of, as a

fcause of war, unless the slaughter of buffalo

[8 regarded as such, and the placing of troops

jilong the northern bfirder of Texas so as to

brevent them from raiding.

These tribes, as well as the Cheyennes, will

Jrobably be disarmed and dismounted, and
iept under military surveilliance till they
earn habits of submission and industry.

[The following letter has been kindly fur-

nished by one of the Indian Aid Committee
;

and wo are sure it will interest oa/rekders.
The consistent Friend who fills tlSis agency
is in a most responsible position, And should
receive the sympathy of his fello\v-membcrs.]

Wichita Agency, 1

Anadarko, I. T., 10th mo. 6tb, 1874. /

Dear Friend,—I am here at the agency, and
have been since the 20th ultimo, having ar-

rived here on that day. My dear Margaret
is still at Lawrence. She forwarded thy valued
and very kind letter of the 16th ultimo, to me,
with one of her own in which she says, I in-

close a letter from our dear, kind and sympa-
thizing friend.

Things around the agency are looking very
much as they did when thou wert here, and
in taking a view from our house, there is

nothing apparent, to remind us of the late

battle and great excitement. If thou wert here
and would ride out with me past the school
enclosure and onward to the shops to our
right, on the hill-side, we would see a soldiers'

encampment, and beyond the shops other tents

would be met with, and still a little farther

on a rifle pit or two. All would be quiet and
orderly, and should we meet with the officers

they would salute us pleasantly and cordially.

Then if we were to climb the hill back of our
house, we would find, on its top, that the trees

had all been cut down, and in two or three

places stockades made by the military com-
panies, from which a most extended view of

the surrounding country is had in every direc-

tion. The trees on the side of the hill are

undisturbed. There is in the corral at the com-
missary building a small company of cavalry,

which have their quarters there. Well, these

things look like war; but the soldiers are so

seldom seen away from their camp, and things

are so quiet among them, that their presence
is as little annoying as it can be, perhaps, with
soldiers here at all. It seems to be the aim
of the officers to do nothing that will conflict

with my duty as Agent, and they are careful

to avoid things that they suppose will not be

in accordance with my views. They are

simply here, and attend to their duties, as

military men, and I try to attend to mine, as

agent.

One of our Indiana brought me word on
Seventh day last, that some whisky traders

were at a point about 12 miles from here, and
were supplying the Indians with whisky. I

gave the information to the officer in com-
mand, who sent a small detachment, with

the Indian for their guide, and they arrested

three out of four men that were seen there.

They were white men, but they were found in

a settlement of Mexicans who are living in an

out of the way place on the Kiowa reserva-

tion. I believe these whisky traders and
horse-thieves are harbored and perhaps as-

sisted by the Mexicans, and I have written

Agent Hay worth upon the subjectof their re-

moval out of the country. It is my intention

to follow the matter up closely.

The poor, deluded and misguided Indians

!

If thej' had listened to thy counsel and admo-
nition last spring, and acted upon it, what
suffering would "have been prevented. Sa-

tanta, Big Tree, and other Kiowas and some
Cheyennes, I understand, have gone into the

Cheyenne Agency, and given themselves up,

prisoners of war. I suppose thou hast had
information from Agent Haywortb, of the

tuation of affairs at his agency. A number
of bands of both Kiowas and Comanches are
there.

Most of the Indians belonging here had
their camp equipments, housekeeping articles,

harness, some plows, indeed almost every
thing they had, destroyed. The dry weather
and hot winds of summer, cut off their crops
till they were almost an entire failure, and
what was saved was mostly destroyed by the
Kiowas and Comanches". The Indians of tho
Canadian river settlement suffered but little

from other Indians, except in the loss of stock.
A large number of their animals have been
stolen.

The weather is pleasant, and I think none
of our Indians have actually suffered, and if

their annuity goods, which I understand are
on tho way, reach us before col<l weather sets
in I hope we can keep them from suffering.

Many of them left their homes at the time of
the disturbance, to seek places of safety, but
they are settling down again, and seem de-
sirous of continuing to improve their condi-
tion. They all came to the agency after my
return, were very friendl}', and were glad to
see me at home again. Each of them had his

own account to give of the late trouble. I
think about fifty of our Indians, taken from
the different bands, have gone with the troops
as guides and scouts, which I fear will have
a demoralizing effect upon them.
The school is doing well ; on the first day

of the session thirty-five children were in at-

tendance, and the number has increased to

sixty-six.

And now, my dear friend, what of the fu-

ture ? I have not heard what action was
taken by the Executive Committee at its

meeting at Richmond, but I do not think
these Indians should be forsaken at the
time of their greatest need. Why ! they are
looking to you and to me to relieve them
from their distresses. They have put their

children under our care and protection, and
expect us to give them a training that will

fit them for civilization. As much as it may
be desirable to take up our abode again among
civilized people, I do not think now is the
time to forsake this people, and I am not in-

clined to do so, just now, unless I am called

away by those under whose auspices I am
laboring, or by those who stand above me in

an official capacity.

I am most truly thy attached friend,

J. R.

For "The Friend."

We have been requested to lay the follow-

ing before our readers.

Pennsylvania Woridiig Ilouie for Blind Men.

" And Jesus took the blind man by the hand." Mark
viii. 23.

Our Saviour on this and other occasions,

manifested his special interest in the blind.

Christian sympathy has largely followed this

example. Public sentiment rejoices in the

human achievements which have marked the

progress of institutions for the instruction of

the blind ; where those who sat in darkfiess

have been morally and mentally illuminated.

Every State in the Union has nobly responded

to the public demand, which places tho blind

child on the same platform of intellectual cul-

ture with those who are blessed with sight.

But while public and private benevolence,

has done so much for the real elevation of the

blind in social life and industrial training, the
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comninnitj' has not been fully aware of the
large number who have passrd from these
in^^titutioDs, and are homeless, • destitute ofiiuiiuus, aiju are nomeitss, or aestitute or
employment, and need, in the spirit of the
Savmur's words, to bo '• taken by the hand."
When the Saviour asked the blind man

what he would have him do? he answered:
"Lord, that I may receive my sitrht." This
would naturally be the first request. But
another cry comes up with almost equal
force : "Give me employment; the means of
helping myself; save me from becoming a
burden on others."

Those who liave learned useful trades, fail

to obtain employment in workshops for the
seeing; they are often equally neglected by
the community in which they live. ]f home-
less and unoccupied, their future is sad and
dai-k indeed.

A " Home" for a limited number, with
workshops, and employment oufiiWe for a still
larger number, is the appropriate relief now
sought. J-loaiing on the tide of busy life,
they also ask for a working oar. that they
may stem the troubled waters which threaten
to sweep them down.

This great want, long foreseen and felt, is
now, happily, to be supplied. The Trustees
of the "Pennsylvania Working Home for
Blind Men," recently incorporated, have pur-
chased a commodious lot and building on Lan-
caster avenue. West Philadelphia, for 820,000.
Ihe liberality of the citizens called upon, has
enabled them to provide the fir.st paymcnf
and means to put the house in working order.
But to meet the further payments on the

property and the erection of workshops will
require about §15,000 more

; it is hoped that
not only this sum will be forthcoming, but a
liberal endowment to enlarge its truly benefi-
cent work.

If "God helps those who help themselves "

shall not the blind man's appeal be heard
when he asks not the bread of charity nor
wayside alms, but u;orA-,—work on the trades
he has learned, ti.at he may help himself, and
thus secure the blessing of help from his
Heavenly Father. This accomplished, wemay be allowed to say, and Jesus still " takes
the blind by the hand."

. .
William Chapin,

PI,;i '.""irf
"[""^ ^*^"°'''- I'i'^t''"'ion for the Blind.

1 liilaila., October, 1.S74.

and that this has been, and in some degree
still is, a source of serious injury* to our Society,

THE FRIEND.
TENTH MOXTH 24, 1874.

nflL n !• ''P°o' '!'• ^^^ ^^"'^'''"t Doctrines
of the Religious Society of Friends," publishedby direction of the Yearly Meetin? held in
Philadelphia in the 4th month, 1847, and ad-dressed to Its members, there is a brief review

farts ofTh"r''"',
" ^'

"
^"1"''->- '"'o son"parts of Christian doctrine and practice hav-ipg re ation more especially to the Society of

thTr"'V ?f T'"?'
^'^"'"-^ A«h was he'au

Jarlv F, 1h '"^""^ '".soundness of the

doclHne Tn'
'^"/<^^<"''^1 P«i"t« of Christian

A,h Vi?/
\"/«f"'-'^n^'« to those Friends E.Ash states. '-I am persuaded, after much ex-amination and reH.ction, that their claim todeference in the former character [as nterpreters of Scripture and expounders of Cb'.

.an doctrine] has in past times been oolargely and implicitly admitted among ,s
i

cause of truth itself

pal object of attack is Barclay's
'Ugh George Fox, William Penn,
rj', John Kiehardson and Richard
all arraigned as promulgators of

•>^-". doctrine, and unworthy of con
fideiice as interpreters of Scripture.
A fter pointing out the serious charges made

against some of the fundamental doctrines
ever held by Friends, and the unsoundness of
those advanced by E. Ash, the Yearly Meet-
ing states, ' We feel ourselves bound to bear
a decided testimony against the tenor of the
whole work

; to declare our unshaken belief
in the doctrines of the Gospel, as promulgated
by our early Friends, and to deny.the charges
preferred Hgainst the founders of our religious
Society, and the excellent works which'they
have left behind th.m." The Yearly Meeting
also declares, "Were the Society to conform
to the unscriptural opinions advocated in the
work under notice, it would be carried back
to the beggarly elements, to the institution
of a ministry dependent upon human talents
and learning, influenced by the various jar-
ring commentaries upon the Holy Scriptures
now existing in Christendom

; and that most
precious freedom from reliance upon outward
means, would be lost, in which we are enabled
to sit down together in solemn silence and
worship the Father in spirit and in truth,
without the intervention of words. Thus the
very existence of the Society would be de-
stroyed."

The sequel is generally well known. B Ash
finding the Society in England not prepared
at that time to adopt his views, so far as to with-
hold the publication of another edition of Bar
clay's Apology, resigned his right of member-
ship in It as a protest against its continued un-
soundness, and joined another religious body
But the Society there issued no disownment
of the work or its author. The poison was al-
lowed to work, to permeate the whole body
without any antidote being administered

; andUs effects, and that of similar sentiments con-
ttiined m other works published by members
were not long in giving evidence, that the
original faith of Friends was being, not only
called in question, but discarded by very
many. E. Ash saw the change effected and
going on, and doubtless thinkino- the time
propitious for the further spread of his heresy
he applied to be received back into the SocietyHo was received with open arms, without
making any acknowledgment of the wrong he
had done by the attack made on the founders
of the Society, and on the doctrines they pro-
mulgatcd._ He was again placed in the station

Iff Tf"';..,^"^ ^'^•" t'^*' consequences
set forth by Philadelphia Yearly Meeting inthe paragraph last quoted, have already been
manifested, those of our readers who are ac-quainted with the state of things amoncr
Friends in Great Britain, can judge Certain
It IS, according to the accounts pSblished.no
a few have gone " back to the beggarly ele

flS'o *?'''
'u

^ ^^™"S disposition ^anl
ested to have "a ministry dependent uponhuman talents and learning," and silent meet
^ngs have become so irksome to a lar-e nor-
tion of the members, that reading the Serin-
urcs has been introduced into many meetings

I

Ijy the consent of the Yearly Meeting.

* The iLilicising throughout is our own. I

There is another remark in "TheAppc
"or the Ancient Doctrines," the truth of whi<
las been strikingly illustrated by events c
curring since it was written. It says, " Oi
inevitable consequence which attends' all i

novation upon its religious principles, is tl
injury to the unity and harmony of the Societ
Not only is the Society laid open to grei
unsettlement and confusion, and the peace i

families, and the preservation and growth i

individuals in the blessed Truth greatly e'
dangered; but by allowing ?Ae first wrong',
pass uncondemned, the way is open for furthi
departures from the Scriptural doctrines whie
Friends have believed and maintained froi
the beginning." As regards tbe injury tha
has resulted from that cause, "to the unit
and harmony of the Society," if the profession
made be true, that evil has been sorrowfull
brought home to the hearts of a very lara
part of the members. Opening the way '•

fo
further departures from the scriptural doe
tnnes which Friends have believed and main
tamed from the beginning," has been takei
advantage of, by numbers, who since the pub
hcation of the "Inquiry" have tried what the;
could do to impugn the doctrines and subvert
the practices which Friends have "held fron
the beginning."
Encounaged by the kindly manner in whicl^

his attacks upon the founders and principles
of the Society had been received by his bretb
ren in England, Edward Ash, a short time
prior to the meeting of " the Conference" in
London in the 11th mo. 1873, and intended to
influence its action, published a pamphlet en-
titled "George Fox, his Character, Doctrine
and Work." His name is not given in full a^
the author of this work, the initials only bein<f
signed to the preface. It is, however, well
known in England that he was the author
and It was fully admitted in the discussion
that took place in London Yearly Meetincr.
We have just got possession of a copy, ife
thinks -'no attempt has yet been made carefullu
to examine and fully to portray his [G Fox's]
character, doctrine and work ;" and therefore
he undertakes it and gives his views on the
three points mentioned. E. Ash admits that
George Fox was a good man, and that he
was an instrument of good to the professing
church, but insists that he was deluded, self-
opinionated and a teacher of unscriptural re.
ligious opinions.

Our object, on the present occasion, is not
to defend the character or the religious faith^
of the "founder" of the Society of Friends,
were ,t needful to do so ; but to lay before our
readers, by a few extracts from this pamphlet
before us, the tenor of the sentiments incul-
cated in It and virtually endorsed by Frenchay
Monthly Meeting; where it says in the me-
morial prepared by it respecting E. Ash, that
As a minister of the gospel he was deservedbu

honored^;' and that his large and accurate'
knowlede of the Holy Scriptures, especially
of the New Testament, not only became suh-
serment to his icork as a minister, but was also
turned to a most important practical use, for
the benefit of Jiis j-ounger friends in the
riible classes."

After giving several extracts from the
Journal of Geo. Fox, B. Ash draws the follow-
'"S inclusions, among others, from them :-

' His [G. F.'s] full persuasion that he was
largely the subject of immediate revelations
of the truth and will of God, and his implicit'
confadence in his power of distinguishing them.
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om the operations of his owu natural facul-

BS."

"Fifth, the absence of any sufficient cvi-

;nc-e, either internal orcxternal, of the reality

much that he relates.

"Lastly, without thinking it needful to in-

eate the particular passages to which I

lade, I must express my conviction that

any of the above extracts afford plain evi-

ince that he himself, and not a few of his

ethren, more or less fretiuently mistook the

orkings of their own imagination or other
itural faculties for divine communications
id commands."
Speaking of the " arrogant" language some-
mes used by Geo. Fox, he says:
" One conspicuous illustration of this is seen

the indiscriminate and unjustifiable way in

hieh he habitually applied the word hireling,

. the evil sense in which our Lord u^es it

John X. 12, 13, to every one who received

ated payment for spiritual work. Ke seems
iver to have remembered that Christ him-
Ifhad elsewhere said, ' The laborer is worthy
' his hire,' and that his apostle (with appa-

nt reference to these words) had used the

st more explicit ones, 'Even so hath the

ord ordained that they which preach the

il should live of the gospel.' The pi'in-

ple of wages or hire, in some form or other,

here as plainly laid down as anything well

,n be. Its legitimate and beneficial applica-

jn is a totally different question."

Alluding to the doctrine taught by G. F. of

e inshiuing of the Light of Christ in the

jart, or Grace of God that bringeth salvation,

the following:
" 1 shall here confine myself to the simple

cpression of my conviction, arrived at long

«o, and confirmed by subsequent examina-
on, that neither in those passages of Scrip-

ire to which G. F. evidently reiers, nor in

ly other, is the above doctrine taught;

—

at nothing is any where said in Scripture which

iplies that men are to look to any thing in them-

Ives for dlumination and sal oa t ion ;—iliat

ere is no warrant in Scripture for any such
cpression as 'the light of Christ ;^—that the

ord light is never used with relation to our

ord except in a strictly personal sense, denoting

m as ' the Light of the world,' or ' of men ;'

—

lat these expressions refer to his ofHce a% the

eat teacher of God's truth (see Heb. i. 2) ;

-that it was plainly to him personally, and
)t to any thing m themselves, derived from
m, that John the Baptist bore witness, ' that

I men through him might believe' (John i.

I ;—that it was to him, and not to any thing
: their hearts, that both our Lord himself
id his apostles taught men to look for illu-

ination and salvation :—that there is no
arrant whatever in Scripture for saying that

measure of the Spirit of God is in wicked
en ; and that the Holy Spirit is never desig-

ited in Scripture by the terms light and

with expressing my conviction that such i-;

not the case, that nothing is any ivhere said in

the New Testament which implies the future con-

tinuance of direct or immediate revelation to

Christ's followers, and that the whole subse-
quent experience of the church (including
that aftbrded hy G. F. and his brethren) goes
to show that nothing of the kind has been
known since the days of the apostles."

E. Ashdenies that the revelation made in the
Scriptures as to the dealings of the Almighty
with men, applies to any but those who have
a knowledge of the Scriptures ; also that the
doctrine of Perfection as held by Friends is

true. Strangely inconsistent as it is, yet lie

avows belief in " the work of God's Spirit in

the heart of man," begetting "repentance
towards Go^ and faith in our Lord Jesus
Christ," "sanctifying our fallen nature," open-
ing the mind "to understand the truth as it

is revealed in the Scriptures," and "enabling
to worship Him in spirit and in truth ;" but
as he declares there is nothing in Scripture
" which implies that men are to look to any-
thing in themselves for illumination and salva

tion," he leaves his readers in the dark as to

how they are to experience it.

One of the evils which, he says, has resulted
from George Fox holding the doctrine " that
the immediate revelation of God's truth still

forms a part of the divine economy" is, pre-

venting his reading and using the Holy Scrip
tures as the only present source of that truth

to the church :" this he also applies to his fol-

lowers. There wore no more diligent and
reverent readers of the Scriptures than Geo.
Fox and his co laborers, and if they did not
believe them to be the only source of " God's
truth," it was because they had practical

knowledge of another source of that truth, in

themselves, even the Grace of God, which
taught them, and which E. Ash, if we may
judge from his owu showing, knew nothing
about.

We wish not to weary our readers with
prolonged extracts from this tirade against

the founders of our Society and their dis-

tinguishing doctrine. Almost every page is

stained with charges which betray bitter hos
tility to the original doctrines of the Society,

within which he had returned, apparentlj^ for

the purpose of undermining its faith and
standing, and also an overweening self-esteem.

We will close the quotations with the follow-

ing.

After expressing his opinion that great

hurt has resulted to the Society by ' taking
it too much for granted that the ideas of our
forefathers respecting christian truth and
practice were all necessarily sound and true,"

he observes

:

" What I have just said naturally brings up
a subject which occupies a somewhat promi
nent place in the preceding pages— G. F.'s

peculiar doctrine of a saving light of Christ,

or measure of the Holy Spirit, imparted to all

men. What his own ideas about this doctrine

were, we have already seen. What his breth-

ren in that day thought about it is plainly

shown by W. Penn's language in his Preface

to G. F.'s Journal, where he says, 'For they
[i. e. people at large] were directed to the

Light of Jesus Christ within them, as the

seed and leaven of the kingdom of God ; near

all, because in all, and God's talent to all;

—

a fiiithful and true witness and just monitor

in every bosom;—the gift and grace of God
to life and salvation, that appears to all,

though few regard it ;'
(p. x.) and again, '

—

their [the fir.st Friends'] fundamental princi-

ple, which is as- the corner stone of their fab-

ric ; and to speak eminently and properly,
their characteristic, or main distinguishing
point or principle, viz , the Light of Christ
within, as God's gift for man's salvation.'

(xiii. xiv.) This doctrine elaborateiy stated,

expounded, and vindicated, by Robert Bar-
clay in his ' Apology,' retained its authority
among us, almost unquestioned, for nearly
two centuries. But where is it now? .Never
disowned, either directly or indirectly, by the
collective body, and ojjculy objected to by
very few of its members, it has nevertheless

virtually disappeared from among us in this

country, and I believe from the larger portion
of our community in America. 1 do not of
course mean to imply that there may not be
many individuals in our Society who still hold
it, or that it may not be sometimes advocated
both in public ministry and in print, but only
that it now finds no place either in the great

bulk of our ministry, or in the Society's corporate

utterances.
" Little has been openly said among us about

this remarkable fact— one which I believe

scarcely has a parallel in the whole history

of Christ's prolessing church. Friends have
naturally shrunk from avowing so considerable

a departure from the faith of their forefathers.

Yet, so far from its being any thing that wo
have cause to be ashamed of, it appears to me
to be one in which we should rather glory, as

showing that there has been and is among us

so much of reverence for Christ's truth, that

when we saw reason to believe that a greatly

cherished idea of our forefathers really forms
no part of that truth, we were willing to re-

linquish it. Entertaining the opinions which
I have expressed in these pages respecting

that idea. I must of course rejoice at its vir-

tual disappearance from among us : and I find

a further cause of rejoicing in the indication

which this gives of our being now to a very
large extent prepared to look at any question

that may come before us, not in the light of

antiquity or human authority, but simply in

that of Christ's own mind and truth."

If this is true—and the published accounts

of the proceedings of the First-day School

Associations, the Conference, and of the Yearly
Meeting seem to confirm it—the question may
well be asked, How can such a body of peo-

ple fairly and honorablj^ claim the name of

Friends? Why do they not frankly and
honestly as a body avow their rejection of

the doctrines of Friends, and make an associ-

ation and a name for themselves ?

Edward Ash died not very long after issuing

the pamphlet under notice, and the Monthly
Meeting of which he had been a member pre-

pared a memorial of him. Let it be remem-
bered, that when that memorial was before

London Yearly Meeting, several Friends pro-

tested against that meeting sanctioningit ; be-

cause, as it was well known, he had attacked

the founders of the Society and their distin-

.

guishing doctrines ; if the Yearly Meeting ex-

pressed its approbation of him, it was, under

the circumstances, endorsing his doctrines,

and thus bearing testimony against the early

Friends. But the Yearly Meeting refused to

allow, even a word of explanation to be re-

corded ; but accepted the eulogistic memorial,

and by the following passage in its general

epistle, declared its unity with Edward Ash
;

thus giving evidence of the truth of his asser-
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tion in the paragraphs last quoted. After

referring to the variety of character and ex

perience of those for -whom memorials had

been read, it saj-s, " VTe have been reminded

that though the course of their lives might

differ, their faith was one ; and that while the

laborers have their distinct places in the har-

vest field, all serve under one Lord." So far

as those commemorated, or the memorialists,

were or are one in faith with E. Ash, they

were or arc not Friends, as he makes plainly

to appear.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The unconditional cepsion of the Fiji

islands to Great Britain was consummated on the 30th

ult., and the Governor of New South Wales has taken

possession and officially hoisted the British flag on Fiji

soil.

The steamers engaged in laying the direct cable have

coaled and wait only for repa"irs to the Faraday's rud-

der, which will soon be completed.

The British ship Kingsbridge, from London for

Sydney, came in collision in the British Channel with

the ship Candia, and was sunk. Eleven of the crew of

the Kingsbridge were drowned.
A public meeting has been held in Birmingham at

which resolutions were adopted protesting against the

illegal use of public moneys to defray the expense of

illuminating the city on the occasion of the anticipated

visit of the Prince of Wales.
London, 10th mo. 19th.— U. S. 5 per cents, 104.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 7 Id. Breadstufl's quiet.

The French Minister of Foreign Aflairs has commu-
nicated documents to the Spanish ambassador, which
exonerates France from accusations made in the note

recently sent to the French government by Spain, and
show that the note should not be addressed to the other

I'owers. It is stated that the Spanish ambassador ex-
pressed his satisfaction at the explanation.

The French government has issued fresh orders pro-

hibiting the residence of Sp.aniards in eight communes
bordering on Spain. The Prefect of the Department of

the Ijower Pyrenees whose conduct is one of the subjects

of Spanish complaint, will shortly be removed.
The French war steamer, Urenoque, left Civita Vec-

chia on the l.'ilh inst.

At the election held on the ISth to fill four vacancies
in the National Assembly, three Republicans were
chosen, and in one Department neither party had a
majority.

The (ierman government has paid £1,880,000 as com-
pensation for injuries sustained during the war by in-

habitants of Lower Alsace, besides £270,000 for pro-
visions, horses and other requisitions. In Upper Alsace
the compensation awarded amounted to £92,000 and
£96,000. The government have also contributed about
£12,000 for the relief of persons who were indirectly
reduced to indigence by the war.
Spanish advices continue unfavorable to theCarlists.

Several towns held by them have hoisted the white
Hag and advised the troops to lay down their arms.
The C'arlist provincial authorities in Durango have
given notice that those wishing to lay down their arms
may do so. A Bayonne dispatch says that 400 Carliats
were recently captured by the Republican troops, near
Albacete, and that in an engagement at Umposta, the
Carlists sustained a heavy loss in killed and wounded.
A Berlin dispatch says: It is expected that judgment

will be passed upon Count Von Aruim shortly before
November I. The Count occupies two rooms in the
hospital where he is confined. He is treated with more
general severity and is more closely watched than here-
tofore. His intercourse with his family has been further
restricted. The Count's family have offered increased
hail, to the amount of one million thalers, to obtain his
relea.se from custody.
A Berlin correspondent of the Pall Mall Gazette

writes, it is generally believed the higher court, that to
which the case will be appealed, will take a more favor-
nble view of Von Arnim's offence than the lower court.
The German government is considering a proposition
fur the restoration of a Provincial Assembly in Alsace
and Lorraine.

The Turkish town of Atchiolge, containing 5000
people, and situated on the Gulf of Burghos, in the
Black Sea, has been totally destroyed by fire.

The Italian Consul at Bucharest has refused to open
negotiations for a commercial treaty while the Jews in
Roumania are deprived of their civil rights. The
American Consul has taken the same stand.

The recent earthquakes at Antigua and other towns

in Guatemala, caused a loss of over 200 lives, and pro

perty estimated at $250,000. The governtuent had or

dere'd supplies from Salvador and California.

The text of the treaty between China and Peru

abolishing the coolie trade, has been received at Lima,

and will be submitted to Congress for ratification.

The Buenos Ayres insurrection is assuming more
threatening proportions since General Mitre has as-

sumed the chief command of the insurgents, his army
being augmented by desertions from the government

troops. General Mitre is near Buenos Ayres, with

10,000 men, and great anxiety prevails. A revolt of

the government troops in favor of Mitre is apprehend-

ed. Both sides are anxious to avoid a conflict, and

negotiations between them for a settlement of differ-

ences have commenced. The 12th inst. was the date of

the expiration of Sarmiento's term as President, and

Avellaneda was then installed as his successor. It is

contended by the adherents of General Mitre that the

election returns which gave Avellaneda a majority

were false and fraudulent.

Germany has given friendly and satisfactory assur-

ances to Denmark in regard to the expulsion of Danes
from Schleswig. The possibility of a mistake through

the excessive zeal of the local authorities is admitted,

and a readiness expressed to examine each case and
give full satisfaction where wrong has been done.

United States.—The returns of the Department of

Agriculture for this month show that the wheat crop
'

equal to or greater than last year's crop in all of the

States, except Maryland, Virginia, Texas, Kentucky,
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Kansas, Connecticut, Dela-

ware and South Carolina, and in Illinois about equal

to last year's crop. California, Missouri, Ohio and
Michigan have largely increased their yield.

The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered
283.

The salt beds discovered on the Canadian shores of

Lake Huron several years since are now turning out

salt of superior quality, and in such quantity that the

western markets are being largely supplied with their

product because of its superiority over our native salt.

The Pennsylvania State Bureau of Statistics report

that the value of real and personal property in the
State in 1872, was $S 475,831,851 ; banks and building
associations $433,250,801 ; railroads, telegraphs and
canal companies, $393,913,734 ; corporations of other
kinds ^1,519,128,870 ; manufactures $522,073,349 ; coal

and oil Sl29,710,855 : total $6,473,914,461.
The annual report of the Western Union Telegraph

Company shows the receipts from all sources during
he past year were $8,262,553, and the expenses $6,-
•55,733. There were 16,329,256 messages transmitted

during the year, an increase of 1,872,424 over the pre-
vious year. The quadruplex instrument by which two
messages can be sent and two received on the same wire
is in successful operation.

The increasing importance of Oregon as a grain-pro-
ducing State, is shown by the amount of her exports
from the 8th month, 1873, to the end of the 6th month,
1874. These consisted of 1,360,.326 centals of wheat,

lued at $2,621,815, and 206,752 barrels of flour valued
at $1,161,938.
The total number of complete patents issued in Eng-

land last year was 2906. In the United States 12,864
patents were issued during the same time.
During the three months ending 9th mo. 30th last,

there arrived at the port of New York 47,654 immi-
grants and 12,798 pas.sengers not immigrants.

During the fiscal year ending 6th mo. 30th last, 9,-

530,873 acres of the public lands were disposed of.

This amount is 3,499,734 acres less than in the previous
year. The number of acres surveyed during the same
period was 29,492,110.

The Markets, dc.—The following were the quotations
on the 19th inst. New Fo)-/;.—American gold 110.
U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 117J ; do. coupons, 118.1

;

do. 1868, registered, 117} ; do. coupons, 117 J; do 5 per
cents. 111 a 112. Superfine flour, $4.40 a $4.65 ; State
extra, $4.80 a $5.15 ; finer brands, $5.50 a $10.50
No. 2 Chicago spring wheat, $1.08; No. 3 do., $1.06 ; red
western, $1.16 a $1.21; amber, $1.24 a $1.25; white
Michigan, $1.36 a $1.37. State barley, $1.20. Oats,
58 a 63 cts. White corn, 98 cts. a $1.03

;
yellow, 93 cts.

;

western mixed, 90J a 92 cts. PAiWe/pAia.—Uplands
and New Orleans middlings cotton, 15J a 16 cts. Super-
fine flour, $3.50 a $4; extras and finer brands, $4.50 a
$8.75. White wheat, $1.30 a $1.35; amber, $1.23 a
$1.25; red, $1.18 a $1.20. Rye, $1.03. Y'ellow and
mixed corn, 88 a 90 cts. Oats, 59 a 62 cts. Smoked
hams, 14 a 15 cts. Lard, 14 a 14.} cts. About 4800
beef cattle sold at prices ranging from 4 to 8 cts. per
lb. gross, common, 4 a 5 cts. ; fair to good, 5} a 7 cts..

and extra, 7J a 8 cts. sold at 4 a 5J cts. per

gross and hogs $10 a $10.75 per 100 lb. net for corn fi

St. Louis.—'Ho. 2 winter red wheat, $1.10; No. 3 (

98 cts. Old corn, 77 a 78 cts. No. 2 oats, 50 cts. La;

12} a 13 cts. Oincinnati.—0\d corn, 73 a 75 cts. ; ne
55 "cts. Oats, 53 a 56 cts. Rye, 95 cts. Barley, $1.

a $1.40.

NOTICE.
The Annual Meeting of the Auxiliary Bible Assoc

tion of Friends of Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting, w
be held at No. 109 North Tenth street, on Fourth-d.

evening, the 28th inst., at 7} o'clock.

A. M. KiMBER, Secretary.

Philadelphia, Tenth mo. 13th, 1874.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Winter Session commences on Second day, t

2nd of Eleventh month. As the School is not fo

either in the Boys' or Girls' Department, parents a

others intending to send pupils will please make eai

application to Benjamin W. Passmore, Sup't, (A

dress Street Road P. O., Chester Co., Pa.,) or

Charles J. Allen, Treasurer, No. 304 Arch Stre

Philada.
Pupils who have been regularly entered and who

by the cars from Philadelphia, can obtain tickets

the depot of the West Chester and Philadelphia Ra
road, corner of Thirty-first and Chestnut streets,

giving their names to the Ticket-agent there, who
furnished with a list of the pupils for that purpose,

such case the passage, including the stage fare from t

Railroad Station, will be charged at the School, to

paid for with the other incidental charges at the ok

of the term. Tickets can also be procured of the Tn
surer, 304 Arch street. Conveyances will be at t

Street Koad Station on Second and Third-days, t

2nd and 3rd of the month, to meet the trains that lea

Philadelphia at 7.50 and 10 A. m., and 2.30 and 4.

p. M.

JJ@" Baggage may be left either at Thirty-first a
Chestnut streets or at Eighteenth and Market. Ifl

at the latter place, it must be put under the care

H. Alexander & Sons, who will convey it thence

Thirty-first aftd Chestnut at a charge of 10 cents f
trunk, to be paid to them. Those who prefer can ha
their baggage sent for to any place in the built-up pi

of the City, by sending word on the day previo

(through the post-oflice or otherwise) to H. Alexand
& Sons, N. E. corner of 18th and Market Sts. Thi

charge in such case for taking baggage to Thirty-fi

and Chestnut streets, will be 25 cents per trunk. F
the same charge they will also collect baggage from t

other railroad depots, if the citecks are left at their ofE

corner of 18th and Market Sts. Baggage put und

their care, if properly marked, will not require any ••

tention from the owners, either at the West Philad

phia depot, or at the Street Road Station, but will

forwarded direct to the School. It may not alw.iys

on the sonic train as the owner, but it will go on t

same day, provided the notice to H. Alexander & So

reacUes them in time.

During the Session, passengers for the School w
be met at the Street Road Station, on the arrival oft

first train from the City, every day except First-daj

and small packages for the pupils, if left at Friem
Book Store, No. 304 Arch street, will be forward
every Sixth-day at 12 o'clock, except on the last two iSir

days in the Twelfth month, and the expense charged
their bills.

Tenth month 17th, 1874.

Died, suddenly at Harrisburg, on the 13th of i

month, 1874, Josiah W. Henrie, son of Hann
Henrie, aged 21 years 9 months and 7 days, a memt
of Muncy Monthly Meeting and Gleenwood Particu
Meeting. " In the midst of life we are in death."

, on Third-day, Ninth month 8th, Levis
Newlin, eldest son of Nicholas and Mary A. Newl
aged about 21 years, a member of West Chester P:

ticular and Birmingham Monthly Meeting, Pa.
, on the morning of the 7th of Tenth mo. 18'

at her residence in this city, Anna M. Lowry, ag

nearly 59 years, a member of Philadelphia Monti
Meeting. •

, at his residence in this city, Tenth mo. 12

1874, William H. Burr, aged 72 years, an esteem
member of the Monthly Meeting for the Western D
trict. He diligently attended all our religious me
ings, and was firmly attached fo the doctrines and t

timonies of our ancient Friends. His last illness i

bore with patience and resignation to the Divine wi
j

leaving his friends the consoling belief, that his e
was peace.
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ffayside Notes.

(Continued from page 74.)

It was in the Seventh month, 1656, scarcely

ine years after George Fox commenced his

ublic labors as a minister, that Mary Fisher

nd Ann Austin arrived in the harbor of Bos-

!Dn. They appear to have been among the

irst Friends, to carry into execution a deter-

[aination to find new homes in the west. In

(lis comparatively brief period, in the face of

fiany obstacles, Friends had grown under the

jstering care of the Heavenly Shepherd,
'reallj' in numbers, and to occupy much at-

eiitioii among the leiiding ecclesiastics, and
\eu ill authority ; whose unrighteous jealousy
,;ad ofton been shown in bitterness and un-

lieasured abuse.

Meetings were established in various parts

f the kingdom, and Friends were concerned
o attend them with diligence, but often while

n the way, or when quietly gathered, re-

eived the most cruel usage by beating, ston-

ing and imprisonment. They were not un-

irequeutly driven from their places of worship,
Lnd ministers while engaged in prayer, or

bublic testimony, were often treated with
)rutal hardness, and hurried away under the

[luzzas of an excited, misdirected populace, to

liccupy a loathsome prison.

\ The American Colonies were then attract-

'ng much attention. Liberal inducements
tvere offered by the parent government ; and
n various ways, flattering prospects were pre-

ented to thousands in Great Britain ;
and

j'ery many had planted themselves already in

[hese young and rising Colonies ; some to ad-

vance their prospects in an outward point of
[dew, and others, that they might in a distant
Itnd sparsely settled I'egion, be far removed
I'rora those scenes of discord and violence, that
|iad been the bane of the government, and of
jiocial life so long in England. Friends were
larrassed upon every side. Between the
power and bigptry of a church, overruling
.he consciences of men

; and the dark preju
lices of the lower classes, arising from igno
•ance, the prospect of tranquillity was indeed
gloomy enough, for at certain periods there
leemed to exist a determination to crush and
^estroy, to blot Friends out, if it were possi-

sle ; that it was not surprising they partook
nore or less, also, of the feeling which ani-

mated others, and that under this increasing
pressure quite a number should be preparing
to leave the home of their nativity, to en-

counter the untried hardships of a remote
settlement.

The reception that these unpretending,
plain, christian hearted women, met with
from the authorities and people of Boston,, is

ndeed marvellous, when we consider there

did not exist at that time any law in the Pro-
vince against Friends. Hence there was no
transgression on their part of even an unjust

law, and the opposition they encountered, had
not the shallow plea of a desire on the part of

the authorities to maintain a love of order,

by giving effect to a measure that existed,

simply because it did exist as law, althougli

acknowledged to be wrong. By order of the

leputy-governor, ofiicers were sent aboard of

the vessel, who searched their trunks, took
away their books, numbering about a hun-
dred, and carried them ashore, where by
order of the council they were burnt in the

public market.
Afterward the Friends were brought on

shore and committed to prison as Quakers,
upon this proof only that one of them, in

speaking to an officer, had said thee instead of

you. A fine of five pounds was at once laid

upon any one who should have communica-
tion with them, even by a word through the

window of their small apartment. Pens, ink

and paper were taken from them, no light was
allowed them in the night season,and they were
even stripped, under the pretence of discover-

ing whether they were witches ; and in this

search it is stated they were so barbarously

used that modesty forbids to mention it. Pro-

vision was denied them, and their starvation

being threatened, the heart of one was moved
to pity by their helpless condition, and he
purchased and supplied them with what they

needed. At the end of five weeks they were
placed in charge of the master of a vessel, who
was put under bonds for 100 pounds, to re-

turn them to England, and their beds and
bibles were retained by the jailor for his fees.

Such was the entertainment that Friends met
with from those who had themselves escaped

from the power of the oppressor.

In about a month after, eight more Friends
arrived, who were imprisoned also, and sent

back to England in the same vessel they came
out in, the captain being required to return

them at his own cost, being kept in close con

finement himself until he undertook to do so.

These unoffending people were in prison about

eleven weeks. John Endicot, who was gov
ernor at that lime of the Province, and who
maintained a character throughout these per

secutions of unbending hardness, was absent

when the Friends arrived, but had now re

turned. He took early opportunity to say to

them, " Take heed ye break not our ecclesi-

astical laws, for then ye are sure to stretch by

a halter." In this bloody threat he displayed

his real character, and his desire to exercise

the power of an autocrat. There was no law
such as he referred to existing, and the only
one so severe and applicable to Friends, was
the law of banishment, which was not enacted
antil the latter part of 1658, more than two
years later. When they asked for a copy of
these laws, they were not furnished, which
caused some of the common people to say,

' How shall they know when they have trans-

gres.sed." I presume the laws referred to weref

those against witchcraft, so called, which
could in no way apply to them. Soon after

a decree was made prohibiting all masters of
vessels from bringing any Friends into that

jurisdiction, and themselves from coming in

on penalty of the house of correction. When
this law was published, the godly hearted

man (who interceded to i-escue from starva-

tion, the Friends who were first imprisoned,)

hose name was Nicholas Upsal, protested

against the iniquity of such proceedings

;

warning them to take heed that they were
not found fighting against God. He is repre-

sented to have been a member of the church
whoso influence conducted these proceedings;

to have been a man of unblamable conversa-

tion
;
yet he was heavily fined and imprisoned,^

and afterwards banished and sent out of the

Province in the winter season, though an old

and feeble man, and unfitted to bear the expo-

sure. Passing on his way into Rhode Island, he

met with an Indian prince, who, having found
how he had been treated, manifested, although

a savage, a better spirit and kindlier nature,

and invited him to make his home with him;
and further said, " What a God h.avo the Bng-
ish, who deal so with one another about their

God?"
In 1657, Mary Dyer, from Rhode Island,

who was one of the four who suffered death

at Boston in token of their faithfulness, camo
into that vicinity ; and Anne Burden, a widow,
whose business was to collect certain debts,

arrived from England. They were both con-

fined in prison—the latter about three months
—and then sent back to her home, and not

permitted to take with her goods to the value

of about 30 pounds, which had been collected

for her from some of her creditors, by a few
persons, who became interested in her tried

situation. Mary was compelled to return to

R. I., and the person who gave her a safe

conduct, was obliged to enter into heavy
bonds not to lodge her in any town of the

colony, nor to permit any to speak with her

on the way. A. B.'s case appears to have
been one of great hardship. She left behind

a number of fatherless children, needing relief,

and had made a long, expensive, and perilous

voyage. Her errand was of a business kind,

under the pressure of need in her own home,
and when at the very door of those, whom it

was her business to see, she was driven out of

the country and obliged to abandon her peace-

ful undertaking. Mary Clark soon afterward

arrived from England, having left her hus-

band and several children, under a Divine call
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to warn these persecutors to cease from their

iniquity. After she had delivered her gospel

message, she was unmercifully rewarded with

twentj' stripes of a whip with three cords, on

her naked back, and detained prisoner twelve

weeks in the inclemency of winter.

Then came C. Holder and John Copeland,
who were before banished, being of the eight

previously spoken of Arriving at Salem, the

former said a few words in their meeting,

after the priest had ended his sermon ; but
was hauled back by the hair of his head, and
a handkerchief thrust into his mouth, and
turned out with his companion. The next
day these friends were sent to Boston, where
each received thirty lashes with a knotted
whip. They were then locked up in prison,
and it is stated they were kejDt three days
without food or water, with no bed but the
boards, without straw. Thus they were held
nine weeks, without fire, in the winter season,
and then sent, with Eichard Dowdney, (who
had arrived in the meantime and received
similar treatment,) beyond the bounds of the
Province. These Friends were also told if

they returned their ears would be cut off. It
is stated these cruel dealings so affected a por-
tion of the inhabitants, that some would not
attend public worship, and maintained their
dissatislaction by meeting together more pri-

vately on first-daj's: for which they were
fined five shillings each week, and committed
to prison. The first who thus suffered were
Lawrence and Cassandra Southick, and their
son Josiah, who were carried to Boston, and
all of them, notwithstanding the age of the
parents, sent to the house of correction and
whipped with cords.

In the early part of 1658, a law was passed
imposing heavy fines upon all who should be
the occasion of any Friend coming into the
Province, or should entertain or conceal a
" Quaker," and upon conviction, to be con-
signed to prison until the penalty should be
paid. And that all Friends coming, or arisino-
among them, should be dealt with thus: for
the first offence, if a male, one ear should be
cut off, and the party kept at work in the
house of correction until he was sent away at
his own expense. For the second, the other
ear, and to be placed in the house of correc-
tion as before. In case the offender was a
female, the operation of the law was not quite
so inhuman; but for the third offence, whether
male or female, their tongues were to be bored

For "The Friond."

A few Questions and Answers relative to some of the

Doctrines and Testimonies of the Society of Friends.

• Believing there is need for some concise and
elementary exposition of the religious views

and principles of the Society of Friends, the

following queries and answers concerning its

doctrines, its practices, its testimonies, are

thus in familiar form or dialogue presented

to the reader.

Question.—Where had the Society of Friends
its rise ?

Ansiver.—George Fox who is generally re

puted, so far as human instrumentality was
concerned, as the founder of the Society of
Friends or Quakers, was born in the year
1624, in England. And commenced his re-

ligious labors in 1643, when about nineteen
years of age.

Q. Had he any of the notoriety which dis-

tinguished parentage or affluent circumstances
give to their possessor?

A. No. He was a man of humble birth,

d of but little school education ; but was en-
dowed with extraordinaiy intellectual and
moral qualities. " This blessed instrument,"

tes his learned contemporary, William
Penn, "was a man that God endowed with a
clear and wonderful depth, a discerner of
other's spirits, and very much a master of his
own. And though the side of his understand-
ng which lay next the world, and especially
the expression of it, might sound uncouth and
unfashionable to nice ears, his matter was
nevertheless very profound, and would not
only bear to be often considered, but the more
it was so, the more weighty and instructive
it appeared." Thus in him was verified the
Scripture testimony: "Not many wise men
after the flesh, not many mighty, not many
noble are called ; but God hath chosen the
foolish things of the woi-ld, to confound th
wise ; and God hath chosen the weak thino-s
of the woi-ld to confound the things that are
ghty ; and base things of the world, and

things which are despised, hath God chosen,
yea, and things which are not, to bring to
nought things that are; that no flesh should
glory in his presence ;" but " He that glorieth,
et him glory in the Lord."
Q. If not in schools and colleges, where

and bow was he prepared for the great work
his Divine Master called him to, and sustained
him in?

A. In the school of Christ. One of the

i!^lM.Lnf. iT'r''"'! ^''^^u'"?.*
"*. ^^^'^ own first"les8ons in which is, to become a fool thatcost beyond the hmits of he Province. we may be made wise unto salvation. It isbcarccly two years had now elapsed, since

the first landing of Friends, and what a fear
ful record of public crime, as set forth in the
above recital, had already been committed in
the name of Christian civilization ! What a
sad and solemn picture it presents, wherein
the application of this scripture is made plain:
" If the Light that is in thee bo darkness
how great is that darkness."

'

Philadelphia, 10th mo., 1874.

(To be conlinu.J.)

P. B.

Every day la a little life, and our whole
life IS but a day repeated ; whence it is that
old Jacob numbered his life by days; and
Moses desired to be taught this holy arith-
metic, to number not his years but his days
Those, therefore, that dare lose a day are
dangerously prodigal; those that dare 'mis-
spend it, desperate.

the school of humility and meekness; of self-
denial

;
of heart-cleansing baptisms. Whereby

also, as from the very depths of Jordan
'

was enabled to bring up living stones of .,._

morial, and to pitch them to the honor of the
Great Name through all succeeding times.
The scripture, "Gold is tried in the fire, and
acceptable men in the furnace of adversity,"
was remarkably exemplified in him. He say's,
"I had been brought through the very ocean
of darkness and death, and through and over
the power of Satan^ by the eternal glorious
power of Christ: * * Then could 1 say, I
have been in spiritual Babylon, Sodom, Egypt,
and the grave

; but by the eternal power of God
I was come [brought] up 6ut of it and the
power of it into the power of Christ." Thus
G. F., in this school of humiliation and self-
reduction, became like the Patriarch who,
though he had heard of his Creator by the
hearing of the ear, when his spiritual eye was

anointed to see Him as He is, " abhorred hin
self and repented in dust and ashes."

Q. What does hefurthersay of hisHeavenl
Father's teachings through the gift of grac
in his heart?

A. " The Lord taught me," says he, " to l

faithful in all things, and to act faithfully tw
ways, viz : inwardly to God, outwardly t

man; and to keep loyeaand nay in all things,

And, on another occasion, after cries an
prayers to the Lord, he states :

" He said t

me. Thou seest how young people go togeth€
into vanity, and old people into the eartl

[earthly things] and thou must forsake al

both young and old, and keep out of all, an^

be as a stranger unto all." George Fox earl
arrived at the conclusion, that Truth is to I)

sought and found by listening to the still smal
voice of the Holy Spirit of Christ Jesus in th
soul. And in him we have a striking illustra

tion of his own tenet, that a college educatioi
was not, of itself, either sufficient or neces
sary to make men ministers of the gospel ; fo:

unaided by advantages of this sort, his read
'ng was confined almost exclusively to th<

Holy Scriptures, which he perused diligentlj
and with fervent desires to be guided by tht

same Spirit that gave them forth, and whicl
is necessary to comprehend their meaning
He did not dare to draw any conclusionf
founded on his own erring judgment, or which
the Spirit of Truth did not lead unto, but
waited with deep humility and earnest prayei
for what he considered to be the openings ol

the Light of Life, the true Teacher in the

heart, respecting the duties they inculcate.
That this was his stronghold is exemplified
in his first visit to Scotland, when he exhorted
all the people to obedience in the light, and
to own the grace of God, their free teacher;
and it would assuredly bring them their salva-
tion : for it is sufficient.

Q. What is a part of Thomas Ellwood's
testimony concerning George Fox, and the
purpose for which he was raised up ?

A. "He was a man," says T. Ellwood,"
" raised up by God in an extraordinary man-
ner, foran extraordinary work, even to awaken
the sleeping world, by proclaiming the mighty
day of the Lord to the nations. He was
valiant for the truth, bold in asserting it, pa-
tient in suffering for it, unwearied in laboring
in it, steady in his testimony to it; unmova-
ble as a rock. Deep he was in divine know-
ledge, clear in opening heavenly mysteries,
plain and powerful in preaching, fervent in

prayer."

Q. What can be said of the journal of this

Reformer's life?

A. It is worthy of an attentive perusal by
all. He begins with these expressive words:
" That all may know the dealings of the Lord .

with me, and the varied exercises, trials, and;
troubles, through which He led me, in order
to fit and prepare mo for the work unto which I

He had ai^pointed me, and may thereby be:

drawn to admire and glorify His infinite wis-
dom and goodness: I think fit * * * briefly.
to mention how it was with me in my youth,
and how the work of the Lord was begun,
and gradually carried on in me* even from my .

childhood." It was the declaration of Sir
James Macintosh, that George Fox's Journal
is " one of the most extraordinary and instruc-
tive narratives in the world."

Q. Should not the members of our Society
whether younger or older, seek to make them-
selves acquainted with it ?
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A. This is highly important. Whon inno-

ti(m9 upon the established doctrines and
icipline of a religious Society arc attempted,
frequent recurrence and a firm adherence to

16 original principles of its eorapaet is neces-

iry to its vitality and existence.

Is the ground of the doctrines and tes-

monies of the Society of Friends pretty well

idcrstood by the world at large, or even
lOugh so by its own members ?

A. NotwithstandingtheSociety of Friends
18 been an organized religious body for more
an two hundred years, its Christian princi-

es and practices, particularly as they are

stinguished from other religious professors,

e little understood by said jjrofessors, while
any within our own pale are wanting in a

3ar a,ppreciation of them.
Q. Should not every member of the Societj'

re up to the requisitions of its own discip-

le, conform to its testimonies, and be able

give a reason for the hope that is in them ?

A. Surely they should. King David said,

[ have rejoiced in the way of Thy testi-

on\es,asmucha.s in all riches." Again, "Thy
itimomea avQ my delight." And again, "Thy
stimonies have I taken as an heritage for-

er : for they are the rejoicing of my heart."

less imjjortant is it that the testimonies
mmitted by the Head of the Church, should
maintained bj' us, than those required of

avid should by him be upheld before all.

oreover it was the language of the Prophet
Judah, "If ye bo willing and obedient, ye
all eat the good of the land :" so it remains
be an unfailing truth, " If any man will do
e will of the Father, he shall know of the
ictrine of the Son. And this knowledge is

ving and eternal. Touching the hope that
in us the apostle Peter says, " Sanctify the
bvd God in your hearts ; and he ready always
give an answer to every man that asketh you
teason of the hope that is in you with meek-
bs and fear," &c.

(To be continued.)

Bees at Sydenham, England.

The London Times gives an account of the

'8t exhibition of the British Beekeepers'
ssoeiation, held at Crystal Palace, Syden-
im. It says

:

The principal apiarian operation, of which
ramples were given, was the driving of bees,

hich includes a great many minor processes.

tew pufTs from a pipe caused the bees to re-

eat among the combs, and the hive was then
sntly inverted. Above it the new and empty
ve was placed with its open end toward the
rmer base of the inverted hive. Then the
lief beemaster drummed with his fists upon

* le lower hive and waited for the rush. At
le first disturbance the provident creatures,

{ways (though their life in summer is but
IX weeks) in fear of a j)Overty-stricken old

ce,had hastened to fill their bags with honey.
hus they were heavy and good-tempered,
jid those who escaped through the gap be-

jyeen the two hives forbode to sting the un-

Irotected face and hands of the beemasters,
|i a few minutes a rushing sound was heard,

bees had begun the ascent; the queen
1 up, the remainder were sure to follow
It was now safe to incline the top back-

ard so that the spectators could see what
as passing inside. Like soldiers swarm'
p the wails of a beleaguered city, the bees
ere observed hurrying upward in thousand]

1 limbing over each other's bodies several dee]

without paying the least attention to the fa-

cilities for escape which the open hive gave
them. Then the combs were taken out of the
old and deserted hive and ])ut in frames into
the" slinger." or extractor. A handle is turned
and the comb flies rapidly round.

Centrifugal action drives out all the honey
from the cell ; it drops to the bottom of the
vessel, and passes thence into the jar placed
to collect it. The next thing is to tie up with
tape the old combs, some emptied of all their

honey, some remaining full, in new frames,
and to place them in the new hive. In twenty-
four hours, or at the most, in forty-eight, the
fastenings of tape will become unnecessary,
for the bees, with cement and wax, will have
built the combs into the new frames, and will

quickly proceed to fill them with honey. Bj'

thus making use a second time of the old

comb the time of the bees is saved, and they
give to honey-making precious days of sum-
mer which would otherwise be devoted to

the building up of fresh waxen cells. The
whole process lasted less than an hour.
There are fifty diflferent kinds of bees known

to exhibitors, but the bee of the Maritime
Alps, which gained the prize, is the most
highly valuable of all for its fine appearance,
good temper, and reprodnctiveness. It is

the "yellow-banded bee" of Tennyson, and is

i to improve the strain of the common
black bee.

For "The Friend."

John Finch Marsh.

(Continued from page 76.)

About eight days before the close he began
to suffer with such intense exhaustion, as

though ho could not hold out longer, and
asked the doctor if it would not be better to

let him pass away undisturbed, desiring we
might be quiet, and we should see when he
passed away. For one day and two nights

we kept much upon the watch, his end seemed
so near ; but again he revived to our great

consolation for six days more. It was during
this two days when he could swallow nothing,

except a little grape juice part of the time,

hen his departure seemed so near, that a

friend came down from London to see him,

to whom he said, " This is a proving time; it

is wonderful how I have been supported ;" and
related some incidents in his life, adding, " I

don't want the meeting to say anything about
me. I have been a poor unworthy servant,

but I believe I often divided the word aright."

Another friend came in, and remarked, " It

is a reality." Father replied, "Yes, I have
often told Friends that nothing short of the

reality, nothing short of the religion of our

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, will do in a

dying hour."

He wished, his love to be given to all his

relatives and friends, particularly to all the

friends belonging to Croydon Meeting.

After the second night's anxious watching
above referred to, he said, " I see so clear, it

seems almost as if I could read." He was
asked if he would like to hear a Psalm read ?

He replied, "The Lord is my Shepherd, I

have not wanted ;" soon after added, "If you
like to sit down and read a Psalm." Upon
which we all sat down, and the book was
given to me. Father said, " The floods have

lifted up." While I was finding the xciii, he

raised his voice, and said, " The Lord on high

is mightier than the noise of many waters."

Having read that short psalm, he said, "He

shall cover thee with His feathers," upon

I

which I read the xci. Then ho repeated the
|two first verses of ciii, and said, "I hope you

I

will often read the 103rd Psalm, it is so

I

beautiful."

I

After this he said, " Some will be sorry at
my removal ; but there will be other ministers

raised up ; there must be such a people." " God
is love, and he that dwelleth in love dwelleth
in God, and God in him ; we dwell in love, and
we dwell in God." "How true it is Thoa
wilt keep him in perfect peace, whose mind
is stayed on Thee, because—because—because
—he trusteth in Thee."

In the afternoon my child was brought for

the last time to see him, and he would have
the young woman in to acknowledge her kind
care over him in my absence. Then I heard
him in a sweet voice say,

" Oil ! God, Thou moves in a mysterious way,
Thy wonders to perform,"

—

I then went near, and when he saw me he
said, " I want to say,

—

Thou, oh God ! moves in a mysterious way,
Thy wonders to perform,

Thon plants Thy footsteps in the sea,

And rides upon the storm."

I should like to say it all, but am not able."

He said he hoped dear mother would not

git down and mourn, and that I should not

fret, adding, " Thou wilt be supported
;
it will

be a cause of rejoicing when I am gone. I

hope this will long be an open house for you
and j'our mother on first days."

Four days before the close, two of his oldest

friends came a long distance to visit him. To
them he said, " I am not altered ; I am a true

Quaker, a true Friend ; there must be a living

people ; there must be such a people. Ah 1

they have slidden off the foundation, and are

building on the sand, and they will find it so

when it is too late. I have' been preserved

in patience. I have fought a good fight, ac-

cording to my measure. I have fought a good
fight with the measure of grace bestowed. I

have been helped to keep the faith in Him,
who for the joy that was set before Him en-

dured the cross; yes, endured the cross."

They told him he had been a father in the

Truth to them, and that they loved him for

the Truth's sake—that they met in the Truth.

Father replied, "Yes, and we lived in the

Truth. We walked in the Truth. Many a

little one in secret have I cherished; oh ! yes,

you know all about me." " I feel nothing but

love to all—love to all. I swim in the ocean

of love. The everlasting Arms are under-

neath."
" Dear Lydia and John ! (Barclay.) I did

love them so dearly ; they were very ne.ar and
dear to me. I always remember the day he

died; and precious Anna Thorne died the

same day. It was like mother and son going

to heaven together."

They expressed the hope of seeing him
again, if consistent with the Lord's will.

Father said, "Everything is in that. I al-

ways desire everything, if consistent with

His holy will."

One of them said, " He that was thy morn-

ing light is now thy evening song." Father

assented to that, and said, " He was my light

in my childhood. I have loved the Lord from

a child, and my Saviour has loved me—from

my boyhood—all my life. A great age, in my
eighty-fifth year."

From that time his weakness was so very

great, he said but little. He, however, never
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once, that I heard, expressed anxiety to be

gone, as he had the previous week. Now and

tlieii humbly appealed to his Heavenly Father

that he knew how weak he was; and the last

afternoon said he hoped patience would hold

out ; and seeing George's mother, who came
to sit quietly in the room, in a low voice sig-

nified his pleasure " to have ns all near him.'

His weakness increased greatly, but he was
able to .'ipeak almost to the last, never losing

consciousness, and passed away very gently,

according to his petition, that the Lord would
bo ''with him in the last extremity and suj)-

port ;" and truly as He was with my father,

Ho also condescended to be with us in the un-

speakable trial of parting with one so dear.

And sincerely do I bless and praise Him for

His gracious dealings with my beloved parent,

and tor His loving-kindness in granting the
fervent desire of my heart, to be permitted to

be with him whenever his call should come.
Then let it be an incitement to us all to

cleave with fuller purpose of heart to the
Lord, whose goodness to us far exceeds our
dcvotedness to Him, and who can fulfil His
promise when least expected and least de-
served, "When thou passest through the
waters, I will be with thee ; and through the
rivers, thej- shall not overflow thee ; and when
thou walkest through the fire, thou shalt not
be burned."
The interment took place the week follow-

ing in the Friends' burial-ground at Croydon
Meeting House—when a large company as
sembled, the weather being fine, and it was a
solemn and instructive occasion.

P. Pitt.

The following unlooked-for testimony (in-
serted by permission,) was received the day
before the interment, froTii the writer, who
was unable to be present with us on that oc-
casion :

—

A few words of Te.stimony concerning my beloved
and ever sympathising friend, the late John Finch
Marsh ; who died at Ci '

chopped and then covered, ninety miles. Anc
for each plowing of two furrows in a row
ninety miles, or five plowings, four hundred
and fifty miles. Thus you will see it takes

about eight or nine hundred miles of travel

to raise twenty acres of corn, not counting
going to and returning from the field. Be-
sides there is some re-planting, thinning, roll

ing, &c.

Croydon on the 7th of 10th i_
; aged 84 years.

And of Zion it shall be said,

. . " This Man was born there ;"

That .lenisalem which is from above
Was Mother unto him :

A\'hose peace he prayed for,

And true weal he sought.
From cliildhood to old age :

In labors and in love abundant.
A simple character, sweet, solid, and sincere
Enlarged and beautified by grace,

'

And heavenly-mindedness;
Abounding in the love of God,
And in the Spirit of Christ Jesus,
His Lord and .Saviour.

In joy of hope ;—blest confidence of faith ;—
Reverence, humility, and godly fear;

—

In tribulations patient, and to Truth' sincere
He lived : and so he died :'

'

Keposing in that Name,
Than which, no other saves,

—

Jesus Immanuel 1

(To be continaed.)
D. P.

Travelling on the Far7n.—D[(] any of your
readers, says a correspondent of the American
Mural Home, ever think of the amount of
travel It takes to raise a crop of corn ? I
never Baw an illustration in print, and I
thought 1 would give you one. I have a
twenty-acre field, forty by eighty rods. To
break this up would take one hundred and
ixty-six miles. Harrowing it, about forty
iilcs. Furrowing out, ninety miles. Plant

WAITING.
" Mine hour is not yet come."

Jesus' hour is not yet come,
Let this word thine answer be

;

Pilgrim, asking for thine home,
Longing to be blest and free.

Yet a season tarry on,
Nobly borne is nobly done.

While oppressing cares and fears
Night and day no respite leave.

Still prolonged through many years,
None to help thee or relieve,

Hold the word of promise fast.

Till deliverance comes at last.

Every creature hope and trust,

Every earthly prop or stay.

May be prostrate in the dust.
May have failed or passed away

;

Then, when darkest falls the night,
Jesus comes, and all is light.

Yea, the Comforter draws nigh
To the breaking, bursting heart

;

For, with tender sympathy,
He has seen and felt its smart

:

Throngh its hours of darkest ill

He is waiting, watching still.

Dost thou ask, when comes His hour?
Then when, it shall aid thee best ?

Trust His faithfulness and power.
Trust in Him and quiet rest

:

Suffer on, and hope, and wait,
Jesus never comes too late.

Blessed day, which hastens fast.

End of conflict and of sin
;

Death itself shall die at last,

Heaven's eternal joys begin :

Then eternity .shall prove
God is Light and God is Love.

Translatedfrom the German.

Selected.

TO THE FRINGED GENTIAN.
BY WILLIAM CDLLEN BRYANT.

Thou blossom bright with autumn dew.
And colored with the heaven's own blue
That openest when the quiet light

'

Succeeds the keen and frosty night.

Thou comest not when violets lean
O'er wandering brooks and springs unseen
Or columbines, in purple dressed.
Nod o'er the ground-bird's hidden nest.

Thou waitest late and com'st alone,
When woods are bare and birds are flown
And frosts and shortening days portend '

The aged year is near his end.

Then doth thy sweet and quiet eye.
Look through its fringes to the sky,
Bine—blue—as if that sky let fall
A flower from its cerulean wall.

I would that thus, when I shall see
The hour of death draw near to me
Hope, blossoming within my heart,'
May look to heaven as I depart.

Let US wait to know our duty. We have
often heard, that they that wait upon the Lord
shall renew their strength. These come to
see their duty, and they also receive ability to
perform the same, although at sometimes they
m.iy be so encomp.issed about, tb.it they may
see no wfiy of deliverance, until the Lordint' fortv-five niiliH ir«.;ii, .,. i , — -,. "" ""v "i ueiiverance, untiin^, loriy tivc miles, if with a planter; and if|opens an eye in them to see it

; yet

will make way in his own time, for the d'

liveranec of his jjeople who trust in him.-
Mary Lamley.

For "The Friend."

Dlnne Interposition.

Many Christians of the present day suff(

loss, from want of sufficient faith to enjoy som
of the privileges partaken of by the saints (

old, promised in the Holy Scriptures, and e:

perienced in measure by some ofmodern time
The sceptical atmosphere in which we liv

with its blinding mists, appears to affect thei
in degree, and prevent them from seeing wit
clearness, and receiving some of the blessinj
which are bestowed upon others who hav
more simple-minded faith.

The efiScacy of prayer to procure both spir
tual and temporal blessings, the indwelliug(
the Spirit of Christ and its sensible operation
on the heart, the gift of prophecy and of boa
ing the sick, and the extension of Divin
Power in a manner out of the ordinary cours
of nature, are all realities confirmed by th
records of the past, and which we have Serif
ture authority for expecting to find in th
experience of the present day.
Thomas Story was an intimate friend o

William Penn, and held several importan
offices under him. He was a member of th^

Council of State, M.ister of the Eolls and Com
missioner of Property for Pennsylvania. H
had received a classical education, and poa
sessed an unusually clear and logical mind
and having early in life yielded his heart t(

operations of Divine Grace, he po88es8e(
both the intellectual and spiritual qualitiei

which give value to his testimony on religioui

matters. He left behind him an autobiogra
phy in which are recorded the following in

teresting circumstances.
In 1692, having been absent from homi

travelling on a religious account, he says :—
"This journey being finished, I went home b
my father's house in the evening, and haviD|

I

taken much cold, so that I was hoarse, I spok(
with difficulty when I went into the house
yet, through a very sensible operation of th(

Divine Truth, and the healing virtue thereof
under which I sat in silence for about half ai

hour, I was perfectly healed
; by which I wai

forever confirmed in the beliefof the mir£iclei

of Christ, recorded in the Holy ScriDtures.'
(P. 54.)

^

In 1715, when paying a religious visit it

Holland, he met with a Mennonist namec
Talken Corsten, living at Mackow, in Friez
land, who gave him the following narrative :-
''That some years ago, our friend Sarah Col
ier being in those parts, desired a meeting
with them [the Mennonists] in their meeting-
house, which they refused her; but he him

If had a secret desire of a meeting, havin§^
never been at one, and accordingly gave hei
the liberty of his house ; where a meeting waf
held accordingly, and many were there, anc
well satisfied. After the meeting, Sarah Cob
Her having a mind to see his wife, who thet'
lay ill of a disease which had been upon hei
for about twelve or thirteen years, was con-
ducted into the chamber where she lay ; and

'

after some time, Sarah was concerned to praj
by his wife, and for her help and deliverance
from her malady and great exercise of it ; and
to his great admiration, and also his wife's
and all who had oi^portunity to observe it, bit

wife recovered presently upon it, and has been
well ever since." (P. 511.)
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lln 1717, when in the north of England, lio

iH very unwell, and suffered much pain at

neeting at Solport, on the 20th of the 9th

)nth. After the meeting he went to the
U8e of John Irwin, where, ho says, "I was
most of that night; but towards the morn-
; the Lord encouraged me with a little help,

lich proved very effectual : it was by the
oration of His power in my heart ; by which
the pains for that time were overcome and
ietcd, and then I had ease and rest all that
y-"

Abont two months after that, he attended a
;eting at Sunderland, appointed for James
ekinson, a minister of the gospel. At this,

says :

—" I was much renewed in my
rength, both of body and mind : for though
bad been ill all night, and had little rest,

reason of a great cough, and pain in my
3mach, and so much indisposed in the morn-

5 after i arose that I could not go to meet-
till about half an hour after the time;

)t, within a few minutes after I was there,

found my heart bound up and surrounded
th the girdle of Truth, so close and fast,

at the healing virtue thereof overpowered
ery other power in me both of body and
nd ; so that 1 had no present sense at all

any ailing."

In 1698, on a voyage from England to

nerica, the ship in which he sailed encoun-
red a violent storm, so that, as his narrative

lates, " all the yards were brought down on
e gunnels, and the helm lashed and made
it, and the ship let drive before the wind :

]d we being met together in the great cabin
d steerage to wait upon the Lord, as at

her times, he was pleased to appear in the
ledful time ; for the tempest increased, with
under and lightning and rain to tliat degree,

;at few there, if any, had ever seen the like.

"And in waiting upon the Lord, I became
ncerned in prayer; and being in a mighty
Jony, and wrestling in spirit with the Lord,
Breceived hope that we should not perish

;

ijid having concluded for that time, and my
i«>ncern returning, I prayed again; and then
(ime stout hearts were broken, and the
ijord'a power was glorified, and we greatly
omforted : For I prayed unto the Lord, who
} God of the seas as well as of the earth, and
"the winds, the Ci-eator of all things visible

;id invisible, that He would be pleased to send
rth His Word, and command the winds as
' old; and that if there was any opposing
lirit that stood in our way to hinder our
•ogress, the Lord would please to drive him
vay : And then I was easy, having fully

'ercome
; and my companion, and some

j.hers, were also greatly tendered : And as
jion as I arose I took the Friends by the
jinds, and some others also, and, in full as-

arance, told them the worst was over for that
\me

; and the words wore scarcelj' out of my
[outh, and I set down in the caljin, till the
(orm abated, and the weather became mo-
^rate for sometime after ; and we had no
lore great storms after it to that degree."
P. 152.)

. In 1698, when in Ireland, at the castle of
[haunigary, which was on the estate of W
!am Penn, he met with " a gentlewoman of
JDOd sense and character," who gave him the
[illowing relation :

"That she, being in the City of Cork, when
was invested by King William's army, and
aving a little daughter of her's with her,

ley were sitting together on a squab ; and

being much concerned in mind about the

danger and circumstances they were under,

she was seized with a sudden fear, and a
trong impulse to arise from that seat, which
he did in a precipitant manner, and hasted to

another part of the room ; and then was in

the like concern for her child, to whom she

called with uncommon earnestness to come to

her, which she did ; immediately after which
came a cannon ball and struck the seat all in

pieces, and drove the parts of it about the
room, without any hurl to either of them."

" From this relation, I took occasion to rea-

son with her thus : That Intelligence which
gave her notice, b}^ fear, of the danger they
were in, must be a spiritual being, having
access to her mind (which is likewise of a
spiritual nature) when in that state of humi-
liation, under those circumstances ; and must
also be a good and beneficent Intelligence,

willing to preserve them, and furnished also

with knowledge and foresight more than hu-

man. Ho must have known that such a piece
would be fired at that time, and that the ball

would hit that seat, and infallibly destroy you
both, if not prevented in duo time, by a suit-

able admonition
; which he suggested by the

passion fear (the passions being useful when
duly subjected) and by that means saved your
lives. And seeing that the passions of the
mind can be wrought upon for our good, by
an invisible, beneficent intelligence in the
mind, in a state of humiliation and stillness,

withotit any exterior medium, is it not rea-

sonable to conclude that an evil intelligence

may have access likewise to the mind, in a
state of unwatehfulness, when the passions
are moving, and the imagination at liberty to

form ideas destructive to the mind, being
thereby depraved and wounded ? And when
so, is it not likewise reasonable to think that
the Almighty himself, who is the most pure,

merciful and beneficent Spirit, knowing all

events and things, doth sometimes, at His
pleasure, visit the minds of mankind, through
Chi'ist, as through or under a veil, so as to com-
municate of His goodness and virtue to a hum-
ble and silent mind, to heal and instruct him
in things pleasing to Himself, and proper for

the conduct of man in his pilgrimage through
this present world, and lead him to the next
in safety ?"

CTo be concluded.^

For "TUo Friend.'-

Conversion,

It is said that the carnal mind i§ enmity
against God, and is not subject to the law of
God—neither indeed can be—therefore when
we hear of people who have shown by their

conduct and their conformity to the world,

that they have this carnal mind—being sud-

denly converted, as it is called, in a meeting
where there is a great deal of excitement

—

we are apt to think there is a mistake some
way about it : for we are told in the Holy
Scriptures that the heart of man is deceitful

above all things and desperately wicked

;

who can know it, that is, in its unregenerate
condition ; and this wicked deceitful heart,

that is at enmity against God, must undergo
a change, and this is generally a gradual
work, not accom])li8hed in a day or a night.

Nor is it accomplished in excitement, as in

the whirlwind or the fire. Neither is this

change experienced in our own will, and in

our own time ; for we cannot bring the visita-

tions of God's grace upon ourselves, with all

our pains and industry. Therefoi-c it is neces-

sary to wait until Ho is pleased to tender our
hearts before him, and bring us on, step by
step, from one degree of grace to another;
first the blado and then the car, and then the
full corn in the ear ; from a child to a young
man, and then by degrees to a strong man in
the Lord. For it is said oven of Him in whom
all fulness dwells, who did no sin, neither was
guile found in his mouth, that "Jesus in-
creased in wisdom and stature, and in favor
with God and man." Naw those who arc
looking and expecting a sudden change, and
quickly to have their warfare accomplished,
will generally be disappointed—though at the
same time I do not wish to limit the power of
Divine grace—3-et in general the pi-oud and
corrupt heart of man is brought to give up
first one thing and then another, until all is

given up that His controversy is with,—the
strong man cast out and his goods spoiled.
This is often through a great fight of afUic-

tions, like unto those who John saw in the
revelations, who had come out of great tribu-
lation, and had their robes washed and made
white in the blood of the Lamb. For this
seems to be the common lot of all His chil-

dree, for the apostle Peter says : " Think it

not strange concerning the fiery trial which
is to try you, as though some strange thing
happened unto you." So it mostly will be
found that it will be through much suffering

and trial before wo are enabled to say we arc
thoroughly converted unto God—the old man
put off, with his affections and lusts, and the
new man put on, which is created after God
in righteousness and true holiness. We must
not depend on a literal faith, nor what is term-
ed an imputed righteousness, the work being
all accomplished without us. It is only as
we experience our own hearts changed by the
wasliing of regeneration and renewings of the
Holy Ghost, that we can experience salvation

—saved from our sins—not in them ; and that
living faith which is the gift of God, and
which worketh by love to the purifying of
the heart. Not a faith of our own making,
and that we can get by our outward know-
ledge and acquirements, but that faith which
purifies the heart, and having our will sub-

jected to the Divine will. When we come to

this, wo will experience His yoke to bo easy
and his burden light; then we will not wish
to conform ourselves to this wicked world in

its fashions and its follies, but live a self-deny-

ing life.

This gradual work of regeneration in the

heart of man, is represented by our Saviour
in his parables under the form of leaven that

was hidden in three measures of .meal until

all was leavened; and the grain of mustard
seed, the least of all seeds, sown and becoming
a tree. Here is a gradual growth, a gradual
changing of the properties of the meal by the

leaven until the meal become of the same na-

ture as the leaven. The enlightening of the

understanding by the Holy Spirit is mostly
gradual, as our Saviour said to his disciples,

" I have many things to say unto you, but ye
cannot bear theni now;" so we are shown
things as we are able to bear them ; and as

wo obey what has already been made known
to us, then there are other things revealed

until we come to the full knowledge of the

truth as it is in Jesus. The apostle Peter, in

speaking of the sure word of prophecy unto

which he says we do well if we take heed, as

unto a Light shining in a dark place (which
is the unregenerate heart of man) until the
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day dawn, and the day-star arise in you
hearts. Here is a gradual enlightening ot'th-

understanding from one degree to another

—

lirst the dark heart a light shining into it,

and as it is taken heed to, the day begins to

dawn—the mere dawn of that bright and
powerful light of day; and then when the

sun or day-star ariseth and scattereth the

mists and darkness of night, then the Sun of
righteousness ariseth with healing in his

wings indeed. Bijf we must take heed to this

light shining in a dark place, not only in see-

ing, but in obej-ing its monitions, and its dis-

coveries of what should be done, and what
left undone, if we ever expect to see the full

light of day. Some seem to expect to see all

before thej' begin to obey what they have
alrcad}' seen. This is the reason why so many
stumble when first setting out : they want to

see farther than they are able to bear, or they
arc able to obey, " I have manj- things to say
unto you but ye cannot bear them now; how-
beit when He, the Spirit of Truth, is come,
he will guide you into all truth, and w'"
you things to come."
But there has been raised up a cloud of

witnesses in every age and generation, l^tl
among the early Christians and martyrs and
reformers of past ages, and also in our own
Society from the time of its rise to the present;
there hath been faithful men and women who
have borne witness to the efficacy and gradual
operation of this grace and light when taken
heed unto, and who have grown in grace and
in the knowledge of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ; and have experienced the in-
shining of that light in its beginnings, on to
its greater eflFulgenee in the heart, and can
testify, with Peter, that the sure word of pro-
phecy was in the first place as a light shining
in a dark place, until the day dawned and the
day-star arose in their hearts, and they have
taken heed thereunto, and have found it as it

is said of the just man's path—that is, as the
shining light, that shineth more and more
unto the perfect d&y.

I don't wish any discouraged at the trials
and difficulties that seem to be in the way

—

nor the length of time taken up before their
unregenerate hearts become purified from
their defilements, and made a fit receptacle
for bis Holy Spirit to dwell in ; but we might
as well sit down first and count the cost, as
to bo disappointed in the end, or to take up
our rest short of the rest of the people of God;
wo might as well understand that it is through
great tribulation we shall enter the kingdom
of God, and that the true religion of Christ
is no easier than it was in ages that are past
and gone

;
but if we attain unto it, we must fol-

low the same tribulated path which the right-
eous in times past have walked in. Neither
IS the way any shorter to the heavenly Ca-
naan than it always has been—though there
has been many inventions of man to make it
so—the same selfdenying life must be lived
the .same enemy of all righteousness must be
overcome, the same carnal mind which is at
enmity against God must be changed, the
wicked, deceitful heart of man must be puri-
fied, before an entrance is ministered unto us
into the everlasting kingdom of our Lord and
baviour Jesus Christ. J. H.

Ohio, lOth mo. 1874.

THE FRIEND.
TENTH MONTH

MINUTES OF OHIO YEARLY MEETING.

Reld by adjournments from the 28lh of the i

month to the 1st of the 10th, inclusive, 1874.

Eeports have been received from all the
Quarterl}- Meetings, from which it appears
the repi-esentatives are

—

Bo assured, that the more you seek God
"J",!'*'

^''^"'" ^'*"'^'* ''^'^'^ insensibly be cor-

Who being called, were all present except
one, for whose absence a satisfactory reason
was given.

The Clerk of the Select Meeting presented
a minute from Frankford Monthly Meeting of
Friends, Philadelphia, for our beloved friend
Elizabeth Allen, a minister, dated 9th month
1st, 1874, setting her at liberty to attend this
meeting ; and one for our beloved friend Mar-

how Ishall Fell, a minister, from Bradford Monthly
Meeting of Friends, Chester county, Pennsyl-
vania, dated 9th month 9th, 1874, setting him
at liberty to attend this meeting and a few
meetings belonging thereto, as truth may
open the way. Also a minute from Frankford
Monthly Meeting, Philadelphia, for our be-
loved friend Mary F. Kite, an elder, dated 9th
month 1st, 1874; and one from same meetino-
and same date, for our beloved friend Thomas
P. Cope, an elder, as companions to our friend
Elizabeth Allen, all of whom were acceptably
in attendance.

Short Creek Quarterly Meeting informed
through its reports, that Short Creek Monthly
Meeting is without a correspondent, on ac-
count of the removal, by death, of Nathan
Hall. The representatives from that Quarter
were desired to confer together and propose
to a future sitting the name of a Friend to fill

the vacancy.
This meeting was informed that the quotas

of Yearly Meeting stock due from each Quar-
ter were in readiness. The Friends having it
=" charge were directed to pay it to the Trea-

I'er of this meeting.
* * * were appointed to audit the

Treasurer's account, propose to a future sit-
ting a sum necessary to be raised for the use
of the meeting the coming year, and the name
of a Friend for Treasurer.
The minutes of the Meeting for Sufferings

were read and its proceedings approved.
By the reading of the minutes of the Meet-

mgfor Sufferings, we were officially informed
we are deprived of our Boarding School House
and premises, by decree of the Supreme Coui-t
of the State. On deliberation thereon, the
following named Friends were appointed, in
conjunction with a like committee of women
Friends, to take the whole subject into con-
sideration and report thereon to a future sit-
ting of this meeting, viz : * * *
The representatives were desired to confer

together at the rise of this meeting, and pro-
pose the name of a Friend to serve'this nieet-
ng as Clerk the present year, and one for
Assistant

;
also, the names of two Friends as

Messengers to Women's Meeting.
Then adjourned to 11 o'clock to-morrow.
Third of the week and twenty-ninth of the

month.—The meeting again convened.
Asa Garretson, on behalf of the representa-

tives, reported they had conferred together
and were united in offering the name 5f Wil-

son Hall to serve this meeting as Clerk tl

present year, and Joseph Branson for Assi
tant. * * * * *

The consideration of the state of Societ
was entered upon by reading the Queries an
Answers thereto from the different Quarterl
Meetings, proceeding as far as the 6th, inch
sive. Then adjourned to 2 o'clock to.-morroi
afternoon.

Fourth-day, afternoon.—The meeting assen
bled near the time to which it wa8adjourne<
The remaining Queries were read with ai

swers thereto from the Quarterly Meetingi
The following is a summary of the answei
to all the Queries, viz

:

Ans. 1st. All our meetings for worship an
discipline have been attended (except on
meeting for worship during our last Year]'
Meeting week), and generally by the mosto
our members, though all the reports acknow
'edge a remissness in some in this importan
duty, particularly in the middle of the week
Unbecoming behavior therein avoided b'

most, except that some are reported to hav"
given way to sleeping and drowsiness in nearlj
all our meetings, and one report mentions in
stances of lightness. The hour of meetini
observed by most Friends.

Ans. 2d. Most Friends maintain lov(
towards each other in a good degree becom
'ng our christian profession. Tale-bearinj
and detraction generally discouraged. Can
has been taken to end apparent differences.

Ans. 3d. Endeavors are used by mosi
Friends to educate their children and tho«
under their care in plainness of speech, deport
ment and apparel, to guard them against read
ing pernicious books, and fi-om the corrupt
conversation of the world, and some encour-
agement is given to the frequent reading ol

the Holy Scriptures ; but a more earnest tra-

vail and exercise for the faithful maintenanct
of these several testimonies is much needed
amongst us.

Ans. 4th. As far as appears. Friends are
clear of importing, vending and distilling

'rituous liquors, with an exception in one
of the reports of the unnecessary use thereof.
Clear of fi-equenting taverns unnecessarily,
but not quite clear of attending places of di-

version. Moderation and temperance i? a

good degree observed.
Ans. 5th. The necessities of the poor and

the circumstances of those who appear likely
to require aid, have been inspected and re-

lieved. They are advised and assisted in such
employments as they are capable of, and care
is taken to promote the school education oi

their children.

Ans. 6th. As far as appears, Friends main-
tain a faithful testimony against a hireling
ministry, oaths, militarj' services, clandestine
trade, prize goods and lotteries, with an ex-
ception mentioned in all the reports of some'
of our members sometimes attending placcsi
where a hireling mini,

' "

inistry is supported, andm one, a few have given countenance to mili-!
tary parades, for which deficiencies, some care
is reported.

Ans. 7th. Friends generally appear careful
to live within the bounds of their circum-
stances, and to avoid involving themselves in
business beyond their ability to manage;
generally just in their dealings, and mostly
punctual in complying with their engage-
ments. Where any have given reasonable
grounds for fear in these respects, care
been extended to them.
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Ans. 8th. A good degree of care has been
en to deal with offenders seasonably and
partially, and to endeavor to evince to those

10 will not be reclaimed, the spirit of meek-
and love before judgment is placed upon

The committee to whom was entrusted the

bject of our situation in regard to a Board
r School, made the following report, which
deliberation, and after a full interchange
sentiment, was united with by this and
men's meeting, and adopted.

REPORT.

The committee to consider our situation on
jount of being deprived of our Boarding
lool House and premises, all met, and after

,ime of deliberation thereon, were united

sentiment that it would be right for us to

ieavor again to provide ourselves with a

arding School, for the religiously guarded
ication of our children. And, in view of

importance at the present time, we would
)po8e that measures be immediately taken
carry out the concern.

i.nd it being desirable that a location should
selected the most central and easy of access.

Friends of the different Quarters, we pro-

e that grounds be purchased within the

its of Stillwater Quarterly Meeting ; we
uld also suggest that a building committee
appointed by the Yearly Meeting, out of

ich a committee be nominated, to circulate

)8Cript!on8 throughout our limits, payable

three equal instalments ; the first pay-

e when the progress of the work requires

the balance in equal annual payments.
d whenever in the judgment of the co

tee a sufficient amount of subscription is

.ained to warrant the prosecution of tht

, that they proceed to select and pur
186 a site containing not more than sixty

es, and erect thereon a plain, substantial

Iding, sufficiently commodious for the ac

amodation of seventy-five or eighty seho-

)n behalf of the committee,
Asa Garretsov,
Barclay Stratton,
Mary A. Mitchell,
Hannah H. Stratton.

bhe following named Friends were appoint

Oto consider and carry out these several pro

^itions, and report thereon to this meeting
ct year, viz

;

* * * *

?hen adjourned to 10 o'clock to-morrow.
''ifth of the week and first of the month.—The
toting met pursuant to adjournment.
)ur Book Committee, continued last year,

nie the following report, which was satis-

Ji:.ory, and the proposition to add one hun-
id and fifty dollars to the balance on hand
!roved.—They were directed to call on the

asurer of this meeting for that amount,
were continued to have this interesting

cjcern under care as heretofore, and report

chis meeting next year.

REPORT.
' ('he committee in charge of purchasing and
li.ributing the approved writings of Friends
Ipngst our members and others, report that
nliddition to the books on hand at the time
•four last report, we have purchased at

fiends' Book Store, Philadelphia, 677 vol-

1138 of books, and 166 small books and
J^iphlets, at a cost of $277.77.

5 1'here were added to' these by a Friend in

Philadelphia, 15 copies of the Biographical
Sketches. There wore also furnished gratu-
itously by the Ti-act Association of Friends,
312 juvenile and other small books and pam-
phlets, and 4,225 tracts ; all of which have
boen distributed amongst the members of the
committee in the different neighborhoods,
from the most of whom wo have definite re-

ports, which show the following disposition
of the books, viz :

Gratuitously disposed of to mem-
bers, 130 vols.

Gratuitously disposed of to non-
members, 172 "

Sold to members and others, prin-
cipally the former, . . . 171 "

Kemaining in the hands of the com-
mittee, 295 "

financial statement.
Amount in the hands of the Committee at last

report, .... $125 27
" appropriated by the Yearly

Meeting, . . .150 00
" in Jacob Sraedley's hands, . 2 50
" received for books sold . 71

Total,

Paid bill of J. Smedley,
$349 45
277 77

Balance in the hands ofthe committee, $71 68
As a suitable conclusion to this, we quote

the language of the report of that portion of

the committee who reside in Iowa, viz :

"We think the distribution of books through
the committee has tended to give many of our
members an increasing interest in our Soci

ety ; and we think non-members who have
read them, manifest an increasing interest

our doctrines and testimonies, and we much
desire that the distribution may be continued
and further aided by the Yearly Meeting."
We propose that $150 be appropriated th

present year, in addition to what is now in

the hands of the committee, to further aid this

interesting concern.

Isaac Mitchell.
Ann Branson.

9th mo. 30th, 1874.

Our Boai'ding School Committee made the

following report, which was satisfactory. Asa
Garretson was directed to hold the book
papers, and funds placed in his bands, subject

to the dii'oction ofthe School Committee. The
committee were continued to exercise what
care they maj' find needful to take, in relation

to the subjects under their direction.

Amount charged for board and tuition for

session ending Srd mo. 11th, 1874, for an

averjige of about 51 pupils, . $2,677 80

Income from other sources, . . 1,303 06

Making, $3,980 86

Expenditures, .... $3,967 98

Balance in favorof school for session, 12 88

Amount charged for board and tui-

tion for session of fifteen weeks,

ending 7th month 21st, 1874, for

an average of about 26 pupils, . $834 00

Income from other sources, . . 1,062 02

Making, $1,896 02

Expenditures, .... $2,440 35

Showing a deficiency for session of 550 33

And for the year of . . . 537 45

A considerable portion of the deficiency in

the summer session, we believe may be satis-

factorily accounted for by its termination be-
fore the regular time and the increased ex-
penses connected therewith ; also, that the
amount realized from the disposal of the
personal property falling much below the
usual estimated value. It may, however, be
proper to inform the Yearly Meeting that,
after paying all debts and expenses, there re-
mains in the hands of the committee the sum
of $556 20, exclusive of interest on the be-
nevolent fund.

*

Having boen deprived of our Boarding
School House and promises by decree of the
Supreme Court and the school consequently
discontinued, we have instructed the Super-
intendent to pay over to Asa Garretson, the
Treasurer of the Boarding School, all the cash
in his hands belonging to the School Com-
mittee, and deliver up all the 'books and pa-
pers in his possession, belonging to said com-
mittee to him, to be held subject to the direc-
tion of the Yearlj' Meeting.

Benjamin D. Stratton,

Clerk for the year.

Reports on the subject of education were
received from all the Quarterly Meetings, a
summary whereof is as follows :

Nineteen schools have been taught during
the year under the care of Monthly or Prepa-
rative Meetings, varying in time from two to

seven months, and three family schools for

terms of two, three and four months, respec-

tively.

There are within our limits 843 children of
a suitable age to attend school, 322 of whom
have attended Friends' schools exclusively

;

381 h.ave attended District schools exclusive-

ly ; 103 have attended Friends' and other
schools ; 33 have not attended school the
past year, most of whom were reported as
receiving instruction at home." Four remote-
ly situated not definitely reported.

The subject is again recommended to the
care of subordinate meetings, with desires

that they may not relax their efforts and
labors in endeavoring to induce Friends who
patronize District schools to withdraw there-

from, and give their support and influence as
much as possible to Friends' schools.

Quarterly Meetings are directed to bring
up explicit reports as heretofore to this meet-
ing next yeai\

The committee to settle with the Treasurer,

propose a sum necessary to be raised, and the
name of a Friend for Treasurer, made report,

which was satisfactory to the meeting, and
the Friend therein named was appointed

Treasurer. Quarterly Meetings are directed

to raise their respective proportions of $600
and forward to the Treasurer of this meeting
in fifth month next.*********
The representatives from Short Creek

Quarter reported they had conferred together

and were united in proposing the name of

John W. Smith as correspondent for Short

Creek Monthly Meeting, address, Harrisville,

Harrison county, Ohio, which was satisfac-

tory, and he accordingly appointed to that

station.

The following named Friends are appoint-

ed to have 1,000 copies of the minutes of this

meeting printed, distribute them amongst the

Quarterly Meetings, and call on the Treasurer

for the amount of expense, viz : Josiah Faw-
cett, Benjamin D. Stratton and Abel H. Black-

burn.
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This meeting Laving brought its business
to a close now solemnly' concludes, to meet
again next year, at the usual time and place,

if consistent with the Divine Will.

Wilson Hall, Clerk.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The Spanish ambas.sador, in London,

cently made representations to Lord Derby, Minister of
Foreign Affairs, that supplies of arms aiid other ma-
terial of war, manufacturii in England, were frequently
shipped for the Carlists in Spain, and requested that vigi
lance be exercised by the British authorities to prevent
such violations of neutrality. Lord Derby replied that
the indefinite continuance of the war in Spain showed
lack of patriotism and energy, and if the Spanish navy
was vigilant the landing of arms for the Carlists would
be impossible.

A correspondent of the London Times at Bombay,
telegraphs that it is estimated two thousand persons
were killed in the town and district of Midnapore dur-
ing the late cyclone.

The Sepoy leader, Nana Sahib, who escaped when
the Sepoy rebellion was put down, has been surrendered
to the British by the Maharajah of Scinde. In his con
fession to the political agent, the prisoner declared that
he was the famous Nana Sahib, admitted that he took
a leading part in the mutiny, but denied that he had
anything to do with the Cawnpore massacre. A surgeon
who was in Cawnpore at the time of the revolt, and
often saw Nana Sahib, failed to recognize the prisoner
as the man, and physicians who have examined him
express doubts as to his identity, because his appear-
ance IS too youthful.
The arbitrator to whom was referred the question in

dispute between the striking cotton operatives at Bolton
and their employers, his decided in favor of the masters
and the proposed reduction of five per cent, in the
operatives' wages. It goes into effect immediately.

London, 10th mo. 26th.—The rate of discount in the
open market for three month's bills is 3-11.16 percent
which IS .5-16 below the Bank of England rate. U s'
5 per cents, 103. '

'

Liverpool.—.Middling uplands cotton, IM. Bread-
8tult-i (|uiet.

Madrid advices mention the surrender of small bodies
of CarhsLs Murcia and Alicante are now free from
Carli.st«. Don Cartos remains at Estella, and General
Llio ha-s the chief command of his force-s.
A Paris dispatch Siiys

: Fifly-seven of the Councils-
Oeneral have effected their organization, and twenty-
three of them chose Republican Presidents.

The Mayor of Nice has been dismissed from office
because he recommended for election to the Council-
(leneral candidates favorable to the separation of Nice

Prince Charles Bonaparte h.%s been elected President
of the Council-General of Corsica.

Ex-President Thiers has written a letter indignantly
denying that he ever represented that the French eov-ernmeiu was actuated by sentiments hostile to ItalyHe maintains that, on the contrarv ho l.oo ,.„_.i„
alBrmed that the coui

on the contrary, he has constantly

,. , ,
Jountry, government and Assembly

Uisapproved of any movement against Italy
trance and Spain have determined to send one wary^se each to watch the river Bidassoa, which formrf,

..art the boundary between the two countries, in order
to^prevent the crossing for the Carlists of contraband of

G^^rarb'ist^:. "-rr"e^iS'Uv: t^^'z
°^

• ot^ot'-brh^ •''\' " • -'^t™eac7wit^Zl^ I
e[/er:tt^^st;f<^-;i'ra^es^;ti;V.t5--^^^-t

-y«Str^u^T™Vo"n^lV'nS'ri'i^e^'e::ii%P„"^i=^
count of the harshness with whidi he is treTcfand th"rigor of the domicilliary searches

and Lo^a?nT!i-M'''1 i"-!""^^^ P™P°^«'' f"-- Alsace

^r^^^it^-U^^d-i^t^^'i^S

rce-rsi';;.^"-""
«"'^ wTe-nraht^r*;!

dittot'oraffZ!!'/fg«"'!"« S'="es represent the con-

unTr •c^mmrd'^ftSl M t^eM" st-/,^
°'

"''^''l
out^ideof the city. iio"thta?&SX,^"Sn1

aggressive movements. Col. Gonzales, of the govern-
ment army, and 500 of his men, have gone over to the
insurgents.

A Vienna dispatch says: The Turks in Montenegro
continue their outr.iges on the Christians. They have
killed eight Montenegrins and some Saxon residents in

the neighborhood of Podoriza, and burned a village.
The Christians were compelled to flee to the mountains.
During the year 1873, 65,492 travellers crossed the

St. Gothard pass, between Italy and Switzerland, 28,-

144, the Splugen, and 27,671 passed over the Simplon.
The Pacasmayo railroad in Peru, has just been

finished from the Pacific to La Vina, a distance of 7
miles. The eastern termination is 3469 feet above th
ocean. The most wonderful part of the road is th
great iron mole which is to extend 2190 feet into the
ocean.

United States.—The crop report of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture says, that no certain results can
yet be predicted of the ungathered crop of cotton. Ai
unfavorable closing season may reduce the yield to 3,
000,000 bales or less, a favorable one may raise the
aggregate to 3,500,000 bales.

The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered
281, including 92 children under two years.
The new post-office building for this city is expected

to be a large and imposing structure. The lot on which
it is to be built has 472 feet front on Ninth street, from
Market to Chestnut, 190 feet front on Market street,
and 176 feet front on Chestnut street. The principal
front will be on Ninth street.

The grain fleet passing Detroit on the 13th instant
numbered eighty-nine vessels, loaded with 1,648,134
bushels of grain, the largest cargo being one of 65 000
bushels wheat.

'

The Commissioners appointed by the government to
ascertain whether the deficiencies in the construction of
the Union Pacific Railroad have all been remedied,
have made a report to the Department of the Interior.
They state that the road has been completed and equip-
ped at a total cost of $115,214,588, and that they con-
sider the road, as built, a first class railroad, fully com-
plying with Its charter and all the requirements of tht
law; Its locomotives and rolling stock ample and in
excellent condition, and the arrangements for travel
giving ample accommodation to the public. The com
pany will now be entitled to twelve million acres morf
ot the public land, which has been held in reserve for

ni Z^, '" accordance with the terms of its charter.

, ^^Z,: *"•—The following were the quotations
on the 26th inst. New For*.-American gold 110.
U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 117| ; do. coupons, llSi

;do.l868 registered 117; coupons, 117*; U. S. 5 pe^

Tl ' iil' iv
Superfine flour, $4.30 a $4.55; State

extra, *4.7o a $.5.15; finer brands,- $.5.50 a $10.50.
No. 2 Chicago spring wheat, $1.04; No. 3 do., $1.01 • red
western, $1.16 a $1.18; amber, $1.20 a $1.21; ^hite

;^ '«i"on' ^A-^" ^ ^l-^^- C""^'^'' "^^^l^y. Sl-42
; State

do. $1.20 Oats 56 a 60 cts. Rye, 96 cts New mixed

fnT'N '
n-/

°''''
'^^Z,,^*

''^- ^AiWe/;,A».-Uplands
and New Orleans middlings cotton, 15 a 15.} cts. Super-
fine flour $3.50 a $4; extras, $4 a $4.50; finer brands,

*i'i 4* .^'»,'l''^='i'^''-^^
a $1.20; amber, $1.20

ai,1.23;wlute,$1.27a$1.32. Rye, $1.03. Yellow andmixed corn, 84 a 86 cts. Oats, ^57 a 60 cts. Smokedhams 14 a 15 cts. Lard, 14 a 14} cts. Clover seed
9 a 9} cts About 4500 beef cattle sold at prices ran-ing from 3} to 7} cts. per lb. gross, extra at 7.} a 7J ct?

furnished with a list of the pupils for that purpose,
such case the passage, including the stage fare from
Railroad Station, will be charged at the School, to

paid for with the other incidental charges at the cl

of the term. Tickets can also be procured of the Ti
surer, 304 Arch street. Conveyances will be at
Street Road Station on Second and Third-days,
2od and 3rd of the month, to meet the trains that lei

Philadelphia at 7.50 and 10 A. m., and 2.30 and 4
p. M.

8®°" Baggage may be left either at Thirty-first s

Chestnut streets or at Eighteenth and Market. If 1

at the latter place, it must be put under the care
H. Alexander & Sons, who will convey it thence
Thirty-first and Chestnut at a charge of 10 cents i

trunk, to be paid to them. Those who prefer can ha
their baggage sent for to any place in the built-up pi

of the City, by sending word on the day previc
(through the post-office or otherwise) to H. Alexanc
& Sons, N. E. corner of 18th and Market Sts. Thi
charge in such case for taking baggage to Thirty-ft
and Chestnut streets, will be 25 cents per trunk. F
the same charge they will also collect baggage from t

other railrcad depots, if the checks are left at their oS
corner of 18th and Market Sts. Baggage put unc
their care, if properly marked, will not require any

;

tention from the owners, either at the West Philadi
phia depot, or at the Street Road Station, but will
forwarded direct to the School. It may not always
on the same train as the owner, but it will go on t
sain£ day, provided the notice to H. Alexander & So
reaches them in time.
During the Session, passengers for the School wi

be met at the Street Road Station, on the arrival of t
train from the City, every day except First-day

and small packages for the pupils, if left at Friem
Book Store, No. 304 Arch street, will be forwardi
every Sixth-day at 12 o'clock, except on the last two Sht
days m the Twelfth month, and the expense charged
their bills.

Tenth month 17th, 1874.

BIBLE ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS
-The Annual Meeting of "The Bible Association!

l-riendsin America," will be held in the Committe
room of the Arch Street Meeting-house, Philadelphi
on the evening of Fourth-day, the 4th of Eleven!
month, at S o'clock.

The members of the Philadelphia Auxiliary, bol
men and women, and Friends generally, are invited I

''"<="'^- William Evans, Sea-etary.

ingi

and fair to common at lower rates. Sheep sold at .., ,

«Q ^^' Ifo ,I'.T-
I^<=ceipts 14,000 head. Hogs,

$9..30 a $10 per 100 lb net for corn fed. Receipts, 6,50(1
i)t. Louis. No. 2 wintor r^A „1.„„. JI-1 Ahead

%\ ftq. IV. i7u~^\? "'"'^ '''l wheat,' $1.08 a

\r\ 11- ' " ^^ '"''• ^y^' 80 a 83 cts. Savannah

di^gfSn,r4rct;.^^^_^^ ''^- ««'-^-Mid-

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
o„i „f ^'i"

^,'''""" '^o'^'nences on Second day, the-nl of Eleventh month. As the School is not full

^^,,
.-aS^^Site'pSeS^S

^'it)f^^ ' ^"-'^. 2''-~'-. No. 304 Ar^L^ StreetPhilada.

bv^tlie 'rnT!'°fr''''''p*','1"
^,^"1"'^ ^"'ered and who go

to the Ticket-agent th

ut streets, by last b;

Died at the late residence of her son. Dr. Willet (

Dorland Wellington, Prince Edward Co., Ont., on tl
2o h of 9th mo 1874, Patty C. Dorland, widow

:

f »f' .^"'".''"'^l
^Sed 90 years and 8 days, a memb.

of West Lake Monthly Meeting of Friends. She w.
the daughter of Willet and Jane Casey, and was bor
at Stanford, Dutchess Co., N. Y., in the year 1784 1

1786 she removed with her parents to Adolphustowi
Canada. 1 hey were among the first settlers at th;
place, and she frequently related many interesting cL
cumstances in connection with their settlement in
new country. She distinctly remembered the fir
triends meeting held at Adolphustown in 1789, an
also the establishment of a Monthly Meeting at th.
place. After the death of her only child, about

"

months previous to her own, she frequently expresM
her anxiety to be released from earth, and often r
marked, "I am all ready." It might truly be said
her, as of Dorcas of old, "This woman was fuUof eoc
works and alms-deeds which she did."

„ i.^''V,?'°-
^^'^' ^^"*' ^^ ''is residence in Uwchh

lownship, Chester Co., Pa., Enos Morris, in the 87-
year ol his age. a member of Uwchlan Monthly ai
Uwchlan Particular Meeting.

r,C~' ^X
l"s residence in" London Grove Townshi

Chester_ Co Pa., after a short illness, Thomas Pas
MORE, in the 76th year of his age, an elder of Ne'
Garden Monthly Meeting.

r^^'"" ^^'^Pi?!
^^'"' "o""'' 1874, SamuelGuMiERE, m the 64th year of his age, a member

the Western District Monthly Meeting, Philadelphi
Haying been for many years connected with Haverfoi
College, as professor and President, he has been know

iTvwIn H^?
"" '.'^' nuniber of young men and other

living in diflferent parts of our country. An able mat)

^^^ffi h'^fl",
'^"'^ "'Pf'"'' "'''<'''«'•' his integrity and I

selfish fidelity to duty, made not only hil instructiol:

nnd.rl- ''^T'''
"^

K^"^ ^^'"^ '° ^" who were brouglnnder his influence. He anticipated his end with m
mness, and passed away peacefully, sustained to
ay the power of that grace " which bringeth salv
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Llvine Interposition,

(Concluded from page 85.)

John Banks was a worthy minister of the
Society of Friends, which he joined in the year
1654. His friends have left this testimony of
him: that ''he labored night and day for the
gathering of people to God," and that "he was
an incessant laborer in the Lord's work, both
in body and mind." In a journal of his life,

liwhich he left behind him, is the following
Jnarrative. "About this time [1676] a pain
struck into my shoulder, and gradually fell

down into my arm and hand, so that I was
i wholly deprived of the use of it; the pain in-

j
creased both day and night. For three months
jl cou.ld neither put mj' clothes on nor oif, and
fmy arm and hand began to wither, so that I

[applied to some physicians, but could get no
i cure by any of them. At last, as I was asleep

[upon my bed, in the night time, I saw in a
i vision that I was with dear George Fox, and
1 1 thought I said to him, ' George, my faith is

such, that if thou seest thy way to lay thy
' hanci upon my shoulder, my arm and hand

i shall be whole throughout.' This remained
t
with me two days and nights, that the thing

i was a true vision, and that I must go to George
;
Fox, until at last, through much exercise of

' mind, as a great trial of my faith, I was made
! willing to go to him, he being then at Swarth-

j

more in Lancashire, when there was a meet-
' ing of Friends on the First-day of the week.
I Sometime after the meeting, 1 called him aside

1 into the halj, and gave him a relation of my
I dream, showing him my arm and hand ; and
[ in a little time, we walking together silently,

he turned about and looked upon me, and
i lifting up his hand, laid it upon my shoulder,

, saying, ' The Lord strengthen thee both with-

in and without.' I went to Thomas Lower's,
of Marsh Grange, that night; and when I was
set down to supper, immediately before I was
aware, my hand was lifted up to do its office,

which it could not do for long before. This
struck me with great admiration, and my
heart was broken into tenderness before the
Lord ; and the next day I went home, with
my hand and arm restored to its former use
and strength, without any pain. The next
time that George Fox and I met, he said,
' John, thou mended ;' I answered, ' Yes, very
well in a little time.'

" ' Well,' said he, ' give God the glory ;' to
whom I was and still am bound in duty so to
do, for that and all other His mercies and
favors. He hath all power in His own hand,
and can thereby bring to pass whatsoever
seems good in His eyes ; who, by the same,
prepares instruments and makes use of them
as pleaseth Him, who is alone worthy of all

praise, honor and glory, both now and forever-
more."

"William Dewsbury was another of those
remarkable men, who is the 17th century
were raised up in England to proclaim the
everlasting Gospel. Bold and unflinching in

his testimony, he suffered patiently the per-
secutions which he encountered, and spent
many years in different imprisonments on a
religious account. During his last illness,

about a week before his death, a few friends
being in his chamber, he thus addressed them.

" My God hath put it into my heart to bear
a testimony in His name and blessed Truth.
I can never forget the day of His great power
and blessed ajspearance, when He first sent
me to preach His everlasting gospel, and to

proclaim the day of the Lord to the people.
And he confirmed the same by signs and
wonders ; and particularly by a lame woman
who went on crutches, where I with my dear
brethren, George Fox and Eiebard Farns-
worth, were east ; and as I cried mightily unto
the Lord in secret, that He would signally

manifest himself at that time amongst us, and
give witness of His po^er and presence with
us, Eichard Farnsworth, in the name of the
Lord, took her by the hand, and George Fox
after, spoke to her in the power of God, and
bid her stand up and she did, and immediately
walked straight, having no need of crutches
any more. Therefore, Friends, be faithful,

and trust in the Lord your God ; for this 1 can
say, I never since played the coward ; but
joyfully entered prisons as palaces, telling

mine enemies to hold mo there as long as they
could. And in the prison house I sang praises

to my God, and esteemed the bolts and locks
put upon me as jewels ; and in the name of the
eternal God I always got the victory. For
they could keep me no longer than the deter-

mined time of my God."
When George Fox on one occasion at-

tempted to preach at Ulverstone, he was for-

cibly dragged out of the town, and then abused
by a rude multitude; who, he says, "having
furnished themselves with staves, hedge-
stakes, jialm or holly-bushes, fell upon me
and beat me on my head, arms and shoulders,

till they had deprived me of sense ; so that I

fell down upon the wet common. When I

recovered again, and saw myself lying in a
watery common, and the people standing
about me, 1 lay still a little while, and the
power of the Lord sprang through me, and
the eternal refreshings revived me ; so that I

stood up again in the strengthening power of

the eternal God, and stretching out my arms
amongst them, I said, with a loud voice.

'Strike again; here are my arms, my head,
and my cheeks.' There was in the company
a mason, a professor but a rude fellow, who
with his walking rule-staff gave me a blow
with all his might just over the back of my
hand, as it was stretched out ; with which
blow my hand was so bruised, and my arm
so benumbed, that I could not draw it to me
again; so that some of the people cried, 'He
hath spoiled his hand for ever having the use
of it any more.' But I looked at it in the
love of God (for I was in the love of God to
all that persecuted me) and after awhile the
Lord's power sprang through me again, and
through my hand and arm, so that in a mo-
ment 1 recovered strength in my hand and
arm in the sight of them all."

In his journal, under date of 1653, he says,
" I went to a meeting at Amside, where
Eichard Myer was, who had been long lame
of one of his arms. I was moved of the Lord
to say unto him amongst all the people, ' Stand
up upon thy legs,' for he was sitting down

;

and he stood up and stretched out his arm
that had been lame a long time, and said, ' Be
it known unto you, all people, that this day
I am healed.' Yet his parents could hardly
believe it ; but after the meeting was done,

had him aside, took off his doublet, and then
saw it was true. He came soon after to

Swarthmore meeting and there declared how
the Lord had healed him."
In 1649, he says, " After I was set at liberty

from Nottingham gaol, where I had been kept
prisoner a pretty long time, I travelled as be-

fore, in the work of the Lord. Coming to

Mansfield Woodhouse, there was a distracted

woman under a doctor's hand, with her hair

loose about her ears. He was about to let her

blood, she being first bound, and many people

about her holding her by violence; but he

could get no blood from her. I desired them
to unbind her and let her alone, for they could

not touch the spirit in her by which she was
tormented. So they did unbind her; and I was
moved to speak to her, and in the name of

the Lord to bid her be quiet and still ; and she

was so. The Lord's power settled her mind
and she mended. Afterwards she received

the truth and continued in it to her death;

and the Lord's name was honored ; to whom
the glory of all His works belongs. Many
great and wonderful things were wrought by
the heavenly power in those days; for the

Lord made bare His omnipotent arm, and
manifested His power to ^e astonishment of

many; by the healing virtue whereof many
have been delivered from great infirmities,

and the devils were made subject through His
name ; of which particular instances might be

given, beyond what this unbelieving age is

able to receive or bear. Blessed forever be the

name of the Lord, and everlastingly honored,

and over all exalted and magnified be the arm
of His glorious power, by which He hath
wrought gloriously ; let the honor and praise

of all His works be ascribed to Him alone."
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In the same year as he was travelling in
Leicestershire, he came to Troy-Cross. He
says :

" There was in that town a great man
that had long lain sielv, and was given over
by the physicians. Some friends in the town
desired me to visit him. I went up to him in
his chamber, and spake the word of life to
him, and was moved to pray by him; and the
Lord was entreated and restored him to
health."

It is instrnetive to observe in these in-
stances, drawn from the experiences of dif-
ferent individuals, how careful the actors
therein were to disclaim any ability of their
own. They attributed all the power, and the
praise, to the Lord alone, to whom it truly
belonged. For though He was pleased, as He
ever has been and will be, to answer those
prayers which He himself caused to spring
up in the hearts of his faithful followers, yet
it was utterly beyond their power to offer
availing petitions when and as they pleased.
It was only by the oiieration of Divine Grace
that Thomas Story was enabled to wrestle
mightily in spirit lor the preservation of the
ship and passengers, when exposed to the
violence of a storm, and that William Dews-
bury and his companions could cry mightily
unto the Lord for the healing of the crippled
woman. It was the power ot the Lord, which
George Fox felt to arise in him, that strength-
ened him after receiving such cruel abuse-
and he had to feel the moving of the Jjord be-
fore he could quiet the distracted woman, or
pray for the restoration of the sick man.
Such was the case with the apostles of old.

I he Lord did at times enable them to heal
those who were diseased, and yet Paul, who
was not a whit behind the chiefest of them
was compelled to leave his companion Tro-
phimus sick at Miletum—whom he doubtless
would have healed if it had been in his power
buch instances serve to teach us that in the
presence of the Lord no flesh can glory

; but
that all honor and power is to be ascribed to
the one eternal source of good.

salary. Thiselassislargely made up of spoiled
boys, thought by aunts or grandmothers to
be too delicate, too smart, or too handsome to
drudge in the house, shop or on the farm ; and
it has many recruits f?om city households, be-
cause there is no work to be done, no wood to
split, water to be drawn or garden to be tilled.
For, with a large number of people, doing
work is like chewing tobacco—a habit to be
acquired, and when acquired followed as a
habit.—Wew York School Journal.

Lazy Collegians.~Thc four years that ayoung man is in college must be preceded by
at least three years of laborious preparation
ihcso seven years of mental work have in a
certain sense taught him to forget how totod w.th his hands. Ho is not fit physically
to dig and to engage in those occupations

which are half manual, half mental, into whichhe IS thrust to establish, as in a sort of trial
his ability to aid in the stress and stru.r,rie ot
hfe A man who has spent seven yea?s at atrade knows precisely what to do in his call

hi^' Znt"^ 'k'^?
''

',

^"'°"'- ^'••'^'^"^te knows
IS books which, alas! the hurried worlddon t want; he is familiar with Greece and

S^. of Ol^
"''"""'; ''"''^ a'^counts; he can telljou of Olympus, but cannot tell you the cost

of fractional bushels at fractional prices. He
-nHn?'r^'"*

"''" ™"'^ y*'^ ^'^«*° to learn theart of l.v.ng"-airade of some kind he musthave Meanwhile ho waits ; he looks on hestands in the market-place because no ono'has
hii-ed him, and so doing he has all the appearanco of an idler. Again, many seek tbr an
e.lucation, expecting thus to escipe drudgeryThey go into college that they may not workand they avo,d it while there if excuses wUl

thoi krn 7^''" '^"y ''°'^ '^'''' cliplomr n

KbTo 'S"^'
''" '^""/.-"'"t^ "Ot to labor

ih>^t LJ P
^-^ "'? '^PPl'^ants for some placethat has for us chief recommendation--

a

For "The Friend."

few Qncstions and Answers relative to some of the
Doctrines and Testimonies of the Society of Friends.

(Continued from page 83.)

' Question.—Do the fundamental doctrines of
our Society greatly differ from those of other
religious sects ? And how is this difference
defined?

Answer.—The doctrines of the Society of
Friends do not so much differ from those of
other Christian professors, as might at first
be supposed. Thus, the great truths—the de-
pravity of man, the atoning sacrifice of the
Saviour, and the indispensable assistance of
the Holy Spirit-are all with greater or less
distinctness advocated by all who profess the
testimony, the faith, and the religion of Jesus
I he most distinguishingfeature lies, in Friends
having always given more prominence to the
doctrine of the indwelling Spirit, or Light of
Christ in the heart, as " God's gift for man's
salvation. Or, agreeably to the testimony
Of the Kedeemer himself when personally
among men, "He that dwelleth ivith you (in
the flesh), shall be in you (by the Spirit") as
our guide into all truth.

(2.—What does William Penn remark re-
specting this?
A— William Penn in his "Else and Pro-

gress ' IS so clear and so much to the point
on this highly important subject, that we
shall quote somewhat lengthily from it He
says: "Their (the Society of Friends) funda-
mental principle, which is as the corner-stone
of their fabric, and to speak eminently and
pi-operjy, their characteristic, or main distin-
guishing point or principle, is, the Lio-ht of
Christ within, as God's gift for man's salva-
tion And in another place, when treatintjon the same great doctrine of the light ofChrist in man, he declares: "The glory of
this day, and foundation of the hope that hasnot made us ashamed since we were a people

Life of Christ, which we profess and direct allmen to, as the great instrument and aqent otman s conversion to God. It was by this we

TsTo J';f
.^°"°'\^d, and effectually enlightened,

as to our inward state. * * * In the feeling of the motions of this we drew near to theLord, and waited to be prepared by it thatwe might feel those draviinis and Wv n"before we approached the Lord in prayer m-opened our mouths in ministry. And in ourbeginning and ending with thisUxood our com-fort service and edification." " This I say is

l4w a'nd^°' ''l^r*^'^
^••''^ °f ^°^*'--«« ^bagrew and branched out from it, which I sh-ill

ment.T'o"rT°
'"p"'^"'" °"'^'"'-^' '^"^ expe

-mental order. First, repentance from dead

itLl T' "" ''^-"^ (^od. Which comprebends three operations. First : A sight of

ThirHl ^i
^

''°'l'^°'^
g°'"y ^-^rro^^v for

come Th-^'
An amendment for the time tototne. I his was the repentance they preachedand pressed, and a natural result^from the

principle they turned all men unto. For
light came sight ; and of sight came sense ai
sorrow

;
and ofsense and sorrow, came amen

ment of life: which doctrine of repentaa
leads to justification ; that is, forgiveness
sins that are passed through Christ, the aloi
propitiation."

(2-—What do the Scriptures set forth r
specting this light of Christ manifested witl
n, even as a light that shineth in darkness
^.—They are full and clear. Thus in trea

ing of the Word made flesh, they represei
that "In Him was life; and the life was th
ight of men." Again, "That was the tru

Light, which iighteth every man that comet
into the world." Again, " This is the condem
nation, that light is come into the world, aiti

men loved darkness rather than light, becaus
their deeds were evil." Again, "All thing
that are reproved, are made manifest by th(
light; for whatsoever doth make manifest ii

light." Again, " If we walk in the light as h«
(God) is in the light, we have fellowship om
with another, and the blood of Jesus ChrisI
his Son cleanseth us from all sin." Again
" God who commanded the light to shine out
of darkness, hath shined in our hearts," &c.
And lastly, through the tender mercy of out
God, the day-spring from on high hath visited
us, to give light to them that sit in darkness
and in the shadow of death, to guide our feet
into the way of peace." These, or similar
quotations might be greatly extended, show-
ing from Holy Scripture that where repent-
ance, faith, and obedience are experienced by
and through our willingness to allow the
light, grace, and Spirit of the Lord Jesus to
discover to us our fallen and depraved condi-
tion, it will so do; and, as we are passive
under the leavening, transforming power
thereof, it will work out for us the present
peace and eternal salvation of the soul.
6-—Does, or does not the Society believe

that faith in the outward atoning sacrifice of
the immaculate Lamb slain, precedes the
operation of this illuminating Spirit from on
high, and produces immediate justification
and salvation ?

A. — They believe that repentance and
amendment of life, through unqualified obe-
dience to the grace of God, brings salvation,
and IS the first step to peace. The early
Friends, while they sincerely believed in that
redemption accomplished by Christ for us in
his crucified body without us, whereby we are
so far justified as to be put into a capacity of
salvation, and have a measure of the Holy
Spirit conferred upon us, and that it is throuo-h
the offering of Christ alone that remission ''of
sins IS obtained, yet they earnestly protested
against the doctrine, that we are justified by
faith in the precious blood of Christ before
the obedience which is of faith in Him the
Light of Life, and the Word quick and power-
ful in the heart had been realized. They as-
sert in terms clear and decided that justifica-
tion, or a being made just, cannot precede, but
must follow repentance and amendment of i

lite, that godly sorrow for sin, it bein.^ re-
vealed and reproved through the light of
Christ manifested in man, worketh repent-
ance to salvation not to be repented of. Thus
Kobert Barclay in his great Apology for the
true Christian Divinity, declares: " Let none
t>e so bold as to mock God, supposing them-
selves justifaed and accepted in the sight of.
God, by virtue of Christ's death and fuffer-
ings, while they remain unsanctified and un-
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stitii'ii in their own hearts, and polluted in

'leir sins, lest their hope prove that of the

^
[MM rite, which perisheth." And again, "I

) boldly affirm, and that not only from a
jtional knowledge, but from a real, inward,
cpeiiniental feeling of the thing, that the

iimediate, nearest cause * * of man's justiti-

itioii in the sight of God, is, the revelation

'Jesus Christ in the soul, changing, altering,

1(1 renewing the mind ; by whom, (even the
uthor of this inward work) thus found and
^vealed, we are truly justified and accepted
1 tlie sight of God." George Fox is equally

ear and outspoken that, by the propitiatory
.ci'itiee of the Saviour on the cross, we, truly

penting and believing, are, through the mercy
id goodness of God, and the leavening opera-

on of the Holy Ghost, justified from the sins

id transgressions that are past. William
ell II no less strongly represents :

" That they
he hold themselves in a justified state by the

•live and passive obedience of Christ, while
ley are not actively and passively obedient

.' the Spirit of Christ Jesus, are under a strong

id dangerous delusion." And again, " They
ho IvHow Christ after the flesh, were to press

ler some more spiritual discovei-y of him
;

k1 it was expedient that they who almost
lated upon his outward manifestation should

3 weaned from it, to the end [so far as that]

IS more interior, and indeed, beneficial reve-

tioii of himself, might be witnessed by the
ml."

Q.
—"What is the testimony of Holy Scrip-

ire especially with regard to repentance unto
stilieation or newness of life?

A.—Throughout the New Testament, " re-

n lance toward God, and faith toward our
ord Jesus Christ," connected with His won-
icrworking jiower within us, is prominently
lainlained. Thus, saith the Saviour, " Except
e repent, ye shall all likewise perish." The
postle Peter, "Eepent ye therefore and bo

jnverted, that your sins may be blotted out
hen the times of refreshing shall come from
le ])resence of the Lord, and from the glory
f his power." The apostle Paul to the Cor-
ithian Church: "I rejoice * * that ye
irrowed to repentance." To the Athenians,
God now commandeth all men everywhere

^> repent." And who showed also unto many,
[that they should repent and turn to God,
[nd do works meet for repentance." Again,
ae apostle John declared to the church of
pphesus : "Eemember therefore from whence
pou art fallen ; and repent, and do the first

Iforks ; or else I will come unto thee quickly,
[nd will remove thy candlestick out of his

llace, except thou repent." To the church of

A Christian Invitation.

Eeader, whoever thou art, and whatever
may be thy present circumstances, listen for

a few moments to the invitation of a fellow-

pilgrim, and, turning from all outward things,

endeavor to have thy mind fixed upon the
teachings of the spirit of Christ in the secret

of thy heart. Thou art, perhaps, unaccus-
tomed to this exercise of silent mental wait-
ing upon God, who by His Spirit speaks to

the children of men in the still chambers of

the abstracted soul ; but it is of more import-
ance to thee than thou canst well imagine,
that the ear of thy mind should bo turned in

listening stillness to hear from day to day,
and from hour to hour, the gentle admonitions
of this heavenly Monitor. No situation in

life, however humble or however exalted, no
circumstances, however chequered with pre-

sent joy or sorrow, can render this practice

otherwise than salutary to the soul ; for in

either case thou art coming to Him who alone

knows the secrets of thy heart, and who will

administer just that degree of encouragement,
or of reproof, which is suited to thy condi-

tion.

Header, dost thou doubt whether this is in-

deed the spirit of Christ which thus strives

with thee ; Turn then to thy Bible, and in

the first chapter of the Gospel of John, and
the 12th verse, thou wilt find that " The
Word, which was with God, and which
God," and by whom "all things were made,"
is declared to be the " True Light which light

eth every man that cometh into the world ;" and
in the 14th verse of the same chapter, it is

added, that "The Word was made flesh, and
dwelt among us (and we beheld His glory, the

glory as of the only begotten of the Father)
full of grace and truth." Now, seeing that

the Scriptures were written under the influ

ence of divine inspiration, we have here i

clear and indubitable proof that thi.s Word
which " was God," and " became flesh," in the

person of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ

is also the " True Light which lighteth every
man." Doubt no longer, therefore, candid
reader, the essential divinity of this spiritual

light, of whom it is said in the 12th verse

that " To as many as received Him He gave
power to become the sons of God ;" but

'

good earnest apply thyself every day of thy
life, and even in the midst of thy outward and
lawful cares, to this Divine, Omnipresent, anc

Omniscient Guide. .Leaving, then, all de
pendence on inferior teachers, listen with
reverence of soul to the gentlest whispers of

this Blessed Spirit, wait for its manifestations

th all humility and patience, and it will

I'ergamos, "Eepent; or else I will come untolfrom time to time reveal to thee the will of

lee quickly, and will fight against them with Ithy heavenly Father—will show thee what
le sword of my mouth." And to the church things in thy conduct and conversation are

f Thyatira, " Behold 1 will cast her * *
|

displeasing to Him, and contrary to that purity

Qto great tribulation except they repent of of soul which the Christian must possess be

Ibeir deeds." So that repentance, or, in other fore he can enter the kingdom of heaven
;

trords, a being made sensible of our sin

trough the condescending mercy and illumi-

ating grace of the Lord Jesus, followed by
odiy sorrow—a being grieved and humbled
efore God on account of it—is a primary
iuty, and indispensable to reconciliation and
jiBtification.

(To be continued.)

Do thou my soul, the destined period wait,

When God shall solve the dark decrees of fate,

His now unequal dispensations clear,

And make all wise and beautiful appear.

f thou art attentive to its reproofs, and faith

fully conformest thy life to its progressive

discoveries, it will assuredly guide thee into

all truth, as our holy Eedeemer has declared

in John xvi. 13. "Howbeit when He the

Spirit of Truth is come. He will guide you into

all Truth," &c. It will not, perhaps, reveal to

thee, all at once, the whole designs of infinite

wisdom concerning thee
;
yet, as thou art able

to bear it, and art faithful to the light ah-eady

received, thou wilt receive more light, and

bringing thus all thy deeds and all thy opi

ions to this divine test, thou wilt be led into

soundness both of doctrine and practice. "If
any man will do His will," said our Lord
Jesus, speaking of the Father, John vii. 17,

he shall know of the doctrine, whether it be
of God," &c. Trouble not thyself, therefore,

dear readei-, with critical distinctions or verbal
subtleties ; only come in true faith to this

spiritual Instructor, and receive nothing im-
plicitly as divine truth but that which is con-
tained in holy writ, and is in accordance
therewith, sealed upon thy conscience by this

unerring witness for God. Thus shalt thou
be gathered from the Lo hei'e is Christ ! or Lo
He is there ! which abound in the world ; and
sitting down under the immediate teaching of
the Spirit, who still teaches as never man
taught, thou shalt know a progressive ad-

vancement in the way to Zion, until thy feet

are established upon Him as the Eock of Ages,
the only door of access to the true fold.

Continuing thus to walk before the Lord
blameless, thou wilt be fed with the heavenly
manna, and be privileged during the remainder
of thy earthly pilgrimage to participate, with
other disciples of our crucified and risen Sa-

viour, in that gracious legacy which he be-

queathed to his followers, " My peace I leave

with you, my peace I give unto you, not as

the world giveth give I unto you." Compared
with this sweet, enriching peace, all earthly
pleasures are insignificant. Happy indeed
are all those who obtain this blissful portion,

which adds to the highest enjoyment of the life

which now is, the promise also of " that which
is to come."

Cholera and Birds.—The London Globe
says : German naturalists have called atten-

tion to a new incident with regard to the out-

break of epidemics. It is on record that an
extraordinary flight of birds had occurred

simultaneously with the appearance of the

disease. The occasions have been so numer-
ous, and in so many countries, that it is im-

possible to regard the coincidence as acci-

dental. Thus, as far back as the year 1848

birds of all kinds deserted the town of St.

Petersburgh and Rigi, and it was in that year
that the cholera broke out. The epidemic
proceeded in its westward course the follow-

ing year, and the same phenomenon was ob-

served in Western Prussia in 1846 and in

Hanover in 1850. In all these cases the facts

were chronicled as having occurred at the

time, but they were not supposed to have any
relation mutually. But when these phe-

nomena were more closely observed by men
of science more accurate details were given.

Thus, in the little town of Przemysl, in Gali-

cia, all the jackdaws took flight from the

streets into the country on the 26th of Sep-

tember, 1872, and that cholera broke out

there two days afterward. On the 30th of
November these birds returned from their

spontaneous quarantine, and by that time the

last case of the disease had been recorded.

The same results had been observed in

southern Germany last year. But Munich
and Nuremberg were visited by this epidemic

in the autumn; and in these towns it was ob-

served not merely that the larger birds fled

from the environs into the open country, but

that sparrows and swallowsdeserted the town.

It was a repetition of the article in every

sailor's creed—that rats desert a sinking ship.

The inhabitants of Nuremberg looked with

joy for the return of the sparrows, who seemed

to have arrived as soon as the danger disap-
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peai-ed. Foreign ph3-sicians seem to think

the state of the atmosphere 'vhen the poison

is in the air has a direct effect upon the birds,

who instinctively fly from it. Bat the whole

phenomenon seems capable of a much more
simple solution.

It is well known that during the getting in

of the harvest sparrows and the kind of birds

that are found in the neighborhood of to'

fly ofi" to the fields. This may be tested much
nearer home than Germany or western Eus
eia. "When the harvest has been reaped they

would naturally return to the shelter of streets

and houses. Even swallows, though they do

not seek the cornfields for grain, find the in

sects which they feed upon in the fields, and

these birds also return to their town quarters

to re-assemble for the winter flight. The s

pie people of J^uremberg and Bavaria pro-

bably accepted as an omen an event which
happened to be coincident with the arrival of

the dreadful epidemic, but which, in fact, was

of annual occurrence and had no real connec
tion with it.

Selected for " The Friend."

The same Divine principle of light and life,

which led me out of the forms and ceremonies,

to worship the Father in spirit and in truth,

also led me, by its secret teachings, into a

straight and narrow way, as to all superflui-

ties in dress and address; and knowing in

whom I had believed, the same hath preserved
me in it to this day, and I trust will do so to

the end, as there is no variableness with Him
Simplicity of dress and address, is becoming
a humble follower of a crucified Saviour
whoso garment or vesture was so unlike the
fashions of that day, that they cast lots for

as a curiosity—for it was without seam. There
is a cross to many among us, in these things,

as the practice of them declares to the be-

holders, whose disciples we profess to be ; and
although all power in heaven and earth is

given unto Him, yet, because the world in

their foolish, vain hearts, despise the wisdom
of God in these things, intended to crucify us
to the spirit of the world, and the pomps and
vanities of it, they are ashamed of the cross,

and would rather enjoy the pleasures of a sin-

ful world, which are only for a season, than
to suffer affliction with the people of God in

the scoffings of the world.
The change in my dress was a great cross,

as I was always given to fashionable dresses,
and at this time had sundry suits of apparel
of this sort. I felt a solemn covering to come
over my spirit, early one morning, whilst in
bed, which drew mo into deep silence and at-
tention, when I felt it required of me to con-
form to the simple appearance of Christ's
followers

; His garment was all of a piece, so
ought mine to bo of a piece with my speech,
my life and conversation. This felt to me a
severe stroke

; no shelter was now left for me,
but I must appear as a fool to the world; my
speech and then my garments would betray
nie, that I had been with Christ, and pro-
fessed myself to bo one of His disciples.

I wept bitterly and pleaded the cross it

would be to me before my friends and ac-
quaintance, with the loss it would bo to me,
in my present clothes; but all was silenced
to my complaints, and the leaven worked in
tho lump till the whole man was leavened
into submission, and then I ran the way of
His commandments, with joy and alacrity of
heart, so much so that I liavc heard in pass-

ing some people, say, they would give their

oath I was a Quaker. Oh, said my spirit,

that ail the family were so conspicuous, even
in the outside, that they might be known
thereby, whose they are.

—

John Conran.

Iti

TEARS.
I raining, little flower.

Be glad of rain,

Too much sun would wither thee,

'Twill shine again
;

The clouds are very black tis true,

But just behind them shines the blue.

Art thou weary, tender heart.

Be glad of pain,;

In sorrow sweetest things will grow,
As flowers in rain

;

God watches, and thou wilt have sun
When clouds their perfect work have done.

CITY OF GOD.
My feet are worn and weary with the march
Over the rough road and up the steep hill-side

;

O city of our God ! I fain would .see

Thy pastures green, where peaceful waters glide.

My hands are weary, toiling on,

D.iy after day for perishable meat

;

O city of our God ! I fain would rest

—

I sigh to gain thy glorious mercy seat.

My garment, travel-worn and stained with dust,
Oft rent with briars and thorns that crowd my way,

Would fain be made, O Lord, my righteousness

!

Spotless and white in heaven's unclouded ray.

My eyes are weary looking at the sin,

Impiety and scorn upon the earth

;

O city of our God, within thy walls
All—all are clothed again with thy new birth.

My heart is weary of its own deep sin

—

Sinning, repenting, sinning still again
;

When shall my soul thy glorious presence feel,

And find, dear Saviour, it is free from stain ?

Patience, poor soul ! the Saviour's feet were worn
;

The Saviour's heart and hand were weary too;
His garments stained and travel-worn and old

;

His vision blinded with a pitying dew.

Love thou the path of sorrow that he trod
;

Toil on, and wait in patience for thy rest

;

O city of our God ! we soon shall see
Thy glorious walls—home of the loved and blest.

the

For " The Friend.''

Wayside Notes,

(Continued from page 82.)

We left Friends in the early part of 1658
n Boston Colony, struggling, but powerless
to overcome the darkness of sectarian jealousy
and prejudice, which had in a very limited
space of time, outstripped tho intolerance of
British rule, and had culminated in the pas
sage of a law more inhuman than any which
had obtained ftivor in England. The violence
of persecution did not deter Friends from
coming into the Colony, or from following
out whatever course tho mind of Truth pre-
sented. Some were commanded to go and
warn the people of the consequences of their
hardness and disobedience, as the Lord en-
trusted Jonah with a message of warnino- to
the inhabitants of Nineveh, on account of
their great pride, luxury, and ungodliness.
And when it became no longer possible for
Friends to take passage direct for Boston, be-
cause of the penalties imposed on the masters
and owners of vessels, for receiving them on
board. Friends sailed for other points on the
coast, and found their way overland ; at that
time an uncultivated region, densclvwoodofi
arrith fn,„ ^,. „„ l„:j „..P i . ,•' , . ""V '

rn.lLns.ndov. .1°""^' /"^'^b.tcd by in the State, which was then the infant
Indians, and overrun with wi H haaata Up ,„i,:„i ' ... r„.idians, and overrun with wild boasts,

To know the pathof duty, was to these chris,

tian pioneers, a paramount consideration
; and

having found it, is it not clear to the most
careless reader of the events of those times,

there has seldom been presented to the world
a purer type of faithfulness

; unselfish, patient,

self-denying service in a righteous cause. Ee-
gardless of what should befall them, they
sought to do the mind of Christ, and to ex-

emplify in their teaching, and patience under
suffering, the peaceable nature of His gospel.

The testimony of the eminent Apostle of the
Gentiles, was their testimony :

" But none ol

these things move me, neither count I my life

dear unto myself, so that I might finish my
course with joy, and the ministry which I

have received of the Lord Jesus, to testify the
gosple of the grace of God."

In the 5th month of this year, Wm. Brend,
in company with "Wm. Leddra, (who with
three of his fellow believers were afterwards
condemned to death) arrived at Newbury,
After having a conference with the priest,

they were placed in charge of an ofiicer and
conducted to Salem

; and being brought before
the magistrates, and it appearing they were
" Quakers," they were charged with " holding
and promoting dangerous errors

; that they
not only denied that Christ at Jerusalem had
suffered on the cross, but rejected the Holy
Scriptures also." In reply it was clearly shown

charge was groundless ; they acknowledg-
before their accusers, they owned no other

Jesus, but He who suffered death at Jerusa-
lem, and that they did fully own tho scripture
record. This was not sufficient to liberate
them

; and they were placed in the house of
correction ; but soon afterward were removed
to Boston, and there put to hai-d labor; and
the jailor who received his jjrofit from the
work of his pi-isoners, finding them unwilling
to contribute their labor to maintain injustice,

pt them without food for five days, and
gave them each twenty blows with a three-
corded whip. The next day, an officer came
to W. B., a man much advanced in years, and
bound him in irons, neck and heels drawn
closely together ; and in this most unnatural
and painful situation he was kept for sixteen
hours

; and for refusing to work the following
da}^ he was beaten in the most awful manner
with a heavy pitched rope. The request was
deemed unreasonable in the highest degree,
as he had committed no wrong, but now the
demand came with greater inhumanity, be-

cause compliance was impossible; five days
without food, and cruel scourging, had ren-
dered him unable for exertion. His declara-
tion of innocence

; his appeals to the purity of
his motives and the justice of his cause ; his

bruised and bleeding body, wasting with pain
and hunger, were enough to move the heart
to compassion; but the inhumanity of this

i

officer was not overcome. The rope-scourging
i

was renewed, and with great violence a much
'arger number of blows than before, were now

,

inflicted.

The awful condition in which this innocent

'

victim of fiendish rage, in the character of a
jail-keeper, was left, as described by a con-
temporaneous writer, is truly heart-rending.
I have no desire to relate the particulars; and
I would gladly blot them out of history that •

no such memory might attach to the ancestors
of the intelligent, generous minded people,
who now fill up the multiplied walks of life

ihen the infant Colony i

of which WC are writing. The c.ise nnnears
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have been one of shocking barbarity, and
have awakened tenderness, and a better

nscienee on the part of many. Although
cnstomed as the people were to look to the

iests, and courts of law, for an infallible ex-

sition of christian faith, from the one, and
)m the other, of the civil powers of the

ate ; they could notlonger remain indifferent

ectators to a scene like this, so abhorent to

ery noble, manly impulse. He whose ways
e unsearchable, permitted this flagrant

each of His moral government, jjerhaps,

at the eyes of many might be opened, and
eir hearts warmed to receive the Light of

is blessed Spirit. As we pursue the narra-

re of these persecutions further, it becomes
ident, this and similar instances of cruelty,

d a great work in bringing, as it were to

'e again, the deadened consciences of many
10 had been drinking all their lives, but

ver satisfied, of the impure streams issuing

)in an empty faith. It is stated the people

came exasperated, and the magistrates, to

event a tumult, put up notices along the

ghways, setting forth their dislike to such
tion on the part of the jailor, and that he
onld be dealt with at the next term of court;

it to show the power of the clergy, it is said

ese were soon taken down, at the iustiga-

m of the "high-priest," John Norton, who
seems from the beginning had been a fierce

omoter of the opposition to Friends. This
an resolutely defended the conduct of the
ilor, and said if necessary he would cheer-

ily appear as a witness in his behalf.

m the meanwhile, as the historian writes,

pleased God, even miraculously, to heal

m. Brend, and to bring him back as it were
Om the very gate of death ; but to show the
Barts of these officials were not i-eached, and

they were resolved to be obedient fol-

wers of their priest-instructor, they made
i order, commanding the jailor to " whip all

in his custody," twice a week, who
to work, the first witTi ten lashes, and

» be increased, five to three strokes each,

om time to time, until they would work.
his was performed at this time on four
riends, among whom were Wm. Leddra and
jhn Eouse. The " magistrates," under the
plonial authority, appear to have been the
Idges of the courts, and to have exorcised,

pt only the ordinary functions of such a tri-

unal, but in many instances they created the
j.w, which they thus arbitrarily enforced,
[heir powers do not seem to have been judi-
al, or executive strictly, but in certain cases
ley were legislators also, and with the help
"a supporting governor, and the military at
is command, their authority for the time

J3ing, was almost absolute.

I There was no testimony for which Friends
jiffered more in N. B., than their refusal to

peord the ordinary compliments of the world
j)
others ; and especially was this obnoxious

'i>
those in authority. On one occasion when

I

number of Friends were brought into court,

I was demanded by one of their number " by
["hatrule were they to be known as Quakers?"
I) which one of the magistrates replied.

Thou urt one, for coming in with thy hat
n."* The reply of the magistrate led one
f the Friends to say, it was a horrible thing

p make such cruel laws as were then in ex-

j

* It should be remembered the singular pronoun
jas at that time in common use by men in authority
,1 addressing inferiors in rank.

istence, (reciting them briefly), because they
cottld not put off the hat. They were then
charged with holding forth at their meetings,
doctrines that were blasphemous. To which
Friends answered, that if such a thing could
be shown they would indeed be convinced

;

and that they might really know intelligibly

of the truth of this grave charge, the}', their
judges, ought to send a few authorized per-

sons to sit with them in their meetings for

worship. But, answered General Denison,
" If ye meet together, and say any thing, we
may conclude ye speak blasphemy." Thus
Friends were the constant victims of a most
unnatural prejudice, and the authorities pre-

suming upon the hostile feeling in England
towards Friends, and their own isolated posi-

tion as a colony, with regard to any super-
visory action on the part of Great Britain,

they did not hesitate often to act without au-

thority, using the most summary means to

bring Friends to punishment, placing them
with papists, in the character of heretics, and
denying to them, their clear constitutional

privilege, to be tried by a jury. And when
the rulers dealt arbitrarily, it was surely not
surprising the less cultivated and not so well

informed keeper of the house of correction,

should do likewise. The instability of the
home government was another reason for the
authorities feeling secure in what they did to

drive Friends from among them : a command-
ing general stating in open court, words to

this effect, "Before redress can be assured,

the government will have changed."
John Rouse had left Boston, after having

endured on several occasions cruel whippings.
But having returned under a sense of duty,

as had also John Copeland and C. Holder,
who had previously been expelled ; or to use
their own language, the Lord having sent us,

they were soon afterward shut up in prison.

This occurred in the Sixth month, 1658.

In the 9th month they were brought into

court, and informed that having come again

to " seduce the people in contempt of the con-

stituted authority, they were to understand,
that whatever befell them, their blood would
be upon their own heads." This these faith-

ful men of God denied, saying, they were not
there to do their own wills, but the will of

Him who had called them. Being asked for

proof how they were so commissioned, they
answered, this was to be found in the enter-

tainment they had received at the hands of

their persecutors, being much like that Christ

had told his disciples, would be meted out to

them, for His name's sake. Governor Endicot
now called for the reading of the law appli-

cable to the case ; this being done, they were
sentenced, each to have the right ear cut off.

On the day appointed for the execution of

this cruel sentence, the maBshal-general re-

ceived the following order

:

" To the marshal-general, or to his deputy :

You are to take with you the executioner,

and repair to the house of correction, and
there see him cut off the right ears of John
Copeland, Christopher Holder, and John
Rouse, Quakers; in execution of the sentence

of the Court of Assistants, for the breach of

the law, entitled Quakers."
Signed Edw'd Eawson, Sec.

This order was duly carried into execution
;

and after the bloody work had ended, these

Friends who had just suffered, turning to the

few present, said, "Those that do this igno-

rantly, wc desire from our hearts, the Lord

may forgive them
; but for them who do it

maliciously, our blood will be upon their heads;
and such shall know in the day of account,
that every drop thereof shall be as heavy upon
them as a millstone."

It will be observed there were many up-
right-hearted men and women who abhorred
sincerely this exhibition of religious hate, but
few of this class were to be found among tho
church-men, who of all, were most vindictive

;

persistent in their movements, and ever rest-
less. Having now accomplished the shedding
of blood by authority of law, they felt them-
selves safe in urging a further step, which
they deemed would be decisive, and effectual
in driving Sriends out, even the institution
of a measure of banishment, on pain of death.
The voice of opposition was raised feebly at
first, but rapidly gained strength by the very
means put forth to silence it. There were not
a few whose consciences were now reached,
who were indeed tendered under the convict-
ing power of the Holy Spirit, and the wonder-
ful display of Almighty goodness, in enabling
His suffering people to endure all things in
patience as good soldiers. A considerable
number, occupying conspicuous positions, as
well as many in the humbler walks of life,

were not disposed to be led any longer by a
selfish priesthood, and did all in their power
to stay the downward tide of sin, and to save
if possible the colony from the dark disgrace
of being identified with the passage of a law;

so inhuman. But their efforts were not suc-
cessful.

Norton, who was the head and front of the
church party, assisted by his brother priests,

petitioned the magistrates to cause the court
to pass a law of the kind referred to. Great
diversity of sentiment prevailed among the
members of this body, consisting of twenty-
five persons, when the subject was brought
before it, and a strong opposition was "de-

veloped ; but finally on the 20th of 10th month,
1658, at a general court held at Boston, the
iniquitous measure became a law, and Friends
were to be deemed worthy of death, if they
returned to the colony, after having been once
tried under its provisions and banished.

This closes the legislative branch of these
most sanguinary proceedings ; more like the
decrees of a Eomish Inquisition, than the laws
of a professedly reformed Christian people, of
republican proclivities ; that we can hardly
sej^arate them in spirit from some in primi-

tive times, who under a reign of greater dark-

ness, persecuted the disciples and followers of

our Lord. P. B.

Philadelphia, 10th mo., 1874.

(To be continned.)

Comparative Warmth of Clothing.—The Lon-
don Medical Record says that Dr. Von Petten-

kofer, in a careful study of this subject re-

cently published, has pointed out that the
permeability of stuffs to air is a condition of

their warmth. Of equal surfaces of the follow-

ing materials, he found that they were per-

meated by the following relative quantities of

air, the most porous, flannel, such as is used
ordinarily for clothing being taken at a 100 :

Flannel, 100 ; linen of medium fineness, 58

;

silk, 40; buckskin, 58; tanned leather, 1;

chamois leather, 51. Hence, if the warmth
of clothing depend upon the degree in which
it keeps out the air from our bodies, then
glove-kid must be 100 times warmer than
flannel, which every one knows is not tho fact.
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The whole question then is resolved into that
ofventilation. If several layers of the same
material be placed together, and the air be
allowed to permeate through them, the ven-
tilation through the second layer is not much
less than through the first, since the meshes
of the two form a system of continuous tubes
of uniform diameter, and the rapidity of the
movement of the air through these isaffected
merely by the resulting friction. Through
our clothing, then, passes a stream of air,

the amount of which, as in ventilation, de-
pends upon the size of the meshes, upon the
difference of temperature between the ex-
ternal and internal atmosphere, and upon the
velocity of the surrounding air. Qur clothing,
then, is required, not to prevent the admis-
sion of the air, but to regulate the same so
that our nervous sj-stem shall be sensible of
no movement in the air. Further, our clothes,
at the same time, regulate the temperature of
the contained air, as it passes through them,
so that the temperature of the air between
the clothing and the surface of our body
averages 84'= to 86° Fahr. The hygroscopic
property of different material used for clothing
essentially modifies their functions. This pro-
perty varies with different materials; wool,
for instance takes up more water than linen,
while the latter takes up and gives off its
watery contents more rapidly thaii the former.
The more the air is displaced by water from
the clothes, the less will be their power of re-
taining the heat; in other words, they con-
duct the heat more readily, and hence we are
quickly chilled by wet garments.

To his Cousin Joseph M.

Ipswich, 12th Mo., 1811

Dear Joseph, On looking a little with an
eye of concern at the situation in which thou
art, perhaps, unavoidably placed, and consi-
dering how exposed a one it is, particularly
for young persons,— I have been a little

thoughtful for thee, with sincere desires for
thy spiritual welfare, that thou mayest be
preserved from the many temptations that
may continually be presented to thee from
the different companies thou art in ; but re-
member it is no sin to be tempted, the sin lieth
in yielding to the tempter. No doubt thou
feels at times the delicacy of thy situation,
when, after the business of the day is over,
thou retires to some inn, where I expect thou
generally meets with other travellers, and
perhaps it is customary to take your refresh
ments together. Now it may be seldom thou
meets on thy journey with a traveller that is
a member of our society, so that being a good
deal shut out from the company of Friends,
thou may, if not very watchful, be drawn by
degrees from that simplicity which I trust
thou desires to walk in—even that sweet sim-
plicity which Truth leads its followers into.
Bo concerned then, dear cousin, continually
to watch over thyself,—watch over all thy
thoughts, words and actions, sincerely desir-
ing that what thou does, it may be to the
glory of God. Now suffer me affectionately
to advise thee to be particularly careful in the
ordering of thy conversation, loving to use
p ainness of speech and behavior towards
all men, keeping much silence

; and then I
believe thou wilt be favoured more clearly to
behold the beauty of that simplicity, which
all who walk in the path and way of selfde-
nial rejoice in. Well may we rejoice in that
which preserves us from following or seeking
after the fashions, cnsf.oma nn,i r„o.,„„„„ S

age, and he shall strengthen thy heart; waii
I say, on the Lord."

I have not written this letter with a vie^
to discourage thee at all in thy situation, onl
considering it to be more exposed than most
felt desirous of saying for thy encouragemen
thus much—Keep thy proper place, let tli'

conduct at all times be exemplary, remembei
ing example speaks louder than words; the)
I believe, dear cousin, thou wilt be of servic
in encouraging others to persevere in the patl
of wisdom and virtue. With dear love, I re
main thy affectionate cousin,

J. F. Marsh.
(To be continued.)

For "The Friend.

John Fiiifli Marsh.
(Coiitinaed from pagt* 84.)

As a suitable appendage to the'aecount of
the life and death of this dear Friend, which
has been laid before, the readers of " The
Friend," it is proposed to insertsome extracts
from his Icttere.

To his friend Hannah Evans
Ipswich, lOth Mo., 1811.

Ah ray dear friend, how is my heart, yea
all that IS within me made to rejoice, when
1 see or hear of any of my young friends
showing themselves to be the disciples of
Christ, by taking up the cross daily and fol-
lowing him. O that the number of these may
daily and hourly increase, is the sincere desire
01 my soul.

I was delighted with that portion of thy
etter where thou says, "there are some in
this city who have parted with considerable
of this world's gratifications to get on in their
journey." May none of us who arc makino-
a profession of religion fall short of the no we?
thereof, but may we be diligent in the examining individually ourselves, in order toknovy how the work of religion goes on in our
hearts; whether the day's work keeps pace^Mth the day. Ilehgion being an every daywork, does not, will not allow any of us to re-mam Kile; so that if we are truly desirous ofmaking happy progress therein, we must not
neglect to retire inwardly and examine our-
selves. I often think of these words of the

UDon volrl r'"*!'!! ""in'
>'^"'' °^" '^•'^'•l out of thyupon jour bed, and be still," an.l wish it was week d'lv

fashions, customs, and manners of
the wor d,—well may we rejoice in those
things which are truly excellent and lead to
peace: " The ways ofthe Lord are ways of plea-
santness, and all his paths are peace.'' I now
feel desirous of reviving in thy remembrance
the sweet counsel thou received from thy dear
niother, the evening previous to thy setting
ott on a journey of business into the west of
i^ngland, m 1st mo., 1810, and may tell thee
the desire of my mind then was, that thou

ght frequently call to mind her words in
that exposed situation of life ; and it is nowmy sincere desire that what I have writtenmay prove acceptable; and should what I
write m the least degree encourage thee to
persevere in the path of true humility my
end IS answered. Be concerned to dwell low
for m the valley of humility there is peace and

I think before I draw to a conclusion I
hall feel most easy to say. Be diligent in at-ending meetings. It may so happen some-

times, when on thy journeys, that thou can-„„„,.u
^ meeting on first day, yet I trustthy endeavours to spend thy first day= amono-

Friends IS not small; but I feel desirous ttiay, i.abor to attend meetings often; think
t no jiardship at times to ride a few miles" way for that purpose; also on a

thou wilt not find thy tit-- -
pent to be lost, but on the contrary, if thy
ndeavors are sincere, thou wilt feel these
.asons to be refreshing, and often cause toacknowledge It was g,.od for thee thy bein°

there. " Wait on the Lord, be of good coui--

Taming the Humming-bird.—Theruby-throai
has sometimes been tamed. Webber, in hii
" Wild Scenes and Song Birds," says', aftei
several unsuccessful attempts, at last " I sue
ceeded in securing an uniuj ured captive, whicl
to my inexpressible delight proved to be one
of the ruby-throated species, the most splen.
did and diminutive that comes north of Flo-
rida. It immediately suggested itself to me
that a mixture of two parts of loaf sugar with
one of fine honey, in ten of water, would make
about the nearest approach to the nectar of
flowers. While my sister ran to prepare it, I
gradually opened my hand to look at my j^rls-
oner, and saw, to my no little amusement as
well as suspicion, that it was actually " play,
ing possum," feigning to be dead most skil-
fully. It lay on my open palm motionless for
some minutes, during which I watched it in
breathless curiosity. I saw it gradually open
its bright little eyes to peep whether the way
was clear, and then close them slowly as it
caught my eye upon it. But when the man-
ufactured nectar came, and a drop was touch-
ed upon the point of its bill, it came to life
very suddenly, and in a moment was on its
legs, drinking with eager gusto of the refresh-
ing draught from a silver teaspoon. When
sated It refusedto take any more, and sat
perched with the coolest selfcomposure on
my finger, and plumed itself quite as artisti-
cally as if on its favorite spray. I was en-
chanted with the bold, innocent confidence
with which it turned up its keen black eyes
to survey us, as much as to say, « Well, good
folks, who are you?" By the next day it
would come from any part of either room,
alight upon the side of a white China cup
containing the mixture and drink eagerly,
with Its long bill thrust in to the very base. It
would alight on by fingers, and seem to talk^
\vith us endearingly in its soft chirps." Mr.
Webber afterwards succeeded in tamino-
eral of the same species. He gave them^thairi
liberty occasionally, and they returned regu-
larly. At the time of migration they left for'
the winter

; but the next spring they souo-hti
their old quarters, and accepted the delicious

i

nectar kindly provided for them, and by de-,
grees brought their ma.i&ii.—Popular Science
Monthly.

This morning before I rose, I was ponder-
ng in my mind, that divers in our Society
are rich and full, as may be seen by theirway of living and their clothing

; and that
though their garb is plain, yet it is costly,
and various are the suits of apparel. I then
recurred to my own low estate, not re<r
ting that it was so ; for it becomes a redeen.^..-
people to be exemplary, in eating, drinkinff,,
and apparel

; in which revolvings my pc
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eak body and low mind were thus satisfied ;

I will clothe thee with salvation, and crown
ly end with peace.

—

Jane Pearson.

For "The Friend."

The Kansas Sufferers.

Our readers may remember a reference in

The Friend," this autumn, to the great de-

duction of the growing crops in Kansas and
ebraska by locusts. Since that period an

nusual drought accompanied by excessive

5at, has added to the loss and destitution of

le inhabitants, so that much need now exists

^d is accumulating with the advance of cold

ieather. The subjoined letter to a Friend

this city, from the Committee of Kansas
teeting for Sufferings, will indicate the con-

bon of matters there among Friends, and
ko the mode of affording the assistance de-

•ed.

Lawrence, Kansas, Tenth month 19th, 1874.

We enclose herewith an extract from the

inutes of our Meeting for Sufferings, show-
T officiaUy the action of that meeting with
new to afford an eflScientand reliable chan-

l for the distribution of such means of re-

f for the destitute and suffering in the limits

this Yearly Meeting, in consequence of the

lure of crops, as may be contributed by
)8e in more favored circumstances,

[nformation and statistics before the Meet-
f for Sufferings, and now in possession of

I committee, show conclusively that much
ititution prevails, especially in the more
yly settled portions of the State. Prompt
i efficient measures are needed to prevent
fering. Some families are now almost en-

sly destitute of subsistence ; many have
ly sufficient to last a few weeks, and nearly
;., .1,^ ^^.„ or'-'-i -. -.'

r\'ill need assistance

ore the incoming of another crop. Both
d and clothing are needed. Bulky articles

;he former can best be purchased near the

ces when needed. Money contributions

iild be preferable, as all articles needed
be purchased here advantageously. Dry

ids for clothing, shoes and clothing adapted
ill classes and ages, also dried fruit, will be

eptable. Care should be taken to avoid
ding articles too much worn to justify

isportation.

lorrespondence should be addressed to Fran-
A. Wright, Secretary Kansas Eelief ; re-

tances, by draft or money order, to W.
Uey, Treasurer, and shipments of goods to

athan Wilson, Agent,—all at Lawrence,
isas. Duplicate lists of articles shipped
notices of remittances should also be sent

he Secretary.

Te earnestly commend the subject, in the
i of Christ, to the kind con.sideration of

charitable and humane wherever this may
ie.

H behalf of the Meeting for Sufferings of

isas Yearly Meeting.
Washington Hadlet,
Francis A. Wright,
Jonathan Wilson,

Executive Committee.

t a meeting of the Meeting for Sufferings

v^ansas Yearly Meeting of Friends, held
leth month 12th, 1874.

accordance with a report of a committee
ipj)inted at a former sitting, on the subject
rfplief to those of our members who are in

1 Cstitute and sufferipg condition, by reason
)f !ie failure and destruction of crops, Wash-
njon Hadley, Jonathan Wilson and Francis

A. Wright are appointed an Executive Com
mitteo, to receive and supervise the distribu
tion of such means of relief as may be contribu-
ted

;
FrancisA Wright to act as Secretary and

Correspondent and Washington Hadley, Trea-
surer. The Executive Committee is authoi'ized
to fill any vacancies that may occur in thei

own body, and also to appoint a general agent,
whose duty it shall be to personally intbrm
himself of the condition and needs of such
Friends as require aid in the different local

ties, and see to the proper distribution of such
means of relief as may be placed at the dis-

posal of the Committee.
Extracted from tho minutes of the meeting,

W. Hadley, Clerk.

Selected

Whoever accumulates learning or discipline

or culture for selfish gratification alone, re

gardlcss of what he owes to Christ and human
ity, has in him all the essential qualities of i

miser. We talk of misers as if they were
found among the commercial classes only
But the term is applicable to all who hoard
up God's gifts in selfish carelessness of the
duties which those possessions impose. It is

the use of power for blessing, which alone can
bring happiness to him who has it.

THE FRIEND.
ELEVENTH MONTH 7, 1874.

The substance of the experience of every
truly born child of God, is expressed by George
Fox, where, after reciting how all preaching,

teaching or any other merely human means,
foil short of reaching, or ministering to h'

condition as a lost child of Adam, sensible of

he exceeding sinfulness of sin and his own
inability to extricate himself from its galling

thraldom, he says, " When all my hopes in

them and in all men were gone, so that I had
nothing outwardly to help me, nor could tell

what to do, then, oh then, I heard a voice

which said, ' There is one, even Christ Jesus,

that can speak to thy condition.' When I

heard it my heart did leap for joy. Then tne

Lord let me see, why there was none upon
the earth that could speak to my condition,

namely that I might give Him all the glory
For all are concluded under sin, and shut up ir

unbelief as I had been, that Jesus Christ might
have thS pre-eminence ; who enlightens and
gives grace, faith and power. Thus when
God doth work, who shall let it? This I

knew experimentally. My desires after the

Lord grew stronger, and zeal in the pure
knowledge of God, and of Christ alone, with-

out the help of any man, book or writing.

For though I read the Scriptures that spake
of Christ and of God, yet I knew him not but

by revelation, as He who hath the key did

open, and as the Father of life drew me to

his Son by his Spirit."

What a wretched condition is it for man to

fall into, where he can bring himself to avow,

as did E. Ash, " That nothing is anywhere
said in Scripture, which implies that men are

to look to anything in themselves for illumi-

nation and salvation," and who must conse-

quently deny the declaration of the Apostle,

even in reference to the heathen, that " That
hich may be known of God is manifest in

them, for God hath showed it unto them.

And also to assert that there is no warra"tit

for speaking of—and consequently none for
believing in " the Light of Christ." Truly
" If thine eye be evil thy whole body shall bo
full of darkness. If therefore the light that
is in thee bo darkness, how great is that dark-
ness."

We are altogether dependent upon Christ
for salvation

;
for in us, that is in our carnal

nature, inheriting the seed of sin from our
first parents, there dwelleth no good thing.
Every aspiration after good, every effort to
become conformable to the Divine will, must
spring from a Divine Source, and the strength
to bring the soul out of the pit of corruption,
must be supernatural. Christ alone can bring
us up out of this horrible pit, place our feet
upon himself, the Eock of Ages, and estabhsh
our goings in righteousness.
How could we know anything of this great

change, this new birth, to take place in us;
nay, how can we know that our deeds are
evil, and that we must be born again, if we
are not to look to anything in ourselves for
illumination and salvation ? If we are not to
bring our deeds to the light in us, to see whe-
ther they are evil, or are wrought in God,
how are we to know whether we are in the
narrow way that leadeth to life eternal, or are
walking in darkness, and know not whither
we go. Were there no " continuance of direct
or immediate revelation to Christ's followers,"
as E. Ash so confidently declares, how would
they know when He stands at the door and
knocks, or how could his followers—if under
such circumstances He could have any follow-

ers—know Him to come in and sup with
them?

Words, however true in themselves, and
however important the truths they are de-
signed to convey, cauuot beget in the soul any
true sense of divine things. The mystery of
the first quickening of Divine life in the soul,

must have a higher origin than language,
written or spoken, and the growth of the
new born babe in Christ, must depend on spi-

ritual food administered by Christ himself,

who is both the bread of life, and the Giver
of it. The natural man may study deeply,
may reason logically, and descant learnedly
on the sacred truths contained in the Scrip-

tures, but he receiveth them not, neither can
he know them, because they are spiritually

discerned. " God who commanded the light

to shine out of darkness, hath shined in our
hearts, to give the light of the knowledge of
the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ;"
and it is only as we walk in this light as He
is in the light, that the children of Light can
have fellowship one with another, and know
the blood of Jesus Christ to cleanse them from
all sin. And unless they know this " Light
of Christ," this " Christ in them the hope of
glory," and walk in and by it. they can never
come to the knowledge of the glory of God
in the face of Jesus Christ.

The command is "Awake thou that sleep-

est, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall

give thee light." The apostle speaks of some,
"ofwhom I travail in birth again, until Christ

be formed in you ;" and of himself he saith,
" I live, yet not I, but Christ liveth in me."

The ofllces of the Light of Christ, the Grace
of God, and the necessity of obedience to it,

were" the great theme of George Fox and his

worthy coadjutors. To these they called the

people, and by the powerful operation of this

itness for God in the hearts of their hear-

ers, thousands were delivered from the power
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of darkness, and translated into the kingdom

oi' Christ Jesus. This was and alwa3;s has

been the great distinguishing feature in the

faith of Friends. For while the^- fully owned

all the cardinal truths of the coming, suffer-

ings, death, atonement, resurrection and me-

diation of Christ, and the benefits resulting

from them, as other orthodox professors held

them, tbcj- saw that these might be held and

taught, and when Friends first came forth

•were held and taught by great numbers, with-

out effecting a change from a state of nature

to a state of grace.

Not knowing the wonder working, trans-

forming power of this Light or Grace, as its

revelations in the soul are observed and obey-

ed, other professors naturally declared that

man could not be freed from the power of sin

;

but must submit to it, for term of life, and

trust to the imputed righteousness of Christ

to cover the guilty soul, without ever know-
ing the law of the Spirit of Life in Christ Je-

sus, to set them free from the law of sin and
death. They therefore hated Friends for de-

claring, that as greater is He who is, bj' his

Spirit, in man, than he who is in the world,

therefore He is able to bind the strong man,
spoil all his goods and cast him out, and sanc-

tify man wholly, body, soul and spirit. The
same effect has followed the same cause in E.

Ash, who denying that there is anything in

man that he can look to for illumination and
salvation, no "Light of Christ" in the soul,

no direct revelation to Christ's followers, as

Friends have always believed ; has likewise

—wo might say necessarily—denied the doc-

trine of Perfection, held by Friends. And yet
this is the man endorsed by London Yearly
Meeting ; declaring that all for whom memo-
rials were read before it, were one in faith

with him. Surely there must have been some
mistake in this latter assertion.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Sir Hercules Eobinson, in a dispatch

from the Fiji Islands, reports to the home government
that he h.is imposed taxes, established a tariff based on
that of New South Wales, and framed a code of laws.
He retains the government in his own hands until
further orders. The king has sent a message confiding
the interests of his people to the justice and clemency
of (Jueen Victoria.

The Times of India announces that Colonel Mobray
Thompson, defender of Cawnpore, fails to identify the
person who claimed to be Nana Sahib, though he says
there is certainly a likeness. The prisoner declares he
was drunk when he falsely confe.ssed that he was Nana
Sahib. He states that he was arrested by mistake in
18ri4, and subsequently released, and claims that he has
relatives who will recognize him.
A London dispatch of the 29th says : The twin of the

Castalia made a short trial trip in Dover Roads yester-
day with satisfactory results. The speed of ten knots
l)er hour was made. The engines, however, are still

defective and further repairs and more experimental
jonrneya will be necessary.

The brig Lophema, from Liverpool for Baltimore,
picked lip from a raft five persons belonging to the
steamship Mary, which foundered while on a voyage
from (ilasgow to Trinidad. The Lophema transferred
them to the bark Egyptian, which vessel landed them
at Falmouth.

It is probable that with the exception of the five per-
sons above mentioned, and two landed at Falmouth by
the steamship Horseguards, all those who were on the
Mary, including the captain, are lost.

A Bombay dispatch says, the cotton crop in the Pre-
sidency of Bombay, promises the largest yield ever re-
corded. The cotton picking had already commenced,
being ten weeks earlier than usual.
Livcrpool.-Uplands cotton, 73 a 7Jd.; Orleans, 81 a

S.ld. Bre.idstufis quiet.

The British and Foreign Bible Society in London
Hince JH04, has issued 123,000,000 Bibles, in 130 dif-
ferent languages.

It is reported that there are 1500 persons sick with

typhoid fever in the town of Darwen-Over, in thecounty

of Lancaster, being more than one-sixth of the entire

population. _

A London dispatch of 11th mo. 2d says: The cable

of the direct United States Company, which parted and

was lost while being laid by the steamer Faraday, has

been picked up by that vessel in lat. 50.31, long. 24.19,

at a depth of 187 fathoms. The cable is in perfect con-

dition. It was spliced to the portion that remained on

the Faraday at 11 o'clock this A. M., and the work of

paying out wa^ again commenced.
A Paris dispatch of the 27th says : "The government

has communicated to the papers an official note for the

purpose of allaying the disquieting rumors which are

current, on the Bourse and elsewhere, in connection

with the Spanish memorandum. The note says that

the memorandum refers more to the past than to the

present matters, and that the attitude of none of the

great Powers justifies the alarm felt by Spain, and
which served as a pretext for sending the memorandum.
La Liberie is informed that Spain has withdrawn her

demand for the extradition of the crew of the steamer

Nieves as deserters.

The Italian, Trabucco, who was sentenced to death

for an attempt upon the life of Napoleon and was after-

ward pardoned, has again been arrested in this city on
the charge of threatening the life of Chevalier Nigra,

the Italian Minister.

At an election held in Pas de Calais on the 1st inst.,

for Deputy in the National Assembly, Engrand, the

Bonapartist candidate, was chosen by a decided ma-
jority.

Berlin advices state that after the preliminary exami-
nation of Count Von Arnim, he was rdeased on bail

upon the advice of his physicians, who reported that

his health was failing from close confinement. He
gave the required bail for his appearance for trial.

The Oennania says the deputies from Lorraine will

take their seats immediately upon the opening of the

sessions of the Reichstag.

The German Parliament was opened on the 29th ult.

by the Emperor William. The speech from the throne
enumerates comprehensive measures to bring about
uniformity in judicial proceedings. Steps have also

been taken to secure kindred uniformity of civil rights.

Projects of law making civil marriages obligatory, and
introducing civil registration throughout the empire,
will also be submitted. Various other matters were
referred to in the speech, which appears to have been
well received.

The trial of Kullman for the attempted assassination
of Bismarck, commenced on the 29th and ended on the
30th ult. The prisonei' fully admitted his guilt, but
endeavored to justify the act on account of Bismark's
hostility to the Catholic religion. He said he had first

thought of killing Bismarck last Easter, and went to

Berlin for that purpose, but was unable to find his

residence until he learned from the newspapers that
the Prince had gone into the country. On being asked
how he reconciled such a crime with his religious pro-
fession, Kullman replied, " It serves the cause. Are
not our bishops imprisoned." Kullman was found
guilty and sentenced for fourteen years to the House of
Correction, and ten years suspension of his civil rights
with police surveillance.

A ministerial order has been issued to carry into
effect the sentence against Kullman, at St. George
prison, near Bayreuth.
The Turkish authorities have ordered the arrest of a

number of persons implicated in the recent murder of
Montenegrins.

Missionaries from Russia have opened a Greek
Church in Japan, at which about 200 natives attend.

Spanish affairs remain without material change.
Reinforcements to the Spanish army in Cuba were ship-
ped on the 27th ult. No important military operations
in the north of Spain are likely to occur immediately.
It is asserted that several leading Carlists have waited
on Don Carlos at Tolossa, and represented to him that
it is useless to continue the war. The Iberia has intel-
ligence that Don Carlos intends to hold an important
conference on French territory, and expresses a hope
that the French authorities will prevent it.

The municipality of Naples proposes to tender to
Garibaldi an annuity of $6,000.
The latest advices from Hong Kong are to the effect

that the difficulties between China and Japan will be
peacefully settled.

In the first six months of 1874, bounties were paid
for the destruction of 1109 wild beasts in the central
provinces of India, viz : 185 tigers, 366 panthers and
leopards, 227 bears, 84 wolves, and 247 hyenas.
United States.—The War Department is now en-

gaged i

by the

reducing the army to the number author!:

y the last Congress—25,000 men. There are s

about 2,000 men over that number.
There are six establishments, with an aggregi

capital of $1,500,000, engaged in the manufacture of

and oil-cake from cotton seed, in New Orleans.

An investigation in regard to manufacturing a

business matters shows that the winter prospect for t

laboring class in N. York is very unpromising. Ab(
one-third of the unskilled laborers in that city are id

Many of them have had no employment for sevei

months and are already in actual want.

It is stated that about 200,000 watches are made a

nually in the United States, and that the business ]

presents a capital of nearly $5,000,000.

The interments in Philadelphia last week number
278, including 78 children under two years. Th(
were 41 deaths of consumption and 10 of marasmi
The mean temperature of the Tenth month, by t

Pennsylvania Hospital record, was 58.62 deg.; t

highest during the month 72 deg., and the lowest;

deg. The amount of rain was 1.65 inches. The av{

age of the mean temperature of the Tenth month 1

the past 85 years is given as 54.74 deg. The high

mean during that entire period was in 1793, 64 de

the lowest in 1827, 46 deg. The amount of rain in t

first ten months of 1874 has been 36.38 inches, igau

51.48 inches in the corresponding period in 1873.

The Public Debt statement published on the fi

inst., shows a reduction in the total amount of $6Sl,4
during the Tenth month, and a reduction of $4,026,4
since 6th mo. 30th last.

I%e Markets, &c.—The following were the quotatio

on the 2d inst. New ForA.-American gold llOJ a IK
U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 118; do. coupons, 118

do. 1868, registered, 117i ; coupons, 117J; do. 10-

5 per cents, registered, lllf ; coupons, H2J^. Superfi

fiour, $4 a $4.30 ; State extra, $4.60 a $5 ; finer brani

$5.50 a $10.40. No. 2 Chicago spring wheat, Sl.OS

$1.05 ; No. 3 do., $1.02 ; red western, $1.17 a $1.1

amber, $1.22 ; white Michigan, $1.27 a $1.36. Frcn
barley, $1.50 ; German, $1.40 a $1.45 ; Lake sho:

$1.38. Oats, 59 a 61J cts. Yellow corn, 92 cts. ; ik

mixed, 80 a 84 cts. Philadelphia.—Middling nplan

cotton, 14| cts. ; New Orleans, 15J^ cts. Clover seed,

a 9 cts. Extra flour, $4.25 a $4.75 ; fancy brands, $1

$8. White wheat, $1.30; amber, $1.26; red, $1.1

Rye, $1.05 a $1.07. Yellow corn, 90 cts. ; new miii

73 cts. Oats, 58 a 63 cts. Sales of about 3500 b.

cattle at 7J a 7f cts. per lb. gross for extra, and 4 i

cts. for common to good. Sheep 4} a 5J cts. per
gross. Receipts 15,000 head. Corn fed hogs, $9.2/

$10 per 100 lb. net. Receipts, 6,500 head. Chicago.

Spring extra flour, $4 a $4.50. No. 1 Spring wht
88 cts. ; No. 2 do., 84i cts. ; No. 3 do. 79J cts. No
mixed corn, 72 cts. Oats, 46 cts. Oincinnali.—Fani

flour, $4.90 a $5.16. Red wheat, $1.03 a $1.08. H
corn, 60 a 62 cts. Oats, 53 a 56 cts. Rye, 93 cts.

A Stated Meeting of "The Female Society of Phi

delphia for the Relief and Employment of the Poc

;

will be held at the House of Industry, No. 112 No
'

Seventh St., on Seventh-day, 11th mo. 7th, at 12 o'ck
i

JuLiANNA Randolph, Oter/I
j

" The Germantown Employment Society for Wom
has for sale, at a low price, a large supply of substan
clothing for men, women and children, suitable too

to the Freedmen and Indians, &c. To those purcl

ing to the amount of $20.00 or over, we will
deduction of 10 per cent.

Application may be made to Sarah Ann MatlJ
corner Shoemaker's Lane and Wakefield St., or M
C. Collins, 147 School St.

Died, on the 12lh of Tenth month, 1874, Wii
Newbold, in the seventy-third year of his age, a it

ber of Upper Springfield Monthly Meeting, N. Jei.

, at her residence in this city, on the 31*

Tenth month, 1874, Henrietta, widow of the »

Henry Troth, aged 81 years, a member of the Men J
Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia for the Wet

«

District.

, on the 9th ult., at her residence in West P *
delphia, Hannah Bacon, in the 86th year of her «j

Sincerely attached to the doctrines and testimoni of

the gospel as held by Friends, her life was consi »'

therewith
; and through the operation of Divine G >^

she was clothed with the ornament of a meek and «'

spirit, which i.s, in the sight of God of great price

WILLIAM H? pfLE^TpRINTERi"
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Wayside Notes,

(Continued from page 93.)

As gold is tried in the fire, so are acccpt-

le men in the furnace of affliction ;" and
it hath pleased the Most High, iu every

e, in the administration of His moral and
iritual government, to prepare the heart of

through chastisement, to receive it;

eakiog up the fallow ground, the unsub-
ed, carnal nature, that the seed of the king-

m might take root therein ; bringing the
e of His righteous jealousy to the root of

e unregenerate tree, and through the dis-

insation of the cross, crucifying the affec-

ms, and introducing the heart into a re-

Wed life, with new desires, and higher ob-

jcts to press after, and all looking to the one
Jessed hope of our calling. The Lord indeed
lioveth whom he chasteneth, and seourgoth
i'ery son whom he receiveth." The heart
:ust be unrobed of its own righteousnes.s, bo-

re it can be spiritually clothed ; must be
umbled and dispossessed of its own strength,

3fore it can be truly exalted, and equipped
ith spiritual power ; and ifany are to become
halified to administer consolation to others,

iiey must have known of the operation of

[od's grace and Light in their own hearts,

I'labiiug them to speak of that their hands
jave handled, and to testify of that they have
jen of the revelation of His power to heal
ie sin-sick soul. The Lord will have a peo-

Je wholly dedicated to His work ; and that
[lose whom He would call into His harvest-
eld, might be well established and armed to

lieet every assault of the enemy. He, who
jnows theend from the beginning, and where-

\y the power of the arch-deceiver might over-

Jirow the work of grace in their hearts, con-

escends in love to the whole human race, to

'y their faith as by fire, that they may have
le seal of adoption engraven as upon the
alms of their hands; that by example and
octrine, they may faithfully proclaim thei

llegiance. Polished shafts he would make
f such, pillars in His house ; instruments
nointed, and bidden to preach the everlast
ag Gospel to the very ends of the earth
ind in dwelling upon this deeply interesting
abject, I have been led to take a view of
his most significant connexion, every where
j?ritten in the history of the visible church

between the suffering of Christian men and
women on the one hand, and their devotion,
zeal and consistency on the other ; and that
when in basket and in store they have been
abundantly blessed, they have either turned
their faces away and given themselves to

servo the idols of this world, or in the lap of
ease, and surrounded by whatever is calcu-

lated to enlist their affections, have settled

down into apathy, and lukewarmness ; their

zeal hath grown cold, and as laborers for the

Lord, have lost their efficiency, and the beauty
and brightness of better daj's, wherein the
Son of man, by His blessed Spirit, was truly
magnified in them.
And why has the world such a benumbing

influence ? Is it not that its charms are ever
present, active, moving in our midst, address-

ed to our senses and our nature. Hence this

bond of sympathy ; this close affinity between
the world, and the world in us. And how is

this link to be broken, and every false rest re-

moved, unless it be through the interposing
goodness of Almighty God, in teaching by
many practical examples, that one after an-

other every earthly prop will be taken away.
Hereby He condescends to visit souls, and to

enamor, warm and animate them with His
love, leading them rather to exercise faith in

things which are unseen, than in those which
are seen. It is all in mercy that the unstable,

wayward heart of man is thus dealt with.

The best lessons of wisdom are learned in

the school of adversity, not when prosperity
smiles, and every sensual gratification is with-
n our reach ; and yet while the obedient child

of God in every generation has counted his

sufferings for the Truth great gain. He who
knows when and how to afilict, and the pres-

sure that every soul can bear will, I fully be-

lieve, administer to each individual according
to his separate need, and that he may best

promote the welfare of the militant church.

It is the privilege of the faithful to rejoice in

tribulation, and to magnify his Holy Name
that they are accounted worthy to suffer,

neither will they become impatient under it.

knowing it is the Father's good pleasure to

give them the kingdom, and that when they
have filled up their measure of service among
the afflicted children in the Lamb's warfare.

His face, which has been turned toward them
in extremity, will not be turned away, when
in love to their souls, and to the church uni

versal He is pleased to say, "it is enough."

Then do I believe such will be permitted to

enjoy a foretaste of the life to come : to behold

a measure of His exceeding glory, the glory

of the only begotten of the Father full of

grace and truth. Brighter skies, and a more
radiant Light will be theirs, they shall know
what it is to sit at the Lord's abundant table,

and to have their souls replenished from daj

to day with spiritual bread. And when we
turn our attention to the experience of that

people, in a very remote age, before the dawn
of Christianity, who were a nation favored of

the Lord ; chosen for a light to the Gentiles,

and to preach through their ovvn fidelity, re-

pentance toward God to a heathen world
; we

cannot fail to see in His patient dealing with
them, that human nature was the same then
as now, and needed, in the Divine counsel, the
application of the same general law of disci-

pline, in the administration of His spiritual

government then, as individuals and nations
experience in the present day. They were a
living and most interesting type of His chas-

tising love and mercj'. His fatherly care and
long-suffering forbearance ; and the history of
their unfaithfulness, and repeated backslid-

ings, presents a sad and solemn picture of the
waywardness of the human heart; and that

when in captivity, and under oppression, they
were spiritually blessed more than when in

possession of the land promised to their fath-

ers. And is not this a lesson taught in the

life ofevery generation. The primitive church
was born in the midst of suffering, and the

death of many martyrs. Our Lord himself

went up and down in the earth, during His
short, but most eventful pilgrimage, a stranger

and an outcast, despised and rejected of men,
presenting in His own person a forecast of the

trials and sharp buEfetings that would attend

the growth of the Christian church. And
has this not been the experience of the real

members of the Church of Christ? If they
have not always undergone outward suffer-

ing, have they ijot often passed through many
inward conflicts, and gone down as into

spiritual Babylon ; taking up the ci-oss, deny-
ing themselves, and living in opposition to tbe
prevailing practice and spirit of the worldly
wise?
Was not this experience remarkably brought

forth in the early life of our own Society,

which was raised up for no other purpose
than to revive the gospel in its ancient ful-

ness ? The trials and mocking that Friends
underwent, to secure for themselves and pos-

terity perfect Christian liberty, and the ac-

knowledgment of Christ's headship in the

church, can never fully be unfolded, as it

would bo impossible to convey to the present

generation, a complete and definite expres-

sion, of the tortures and terrible wrongs in-

flicted by the church of Eome upon protestant

believers.

And now this underlying truth in the re-

ligious life of the world, follows us into New
England, and the interesting subject which
has made up much the larger part of these

"Notes," comes freshly before me. Had not

Friends there enough to endure, and to try

the foundation of their faith ; whether they
were serving their own passions, or striving

to walk in the narrow, self-denying path cast

up for aU the Lord's people. Their zeal, love

and faithfVilness, were equal to their greatest

extremity. Faith and courage outlived the

shafts of envy ; the sharpest, and the most
flagrant abuse. No suffering could unsettle

their allegiance, or disturb their confidence
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in God their Saviour; whose abounding lo\ .

often flowed as a stream of gladness into their

bleeding hearts.

(To be continned.)

Social Life among Animals.—The following

amusing scraps are gleaned from a highly in

teresting paper read at a late public sitting

of the Brussel's Academy of Sciences, by M
van Beneden, and published in the Eevue

Scientifiquc. There exists, he remarks, a great

analogy between human society and that of

animals. In the latter we find, quite as often

as in our world, an honest set earning their

livelihood by their industry; but there is

another set of idlers and vagabonds that live

entirely by their wits and at the expense of

thoir thrifty neighbors. Some are parasites

and feed on their vitals, others are content to

sit at the same table and enjoy the good things

before them. That there are masons, car-

penters, miners and architects among the

lower creation, is a well known fact ; but we
may be startled to find among them manu-
facturers of paper (a sort of South American
wasp, the Chartergus chartarius), and ship-

builders (a sort offish discovered by Agassiz,

that builds itself a floating nest of seaweeds),
&c. We have the cheat that leads the life

of great gentlemen (the cukoo and pagiirus),

the humble pickpocket (the magpie), and the
ruthless highwayman (the tiger, shark, &c.)

But then there are some that cannot live with-
out being a burden to others; such are cer-

tain Crustacea, like the copepoda, that will

stick to an ascidian and partake of its prey
;

or the fish called "remora," that will anchor
itself to the body of a good swimmer, and let

itself be conveyed along without any per-
sonal trouble, catching its prey from its snug
berth.

Others there are that will do a friend a
neighborly service; such is a sort of plover,
that will enter a crocodile's meuth, and cleanse
its teoth of the remnants of the last break-
fast, a service the saurian cannot perform
itself because of the stiffness of its tongue ; so
that it has the advantage of a living tooth-
l)ick. This fact is mentioned by Aristotle,
and has since been found true. Among para-
sites properly so called, there are many' that
do not take to their roguish mode of living
till they get old ; until "then they will roam
about in perfect liberty. Sometimes, like the
hopryans, a sort of Crustacea, both male and
female, will seek together a refuge for their
old age in another organism of their kind; at
others, it is only the female that does so, while
the male remains at large

; this is the ease of
the worm filaria of Medma.

Eastern Method of Me.asuring Time.—The
common people of the East measure time by
the length of their shadow. Hence, if you
ask a man what o'clock it is, he immediately
goes into the sun, stands erect, then, looking
where his shadow terminates, he measures his
length with his feet, and tells you nearly the
time. Thus, workmen earnestly desire the
shadow which indicates the time for leaving
their work. A person wishing to leave his
toil says, "How long my shadow is in com-
ing!" "Why did you not come sooner?"
"Because 1 waited for my shadow." In Job
vii. 2 we find it written, "As a servant ear-
nestly desireth the shadow, and as an hire-
ling looketh for the reward of his work."

i'or "TLe Friend."

Jolm Fiucli Marsh.

(Continaed from page 94.)

To his cousin Hannah Morris.

I was much pleased with that part of thy

letter where thou reverted to those days of

our childhood which we were favored to spend

together, when in the simplicity of our minds,

which were tenderly and preciously visited

with the overshadowings of Divine love, we
were led to delight ourselves in the most pro-

fitable way of retirement ; that of sitting to

gether in silence, or as we used to call it, and
as I think it may be said, holding a meeting.

Those days we spent together, and those

hours thus happily spent were made precious

to us; the recollection of which will I think

at all times prove profitable and instructive

to our minds. I believe had I cherished more
the tender impressions then made on my
mind,—had I been more faithful in attending
to the pointings of truth in my inward parts,

as I grew in years, I should at the present
day have experienced a greater progress

my spiritual journey than at this season is

the case.

Deptford, 1st day evening, 6th mo. 27th, 1813.

To Ills friend Joseph Messer.
Colchester, 11th mo., 1813.

My dear Joseph,—Thou hast been the fre

quent companion of my thoughts by day, and
at night on my bed have I remembered thee,

and am thankful in continuing to have that
feeling respecting thee, which when writing
to thee before, think I expressed it was my
desire to experience an increase of; a feelin

which language can but faintly express, i~t

being better felt than described in words or
writing

;
j-et by endeavoring sometimes to

express something of this inward feeling,

it not only afiords relief and satisfaction to
the mind or minds thus exercised, but often
is permitted to afford encouragement, and
prove a strength to those on whose account
the heart is thus feelingly engaged; which
while it breathes in secret for its own preser-
vation, a language li ke that of David when he
said, "Let the words of my mouth, and the
meditation of my heart, be acceptable in thy
sight, O Lord, my strength andmy Eedeemer,"
it also craves the preservation of others, and
that the same language may in sincerity be
theirs, yea, the daily desire of each of our
heai'ts to be enabled so carefully to watch
over our thoughts, words and actions, that
what we think, speak, and do, may be to the
glory of God. If this, my beloved young
friend, be our happy experience, we shall ex-
ceedingly rejoice in being preserved in his
fear.

How animating and encouraging is the lan-
guage, " Whoso offeretb praise glorifieth me

;

and to him that ordereth his conversation
aright will I show the salvation of God."

Let us then be encouraged to become in-
creasingly watchful and serious ; for I do be-
lieve the more this becomes our experience,
the more cheerful we shall feel in ourselves,
and liberty to be so with others ; and let us
not be ashamed when we do not feel at liberty
for conversation, to sit silently before men

;

for it is sometimes the case when in company,
we feel ourselves so shut up as not to be able
to enter much into conversation

; and this may
sometimes happen when we feel desirous to
be conversant and to appear more cheerful. It
may then be painful to us thus to appear, and

difficult to withdraw ourselves from compan
yet I think it profitable for us thus to fe(

and that this stripped state is wisely ordere
not only for our own instruction but also f

the instruction of others. Such is at tim
the low stripped state of my mind, that I a

more fit to be in the fields, or my charnb'

alone, than in company. The words of tl

prophet Jeremiah have been remembered I

me, and think from degree of experience
may speak the same language.

" It is good for a man that he bear the yol

in his youth. He sitteth alone, and keepe:

silence, because he hath borne it upon hii

He putteth his mouth in the dust, if so I

there may be hope." I do not understai
this sitting alone and keeping silence, to I

expressive of anything gloomy. No, no. B
of sweet profitable retirement, wherein tl

mind becomes more and more weaned fro

earthly things, and inwardly seeks those th;

are heavenly ; for nothing short of that wbit
is of a pure and heavenly nature can satisi

the waiting mind. It is good for the sons ar

daughters of men to sit much alone, keepir
silence

; and for some of us frequently to s

solitary in families. Now my dear Joseph, i

endeavor to express a little more of the fet

ing I have had on thy account, as mentionc
in the early part of my letter ; what if I sa

it seems to be accompanied with the belii

that if thou faithfully attends to the pointinj

of truth in thy inward parts, minding the da

of little things, of apparently small requiring
if thou art willing to bow with fear and hi

mility under the forming hand of the Lor(
fully resigning thyself wholly to his dispose
sincerely desiring to become what he woal
have thee to be ;"if thou stand faithful in a

things, he would prepare and qualify thcc ft

a laborer in his vineyard, in which thei

would be found employment for all, if thei

was but a willingness to enter in when tl

invitation is given ; a willingness to obey tl

call. Though all are not made use of in tl

same way, yet there is something for each or

to do; and happy are they who humbly an
patiently wait to know the Master's will, an
faithfullj' obey it. Their reward is indee

sweet peace of mind.
I sincerely hope to do no harm, or hurt the

in the least degree by thus writing ; but
trust thou can clearly understand me, and s(

that I long to encourage thee to be faithfi

in that which appears to be required at th

hands, to mind and walk in that path clearl

marked out for thee to walk in, whether
may be in a silent or a more public one. Fa
be it from me to say anything that woul
tend to bring forth anything like unripe frui

or keep back that which is already ripe. Ho'
different is the feeling attending the min^
after anything done in the will, &c., of th

creature, from that which is done in appn
bending it to be a divine requiring. The n
ward of the latter is sweet peaceful quiet c

mind. My mind has been at times sweetl,
iressed and instructed with this language

" Except the Lord build the house, they labo
in vain that build it : except the Lord kee
the city, the watchman vcaketh but in vain.

(To be continued.)

" They that wait upon the Lord shall r(

new their strength
; they shall mount up wit

wings as eagles ; they shall run, and not b

weary
; and they shall walk, and not faint.

Isaiah xl. 31.
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A Siiigiiliir Religious Sect.

The North China Herald publishes a letter

i-]je( ting a much persecuted body of people
1 iding in China. The writer says: "It has
Ion remarked as a singular fact that of the
ft i)f Nestorian Christians who flourished
(teii^ively in China during the thirteenth
ciitiiry, little or nothing is known at the jii-e-

t- it (lay. That they enjoj-ed the protection
;d received the fostering care of the Yuen
ma-t.y, and were in turn cruelly persecuted
id tinally exterminated by the Mings, is all

tat \vc know of them. The few tablets and
] inunieuts erected by them which still sur-

\re stand as dumb witnesses to the fact that
tey existed at one time; but they give no
kee of their devoted faith. There now exists,

jwever, in the southern border of the pro-
nee of Shantung a peculiar society or sect

10 profess to have received their doctrine
iginally from the west. They are known
the ' Nameless Sect,' and are unable to give
e date of the introduction of their religion

iO China. They have a knowledge of an In-

)ible, Omnipresent, Almighty Being, whom
ey worship. This god whom they 'worship
known amongst them by three names—the
vibg Buddha of the West, the One not born
father or mother, and the Heavenly Father
all meaning and pointing to the one God,

3 eternal. They do not worship idols.

teh member of this sect repeats daily a
mn or moral discourse, in which such senti-

snts as the following occur :
' Do not injure

ihers in oi-der to benefit yourself;' ' Abstain
iom evil thoughts, word.s, or deeds ;' ' Let
Bbne covet earth's pleasures, but set your
Ibarts firmly on the Heavenly Paradise;'
iVhen the Saviour comes from the West, men
ill have peace.' These people believe in
itnre rewards and punishments, but they
ve no clearlj' defined notions of the happi-
!8 which awaits the faithful. They speak
a Saviour to come from the West. They
ve no temples, but three times each day
ery one, jn a silting posture, with eyes
osed, silently«off'ers up prayers to God, and
the Ist and 15th of each moon they burn

icense to him, but they have no altars, nor
they make use of paper money.
"Every member of the sect is expected to

jntribute money according to his ability, but
ere is no compulsion, and each one is left to

termine for himself the amount of his con-
ibution. These contributions are paid to
e leader under.whose guidance the members
ntributing may be at the time. These leaders
r officers hold a position accoi-ding to the
umber of converts or members each is able
gain to the sect. Each leader has a special

versight over his own converts, and spends
uch of his time in going about amongst his

ock.

Since the severe persecutions which this

et have encountered from the government,
heir religious rites and ceremonies, and all

[uatters pertaining to their Church discipline,

kave been conducted in secret, so that those
;vho are not members do not know what is

lone, or who are members of the sect. When
.he leader goes on his regular visits, the con-
rerts, like the early Christians in times of per-

secution, meet in the house of some brother,
men and women together, where they join ir

silent solemn devotion. The leader "then ex
horts them to be faithful, admonishes and in

structs them, and at the close of their religiout

B&remonies they all sit down together to :

supper, of which wine and bread form the
greater part. Thissingularreligioussect exists
in great numbers throughout the eastern and
southern borders of Shantung. Thej' have
shown a uniform spirit of kindness and friend-
liness toward the American Protestant mis-
sionaries who have visited them, and who
have succeeded in gaining their confidence,
and great numbers of them have eagerly em-
braced the doctrines of the Christian re-

ligion."

For "The Friend."

A few (luestions and Aiiswen relative to some of the

Boctrmcs aud Testimonies of the Society of Friends,

(Continued from page 91.)

Question.—While fully satisfied concerning
the necessity of repentance through obedience
to the light of Christ as the first step to peace;
what are Friends' views respecting the meri-
torious offering and atoning sacrifice of the
dear Son and Sent of God, and also concern-
ing faith?

Ansiver.—They believe that the fall of man
incurred spiritual death

;
and that thereby he

was cut off from access to the tree of life, and
lost the Divine image in which he vras created.
That the coming, suffering, and death in the
flesh of the Messiah has opened up a way
whereby man becomes reconciled to the Father
and is put into a capacity for salvation ; or, in

other words, enabled to become freely justi-

fied. That the serpent's head is hereby
bruised

; and " a new and living way" opened
and " consecrated for us through the vail, that
is to say Christ's flesh." For it is written of
the immaculate Lamb, " Thou wast slain, and
hast redeemed us to God by thy blood, out of
every kindred, and tongue, and people, and
nation." But it is onl}^ through an entire sur-

render of ourselves to the' grace, that saves
any, and as man walks in the light, as God is

in the light—as he is in measure capacitated
to do—that the blood of Jesus Christ his Son
purgeth his wicked heart and cleanseth from
all sin. Thus the blood cleanseth, upon the
washing of regeneration and the renewing of
the Holy Ghost becoming our indispensable
experience. The Apostle further says :

" By
grace are je saved through faith," &c. Friends
believe that we must have true faith in the
Eedeemer; and that this faith is a Divine gift

producing obedience to the grace and truth
that came and comes by Him. Moreover this

true and living faith, which is the gift of God,
through the revelation of the Holy Spirit of
Christ Jesus in the soul, is so comprehensive
that, as represented by the Apostle, it is "-the

substance of things hoped for, the evidence of
things not seen ;" a faith which endures "as
seeing Him who is invisible;" a faith which
overcomes the world, even all that is not of

Him.
Q.—We hearnow-a-days much about justi-

fication by faith : Can faith alone save any ?

A.—No : works of righteousness by the
Spirit of Christ Jesus and the birth of Christ
in man, not Christ's death alone on the cross

for man, are necessary to complete justifica-

tion. The apostle James, as though he was
addressing this very time, declares : "What
doth it profit, my brethren, though a man
saith he hath faith, and have not works, can

faith save him ? Faith if it have not works
is dead, being alone. Yea, a man may say.

Thou hast faith, and I have works ; show me
thy faith without thy works, and 1 will show
thee my faith by my works." "Seest thou

how faith wrought with his (Abraham's)
works, and by works ivas faith made perfect."
"Ye see then how that by works a man is

justified, and not by faith only." " For as the
body without the spirit is dead, ao faith with-
out works is dead also." Does any one need
to be assured that the works here alluded to
by the Apostle, are the fruits of obedience to
the manifestations of the Lord's Holy Spirit
in the secret of the heart? by and through
which holj' power and grace of God, we are
enabled to overcome the world, the flesh, and
the devil, and more and more to experience
what it is to sit in heavenly places in Christ
Jesus, to the peace and joy of the soul. Then
faith without works is a dead faith. For God
sent his Son to bless us, by turning us away
every one from his iniquities. And unless
this be experienced through submission to the
power of an endless life, and receiving Christ
Jesus into the heart where His kingdom must
come, and His will be done, unto our becom-
ing new creatures in Him, all that He hath
done for us without us will not avail to our
complete justification and salvation.

Q.—What does Joseph Phipps say in treat-

ing on true faith ?

A.—"That faith which stands wholly upon
hearsay, tradition, reading or imagination, is

but a distant kind of ineffectual credence,

which permits the soul to remain in the bond-
age of corruption. The wicked may go this

length toward gospel faith ; "but the true faith
lays hold of, is a part of, and cleaves to the
Spirit of Truth in its inward manifestations;
wherein it stands, and whereby it grows, till

the heart is purified, the world overcome, and
salvation obtained. This faith is as a flame of
pure love in the heart to God."

Q.—And what says George Fox on the
same ?

A.—" They whose faith doth not stand in

the power of God, cannot exalt His kingdom
that stands in power."

Q.—What does the Society of Friends un-

derstand by that scripture, " As Moses lifted

up the serpent in the wilderness, even so must
the Son of Man be lifted up ; that whosoever
believeth in him should not perish, but have
eternal life ?"

A.—They believe that, though of grave im-
portance to the children of Israel under an
imperfect covenant, it now represents another
Jewish type ended in the Great Antitype.

Yea, so short-lived was this type, that it is

recorded ofgood kingHezekiah, that he brake
in pieces the brazen serpent that Moses had
made ; which " Nehushtan" or piece of brass,

the children of Israel, even in the days of the

kings, burned incense to. But they do not
understand it as giving any sanction in the
Christian dispensation to a bare belief in the

outward atoning sacrifice of the Saviour, pre-

cious as that atonement is, or still less to the

modern enunciations, " Look and Live ;" or,

"Lord, I believe thou didst die, and I take

thee to be mine ; and so by faith we put off

the old man," as being all that is necessary to

salvation : else the devils, of whom it is writ-

ten, they "also believe and tremble," might
be saved. It is unquestionably true that,

" He that cometh to God must believe that He
is ;" for again, " He that believeth not is con-

demned already," &c., but that by this lifting

up of the Son of man was meant, not only as

alluding to the death He should ^ie, as the

evangelist declares, but also His spiritual com-
ing, power and government in the soul is
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plainlj- shown by what follows the portion of

geripture just quoted from, viz: "And this is

the condemnation, that light is come into the

•world (Christ Jesus was the true light, which
lighteth every man, &e.,) and men loved dark

ness rather than light, because their deeds

were evil. For every one that docth evil,

hateth the light, neither cometh to the light,

lest his deeds should be reproved. But h

that doeth truth cometh to the light, that his

deeds may be made manifest that they are

wrought in God."

Q.—In what does true worship consist ?

A.—Christ Jesus the author and mediatoi

of the new covenant testifies, that true wor
ship is inward ; being in spirit and in truth,

Thus He said to the woman of Samaria, " But
the hour cometh, and now is, when the true

worshippers shall worship the Father
spirit and in truth: for the Father seeketh
such to worship him. God is a spirit; and
they that worship him must worship in spirit

and in truth."

Q.—Then is there a difference between the
worship performed under the old covenant,
and that under the new ?

A.—Yes : it is now no longer a worship con-

sisting in outward observations ; else it would
not differ much from that instituted under
the law. And hence the language from the
lip of Truth, " The hour cometh and now

"

&c., as of something in contradistinction to

that worship which had been.

Q.—Is vocal ministry or prayer essential

to true worship ?

A.—No. For even therewith, or after these
may have been exercised, there remTiins a
work to do between our own souls and our
Creator; waiting upon Ilim for the renewing
of our spiritual strength, and watching unto
the prayer which is in spirit with all perse-
verance. The teachings of others, under the
qualifying power of the anointing, may, and
should, invite and incite to this; the end and
design of a gospel minister being to bring
people to Christ ; or, in the language of scrij)-

turo, " To open their eyes, and to turn them
from darkness to light, and from the power
of Satan unto God

; that they may receive for-

giveness of sins, and inheritance among them
that are sanctified," &c. But, as is also writ-
ten, "No man can save his brother, or give
to God a ransom for his soul." Such then, in

the ability which the Truth gives, are helpful
but not indispensable.

Q-—What does Isaac Pcnington say of the
great work of the ministry?

j1.—"This," saj's lie, ''is the great funda-
mental, that God is light, and in Him, is no
darkness at all. 1 John i. 5. And the great
work of the ministry is to show men where
this light is, and to turn men from the dark-
ness, wherein is the power of Satan, unto this
light, wherein is the power of God. * * To
turn them from Satan's kingdom to this king-
dom

;
from his large compass of dominion in

the heart, to this narrow .seed ; from the freat
tcn-itories of darkness, to this little prin'cijile
of light; from his great power of death, to
this little weak thing of God; wherein the
eternal power and godhead is made manifest,
as this comes to be opened and increased by
the Spirit." The great work of the ministry
then, is to turn people from every thing out-
ward to the kingdom of God which is within,
and to Ilis law written upon the heart. And'
the Psalmist, in speaking of the happiness of
the godly, says :

" His delight is in the law of

the Lord ; and in his law doth he meditate day
and night." This is the Christian's privilege;

and "there is," says a well known author,
" in silent worship something so beautiful, so

sublime, so consistent with the relation in

which we stand to God, that it appears strange

there should exist a single doubt of its pro-

prietj'."

(To be continned.)

A Malthusian Calculation.—First Cost of a

Manor JVoman.—An economic journal enters

into a curious calculation as to the actual cost,

in dollars and cents, which a man or woman
would be to the world and societj^ by the time

he or she got old enough to begin to " pay
expenses," or return back to the country what
thus far has been expended in rearing its

population.

Every baby, it is fair to assume, when pro-

perly brought up, costs its parents at least

fifty dollars a year, an expense which increases

largely as food, clothing, the shelter of a warm
home, education and spending money are re-

quired for the growing child. The actual

cost up to the fifteenth year, of each child in

this republic, is certainly not less than a thou-

sand dollars. At that age its labor would be

worth its subsistence. Not till it reaches the

age of eighteen (and a great many not even
then) does it reallj' begin to be productive.

For every 100,000 childi-en the nation has to

produce six or eight millions of dollars con
sumed without adding at all to production.

To rear that number of children to a produc
tive age certainly costs a hundred millions of
dollars, without any profit whatever in re-

turn. Herein is the great value of immigra-
tion. This great republic receives into its

bosom every day not less than one thousand
igrants from the old world. Of course

two-thirds, perhaps seven-eighths, are adults,

ready grown for us by Europe at her cost up
to the productive point, when they come to

our shores to give us the benefit of their toil.

Annually does Europe labor industriously to

produce and raise for ourrepublic, free of cost,

more than 300,000 persons, who we could not
have furnished ourselves at an expense of

§300,000,000. No wonder that we grow rich
and prosperous, for the loss of the world is

our gain, and all countries are nursing mothers
for us.

did not know it was supplication, and th:

afterward the solemnity was so great th(

did not wish to break 'it by rising. This pi

the enemy to flight and filled her heart wil

admiration of the condescending mercy of tl

Lord.
The above was related by an Engli^

Friend who was in this country some yea
since.

Anecdote of Mary Wright, formerly Mary
Witchel, of England, who lived to be more
than 100 years of age.

When Mary Witchel was quite young in

the ministry, she felt an impression of duty
at one time, in a large meeting, to bow the
knee in supplication

; this appeared very awful
to her, particularly to cause such a large
gathering to rise, and she covenanted with
her Heavenly Father that if he would cause
that the meeting should keep their seats, she
would yield—she soon after appeared in this
way and no one arose—after resuming her seat,

the old enemy came in like a flood, persuading
her that it was for want of unity with her
service that they had retained their seats,

and she became greatly discouraged. The
closed, and she went with a Friend

How a Lighthouse Was Built.

The mountain system of Brittany has
sort of continuation in a series of reefs an

igneous rocks which jut out in a broken lir

westward of Finisterre. On one of thei

rocks, called L'Isle de Sein, there stands
lighthouse, but the real danger stands to tl

westward, and the rocks there have literall

bristled with wrecks of vessels making ft

Brest. In 1869 the committee for lightin

the coast of France decided to erect a ligh

house on the extreme end of the danger, an
after a careful examination, Ploix the consu
ting engineer, decided on the Armen Eocks
the best site. At the same time he did nc

attempt to depreciate the prodigious difficult

of the task, and characterized it as " nearl
impracticable." The currents are so stron

and the sea runs so high that neither Ploi

nor the other engineers, nor the director (

lighthouses was able to approach nearer tha
fifty feet. All they were able to ascertai

was that the rock was gneiss, about eigh

yards across and twelve in length, and tha

it was just visible at low water. After settin

their plan of operations, they applied to th

fishermen of the neighboring island of Seir

as most familiar with the locality and th

danger, to commence the necessary work;
These men undertook the task, and, provide^

with life belts, began to watch regularly fo

the best opportunity of landing on the roch

As soon as they got their chance they crouchei

down on the rock, and clinging on with on
hand, with the other worked away with ;

cold chisel so as to sink a sufticient nurabe
of sockets for the insertion of the iron clamps
Every now and then a wave would breal

over the rock, drenching them with foam am
spray, and not unfrequently one of the part;

would be carried right offby the heavy sea

but would soon be jjicked up by a vessel kep
purposely on the watch.
At the end of the first season (1867) sevei

landings had been effected and eight hours
work done, which sufliced for the sinking o

fifteen sockets, while the following year thi

weather was more favorable, and forty nev
holes were pierced, some of which were belov
water. In 1869 the blocks of stone were firs

placed in iron clamps about a yard long
riveted into the sockets. The blocks were al

hewn accordingto pattern and joined togethe
with Parker-Medina cement. The work o

drooping them into position was exceedinglj
laborious, owing to the violence of the sea
but two of the oflScials were constantly in at

tendance, urging on the workmen, and at th(

end of the season twenty-five blocks, eacl

bout a yard cube, had been successfully laid

In 1870 eight landings took place and elever
cubes were laid, and in 1871meeting ciosea, ana sne went witn a i^riena cuoes were laid, and in 1871 as many ai

to dine. After dinner she saw coming to the twenty-three, the work by this time becom
house that valuable friend, John Tiiorp, andiing easier as further progress was made, i
supposed he had come to inform her of their steam launch is now used for the conveyanc<
disunity with her services. He did wish to, of material, a sort of masonry scaffolding
see her, but with a very different feeling. [having been built, the builders have succeedec
He told her that when she first spoko they during the first half of this year's season it
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placing in iiosition no less than eighty-seven
liloeks. The expense, however, as may be
imagined, has hitherto proved considerable.

Each of the forty-five holes pierced during
the first two yeai-8 cost upward of 2000 francs,

and on December 31st last the charges had
amounted to more than 189,000 francs. The
light is to be a revolving one of the first

(Ji'dcr, and ninety-seven feet above high-water
mark ; there are to be seven stories in the
bouse, and there will also be a steam whistle
for use in foggy weather.

—

Academy.

\ The Hand that Saves us.—Two painters
iwere employed to fresco the walls of a mag-
tnificont cathedral. Both stood on a rude
jscaft'olding, constructed for the purpose, some
forty feet from the floor.

! One of them was so intent upon his work
that ho became wholly absorbed, and in ad-

miration stood oft' from the picture, gazing at

it with intense delight.
' Forgetting where he was, ho moved back
slowly, surveying critically the work of his

pencil, until he had nearcd the edge of the

'plank upon which he stood. At this critical

moment his companion turned suddenly, and
almost paralyzed with horor, beheld his im-

minent peril ; another instant, and the enthu-

siast would be precipitated upon the pavement
beneath. If be spoke to him, it was certain

death ; if he held his peace, death was equally
sure. Suddenly he regained his presence of

mind, and seizing a wet brush, flung it against
the wall spattering the picture with unsightly
blotches of coloring.

The painter flew forward and turned upon
his friend with fierce upbraidings, but, startled

at his ghastly face, he listened to his recital

of danger, looked shuddering over the dread
space below, and with- tears of gratitude
blessed the hand that saved him.

Just so we sometimes get absorbed upon
the pictures of the world, and in contempla-
ting them, step backwards, unconscious of
our peril ; when the Almighty in mercy dashes
out the beautiful images, and draws us, at the

time we are complaining of his dealings, into

his outstretched arms of comj^assion and love.

That's How.—After a great snow-storm a
little fellow began to shovel a path through

, a large snowbank before bis grandmother's
I door. He had nothing but a small shovel to

I
work with.

I
" How do you expect to get through that

drift?" asked a man passing along.
" By keeping at it," said the boy, cheerfully

:

1 "that's how !"

I

That is the secret of mastering almost every
1 difficulty under the sun. If a hard task is be-

i
fore you, stick to it. Do not keep thinking

i

how large or how hard it is, but go at it, and
1 little by little it will grow smaller, until it is

i done.

;
If a hard leason is to be learned, do not

spend a moment in fretting; do not lose a
breath in saying " I can't," or " I do not see

how ;" but go at it, and keep at it. Study

!

That is the only way to conquer it.

If you have entered your Master's service,

and arc trying to be good and do good, you
will sometimes find hills of difiiculty in the
way. Things will often look discouraging,
and you will not seem to make any progress
at all ; but keep at it. Never forget. " That's
how!"

LOW FLYING.
Low flies the summer swallow—scenting rain,
And low my heart from prescience of pain

;

AVhen the clouds scatter, both will meet again.

The summer swallow skims .so low for flies,

And finds in cloudy, not in sunny skies
;

So I, by being sad, may grow more wise.

Nor men nor swallows can soar every day,
And men and swallows should not, if they may,
And well for both that skies are sometimes gray.

For though this world is dull without the sim,
More sweetly shines he after sliowers are done,
And eyes are gladder when the tears have run.

Therefore to-day I would not, if I could,
Forego my grief and be of merry mood

;

As well might swallows rise and miss their food.

Frazer's Muyazine.

Selected,

GROWING UP.
Oh to keep them still around us, baby darlings, fresh

and pure,
" Mother's" smile their pleasures crowning, " mother's''

kiss their sorrows' cure

;

Oh to keep the waxen touches, sunny curls, and radiant

One bright head above the other, tiny hands that clung
and clasped,

Little forms, that close enfolding, all of Love's best gifts

were grasped;
Sporting in the summer sunshine, glancing round the

winter hearth,

g all the bright world echo with their fearless,

mirth.

Oh to keep them ; how they gladdened all the path
from day to day.

What gay dreams we fashioned of them, as in rosy sleep

they lay

;

How each broken word was welcomed, how each struj

gling thought was hailed.

As each bark went floating seaward, love-bedecked and
fancy-sailed

!

Gliding from our jealous watching, gliding from our
clinging hold,

Lo ! the brave leaves bloom and burgeon ; lo ! the shy
sweet buds unfold

;

Fast to lip, and cheek, and tresses steals the maiden'i

bashful joy;
Fast the frank, bold man's assertion tones the accents

of the boy.

Neither love nor longing keeps them ; soon in other
shape than ours

ig hands
castles, plant their flowers

Soon a fresher hope will brighten the dear eyes we
trained to see

;

Soon a closer love than ours in those wakening hearts

will be.

So it is, and well it is so ; fast the river nears the main.
Backward yearnings are but idle ; dawning never glows

again
;

Slow and sure the distance deepens, slow and sure the
links are rent

;

Let us pluck our autumn roses, with their sober bloom
content.

AU The Year Bound.

A leaf of Penitentiary life.

A few nights ago a pair of horses were
driven up Fairmount avenue at a desperate

gait, and from the carriage, which was stopped

It the gate of the Eastern Penitentiary, there

jumped a gentleman who made all haste to

gain an entrance into the gloomy institution.

He presently reappeared, bearing in his arms
wasted form, which he deposited with ten-

der care in the carriage, which was driven

away.
The occupants of the carriage were a heart-

broken father and his dying son. The latter

was committed to the Eastern Penitentiary

some two years ago for larceny. His intelli-

gence and amiability soon made him a gene-
ral favorite. He was, at the time of his com-
mitment, about eighteen years old, a tall,

well-formed, handsome young man, without
a single trace of the usual characteristics of
the criminal. The prison authorities took a
special interest in his case, but he was ex-
ceedingl}' reticent as to his antecedents, and
would tell nothing of his historj-, excepting
that ho had fallen into bad company. About
a year ago he began to show signs of the in-
sidious comjilaint, consumption, which num-
bers many victims in prison.

He slowly wasted away until two or three
weeks ago, the physician in charge, as ho
went through the hospital of the institution,

stopped a moment beside the cot of this pa-
tient, and said to him gravely, that if he had
anything to say to any person on earth he
had better do so without delay, as he had but
a short time to live. The remark seemed to
impress the poor fellow deeply, for he shortly
afterwards asked for a j)aper and pencil, and,
obtaining them, wrote—"The son whom you
have mourned as dead is in the Eastern Peni-
tentiary, Philadelphia." He signed the brief
note and sank back exhausted on his couch.
Being asked relative to the destination of

the note he had written, he directed it to be
addressed to a lady in a town in Massachu-
setts, which was complied with. A few days
afterward a gentleman applied to one of the
authorities for permission to see the youth,
and when brought in his presence evinced the
strongest emotion. He stated that ho was
the father of the dying boy, and that the lat-

ter's mother being at the White Mountains
for her health, which is very delicate, ho, the
father, had opened the note sent from this
city, and was very glad he had done so, as the
declaration contained in it would surely have
killed her. Their son had been considered
dead for more than two years.

Being wealthy, the parents had given him
a good education and designed him for a pro-
fessional life, but, when about sixteen years
of age, his mind became aff'ected by the in-

fluence of sensational novels, and he formed
an insatiable desire to roam through the
Western wilds. He ran away with two sons
of the Mayor of the town, but was traced to

the place they had chosen for a temporary
stay, and brought home. The two compan-
ions remained at home, but he very soon again
ran ofi", and his parents had since heard no-

thiugof him, except a report that he had been
killed, which they believed.

The sight of this boy, stretched upon abed
of death within the foreboding walls ofa prison,
crushed the father's heart; but this only made
his importunities the more effective, and he
succeeded in procuring his son's' pardon, with
which he sped to prison, and doubtless, anxi-

ous that, even were it the last hour his son
should live, it should be spent in pure, free

he had him carried from the institution

as above related. It was his intention, should
the son live until he could be conveyed on
board a steamship, to have him taken home
n that way, otherwise he would let him die

it a hotel, and then have the bodj^ taken on
by rail to the home of his innocent and hapj^y

boyhood.
The weight of sorrow that awaited the

mother in either case can easily be conceived.

Whether the dying young man revived sufli-

cicntly to endure the sea trip or whether he
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died at the hotel his father brought him to

we did not learn. This narrative is a brief

but painful oue, and is not without a power

ful lesson to youth.

—

Phila. Inquirer.

For "The Friend."

The following lively original letter from

Eli Yarnall to his friend Abraham Pennell,

afterward a valuable Elder, was written when
aliout 2.3 years of age, and is instructive par-

ticularly as showing the humility of the for-

mer, as manifested l)y the expressions con-

tained in the postscript. He subsequently

became an eminent minister in the Society

of Friends.

Edgt. ye 30tli of ye 6th mo. 177G.

Highly esteemed friend and brother in the

best i-elation, Abrni Pennell: Thine dated

ye 23d, I received ye 28th when my mind as

well as body was busily employed in things

relating tothis life, lawful in their places
;

which when I opened and beheld thy name,

a sweet holy calm became the center of

inj- mind, and before I began to read, being

endued in some measure with the spirit thou

wast favored with when writing. 1 had with

a thankful heart to ascribe the praise to Ilim

who inspired thy heart with desires for my
good, and received it as a fresh blessing

from His bountiful hand, through thee as an
in.strument, (to whom for everj- mercy may
our souls deeply unite and bow in humble
reverence, imploring His divine majesty that

he may be pleased to abilitate us to make re-

turns that may be acceptable before him ;) and
by reading it over and over I have witnessed
it to increase my faith and answer the end
desired. I could speak much in commenda-
tion of the particulars of it, but the Truth
bcareth witness in our spirits, and through
mercy we are carried above compliments.
Dear Friend, I was surprised that thou

should desire the prayers of such a poor un-

worthy creature as I am, but I must confess
when I have been concerned to ask forgive-

ness of the Father of Mercies, and to pray
with the Spirit of his dear Son, the Lamb who
knows what we have need of before we ask
liim, I have been concerned to intercede for

thee with thy dear companion, that you may
be pre.-erved in the faith and hold out with
alacrity the race that j^ou have begun, press-
ing dail}' forward towards the mark, and ob-
tain the prize of the high calling of God in

Christ Jesus our Lord.
Bear Friend and fellow pilgrim, let us never

forget to approach the throne of Divine Grace
and intercede tor one another, that we may
be built up and established in the faith, that
we may answer the great end for which we
were created, (for no less a purpose than liis

own glory) that when the various causes of
our allotments here maj' draw to a period,
and it pleaseth the Lord to send his undenia-
ble me.s.senger to command a final separa-
tion from these bodies, we may depart in

peace with man, and leave an example of
holiness to our survivors, and an assurance to
the world that we can render up our accounts
with joy, and that we may meet and embrace
one another in the glorious regions of eternal
bliss; where, enjoying the conipanj- of saints
and angels, we may with one heart and one
voice join in singing praises and hallelujahs,
and ascribing glory, honor, immortality, eter-
nal dominion and everlasting renown to the
Lord God in the highest, with his dear Son

our Saviour, who is wholly and alone worthj-

forevermore, amen.
And finally. Dear friend, let bs remember

the gracious promise of the Lord spoken by
the mouth of the royal psalmist, " Blessed is

the man that standeth not in the counsel of

the ungodly, nor walketh in the way of sin-

ners, nor sitteth in the seat of the scornful,

but his delight is in the Lord, and in his law

doth he meditate day and night. Oh the gra-

cious promise,—ho shall be like a tree planted

by the rivers of water, whose leaf shall not

wither, but shall bring forth fruit in due sea-

son." Now here is a plain rule to try our

hearts, whether we meditate in the Lord and
delight in his precepts day and night, more
than in things relating to this transitory

world. I believe my dear friend it is the

case with thee, and I have true faith to be-

lieve that thou art bringing forth fruits of hu-

mility, reverence and holy self denial, (which
hath been made manifest by thy conduct,) and
I hope the end will be everlasting life, which
is the desire of thy affectionate friend and
fellow believer, Eli Yarnall.

P. S. It hath been on my mind for some
time past to communicate my thoughts to

thee in writing, hoping it might create a cor-

respondence between us that might increase

the unity of our spirits, which the world is

ignorant of, neither can man in his natural

state know the mysteries of these things be

cause they are spiritually discerned, but fear-

ing I should intrude upon thy quiet I have
neglected it until now.

I remain as above, E. Y.

Eatan.—Ratan comes from the Moluccas

—

principally from Singapore, Pedang, Penang,
Samarang, and St. Simon's Bay. Of all the
ratan collected in the east the United States
consumes three-quarters of the total product,
the imports amounting now to something
more than 6,000,000 pounds. There are no
less than ten different grades, which vary in

price from two cents up to ten cents a poiind.

The first quality should be of a bright color,

of a straw yellow', but in addition must be
supple, and not sticky, a trade word, mean-
ing dull and wanting in elasticity. It requires
a great deal of experience to decide what is

good ratan, or the kind which will work up
best for particular sorts of goods. The very
choicest ratan comes from Bcsjamassing.
Both outside and inside have their special
uses.

The calamus rotang belongs to that peculiar
species of palm which secretes in its cuticle a
very considerable amount of silica, while its

inside is made up of tough and fibrous fila-

ments. The outside, with the smooth natural
varnish, when stripped off by particular ma-
chinery, is used for seating chairs. There is

a single factory in the United States which
turns out daily enough chair cane to cover
20,000 chairs. The '"inside of the ratan is

shaped by machinery either round or flat,

and so worked up into innumerable articles.

Baskets, brooms, mats, malting, are all made
from the inside of the ratan, and an immense
quantity of it is worked around demijohns.
Both the inside and outside of the ratan are

employed in the manufacture of furniture.
This branch of industry we have undoubtedly
copied with Chinese accuracy from India.
Perhaps even with the addition of our numer-
ous mechanical helps we have but very little

improved on the models as to appearance or

solidity. There is an exquisite comfort, a

luxurious ease about a real ratan chaise longe,

such as is made at Singapore, that we can
hardly equal. Split ratan is made up into

some half dozen different sizes, and is then

sold by the 1000 feet. The finest qualities of

ratan are also used by whip-makers. The
large and constantlj'-increasing business may
be "estimated by the fact that one factory in

New England alone employs one thousand
operatives, and that the total number of peo-

ple working in ratan is fully eighteen thou-

sand. The capital used in the manufacture is

about $2,000,000.—North American.

On ''Going into Monrning,''

It is cheering to know that in the present

day there ai-e Christians of various denomina-
tions, who see the uselessness, the hoUowness,
and the mischief of the general custom of

"going into mourning" on the decease of re-

latives and friends ; and who, in accordance
with their convictions, do not adopt the prac-

tice themselves, and greatly desire to see

others released from the thraldom which it

imposes.

We cannot doubt there are many sincere-

hearted Christians, who have felt, and yet
deeply feel, the bondage of this custom, and
yet who have been trained so to look upon
it as an inseparable attendant of death and
bereavement, that it may never occur to them
how desirable it is, how con.sistent for them,

as followers of the Lord Jesus, to break their

bonds, and to enjoy the liberty wherewith
Christ makes all His children free. When
our Heavenly Father is pleased to call upon
us to part with those near and dear to us, and
to summon them to a fixed and eternal state

of being, does He not design thereby to teach
us deep and important lessons ? Do these
afHictions come at random? Surely not! They
are permitted in mercy and in love, to bring
home to our hearts the uncertainty and frailty

of our own existence ; to show us the empti-
ness and unsatisfying nature of all earth's joys
and possessions, and to quicken us to greater
diligence, in seeking after a state of prepara-
tion, through the merits and mediation ofHim
who died for us, for an entrance into the king-
dom of purity and bliss. Can we, then, doubt
that these gracious designs are often hin-

dered, if not altogether frustrated, by the
time and attention ofthe bereaved being taken
up at these solemn seasons with preparing
their "mourning;" by having to summon
their draper, their dressmaker, their milliner,

&c., &c., and in having to hasten the many
preparations, that all may be ready by the
day of interment? And we believe it is a
fact that most dressmakers will allow, that
on no occasion is more scrupulous attention
required to all being thoroughly fashionable,
than in the making of " mourning." Much in-

jury is also often inflicted on the health of the
makers of "mourning" dresses, from the long
hours they are obliged to work, in order that
the preparations may be completed in time

;

and the trial to the eye-sight is very great,
from having to stitch on a black material
hour after hour by artificial light.
And to what end is all this toil, this out-

lay, this bustle, this unseasonable distraction
of thought and attention, when the mind
should be occupied with serious reflections?
when the greatest relief to the troubled and
afllicted spirit would be, not in having the
thoughts occupied with the trifles of dress
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and vanity, but in secliing communion with
the Lord, and in striving after submission to

His holy will. It is often pleaded that such
dress is worn out of respect to the deceased

;

but can it benefit them ? Such dress is also

often worn merely as a matter of compliment,
when the wearer does not profess really to
mourn, and therefore acts a lie!

Oh ! surely the true mourning of a bereaved
and stricken heart for a beloved departed rcla-

itive or friend, is of more value than all the
Ifuneral pageantry and dresses that money
can purchase ! and such a mourner is regarded

ith love and compassion by Him who wept
t the grave of Lazarus. Such an one need
ot display any outward symbols of grief, but

will be comforted by remembering that while
man looketh on the outward ajjpearance, the

Lord looketh on the heart."

To the poor also we believe this custom to
a very serious evil, and they are much to
felt for, in being taught by the example of

the well informed, that such a usage, invol-

ng such an unprofitable occupation of the
hoiights, and so much expense, is necessary
n the decease of their friends. On those
ho have perhaps nursed a relative through
long illness, and have had great difficulty

getting them the comforts their afflicted

[state required, what an additional tax it must
be', to feel compelled after their decease to ob-

tain this useless "mourning!" Many of
[Ihem, to procure it, are obliged to run into

[Jebt ; and if they are upright and honest, this

is an added burden to their j)Oor minds, al-

headj- pressed down with sorrow and bereave-
nent.

Is it not time that professing Christians,
md those who have had the advantages
)f education and mental culture, should "by
heir influence and example, teach their poorer
leighbors, that mourning consists not in the
olor of the dress, but in the state of the heart,

—that black dress worn for such a purpose is

mworthy the Christian, often betokening
hat which is not felt, and is therefore in ad-
lition fo the other evils of the custom, a de-

)arture from that strict truthfulness, which
deed as well as in word, ought ever to

jaark the Christian character.

j

May we then who profess to be followers
kthe Lord Jesus, to whatever denomination
jve may belong, or whatever our condition or
Itation in life maj^ be, strive yet more and
[Qore to live up to the precepts of our holy
teligion, and not conform to the foolish fash-

ions and vanities, the senseless customs and
sages of the world, in this and other re
pects; but seek to live increasingly near uuto
he Spirit of Christ within us, whereby we
shall know the truth, and the truth shall

lake us free."

Wild Geese in the West,

i Much cunning is exhibited by these birds

1 localities where they are frequently dis-

iarbed. We have often seen them in the great
^amps of the Bureau valley, along the lUi-

ois, come in about dark, when it was just
bo late to draw a sight, noiselessly stealing
long, so as to evade the random shot of the
unter returning to camp after a hard day's
'ork. So attached are they to their old

rounds, and so liable to be pursued at night

y reckless adventurers, that after a few warn-
iigs they baffle the most intelligent. Should
beir line of entry be discovered to night as
ley come across the marsh from the south

to-morrow night, if you watch, you may hear
the vibration of their wings as they pass over
the timber to the north, in their approach to
the old rice pond, or open water of the big
slough. Upon all other occasions, and alsc

when disturbed, they exhibit their usual pro
pensity to indulge in gabble and goose talk
The most prominent among the varieties

in the west is the Canada goose. The next,
and existing in groat numbers, is the white
fronted or laughing goose, called by many
" brant." Of the regular brent-goose we have
but few. We killed one out of a flock in the
Illinois river, in 1860, on a sand bar, and be-

lieve it is the only flock we ever saw in that
valley. The brent-goose is about half the
size of the Canada variety, and is about two
thirds as large as the white-fronted, mottled_
or laughing goose. But in the absence of the
regular brent-goose, the mottled bird, known
as the laughing goose, carries the name of
brant. And brant it is, so far as the average
shooter is informed ; for few of them have
ever seen a brent-goose, and this is the only
bird, which, to their knowledge, ever bore the
name. These same fellows call a partridge a
pheasant, and an English snipe a woodcock.

It is amusing to watch a flock of laughing
geese as they approach a favorite feeding
ground or a resting place. They come first

in the regular acute anglb line of flight. Sud-
denly they break ranks, and with one accord
the whole flock begins a series of evolutions,

tumbling and turning high in air, and then
descending in a most comical and irregular
manner, to the amusement of the observer,

all the while indulging in a jabber more re-

sembling the merry laughter of a bevy of
school girls than anything else, from which
peculiarity they receive their name. As a
table bird it is highly esteemed, and is gener-
ally preferred to the Canada goose. In point
of numbers it exceeds the latter in this local-

ity, while in other parts the ratio is reversed.

They visit the west in March and April, on
their migration to the lakes and bays of

northern Minnesota, the British possessions

and Labrador, remaining with us sometimes
as late as May in small detachments. Many
are killed before they reach their northern
breeding grounds. After raising the usual

brood, and replenishing their thinned ranks,

they gather for the autumnal i-eturn flight,

and in October we see them wending their

way to their old and favoi-ite haunts, until

the cold weather drives them southward to

the great marshes of Arkansas and the lower
Mississippi. As they pass north in March,
generally before a southerly gale, which car-

ries them along with little apparent effort,

their coming is welcomed as a harbinger of

returning spring. They come, too, in large

numbers, accompanied by all the usual varie-

ties of water-fowl in even greater profusion.

—

Harpefs Magazine,

The Sanitary Condition of Water.—There
is no more prolific source of disease than bad

water ; but to distinguish whether the fluid

is unfit for consumption or not is somewhat
difiieult. Water from a certain river, spring

or well, may be rejjulsive to the senses, and
yet harmless to the stomach, in comparison
with other water which has a much more at-

tractive appearance. Perhaps the best mode
of determining the question is to examine the

condition of the organisms dwelling in the

proposed source to be utilized. If, for ex-

ample, an industrial establishment or a col-
lection of dwellings empties refuse into the
stream, and as a result fish disappear or are
found dead upon the surface, it is certain that
the water is strongly and injuriously affected.
The gradual infection may' bo noted by the
fish first rising to the top, apparently ill at
case, and subsequently dying. In vitiated
water also mollusks perish, and their bodies
decompose rapidly. In the air they merely
seem to dry up and retain life, though tor-
pid for some time, becoming revivified by
return to water. Cresses cannot live in cor-
rupt water, and their existence is a sign of
purity in the fluid, while algte, deprived of
their green color, indicate absolute corrup-
tion. M. Geradin, in reference to this sub-
ject, in a recent note to the French Acad-
emy, states that the best method of measur-
ing the degree of purity or of infection in the
water is by determining the amount of oxy-
gen in a given quantity. Water containing
a large percentage of the gas is pure and
good ; but when little of the latter is present
the water is decidedly deleterious to health.

—

Scientific American.

Remarliable Prcsenation.

The following interesting narrative is pub-
lished in a late Norwegian newspaper: ''The
captain of the schooner Amazon, of Stavanger,
recently arrived at Bergen with a cargo of
salt, reports that in passing the British Chan-
nel he had the opportunity of saving a British
lad of fifteen under very peculiar circum-
stances. The Amazon was about twelve geo-
graphical miles from the British shore, whea
the captain thought he observed through his
telescope something floating on the water.
He altered his course so as to get nearer, and
soon discovered that it was a small boat, in

which a lad was lying fast asleep. The shout-
ing from the schooner did not awaken him,
but when a small log was thrown over into
the boat he awoke with a sudden start ; aa
end of a line was thrown to him, and he was
just able to fasten it when he swooned, and
had to be carried on board the vessel. In the
boat nothing was found but a pair of oars and
a Bible. The lad, when brought back to life

and strength by the tender care shown to

him, gave the following account. He was
sitting on the shore, reading his Bible, when
some of his companions came down to him
and teazed him with the manner in which he
spent his leisure time. To escape from their

banter he got into a boat, and kept on read-

ing, when suddenly he discovered, to his great
dismay, that his persecutors had cut the line

and left his boat to the power of the quick-

running ebb. He tried to use the oars, but
struggled in vain against wind and water,

and, as a dense fog set in, he soon lost sight

of land. After several hours of alternate

struggle and powerless despair he fell asleep,

and sleep remained, in fact, his only comfort
against hunger, cold, and the deep pangs of

his isolation during the three days and two
nights which he had spent in his frail boat

when he was at last seen and saved. The
name of the captain of the Amazon is Thom-
son."

The Colors of Bird's Wings.—li would be
an error to suppose that all the exquisite me-
tallic shades which diaper the feathers of

birds and the wings of butterflies arise from
pigments; it was a dream of the alchemists
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to try to extract them. The sole cause is the

plaj- of light, fugitive as the sparkles of the

diamond. When the beautiful feathers on the

breast of a humming bird are examined under

the microscope it is astonishing to see none

ofthe shades the mysterj- of which you would

penetrate. They are simply made of a dark

brown opaque substance, not unlike those of

a black duck. There is, however, a remarka
ble arrangement; the barb of the feather, in

etead of being a fringed stem, offers a series

of small squares of horny substance placed

point to point. These plates, of infinitesimal

size, are extremely thin, brown, and to all ap-

pearance, exactly alike, whatever may be the

reflection they give. The brilliant large

feathers of the peacock are the same; the

plates arc onlj- at a greater distance, and of

less brightness. Thcj^ have been described

as so inany little mirrors, but that compari-

son is not correct, for then thej' would onlj'

give back light without coloring it. JS either

do they act by decomposing the rays which
pass through them, for then they would not

lose their iris tints under the microscope. It

is to metals alone that the metallic plumage
of the humming birds can be compared; the

effects of the plates in a feather are like tem-
pered steel or crystalized bismuth. Certain

specimens emit colors very variable under
different angles, the same scarlet feather be-

coming, when turned to ninety degrees, a

beautiful emerald green.— Popular Science

Monthly.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FoREiGX.—The British government has contracted

for the building of two iron clads on the Clyde, each
5,000 tons, and of 6,000 horse power.
The London press comments on the defeat of the

Bepublican party in the United States, at the election
on the 3d inst. The Pall Mall Gazette says : The ver
diet is a protest against a third term for Grant ; against
the policy of the administration toward the South

;

against the salary bill, and the failure of fraud invest
gations. Similar views are expressed by other jou)
iials.

Another extensive strike of agricultural laborers i

Lincolnshire is threatened. The farmers insist on a r(

duction of three shillings per week in the wages of farm
hands. The union is arranging for the emigration of
laborers on a large scale in the event of a prolonged
cessation of labor.

Twelve thousand colliers who struck in Yorkshire,
have resumed work, pending the settlement of their
demands by arbitration.
The consumption of cotton in Europe has been nearly

Btationary for the past few years. During the past year
American cotton constituted more than half the whole
amount consumed in England, while on the Continent
Indian cotton was used slightly in excess of the Ameri-
can. Of the total amount consumed in Europe the past
year, 5,189,000 bales, America contributed 2,508,000,
and India I,.5.32,000.

The discovery of beds of sulphur in Iceland bids fair
to make a material change in the trade in that sub-
Btance, the Italian mines, according to recent accounts
having become to a considerable degree exhausted. An
Englishman has purchased six square miltes in the
region adjoining Lake Myviitn, in which are mountains
of almost solid sulphur, the yellow color of which is
visible at a great distance.
The twin steamer Castalia, after several unsatis-

factory trial trips, has returned to the Thames. Im-
portant a terations are to be m.ide in her engines, which
It will take SIX weeks to complete.

,, il;

ha" been decided to hold a great international
Catholic Congress in London, with the object of main-
taining the doctrine of papal infallibilitv, reasserting
the Topes right to temporal a " '•

•

and proclaiming it the boundeu duty of all Christians

to return to allegiance to Rome. It is stated this deter-

mination is the result of direct instructions from the

Vatican, .and some of the highest dignitaries of the

Church will attend the Congress. Archbishop M
ning recently declared in a speech at Westminster that

there was undoubtedly approaching one of the mighti-

est contests the religious world had ever seen. There-

fore it was necessary to fearlessly assert through the free

press of England the Pope's rights and his pretensions

to world-wide allegiance.

Advices from Cape Town state that the gold fields

were attracting more attention, larger nuggets bein:

found daily. The crops throughout the country were

in good condition. The rivers were swollen, causing

delay in the transmission of the mails.

A dispatch has been received from the steamer Fara-

day, dated the 8th inst. at 6 p. m., which says a fault

has been discovered in the cable, but too late to prevent

its being passed overboard. We shall buoy the cable.

When this interruption occurred 1461 miles of cable

had been laid.

Liverpool, 11th mo. 9th.—Uplands cotton, 7| a lid.
Breadstufl^s quiet.

A Madrid dispatch of the 5th says : The government
refuses to permit the publication of any intelligence

touching military operations in the north. Bayonne
dispatches state that the town and fortress of Irun, near
the French frontier, are beseiged by the Carlists, who
are subjecting the place to a severe bombardment. The
garrison has been reinforced, and it was believed in

Madrid that the Carlists would be obliged to retreat.

Don Carlos was with the besieging force, which num-
bers about 15,000 men.
A Paris dispatch says : A number of Deputies have

presented an address to the Minister of Foreign AfTairs
protesting against the arrest of Orlie Tounes by the
Argentine man-of-war while en route for Patagonia.
Tounes is a French lawyer, who had procured his elec-

tion by the Patagonians as their king. When arrested
he was returning to Patagonia from France, where he
had been to negotiate a loan. The Argentine Republic,
claiming jurisdiction over Patagonia, arrested Tounes

an usurper.

L' Univers says it is reported that Italy is about to

ue a memorandum to the European Powers, calling
attention to the dangers to Italy from the intrigues of
the Vatican, declaring that the government can no
longer tolerate a permanent conspiracy in its own capi-
tal, and urging the Powers to discontinue the custom
of maintaining ambassadors at the Holy See.
An Imperial decree has been issued at Berlin, which
iablishes a representative A.ssembly of Alsace and

Lorraine, and fixes its duties and powers. It will ex
press its views upon the budget and upon bills not re
served for imperial legislation, and also upon bills

which are not subject to discussion by district diets.
The Assembly will be composed of ten delegates from
each district. The diet to be elected for three years.
The Emperor reserves the right to fix the time and
place of sitting of the Assembly, which will be private
The Berlin African Society are about to send anothei

expedition to Central Africa. The expedition, which
will be directed by Captain von Homeyer, leaves Berlin
in six weeks.
A disastrous hurricane in Uruguay, South America

has caused great destruction to shipping in the harboi
of Montevideo, and also to property in the interior of
the country.
Mexican advices state that numerous deposits of

silver, quicksilver and cinnabar, have been discovered
in the State of Guerero. A rich gold placer has also
been found near Mazatlan.
A Paris dispatch of the 9th says, that the Duke De-

monchy (Bonapartist) has been elected to the Assem-
bly from the Department of Oise, and Montgan (Re-
publican) from the Department of Drome.
A special dispatch to the London Standard reports

that 10,000 Republican troops have collected in the
approaches to Irun for the relief of the town, but the
Carlists occupy the intervening passes in great force.A Constantinople dispatch .states that famine con-

lues in Asia Miner, notwithstanding the rel ief aflfbrd-
ed by the government. The Khedive of Egypt has
sent corn to the distressed districts.
United States.—There were 535 interments inNew York last week, and 266 in Philadelphia. The

funded debt of the city of Philadelphia, 9th mo. 30th
last, amounted to $59,692,782. The total number of
votes polled in this city for the office of Lieutenant
Govenor at the late election was 10-5,578. The Repub-
lican candidate had a majority of 12,716.

political sentiments of the voters. In the present Hou
of Representatives at Washington, the Republicai

have a majority of one hundred and nine. So grei

has been the revolution that the Democrats will pr
bably have a majority of 56 in the next House. Tl
present Republican Governor of New York had a mi

jority of 55,000 when he was electedj his Democrat
competitor has now been chosen by about 40,000 mi
jority. The Republicans will still have a small mi
jority in the U. S. Senate.

A scientific report received by the War Departmer
shows that the Black Hills country is well adapted ft

settlement. It abounds in grass and water, and is wot
derfully fertile. Iron, gypsum and plumbago, wit

some indications of gold have been discovered.

During the first nine months of this year, the nuin

ber of immigrants arrived at New York fell off 103,28c

or nearly one-half, compared with the correspondinj

months in 1873.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotation
on the 9th inst. New York.—^American gold llOj

U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 118J; do. coupons, 118|
do. 1868, registered, 117J ; coupons, 118; do. 5 pe

cents. 111 J. Superfine flour, $4 a $4.20; State extri

$4.75 a $5.05 ; Ohio extra trade brands, $5.20 a $5.5(
finer brands, $6 a $10.40. No. 1 Chicago spring whea
%\.\il; No. 2 do., $1.08; No. 3 do., $1.04 a $1.0E
red western, $1.19 a $1.23 ; amber, do. $1.24 a $1.25
white Michigan, $1.28 a $1.37. State barley, $1.3.5

Canada do., $1.45 a $1.50. Oats, 62 a 66 cts. Wester
mixed corn, 92 cts. ; new mixed, 84 a 87 cts. PhUade
phia.—Middling uplands cotton, 14J cts. ; New Orlean;

15.V cts. Superfine flour, $4 a $4.25 ; western extri

$5.50 a $5.75; flner brands, $6 a $7.50. Red whea'
$1.19 a $1.22; amber, $1.23 a $1.25; white, $1.27
$1.32. Rye, $1.05 a $1.07. Yellow and mixed core

92 a 93 cts. ; new, 75 a 80 cts. Oats, 60 a 64 cts. Ria
7| a 7| cts. Lard, 13| a 14} cts. Thearrivals and sale

of beef cattle reached 3300 head. Sales ranged fron

to 83 cts. per lb. gross, generally between 5.V a 7 cti

Sheep sold at 4 a 5J cts. per lb. gross, and hogs at $1

t9.75 per 100 lb. net for corn fed. Chicago.—No.
Spring wheat, 91 cts. ; No. 2 do., 86J cts. ; No. 3 dt

83 cts. New corn, 64 a 64J cts. ; old, 73J- a 75 cts. Nc
2 oats, 48 cts. Lard, 12J cts. Baltimore.—'No. 2 rei

wheat, $1.16. Western mixed corn, 85 cts.; white, 8

a 90 cts. Oats, 60 a 65 cts. Rye, 90 a 93 cts. ancir,

i.—Red wheat, $1.05 a $1.08. Corn, 64 cts. Oat
a 56 cts.

The Germantown Employment Society for Women
has for sale, at a low price, a large supply of substantis
clothing for men, women and children, suitable to sen
to the Freedmen and Indians, &c. To those purohas
ing to the amount of $20.00 or over, we will make

.

deduction of 10 per cent.

Application may be made to Sarah Ann Matlaci
corner Shoemaker's Lane and Wakefield St., or Met.
C. Collins, 147 School St.

n,>-oi „u,„ II
., " The general election which was held in manv Statesporal as well xs spiritual power,] on the 3d inst., exhibited a surprising change in the

Died, at his residence in Philadelphia, on the 12t
of 9th mo. 1874, Samuel Carey, in the 84th yean
his age. He was the son of James and Martha Care-
late of Baltimore, Maryland. When young he gai
his heart to his Saviour, and during his long life was
decided Christian and Friend. After his marriage I

Martha Evans, of Buffalo, New York, he removed t
that city, and for many years an indulged meeting wi
held in their house; many Friends travelling in tl

ministry found a home there, and he often accompanu
them, in his station as an elder, to the meetings in thi

section of the State. After the decease of his wife, h i]

home was in the city of Philadelphia. Always sel

denying in his habits, he was often ministering to tl

necessities of others. His solitary hours were mai.
times seasons of rejoicing on the remembrance of tl

love of the Lord Jesus, and when the time of his d
parture drew near he was found ready. The followii
memorandum was made shortly before his death :

"

years of age 3rd mo. 2d next. I am waiting for d
dismissal from infirmities, I long for a righteousnt
raised within me by surrendering myself to the gover
ment of Christ, and yielding submission to his hea
cleansing power, to fit me for an inheritance with t

edeemed."
, ,

10th mo. 19lh, 1874, at her residence in tl

iity, Mary Holllnshbad, in the 79th year of her agl
an e.xemplary member of the Monthly Meeting (

Friends of Philadelphia for the Northern District.

WILLIAM H. PILE,'PRINTEB, T
No. 422 Walnut Street. ,-:
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I few (luestioiis and Answers relative to some of the

Boctriues and Testimonies of the Soeicty of Friends.

(Continued from page 100.)

Question.—Wliat is the first step in Cliris-

;ian worsiiip ?

Answer.—The first thing in this solemn dutj-

, to turn inward to the measure of grace and
ife which Christ hath purchased for, and pro-

mised to us; to cease, by and through this
""

sufficient help, from our own thoughts and
raaginations; and, feeling after the Lord,
Tom whom are all our blessings, with deep,

inward prostration of soul, suffer His Spirit

to worli in and through us after His own good
pleasure.

Q.—Would it be consistent with the prin-

ciples of the Society to read, in a formal man-
ner, the Holy Scriptures in their meetings for

worship ?

I A.—It would not. Such a formal and cere-

;monial step in, or as a part of worship, would
seem to be a lapse toward the relinquishment
iof a very important vital testimony of the
Society to the immediate teaching of the Holy
Spirit as the foundation of all true worship

;

and ultimately, it may well be feared, to in-

troduce a ministry less dependent upon the
fresh openings of the Spirit of Christ in the
heart, than upon priestly domination and pre-

arranged forms: than which there is perhaps
nothing more calculated to undermine the
foundation of our Christian compact, and to

render us a degenerate vine. A failure to re-

cognize Christ Jesus as Head over all things
in His church, and the absence of that patient
waiting on Him for ability to perform true
spiritual worship—consisting in retiring in-

ward to the gift of God in ourselves—would
have a powerful tendency to carry the So-
iCiety back to the rudiments of the world, to

lukewarmness and cold formality; out of
[which our forefathers were, by a powerful
fhand, so mercifully redeemed.
I Q.—What was the language of a worthy
minister of this Society on this subject?

A.— In a testimony concerning Samuel
Spavold of Hitchin, England, it is stated that,

notwithstanding he was at times large in tes-

timony, he was a lover of silence ; and had
often to recommend a reverent, humble wait-

, ipg on God, saying, "Oh, how I love this

I

silent waiting, to feel my mind humbled be-

fore that Great Power. We want to be more
inward; the 'Lord's people are an inward
people.' And his life and conversation spake
the same language."

Q.—Was not silent waiting upon the Lord
for the renewal of spiritual strength, agree-
ably to the precept of the Prophet, one of the
great testimonies which this Society was
raised up to bear?

A.—Yes. " What is it,"~says Isaac Pening-
ton, " what is it to have a distinct name, or
distinct meetings from the world, unless the

power of the Lord be felt in our hearts, and his

presence in our asisemblies ?" This Society
was, in a remarkable manner, raised up and
made use of in the Lord's hand to call the
professors of the religion of Jesus from all

undue reliance on the outward truths of the
gospel, upon too exclusive dependence upon
the letter which describes Truth, and to invite

them to a Christianity of life and saving vir-

tue,—to the powerful inward guidance of the
thing itself.

Q.—Will reading the scriptures, ministerial
sacrifices, or any thing outward answer, in-

stead of this solemn, inward waiting upon the
Minister of ministers for the bread and water
of life?

A.—No : nothing short of this will ease the
Seeking mind, or satisfy the cravings of an
immortal spirit truly athirst for the living

priug, which the Saviour told the woman of

Samaria should "be in her a well of water
pringing up unto eternal life." The want of

keeping to this well-spring, the teaching of
the grace of God, or the testimony of Jesus
n their own consciences—the one unerring,

all-sufficient teacher and guide into all truth
has, it is believed, ever been the fruitful

cause of the falling away from the doctrines

and testimonies given to this Society to up-
hold before the world. May none, then, be
either weary or ashamed of our ancient, noble
testimony to the spirituality, the preciousness
of silent, prayerful, diligent waiting upon
God, which worship He has and yet will emi-
nently own and bless.

Q.—In the all-important work of salvation,

pon whom and what alone are we wholly
dependent?

A.—Upon Christ Jesus ; in whom are hid
all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge;
and upon the grace and Truth which come
from Him. His own declaration is, "This is

life eternal to know thee the only true God,
and Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent."

Moreover this knowledge can be no otherwise
derived than by His own immediate commu-
nication of it, or by Divine revelation. Be-

cause again the Saviour declai-es, "No man
knoweth the Son but the Father; neither

knoweth any man the Father save the Son,

and ho to whomsoever the Son will reveal

him." The apostle Peter enjoins: "Gird up
the loins of your mind, be sober and hope to

the end for the grace that is to be brought
unto you at the revelation of Jesus Christ,"

&c. Applicable also are the precious scrip-
tures: "That which is to be known of God is

manifest in man" &e. And, the anointing
which ye have received of Him abideth in you,
and ye need not that any man teach you : but
as the same anointing teacheth you of all

things," &c. And again, "The kingdom of
God Cometh not with obse.'vation :

* "^ for
behold, the kingdom of God is within you."
§.—What is Prayer?
A.—Prayer is the outpouring of the con-

trited soul under an immediate, humbling
sense of its sorrows and spiritual wants, unto
Him who seeth in secret, and who only can
heal all our maladies produced by sin.

Q.—Must this necessarily be outward or
spoken ?

A.—It may be inward or outward. Inward,
when through the awakening light of Christ
in the heart, it is turned unto the God of
knowledge, with breathing desires and aspii-a-

tions toward Him. Outward, when in holy
retirement these feelings arise powerfully in

the soul, and strength and life, and also the
command is given to offer them intercedingly
for the consolation and edification of others.

Q.—Are many words either necessary or
mostly helpful in this solemn duty?

A.—They are not. Our Heavenly Father
looketh on the heart ; to whom sighs are in-

cense when it is sincere. The Saviour ac-

cepted the unpretending prayer of the Publi-
can rather than the high sounding words of
the Pharisee. It is not the words which man's
wisdom teacheth that He will regard, but
which the Holy Ghost teacheth ; for " the
kingdom of heaven standeth not in word but
in power."

Q.—Are not these addresses sometimes
shortcoming and unavailing from the want
of a broken and contrite spirit, and that heart-

humbled yet heart-speaking unction and life

which can alone give power and efficacy to

them in the ears of the Omniscient?
A.—It is declared that "the sacrifices of God

are a broken and a contrite spirit." And it

is these that induces the penitential prayer
which, like incense, ascends with acceptance
to the Lord of Sabaoth. Thus the Psalmist

prayed when he uttered the appeal—written

for all time—"Search me, O God, and know
my heart: try me, and know my thoughts;

and see if there be any wicked waj^in me, and
lead me in the way everlasting." And, "Have
mei-cy upon nie, O God ; * * wash me
thoroughly from mine iniquity, and cleanse

me from my sin." But there are, no doubt,

offerings that go under the name of prayer,

that are but the mere service of the lips;

which influence not the heart nor the affec-

tions ; and which, not being aided by the Holy
Spirit of God, without whom we can do noth-

ng to His praise, do not reach the Fountain
opened for sin, nor obtain nourishment by the
.oul-sustaining balm of the sanctuary.

Q.—What saith the Apostle on the per-

formance of this great duty ?
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^.—"Likewise the Spirit also helpelh our

infirmities : for we know not tchat to pray for as

w ought: but the Spirit itself maketh inter-

cession for U8 with groanings that cannot be

uttered."

Q.—Can we not then pray acceptably vrith-

ont the immediate, quickening power of the

Holy Ghost?
A.—Xo. The Scriptures declare, " No man

can say that Jesus is the Lord, but by the

Holy Ghost." Again, " Praying always, with

all prayer and supplication in the Spirit, and

watching thereunto with all perseverance," &c.

Moreover ofthe wicked it is written, " Though
they say, the Lord liveth, surely they swear

falsely."

Q.—What in reference to prayer is the tes-

timony of William Penn concerning George

Fox?
A.—"But above all he excelled in prayer.

The inwardness and weight of his spirit, the

reverence and solemnity of his address and

behaviour, and the fewness and fulness of his

words, have often struck even strangers with

admiration, as they used to reach others with

consolation. The most awful, living, reverend

frame I ever felt or beheld, I must say was
his in prayer. And truly it was a testimony

he knew, and lived nearer to the Lord than

other men ; for they that know Him most will

see most reason to approach Him with rever-

ence and fear."

(To be continoedO

Touching Incident.—A late number of the

New York Evening Post says: '• One Sunday
evening an incident occurred at the Eivington
street lodging-house which shows that some
of these homeless wanderers are keenly alive

with religious feeling. When the boys had
assembled in the reception room after supper,

the superintendent proposed that they should
join him in reading a chapter of the iSible,

and asked if any one had a passage to sug-

gest. A lad fourteen years old called out
'the eleventh chapter of the Gospel of St.

John,' which was read by the boys in unison
and with much apparent interest. At the
close of the meeting the superintendent asked
the lad why he preferred that particular chap-
ter. The poor fellow unbuttoned his vest
and drew forth a Testament, worn almost to
shreds, and with tears in his eyes said :

' Three
years ago my mother gave me this Testament
on her dying bed, and made me promise to
carry it always, and read it as often as I could.
I have done so, and somehow I get most com-
fort out of this eleventh chapter of St. John,
because I think that if Jesus wept from sym-
pathy with the sisters of Lazarus, he can feel

for a poor bootblack like me, and enable me
to love him and keep his commandments.' "

The Post observes of iho^e poor neglected
street boys, who are found in New York in
great number.s, that many of them are enter-
prising, atfcctionato and" susceptible to the
noblest influences. Hundreds of them toil

early and late in order to support a mother
or younger brothers and sisters, and instead
of being jostled, Irowncd upon and even kick-
ed, as they sometimes are—especiallj-, within
our observation, by street-car conductors

—

they ought always to receive from us a kindly
•word and a helping hand.

"I waited patiently for the Lord
; and He

inclined unto me and heard my cry." Psahn

Letter of William Penn'.s to the persecuted Countess

of FnUienstein and Brack, at Mullieini, Germany.

My Dear Friend,—Jesus, the immaculate

Lanib of God, grieved and crucified by all the

workers of iniquity, illuminate thy understand-

ing, bless and be with thy spirit forever.

Though unknown, yet art thou much be-

loved, for the sake of thy desires and breath-

ings of soul after the living God ; the report

whereof, from some in the same state, hath

made deep impression of true kindness upon

my spirit, and raised in me a very singular

and fervent inclination to visit thee ; and the

rather, because of that suffering and tribula-

tion thou hast begun to endure for the sake

of thy zeal towards God, myself having from

my childhood been both a seeker after the

Lord, and a great suflerer for that cause from

parents, relations, companions, and the magis-

trates of this world. The remembrance where-

of hath so much the more endeared thy con-

dition unto me ; and my soul hath often, in

the sweet sense and feeling of the holy pre-

sence of God, and the precious life of his dear

Son in my heart, with great tenderness im-

plored his Divine assistance unto thee, that

thou mayst both be illuminated to do, and
made willing to suffer for His name's sake

;

that the Spirit of God and of glory may rest

upon thy soul.

And truly I can say, I felt the goodwill of

God, his holy care and heavenly visitation of

love to extend unto thee. But one thing more
especially lay upon my spirit to have com
municated to thee, which made me the more
pressing for an opportunity to speak with
thee, and that was this : that thou shouldst

have a true, right, and distinct knowledge
thy own state, and what that is which bath
visited thee ; in what thy faith, patience, hope
and salvation stand ; where to wait, and how
to find the Lord ; and to distinguish between
that which is born of God and that which
not, both with respect to thyself in all the
motions and conceptions of thy heart, and
with respect to others in their religious wor-
ship and performances ; to the end, that thou
mayst not be deceived about things relat'

to God's kingdom, and thy eternal peace : this

is of the greatest weight.
Now, know certainly, that which hath dis

covered unto thee the vanities of this world,
the emptiness and the fading of all earthly
glorj-, the blessedness of the righteous, and
the joy of the world that is to come, is th
light oi'Christ Jesus, wherewith He hath eu
lightened thy soul: for in Him was life, and
that life is the light of mankind.' Thus God
promised by the prophet Isaiah, to give Him
"for a light, to lighten the Gentiles, and for
his salvation to the ends of the earth." So
that Christ, theLight, is God's gift, and eternal
life is hid in Him, yea, all the treasures of
wisdom and knowledge; who is the light of
the Gospel temple, even true believers. And
all who receive this light into their hearts,
and bring their deeds to it, to see in what
ground they are wrought, whether in God, or
in the evil one, and make this blessed light
the guide of their life ; fearing, with a holy
fear, to do any thing that this light manifests
to be evil; waiting and watching with a godly
care, to be preserved blameless before the
Lord, I say all such become children of light,
and witnesses of the life of Jesus. Oh ! blessed
wilt thou be forever, if in the way of this holy
light thy mind walks to the end !

Let this that hath visited thee, lead thee; '

this seed of light and life, which is the seed i

of the kingdom. Yea, it ia' Christ, the true ;

and only seed of God, that visited my soul, '

even in my young years ;
that spread ray sins

in order before nie, repi-oved me, and brought

godly sorrow upon me ;
making me often to

weep in solitary places, and say within my
soul, "Oh that I knew the Lord as I ought

to know him ! Oh, that I served him as I

ought to serve him !" Yea, often was there

a great concern upon my spirit about my
eternal state, mournfully desiring that the

Lord would give my soul rest in the great day

of trouble. Now was all the glory of the

world as a bubble
;
j'ea, nothing was dear to

me that I might win Christ; for the love,

friendship, and pleasure of this world were a

burden unto my soul. And in this seeking

state, I was directed to the testimony of Jesus

in my own conscience, as the true shining

light, given me to discern the thoughts and

intents of my own heart. And no sooner was

I turned unto it, but I found it to be that

which from my childhood had visited me,

though I distinctly knew it not. And when
I received it in the love of it, it showed me
all that ever I had done, and reproved all the

unfruitful works of darkness
;
judging me as

a man in the flesh, and laying judgment to

the line, and righteousness to the plummet in

me. And as by the brightness of his coming

into my soul. He discovered the man of sin

there upon his throne, so by the breath of his

mouth, which is the two-edged sword of His

Spirit, he destroyeth his power and kingdom.

And having made me a witness of the death

of the cross'; He hath also made me a witness

of his resurrection. So that in good measure

my soul can now say, I am justified in the

Spirit ; and though the state of condemnation
unto death was glorious, yet justification unto

life was and is more glorious.

In this state of the new man, all is new

;

behold, new heavens and a new earth ! Old

things come to be done away; the old man
with his deeds put off. Now, new thoughts,

new desires, new affections, new love, new
friendship, new society, new kindred, new
faith ; even that which overcometh this world

through many tribulations; and new hope,

even that living hope that is founded upon

true experience, which holds out all storms,

and can see to the glory that is invisible to

carnal eyes, in the midst of the greatest

tempest.

It is the same blessed seed of light, life and

grace, which from God the Father is sown in

thy heart, and which hath moved and wrought
there the change which thou hast witnessed

from the spirit of this world. Turn to it,

watch in it, that by it thou mayst be kept

from all that it discovers to be contrary' to

God ; especially from thyself, from thy own
runnings, willings, and strivings. For what-

soever is not born of the spirit is flesh, and

that inherits not the kingdom of God ;
but all

that sow to it shall inherit corruption. By
this thou wilt come to feel, not only all sin to

be a burden, but all thy own righteousness,

yea, all men's righteousness, to be a burden.

Thou wilt see the difference between the duties

and prayers which thou begettest, and the

duties and prayers which, in thy true silence

from all self-activity of mind, the Lord begets

in thee.

Oh, that thou mightest know the mystery
of the new birth, and what that is that can
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,ruly call God, Father; even that which is be-

rotten of him, which liveth, and breatheth,

[nd hath its beginning and being in that life

which is hid with Christ in God, and by which

t hath been quickened to the knowledge and

ivovship of Christ and God. And this thou

(halt not fail to know and enjoy, as thou

Datiently sufferest the Lord to work his own
(vork in thee by his own blessed Spirit. And
;hat which will give thee to savor and dis-

jern the right motions and conceptions, duties

md performances in thyself, from the false,

,vill give thee to savor and discern that which

9 right from that which is false in others;

phat'which is of God, from that which is of

the children. For my parents, that once dis- Wliy do "The Friends" Meet ill Silence, without any

owned me for this blessed testimony's sake, I'rc-arrangcd Scnice?

(of the Jew, Christian, circumcision, and bap- Because they believe that, by assembling
tism inward, against the fleshly Christian,)

-
.

.

Have a care of gathering sticks, and kin

lling a tire of thy own, and then compassing

ihyrclf about with the sparks of the fire which

thou hast kindled, for the end of this state is

^0 lie down in sorrow, because the heavenly

fire is absent, which maketh the sacrifice ac-

peptablc; yea, the Lord may stir in thy heart,

pi\t thou mayst bring forth ;
but He that gives

^o conceive. He brings to the birth, and He
giveth power to bring forth acceptabl}' ; for

[withoutChristwecan do nothing; and blessed

lare they that stir not, before the angel moveth

^he waters, and go not before Christ, but are

led by him ; and that awaken not their Be-

jloved till He please ; in whose hands the times

land seasons are. Oh, blessed are they whose

leyes are opened to see Him always present, a

|God always nigh at hand; whose hearts are

igtaved upon his holy appearance in them, and

are'thereby translated into his likeness; whose

faith and hope are in Christ in them, the hope

of glory.

I

My dear friend, weigh these things with a

serious, retired, sweet and tender frame of

I
spirit ; and God, who hath called thee and me,

by the light of his dear Son, open thy under-

standing to perceive the Truth as it is in

Jesus, and what is the mystery of the fellow-

I
ship of the saints in light. To the Lord I re-

,
commend thee, the Watchman and Keeper of

Israel. The Lord be thy strength and holy

i comfort, and speak peace to thee, and never

leave thee nor forsake thee till He hath con-

1
ducted thee, through all tribulations, to his

everlasting kingdom of rest and glory.

dear heart! be valiant, and stay thyself

upon Christ Jesus, the everlasting rock, and

:
feel him a fountain in thy soul ; feel his blood

to cleanse, and his blood to drink, and his
-

to eat : feed upon him, for God hath given

I
Him for the life of the world.

1 had seen thee, had not thy father's strange

, sort of severity hindered. 1 confess I do not

: so use to be treated in my own country, where

the Lord has raised up many thousands of

witnesses, that He hath gathered, out of all

I sects and professions, to worship Him, not in

' their spirits or wills, but in his will. Spirit,

. and Truth. And we are generally, after much
I affliction and suffering, in good esteem, even

' with the great ones of this world. And this

> let me add for thy particular comfort, that

I though I have been a man of great anguish

: and sorrow, because of the scorn and reproach

I that hath attended my separation from the

: world (having been taught of Jesus to turn

! my back upon all, for the sake of that glory
' that shall be revealed;) 3'et to God's honor I

i can saj^ it, I have a hundred friends for one;

yea, God hath turned the hearts of my eoe-

! mies towards me; He hath fulfilled his pro-

' mise, to turn the hearts of the parents unto

have come to love me above all, and have left

me all ; thinking they could never do and
leave enough for me. Oh, how good is the

Lord I yea, the ways of his mercy are even

past finding out.

"Wherefore, my dear friend, trust in the

Lord forever ; and the God of Abraham, Isaac

and Jacob, the God of the prophets and of the

postles, the God of all the holy martyrs of

Jesus, illuminate, fortify, and preserve thee

steadfast ; that in the end thou mayst receive

the reward of life and eternal salvation ; to

whom be glory, and to the Lamb that sits

upon the throne, one God and one Lord,

blessed and magnified forever and ever, amen I

Thy great and faithful lover for the blessed

and holy Truth's sake,

William Penn.
Duysburg, the 13th of 7th month, 1677.

P. S. The inclosed I received from a re-

ligious young woman at Frankfort. We have

had a blessed opportunity in this town with

some that have a desire after the Lord, in

which we are abundantly comforted. We
have just now received thy message and salu-

tation from H. v., which hath exceedingly

refreshed and revived us ; for our trouble was

not for ourselves, but for thee; and we hope

our love will not turn to thy disadvantage,

for we mentioned nothing of thy name, nor

the name of any other person, only that we
desired to speak with the minister of Mulheim,

and that was only to the soldier. The Lord

made us a good bed in the fields, and we were

y well satisfied. We are going this after-

noon out of the town towards Wesel, from

thence to Cleve, and thence to Herwerden,

(the Lord willing;) so farewell in the Lord.

[Here follows a letter to her father, the

Graef of Bruck and Falkenstein.]

An Intelligent Sheep Dog.—An instance of

extraordinary intelligence in a dog is given

by a correspondent oi Land and Water. The

gentleman who witnessed the event was a

short time since on a visit to Scotland, and

during one of his walks he came across some

men who were washing sheep. Close to the

water where the operations were being car-

ried on was a small pen, in which a detach-

ment of ten sheep were placed handy to the

men for washing. While watching the per-

formance his attention was called to a sheep

dof lying down close by. This animal on the

pen becoming nearly empty, without a word

from any one, started off to the main body of

the flock and brought back ten of their num-

ber, and drove them into the empty washing

pens. The fact of the dog bringing exactly

the same number of sheep as had vacated it,

he looked upon at first as a strange coinci-

dence, a mere chance. But he continued look-

ing on, and, much to his surprise, as soon as

the men had reduced the number to three

sheep, the dog started off again and brought

back ten more; and so on he continued

throughout the afternoon, never bringing one

more nor one less, and always going for a

fresh lot when only three were left in the pen,

evidently being aware that during the time

the last three were washing he would be able

to bring up a fresh detachment.

The luxury of luxuries is that of doing good.

in silence, the most favorable opportunity is

afforded for that direct personal communion with

God which is the substance of all true wor-

ship. Public worship can only be performed

by an assemblage of individual worshippers
;

and just in proportion to the spiritual ac-

quaintance of each with our ever-living Ee-

mer will be the life and vigor of the whole

congregation. Outward forms of worship

may engage the attention of the intellect

without feeding the immortal soul.

If, under a sense of our need, we truly draw
near to God in spirit. He will also draw near

unto us. By His Holy Spirit He will enlighten

us to see our true state, and give us to feel

our need of pardoning mercy : or, if we have

already found forgiveness through faith in the

Saviour's blood. He will, as we keep near unto

Him, sanctify our hearts, renew our strength,

and enable us more and more to serve and

honor Him.
The Society of Friends highly value the

preaching of the Gospel when under Divine

anointing :—they regard it as one of the most

influential of the appointed means for com-

municating the knowledge of Gospel Truth
;

and they rejoice when any are called by

Christ, and anointed by His Spirit to proclaim

it, and stir up the people to repentance, faith

and good works, or to offer vocal prayer and

praise. But believing that ministry ought

not to be engaged in without the fresh put-

ting forth of the Holy Spirit, whose power

alone can seal Divine Truth upon the hearts

of the hearers, they do not feel at liberty to

plan beforehand what they will speak, or who

shall speak in the congregation ;
but endeavor,

in silence, to wait upon God, seeking for a

sense of His presence, and for that ability

which He alone can give, rightly to minister

to the wants of the assembly.

The call and appointment of ministers are

the prerogatives of God,—not of man; and

the work of the ministry may therefore be

entered into by learned or unlearned, young

or old, male or female ;
if the call to it be of

God. And, seeing that the spiritual condition

and capacity of the persons constituting a re-

ligious assemblv, are widely varied, so that

the sermon of a single individual may not be

applicable to the state of every hearer alike,

the Society of Friends object to the practice

of limiting ministerial labor to one person in

the congregsition ;
believing that this custom

not only involves an unscriptural limitation

of Gospel liberty, but materially interferes

with the well-being of the flock. The Apostle

Paul says " Ye may all prophesy one by one,

that all may learn, and all maybe comforted.

And if no voice break the outward silence,

yet is the Great Head of the Church ever

near to the true worshipper to own and to

bless him.

A Gentleman.—There is a prevalent fallacy

that to be a gentleman it is essential to follow

a o-entlemanly occupation, from which cate-

o-ory is, of course, excluded anything so degrad-

uio- as trade or manual labor. One result of

thTs is that the learned professions are over-

stocked, the gentlemanly-labor market is glut-

ted, and there is, as an inevitable result, a

o-reat and growing amount of genteel poverty,

which is often sorely pressed to satisfy the

vulo-ar necessity of living. England daily in-
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creases in wealth, and they who mainly con

tribute to and share in her growing prosperity

are in the despised pursuits of commerce and
manufactures. On the other hand we have

an array of poor curates and lieutenants on

half-pay, a host of briefless barristers and
gray-haired civil servants starving in their

dignity and too proud to own it, " who cannot

dig and are ashamed to beg;" while on the

other there are our shrewd and energetic eons

of toil amassing fortunes, buying estates, get-

ting into Parliament, efficiently performing
the duties of members of local boards and
municipal councils, and otherwise making
their mark on societj-, and so influencing

their generation as to suggest that there may
be a more extensive application of the term
" gentleman" than many have been willing to

admit.
There is among ns so much surface gentility

and assumption of superiority that self-asser-

tion is at a premium; and we "follow my
leader" in paying homage to the tinsel of a
showy exterior, and in bowing the knee before
"success in life," as the great golden calf of
modern days. Only let a man have money
and it matters not how he became possessed
of it. There are not a few who hold their
heads high, and who look with disdain on all

in an inferior station, whose fingei-s all the
gold in the mint cannot wash from the slime
of the mean and dishonest transactions where
by they have amassed their wealth. " Noth
ing is missing but conscience—nothing lost
but honor." Boldly tell one of this shoddy
aristocracy that he is not a gentleman, and he
will certainly sue you for libel.

—

Tinsley's
Magazine.

Selected.

Richard Baker,

The followingaccount of this faithful Friend
is abridged from the fuller narrative in the
3d vol. of Piety Promoted.
He was born at Sandwich in Kent, in the

year 1734, and resided most of his life in the
city of Dover. His parents were Presby
terians, and appear to have been anxious for
the religious education of their children.
About the eighteenth year of bis age his mind
was closely exercised in regard to his spiritual
welfare, and in this state he joined the society
called Methodists, among whom he was held
in great esteem. During his connection with
the Methodists ho was preserved in great hu-
mility, and was earnest to press forward to
the true rest. Thus he became weaned from
all dependence on external help, experienced
something of the true silence of all flesh, and
was gradually drawn into the simplicity of
truth. ^ '

Ho joined Friends about the twenty-third
year of his age, and was an exemplary mem-
ber of our Society. He was careful not to
exceed the limitations of truth in his trade
and outward concerns, and was solicitous that
his moderation should appear to others. Liv-
ing in a town where there were often advan-
tageous contracts to bo had from government
and or.lers for the use of its establishments'
in that quarter, he believed it best to decline
one of which he might have p.artaken, lest he

the Jjord's cause. Nevertheless he conducted
a considerable business and conducted it with
reputation.

About the year 1780, and the forty-sixth

year of his age, he came forth in the work of
the ministry, in which service he seemed
clothed with universal love; and as his deep
experience was the means of enabling him to
say with the beloved disciple, "That which
we have seen and heard declare we unto you,"
his labors were often consolatory to the spirit-

ual traveller. His service was chiefly con-
fined to the limits of his own Quarterly Meet-
ing, and the neighboring ones, he however
made two visits to Friends in Wales, one to
the North of England, and another to the
West,

He lived in that part of Dover which is

built near the foot of the Cliff; which seems
almost to overhang the street, and suggests
the idea of ruin should any considerable part
give way. On this clifl", accessible by numer-
ous steps, his garden was formed ; and as he
was on the stairs leading to it, on the last day
of the year 1803, a part of the chalky cliff fell,

with a quantity of earth and some timber,
hurrying him along with them and over-
whelming him. It seems wonderful that he
was not immediately killed; but he received
injuries irremediable by human skill, and in
the end resulting fatally. Paralysis also en-
sued from the bruises occasioned by the tre-
mendous fall ; but his mind remained unim-
paired

; and its fixeulties, calmed by resigna-
tion, and brightened by love, were still em-
ployed in thanksgiving and praise.
On the evening of the fall, be expressed the

quietness of his mind ; and desired that the
32d Psalm might be read to him; repeating
the 2d verse, "Blessed is the man unto whom
the Lord imputeth not iniquity, and in whose
spirit there is no guile." The whole of that
and the following Psalm being read, he said.
This poor man cried, and the Lord heard

him and saved him out of all his troubles.
The 34th being also read, he said, with great
tenderness, "1 have felt much refreshed from
some of these passages. I have neither fear
nor terror. I feel quite easy respecting my
situation. My mind is centred in God. I ask
for patience and resignation under this trial.
Surely goodness and mercy have followed me
all the days of my life."

The next morning. First-day, and the first
of the year 1804, being asked if he lay com-
fortably, "My body," said he, " is as comfort-
able as you can make it; and my mind is
omforted in a well-grounded confidence in

the mercy of God in Christ Jesus." After this
he said, " I have yesterday and to-day been
looking over Friends in several places, and
think I never felt greater love than at the
jsresent time. I wish they may be preserved
in the truth

; and I have earnestlv desired,
whatever I suff'er, I may not dishonor the
great name. My mind is carried above out-
ward things. 1 desire not to boast; but at
present I feel no cloud in the way. It is a
great favor to be so comfortable and feel the
Divine presence. When this is withdrawn
then am I troubled." Several times he ex-
claimed, I rejoice in tribulation.

I

On Second-day morning, under sensations

sweet it is to feel that charity that thinketh
no evil, but puts the best construction upon
all things. I look over Friends with much
sweetness and love : never more so. I feel the
greatest confirmation that 'God is love,' and
they that dwell in him dwell in love."
His suffering was at times very great dur-

ing the last few days of his life, yet his mind
continued centred in that holy power which
enabled him to bear all with composure. He
sent a message to an absent Friend to whom
his daughter was writing a letter. "Per-
haps," said he, " it may be an encouragement
to tell him to hold on in well doing. The
prize is sure to them that hold out to the end.
Tell him I am carried above all trouble, out
of the reach of that which is troubled about
a future state." He desired one of his daugh-
ters to pray for his release

; and ho said to
his children standing by, " I have done what
I could for you ; and my prayers have been
heard. I have watched over you with a
fatherly care. My blessing is with you. It
is pleasant to see tenderness prevail, I love to
see you all about me, my sweet family."
On another occasion he observed, "I have

often thought of late on the words of tho
apostle, ' 1 beheld, and lo a great multitude,
which no man could number, of all nations,
and kindreds, and people and tongues, stood
before the throne." "You," addressing somo
present, " are likely to be the support of this
ttle meeting. Be faithful, and your labors

of love will be blessed."

Early on Sixth-day morning, the 6th of the
First month, 1804, he gently and peacefully
passed away, having reached the seventieth
year of his age.

should seem to weaken his testimony against

j^o5^irSmi\.i!rfii;e^^:itht::^ ^^^ri:^^^ r^r^ f ^^f'
^is-mind=^

to those Of gain; and the •^r^iJuonZlZll'^^^^^^^ - li-

very countenance, when engaged in reli-ious m.^n k' V
I'ke the good scribe he brought

monstratod his genuine de^^tiSn to 'the tt *r.^"7 A^^^'^^f. "T, ^"'^
°l^'-.

'^servieo, demonstrated

_Don7.—Don't tell the little one, who may
be slightly wilful, that "the black man will
come out of the dark cellar and carry it off
if it does not mind." Don't create a needless
fear to go with the child through all tho
stages of its existence.

Don't tell the little, five year-old Jimmy
" the school ma'am will cut off his ears"—
"pull out his teeth"—"tie him up," or any of
the horrible stories that are so commonly pre-
sented to the childish imagination. Think
you the little one will believe anything you
tell him after he becomes acquainted with
the gentle teacher who has not the least idea
of putting any of those terrible threats into
execution ?

Don't tell the children they must not drink
tea because it will make them black, while
you continue the use of it daily. Your ex-
ample is more to them than precept ; and
while your own face is fair they will scarcely
credit the oft-told tale. Either give up drink-
ing the pleasant beverage or give your chil-
dren a better reason for its non use.

Don't tell the sick one that the medicine ia
not bad to take, when you can hardly keep
your own stomach from turning "inside out"
at the smell of it. Better by far tell him the
simple truth, that it is disagreeable, but neces-
sary to his health, and you desire him to take
It and at once. Ten to one he will swallow-
it with half tho trouble of coaxing and worry
of words, and love you bettor for your firm,
decided manner.

Don't teach the children by example to tell
lite lies to each other and to their neigh-

bors. Guard your lips and bridle your tongue
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stones of heaven. Remember the old,

d book says "no liar" shall enter within

gates of the beautiful city. There is no

stinction made between white lies and those

a darker hue. A falsehood is an untruth

hether the matter be greater small.

—

Rural

'ew Yorker.

For "The Friend.''

Wayside Jiotes.

(Continued from page 98.)

The cruelties sustained by Friends in New
ngland already mentioned in previous num-
irs, were chiefly gathered from Sewell's his-

ry, and embrace a very small part, as he

,
of the " manifold whippings and extor-

of fines that were inflicted." In pursuing

le narrative we had reached the passage of a

w, under which Friends were to be expelled,

id for non-conformity to its oppressive re-

lirements, they were to be treated as capital

fenders.

Wm. Eobinson, a merchant of London, Mar-
aduke Stevenson, Mary Dyer, who had re-

irned to the Colony, and Nicholas Davis,

ei-e the first Friends to whom this law was

Eiplied. Arriving at Boston in the Ninth

onth, 1659, they were thrown into prison,

d by order of the Court and Council of As-

stants, were sentenced to banishment, or

iffer death ; but W. E. being regarded as a

iblic teacher of the doctrines so bitterly

isrepresented and denounced in the pream-

le to the law, he was condemned to be also

sverely whipped, "and the constable was
)mmanded to find an able man to do it." It

stated he was brought into the open street,

id strippeci, and his hands placed through

le holes of the carriage of a large gun, where
e was held, while the executioner gave him
venty stripes with a three corded whip. It

apears Mary Dyer, and N. D. submitted to

le decree of the court, but W. R. and M. S.

lOUgh they left Boston, were not free in their

linds to leave the Colony, but feeling a duty

evolving upon them to build up others in the

ime faith, went to Salem, whore they were

)on arrested, and returned to Boston prison.

1 the following month Mary returned also,

jid was taken into custody. There were now
jiree Friends in the hands of the authorities

[ho, by the terms of the law, were worthy of

bath.

j

On the 20th of Tenth month they were
irought into court, where Governor Endicot

jnd others were assembled. Being called to

lie bar, Endicot commanded the keeper to

nil off their hats; and with very little cere-

lony he directed them to " Give ear, and
earken to your sentence of death." W. R.

len desired to be permitted to read a paper,

I which the reasons were given why he had
ot conformed to the order of the court ; but

16 Govei-nor would not sufl'er it to be read

ad replied, " You shall not read it, nor wil

le court hear it read." Wm. Sewel writes

;

e had written this paper the day before, and
part of the contents were, that he being in

.hode Island, the Lord had commanded him
) go to Boston, and to lay down his life there

hat he also felt an assurance his soul would
:iter into everlasting peace, and eternal rest

lat he durst not but obey ; believing it be

ime him as a child, to show obedience to the

lOrd, without any unwillingness: and that

ow with sincerity of heart he could say,

.Blessed be the Lord, the God of my life,

i'ho hath called me hereunto, and counted me

worthy to testify against wicked and unjust

nen." The sentence of death was now pro-

lounced, and W. R. was remanded to his cell.

\I. Stevenson was then called, and a like

sentence read to him. An opportunity being

now given M. S.to speak, he made the foliow-

ng solemn declaration in the presence ofsome
)f the principal rulers of the Province. "Give
ar, j-e magistrates, and all who are guilty

;

for tins the Lord hath said concerning you,

and will perform his word upon you, that

the same day j^e put his servants to death,

hall the day of your visitation pass over your
heads, and you shall be cursed for evermore.

The mouth of the Lord of hosts hath spoken
t. Therefore in love to you all, I exhort you
to take warning before it be too late, that so

the curse may be removed. For assuredly, if

you put us to death, you will bring innocent

blood upon your own heads, and swift destruc-

tion will come upon j^ou." He was then re-

turned to prison. Mary was now called. Af-

ter receiving her sentence of death from En-

dicot, she meekly responded :
" The will of

the Lord be done." As the marshal returned

her to prison, she was heard often by the way
uttering words of praise to the Lord.

After being retained in prison about a week,

they were led out to the place of execution on

the day appointed, the 27th day of the Tenth
month, under an escort of 200 armed men.

besides many horsemen. They were attended

by several officers, and a notoriously harsh,

bitter priest, named Wilson, who had behaved

in the court-room, when their cause was under

consideration, in the most undignified, cruel

manner possible. These Friends as they

passed along on their way to the gallows,

several times attempted to speak, but the

drums were beaten, and their voices seldom

heard. It is stated glorious signs of heavenly

joy and gladness were beheld in their faces,

as they walked hand in hand. Mary was
heard to say: "No eye can see, nor ear can

hear, no tongue can utter, and no heart can

understand, the sweet incomes, and the re-

freshings of the Spirit of the Lord, which now
I feel." Great was their cheerfulness, going

as if to a wedding-feast; and rejoicing that

they were accounted worthy to sufler for His

blessed name. As they came to the place,

where their lives were to be offered up, they

took leave of each other, with tender em-

braces. Then W. R. went cheerfully up to

the platform, and turning to the people, he

thus addressed them, '• This is the day of your

visitation, wherein the Lord hath visited you
;

this is the day the Lord is risen in his mighty
power, to be avenged on all his adversaries."

He also desired the spectators to mind the

light that was in them ; to wit, the Light

of Christ, of which he testified, and was now
about to seal it with his blood. This so incens

ed the envious priest, that he said, " Hold thy

tongue." His person, and the rope, being now
adjusted, he used these last words: " I sufler

for Christ, in whom I live, and for whom I

die." He was then launched into eternity.

M. S. with a few solemn parting words, im-

mediately followed his companion to the

same triumphant end.

Mary seeing her friends dead before her,

also stepped up the ladder, without hesita-

tion, and just as the bloody work was about

to be enacted in her case, a reprieve was

handed the officer. She was ordered to

come down, but she whose mind was already

as it were in heaven, stood still, saying, "she

was there willing to suffer as her brethren
had, unless they would annul their wicked
law." This favor was obtained at the inter-

cession of her son.

The execution of W. Robinson and M. Ste-

venson, causing much uneasiness among many
of the people, it was deemed best to send
Mary out of the Province. She was accord-

ingly carried on horseback into Rhode Island,

Not long after we find her in Long Island,

where she spent most of the following winter

;

but having returned to her home, she was
moved of the Lord to return to Boston, where
he arrived the 21st of Third month, 1660.

On the 31st she was apprehended, and brought
before Governor Endicot. Being identified as

the same person that was sentenced at the last

general court, she was ordered to go to prison,

and to be taken to the place of execution the

following day at 9 o'clock.

On coming to the gallows, she was desired

to retract, but her blessed Lord did not for-

sake her, and her righteous courage did not

fail. Her words were, " I came to do the will

of my Father, and in obedience to his will, I

stand even unto death." She was desired to

have the elders present pray for her, hy some
one or more of the people; to which she

answered, "I desire the prayers of all the

people of God ; the elders I do not know."
It was suggested again that one of the elders

should pray. Her significant and faithful re-

ply was, " Nay, first a child, then a young
man, then a strong man, before an elder in

Christ Jesus." Surely a stronger answer,

and a wiser reproof, could not have been given

in as many words. Thus this valiant woman
finished her days, a martyr for her Lord,

being twice led to, death ;
accepting the re-

sult of her obedience, with Christian forti-

tude ;
and with joy and thankfulness upon

her lips, yielding her body to the executioner,

a most willing sacrifice
;
pouring out her life,

that the " plant of renown" might be watered

and fed, even in the midst of an untoward
generation. P. B.

Philadelphia, 11th mo. 6th, 1874.

(To be continued.)

Tobacco.

All habits that have a tendency to depress

the vital powers must be regarded as destruc-

tive to life. That the use of tobacco, in any
form, is highly detrimental to health, all who
have ever used it must certainly be aware.

The use of tobacco causes dyspepsia, trem-

ulousness, irregularity of the heart's action,

derangement of the nervous system, depres-

sion of spirits, and a hundred other ills often

ascribed to other causes.

The abandonment of the habit of smoking

or chewing tobacco is generally quickly fol-

lowed by an increase of strength of nerve and

of muscle, and a general improvement of

health.

Of the terrible power of the .habit when
once established, and of the disgusting phase

of the vice, we need not speak. Prof. Draper

publishes an article in iha Galaxy, (iOTita,mmg

many interesting facts concerning the pro-

perties, preparation, and adulteration of to-

bacco, in which he remarks that tobacco, ac-

cording to botanists, belongs to the -natural

order which includes the egg-plant, tomato,

potato, capsicum, and a number of genera

that furnish narcotic principles ;
among which

we may mention hj-oscyamus, stramonium

and belladona. The genus Nicotiana de-
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rives its name from Nicot, the autlior of il.

introduction into Europe ;
and the word to

bacco from Tobago, an island from whence it

was iirst imported into Europe. There are

but three creatures that use tobacco in any

form, a worm, the roel£-goat of Africa, and

man. Tlie manufacture of tobacco tor the

purposes of chcwini; and smoking consists

chiefly in the removal of the mid ribs or stalks

of the leaves, and the subsequent pressing,

cutting or rolling of the leaves, according to

the demands of the market.

In snuff-making, the process varies with the

character of the product.

The adulteration of tobacco varies greatly

with the character of the preparation. In

that intended for chewing it consist chiefly

of molasses, or common salt ; rarely of leaves

of other plants. In cigars and cut tobacco

for smoking it is bj' no means uncommon, and

consists usually of hay, paper, or leaves of

the dock, rhubarb, cabbage, elm, and oak, all

of which are comparatively harmless.

In snuff adulteration is very common, and

the substances used are, in many cases, ex-

ceedingly injurious, including such articles as

chromate of lead, bichromate of potash, pow-

dered glass, and dift'erent kinds of ochres, or

oxides of iron. The latter are nearly always

found in the Scotch snuffs, and rarely occur

in the Welsh and Irish. According to Has-

sall, out of forty-three specimens, chromate

of lead occuri'ed in nine, nearly all of which
were Scotch ; red lead or oxide of lead in

three, and bi-chromatc of potash, which is

very poisonous, in three, two of which were

Scotch. The presence of the lead compo
has frequently produced lead palsy in those

who have used them.
The substances that give its active proper-

ties to tobacco are nicotine and nicotianine.

The first is a colorless liquid alkaloid, soluble

in water, ether, alcohol, and many oils, and
possessing an offensive odor and an acrid

burning taste.

" It is a dangerous poison, being almost as

active as prussic acid, and destroying life in

cquallj' small doses, a few drops sufficing to

cause death in about five minutes. Nicotian-

ine is a concrete, volatile oil, obtained by the
distillation of the leaves, six pounds 3'ielding

about eleven grains of the oil. It has a bitter

taste, and ihc odor of tobacco, and produces
the same effect upon the throat and tongue
as docs tobacco smoke. It is al most as deadly
when applied externally as nicotine is when
taken inlcrnally. It is said that this oil does
not exist in the fresh leaves, but is probably
formed by the action of the air in the process
of drying, and of course, the plant is always
dried before it reaches the consumer."
Tobacco smoke is the most common form

under which the system is exposed to the
action of this p'ant. Analysis shows that
while the alkaloid disappears almost cntirel_y

in the smoke the oil is increased. It ther"
fore follows that in chewing, the effects ill

be chiefly those produced by nicotine
; while

in smoking nicotianine will be the more ac-

tive ingredient. In addition to the oil it has
been stated that prussic or hydrocyanic acid
exists in tobacco smoke.
The .very large amount of mineral matter,

and especially of the salts of potassa, in to-

bacco, causes it to remove these ingredients
of the soil so rapidly that even the lands of

the Southern and Western States are soon
exhausted, and will only support low vegeta-

tion thereafter. In the same way the im-

moderate use of the prepared leaves slowly

but surely exhausts the nervous energy in

man, until at last it saps the strongest con-

_titution, and often induces palsy, or so dulls

the memory and blunts his other faculties as

to reduce him to a condition little better than

an imbecile.

In its anti-spasmodic and narcotic, or ano-

dyne effects, it resembles lobelia, while its

action on the heart is somewhat like digitalis.

It sometimes causes a permanent irregularity

of the heart's action. In its action on the

pupil of the eye, it resembles opium, causing

it to contract, being in this respect opposite

to the effect of belladonna, stramonium, and

hyoscyamus. The effect of its introduction

into the digestive apparatus is to cause so

complete a relaxation of the muscular system

that physicians sometimes employ it to pro-

duce this result when it is desired to reduce

dislocations.

It is possible that since tobacco reduces

the sensibility of the system it renders it

'

liable to attacks of contagious diseases, but if

the disease does attack, the reduction of its

tone would render it less liable to resist the

attack. Tobacco is an anti-aphrodisiac, and

the statistics of European countries show that

since its general introduction the annual in

crease in population has undergone a steady

diminution.
Among snuffers the continued irritation of

the Schneiderian membrane, which lines the

cavity of the nose, causes it to thicken, until

finallj' the sense of smell is destroyed, memory
is blunted and seriously impaired. Snuff-

taking consumes more time than chewing or

smoking. A curious calculation is, that an

average snuff-taker occupies over two hours
out of eveiy sixteen in this process.

When employed for chewing and smoking,
tobacco stimulates the salivaiy glands and
greatly increases the amount of saliva. The
copious expectoration which i»thus produced
diminishes the amount of this fluid available

for digestion, and as a consequence indiges-

tion is one of the commonest of the inflictions

to which the chewer and smoker are obliged

to submit. Another evil is the liability to the
development of cancer. The smoke acts as

an exciting cause, cancer is developed, and
death ensues. The tongue is sometimes eaten
down to its very base. Tobacco and drunk-
enness induce a large proportion of cases of
insanity.

The breath, clothing, and perspiration of
those who use tobacco soon become redolent
of its noxious odors. Many persons smoke in

their bed-rooms. The walls, hangings, and
bed-clothing soon become impregnated with
poisonous oil, and while the smoker is exposed
to its action for only a few hours at night, his
wife usually spends nearly all the time in the
confined air of the room or rooms which have
been thus poisoned. This continued exposur
and the reduction of the vital powers soon
produce their effect. Even where the smok
ing is done in other apartments and not in
the bedroom, the smoker's clothing and his
breath have become corrupted.
Not only does tobacco cause the evils en

uraerated, but the continued inhalation of the

should state it; cannibals won't eat a tobacci

user!— The Wellspring.
.

^

For "The Friend." '

Jolm Fiucli Marsh.

(Continued from page 98.)

To his wife, while visiting her mother a

Tottenham, for a few days.

142 Whitechapel, 2nd of 9lh mo., 1819.
'

My dear Hannah,— * * * I wish thee ti

partake as largely ofthe refreshing breezes, b;

walking out, as thy strength will allow. Hov t

much i'should enjoy to share them with thee

even here the air is very reviving, morning
and evenings cool and bracing. Don't be toi

anxious about me, so as to interrupt any in

tervals of retirement, or moments of peaoefu

quiet that may be afforded for instructior

and the renewal of thy spiritual strength.

It will be comforting to thee to know tha

yesterday was a cheering day in tvvo sensei

In the morning, little or nothing to do in th

shop, but my mind permitted to enjoy a fee

ing of sweet quiet, free from anxiety. Sue

seasons are indeed favored ones, and ought to b

rightly valued and improved by us :—season

wherein the mind may be rightly encouragec

strengthened, and afresh animated to hold o

our way in the path of required duty, an

lay hold of the consoling language, " The
It keep him in perfect peace, whose min

is stayed on thee ;
because he trusteth i

thoe." In the afternoon and evening had

succession of customers, which rendered th

afternoon scene very lively.

Croydon, 31st of 7th mo., 1834.

My beloved daughter Hannah.-jr-Thy recet

welcome letters have been comforting and it

teresting to us, and much do we hope the

may continue to derive benefit from the pr

vileged opportunity of being under the ver

kind care of thy aunt E. Whitehead. It :

pleasant to us to believe thou art sensible i

thy many advantages, and that the seen

desire lives in thy heart to be made thankfi

and grateful therefor, and that there is i

times (and oh ! may it be daily, yea hourlj

a feeling after strength and ability to be

veiy good girl ; this is what thy belovc

parents so much crave for thee and thy siste

and if happily with increasing days or j'ear

this endeavor to be good becomes your favore

experience, and we favored to be spared '

you, our hearts would from time to time ha^

abundant occasion to feel thankful unto oi

Heavenly Father, for thisHisrich blessing,ye

to leap within us for very joy. What a choii

gift to be endowed with, is a grateful spiri

a thankful, humble heart and mind
;
and ho

needful it is that we watch and cherish tl

tender buddings thereof, especially in vei

early life, for none can be too young, or beg
too soon to be made sensible of how much v

owe, and are indebted unto Him who create

us; and to be led very frequently in a sirail;

inquiry with that of the Psalmist, " Whi
shall I render unto the Lord for all his ben

fits towai-ds me ?"

Croydon, 23rd of 3rd mo., 1839.

My beloved Priseilla,—As thy dear moth
and sister will now be writing, I seem to ha'

fumes of tobacco tends, sooner or later, to de-} little more to pen than the insertion of n
velop tuberculization in persons of tubercular very dear love, which I do in this way, ho
tendency. ing it may meet thee well, and comfortab
There is only one benefit that I know of in and happy, and in the continued endeavor

the use of tobacco, and it is but fair that I be a good girl [at school]. Remember it is
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write motto of mine, " To be good is to be

ppy," and I trust it is also of my dear P.'s,

d that she does at times strive her very

it to be so, and that good desires are often

ised in tby mind ; may these be strength-

ed and encouraged ; and in proportion, my
ar girl, as thou keeps near to, and makes
ly for, that which visits in secret, reprov-

T for that which is evil, and inclining to

it which is good, wilt thou come to expori-

ce preservation on every hand, and strength

overcome and resist temptation, and know
y heart to be made clean, and to be kept

lan, by continually livingin thedivinefear

—

3 fear to offend thy Heavenly Father in

ought, word, or deed.

" Grace is a plant where'er it grows,

Of pure and heavenly root

;

But fairest in the youngest shows
And yields the sweetest fruit."

} a Friend.

Thou continueat to have a place in oui

Peetionate remembrance, and we trust the

eling of love and sympathy still flows to

ards thee as one of the true mourners, and

ay we not say tribuiated followers of the

iimb, and of w"hich blessed company we do-

pe to be counted worthy to be numbered ; and
'. whom the language of the dear Eedeemer

fij be not frequently applicable, for the

icouragement and strengthening—"Fear
it, little flook, for it is your Father's good
easure to give you the kingdom." Ah ! it

indeed a day and time of sadness with

any of us who are favored to see and feel the

w state of things amongst us as a people

;

d how can it well be otherwise, if we are

;htly led into feeling and suffering for and
th the suffering seed :—but some might
ready to say—Why so cast down ? VVhy
so mourning on your way ? Hope for

Iter days, for brighter times. And so I

Ipe we do, and are at times enabled to lift

ii our heads in hope ; but we are not pre-

1 red, neither have we any desire to exchange
ir mourning for any false joy, but rather to

ffik for ability " in patience to possess our

ails," and for strength patiently to endure

C8 exercises and tribulations of our day :

—

Bt shrinking from suffering, but endeavor-
i^ to be found in pure resignation, standing
i our right and proper allotment,

fif this be the engagement of our minds,
my we not believe, and humbly trust, that

ijeservation will be experienced even to a

Ijir's breadth ? What encouragement then
t^3re is for us to continue to hold on our way,
ijthing doubting,—endeavoring in childlike

mplicity to do in the present strength and
aility given, what our hands may find to do;

ijt looking out to others, but simply minding
sjd doing our own business. And now, dear
flend, it seems with me to say, (and as time
ijswiftly passing away,) Use all diligence

ij endeavoring to complete the work of thy
4y. My wish is simply to encourage thei

tffaithfulness in that, which to thy own
Dnd, may be made clear; yet believing the

liJspect of visiting Friends in Ireland has
Ug been before thee, and having myself re-

Citiy returned from that land, where 1 was
03rten weeks, I think I may say that there

iu'oom for such laborers as thyself, and if the
Cieern continues to rest weightily with thee,

. ^not seek to put it aside : there may be some
|Qier few debts of love to be paid off in our

own laud, as an evening sacrifice. Dear S.

F., of Clonmel, united with me as companion
in this engagement, a verj' precious minded
young man ; we were remarkably drawn to-

wards each other during our last Y. M., which
he attended, though wo had but little of each
other's company, so as to get much personal

acquaintance; but a short time before ray

leaving home, I received a letter from him,

expressing his feelings as to accompanying
me. We met in Dublin, and parted there,

and on board the packet. I believe his dedi-

cation of heart to the work was accepted of

the Lord, and that it will be blessed to him.

We were at all the meetings in that nation,

with the exception of one very small one,

(Tullamore,) but we called and sat a little

time with two young men who reside there.

In passing along, many were the seasons of

proving, of conflict, and exercise, j-et I trust

we were, from time to time, made sensible of

the renewing and fresh extension of heavenly

love, and mercifully favored to experience

the good Shepherd to be near to comfort, to

strengthen and support in the time of need

We met with great kindness from Friends

I am ready to think that, perhaps few who
have visited that nation, have left more with

the flowing of love and affectionate desire for

their present and future happiness than my-
self. On mj' return home, the feeling of a

peaceful povertj^ and quietude of mind has

been, and is, my favored portion. Since then,

which was on the 5th of last month, I have
only appeared once in testimonj' in our own
meeting—my mind too, since my return,

seems at times in heaviness under the sense

and feeling of the low state of things in our

own land. O! the mixture, the mixture we
seem to be in!—when will this people be re-

deemed from and out of all mixture ? I trust

many more shall be strengthened and enabled

to bear a faithful and noble testimony to the

preciousness of the truth as it is in Jesus.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

TUere is no Religion in Dress.

This expression has received a currency

and credit that is somewhat remarkable, eon

sidering how inconsistent it is with well known
facts. It may be contradicted by an expres-

sion that very many do (and all may) know
to be correct, viz : that there is no one who
becomes deeply and decidedly religious, with-

out making some manifest change in dress.

Provided that previously his dress was what
is called fashionable and worldly.

In reading the biographies of those whose
religion was of a character so decided as to

make them remarkable among men, we find,

if the subject of dress is touched upon at all,

that they felt constrained to lay aside, to a

greater or less extent, the fashionable attire

of the world, and make an approach, greater

or less, to the simple garments of our Saviour

that had no seam. And this is so invariable,

and so well understood, that it scarcely at-

tracts attention, and is not looked upon as a

subject of doubt or discussion. And it ii

strongly doubted by the writer that any con

trary sentiment can be found in the auto*

biography of any truly and markedly religious

individual.

There are some who, with more or leas de-

liberation, put aside the religious life, and will

have none of it. And others, it may be, whose

convictions are not suftieiently decided to

their dress. But, on the other hand,
there are some whose convictions are so de-

cided and pervading, as to affect and govern
their whole life; and it may be (among other
things) shows itself by even a peculiarity in

their dress, that separates them manifestly

from the world, openly proclaiming to all be-

holders whose servants they are, and that they
are not ashamed of Him.
And if there are many who profess to bo

religious (or even very religious), who do not
make any change in their dress, it is because

many (and very many) are trying to bo heirs,

or citizens, of two kingdoms. Although the
Lip of Truth has declared that " No man can
serve two masters," they wish to call the

Pearl their own, but wish also to keep back
part of the price. But it is to be feared that

some of such will not receive the penny at

last, for this holding back in dress, often ac-

companies a holding back in other indulgences

of tiie world.

These views, as to dress, are not merely

theoretical, nor a mere contradiction of one

assertion by another. But this is an appeal

to facts. Neither are the facts obscure or

difficult to verify. The reader can readily

bring them to the test by reading the auto-

biographies of remarkably religious men. And
f he has the advantage of being acquainted

with markedly religious persons, a proper en-

quiry as to their experience will confirm the

correctness of these remarks.
In all ages, in all countries, and in every

form of religion, the priesthood appear to

ave been, as a rule, distinguished or sepa-

ited from all other men by some peculiari-

ties of dress. Showing that, in the deeper

recesses of the human heart, there is instinc-

tively and universally felt to be some con-

nexion between the two things.

If we would know the Divine mind, con-

cerning this subject, we have bitt to turn to

the Levitical law to find that peculiarities of

dress are prescribed for the priesthood, with

a minuteness which manifests clearly that,

according to the Divine mind, there is some
connexion between the two.

And as the Temple, and its surroundingSj^

were pronounced Jioly, so were the dresses of

the priests, as in Ezekiel xlii. 13, 14. " The
place is holy, there they shall lay their gar-

ments wherein they minister; for they are

holy; and shall pttt on other garments," &c.

Tiiere is no religion in dress. It is true

that coats and pantaloons have no souls to be

saved. And in that childish and trivial sense

the remark is true, but in no other. C.

THE FRIEND.
ELEVENTH MONTH 21, 1874.

Frequent retirement of mind to seek after

the presence of the Lord in our own souls, is

a duty which is indispensable to our growth

and establishment in the Truth. Were all

the members of the professing church more

fully and earnestly engaged therein, the day

would be hastened when the ancient declara-

tion would be fulfilled, "All thy children shall

be taught of the Lord, and great shall be the

peace of thy children." Especially does it be-

come the members of our own religious So-

ciety thus to seek for that life-giving virtue

which comes only from Christ, our adorable

Head, to enable them rightly to discharge
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their various duties,, and to walk with accept-

ance before Him.
As the exercise is maintained frequently to

draw near in spirit to the place where prayer

is wont to be made, we shall become a more

inward and spiritual people, and shall find

ourselves drawn to avoid an undue attention

even to the lawful things of this life, in ac

cordance with the following excellent admo
nitions contained in our Book of Discipline :

" Frequent waiting in stillness on the Lord

for the renewal of strength, keeps the mind

at home in its proper place and duty, and out

of all unprofitable association and converse,

whether amongst those of our own, or other

professions. Much hurt may accrue to the

religious mind, by long and frequent conver-

sation on temporal matters, especially by in-

teresting ourselves in them; for there is a

leaven in that propensity, which being suf

fered to prevail, indisposes and benumbs the

soul, and prevents its frequent ascending:

loving aspirations towards the Fountain of

eternal life."

The Journal of Thomas Scattergood origin

ally appeared in print in the year 1844, form
ingpartoftho Eighth volume of the "Friends'

Library," then in the course of publication by
our late friends William and Thomas Evans
A new edition of this valuable journal has
recently been issued by the Meeting for Suf
ferings of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, con-

taining considerable additional matter of an
interestifig character. It forms an octavo
volume of 496 pages, and is published at SI. 25
per copy, bound in muslin, and SI.75 in half

morocco binding. For sale at Friends' Book-
store, No. 304 Arch St.

Thomas Scattergood was for many years
engaged at intervals in public labor as a min-
ister of the gospel, and he was often brought
under unusually deep exercise of mind, as the
necessary preliminary baptisms to enable him
to perform the important services required of
him. He travelled in religious visits at vari-

ous times in different parts of this country,
both in the Northern and Southern States^
and was led across the ocean to visit the in-

habitants of Great Britain, on a similar ac
count. We trust the perusal of this record of
his Christian experiences, will prove refresh-
ing and instructive to many.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The C'arlist«, under the command of Don

Carlos, have been defeated before Inm, and compelled
to raise the ."iiege of that town. Don Carlos and his
troops retreated into the mountains. The final eng.age-
ment was sanguinary. The Carlists lo^^t heavily, but
succeeded in carrying off their guns. It is believed
they will return to Estella. The Republican forces will
return to the line of the Ebro after leaving a strong
Karrison in Irun. During the retreat of the Carlists
from Irun fifly or sixty men were frozen to death in the
snow. A heavy snow covers the mountains around
Irun. There is great distress in that region, the Re-
publican soldiers having burned hundreds of houses
and driven the inhabitants from their homes. The
country is covered with homeless women and children,
exposed to the inclemency of the weather.
Though defeated at Irun, the Carlists persevere in

the struggle. Their forces have invaded the province
of Barcelona and threaten various places with attack.
A Berlin dispatch says, Count von Arnim was again

arrested on the 12th inst., and conveyed to a police
fitation. It is reported that the Count has received a
copy of hia indictment, and the onlv charge brought
against him is for the suppression of official documents

A ['l-
?'"'''''''" Court of Ratibar recently fined the

Archbishop of Olmulz, Austria, for illegally appointing
j)riest« in the Prussian part of his diocese." The Au.s-
trian government refused to surrender the archbishop

on demand of the Prussian authorities for his estrad

tion. The court has accordingly issued a warrant

against him, and confiscated all his revenues and estates

in Prussia.

The Municipal Tribunal of Berlin has requested the

Provincial Court of Vienna to insist by coercive mea-

sures upon the editors of the Presse giving evidence as

to the source from which the Von Arnim dispatches

published in that paper were obtained. The Vienn;

Court, however, declined to interfere, observing_th.it

although the matter might be important to Prussia, it

was not so to Austria.

A St. Petersburg dispatch of the 12th says: The
Russian government has sent out orders for the speedy

completion of fortresses on Khivan frontiers. The Goloss

says: The government has resolved to introduce

tern of compulsory elementary education. The trial is

to be m.ade at St. "Petersburg of the Berlin system. It

is thought the new schools will be opened by the loth

inst.

The Khan of Khiva has informed Colonel IvanofT,

commander of the Russian garrison on the Osus
he has neither .soldiers nor money with which to

come his rebellious Turcoman subjects, and he asks for

the aid of the Russians.

The results of the late International Conference at

Brussels form the subject of fresh negotiations between
some of the governments represented thereat.

~

asks that the conclusions of the Conference be embodied
in a regular treaty between the nations whose repre-

sentatives signed the agreement.
Thirty-three members of the Council General of tlif

Seine have adopted a resolution recommending the es

tablishment of a system of gratuitous secular schools

for primary instruction iu the city of Paris, the attend

ance upon which shall be obligatory. The resolution

has been presented to the Permanent Committee of the

Assembly for consideration. The Council General of

the Seine has rejected the proposition recommend'
the National Assembly to pass a bill granting amnesty
for political offences.

A conference of the Yorkshire, England, Chamber of

Commerce has unanimously .adopted a memorial to the
government condemning the proposed reciprocity treaty

between Canada and the United Stfites, and deprecating
the imposition of lower duties in Canada than in Eng-
land.

Upwards of four millions stei-ling was expended for

the construction of railways in India during J873.
There are now open in India 5,872 miles of railway,

which have cost £97,000,000, giving an average cost of

£16,536 a mile. A further extent of 1850 miles is now
in course of execution. The net revenue derived from
the railways amounted to £3,185,000.
London, 11th mo. llth.^Consols, 93|. U. S. 5 per

cents 104J.
Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 7fd. a 7ld. ; Orleans,
a 8\d. Breadstuffs firm ; red western spring wheat,

8s. a 8s. 6d. per 100 lbs.

The Austrian and Russian governments have agreed
to appoint a joint commission to define their bound-
aries.

Advices from Buenos Ayres represent that the insur-
rection is on the decline. No serious collision had
occurred between the contending parties.

The weather has been unusually cold in England.
On the 11th inst. snow fell in the southern part of the
country. The root crop which at one time seemed hope-
less, now gives promise of a better yield.

A Times special from Calcutta announces that the
Viceroy of India has ordered the suspension of formal
proceedings against the person supposed to be Nana
Sahib until more mature consideration can be had of
the case. The difliculties of identification are increas-
ing and opinions are divided.

Sir Stafford Northcote, Chancellor of the Exchequer,
in replying to a communication from the Chairman of
the Board of Directors of the Direct United States Cable
Company, says the government has no intention of
purchasing the direct cable or any other of the ocean
telegraph lines.

It is said that Count Von Beust, Austrian Minister
in_ England, has been recalled to Vienna and is to be
reinstated as premier in the government.
United States.—General Sherman's annual report

to the Secretary of War, shows the total number of en-
ted men in the army on the 15th ult, to have been

26,441. He estimates that this number will soon be
reduced through natural causes, to the 25,000 .allowed
by law. An army of that size is declared to be inade-
quate for the demands of so large an area of territory

it has to be scattered over.
The annual statement of the U. S. Treasurer for the

year ending 6th mo. 30th last, compared with that of

the preceding year, shows a falling off of receipts fi

customs of $24,985,689, and of $11,319,529 on acco

of internal revenue. The decrease of receipts from
latter source is due to changes in the law, while

falling off in the customs duties seems to have b

caused by the commercial panic, the effects of wh
continued till a recent period.

The following table shows the growth of the Poi

service during a period of 83 years

:

Year, Post-offices. Post roads, mi
1790, ... 75 1,875

1800, ... 903

1810, . . . 2,300

1820, . . . 4,500

1830, . . . 8,450

1840, . . . 13,486

1850, . . . 18,417

20,817

36,070
72,492

115,176

155,739

240^594

231,232

256,210
1870, . . . 28,492

1873, . . . 32,244

The Postal revenues of the year 1790 were $37,935, a

those of 1873, $22,996,741.

The Exhibition of domestic manufactures in Phi

delphia under the auspices of the Franklin InstiU

closed on the 12th inst. It was the most extensive*

hibition of the kind ever made in Philadelphia, i

contained, it is said, the finest display of machini

ever brought together at one time in this country,

was also financially successful, the total receipts" fr

tickets, &c., having exceeded $90,000. About 3(

tickets were issued to members, exhibitors and oth<

and 276,000 were sold.

The official returns of the election in Philadelpl

show that the Republican vote numbered 59,850, a

the Democratic 46,887 : total 106,737.

The ofiieial returns of the election in the St.ate

Pennsylvania show that 554,339 votes were given,

which Latta, Democratic candidate for Lieutens

Governor, received 277,195, and Olmstead, Republic;

272,516. The Temperance or Prohibition ticket

ceived 4623 votes. There are 66 counties in the Sta

The smallest of which. Forest, polled only 695 voti

Allegheny, which comes next to Philadelphia, poll

28,793 votes.

There were 543 interments in New York last wee'

JJie Markets, &c.—The following were the quotatii

on the 14th inst. New York.—American gold 11

U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 1181 ; do. coupons, US
So. 1868, registered, 118; coupons, IISV; do. 5

]

cents, 112. Superfine flour, $4.15 a S4.40"; State exi

S4.80 a $5.10 ; finer brands, S5.50 a $10.50. No
Chicago spring wheat, S^l.10 a $1.11 ; No. 3 do. SI

a S1.08 ; red western, $1.26 a $1.28 ; amber, SI.:

white Michigan, S1.40. State barley, S1.3S. Oats,

a 67 cts. Rye, 95 cts. Western mixed corn, 93 c

new mixed, "88 a 89 cts. ; old yellow, 95 cts. Fhila

phia.—Uplands middlings cotton, 14J cts. ; New
"ean.s, 15J cts. Superfine flour, $4 a $4.25; ext

S4.50 a $5.75 ; finer brands, $6.50 a $7.50. Red wh.

$1.20 a $1.25; amber, S1.25 a $1.30; white, $1.3'

$1.37. Rye, $1. New corn, 75 a 85 cts. ; old, 92 a

cts. Oats, 61 a 64 cts. Smoked hams, 14 a 15 i

Lard, 14.V a 15 cts. Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat
I

cts. ; No. 2 do., 89 cts. ; No. 3 do., 84 a 85 cts. N
|

mixed corn, 74J cts. No. 2 oats, 49.!- cts. No. 2 bar
j

$1. 30. Lard, $12.45 per 100 lbs.
""

Gincinnati.—G ,

64 a 65 cts. Oats, 55 a 58 cts. Rye, 96 cts. Lard,
St. Louis.—^o. 2 winter red wheat, i;1.04 ; N

f

fall red, 95 cts. No. 2 mixed corn, 68 cts. No. 2 (

55 cts. Milwaukie.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.01 j Ni
do., 92J cts. No. 2 corn, 76 cts. Oats, 48J cts. L;.

13J a 14 cts.

WANTED.
A Friend to teich London-Britain PreparativeM

ing School. Apply to Joel Thompson, Jr.,

ville P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

Died, 8th mo. 21st, 1874, at her residence, nea
isville, Belmont Co., Ohio, Deborah Hall,
of the late Nathan Hall, an elder of Short C|
Monthly Meeting, in the 72d year of her age.

, 10th mo. 4th, 1874, at her residence in thisi

Elizabeth W. Price, a member of the Mon
Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia for the Wee
District.

, on Third-day, 10th mo. 20th, 1874, at hia

dence, Chester Co., Pa., Jonathan C. Baldwi*
the 83d year of his age, a member of Downingt
Particular and Uwchlan Monthly Meeting. This
Friend bore a long confinement to his house witho
murmur, and we have a lively hope that he has 1

safely gathered with the faithful of all generatioBS*
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Question.—Wiiat are tiie views of the So-

ety respecting Ministry ?

Answer.—The Society holds that the au-

ority and qualification for the ministry of

le gospel are the immediate gift of Christ

3SUS, the ever adorable Head of His church,

sstowed upon whom He will, irrespective of

!X, of talent, of rank, or of influence. The
cercise of this gift depending altogether upon
,e fresh opening of the Spirit of our HoK'
.edeemer, aad deriving its sanction in no
ise from human learning or ordination, is

,irly embraced within the command of our

iviour to those immediately sent forth by
!im, and which is of lasting obligation upon
1 His anointed ministers :

" Freely ye have
bceived, freely give." No forced mainten-

\xce is recognized here under any pretence

I'hatever; it being wholly inconsistent with
jie benevolence and puritj' of the gospel,

(•hich holds forth the mercy and salvation of

led to "whosoever will," without money and
Kthout price. Neither is the one-man sys-

pm, neither a man-made or a college-taught

[lucation recognized in the precepts or in the

jxample of our Divine Lawgiver. In speak-
lig, before His betrayal and crucifixion, of

fie authority and power of the Comforter,
hich is the Holy Ghost, whom, said He,
the Father will send in my name," He adds.

He shall teach you all things, and bring all

ung'Stoyourremembrance, whatsoever! have
jiid unto you." Again, "He shall testify of

le;" "He shallreceiveof mine, and shall show

i

unto you;" " He will guide you into all

[uth ;" " He dwelleth with, you, and shall be

\ you"— " another Comforter, that he may
hide with you forever." Now what more than
'le fulfilment of these promises, can any one
,3k or want ? Moreover, the apostle Paul in

^leaking of his ministry declares :
" I neither

Jceived it from man, neither was I taught

;, but by the revelation of Jesus Christ." The
sereise of it, he further states, was " not in

le words which man's wisdom teaeheth, but
"hich the Holy Ghost teaeheth ; and that his

beech and his preaching was not in the en-

jcing words of man's wisdom, but in the

emonstratioii of the Spirit and of power

;

that the laith of bis hearers might not stand

n the wisdom of men, but in the power of

God."
Q. — What is, the recorded testimony of

John Seldon, touching this subject?

A.—It is related of the learned and famous
John Selden, when on the bed of death, that

he could not recollect one single passage in

the books and manuscripts he had ever

read, from which he could derive one r.ay of

consolation, except some that he had met with
the Holy Scriptures ; and among these the

most remarkable, and that had made the

deepest impression on his mind was, " For the

grace of God that bringeth salvation, hath ap-

peared unto all men; teaching us," kc. See
Titus ii. 11, 12. He further said that "All
those fine literary accomplishments which
:'eed the pride of the scholar * * frequently

prove very great 'impediments to a spiritual

knowledge of God. The most towering genius

on earth can never gain admittance into the

kingdom of heaven till he condescends to the

simplicity of a little child, and, with faith and
humility opens his heart to his Heavenly
Father for that true wisdom, which can only

come immediately from Him."
n—Whit is the belief of the Society of

Friends on the subject of baptism ?

A.—They believe that there is but one true

and saving baptism, as there is but one Loi'd,

and one faith ; for the language of the Apostle
"

,
" One Lord, one faith, one baptism." This

one," then, must be heart-cleansing and
effectual to salvation. Few of the advocates

of water-baptism contend that it is a saving

ordinance ; but the self-abasing and indis-

pensable baptism of Christ must be saving.

The Forerunner of our blessed Lord, in allu-

sion to the baptism of the latter as contrasted

with his own, declared :
'• He must increase,

but I must decrease." And again, "I ind

baptize you with water unto repentance ; but

He that conieth after me is mightier than 1,

whose shoes I am not worthy to bear : He
shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost, and
with fire : whose fan is in his hand, and h

will thoroughly cleanse his floor," &c. From
which it follows that the true spiritual bap-

tism of Christ works godly sorrow unto true

repentance, and that change and eonversi

of the heart which is followed by remission of

sins and the greater out-pouring of power
from on high. These transforming and con

solatory effects follow not because of the rite

of water-baptism ; for if so, then Simon Magus
the sorcerer, and all the wicked amongst men
that have received it, would have remission

and the gift of the Holy Ghost. This refining

baptism is more than the putting away of the

filth of the flesh, being the answer of a good
conscience towards God. The one is easy

the flesh, the other crucifies it: as saith the

Apostle, " They that are Christ's have cruci-

fied the flesh with the affections and the

j

lusts." Water baptism, as a sign, typified the

washing of regeneration, through the renew-
g of the Holy Ghost; and this must ever bo

a cross to the fleshly part. Moreover, disci-

hip with the Lord Jesus, thiough His one
saving baptism, cannot be an easj' thing to
the carnal mind

; the conditions are thus con-
veyed from His own blessed lips :

" If any
man will come after me, let him deny himself,

d take up his daily cross and follow me."
And again, " Whosoever doth not bear his

cross and come after me, cannot be my disci-

ple." Hence it is clear that the baptism which
now saves, humbles and contrites the heart,
bringing it into sweet and willing subjection
to the leavening operation of the Holy Spirit,

until the floor thereof becomes thoroughly
cleansed. Whereby also we become born again
unto the state of new creatures; for "If any
man he in Christ, he is a new creature: old

things are passed away; behold, all things are
become new." The Society of Friends, then,

believe that John's elementary baptism was
to cease when He came of whom John him-

thus bore witness: " Behold the Lamb of
God, who taketh away the sin of the world!"
Which is also confirmed by the voice from
heaven at the transfiguration, when Moses
andElias, with their dispensations had passed
iway, and Jesus—in whom all typos were
finished—only left :

" This is my beloved Son,
hear ye Him."

Q.—What are the views of the Society aa

to the " ordinance" of " the Supper," or a par-

taking of the body and blood of Christ?

A.—They believe that as Christ Jesus is

the anti-type and substance of all types and
shadows, that when He, the great High Priest .

and Mediator of the new covenant or rule and
law of grace, was offered upon the cross, that

the Jewish sacrifices and offerings were ended.

They believe that the Saviour's language, "As
often as ye eat this bread and drink this cup,

ye do show the Lord's death till he come,"

alludes to the Messiah's second, inward and
spiritual coming in the heart as the fulfilment

of the new covenant of light and life, wherein
all are to be taught of God, in the soul. That
the promise was thenceforth to have place:

"He that is with you (in the flesh), shall be

in you (by his Spirit), to teach all things, to

lead into all truth, and to abide with His dis-

ciples forever. They also believe that this is

strengthened and confirmed by r.nother testi-

mony of our divine Lawgiver: "It is the

Spirit that quickeneth, the flesh profiteth noth-

ing," &c. ; and that as we admit Him whose
words are spirit and life into our hearts, at

the door of which He stands and knocks, that

He will, agreeably to His promise, come into

us, and will sup with us, and will set up His
glorious kingdom, and, taking the government
thereof on His own shoulders, will reign to

the exceeding spiritual refreshment of all His,

by giving to eat of His flesh and to drink of

His blood unto living communion and union

with Him in the heavenly banquet of soul-

sustaining manna from the paradise of God.
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Q.—Wb}- do Friends not encourage places

of amusement, music, singing, &c. ?

A.—Because this life was given, and the

dear Saviour died for a far different purpose

than for us to spend our short span iu vain

amusements and corrupting pleasures, which
the apostle Paul has said, She who liveth in

them "is dead while she liveth;" and who in

another place, when describing the enemies
of Truth terms them, " Lovers of pleasure,

more than lovers of God." Because these do
not feed or satisfj- the cravings of an immortal
spirit; but, on the contrary, tend to dissipate

its relish for true religion and virtue—the

on!}- safe reliance for the soul ; and, in th

end, to yield little else than anxietj-, sorrow
and remorse. Finall}', because of the solemn
responsibilities of a life granted for the great
work of repentance and salvation; a life,

though spent with the giddy and the gaj- in

idleness and dissipation, is still followed by
that all-seeincj Ej-e that sleeps not, and lis-

tened to bj- that all-hearing Ear that is ever
open. How then can any dare thus to sacri-

liee, for such fleeting, unsatisfj-ing, and cor-
rupting amusements, their time, their talents,

their peace, their lives, their souls, their hope
of a joyful eternity? The religion which we
profess has ever been, and is designed ever to
be, a selfdenying religion. AVe cannot fail to
see around us liberties indulged in, which we
are satisfied are utterly inconsistent with the
requisitions of the gospel of Jesus. How
needful then to endeavor by the grace of God
to come out from all these ihings, and to walk
more worthy of the vocation wherewith we
are cjled.

Q-—What is the language of the Discipline
with regai-d to Gaming and Diversions ?

A.—"As our time passeth swiftly away,
and our delight ought to be in the law of the
Lord, it is advised that a watchful care bi

exercised over our youth and others to pre
vent their going to stage-plays, horse-races,
music, dancing, or any such vain sports and
pastimes," &c. And if any of our members
fall into either of these practices, and are not

,

prevailed with by private labor to dec
them, the monthly meetings to which the
offenders belong should be informed thei-eof,
and, if they be not reclaimed by further labor,
so as to condemn their misconduct to the
satisfaction of the meeting, it should
to testify our disunity with them."

(To bo continned.)

soned with salt ; and finally, whose eternal

garb and bearing, modest, sober, and unobtru

sive, is yet radiant with a heavenly light

caught from a beam of that Sun of righteous

ness in whom her heart delights.

—

M. A.

Schimmelpenn ick.

Feeding the Pigeons.—Row eagerly I listen-
ed, when my grandfather pointed out to im
the deep attachment of the carrier pigeon to
her home; of the quecst to her nest; of the
tnrtlc-dove to her mate. That they could only
flourish upon corn

; and all their food sea-
Boned with salt. He also showed me their
beautiful but sober plumage, and pointed out,
when they soared up aloft, how bright their iri-

descent colors appeared in the sun. I loved
to learn all these particulars concerning the
Columbidas in my childhood; but how many
years after was it, when, in a different phase
of mind and under a different teaching, I felt
the force and beauty of the Christian symbol,
that pure and holy dove-like spirit which
wanders not from its home, the heart of her
Lord—and can never be separated in affection
from Him to whom her heart is consecrated;
who feeds on the living bread, the corn of the
kingdom, whoso thirst can be assuaged only
by the living waters, and whose food is sea-

For "The Friend.

Where is Krishelin?

BY OSWALD SEIDENSTICKEK.

Cresheim street and the Cresham creek,

Germantown, time honored names, are, so to

say, speaking witnesses of the fact, that some
of the first settlers of Germantown hailed

from Krisheim, in Germany, where, in spite

of scorn and persecution, the doctrine of the
Friends at a very early period had found
warm and unwavering adherents.
The first Friend who lighted on that little

village in the Palatinate, was William Ames.
Sewel says : TThilst William Ames was in the
Palatinate he got acquaintance with the Bap-
tists (Mennonites?) of Kriesheim, a town not
far from ^Vorms, and among those people he
found such entrance that some families, re-

ceiving the doctrine he preached, bore a pub-
lic testimony for it there, and so continued till

the settlement of Pennsylvania, in America
when they unanimouslj- went thither, not as
it seemed without a singular direction of Pro
vidence

; for, not long after, a war ensued in

Germany, where the Palatinate was altogether
laid waste by the French, and thousands of
people bereft of their possessions and reduced
to poverty. (Philada. edition, 1826, 1, p. 260.)
The next who has to teil something of

Krisheim is Stephen Crisp. He says in his
journal, speaking of the year 1669: '•The
Lord preserved me and brought me upon the
14th day of the 4th mo. to Griesham, near
Worms, where I found divers who had received
the everlasting Truth, and had stood in a tes-
timony for God about ten years in great suf-
ferings and tribulations, who received me as
a servant of God, and my testimony was as
a dew upon the tender grass to them. I had
five good meetings among them, and divei-s
heard the truth and several were reached and
convinced, and Friends established in the
faith." (London edition, 1694, p. 29.)
William Penn, when taking up the mis-

sionary work in Holland and Germany, did
not fail to see and to comfort these isolated
converts to his faith. His entry into his jour-
nal on 23d day of 6th mo. 1677, is as follows :

•'The 5 day we arrived by way of Worms, at
Crisheim in the Paltzgrave's country, where
we found to our great joy a meeting of tender
and faithful people, but it seems the inspector
of the Calvinists had enjoyned the Vaughtor
hiefolEcer not to suffer any preaching to b
amongst them, lest he should be turned out
of his place. To whom we desired Friends to
say, that if he pleased he might apprehend us
and carry us to the Prince, before whom we
should give an account of our testimony. But
blessed be the Lord, we enjoyed our meetino-
quietly and comfortably, of which a eoachful
from Worms made a part." (Collections of the
Works of Wm. Penn, 2 vols. fol. London
1726, vol. L, p. 72.)
Wm. Penn then went to Manheim, where

he expected to find the Prince, and stopped
there till the 26th. " We returned," he con-
tinued, " that night by the Ehine to Worms,
from whence we the next morning (being the
first day of the week) walked on foot to Cris-
heim, which is about 6 English miles from

Worms. We had a good meeting from tl

tenth to the third hour, &c. The Vaught
chief officer himself stood at the door of tl

barn, where he could hear and not be seen,<8

Poor hearts, a little handful surrounded wi
great and mighty countries of darkness. Th(
were most of them gathered by dear Willia
Ames."
Not many years after Wm. Penn had thi

stood before the peasants of Krisheim, preac
ing to them and praying with them in a bar
he became the proprietor of Pennsylvania, c

the area of which the whole Palatinate woq
have been a mere patch. The invitation thi

he extended to the downtrodden and intol

rantly used of all lands, reached also the ea
of his friends in Krisheim, many of whom le

their native homes and joined the settlemei
which Pastorius, agent of the Frankfurt Cob
pany, called Germantown. There came froi

Krisheim Peter Schumacher, Isaac Thomi
Williams. John Krey, John and Arnold Casse
several of the Hendricks family, and othep
German Township was, in 16S9, laid out i

four places, called Germantown, Krishein
Sommerhauaen and Crefeld. The two latte

names have been entirely blotted out, bu

Krisheim survives, as afore mentioned, in th

name of a street and a creek.

When travelling last summer through Gei
many, I had a strong desire to see the towi
where fully two hundred years ago Germai
Quakers had dwelled, stoutly braving th

buffets of power and prejudice, and froD

whence they had removed to their Americai
Patmos. 1 was also anxious to ascertaii

whether any reminiscences or traditions c

old Quaker times were still clinging to th

place; whether the name of William Peni
was still in the mouth of the people, &c., &c.

A curious and unexpected dilficulty met m
at the outset. J^o such name as Krishein
Crisheim or Kriesheim is to be found on an;

map, and in vain did I enquire at Worms afte

the town, which Wm. Penn had reached froi

there by a six miles' walk. But there is

Kriegsheim, people told me, not far froi

Monsheim, and a Griesheim on the last rail

road station, when you go to Darmstadt.
was not prepared for this perplexity, an.

asked the Lutheran clergyman at Wormf
whether he could inform me at which of thoe

places there had formerly existed Quaken
known and visited by Wm. Penn. He wa
not aware of either fact, that there had bee

Quakers in the vicinity, and that Penn ha
ever been there on a missionary tour, thong

of his predecessors, as we learn fror

Penn's Journal, had actually come fror

Worms to attend the Krisheim meeting o

the. 26th of August, 1677. As to spellin|

Griesheim seemed to come nearer than Kriegt

heim, because G and K are often interchangec
Stephen Crisp even calls the place in questio

Griesham. But, on the other hand, no Grie!

heim, of which name there are several villagei

is at the proper distance of Worms, to agre

with William Penu's measure, nor within th

bounds of the Palatinate, while Kriegsheii :,j

answers both requisites. So I concluded t]1

make some inquiries at that place, and wen'l

by rail to Monsheim, whence Kriegsheim i;

only half a mile distant. When the place wa i

shown to me at the station of iMonsheim, m.

thoughts wandered back to the year 1677, an

I tried to realize that William Penn, th

founder of our commonwealth, had on yondc
path winding through grainfields and potato
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itches, come all the distance from Worms
1 a Sunday morning, to comfort and edify

le poor German peasants, who were his

ethreu in faith. Such things we are slow

id almost reluctant to realize. So it is with

lememory of Luther's undying words before

le Imperial Diet of Worms, and with the

aditiou of Queen Krimhild's love and sor-

iw at the time when the Nibelungcn, under

iegfried, came to the same city. The pal-

Ible present always appears common place

|id prosy when our imagination resuscitates

:)ice3 of the past.

JThus occupied in mind I entered Kriegs-

im, which consists mainly of two rows of

imble dwellings lining the road, and betook

yself to the clergyman "of the place, as the

likely person to help me to information,

he Eev. Mr. Keller, to whom I stated the

iject of my errand, was quite surprised at

hat I told him. He had never heard that

jople of that village were of the Quaker per-

asion ;
that William Penn had paid them a

sit, and that they had been the pioneers of

Crerman emigration to America. "Do
)u know," he asked me, "the names of any

jrsons who joined the sect of the Quakers ?"

s prepared for this question, and read to

from my memorandum book the names
)Ove given, as well as those which I had

ithered from " Besse's Sufferings of the

aakers," viz : Johann Hendricks, Jacob Jan-

Johann Phil Laubeck, Christian Moret,

^enrich Gerrits, George Schumacher, Peter

shumachei", inhabitants of Kri^eim, that

id been fined and harassed on account of their

;tachment to the views of the Friends. I

as rather disappointed to learn from Mr
teller, that no such families now reside ii

Tiegsheira. The only name that tallies i

lat of Jansen. But I was assured that the

vo persons who bear that name have i

imily traditions that would, connect the

ith a Quaker ancestry.

There was then no prospect of finding a

.ew that would guide me further. Moreover
le discrepancy in the name of the place

irew a shade of doubt on the presumption,

jat this was really VVm. Penn's Crisheira.

fut this difiiculty was unexpectedly and com-

jletely removed. The worthy clergyman,

I'ho had become quite warmed, aye and inte-

jsted bymy own zeal,invited mo to bis study,

'here he produced a manuscript volume of

le middle of last century, recording the as

jssment of real estate, in which the name of

is place was spelled Kriesheim, so that

>iegsheim appears to be a mere innovation

'his was again encouraging, but the names
f the people whose property was registered

all further annoyance, he gave out, that the

records were missing. And missing they have
been ever since

;
popular report says, the

miller kindled a fire with them.
Was I too harsh, when 1 inwardly called

that benighted person a stupid brute? His

ict has destroyed the directestand most con-

clusive way of proving the identity of old

Krisheim with the present Kriegsheim, and
of tracing the line of the Germantown settlers

to their native home. The minister sympa-
thized with my disappointment, and proposed

to call on the schoolmaster, an older man than

he, who might know something of the old

traditions of the place. We went, but to no
purpose. The schoolmaster knew well enough
that the English Quaker, William Penn, had,

under king Charles II„ founded Pennsylvania,

but that so famous a personage should have

walked through this very village, and preach-

ed in a barn to the people—German Quaker;

too!—seemed passing strange to him. He
had never heard of such a thing and thought

no one else had.

And so I had to leave with a rather nega-

tive result of my search. I afterwards visited

Griesheim, and there instituted similar

quiries, but I might have saved myself the

trouble. The old church records were here

in existence and laid before me ; no such names
as Besse mentions could be found. I think

the distance so distinctly stated bj' William

Penn as intervening between Worms and

Krisheim, settles the question where the old

German Quaker home was in favor of the

present Kriegsheim. It is certainly strange

that all reminiscence, knowledge and tradi-

tion of so remarkable a fact, should have com-

pletel}^ vanished; but we must bear in mind,

that probably all Quakers of Krisheim emi-

grated to Pennsylvania; also that the atro-

cious war, waged by Louis the Fourteenth in

the Palatinate, singed out cities and villages,

and scattered the inhabitants. Worms with

the surrounding country was most severely

smitten during that war. O. S.

irew no further light on the question,

[ow placed my last reliance on the records of

irths, deaths and marriages, so scrupulously

iept in all parishes of Germany. I stated to

^ev. Mr. Keller my wish to inspect these old

ijcords, say between the years 1670 and 1690

i'ith the view of discovering there the names
f some of the old Quaker families,

j But my curiosity was not to be grat

'he books were missing. About the year 1848,

^ey had been in keeping of a civil officer,

miller, if I remember right, who found it

xceedingly inconvenient and annoying to

onsult the records in order to answer ques-

ions on dates frequently put to him by the

descendants of deceased persons. Information

if that kind was wanted far too often and

Unecessarily, he thought, and so, to escape
|

Diseases of the Eye Contagious.—Dr. Keuling,

of the Maryland Eye and JEar Institute, one of

our eminent occulists, writes that the disease

known as Egyptian or granular inflammation

at the eyes is spreading rapidly through the

United States. It sometimes causes blind

ness, and is very contagious. He adds :
" ]

have in many, and I may say in the majority of

ases, been able to trace the disease to the use

of the so-called rolling towels. Such towels

are generally found in our countrj^ hotel

and the '^sleeping apartments of the workinj^

classes, and being thus used by nearly every

one, arc made the cai'riers of one of the most

dangerous, and as regards its symptoms, most

troublesome diseases of the eye. I therefore

would strongly recommend that the use of the

rolling towel be abolished, for thereby we will

discard one of the great instruments for the

spread of such a dangerous disease to the eye,

by which thousands of workmen are annually

deprived of their means of support."

—

Balti-

more Gazette.

For "The Friend."

John Finch Marsh.

(Continued from paire 111.)

30th of 8tli mo., 1838.

My beloved friend, S. F.—Some of us have
indeed sustained a great loss in the removal
of our late dearly beloved friend and brother

in the Truth, John Barclaj-. I seem incapa-

ble of setting forth his loss, to me, as an indi-

vidual, whose sweet society it was my privi-

lege richly to enjoy for many years ; and by
whose pious example, watchful deportment

and humble walking, my heart was often

deeply instructed; perhaps I go not too far

if I say, it was impossible (at least one's own
f'aultif it were so) to be in his company with-

out being instructed in some way, either by his

conversation or otherwise. He was one with

whom I had shared no common intimacy, and
often did we take sweet counsel together, and

walk unto the house of the Lord in company
;

yea, and knew what it was at times " to sit

together in heavenly places in Christ Jesus."

Had I the pen of a ready writer, how feelingly

might I bear my testimony in writing, to the

memory of this beloved brother, similar to the

many "borne by the cotemporaries of Isaac

Penington, viz., by George Fox and others,

as prefixed to the 1st vol, of I. P.'s works.

But oh ! how is the loss made up ! how fully

the mind satisfied in the consoling belief "that

he is well in the Lord, and in peace with him
through the Lord Jesus Christ,—that through

redeeming love and mercy he is now entered

nto the joy of his Lord, and into his Master's

rest." 'The Church too, how great her loss

this our day, by the removal, may I not

say, of one of her most upright pillars and

brightest ornaments. What I have written

is by no means intended as in any way to

extol the creature, far otherwise,—but with

reference to that Power who made him what
he was, and which same divine Power is at

work, and will continue to work, in the hearts

of thousands. The date of thy last letter is

memorable as being that on which he died,

11th of 5th mo., having about three days pre-

vious entered his 42nd year, near the age of

the notable Apologist [Robert Barclaj'], who
died also in the 42nd year of his age.

Be strong to bear, O heart

!

Nothing is vain

;

Strive not, for life is care,

And God sends pain
;

Heaven is above, and there

Rest will remain !

Adelaide A. Proctor.

My beloved young friend, W. H.—How
tenderly do I feel for those, who in the day

of the Lord's power, are made willing to yield

obedience to his requirings—to bow the neck

to the yoke of Christ, deny self, take up the

cross daily and follow him. And how do I

desire the safe progress of these, that nothing

may be permitted to stumble them, or induce

the'm to seek an easier way,—" For the way
of righteousness is life, and in the pathway
thereof there is no death."

Warwick, 2nd of 12th mo., 1843.

My beloved friend, W. M.—Although I have

not earlier acknowledged thy acceptable lines,

dated the 8th ult., which were forwarded to

me here in due course, I have not felt the less

interested about thee, or unmindful of thy

important movements in prospect. It was
comforting to know, and kind of thee so early

to inform me, that thou wast made willing to

spread thy concern before Friends, and that

thou wast so freely liberated by them, believ-

ino- as I do that it is a right concern, a work
whereunto the Great Master has called thee,

and who will, I believe, as faithfulness is abode

in, strengthen to perform that which He may
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require at thy hands. O how great the pii-

vile.re to be emploj-ed in His service, and ot

being in anv way made use of in the promo-

tion of the" cause of truth and righteousness

in the earth, and what cause of rejoicing when

a brother hero and a brother there is raised

up in this our low day, who, in the day of the

Lord's power, are made willing and obedient

in answering His call, resigning their hearts

10 follow on to know Him in the way of Uis

leadings and rcquirings. O then beloved

friend, may'st thou be strengthened to hold on

thy way and continue to experience that pre-

servation and safe guidance which I believe

thou hast hitherto known, and which will not

be withheld while thou seeks to be kept hum-

ble and watchful, little and lowly, having

thine eyo single unto the Lord, and thine

lieart simple, trusting in Him, not seeking or

wanting great things for thyself, but be con-

tent with such manifestation of His power

and strength as He may see best to furnish

thee with from day to day, and from hour to

hour; thus wilt thou be prepared both to do

and to suffer His wili.

O the need, the especial need there is for

those who go forth on the Lord's errands, to

wait for clearness, to know when to speak and

when to keep silence, believing that the ser

vice of the poor instrument is often to exam
pie in silence. Ah! this is sometimes hum
bling to the creaturely part that would be

active and doing .something, as well as disap

pointing to that in some whose expectations

may be much outward. But do not misunder-

stand me, I would have none keep silence

when the command is to speak, neither have

any to speak when commanded to be silent,

but. would have each one wait on their gift,

and be careful day by day to use in faith, the

present offered strength, though at times it

may seem to be in weakness ;
then I believe

the strength of such will be increased, for true

it ia that to use strength is to gain strength.

Bat why write thus to thee, dear William, I

am not anticipating thee as one going before

thy guide, or running without being sent, but

to one young in the ministry and much fa-

vored of the Lord, much desiring in the love

I have- for thee, and the unity 1 have in the

exercise of thy gift, thy safety and preserva-

tion every way, and that- thou mayest indeed

bo valiant for the Truth in this thy day,

wholly devoted and given up in heart to serve

Him who in the riches of His love and mercy
has given thee to see and follow the things

that belong to thy peace, and engaged thy
heart to invito others in His name to come,
taste and see Tor themselves, how good He the

Lord is.

(To be

iSetting a young man afloat with monej- loft

him by his relatives, is like tying a bladder
under the arms of one who cannot swim ; ten
chances to one he will lose his bladder and
go to the bottom. Teach him to swim and
he will not need bladders. Give your child a
sound education. See to it that his morals
are pure, his mind cultivated, and his whole
nature made subservient to the laws which
govern man, and you have given him what
will be of more value than the wealth of the
Indies. (You have given him a start which
no misfortune can deprive him of) The
earlier you teach him to depend upon liis own
resources and the blessing of God the better.—Late Paper.

Selected.

THE TONGUE INSTRUCTED.

He that keepeth his mouth, keepeth his life."—Prov.

xiii. 3.

Guard well thy lips ; none, none can know,

Wliat evils from the tongue may flow
;

What guilt, what grief may be incurr'd

By one incautious, hasty wood.

Be " slow to speak ;" look well within,

To check what there may lead to sin
;

And pray unceasingly for aid.

Lest, unawares, thou be betrayed.

" Condemn not, judge not,"—not to man
Is given his brother's faults to scan

;

One task is thine, and one alone,

—

To search out and subdue thine own.

Indulge no murmurings; oh, restrain

Those lips so ready to complain
;

And, if they can be numbered, count

Of one day's mercies the amount.

Shun vain discussions, trifling themes
;

Dwell not on earthly hopes or schemes ;

Let words of wisdom, meekness, love,

Thy heart's true renovation prove.

Set God before thee ; every word
Thy lips pronounce, by Him is heard

;

Oh couldst thou realize this thought,

What care, what caution would be taught

!

Think on thy parting hour: ere long

The approach of death may chain thy tongue,

And powerless all attempts be found,

To articulate one meaning sound.

" The time is short,"—this day may be

The very last assigned to thee:

So speak, that should'st thou ne'er speak more,

Thou mayst not this day's words deplore.

Selected.

" BLESSED AKE THEY THAT MOURN."
O, Night is sad and lonely.

And the morning fair to see;

Yet who would ask that only

The day might ever be.

Though darkness chills the spirit.

And the heart is cheered by mirth,

Yet blessings they inherit

—

The mourning ones of earth.

O Day is bright and cheerful.

But the stars are fair to see
;

Joys greet the tried and tearful,

Unknown to laughing glee.

Oft fairest are not purest.

Earth's pleasures soon will cloy

—

• Who faithful, life endurest.

Shall share eternal joy.

Hoxo to Return a Favor.—An old Scotchman
was taking his grist to mill in sacks thrown
across the back of bis horse, when the horse

stumbled and the grain fell to the ground.

He had not strength to raise it, being an aged
man, but he saw a horseman riding along, and
thought he would appeal to him for help.

But the horseman proved to be a nobleman
who lived in the castle hard by, and the

farmer could not muster courage to ask a

favor of him. But the nobleman was a gen-

tleman also, and not waiting to be asked, he
quickly dismounted, and between them they
lifted the grain to the horse's back. John—
for he was a gentleman too—lifted his Kil
marnock bonnet and said, "My lord, how
shall I ever thank you for your kindness?"
"Very easily, John," replied the nobleman
"Whenever you see another man in the same
plight as you were in just now help him, and
that will be thanking me."

—

Late Paper.

"And the Lord direct your hearts into the
love of God, and into the patient waiting for

Christ." 2 Thcss. iii. 5.

"Charge It," i

A simple little sentence is this, to be sure,

»

and yet it may be considered as one of the
i

most insidious enemies with which people;

have to deal. It is very pleasant to have all

the little commodities offered for sale in the

market, and it is sometimes hard to deny one's

self of the same when they can be obtained by •

saying " charge it." But this habit of getting
:|

articles, however small the charge may be, i

without paying for them, keeps one's funds in r

a low state most of the time.
" I have no money to-day but should like

the article much," says a young man who hap-

;

pens to go into a store, and sees something

which strikes his fancy.
" Never mind," says the gentlemanly clerk,;

" you are good for it."
|

" Well, I will take it, and you may charge!

it."
'

And so it is that little accounts are opened

;

at one place and another, till the young man
'is surprised at his liabilities; which, though

small in detail, are sufficiently large in the ag-.

gregate to reduce his cash materially when
ttling day comes.

In many instances, if the cash were requir-

ed, the purchase would not be made even had

the person the money by him ; but to some,

getting an article charged does not seem like

parting with an equivalent.

Still, when pay-day comes, as always it

does, this illusion vanishes, and a feeling is

experienced of parting with money and re-

ceiving nothing in return.

If there is an actual necessity of making a

purchase, aud the means are not at hand,

there is a reasonable excuse for obtaining the

same on credit ; but when the article can be

dispensed with until payment can be made, it

is much to the advantage of the purchaser to

do so.

" We must have a nice set of furniture,"

say a young couple about to be united in mar-

riage, " but we have not the means ; however,

we will get it and have it charged."

And so they start in life with a debt hang-

ing over them for which there is no occasion.

The habit once formed is difficult to break

away from, aud whenever anything is wished

for, it is purchased without considering that

circumstances maj^ arise which will render

the payment impossible.

When there is a certaiutj' of health and a

supply of labor, it would place rather a differ-

ent construction upon the matter. But con-

sidering the fluctuating character of business,

making it possible that a mechanic may be

thrown out of employment at any time, it is

certainly better to be prepared for such emer-

gencies by keeping clear of debt.

Sickness may also overtake one at any time,

and the thought that numerous charges are

standing against us, aggravates the disease,

and renders the misfortune harder to bear.

Taking this view of the matter, is it not

better to forego the pleasure of possessing ar-

ticles which our taste may prompt us to pur-

chase until the means are in hand ? It is veiy

easy to say "charge it," but not always sc

easy to pay it.

And this is always the ultimatum. If pay

ment is deferred too long the very one whc
politely tells the purchaser that it will make

no difference about the money, will say he had

no business to buy fine feathers if he had nc

prospect of paying.
Aud in a measure this is true. By pursuing
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kich a course, a person is never independent
he host of little debts are ever ready to per
lex and worry him, when that for which they
vere incurred has been used. Hence it may
16 said that the custom of charging is unjust
lOth to purchaser and seller, as the one loses

lis peace of mind and the other oftentimes
OSes his money. Getting in debt is easy, but
;etting out is just the reverse ; and for that-

eason it would be well for people to ask when
bout to make a purchase in the manner al-

uded to, is it not best for mc to wait until I

lave the money, and then not have to order
he seller to " chai-ge it?"

—

Sdected.

For "The Friend."

Circumstances Alter Cases.

An occasional drowsiness, and often sleep-

ng, during the time purposely set apart for

aeeting in His name, may perhaps be treated

little by this rule. Persons advanced in

rears, whose powers of mind and body are on
llhe wane; some of these deeply regret such a
bioment of weakness should ever overtake
,:hem : using every exertion to watch, sensible

30w it appears to others and of their own
OSS ; and above all, a lively sense for the

cause sake.* For these, if now and then
efforts are unsuccessful, there is the truest

sympathy, that we feel unwilling even to let

Dn it had been noticed; knowing of ourselves

the same may creep over us so softly at times,

and take us unawai-es. But for the young and
dgorous, who make it a common practice,

and can sleep even when a loud voice is speak-
ing solemn truths, pity and charity may be
felt, but pleasant sympathy is not just all

these need. When any habit is given way to

till it becomes every day practice, it is not
easy to cure ; there must be a conflict, a sin-

cere looking up and craving better strength
than our own. I remember when young,
commencing to attend meeting, after having
been deprived of the opportunity for some
lime to do so, to And the head bending over,

a kind of doze, with the eye not quite shut
Quickly sensible of the unseemliness for the

place and occasion, I was ashamed of myself,

which helped to cure better than sympathy
from others would have done. The resolve
was, such unbecoming behaviour should not
!be mine. Seeking to look up to the Source of
strength, I found help ; and for nearly a half of
a century when thus assembled, no matter
how many previous nights of wakefulness, the
tempter had no ground to approach, for there
was a guard set; and I would it had been thus
to every other avenue, he cometh, to lay waste
good intentions. Of late I find a little return
of the failing; if it gain ground by any indif-

fei-ence to the ever watchful Eye, may Him-
self be present with the whip of small cords;
but if it is in debility of diseased flesh, may
He pity and spare. It was observable at a
late Quarterly Meeting, three of the four
Monthly Meetings were mostly clear in this

particular; but for one the summary must
needs be, time after time, to the effect, some
sleepers still. May those whom this subject
concerns, struggle hard for the victory. Some
of us are aware of the many other infirmities

the willing or the careless spirit must contend
with; wandering and inconsistent thoughts,
syes gazing at others ; the easy and careless

manner of some, as though it were forgotten
in whose name we profess to come, or that
He might be in the inidst. May we be hum-
bled under a sense of these things, j-et happ}'
are they who the Lord, when He cometh,
may find watching.
An ancient writer of the history of the

Jews, speaking of the finishing of the Taber-
nacle s&js, after they had consecrated it God
did not permit their labors to be in vain, nor
did He disdain to make use of what they had
made; but He came and sojourned with them,
pitching His tabernacle in the place prepared

:

and in this way He came to it: The fikj was
clear, and there was a mist over the taber-

nacle, only encompassing it; but with not
such a deep cloud as is seen in the winter
season, nor yet so thin a one as men to be
able to see any thing through it. But from
t there dropped a sweet dew, such a one as
showed the presence of God to those that de-

sired and believed in it. If in the heart a
place was acceptably dedicated, nothing but
mist around the sweet refreshing dew, such
as manifests His presence, might be felt, and
again be the life of all our assemblies, and
crown our every day labors with peace,
though winter clouds tarry long. "They
that wait for Him shall never be ashamed."

* Human weakne-ss, even under such circumstance.^,
may be overcome by the assistance of Divine Grace.

—

B. P. Smith, Commissioner of Indian Af-
ftxirs, at Washington, after devoting three or
more closely printed columns of his Annual
Eeport to Indian Aff'airs, winds uj) with the
following :

In conclusion, I desire to reiterate my
conviction of the entire feasibility of Indian
civilization, and that the difficulty of its pro-

blem is not inherent in the race, character,
and disposition of the Indian, great as these
obstacles are, as in their anomalous relation

to the government, and their surroundijigs,

affected by the influences and interests of
white people. The main difficulty, so far as

government is concerned, lies in the fact

that the Indian's deepest need is that which
the government, through its political organ
ization and operations, cannot well bestow
The first help which a man in barbarism re

quires is not that which can be afforded

through a political party, but that which
offered by a fellow man, wiser than himself,

coming personally and extending a hand of

sympathy and truth. No. amount of appro-
priations and no governmental machinery can
do much toward lifting an ignorant and de-

graded people, except as it works through the

willing hands of men made strong and con-

stant by their love for their fellow men. If,

therefore, it should be possible to continue the

sympathy and aid of the religious people of
the land in this work, and to rally' for its pro-

secution the enthusiam and zeal wliich belong
to religion, and also if it shall be possible to

procure the enactment of such laws as will

recognize the essential manhood and conse-

quent capabilities and necessities of the In-

dian, and provide reasonably adequate appro-
priations, which shall be expended both hon-
estly and wisely for their benefit, and hold
steadily to a well-defined and carefully pre-

pared method of treatment, every year will

witness a steady decrease of barbarism and
its consequent danger and annoyance, and a

constant accession to the number of peaceful

and intelligent Indians who shall take their

place and partas subjects ofthe United States.

Surely this cannot be too much to ask and

expect of the people of the great Eepublic.
The record of the past is not pleasant to re-
call, and it cannot be rewritten. Much of
administrative mistake, neglect and injustice
is beyond repair. But for those now living
much of protection and elevation and salva-
tion is still not only pos.sible, but feasible and
highly promising; and well will it be, if we
are wise enough to make the most of the op-
portunity left, to deal justly and humanely
with these remnants of the first American
people."

The Danger of Partial Statements of Truth.

A half truth is often more pernicious than
an entire falsehood, because it is the portion
of truth in any statement which gives it

plausibility. The public teacher, whether of
religion, law, or science, who gives his pupils
one-sided views of his theme, as if they were
full statements of the truth concerned, does a
wrong to truth itself, and injures his pupils
in proportion to his influence over them, and
in proportion to the vital nature of the theme
discussed.

When a preacher, with powers of oratory
to impress himself upon his hearers, presents
the truth in relation to God and his plan of
saving men in an imperfect and distorted form,
leaving out of view certain attributes of God
and certain elements in the nature of man, he
does not teach simply defectively, but falsely,

because the impression left is an entirely false
one, and it were better, if he preach not the
whole gospel, that he preach not at all.

Precisely here is the defect of some noted
errorists of the day, and of former days in
the history of the church. Thej' take strong
impressions and give graphic descriptions of
some of God's attributes and some of man's
characteristics, and on these build their system
and shape their teachings, ignoring other
equally essential attributes, and thus make
their whole system of instruction false and
pernicious.

The defective views may relate either to
the character of God or man, or to both. If
to both, so much the worse.
The conception a man has of God will give

form to his whole system of theology, and his

mode of life, for this lies at the foundation of
religion, and shapes the entire character. Let
a preacher conceive of God, and ever speak of
him in his public ministry, as a being only of
infinite love; let him magnify, as he rightly

may, the amazing manifestation of that love

in the redemption of man, but exclude from
all his teachings the inflexible justice of God's
character, and he does not exhibit to his

hearers the God of the Bible, that God who
once swept away the race by a deluge for its

wickedness, who sent fire and brimstone upon
the cities of the plain for their vileness, who
prepared chains and darkness for the devil

and his angels for their rebellion. He con-

ceals the fact that God must be just, while he
only may be merciful.

If, then, this preacher join to his false, be-

cause defective, teaching of the character of

God, equally partial views of the nature of

man, his influence is doubly pernicious. Let
him present only the nobility of human na-

ture, the grand elements it contains, its capa-

bilities for vast and glorious achievement;
let him draw with a master's hand the traits

of the noblest manhood, and claim that under
the highest culture these may all be evolved
and man become more and more godlike ; but
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ignore the depravity of the heart, the mean-

ness, vileness, malignity of sin, and the des-

perate ivickodncs3 of human nature when un-

restrained, and he presents an utterly talse

exhibition of the facts. His partial state-

ment is more surely misleading than would

be a blankly erroneousone. A ministry which

knows only a God of tenderheartedness and

pit}-, and only men of godlike qualities a little

deranged and undeveloped, may exhibit the

most brilliant talent, the highest style of ora-

tory, the most perfect control of its hearers, and

the most skilful management of all church ma-

chinery, but it cannot make men holy, hating

sin, and living soberly, righteously, and godly

in the midst of a corrupt and wicked genera-

tion ; and it fiiils because it preaches not the

•whole truth of God.

—

American -Messenger.

Chameleons.

There is a curious little lizard, the name of

M-hic-h is so coupled with fable, that many be-

lieve it has never even existed. We mean the

chameleon. It is generally imagined that the

reptile is capable of changing its color at will

to the brighest of rainbow hues, and there is

a wide-spread popular belief that it lives on

air, both of which ideas, though naturally

arisingfrom the peculiar appearance and habits

of the animal, are far from the truth. Some
years since wo captured a pair of these lizards

among some ruins in Asia Minor, and for the

three months during which they lived very

comfortably in a wooden bird cage, we were
enabled to study their strange peculiarities,

and notably the phenomena for which Paul

Bert, a member of the French Biological So-

ciety, has recently suggested some interest-

ing explanations, which to us seem more in

accordance with appearances than any yet

adduced. The chameleon measures from five

to eight inches in length, and has a curious

pyramidal-shaped head, apparently separated

from the neck. Its body is short and thick

and ends in a prehensile tail of medium length.

The ears are concealed under the skin, the

mouth is large, and the eyes which are very
prominent and full, are closely covered with
a circular lid, in which is a small round per-

foration just in front of the pupil. The legs

are long and slender, and terminate in a hand
formed of five toes, divided into two bundles
80 as to resemble one broad finger and a

thumb. ]?y the aid of these members, and
winding their tails around the branches, the
lizards climb about shrubs and trees in search
of insects. Their motions are, however, very
slow, and their habits sluggish in the extreme.
They will cling to the bars of their cages for

days at a time, giving not the slightest sign

of life, except perhaps the occasional twinkle
of one eye. Handling them does not seem to
disturb their equanimity, as they rai-el}' strug-
gle as long as they are permitted to cling to
a finger, while they are perfectly harmless.
The strange peculiarity of the animal, how-

ever, is its faculty of changing its color, not
in bright tints, but from a pale gray to a light

green, yellow, brown, reddish and violet

shades, all, however, dusky and undecided.
These changes sometimes occur very rapidly,

and are apparently provoked by anger and
fear. In handling the lizard wo have noticed
that although it would, as we have already
intimated, show no symptoms of uneasiness,
the clear, light tint which covered its whole
body would give place to dark brown blotches, something; and then a pale lady in black, who
some of which shaded curiously into black, lay as if asleep on a sofa, opened her eyes, saw

mbling in form the spots of a leopard.

The cause of the phenomenon has generally

been considerei to be soft granules under the

n, and of different colors, which are more

less extended according to the quantityof

blood which reaches them ; but the recent in-

vestigations of P. Bert show clearly that the

nervous system acts directly without the in-

termediation of the blood.

Another curious feature of the chameleon

the independence of its eyes. It moves

them separately ; and, when the animal sleeps,

t seems as if but one-half of it were awakened

at a time. If a light be placed before one eye

the half of the corresponding side of the body

becomes of a different color from the other

side ; but the tint becomes uniform all over

when the light is carried before the other

organ. It would seem from this thit the rep-

tile has two distinct luminous perceptions.

So sluggish a creature, it might be suppos-

ed, would be hardly suited for catching insects,

and such indeed would be the case were chas

the latter the only way of entrapping

them. The chameleon, however, resorts to

strategy, and takes its prey from a distance

over which the unsuspecting fl.y or bug hardly

deems it possible that its enemy can reach

The lizard's mode of seizing the insect is not

only peculiar, but also gives further proof of

the dull nature of its perception. It never

uses but one eye, and, while its body is per

fectly motionless, will follow the movements
of its prej' with intense attention until it

comes within about three inches of its nose

;

and then a tongue will dart out, more like a

streak of pink lightning than anything else,

strike the insect, and carry it back into the

mouth.
This tongue, which is out of all proportion

to the size of the animal (sometimes twice its

entite length), is a hollow tube terminated by
a fleshy knob which has a cup-like cavity on
its anterior surface, always covered with a

viscid fluid. It shoots out a perfectly straight

rod, and strikes the insect with unei-ring ac-

curacy.

P. Bert, who has dissected the operating

mechanism, says that the tongue is squeezed

out, just as a cherry stone can be forced out

by pressing the fruit between the fingers.

Strong bands of muscles surrounding the
tongue serve to apply the necessary pressure.
—.A^. American.

A Pleasing Incident,

Sitting in a station the other day, I had a

little sermon preached in the way I like. It

taught one of the lessons which we all should
learn, and taught it in such a natural, simple
way that no one could forget it. It was a
bleak, snowy day ; the train was late ; the
ladies' ix)om dark and smoky ; and the dozen
women, old and young, who sat waiting im-
patiently, all looked cross, low-spirited, or
stupid. I felt all three; and thought as I

looked around, that my fellow-beings were a
very unamiable, uninteresting set.

Just then a forlorn old woman, shaking
with palsy, came in with a basket of wares
for sale, and went about mutely off'ering them
to the si ttei's. Nobody bought any thing, and
the poor old soul stood blinking at the door
a minute, as if reluctant to go out into the
bitter storm again . She turned presently, and
poked about the room, as if trying to find

the old woman, and instantly asked, in a kind

tone, "Have you lost anything, ma'am?"
No, dear. I'm looking for the heatin'

place, to have a warm 'fore I goes out again.

My eyes is poor, and I don't seem to find the

furnace nowheres."
Here it is," and the lady led her to the

steam radiator, placed a chair, and showed her

how to warm her feet.

" Well, now, ain't that nice I" spreading her

ragged mittens to dry. " Thanks, dear , this

is proper comfortable, ain't it? I'm most
froze to-day, bein' lame and wimbly ; and not

selling much makes me kind of down-hearted."

The lady smiled, went to the counter, bought
a cup of tea and some sort of food, carried it

herself to the old woman, and said as respect-

fully and kindly as if the poor woman had
j

been dressed in silk and fur, " Won't you
j

have a cup of hot tea ?" It's very comforting

such a day as this.

"Sakes alive! do they give tea to this

dej^ot ?" cried the old lady, in a tone of inno-

cent surprise that made a smile go round the

room, touching the glummest faces like a
|

streak of sunshine. '' Well, now, this is just

lovely," added the old lady, sipping away
\

with a relish. " This does warm the cockles

of my heart."

While she refreshed herself, telling her story
meanwhile, the lady looked over the poor

little wares in the basket, bought soap and
pins, shoe-strings and tape, and cheered the

old soul by paying well for them.
As I watched her doing this, I thought

what a sweet face she had, though I'd con-

sidered her rather plain before. I felt dread-

fully ashamed of myself that I had grimly
shaken my head when the basket was offered

to me ; and as I saw the look of interest, sym-
pathy, and kindliness come into the dismal

faces around me, I did wish that I had been

the magician to call it out. It was only a

kind word and a friendly act, but somehow it

brightened that dingy room wonderfully. It

changed the faces of a dozen women, and I

think it touched a dozen hearts, for I saw
many eyes follow the plain, pale lady with
sudden respect ; and when the old woman got

up to go, several persons beckoned to her and
bought something, as if they wanted to repair

their first negligence.

Old beggar-women are not romantic ; neither

are cups of tea, boot-laces, and colored soap.

There were no gentlemen present to be im-

pressed with the lady's kind act, so it wasn't

done for effect, and no possible reward could

be received for it except the ungrammatical
thanks of a ragged old woman. But that

simple little charity was as good as a sermon
to those who saw it, and I think each travel-

ler went on her way better for that half hour
in the dreary station. I can testify that one

of them did, and nothing but the emptiness of

her purse prevented her from " comforting
the cockles of the heart" of every forlorn old

w^oman she met for a week after.

—

Louisa M.
Alcott.

It was one of my greatest pleasures to be

taken to the Friends' meetings, either on the

Sunday or week-days, and scarcely knowing
it, I felt the influence of that holy presence of

God visibly recognized by so many persons

whose garb marked them, as withdrawn from
the world, and whose countenances, for the

most part, bore the impress of love and peace.

I felt as one entering an overshadowing sum-
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mer cloud where the presence of light is felt,

though no distinct object is seen ; and I well

remember when my own childish "meeting"
was over, as I used to watch the progress of

the sunbeam as it successively illuminated the

countenances of those on the benches before

me, how often did I say to myself, " Oh that a

ray of light from God, like that sunbeam would
come to me, and teach me truly to know
Him !" And though this was not vouchsafed

to me at that time, yet never can I suffici-

bntly express my deep obligations to the

Friends I met. They did not indeed bring

forward dogmatic truth, as 1 have heard so

many do since; possibly there was not enough
bf this ; but still further were they removed
from the irreverent habit of bandying about

the most sacred truths, as subjects of super-

ficial and colloquial discussion. Deep and re-

ferent was their feeling, that the truth of God
pan onlj' be taught to the heart of man by the

;3pirit of God ; hence they lived the truth in-

stead of talking about it. Their habitual re-

3ollection, if it did not announce the dogma, in-

spired a living sense of the Divine omnipres-

3nee and omniscience. Their chastened lan-

b-uage and voice, and peaceful placidity of

panner, spoke a sense of their accountability

^o that Supreme Power in whom they con-

fided. The caution and guardedness, and yet

tiefinite correctness with which they declared

their sentiments, bore with it an impress of a

[bumble consciousness of fallibility, and a feel-

ing of the preciousness of truth. Their sea-

sons of silence, seemed to utter with a silent

ongue, " Acquaint thyself with God, and be

t peace." The indefatigable industry and
eal with which they pursued plans of bene-

olence, told that their hearts recognized that

rod had indeed made of one blood all the
ihildren of men.

—

M. A. Schimmelpennick.

In the museum of Cassel, Germany, is a

library made from iivo hundred European
trees. The back of each volume is formed of

phe bark of a tree, the sides of the perfect

Ivood, the top of j^oungwood and the bottom
pf old. When opened, the book is found to

pe a box, containing the flower, seed, fruit,

Md leaves of the tree, either dried or inii-

pated in wax. At the Melbourne Colonial

lExibition of 1866, Col. Clamp exhibited spe-

bimens of Victorian wood converted into

small boxes of book form, according to a de-

sign suggested by that gentleman at the Vic-

;oi'ian Exhibition of 1851, and then suggested

)y Baron Ferd Mueller. Nothing could be

fnore convenient and more interesting than a
fibrary (to speak allegorically) of such imita-

'ion books, representing the different timber,

bf various countries, which could be systemati-

bally or geographically arranged. Australia

pould alone furnish of such a collection more
than a thousand volumes. At the Paris Ex-
(libition of 1867, Eussia showed a similar col-

lection of wooden works, cleverly designed,

[howing the bark as the back binding, and
'ettered with the popular and scientific names
!)f the wood. Each book contained samples
l)f the leaves, and fruit of the tree, and a sec-

i;ion and shaving, or veneer of the wood.

—

Printer's Circular.

I have experienced that the habit of taking
)ut of the hand of the Lord eveiy little bless-

ng and brightness on our path, confirms us,

in an especial manner, in communion with
[Sis love.

God is the rest of the heart, and the feeling
that God remembers in love, is the true and
potent cordial for every sorrow.

THE FRIEND.
ELEVENTH MONTH 28, 1874.

We are firm believers that the Holy Scrip
tures were written under the inspiration of
Him who seeth the end from the beginning,
and therefore that the prophecy will be ful-

filled that "The earth shall be full of the
knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover
the sea;" also that "He shall judge among
the nations, and shall rebuke many people

;

and they shall beat their swords into plough-
shares, and their spears into pruning-hooks :

nation shall not lift up sword against nation,

neither shall they learn war any more." But
man is such a thoroughly selfish being, and
"the lusts that war in our members" are so

readily excited and so potent, that, unless

some extraordinary interposition of Divine
providence should taUe place, it will be long
before the people generally will be set free

from the anti-christian effects of those lusts,

through submission to the law of the Spirit

of Life in Christ Jesus.

The hopeful though sorrowing disciple of
Him who came to save men's lives, may how-
ever draw encouragement, from seeing that
nations professing Christianity, are so far alive

to the folly, the iniquity and the horrors of

war, as to entertain propositions for bringing
into active operation some system that witl

prevent the occurrence of this dreadful crime
and scourgo; and also to enter into council

respecting the best measures to lessen its bar-

barous evils, when it shall take place. These
are cheering indications that the plain and
imperative principles of Christianity, are be-

coming less obscured and restrained by the

policy of those who are entrusted with ad-

ministering the government of nations ; aris-

ing partly, it may be, from a suspicion, that

the people are becoming too enlightened to

submit much longer to the illy compensated
privation and suffering which war always en-

tails on both parties engaged in hostilities.

But whatever good may result from apply-

ing the doctrine of expediency to the con-

sideration of war, by either governments or

the people, the only solid ground on which
the hope of general and perpetual peace can

rest, is a conviction, wrought in the minds of

the community, that war, with all its insepar-

able miseries, is altogether irreconcilable with
the pure and benign principles of the gospel

of Christ, and therefore that no spiritually

minded follower of his, can engage in, or show
countenance to it. That this may become the

decision of a corrected judgment, and not the

mere impulse of prevalent excitement or ac-

quired habit, the people must be brought

under the government of Christ, by obedience

to the dictates of the Holy Spirit in the heart,

and thus be able to adopt in sincerity the

declaration of the primitive believers, " I am
a Christian and therefore I cannot fight."

There is, perhaps, no more deplorable and

effective obstacle to the more rapid introduc-

tion of this blessed triumph of true Christi-

anity,—foretold by the Lord's prophets to

come in the last days,—than for the professed

ministers of Christ, the Prince of Peace, to

make use of the position they hold, and tho
influence that position enables them to exert,
to sanction war in the abstract, or to veil its

inherent inhumanity and atrocious enormities
with tinsel rhetoric and glittering fictions.

There are few things more lowering to the
character and claims of the christian religion
of which these profess to be exponents, and
which requires meekness, patience, love and
forgiveness of enemies ; in short walking in
the footsteps of Him who laid down his life

that man might be saved, than to see them
extolling or conniving at a system, as much
opposed to that religion as darkness is to
light; which not only destroys every right
estimate of human life, and sets at naught
the infinite value of the immortal soul, but
cherishes the worst passions of tho unrcgen-
erate heart, and spreads moral contamination
throughout the community.
How then can ambassadors for Christ be

engaged in passing eulogiums on those who
have made themselves conspicuou.s, by en-
gaging in the murderous policy and practice
of war; practically disregarding the injunc-
tions and precepts of the Saviour of men, and
checking the extension of his kingdom, in

which nothing can hurt or destroy, by encour-
aging conformity to the promptings ofthe an ti-

christian "lusts that war in the members" of
the unregenerate, from whence come wars and
fightings. This has been recently witnessed
in our city, on the occasion of celebrating the
" centennial" of a military troop, said to be
marked for the proficiency with which its

members are trained for the slaughter of their

fellow men, and the alacrity with which they
hold themselves prepared to engage in it.

What a humiliating spectacle in a professed
christian community ! What a comment on
a man-made ministry !

The advent of the Christian's Divine Law-
giver, was heralded by the angelic host, pro-

claiming "Glory to God in the highest, jieace

on earth, goodwill to men," and He has made
it a duty of that Lawgiver's disciple.-", under
every circumstance, so to speak and act, as to

promote the accomplishment of the heavenly
announcement.
Viewed in connection with the require-

ments of the religion we profess, what excu.9e

can there be for bestowing the meed of ap-

plause on a S3'Stem which, as R. Hall says,

reverses, with respect to its obji-cts, all the

rules of morality, repeals all the principles of

virtue, and incorporates all the phases of vice
;

or on a company of men designed and drilled,

when called to the work \>j a totally worldly-

minded government, to shed the life-blood of

those they have never known, but whom they
are told are their enemies ; to expose themselves

to be suddenly sent to the judgment seat of
Christ, with " the lusts warring in their mem-
bers," excited to the deadliest pitch, and their

hands reeking with the blood of their fellow

men : among the fruits ofwhose " gallantry,"

are the breaking up of connubial happiness

in countless families, and filling them with
heart-stricken widows and sorrowing, father-

less children. Pompous eulogiums on so-called

"heroism," and on the "honor!' attached to

the ensanguined trophies of martial valor, if

examined in the light that makes all things

manifest, both good and evil, may be found

nothing more than glorification of brutal

courage, and commendation of so many har-

bingers of desolation and misery.

What a degradation to manhood,—which
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implies free agency and responsibility,—that

all this reckless destructiveness, this positive

wickedness, must be undertaken at the bid-

ding of another; and that the dictates of

humanity, or the -whisperings of conscience,

must be silenced or disregarded, under obedi-

ence to an oath that binds to unquestioning

submission to a military superior ! What can

be more belittlcing, more destructive of ra-

tional independence, or the free exercise of

the intellectual powers conferred upon us, to

say nothing of the relinquishmentof therights

and privileges of a responsible being, than the

slavish subjection of body and mind exacted

from a soldier. Yet all this meanness and

absurdity, are the necessary concomitants of

a systeni that is as incompatible with the dic-

tates of common sense, as with the principles

and precepts of the religion of Christ. And
this is the system and these the men on whom
lavish encomiums are passed by professed min-

isters of Christ.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FonEiGS.—A Lon.lon dispatch of the 23d states that

a dense fog enveloped the south of England on the two

previous davs, and many casualties occurred in conse-

quence. The navigation of the Thames was dangerous,

and the steamboats su-pended their trips for two days.

At Liverpool, also, boats ceased plying between the

ferries. Railroad collisions and other accidents were

numerous.
The Bank of England rate of discount has been ad-

vanced to -5 per cent., but loans are taken in the open

market at lower rates.

A delegation of Roman Catholic bishops is about to

visit Rome in order to obtain permission to pursue an

independent course in case the British government

should seek to restrict liberty of action of the Catholic

clergy. They will represent to the Pope that they wish

to respect the laws of England, and cannot blindly ac-

cept such regulations as are imposed on Continental

bishops.

A boat belonging to an English war vessel was run
down in tlie Clyde on the 19th inst., and seventeen men
were drowned.
An explosion occurred in the Warren Vale colliery,

Yorkshire, on the 20th inst., by which twenty-five men
were killed and others injured.

The British government, in consequence of the re-

presentations of the Royal Geographical Society and
other learned bodies, has determined to organize a polar

exploring expedition without delay.

A dispatch to the Pall Mall Gazette, from St. Peters-

burg, 8.ays Russia has issued another circular note to

the European powers requesting to be informed of the
points of the protocol signed at the Brussels Cjnference,
which they desire to be revised, amended, or omitted.
The Russian government also suggests that another in-

ternational conference be held next year.

A special dispatch to the Pall Mall G.azette from
Berlin R.ays, it is stated there that the British govern-
ment declines to comply with the proposal of Russia
for an international code on the bases of the negotia-
tions of the Brussels Conference.

_
The decrease of emigration has rendered the reduc-

tion of the fleets of the German tran.satlantic steamship
companies unavoidable. The Chairman of the North
German Lloyds Company is now in England, seeking
to dispose of the superfluous vessels of that line.

London, 11th mo. 21st.—Consols, 93k U. S. sixes,

1862, 97 i.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 7Jd. ; Orleans, 8Jd. a
Sid..

At the late municipal elections in France, the Re-
publican candidates have been generally successful, in-

dicating growing strength in that party. It appears
that the number of electors who recently voted for re-

publican candidates for the Council-General in France
was 1,.561, 139. The anti-republican votes, dividet
among legitimists, Orleanists, Bonapartists and septen
nalisu, were 1,447,831. Thus the majority for the re-
publicans was 113,308.
The local authorities on the border complaiti that

the Spaniards do not attempt to guard the frontier
Bazaine, who sailed from Southampton on the 9th inst
on the steamer, as landed at Lisbon. It is understood

that his destination is Madrid, where he intends to re

reside as a private individual.

Louis Blanc, who sits in the Assembly for the de-

partment of the Seine, has issued a manifesto, in which

he denies the right of the present Assembly to form a

constitution' for France, as it was not elected for that

purpose. It is absurd to ask a monarchist m.-ijority for

republic.in institutions. The republican members of

the Assembly are advised to a close reunion instead of

forming coalitions with other parties.

Dispatches from Spain to the Standard state that

large reinforcements are going forward to Miranda,

where the Republican army is massing for active opera-

tions in Navarre and for the relief of Pampeluna.

The Carlists are concentrating around Estella, under

command of Mendiri Basque. The battalions with Don
Carlos and General Elio are on the point of leaving

Vera for Puente la Reyna.
The Carlists have again occupied positions around

Irun have retaken Oyarziun and cut the railway and

wagon road to San Sebastian.

Several bands of Carlists in the northeastern pro-

vinces have solicited amnesty.

A St. Petersburg dispatch of the 19th says : Naviga-

tion of the Neva is nearly closed for the winter. Ice is

flowing into the river from Lake Ladoga,.and the Bay
of Cronstadt is frozen over, and communication by
water with this city is interrupted.

The report that the Khan of Khiva had solicited the

aid of Russia for the suppression of disorder in his do-

minions is denied.

A Berlin dispatch of th# 20th says : Prince Gort-

schakoff, the Russian Foreign Minister, who has been

sojourning here for several days, had a long and final

interview with Prince Bismarck, after which he took

his departure for St. Petersburg. During Prince Gort-

schakoff's stay here, in private conversation he ex-

pressed his confidence in the maintenance of peace in

Europe for many years.

The trial of Count Von Arnim has been postponed to

the 9th of next month. He is now permitted to take

exercise by walking in the open air.

A Berlin dispatch to the Times gives a letter from
Prince Henri Reuss, German Ambassador at St. Peters-

burg, on the policy of Germany toward Russia, as

among the documents which Arnim is required to sur-

render. Its disappearance adds to the mystery of the

Riots have recently occurred at several points in

Poland on account of the forcible introduction by the

government of church reform and the appointment of

priests by imperial authority. A number of newly ap-

pointed priests have been maltreated by mobs. The
local government at the points of disturbance have been
reinforced by the troops from Warsaw, and a number
of the ringleaders of the riots have been arrested and
imprisoned.

Thirty-two of the Turks charged with the late mur-
ders of Montenegrins in the Province of Albania, have
each been sentenced to twenty years imprisonment.
A violent storm has swept over the sea of Marmora,

causing the wreck of many vessels.

Peace prevails throughout Mexico. The Congress
has decreed that the Senate shall consist of two mem-
bers from each State or Federal district of the Republic.
Shocks of earthquake had been felt along the route from
Vera Cruz to Guanajusto, threatening, it was thought,
the approach of some extraordinary volcanic eruptions,
United States.—The Dead Letter Division of the

Postal service received during the last fiscal year 4,-

601,773 letters, representing an actual or nominal value
of i4,637,429, exclnsive of jewelry and other property.
About 2,600,000 letters were destroyed as worthless
and 1,392,224 representing $3,909,868 were returned to

the owners or writers.

The number of miles of narrow gauge railroads thus
far built in the United States is 1,677, and the numl
of miles of projected road 5,461. The longest of th
narrow roads in actual operation skirts the foot hills of
the Rocky Mountains, in Colorado, for about 150 mi
The annual report of the Commissioner of Ind

Afl'.iirs states that there are evidences of advancing
civilization among nearly all the different tribes of In-
dians, and that no year in the history of the govern-
ment has, in his opinion witnessed such general im-
provement. There are still about 90,000 Indians who
are wild and scarcely tractable to any extent beyond
that of coming to the agencies to receive rations and
blankets; and from 12,000 to 14,000 more who are
vagrants and roamers, without settled h.abitations.
These last .are found in all stages of degradation pro-
duced by idleness, intemperance, poverty and vice,
without land and unwilling to leave their haunts for a
home on a reservation.

During the year ending 6th mo. 30th last, 271,000,-

000 gallons of refined petroleum were exported from

the United States, of the aggregate value of $37,-561,513,

beside which crude petroleum was shipped to a large

amount.
The assessed value of real estate in Philadelphia, for

the taxation of 1875, is $565,819,99-5. In 1870 it was

$470,851,800.

There were 521 deaths in New York last week.

2%e Markets, &c.—The following were the quolatiom

on the 21st inst. New ForA.—American gold 111}.

U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 118| ; do. coupons, 119|;

do. 1868, registered, 1181 ; coupons, 119; five percental
,

of 1881, registered and coupons, \\i\. Superfine floar,

$4.10 a $4.50 ; State extra, S4.80 a $5.10 ; finer brands,

S5.50 a $10.50. No. 2 Chicago spring wheat, $1.08
j

No. 3 do. $1.06 ; red western, $1.26 a $1.27 ;
amber,

$1.28 ; white Michigan, $1.37 a $1.40. State barley,

$1.42. Oats, 66 a 68 cts. Rye, 97J cts. Southern

white corn, 97 a 99 cts. ; western yellow, 92^ a 93 cts.;
i

new mixed corn, 80 a 85 cts. Refined petroleum, lOJ

a lOJ cts. per g^iUon. Philadelphia.—Uplands and

New Orleans middlings cotton, 14J a 15i cts. Super-

fine flour, S4 a $4.25 ; extra, $4.50 ; finer brands, $5 a

S7.-50. Red wheat, $1.20 a $1.25 ; amber. $1.25 a $1.30;

white, $1.30 a $1.37. Rye, $1. Old corn, 94 a 95 cts.;

new, 85 a 90 cts. Oats, 62 a 65 cts. Smoked hams,

14 a 15 cts. Lard, 15 a 1^} cts. Prime western cheese,

14 a 15 cts. ; New York, 14^ a 15J cts. Chicago—m.
1 spring wheat, 92 cts. ; No. 2 do., 88 J cts. ; No. 3 do.,

85 cts. No. 2 mixed corn, 81 1 cts. No. 2 oats, 55 cts.

Rye, 90 a 92 cts. No. 2 spring barley, $1.30. Lard,

13 cts. Oincinnali.—'Red wheat, $1.05 a $1.08. Corn,

ears, 68 a 69 cts. Oats, 65 a 66 cts. Baltimore.—Amber
and red western wheat, $1.16 a $1.28. Yellow corn,

78 a 81 cts. Oats, 62 a 65 cts. St. iouis.—No. 3 fall

red wheat, $1.20. No. 2 mixed corn, 72 a 74 cts. No.
2 oats, 57 cts. Lard, 13 cts. Indianapolis.—Corn, 64 a

66 cts. ; do. in ears, 58 a 60 cts. Oats, 53 a 55 els.

Rye, 85 cts. Barley, $1.20 a $1.25.

Received from .Tosenh Armfield, Agent, England,
10 shillings, vol. 48, and for R. M. Ashby, J. G. Arm-
field, Joshua Ashby, Samuel Alexander, Samuel J.

Alexnnder, Samuel Bradbnrn, John Edward Baker,

William L. Bellows, John Bottomley, James Boorne,

Robert Clark, John Cheal, William Graham, Abraham
Green, Forster Green, Susanna Grubb, Enoch Halden,

John Hodgkin, Samuel Hope, John Horniman, Henry
Horsnaill, William Irwin, Susanna Kirkham, James
Kenway, Isaac Lloyd, William James Le Tall, Hannah
Marsh, Manchester Friends' Institute, Thomas Mars-

den, Samuel Moorhouse, William R. Nash, Samuel
Pickard, Daniel Pickard, Rachel Rickman, Thomson
Sharp, Holman Shephard, Ann Swishenbank, John
Sykes, Elizabeth Thwaite, Lucy W. Walker, Edward
Watkins, and William Wright, 10 shillings each, vol.

48, for David Burlev, 6s. 3d., to No. 52, vol. 47, for

William Bingham, £1 10s., vol. 48, 3 copies, for Charles

Elcock, John Hickes, and William Wilson, £1 each,

vols. 47 and 48, for James Hobson, 16s. 6d., to No. 52, I

vol. 48, and 35. 3J., for odd numbers to Charles
j

Thompson. >

WANTED.
A Governess for Westtown Boarding School, to eaters

on her duties at the opening of the next Session.

Apply to

Elizabeth C. Scattergood, West Chester, Pa.

Hannah Richardson, Wilmington, Del.

Hannah Evans, No. 322 Union St., Philada.

Lydia L. Walton, Moorestown, N. J.

WANTED.
A Friend to teach London-Britain Preparative Meet

ing School. Apply to Joel Thompson, Jr., Striker"

ville P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third ^ard,) PhUadclphia.

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. WobtH :

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may b<

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board o

Managers.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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few Questions and Answers relative to some of the

Doctrines and Testimonies of the Society of Friends.

(Continued from page 114.)

Question.—What is the ground of the So-

iety's testimony to plainness of speech, be-

aviour, and apparel ?

Answer.—Primarily becau.se the grace of

rod, which brings salvation to all who sub
lit to it, teaches to deny all ungodliness and
worldly lusts; in which lusts, the changeable
ishions and customs of the world have their

rigin. It is also because the Apostles of our
leased Lord, who were imbued with His
pirit, have strictly forbidden being "con-
jrmed to this world ;" forbidden also " that
utward adorning of broidered hair, or gold,

r pearls, or costly array," with " the putting
n of (needless) apparel." But instead there-
of, the lovely adorning of " the hidden man of
he heart, in that ivhich is not corruptible, even
he ornament of a meek and quiet spirit, which
a in the sight of God of great price." " For
fterthis manner," continues the Apostle, "in
he old time, the holy women who trusted in God
-dorned themselves," &e. Moreover the ex-

imple of the dear Redeemer, together with
he whole spirit of the heart-changing, trans-

brming religion which He introduced, are
vholly opposed to this complicity with the
pirit of a world that lieth in wickedness, and
hat crucified the Lord of glory.

Q.—What is the language of the Discipline
if the Society touching the leadings of the
jpirit of Truth in this matter?
^.—"The Spirit of Truth, which led our

meients to lay aside every thing unbecoming
he followers of Christ, still loads in the same
mth all who submit to its guidance; we there-

ore earnestly entreat all Friend.s, to watch
)ver themselves in this respect. The example
)f our blessed Saviour, his immediate fol-

owers, and of virtuous and holy men of all

iges, ought to make a due impression on every
Considerate mind ; and especially on such as
lave had the advantage of a guarded educa-
ion."

. Q.—What further saith the Discipline ?

A.—" We tenderly exhort all seriously to
•onsider the plainness and simplicity which
[he gospel enjoins,.and to manifest an adher-
imce to this testimony, in their speech, ap-

parel, furniture, business, salutations and con-

versation
; into which our forefathers wore

led by the Spirit of Christ, and in conformity
with these precepts and example, they pa-
tiently suffered long imprisonments, and groat
persecutions; being convinced that it was
their duty thus to bear a testimony against
the vain, corrupt spirit of the world."

Q.—Have the consistent members of this

Society always been known by their dress?
A.—Yes. From the rise of the Society this

has been uniformly the case. The early

Friends no doubt, avoiding superfluity, adopt-
ed the dress worn by the sober-minded people
of that day. Adhering to this, and avoiding,

as commanded by the Apostle, conformity to

the world in their dress and address—its

vanity, fashion and folly—they, as must neces-

sarily be the case, became peculiar from the

simple, conscientious rejection of the continual
changes taking place around them. Hence it

was no affectation of singularity that caused
the faithful in that day to differ in their ap
pearance and conduct from those about them

;

but from beholding the vanity and insincerity

of the salutations, customs and corruptions

that had obtained in the world : thus heeding
the exhortation of the Apostle to the Cor-
inthians:—"I fear, lest by any moans as the
serpent beguiled Eve through his subtilty, so

your minds should be corrupted from the sim-

plicity that is in Christ." From that day to

this time Friends have ever been known by
their plain dress, plain language, and sim-

plicity of manners.

Q.—Is the testimony relative to dress any
more peculiar than other of the Society's tes-

timonies?
A.—No. It is the spirit and corrupt pro-

pensities and fashions of this world, either in

little things or in great thing-i, that true

Friends have ever {At bound to bear testi-

mony against. And what to a Christian mind,

it may well be queried, should be the force of

customs which originate in the lusts of the

flesh, and in the unrenewed, worldly heart of

fallen man, when the Saviour has said, " If ye
live after the flesh ye shall die," &c., and, " If

any man love the world, the love of the

Father is not in Him!" It is believed that

the doctrines and testimonies of this religious

Society have their inception from the same
root; it therefore almost invariably follows

then where the one is ignored or abandoned,
the other, as an effect succeeds its cause, is

soon relinquished. Hence how frequent and
painful have been the instances where giving

up this one testimony to plainness of speech,

behavior, and apparel, has been followed

by increased thirst after other and greater

changes, until worldly compliance as a mighty
torrent setting in, has carried all before it.

And this, primarily, because of disobedience

in the day of small things; whereby also the

Saviour's warning words have been sorrow-

fully realized :
" If the light that is in thee bo

darkness how great is that darkness."

Q.—Can a Christian avoid peculiarity of
dress and manners?

A.—No. The consistent carrying out of
the Apostolic precept, " Be not conformed to

this world," must involve this : while the sin-

gularity and simplicitj' of the way of the cross

also involves it. This is strongly represented
in that striking passage setting forth the lan-

guage of the ungodly respecting the righteous:
" He is not for our turn, he is clean contrary
to our doings ; he was made to reprove our
thoughts; he is grievous unto us even to be-

hold; for his life is not like other men's, his

ways are of another fashion." Is it not clear

that should any one leave off, or avoid putting
on a plain dress because of the dreaded pecu-

liarity, and meanwhile should keep to the

kind of dress he already wears, avoiding at

the same time conformity to the spirit and
customs, and ''changeable suits of apparel" of

a vain world, that he must necessarily soon
become peculiar? For the unchanging tide

of fashion must then leave him in the very
position he seems now so much to deprecate.

The dress of a Friend is as comfortable and
inexpensive as any other ; how much more
consistent, then, for our members to keep to

the plain attire and language which the Truth
and our Discipline calls for; and which has

ever marked the faithful Friend. That it is

the Divine will our religious Society should

continue to bear these outward evidences of

non-conformity to the fashions of the world,

the writer has no doubt. It was the testimony

of one who had to acknowledge his Saviour in

this respect before men, that though he had
given up all that seemed called for, except to

appear in the simple, distinguishing costume

of the Friends, he could make no progress in

the narrow way unto salvation till he had
brought this required tithe also into the trea-

sury of his Lord.

Q.—Do not some, in order to excuse de-

partures in these respects, speak of them as
" little things," and hence as not worthy of

regard in the great work of salvation?

A.—Yes : and thereby they practically lower

the standard set before us in tho Holy Scrip-

tures ; and which the Witness for Truth in

the heart of each one of us, calls us still to

uphold. We believe that as respects our duty

to the omniscient Holy One there is nothing

that can be called little. It is a declaration

of the Saviour himself, " He that is fixithful in

that which is least, is faithful also in much,"

&o. And it has been well said to the effect,

that many persons approve the principle of

self-denial in general, but condemn it in all its

particular applications as too minute, too scru-

pulous, and too severe. Satan is well awai-e

that if he can get the minute units, the sum total

will be his own ; hence there is nothing small

that has a bearing upon the kingdom of Christ,

or upon tho destinies of a never-dying soul.

The disposition in any of our members to

lessen these testimonies, together with the

unwillingness to comply with them, arises no
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doubt from the unsubjected and unmortitied

will and pride of the unrenewed heart, that

shrinks from the pain and offence of the cross

of Christ.

Q.—Has not the Christian care and concern

of the Church for its members extended to

true moderation and simplicity in their dwel-

lings, their families, and their manner of

living?

A.—Friends as a Societj", have ever main-

tained a testimony against very expensive

things, and things superfluous; endeavoring,

after the preccp't of John Woolman, to "ap-

propriate all the gifts of Divine Providence

to the purposes for which they were intend-

ed." The same pious author also affirms, that

"the superfluities of our own houses are

against us." A testimony has ever been

borne by this Society against display in the

adorning of their bodies, in the sumptuous-

ness of their tables, and in the furniture of

their dwellings; as well as in the style and

costliness of these, beyond what need and con-

venience call for. The good old vray of sim-

plicity and self-denial—the narrow path the

Saviour consecrated, and w hieh the righteous

in all ages have trodden, leaving us an exam-
ple that we should follow their steps—is that

alone which will secure solid peace and se-

renity of mind throughout a life wherein we
are called to be "strangers and pilgrims'

seeking another and a better country; and
most especially at its close, -when the world
with the lusts thereof must forever be parted
from.

(2.—What does " Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing Advices" set forth on this subject?

A.—"Some who are themselves consistent

in their personal appearance and deportment,
have gone out into greater show and expense
in the furniture of their houses and their style

of living, than the proper sphere of the hum-
ble follower of Christ will justify. Besides
the inconsistenc}- of these departures, we
would invite our dear friends to a serious con-
sideration of the effects which such a course
of life will be likely to have upon their be-

loved offspring. If they see the parents grati-

fying a vain mind in these things, can it

reasonably be expected that the children will

be disposed to submit to the restraints of the
cross in their dress and language ; or will they
not rather conclude, that if the other is al-

lowed by the parents, the latter cannot be
more inconsistent for tketn. * * * 'W^e

mourn over the effects which are already ap-
jiarent in some places and families, and be-
lieve that it is highly necessary that a living
concent should bo raised amongst us, to make
a firm stand against the inroads of a worldly
spirit in these respects. Copying after others
in these things, and pleading the example of
others to jusiity thoir own departures, or to
silence the secret uneasiness raised in the
inind, has been, we believe, a fruitful source
of weakness and wrong compliance. The daj-
calls loudly upon as to gather home into our
own hearts, and consult the divine monitor
there, which we have no doubt will bear a
laithful testimon}- for Truth, and lead us to
put away every thing which is unbecoming
the simplicity, moderation and humility of
the self-denying Christian."

(To be conUnned.)

"God is a spirit; and they that worship
Him must worship Him in spirit and in truth "

John iv. 24.

Thf Eartliqiiake <if ISOS.

The follo^iving account of the effect pro-

duced at Arica, m Peru, by the earthquake of

186>*, is taken from Hutchinson's " Two Years

in Peru." The British Consul, G. H. K^ugent,

who lost §60,000 worth of property by the

occurrence, and with his wife and children

had a narrow escape of ther lives, published

a description shortly after in the Panama
Star and Herald. He says :

" I had hardly

time to get my wife and children into the

street when the -whole of the walls of my
house fell. ' Fell' is hardly the -\vord, for they

were blown out as if they had been spat at

me. At the same time the earth opened pro-

bably two or three inches, and belched out

dust, accompanied ^vith a terrible stench as of

powder. The air became darkened, and I

could not see my wife, who was within two
feet of me with the children. If this had
lasted any time, so to speak, we must have
been suffocated; but in about a couple of

minutes it cleared off. Collecting my house-

hold together, we started for the hills. How
we passed through falling houses, when we
saw men struck down—some stone dead,

others maimed—is to me a mystery ;
but a

merciful Providence was over us. We wended
our sad way as well as we could towards the

hills, with the earth shaking, making us stag-

ger like drunken people, when a great cry

went up to heaven from all the town, ' The
sea has retired!' I hurried on, but before 1

got to the outskirts I looked back, and saw
all the vessels in the bay carried out irresisti-

bly to sea, probably with a speed of ten miles

an hour. In a few minutes the great outer
current stopped ; then arose a mighty wave

—

I should judge about fifty feet high—which
swept in with a resistless rush, carrying every-
thing with it in its awful majesty. It brought
back all of the shipping, some of the latter

turning in circles, but the whole speeding on
to an inevitable doom. Meanwhile, the wave
had passed in, crushed the mole into atoms,
swallowed up my office as a bit in its giant
mouth, gulped down the Custom-house, and,
rushing along the same street, carried every-
thing before it in its irresistible force. The
whole of these things were done quicker than
the changes in a Christmas pantomine."

In the same short space of time the Peruvian
war-steamer "America" lost about eighty-five
hands. The United States steamer " Wateree"
escaped with the loss of one life. Having a
small draft of water, she was carried bodily
on the top of the sea, and landed about a
quarter of a mile in-shore of the railway
track, distant at the spot more than a quarter
of a mile from the sea. The " Fridoma,"
United States store-ship, was turned bot-
tom upwards. Everj^ soul perished except
the captain, surgeon, and paymaster, who
were fortunately on shore at the moment.
An American barque, laden with guano, was
swallowed up along with all her crew, and
not a vestige left to tell of her fate. " For
nearly two days," adds G. H. Nugent, " we
laj- on the hills, without covering and with-
out food (his wife, himself, and seven chil-
dren,) in a constant state of alarm, as the
shocks of earthquake were for some days in-
cessant."

One of the most remarkable incidents of
this earthquake was the heaving up, in some
place not very far from Arica, of a number of
bodies, buried in the usual style of interment

along this coast—namely, the squatting pos-

ture, in which the legs are flexed on the pelvis,

and the knees bent in to the chin. They
were covered, as usual, with cloth, and pad-

ded with cotton flock. They had, as else-

where, one-half of a bivalve, about the ordi-

nary size of an oyster, attached to the palm
of each hand. The usual style of funereal ac-

cessories in heads of Indian corn, beans, fish-

ing-nets, needles for making the same, and
bits of cloth, were likewise thrown up. From
some of the skulls the eyes had been extract-

ed and fishes' eyes put in their place. Of
these latter—the eyes of the cuttle-fish—

a

number were given to me by Bracey E. Wil-

son, our vice-consul at Callao, who had beeu

many years resident at Arica, and was inti-

mate with all its bearings. This putting of

the fish-ej'es into the orbits, from which their

original eye-balls had been extracted, may
perhaps be considered as a symbol of tbeir

fish worship.
As soon as it was possible to be despatched,

after tlie earthquake, the United States war-
steamer "Powhattan" went from Callao to

Arica, being the bearer from the Peruvian
Government of funds and stores to relieve the

sufferers. Henry Meiggs and Calderon of

Lima each contributed 50,000 soles (10,OOOZ.)

in behalf of the families left destitute by the

terrible calamity.

For "The Friend."

John Finch Marsh.

(Continued from page IIC.)

Croydon, 7th of 9th mo. 1846.

My dear Friend L. W.—I believe that in

writing as well as in speaking, the watch is

alike needful, that our words be few. Some
more than others have the talent or gift this

way, as well as for conversation. I do not

consider that I have either, but for the most
part feel myself to be under the restraining

influence in these particulars, so that oftener

than has been the case with me, I believe I

ought to have sat in company as one dumb,
as it were, with silence—also in writing I can-

not at any time and any how lake the pen'

and converse that way. So many are the!

claims on me, that I cannot attempt a con-

tinued correspondence with manj' that I lovej

and feel interested in, and should be glad at

times to salute in this way. Yet, whether at

home or abroad, alone or in company, I trust

I am not altogether an idle spectator, or iu

different to mark what is passing around me
and especially is my mind involved in the feel

ing of deep interest on account of our pooi

Society, yet still a highly favored and in

teresling People, notwithstanding our de

generacj'.

In the quietness of the Tent in these trou

blous times, there seems to me peculiar safety

not that thereby a shrinking should be en

couraged, from showing ourselves and openlj

confessing on whose side we are; but rathei

that in the stillness, in quietness and in confi

dence, a renewal of strength may be experi

enced—that away from the noise, tumult ant

activity of the people, we may the mon
clearly see and know our own individual stati

and standing, as also to have some clear sensi

of the real state and condition of things, anc

distinctly understand the word of coramam
to us as individuals, to do or to leave undone
In this way strength will be given us for what
soever the hand findeth to do

;
yea, and no

only to do, but also to suffer for the preciou
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msesfike; aud patience granted to endure

ith meekness such portion of fiery trial as

lay be permit^ted to come upon us.

It seems to me especially important that

lose who are given to see and feel deeply

je state of things, that they keep' as it were
double watch over themselves, that so they

lay bo preserved from doing anything in the

aste and zeal of their own spirits, in putting

irth their hands in the desire to help the

ood cause, and for the bettering of things.

;ut rather may these seek in j)atience to jios-

)8S their souls. Then I believe deliverance

'ill be wrought for them by that same divine

'ower which hath already overturned, and

'ill yet overturn, overturn : and oh ! that it

lay continue to be so, until all that may be

amparable to the dross and the tin, and the

sprobate silver be purely purged awaj' from

inong this people. All ! then let us seek to

e found watchful, minding the stepping

tones, then shall we be enabled to step more,

nd act as the needs for it may be seen and

;lt.

I think I can, dear friend, a little enter into

;eling with thee, and with thy dear brother

nder the varied conflicts and exercises that

ttend your path. I believe it is not all that

an understand you, nor how it is that you
hould seem to be so led in this and the other

articular. Yet it is not for you to be pe;

lexed in mind as to what may be said and

bought about you by others, but your pre

ent and future duty and business is, in sim

ilicity and faith, to obey that still small voice

phich intelligibly speaks in your hearts, say-

Dg " Follow me." May you each be strength-

ned to obey its gentle leadings and guidings

Q all things.

To B. M.,—It is good to consider and feel

lurselves only as day laborers,—as those who
Qust give an account for the work of each

lay, and for the right occupation of the gift

(f Time. Surely the due consideration of this

8 calculated to lead to the feeling of the im-

)ortance of doing the day's work in the day-

ime, and of spending each day as though it

vei-e to be our last day. So should we ex-

)erience a sweet and wholesome rest both to

nindand body, realizing spiritually and natur-

dly the scripture text, "The sleep of a labor-

ng man is sweet, whether he eat little or

nuch." Also when the head is resting on the

jillow at night, how precious to feel the lan-

guage of the heart to be on this wise, " I will

)oth lay me down in peace and sleep, for thou
Liord only makest me to dwell in safety."

SVhile thus writing, I am sensible of many
ihort-comings, and far from ranking myself
imong the number of the diligent laborers

;

^et I trust a willingness attends my mind to

lo that little my feeble hands may find to do,

md the desire to be strengthened both to do
and to suffer the will of our Heavenly Father.

We may also be instructed and treasure up as

1 profitable watchword, the belief that "Thej'

also serve who only stand and wait."

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

The following extracts from a letter fronn

valued Friend, are offered for insertion in

The Friend."

William E. Ddderzook.

llth mo. 20th, 1874.

The individual who here suffered the ex-

treme penalty of a violated law on the 12tb

nst., was no ordinary character. Of fine per-

sonal appearance, polite manners, more than
ordinarj' intellect, cleanly and neat in habit,

and in the prime of life, he was qualified for

usefulness in the world, had he not yielded in

moment to the voice of the tempter,

and fallen to the darkest abyss of human
crime.

It was my province to visit him five times

in his cell, three times in company with our

valued friend E. W., once with R. B., aud
once with P. W. R. and her sister A. On the

first visit with E. ^Y., we thought there was
some tenderness of manner shown, as he sat

and listened attentively ; thanked us for our
visit, invited us to come again, and wept
much. On the 2d and 3d visits, repeated

after some weeks interval, there was less evi

dence of sensibility, and we concluded but

little good could be done so lon^ as there was
any hopes of pardon.

At one of the interviews he appeared to be

somewhat affected ; it was after a very close

and pointed communication from our friend

R. B. On rising to take our leave, he held on

to my hand and said with considerable earnest-

ness of manner in substance as follows, " that

he had, at an earlier period of life, been a pro-

fessor of religion among the Methodists, was
member in full standing, and had known

what peace was, but by yielding to tcmpta-

'on bad been drawn aside from the path of

uprightness," and it is believed, step by step,

had descended to the condition he was then

My feelings at this period were much
drawn out towards him, for I fully believe

that in this acknowledgment, there was an

evident degree of sincerity, and that in the

commission of the awful crime with which he

stood charged, and of which he was generallj^

elieved to be guilty, he had been drawn on

from one scene and stage of sin to another,

it became necessary, in order to conceal

previous attempted deceptions, that the life

of his victim should be taken. I cannot I

lieve that any such result was had in view

the first conception of the scheme of fraud

that was designed to be practised on the Life

Insurance Companies.
The sequel however was sad—very sad in-

deed to the feeling mind. The day previous

lo his execution our dear and valued friend

P. and A., yielding to an impression of duty

that was no longer to be delayed, in companj'

with I. H. called for me to accompany them
on a last visit to the poor man. We went,

accompanied by his aged mother, and after

sitting down in the narrow cell, I said to him

that our dear friends feeling a concern and

sympathy for him in his present situation, had

called to spend a little time with him. He
expressed his thankfulness for the visit, and

P. very soon commenced to relieve her heavily

burdened mind by telling him plainly, though

kindly, of the fears she had entertained for

him, and which subsequently proved to be

too true. Her communication was unusually

Service Required.—If we are God's children

we are to serve him. It is not enough that

we come into his family, sit at his board, en

joy his protection and countenanaB and call

him " Our Father ;" but we must prove our
filial relation by showing a willingness to en- searching for her, leaving him no hope but in

gage in his work. "A son that serveth him" deep repentance, confession and amendment
—such an one must ho be who is a real child. I of life. She was followed by A. in a briefand

lively testimony of the same character, but
which appeared to have little or no effect on
the condemned man. He sat c'ose to me, al-

most touching, and I was pained to perceive
his self-possession and composure. He finally

told us that he had been informed by his

spiritual advisers, " that if he believed he would
be saved;" and "that he now did believe,"

therefore he would be saved—that the " word
of God told him so, and that he believed in

that," &c. He was told that a mere assent of
the undei'standing or mind, without a confes-

sion and renunciation of the sins of the past

life would not, in our opinion, be sufficient for

him. He replied that he thought it would,
that his spiritual advisers who had been with
him daily for a long time had so told him,

and he believed them. P. W. R. said to him
" that she believed he was under a fearful de-

lusion," and urged repentance upon him be-

fore it was too late. Other friends spoke to

him in the same strain, but he steadily main-

tained the position first assumed, saying again
"his spiritual advisers had so told him." His
manner was self-confident and fearless, indeed

the smile of self-assurance was plainlj' visible

on his countenance. We parted from him
with sad feelings, and as a last salutation -he

was desired " Not to give sleep to his eyes

nor slumber to his eyelids," &c. In this self-

confident manner he next day met death
;

going on the scaffold with a rosebud and a

prig of geranium in the button-hole of his

coat. No evidence of repentance ;
no acknow-

ledgment of any particular sin ; no signs of

contrition—such as was recommended to his

attention in the case of the poor publican.

His last words being, "All I have to say is,

I am a sinner saved by grace, and am ac-

cepted of God."
Two lessons of instruction, it appears, may

be drawn from this sorrowful case. First,

the danger of yielding to the first temptation

of going astray from the narrow but safe path

of duty. Secondly, the great danger there is

of substituting for real repentance and amend-
ment of life, that of a mere nominal belief of

what has been done for us, without us—sepa-

rating the one from the other—which appears

to me to be fraught with imminent danger,

and setting at naught the Scripture declara-

tion, "Except ye repent ye shall all likewise

perish."

How is the influence of others blest to us?

not by the brilliance, or even wisdom, of what
they say, but by the power of what they

themselves are, sent home to the heart by the

Divine Spirit!

Thus it is our Heavenly Father in His good

providence sends ns blessingr^, sometimes by

one, sometimes by another and very differ-

ently giftM servant. Let us remember that

there were twelve distinct tribes in Israel,

each bearing a different standard, each inher-

iting a different blessing ; nor could he who
belonged to one transfer himself to another,

yet all formed one army, all looked to one

sacrifice of atonement ; all had the same ark,

over which was the same mercy seat, in which

was laid up the same holy law, the same sweet

manna of promise, and the rod of the same

High Priest ; and while each stood in his own
division, all were united in one great body

under one Lawgiver and one Captain of their

salvation. Our blessed Lord made the multi-

tude that followed Him through the desert,

sit down in their respective companies, and
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the same food which hail one blessing and

consecration from Him, was divided by twelve

disciples amongst the various companies, and

each company seems to have had enough and

to spare, for there were twelve baskets left

one to each different disciple. Again, our

Lord says, "In my Fathers house are many
mansions." In the temple, which probably

was the outward house referred to, there

were above a hundred different apartments,

each having its distinct appropriation, uses

and privileges. O may we then rejoice in

Him, and rejoice in eaeil other ; value as most

precious His gift to us, without thinking that

less precious which His wisdom has bestowed

as more appropriate to another. Only let it

be our concern that we be indeed of the trees

of righteousness, whose twelve manner of

fruits our Lord has equally recognized, that

we be planted by the rivers of water, that

each may bear its own fruit in its season, that

our leaf may not wither, but that it may
rather be for the healing of those around us.

— M. A. Schimmelpennick.

Mght life in the Tropics.

Thomas Belt, a very interesting writer, has

published observation's he made during a resi-

dence in Nicaragua, under the title of " The
Naturalist in Nicaragua," from which we
make the following extract

:

"The fallen trunks of trees were a likely

place for beetles, and as I had brought a lan-

tern with me, I stayed to examine them
whilst Yalasquez rode on to get some food

ready. At night many species of beetles, es-

pecially longicorns, are to be found running
over the trunks, that lie closely hidden in the

day time. The night-world is very different

from that of the day. Things that blink and
hide from the light, are all awake and astir

when the sun goes down. Great spiders and
scorpions prowl about, or take up advantage-

ous positions where they expect their prey to

pass. Cockroaches of all sizes, from that of

one's finger to that of one's finger-nail, stand
with long quivering anteunte, pictures of alert

outlook, watching for their numerous foes, or

scurry away as fast as their long legs can
carry them ; but if they come within reach of

the great spider they are pounced upon in an
instant, and with one convulsive kick give up
the hopeless struggle. Centipedes, wood-lice,

and all kinds of creeping things, come out of
cracks and crevices; even the pools are alive

with water-beetles tnat have been hiding in

the ooze all day, excepting when they came
up with a dash to the surface for a bubble of
fresh air. Owls and night-jars make strange
unearthly cries. The timid deer comes out
of its close covert, to feed on the grassy clear-

ings. Jaguars, ocelots, and opossums slink
about in the gloom. The skunk goes leisurely

along, holding up his white tail as a danger-
flag for none to come within range of his

nauseous artillerj-. Bats and large moths
flitter around, whilst all the day-world is at
rest and asleep. The night speeds on ; the
stars tliat rose in the east are sinking behind
the western hills

; a faint tinge of dawn light.s

the eastern sky; loud and shrill rings out the
awakening shout of chanticleer; the grey
dawn comes on apace ; a hundred birds salute
the cheerful morn, and the night-world hur-
ries to its gloomy dens and hiding-places, like
the sprites and fairy elves of our nursery
days. It was very dark when I started to
return, excepting that flashes of lightuin"-

now and then illumined the path ; hut I left

my mule to herself and she carried me safely

into Juigalpa, where I found dinner awaiting

LEAVE ME NOT.
Leave lue not, thon guiding Saviour,

Lest ray wayward footsteps stray
;

Pits and quicksands are around me,

Doubts and fears obstruct the way

;

Through the paths so dark and wild

Lead me as a little child.

Leave me not, thou blessed Saviour;

Let me cling to thee for rest

;

Oft my feet grow faint and weary

;

Oft a sadness fills ray breast

;

Speak to me in accents mild.

Teach me as a little child.

Leave rae not, thou loving Saviour,

Cheer rae to my journey's end

;

When cold Jordan's breaking o'er me.

Thou wilt be my only friend
;

When the waves roll dark and wild,

Hold me as a 'little child.

Leave me not, dear Friend and Saviour,

As upon the shore I land
;

Till within the courts of heaven
Faint and travel-worn I stand

;

Let me hear thine accents mild,

Naming me thy ran.somed child.

Selected.

AMELIA OPIE'S FAKEAVELL TO MUSIC.
I have loved thee, O Music, I have tasted thy powers,

And have praised thy sweet song, that has robbed me
of hours

;

I have said thou couldst lull every feeling of strife.

And counted thee one of the blessings of life.

I have thought that thy anthems of holy delight,

Brought the dawning of day, 'mid the shadows of night;

That the spirit oppressed with unspeakable grief.

Could at least find one refuge, one certain relief.

Ah ! thou lily-white wand, and thou rose-bedecked

thorn.

Thou betrayest the heart, and then leaves it to mourn
;

For thou bast not one comfort, one boon to bestow

;

From thy high-mounting anthems, what deep mean-
ings flow.

Then I'll leave thee, I'll shun thee, I'll bid thee fare-

well,

Nor shall reason nor conscience, henceforward rebel

;

Thou shalt rob me no more of sweet silence and rest,

For I have proved thee a trap, a seducer at best.

Yes, thou spirit of darkness transformed out of light.

Thou voluptuous form clad in raiment of white;
It is thine when our passions .seem conquered and fled.

But to raise up and cherish the evils we dread.

Then go where vice haunts the thoughtless and gay.

Where the midnight of folly sends reason away

;

Where the mind draws its sorrows, its pleasures from
thence.

And the heart pants alone for the raptures of sense.

But, Oh ! enter thou not where devotion has trod,

To beguile the poor soul from its duty to God

;

For the well-springs of life, and the bread of the day.
It is thine not to give but to barter away.

Then may each son of folly, and each daughter of care.
Hear the whisper that bids others reflect and beware;
And ere sin shall seduce them from peace and from

Fly thy

!

whose point would envenom their breast,

For while sin, open sin, leads its thousands astray.
Tens of thousands are borne by false pleasure away

;

Let the Christian in heart redeemed and set free,

Never dare to return. Oh ! Music to thee.

Bice Culhtre in America.—A Governor of
South Carolina, it is related, had been in

Madagascar, and seen the plant cultivated in
its hot swamps. He lived in Charleston, on
the bay, and it struck him that a marshy spot
in his garden might well serve for a planta-
tion of rice. Just then (1694) a vessel put in
from Madagascar in distress, wliose com-

mander the Governor had formerly known.
Her wants were liberally relieved. In grati-

tude for the kindness he received, the master
gave the Governor a bag of rice. It was sown,

and produced abundantly. The soil proved
singularly favorable for its culture. The
marshes of Georgia and South Carolina were
soon covered with rice plantatiops. A large

part of the crop was exported to England.
In 1724, 100,000 barrels were sent out from
South Carolina alooe. In 1761, the value of

its rice crop was more than SI 500,000. Its

white population could not then have been

more than forty-five thousand, and it is easy

to conceive the tide of wealth that was dis-

tributed annually among its small band of

planters. They built costly mansions on the

coasts and bays, lived in fatal luxury, were
noted for their wild excesses, and oiteu fell

speedy victims to the fevers of the malarious

soil. Indigo, sugar, molasses, tar, pitch, and
a great variety of valuable productions added
to the wealth of the South. But cotton,

which has grown through many vicissitudes

to be the chief staple of British and American
trade, was, at this period, only cultivated iu

small quantities for the use of the farmers.

It was spun into coarse cloths. But it was
not until Whitney's invention, in 1793, that

it could be readily prepared for commerce,
and to the inventive genius of Connecticut

the Southern States owe the larger part of

their wealth and political importance.—Harper's Magazine.

For "The Friend."

Selected from the memorandums of HaDnali
Williams, dated 12th mo. 30th, 1838 :

"I have just copied the account of Isaac

Shoemaker from my printed account for our

aged friend. Job Haines, at his request, and
understanding some time since they were
nearly out of print, and feeling much interest

in the contents * * * could they not be

again printed either in pamphlet form * *

or let it enter the columns of " The Friend ?"

It seemed to me as I traced word by word
those lines, that their use was not at an ei

dear Elizabeth, thou knowest they are not

'cunningly devised fables,' but realities, seen

and felt in au awful moment, when they were
opened and laid on hiin to declare, as he says,

• at the peril of his soul.' ' That God had
opened his mouth on their account, that they
might declare it to others.'

* * * Most of the subjects are of im-

portance and general concern to us, as a So-

ciety, and would be received afresh, I should >

hope, not only with deep interest but with

gratitude by some poor souls, to believe that'

a kind Providence so miraculously favored

him; and be strengthened thereby to pursue
the path of duty."

Some account of Isaac Shoemaker, of the towtir i

ship of Cheltenham, in the county of Phila-

1

delphia (son of John Shoemaker of the same i

place) who departed this life on the 31st day^\

of the Seventh month, 1779, in the tweyity-fifth^

year of his age.

He was a 3'oung man of an active disposi-

tion and vigorous constitution, who in the

'

general tenor of his conduct and conversation

preserved from what in the world's esti-

mation is accounted gross or immoral; yet in

his company, dress and deportment evidenced '

aning to levity, and fondness for things in
j

their nature vain and unsubstantial ; of the i

emptiness and corrupting tendency whereof
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3 was at times made sensible, by the faithful

Imonitions of the Divine Monitor in his own
ind, as appears from some of his expressions

5ar his departure out of time ; when through

le renewed extendin^s of heaveuiy favor, he

as mercifully visited and awakened from a

ate of insensibility; under the quickening
fluences whereof, he had to warn and admo
sh his former associates and others, against

dulging themselves in the vanities and follies
' a perishing world ; some of whom having

!en measurably' reached thereby, have signi

id a desire that the weighty expressions

tared by him in that solemn season, might
I communicated and diffused for the benefit

the youth of his acquaintance and others;

hioh if weighed with becoming seriousness

id depth of attention, might minister profit

lie instruction, and tend to lasting edifica

)n. Thisinstanceof heavenly condescension

id divine regard affording renewed cause in

imble admiration to say, " Great and mar-
illous are thy works. Lord God Almighty!
at and true are thy ways, thou King of

lints !" Eev. xv. 3.

About ten daj's before his decease, between
e hours of eight and nine in the evening he

II into a state of silence, became speechless

id incapable of bodily action, his mouth be-

g open, and his jaws set ; thus he lay nearly

ree hours. After which appearing like one
ised from the dead, under great concern and
:ercise of mind he began to speak with a

pong voice, to the astonishment of those in

mpany; saying, "Oh! that I could tell you
bat I have seen and underwent, it would
erce the hardest heart amongst you

;
per-

,ps some may tbink there is no hell, but I

,ve to tell you there is a hell, and a dreadful

e too. And there is a heaven, and a sweet
e too, where angels clothed in white robes

, at the right hand of God singing pi-aises

his great name; 1 have to declare it unto
iu at the peril of my soul ; but some will not

lieve though an Apostle should rise from
e dead. You may think I am not in my
nses, but I knew you all as you came into

e room, am perfectly in my senses, and God
,th opened my mouth on your account, and
at you might declare it unto others. Narrow
the way that leads to life, and few there be
at find it ; but broad is the way that leads

destruction, and many are going in that

ly." (Proceeding in a bemoaning accent)
'. have lived to this age without knowing
lat God really is until this night. I have
en often visited, but did kick and rebel,

iree years ago I had a sight that I should
brought to the brink of the grave, but it

IS not shown me whether I should recover
not; but if I do, am desirous that I might
made an instrument to convert thousands
io the right way. I wonder (continued he)

art I should undertake to be the head of a

nily and not capable to teach them their

ty towards God ; there is a necessity for

rents and heads of families to bring up their

ildren and others under their care in plain-

38 of speech and apparel, keeping humble,
deavoring to impress their tender minds
th a sense of their duty towards God. Many
their children run about the streets, hear-

j
(which is often used in this land) the holy
me of Jesus taken in vain. My parents;

len 1 was young, were drawn so much into'

3 cumbering things of this world that they
I not teach me, as they ought to have done,

'

T duty towards God !" To his wife ho ut-l

tered himself thus: " M3' dear consort, my
bosom friend, mourn not for me, there are
many difficulties and trials to be met with
our passing through this world : retire to thy
father's house, live a sober, virtuous life : If
it should please God to take me out of tl

world this night, I would have none to lay it

to heart, no, not to shed a tear."

He was divers times drawn forth in fervent
supplication

; and expressed himself on th
wise, " Oh I Lord Jesus, bo pleased to look
down with an eye of pity upon me ; on my
father; be with him and comfort him in his

old age under the afflictions and trials that
may be suffered to come upon him: On my
aged mother; be her strength and support all

the days of her life ; who has been a kind and
tender mother to me all my days ; and hath
since my sickness, in my distress, pointed out
the right path for me to turn into, when I

was ready to fall into despair, under a sense
of my manifold transgressions, directing me
to look forward tovvard my dear Redeemer,
whose blood is sufficient to wash away all our
sins, which I have experienced the truth of.

Be pleased, if it be thy will, look down upon
mankind universally, reconcile all men to one
another and to thyself, that there may be no
more blood spilt in this land, if it be thy
blessed will; not my will but thine be done."
Also singing praises to God for his many great
mercies to him.
Being desirous of seeing divers of his ac-

quaintance not present, he said, "They know
not what God really is ; some of them have
in their breasts the spirit of env3' and bitter

ness." Under much concern that thej- might
be redeemed from that wrathful spirit, he
earnestly besought the Almighty to turn their

hearts to love and good will. " I wonder
(said he) that God hath not sent his just judg-
ments and destroyed this ])lace, for wicked-
ness and hardness of heart." He desired to

be made subject to the divine will, and said,

"I have no will of my own, not my will but

thine be done." To his brothers he said,

" Eemember your Creator in the daj's of your
youth, dress plain and walk humbly before

the Lord ;
never mind what your comrades

say, for we must all become fools for Christ's

sake that we may be made wise. Make him
your standard, keep the world under your
feet ; attend meetings with your father and
mother, both on first and other days of the

week; when met, turn your minds inward
and solidly think what you came about, and
endeavor to know God for yourselves; do not

as I have done ; I often went to meetings and
sometimes did think on those things, but soon

"et them slip, letting my mind out at fine

clothes and gay dress, contriving how to ex-

n grandeur." To his apprentice boy he

said, " i have heard thee use many idle words
and passed it by without proper notice, I beg

thee may break thj'self of them, or God will

Ijronounee his judgments against thee." De-

siring the company to withdraw out of the

^oom and to be left alone in stillness, he said,

' I think I have done with flesh, I have said

all that I have to say unto you ;" then lifting

up his hands he said, "Oh! holy Jesus how
sweet I feel thee !" All being gone out of the

oom, be devoutly and loudly desired (in the

hearing of some friends in the adjoining room)
that God might be pleased to stop the effusion

of blood.*

* This was during the revolutionary war.

After which he appeared like one whoso
mind was redeemed from the earth, and much
swallowed up in a sense of that sweetness he
had been go marvellously favored with

; con-
tinuing in this frame of spirit to the close of
his time; and we doubt not but he now rests
in peace and quiet with the Lord.

The Foliage of Autumn.

Autumnal Coloring.-Trees of the Middle States.
-Indian Summer.-Mission of the Leaves.

There is more romance than reality in the
popular supposition that the frost, by some
subtle alchemy, transmutes the emerald beauty
ofsummer into the golden splendor ofautumn

;

on the contrary, its early appearance mars the
lovely processes of dissolution in the vegeta-
ble kingdom, foliage in times of its severe vis-

itation never assuming the brilliancy that
characterizes it in seasons of prolonged mild-
ness, but dropping off a withered, rusty bi'own.
Witness the superb coloring of the present
season, so remarkable for its balmy, soft

weather. Never was Nature more royally
apparelled ! The beech, ash, elm, birch, hick-
ory and tulip trees have become luminous
centres, froni which flow streams of yellow
glory lighting up the inmost recesses of the
forests which all summer have been hidden in
twilight gloom. The maples burn with a
rose-red glow, as if sudden flames consumed
them

; or flicker in leaves of gold dappled
with green, and streaked with crimson veins.

Even the sober old apple trees have put on a
ruddy dress, and the wild cherry appears in

pale yellow and green. The horse-chestnuts
are pyramids of russet gold deepening into

vivid orange ; the dogwoods show a rich pur-

ple ;
and the sturdy old oaks wear a bronze

coat of mail glittering in the sunlight like

some mighty, ancient warriors. Vines trail

over the hedges like creeping fires, and the
sumachs are regally purple from velvety cone
to root. Here and there a streak of tawny
yellow, a stain of russet brown, darkens the

pure gold and scarlet of the foliage that else

would dazzle and weary the eye, giving also

that variety which is ever pleasing. In ad-

dition also, each separate color has its differ-

ent shades, so that one may discover in au-

tumn leaves every tint from the palest gold

to the most vivid orange and scarlet, from
the faintest rose to the richest purple, from
tawny yellow to chocolate brown.

At this time of the 5-ear the leaves have
almost fulfilled their mission (in many senses

quite), and death comes to them, not as to

huddering humanity, wrapped in icy terrors,

ut gently and lovingly, till leaf after leaf

flutters softly down, exhaling its spirit in

balmy odors to the air that gave it, and re-

turning its substance to its mother Earth. In

soberer words, the leaf has ab.sorbed carbonic

acid from the air, has taken up its carbon by
the aid of heat and light to cause first its own
growth, then the addition of woody fibre

to the twig and branch, and lastly the pro-

duction of nutriment for flowers, fruit and seed,

in the mean time breathing out pure oxygen,

accomplishing a fourfold work. When the

seed of a plant or a tree ripens, the leaf has

fulfilled its mission, decay sets in, the quality

of the leaf changes, and various colors are

reflected according to species, location and
weather.
Strangely enough, the le.af in its slow death

presents the very same hues that characterize
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its earliest stages when budding in the spring-

time of the year ; a vernal forest showing the

eame purples, reds, j-ellows and browns, in

softened shades, however, that lend the charm

to autumn scenery. A close observer and

lover of I^ature readily distinguishes the dif-

ferent species of trees, even before the leaves

have quite appeared, by the various tints of

their budding and blossoming. Where a

crimson color prevails in the spring time it

will be found to proceed froni woods where

maples predominate; where a solemn purple,

from clumps of elm trees ; where a silvery

lustre intershaded with Hlac and crimson,

from forests of red oak ; and so on. Many
trees producing yellow leaves never show a

single redone; but trees producing red leaves

frequently exhibit more or less yellow and

orange—for example, the many varieties of

mapie flaunting, in one specimen, scarlet,

crimson, pink, yellow and orange spotted

with browD.
The gradations of color in autumnal foliage

are always in the order of those of sunrise,

being in every ease from dark to lighter hues.

Warm days hasten this gradation by fading

the rich tints to paler, uncertain ones, being

in degree almost as destructive to their beauty

as early frost. Both agencies drying the

leaf, cause it to drop from the tree before the

beautiful processes of decay are accomplished.

By a wise provision of Nature these leaves,

BO lovely in life and death, having performed
their mission on earth—namely, the produc-

tion of woody tibre, flowers, fruit and seed,

and the exhalation of moisture and oxygen

—

now proceed to their last and not least uses,

the restoration to the earth of certain salts

drawn from it ; and in their further decay the

giving out ofcarbonic acid to be taken up by
the rain and held in solution, trickling down
to aid in dissolving many of the constituents

of the soil, preparing them for assimilation

by the roots of the trees during the coming
season. Some years ago the middle States,

after the fall of the leaves, regularly enjoyed
a season ofdelicious weather, varying in length,

and denominated Indian Summer. According
to authentic accounts it did not arrive until

November frosts had stripped the leaves en-

tirely from the trees, and then it reigned un-
interruptedly from ten to fifteen days, and
sometimes longer, undisturbed by wind or
rain, a silvery haze veiling the landscape, and
fruity odors perfuming the air. This lovely
visitor rarely if ever appears among us at the
present day. A counterfeit, or rather a phan-
tom of its past beauty, robed in mists, sojourns
with us a few days, and we call it Indian
Summer. The causes of its disappearance are
not precisely known, remaining a matter of
much conjecture; but certain it is that the
occasional short periods of mild weather we
experience in our present autumns are not the
true Indian Summer, as mild days occur in

spring, autumn, and even winter everj' year,
but without any regularitj-, whereas that pe-
culiar season came punctually after the ftill of
the leaf in November. The most probable
cause of its nonappearance is the wholesale
destruction of our forests, allowing strong
winds to sweep freely over the continent, and
thus counteracting any influence that might
tend to produce an Indian Summer in any
locality. We must bid farewell to our cherish
ed yearly anticipations of the coming of that
beautiful, dreamj- season, and be thankful for
the lovely, mist-Veiled days that " come like

angel visits, few and far between," in this

age of prosaic improvement, to remind us

somewhat of the poetic past of tradition.

—

X. Y. Evening Post.

For "The Friend."

Extract of a letter, written by a young man
of Chester county (not a member among
Friends) a short time previous to his last

illness, to D.J. H., of Philadelphia, and found

among his papers.

Dear D. :—I could give a long list of plea-

sures derived from a letter; I hope the prin-

cipal one proceeds from the injunction, "Love
one another"—that should be foremost. The
days that are passed, have been too much
devoted to sense; of course their pleasing

recollection savors much of looking back to

Egypt, and has a tendency to retard the

ourney through the wilderness. And pride,

I am confident, is not consistent with the

Christian character; but to love one another,

is to obey a command from one who loves us

more than we love ourselves—who has been

emphatically and truly called "Love." My
moralizing, you say, is in unison with your
own thoughts ;

this I was truly pleased to

hear, for I would wish to write to my friends

and do not wish to ofi'end them, by forcing

that upon their notice of which they were
not desirous; nor do I wish to write in my
former light manner. I derive much real

solid happiness in placing my thoughts on
paper, when the thoughts are such as I feel

are not displeasing to my Maker. Writing,
concentrates my ideas ; they do not fly so fa*t

by me ; and from some of my thoughts I de-

rive improvement. I want them all to be of

such a cast, that will tend to keep my eye
single to that Almighty Being who has be-

stowed so much love on me, and who permits
me to have a hope, that He will not cast me
ott' forever. May I be a willing instrument
in His hand to work out my salvation ; to

realize that hope, with His love. His strength,
all things can be done ; without it we can do
nothing. My good friend, permit me to advise
you to encourage all such reflections as have
a tendencj' to direct your mind to the Most
High. How much more noble is it for those
who are possessed of health and a capacity to
enjoy the pleasures of this world, to forsake
these vain pleasures and become passive chil-

dren of their Heavenly Creator, than for one
like me. I can no longer enjoy the pleasures
of time and sense, and have but little merit
for abstinence. I feel much ashamed of my-
self. When health was mine, I floated care-
lessly on the stream of time, amusing myself
with the bubbles within mj- reach, nor cast a
thought of thankfulness to Him who in His
wisdom had created me, and in His mercy
had been mj- stay, and whose love was over
me. When He afliicted me I repined, nor
thought myself deserving of the afliiction.

With the promise of returning health my
desires turned to all my former follies, and if

I had in mind consented to do better, I will-
ingly forgot it. Desirable as health is, I

would not have it, nor wish it granted me
unless strength to withstand temptation was
mercifully granted with it. I know I am
weak, miserably weak and sinful, and am
thankful that the chastening hand of the
Almighty, in mercy restrained me. It has
made me scriousl}- reflect on my past life and
on my future prospects; upon neither could
I dwell with satisfaction. Could I, who had

during all my previous life been absorbed b'

the things of this world, expect "to rea]

where I had not sown ?" Could I expect ti

find treasure where I had not laid it up
Dreary indeed was the prospect before me
but not without hope ; that, still was mere!

fully left me. Often indeed am I remindei

of the necessity of watchfulness ;
" watch am

pray," was indeed a necessary injunction

We are so liable to enter into temptation

being beset on every side, and unless th

Lord is our strength, we must inevitabl

become transgressors. In our sinful states

we fancy that if no hienous crimes are lai

to our charge, if we are not murderers, an

act strictly as the world calls honest, go t

meetings, &c., we are doing well, are in fac

Christians ; this is but tithing, mint, anis

and cummin ; there must be something mor(
we must become the willing instruments (

the Lord ; we must forego ourown wills : "Nc
mj- will, but thine be done," we must be wil

ing to say at all times, and to feel too thf

the worship of the lip is nothing ; the heai

is seen, and if the heart and lips are not i

accordance, it is worse than vanity ; I am nc

sure it is not blasphemy. You have know
much of life; you would say I had been a

orderly, civil kind of personage, and that sue

Ode were to be accounted tolerably goo
Christians ; I wronged no man willingly, if

did I regretted it, and on reflection was wil

to acknowledge my error; I cannot ai

count mj'self guilty of what the world wonl
call a crime of any moment, this you know
yet. my dear fellow, I feel, and feel it strongb
that I have much to answer for. I have trifle

with time ; I have accounted as things <

course, the mercies of the Most High, an
never felt whilst experiencing his unbounde
mercies, that I was an iingrateful, thankle;
wretch. Mercies and blessings could not wi

me to Him—I contemned them all. In tt:

:

pride of my heart, I thought I had nothin
but my due. It was reserved for afliiction 1

cause me to see myself in my true colors, an^

I think I feel truly thankful to the Almighl

,

for not withholding his chastening hand, at

sincerely hope that He will make known i

me His will, and grant me strength to do ii

that He iwSlJ soften and bow down my stu

born heart, until it shall become such an or

as shall be an acceptable ofi"ering to Him.
broken and a contrite heart, O God, thou wi'

not despise.

Eliphaz D. Chetney."

A Pregnant Gift.—Sometimes a gift is

wisely conditioned that its value is incalcf

lably enhanced. Alfred Cope's muuifice-
oflfer of 525,000 to the Zoological Society

«

Philadelphia is an illustration. In acceptii

it, as they have just done by an almost unaii

mous vote, the Society are pledged to exclu<

forever from the premises, all malt, vinous
spirituous liquors, and to prohibit any qui!

tionable[or illegitimate exhibition or perfon
ance by persons or animals. These pro''^

sions are to be embodied in the Constitutic
togetherwith a clause forbidding their rep«|

unless with the consent of the trustees oft
fund. The Zoological Garden has alroa'

become a favorite resort, being at once
means of amusement and of education;
the guarantee now aftbrded that it will Ct

tinue to be a place which none need shrii

from visiting, is grateful to the feelings
very large class.—iV^a?. Baptist.
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Guizol's Will.

A passage from the will of Guizot contains

he following beautiful and elevating i-eligious

entiments

:

" I die," he writes, " in the bosom of the

Jhristian Keformed Church of France, in

rhich I was born, and in which I congratu-

ite in3'selfupon having been born. But whilst

emaining always within the union of that

Ihurcb, I have made use of the liberty of con-

eience which it accords to its members in

heir relations with God, and which it invokes

.self as the authority for its own foundation.

have examined and I have doubted. I once

elievcd in the sufficiency of the powers of the

uman mind for the solution of the problems
resented to it by the universe and by man,
nd in the sufficiency of the powers of the

uman will for the regulation of the life of

lan in accordance with its laws and the end
fits moral being.
" But after a long life and much action and

eflection, I became and remain convinced that

either man nor the universe suffice to ex-

lain themselves nor to regulate themselves

aturally and of themselves, by virtue alone

ither of the permanent laws to which they are

ere subjected, or of the powers of the human
;^ill which there find their legitimate field of

ction. It is my firm conviction that God, who
reated man and the universe, governs, pre-

ervesand modifies them both by these general

iws which we call natural, and by those

pecial acts which we call supernatuial

—

manations, like the general laws, of His own
erfect free will and wisdom and infinite

ower, and which we are permitted to recog-

ize in their effects, but interdicted from un-

erstanding in their essence and their design.
" I become, then, as it were a child again

;

emaining, indeed, ever firmly attached to

bat reason and liberty which 1 received from
rod, and which constitute my highest honor
nd privilege upon this earth, but returning
3 think myself a little child under the hand
f God and sincerely resigned to accept my
wn large share of ignorance and weakness.

'' ( believe in God, and I adore him without
jeking to understand Him. I see Him pre-

snt and acting, not only in the permanent
Jgulation of the universe and in the inner life

f souls, but in the history of human associa-

ons, and especially in the Old and New Tes-
iments, monuments of the Divine revelation

nd action through the mediation and sacri-

ce of our Saviour Jesua Christ for the salva-

on of mankind.
"I bow before the mysteries of the Bible
nd the Gospel, and hold myself aloof from
rie scientific discussions and solutions by
^hich men have attempted to explain them.
" I feel confident that God permits me to call

lyself a Christian, and I am convinced that,

midst that light upon which it cannot now
elong before I enter, we shall discern clearly

tie purely human origin and vanity of the
reater part of our discussions here below re-

peeting things divine."

Spider Killers.—By general observation spi-

er are considered by entomologists to have
specific office, viz. : to keep down the dan
:erou8 multiplication of winged insects. They
ecasionally seize a worm or stray caterpillar,

i" they happen to encroach upon their webbed
erritory. But entrapping flies is their forte,

nsignificant and solitary as they are, we
ould not dispense with their quiet services.

Let spiders strike, and for a single month in

summer refuse to set their traps, we could
hardly defend ourselves against armies of nox-
ious insects that would .take possession of our
dwelling. But useful as they are, unobtrusive
and vigilant as sentinels in cellars, garrets,
under the floor, in the hiding places of stray-
ing bugs, moths and creeping things, they
have their eneinie^ and are subject to the ri-

gorous demands of the same law under which
they act.

Just in the busy season of spider activity,
when they are slaughtering their thousands,
a peculiar fly is let loose by nature to limit
their multiplication. It is about the size of
a waap. In fair weather they may be seen
constructing their cells of mud against walls
and sunny dry places. They are really prison
dungeons. In company or alone they hunt
wherever spiders are found, seizing them
adroitly, and away they fly with their pris-

oners, which are forced into tha cells, some-
times three or four in one. When secure, they
drop in an egg and then plaster over the top
securely. When the egg hatches, the young
worm has an ample supply of food all ready
for consumption.
The above puts us in mind of an incident

that happened twenty-five years ago. When
a boy, hunting bird's nests, we observed a
wasp (j-ellow jacket) drop into the web of a
large spider. As this was something new, we
waiehed the movements of both very closely.

The wasp lay perfectly still. The spider
came out and apparently bound him fast, and
as he was turning to enter his den as usual in

such eases, the wasp turned and took hold of
the spider, cut his legs off, took him in his

mouth, and flew away with hiin to his nest.

The whole was the work of a moment.

—

Farmers' Journal.

Giving in Secret.—When thine alms must
be public, let th}^ intention be secret. Take
no delight in having the eyes of men on thee,

yea, rather count it a pain, and still eye God
alone, for He eyes thee. And remember it,

even in public acts of charity, and other such
like, "He sees in secret." Though the action

be no secret, the spring, the source of it is,

and He sees by what weights the wheels go,

and He still looks upon that; views thy heart,

the hidden bent and intention of it, which man
cannot sec. So, then, though in some cases

thou must be seen to do, yet in no cases do to

be seen ; that differs much, and where that

is, even the other will be as little as may be.

Thou wilt desire rather, and, where it can be,

still choose to do unseen, that others should
know as little of thy charity, as may be, be-

sides the party that receives it; yea, if it

might be, that even the party might not

know; as he that stole in money under his

sick friend's pillow
;
yea, to let thy very self

know as little as possible, as our Saviour ex-

presses it, "Let not thy left hand know what
thy right hand doeth." An excellent word !

Eeflect not on it as thy action, with self-

pleasing; that is the left hand in view ; but

look on God's goodness to thee ; that thou art

not in the receiver's room, and he in thine

;

that He makes thee able to iHjlieve another,

which many are not, and, being able, makes
thee \villing, which far fewer are. For both

thou art to bless Him, and be the humbler the

more thou dost. Take the very giving to

thy distressed brother as a gift from God, a

further obligation on thee. Though He is

pleased to bec-ome thy debtor for a further re-

ward, yet, truly the thing itself is His gift,

and a great one, as David acknowledges ex-
cellently in their ottering to the temple. "But
who am 1, and what is my people, that we
should be able to offer so willingly after this
sort? For all things come of Thee, and of
Thine own have we given Thee." Not only
the power, but the will is from 'God—both
" of Thine own which we give Thee."

—

Leigh-
ton.

The Greatness of London.—In few cities

are there more than half a dozen railwaj' sta-

tions. In London there at least 150. Some
of the railways never pass beyond the limits,

and of one, the Tottenham and Hampstead,
Punchsaj's: "Nooneevertravelsby, asnoone
knows where it begins or where it ends. The
Meti'opolitan and other intramural railways
run trains eveiythree or five minutes, and
convey from twentj' to fifty millions of pas-
sengers annually. Clapham is the great south-
western junction, and through it 700 trains
pass every day. Its platforms are so numer-
ous, and its underground passages and over-
ground bridges so perplexing, that to find the
right train is a difficult thing." As a proof
of the expansive nature of London traffic, it

was supposed that, when the Metropolitan
Eailway was opened, all the city to Padding-
ton omnibusses would be run off the ground,
but, although it carried forty-three millions

of passengers last year, it has been found
necessary to increase the number of omni-
busses on the southern route, and they yield

one per cent, more revenue than before the
opening of the railway.

Besides the railways, there are some four-

teen or fifteen thousand tram-cars, omnibusses
and cabs traversing the streets-; there are lines

of omnibusses known only to the inhabitants

of their own localities—such as those across

the Isle of Dogs, from Poplar to Mil wall : from
London bridge, along Tooley street to Dock-
head, &c. The London Omnibus Company
have 563 omnibusses, which carry fifty mil-

lions of passengers annually.

It is more dangerous to walk the streets of

London than to travel by railway or cross the

Atlantic. Last year 125 persons were killed,

and 2,513 injured by vehicles in the streets.

Other instances of the immensity of the

population of London, are that three-quarters

of a million of business men enter the city in

the morning and leave it in the evening for

their suburban residences. There are 10,000

policemen, as many cab drivers, and the same
number of persons connected with the post-

office, each of whom, with their families,

would make a large town. When London
makes a holiday, there are several places of re-

sort, such as the Crystal Palace, the Zoologi-

cal Garden, Kew Garden, &c , which absorb

from thirty thousand to fifty thousand visitors

each. The cost of gas for lighting is £2 500,-

000 annually; the water supply is 100,000,000

of gallons per diem.

What London will eventually become it is

idle to predict. It already stands in four

counties ; and is striding onward to a fifth

(Herts). The probability is that by the end

of the century the population will exceed five

millions, and will have quintupled itself in the

century. Should it progress at an equal rate

in the next it will in the year 2000 amount
to the enormous aggregate of twentj^-fivo

millions ; and the question that naturally
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avises is how could such a raiiRitude be sup

plied with food. But the fiut is that the more

its population increases the better they are

fed. In the Plantagenet davs, -when the

population was not a third of a million, Am-
ines were of frequent occurrence, but now,

with the command of the pastures, the har-

vests and the fisheries of the world, starvation

becomes an almostimpossible eventuality even

with twent}-five millions of mouths to feed.

—London City Press.

The Scripture speaks of the church as clear

as the suu, fair as the moon, terrible as an

army with banners. The persons to whom I

now allude, on the contrary always tried to

avoid speaking of Christianity (as though
they were ashamed of it), professing a sort

of belief in the whole, yet denying it piece-

meal. It seemed as if their only study was
to agree as far as possible with its enemies,

as far as possible to modify its practices, run-

ning down and ridiculing those who were
Christians in deed and in truth. This gradu-

ally inspired me with a deep feeling that

Christianity could not be true, since even
those who professed its doctrines were asham-
ed of it. I record this because I wish that

all who name the name of Christ may be in-

deed aware that those who do not confess do
virtually den}- Him. Woe be to those who
think they are servants of the king, and yet
wear the colors of the usurper! " Whosoever
shall confess me before men, him will £ con-

fess before my Father which is in Heaven.
But whosoever shall deny me before men, him
will I also deny before my Father which is in

Heaven."

—

M. A. Schimmelpennick.

Selfishness.—Teachers cannot too watch-
fully direct their efforts against the growth
of selfishness in the hearts of their children.
We often see things which are good in them-
selves, done in such a way as seriously to
injure the doer. A cliild is encouraged to
memorize the Scripture, or to maintain a
punctual attendance in class, or at church, or
to render some service to the school or the
church; the chief motive kept before it being
to excel others, and secure applause.

Unconsciously teachers often vitiate the
motives, and so mar the character of their
pupils, by emphasizing the lower and slight-
ing the higher and nobler aims which should
be set and kept before the young.

" Wait on the Lord ; be of good courage,
and He shall strengthen thine heart ; wait, I
say, on the Lord." Psalm xxvii. 14.

THE FRIEND.
TWELFTH MONTH 5, 1874.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FOBEIGX.— .\ storm of great violence prevailed the

29tb ult. on the en»t coast of England and Scotland. A
number of ve.".<el9 were wrecked with heavy loss of life,

A lx)ndon dispatch of the 30lh says : A circular lettei
from Archbishop Manning was read in all the Catholic
churches of this diocese yesterday, declaring that all
persons who do not accept the dogma of Papal Infalli-
bility cease to be Catholic).
The Pall Mall Gazette has a special dispatch from

St. Petersburg slating that Russia U desirous of enlarg-
ing the scope of the new conference on the international
usages of war by making the resolutions applicable to
a wider territory. The South American States will be
invited to participate in the deliberations. It is also

hoped that the United States of North America will be

represented at the conference.

In view of the Arctic expedition about to be fitted

out bv the British government, Lady Franklin has re-

newed her offer of a reward of 810,000 for the recovery

of official records of Sir John Franklin's expedition.

On the 30th ult. the Bank of England made a further

advance in the rate of interest. It is now six per cent.

London, 11th mo. 30th.—Consols, 93. U. S. new five

per cents, 103|. %
Liverpool.—Middling uplands cotton, 7 9-l6d.

Municipal elections were held in Paris on the 29th

ult., with the following result: the Radicals elected 53

of their candidates, the moderate Republicans 10, and
the Conservatives 11. Second ballots will be required

in six districts.

Ex-President Thiers declares that Italian unity has

been irrevocably accomplished, and that if France

wishes to preserve the friendship of Italy, she must
recognize this fact, and not adopt the clerical policy

toward that country. President MacMahon must also

recognize the f^ict that France is neither Bonapartist
nor monarchical, but republican.

The National Assembly met on the 30th, and held a

brief sitting. Political parties have been busy prepar-

ing for this e^ent, and some time will be required to

show what has been the effect of all the negotiations

and caucuses. The Count de C'hambord exhorts his

supporters to do nothing which may delay the restora-

tion of the monarchy.
The civil war in Spain continues with no prospect of

its early termination. The Carlists have again appeared
with a strong force before Irun, and resumed the bom-
bardment of the place. Another detachment of the
Carlist army has made an attack on San Marcial, but
were repulsed. A Madrid dispatch of the 29th says

:

President Serrano leaves for the north this week, where
vigorous operations are anticipated. The weather has
been very stormy, delaying the movements of the army.
It is officially announced that General Saballi, the
Marquis Villadarso and other prominent persons, have
abandoned the cause of Don Carlos.

A Berlin dispatch of the 29th says : Ma.=s was cele-

brated to-day for the first time in this city by a priest

of the " Old Catholic" church. The congregation num-
bered about three hundred.
The largest German Universitv at the present time

is that of Vienna, with 3,61-5 students and 227 profes-
sors. The University of Berlin has 2,980 students and
187 professors, that of Leipzig 2,800 students and 140
professors. At Halle there are 1,055 students, at Bres-
lau 1,036, and at Munich 1,031. There are 22 other
German Universities, the largest of which is Tubingen
with 921 students.

In the new Swiss penal code, capital punishment is

entirely abolished. Voluntary homicide only is classed
as murder and punishable with ten to twenty years' soli-

tary confinement. Premeditated murder is classed as
assassination and punishable with solitary confinement
for life. Poisoning is punished with the latter penalty,
whether death is caused at once or by slow poison.
The session of the Italian Parliament was opened in

Rome on the 23rd ult., by King Victor Emanual. His
speech related mainly to the re-organization of the
financial system of the country. He urged on Parlia-
ment zealous prosecution of the work of reorganization.
Grants would be required only for such expenditures
as were evidently necessary. As for foreign relations,
they were on an excellent footing. Italy at present was
friendly with all the Powers. Their friendship was a
recompense for the firmness and moderation shown by
Italians. The king concluded with an expression of
gratitude for Divine assistance.

Civil war continues in the Argentine republic. The
insurgent chief, Arredendo, has defeated the govern-
ment forces under General Rocca, capturing his artil-
lery and taking many prisoners.
The religious excitement growing out of the conflict

between the Catholic clergy and civil authorities, has
created serious disturbances in the Brazilian provinces
of Pernambuco and Parahiba. The sympathizers with
the Bishops of Para and Pernambuco, who were re-
cently sentenced for violations of the laws of the empire,
have made riotous demonstrations and bid defiance to
the local anthorities.

The Ballarat (Australia) Star mentions that a nugget
of gold weighing 11 oz. 4 dwt., had been picked up in
Macanhur street by a poor laboring man wlio acci-
dentally struck his foot against the lump of gold as it

lay partially buried in the ground.
United States^—During the year ending 6th mo.

30th, 1S74, 9,.530,872 acres of the public lands were dis-
posed of, a quantity less by 3,499,733 acres than that
disposed of the preceding year.

The interments in New York last week numbere
521.

In Philadelphia there were 266 interments in th

week ending the 21st ult., and 291 in that ending o

the 2Sth ult.

The total expenses of the city of New York for 187;

as reported bv the Board of Apportionment,' will b

$2.5,644,676. The expenses of Philadelphia, as est

mated by the Comptroller, will be $13,947,435. I

New York the annual cost of the Fire Department i

Sh,320,000, in Philadelphia $506,900. Education i

New York $3,303,000, Philadelphia $1,708,750.

According to the report of the Commissioner of Pen
sions, there were on the 30lh of 6th mo. last, 102,45

army invalid pensioners on the roll. The aggregat

annual pay of this class was $10,058,377.

The population of Michigan, according to a Stat

nsus taken this year, numbers 1,306,808, being an in

crease of 1.52,526 since the census of 1870. Ten of th

oldest agricultural counties had lost population, and i

IS found the increase had been chiefly in the citie

d towns.

ne Markets, &c.—The following were the quotation

on 11th mo. 30th. New York.—American gold 1121

U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 119t ; do. coupons, 120J
do. 1868, registered, 119 ; coupons, 119i; five percent
1881, 112i. Superfine flour, $4.10 a S4.50; State extr:

$5.05 a $5.25 ; finer brands, $5.50 a $10.50. No.
Chicago spring wheat, *1.12 ; No. 3 do. $1.08 a $1.10

red western, $1.25
;' amber do., $1.28 a S1.29 ; whit

Michigan, $1.31 a $1.40. State barley, $1.25 a $1.4}

Oats, 67 a 72 cts. Western mixed corn, 92 a 94 cts.

yellow, 88 a 91 cts. Philadelphia.—Uplands an
New Orleans cotton, 14J a 15J cts. Superfine flour, $
a $4.25 ; extras, $4.50 a $0"; higher grades, $6.-50

$7.-50. Red wheat, $1.20 a $1.24; amber, S1.25 a $1.2;

white, $1.30 a $1.37. Rye, 97 cts. a $1. Old corn, 9

a 95 cts. ; new, SO a 88 cts. Oats, 64 a 67 cts. Lar<

14V a 14.5 cts. Sales of 2800 beef cattle at 7 a 7i ct

per lb. gross for extra, and 5} a 6i cts. for fair to goo<
' 4 a 5 cts. for common. About 15,000 sheep sol

at 4 a 6J cts. per lb. gross, and 5,000 hogs at $10
$10.25 per 100 lb. net for corn fed. Chicago.—So.
spring wheat, 94 cts. ; No. 2 do., 92} cts. No. 2 mixe
corn, 70J cts. No. 2 oats 52.V cts. Lard, $13.40 p«

100 lbs. Si. Louis.—'No. 2 winter red wheat, Sl.r"

$1.09; No. 3 fall red, *1.02 a $1.03. No. 2 mixe;
corn, 68 a 70 cts. Oats, 55 a 56 cts.

WANTED.
A Governess for Westtown Boarding School,

on her dutie.s at the opening of the )

Apply to

Elizabeth C. Scattergood, West Chester, Ps.
Hannah Richardson, Wilmington, Del.
Hannah Evan.s, No. 322 Union St., Philada.
Lydia L. Walton, Moorestown, N. J.

WANTED.
A Friend to teach London-Britain Preparative I ,

g School. Apply to Joel Thompson, Jr., Strike
ville P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wobti
iNGTOsr, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may V
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boanl (

Died, after a few hours painful illness, on the mor
ing of the 18th of 10th month, 1874, Rachel C, wi,
of Job Huestis, a member of Middletowu Month ;

Meeting, Ohio, in the 36th year of her age. After
was apparent her end was near, the power of articul

tiort was so far suspended little could be learned ihrouf

'

that channel, but for several months before she had
different times expressed doubts about remaining he
long, and towards the latter part of the time frequent
alluded to it ; and a few days before her death, wi
calmness and composure said, " I do not expect to st;

here long."

, in this city, at the residence of his daugbt
Mary L. Smedley, on the ISth of 11th month, Samii
Large, in the 75th year of his age, a member of Nt
York Monthly Meeting. " Blessed are those serv.an;

whom the Lord when he comelh, shall find watching

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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John Griffith.

" The memory of the ju.st is blessed." In

sading again lately " The Journal of John
riffitb," i have thought it might be accept-

Dle as well as jn-ofitable to the readers of

The Friend," to have thus revived some of

leearly experiences—the precious, tendering

isitations, the withstanding, through Holy
;elp, closely besetting temptations, the cove-

ant of love and espousal, with the blessing
[ the Lord on his early seeking Him—as

ell as the lively evidence of the more mature
lith and fiiitkfwtness, in humility and wateh-

ilness, unto the perfection of holiness in tho

sar of God ; both of which are so refreshingly

nd instructively represented in this good
lan's life. Changes and vicissitudes, diso-

edience and repentings, sin resisting grace,

nd grace striving against sin, marked, with

bat of many others, John Griffith's youthful

ath and pilgrimage; but through the tender

lercy and compassion of Him who called him
ut of darkness into His marvellous light, he
ifas enabled to grow from the state of a child,

that of a young man, and then a strong

aan in the ever blessed Truth—to grow in

;race and the experimental knowledge of the

Ion of God unto his measure of the stature of

he fulness of Christ.

This journal affords another example, that

imid all the changes, the discoveries, the im
yrovements in the arts and sciences, and in

he material condition of mankind that are

laving place around us, the requisitions of

he gospel of Jesus remain unchanged as does

heir Holy Author—the way, the truth, and
,he life—the same yesterday, to-day, and for-

ever. How important it is for us, in this

)oasted epoch of the march of refinement,

md of advancing science and intellect, not to

brget that the despised Babe in Bethlehem's
nanger—" the root out of dry ground"—is

.he same Child born and Son given, the same
Saviour and " Lamb of God that taketh away
.he sin of the world," in these days, in all daj^s,

lis in that of His first advent ; and that His
'second coming" as the Spirit of Truth, or "an-
other Comforter" in the heart, in the place of

;he crucified yet risen and glorified Lord Jesus,

;.8 the same little seed of the kingdom or plant

of renown, which, believed in and heeded,

nourished and obeyed, will grow up i-nto au-

thority and power, and bear fruit unto life

eternal. "The kingdom of God," saith the

Saviour, " cometh not with observation : neith-

er shall they say, Lo here ! or, Lo there ! for,

behold, the" kingdom of God is within you."

It is this kingdom of God within, likened to

grain of tnustard-seed, which, when it is

sown is less than all the seeds that be in the

earth," that we are so especially called to re-

gard and to turn to, as that which will then,

under the Divine blessing, grow up to fruit-

fulness, jnelding with some thirty, with some
sixty, and with some an hundred fold, to the

praise of the Redeemer's all-sufficient grace.

John Griffith's conversation, life and min-

istry pointed to the inculcation and promotion
of these great truths. And though, as is

written in a testimony from the Monthly
Meeting of Witham, in Essex, England, con-

cerning him, "Few were his companions,

zealously concerned for the restoration of

good order, which rendered the task more
irduous :" yet it is believed that the baptisms

and exercises of spirit ho went through for

the church's sake, were not only as acceptable

ncense before the throno of the Omniscient,

but tended, together with his varied gospel

labors, to the help and edification, after the

power of an endless life, of those whom he

labored amongst, and who were witnesses of

zeal for that ever glorious cause which is

dignified with immortality and crowned with

eternal life. He thus prefaces his journal

:

It hath been much upon my mind to write

something by way of journal, of my life,

travels, and experience in the gracious and

merciful dealings of the Lord with me,

through the course of my pilgrimage in this

world ; together with some remarks on the

state of our Society in my time, interspersed

with divers observations relating to our con-

duct in. various stations in life, but chiefly in

a religious sense; to remain, when my bodj'

is laid in the dust, a lasting memorial and

testimony to the Truth. And as the Lord
shall be pleased to open my understanding,

I may also aftbrd profitable way-marks to

some weary travellers, who are seeking a city

that hath foundations, whose builder and
maker is God.

" I was born on the 21st day of the Fifth

month, 1713, in Eadnorshire, South Wales;

being favored with parents who had the sub-

stance of religion in thetnselves, and were

conscientiously concerned to train up their

children in the fear of God.
" I was favored with the heart-melting visi-

tations of God's love, I think, when about

seven or eight years old ; and frequently ex-

perienced his name to be in the assemblies of

his people as precious ointment poured forth
;

whereby my desires were greatly raised to

attend meetings for Divine worship. For al-

though, like Samuel of old, I was as yet un-

acquainted with the voice of God, neither did

I clearly understand from whence that pre-

cious consolation, which I felt, came; yet, I

well remembersomething working powerfully

in my tender, weak mind, by way of opposi-

tion to that, sweet, heavenlj^ enjoyment, in

order to deprive me thereof, by presenting to

my view some transitory delight, and by fill-

ing my mind with vain, unprofitable, and
sometimes wicked and blasphemous thoughts,

which were a great affliction to me. Then
he, who was a liar from the beginning, would
suggest to my weak mind, that the only way
to get over such uneasiness, was to give way
to those thoughts, and to be utterly regard-

less of what passed through my mind. I

found the flesh wapted ease, and, to save itself,

ngly joined herein with the temptations

of Satan, whereby I got a kind of present ease;

but it was by such gratifications as tended to

heap up wrath against the day of wrath, and

the revelation of tho righteous judgments of

God. So that, notwithstanding the false ease

contrived by my soul's enemy, I did, at times,

very sensibly feel, as I grew up, this peace

disturbed and broken by a sense of God's

wrath, revealed from heaven against my un-

righteousness ; and great bitterness of spirit

I was often in, when the chastening of the

Lord was upon me for sin. I would, at such

times, enter into covenant with the Lord,

promising amendment ; but as those promises

were made much in my own will, they were

soon broken, and that would increase the

weight of my horror and distress : the Lord,

in infinite mercy, being pleased to find me
out, and to plead with me as in the valley of

decision. In writing this, my mind is greatly

moved with pity and bowels of compassion

towards inconsiderate youth; who for the

sake of trifling vanities, slighting their own
mercies, are subjected to distress of mind :

and the case is still worse, when by repeated

disobedience and rebellion against God's un-

merited grace, they have almost stifled his

Divine witness in their own hearts, and go on

with impunity; for an awakening time ivill

come, soon or late, which must strike all such

with horror and amazement. May it be in

mercy.
"My godly parents were very careful to

prevent my falling into evil company; not-

withstanding which, I frequently, without

their knowledge, found such, and joined them

in those vanities which are incident to youth
;

and perhaps was not a whit behind any of

them therein
;
yet in the cool of the day, I was

sharply repi-oved for the same; nay some-

times, in the very midst of my folly. But by

this time I wanted to silence that pure wit-

ness against evil in my heart. Oh !
I h.ave

often since, with deep reverence, thankfully

admired the long-suff'ering of a gracious God,

in that he did not cut me off, when I wilfully

resisted the reproof of his instruction, which

is the way to life, because I wanted to live in

the vain pleasures of this perishing world."

{To be continued.)
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Do Tour Work WeU.

."Are jou going to let that pass?" said one

workmaa to another, a shade of surprise in

his voice.

"Why not?" was the answer. "It will

never be seen."

.
" Would you buy the article, if you knew

just how it was made?"
"No."
" Why not ?"

"Because it might give out in a year, in-

stead of lasting five j-ears."

"And are you going to let the job pass,

when you know that whoever buys it will be

cheated ?" said the fellow workmen.
" Oh, you're more nice than wise," returned

the other with a toss of the head. " You draw
things too fine,"

" Suppose ilr. Gray, down at the store, were
to sell yoa stuff for pants that he knew would
drop to pieces in less than six months ?

Wouldn't you call him a swindler?"
" Perhaps I would."
" Is there really any difference in the cases ?

Whoever buys this article that you are mak-
ing will be cheated out of his money. You
will not deny that. As much cheated as you
would be if Gray sold you rotten cloth."

The journeyman shrugged his shoulders

and arched his eyebrows.
"We must draw things fine," resumed the

other, " if we would be fair and honest,

Morality has no special bearing, but applies

to all men's dealings with their fellow-men.

To wrong another for gain to ourselves, is

dishonest. Is not that so?
" You slight this job, that you may get it

done in a shorter time than would be possibl

if you made it stronger in ever}' part. Thus
in order to gain a dollar or two more than
honest work will give, you let an article leave
your hands that will prove a cheat to the man
that buys it. I tell j-ou, it is not right ! We
must do as wo would be done by in our work,
as in evorj-thing else. There are not two codes
of honesty—one for shopkeepers and one for

workmen. Whoever wrongs his neighbor
out of his money, cheats him."

_
The other journeyman turned away from

his monitor, looked half offended and bent
over his work-bench. At first he went on
finishing his job ; but after awhile his fellow-

workman saw him take out a defective piece
of wood, and then remove another which had
not been properly squared and jointed. Ob-
serving him still, he saw him detach a piece
which liad simply been driven into place, and
which gave no real strength, and after select-

ing another, three or four inches longer, set
it by mortice and tenon firmly into the article

he was making.
All this was done at an expenditure of time

not exceeding an hour and a half.

"There," said he, in a lone of satisfaction,
speaking to his fellow-workman. "If that
does not last forever, it will be no fault of
mine."
"A good honest job," remarked the other.
"As ever was done."
"And 3-ou feel better about it than joix

would have done had it left your hands to
cheat the purchaser out of his money ?"

" Yes, I do." The answer came frankly.
" How much more time has it cost you to

do this work well ?" was asked.
" Oh, not over an hour or two."
" And the thing is worth ten dollars more

to the buyer. In other words it is a well

made article, as it should be, and will cheat

nobody. Now you have done as you would

be done by ; have kept your conscience clear;

have acted as a Christian man should."

"Oh, as to that, I don't profess to be a

Christian," said the other. I'm no hypocrite."
" A Christian profession is one thing, and

a Christian life another," answered the fellow

workman. "All professors are not Christians.

Eeligion is a thing of daily life, and unless it

comes down into a man's work and business,

is not worth a copper. No amount of church
going, or praying or singing, will save a man-,

if he is not honest in his dealings. He must
do as he would be done by—must begin just

you have begun, by refusing to wrong his

neighbor, though tempted to do so that he

may get an advantage for himself.

"A new kind of religion that," remai-ked

the journeyman.
"As old as Christianity," said the other,

and the only kind that will save men. 'As
ye would that men should do to you, do ye
even so to them, for this is the law and the
prophets.' He who said this knew all about
"t. And I am sure that if we begin to be just

to our neighbor, to try all things, to do as

we would be done by, our feet will have en
tered the way that leads Heavenward—and
though we may be a long way from that
happy country, if we keep walking on we
shall surely get there in the end."

An English gentleman thus records his ob
servations on an interesting, though not gen-
erally appreciated, member of the genus rana:
" The fact that the common frog is capable of
crying out lustily when be feels himself in

danger, does not seem to have been frequently
remarked. In my small walled garden there
is a common frog who is persecuted by three
cats. His residence is a heap of slates at the
foot of an ivied wall, and here he is safe. But
if he ventures far abroad his tormentors soon
espy him, and, though they seem nearly as
much terrified as himself, they cannot resist

the temptation to touch him with their paws.
He immediately opens his mouth and utters a
prolonged cry, which appears to be very sur-
prising to the cats, who draw back for a few
moments, and then pat him again, apparently
out of mere curiosity, to be again scared by
the same unusual sound. This sound is a
shrill and rather sibilant wail, like the note
of a small penny trumpet or the cry of a new-
born infant. There can be no mistake about
it, as I have repeatedly touched the frog with
my own hand after driving the cats away,
and the same cry has immediately followed,
the lowerjaw being dropped so that the mouth
stands open about a quarter of an inch at the
tip.

—

Late Paper.

France, Germany and Austria are vicing
with each other in astronomical activity. In
the grounds of the Paris Observatory a four-
foot Foucault mirror is in process of erection,
and M. Le Verrier has already obtained a
grant for a thirty inch refractor. The Vienna
Observatory is also making arrangements for
the reception of a telescope of similar aper-
ture. Messrs. Merz have nearij' completed a
lens of twenty-inch aperture for the Univer-
sity of Strasburg. In France, the newly-
created Ecole Specials des Hautes Etudes is to
be taken advantage of to form a school of as-
tronomy; in Germany many such school
exist already.

—

Late Paper.

For "The Prienii."
'

A few Questions and Answers relative to some of th

Doctrines and Testimonies of the Societ)' of Friends

(Concluded from page 122.)

Question.—If it was the Holy Spirit o

Christ Jesus that in the beginning led Friendi

out of the vain fashions, customs, manners
and needless ceremonies of the world, can ii

be that the same Heavenly Guidance would
now lead them back again into them ?

Ansiver.—No: it cannot so be. And W(
are thence impelled to the belief that th(

reason whj- any of our members ignore, anc

are not willing to keep up these outwarc
marks of distinction, is from want of faithfu!

obedience to the law of the Spirit of Life in

Christ Jesus, which did so marvellously work
for our forefathers ; and,' as respects fidelity

in little things or in great things, would no
less preserve us; and so settle on the unchange-
able foundation that no divination or enchant-
ment would be permitted to prevail against

3. We are moreover assured that the ex-

istence of our religious Society as a distinct

body of professors—and wiiich is every day
becoming more manifest— greatly depends
upon the faithful, unfaltering adherence of

our members, second only to their adherence
to the Life and Light of the everliving and
eternal Word manifested in the heart to those

testimonies of Truth, inseparable from the

doctrines, both of which being committed as

a sacred trust to us.

Q.—Why do some Friends object to First-

day schools as now set up and conducted ?
'•

A.—Perhaps very few if any of our mem-
bers object to First-day schools set up and
kept by religiously minded teachers, for the

instruction and help of the poor and neglected
children of their respective neighborhoods;
which may be, under the Divine blessing a
great advantage to such scholars. Their ob-

jection lies to the manner of conducting these

schools both as regards the too formal, if not

irreverent offerings of what is called prayer,

which solemnly devotional act should only be

entered upon under the immediate constrain-

;

ing influence of the Holy Spirit; together with
the attempted instruction in religious truths

;

before the teachers have experienced these

themselves, so as to have their own life and
'

conversation leavened into consistency there-

with
; and also before the alone qualifying

Power from on high, it is to be feared, has

been witnessed. Nothing is more true than
that worldly-minded parents or teachers can-

not train youth in the pure, humble fear and
love of God; because the natural or unre-

newed man cannot understand the things of

the Spirit of God. Then is there not in these

truly responsible positions much room for the

Poet's admonition :

—

"God known to thee, not notionally, not
Traditionally, or accordinff to

|

The alrained conceivings of a human brain.
As shown in this or that man's commentary, I;

But God revealed to thee internally,
j

When besl he speaks, and thou dost need him most."
j

Q.—What is the conscientious belief of:

these Friends, and what the great duty of ^

parents in this matter? '

A.—It is moreover the conscientious belief

of those Friends who feel restrained from
joining in this popular movement, that no
substitute of this kind—no casting the burden
upon others—can absolve Friends who are

parents, as delegated under shepherds of their

I respective families, from the responsible obli-
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tion of instructing and training their dearlsupport of the principles and testimonies of

ildren in the doctrines and testimonies of the gospel of our Lord and Saviour Jesus

e Christian religion as held by us as a peo-j Christ.
, ,

3. "What is so much wanting is, that these

ould experience a deep religious concern

d be fully alive to the important duty de

. ._ _, upon them as helpers of the present

d of°the future well-being of their beloved

'spring. Then would they not trust to

hers, the never to be ignored christian duty

training their children in the nurture and

monition of the Lord. A failure in which,

is believed, will add greatly to the account-

lility of this class in the solemnly approach-

g period ofjudgment to come. Did parents

veil under and feel the religious concern

ded to, they could not but seek after a right

lalification frequently to gather their chil

•en for religious retirement and serious read

g of the Holy Scriptures with other re

TiouB books ; and before all, how would the

jercised spirit of such parents, and their

iroest prayers from broken and contrite and

leading hearts, go up as acceptable incense

jfore the throneof our tender,pitying Father,

i

! did parents but duly feel the grave respon-

bility resting upon them, how would they

jek in the first place to yield themselves as obe-

ient children to the one only true Teacher

;

flagrant injury and then reply calmly ? That

man is morally strong. Or did we ever see a

man in anguish stand as if carved out of solid

rock, mastering himself? Or one bearing a

hopeless daily trial remain silent, and never

tell the world what cankered his home peace?

That is strength. He, who with strong pas-

sions remains chaste; he who, indignation

within him, can be provoked and yet restrain

himself and forgive, those are strong men,

the moral heroes.

—

Late Paper.

For "The Friend."

Jolin Finch Marsh,

(Coutinued from page 123.)

Croydon, 5th of 8th mo. 1850.

My beloved friend, R. B. B.—Love is indeed

Deciphering Burnt Documents.—Rathelot, an

Beer of the Paris law courts, has succeeded

in an ingenious manner in transcribing a num-

ber of the registers which were burnt during

the Commune. These registers had remained

so long in the fire that each of them seemed

to have become a homogeneous block, more

like a slab of charcoal than anything else, and

when an attempt was made to detach a leaf

it fell away into powder. Many scientific men

had examined those unpromising black blocks,

when Rathelot hit upon the following method

SrSb^StStt^^Kf^thr^^ec^d^sciJ^^^d^^^
the mass of leaves which the fire had caused] enmg are the words of our blessed baviour,

to adhere to each other ; he then steeped the

book in water, and afterwards exposed it, all

wet as it was, to the heat at the mouth of a

calorifere ; the water, as it evaporated, raised

the leaves one by one, and they could be

separated, but with extraordinary precau-

tions. Each sheet was then deciphered and

transcribed, and the copy certified by a legal

officer. In this way the records of nearly

70,000 official acts have been saved. The ap

i?.Uu7,hv..gh .he qualifying power-tkejp.--^^^^^^^^

e enabled from living experience to invite the

irecious lambs committed to their charge in

he words of a great apostle :
" Be ye fol-

owers of me, even as I also am of Christ."

Lnd, " Be ye followers of God as dear chil-

[ren."

q,—What does that worthy Friend and

ninister, John Griffith, say in relation to the

neans by which the Scriptures are to be un-

lerstood ?

A.—He says, " I am well assured, by cer-

,ain experience, that the mysteries couched

n these holy writings cannot be profitably

mderstood, but by the same Spirit which in-

jpired the penmen of them ;
therefore it is

rain presumption for fallen and unregenerate

man, by his earthly wisdom and human learn-

ing, to attempt the unfolding of heavenly

mysteries. The lip of Truth hath signified

that these are hid from the wise and prudent

of this world, and revealed unto the humble,

dependent babes and sucklings, who sensibly

experience their sufficiency for every good

word and work to proceed immediately from

God alone, and that Christ is made unto them

wisdom and righteousness, sanctification and

redemption."

Q.—In conclusion ?

A.—In conclusion, we would convey the

earnest, heart-felt breathing and solicitude,

that He who raised up this Society, called its

members from the lo-here's and the lo-there's

of creaturely activity, into inward stillness

and communion with himself, and who has

so signally watered and blessed it with the

dew of heaven—the outpouring of his Holy

Spirit—may, notwithstanding its Christian

reputation has been somewhat eclipsed by

the disaffection of nominal, lukewarm pro

fessors, again bring us to the teachableness,

the self-denial, the simplicity, the fidelity and

faithfulness of early espousals, and of former

years ; again turn our captivity as the streams

of the south; again restore judges and coun-

sellors as at the beginning ; who, as they did,

shall stand nobly and unflinchingly for the

velvet decorations on a black satin ground

that the entries were not difficult to read

For "The Friend

Many a young face do I see, wearing the

describle Martha-look, " troubled about many
things," whom I would fain remind of the

anecdote of the ambassador in China. To

him, tossing sleepless on his bed, his old ser-

vant said:'
" Sir, may I put to you, and will you an-

swer three questions? First, did not the

Almighty govern this world very well before

you came into it?"

iv tnai.

do you not think, sir, that He is

ivern it while you are in it?" The

" Of course."
" And will He not also do the same when

you are gone out of it?"

'' I know that."

"The
able to govern it while you

ambassador smiled assent, turned round, and

slept calmly.

Alas! it is the slowest and most painful

lesson that Faith has to learn—Faith, not In-

difference—to do steadf\i8tly and patiently

all that lies in her hand, and then leave it,

ieving that the Almighty is able to govern

His own world

Strong Men.—Sti-ength of character consists

of two things : power of will and power of self-

restraint. It requires two things, therefore,

for its existence : strong feelings and strong

command over them. Now we all very often

mistake strong feelings for character. A man

who bears all before him. before whose wi d

bursts of fury the children of the household

quake, because he has his own way in a 1

things, we call him a strong man. The truth

is he is a weak man ; it is his passions that

are strong, he, mastered by them, is weak

You must measure the strength of a man

by the power of the feeling he subdues, not

by the power of those that subdue him. And

hence composure is often the highest result

of strength. Did we ever see a man receive

By this shall all men know that ye are my
disciples, if ye have love one to another."

And again, the testimony of a beloved Apos-

tle, " We know that we have passed from

death unto life, because we love the brethren."

Ah how precious is that love which flows one

towards the other in the hearts of those who

love the Lord Jesus in sincerity. How swe

the fellowship those enjoy who seek to folic

Him in the regeneration, and walk in newnc

of life ; who by obedience to the teachings of

His grace and good Spirit, evidence that they

do aspire after unsullied purity of life,—these

as they keep near to, and follow the pure lead-

ino-sof Truth, are given to see eye to eye, and

un'derstand what it is to walk by the sanie

rule, and to mind the same thing,—these hold

sweet communion in spirit together, being also

permitted at times to sit together as in hea-

venly places in Christ Jesus,—their minds

thus clothed with love and sweetness, they

cannot well do other than endeavor to en-

courage one another to persevere on their

piUn-image journey, for out of the abundance

oflhe heart the mouth speaketh forth the

praises of Him who hath called, and in mercy

still calls out of darkness into His marvellous

o-hf and in the overflowing of their cup, and

uSder the constraining influence of His love,

are eno-ao-ed to invite others to come, taste

and se^that the Lord is good ;
and as liberty

is felt for it, to tell of what He hath done for

their souls.

Thy allusion to our outward parting when

I saw thee off in the railway carriage froni

Croydon, was a comfort to me. It was a trial

to my feelings, the parting from one I so dearly

love, especially so, as the time of our being

toeether by ourselves was so short and limited,

that my heart and mind did not get that vent

did not obtain that full relief desired But

the excitement, &c., of attending a Yearly-

Meeting, does in measure deprive of that quiet

enjoyment of the company of one s friends,

and which those of one heart, and one mmd,

seem so to require. Had time allowed us a

season of quiet alone before we separated, it

mi-ht have afforded me some relief to have

bent the knee in vocal supplication and thanks-

giving.

To an acknowledged Minister.

* * * * I think I may further say

that mine eye often affecteth my heart in be-

holding how for the most part, the children

of this people turn aside, apparently slight-

ino- their many privileges ; and how especi-

ally does it appear amongst the children ot
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those in the station of minister and elder; that
when some such are liberated to travel on
Truth's account, I seem read^-io query how far
their own hands are sufficiently clear of their
dear children, and of their houses and homes,
as to go foi-th on the solemn errand of visit-
ing the Churches,—for surely I think the
hands of such must fee] weakened by their
dear children, and in many instances by the
undue and unrestrained liberty they them-
selves allow in their children and families, so
as not to be prepared with that honesty and
acceptance to counsel others in the way of the
cross, the path of self-denial. I might add
more, but now conclude, and in that love in
which I have written, I remain thy affection-
ate friend, John F. Marsh.

To his medical attendant.
Dear friend,—As absence from home pre-

vented my seeing thee when thou last calledlam best satisfied to express my feeling of
thankfulness, for thy kind, judicious treat-
ment in my recent indisjwsition, which under
the Divine blessing has been th&means of my
regaining a comfortable share of bodily health
and strength.

I may also say that during thy little visits
at my bedside and chamber, the feeling ofmuch brotborly love seemed to flow in mv
heart towards thee; and in the continued
leeling thereof my desire is, that if consistent
with the will of our Heavenly Father, thy use-
ful life may be prolonged, not only for the help
and re lef of thy fellow mortals from bodily
pain disease and suffering, but especially
[that] through submission to the powerful
operation and workings of saving grace in the
secret of the heart, thou mayest be made in-
strumental in winning souls to Christ.U the sweetness and preciousness of the
Saviour s love shed abroad in the heart, whichHis believing and obedient children do indeedknow, 3-ea realize in their experience that in

it!^ ]^eTT '' ^"'.'"'^'' "^^ joy- '-1"^ with theejo of faith are given to see something ofthose pleasures which are at his right handfor evermore. Then blessed and happy are
all those who love His inward appearing^andobey the teaching of His grace ailcl good Spirit

unto^\:tr°'*^^^''-^-^^^'^-Sf-tUl

tJZ^' .^^ ^^•^^^' ^^'^"^ t^^i"- little day oftwelve hours is over, are by grace prepared

ZZ^Vl"^ 1^-ve fought a^od fii^itXve

comes the'-M '""r"'
""^^ ^'P' '^' f'^th then

crown if ^^T""^
iissurance of obtaining a

fr^r^°/,rsl'^*'°"«o<'8S' la'd up for all thea.thful fo lowers of the Lamb. The nearerthese are brought to their heavenly home the

sens: oTt
'"''' ''^^"^"^^ beclotLdwitha

tWness „n
.'"

*r" ""thingness, and unwor
Not hv ^ r"'!"-'

^^ *'"^''- °^^" to trust to,Not by works of righteousness we (as men
he Anntl"''" <^"^

'^"°''"'- ^«" ^^^ but ass^ith

I remain, with lovo affectionately, thy friend,
John F. Marsu.

(To be cODtinaed.) •

GUESTS OF THE HEAET.
Soft falls through the gathering twilight,
The rain from the dripping eaves,

•And stirs with a tremulous rustle,
The dead and the dying leaves;

While afar, in the midst of the shadows,
I hear the sweet voices of bells

;

Come borne on the wind of the autumn,
That fitfully rises and swells.

They call and they answer each other—
They answer and mingle again

—

^\l^^
deep and the shrill in an anthem

Make harmony still in their strain

;

As the voices of sentinels mingle
In mountainous regions of snow

Till from hill-top to hill-top a chorus
Floats down to the valleys below.

The shadows, the fire-light of even,
The sound of the rain's distant chime,

Come bringing, with rain softly dropping,
Sweet thoughts of a shadowy time:

The slumberous sen.se of Seclusion,
From storm and intruders aloof.

We feel when we hear in the mid
The patter of rain on the roof.

When the spirit goes forth in its yearnings
To take all its wanderers home

;

Or afar in the regions of fancy.
Delights on swift pinions to roam,

I quietly sit by the fire-light—
The fire-light so bright and so warm—

i'or I know that those only who love me
Will seek me through shadow and storm.

But should they be absent this evenino'.
Should even the household depart—

Deserted, I should not be lonely
;

There still would be guests in my heart
I he faces of friends that I cherish,

HT^l't
^°''''^' '^"^ "'^ glance, and the tone,

Will haunt me wherever I wander
And thus I am never alone. '

With those who have left far behind them
I be joys and the sorrows of time

—

Who sing the sweet song of the angels
Jn a purer and holier clime !

Then darkly, O evening of autumn,
Your rain and your shadows may fall

•M.y loved and my lost ones you brino- meMy heart holds a feast with them all.-l

^^^^^^ Chambers' Journal.

FROM "THE AEM CHAIR;"
''"''''

A XITTLE POEM BY THE LATE JOSEPH KITE

vv[t"n "''"^ old Arm Chair, when thou wert youn»Were Quaker parlors with gilt pictures hung? ^ "
Did any Quaker to his image fall,

^

A household idol, placed against the wall ?Ah well might honest Catharine* cry to pride
Abomination !' as she turned aside.

'

And liVj"?
'"•"

""^f''
'
''P'«"did mansions glow,

A^.fgMed mirrors humble Qmkers,how. ^ '

With Turkey carpets are their parlors spread,While silken curtains hang about their bed !

'

Gor~n,?" i'"?"^"'",^~S"^^ '^^ "l^^e and sire;

Thefr .l-w
'" d'^^'jpg -simple their attire !

'

' In r li r"!."""''''"^
to the place they dwell.In London fashions, Paris manners, swell,- '

Forwl'^f?!.""
'""'^'y "''*'• "> '^''t 'hem tree-to^r what they won't re-strain they love to see."

men^'ifIr "";
r"^^""

t" '^^ " •'"Shter day,When a,l these 'letting things' shall pass away;When the convulsion which has now begun

When to the world the worldly part is given •

|_nej<ather s light around his church shall shine !„ T) .
— ' "6"" ."ounu nis cnurcli shall shine

!

Many there are whose prayers arise for this •

Whose greatest joy would be in Zion's bliss;
Whose morning breathing and whose evening nraver
Is that the Lord would place his glory there
—What though a worldly spirit has crept in '

That fain the kingdom through new ways would win
bcorning the narrow path our fathers trod,

'

And circling round would pass the cross and rod-
Yet they who look from Pisgah's height can see,
buch by-paths lead away from Calvary—
Wliile they who seek in empty forms for bliss.
Will grasp at shadows and the substance miss."

For " The Friend."

legal Opinions in tlie Ohio Case.

By the kindness of a Friend in the West
we have received a pamphlet, coutainino- the
legal opinions of the Judges in the Supreme
Court of Ohio, in relation to the disposal of the
Boarding School Property at Mount Pleasant
-Lhe suit was brought by the trustees appoint-
ed by the Binns' Meeting, against the trustees
holding the premises for Ohio Yearly Meet-

Our readers will remember that the
decision in favor of the plaintiffs was noticed
by us some time ago.
We are aware that when accustomed to

look upon a series of events from one stand
point, especially if our feelings are much in-
terested in the merits of those events it re-
quires no little effort to dispossess ourselves
of preconceived opinions, so as to view with
fairness and clearness the points presented by
another, who has looked upon the same events
from a different point and in a different light
than ourselves. In closely perusing the opin- I

of the three Judges who have decided in
flivor of the plaintiffs, we have therefore
striven to keep the mind open, to receive with
all the force they command, the statements
made and the arguments adduced for the con-
clusions arrived at; but while we do not call
in question the integrity of the high officials
or the sincerity with which the3r\rive their
judgnient,—knowing the difficulty for other
than Friends, to understand the peculiar or-
ganiisation and principles of church govern-
ment existing in the Society of Friends—wee surprised at many of the flimsy and erro-
neous bases on which the legal decision is
founded and the singularly illogical reason-
ing with which it is worked out.
We however prefer to give our readers the

principal part of Judge Mcllvaine's opinion
leaving out nothing—we believe—that is ne-
cessary to exhibit the points taken by him.
nor in the least interfere with the scope and
strength of his argument. With him JudgeDay concurred. Judge West gives his own
opinion which contains fewer facts and argu-
nients, but much special pleading on behalf
of the plaintiffs, and arrives at the same iud<r.
ment. ' °

We have italicised some portions in order i

to draw the attention of our readers to them,
ihere is much more that might be refuted,
than IS indicated by the few notes made.

The opinion of the Chief Justice, with Iwhich Judge White concurred, will be given
after that now published.
"It is admitted by all parties to this action

Jrlt ''i'lu^t'''^"
be, but one ' Ohio YearljMeeting of the Society of Friends ;' and, it i1

fu.t,her conceded, that one or the other of thd

reft?'lT '^.r'^'^'^'l from the separatiot

Ye^r V M V-'
^^^ *""" ""'"^ legitimate OhioYearly Meeting, entitled to the use and bene

tioned
'^'*' property and charity above men-

" Counsel for defendants claim the control-
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ng qiiustion in the case to be as follows:

Was Jonathan Binns duly chosen clerk of

IB Ohio Yearly Meeting of the Society of

rieuds, in 1854, according to the rules, dis-

plinc, and usages of the meeting and so-

ety?'

"A majoritj^ of the court are of opinion that

16 proposition contained in this claim of de-

jndants is too narrow. Although it maybe
lid to be within the issue, it does not embrace
le whole of it. For it may be that Binus
Dd his associates are the true beneficiaries of

lis charity, though it appear that some irre-

ularity intervened in the mode and manner
1 which Binns was chosen clerk in 1854; or

v^en though the rules, discipline, and usages

f the meeting and of the Society of Friends
id not provide at all for the emergency which
rose in the matter of choosing a clerk for the

leeting at its session in that year.

"It is quite certain, as it will hereafter ap-

ear, that the separation did not take place

ntil Binns assumed to exercise the office of

lerk, and it is equally certain that imme-
iately upon the separation Binns became
lerk of one of the resultant bodies, and Hoyle
f the other. Now, suppose that after the

aparation neither Binns nor Hoyle was in-

ested with the office of clerk of the Ohio
'early Meeting, in conformitj^ to the rules,

iscipline, or usages of the meeting or the so-

iety, it would not follow that neither of the

esultant bodies was the true successor of the

)hio Yearly Meeting, or that this trust failed

)r want of a beneficiary. Or suppose, as the

ict is claimed to be, that Hoyle's term of

ffice had not expired at the time of the sepa-

ation, and that he continued to act as the

lerk of one of the resultant bodies, still, we
'link it might be made to appear, that he and his

ssociates were the separatists, and ceased not

nly to be the ' Ohio Yearly Meeting,' but also

eased to be members of the ' Society of Friends ;'

nd, in cither event, it could not be said that

hey are entitled to the benefits of a trust

reated in favor of the 'Ohio Yearly Meeting
f theSociet}' of Friends,' as against the other

esultant body, which, according to the prin-

iples of the Society, might prove itself to be

he only true Ohio Yearly Meeting of the

ociety."

1 The points to be examined and determined
:re stated to be
I
" 1. The history and polity of the Society

'f Friends.
I 2. The history and polity of the Ohio Yearly
leeting.

3. The causes which produced the separa-

ion in the Ohio Yearly Meeting.
4. The immediate circumstances of the

sparatiou.

5. The action and judgment of the 'Society

f Friends' in relation thereto.

6. The su bsequent relations of the resultant

iOdies to the Society at large."

\
"Meetings for discipline or business, how-

;ver, whether convened for the consideration

f secular or spiritual matters, are required to

19 kept ^select,'* by which order it is meant
bat all persons other than members of th«

' * That the presence of those not members, in meet-
figa for discipline is contrary to the good order of the
pciety, is true ; but their exclusion was never made so

iisential, as to prevent a meeting proceeding with its

bsiness, if an intruder persisted in remaining. The
[inns meeting have allowed others than members to

.tend their Yearly Meeting, and so have several of the

(i^eatern Yearly Meetings.

—

Ed.

Society in unity are excluded, not only from
participation in the deliberations of the meet-
'ngs, but also from being present at their sit-

ings."
" In gathering the sense of the meeting, the

clerk takes into consideration the number,
ago, intelligence, experience, piety, &c., of
those uniting with and of those opposing the
measure. If the minute so made be acquiesced
in by the members, so that substantial unan-
imity is secured, it is recorded as the action of
the meeting ; but if it be not so acquiesced in,

the measure is lost, or postponed for further
consideration."*

The testimony does not fully show what
preliminary steps are necessary in the estab-

'ishment of a new Yearly Meeting, but it is

quite certain that no new Yearly Meeting can
be set up in the regular order of the Society,

until it is recognized and acknowledged as such

by all pre-existing Yearly Meetings ; and with-

out such recognition and acknowledgment, it is

not in unity with, or a part of, the Society of
Friends."-\

The regular order of the Society requires

each Yearly Meeting to communicate with
every other Yearly Meeting by an annual
epistle in relation to the general concerns of

the Society."!
' Such is the system of government adopted

by this peculiar sect of Christians ; and we
think, in view of the history and nature of its

organization, it would be a gross mistake to

hold that each Yearly Meeting is a distinct

and wholy independent body or society. On
the other hand, we are forced to the conclu-

sion that there is but one Society of Friends

in the world ; that the unity of the Society,

as it existed when the London Yearly Meet-

ing exercised exclusive jurisdiction over all

the subordi'nate meetings, has not been de-

stroyed; that the establishment of other Year-

ly Meetings of co-ordinate powers was for the

purpose of convenience in the administration

of local discipline, without any intent to im-

pair the integrity of the Society as it existed

before the multiplicity of Yearly Meetings.
" It is true that the judgment of each Yearly

Meeting, touching matters of discipline arising

within its limits, is conclusive as to all other

Yearly Meetings and the Society at large, be-

cause such judgment is, in theory and in fact,

the judgment of the Society.^ All members of

* According to the admission of the Binns' party,

more than half (nearly or quite two-thirds) of the meet-

ing was opposed to the appointment of I.. Binns as

Clerk. This large portion of the meeting, convinced

that a separation from Ohio Yearly Meeting was being

consumated, refrained from expressing any opinio;

specting the nomination of I. B. ; so that there

neither " substantial unanimity," nor acquiescence in the

revolutionary step.

—

Ed.

t This would cut off from being " part of the Society"

not only the Binns meeting, but all those Yearly Meet-

ings in the West which have not been acknowledged by

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.—Ed.

I This is altogether incorrect. For many years be-

fore the Hicksite secession, Dublin Yearly Meeting did

not correspond with Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.

Writing epistles to other bodies is no necessai-y duty

appertaining to Yearly Meetings.

—

Ed.

I Is it not surprising that a Judge giving a legal

opinion, should blunder so egregiously on this plain

and important point? On some points the discipline

of very many Yearly Meetings differ; are opposed to

each other
;
yet according to the Judge these opposite

rules, are each the judgment of the whole Society.

Were that the case, it would follow, that a member of

one part of the Society might be tried by the discipline

of another part ; his objection thereto, being overruled

by the fact that if he choose he might have been present

I

" participating in the action of the meeting making the

the Society are concluded, because, if not pre-
sent participating in the action of the meet-

their absence was voluntary, and hence
there is no ground for complaint. The true
theory of the system seems to be that the
several Yearly Meetings were organized by
the Society as organs through which the So-
ciety, as such, might pronounce itsjudgments
and maintain its order and integrity. It may
be conceded that such a system of govern-
ment would be of doubtful utility were its

rules and judgments to be enforced by coer-
cive measures. But when we consider its

operation for nearly two centuries, and view
it in the light of the faith in which it was
founded— a religious faith that obedience
to its precepts and acquiescence in its judg-
ments would be secured through the influence
of the Spirit which leads to peace, harmony,
and unity—we can neither deny nor doubt its

sufficiency to preserve the integrity of an or-

ganization whose chief aim and purpose is

the maintenance of Christian fellowship and
a common faith."

" As members of the .Yearly Meeting, the
only special duty or power of the representa-
tives is declared in the book of discipline as
follows :

' The representatives from the Quar-
terly Meetings, both men and women, are
annually to choose a clerk and assistant at
the close of the first sitting for discipline,

whose names are to be reported at the open-
ing of the next sitting.' The disposition to

be made of the report of the representatives
is not prescribed in the book of discipline

;

but the testimony shows that it is the usage
of the meetings to act upon the reports—that
is, the men's and women's meetings respec-

tively act upon their separate reports. If the
choice of the representatives be unanimous
and the report be approved by the meeting,
the persons so chosen become clerk and assist-

ant for the ensuing year. If, however, the
meeting refuse to approve the persons chosen
by the representatives, or if no names be re-

ported, the old officers hold over for another
year until the meeting otherwise directs.

There is no rule or usage of the Society for

the guidance of a meeting in the matter of

selecting its clerk and assistant other than as

above stated. There is no doubt, however,
that the meeting may, for the preservation of

its organization, select a clerk and assistant

in any other emergency, though not provided

forin the book of discipline, and that its action

in such cases, if not in violation of the princi-

ples of the Society, would be binding upon all

its members.
" It is claimed on behalf of the defendants,

that the order and usage ofthe Societj^ require

the continuance in office of the old clerk and
assistant, in all eases where the represen-

tatives are unable to agree upon names to

be reported to the meeting. We think the

testimony does not support this claim. It is

true that it has been usual, in cases where the

representatives failed to agree upon names,
for them to make a unanimous report of that

fact ; and it has been usual in such cases for

the old clerks to hold over by consent. But
in all cases, as we understand the weight of

the testimony, the subject is under the con-

trol of the meeting. It is within the power

discipline, and hence there is no ground of complaint."

Had the Judge really understood the organization of

the Society he would have seen that such an opinion

was preposterous.

—

Ed.
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of the meeting to approve or disapprove the

report of the "i-epresentativcs, whatever that

report may be. And in any case where the

meeting fails to secure new clerks, through the

nomination of the representatives, it may act

upon the nomination of any member;* and if

such nomination be acceptable to the meeting,

it has the right to unite therein."

(To b« continued.)

rarniTorons Plants.

A recent observer (Mary Treat, of Vineland,

N. J.,) reports some curious experiments per

formed with the vegetable fly catcher, Dronwa

muscipula, which is abundant in some of our

Southern States. In the Fifth month of this

year she received 30 plants of this species

from Xorth Carolina, which, she says, reach-

ed me looking none the worse for their jour-

ney, and began capturing prey the next day

after their arrival. The upper part of the

leaf reminds me of the open jaws of an old-

fashioned steel-trap, and when any insect

alights on the inner surface of this leaf-trap,

and touches one or more of the six bristles on

its surface, if the leaf is healthy and vigorous,

it closes almost as quicklj^ as the steel-trap

when anything touches its spring."

Some of the experiments tried, were in-

tended to determine how many insects one

leaf would entrap and digest. With culti-

vated plants it had been noticed in England,

that when a leaf has once caught a good sized

insect, though it will open and remain so for a

considerable time yet it has so little power of

movement that it is rarely able to catch a

second insect or close over any object. A con-

siderable number of the leaves of these native

plants, however, took three flies each, but

most of them were not able whoU}' to digest

them. Five leaves digested three flies each,

and opened apparently healthy and ready for

another meal, while some leaves died with-

out being able to dispose of a single one.

Among the insects entrapped were two-wing-

ed flies, beetles, spiders, and millipedes. She
remarks, "If I liberated a prisoner in two or

three hours after it was incarcerated, it did

not seem to be injured at all, but would look

about a moment as if astonished, and then

speed away as fast as it could. But if I let

one remain 24 hours, although often alive, yet
it never recovered. By this time the insect

was enveloped in a mucilaginous substance
which was fatal to it ; if I washed it oif with
the utmost care it made no diff'erence, but was
sure to die. The average time that it took
for a leaf to digest soft-bodied insects, such
as flies, spiders, and small larvte, was seven
days, but with bugs and beetles it took
Jonger." " If I opened a leaf in two or three
days after an insect was caught, I found it

enveloved in a copious slimy secretion; but
when the leaf was ready to open of itself—
had digested its victim—all this secretion had
disappciired, no doubt gone through the circu-

lation to the bulbous-like root of the plant, to

help nourish it, and to enable it to throw up
other leaf-traps."

* This is a mistake. The representatives are the
only source through which a nomination for clerk of
Yearly Meeting can be made; except in a case where
the clerk of the former year cannot be present to open
the meeting, when the discipline provides that tli

Meeting for Sufl'erings shall appoint a clerk for the
opening session. When the representatives cannot
agree the old clerk holds over.

—

Ed.

Live Stock and Population.—ProL Thorold

Rogers, of Oxford University, England, has

made up a curious return of the proportion

of domesticated live stock to population in the

most prominent countries in the world. It

shows the following results

:

Great Britain has one cow to every twelve

persons, a sheep for everybody, and one pig

for every six.

France has a like proportion of sheep, a

double share, comparatively, of cows, but only

one pig to sis persons.

TheSwedes have a cow between three and

one-half of them, a sheep between two and

three-quarters, and a pig to a baker's dozen.

There are as many sheep as there are Nor-

wegians in Norway, when they are all at

home, and two and one-half of them—the

Norwegians—are entitled to a cow. They
can have only one-eighteenth of a pig each.

Denmark has a cow for three persons, as

many sheep as persons, and a pig for four and
three-quarters persons.

Prussia, with her usual uniformity, has an

equal number of cows and pigs, one to every

Ave inhabitants, besides a sheep apiece all

round.
Wuitemburg has a quarter as many cows

as people, a sheep to two and three-quarters,

and a pig to seven.

Bavaria rates the same as Wurtemburg, as

to cows and sheep, and is as much better off

for pigs, as one-fifth is better than one-seventh

Saxony has a sheep and a pig for everj

eight persons, and a cow for every six.

Holland has a cow to four, a sheep to four,

and a pig to twelve persons.

Belgium, a cow to six, a sheep to nine, and
a pig to eight.

Austria has a cow to six persons, and a
sheep and a pig to every five.

Switzerland runs up to the Swedish standard
on cows, one to three and one-half persons,

and has a sheep for five, and a pig for seven
and one-half persons.

We Americans close the list with a cow for

every four of us, a sheep apiece, one pig to

every one and one-half

—

Itural New Yorker.

For "The Friend,

In examining some manuscripts lately, the
following Epistle was met with, addressed to

women Friends of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing by their sisters of London, at the time of
great anxiety and exercise to Friends in this

country, attending the outbreak of the Revo-
lutionary war. The evidence of true religi-

ous concern, and seasonable counsel it con-

tains, gives it an interest and value at the
present day.

From the Yearly Meeting of women Friends,
held in London by adjournments from the 5th
to the 8th of the Sixth month, 1775, to th

Yearly Meeting of women Friends to be held

at Philadelphia, for Pennsylvania and New
Jersey.

Dear friends,

—

Wo salute you in the love and fellowship of
the gospel, which speaks the same language
in all its fiiithful votaries, peace on earth and
goodwill towards men, desiring your growth
and establishment in the ever blessed Truth
which, as it prevails in the mind, becomes as
a safe anchor in storms and tempests.

It is when wo are the most deeply bowed
under an awful sense of our own insuffici

ency, and utter inability to perform any ac
ce})table service without superior aid, that

we become objects of Divine compassion, and
are in any degi-ee likely so to impart our feel-

ings of love and sympathy with our beloved
Friends, as to afl:brd them consolation: in

such a disposition we wish to address you at

this time, a time we doubt not of deep suff'er-

:

ingto the faithful amongst you ; but remember,
dear Friends, "The Captain of our salvation,

was made perfect through sufferings," and He
is also able to succor them that are tried. He
knows the way which his servants take, and
as one formerly expressed (who was deeply

taught in the school of afliiction), so may they

hope, " when He hath tried them, they shall

come forth as gold."

"The Lord," said David, "is my light and
my salvation," "though an host should en-

camp against me, my heart shall not fear,

though war should rise against me, in this

will I be confident; one thing have I desired'

of the Lord, that will I seek after, that I may
dwell in the house of the Lord all the days ol

my life, to behold the beauty of the Lord,

and to enquire in his temple, for in the time

of trouble He shall hide me in his pavilion, in

the secret of his tabernacle shall He hide me,

He shall set me upupon a rock." May this, deal

Friends, be your experience, so will all atHie-

tions be sanctified unto you, and your " Heads

;

being again lifted up," in a sense of his pre-

serving, delivering Hand having wroughl
mightily for you, you may have to offer the

sacrifice of joy and praise unto Him who it

worthy forever.

You have long been favored with a season

of outward ease, prosperity, and tranquillity

wherein, it is to he feared, some have deeplj

revolted from the God of all their mercies,

and being joined in spirit unto idols, areinca
pable of performing that pure worship whict
He requires, and if He now see ineet to varj

the dispensations of his wisdom, may such b(

awakened thereby to a solemn consideratior

of their ways, and turning at the " reprooff

of instruction, which are the way to life," ii

them may be fulfilled the prophet's testimony
that " when the Lord's judgments are in th(

earth, the inhabitants of the world will lean
righteousness."

Time calls for diligence on various accounts
its continuance to individuals very uncertain

trials and temptations many, the harves
great, and the faithful laborers few, seeing!'

hath pleased the Lord, in his unerring wis
dom, to call many home, who, in their dayt

were made willing to give up all to foUovi

him. These, we doubt not, are through hi

abundant mercy, centered in everlasting rest
j

amongst which number we have a recent in

stance in the removal of our beloved friem

Rachel Wilson, whose unwearied and affec

tionate labors both amongst you and us, will

we hope, be long remembered ; and that thesi

strokes of the Divine hand may excite us wh'
remain, to come forward in our respectiv

lots, is our earnest desire, that by taking hec
to the righteous witness in ourselves we ma;

be followers of those who through " faith an'

patience inherit the promises."
Dear young Friends, such of you who hav

known the Heavenly Father's call, and hav
in any measure given up your hearts in obi

dience thereto, look not back, lest ye be no

counted worthy to fill the vacant places c

those faithful servants, who, agreeable to th

example of their great Master, did esteem i

as it were, their meat and drink to do the wiiii

of Him who sent them. M
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Tour Epistle ofthe Nintli month, 1773, com-

Qg too late for our last Yearly Meeting, was
ead in this, together with the renewed proof

f continued regard from your meeting in the

Jinth month, 1774. In both we observe your
ffectionate concern for the promotion of piety

1 the several stations of parents, heads of

imilies, and the beloved youth. .Nothwith-

tanding the painful deviations of some from

be path of rectitude, we trust others are en-

eavoring according to ability, to discharge

tie trust reposed in them. A concern for the

3vival of ancient discipline is raised in some
linds, and we have cause thankfully to ac-

nowledge that a gracious visitation of Divine

ive, is still extended to a rising generation,

jme of whom we hope, in the Lord's time,

'ill be prepared for service in His church,

aving washed their hands in innocency, we
•ust they will be permitted to compass the

lord's holy altar.

We have renewed cause of thankfulness, in

lat most of the meetings during this our au-

ual assembly, have been favored with a good
agree of solemnity, the gospel preached to the

jfreshment of the weary traveller, to the re-

roof of the rebellious, who have asked coun

;1 and not of God, and the minds of the pco-

le very earnestly recommended to the all-

ifficent Teacher, which cannot be removed
ito a corner.

This Epistle is designed to be conveyed
) you by our ancient and much esteemed
•lend Thomas Gawthvop, whose fourth visit

) Friends in your continent, may well be

jnsidered as strongly evidencing the Hea-
enly Father's continued love. We do not

et hear of the arrival of our valued friends

lobert Walker, Elizabeth Eobinson and Mary
leaver.

With much affection, we wish to revive in

our remembrance, that the name of the Lord
• a strong tower, to which the righteous flee-

ig will find safety. His power is above every
pposite power, and is over all worthy of

loration, and praise, through time and in

ternity. Amen.
Signed on behalf of the Meeting by the

lerk, for the following Friends, viz.

;

Catharine Phillips, Tabitha Marriott, Esther
uke, Mary Prior, Ann Fothergill, and others

;ixty-8ix in all).

Dr. Lincecum gives us in the American
faturalist a further account of the habits of

le agricultural ant of Texas. It seems that

lis ant actually cultivates and stores up the
ieds of a grass called ant rice. In beginning
leir nests they conceal the entrance with
ittle bits of sticks, little balls of soil, &.C.,

ntil the colony is large and strong enough
') compete with the others around. They
|re then seen to clear out and pave a large

bace around the nest. Some old settlements

ave a pavement fifteen feet in diameter, and
' mound in the centre a foot high. These
nts live mostly on seeds, great quantities of

hich they store away in their granaries as

lod for the winter. During rainy seasons in

16 autumnal months, when the ground be-

omes saturated, the water penetrates their

ests and causes the seeds to swell and sprout.

1 this emergency they bring out damaged
rain on the first fair day, and, exposing it to

le sun until near night, they take in all that
s not actually sprouted. Dr. Lincecum saw
iiem place as much as a gallon of seeds in

the sun, ami in the evening again saw the
ants carry thom back out of sight in five min-
utes. He says that certain individuals pos-
sess great intellectual superiority to the com-
mon workers, manifested in the fact that they
assume the leadership in all their important
public works and miUtary expeditions.

—

Late
Paper.

If the beneficence of the ever blessed God
is known by His mighty benefactions. His
love is surely brought home to the heart by
the minuteness of His care. Those who
have experienced the very little circumstan-
ces which can raise the heart, or cheer the
sunken spirit in an hour of need, should surely
learn that nothing is little by which they can
show kindness to others; it is not the intrin-

sic value of the gift, but the love from which
it emanates which constitutes its living power,
and nothing is too small to convey the spirit

of love from a heart, overflowing with the love

of God and man.

Neglecting the Occasion.— Dr. Chalmers,
when suddenly called to stand over the dead
body of a nobleman with whom he had spent

the evening at a brilliant party gathered for

social and literary converse, said ;
" Had I

known that my friend was so near the eternal

world, I would not have neglected the occa-

sion to say something to him about a prepara-

tion for death. But now it is too late."

THE FRIEND.
TWELFTH MONTH 12, 1874.

Through the kindness of a Friend, we havo
been furnished with a copy of the printed

minutes of Indiana Yearly Meeting, held in

the 9th and 10th months of this year. They
occupy, with the reports, over eighty closely

printed pages.

As there have been contradictory state-

ments, relative to the action of that meeting,

relative to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, we
give the minutes respecting it.

"The condition of many members of our

religious Society within the limits of Phila-

delphia Yearly Meeting having been brought
before the Meeting, the subject has claimed

serious consideration, and the foliowing Friends
are appointed (in conjunction with women
Friends), to consider itmore fully and report to

a future sitting, and to make such suggestions

in reference thereto as may seem to them pro-

per: Levi Jessup, Daniel Hill, David Douglas,

Elkanah Beard, Levi Coffin, Eufus King, Wil-

iam T. Haydoek, .John Henry Douglas, Jona-

than Baldwin, Timothy Nicholson, Charles S.

Hubbard, Luke Woodard, Walter T. Carpen-

ter, and Thomas Hunnicutt."

"The committee appointed at a previous

sitting, in reference to the condition of some
of our Friends in Philadelphia, make the fol-

lowing report, which, having been considered,

it is the judgment of this Meeting that way
does not open to make the proposed appoint-

ment at the present time.

"To the Yearly Meeting :—The committee

to whom was referred the subject of the con-

dition of Friends ofPhUadelphia Yearly Meet-

ing, would suggest that a small committee be

appointed by this Meeting, to whom the whole

subject shall be referred ; and that all the

other Yearly Meetings be invited to appoint

similar committees, to confer and unite with
our committee, in the Christian effort to
extend a helping hand to our brethren and
sisters of that Yearly Meeting.
On behalf of the committee.

Timothy Nicholson,
Harriet Steer.

Tenth mo. 1st, 1874."

It is understood that the conclusion come
to, is only a suspension of the efforts to bring
about a separation of some of the members
from Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. Those
active in the movement, will probably work
in their individual capacity, to prepare the
way for future action.

From the following minute, it looks proba-
ble that another Yearly Meeting will, ere long,

be set up:
" By the reports from Northern, Wabash,

and MississinewaQuarterly Meetings, we are

informed that those Quarterly Meetings have
united with Honey Creek Quarterly Meeting,
of Western Yearly Meeting, in requesting the
establishment of a new Yearly Meeting at

Marion, Grant Co., Indiana, to be known by
the name of " Northern Indiana Yearly Meet-
ing," to be held commencing on the Sixth

day preceding the first Seventh day in the

Sixth month of each year, at 10 o'clock a. m.,

the Meeting for Ministers and Elders to be

held the day previous at 2 p. m.
" The subject having claimed the full con-

sideration of this Meeting, with a feeling of

warm sympathy and love for our dear friends

of those meetings, the Meeting unites in

judgment in appointing the following-named

Friends (in conjunction with women Friends),

to unite with a similar committee of Western
Y^early Meeting, in visiting the Meetings
making the request, and report their judg-

ment thereon to our next Yearly Meeting."

A change is made in the old practice of the

Yearly Meeting recording the death of min-

isters and elders.
" It is the conclusion of this Meeting, that

our Quarterly Meetings hereafter do not re-

port to this Meeting the decease of ministers

and elders as heretofore."

From the following letter to "The Friends'

Foreign Mission Association,"—which is now
taken in charge by the Yearly Meeting—it

appears that the two men and two women
"missionaries," >n Mexico, are empowered to

receive into membership of Indiana Yearly

Meeting whosoever (adults) they may deem
suitable.

" Dear Friends :—On entering into a serious

consideration of the subject of establishing a

regular meeting of the Society of Friends in

Matamoras, we have, after prayerful deliber-

ation, personal examination of the persons

desiring to unite with us, and a personal ac-

quaintance with their Christian conduct, fully

united in accepting as members the following

persons

:

"Julian Mireles and Mariana Villanueva de

Mireles, his wife ; Jesus Mireles and Getrudis

Mireles, children of the above, received on

their own application ; Pedro Mireles and
Carmel Mireles de Mireles, his wife, Silvestra

Mendoza de Jimenez, widow of Miguel Jime-

nez, and Andrea Jimenez, daughter of Miguel

Jimenez, both received by their own request.

" Pedro and Carmel Mireles desire that their

minor children, Geronimo, Feligresa and Au-

relia, be received under the parental care and
Chi-istian instruction ofthe Society of Friends.

"Silvestra Mendoza do Jimenez makes the
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same request for her three sons, Chonito, Pe-

dro and Gregorio.
" The subject of receiving minors not being

included iu the instructions sent us, we can

only recommend the subject of their reception

to your prayerful deliberation, asking that

bi
" " '""'

matter.'

you may be rightly guided in this import

The " Home Mission Association," after

stating the labor in jails, midnight missions,

&c„ states:

"The channel in which much of our Chris-

tian activit}' has flowed, has been that opened

up bj- the Women's Temperance Movement.
Saloons have been visited, prayer meetings

and open-air meetings held, where the gospel

has been preached to many who never enter

churches, families visited, the drunkards re-

claimed, and a variety of work for the sup-

pression of intemperance has been done, upon
which the blessing of the Lord has rested."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Foreign.—Tlie steamer La Platte, from Gravesend
for Rio Grande del Sud, chartered to repair a telegraph

cable, foundered offUshant, on the 29th ult., and sixty

persons were drowned. Fourteen survivors were res-

cued by the Gareloch, of Glasgow, from a boat in which
they had been floating twenty-three hours. The loss

of the steamer is attributed to the shifting of the heavy
grappling apparatus.

The mail steamer from Cape Town, Africa, brings

news that Grigna Land has been" annexed by the British

authorities, completing the territorial connections be-

tween Cape Colony and Natal.

Capt. George C. Kares, now in command of the Eng-
lish war ship Challenger, has been selected to command
the expedition to be fitted out by Great Britain for ex-
plorations in tlie Arctic regions.

On the 3d inst. Queen Victoria gave audience at

Windsor Castle to a deputation of citizens of France,
who presented four volumes of addresses thanking the
people of Great Britain for their services to the sick

and wounded during the late war. The Queen replied
that the recognition of such services could not fail to

increase the friendly and cordial feeling between the
two nations.

The total steamboat tonnage of the world is stated to

be .5,244,888 tons, of which 3,015,783 tons belong to

Great Britain.

The London Times st-ites that England in reply to

Russia's invitation to attend the International Law|Con-
ference, to be resumed at St. Petersburg, has declared
her willingness to do so, but regrets that she is unable
to anticipate any practical result from its deliberations.
The French National Assembly has re-elected Buffet

iu President, by a vote of 348 to 3. The Left remained
neutral and did not vote. The message of President
MacMahon was delivered to the Assembly the 3J inst.

The President says: "Order has been maintained
throughout the country. The relations with foreign
governments are on excellent footing ; France has
shown a firm determination to resjiect treaties and has
gained increased confidence of her neighbors. No
foreign Power now doubts her desire to maintain pacific
relations with all nations. The financial position of
the country has sensibly improved. At home, thanks
to a good harvest, the agricultural production has
reached an unprecedented figure. The export trade
has never been so considerable as during the last four
months. Kverything favors the expectation that these
most satisfactory results will be at least equalled in

The President insists strongly on the necessity of
definite legislation with regard 'to the constitutional
powers.

The bill for freeing the University from the control
of the State, caused an exciting debate on the 4th and
5th inst. It was supported by the clerical deputies, and
iinally passed by a vote of 553 against 133.

"The idea of a partial renewal of the Assembly by
periodical elections is gaining ground amongall parties,
and a motion to that effect will probably soon be laid
before the chamber.
A telegram from Carlist sources says General Des-

pujols, commanding a large body of government troops
in Valencia, had been totally defeated by the Carlists,

and forced to retreat to Murillo with the loss of 600

killed and wounded and 450 prisoners.

The Carlists have laid siege to Berga, fifty miles from

Barcelona.
Ex-President Castelar has been appointed a Comm

sioner to represent Spain at the Centennial Exhibition

in Philadelphia.

The Bishop of Urgal, until lately a warm adherent

of Don Carlos, has written a letter announcing his

abandonment of the Carlist cause, and stating that he
has advised Don Alphonso to take the same course

The Italian Chamber of Deputies has unanimously
passed a resolution in favor of granting an annuity to

Garibaldi.

In the German Parliament the affairs of Alsace-

Lorraine have been under discussion. The Deputies

from Alsace and Lorraine declared that they were op-

posed to high endowment of the University of St

bourg, and to other educational grants for the provinces,

because they were made in the interest of the Empire
and not of the provinces themselves. Bismarck replied

that this was not a question of Alsace and Lorraine,

that the University was for imperial purposes, and it

was for the German empire that those provinces were
conquered and annexed. We have other grounds for

action than those people whose past leads to Paris am"
whose present leads to Rome. We may expect a better

discernment in the rising generation, and must there-

fore see that good schools are provided for Alsace and
Lorraine. Since becoming acquainted with the attitude

of the Deputies of those provinces, he was satisfied that

the creation of a local Parliament for them would be
unwise; it would lead to continual agitation, and per-
haps endanger the peace of the empire.
The Prussian government has issued a circular to

provincial authorities, instructing them to most urgent-

caution the people against the false representation of
azillian emigration agent.s, stating that emigrants

who went out under their representations continue to

return to Germany in the most abject condition.

A St. Petersburg dispatch says : The Russian govern-
ment has sent notes to various Powers, inviting them

participate in the conference to be held here for the
resumption of the discu.ssion of the questions submitted
to the conference lately held at Brussels.

A dispatch of the 2d from Bahia, Brazil, says : In-
telligence has been received here of the conclusion of
peace between the Argentine government and General
Mitre, who, with his officers and soldiers, have been
granted amnesty.

It is reported" that a revolution has broken out in the
Republic of Uruguay.
United States.—The public debt statement issued

on the first inst., showed a decrease during the past
month of $123,428 ; the coin balance was 183,043,376,

id currency $16,699,311.
The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered
!S. The average of the mean temperature of the 1 1th
onth, by the Pennsylvania Hospital record, was 45.20

deg., the^ highest during the month 61 deg., and the
lowest 26 deg. The amount of rain for the month was
" "2 inches. The average of the mean temperature of
the Eleventh month for the past 85 years, is stated to
have been 43.33 deg. ; the highest during that entire
period was .50.50 deg., in 1849, and the lowest in 1793,"" deg. The mean temperature of the three fall months
of 1874 has been 57.98 deg , which is nearly four deg.
above the average of the past 85 years. The rain fall
this year has thus far been 38.60 inches, against 56.47
inches in the corresponding portion of 1873.
The Secretary of War, in his annual report, states

that the expenses of his department for the year ending
6th mo. 30th last, including river and harbor improve-
ments, were $43,326,305, which is $3,998,993 less than
in tlie previous year.

Congress met in Washington on the 7th inst., and the
President's annual message was received and read.
The President remarks that since the convening of
Congress one year ago, the nation has undergor
prostration in business and industries such as has ..„„
been witnessed in this country for many years. One of
the first steps towards a revival and the re-establish-
ment of trade and business on solid foundations, is the
restoration of a sound currency, which, in the Pre-
sident's opinion, can only be one of equal value with
gold and silver, which are the recognized mediums of
exchange all over the civilized world. The question
of an early resumption of specie payments is therefore
earnestly urged on the attention of Congress. The re-
peal of the legal tender clause of the Currency act is
recommended, to take effect as to contracts made after
the day which may be fixed by law for its repeal, and
the Secretary of the Treasury should be provided with
the means of accumula'ting sulKcient gold in the Trea-

sury to sustain redemption. The President thinks tha

with resumption free banking may be authorized wit!

entire safety and great benefit to the public.

The rules adopted to improve the Civil Service o

the government have been adhered to as closely as ha;

been practicable with the opposition with which thej

are met. The effect is believed to have been beneficia'

on the whole, and has tended to elevate the service, bui

the rules cannot be maintained without the direct and

positive support of Congress.

The policy adopted for the management of Indiar

affairs, known as the peace policy, has been adhered t<

with most beneficial results. It is confidently hopec

that a few years will relieve the frontiers from all dan-

ger of Indian depredations. Some sort of territoria

government for the Indian Territory is recommended
and also the extension of the Homestead laws to tht

Indians.

Many other subjects are referred to in the message ii

a clear and concise manner.
The total net receipts of the U. S. Treasury the las

fiscal year, exclusive of loans, were §289,478,756, ant

the payments $287,133,875. Interest on the publii

debt was $107,119,812 ; expenses of the army and navi

$73,246,515
;
pensions $29,038,415 ; Indians $6,692,463

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quouiion
on the 7th inst. Philadelphia—American gold, 111]

Uplands and New Orleans cotton, 14J a 15.T cts. Super
fine and extra flour, $4 a $4.50; finer brands, 85 :

$7..50. Red wheat, $1.20 a $1.24 ; amber, $1.25 a $1.28

bite, $1.37 a $1.42. Rye, 97 a 98 cts. New corn, 8(

a 84 cts. ; old yellow and mixed, 92 a 93 cts. Oats, 6

"cts. Lard, 14 a 142 cts. Extra beef cattle soli

at 7 a 7 j cts. per lb. gross ; fair to good, 5J- a 6i cts. am
common 3| a 5 cts. About 12,000 sheep sold at 4 a 7'

cts. per lb. gross, and 5,500 hogs at $10.25 a $10.50 pe'
100 lbs. net for corn fed. 1

THE WESTERN SOUP HOUSE,
Situated at No. 1615 South street, exclusively unde

!

the control of and mainly supported by Friends, wil

:

be opened for the delivery of soup on the 15th inst. I

expected that owing to the large number of person
out of employment, a greatly increased demand will b
made this year upon the Society, in view of which th

Friends having the management, earnestly solicit con
tributions to aid in carrying out the charitable work,-
which may be sent to either

Samuel Settle, No. 151 North Tenth St.; o

David Scull, Jr., Treasurer, 125 Market St

WANTED.
A Governess for Westtown Boarding School, to ente

on her duties at the opening of the next Session.
Apply to

J

Elizabeth C. Scattergood, West Chester, Pa.
'

Hannah Richardson, Wilmington, Del.
Hannah Evans, No. 322 Union St., Philada.
Lydia L. Walton, Moorestown, N. J.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, [Twenty-third Ward,) PhUaddphia.

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wobti
ington, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may I

ide to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board (

Managers.

Died, at his residence in Dartmouth, Mass., on th

14th of Uth -month, 1874, Thomas K. Wilbur,
member and elder of Dartmouth Monthly Meeting, i

the 79th year of his age. This dear Friend was throug
'ife a consistent and faithful supporter of the principlt-
nd testimonies of Truth as ever held by the Society <

Friends, and concerned to prevent any innovatio
upon them. When he saw indications of this, he faiti

fully withstood them in the ability afforded ; in cons(
qiience of which he had much to endure from the
disposed to adopt a modification of the principles i

our forefathers less in the cross to the propensities
the natural man. He maintained his integrity to tl

last. He endured a protracted illness with patien.
and resignation, and as his end approached, of whic
he wa,s well aware, he evinced no trepidation or fea

but in innocent and cheerful submission to the Divii
II

;
quietly and peacefully passed away, we doubt ni

to a better and more enduring inheritance.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER, "

No. 422 Walnut Street.

_,LI
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Legal Opinions in tiie Oliio Case.

(Continued from page 134.)

"At the annual session of tho Ohio Yearly

leeting for 1854, the men's meeting for dis-

ipline was duly opened by the old clerk,

k'DJamin Hoyfe. The want of harmony,
lowever, was immediately manifested, and

vas intensified by the presence of Thomas B.

Jould, Clerk of the Wilburite New England
ileeting, and a companion from the same
)ody. The order of the Society, that the

neeting be kept select, was insisted upon b}-

he Friends in sympathy with the larger and
egular New England Meeting. But the clerk

md others in sympathy with Gould proceeded

with business, against the protest of the for-

ner, and without making the meeting select,

md without even requesting the objection-

ible persons to withdraw ; and so the ordi-

lary business of the meeting was continue;!,

xmid much confusion, until the adjournment.

A.fter the adjournment, the representatives,

a pursuance of the order of the Society, met
Por the purpose of choosing a clerk and assist

a,nt for the ensuing year, but were unabh
to unite upon names to be presented to the

meeting. A portion of the representatives

ibout one-third of the whole number, agreed

to report to the meeting the name of Jonathan
Binns for clerk, and James B. Bruff for assist

ant,* and the others agreed to report, simply,

that the representatives were unable' to unite

upon names to be reported for clerk and
assistant.

"At the next sitting, the report of the re-

i)resentativeB being in order^Jabez Coulsen,

one of the representatives, reported ' that the

ii-epresentatives had conferred together, and a

ilarge portion of them had united in proposing

the name of Jonathan Binns for clerk, and
James B. Bruff for assistant.' Many Friends

limmediately expressed themselves in favor of

this report; and thereupon Nathan Hall, an-

other representative arose and stated, ' that

the representatives had met, but were unable

to agree upon names to be offered to the meet-

ing for clerk and assistant,' whereupon many
other Friends expressed themselves in favor

'of continuing the old clerk and assistant for

the ensuing year. The clerk then inquired of

I

* No such agreement was known to the other repre-

isentatlTes.

Nathan Hall whether it had been laid upon
him to make that report, and, being answered
n the affirmative, he said, ' Then it is in ordei-.'

Marty voices again united in favor of Binns
and Bruff, and others opposed, when the clerk

arose and said, ' It is evident from the report

ab«z Ooulsen has made, that Naihan Hall's

eport is true, and it has always been the usage

of this meeting, under such circumstances, to

continue the old clerks, and that is the course

I am now about to take, as the oolj' one, in

mj- opinion, that can be pursued according to

order ;' and thereupon he made and recorded

minute continuing himself and the old as-

sistant for another year.

"Thereupon, Jonathan Binns, being urged

thereto by those members who opposed Gould

and his companion remaining in the meeting

(with one or two exceptions), went to the"

clerk's table, and made a minute of his own
and Bruff's appointment as clerk and assistant;

which minute was approved by more voices

than is usual on such occasions.
" The action of the meeting, upon the re-

port from the representatives, is described by
Jonathan Binns as follows: 'I think I can

give nearly the order in which those events

took place. I did not know my name would
be reported by the representatives. Jabez

CouLsen made the report from the repn

tatives. naming me for clerk ;
Nathan Hall

made the other report. I heard the clerk ask

Nathan Hall whether the representatives re-

quired him to make that report. Nathan Hall

answered in the affirmative. The clerk next

spoke; I think he said, " This is in order."

There was a large number of the members of

the meeting who united in the name brought

forward by the representatives, before the

other arose to give his report. There was no

unity expressed after Benjamin Hoyle said

that they were in order and the other was
not. Then there were very few voices that

united with me. * * If the representatives

report the name of a person not acceptable to

the meeting, they would have a right to non-

concur in the report. I do not recollect that

it ever occurred before, that the meeting non

concurred in the report made by the repre-

sentatives of a person for clerk. The meeting

has a right to consider any person, no matter

by whom nominated. I consider that the

concurrence in mj' appointment was much
more general than is usual in the appointment

of clerks. I do not recollect that there was

any opposition ;
there might have been one

or two. The concurrence when Hoyle an-

nounced his appointment was not near so

general as in my appointment.'
" The testimony of Benjamin Hoyle, on the

same subject, is as follows :
' I will go on to

state that Jabez Coulsen proposed the name
of Jonathan Binns for clerk, and James B.

Bruff for assistant; and immediately Nathan

Hall arose—he was sitting right before me.

I think there were two in the house about

rising to approve Jabez Coulsen's report, but

Nathan Hall arose, and said that the repre-

sentatives were unable to agree, and, on in-

quiry, he said he was so instructed to report.

I then said the latter was in order and the

other was not. Upon that the meeting acted,

and I made a minute appointing myself clerk,

and W. 8. Bates as.sistant. as at other times,

to which there was considerable unity of ex-

pression, and a good deal of expression was
over the name of Binns, too, from those that

favored him; and he was invited, after some
time, to the table. He made his minute, and

there was considerable expression of unity,

perhaps more than usual at that time; but

the question was propounded by some one whether

we could take any part in that, as it was a sepa-

rate organization. He was answered that it was

a separate organization, and we could not speak

to it or recognize it in any shape.'
"

"After the separation, but before the end

of their respective sessions, each of these re-

sultant bodies prepared and sent an epistle to

each of the other Yearly Meetings of the So-

ciety, containing a statement of the circum-

stances of the separation. The letter of the

Hoyle meeting stated the circumstances which

occurred on the first and second days of the

session, substantially as above given, and

claimed that Binns and his associates were

seceders from the Ohio Yearly Meeting, and

had assumed the name without any just claim

or right. The letter of the Binns meeting set

forth the disorders which had prevailed in the

Ohio Yearly Meeting from the year 1845, and

their causes, substantially as above stated, to-

gether with the circumstances immediately

attending the act of separation.

« Upon the receipt of these letters, the

several Yearly Meetings of the Society (except

Philadelphia) acknowledc/ed the meeting of which

Binns was a clerk as the true and only Ohio

Yearly Meeting, and at the same time disavowed

and disowned the organization of which Hoyle

10 IS clerk.* The Philadelphia Yearly Meeting,

in 1855, united with the Hoyle organization,

by receiving and answering its letter, and by

sending letters to other Yearly Meetings in

vindication of its course. Like correspond-

ence was continued in 1856 ; but in the year

1857, on account of dissensions within its own
borders, growing out of the same difficulties,

it ce.ased its epistolary correspondence with

the Hoyle meeting, and also with all other

meetings of the Society. In the meantime,

however, it has accorded full rights of mem-
bership to professed Friends in unity with

each of tho Ohio organizations, without giv-

ing credit to the letters or certificates of either

body."
" It is conceded that, previous to 1854, tho

Ohio Yearly Meeting was composed of persons

who were members of the Society of Friends,

and that in and by the act of separation, two

* No one of the Yearly Meetings declared that the

Binns' meeting was the legitimate Ohio Yearly Meet-

ing; but decided to correspond with it a.s the meeting

with the members of which they had unity.—Ed.
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distinct and independent bodies were organ-

ized out of the old membership, each of which

claim the succession, and that the persons of

whom it is composed continue to be members

of the Society of Friends. Hence it is that

inquiries into the subsequent ecclesiastical re-

lations of these respective bodies become

natural and pertinent.
" The testimony clearly shows that Binns

and his associates, ever since the separation,

have maintained intact the accustomed rela-

tions of a Yearly Meeting with the Societj',

and its several other Yearly Meetings, save

only in the matter of annual correspondence

with the Philadelphia meeting. Every rule

and order of the Society for the preservation

of its unity have been kept and observed by

and with this meeting. Not a tie has been

broken, a duty unperformed, or right unac-

knowledged, whereby the Christian fellow

ship, which especially distinguishes this peeu

liar sect, has been interrupted.

"On the other hand, Hoyle and his asso

ciates, saving only their imperfect affiliation

with Philadelphia Yearly- Meeting, have, at

all times and everywhere, been excluded from

fellowship with the Society and all its mem
bera. The rights of Quakers have been denied

to Ihem by meetings and Friends whose stand

ing in the Society is undisputed, and at the

same time, the Hoyle meeting has ignored oi

violated the fundamental law of the Society,

by invading the territorj' of other meetings
and setting up within their jurisdictions its

own subordinate meetings. To Hoyle and
his associates is denied the right to sit in

other Y'early Meetings, except in Philadel-

phia; the right of ministers to exercise theii

gifts ; the riglit of intermarriage ; the right to

participate in meetings for sufferings, and
the duty of annual correspondence, ichereby

their unity with the Society, in the Quaker sense

ofthe.tenn, is wholly destroyed*
" Upon the above stated facts and cireum

stances, we must now decide which of these
associations is the Ohio Yearly Meeting, for

whose use the property in controversy is held
in trust."

(To be concluiled.)

For ' TUo Friend."

Uiflter in Russia.

In a recent work with this title, T. Gautier
has given the impressions made on a Parisian
by his first experience of Russian society and
temperature. He thus speaks of the effects

of the latter:

" We have been having, for a few days,
trolyEussian cold, and 1 propose to note some
of its aspects; for, at this strength, cold is

visible, and you sec it perfectly, although you
do not feel it through the double windows of
your well-heated apartment.
The sky becomes clear, aad of a tint of blue

which has no resemblauco to the azure of the
South—a blue of steel, a blue of ice, of a rare
and charming tone which no palette has ever
reproduced. The light is brilliant, but it is

not warm, and the icj" sun reddens the cheeks
of a few little rosy clouds. The diamonded
enow scintillates; it sparkles like Parian
marble, and grows twice as white under the
I'rost which makes it hard. The trees, covered
with crj-stallized rime, resemble great sprcad-

* This i« a mere dbiUr dictum on point.'! which have
not been examinee), and in proof of which no evidence
had been given.

—

Ed.

ing ramifications of quicksilver, or the me-

tallic splendors of an enchanted garden.

Draw on your pelisse, turn u|) the collar,

pull }-our fur cap down to your eyebrows, and

hail the first isvochtchik who passes ;
he will

drive up quickly, and bring his sledge close

to the sidewalk. However young he may be,

his beard will be perfectly white. His breath

condensed in icicles around his face, which is

purple with cold, gives him the aspect of a

patriarch. His stifl:ened locks scourge his

cheek-bones like icy serpents; and the fur

which he lays across your knees is sown with

a million little white globules.

You are off; the air, keen, penetrating* icy,

but salubrious, stings your face ; the horse,

heated by the rapidity of his motion, breathes

out smoke like a fabled dragon, and from h'is

reeking sides rises a little cloud of vapor which
hangs "about him. You notice, in passing,

horses of other isvochtchiks standing to be

fed ; the sweat has frozen upon them ; they
are actually encrusted with ice, as a sugared
almond with sugar. As soon as they are

again in motion, this pellicle breaks; it melts
or falls off, to be renewed at the next pause.

These alternations, which would ruin an Eng-
lish horse in a week, have no bad effect upon
the health of these hardy little animals. JS^o

matter how cold it it, onl}- the most expensive
horses are blanketed, and instead of those
leather caparisons, embroidered in the corner

with armorial devices, usual with us and in

England, they merely throw over the smok
ing flanks of their blood-horses a Persian or
Smyrna carpet of brilliant hues."

"They have begun to drive upon the river
;

the ice, two or three feet thick, in spite of

some temporary thaws which melt the snow,
will not break up until spring; it is strong
enough to bear heavy wagons or even artil-

lery. Pine branches designate the roads to

follow and the points to be avoided. At cer-

tain places the ice is cut out, to give an oppor-
tunity of drawing up water, which is still

flowing under this crystal floor. The water,
warmer than the atmosphere, smokes through
these apertures like a boiling caldron, but this

is only by comparison, and it would not be
wise to trust to its warmth.

In walking on the English quay, or on the
river itself, it is curious to see the fish taken
out from the tanks in which they are kept
alive ; when the scoop brings them up and
they ai-e thrown palpitating on the planks,
they fling themselves about, writhing for a
moment, but soon are still, stiffened, and, so
to speak, are imprisoned in a transparent
casing; the water with which they were wet
has suddenly congealed upon them.

In this intense cold, freezing is marvellous-
ly sudden; place a bottle of champagne be-
ttveen the sashes of the double window, and
n five minutes it will be iced better than in
any cooler. Pardon a personal incident: I

will not abuse your permission. Carried awaj-
by the force of habit, one day I had lighted
an excellent Havana just at the moment of
going out for a walk. In the door-way, the
proliibition against smoking in the streets of
St. Petersburg, and the fine of a ruble, sud-
denly recurred to me ; and yet to throw away
an excellent cigar after only two or three
whifts is a hard thing for a smoker. As I
was going but a few steps, I concealed it in

my hand. To carry a cigar is not against the
law. 'W'hen I opened my hand again, in the
vestibule of my friend's house, the end moist

from my lips had become a bit of ice, whil

!

at the other the generous jniro was yet smok

;

ing."
I

" If my reader's fingers are not frost-bittff i

under this icy description of the .Eussia

winter, and he has yet courage left to brav

with me still further rigors of the thermomt
ter, let him come, after we have had a larg

,

glass of very hot tea, and take a walk upc
the Neva, tovisit an encampment ofSamoyed
who have established themselves quite in th

middle of the river, as being the only place i

St. Petersburg cool enough for them. Thes
polar creatures are like white bears. A tea

perature of four or five degrees above zero i

quite like spring to them, and makes thet

pant with the lieat. Their migrations ar.

most irregular, obeying caprices or reason

unknown. For several years they have fiaile

to put in an appearance, and I esteem it od .

of the lucky incidents of my journey that the;]

have come during my sojourn in the city o

the czars. '

The inquisitive group which has gatheref,

around the hut of the Samoyeds forms a blaci

circle on the white snow-covered surface o

the Neva. I slip in between a mujik in hi

touloupe and a soldier in a gray capote, and

over a woman's shoulder, get a look into th

tent made of skins stretched by pickets drivei

into the ice, and resembling a great pape
horn with its point in the air. A low open

ing, through Avhich one could enter only bi

going on all fours, allows me to see iudistinctb

in the darkness bundles of furs, which, per

chance, are men or women—one could notsa^

which. Outside, some skins are hung oi

ropes; snow-shoes are scattered about upoi

the ice ; and a Samoyed, standing by a sledge

lends himself complacently to the ethnogra
phic investigations of the crowd. He is cla(

in a sack of skin, the hair inwards, to whicl

is fitted a hood, with an aperture made fo

the face. Coarse gloves, having only thi

thumbs separate, and covering the sleeves si

as to leave no passage for the air, and boot

of white folt, tied on with thongs, complet'

his costume; inelegant, doubtless, but hermet
ically sealed from cold, and, besides, not lack

ing character; the color is that of the skii

itself, dressed by some primitive process. Thi

face which is framed in this hood—tanned

reddened by the air—has prominent cheek

bones, a flattened nose, a wide mouth, steel

gray eyes, with light lashes ; not ugly, an(

with a sad, gentle, intelligent expression.

While in St. Petersburg, these Samoyed;
earn a little by charging visitors a few kopeck
a trip, for excursions upon the Neva in thoi

sledges drawn by reindeer. The sledge, whicl

is very light, has but a single seat, coverec

by a ragged pfece of fur, on which sits th^

passenger. The Samoyed, standing at thr

side, on one of the wooden runners, guide;

the team by means of a stick, -with which hi

touches the reindeer who happens to lag, o

who is required to change his direction. Tht

team is composed of three animals abreast, o;

of four, in two couples. It is strange ant

iroll to see these pretty, delicate creatures

with their dainty limbs and their stag's horns
un with so much docility, and draw loads

The reindeer go very fast, oi", rather, seem t<

go very fast, for their movements are prompt
and rapid in the extreme ; but they are small

and I think that a trotting-horse of the Orlo\

breed would distance them without difficulty i

especially if the race were prolonged. How
j
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rer, nothing is more graceful than these light

juipagos, as they describe great circles upon

le Neva—flying off and then returning to

le point of departure, scarcely making any
npression upon the icy surface. Those who
[iderstand the subject say that the reindeer

re not seen at their best, because it is too

arm for them (twelve or fourteen degrees

bove zero!) In fact, one of the poor crea-

ires, on being unharnessed, seemed to be

iffocating; and, to restore her, they covered

er with snow."

For "The Friend."

Dividing tiie AVord Aright.

In one of Eichard Jordan's visits, remote
cm his home, he was the gue,9t of a Friend

aving a numerous family of children, some
f whom wei-e pretty well grown up. After

:io older part of the family had taken supper,

16 children as is usual in such eases, had

aeir turn at the table. Mirthfulncss and

ood appetites prevailed around the board,

ndeed there seemed to be with some of the

oys a disposition to immoderate indulgence

] eating, when one of the sisters of the com-

any, of more circumspect deportment, gently

Bproved them, adding thereto, Eichard Jor-

an will preach to yon for this. The admo-
ition thus quietly offered, was promptly

Bconded by one of the boys who was observed

D be habitually temperate in his eating, but

rho had nevertheless fallen into the evil habit

f smoking tobacco.

Supper being over, the family was assem-

lied, and a religious opportunity ensued. In

lis remarks Eichard Jordan dwelt upon the

.uty of a christian moderation in all things,

vith especial allusion to the evils of intem-

)erate eating. At this point of the discourse

he youthful smoker felt a glow of calm com-
)lacency, that all this grave admonition, how-
!ver suited to the conduct of others, could

lave no application to his own. He scarcely

lad time to settle his mind into this agreeable

)ersuasion, when E. Jordan, whose seat was
ly the side of the J'oung man, laid his hand
ipon his knee and solemnly addressing him
aid, "And there can be intemperance in

imoking too."

First cast the beam out of thine own eye

—

ill boasting is excluded. B.

for their daily bread. These remarks, of

course, only apply to the wealthy class, but

there are none of us who should not carefully

consider how our small surplus funds could

be expended in wages rather than in alms."

Unemployed Labor.—It is feared that the

ipproaching winter will be a bad one for mul-

.itudes in the large northern cities, who, pre-

vious to last year, were strangers to extreme
vant. It is said that there are tens of thou-

sands of laborers and mechanics already un-

imployed, and thousands will be added to

.his vast army when the season for out-door

vork shall end. But the number should be

cept down as low as it is possible to keep it,

md no better way can be found to accomplish

his than one suggested by a writer in the

?^ew York Tribune, who says :
" There is

^lass of rational and cultured men and women
vhom it may be worth while to remind just

now that the saving of money is not some-

-imes the best humanity or economy. We
ail to see the wisdom of discharging wor
nen or servants whose wages would amount
.0 hundreds during the winter months, and
)efbre the winter is over subscribing thou-

lands to beneficial societies or soup houses.

;!^or is it better policy to deny ourselves sud

[ienly the comforts, upon the manufacture of

which the majority of city operatives depend

never to bo forgotten, * * was the happy
means of turning my mind, in a good degree,

from the perishing vanities of an uncertain

world, to the God of all sure mercies."

His narrative proceeds, viz :

"When I was about the ago of thirteen

years, a friend who had lived some time in

Pennsylvania, being in our parts, and fre-

quently at our house, gave a very pleasing

account of that country. I having two uncles

and one aunt there, som^e of whom had before

written to encourage our going over thither,

my inclination grew very strong to go; though

my parents, especially my father, was at first

very much against it. But I was as one im-

moveably bent for going ;
which when my

parents saw, and an elder brother inclined to

go with me, they at length consented there-

unto, and procured a certificate of our being

in unity with Friends.
" Eeraoving fi-om under my parents' watch-

ful care over me, for my good, furnishedme

with great opportunity to gratify a vain mind,

in the foolish amusements of a transitory

world, towards which I had but too groat an

inclination. But I have this to say, in order

that parents may be encouraged to exert their

godly endeavors for the preservation of their

children, that I do steadfastly believe, the re-

ligious care of my parents over me in my
youth, impressed so great an awe upon my
mind, that, through the blessing of Divine

Providence, it was a great means of my pre-

servation from gross enormities ;
though I had

great opportunities of being plunged there-

nto, after I left them. I hope ever to retain

a grateful and thankful remembrance of those

gracious preservations, when I consider how
narrowly I have escaped those rocks, upon

which many have been shipwrecked and

ruined.
" I was sometimes visited, and in degree

awakened to a sense of my undone condition

without a Saviour, after my arrival in Ameri-

ca, though not so fi-equently as when I was
younger. As I had often, oh very often,

knowingly withstood it, my taste for worldly

pleasures being now grown stronger, I was

very unwilling to give up to the call of Christ.

I could plead abundance of excuses, conclud-

ing among other things, that I was but young,

and might live a great many years ;
that if I

did take my swing a few years, I might be-

come religious sooner than many others had

done, who were brave men in their day. I

would, however, to make myself the more

easy for that time, fully determine to be a

very religious good man, at one time or other;

but it must not be yet. Thus, through the

gross darkness which had covered my mind,

I who had no certainty of seeing the light of

one day more, was prevailed upon by the sub-

tiltj' of Satan, to run the dreadful hazard of a

future repentance and amendment of life, and

so became worse and more hardened in evil,

though still preserved out of gross pollutions,

or what are commonly so esteemed; I was

afraid to tell a lie, except to embellish, or set

off a pleasant or merry tale or story ; appre-

hending it no great crime to tell a lie in jest.

I never remember to have sworn an oath, or

uttered a curse in my life. Nor was I ever

prevailed upon, in my customary conversa-

tion, to depart from the rules ofmy education,

For "Tie Friend."

John Griffith.

(Continued from page 129.)

What a blessing and a mercy it is that we
have such a compassionate Heavenly Father,

and such a loving Saviour, the faithful, ever-

present High Priest of our profession I who,
touched with the feeling of our infirmities,

and tempted in all points as we are yet
without sin, is able to succor them that ai-e

tempted, and to save to the veiy uttermost,

through the power of his Holy Spirit, all that

come unto God by him. Thus, as appeal's in

his journal, John GriflSth was, through sub-

mission to the saving grace of the Lord Josus,

early convicted for sin, shown the depravity

of his fallen heart, reproved for ti-ansgression,

helped out of besetting temptations, waited

for, wooed and entreated to turn unto Him,
who gathereth His lambs in his arms and
carrieth them in his bosom. That thus tak-

ing His yoke upon him, and dedicating his

time and his talents to the Lord, He who
alone is the sufficiency of His people, and
whose mercy being from everlasting to ever

lasting to them that fear Him, Avould, as obe-

dience keeps pace with knowledge to His
immediately communicated will, enable ex-

perimentally to say with the Psalmist: "The
Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want. He
maketh me to lie down in green pastures; he

leadeth me beside the still waters. * * Yea,

though I walk through the valley of the

hadow of death, 1 will fear no evil : for Thou
art with me ;

thy rod and thy staff they eom-

t me. * * Surclj^ goodness and mercy
shall follow me all the days of my life ; and I

11 dwell in the house of the Lord forever."

Why is it with these exceeding great and

precious promises, having respect not only to

the life that now is, but to that which is to

come ; why is it that with the proffered, all-

effectual, saving help and grace of the Ee-

deemer, whose Strength, too, is made perfect

weakness ; why is it that anj^, whether
younger or older, can plead excuse, or say in

word, or in the no less expressive language

of conduct, to the heavenly visitant, " Go thy

way for this time, when I have a convenient

season I will call for thee:"—Thus postponin^

to some indefinite period, to to-morrows that

will never come, the first and greatest duty

of this life. Especially may we thus query

when we consider the value of an immortal

soul for which Christ died ; the marked un
certainty of this poor life for which we have

no lease ; with, no less, the fear of the with

drawal of the Saviour's warning, pleading

voice, for we know not what a day may bring

forth ; nor when the Spirit may cease to strive

For there is a time when long neglect may
close our ears, or habitual transgression harden

tho heart against every message of Heavenly

love ; and the peace-giving power of the gos

pel of Jesus be greatly if not wholly with

drawn from us.

J. Griffith was long borne and pleaded with

though he continued his halting, wavering, , ^ ,
- ,

, ^

sinnino- and repenting course till upwards of, respecting the plain language, thee and thou to

nineteen years of age, when the circumstance 'one, and you to more than one; all this time

alluded to in the present selection took place ;'preserving a pretty fair character amongst

which as he says, " through infinite mercy men, as none could charge me with anything
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accounted scandalous. I retained much love

and regard for those I truly thought religion:

especially weighty substantial ministers of the

everlasting gospel ; and I believe had a bett

sense of their spirits and labors than some of

my companions had, and therefore was afraid

to despise or speak contemptibly of such, as

some of my associates did. In this carnal

degenerate state, I did commonly, in a cus-

tomary way, attend First-day meetings, and

mostly had'the liberty; "of going on other days

of the week, when any ministers from distant

parts came to visit Abington Meeting, to

which I belonged : but alas ! it was to little

or no good purpose, as the labor bestowed

upon me, by ministry or otherwise, was like

water spilt upon a stone, that soon runs off

again withont any entrance; I being indeed

for some time, like the heath in the desert,

not knowing when good came: and if at any
time, the seed of (tocI's kingdom fell upon my
heart, which was like the high-way ground,

it was soon taken away, and I presently lost

the savor thereof.
" When I had arrived to upwards of nine

teen years of age, I was, through infinite

mercy never to be forgotten, visited in an ex

traordinary manner; concerning which, as ii

was the happy means of turning my mind, in

a good degree, from the perishing vanities of

an uncertain world, to the God of all sure

mercies, I intend to be somewhat particular.

One evening, being with divers of my com
panions in vanity, and under no restraint, as

the heads of the family were not at home, we
carried our frothy vain conversation, and
foolish rude actions, to a higher degree of

wicked madness than I was ever guilty of be
fore, in which I suppose I was a ringleader
On this account, I felt some sharp lashes of
conscience as I went to bed that night; and
a thoughtfiilness took hold of my mind, that
we had not a being in this world for such a

purpose, or to spend our time as above men-
tioned, of which I gave some hint to my bed-
fellow; yet this conviction did not sink so

deep, but that I pretty soon got to sleep. I

had not slept long, before a messenger alarmed
me with an account, that one of my jolly
companions, who was then in the house, and
who, I think, had been the best of us, was
dying, desiring me to go immediately to him,
which I did. I was exceedingly struck with
horror of mind, at the thoughts of the manner
in which wc had spent the evening before,

and the sudden stroke that followed upon this
poor man. But when I came to his bed-side,
and saw the dreadful agony he was in, my
horror was increased beyond all expression

;

as none of us expected ho could live many
hours. For mj- part, I was so deeply plunged
into anxiety of mind, that it seemed as if the
terrors and pains of liell had laid hold of me
already; and I was then in full expectation
there was no deliverance for me therefrom;
but that I should die, with the weight of that
distress which was upon me, before morning."

(To be continued.)

" And it shall come to pass in the last daj-s,
saith <;od, I will pour out of My Spirit upon
all flesh : and your sons and your daughters
shall prophes}-, and j-our young men shall sec
visions, and your old'mcii shall dream dreams:
and on My servants and on .Mv hntulmnidens
I will pour out in those days of .My Spirit;
and they shall prophesy." Acts ii. 17, 18.

THE SURE REFUGE.
Not seldom, clad in radiant vest.

Deceitfully goes forth the morn
;

Not seldom evening in the west

Sinks sweetly, smilingly forsworn.

The smoothest seas will sometimes prove,

To the confiding bark, untrue
;

And if she trust the stars above,

They can be false and treacherous too.

The umbrageous oak, in pomp outspread,

Full oft, when storms the welkin rend,

Draws lightnings down upon the head
It promised surely to defend.

But thou art true, incarnate Lord,

Who didst vouchsafe for man to die

;

Thy smile is sure, thy plighted word
No change can break or falsify.

I bent before thy gracious throne.

And apked for peace with suppliant knee
;

And peace was given—nor peace alone,

But faith, and hope, and ecstasy !

Wordsworth.

HILLS.
Where are the hills? Across the meadows,
Once bright with summer's green, I gaze,

And see against the blue horizon

The trees their leafless branches raise;

On one side lies the busy city.

Where men must toil and strive for gain.

And round it, robbed of summer beauty.

So cold and cheerless, lies the plain.

No hills! Ah ! all my life the longing
For hills grew in my heart more strong

—

High hills, first touched by morning's glory.

And where the sunlight lingered long:

Green hills, with gentle, sweet flowers hiding
Their perfumed hearts in sheltered nooks;

With sweet-voiced birds their tired wings cooling
In sparkling, laughing little brooks.

But there are hills; each night at even
I watch as sinks the glowing sun,

And see my hills of gold and purple
Rise up in grandeur one by one;

Above them lie the deep blue heavens.
And at their feet still waters sleep,

While from near gates there streams a glory

—

Then over all the shadows creep.

But I'm content, and say still gladly.
Yes, there are hills, and not so far

;

A glimpse is sweeter than possession

—

The darkest night, the brightest star;

And still I dream of hills, that, waiting.
Some time will greet my eager feet

;

And all that causes patient striving.

When gained, repays by blessings sweet.

Yes, there are hills! some hearts, so noble,
Live on their heights, and are above

The poor weak world, so vainly striving
For gold—or any thing but love

;

And in most lives there are high places,
As if, amid the petty .strife.

An angel hand kept some place sacred.
Something that really meant true life.

O, there are hills! be not faint-hearted
;

Our sight is dim, or we could see
How near our weary feet are pressing
The place where soon our home will be

;

Not now—a little more hard toiling;
But soon will come the sweet, glad rest,

When, free from all our heavy burdens.
We reach the hill-tops of the blest.

The Christian Advocate.

From the "Congrcgationalist."

A True Arabian Sight's Tale.

Forty years ago a Bowdoin professor lost
a screw from a fine theodolite. The missino-
"ttle fastening was a great defect much de^
plored, but an ingenious student undertook to

pply it by making another screw out of
brass, obtaining from' sulphate of iron his own
oxide to polish it. His success led him next

to construct a perfect steam engine on a small

scale, and that education of the brain by the

hand induced more mechanical and chemical
study, on the strength of which, being a mis-

sionary in Constantinople during the Crimean
war, he set up vast bakeries for the pressing

need, turning out seven tons of bread a day
to save life and health for hundreds of thou,

sands ; specimens of which, filling the air with

their perfume from the decks of several ves-

sels, led a Mr. Robert to inquire for the baker,

an introduction to whom occasioned the found-

ing of a blessing to the whole East, of Robert
College, sending rays of liberty and religion

through the Ortental dark—all from the good
heart that was put into the turning of a screw.

The sincere hoy is now the sincere man. Cyrua
Hamlin, to whom reference is made in the

following sketch from the New York Observer,

of Nov. 1870

:

" One afternoon, while I was at Constanti-

nople, as I sat with Dr. Hamlin on the shores

of the Bosphorus, looking over at the building

now occupied temporarily as Robert College,

which belongs to the American Board, and
was formerly used as a Theological Seminary,
I asked him for what purpose the building

was originally erected. It seemed too large

for an ordinary dwelling, and the palaces and
residences of the pashas are chiefly down upon
the water. My question struck a vein of re-

collection in Dr. Hamlin's mind which he

seemed nothing loth to indulge, and he gave
me the following history, derived from sources

of undoubted authenticity. It is one of those

records which could be made in no other land,

;

but which seem to belong to the atmosphere!
of the Orient.

Just about a hundred years ago there stood,

on opposite sides of a street in Stamboul, near

the Egyptian Bazaar, two shops of no pre-

tension—one kept by a Mohamedan for the

sale of tobacco, chibouks, &c., the other kept'

by a baker, an Armenian Christian, for the

sale of bread. Each of the proprietors had a
;

son, and, notwithstanding the difference inj

their religions, quite contrary to the ordinary t

custom, these two youths formed a strong at-;

tachment. They spent much of their time

together in rambles through the city and at

each other's home, and the parents, living in

ood neighborhood, did not interfere with
their unusual intimacy. They never talked

or thought of separation until one day. when
they had nearly reached manhood, the young
Mussulman came to his friend with the heavy
tidings that they must part. His father had
procured for him the position oi chiboukjee,oi\

pipe bearer, to a Pasha who had been appoint-;

ed Governor of Bagdad. They talked the;

matter over between them with much bitter

ness of regret ; but the position was one which
was not to be thrown away, especially as il,

carried with it the promise of promotion
The fancy and the ambition of the youni;

Mussulman, too, were excited by the thought;
of a journej- to Bagdad, and a residence ii

that renowned old city. They pledged theui

selves each to the other to remain fitithful ii

their attachment, howe%-er widely separatci

by time or distance, and the young man took

his leave for Bagdad, while the other remainei
to succeed his father in business as an ekmekjec
or baker.

Many long years passed away. The youn*
adventurer, who had gone to the East, firsi

rose to the position of chiboukjee-bashee, oi

chief of the pipe-bearers ; afterward, on ac
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count of hia fidelity and general intelligence,

he was promoted to the office of Secretary to

the Pasha, and at length to that of Depat.y

Governor, when the Pasha bestowed upon

him the hand of one of his daughters. His

name now was not unknown at the Sublime

Porte, and when the Governor of Bagdad had
filled out his years and passed away, the son-

in-law succeeded to his dignities and wealth,

and acquired a high reputation.

At the end of about thirty years he was re-

called to Constantinople, where he was placed

in the responsible office of Grand Vizier—the

Prime Minister to the Sultan. During all

this time the two friends had no comniunica-

tioQ, and the humble baker was ignorant ot

the fortune that had smiled upon his former

companion, whom he did not know under his

new name and title. Some time after the

Grand Vizier was invested with his new dig-

nities, be called an officer and gave him orders

to go to such a street and make inquiry for

the shop of an ekmehjee, and if he found it, to

bring the owner into his presence. The arrival

of the officer with the usual train, before the

shop of the humble baker, first excited aston-

ishment and then alarm, when the object of

his visit became known.
The ekmekjee, when asked if such was his

name, confessed that it was, but he solemnly

declared that he had been guilty of no offence

against the laws of the Sultan, nor had he

used false weights in dealing with bis cus-

tomers. The neighbors soon gathered round,

and one and all were ready to go surety for

the innocence of the terror-stricken baker.

They were sure that some evil-minded person

had been spreading a malicious report, and

they were all willing, without investigation,

to swear that it was false. The poor baker's

wife and children were in the deepest afflic-

tion, as the shop was closed, and the officer

persisted in saying he must obey his orders

and take the man before the Grand Vizier.

As he entered the palace, and was brought
into the august presence of the Prime Minis-

ter, he fell prostrate before him, reiterating

the assei-tion of his innocence of all crime,

and imploring merc}^ for the sake of his wife

and children, who were even now in great

disti'ess, and who would be plunged into the

deepest shame and sorrow if he should be sent

to prison. The Grand Vizier bade him rise.

He then asked him his name and something
of his early history. He asked him whether
he i-emembered a youth who once lived oppo-

site to his father's shop, and if he knew what
had become of his former friend ? The baker
could give no account of his subsequent his-

tory, but spoke of himin terms of the strongest

afi'eetion. He had often wished he knew
something about him, but years and distance

had shut them out from each other's know-
ledge. On being asked if he desired to see

his former friend, he said it would give h

the greatest happiness could he meet h

once more, but he presumed the son of the

chiboukjee had risen so high that even if he

were living he would hardly deign to look

upon a humble baker who had succeeded to

the occupation of his father, and who occupied

the same little shop in which he was born
The Grand Vizier directed the ekmekjee to

come near him, and then asked if he had
ever seen his face before. Thirty years had
wrought a great change in his countenance
but he presently recognised the old features

and the two, regardless of all the distinctions

which time h.id made in their lots, rushed to

each other's arms, and renewed the expres-
ons of their early love. (As Dr. H. related

these scenes to mc, I could not help thinking
of another Oriental scene, the meeting ot

Joseph and his brethren, and of the interview
when Joseph made himself known.)

After they had talked over the events of
the intervening years, the ekmekjee was escort-

to his shop with great pomp. The surprise

of his family and the neighbors, as they saw
him returning in state, was not less than it

was when they saw him arrested and led

away, as they supposed, to prison and to

judgment. Presently he was summoned by
the Grand Vizier to the palace, who had ap-

pointed him his private treasurer, and in-

vested him with the charge of his whole per-

sonal affairs, which he administered with the

same integrity that had characterized his

whole life, but in which he had the oppor-

tunity of acquiring a handsome fortune. This
fortune he invested in part in erecting the ex-

tensive building to which I alluded in the

opening of this letter, and which subsequently
became the property of the American Board
of Missions, and which is now occupied by
Eobert College."

For "The Friend."

That the various and peculiar testimonies

of Truth, that distinguish the Society of

Friends from all other religious bodies, are

gradually being accepted as binding by the

thoughtful and more serious-minded of other

persuasions, there is no doubt. The follow

ing interesting correspondence in relation to

war, has recently come to the notice of the

writer, and by the kindness of one of the par
ties, permission has been granted to make it

public to the readers of "The Friend." It

may be added that the motion of Henry
Richards passed the House of Commons, and
soon after the meeting of the present Con
gressof the United States a similar resolution

will be submitted for action to that body, by

W. T.

Clapham Koad, London, June 17, 1873.

Hon. Washington Townsend, West Chester, Pa.

Dear Sir,—Mr. Yardley Warner, of German
town, Penna., a member of the Society of

Friends, now in England, informs me that

you are a good deal interested in the question

of "International Arbitration." On July 8

I intend to move the following Resolution in

the House of Commons :
" That an address be

presented to Her Majesty praying that she

may be graciously pleased to instruct her prin

cipal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,

to enter into communication with foreign

governments with a view to make furtho

improvements in International Law, and the

establishment of a general and permanent
system of International Arbitration." May
I ask your views on this subject, and how far

you think your government would be disposed

to co-operate with ours in such a mode of ac-

tion as is indicated in my motion? It is

greatly to the honor of the two great Anglo-

Saxon nations, that they have given to the

world so noble an example as they have done

by the Geneva Arbitration. It would be a

still greater honor to them of they would

conjointly take the initiative in bringing

about something like a settled system of In

ternational Arbitration.

I am, dear sir, yours respectfully,

Henry Richards.

West Chester, July 3, 1873.

Dear Sir,—Tour favor of 17th ult., came
duly to hand a few days since, containing a
copj' of the motion you propose to submit to
House of Commons on July 8, concerning
International Arbitration, and asking my
views thereon. I may say, in reply, that I
think j'our motion is a very judicious one, and
that I would be greatly pleased to learn that
it had the approbation of Parliament. I think
the present time very opportune for present-

the subject to the representatives of the
people of Great Britain and the U. States.

The Geneva arbitration has settled in a
peaceable and satisfactory manner, some
weighty questions that were irritating the
public mind in both countries, and giving
much anxiety to the governments of both.
Wise, prudent and learned men, have ren-
dered their services in the settlement of the
matters at issue, and both governments, de-
sirous of preserving amicable relations, have
handsomely acquiesced in the award, and the
party delinquent proposes to abide by, and
promptly carry out the award without a
murmur.
This res.ult shows the gratifying fact that

great nations may submit matters in dispute
between them to a learned and competent
tribunal, and accept and comply with the
terms of its decision without compromising
their dignity or honor. They will thus avoid
"war" that "last argument of kings," and
spare the effusion of blood and the vast ex-

penditure of mony and demoralization of the

people that war inevitably brings. If happily
your motion should pass Parliament, it will

be communicated to our government through
the usual channels, and if the President should
refer it to Congress, instead of the treaty
making power because of its great importance,

it will receive, I doubt not, the support of the
ablest members of that body, and 1 trust will

eventually bring about the desired end. I

need hardly add that I will be happy to sup-

port any proposition of the kind, that will

tend to the establishment of a tribunal that

will settle national differences by arbitration

or other peaceful means, and avert from na-

tions the calamities of war.

I am, &c.,

W. Townsend.

We have lately had an opportunity of ex-

amining a grasshopper, of the species which
has wrought such wide havoc this season

with the grain crops in Nebraska and else-

where in the West. In general appearance
it resembles the ordinary field grasshopper of

the Eastern -States, but is very much larger.

The specimen submitted to us proved, upon
careful measurement, to be two and a quarter

inches in length, and two and a half inches

in circumference at the largest part of the

body, and to possess hoppers two and three-

quarter inches long. Its head was furnished

with thick black, flexible antenna?, and the

upper half of its back with a hard, horny
covering, fitting like a hood. This insect,

though of such enormous dimensions, was
evidently a young one, as two oval, translu-

cent appendages, protruding from underneath

the hood or shield alluded to, have all the

characteristics of incipient wings. In color

it was a tawny gray.

—

Post.

The Lord useth his flail of affliction to

separate the chaff from the wheat.
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For "The Friend."

Wayside \otes.

(Continned from page 109.)

It was as under the shadow of a storm,

upon the verge of great political changes ia

the government of England, that the Society

of Friends came forth, a separate element in

the spiritual life of the age, presenting in its

example a more exalted teaching, and a higher

t^-pe of faith, than were to be found among
the various religious denominations which

then prevailed. The cause which Friends

were chosen to espouse was not by human
ordination, as in spirit its growth was in the

face of governmental authority—it possessed

therefore no privileges, and was born among
men, as without power.

But from its weakness and prostration, as

under the weight of opposing forces which
Friends were unable and unwilling to resist,

issued those springs of inward life, which were
its beauty, and strength, and the rock of its

defence, because herein it became the Lord's

work. Nurtured and fed from the highways
and hedges ; from the humbler avenues of

life, its principles were planted in the hearts

of such as had been prepared to receive them,
many of whom lived in comparative obscurity,

and the world had not known.
In the upward struggle of the human soul, it

was a time well chosen for the acceptance and
spread of gospel Truth. The eternal essence

of vital religion, "Christ in man, the hope
of glory," needed to be revived, and from such
as these, wlio had borne the cross in great
simplicity, were His instruments gathered,
because it is the humble who are taught of
His ways, and the meek lie hath promised
to guide in the paths of judgment. Kings
and rulers ; the man of wealth living in

luxury, such as had sat in the seat of power,
and had long assumed and exercised the Di-
vine prerogative to govern, both in civil and
spiritual affairs, were not selected to rescue
the banner of the cross from the gloom and
obscurity in which it had been so long in-

volved
; and to plead for salvation, as did the

early believers, through perfect submission to
the law of the S])irit of Life in Christ Jesus.

Those who had usurped the authority of
the H0I3* One, but who had to a great extent
lost sight of Him who is Lord of the whole
earth, were rather to be taught by the work
which their own hands had wrought; were
to receive instruction through their own dis-

obedience, and the rod of His avenging wrath.
That mankinrl were really living under a
spiritual dispensation, wherein He, who in-
troduceil it by His glorious coming in the
flesh, is forever to be known as the only
Author and upholder, was a thought that ob-
tained very little practical consideration from
the mass of religious professors, or from those
who stood, in the eight of their brethren, as
teachers and pastors.

The ruling classes, both in the State and in
the church of its adoption, were not so much
interested in the genei-al good, as in the accom-
plishment of their own ambitious designs;
and to this end, regardless of the civil and
religious rights of many, was the government
moulded, as well as by the influences of a
powerful and over vigilant church establish-
ment, that had through three successive reigns
interwoven its policy to such an extent, that
its presence and demands for privilege were
felt at the fireside of every home in England.
Though of protostant belief, and possessing

the power to vindicate and punish the wrongs

with which the adherents of Luther, and other

Christian reformers had been visited, under

the most abhorrent forms of torture and death,

j-ct the government did not hesitate to use

that power against those who had formerly

been their persecutors, though under the sway
of a professedly reformed, and liberal church.

Evincingthe same intolerant spirit which had

been exercised upon themselves, when they

were too weak for resistance; and proving

most clearly that they, like the church ef

Rome, were yet in the gall of bitterness, and

in the bonds of iniquity. But He who per-

forms mysteriously, that righteousness may
continue to spread, and ultimately to rest as a

crown of glory over the whole earth, worki

not only by Ilis willing and chosen people,

but by others who would take power into

their own hands, and move as their lusts or

inclinations might lead them. His hand is

seen in the storm as in the sunshine ; and
the wicked purposes of men who would stand

in the waj^ of His moral government are often

blasted, as man, unlike the All-wise Ruler,

cannot see the end from the beginning, or

follow to their ultimate results the effects to

flow from any course of action. But of thi

we are assured, if we walk in the Light, as

He is in the Light, our work and service

shall be thereby directed, and rewarded
with blessings. The wrongs inflicted by one
generation are apt to poison the next, and
may go unpurged and unpunished, until by
the irresistible course of events, the flood gates
of passion, or the changed thoughts of men
reveal a new element of power, and others in

turn become masters; a weapon of chastise-

ment, and a means possibly of holding up to
the view of the world that Infinite Justice
will ever obtain its own vindication.

As surely as individual sin unrepected of
brings in a reign of desolation to that soul,

and must receive a merited punishment in

the life to come, will that people or nation
be turned about and their purposes broken,
who would multiply wrong into a vast aggre-
gated crime, using its power to turn the world
backward, and out of those channels wherein
His plans are fulfilled. Also, the age of which
we are writing, indeed the human race in all

ages, presents many examples wherein a peo-
ple had been permitted to go on in sin, until
their measure of iniquity hath been filled;

when, in order to teach mankind anew how
much is lost by transgression, and to unsettle
their faith in all human teaching; these like
the Israelites of old, when they renounced the
law given them from the Mount, and sought the
worship of idols, were scattered as before the
blast of His righteous indignation, and became
an easy prey to their enemies

; who although
these are not to be known as among His ser-
vants and of His obedient household, are to
be recognized as the ready means, whereby
the judgments of the Lord are manifested
against those who persist after many warn-
ings, in treading down His holy law. His
ways arre indeed unsearchable

; and such is

His power, that He can cause even the
wicked to promote His glory, by using them
as a scourge, or as a warning beacon

;
per-

mitting them to flourish for a time even in
licentiousness, that in their decline and fall,

history may record another lesson, and the
rock be avoided upon which they stranded.
The period in which Friends were called

;

for a Divine purpose I have no doubt, to plead

for a more spiritual baptism than had been
urged upon the attention of the people by
other churches bearing the Christian name,
is deeply interesting to the thoughtful stu-

dent of history. As the individual members
of the militant church, are, in the economy
of God's grace and love, brought out c/radu-

ally from the first and carnal nature into a

state of acceptance, by the aid of His Light
following them in every temptation, and as a
wise Provider, feeding His flock with that

food which will promote their growth and
establishment ; so do I believe in a larger

sense, and in a sphere of action wherein na-

tions become His workmen in the spiritual

growth of the world. He secretly so directs

the councils of men, sometimes immediately,
but more often through the tortuous trials

of change, defeat, and revolution, as that
governments will be brought to conform their

authority to His, and thus become co-helpers;

a blessing to the individual members of the-

State; having no privileges, and exercising

no powers which would oppress or abridge the

Christian liberty of the humblest. Well, this

is in its very nature a gradual work. It is

not the education of one generation that will

bring it about, but the education of many.
The Light shines feebly at first in that soul

that has long been covered up in the bondage
of heathen worship ; and it is as difficult to

remove the dark veil of bigotry and prejudice,

begotten by a false church, pandering to the
passions and superstition of the multitude.

And the one must become enlightened, and
the other utterly wasted or I'eformed, before

the Spirit of Truth can have free course in the

earth.

In that earnest, patient, godly warfare in

New England, which has been dwelt upon at

some length in the course of these " Notes,"
between the pure, heart-searching, convicting
Spirit of the Lord, seeking the good of souls,

as exemplified by Friends in their character
and labor upon that troubled sea of conflict

and suffering ; and the opposition and per-'

secution they encountered from an envious
priesthood, and a church which the world
must affirm was for the time, blinded bj' pas-

sion and prejudiee, we have a striking ex-

ample of the barriers a false church may set

up to hinder, and even destroy the work of

Truth in the hearts of the Lord's humble,
dedicated servants. P. B.

Philada, 12th mo. 9th, 1874.

(To be continued.)

How Indians Catch Wild Fmol.—A number
of persons from this city and Gold Hill are at

present in the mountains, hunting and ang-
ling. Wild ducks are found in some localities

in abundance, and the trout in the streams
take the hook readily. Wild fowl have not
yet made their appearance in the market in
any quantity, as most of those shot are kept
by the sportsmen for their own use. As the
season advances the Indians will take the field

and capture them in great numbers. They
make large swinging nets out of strong cord,

which they manufacture from the roots of
fibrous plants. The bark is stripped off and
manipulated and twisted by the squaws int?
twine, which is wound into balls ready for

use. It is then woven into nets, some of
which are forty feet in length, the interstices
being about two inches square. These nets
are swung between two trees in some conve-
nient position on the shore of a lake oi;^pond.
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Early on a cold frosty morning eoine of the

[ndians secrete themselves in a neighboring

;hick(.'t, while others got into boats, and form-

ng a semi-circle advance slowly towards a

iock of ducks, driving them towards the

nouth of the bayou. They swim slowly off,

lesitating to take flight, being, perhaps, par-

lially benumbed by cold. The circle narrows,

ind when the wild fowl arc in front of the

lets the Indians in the boats raise a great

)ut-cry, and throwing sticks and stones scare

be flock, which arising from the water flies

n an opposite direction directly into the net,

n the meshes of which they become entan-

fjed bj^ their heads and feet. The Indians

)n shore spring from their hiding-places, tear

[own the net, and envelope the ducks in it.

Chey are joined by their companions from

he water, and the work of slaughter com-
nences. The necks of the birds are broken
18 soon as seized, and they are thrown to-

gether in piles. In this manner several hun-

Ired ducks are sometimes taken at a single

laul, and the Indians haye enough for their

iwn use, and an ample supply for the market.
— Virginia, Nev., Chronicle.

" The Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost,

yhoni the Father will send in My name. He
ball teach you all things, and bring all things

your remembi'ance, whatsoever 1 have said

nto
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ciety. Meetings under their control, ai-e be-

comini; more and more sen-ational in their

character. Alusic, and other appliances, are

introduced to work upon the sentimental feel-

ings of those assembled, and an artificial ex-

citement is fostered, which those affected by it

are erroneously taught to believe is a true work

of grace. We believe the tendency of these

things is evil, and they they will hinder rather

than^promote the real work of religion in in-

dividuals and in communities. Doubtless in

many parts of our Society there are those yet

preserved, whose eyes have been anointed to

6ee the workings of that " splendidly delusive"

spirit, that would lead us to neglect that pa-

tient abidance with the Spirit of Christ in

their hearts, which distinguished our early

Friends, and was the ground and root of all

their labors; and would substitute therefor

those works of benevolence or outward efforts,

professedly in the cause of religion, which

man is able to perform by the force of his own
intellect and natural faculties. May all such

maintain an unwavering adherence to those

precious principles which Friends were raised

up to proclaim ; and in the meekness of wis-

dom continue to bear, in their respective

neighl)orhoods, an open testimony for the

truth, and against the errors of their mis-

guided fellow-members. The time may come,

and perhaps sooner than thej' dare hope or

expect, when some of those who are being led

a.stray may return to the primitive standard
;

others may be brought into the fold ; and these

faithful ones may see of the travail of their

soul and be satisfied. Whether they live to

witness such a change or not, they will as-

suredly receive in themselves the blessing of

the Lord, as they humbly and. faithfully con-

tinue to wear the yoke of Christ, and follow

the leadings of His Spirit to the end.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The Mark Lane Express in its review of

the breadalufls market says : The weather throughont
Enrope the past week has been wintry. Many of the
Russian ports are closed, and will remain so until

xpring. The European wheat markets have been firm,

and fluctuations generally small. In some places a rise

of one shilling is reported. It is thought the lowest
rates for wheat have been passed. The weather every-
where is favorable for the new crop.

Gales of great violence have prevailed on the British

coast, causing numerous marine disasters and great

damage on shore. \ number of small vessels were sunk
with all aboard. Tiie storm was also severe on the con-
tinent.

The Bishop of London has prohibited Bishop Con-
lenso from preaching in his diocese.

The British Parliament is to reas-semble on the 5th
of Second mo. 1875.

London, 12th mo. 14th.—Consols, 91 1. U. S. sixes,

1867, 109J.
Liverpool.—Cotton dull. Uplands, 7J a 7^d. ; Or-

leans, 7id. BreadstufTs quiet.

A St. Petersburg dispatch says : Several governments,
including that of France, have sent favorable replies,
with certain reservations, to the invitation to take part
in the International Law Conference to be held here.
A violent storm occurred at St. Petersburg the Sth

inst., causing much damage. The water rose nine feet

above the usual high-water mark, partially inundating
the lower portions of the city. Many of the poorer
classes were driven from their hom&s. Over a thousand
persons weresheltercd by the police, and publickitchens
were opened to supply the suflerers with food. News
has reached the advanced posts of the Russian army in
Central Asia of the safe arrival in Khorasan of the first

Russian trailing caravan which ever.|i|teBetrated that
country. Reports received from thetara"van complain
of hostile agitation among the native tribes, caused bv
intrigues and instigations of British agents.
The Russian campaign against the Turcomans in

Khiva baa commenced. Two columns are in motion-

one has already crossed the Anne Darya and is opera-

ting in Khivan Territory.

The trial of Count Von Aruim began in Berlin on

the 9th inst. The indictment charges him with dere-

liction in his official duty, and the abstraction and

illegal retention of many public documents received by

him in his olEcial capacity as Minister to France. He
acknowledged that he had purposely set apart some

dncuments which he considered private property, and

which on account of their tone and language he thought

unlit to be communicated to others, as for the past six

months he had been generally pointed out as an enemy
of the Empire. He also adm"itted that he wished to in-

fluence the public press and had sent communications

to the Cologne Gazette and other papers, bnt refused to

answer any questions in relation to revelations in the

Vienna Presse, for fear of compromising others. The
public prosecutor declared the accused had been guilty

of bad faith and his statements were unworthy of credit.

A division of the Spanish forces, under General

Loma, made an attack on the Carlist lines near Tolossa.

It was repulsed after an engagement lasting all day,

and compelled to return to San Sebastian with a loss of

700 men.
There is a rumor that Don Carlos is negotiating with

the ex-Queen Isabella.

It is said that Serrano's plan for the suppression of

the insurrection is to occupy the entire line of the Pyre-

frontier, and, taking the Carlists in the rear, drive

them toward the army of General Moriones.

Dariel's printing house, in Lille, the largest establish-

mont of the kind in France, was burned the 9th inst.

Loss about S300,000.
Chenu, medical inspector general of the French

army, has published observations in regard to the war
between Germany and France. He reports the losses

sustained by the French to have been as follows : Killed,

disappeared, or died of wounds and diseases, 1.38,871
;

wounded by the enemy's fire, 143,000 ; men disabled by
marching, 11,421; 11,914 missing are treated as dead
These figures include 2881 officers killed or who died

of wounds and disease and 96 missing, with 17,260
prisoners who died in Germany, 1701 in Switzerland,

and 124 in Belgium. The German losses were: Killed

or died of wounds and disease, 40,741 ; missing and
treated as dead, 4000 ; wounded, 127,867. To these

have to be added 1795 killed, 6600 wounded, and 1539
missing in skirmishes, patrols and slight engagements.
There were 41,722 deaths in Paris last year, includ-

ing 650 suicides, 292 the result of accidents, and only 6

murdered.
The Argentine Legation at Washington, has received

an official telegram from the Minister on Foreign Af-

fairs at Buenos Ayres_, stating that General Mitre had
surrendered, and the insurrection was at an end.

Intense feeling has been aroused in France by some
of the papers read in the trial of Count Von Arnim at

Berlin. One dispatch especially in which Bismarck
says he cannot but wish to see France weak, and deems
it unadvisable to strengthen her by contributing to the
establishment of a monarchy, causes profound indigna-

United States.—The proceedings of Congress last

week were not of great importance. Many bills and
resolutions were offered and referred, and some speeches
made. Judge Kelley, of Penna., addressed the House
in support of his bill for the exchange of greenbacks
into convertible bonds besiring an interest of 3.65 per
cent. Butler, of Mass., advocated the measure, and it

was opposed by Dawes, of Mass. and Garfield, of Ohio.
The latter protested against the doctrines put forth by
its advocates, and said he should feel base if he did not
protest to the extent of all his power against any scheme
that proposes to send this country back again into the
clouds and darkness through which we have come in
our financial afliiirs. If there was ever a time wh^n
American statesmanship needed courage and .self-denial

—that self-denial that shall reduce expenditures and
resist all schemes that would help to keep us from solid
values, honest industries and honest results, that time
is now. He contended that it had not been a lack of
currency which caused depression in trade and business
but the unsettled, unsteady, fickle and fluctuating
values which could only be remedied by coming down
to solid ground.
The transit Commission in Washington have received

information staling that detailed telegrams of telescopic
and micrometrical observations near Cairo and Suez,
and of photographic observations at Thebes of the
transit of Venus have been received. All were per-
fectly successful. Successful observations were also
made at Teheran, Persia, and at various points in Aus-
tralia, India, China, Japan and northern Asia.

It is said that cork trees grow very rapidly among

the foothills of California, and that in some localities

trees three or four years old have bark thick enough

for an ordinary cork.

The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered
298, including 101 children under two years old.

The agent sent out to investigate the condition of

affairs in Nebraska, having carefully visited seven coun-

tie,s, says that there are 2300 people in need of daily

rations and clothing till they can raise something to

subsist upon. He says there have been no cases of

starvation. The people are plowing and doing all that

can be done for spring planting.

Kalakaua, king of the Sandwich Islands, has come to

the United States on a visit to the President. He
arrived in Washington the 12th inst., having come
overland from San Francisco.

The cotton product of 1874, as estimated by the cotton

growers in their returns to the Department of Agricul-

ture, somewhat exceeds three and a half millions of

bales. The weather for ripening and gathering the

crop has been very favorable.

The Milwaukie Wisconsin has published a' list of

disasters on the lakes, from which it appears that 243

persons perished in 1874, against 221 in 1873, and 219

in 1872.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

on the 11th inst. New York.—American gold IIU.

U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 116.V ; do. coupons, 120|

;

do. five per cents 1881, 112J. Superfine flour, §4.15 a

S4.50 ; State extra, $4.80 a $5.10 ; finer brands, $5.50

a $10.50. No. 2 Chicago spring wheat, *1.10; No. 3

do. *1.07 a Sl.08 ; red western, §1.26 a $1.27 ; amber,

$1.27 a S1.28 ; white Michigan, $1.36. State barley,

$1.50. Oats, 68 a 72 cts. Rye, 96 cts. New yellow

corn, 93J cts. ; western mixed, 92 a 93 cts. Philadel-

phia—CottoD, 14} a 14J cts. for middling uplands and

New Orleans. Superfine flour, $4 a $4.25 ; finer brands,

S4.50 a $7.50. Red wheat, $1.20 a $1.24 ; amber, S1.25

a $1.28 ; white, $1.37 a $1.42. Rve, §1.00. Old corn,

92 a 93 cts. ; new, 80 a 86 cts. Oats, 65 a 68 cts. Smoked
,

hams, 13 a 15 cts. Lard, 14 a 14i cts. Sales of about

3,000 beef cattle at 4 a 7| cts. per lb. gross. The range

of prices mostly from 5 to 7 j cts. Sheep, 5 a 6} cts.

per lb. gross. Receipts 10,000 head. Hogs sold al

$10.25 a SlO.50 per 100 lbs. net. Receipts 4,500 head.

Baltimore.—No. 1 western amber wheat, $1.30 ; No. S

do., $1.26; No. 3, $1.20; Maryland amber, $1.33 i

$1.37. Yellow corn, 81 a 86 cts. Oats, 65 a 69 cts

Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat, 91 cts. ; No. 2 do., 88;

cts. ; No. 3 do., 83i cts. No. 2 mixed corn, 76 cts

Oats, 54 cts. Lard,'$13.30 per 100 lbs. St. Louis.-

No. 2 spring wheat, 93 cts. ; No. 2 winter red, $1.08

New corn, 65 a 67 cts. Oats, 57 a 5Si cts. Cincinnati

—Red wheat, $1.12 a $1.14. Corn, 70 a 73 cts. 0»ts,

58 a 62 cts. Rye, §1.13.

NOTICE.

It is desired to call the attention of the charitablji

disposed, to the very needy condition of the "Emier,

Institution, a manual labor schoolfor destitute colored bw/a,'

where it is desired to give them good christian instruc-

tion, with a plain education. Funds are much wantec^

to pay for the new wagon-house, with work-shop abovt

for the boys, &c., and also to aid in defraying the neoes

sary expenses of the Institution, for which the presen

,

income in inadequate.
Further information given and contributions re

I

ceived by Thomas Stewaedson, Jr., Treasurer, 113!

!

Girard Street; or Israel H. Johnson, Secretary, 80:;,

Spruce street, Philadelphia.

12th mo. 1874. i

WANTED.
;

:

A Governess for Westtown Boarding School, to enteji

on her duties at the opening of the next Session. ;

Apply to :

Elizabeth C. Scattergood, West Chester, Pa.
;

jHannah Richardson, Wilmington, Del.
|

Hannah Evans, No. 322 Union St., Philada.
;

^

Lydia L. Walton, Moorestown, N. J.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE. 1

Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadeJphia.'
•

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wobti
INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may t

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board i

Managers.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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legal Opinions in the Olilo Case.

(Concluded from page lo8.)

"In the scheme of Quaker goverumont, no

iiiperior judicatory has been organized for the

sxercise of discipline over its Yearly Meetings.

tfeither of the contending parties has shown,

that, by conforming strictly with prescribed

L'uJes and regulations of the Society, it has re-

tained the regular organization of the Ohio

Nearly Meeting. Indeed, the testimony shows

that there was no prescribed order, or estab-

lished usage of the Society, which provided

for the emergency that existed at the time of

the separation. We are not left, however, in

ignorance of the principles of the Society, by
vvhich the question at issue can and should be

determined.
" If the Ohio Yearlj' Meeting had been com-

posed of one organized body oiil}', and the

women's meeting ah)ne had constituted the

Yearly Meeting, there would be no room for

doubt as to the legitimate succession. Th
women's meeting of the Ohio Yearly Meeting,

without interruption iu the regularitj' of its

organization, composes a part of the Yearly

Meeting represented by Binns and his asso-

ciates ;
and though the women's meeting is

part only of the Yearly Meeting, its organiza-

tion is as essential to a regularly constituted

Yearly Meeting as is the men's meeting.'*

" The regular succession in the men's meet-

ing, however, when considered as a separate

organization, is not so apparent. This sub-

ject has received much consideration ; and
after the fullest inquiry into the facts, and the

laws of the Society, we are of opinion that

'Hoyle, whose term of office, as clerk of the

meeting for the preceding year, was about to

expire at the time of the separation, acted

without authority, and without precedent, in

deciding, under the cirumstances, that he and
the old assistant were entitled to be continued

in office for the ensuing year. The matter of

choosing a clerk and assistant was properly

'before the meeting for its action and det

ination. The representatives had failed to

unite upon names to be presented to the meet
ing ; but, nevertheless, the names of Binns and
Bruff had been presented by a report fi-o

portion of the representatives—a minority it

8 true, but whether by a minority or majority,

it was within the power of the meeting, and

of the meeting only, as such, to determine

whether the report should or should not be

dopted. The sole duty of the clerk in the

premises, as we understand it, was to colled

and minute the sense of the meeting upon the

question. According to the order of the Society,

the sense of the meeting loas determinable only by

the expressed will of the members. Those who
emained silent should have been regarded as

indifferent on the subject, or as xuilling to ac-

quiesce in the result as ascertained from the

voices of those ivho were not indifferent, and with

whom the question was a matter of conscience.

That a large majority of those members, who
spoke to the question at all, united in favor

of Binns and Bruff, is not a disputed fact.

And, although the clerk, in collecting the sense

of the meeting, should not have been controlled

simply by a majority of voices, yet such majority

was an important element in determining the

sense of the meeting.
" The objection to the action of Hoyle, how-

ever, is not simply that he made a mistake iu

collecting the sense of the meeting—the irre-

gularity in his conduct was, that ho did not

attempt to collect it at all, but arbitrarily dc

cided in favor of his own appointment. The
honesty of his motives is not impugned—his

mistake was in extending a rule or usage to

a case where it did not apply. It is probable,

but not at all certain, that substantial unity in

favor of Binns and Bruff would not have been

attained, if Hoyle had made a minute iu favor

of the minority report ; and in that event, the

report would have failed of adoption, and, as a

matter of necessity, as well as of order, the old

lerk and assistant would not have been super

ceded.* But this being conceded, it does not

follow that Hoyle can be justified in h'

sumption of the right to officiate for another

year, without having attempted to ascertain

the sense of the meeting upon the subject. It

may also be conceded that, if no names had

been presented to the meeting for clerk and

assistant, after the ftiilure of the representa-

tives to agree, the usage of the Society and of

the Yearly Meeting, would have continued

the old officers for another year."

'•The old clerk having failed to discharge his

duty to the meeting, Jonathan Binns, the

nominee for the office, undertook to collect

the sense of the meeting as he understood it

to have been expressed, and made a minute

accordingly of his own appointment. The

made can be regarded and sustained as the

action of the meeting? Two objections are

urged against it : 1. That it was not made by
the clerk ;

2. That it did not express the true

sense of the meeting.
" As to the first objection, it is true that, by

the book of discipline, the duty of collecting and
recording the sense of the meeting is imposed

upon the clerk ; and no provision is made there-

in for the contingencies of his absence, in-

ability, or refusal to act. Yet, if we are right

n the conclusion that Hoyle failed and re-

fused to collect the sense of the meeting upon
the nomination of Binns and Bruff", it can not

be doubted that Binns was justified in assuming

to discharge that duty, if it were the desire\of

the meeting that he should do so. Although the

ode adopted was not prescribed in the book

of discipline, or sanctioned by a general usage,

still the necessity of the case was a sufficient war-

rant for the action.* The case, however, was
not without a precedent. During the Hick-

site troubles, the clerk of a Quarterly Meot-

g, within the jurisdiction of the Ohio Yearly,

refused to minute the appointment of his suc-

cessor, and thereupon the nominee collected

the sense of the meeting upon his own nomi-

nation and made a minute of his own appoint-

ment, though the old clerk at the time was

at the table. This action of the Quarter, and

of the new clerk, was afterward approved by
the Yearly Meeting."

" Disorder and dissension had prevailed at

the meetings for discipline for years. At the

time of the separation, Hoyle, as clerk, sus-

tained by his associates, was conducting the

business of the meeting in open violation of the

order of the Society in not making and keeping

the meeting select. The friends of order and
unity had forborne until all hope of reconcilia-

tion had failed ; and, in their judgment, the

time had come for choosing between the al-

ternatives, of eitlier dissolving their unity with

the Society and ceasing to maintain its order, or

of freeing themselves from the official control

of those in sympathy with the separatists.

They chose the latter, and in doing so, our

opinion coincides with that of the great body

of Friend-i and of their Yearly Meetings

throughout the world, that they were fully

justified in using the means adopted for the

accomplishment of their ends.

" We do not defer to the opinions of Friends,

or the decisions of their Yearly Meetings, as

conclusive upon the question before us. Yet

question now arises, whether the minute so

* If, as the Judge here states, the old clerk still held

his position and office ; if he might have made a minute

appointing J. Binns, which the Judge admits, " would

have failed of adoption," how did Binns get the right

to go to the table and record his own appointment ?

Did the expression of the minority in his favor and the

. ,
minute he made, constitute " substantial unity ?" Did

* This again is contrary to truth and fact. London 1 Binns' usurping the place occupied by the regular clerk

Yearly Meeting was long without any Yearly Meeting and making the minute, give his appointment validity .'

of women Friends.

—

Ed. I
—Ed.

* "If we are right," is the most important member
of this whole section. Hoyle did not Jail or refuse to

collect the sense of the meeting on the proposition to

appoint Binns. He announced it from the table, and

that what he announced w.as true, is fully proved by

the testimony, and the admissions of the Binns' party.

The great body of the meeting, considering the move-

ment on the part of Binns and his party as revolu-

tionary and a separation from Ohio Yearly Meeting,

thought they had nothing to say respecting his nomi-

nation, but they showed their entire disunity with it,

by supporting the clerk of the meeting, and proceeding

with its business.

—

Ed.
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the connections and relations between Yearlj-

Meetings are such that we are not at liberty

to wholly disregard their judgments in the

premises. If the question related merely to

the manner in which local discipline* had

been administered by the Ohio Meeting, all

other Yearly Meetings would have been bound to

acquiesce in its decision. The disorder

doahtedly began in a matter of discipline, but it

ended in reparation before the question of the

discipline was determined.-f After the separa

tioD, each party enforced the discipline accord

ing to its own judgment of right. But by the

laws of the Society there could exist only

one Yearly Meeting within this jurisdiction

hence the question arose, which of the bodies

constituted the true Ohio Yearly Meeting?
This question involved the unity of the So

ciety, and was one in which all the Yearly

Meetings had an interest. It became a ques-

tion of identity, or succession, to be deter

mined accorjiing to the laws and usages of the

Socictj-. Although, as we have said, one
Yearly Meeting has no control over matters

of local discipline arising within the jurisdic

lion of another, still, other matters, which
affect the general wclftire of the Society, are

within cognizance of each and all the Yearly

Meetings. As we understand it, such is the

theory of Quaker government, and such also

has been the practice under it. For instance,

in 1827, the followers of Elias Hicks, embrae
ing a majority of the members" present at the

Baltimore Yearly Meeting, and including the
regular officers of the meeting, seceded from
their unity with the Society upon questions

of doctrine; whereupon the minority assem
bled and organized anew, claiming to be the

true and only Baltimore Yearly Meeting of
the Society. This claim was submitted to and
acted upon by the several other Yearly Meet-
ings. Thus the orthodox Friends, so organ-
ized, were recognized and acknowledged by
all other Yearly Meetings (including the Ohio
Yearly Sleeting) as constituting the true and
legitimate Baltimore Meeting ; while the sece-

ders, though possessing the apparent regular
organization, were disowned and ceased to be
of the Society."!

" When public policy, or the positive law
of the land, is not contravened, the decisions
and orders of the Society, when made in con-
formity to its polity, should have the same
effect, upon the subject to which they relate,

in civil courts, which the Society intended
should bo awarded to them when pronounced
by its own judicatories.

" If such societj- be composed of separate
bodies, whether co ordinate or subordinated,
the rules of the society for the management
of its internal affairs, and for the adjustment
of the relation.s between its branches, consti-
tute the law by which they should be gov-
erned.

"Applying these principles to the facts of

* What i.-) the .niiiiointracnt of a clerk to a Yesirly
Meeting but " local di»cipline?"

t The (liscipline of Ohio Yearly Meeting directed the
manner in which the clerk of the meeting was to be
choBen and appointed. If it was "a matter of discip-
line" when the disorder began, the discipline was cer-
tainly determined. A disorderly and revolutionary
act, can be no apology for setting both discipline and
usage at defiance.

: This is not an analogous case. The larger bodv of
IJaltimore ie.irly Meeting had joined a new Society
that did not hold the principles of Friends. The
smaller body continued to be Friends, and of course was
recognized as such.

—

Ed.

the case before us, we are of opinion that the

decisions of the several Yearly Meetings of

the Society, in relation to the succession in

the Ohio Yearly Meeting, arc proper and

legitimate evidence in the case, and are enti-

tled to great weight as intelligent opinions

and judgments upon the subject. And when
considered in connection with the cii'cum-

stanees of the separation, and in view of the

principles upon which the Ohio Yearly Meet-
ing was organized, they satisfactorily show
that the meeting over which Binns presided,

affiliated with the undoubted regular women's
meeting, was and is the true 'OhioY'early
Meeting of the Society of Friends,' within the

terms and meaning of the grant, whereby the

trust estate in controversy wa^ created.

Decree for Plaintiffs."

For "TLo Friend."

John Griffltli.

(Coutiaued from page 140.)

Perhaps there is no condition on this side

of the grave more to be dreaded, than that of
being left to ourselves ; a state wherein the
Spirit of Truth, being long grieved, ceases to

strive with us, and the things which belong
to our present and eternal peace become hid-

den from our eyes. On the other hand there
is, it may be, no state in which more of Divine
kindness is manifested on our behalf, than
when awakened as slaves and prodigals from
the bondage of sin and death; and, through
the light of Christ, brought to see ourselves
as we really are in a state of nature—poor
and miserable, blind and naked. It is when
thus brought to a humiliating sense of our
depraved and lost condition without a Sa
viour's grace,—astray, wounded and helpless,

—and are made to cry, " What shall I do to
be saved?" and, "My Pather, thou art the
guide of my youth!" that the tender Shepherd
of Israel compassionates and yearns towards
us; and with Samaritan love binds up our
wounds, pouring in the oil and the wine, and
lays us rejoicingly upon His shoulder to re
store to the fold of .safety.

John Griffith, as might have been noticed
in the latter part of the last number, as well
as may be in the beginning of this, seems
fairly brought into that ever desirable and
indispensable state of apprehension and alarm
on account of his soul's welfare; and into the
brokenness, humility and contrition of spirit.

which not only bring practically to the heart-
felt exclamation, "A Saviour or I die!" but
also introduces that godly sorrow for sin,
which leads to repentance not to be repented
of. True, anxiety and distress of mind were
for a time his portion! But how can a re-
ward be obtained without labor? or how a
victory without contest? or how effected the
" transformation of apostate man from fool to
wise, from earthly to divine," but through
the subjection of the carnal mind with all ?ts
sin-pleasing delights, to the cross of Christ,
which alone can give rest unto the wear}'
soul

; and which leads, step by step, onward
and upward into the glorious liberty of the
children of God ? '• To reign it is necessaiy
first to sutler;" And, "It is good for a man
that he bear the j'oke in his youth

; he sitteth
alone and keepeth silence, because lie hath
borne it upon him: he puttcth his mouth in
'he dust, if so be there may be hope." But
amid it all. He who requires the sacrifice,
himself opened and trod the new and living
way before us; He first endured the cross.

even to an ignominious death, despising the
shame ; and, setting us the example, hath also

promised, as we follow Him in obedience
thereto, to make His 5-oke easy and his bur-

den light ; to cause the mountains to skip like

rams, and the little hills like lambs for His
obedient followers ; and finally, when passing
through the dark valley of the shadow of

death, will enable to say, " Thy rod and thy
stafi' they comfort me." J. Griffith continues

:

" This happened on a seventh-day night,

and though the young man in time recovered,

yet he was not fit to be left next day, which
hindered me from going to meeting, to which
I was exceedingly desirous to have gone; for

by this time I was pretty thoroughly awak-
ened to a sense of duty ;

and it being a week
before the like opportunity presented to me
again, it seemed the longest week 1 had ever
known. Oh, how did I long to present my-
self before the Lord in the assemblies of his

people ! that I might pour forth my inward
cries before him, in a state of sincere repent-

a)ice,&nA deep contrition of soul ; which, through
the effectual operation of his power in my heart,

I was then in a condition to do. Now I clearly

saw, that repentance is the gift of God, and
that his love, wherewith he hath loved us in

Christ Jesus our Lord, leads sinners thereinto. :

The fleshly will being, for the present, over-

;

come and silenced, there was a giving up, xoith

all readiness of mind, to the Lord's requirings.

There was not an}- thing then too near to

part with for the real and substantial enjoy-

ment of the Beloved of my soul ; for I was
brought in degree to experience, that he camo
"for judgement into this world; that they
which see not might see ; and that thej- which
see might be made blind." I could no longer
look upon my former delights with ati}' satis-

faction, but instead thereof, had a glorious

view of the beautiful situation of Moulit Sion,

and my face was turned thitherward, and for

the joy which was set before me, I was made'-

willing to endure the cross of Christ, and to

despise the shame ; and though I became a
wonder and a gazing stock to my former com-
panions, I did not much regard it, knowing I

had just cause to be so. My great change
'

struck them with some awe, for I observed
they had not the boldness to mock or deride

.

me before my face.
j

"The young man who was an instrument]
in the Divine hand for my awakening, and

j

his brother, were both greatly reached and j

deeply affected, for the present, hy the above
|

mentioned wonderful visitation, and there <

was a visible change in them for a time ; but, [

like the seed that fell on the stony ground, li

thej' withered away, and did not become fruit-

1

ful to God.
;

"I greatly rejoiced when first-day came,!
that I might go to meeting; which proved to |l

me indeed a memorable one, there being two.:

public Friends, strangers, sent thither, as I
\

thought, on my account; for most of what
i

thej- had to deliver, appeared to me applicable

to my state. Now did I, in some degree, ex-

perience the substance of what was intended,

by the 'baptism of water unto repentance;
the washing of water by the word ; and being

.

born of water and the Spirit.' All of which
would be fully seen, and clearly understood,
by the professors of Christianity, were they
rightly acquainted with the ' gospel of Christ

;

which is the pOwer of God unto salvation.'

This power, inwardly revealed, is alone able

work that change in them, without which.
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mr Lord saith, none shall so much as see the

cingdom of God. But alas! being carnal in

,lieir minds, a spiritual religion does not suit

,hem ; for, as saith the scripture, ' the natural

nan receiveth not the things of the Spirit of

lod, for theyare foolishness unto him; neither

;an he know them, because they are spirit-

lally discerned.' Hence it is, that the pro-

essors of the Christian name, retain signs and
ihadows, while the substance is neglected

;

)leading for the continuance of types, when
,he antitype is but little regarded: whei-e this

atter is experienced, all shadows and types
ranish and come to an end

; as did the legal

,ypes when Christ, the antitype, came and in-

.roduced his dispensation, which is altogether

if a spiritual nature.
" The administration of water by the word

lontinued in a remarkable manner upon me,
'or about three months, in which I found great

latisfaction, as it was accompanied with an
leavenly sweetness, like healing balsam upon
ny wounded spirit ; my heart being molted
)efore the Lord, as wax is melted before the

ire. Great was my delight in reading the

Soly Scriptures, and other good books ; being

avored, at that time, to receive much com-
ort and improvement thereby. But this easy

nelting dispensation, was to give way to a

nore powerful one, that the floor might bo

ihoroughly purged, even the baptism with
;he Holy Ghost and fire ; for the former dis-

Densation of the Lord to my soul seemed much
;o resemble John's baptism with water unto
•epentance, as being the real thing signified

;hereby, in order to prepare the way of the

Lord."
(To be continned.)

The Rag-fair of St, Petersburg.

Every city has its myslei-ious receptacle

iiiddcn somewhere, far away from the centre

of the town, which the stranger, whose habits

lead him day after day through the same net-

work of fashionable streets, never sees ; its

i-ubbish heap, whei-eon are thrown the debris

of luxury, soiled, faded, and past all recogn;

tion, yet still good enough to find purchaser
at fifth or sixth hand. To this come at last

the tasteful bonnets, the dainty triumphs of

the milliner, now shapeless, torn, and soi"

fit to coif a learned donkey ; to this, the fine

black broadcloth coat which was once starred

with decorations, and figured at splendid en
tertainments ; to this, the dresses of a single

evening, thrown in the morning to the/e?nme
de chambre,—the yellowed blonde, the frayed
lace, the worn fur ; and here, too, are the
countless pieces of cast-off furniture. It is, in

short, the very humus and stratum of civiliza-

tions. Paris has its Temple ; Madrid, its

Eastro ; Constantinople, its Bazaar des poux ;

St. Petersburg, its Tchoukine-Dvor,—a rag-

fair most curious to visit.

The booths in the Tehoukine-Dvor, are

made of ends of planks ; they are paltry little

sheds, and the snow, whose immaculate white-
ness lay fresh on their roofs that day, made
their fllthj' appearance even more offensive.

Festoons of old greasy leather boots,—and
•what boots !—stiftened skins of animals which
recalled, in a sort of sinister caricature, the
figure of the living creature, and touloiipes,

ragged and dirty, yet still keeping a vague
impress of their former wearer, formed a com
posite decoration of the frontage of each booth
Hanging, as it was, in the open air, and with
here and there a little snow resting on it, all

this had the most wretchodlj' doleful aspect,

under a lowering, yellowish-gray sky. The
merchants were scarcely more attractive than
their merchandise.

. multitude of narrow lanes intersect one
another in tho Tchoukine-Dvor, and each
trade has its own special quarter. Numerous
"ttlo chapels showing, by the lamp-light

within, the silver and gilt of their miniature
ieonostasos, shine at the corners of these lanes.

Elsewhere throughout the Tchoukine-Dvor,
light is forbidden ; a spark might set in blaze

this collection of rubbish. Only for the glorify-

of their religious pictures, do they brave
the danger, and the masses of goldsmith's

work in this gloomy and squalid place gleam
with strange splendor. Buyers and sellers,

as they pass these chapels, make countless

gnsof the cross, in the Greek fashion. Some
of the most devout, or the least bus}', pros-

trate themselves, the forehead touching the
murmur a prayer, and, as they rise,

throw a kopeck into the box fastened by tho

door.

One of the most curious streets in the
Tchoukine-Dvor is that where religious pic-

tures are sold. If one were not quite sure of

the date, he might think himself in the Mid
die Ages, so archaic is the style of these paint

ings, for the most part the work of yesterday
All these objects are identically similar to

those which their ancestors revered. Immu-
table as dogma, they are perpetuated from
age to age ; art has had no bearing upon them,
and to correct them, in spite of their rudeness

and their simplicity, would have seemed a

sacrilege. The blacker, more smoky, more
rigid and ungraceful is the Madonna, tho more
confidence she inspires in the believer at who:
she looks with her great sombre eyes.

It is amusing to see the naive and pious

admiration of the mujik, passing through the

street, which might be called the Holy Street

of the Tchoukine-Dvor. Notwithstanding
the cold, he stands still in ecstasy before the

saints and madonnas, and dreams of possess-

ing some such picture to hang up, with a

lamp in front of it, in a corner of his cabin

built of fir-logs. But he goes away, regarding
the purchase as beyond his means. Now and
then, one richer than the rest, enters, after

having fingered the little roll of paper rubles

stowed away in his purse, to see if it seems
thick enough, and, after long discussion,

emerges, bringing his purchase carefully

wrapped up. They do their reckoning in the

Chinese manner, with an abacus, a kind of

frame crossed by iron wires, on which are

strung balls that are moved up and down ac-

cording to the figures to be added.

Not everybody is a purchaser in the Tchou-
kine-Dvor ; its narrow lanes are crowded with

a checkered population, for the most part

dlers merely ; the mujik in his touloupe, the

soldier in gray capoto, elbow tho gentleman

in his pelisse, and the antiquary hoping for

some treasure,—a hope but seldom satisfied,

for simplicity has taken its flight from this

bazaar, and, to be on the safe side, the dealers

ask extravagant prices for the least trifles

A regret for having parted cheaply with some
rare object of whose value they were ignorant,

has rendered them more jealous than the

Auvergnats of the Rue de Lappe. A little of

everything may be found in this bazaar; the

old books have their quarter, French, English,

German, from all countries in the world, thej-

ai-e stranded here upon the snow among

Russian books, odd volumes, ragged, stained,

and worm-eaten. Sometimes the patient in-

vestigator will find among heaps of trash, an
incunabulum, a first edition, a lost book, long
out of print, which has made its way at last

to the Tchoukine-Dvor through a series of

adventures strange enough to furnish material
for a humorous Odyssey. Some of these

booksellers do not know how to read, a cir-

cumstance which by no means prevents them
from perfectly understanding their merchan-
"

ie.

Among the loiterers and the purchasers,

women are in the minority; it would be the
other way in Paris. The Kussian women, al-

though nothing compels them to do so, seem
to have preserved the oriental habit of seclu-

sion
; they rarely go out.

The street of second-hand furniture would
furnish material for a series of lectures on
domestic economy, and would throw much
light upon Russian home life for any man
who knew how to decipher from these frag- .

ments in various stages of preservation, the
history of their former owners: all stj'les are

represented here ; fashions gone-by form regu-

lar stratifications; each period deposits its

layer. The predominating objects are those

great green-leather sofas, a truly Russian
article of furniture.

Elsewhere are trunks, valises, karsines, and
other articles of a traveller's outfit, extending
into the middle of the street and half buried

under snow; then old saucepans, ironware
of every kind, broken-nosed jugs, wooden.
bowls, utensils out of use, no longer having
names in any tongue, fragments of cloth that

arc nothing more than lint, coming only into

the rag-pickers' province. If it were not near

zero, an expedition through a region like this

would have its perils, but all the swarming
tribe perishes in such a temperature.— Gautier's Winter in Jtussia.

Keep your Promise.—A boy borrowed a tool

from a carpenter, promised to return it at

night. Before evening he was sent away on an
errand, and did not return until late. Before

he went, he was told that his brother should

see the article returned.

After he had come home and gone to bed, he

inquired, and found the tool had not been sent

to its owner. Ho was much distressed t»

find his promise had not been kept, but was
persuaded to go to sleep, and rise early and

carry it home tho next morning.

By daylight ho was up, and nowhere was
the tool to be found. After a long and fruit-

less search, he set off for his neighbor's in

great disti-ess, to acknowledge his fault. Batr

how great was his surprise to find the tool on

his neighbor's door-stone! And then it ap-

peared from the print of his little bare feet in

the mud, that the lad had got up in his sleep

and carried the tool home, and gone to bed

again, without knowing it.

Of course a boy who was prompt in his

sleep was prompt when awake. He lived re-

spected, had the confidence of his neighbors,

and was placed in many ofiices of trust and

profit.

If all the grown folks felt as this boy did,

there would be a good many tracks of bare

feet found some of these bright mornings
;

and what piles of tools and books would be

found l.ying at their owners' doors !—PAr(;no-

logical Journal.
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The Tzar ami Die Psalms.

\Vben Alexander 1st, Emperor of Russia,

came to the throne, few Bibles were found in

his empire, and great indifference in reference

to rclifjion almost nniversallj prevailed. A
high place in the Greek church soon became
vacant, and the emperor appointed his favorite

Prince Alexander Galitzin, to fill it. He at

first declined the appointment, on the plea of

his entire ignorance of religion, but the em
peror overruled the objection as of no weight
Constrained to accept the position, the prince

on his first interview with Archbishop Platoff,

requested him to point out some book which
would give him a concise view of the Chris-

tian religion, that he might be better qualified

for his official duties. The archbishop recom-
mended the Bible. The prince said he could

not think of reading iliat book. " Well," re-

j)lied the archbishop, "that is the only book
there is, or ever will bo, that will give you
a correct view of the Christian religion."

" Then I must remain ignorant of it; read-

ing the Bible is out of the question," was his

reply.

The advice ho had heard i-eniained upon
his mind, and he shortly afterwards privately
bought and read the Bible. The effects were
soon visible.

In the year 1812, when information reached
St. Petersburg that Napoleon's armies had
entered Moscow, a general panic came upon
the inhabitants, and they ])acked up theii-

valuables to flee to some place of security,

full}- expecting that the Pieneh would soon
march upon the capital. The emperor was
also preparing to go out with a body of troops
from the city" to withstand the invading foe.

During all this time Piince Galitzin re-

mained calm and unconcerned, and had a
large number of men employed repairing his
palace, which he continued to go on with, not-
with.standing the prevailing fear. His com-
panions were astonished at his course, and
some envious person told the emperor what
ho was doing, and ventured to hint that he
might be a traitor, who had some secret un-
derstanding with the invading foe. Alexander
sought an interview with the piince, who was
glad of an opportunity to acquaint the em-
peror of the foundation upon which his con-
fidence was built.

"Galitzin," said the cmperoi-, "what are
you doing? .What means all this? Everyone
prepares to flee, and you are building."
"Oh," said the prince, "I am here in as

sure a i)lacc of safety as any I could flee to

;

the Lord is my defence."
" Where have you such confidence?" replied

the emperor. .
" Who assures you of it ?"

"I feel it in my heart, and it is also stated
in this divinely inspired volume," answered
the prince drawing from his pocket and hold
ing forth a small Bible—a book which the
emperor had never seen before. He put out
his hand to receive it, but by gome inadvert-
ence it dropped on the floor, opening as it
fell. The prince raised the sacred W)lume,
glanced at the open page, and said, " Well,
permit uw to read to you in that very place
on which the Bible lies open before us."

It was that wonderful passage, the 91st
Psalm :

" He that dwelloth in the secret place
of the Most High, shall abide under the
shadow of the Almighty," &c.
"Oh that your majcs'ty would seek this re-

treat." said the prince, as he read tlie inspir-
ing words. '

The emperor stood for a while as a man
astonished. His army was at this time march-
ing out of the city, and as it was customary,
he repaired to the great cathedral for public

worship—that being the last place that th

emperor visits when leaving the capital to be
absent any considerable time. Entering there,

the religious services proceeded, and the ofR

ciating priest read before the wondering em-
peror the same 91st Psalm. After the service

he sent for the priest, and asked if Galitzin
had mentioned the circumstances of their in-

terview. The priest replied that he had heard
nothing of the matter.

" Who told you to make choice of that pai--

ticular passage this day ?" said the emperor.
The priest replied that "nobody had done it,

but that he had desired in prayer that the
Lord would dii'oct him to the particular por-
tion of the inspired Volume he should read, to
encourage the emperor, and that he appre-
hended that that psalm was the word of the
Lord to him."
The emperor proeced(

distance, and late in th

on his way some
evening, feeling i

great seriousness of mind, he sent lor his chap
lain to read the Bible to him in his tent. Ho
came and began to read : "He that dwellcth
in the secret place of the Most High, shall
abide under the shadow of the Almighty.

"Hold," said the emperor. "Who told you
to read that ?"

' God," said the chaplain.
'How?" said the emperor. "Has Galitzin

told you ?"

He replied that he had not seen the prince,
nor had any one told him what to read. "Sur-
prised at your sending for me," continued the
chaplain, " I fell upon my knees before God,
and befought Him to teach my weak lips
what to speak. I felt that part of the holy
word clearly pointed out to rae. Why your
majesty interrupted me I know not."
The emperor felt astonished at this, and

paid the greater attention to what was read,
believing this must be of the Lord's ordering,
he was therefore very solemnly and tenderly
impressed, and from that time he concluded,
morning and evening, to read privately a
chapter in the Bible.
The next day he was with the Princess

Metchersky at Trer. They agreed to begin
the Bible together, regularly to read it every
day so that they might both read the same
portion on the same day, and be able to com
municate to one another the particular im
pressions or reflections the reading of the day
might have produced.
The world knows wh.at was the end of th

French invasion of Eussia. Moscow was
burned by its inhabitants, and of Napoleon's
mightyarmy, 125,000 were slain, 132,000 died
of fatigue, hunger, disease and cold, in their
disastrous retreat, and 193,000 'were made
prisoners, and the expedition undertaken in
a haughty contempt of the government and
providence of God, ended in the downfall of
ts leader and the overthrow of his empire.
As for the emperor, the impressions made

upon his mind by that psalm were not tran-
scient. He took Galitzin's Bible and, to use
bis own language, " I devoured it, finding in
t words 60 suitable to, and descriptive of the
state of my mind. The Lord, by his divine
Spirit, was also pleased to give rae an under-
standing of what I read therein. It is to this

d teacher alone th.it I am indebted-
therefore I consider divine inspiration, or the

teachings of the Spirit of God, as the sure
foundation of saving knowledge."
Such was his testimony to Stephen Grellet

and William Allen, two members of the So-
ciety of Friends, who visited him while em-
ployed in gospel labors in St. Petersburg seven
years afterwards, in 1819. They found him
a man of tender heart, and at repeated inter-

views the Czar of all the Russians bowed the
knee and united in fervent prayer with these
two lowly men of God, in the presence of Him
who is higher than kings and mightier than
emperors, whose, throne is in the heavens
and whose kingdom ruleth over all.

Most of the circumstances in this account
are recorded by S. Grellet, in his journal, .is

received from the lips of Prince Galitzin him-
self, the day before they left St. Petersburg
to pursue their journej^ to the regions bej^ond,
\vhither they went to carry tidings of Him
who came to bring peace on earth and good
will to men.

—

Boston Christian.

Forestry.— George May Powell presented
the following in behalf of the Committee of
Forestiy

:

N. C. Ely, President Farmers' Club, Ame-
rican Institute :—Perhfips none of the philos-
ophies of Goethe were finer than this : "Strive
to encoui-iige the beautiful ; the useful will
encourage itself" The beautiful is a power
as a moral agency. It. strikes chords on that
wondrous harp, the human soul, which wakes
the better nature slumbering within. Some
of the wisest of those who labor for the good
of the poor put flowers and plants in the"
dwellings; and taxpayers, as well as those
who for benevolent reasons furnish the money
to help them do it, could richly atford to
take stock in the operation. On a wider
scale we can afford for similar reasons to en-
courage the beautifying the homes of our
fatherland by planting "trees. In this ma-
terial age, however, he who labors to advance
either a3Sthetics or ethics has far more thaa
half his work done when he learned that thp
quick, eflicient way to lead people to .act in a
desired direction, is to show them that it will
pay to do or not to do thus or so. In previous
pa])ers, therefore, we have labored to show
that it will pay to plant trees, and to economie
the timber wealth still left. Instances could be
given which have come within our knowledge
of farms being sold for advance prices many
times exceeding the cost of a little judi-
cious beautifying the premises by planting
forest-trees around the house and in artistic
groups here and there. One fine farm we
could specify, sold for at least a thousand dol-
lars more than it would have brought were it i

not for a beautiful little grove of maples in.

which the cottage nestled. The original cos|
of transplanting that grove could not havft-i

been ten dollars. If it had been seed-pl.inted
it would not have been one dollar. Hundreds
of speculators have held lands in the West,
till accumulated taxes and interest exceed th« »

price the land will bring. Had they skilfully
beautified these lands by planting forest trees;,

they would long since have sold them for a
higher price than they will now command.'
As a cool, calculating piece of money making,
the brightest thing they can now do is to orna-
ment those properties by planting trees on
them. Many a painting which would bring
only a few hundred dollars if not set, would

ng as many thousands if put in a frame
worth a hundred dollars. Many a piece of
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own or country property, both East and
We&t, would sell for au advance of fifty per

1 cent, by five per cent, being spent in tasteful

iree planting on it. We hope the shades of

fhe great German poet will not close down in

•larkness on us for adding to his injunction,
' Strive to encourage the beautiful," the

vords, "because it will pay to do so."

Ulirtt Pascal has left as the Profession of his

Faith.—I love poverty because Jesus Christ

(ived it. I love wealth, because it gives me
hi- means of assisting the wretched. I keep
laith with all men. 1 do not render evil to

;,hose who do it to me ; but I desire a state

ibr them like to my own, in which I receive

[leithcr evil nor good from the hand of man.
endeavor to be just, truthful, sincere and

liiithfiil to all men, and I have a tenderness

if heart for those to whom God has united

ne more closely; and whether I am alone,

)i- in the sight of men, in all my actions 1

lave in sight God, who must judge them, and
po whom 1 have consecrated them all.

[ These are my sentiments, and I bless all

j

he days of my life, my Redeemer, who has

but them into me, and who from a man full

• )f weakness, miser}', concupiscence, pride and
imbition, has made a man exempt from all

.hese evils, by the strength of His grace, to

ivhich ail the glory of it is due, since I have

I

n myself nothing but misery and error.

I JRecent Assyrian Discoveries.—We may see,

I says Frazer's Magazine, numerous black
' itones in the British Museum, which record

the sale and purchase of particular lands, and
.he most terrible curses ai"e invoked upon the
headsof those who should injure and destroy
Ithese evidences of ownership of property,
pne of them, lately found by Mr. Smith, tells

jus that the ground mentioned in it was be-

stowed by the king upon a sort of poet lau-

jreat on account of some panegyrics he had
Iwritten upon the kingdom. Still more plen-

iifttl

than these are private contract tablets,

ften in an outer coating of clay, on which an
bstract of the contents of the inner tablet is

tamped. Many of them are pierced with
oles, through which strings were passed at-

iched to leaves of papyri. The latter have
(long since perished; but papyrus was used
•by the Aecadians as a writing material at

k remote date, although the more durable
jOlay tablets were preferred. The mercantile
(class seems to have consisted chiefly of Se-
(mites, rather than of Aecadians ; and if we
[want to find the fullest development of bus-

iness and commerce we must come down to

Ithe eighth and seventh centuries B. C, when
[Nineveh was a bustling centre of trade. Tyre
had been discovered by the Assyrian kings,
land trade had transferi-ed itself further to the
ieast. Carchemish, which was favorably situ-

ated near the Euphrates, was the meeting
[place of the merchants of all nations, and the
i" manch of Carchemish" became the standard
iof weight. Houses and other property, in-

|cluding slaves, were bought and sold ; and
jtbe carefulness with which the deeds of sale

or lease were drawn up, the details into which
they went, and the number of attesting wit-
nesses, were quite worthy of a modern law-
yer. Money, too, was loaned at interest.

property. The witnesses and contracting
parties generally affixed their seals ; but where
they were too poor to possess any, a nail-
mark was considered sufficient. All this ap-
preciation and interchanging of property led,

as we might suppose, to testamentary devo-
lution, and no less a document than the pri-
vate will of Sennacherib is now in the British
Museum.

HYMN OF THE NATIVITY.
f BY THOMAS CAMPBELL.
When Jordan hushed his waters still,

And silence slept on Zion's hill

;

When Bethlehem's shepherds throngh the nij

Watched o'er their flocks by starry light

:

Hark ! from the midnight hills around,
A voice of more than mortal sound,
In distant hallelujahs stole,

Wild murmuring o'er the raptured soul.

Then swift to every startled eye,
New streams of glory light the sky

;

Heaven bursts her azure gates to pour
Her spirits to the midnight hour.

On wheels of light, on wings of flame,
The glorious hosts of Zion came

;

High heaven with songs of triumph rang.
While thus they struck their harps and sang

:

Oh, Zion ! lift thy raptured eye,
The long expected hour is nigh

;

The joys of Nature rise again.
The Prince of Salem comes to reign.

See, Mercy from her golden urn
Pours a rich stream to them that moin-n

;

Behold, she binds, with tender care,

The bleeding bosom of Despair !

He comes! to cheer the trembling heart

;

Bids Satan and his hosts depart:
Again the Day-star gilds the gloom,
Again the bowers of Eden bloom !

Oh, Zion ! lift thy raptured eye,

The long-expected hour draws nigh!
The joys of Nature rise again,

The Prince of Salem comes to reign.

For "The Friend.

Suffering Friends in Kansas.

[The following communication from our
friend Richard Cadbury, will interest many of
the readers of "The Friend," whose sympa-
thies have been awakened by the sufferings

of the settlers in Kansas and its vicinity
Those who desire to contribute to their re-

lief can remit directly to William Hadley, the
Treasurer of the relief fund, at Lawrence,
Kansas

;
or can send any contributions to the

office of " The Friend," number 116 JST. 4th
street, Philadelphia.]

Lawrence, Kansas, 12tli mo. lllh, 1874.

Dear Friend,—I am glad to be able to state

that in response to the appeal lately pub-
lished, the Executive Committee have re-

ceived many contributions, both of money and
goods. We have also received several letters

of inquiry as to the reality and extent of the
destitution amongst Friends and others in

this State. In order that 1 might be able to

reply to these, I asked our agent, Jonathan
Wilson, to furnish us with a brief report, and
as there are probably many who feel an
terest in this matter, I enclose a copy of his

letter.

I wish also to state that since his return

, our committee through W. Hadley, Treasurer,
usually at the rate of 4 per cent, but some- has taken steps to purchase the necessary
times, more especially when goods like iron 'quantity of wheat at Concordia, the nearest
were borrowed, at 3 per cent. Security for available point to the settlement at Barr Oak,
the loan was often taken in houses or other which is to be stored there subject to our

order. The plan of distribution mentioned by
J. VV. is as follows. He is furnished with a
complete list of all articles sent. In his visit
to each family he makes a note of their needs,
requesting them to state their wants fully!
Ho then plans the distribution as he unpacks
the goods, and on the day appointed, takes
each family by itself into the room where the
goods ai-e, and fits them out, adhering as closely
as possible to the list previously furnished.
Joseph N. Woodard started from Lawrence

to day with a supply of goods for Elk river
Monthly Meeting, Montgomery county

; and
Jonathan Wilson will set off again early next
week to visit all the meetings on the line of
the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe railroad.
On behalf of the executive committee for

Kansas relief,

Feancis a. Wright, Secretary.

Francis A. Wright, Secretary—Dear Friend,
—I have just returned from a visit to Walnut
t!reek Monthly Meeting, Burr Oak, Jewell
county, where I distributed about $470 worth
of clothing, provisions, and money. These
goods had to be hauled on wagons 95 miles
to reach their destination. On arriving at
the house of a Friend, I had several Friends
called in who gave me a list of the destitute,
and on the following morning 1 proceeded, ac-
companied by a guide, to their several dwell-
ings. I visited twenty-seven families, about
half of whom live in what they call a " Dug-
out," which is a cellar in the side of a hill,

with a roof of poles, brush, and sod, the door,
being on the lower side, and a window iu
the gable at the back end. These dwellings
are warm and comfortable in the winter, more
so than an unplastered frame house on a
bleak prairie. Most of these families have an
160 acre claim, which is now paid for, if they
remain on it. They nearly all have a span
of good horses and a wagon, and have each
from 20 to 40 acres broken for farming. They
wear the appearance of thrift, and will I be-
lieve eventually become independent farmers,
if they can be supplied with means to take
them through until another crop can he
raised.

In the second family I visited there were
nine children, seven of whom were barefooted
and their clothing quite ragged. On inquiring
what eatables they had, they showed me a
sack of flour with about twenty pounds in it.

They had no grain of siuy kind, no money,
and no work was to be had ; "And what are
you going to do !" I inquired. - The woman
said the neighbors were going to divide with
them as long as they had anything, and then
if no help came they were going to Iowa where
corn and potatoes were plentiful.

After spending two daj^s in visiting these
27 families, and finding many in a similar con-
dition, I summoned them to attend with mo
at the house of a Friend, where my goods were
stored, to receive each their portion. Ac-
cordingly, on the next day more than one
hundred young and old, met me, and more
happy countenances I never beheld in one
company. It was their meeting day, and
when the hour arrived we all repaired to the
meeting house, where prayer and praise re-

sounded for more than an hour, mentally and
vocally. In the evening, after the completion
of the distribution. Friends acknowledged
that thej' had never seen anything more suc-
cessful, not a murmur, nor a dissatisfied ex-
pression was heard, every one appeared con-
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tented. I also ascertained what amount of

wheat would be necessary to carry them
throui;h until harvest, which in the aggre-

gate tor that monthly meeting amounted to

300 hushels for bread, and 150 bushels for

peed. This plan of distribution I am now
moi-e than ever convinced, is the right one.

Thy friend,

Jonathan Wilson, Agent.

Lawrence, 12th mo. lllh, 1874.

Numo Strlrturrs

For ''Tbo Friend."

E. .Isli's pampiilct coiictmiug

Gforgt Fo.\.

An editorial article in " The Friend" of 10th

mo. 24lh last, contains some criticisms upon
a pamphlet issued in 1873, from the pen of

Dr. Edward Ash, of England, on '• George
Fox, his character, doctrine and worlc." Th'
pamphlet makes certain animadversions upon
the doctrinal views held and promulgated by
George Fox and his coadjutors, that we pro-

pose to examine and com])are with the text

of the Holy Scriptures relating to the points

at issue.

E. Ash asserts (page 22) after citing several

expressions of Geo. Fox respecting the light,

spirit, grace, and power of Christ, and His
teaching the people himself thereby, as fol-

lows, viz :
" Now on examining these passages

wo find that they include four distinct ideas
altogether peculiar to G.F.'s teaching, namely;
that there is something in all men variously
described by him as the light of Christ, the
Spirit of God, and the grace of God, by be-

lieving in which and not otherwise they will

be enlightened and saved ; tliat this doctrine
was taught by our Lord and his Apostles, al-

though it had since been lost to the church
;

that ho himself had received it by an imme-
diate divine revelation, although he after-

wards found it in the Holy Scriptures ; and
that he had been Divinely commissioned to
teach and promulgate it. As it is no part of
my purpose in these pages to enter into either
theological or textual discussion, I shall here
confine myself to the simple expression of my
conviction, arrived at long ago, and confirmed
by subsequent examination, that neither in
those passages of Scripture to which G. F.
evidently refers, nor in any other, is the above
doctrine taught ;—<A(j; nothing is any where
sniil in Scripture which implies that men are to
look to any thing in themsdoes for iUuminntion
and salvation ; that there is no warrant in Scrip
ture for any such expression as ' the light of
Christ

;'—that the word liyht is never used with
relation to our Lord ejxept in n strictly personal
sense, denoting him as ' the Light of the world,'
or 'of men ;'—that these expressions refer to
his office as the great teacher of God's truth
(sec Ileb. i. 2) ;—that it was plainly to him
personally, and not to any thing in themselves,
derived from him, that John tbo Baptist bore
witness, 'that all men through him might
believe' (Jolm i. 7);—that it was to him, and
not to any thing in their hearts, that both our
Lord him.self and his apostles taught men to
look for illumination and .salvation :—that
there is no warrant whatever in Scripture for
saying that u measure of the Spirit of (fod is
in wicked men; and that tlie Holy Spirit is
never designated in Scripture by the terms
light and grace.

"Entertaining this conviction, I have of
course no alternative but to regard G. h\ as
having bean altogether mistaken in suppo.s-
ing that the Spirit of (Jod had immediutcly

revealed the above doctrine to him, that he

had afterwards found it in the Scriptures, and
that God had commissioned him to teach and
pi-omulgate it."

E. Ash here boldly declares that the Scrip

tui'cs nowhere teach the doctrine that the

grace, light, or Spirit of Christ, is manifested

or appears in the hearts of all men, in order

to enlighten and save them. In His conver
sation with the Jews, as narrated John vi. 45,

Christ saj'S to them, " It is written in the pro
phets, and they shall he oil taught of God. than these words of the revelation to man by

heard and' 'the Holy Spirit, of God's displeasure at his un-Every man, therefore, that hath
hath learned of the Father, cometh unto me.'

This quotation from the prophets, made by
our Saviour, is contained in Isaiah liv. 1.3, and
is a promise given to the Gentiles on the
bringing in of the Christian dispensation.
It is corroborated by a similar prophecj' in

Jeremiah xxxi. 33, 34, where a new covenant
is promised to Israel by writing the law in

their hearts, so that all shall know the Lord
from the least to the greatest. Thus the doc-
trine of the universal teaching of men by the
Holy Spirit of God in their souls, is distinctly

recognized and avowed by Christ. He had
been speaking of the bread of life, and the in-

dispensable necessitj^ of all partaking of that
if thej- would participate in eternal life. At
this the unbelieving Jews murmured, and He
thereupon plainly informed them that noth
ing but the Spirit of His Father operating
upon their souls could draw them into tru^

fellowship with Him, and followed it by the
reference to the prophecy above alluded to.

We can conceive of no more full statement
than is here contained in the language of
Christ himself, of the doctrine always held by
Friends, and controverted by E. Ash. " All
shall be taught of God," and " no 7nan" can
come to Christ except the Father draw hi
"Every man, therefore, that hath heard and
learned (thus) of the Father, cometh unto
me." There are no exceptions. He does not
say that all good men, or all christians only
shall be taught of God, nor that every man
who has read the Scriptures or heai-d the out
ward preaching of the gospel, shall come unto
Christ and be saved, but those who hear and
learn, or obey the inward teaching of the Holy
Spirit in their hearts. For in the same con-
versation when in their carnal apprehensions
of His words respecting eating His flesh and
drinking His blood. His disciples murmured
at what they thought a hard saying. He told
them that " it is the Spirit that quickeneth,
the flesh profiteth nothing." " Therefore said
I unto joa, that no man can come unto me
except it were given unto him of my Father;"
thus assimilating the processes alluded to in
both the spiritual acts of partaking of His
flesh, and of conversion or coming unto Him,
viz

: That they were only to be experienced
by the work of the Holy Spirit in the heart.

E. Ash assorts " that nothing is anywhere
said in Scriptures which implies that men are
to look to anything in themselves for illu-
mination and salvation." What then is the
meaning of the following passages, "Faith
cometh by hearing, and hearing by the word
f God." " The word is nigh thee in thy heart

and in thy mouth, that is the word of faith
which we preach," Romans, x. 17, 8. Now if
we are justified by faith, (Rom. v. 1) and faith
com»th by hearing, and hearing by the word
of God, which is in the heart, then the Scrip
tures do teach that men are to look to '• Some-
thini; in themselves for illumination and salva-

tion." Moreover, Christ expressly told the
Jews that the kingdom of God was within them,
and not to be expected outwardly, Luke, xvii!

20, 21. Again, Paul in writing to the Romans
(i. 18, 19) declares that " the wrath of God
is revealed from heaven, against all un»odli-
ness and unrighteousness of men who^old
the truth in unrighteousness; because that
which may be known of God is manifest in
them, for God hath showed it unto theni."
What could constitute a plainer assertion'

righteous deeds, and this in the very secret
recesses of his heart without any outward
means? "For God, (not man, not the let-

ter of Scripture only) hath showed it unto '

them." 'I'he last text further disposes of
another of E. Ash's unsound thesis, " that
there is no warrant whatever in Scripture 1

for saying that a measure of the Spirit of God
is in wicked men." How is the Spirit of
Truth, which was promised by Christ to fol-
low His resurrection in order to reprove the
world for sin, among other oflBces, to operate
for that end, except by appearing in and
moving upon the hearts of wicked njeu ? Does
not every heart which has been redeemed from
sin by Christ, know that such a statement as
B. Ash ventures upon here is a monstrous
fallacy ! What was it struck remorse and hor-
ror into the soul after giving way to transgres-
sion when yet unconverted ? Who preached
to the corrupt generation of Noah's age ? The
apostle Peter in his 1st Ep. iii, 18, 19, 20, writes
thus, " For Christ also hath once suffered for
sins, the just for the unjust, that he might
bring us to God, being put to death in the
flesh but quickened by the Spirit: hy which also,
he loent and preached unto the spirits in prison,
which were sometime disobedient, when once
the long suffering of God waited in the days
of Noah, while the ark was a preparino-." We
find also in the account of the cause^of the
deluge, recorded in Genesis, 6th chapter, 3rd
ver,se, these expressions

; "And the Lord said
my spirit shall not always strive with man,
for that he also is flesh." The 8th chapter of
Proverbs is in itself a complete refutation of
the assumptions of E. Ash, nearly the whole :

of it being an exhortation to attend to the
immediate teachings of the Holy Spirit under
the name of wisdom. That wisdom as spoken
of in this Scripture was not merely the wise '

.sayings or counsel of good men, is evident by '

the personal designation .applied to the term:
".Unto yon, oh men, I call : and my voice is

to the sons of man. Hear, for I will speak of
excellent things. I lead in the w.ay of right-
eousness, that I may cause those that love me
to inherit substance." Again, wisdom as hero
alluded to appears to be synonvmous with
Christ from these expressions :

"" The Lord
possessed me in the beginning of his way, be-
fore his works of old. I was set up from ever-
lasting, from the beginning, or ever the earth
was." "Then I was by him as one brought
up with him, and I was daily his delight, re-
joicing always before him ; rejoicing in tho
habitable part of his earth; and my delights

j,were with the sons of men." * * "Whoso
findeth me findeth life, and shall obtain favor
of the Lord; but he that sinneth against me

rongeth his own soul ; all they tba't hate me
love death." How strikingly these passages
agree with the testimony given of Christ in.
the 1st chapter of John ! That He was in the
beginning, and that all things were made By
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Kim ;
that iu Him was life, and tlie life was

the light of men ; that all who bate this light

are iu the condemnation, or love death.

Our Saviour's outward mission among men
asted only about three years, and those parts

ji the Scriptures which relate to his life and

ioctrines, were not written until some years

after his death. The number of copies in

irculation before Tyndale's time iu the 16th

[jcntury was very few, so that they were in-

iccessible to nearly all the laity, even of pro-

fessedly Christian lands. To say nothing then

af the millions of human beings in pagan
jountries, such as China and India, who never

loard of the name of Christ, and assuming
lecordiug to E. Ash's theories, that mankind
3an only be taught the way of salvation by

iutward means, such as the oral preaching of

heir fellow men, or the letter of the Scripture,

t would appear that the opportunities of

salvation fur the vast bulk of mankind were
ilender indeed, and two of the most noble

ittributes of the Creator, his justice and

mercy, must be denied.

On the other hand if we admit that the

(visdom which was from the beginning, and

strove with the antediluvians to rescue them
'rom sin and destruction, whose voice is to the

sons of men, " crying at the gates, at the entry

)f the city, at the coming in at the doors," to

lead them in the way of I'ighteousness, is the

true Light that has imparted to every soul the

knowledge of saving Truth, either immedi-

ately or iustrumentallj', since the creation of

jA.dani, then all difficulties in justifying the

.vays of God to man vanish.

E. Ash's assertion, " that there is no war-

•apt in Scripture for any such expression as

:he Light of Christ," may have a show of

i^erbal accuracy thus far, that the juxtaposi-

tion of the four words referred to in that exact

)rder, is not met with in the Scripture text.

jBut that the form of expression is warranted

by the Scriptures, must bo obvious to all can-

[lid minds in consideration of the foUowin

posts. "I am the light of the world." "

iim come a light into the world." " He that

j-olloweth me^ shall not walk in darkness, but

Shall have the light of life." " The J)ay Sprin

|Tom on high hath visited us, to give light to

,hem that sit in darkness." "A light to

ighten the Gentiles." "God is light." "Awake
.hou that sieepest, and Christ shall give thee

ight." "In him (Christ) was life, and the

ife was the light of men." What hyper-

sriticism is it to object to the term in ques

fion, after so broad a warrant for its use by

Jhrist himself!

(To be concluilcd.)

THE FRIEND.
TWELFTH MONTH 20, 1874.

The experience of my own long life, and of

Jiat of all those whom I have intimately

itnown, has on the other hand, abundantly
lihown me that there can be no seeking of

ijrod, however ignorant, however dark, that is

pursued with integrity, which does not effec-

fually lead upward from _grace to grace, from
'^race to glory; for of a truth, "God is, and
|S a rewarder of those who diligently seek

Him."

—

M. A. Schimmelpennick.

" And I will pray the Father, and He shall

^ive you another Comforter, that He may
ibide with j^ou for ever ; Even the Spirit of

Truth : whom the world cannot receive, be-

siause it seeth Him not, neither knoweth Him

:

put ye know Him ; for He dwelleth with you,

!ind shall be in you." John xiv. 16, 17.

With the annual revolution of the seasons,

wc are again in the midst of that period usu-

ally devoted to the interchange of gifts, and
the enjoyment of festivities among relatives

and friends, to the winding up of the affairs

of the out-going year, and the needed prepara-

tion for the advent of the new.
The term Christmas is derived from the

name of our Saviour, coupled with that of

mas" or " missa ;" the latter being a rite or

ceremonial of the Romish Church. Edwards,
n his Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge,
thus defines this rite :

" The office of prayers

at the celebration of the cucharist ; or in

other words, the consecrating the bread and
wine, so that it is transubstantiated into the

body and blood of Christ, and offering them
as an expiatory sacrifice for the quick and the

dead." This writer further states that the

first traces of the observation of the 25th of

the 12th month as a religious festival in com-
memoration of the birth of Christ, are to be

found in the second century, about the time

of the Emperor Commodus. Kitto tells us

that the earliest writer who alludes to it was
Clement, of Alexandria, \vho wrote about the

middle of the third century, and " who speaks,

(he says), with compassionate scorn of the

attempts made by persons in his time to fix

not only the precise year, but the exact day
of Christ's birth, both of which he considered

equally futile and impracticable."

Kitto further writes thus concerning it:

—

" It is clear that the celebration of the day of

Christ's nativity was not thought of in the

earliest ages of the christian church ; when it

was at length considered proper, no clue or

tradition existed as to the real time." * * *

" We strongly think that there is no satisfac-

torj' evidence as to the time of the }'ear; and
still less as to the precise day ; and it appears

to us that the season, and consequently the

day, have been determined on erroneous and
uncritical data." * * * "Neither have ancient

tradition or practice in their favor." Edward
states that " The custom of making presents

on Christmas-eve is derived from an old

heathen usage, practised among the norther

nations at the feast of the birth of Sol on the

25th of December, to which it succeeded, and
retained the name of Yule or Inul ; that is, the
' wheel' or revolution of the sun."

Friends have always avoided the superst

tious observation of any "days and times," as

possessing in themselves peculiar sanctity

above others; believing that such practices

rather tend to weaken that sense of obliga-

tion which should rest upon all true Christians

to regard not only every day, but also caci

moment of their lives, as consecrated to Him
who has bought them with a price of untold

value. It is to be observed also, with regret,

ihat those days commonly set apart as Holy
days or festivals, become easily prostituted bj'

many to indulgence in sensual appetites and

unprofitable pleasures; so that their popular

effect seems rather to stimulate a worldly

spirit than to promote holiness and Divine

love. It is therefore from no sour or cynical

spirit, that we have found it safest for us, as

a people, to refrain chiefly from the customary

observation of such periods. The cessation

of worldly thought and care at intervals, ant

the reverent introversion of the mind in re-

flection upon those wonderful proofs of Divine
love and mercy displayed in the birth, life and
passion of our incarnate Lord, are not only
xllowable, but laudable means for promoting
a growth in grace, and girding on the heaven-
ly armor when the favor of the Holy Spirit is

pealized to bless such opportunities. We be-

ieve it was in this sense that our Lord, on
that memorable night prior to his crucifixion,

after He had broken the bread and poured
out the wine at this final occasion of partak-
ng with them of the passover, commanded
His immediate disciples to "do this, as oft as

ye do it, in remembrance of me." No sincere

follower of the Redeemer can be insensible to

the sublime importance of tkat event pro-

laimed by the angel herald to the shepherds
of Galilee, on the night of the nativity of the

only begotten Son of God. "Behold I bring
you good tidings of groat joy, which shall be

to all people. For unto you is born this day,

n the City of David, a Saviour which is Christ

the Lord."
Says Wm. Penn, " We acknowledge Christ

in bis double appearance; as in the flesh of

the seed of Abraham, so in the Spirit as He
is God over all blessed forever. Wherein is a
full confession to Him, both as a blessed per-

son, and as a Divine Spirit of light and life in

the soul." * * * " Whose doctrine pierced,

whose life preached, whoso miracles aston-

ished, whose blood atoned, and whose death,

resurrection and ascension, confirmed that

blessed manifestation to be no less than the

Word God, (the life and light of men) mani-
fested in the flesh, according to the Apostle
Paul, for the salvation of the world ; and there-

fore properly and truly He was the Son of

man on earth, and is now as truly the Son of

man in glory, as the head of our manhood,
which shall also be glorified, if we now re-

ceive Him into our hearts, as the true' Light
that leads in the way of life etCFnal, and con-

tinue in well doing unto the end."

George Fox informs us in his journal, that

when he was a young man, at the time called

Christmas, whilst others were feasting and
sporting themselves, he looked out poor

widows, from house to house, and gave them
money for their relief. Thus this godly man
proved his title to pure and undefiled religion,

agreeably to the apostolic declaration, and
has left us a good example to follow. How
many sorrowful households this wintry sea-

son must witness among unemployed me-

chanics and the laboring classes, whom the

present depressed condition of trade has de-

prived of their usual means of support ? Last

winter there were nearly 5,000 inmates in the

Philadelphia Almshouse, whilst 19,000 more
were obliged to receive out-door relief in this

city. The prospect for the present cold sea-

son is even more gloomy than the last; and

every consideration of Christian duty of love

to our Heavenly Father and our fellow beings,

should open the hearts of those who have

enough and to spare of the necessaries of life,

to remember their poor brothers. "This is

a faithful saying, (writes Paul to Titus) and

these things I will that thou affirm constantlj^

that they which have believed in God might

be careful to maintain good works." Again

he exhorts Timothy to "charge them that

are rich in this world, * * that they do good,

that they be rich in good works, ready to dis-

tribute, willing to communicate." Blessings

are promised to such that are encouraging in
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the highest degree. The royal Psalmist de-

clares that "the Lord will deliver him iu time

of trouble," and he shall be blessed upon

earth, that considereth the poor. "The Lord

will strengthen him upon the bed of languish

ing." And the inspired Apostle assures us

that such "lay up in store for themselves a

good foundation against the time to come
that the}^ maj' lay hold on eternal life." It

has been truly said that, " our love to Cxod in

love to man we owe," and " he that lovclh not

his brother whom he hath seen, how can he

love (iod whom he hath not seen." It is not

sufficient that we dwell in our ceiled houses

appropriating the comforts which a bountiful

rrovidence has poured into our la])8, and only

relieving those cases of want which presen'

themselves at our doors, and which we ma3-

perhaps contribute to more for the sake

being rid of their importunities, than from

any feelings of genuine charity. Indeed
this class of mendicants are often the least

deserving objects of charity, whilst those

who usually earn an honest livelihood, but who
may in such crises as the present be destitute

of both work and means of support, are too

modest to urge their claims in public. Th
patriarch Job could testily "I was a father

to the poor ; and the cause which I knew not
I searched out. 1 delivered the poor that
cried and the fatherless, and him that had
none to help. The blessing of him that was
ready to perish came upon me ; and I caused
the widow's heart to sing for joy." May we
then who are not in want ourselves; not only
the rich in the usual acceptation of that term,
but all who can spare anything of the Lord's
gifts to them, remember our obligations to
Him who for our sakes became poor, that we
tlirough llis poverty might be made rich. Let
us not too readily please ourselves bj' making
costly and perhaps merely ornamental gifts

to our well-to-do relatives and friends, but re-

member tho* lesson taught by these words
from the lip of Truth :

' When thou makcst
a dinner or a supper, call not thy friends, nor
thy brethren, neither thy kinsmen, nor thy
rich neighbors: lest they also bid thee again,
and a recompense be made thee. But when
thou makest a feast call the poor, the maimed,
the lame, the blind

; and thou shall be blessed :

for they cannot recompense thee; for thou
Bhalt be recompensed at the resurrection of
the just."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FonKKiK.—The triril of Count Von Ariiim, at Berlin,

resulted in his beinK fonnd guilty of only a part of tlie
offences with which he was charged. He was sentenced
to three months imprisonment, including one month of
the time during which he had previously been under
arrest. The Count is required to pay the costs of prose-
cution, but is permitted to retain his ofhcial dignities.
The prosecution had copies of the papers which Von
Arnim abstracted, some of which show that he had dis-
obeyed his instructions, which were to sustain President
Thierii, and had aided in the election of MacMahon,
and also that he had acted in a similar manner with
'"C German bishops in the J^ciimenical Council.
The German Parliament pa,sacd the imperial budget

and adjourned from the 19th inst. to the 7th prox. Bis-
marck has received a warning from the police of a fresh
plot against his life.

The London Morning Standard has a dispatch from
Spain reporting the total defeat and routing of a Re-
publican army in Catalonia by the Carlists under Gen.
Trialany.

A Paris dispatch of the 16th states that the Assembly
committee of thirty met that day, and considered the
([uestion of placing constitutional bills in the order of
the day. A motion to place the bills for the organiza-
tion of the second Chamber first was adopted.

There has been a heavy fall of snow in the north of

France. In the city of Angers, the capital of the De-

partment of Maine-et-Loire, the roof of the market hall,

unable to su.stain the weight of the snow that had ac-

cumulated upon it, gave way, causing death and injury

to many persons.

The "iron-works of the Great Western Railway Com-
pany at Reading, Eng., were destroyed by fire the 19th

inst. Four hundred persons are thrown out of employ-

ment by the fire.

The crew of the brig Brocklesby, at Liverpool, from

Galveston, have been sentenced to imprisonment for

terms ranging from six to eight years, for mutiny.

Deep snows have fallen in England making travel-

ling difficult.

London, r2th mo. 21st. The rate of discount in the

open market, for three months bills, is 5\ per cent.,

which is I below the Bank of England rate.

Liverpool.— BreadstufTs quiet. Middling uplands

cotton. Id. a 7-1 6(Z.

The Italian Chamber of Deputies has p.assed a bill

granting an annuity to Garibaldi, by a vote of 207 to 25.

A City of Mexico dispatch says : A Congressional

committee has reported in favor of the subvention of

$12,000 per mile to the Tehuantepec Railway Com-
pany. Tepic has been completely pacified and the
authorities reinstated. The suppression of the Order
of "Sisters of Charity" has been decreed by Congress
by a vote of 113 against 57.

Olive oil is produced in large quantities in Tunis.
The olive crops during the past two years have been so

abundant that there is still a great deal of oil in the
country, notwithstanding the immense quantities

—

amounting in all to 3452 tons, of the value of £125,893
—that have been shipped during the past year to Great
Britain, France and Italy.

Tokio, Japan, suffered heavy loss by fire on the 17th
ult. Over one thousand houses were destroyed.
The Governor-General of Canada has given his assent

to the bill passed by the Quebec Assembly, entitled
" An Act for the union of Canada, Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick."
All the principal governments having accepted the

invitation to the International Code Conference, Russia
has issued a circular asking them to present their re-

commendation as to the time of meeting.
A Constantinople dispatch of the 21st says, during a

storm to-day lightning struck the powder magazine at
Scutari and caused a terrible explosion. A portion of
the wall was overthrown, many houses demolished,
and 200 people were killed and wounded.
United States.—The report of the Chief of the

Bureau of Statistics shows the total number of immi-
grants into the United States during the four years end-
ing 6th mo. 30th last, to have been 1,499,298, viz : 1871,
331,250; 1872,404,806; 1873,459,803; 1874, 313,339.
Of these immigrants 321,830 came from England, Scot-
land and Wales, 257,222 from Ireland, 492,501 from
Germany, Au.stria and Netherlands, 1.58,089 from the
British North American Provinces, and 269,656 from
other lands.

The wool production of the United States is larger
this year than last. There has been a marked increase
of production in the States west of the Mississippi and
on the Pacific.

The report of the Erie Railway for the fiscal year
ending 9th mo. 30th last, shows gross earnings $18,698,-
898, and the working expenses $1 3,563,738, leaving a net
revenue of $5,0.3.5,160. The net earnings were $l,.S36,-
804 less than the previous year. The decrease is attri-
buted to the general depression of business in the
country.

The Fayetteville N. C. Eagle, mentions that a vine-
yard near that town contains 100 acres, on which there
are 7,000 vines of several varietie.s. It is supposed the
yield of wine this season will be fully 40,000 gallons.
The Pennsylvania Commissioners of the Sinking

Fund, during the year ending 11th mo. 30th last, paid
off and extinguished $1,230,186 of the public debt of
the commonwealth.
The 15th of Twelfth month was very cold in Canada

and some of the northern States. At Quebec the ther-
mometer was 20 degrees below zero, in Montreal 14
below, and at various other points from 4 below to 20
below zero. In Maine, New Hampshire, and Mas.sa-

usetts, the temperature ranged according to location
from 6 below to 30 deg. below—the lowest point bein"
reached at Lancaster, N. H.
At the late exhibition of the Franklin Institute in

Philadelphia, 33,277 persons were weighed. It was
found the average weight of the men was 149i pounds,
and that of the women 129 pounds.
The Pacific Mail Company's steamship Japan, from

San I rancisco and Yokohama for Hong Kong, was de-

stroyed last week by fire when sixty miles out fron

Yokohama. The disaster was attended with a fearfu

loss of life and great destruction of property. Ths
Japan had 973 tons of freight, and $375,000 in treasure

The amount of salt inspected in Michigan the preseni

year has been 1,026,977 barrels, being an increase ol

23,633 barrels over last year.

Among the bills presented to Congress within the

past few days the most important is one from the Senate
Finance Committee providing for a resumption of specie

payments. By the terms of the bill the circulation ol

legal tender notes is to be gradually reduced to $300,-

000,000, and on and after the first day of the year 1879,

the Secretary of the Treasury is to redeem in coin the

legal tender notes then outstanding. The present issue

of fractional currency is to be exchanged as rapidly as

possible for silver coins of the denominations of ten,

twenty-five and fifty cent.s, of standard value. There
is also a provision for free banking under the provisions

of the national banking system. It is .said that the

President and Secretary of the Treasury approve the

proposed measure
The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered

320, including 93 children under two years. Then
were 58 deaths of consumption and 22 scarlet fever.

A Hong Kong dispatch of the 20th states that thi

captain of the steamship Japan, together with thirty

Europeans and 92 Chinese, h.ad reached that port^

Two boats and the rafts had not yet been heard from, i

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quolationi
on the 2l3t inst. New ybri.-American gold IIU
U. S. sixe-s, 1881, registered, 117J ; do. coupons, 121'

,

do. 1868 registered, 117; coupons, 1201; do. five pei

cents 1881, 113J. Superfine Hour, $4.15 a $4.50; Statij

extra, $4.90 a $5.15 ; finer brands, $5.50 a $10,50. No|
2 Chicago spring wheat, *1.12 a $113. ; No. 3 do. $1.0!

a $1.09; red western, $1.27 a $1.28; amber, $1.30 !

;

$1.31 ; white Michigan, $1.36 a $1.38. Canada Wes i

barley, $1.62. Oats, 67 a 70 cts. Rye, 95 cts. Westerr

;

mixed corn, 88 a 90 cts. ; old, 93 cts.; yellow, 90 a 9^j

cts. PkUadelphia—Middlings cotton, 14J a 14 j cts. fo I

uplands and New Orleans Superfine flour, $4 a $4.25
extras, $4.50 a $5 ; finer brands, $5.50 a $7.50. Re(
wheat, $1.20 a $1.24; amber. $1.25 a $1.28; white-
$1.37 a $1.42. Rye, $1.00. New corn, 80 a 85 cts. i

old yellow and mixed, 92 a 93 cts. Oats, 64 a 67 'Cts i

Lard, 13^ a 13J cts. About 2,500 beef cattle were soU]
"i a 82 cts. per lb. gross; the better grades wereuj

demand and prices higher, ranging from 7 to 8 J cts]

Sheep sold at 5 a 8 cts. per lb. gross. Receipts 8,001?

head. Hogs, $9.50 a $10.50 per 100 lbs. net for con :

fed. Receipts 5,000 head. Chicago.— Spring extr;'

flour, $4.12 a $4.50. No. 1 spring wheat, 9U cts. ; No
., 89^ cts. No. 2 old mixed corn, 78 cts."; new, 65:'

cts. Oats, 53 J cts. Rye, 96 a 98 cts. No. 2 sprint

'

barley, $1.24 a $1.26. Lard, 13 cts. St. Louis.—'So^

2 spring wheat, 90 a 91 cts. New corn, 67 a 70 ct'

No. 2 oats, 57 cts.

WANTED.
A Governess for Westtown Boarding School, to ente

a her duties at the opening of the next Session.
Apply to

Elizabeth C. Scattergood, West Chester, Pa.
Hannah Richardson, Wilmington, Del.
Hannah Evans, No. 322 Union St., Philada.
Lydia L. Walton, Moorestown, N. J.

NOTICE.
Wanted immediately, a competent Seamstress for th

"Shelter for Colored Orphans." Apply to

Hannah B. Newbold, No. 643 Franklin St.

Sarah G. Yarnall, No. 922 Mt. Vernon St.

MUSINGS AND MEMORIES
Published by the Tract Association of Friends, is no\
for sale at their Depository, No. 304 Arch St., Philada
Price, in cloth, $1.00 per copy or $9.00 per dozen.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia.

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wortb
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may b
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board (

Managers.

Married, 12th mo. 17th, 1874, at Upper Chiche-ste
Meeting-house, Delaware Co., Pa., Ezekiel C. Shoj

. ,

MAKER, of Montgomery Co., to S. Rebecca, daughte
Hong Kong, was de- of James Larkin, of the former place.
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legal Opinions in tlic Oiiio Case.

\ (Continued from page 14G.)

! We now give the dissentins; opinion of
jChief Justice Welsh and Judge White.]

" Welch, C. J., dissenting. 1 can not concur
'in the opinion. I thinli the plaintiffs have
'made no case to justify a court of equity in

disturbing the defendants in the possession of
this property.
The property was donated to a religious

lorganization, by the name which it had already
fadopted, 'The Ohio Yearly Meeting of the
jSociety of Friends,' and the donation was
\\inconditional, unless there be a condition im-
plied in name itself. For many years, and up
Ito 1854, the defendants and their predecessors
'in office held and controlled the property, for

and on behalf of the Society, as and being its

ladmitted officers and agents. They have held
lit ever since, claiming to be such officers and
agents. It is now sought to dispossess them,
on the alleged ground that by an election of
the Society, held in 1854, or by subsequent
action of other like societies, they have been
superseded in office by the election or instal-

lation of the plaintiffs. The burden of proof
to sustain one or the other of these grounds
of claim rests on the plaintiffs. They must
show a legal election of Binns in 1854, or they
must show that Hoyle has since been ousted,
and Binns installed as his successor, by the
judgment or authoritative order of some superior
tribunal, to which the Ohio Yearly Meeting
is subordinate. That they have failed to show
either, is to my mind quite plain.

Briefly stated, the essential facts in rela-

tion to the election in 1854 are these : Hoyle
was admittedly the regular and lawful clerk
of the meeting, and acted and was acknow-
ledged as such by unanimous consent. By
the constitution or ' Book of Discipline' of the
Society, by the Society's unbroken practice,

and by well-known parliamentary usage,
Hoyle's enunciations, or entries, made by
him as such clerk, bona fide and understand-
ingly, are conclusive evidence of the vote or
'sense' of the meeting. Hoyle did bona fide
and nnderstandingly, and while admittedly
he was the sole clerk of the meeting, announce
to the meeting, and afterward enter in its

regular journal, the fact that 'the delegates
[had failed to unite on a clerk,' and ^that the

\old clerk was continued in office:

This enunciation and entry, I say, are con-
clusive. They are conclusive, not only be-

cause of their official character, as the utter-

ance and act of the only proper organ and
officer of the meeting, but also because of their
undeniable truth. It was not only true that
the delegates had failed to unite, but also that
the meeting had failed to unite, and that,

therefore, as a matter of necessity, as well as
conformity to unbroken former usage, the

old clerk was continued. It was not only true

that both the meeting and the delegates failed

to unite, but it was true that a 'large majority

of both' were in favor of 'continuing the old

clerk,' and opposed to the election of Binns;
and had Hoyle made an entry to the effect

that the meeting had 'united' on Binns, or
given their ' solid sense' in his favor, the en-

try would have been a glaring falsehood, for

which he would have deserved impeachment.
That it is the general law of deliberative

bodies that such an enunciation by its organ
and entry by its authorized clerk are conclu-

sive proof of the result of an election, needs
no authority to prove. That this law is ap-

plicable to the proceedings of Yearly Meet-
ngs of the Society of Friends, and that it is

n fact so made applicable by their book of
discipline and usages, is expressly held in

Field V. Field, 9 Wend. 402, and in Earle v.

Wood, 8 Gush. 467. In the former case, the
court held the act of the clerk to be conclu-

sive, although he was sustained by only a
minority of the members. The latter case,

Earle v. Wood, was really the foundation of

the present case. It was the controversy be-

tween the Gurneyites and Wilburites, in the

New England Yearly Meeting, and was de-

cided in favor of the former, who supported
the old clerk under circumstances substantially

similar to those of the present ease. Chief
Justice Shaw, in delivering the opinion of the

court in the case, says, that the election of a
clerk for the Yearly Meeting ' is an act which
can only be done in pursuance of the " solid

sense" of the whole body, taken, declared and
minuted by its only acknowledged regular

officer.'

This being the law of the case, it matters
not whether we find, from the evidence, that,

by the rules of the Society, the election of

clerk was a matter belonging exclusively to

the delegates, or whether we hold that the

meeting had the right to take it out of their

hands, and decide for themselves. The entry

of the clerk is a conclusive negative to the

proposition that Binns was elected, either by
the delegates or the meeting, by solid sense,

by a majority, or otherwise.

That Binns was elected by a majority of

the delegates or by a majority of the meeting
is not claimed. The claim is, that the entry

of the clerk is not conclusive, but that we
may go behind the entry, and inquire into

its truth ; and that the evidence shows that

the meeting, acting by a minority of its mem-
bers, did " unite" on Binns, or give its solid

sense in favor of his election. In other words,
it is claimed that a minority represented the
solid sense of the meeting, and that the regu-
lar clerk refusing to make an announcement
and entry to that effect, the clerk thus chosen
made the entry himself, which the old clerk

should have made. This is the claim as I un-
derstand it.

I confess it is difficult for me to reply seri-

ously to such an argument. What is the
solid sense" of the meeting ? Does it mean

the opinion of its most solid members—the
opinion which is supported by the greatest

weight of intelligence, morality and piety ? If

so, who but the clerk is to weigh the characters

of the voters, and determine which side of the

scales preponderates. That the preponderance
here was in favor of Hoyle is well established,

without the aid of the entry which he made
clerk ; for there is no syllable of evidence

to show, nor is it pretended, that the majority

who favored his,election were not equal in in-

telligence, morality, and piety to the minority

who supported Binns ; nor does the entry
subsequently made by Binns assert that the

solid sense" of the meeting was for.Binns,

or that the meeting united on him, but merely
shows that "part" of the meeting united on
him.

It makes no difference, therefore, whether
we are to understand this peculiar expression,

"solid sense," as indicating unanimity, ma-
jority, or weight of character. In neither sense

was the " solid sense" of the meeting in favor

of Binns. But I deny that the last named is

the true Quaker meaning of the phrase. If

that is the meaning, it is an anomaly in

Quakerism and a strange departure from one

of the foundation principles ofthe sect, namely,

the perfect equality of all men in point of

privilege and power. If such be its real mean-
ing, why is the minute book so full of entries

that the meeting " failed to unite ?" Was there

a tie vote or a perfect equilibrium of character

in all such eases? By no means. The phrase

originally meant unanimity, or at least an
approximation to it—substantial unanimity.

The word "unite," when applied to the meet-

ing, I also understand in the same sense. The
true Quaker idea, underlying these expres-

sions, is the belief that an unerring divine

spirit, as in the day of Pentecost, moves the

people to act with "one accord." To "unite"

is to become a unit. "Solid sense," when ap-

plied to an aggregate of individuals, means the

sense or opinion of the whole, just as in solido

means by the whole, or as consolidate means to

unite many in one. Had a serious division

of opinion been contemplated, and a weighing
of the character or worth of the voters in-

tended, it is highly impi-obable that any such

form of expression as "solid sense" or "unite"

would have found a place in their book of

discipline, or have been thought of. Instead

of '^ solid sense," the words would have been

"prevailing sense," "preponderating sense,"

"better sense," or "sense of the majority j"
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and the word "unite" could have had no

application -Khatever. Cer'ainly no true

Quaker could ever intend that anj- question

should be carried by less than a majority of

the deliberative body.

But. as I have said, it matters not what

meaning we assign to these words, or whether

we rest the defendants' case upon the official

character of the clerk's entry, or upon its

truth. If the evidence shows anything, it

shows that both delegates and meeting did

"fail to unite" on any one as clerk. Much
more does it show, that both bodies failed to

unite on Binns. It shows that twenty-eight

of the forty-two delegates, and a '• large ma-

jority" of the meeting, including at least two

of the remaining fourteen delegates, were op-

posed to the election of Binns, and in favor of

continuing Hoyle in the office. Hoyle's elec-

tion stands, therefore, trebly proven—by the

clerk's entry, by the failure to unite on any
successor, and by the admitted fact that a

majority w.iS in his favor. For it is to be

observed, that, in order to validate the con-

tinuance of Hoyle in office, it is not necessary

to show that he was re-elected, or that there

was an entry in the minute book, as there in

fact was, to the etfect that he was continued

in office. It is enough for that purpose to

show that no successor was elected. This was
expressly held in Mendrickson v. Sholwetl and

wife'l Saxton Ch. 577, and is abundantly
shown by the testimony as to the usages of

the Society.

The argument that Binns was elected seems
to be based wholly upon the fact that "more
than the usual number" seconded his nomina-
tion, and that at the particular time when his

name was proposed to the meeting but few
made known iheir objections. 1 must ex-

press my surprise at this argument. To give

to it any weight would be to stick in icords

and disregard facts, and to hold that the elec-

tion was a battle o^ noises and not of opinions.

The " usual" number is no criterion in a case

like this, where there was an actual and se-

rious division of sentiment. Usually there is

no division, and one or two voices—nay,
silent acquiescence—is sufficient to show as-

sent. Hero there was known and serious

opposition ; and there were two good reasons
why the quiet and good order of the meeting
was not disturbed by reasserting that opposi-
tion at the particular time. One of these
rea-sons was that it was unnecessary to do so,

the fact of such opposition having already
been sufficiently made known. It had been
made known by the report of Hall and by the
total absence of objection to that report, and
then by the announcement of the clerk that
he should entertain the report, and in pur-
suance of it would record the continuance of
the old clerk. Another reason lor not making
a clamorous cry of opposition at the particular
time mentioned, and which was publicly pro-
claimed as such reason, was that the majorit}-,
having already acted in the matter, did not
wish to participate in the separate action of
the minority, lest their participation might be
construed into an acknowletigment that the
separatist were the true yearly meeting. The
fact of a serious opposition to Binns' election
was well known before the meeting and at
all stages of its proceedings, and was abun-
dantly manifested on every decent and proper
occasion, when it could be done consistently
with the quiet and good o«d*jr of a Quaker
meeting. The plaintiffs' own witmesses sub-

stantially admit this. Jabez Coulson himself

says, " 1 know that more than half the meet-

ing was opposed to the appointment of Binns."

He also says that he " believed" at the time

that this rnajority were opposed to the elec-

tion of Binns; and he admits that the si-

lence of the majority "might have been in

deference to decency and order," and that he

"did not understand that their silence was

an agreement to the appointment of Binns."

Other witnesses testify to the same effect.

Xathan Hall estimates the Hoyle men as

" very much more than half," and as he sup-

poses " over two-thirds." And if we take the

testimony of the disinterested stenographer,

who sat ia the gallery and reported the pro-

ceedings, there was a preponderance of ex-

pression in favor of Hoyle, corresponding with

the majority of members in his favor.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Some Strictures on E. A,sli's pamphlet concerning

George Fox.

(Continued from page 151.)

Dr. Ash further alleges that, " the Holy
Spirit is never designated in Scripture by the

terms light and grace." In refutation of this

statement it will be sufficient to cite the follow-

ing passages. "And I will pour upon the

house of JJavid, and upon the inhabitants of

Jerusalem, the Spirit of grace and of supplica

tion." Zech. xii. 10. " And hath done despite

unto the Spirit of Grace." Heb. x. 29. " In

(hy light we shall see light." Ps. xxxvi. 9. " O,

send out thy light and thy truth." Ps. xliii. 3.

' Grace is poured into thy lips." Ps. xlv. 2.

" Of his (Christ's) fulness have all we received,

and grace for grace." " Grace and truth came
by Jesus Christ." Jno. i. 16, 17. "The Word
was made flesh, and dwelt among us * * full

of grace and truth." Jno. i. 14. "Thou hast

set our iniquities before thee, our secret sins

in the light of thy countenance." Ps. xc. 8.

" The grace of God which bringeth salvation,

hath appeared to all men." Tit. ii. 11.

Again, we find this statement in the pamph-
let: " That it was to him, and not to any thing
in their own hearts, that both our Lord him-
self and his apostles taught men to look for

illumination and salvation." Undoubtedly it

is true that Christ and his apostles directed
people to Him for illumination and salvation

;

but that they never directed men to Christ or
the Holy Spirit as dwelling in their hearts, is

contrary to numerous Scripture testimonies.
" Christ in you the hope of glory, whom we
preach," &c. Col. i. 27. "Know ye not that
ye are the temple of God, and that the Spirit

of God dwelleth in you? If any man defile

the temple of God, him shall God destroy ; for

the temple of God is holy, which temple ye
are." 1 Cor. iii. 16, 17. " What ! know ye not
that your body is the temple of the Holy
Ghost which is in you," &c. 1 Cor. vi. 19.

See also 2 Cor. i. 16. "And I will pray the
Father, and he shall give you another Com-
forter, that he may abide with you forever

;

even the Spirit of truth * * he dwelleth
with you and shall be in you." * * * "At
that day ye shall know that I am in my
Father, and you in me, and I in j-ou." * *

"If a man love me he will keep my words,
and my Father will love him, and we will

come unto him and make our abode with
him." Jno. xiv. 16, 17, 20, 23. "I in them,
and thou in me." Jno. xvii. 23. "Behold 1

atand at the door and knock : if any man hear

my voice, and open the door, I will come in

unto him, and sup with him, and he with me."

Kev. iii. 20. "It is God that worketh in you
both to will and to do of his good pleasure."

Our early Friends took much pains in set-

ting forth the doctrine of the Divine illumina-

tion of the soul of man, to inculcate the idea

that this Light or Grace, although operating

therein, was nothing that appertains to his

own nature as a created being ; and in order

to check any assumption by conceited or

fanatic people of being guided by the Holy
Spirit when they were walking after their

own lusts or impure imaginations, they
serted it to be an accepted principle among
them, " that whatsoever any do, pretending

to the Spirit, which is contrary to the Scrip-

tures, be accounted and reckoned a delusion

of the devil." (Barclay's Apology. Prop. III.

§ VI.)
A careful investigation of Dr. Ash's Tract

convinces us that the main intent of the au-

thor is to uphold a view of salvation by Christ

which has become widely popular of latter

time among a certain class, in which a lively

imagination of theincidents and objects which
attended the crucifixion of our Eedeemer is

proposed to sinners as the true method of
" looking to Jesus," and thus experiencing the

cure of their spiritual maladies by faith, in a
manner comparable to the act of the snake-

bitten Israelites in gazing upon the brazen

serpent set upon a pole in the wilderness by
Moses. Such teachers seem to have grown
tired of the route to Canaan, proposed by the

Founder of Christianity through the throes

of the new birth, and the straits of the narrow
way which leads to life, so that one 8eld<

notices any allusions to these avenues in their

teachings. " Look and live ;"—" Come just as

you are ;"—" the work is all done for you by
Jesus ;—all you have to do is to reach out

your hand and lay hold on it ;" are the ac-

cepted mottoes and invitations of this school

of theologists. It is certainly very convenient
for us to suppose that by a cheap reference of

all our sins, past, present, and future, to

Omnipotent Arm who will bear them without
any further concern of ours, we can, without
repentance or any perceptible change of life,

be absolved from their entire responsibility,

and may lead a free and easy life of enjoy-

ment in this world, and obtain a vastly su-

perior one in the next ; and yet this is scarcely .

an overdrawn statement of the plan of salva-.

tion taught by a large class of well meaning
but mistaken people in this day, and we fear

by not a few in our own Society. The attack

of E. Ash upon George Fox is but one of the

more prominent offshoots from this unsound ^

root; and alarming as it is in its bold denial

i

of some of the cardinal doctrines of the Go&--

pel which have always been held by the So-<

ciety of Friends, and its slurs upon the con-i

victions of one whom all classes in the Society
|

have hitherto delighted to honor, we trust'

these features may have a tendency to turn i

back the wandering feet of some earnest and
well-meaning workers in the gospel field, into

the time honored paths of Scripture truth, (

and open their eyes to the " dark mountains"
of error to which an}^ departure from the

crucifying power of Christ in the heart will

inevitably lead, if pursued to its legitimate

end.

Most precious as it must be to every quick-

ened soul, to contemplate that amazing act

of Divine love and mercy displayed in the
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sacrifice on Calvary, and true as it is that

"the Lord hath laid upon Him the iniquity

of us all," and that "He hath made Christ to

be sin for us, who knew no sin, that we might
be made the righteousness of God in Him,"
let us never lose sight of the fact that merely
dwelling in thought upon these truths will

not entitle us to their benefits. That what
sinners require for their regeneration and ac-

ceptance in the Beloved, is the reception of

Christ Jesus in their hearts, that He maj' dis-

arm the strong man who has long dwelt there,

and spoil his goods, and set up His own blessed

kingdom as rightful Lord. "To as many as

received Him, to them gave He power to be-

come the sons of God." Jno. i. 12. " If ye
continue in my word," said Christ, "then ai-e

ye my disciples indeed, and ye shall know the

Truth, and the Truth shall make you free."

Whosoever committeth sin is the servant of

sin. " If the Son therefore shall make you
free, then shall ye be free indeed." Jno. viii.

31, &c.

On page 24 of the pamphlet, E. Ash states

his belief, "that nothing is anywhere said in

the New Testament which implies the future

continuance of direct or immediate revelation

to Christ's followers, and that the whole sub-

sequent experience of the Church (including

that afforded by G. F. and his brethren) goes
to show that nothing of the kind has been

known since the days of the apostles." If

this be true then it is in vain that we pray for

the influence and pouring out of the Holy
Spirit upon the hearts of ourselves or others,

and it invalidates Christ's promise of the gift

of the Spirit to those who ask for it. Luke
xi. 13. He has expressly told us that no man
can come to Him except the Father draw
him, and that all shall be so taught or drawn.
Jno. vi. 45. What is this but a promise of

His immediate influence or revelation, not to

the apostles only, but to oil of every age who
would hear His voice. The prophecy of Joel

(ii. 28) is universal in its terms, " I will pour
out of my spirit on all flesh." This could not
be restricted then to those who were assem
bled on the day of Pentecost.

Paul, in writing to the Ephesians, declares

that his prayer for them was, that they might
receive from the Father " the spirit of wisdom,
and revelation in the knowledge of Him,"
(Eph. 1. 17) ; and again, " untfl every one of us

is given grace according to the measure of th
gift of Christ." " Wherefore He saith whei
He ascended up on high, He led captivity

captive, and gave gifts unto men." Eph
7-8. 'There is nothing in these passages to

warrant restricting them in their application

to the apostles' d^ij's.

How does B. Ash suppose a gift in the min-
istry is now conferred upon any if not by
the immediate or direct revelation of the Holy
Spirit. The letter of Scripture cannot enable
any body of Christians to decide which of

them has a call to the work of the ministry.

Indeed our author broadly contradicts him
self on page 29, where, in speaking of th(

early Friends and their influence, he thus
writes: "The large exercise among them of

a ministry which, * * * bore evidence to

spiritually minded men of a real ^ unction from
the Holy One' and was manifestly fitted both
to bring men to Christ, and to build them up
in Him." On page 30 he further speaks ap-

provingly of the doctrine " of the Holy Spirit's

begetting in men repentance towards God, and
faith in our Lord Jesus Christ ; of His renew-

ng and sanctifying their fallen nature ; of His
opening their hearts to receive andtheir minds
to understand the truth of God as it is revealed
in the Holy Scriptures ; of His enabling them
to worship Him in spirit and in truth ; of His
bestowing upon them special gifts for Christ's

service ; and of His affording them whatever
guidance they need in their earthly course be-

j-ond that which they have in the exercise of

their own natural faculties, in the indications

of God's Providence and in the teaching of

the Holy Scriptui-es." How to reconcile these

views with the before mentioned denial of any
direct revelation to men since the apostle's

days, we are at a loss to imagine.
To our view there is no more comforting or

3ll-founded doctrine than that of the imme-
diate personal agency of the Holy Spirit in

the hearts of believers; and the loving legacy

left by our blessed Surety, prior to His ascen-

sion, that the Comforter should come and
" take of mine and show it unto you," that He
would thus dwell with his followers even to

the end of the tvorld, was certainly not meant
to be confined to the small number of men
who were eye witnesses to His resurrection,

but as He is " the same yesterdry, and to-day,

and for ever," so He is to be for salvation even

to the ends of the earth. Is. xlix. 6.

An effort is made in this pamphlet to dis-

tinguish between the genuineness of certain

instances of supernatural communications to

the primitive members of the Societj', and
those more normal manifestations of the Di-

vine will to the mind of man which are derived

through the channel of the Scriptures, by
throwing doubts and even contemptuous re

flections upon the former, whilst still admit
ting the probability of Divine guidance to the

same individuals in the latter cases. Whilst

we do not deny that some enthusiastic ad

herents of George Fox may have been led into

modes of action and expression that the wis-

dom of the Head of the Church did not

spire, yet we can see no more reason to doubt

the claims of Fox to Divine authority in the

remarkable cases given in his journal, than
those narrated in the records of the early

church. The power of the Omnipotent has

not diminished by the lapse of time, and there

are numerous well authenticated instances in

our own day of both prescience and discern

ing of spirits, quite beyond the ordinary ca

pacity of the natural faculties, which have

been vouchsafed by the Almighty to His
favored servants, as well to those of other de

nominations as to members ofour own Society.

The little work published by Friends' Tract

Association of Philadelphia, styled Biographi

cal Sketches of Members of the Society of

Friends, is replete with extraordinary jjroofs

of this.

The writer is acquainted with an instance

of the kind that has never been made public,

that may go to sustain such assumptions

H. R., a female minister and member of Phila

delphia Yearly Meeting, whilst travelling in

Great Britain on a religious visit, in the year

1850, was engaged in visiting the families of

a particular meeting of Friends. Her com-

panion related to the writer that on entering

the house of one of these families, and sitting

down with them, an unusual and awful

pression was made upon her mind, and that

H. E. afterward addressed herself to the male

head of this household by stating that she be

lieved he had been tempted to the commission

of a breach of trust and unfaithfulness, both

towards God and man, in the course of his

, and setting before him the awful conse-

quences of such a sin, unless repentance and
amendment of life were experienced by him.
She further told him that she believed a door
of mercy was still open to him for this end
f he would humbly embrace it, but that un-

less this was experienced, a blast would come
upon his temporal prosperity, his family would
be scattered, and ho come to poverty. Upon
retiring from the house, H. E.'s companion
asked her if she had ever heard any thing of

this individual's circumstances ;
to-which she

gave an emphatic negative ; she having no
previous acquaintance with him nor any in-

timation of his character. The man Friend
who accompanied the fema^ys on this visit,

afterwards informed them that the person in

question had been guilty of embezzling the

property of some orphans for whom he was
guardian, and had been the subject of discip-

linary care to his friends of that meeting. He
was attired in the peculiar garb of Friends,

and had made some profession of religion.

Some years after this the English Friend who
had accompanied H. E. on the visit in ques-

tion, wrote to her companion, then in Phila-

delphia, informing her of the subsequent his-

tory of the person alluded to. He lost both

reputation and estate, his family were scat-

tered in disgrace, and H. E.'s prediction

seemed to have been literally fulfilled.

The doctrine of the agency of the Holy
Spirit in the work of man's redemption, and
in his subsequent guidance as a follower of

Christ, has not only the highest sanction of

scriptural authority, but is guarded with

words of awful warning by the Son of God
himself, as narrated in the 12th of Matthew
31st and 32d verses, and Mark, iii. 29. "Who-
soever speaketh against the Holy Ghost it

shall not be forgiven him, neither in this world

nor in the world to come." Let us beware,

under these considerations, lest we essay to

limit the work of the Spirit by our denial of

His presence and agency in the true field of

His operations. He whose "delights were
with the sons of men," has indeed stooped in

adorable condescension to dwell with the con-

trite and humble spirit. How unspeakably

consoling is the thought that He deigns to be

made inall things like unto His human breth-

ren, " that He might be a merciful and faith-

ful High Priest in things pertaining to God,

to make reconciliation for the sins of the peo-

ple;" and thus having filled His sacrificial

mission, now sends the Comforter that He
may "abide with us forever;" who shall take

of Christ's and show it unto us ;
shall show us

things to come, and make us kings and priests

unto God and His Father!
Desiring with the broadest charity to im-

pute no design on the part of E. Ash to dero-

gate from the ubiquity or offices of the Holy
Spirit, we cannot but feel that he has (per-

haps unconsciously) committed a grave of-

fence against the truth of Scripture, and has

impeached the faith of the Society with which

he was in professed fellowship, in a most vital

point. To our view the relinquishment of

this tenet of the immediate guidance of the

Spirit of Truth in the hearts of believers, must

result in the total dissolution of the Society

of Friends ere long. It would be the sever-

ance of the trunk of the tree from its root,

and cut off the verj- source of vitality.

We are confident that many hearts in this

land, not only within Philadelphia Yearly
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Meeting but elsewhere, who have regarded

London Yearly Meeting with the respect that

naturally attaches to the first gathered body

in our church, have been deep!}- pained that

she should have permitted the memorial of

R Ash to be recorded, without a protest

against his uncalled for attack upon one whom
men ofjust repute without our pale have often

stepped aside to honor with a tribute to his

exalted worth and christian character.

Silence, under such circumstances, must
deemed as a quasi endorsement at least, of the

doctrinal eiTorsofthe subject of the memorial.

Men will pass away and be forgotten as a

dream, or a tale that is told, but principles

are enduring as the " lasting hills." It may
be an act of charity to let the mantle of ob-

livion fall over tne memory of those who have
gone out fi-om us because they were not of us,

but it can scarcely be a duty, and may involve

unfaithfulness to the High Priest of our pro
fession, to join in public commendation of even
the benevolent traits of a character, whose
voice and pen have been employed in sapping
the very foundations of our articles of faith.

C.E.

Paraffine.—This substance which twenty
years ago was merely a chemical curiosity,

has now become an article of extensive use in

the arts, and is manufactured annually by
the thousands of tons. When pure, it i's

perfectly colorless and transparent, resem
bling spermaceti in appearance. It is taste
less, and is but little attected by most chemi
cal substances ; from this indifference to chemi
cal action it obtains its name of paraffine, de
rived from two Latin words signifying of
equal affinity. It has been made on a large
scale by distilling Irish peat, certain varieties
of bituminous coal and petroleum. It is used in

the manufacture of candles, and as a substitute
for wax in certain processes; and has also
been applied to different fabrics to rend
them water-repellent, and as a coating to the
inside of casks and barrels. It has been em
ployed to some extent to retard the explosiv<
force of gunpowder in certain eases. By
immersing the grains in melted paraflBno for
a short time, the gunpowder becomes coated
with this insoluble substance, and may th
also be preserved under water for some time
without much injury. On account of its non
conducting character, it has been used exten
sively as an insulator in telegraphic opera
tions. It has also bt'cn employed, when dis
solved in naptha, as a preservative of stone
and brick work. When melted with India
rubber it makes a good waterproof compound
which can be applied to wearing apparel.
The horticulturist has found that paraffine
when mixed with bees wax, can be usefully
applied in the budding of roses, and the
grafting of fruit trees; and the laundress has
discovered that by the aid of a warm flat iron
a beautiful gloss is imparted to linen by
l>arafKno, upon which it leaves no greasy

to promote. My concern for some of these

has at times been great ; and I fear that, from
this cause, other trials may arise in our So-

ciety.

—

Stephen Grellet.

I see the great danger to which individuals
ot small religious experience, though other-
wise well dispo.sed, are liable, when, in thsir
zeal to become active, they engage in matters
too high for them, and beyond their growth
in the Truth

; they may thereby come to the
loss of the little they had attained, wound
their own souls, and hurt the cause they were
prompted, by their imprudent zeal to attempt

Selected

THE WIDOW'S THANKSGIVING.
Of the precious years of my life, to day

I count another one
;

And I thank thee. Lord, for the light is good,

And 'tis sweet to see the sun.

To watch the seasons as they pass,

Their wondrous wealth unfold.

Till the silvery treasures of the snow
Are changed to the harvest's gold.

For kindly still does the teeming earth
Her stores of plenty yield.

Whether we come to bind the sheaves,

Or only to glean in the field.

And dwelling in such a pleasant land,

Though poor in goods and friends,

We may still be rich, if we live content
With what our Father sends.

If we feel that life is a blessed thing

—

A boon to be desired;

And where not much to us is given.
Not much will be required;

And keep our natures sweet with the sense
Of fervent gratitude

That we have been left to live in the world,
And to know that God is good !

And since there is naught of all we have

;

That we have not received :

Shall we dare, though our treasures be reclaimed
To call ourselves bereaved ?

For 'tis easy to walk by sight in the day

;

'Tis the night that tries our faith
;

And what is that worth if we render thanks
For life and not for death ?

Lord, help me still, at the midnight hour,
My lamp of faith to trim

;

And to sing from my heart at the break of day,
A glad thanksgiving hymn :

Nor doubt thy love, though my earthly joys
Were narrowed down to this one.

So long as the sweet day shines for me.
And mine eyes behold the sun.

Xas( Poems of A. and P. Carey.

The light of Christ.

For "The Friend.'

Obedience to the light of Christ is the first
step to peace." "I was sent to turn people
from darkness to light, that they might re
ceive Christ Jesus; for to as many as should
receive him in his light, 1 saw he would give
power to become the sons of God."

—

Georae
Fox.

^

"That which maketh sin manifest is Christ's
light." " This light which shineth in man in
his dark state, is light which hath life in it;
t is the life of our Lord Jesus Christ, of the
Word eternal, which is the light of men."
Isaac Penington.

In the light of the Lamb must the nations of
them that are saved walk, as the Scriptures
testif}'. "[This] is that blessed principle of
light and life of Christ, which we profess, and
direct all people to, as the great instrument and
agent of man's conversion to God."— William
Penn.

It is because this light, seed, and grace
that appears in the heart of man is so little
regarded, and so much overlooked, that so few
know Christ brought forth in them."— Robert
Barclay.

"As we are all driven from Paradise
; and

return into the favor of God again by the light

of Christ." " There is no other ivay, dear peo-
ple; j-ou must bring your deeds to the light of
Christ, and abide the sentence of condemna-
tion," &c.— WiUia7n Deicsbury.

It may well be questioned, whether a more
comprehensive, and at the same time con-
densed and faithful exposition of original
Quakerism can be found, than in the foregoing
apothegms taken from the works of five of its

prominent exponents. Men who were noble
sufferers for the truths which they not only
advocated, but exemplified in their lives and
conversation, with unfaltering faith and trust
in the everlasting Arm, before the world.
By submission and obedience to this light

or transforming grace of the Lord Jesus,
which the apostle Paul was assured by Hira
was "sufficient," these noble pioneers like to
" princes of the provinces" in their day, be-
came through the powerful operation and
transforming power ofthe Holy Spirit, changed
men themselves before they went about to
change others. Thus, says one of them, " I
never heard the voice of Christ (as His fol-

lower) till I was slain, and baptized, and lay
as a little child under His heavenly chastise-
ments." " I was made a Christian," he con-
tinues, "through a day of vengeance and of
burning as an oven ; and the haughtiness and
pride of man in me was brought low."

Is not this what is so much wanting in the
present day of much ease to the flesh, even a
being " baptized into Christ," that we may
put on Christ? A submission to the humbling
power, and chastening discipline of the cross,
and obedience to that light of Christ Jesus
which shineth in darkness, and can alone
guide our feet out of the labyrinths of error
into the way of true peace?
The Power from on High is the sara

as ever it was; the grace and mercy as
living stream from the Source eternal are the
same also. The deficiency then must be
wholly on our part. If we do not yield in an
uncompromising, whole-hearted surrender of
our all to the leavening, thoroughly trans-
forming operation of the Holy Ghost and fire,

which can alone cleanse our wicked and de-
ceitful hearts, how can we expect to become
children of the Saviour, or be made of the
pure in heart who shall see God ? Without
this, we shall be too much like the seed, in
the parable of our Eedeemer, that fell either '

by the wayside, in the stony places, or among
the briars and thorns of this world, that
bringeth no fruit to perfection. Is it not evi-
dent that we are not thoroughly enough broken
to pieces; neither brought into the similitude
of passive clay in the potter's hand, thence to
be moulded into whatever vessels the Master
would have us, for workmen and workwomen,

«

in His house? Oh! that the cry of our hearts'

(

individually might more be. Lord I am thine, ^

and thine only : do with me what thou wilt, 80
that thy name may be glorified by life or by i

death
;
and my soul be permitted to rejoice t

in thy salvation. Then would the windows (

of heaven be opened for the pouring out of

'

blessings. Then would be given unto then|
that mourn in Zion, beauty for ashes, the oil
of joy for sorrow, and the garment of praise
for the spirit of heaviness. Then would be
experienced aputtingon strength in the name
of the Lord ; and a receiving of gifts more
abundantly, one after this manner and anotherfhi> flninlnn. u«t«,.^i „ At\. u u- '
""""""" "'J ,

"uc aiuer uuis manner s

rkerhlwavol-ZV ':.^,^™''"" ^'•^ ««tLfter that, " for the perfecting of the saints,to keep the way of the_treo of life, so we mustlfor the work of the ministrv. for tl
- "

I ministry, for the edifying
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)f tlio body of Christ : till we all come in the

liiily of the faith, and of the knowledge of

;he Son of God, unto a perfect man, unto the

neasure of the stature of the fulness of

Jhrist."

Whale Catching in Baffin's Bay.

The entire change in whaling resulting

torn the introduction of steamers into the

lervice, may make a few extracts from Mark-
lam's "Whaling Cruise to Baffin's Bay," ac-

jeptable to our readers.

Captain Albert Hastings Markham, an

'jflScer in the British navy, appears to have
oined the crew of the whaler "Polaris," of

Dundee, in 1873, for the purpose of scientific

observation in the Arctic regions, and has

Written a very pleasant detail of the daily ex-

berience of a whaling voyage.

[
Speaking of catching their first whale he

pays :
— " At four o'clock this morning a whale

was seen, and a couple of boats lowered and
sent in pursuit, but the chase was apparently

ibandoned shortly after five, the captain look-

ng into my cabin, and in forcible terms ex-

pressed his opinion, that notwithstanding his

having " turned his horseshoe" yesterday, we
were going to have no luck this cruise. He
went to bed, at half past seven our ears were
issailed by that cry, which is such sweet
music to all on board a whaler, 'A fall I a

fall!' accompanied by the usual commotion
3u deck. Hurriedly putting my coat on,

ijeing in the act of dressing at the time, I

hastened up and found that the speksioneer*

was the lucky man, having struck a fine fish,

Which was rapidly towing him towards the

sdge of the pack ice. Our boats were soon

|in the water, and in less than twenty minutes
Jlhe unfortunate fish had six harpoons buried

lin its body. In the meantime, I had retired

[below to complete my toilet, the scanty raan-

her in which I was attired being ill adapted
for remaining on deck with the temperature
four degrees below the freezing point. On
by return to the upper deck, the loose boats

were observed alongside their prey in the

;act of administering with lances the coup de

)]race, on receiving which the huge monster
turned over on its back and expired. The
flags in the fast boats were then struck amidst
the cheers of the men both in the boats and
'on board the ship. The loose boats were at

once recalled to the ship, their crews, after

the boats had been hoisted up, being busily

Employed in making the necessary prepara-

itions for flinching and taking in the blubber.

The crews of the fast boats were engaged
:in hauling in and coiling away their lines,

iwhich on the death of the whale are always
'out at the splice of the foregore. It is usually

the duty of the crew of the first fast boat to

prepare the whale for coming alongside. The
ipreparations consist in cutting a hole through
each fin, for the purpose of receiving the fin-

tow, and lashing them together across the

jbelly of the fish. This is done iti order that

they may offfer no obstruction in the water
whilst the fish is being towed alongside. The
tail is then roused up to the bows of the boat,

and in this way the fish is brought to the port

sidef of the ship, and there secured in the fol

lowing manner. The fish is always brought
alongside with its tail forward abreast of the

,
* Speksioneer is the officer under whose directions the

I

whale is cut.

} t Port side—in nautical language means the left side.

fore-chains; it is then secured by means of a

tackle from thaforc rigging, which is hooked
to a strop round the small end of the tail

(where it is united to the back of the fish,)

and by a stout rope, which is called the

rump rope.' A similar purchase is hooked
from the main rigging to a strop rove through
a hole cut in the extremity of the under jaw,
which is called the ' nose tackle.' The right

fin of the fish (which is next the ship's side,

the whale being on its back) is dragged taut

up and secured by a chain or rope to the
upper deck, the bulwarks of the vessel on
the port side being unshipped. Between
the fore-mast and main-mast is a stout wire
ope, called the ' blubber guy,' having four

large single blocks strapped to it, through
which are rove the fore and main spek tac-

kles (five inch rope.) The former is usually

worked by the steam winch, and the latter

by a hand winch, near the main-mast. These
tackles are used for hoisting on board the

large layers of blubber, some between one and
two tons in weight, as they are cut off.

From the main-mast head is a heavy pur-

chase called the ' kent' or ' cant' tackle,

which is used to turn the fish over as it is

being flinched. It consists of a treble and a

doable block, having a seven inch fall. Every-
thing being in readiness, the crew are turned

up, and commence the operation of flinching.

The captain, from the port main rigging,

superintends the whole process ; the mate in

the gangway acting under his orders. The
remaining seven harpooncrs, under the gui-

dance of the specksioneer, are on the whale,

and with their blubber spades and knives

separate the blubber from the carcase in long

strips, which are hoisted in, as before men-
tioned, by the fore and main spek tackles.

Previous to this, however, a strip of blubber,

from two to three feet in width, is cut from

the neck just abaft the inside fin. This is

called the ' cant.' A large hole is then cut

in this band of blubber, through which is

passed the strap of the cant purchase, and
secured there by a wooden toggle or fid being

passed through. By means of this purchase,

brought to the windlass, the fish is turned

over as required. Each harpooner has iron

spikes, called ' spurs,' strapped on to his boots,

to avoid the possibility of slipping off of the

fish.

The belly is the first part of a whale that

is operated upon. After the blubber from
this part has been completely taken off and
the right fin removed, the fish is canted on its

side by means of the large tackle, and the

blubber from the opposite side is similarly

stripped. The whalebone is then detached,

special bone gear being used for this purpose
and the lips hoisted in, and so on until all

that is valuable has been cut off and taken on

board. The tail is then separated from the

carcase, or 'kreng,' as it is called, which latter

being released, disappears with a plunge, the

noise of which is drowned only by the cheers

of the men, discoloring the water with a san

guine hue for some distance. * * "

The whalebone, on being received on deck,

is split up into portions, each containing from

nine to sixteen blades, by means of large iron

wedges, and these are again divided into pieces

of three or four blades, when what is called

the gum, which connects them together, is

removed. There are between three and four

hundred of these blades in each side of the

Our men were remarkably quick in flinch-

ng this, our first whale, the 'kreng' sinking,
amidst the frantic cheers of all hands, exactly
two hours after the operation had commenced.
* * Our prize to day was not what is

considered a large one, although regarded as
a fair average sized fish. It will probably
yield about thirteen tons of oil; its bone was
nine feet six inches long ; altogether about the
the value of £800 ; its length was between
forty and fifty feet."

For " Tlie Friend."

John Griffith.

(Continued from page 147.)

The Saviour's one, saving, all-powerful bap-
tism of the Holy Ghost, which, when submit-
ted to, thoroughly cleanses the floor of the
heart, must of necessity bring under condem-
nation all in us that is contrary to His holy
will and law

;
and as with the " spirit ofjudg-

ment and of burning" to consume and remove
all which will not stand when He appeareth,
whose coming is represented to be as "a re-

finer's fire, and like fuller's soap." The old
man with his deeds, being corrupt, cannot
keep the heart when the new man, which
after God is created in righteousness and true
holiness, is, through the power of an endless
life, put on ; any more than two dwellings
can occupy the same place at the same time.
Thus, in the testimony of Christ, "A strong
man armed keepeth his palace," until " a
stronger than he shall come upon him and
overcome him ;" and, as is also written of the
house of David, "it waxed stronger and
stronger, and the house of Saul waxed weaker
and weaker."
The weight of pain and of suffering now

at times experienced by J. Griffith, represent
the pangs of the new birth, or the putting off,

through grace, the old man with his deeds of
darkness, and the putting on of the new man,
being born again of the incorruptible seed and
word of God, without which, as declared the
Saviour to Nicodemus, " No man can see the
kingdom of God." While those struggles are

sometimes sharp and hard, as shown in the
characters of Christian and Faithful in Bun-
yan's Pilgrim's Progress; and also in the case

of the Children of Israel in their journeyings
toward Canaan

;
yet it is well to remember

that none are tried beyond the ability given

them to bear or withstand ; for, as declared

in Holy Scripture, " Thou, Lord, hast not for-

saken them that fear thee." But should it

be the lot of any of His to experience deser-

tions—the drought to consume hj day, and
the frost by night, so that sleep shall depart

from their eyes, as was the case with Jacob,

who nevertheless was watched over by the
covenant-keeping, tender Shepherd of Israel

;

or should any seem to be cast into " the burn-

ing fiery furnace," as was the case with three

servants formerly, belt not forgotten that the

Son of God joined himself, as " the fourth" to

them, and yielded that protection and holy
confidence which all the powers of earth and
hell confederate could not deprive them of.

Again it is written, for our encouragement
and our hope, of the two disciples going to

Emmaus,—-cast down and sorrowful because

of the betrayal and crucifixion of their Lord,

—that " Jesus himself drew near, and went
with them ;" causing their hearts to burn
within them, while He talked with them by
the waj-, and while He—the onlj- true opener

of the understanding—opened to them the
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Scriptures. So that whatever the trial or

affliction meted or permitted, if the Physician

of souls, and Healer of spiritual wounds and

bruises only condescends to be with us, dis-

tilling of the dew of His grace, and infusing

of His Spirit, who or what can make trouble,

or much unsettle the calmness and rest of the

60ul? or, in other words, "If the Lord bo for

us, who can be against us ?"

The dispensation of condemnation, and the

imposed chastenings and restraints of self-

denial and the cross, which was now to be

the experience of J. Griffith, was not, in his

measure, unlike that of the apostle Paul when

he said: " We are troubled on every side, yet

not distressed ; we are perplexed, but not in

despair; persecuted, but not forsaken; cast

down, but not destroyed; always bearing

about in the body the dying of the Lord Jesus,

that the life also of Jesus might be made mani-

fest in our body." If the Truth, ever un-

changeable, be our teacher, its discipline and

instruction, with the corresponding fruits,

must have strong points of resemblance in all

who arc taught thereby. Blessed are they

who, in and through and over all, "love

much ;" a love induced by great humbleness

of mind and heart, from the lively sense that

as much has been forgiven, therefore much
will be required. The Apostle could say, "I

count all things but loss for the excellency of

the knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord ;" and

again, " I count not my life dear unto myself,

that I may finish my course with joy," &c.

Truly happy are those, who will not withhold

things as near as the right hand or the right

eye, when called for by Him, who gave His

precious life for us ; remembering that the

dearer or most costly the sacrifice offered to

the Lord, the sweeter the incense upon His
altar; as was the case when Mary anointed

the feet of Jesus—"the house was filled with

the odor of the ointment;" and in that of

Abrahani called to sacrifice his beloved and
only son ;—this last proving, too, how little

satisfies when all is resigned.

The journal resumed :
" Under this dispen-

sation I was for a time exceedingly distressed,

in a sense of the great alteration I found in

the slate of my mind ; attributing it to some
cause given by me, that I was thus, as I

thought, forsaken. AH the former tenderness

was gone, and I was as the parched ground.
Mj' agonies were so great, that when it was
day I wished for night; and when it was
night I wished for daj-. In meetings for wor-
ship, where I had enjoyed most satisfaction,

I was now under the greatest weight of pain

and distress, oven to that degree, at times,

that I could scarcely forbear crying aloud
for mere agonj-. When meeting was over, I

would sometimes walk a considerable waj^
into the woods, that unheard by any mortal,
I might in mournful accents, give vent to my
greatly distressed soul.* In this doleful state

* Should anjr of the re.idera of this journal feel ap-
prehennions with regard to what they may term the too
riidcouraging, if not gloomy features of J. G.'a memor-
anda ; let diich remember, that perhaps the greater
d:inger would lie in withholding portions that disclose

the more severe discipline of the cross of Christ—the
refining baptisms and lielf-humbling draughts of the
Saviour's cup—lest we hold out false colors and deceive
enquiring pilgrims, by causing them to suppose the
way more easy than in truth it is; which may lead
either to avoid its roughness—the self-denial and the
cross—or to induce an ignominious looking hack, like
Lot's wife at Sodom ; or a lusting after the ilesli-pots of
Kgypt, as did the Children of Israel, saying, our " souls

of mind, the grand adversary was permitted

to pour forth floods of temptations. I was

almost constantly beset with evil thoughts,

which exceedingly grieved me ;
for though I

was in such a dark distressed condition, my
mind was, by this time, too much enlightened

to allow of, or join with, wicked and corrupt

thoughts: yet I often judged myself, and I

believe at times not without cause, being ap-

prehensive, I was not earnest enough in re-

sisting those evil thoughts and temptations.

But oh ! I was exceeding weak in those days
;

and I am persuaded the Lord, in gracious

condescension, looked mercifully at the sin-

cerity of my intention, not marking all my
failings, or I could not have stood before him

with any degree of acceptance. Very great

were mj' temptations, and deep my distress

of mind for about a year ; in which time I was
but as a little child in understanding the way
and work of God upon me, for my redemption.

Yet, he who will not break the bruised reed,

nor quench the smoking flax, until he sends

forth judgment unto victory, by his invisible

power, bore up my head above the raging

waves of temptation, so that the enemy found

he could not overwhelm me therewith : the

Lord teaching my hands to war, and my
fingers to fight under his banner, through
whose blessing and assistance, I found some
degree of victory over the beast, viz., that

part which hath its life in fleshly gratifica-

tions. Then began the false prophet to work
with signs and lying wonders, in order to de-

ceive my weak and unskilful understanding
;

as it is written, ' Satan is transformed into an

angel of light;' so I found him at least in ap-

pearance. Afterward I clearly saw, that

Satan in his religious approaches, was care-

fully to be guarded against; as nothing in

religion can be acceptable to God, but the
genuine product of his unerring Spirit, dis-

tinctly heard and understood by the ear of

the soul, and the renewed understanding.
' My sheep,' said Christ, ' hear my voice ;'

which I now began to experience fulfilled
;

blessed be the Lord forever! I had many
precious openings into the Divine mysteries
about this time ; and when I read the Holy
Scriptures, they were opened to mj^ under-
standing, far beyond whatever they had been
before, so that I had very great comfort ; my
hope being revived, and my faith strength-
ened, by those things that were written afore-

time. I am well assured, by certain experi-
ence, that the mysteries couched in those holy
writings, cannot be profitably understood, but
by the same Spirit which inspired the pen-
men of them : therefore it is vain presumption

loathe this light bread," though the manna especially
provided for them by miraculous Power. The way
cannot be other than hard to the unmortified will of
the unrenewed heart, which can see but little else at all

than foolishness in the requisitions of the gospel of
JeEus. But He, who is the way, has promised to make
his yoke easy, and his burden light to those who look
to Him as their sufficiency, their all in all. By with-
holding such parts, are we not in danger of promoting
a superficial race of professors, who would give little

heed to the injunction of the Apostle to Timothy:
" Learn to endure hardness as a good soldier of Christ
.Jesus ?" It is recorded that while Jesus loved the young
man who came to him enquiring, "Good Master, what
good thing shall I do that I may inherit eternal life,'

He made no abatement in His requisitions, but said,
" Sell all thai thou hast," " and come, take up the cross
and follow me."
The sequel will show what rich results in spiritual

growth and knowledge was J. G.'s experience— no
otherwise to be obtained than by some such mortifying
baptisms and holy warfare as here represented.

for fallen and unregenerato man, by hisearthl
: i

wisdom and human learning, to attempt th
|

unfolding of heavenly mysteries. The lip (
[

:

Truth hath signified, they are hid from th i

wise and prudent of this world, and reveale j^

unto the humble, dependent babes and sucf ;j

lings ; those who sensibly experience thei

sufficiency for every good word and work, t.

proceed immediately from God alone;

that Christ ' is made unto them, wisdom ani

righteousness, sanctification and redemption;

The want of this inward living sense, hat
been the cause of, and hath opened the wa
for, that great apostasy, darkness, and erroi

which have overspread Christendom, so callec

There is no way for its recovery, but by hum
bly submitting to Christ inwardly revealed

and learning the nature of true religion c

him, the great Author thereof: for I am
assured, that forward, active and inventin*

self must be denied, abased, and laid in th<

dust forever, and the Lord alone exalted

;

our hearts, before we can come up in thi

several duties of religion, with Divine apprci

ballon. This I saw, in the Divine light whioii

began to shine out of my darkness, and sepsi

rated me therefrom, was the greater lighi

which was to rule the day of God's salvation

and that all the saved of the Lord must cam
fully walk in this light, wherein there is n
occasion of stumbling. I also saw, that whei
it pleased the Lord in wisdom, for a trial o

my faith and patience, to withdraw this hob
light, and there was a sitting in darkness
and as in the region of the shadow of deatl

for a time, so that I had no distinct know
ledge therefrom what to do; that it was mi

indispensable duty to stand still, and waitfo
my sure and unerring Guide ; if at those timee

self would arise and be uneasy, it must bi

brought to the cross, there to be slain. Bv
such experience, I found I was nothing, am
that God was all things necessary for sou
and body; that if I was brought into a statd

of perfect reconciliation with him, I mus
know all things made new."

(To be continned.)

A Bival to the Mammoth Cave.—It is saic

that the cave of Cacahuamilpa is the large

cave in the world. Several persons, whc
have visited the Mammoth Cave of Kentuckj
and that of Cacahuamilpa in Mexico, pro

\

nounce the latter the larger. A volcani(

mountain with an extinct crater covers this

cave. It is not described in guide books oi

books of travel. It has, in fact, never been

adequately described. Porter C. Bliss has

twice examined and explored it, the last time

in February of the present year. Six hundred
persons constituted the last exploring party.

They were provided with bengal lights and
scientific appliances. After reaching the level,

at perhaps fifty feet depth, they proceeded
three and three-quarter miles into the interior,

The roof was so high—a succession of halle

—that rockets often exploded before striking

it. Labyrinthine passages leave the main
hall in every direction. Stalagmites and
stalacites are abundant. Below this cave, at

a great depth, are two other immense caves,

from each of which issues a branch of a great

river, uniting here. These two rivers enter

five miles distant at the other side of the

mountain, flow parallel, and issue at last to-

gether. Vast quantities of bats are the most
numerous inhabitants of these caverns.

—

Late
Paper.
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For "The Friend"

Is there no Religion in Dress?

Dress is not clothing merely, but it is

lothing which a man wears with certain,

lefinite motives. And if one of the motives
?ith man or woman be, to show forth out of

pure heart a Christian modesty and modcra-
ion in dress, then there is so to speak, re-

igion in the action. There is a testimony
erne, the root of which is in the very truth

Itself

I

In the discussion of this subject, I have
|ften thought the assertion " There is no re-

Igiou in dress," was a thing so weak and
i-relevant, as scarcely to be worthy of notice.

Indeed I would almost say of it, " Answer
jot a fool according to his folly, lest thou also

|e like unto him."
1 If we are not considering the conduct, the
\\Ctions of men and women with respect to

ttire, the nature of which conduct is mani-
38t by their dress, then we have no question

consider at all. But if we are speaking of
I uman conduct, whether in dress or any other
bing, why is there no religion in it? Is it

\)t written, 'Whether ye eat or drink, or
whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God."
If the countenance of a man bewrayelh
im, that he has been with One who of olden

mejoined two of the disciples as they walked
() Emmaus, causing their hearts to burn
ithin them, why then should not the dress,

le costume of the true disciple, bear witness
lat he is a Nazarite indeed. Could wo rea-

inably look to the follower of a meek and
'wly Saviour, for less than this testimony to

le denial of self and of the world, manifested
it of the abundance of the heart ?

' Samuel Scott was a minister of the Gospel,
1 the last century, of whom it is said, that he
las a man fearing God and hating covetous-
pss, deep in divine things, of a humble mind
hA benevolent disposition, extensive in Chris-

Ian charity, and unfeigned love to the breth-

\n. He has left on the subject of dress and
lldress, the following remarkable, prophetic
Istimony, penned in the waning of his days,
hen his anointed vision held, as it were,
Vo worlds in view.
"1788, 10th mo. 11th.—It is in my heart

! leave behind me a testimony to the truth.

ii my youth, when dead in trespasses and
ijos, and walking according to the course

( this world, although in my infancy,

iucated in an esteem of those precious
jstimonies borne by George Fox and his

!low laborers to plainness of dress and ad-

ess, I contemned them in my heart, and
iparted from them in practice. When I

' us awakened to a sense of my lost and mis-
<kible estate without a Saviour, I embraced
fern with all acceptation in their strictest

Irras, and have not since deviated from them,
i.ber in sentiment or practice, not for an
Iiur ; they are of God ; and will be established

ithe earth, when "the crown of pride" shall

1 cast down, and the glory of all flesh abased.

i" Nevertheless, let none, who by the influ-

(ce of education or any other means, in-

Tiably adhere to them, glory in, or value
iemselves upon a bare exterior conformity
1 these truths ; while the inner man of their
liart is full of pride, self-preference, and
ivening after the unrighteous mammon."
I conclude with some extracts from the
«cellent advices in the Book of our Discip-
jie. In transcribing these, I would invite the

( ^ader to observe that the obligation to sup-

port this testimony to plainness of dress is not
confined 7nerely to the particular, individual
conviction of religious duty, as some of modern
times would teach us, but that the discipline
lays it upon "all Friends" as an obligation,
going hand in hand, and simply consistent
with, fellowship in a religious body, professing
to be a self-denying and cross-bearing people.

" Advised that all Friends, both old and
young, keep out of the world's corrupt lan-

guage, manners, vain and needless things and
fashions in apparel, buildings and furniture of
houses ; some of which are immodest, indecent
and unbecoming.
"We tenderly exhort all seriously to con-

sider the plainness and simplicity which the
Gospel enjoins, and to manifest an adherence
to this testimony, in their speech, apparel,
furniture, business, salutations and conversa-
tion, into which our forefathers were led by
the Spirit of Christ, and in conformity with
whose precepts and example, they patiently
suffered long imprisonments, and great perse-
cutions; being convinced that it was their
duty thus to bear a testimony against the
vain, corrupt spirit of the world."

^ ^

B.

For "Tbe Friend."

The following letter of John Barclay was
written about a month before the close of his

valuable life. While the query is often

prompted, " The fathers, where are they ?"

would that their wisdom, their counsel, and
experience—the accumulated gatherings of
years of obedience to the Lord, of travail and
deep Christian solicitude for the church's wel-

fare—might have their due and proper effect

upon us, and prove like to "the words of tbe
wise," " as goads, and as nails fastened by the
Master of assemblies," leavening the heart and
the act into conformity with their Christian
teaching.

" To Peter Bedford,

Stoke Newington, 4th mo. 10th, 1838.

My dear Friend,—I am on the eve of leaving

home for Brighton, if able ; for I am very
poorly, ' feeble and sore broken' outwardly

;

though I trust alive in my spirit as ever, and
resigned to all that may be in store for me.
The enclosed packet came to my hand ; so

I take this opportuity of conveying my near
love to thee, in that which changeth not—the

everlasting Truth.
" Though unable to mingle with my Friends

in person, when they come together for the

sake of this blessed cause, to endeavor to

strengthen one another's hands in God, and
to build up one another in that holy faith once
and still delivered to the saints,—my poor
mind is as deeply, as strongly concerned as

ever, that every part and parcel thereof, with

all its genuine accompaniments and fruits in

practice, may be maintained inviolate; and
that nothing may be forborne, or let fall, or

slighted through our degeneracy, and dim-

sightedness ofthat which our worthy ancients

upheld through suffering. What has our refine-

ment, religious or civil, done for us ? and what
has an approach or a condescending affinity

thereto done for us?—weakness has inevitably

followed, and even the strongest and the wisest

have been utterlj' laid waste. Some are not

sufficiently warned and humbled by these

things; and if they are, they should openly

acknowledge their error, and forsake the vei-y

appearance of this track.

"I am cheerfully confident, that if those to

whom wo somewhat look, as watchers, as
seers, as standard bearers, as counsellors, are
removed (and the}' are removing,) to their
rest,—or, if any of these that remain, should
not keep their habitations firm and undevia-
ting, but turn aside in any respect from the
ancient testimony,—that He who raised up
such a people as we were at the first, will never
cease to raise up others, and put some forth
into the foreground—into the very seats of
the unfaithful. I have seen it wonderfully in
my short day,—I have read it of those that
have gone before: and therefore, let none
ever throw awaj' their shield, and weakly com-
promise the trust devolving on them.

" Farewell, my beloved friend ; may the
Lord preserve us purely to his praise.
With love from thy affectionate friend,

J. B."

Selh Green, while exhibiting a tank offish
in public recently, made a few remarks on the
nature and habits of these animals, and refer-
ring to the mooted question, " Do Fish Hear ?"

answered emphatically in the negative. To
demonstrate his opinion he asked the band to
arrange themselves in close proximity to the
tanks and blow their loudest blast. This they
did ; but not one of the multitude of fishes

stirred a fin. S. Green then said that although
fish were thus unsusceptible to sound, they
were keen of vision and sensitive to the'

slightest jar. To illustrate the latter point,
he tapped on the bottom of one of the trout
tanks with just enough force to cause a slight
vibration in the water, when every inmate of
the tank darted off like a flash.

—

Late Paper.

THE FRIEND.
FIKST MONTH 2. 1875.

The close of the year seems a peculiarly
appropriate time for that thorough examina-
tion of the condition of their affairs, which
prudent business men feel to be important to
their success in financial matters. Such an
examination is recommended in the advices
which our excellent Discipline enjoins to be
annually read in our meetings. "That Friends
carefidly inspect the state of their affairs once
in the year; and make their wills and settle

their outward estates whilst in health."

In making such an inspection, there is one
point, on which those who have not received

a good mercantile training are liable to err.

In reviewing their debts, they may disregard

those liabilities they have assumed for the
benefit of others, and which they expect others

to pay; but for which they are responsible

if there should be any default. If a man
possesses property, which, if sold, would yield

him $10,000, and at the same time has en-

dorsed notes, or in other ways become secu-

rity for others to the same amount, he may
really have no estate of his own left, while he
still thinks he is in comfortable circumstances.

For want of taking a proper view of this sub-

ject, and exercising a true Christian prudence,

there have been sad instances of persons be-

coming involved in great trouble and finally

being ruined financially, even when they were
past middle age, and had saved enough to

support them in the decline of life, by honest
industry and economy in their earlier years.

It is a sorrowful sight to see such Friends,
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with failing energies and strcnglh, again

thrown into the battle of life, to struggle for

the means of subsistence, when their thoughts

should be more exclusively directed to a pre

paration for the final change which is ap

preaching them, and to the tilling up of theii

measure of religious service in the Church and

the world.

There is perhaps no class of people more
liable to be entangled in this snare than that

portion of our farming community, whos(

business operations have been mainly con

fined to raising and selling the products of

their land. It has often happened with such

that sons, or other relatives of a younger
generation, have arisen, who have been am-
bitious to enter on a -wider sphere of action,

and have embarked in more extensive busi-

ness. In the fluctuations which attend the

mercantile and manufacturing interests of our

country, such adventurers are often greatly

in need of money, and resort to the credit of

their parents to obtain funds which would not

be given to themselves. The parent is natu-

rally interested in the welfare of his child,

and places great confidence in his ability ; and
being, through want of knowledge and train-

ing, himself unable to form an independent
judgment as to the probable success of the

business enterprises, he is easily induced to

endorse the notes of his son, or in some other
way to guarantee the payment of his debts.

In manj- cases the issue of such transactions
has been ruinous to all concerned.
There are often cases in which individuals

need and ought to receive help one from
another—but we believe the obligation is

equally imperative, to observe that prudent
caution, which the Proverb associates with
" Wisdom." Perhaps there is no belter gene-
ral rule to adopt, than to consider, before en-
tering into such obligations as have been re-

ferred to, whether, if we are called upon to
pay the wliole amount ourselves, we can do
so without injury to others, and without
greater injury to ourselves than we are willing
to submit to. This care is especially needful
lor tliose who are in the station of ministers,
elders, or overseers, or who in any way occupy
prominent positions in the Church

; because
on all such a double responsibility rests to
see that the Truth be not evil spoken of
through their means.
The depressed condition of general busi-

ness through which wc have been passing,
has no doubt brought with it much anxious
thoughtfulness to many of our readers. Those
who were in no want themselves have had
their sympathies enlisted for others. May it

have the effect of turning our thoughts more
earnestly towards the Heavenly City where
the " weai-y are at rest," and of inducing us
more submissively and steadily to observe the
guidance of the Spirit of Christ in our hearts,
which is profitable to direct in outward as well
as in inward concerns. And may all be will-
ing to so regulate their own habits and house-
holds, as to live within the bounds of their in-
come, and yet reserve a sufficient portion for
the help of the needy.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FoREioN.—According to the London Times, the tot.iI

revenue of the An-tralian colonies, for the year ending
6lh mo. 30th last, was £i),7bifi71, of which £4 402 722
waB raised by taxation. The balance was obtained from
railways and telegraphs belonging to the colonies, land
sales, &c. At the close of 1S73 these colonies includ-

ing New Zeal.nnd,had a populatiou of 2,136,129, havin:

increased fiiora 1,266,432 in 1861.

It is a singular fact that in England the number of

persons belonging to each of the three learned profes-

sions, is nearly the same. Thus the census returns

show 35,995 physicians, 35,483 clergymen, and 34,970

lawyers.

The emigrant ship Cospatrick, from London for Auk-

land, New Zealand, was burned at sea 11th mo 17th

in lat. 37° South, long. 12° West. It is estimated that

465 lives were lost by the disaster ; of all on board only

three are known to survive.

An express train on a branch of the Great Western
Railway, was thrown from the track, near Woodstock,

on the 24th ult., and precipitated down an embank-
ment. Thirty of the passengers were killed and fifty

wounded, some of them fatally.

An explosion occurred the 24th ult. in a coal mine in

North Staflbrdshire, by which twenty miners were
killed.

The weather in England has been unusually cold.

London, 12th mo. 28th.—U. S. five per cents, 10-40,

104f. Consols, 91 1.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 7i a 7|d. ; Orleans, 7|d.

Breadstufls quiet.

Granite and Macadam pavements are to be abolished

in the streets of London, the Macadam pavement is too

dusty, and the granite too slippery.

The French Academy of Science.s, it is announced, is

about to consider the propriety of adopting the meri-
dian of Greenwich, which is already recognized by the

other nations of the Continent, in lieu of that of Paris.

The meridian would touch the French soil at Trouville,

and in the event of the government sanctioning the
change, a column would be erected on the spot.

The French National Assembly adjourned from the
24th ult. to the 5th of First month.

Prince Bismarck has moved in the German Federal
Council that an extradition tre.aty be concluded with
the United State.s, which should replace all similar
treaties now existing between that country and the vari-

ous German governments.
A commission of ten persons of distinction have been

appointed by the German Imperial Government to at-

tend the Centennial Exhibition, at Philadelphia, in

1876.

The civil war in Spain continues with no decisive
results. Alfonso, Prince of the Asturias, replying to

the address of certain Spanish grandees, says that a
monarchy alone can terminate the disorders and un-
certainty which prevail in Spain. A majority of the
people of Spain are agreed, and have declared their
opinion that he only is the rightful representative of
the Spanish monarchy.
A Madrid dispatch of the 24th, says: The Spanish

Commissioners to the Philadelphia Centennial Exhibi-
tion met to-day. Senor Castelar made an eloquent ad-
dress. He sketched the rise and progress of the United
States, and the ideas of liberty and labor which pre-

iled there.

A special from St. Petersburg to the Times says, the
difiiculties with the Turcoman tribes have been settled.
The Attrok expedition has returned without fighting.
The Turcomans voluntarily released thirty prisoners.

Advices from Venezuela to the 8th ult., report that
a desperate battle has been fought in the province of
Barquisimento between a force of government troops
under General Marquez and a body of insurgents under
General Colina. Between seven and eight hundred
men were killed and wounded on both sides. Both
parties claim a victory.

The sugar crop of Cuba the present year is estimated
at 800,000 tons.

A Havana dispatch says : Captain-General Concha
has issued orders to the officers commanding Spanish
troops to act leniently toward captured or surrendered
insurgents, but to execute all incendiaries and filibusters
who may be taken prisoners.
The whole number of insurgents under arms is said

not to exceed 6,000 men. These are confined chiefly
to the mountain ranges in the eastern end of the island,
from which they make occasional raids upon the adja-
cent country.

United States.—There were 565 interments in
ISew York last week, and 278 in Philadelphia.
The bill providing for a final resumption of specie

payments in four years from the present time, passed
the U. S. Senate by more than a two-thirds vote. The
House of Kepresentatives has ordered that the bill be
made the special order for the Sth of First month
Both Houses adjourned from 12th mo. 23d to 1st mo
oth, 187.5.

During the nine months ending 10th mo. last, the
total excess of exports over imports was $17,715,870,

being the reverse of the corresponding period of t

preceding year, when the exports were $37,27 1,8811(

in value than the imports.

A Hong Kong dispatch of the 24th ult. says : Ti
American war vessels have arrived here with addition

survivors of the burned steamship Japan.
This years crop of hay, in Maine, is reported to

1,806,300 tons, worth $24,000,000; and of potatoes ;

027,071 bushels, both of these products are largely e

ported.

Real estate in New York city is reported to ha
fallen in price from twenty to thirty per cent, from tl

rates current two years ago. This has resulted chiel-

from the financial and commercial revulsion which h
afliected the business of the city.

The Markets, &e.—The following were the quotatio

on the 28th ult. New York.—American gold 111

U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 118:^ ; do. coupons, 121

do. 1868, 118i; coupon.s, 121J; do- five per ceni

113.;. Superfine flour, $4.20 a $4.55 ; State extra, $4.!

a $5.20 ; finer brands, $5.50 a $10.50. No. 2 Chica|

spring wheat, $1.11; No. 3 do. $1.09 a $1.10; n
western, $1.26 a $1.27 ; white Indiana, $1.33 ; whi
Michigan, $1,37. State barley, $1.30 ; Canada, $l.-« i

Oats, 66 a 71 cts. Rye, 92 a 93 cts. Western
"

corn, 83 a 85 cts.
;
yellow, 85 a 87 ; old mixed, 95 c

Philadelphia—Uplands and New Orleans cotton, 14J
15 cts. Superfine flour, $4 a $4.25 ; extra-s, $4.50 a $
finer brands, $5.50 a $7.50. Red wheat, $1.20 a $1.2

'

amber, $1.23 a $1.25 ; white $1.37 a $1.40. Rye, $1.(;

New corn, 80 a 83 cts. Oats, 63 a 65 cts. Lard, 1

a 13| cts. Sales of about 2,300 beef cattle at 4 a 8]

per lb. gross, the latter for choice. Most of the i

were between 6 a 7J cts. Sheep, 5 a 8 cts. per lb. groi

Hogs, $9.75 a $10.25 per 100 lbs. net for corn U
Receipts 5,000 head. Baltimore.—Flour, $4 a $8.5

Yellow corn, 80 a 83 cts. Oats, 64 a 65 cts. Chictu

—No. 1 spring wheat, 93 cts. ; No. 2 do., 90 cts. ; Noi!

do., 84 cts. New corn, 65^ cts. Oats, 53 a 54 e

Lard, $13.35 per 100 lbs. Oincmnah'.—Red whei

$1.08 a $1.10. Corn, 68 a 78 cts. Oats, 59 a 62 c

St. Louis.—No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.05 ; No. 2 sprir

87 cts. New corn, 64 a 66 cts. Oats, 55J a 57ic
Rye, $1.00.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee having chari

of the Boarding School at Westtown, will beheld
Philadelphia, on Sixth-day, First month 8th, 1875,
1 p. M.

The Committees on Instruction and Admissioi
meet the same day at 10 A. ir.

Samuel Morris,
Philada,, 12th mo. 26th, 1874. Clerk.

ERRATUM.
In the communication respecting " Suffering Frien^l

in Kansas," published in last week's issue of "T
Friend," the name of the Treasurer of the Relief Pur
should be Washinr/ton Hadley, and Tiot William Hadlci

3 printed.

"WANTED.
A Governess for Westtown Boarding School, to enti

a her duties at the opening of the next Session.
Apply to

Elizabeth C. Scattergood, West Chester, Pfci

Hannah Richardson, Wilmington, Del.
Hannah Evans, No. 322 Union St., Philadw
Lydia L. Walton, Moorestown, N. J.

NOTICE.
Wanted immediately,

:

petent Seamstress for it.

"Shelter for Colored Orphans." Apply to

Hannah B. Newbold, No. 643 Franklin St i

Sarah G. Yarnall, No. 922 Mt. Vernon St.

«

MUSINGS AND MEMORIES
Published by the Tract Association of Friends, is n<
for sale at their Depository, No. 304 Arch St., Philad
Price, in cloth, $1.00 per copy or $9.00 per dozen.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelptik

Physician and Superintendent—Joshua H. Wobt'
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients i

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Bouvl'
Managers.

William' H.'piLErpRiNTER',

'

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Wayside Notes.

(Continued from page li2.)

Continuing the narrative respecting the

irogress ofChristian liberty in New England

:

the latter part of 1659, Cassandra Southiek.

i" husband Lawrance, and their eon Josiali,

fe again spoken of as belonging to that in-

reasing number of dissatisfied members of

le ruling church, who, on account of the

bvious injustice done to Friends, were not
repared to yield a willing compliance, and
antinued to absent themselves from the at-

ijndence and support of the established public

'"-liip, for which they had endured much
ardiiL'ss, and many reproaches. Cassandra
rtjpoars to have been a faithful head in her
fousehold, (as well as her husband) and a
levout mother in promoting the welfare of

|ae Church of Christ. Whittierhas memorial-
:;ed her sufferings in a number of touching
ierses, by which her character for courage
ind exalted faith, will be long remembered
y all the lovers of genuine poetry. They
ad two other childi-en, Daniel and Provided,

i^ho so far from being deterred by the wrongs
p which the parents and brother were ex-

iosed, were encouraged to follow their upright
jsample, for which they were heavily fined,

[lOugh it was well understood they possessed

)0 means, the parents' property, and all the

imily estate having been seized and wasted

y those who had been pursuing them with
nprisonment and fines. To obtain the money
ley were taken into custody, and treated

nder the ojjeration of a law then existing,

3 the absolute property of the Province, and
rdered to be sold. The order takes the form
fan official paper, and is signed by Edward
lawson, Sec.

The subject of this cruel action was fully

hswercdin a printed exposure by G. Bishop,
'ho proved from Scripture its inconsistency

nd wickedness, Amos 2d chapter 6th verse,

There the judgments of God are denounced
igainst those who sold the righteous for silver

nd the poor for merchandise ; and from Levit.

5th chapter 42d verse, where the practice of

iiaking bondmen of the children of Israel
'

ixpressly forbidden, except in a single case

ot herein applicable. The law referred to,

'equired that such should be sold to any of
jhe English people residing at Barbadoes or

Virginia, and one of the persons authorized
to execute the order for their sale, sought out
a vessel for their passage to the islands named,
but no ship master could be found disposed

to carry them, and one to whom application

was made, to put from him the request, pre-

tended they woulcf " spoil all the ship's com-
pany." To which the officer replied, " No,
you need not fear that, as they are poor harm-
less creatures, and will not harm any one."
" Will they not ?" returned the captain, " and
will you offer to make slaves of such ?"

Josiah Southick, a few years later, in 1662,

underwent from the authorities of Boston,

Roxbury and Dedham, the most outrageous
wrong; was tied, driven and whipped, at the

cart's tail, when with outstretched arms, he

said to those who sentenced him, "Here is

my bodjr ; if you want a further testimony of

the Truth I profess, take it, and do what you
I freely give my life into your hands."

The whip used for these barbarous executions

was not of "whip-cord," as used in England,

but of dried entrails, and every string with

three knots near the end. This must indeed

have caused violent torture, when wielded by

an excited, ignorant, and able-bodied execu-

tioner, who, it is stated, often used both hands
n the bloody work. But, -dl this was not

enough to turn Josiah from the path of duty.

As he was drawn through the streets of Bos-

ton, he sang aloud, under a sense of the pre-

sence of the Lord; uttering these words:
They that know God to bo their strength,

cannot fear what man can do."

So misguided in their religious zeal, were
many of these New England professors, that

the opinion had gained wide currency, that

whatever was done, "nothing could be done

amiss to the Quakers," or their abettors. It

is said, upon the authority of Sewel, that

thieves in prison were sometimes discharged,

lest by contact with Friends in their cells,

who were endeavoring to reform their wicked

lives, they should become " Quakers" too.

The cause of Truth is always very precious,

and it is often promoted by the faithfulness

of the young. Patience Scott, a girl about 11

years of age, whose religious mother had been

cruelly whipped, bore a fearless, outspoken

testimony against it, which so enraged the

authorities she was sent to prison ; and the

child being examined, spoke so well to the

purpose, as to confound her enemies. For
this simple, natural, humane expression of

feeling for an outraged parent, the little girl

would have been banished, but her tender

years sheltered her from the application of

the law.

The Dutch, in some of their American set-

tlements, were now j^rompted to enter upon

the work of persecution also, and without

careful investigation, concluded Friends un
doubtedly held pernicious opinions, because

they were so sharply persecuted by their own
countrymen. Eobert Hodshone, a Friend, re-

siding at Hamstead in the vicinity of New

Amsterdam, now New York, was one upon
whom was laid the burthen of intense sutfer-

ing. Having had a meeting, at which a num-
ber of his friends from England were present,

he was arrested; his papers and bible taken
from him, and he chained until the next day.
A carl was then procured, and Rcbortf i-to>:' 1

to the hinder part, pinioned, and in this heip-

"ess situation drawn through the woods in the

darkness of night, by which he was much
torn and abused. Arriving in New York he
was consigned to a filthy dungeon. Some
days after a sentence was read to him, which
being in another tongue he did not under-
tand. He was informed, however, it required

him to work two years at the wheelbarrow,
or pay six hundred guilders. To this he at-

tempted to make a defence, but was not per-

mitted to speak, and sent back to his dark,

unwholesome cell. Some days after he was
brought out, and chained to a wheelbarrow,

and commanded to work ; to which he replied,

he had not been accustomed to such severe

labor, whereupon he was beaten with a heavy
ope until from weakness he fell to the ground,

having received, as the account states, about

one hundred blows. In this condition, and
suffering greatly from the bruises received, he

was kept all day in the heat of the sun, with-

out food ; and at night returned to the dun-

geon. Thus he passed several days ; chained

to the wheelbarrow in the morning, to pass

the day-light hours, while the time for rest

was spent in the gloom and darkness of a
filthy cell.

In his weak state of body, resulting from
many bruises and scanty fare, he was brought

before the governor, who showed no mercy,

but insisted he must work, or the same chas-

tisement would be continued. Robert now
enquired what law he had broken ? and called

for his accusers, that he might know wherein

his transgression consisted. To this he re-

ceived no answer, but was chained as before.

Some days elapsed, when he was taken into

a private room, and stripped to the waist

:

then suspended by his hands, and a log of

wood tied to his feet, so that he could not turn

his body, or in anj- way shield his already

lacerated and agonized person. In this situa-

tion he was cruelly whipped with rods by a

strong negro. Then removed to his cell and
no one permitted to communicate with him.

Two days after the same barbarous work was
repeated, until his life seemed in imminent
danger. Finally, through the kind interfer-

ence of the governor's sister, who was moved
to compassion by his sufferings, he obtained

an unconditional discharge.

Near the close of 1660, Wm. Leddra, who
had been banished from the Province, re-

turned under a call to religious duty. The
fear of man and the fear of suffering, were
alike taken away. The personal danger that

awaited him was not to be considered in a

matter involving his conscientious convic-

tions. He was soon taken prisoner, "and
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being fastened to a log of wood, was kept

night and day locked iu chains, in au open

prison, during a very cold winter."

The situation of Friends in England at this

date appeared more hopeful. On the 8th of

5th month ])revious, Charles the 2ud was re-

stored to the throne, under circumstances that

opened up a brighter view for the friends of

religions toleration. The government, after

years of internal disturbance, had acquired

something of its former stability. A state of

things little better than a military despotism

had existed, in which all parties were suf

ferers, if not the cause of religious freedom

itself The king therefore in his proclama-

tion, was persuaded to offer his subjects a

broader policy, and many were induced to

think the re-establishment of peace and quiet

was truly the harbinger of better days for

such as were not in accord with the establish

ed church. This was indeed the promise of

the king, and all classes had a right to expect

that rehgious toleration would be freely grant-

ed. His intentions seem to have been mainly

right, but lacking in firmness and stability,

his pledges were often trampled upon by sub-

ordinates, or by the judiciary, whose rule of

action was not so much governed by the good
humor of their soverign, and his apparent

willingness to exercise impartiality, as by
their own bias and preferences for the estab-

lished religions worship. For a time, how-
ever, persecution received a decided check in

England. The action of the law-making
power in the colonies had often been simply

a usurpation of authoritj'. Eesolutely bent

upon satisfying personal animosities, no bar-

riers were permitted to stand in the way.
In dealing with Friends, who in New England
were regarded by manj' as unworthy the pro-

tection of government, it was no wonder laws
were hastily made, unmade, or violated at

pleasure ; or that the authorities should trans-

cend their privileges as confen-ed by charter.

Had these wrongs been perpetrated in the
face of a strong and wise administration of
the home government, the colonies would pro-
bably have lost their standing as thus estab-

lished ; while on the other hand it may be
said its inaction and lack of moral integrity,

opened a door, and really gave encourage-
ment, to many of these abuses. But now the
Uoston rulers were put under some restraint,

and fearing lest their rashness might involve
them in senous danger, they had issued an
apology in explanation of their proceedings
against Wm. Eobinson, M. Stevenson and
Marj- Dyer, a short time previous to the exe-
cution of the latter, to satisfy the king and
parliament of the justice of their action, not
without some misgivings, however, as to the
effect it would produce. It was put forth in

the name of the Province, and signed by its

Secretary, E. Ilawson.
After Mary's execution another address ap-

peared, issued by the general court of Boston,
directed to king Charles, and signed by John
Endicot, governor. Herein they set forth,
" They had chosen the trials of seclusion in a
remote wilderness, among the heathen, that
they might enjoy a pure scripture worship,
rather than the pleasures of England, and sub-
jection to the imposition of a hieraehy." Con-
cerning Friends they stated, "They were
open capital blasphemers, and seducers from
the glorious Trinity, the blessed gospel

; ene-
mies to the government, and malignant pro-
moters ofdoctrines directly tending to subvert

both church and State." This proved a very

lame defence. They stated far too much,

falsifying the truth at every step in the argu

ment. The king could not conceive them to

be objects of sympathy on account of their

separation and seclusion in America, these

being voluntary. Nor was their claim to re

ligious freedom sincere, when they denied the

same right to others coming among them.

And as to their statement respecting our doc

trines and personal interest in the welfare of

the State, this had little weight, as it eon

tradicted all experience. Among intelligent

minds. Friends were known in England to be

law-abiding, and eminently peaceable ;
and

their religious belief when faithfully sup

ported, was known also to be in sympathy
with just and wise legislation.

Their appeals for support, though not sus-

tained, did not receive a decided check, which
rather gave encouragement to the leaders of

persecution in New England to renew their

aggressive proceedings against Friends. Wm.
Leddra, who continued a prisoner in Boston
jail under sentence of death, was likely soon

to close a useful life upon the gallows. Mean-
while Edw'd Burrough's pen was employed
in preparing a full and clear vindication of

the situation Friends bore to the Colonial au-

thorities, that had great weight, and led the

king's mind a few mouths later to take a de-

termined stand in their defence, though not

in time to rescue this faithful man from the

grasp of his accusers. P. B.

Philada., 12th mo. 25th, 1874.

CTo be concluded.^

For "Tho Friend."

The similarity of the religious views of those
who are really taught in Christ's school, is

often witnessed in a remarkable degree to
exist even where the home training and out-

ward influences are exceedingly dissimilar.

Juan de Valdez, a Spanish nobleman ofgreat
piety, who lived in the 16th century, appears
to have been divinely lead to the embracing
of many truths so nearly identical with those
which were afterwards more fully opened to
the spiritual understanding of George Fox
and his coadjutors, that 1 have thought it

was of suflScient interest to transcribe some
of them for the readers of " The Friend." In
Consideration LXIII, respecting the Scrip-
tures, he saj-8 :

—

"St. Peter in his second Epistle, chapter i.

19, judges that theman having no other light
than that of the Hoi}' Scriptures, is like a man
who stands in a dark place, having no other
light in it than that of a candle; and that the
man who having obtained the spirit of God
to guide him, is like a man who stands in a
place where the rays of the sun enter, which
make it bright and i-esplendent. Whereupon
I consider seven things.

" First, that as the man who stands in the
dark place is better off with a candle than
without it, so the man who seeks to be pious,
which is with regard to him a dark place,
forasmuch as his reason and human wisdom
rather prejudice him with reference to it than
prove useful to him, is better off with Holy
Scripture than without it.

Second, that as the man in a dark place
does not see tho things that arc in it as clearlj'
and plainlj' with tho candle as he would see
them with tho sun, just so the man Avho is in-

tent on piety, neither understands nor does
he know the things of God, nor God himself,

so clearly and plainly by Holy Scripture ;

he would be able to see and know them I;

the Spirit of God.
" Third, that as the man who stands in

dark place, with the light of the candle onl

is in danger of being left in the dark, shou
anything happen to extinguish the candle, i

the man who, intent on piety, has no othi

light than tTiat of Holy Scripture, is in dang
of being left without light, should any thii

happen that would deprive him of Holy Scri

ture, or of the right apprehension of it.

" Fourth, that as to the man who stands in

dark place, where there is the light of a ca

die, it happens at times, that desiring it shou
give more light, he either snuffs it himself, i

gets some one else to snuff it for him, and
comes to pass that it is put out in the snuffin

and the man is left without light
;
just so it

with the man who is intent on piety, beii'

only aided therein by that which he knov
and understands of Holy Scripture; it com'
to pass at times, that desiring to understai

more and better, he either interprets it hii'

self, or gets some one else to interpret it fc

him, and it comes to pass that in interpretii.

it, by converting Holy Scripture into hur
composition, tho man remains in the dark, i

though he may persuade himself that he
not so.

" Fifth, that as it happens when the ra
of the sun, by penetrating a dark place whe
the man Avas using only the light of a candj

enable the man to see there more clearly ths

before, all the things that are in that plac-

just so, when the Holy Spirit enters into tl

mind of a man intent on piety, and availn

himself to that end ofHoly Scripture, it com
to pass that the man understands and knov
the things of God and God himself mo
clearly than he did previously.

'•Sixth, that as the man who enjoj's tl

light of the sun, and knows assuredly that

'

will never fail him, although he would
throw the candle away on account of tl

benefit received, but would, on the contrar
leave it, in order that it might assist othe

in the way in which it has assisted hi

just so the man who enjoys the light of tl

Holy Spirit, being assured that it can nev
fail him, though he does not throw the Ho
Scriptures aside, still he does not employ the

as he previously did.

Seventh, that as it is not essential in t)

sun, when it enters a place where there is

caudle, that it should discover all that ente

into the candle's composition, just so likewi

neither is it of the essence of the Holy Spir
when He enters the mind of a man who, i

tent on piety, avails himself of Holy Scri

ture, to show and discover all the secrets th

are involved in it, although He shows M
discovers that part of them which God C

sires be discovered to the man to whom ti

Holy Spirit is given."
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feuowledgc, presumes to make light of what
Ithe best of mankind revere.

I
For "The Friend."

legal Opinions in tiic Oliin I'asp,

(CuntiDued from page 154.)

I need hardly say that I suppose the women's
paeeting has nothing to do with the question.

Ehe women elect their own officers, and can

_^ive no vote and can take no part in the elec-

tion of officers of the men's meeting.

I

In view of these facts, I am quite unable to

pold that Binns was legally elected clerk of

Lhe meeting, and that those who organized

jjnder him are not separatists—provided the

phio Yearly Meeting is to be regarded as an

Independent organization, and its decisions sub-

cot to no api^eal to a superior jurisdiction.

Indeed, the fact that such an appeal has been

baken, and is prosecuted upon the ground that

Hoyle has forfeited his right to the office by
l)ad conduct, would seem to be an admission

that bat for that bad conduct his election

iwould have been legal—that he was the choice

bf the Society, but was unfit for the position,

jlhe ground on which the appeal to other

l^early meetings was taken, if sustained, would
Ishow Hoyle to have been a usurper of the

bflBce for nine years preceding the election,

18 well as since its date, and all the acts and
proceedings of the Society during that time

:6 be void. This is the ground on which it

'

laiiiK'd the other yearly meetings place tl

;ase. 1 have a copy of the proceedings of

:lio>e yearly meetings, in which it will be

liat none of them place their judgment upon
;hc ground that Binns was elected by the So-

ciety. What they assume to do, is to ostra-

3ize or excommunicate the Ohio Yearly Meet
ing itself, and to set up the Binns faction in

its place. Take the proceedings ofthe Indiana
Yearly Meeting as a specimen. Two reasons

kre given by that yearly meeting for its judg
^ent in the premises : 1. " That the Ohio
{Yearly Meeting" not the Hoyle party, but the
meeting itself, " has for several years past,"

by lhe influence of the Hoyle party, "refused
ind prevented the reading of regular epistles"

from the New England Society. 2. " They"
•—that is, the Ohio Yearly Meeting—" have
permitted to have a seat in the yearly meeting
c * * persons who had been disowned in

N"ew England." They then say that the

Friends who appointed Jonathan Binns as

lork"—not the Society itself, but the indi-

[idual friends who adhere to Binns—"after
'iiiliiring these disorders for years," finally

Celt f/temse?ues impelled * * * "to appoint
\ clerk, and proceed with the regular business

if the j'early meeting, without the unity of that

party who caused the disorders complained
3f" That is to say, Binns was elected, not
by the Society, but by his individual ^'friends,"

;without the unit}' of a "large majority" of

the members of the Society. This is a plain

admission that Binns was not elected by the

Society, and that the election of Hoyle stood

on the same basis and had the same validity

as any one of his elections for the nine years
iiext preceding. The legality of all of which
seem to be now admitted. In the case oi Earle

V. Wood, 8 Cash. 447, it appeared that Gould
was chosen clerk by his party friends, pre-

ciseljjT as Binns was chosen by his friends in

the present case, with this difference, that a

imajority united on Gould, whereas only a

jminority united on Binns. And yet the court

not elected, and that he and his adherents

ere seceders, giving as a principal reason

for so holding, that his nomination or election

was not made by the Society, but, from his

own showing, was made " by those who had
been for some years laboring under much op-

pression," &c. That is precisely the case here.

Binns' own entry shows that he was chosen

by only a " part" of the meeting, and that

"part" was a minority of the meeting.

Hoyle, therefore, having been duly con-

tinued as clerk of the Society, and those ad-

hering to him being the regularly organized

Society, it remains to inquire whether they

have been ousted, or their election invalidated,

and Binns and his adherents installed in their

place by the authorized judgment of a superior

tribunal.

I not only deny the existence of any such

tribunal, but I deny that any tribunal has as-

sumed to render such a judgment. When and

where was any such judgment rendered, and

what was the judgment? It was rendered,

if at all, at as many times and places as there

were yearly meetings acting on the subject,

and no two of the judgments are the same.

None of these yearly meetings assume to ad-

judge the election of Hoyle to be illegal or

irregular, or to oust him from office, or install

Binns. The only thing in which these several

judgments concur is, that they will not here

after " correspond" with Hoyle and his party

and that they will correspond with Binns and

his party ; and this is the utmost extent to

which any of them go. Each meeting acted

for itself, and upon its independent views of

the case. There was no concert or community
of action between them. The Yearly Meeting

at Philadelphia, founded by the contempor

aries of William Penn, refused to unite with

them in this, and holds that it is not essential

or advisable to keep up such correspondences

with each other. Now it seems to me that

ere is no judgment, no order assuming to

affect the legal status of the parties. It was
simply the judgment of a majority of the

yearly meetings, each speaking for itself, that

they, respectively, would decline a correspond-

ence, which the evidence shows to have been

at all times voluntary and discretionary with

each society. There was no joint session of

the several societies, or delegates representing

them ; no jurisdiction was acquired over the

persons of Hoyle or his associates, by process,

notice, consent, or otherwise ; each Society

assumed to represent itself alone, .and to be,

as each was in fact, no more than the equal of

the Society whose officers it assumed to con

demn. The subject-matter of the adjudication

was not the legality or regularity of the Ohio

election, but the dispute between the Gurney
ites and the Wilburites of New England, as

to a matter of discipline. The real judgment

rendered by the several societies was simply,

that, in their opinion, Hoyle did wrong in re

fusing to exclude Gould, the New England

Wilburite, from the meeting, and that for this

reason they would refuse to correspond with

him and his party, no matter whether he and

his party represented and constituted thr

regular organization or not. This, I say, i

no judgment affecting the status of Hoyle, or

the organization under him, even if we con-

cede the existence of power to render the

proper judgment for that purpose.

But was there any such power?
In none of their utterances on the subject

unanimously held in that case that Gould was is there any claim of such power, and in some

of them it is expressly disavowed. Take, as

example, the utterance of the London Society.

The following is its essential part:

"The desire consistently to carry out the

principles of Christian order which have regu-

lated our own course of action, and to counter-

act, as far as our example and influence may
extend, the disorganizing tendencies that have

so painfully manifested themselves, not only

in Ohio, but also in several other of the Ameri-

can Yearly Meetings, has led us to accept the

epistle signed by Jonathan Binns, under the

conviction that the Friends whom he repre-

sents have been, and are, acting most in ac-

cordance with the course which this meeting

adopted in 1846, and which it has ever since

pursued. Yet, in so doing, we would not be

understood as implying that the proceedings

of that body (though we speak it with tender-

ness, and with sympathy for the peculiar diflS-

culties of their position) have been, in all re-

spects, such as we could approve, were it our

place to pronounce an opinion thereon."

It also contains the following, which shows
that they did not claim the right to overrule

or interfere with an election regularly made
by the Ohio Society

:

" It is a principle with this Yearly Meeting

that the several American Yearly Meetings

with which it is in correspondence are inde-

pendent bodies, whose deliberations and de-

cisions in the exercise of the discipline to%vard

their own members and subordinate meetings

are to be regarded as final, and not to be in-

terfered with."

But I deny that there is, in fact, any au-

thoritj' in the yearly meetings of the world,

or in any number of them, either acting jointly

or separately, to control the organization, dis-

cipline, or property of the Ohio Yearly Meet-

ing, or of any one of its members. The book

of discipline or constitution of the Ohio Yearly

Meeting contains no word giving any such

authority. It purports to be adopted for that

Society alone, and is entitled, "Book of Dis-

cipline of the Society of the Ohio Yearly

Meeting." Nor is there any book, document,

record, or usage giving any such authority,

or acknowledging the Society to be subor-

dinate to any other. On the contrary, the

book of discipline, and the evidence as to the

usages of the several yearly meetings, show

that the yearly meeting is the " highest tribu-

nal in the church organization." This was

expressly resolved by the general conference

of yearly meetings held in 1849, as follows :

"Yearly, quai'terly, monthly, and prepara-

tive meetings were set up and are still con-

tinued for the purpose of church government,

subordinate and accountable one unto another

—preparative to monthly, monthly to quar-

terly, and quarterly to the yearly meeting,

the last being the highest tribunal in the

church organization, from whose decisions

there is no appeal.
" It can not be questioned that, if a yearly

meeting should manifest unsoundness in Chris-

tian faith, if it should promulgate views in-

consistent with the principles professed by

Friends, or should not maintain our Christian

testimonies, it may tiien become the duty of

the other yearly meetings to extend to it

brotherly entreaty or admonition for its restora-

tion. But in the exercise of those functions

which legitimately and exclusively belong to

itself

—

as the forming or administering its own

discipline—any interference by another yearly

meeting, or attempt to control its action in
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these respects, would be an infraction of our

established order, and fraufjht witli conse-

qnences perilous to the whole brotherhood ot

yearly meetings, against which we feel sol

emnly bound to bear testimony."

This conference of 1849, like'the conference

of 1829-1832—the only other conference ever

held by the yearly meetings, as I understand

—was exceptional and provisional, devised

and held for the occasion, for the special pur

pose of "healing divisions and promoting

harmony." It was abnormal and merely pro

visional. There is no authority, coustitutiona

or otherwise, for calling such conferences, or

authorizing any person or persons to appoint

times or places for their meeting; much less

is there any provision for organizing any such

body, or conferring upon it any power or au-

tboritj- over the several yearly meetings.

The witness, William Bates, I think, truly

states the relation and organization of the

different yearly meetings, when he says :

'• They are of like churches, and hold a

common faith, but the}' hold no relation of

subordination to any other power. Among
these religions bodies thus constituted, are

what are called Congregationalists. Baptists,

also, are organized on that principle ; can not

say as to others, but am under the impression

that Pisciples are organized in the same way,
but in this I may be mistaken. These are ac-

customed—the Baptists and Congregation-

alists are accustome<l—to hold conferences,

associations, conventions, and the like, known
by different names, which arc composed of
similar bodies of like denominations from the
independent churches—in which associations,

&c., advice is taken, and sometimes common
enterprises entered upon, and Christian sym-
pathies expressed, and correspondence opened
with other denominations of Christians, re-

cognized by them as being of sound or ortho-
dox faith; but still the churches, as to all

matters legislative and judicial, or in respect
to all matters of property and the like, remain
in absolute independence. * * There is no
common constitution

; each yearly meeting
has its own constitution."

Jesse Cope says: "I know of no higher
power than the 3'early meetings in the So-
ciety of Friends, on all questions disciplinary,
legislative, or judicial, or on questions relating
to the control and disposition of property."

William Fisher says : " I know of no appeal
from the decision and action of the yearly
meetings on questions of discipline, property,
&c. It is the highest tribunal, I think."

Other witnesses testify to the same effect,

and state that the correspondence between
the different meetings is "a mere acknowledg-
ment of fraternity ;" that it is " entirely vol-
untarj' ;" and that no book of discipline "re-
quires or enjoins" it. There is no competent
or sufficient evidence that when a member of
one meeting is accredited, or " liberated" as a
traveller, he becomes a member of other meet
ings. There is no testimony stronger than
that of .John Butler, to prove any siich right
of membership; and he merely says that in
his "view" such travelling party is "in some
sense a member." But he admits that such a
parly " would not be regarded as rightfully
entitled to take ])art" in the " nomination of
a clerk," or in "disposing of real estate." In
this ho substantially agrees with Charles
Evans, who says that such travelling party is
merely "at liberty to give a sentiment, as to
what lie thinks right or wrong," but that he

" would hd out of place in attempting to inter

fere with the business of the yearly meeting,

so as to direct the course it should take."

(To be concluded.)

Selected.

"GOING ALONE."
With curls in the sunny air tossing,

With light in the merry blue eyes,

AVith laughter so clearly outringing,

A langh of delight and surprise
;

All friendly assistance disdaining.

And trusting no strength but its own

—

The past fears and trials forgotten.

The baby is " going alone."

What woful mishaps have preceded

This day of rejoicing and pride !

How often the help that he needed
Has carelessly gone from his side!

He has fallen while reaching for sun-beams,

Which, just as he grasped them, have flown.

And the tears of vexation have followed.

But now he is "going alone."

And all through his life he will study

This lesson again and again,

He will carele.ssly lean upon shadows.

He will fall and weep over the pain,

The hand whose fond clasp was the surest

Will coldly withdraw from his own.
The sunniest eyes will be clouded,

And he will be walking alone.

He will learn what a stern world we live in,

And he may grow cold like the rest.

Just keeping a warm sunny welcome
For those who seem truest and best

;

Yet, chastened and taught by past sorrow,

And stronger and manlier grown,
Not trusting his all in their keeping.

He learns to walk bravely alone.

And yet not alone, for our Father
The faltering footsteps will guide

Through all the dark mazes of earth-life,

And " over the rivers" deep tide.

Oh ! here is a helper unfailing,

A strength we can perfectly trust,

When, all human aid unavailing,
" The dust shall return unto dust."

AFTER THE STORM.

Patience ! for the strife is o'er
;

Weary wave and dying blast

Beat and moan around the shore

;

Peace must come at last.

Lo ! the seagull's silver wing
Flashes in the sunset gold

;

Wait, another morn shall bring
Gladnes.s, as of old.

Sunlight on the yellow strand.

Shadows lying still and clear,

Pearly fringes on the sand;
Murmurs, sweet to hear.

Storms of life must have their way
Ere these changeful years may cease;
Foam and tempest for to-day

And to-morrow—peace.

Never till the fight is won.
And the bitter draught is drained^
Never till the storm is done

Shall thy rest be gained.

Waves and winds fulfil His word
;

Thou, like them, shalt do His will,

Waiting till His voice is heard
Saying, " Peace, be still."

Sunday at Home.

I believe that no Divine truth can truly
dwell in any heart, without an external testi-

mony in manner, bearing and appearance, that
must reach the witness within the heart of the
beholder, and bear an unmistakable, though
silent, evidence to the eternal principle from
which it emanates.

Tor " The Friend."

John Griffith.

^Continued from page 15S.)

The example of John Griffith, being ii

effect, " Follow me as I have followed Christ,'

is one of grave importance and of practica

application to us all. The doctrines and
quisitions ofour holy religion are no eunninglj

devised fable, but real and substantial truths

And though the Lord to prove his people

may now, as he did formerly, lead then

"through a land of deserts and of pits

through a land of drought, and of the shadov
of death,"though not without hope of brighte:

days beyond
;
yet, how much more arc thesi

dispensations from His chastening hand to bi

desired, than the too common lukewarmnos;
and apathy noticeable in professed foUowen
of the meek and lowly Jesus ! How infinitelj

better for us to know the ploughing up of thi

fallow ground of the heart, and to endun
even the sifting, the upheaving, the overturn

ing, the quick and powerful operation of tht

Holy Ghost or transforming power of the Ee
deemer there. We want more of presentinj

our bodies a living sacrifice; more earnest

faithful, prayerful entreaty from broken heart)

and contrite spirits to the God of all grace

and of all our sure mercies. We want mon
firmiiess of purpose and holy resolution U
yield ourselves unreseiTcdly to the Saviour

and, through the power of his Spirit to laboi

faithfully, and contend earnestly for thefaitl

once delivered to the .saints. Then to hiir

that hath, would more be given unto incretw*

in the increase that is of God through Chris

Jesus.

In the present number are J. Griffith'i

views respecting the great work of the minis

try. They are commended to the carefni

perusal and consideration of all :

—

" About this time I had a distant view o;

being called into the work of the ministry

my mind being at times wonderfully over
shadowed with the universal love of God,

'

the glorious gospel of his Son, to mankind, t(

that degree that I thought I could, in the

strength thereof, give up to spend and to b<

spent, for the gathering of souls to him, the

great Shepherd of Israel ; and that I could lif^

up my voice like a trumpet, to awaken tht

inhabitants of the earth : but I found all this

was only by way of preparation for this im-

portant work, and that I had not yet receivec

X commission to engage therein. A fear anc

care were upon my mind, lest I should pre

me to enter upon this solemn undertaking

without a right call ; it appearing to me ex

ccedingly dangerous to speak in the name o:

the Lord, without a clear evidence in tht

mind, that he required it of me ; which I thei

fully believed he would in his own tic

hich was to be waited for. From this time

until I was really called to the work, I frei

quently had, but especially in religious

5, openings of scripture passages, witb

lively operations of the Divine power in my
' nd ; ai '
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evidence was so indisputably clear, that there

was not the least room to doubt
;
yet, through

fear and human frailty, I put it off, and did

not give way thereunto. But oh I how was I

condemned in nij-selfl The Divine sweetness

which had covered my mind in the meeting

was withdrawn, and I left in a very poor dis

consolate state, wherein I was ready to beg

forgiveness, and to covenant with the Lord,

that if he would be pleased to favor me agair

in like manner, I would give up to his re

quiring. At the next first-day meeting, the

heavenly power overshadowed me in a won-
derful manner, in which it was required of mc
to kneel down in supplication to the Lord in

a few words : I gave way thereto, in the dread

of his power, with fear and trembling. After

which, oh, how my soul was filled with peace

and joy in the Holy Ghost ! I could then sing,

and make sweet melody in my heart to the

Lord. As I remember, I was twenty-one

years of age the very day 1 first entered into

this great and awful work of the ministry

;

which was the 21st of the 5th month, old style,

1734.
" I have found my mind engaged to be some-

what particular concerning the manner of my
entering into the work of the ministry, to

stand by way of caution and proper encour-

agement to others, who may peruse the same

;

having in the course of my observation had

cause to fear, some have taken the work of

preparation, as before hinted, for the thing

itself; and so have proceeded very far, to their

own great wounding, and the hurt of others,

in bringing forth untimely fruit, which is ex-

ceedingly dangerous, and carefully to be avoid-

ed. ]Nothing is a sufficient guard to preserve

therefrom, but the single eye, through the

divine blessing awfully considering what a

great thing it Is for dust and ashes to speak

as the apostle Peter directs, viz: ' As every

man hath received the gift, even so minister

the same one to another, as good stewards of

the manifold grace of God. If any man speak,

let him speak as the oracles of God ; if any

I
man minister, let him do it as of the ability

I

which God giveth.' The author to the He-

I
brews saith, that 'No man taketh this honor

i to himself, but he that is called of God, as

I

was Aaron.' So that whatever some may pre-

I

tend to, and intrude themselves into, unless

f
they are really called of God, they will have

i
no share in that honor that cometh from God

I

only.

I
The church of Christ hath not been with-

i

out its troubles from false ministers, neither

f
in the primitive times, nor in ours. That ex-

cellent gospel liberty of all who feel them-
i selves inspired thereunto, whether male or

I

female, speaking or prophesying one by one,

; hath been, and still is, abused by fiilse pre-

1
tenders to divine inspiration

;
yet the liberty

I

ought to be preserved inviolable, and other

I

means found out to remedy this great incon-

i veniency; which would not bo difficult, were
j
the members in a general way spiritually

. minded, rightly savoring the things that be
! of God. Forward and unsanctified appear-
ances, by way of ministry, would then be
easily awed and suppressed, so as not to dis-

I turb the peace of the church. The case has
' been otherwise, as I have observed in some
places; but little minded, if the words and
doctrine were sound, and nothing to blame

i
in the conversation. Here the main thing,

f

which is the powerful demonstration of the

j

Holy Spirit, is little regarded : and if a few

are deeply pained at heart with such lifeless

ministry, they find it exceedingly diflScult to

lay handsthereon, for want of more strength
especially when they perceive what strength
there is against them ; for formal professors

love to have it so, rather than to sit in silence.

And I have observed such pretenders to be
all mouth or tongue, and no ears to receive
instruction ; fond of teaching others, but very
unteachable themselves. I pray to God to

quicken his people, and raise the Society into

a more lively sense of that blessed arm of
power which gathered us to be a people ; or,

I fear, the great evil above hinted at will

prove a very growing one : profession with
out possession, being the proper element for

such a ministry to grow and flourish in. 1

am not quite free to omit a remark on this

head, as I am fully persuaded the living mem
bers of the church of Christ, groan under a

painful sense of this sorrowful token of a de-

clining Society. May the Lord of sabaoth
hear their cries, and regard the anguish of

their souls in secret, so as to work by his in-

visible power for his own name's sake, and
their enlargement, by turning his hand upon
our Sion, to purge away her dross, and to

take away her tin and reprobate silver; that

her judges may be restored as at the first, and
her counsellors as at the beginning; that

many, having their feet shod with the pre-

paration of the gospel of peace, may yet ap-

pear beautiful on the mountains! So be it,

saith my soul.

"I have given some hints how it was with

me, by way of preparation for the great and
important work of the ministry, and the

danger of being misled ; even at some times
when I had right openings, and felt the sweet
efficacious virtue of the love of God, through
Jesus Christ, to mankind: which, doubtless,

is the sensible experience and enjoyment, at

times, of every faithful follower of Christ,

who never was called to the work of the min-
istry. I was in those days apprehensive of

some danger of being led out at that door
;

but I have since more fully and perfectly seen

the danger of this and other by-paths, which
would have led me to give that away to others,

which I was to live upon myself; and out of

the humble dependent state, in which only

there is safety, to have a will and way of my
own, that I might bo furnished and enriched

with much treasure. But sincerity of heart,

and my endeavors to preserve the single eye,

through the watchful care of Divine Provi-

dence over me, brought the day of the Lord
upon it all : so that I came clearly to see, and
experimentally to know, that my sufficiency

was of God ; that there must be a steady de-

pendence on the Lord, to be immediately
filled and supplied, every time I was to en-

gage in this solemn service. I ardently de-

sire, that all who have the least apprehension

of being called into the work of the ministry,

may dwell in an holy dread of the Divine

presence, and know their own wills wholly
subjected to the divine will, waitingfor aelear

and distinct certainty of the Lord's requir-

ings, not only in entering upon it at first, but

also at all other times. And as self comes to

bo laid in the dust, they will receive unde-

niable evidence in their own minds of the cer-

tainty of their mission ; and they will not bo

without a testimony thereof, from the witness

for God in the consciences of those amongst
they are sent to minister. They will

a savor of life to the living in the "Truth,

and of death to those who are in a state of
death. Let it ever be remembered, that noth-
ing of, or belonging to man, can possibly add
any lustre or dignity to the divine gift.

Neither will the best and most curiously
adapted words or doctrine, ever so truly and
consistently delivered, bo any more than as
sounding brass, or as a tinkling cymbal, with-
out the power, light and demonstration of the
Spirit of Christ. There is no occasion for
those who regard his power as the substance
of their ministry, to bo solicitous about words;
as the lowest and most simple are really
beautiful, when fitly spoken under thai, holy
influence."

(To bo continncci.)

For "The Friend."

William law, A. I.

The following is taken from Law's Addres.s
to the Clergy, who was also the author of
divers other religious tracts :

—

"He was born at King's Cliff, a market
town in Northamptonshire (G. B.), in the year
1687 ; his parents were of good repute, and in

circumstances which enabled them to give him
a liberal education. He was sent early to the
University of Cambridge, and was of Emanuel
college, where his superior genius soon distin-

guished itself by three letters to (Hooadly)
the Bishop of Bangor so greatly, that upon
their publication, the celebrated Bishop Atter-
bury waited upon him and made him this

compliment; Mr. Law from your writings,

instead of seeing a youth, I should have ex-

pected to see grey hairs. The universal ap-
plause those three letters met with, instead of
filling his mind with pride and vanity, the
two pregnant attendants of superior abilities

and human applause, only served to make him
the more retired from the world, in order tho
more deeply to look into himself. He lived a
single life, and the last twenty years of it in

the same town in which he was born ; but the

reasons of his not continuing in the ministry
can only be conjectured ; for it is not known
that he ever acquainted any one with them.

'• The first fruits pi'oduced in his retirement
were his two excellent treatises on ' Christian

Perfection,' and ' Serious Call to a Devout and
Holj^ Life.' From these instructive writings,

by a gradual progress in spirituality and
sound philosophy, ho became qualified to il-

lustrate and unfold some deep mystic writ-

ings, which he hath done with much fulness

and depth of penetration.

"In the j^ear 1727 he founded a charity

school at King's Cliff, and afterwards added
two tenements for two ancient women, with a
weekly allowance."
Tho following circnmstances whereby he

was enabled to be extensively useful are re-

markable :
—"Attending the Feast ofthe Sons

of the Clergy at St. Paul's Cathedral, a person

who was unknown to him came to him and
asked his name, to whom ho modestly an-

swered, 'My name is "William Law.' Where-
upon the man gave him a letter directed to

our author himself, which he, for the present,

put into his pocket, and which upon opening

t at a convenient opportunity, he found in-

closed a bank note for one thousand pounds
sterling. And at another time a bank note

for five hundred pounds sterling, was sent him
from an unknown hand."
That truly pious and catholic-spirited writ-

,
Dr. Philip Doddridge, in a sermon to

young persons, has the following passage con-
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corning William Law: "It is an aicakemng

sayinir of one of the most lively and pathetic

as weTl as most pious writers which our age

lias produced, ' That the condition of man in

his natural state, seems to be like that of a

person sick of a variety of diseases, knowing

neither his distemper nor cure, but unhappily

enclosed in a place where he could hear, or

see, or taste, or feel nothing, but what tended

to inflame his disorder.'" Law of Christian

Perfection, page 2.

The author of the address to the clergy,

died April 9th, 1761, aged seventy-five years.

The whole of it was sent by himself to be

printed, except a few pages, written by him

not many days before his death. Though it

appears chiefly directed to the Episcopal

clergy, it is of common concern to all pro-

fessed ministers of the Gospel and Christians

in general.—Extracts now follow :

" Te are not in the flesh, saith the Apostle,

but in the Spirit, but then he adds, as the only

ground of this, if so be that the Spirit of God

dicelleth in you ; surely he means, if so be ye

are moved, guided and governed by that,

which the Spirit wills, works and inspires

within you. And then to show the absolute

necessity of this life of God in the soul, he

adds, if any man hath not the Spirit of Christ, he

is none of his ; and that this is the state to

which God hath appointed, and called all

Christians, he thus declares, God hath sent

forth the Spirit of his Son into your hearts, cry-

'ing, Abba, Father," Gal. iv. 6. "The same

thing, most surel}^ as if he had said, nothing

in you can cry or pray to God, as its Father,

but the Spirit of his Son, Christ, come to

life in you. Which is also as true of every

tendency in the soul towards God, or good
ncss; so much as there is of it, so much
there is of the seed of the woman, striving to

bring forth a full birth of Christ in the soul,

" Lo, I am always with you, saith the holy

Jesus, even to the end of the world. How is it

with us? Not outwardly, every illiterate

man knoweth ; not inwardly saith many a

learned Divinity Doctor; because a Christ

within us is as gross enthusiasm, or Quakerism,
as the Light within us. How then shall the

faith of the common Christian find any com
fort in these words of Christ's promise, unless

the Spirit brings him into a remembrance
and belief, that Christ is in him and with him,

as the vine is with, and in the branch ? Christ

saith. Without me, ye can do nothing ; and also,

I/any man love me, my Father will love him,

and we loill come unto him, and make our abode
with him. Now if without him, we can do
nothing, then all the love that a man can
possibly have for Christ, must bo from the
power and life of Christ in him; and from
such a love, so begotten, man has the Father,
and the Son dwelling, and making their abode
in him. What higher proof or fuller certain-

ty can there be, that the ichole work of re-

demption in the soul of man is, and can be
nothing else, but the inward, continual, imme-
diate operation of Father, Son and Holy
Spirit, raising up again their own first life in

the soul, to which Adam, our first father
died?
"Again, Christ, after his glorification in

heaven, saith, ' Behold I stand at the door
and knock.' Ho does not say behold ye have
me in the Scriptures. Now what is the door
at which Christ, at the right hand of God in

heaven, knockcth ? Surely it is tho heart, to
which Christ is always present. Ho gooth

on, ' If any man hear my voice ;' how hear

but by the hearing ofthe heart, or ivhat voice,

but that which is 'the speakinj or sounding of

Christ within him ? He adds ' And open the

door,' that is open his heart for me, ' I will

come into him,' that is, will be a living, holy

nature and Spirit born ivithin him, ' And sup

with him and he with me.' Eev.
" Behold the last, finishing work of a re-

deeming Jesus, entered into the heart, that

opens to him ;
bringing forth the joy, the

blessing, and perfection of that first life of

God in the soul, which was lost by the fall

[and by personal sin] set forth as a supper, or

feast of the heavenly Jesus with the soul, and

the soul with him. Can any one justly call it

entbusiasm, to say, that this suppering of the

soul with this glorified Christ within it, must

mean something more heavenly, transacted

in the soul, than that last supper, which He
celebrated with his disciples, whilst He was

with them in the flesh ? For that supper of

bread and wine, was such, as a Judas could

partake of, and could only be an outward type

or signification of that inward and blessed

"nourishment, with which the believing soul

should be feasted, when the glorified Son of

God should, as a creating spirit, enter into us,

quickening, and raising up his own heavenly

nature and life within us. Now this continual

knocking of Christ at the door of the heart,

sets forth the case or nature of a continual,

immediate, divine inspiration within us; it

always with us, but there must be an opening

of the heart to it, and though it is always

there, yet it is only felt and found by those

who are attentive to it, depend upon, and
humbly wait for it.

"Now let any one tell me, how he can believe

anything of this voice of Christ, how he can
listen to it, hear or obey it, but by such a faith

as keeps him habitually turned to an immedi-
ate, constant inspiration of the Spirit of Christ

within him ? Or how any heathenish, profane
person, can do more despite to this pi-esence,

and power of Christ in his own soul, or more
effectually lead others into it, than that eccle-

siastic, who makes a mock at the light -within,

a Christ ivithin, and openly blasphemes that
faith, and hope, and trust, which solely relies

upon being moved by the Spirit, as its onlj'

power of doing that, which is right, and good
and pious, either tOAvards God or man.

" Let every mayi ichom this concerns, lay it to

heart. Time, and the things of time, will soon
have an end; and he that in time trusts to

anything but the Spirit and power of God
working in his heart, will be but ill fitted to

enter into eternity. God must be all in all in

us here, or we cannot be his hereafter. Time
works only for eternity ; and poverty eternal
must as certainly follow him who dies, only
fully stuff'ed with human leai'ning, as he who
dies only full of worldly riches.

" The folly of thinking to have any divine
learning, but that which the holy Spirit
teaches, or to make ourselves rich in knowl-
edge towards God by heaps of common-place
learning, crowded into our minds, will leave
us as drcadfullj' cheated, as that rich builder

of barns in the gospel, to whom it was said,

thou fool, this night shall th)' soul be required
of thee ; and then whose shall all these things
be? Luke, xii. So is every man that treas-
ures up a religious learning, that comes not
wholly from the Spirit of God."

Watch ye, stand fust in the faith.

For "The Friend."

" Musings and Memories : being a collec-

tion of anecdotes and reflections of a religious

character, on various subjects. Tract Asso-

ciation of Friends. Philadelphia, 1875."

This is a volume of 367 pages, the design of

which, as the preface states, is to convey
moral and religious truths in connection with

simple incidents ; this method being frequently

more efficacious in making profitable impres-

sions on the mind of the reader, than by more
elaborate essays. Many of the reflections as

well as anecdotes have appeared in the col-

umns of this Journal at difi'erent times. A
considerable part of the volume however, was
derived from other sources, and some parts,

not the least interesting in the book, have
never before been printed. It is uniform in

style with a former publication of the same
association, entitled, " Biographical Sketches
and Anecdotes of Friends." We not only

consider it as a valuable addition to the list of

their issues, but that it will be read with
pleasure and edification by the enlightened

Christian, without regard to sectarian dis-

tinction. For sale at Friends' Bookstore, No.
304 Arch Street.

THE FRIEND.
FJKST MONTH 9, 1875.

" Friends, call to mind the former times,

and remember the days that are past and
gone, when the day of the Lord first dawned
unto you, and bis power seized upon you.

You know bow weighty and retired the spirits

of Friends then were; how grave and solid

their deportment and carriage ; how few and
savory their words, tending to edify the hear-

ers ; how great a fear and backwardness was
in them, to enter in familiarity with the world's

people. Oh ! Friends, that was a good day,

and that was a safe state; for fear begets

watchfulness, and watchfulness is a means to

prevent danger. Therefore, all Friends keep

in the holy fear, and therein watch against

the enemy, that be entangle you not, nor hurt

your spirits by a too near familiarity, and
intimate conversing with tbe people of the

world ; for therein, I assure you lies a snai'c."

To one with religious thoughtfulness, when
viewing the change that has been going on

for some years, and is still in active progress

within our religious Society, tbe questions

naturally present, What is the character of

the fruits produced by tbe principles brought
into operation, and the theology taught, by
tbe prime movers in the, so called, " advance"
on Quakerism? Are the evidences accompany-
ing the "revival," such as prove a renewed re-

ception of divine Light ; which while making
manifest the errors of tbe past, has led to the

discover}' of new modes of applying, and the

necessity for more strict conformity to the

self-denying principles and requisitions of the

Gospel, so as to improve tbe condition of our

part of the visible church, and to lead, or at

least invite other portions of it, out of tbe

formalities and will-worship that have so long

obstructed the spread and power of spiritual

religion ? Does it manifest a superhuman
origin, by bringing its converts more unre-

servedly under tho yoke and cross of Christ,

and thrusting back the Spirit of the world
from the place it has usurped, in boldly pre-

scribing the order and discipline of the cburch,
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and in regulating the conduct of professed

Cbristians ?

The history of the rise and progress of

Friends as a rehgious Society, leaves no doubt

as to what constituted the wisdom and power
that enabled them at the outset, to take a firm

stand again^^t the corruptions prevalent in the

church in that day; to address themselves

successfully to instruct those who were spiritu-

ally blind and ignorant ; to proclaim the true

character and demands of the religion of

Christ, and to manifest to every beholder,

that, as disciples of a crucified Eedeemer, they
were constrained to bear testimony, not only
against the formal, dead preaching and wor-
ship practised in the different denominations,

from which they were brought out, but also

against the love,'spirit, maxims, manners, and
oth(!r unrighteous ways of the world around
them. They declared that all the saving
knowledge of God and of Christ to which
they attained; all the qualification for ser-

vice in the church with which they were
clothed ; all the success which crowned their

labors ; were attained by and through obedi-

ence to the Holy Spirit, manifesting the will

of God concerning them in the secret of the
soul, and supplying them with the requisite

ability and guidance for the work assigned

them.
They were changed men themselves before

they went about to change others ; made so

through submission to the crucifying, trans-

forming power of the Grace of God ; which
they could testify from living experience,

brought salvation to the obedient soul. Their
ministry therefore, was not in the enticing

words of man's wisdom; and their commission
from on high, was to turn people "to that in-

ward Light, Spirit aud Grace, by which all

might know their salvation, and their way to

God ;" " to bring people off from all their own
ways, to Christ the new and living way ;"

"from their churches which men had made
and gathered, to the church in God ;" "from
the world's teachers made by men, to learn of

Christ, who is the way, (he truth and the
life;" "to know the Spirit of Truth in the
inward parts, arid to be led thereby; that in it

they might worship the Father of spirits, who
seeks such to worship him ; which Spirit, they
that worshipped not in, knoio not what they

worship." From practical experience they
could testify, that while this Holy Spirit re-

quired them to bear the daily cross, crucifying
the lusts of the tlesh, the lust of the eye,

and the pride of life, it brought its humble,
contrite subjects, to realise Christ to be the
Lamb of God that took away their sins, and
taketh away the sin of the world ; and that
there was no more condemnation to those who
were thus grafted into Him, and who walked
not after the flesh, but after the Spirit.

As these preachers ofrighteousness and their

converts, became gathered into a body or
church, it was to be seen by all, that they
had not left their former modes of worship,
nor declared against the ministry under which
they had been accustomed to sit, because they
were aiming at setting up a new man-made
contrivance

; nor j-et to bring themselves into
notice and repute; but because they saw in

the light of Truth, that the system of divinity
taught by the so called evangelical churches
was defective, and the ministry connected
with them depended on the ordinances of
man, and was opposed to the Headship of
Christ. That it cherished the spirit of priest

craft, and obstructed the dispensing and ex-

ercise of gifts, which He who led captivity

xptive, had in store for his obedient, dedi-

cated disciples.

Having seen that the Godof this world had
blinded the eye of- very many of the profes-

sors of the religion of the new testament dis-

pensation, 80 that while they talked much
about the gospel, and boasted of being in

Christ and being members of his church, their

lives showed they had never entered the strait

gate, and were far from walking in the nar-

row way, they found it laid upon them not
merely to bear testimony against them and
their unscriptural views, but at the same time
to illustrate the restrained and holy life, into

which all the true believers in Christ are led.

Thus the primitive Friend, from whose work
our first extract is taken, says, " You know,
Friends, that at the first, when the visiting

arm of the Lord reached us, He led us out of

the world's waj^s, manners, customs and
fashions, and a close testimony both in word
and practice, was borne against them."
Under the authority of their divine Master,

they bore an unwavering testimony against

men claiming to be reconciled and justified by
a self wrought faith in a crucified Eedeemer,
and satisfying themselves with external ob-

servances and will-worship; declaring that in

order to know complete justification and sanc-

tification, it was indispensable to be buried

with Christ by baptism into death, and
through the washing of regeneration and the

renewing of the Holy Ghost, to be raised up
into newness of life. This newness of life was
not mere newness of profession, but experi-

encing the propensities and deeds of the old

or natural man crucified, by submission to

Christ within, and putting on the new man
created in righteousness and true holiness.

Though entertaining christian charity to-

wards all men, yet they could in no wise join

hands with those, who called themselves min-

isters of Christ, but were not willing to com-
ply with his command—"Freely ye have re-

ceived, freely give," but sought to make mer-

chandise of his gospel.

These were characteristic traits ofthe spirit-

ual religion preached and practised by Friends

in the beginning. They brought contempt and
hatred upon them, from worldlings and unre-

generate professors, but they set the society

on a hill, so that it could not be hid, and gave
an impetus to religious reform that has been
operative up to this day. They are traits

which have also marked the religion of all

true Friends since that day.

Now if our predecessors were led by the

Spirit of Truth into their religion, and by it

were made eminent reformers in the visible

church, all true advance from the point they

attained, must be in the line of former pro-

gress. If under the further enlightening of

the Holy Spirit there has been a discovery of

a different or deeper meaning in, and a more
extended application of, any one or more of

the cardinal doctrines of Christianity, calling

for a modification of the forms and exemplifi^

cations of our religious faith and practice, its

fruits must, in accordance with its divine

source and nature, be alike distinguished—as

were the ch.anges produced upon the primitive

Friends—by a more complete withdrawal

from the spirit, mannei-s and fashions of the

world ; a more fall acceptance and practical

illustration of the spiritual character of the

dispensation, and a more decided and

firm testimony against will-worship, and a
man-made and hireling ministry.

We may rest assured that the blessed Head
of his own church, will never lead it back
from whatever advanced position it may have
attained by His holy help and guidance, and
bring it into a closer a])proxinialiou to, and a
nearer assimilation with those things, wheth-
er rites, forms or practices, which have been
introduced among His professed followers, as
parts of, or connected with his religion or
worship, by the unsanctified will of man

;
nor

will He sanction its participation with any^of
the ways of the world, that minister to the
pride and rebellion of the human heart, or in-

duce the delusion that men may be his follow-

ers, without obeying his command to deny
themselves and take up the daily cross. There
must always be, not merely a doubt of, but
an assurance against supposed discoveries and
palpable changes, that contradict the lessons

in which the Head of the Church has been
teaching and exercising his faithful servants
in our church, for over two hundred years, and
against the introduction of forms of worship
or other practices, that reverse the more spirit-

ual advancesofformer times, and set at naught
the experiences of the gifted instruments in

the Lord's work who have preceded us.

Where any doctrine is preached from our
galleries, or where would-be reformers rise up
among Friends, the practical effect of whose
influence is, to bring into disrepute the ob-

servance of the testimonies which were given
to the Society in the beginning, even though
they may be stigmatized as badges unworthy
of the present enlightened age; such as plain-

ness of speech, behavior and apparel; to substi-

tute study of the Scriptures, and engaging in
" religious works" for the convei-sion of oth-

ers, for close attention and obedience to the

visitations of divine grace, and laboring under
its direction, in the vineyard of the heart;

where it is clearly manifest that this influence

has so lowered the standard of the ministry,

that very many are encouraged to engage in

it, who give little evidence of having been un-

der the preparing hand, and none that they
have received a gift therefor ; where the testi-

mony against a man-made and hireling min-
istry is so far laid waste, that those who are

connected with and have been " ordained," in

accordance with this system, are invited and
assisted to take part, as ministers, in our re-

ligious meetings; where a will-worship, con-

sisting of Scripture reading and hymn singing,

is, through this influence, taking the place of

reverent waiting in the silence of all flesh, to

be qualified to offer that worship which is in

spirit and in truth ; where, as this influence

prevails, the tendency is to carry the members
back to the " beggarly elements," from which-

Friends were liberated, and against which
they were designed to bear testimony ;

and
where, as month after month passeth away,

even the superficial observer can see, that the

converts of a new doctrine, and the copyists

of innovators, are deserting the advanced po-

sition which the Society was raised up to oc-

cupj^, and becoming more and more nearly as-

similated to other religious professors ;
where

all or any of these fruits are produced, wo
may safely conclude, that the doctrine, the in-

fluence and the changes accompanying them,

have not the same origin and sanction as

brought forth the Society in the beginning,

and which have characterized the religion of

faithful, dedicated Friends since its rise.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FoBEiGX.—The declaration of Alfonso, son of ex-

Queen Isabella, that a majority of the people of Spain

Vfished lo place him on the throne in order to termi-

nate the disorder and internal strife which had so long

prevailed in the country, seems to have been based on

correct information.

On the 30th ult. General Campus, who was in the

province of Valencia, with two battalions of soldiers,

pronounced in favor of Alfonso. A portion of the Re-

publican army was sent to suppres-s the revolt under

Campus, but no conBict took place; the Republican

troops at once joined Campus, and he marched into the

city of Valencia at their head. The army in the north

also promptly embraced the movement for a restoration

of the monarchy under Alfonso. Under these circum-

stances the Madrid government at once acquiesced in

what was declared to be the general wish of the nation,

and on the 31st ult., the Spanish Minister of the In-

terior sent the following dispatch to the Governors of

the provinces; "Alfonso XII. has been unanimously

proclaimed King by the national army and the Minis-

try. A regency ha-s been formed under the presidency

of Conava.s Del Castillo, without a portfolio. We hope
your patriotism will induce you to firmly maintain the

great interests confided to you." When these events

occurred, Alfonso was in England, but would proceed

to Spain without delay. He has telegraphed to the

Pope asking his blessing, and promising that he will,

like his ancestors, defend the rights of the Holy See.

A Paris dispatch of the 2nd says : The Papal Nuncio
in this city has received the blessing of the Pope, asked

for by the king. Alfonso will issue from this city, a

decree convoking the Cortes. A Madrid dispatch of

the 3d states that the new Minister of the Navy, and
others, have gone to Cartagena, where they will embark
on the iron-clad Numancia, and proceed to Marseilles

to bring .\lfonso to Spain. The king will land at Bar-

celona and proceed from thence to Madrid by way of

Valencia.

A telegram from the Carlist head-quarters in Spain
says: "The Alfonso pronnnciamento leaves the situa-

tion there unchanged. There is no defection of the
Carlist army, but the change strengthens us and weak-
ens the enemy." On the other hand Madrid disp.atches

state that the Carli.st officers generally are expected to

join- the Alfonsists. King Alfonso has granted com-
plete amnesty to all the Carlists.

The Duke De Montpensier and the Orleans Princes,
have congratulated Alfonso upon his accession to the
Spanish throne.

The Captain-General of Cuba has issued a proclama-
tion announcing the accession of Alfonso to the Spanish
crown.

Castelar has resigned the Presidency of the Spanish
Commission to the Centennial Exhibition at Philadel-
phia, and the Chancellorship of Public Instruction. A
decree has been issued in Madrid suspending the jury
system.

The new sovereign of Spain is in the eighteenth year
of his age.

Further details of the Cospatrick disaster have been
received. When the vessel was discovered to be on
fire, eighty persons, mostly women, rushed into one
of the boats, which was capsized and all in it were
drowned. Soon after the masts fell, killing many of
the passengers. An explosion subsequently occurred
in the stern of the ves,sel, completing the destruction.
The total number of lives lost by the destruction of the
vessel is now estimated at 474.

Navigation on the river Humber above Hull is stop-
ped by ice. The Harbor of Goole on the Ouse is closed.
Drift ice hinders navigation on the Thames. The rail-
ways ill western England are blocked by snow, and some
local lines have suspended traffic altogether.
Sixty thousand colliers in South Wales have struck

work, in conscfpience of a reduction in their wages.
The weather in England has been cold and stormy

with violent gales around the coasts of the island.
London Ist mo. 4lh.—The rate of discount in the

open market for three month's bills is oj, which is |
below the Bank of England rate.

Liverpool.— Uplands middlings cotton, 'id. Bread-
Htiifls riuiet.

Garibahli declines a national grant for his relief, be-
cause of the condition of Italian finances. He, how-
ever, expresses his gratitude to Parliament for voting
the grant.

^

Late accountsfrom Asia Minor show that the distress
from famine is increasing. There is much disease and
great mortality among the people.
A Berlin dispatch says: The Official Gazette pub-

lishes Bismarck's circular note of the 14th of May
1872, which was read in secret seasion of the Von Arnim'

trial. The note declares that, because of the declara-

tion of the dogma of infallibility of the Pope, it is de-

sir.able that the Powers should take steps toward con-

certed action in view of the next Papal election.

The Archbishop of Cologne has been fined thirty

thousand thalers, and will probably be imprisoned

again before long.

Von Arnim has appealed from the judgment in his

case, and demands trial before a higher tribunal. The
public prosecutor also appeals.

A Vienna dispatch says : In consequence of a very

heavy fall of snow, many railways in Austria have

wholly or partially discontinued traffic. Freight traffic

is at a standstill throughout the country. Communica-
tion between this city and Prague is entirely inter-

rupted. Trieste is isolated landward and seaward.

United States.—There were 322 interments in

Philadelphia last week. The mean temperature of the

Twelfth month, at the Pennsylvania Hospital, was 36

deg., the highest during the month 55 deg., and the

lowest 14 deg. The amount of rain 2.24 inches, making
40 inches for the entire year. The average of the mean
temperature of the 12th month for the past 85 years is

stated to be 32.66 deg. The highest mean for that en-

tire period was 45 deg. in 1848, the lowest was 25 deg.

in 1832.

During the year 1874, 4,309 new dwellings were

erected in Philadelphia. According to the census of

70, the whole number of dwellings in the city was

2,366 ; since then 23,075 have been added, making
the number at this time 135,441.

During the year 19,111 persons were committed to

the Philadelphia County Prison, of whom 15,720 were
men, and 3,391 women.
The imports of foreign dry goods at the port of New

York, during the year 1874, amounted to $106,320,450,

against a total of $114,160,468 for the year 1873, and
of $136,831,612 for the year 1872.

New York city had 584 deaths last week.
The public debt statement, published at the begin-

ning of the month, shows an increase during the Twelfth
month, 1874, of $3,659,968. The amount of coin in the

Treasury was §82,587,450.

The number of deaths in Philadelphia in each year
since 1860, is stated to be as follows

:

1861, . . 14,468 1868, . . 14,693

1862, . . 15,097 1869, . . 14,781

1863, . . 15,788 1870, . . 16,750

1864, . . 17,582 1871, . . 16,993

1865, . . 17,169 1872, . . 20,544

1866, . . 16,803 1873, . . 16,736

1867, . . 13,933 1874, . . 15,393
The population of Philadelphia being about 800,000,
the mortality of last year appears to have been under
two per cent. The increa,sed mortality in 1872 was due
to the prevalence of small pox in that year.

The report of the Department of Agriculture at

Washington says, that the corn crop of tlie U. States

last year slightly exceeds 800,000,000 bushels, which is

about 120,000,000 bushels less than the crop of 1873.
The cotton crop is about 3,666,000 bales.

A Washington dispatch of the 4th inst. says that in-
structions have been forwarded to the United States
Minister at Madrid, directing him to recognize the new
government in case Alfonso succeeds in establishing
himself as king. It is not believed at Washington that
the accession of Alfonso to the throne will be the means
of ending the Carlist war.
Under instructions from the President of the United

States, General Sheridan has assumed control of the
Department of the Gulf, consisting of the States of
Louisiana, Arkansas and Mississippi. In a dispatch from
New Orleans to the Secretary of War, Sheridan says

:

It is with deep regret that I have to announce to vou
the existence in this State of a spirit of defiance to" all

lawful authority, and an insecurity of life, which is

hardly realized by the general government or country
at large.

The lives of citizens have become so jeopardized that
unless something is done to give protection to the peo-
ple all security usually afforded by law will be over-
ridden. Defiance to laws and murder of individuals
seems to be looked upon by the community here from
a standpoint which gives impunity to all who choose
to indulge in either, and the civil government appears
powerless to punish or even arrest.

27ie Markets, Ac.—The following were the quotations
on the 4th inst. New ybrd.—American gold 1121.
U. S. sixes, 1881, registered and coupons, IISJ a 118i";
do. five per cents, 1881, 113?. Superfine flour, $4.15 a
$4.35; State extra, $5 a $.5.20; finer brands, !55 a
$10.50. No. 2 Chicago spring wheat, $1.12; red
western, $1.28 ; amber, $1.30. Canada barley, 11.57.
Oats, 69 n 72 cts. Rye, 94 ct.s. Yellow corn, 87 a 89

cts. ; old corn, 97 cts. Philadelphia—Uplands and New
Orleans middling cotton, 14J a 15 cts. Superfine flour,

S4 a $4.25 ; extras, $4.50 a "$5
; finer brands, $5.50 a

$7.50. Red wheat, $1.18 a $1.20; amber, $1.22 a $1.23
;

white $1.28 a $1.33. Rye, $1.00. New yellow com,
82 a 84 cts. Oats, 63 a 67 cts. Lard, 14 cts. Sales of

2,200 beef cattle at prices ranging from 42 to 8 cts. per
lb. gross. Sheep 5J a 8 cts. per Jb. gross, and hogs
$10.50 a $11, per 100 lbs. net for corn fed. Chicago.—
No. 2 spriug wheat, 90J cts. ; No. 3 do., 84J cts. No. 2

mixed corn, 66 cts. No. 2 oats, 52J cts. Lard, $13.65

per 100 lbs. St. Louis.— No. 2 winter red wheat,

$1.07i; No. 2 spring, 88 cts. New corn, 63 a 64 cts.

No. 2'oats, 50J cts. Indianapolis.—Flour, $3.75 a $6.

Wheat, $1.03 a $1.15. Corn, 60 a 64 cts. Oats, 55 a
57 cts. Rye, $1.06.

WANTED.
A Governess for Westtown Boarding School, to enter

on her duties at the opening of the next Session.

Apply to

Elizabeth C. Scattergood, West Chester, Pa.

Hannah Richardson, Wilmington, Del.

Hannah Evans, No. 322 Union St., Philada.

Lydia L. Walton, Moorestown, N. J.

NOTICE.

Wanted immediately, a competent Seamstress for the

"Shelter for Colored Orphans." Apply to

Hannah B. Newbold, No. 643 Franklin St.

Sarah G. Yarnall, No. 922 Mt. Vernon St.

MUSINGS AND MEMORIES
Published by the Tract Association of Friends, is now '

for sale at their Depository, No. 304 Arch St., Philada.
Price, in cloth, $1.00 per copy or $9.00 per dozen.

Married, at Hopewell Meeting, Lynn Co., Iowa,
9th mo. 23d, 1874, Abkeb F. Crew to Matilda E.
Dewee-SB, daughter of William P. and Maria Deweese,
of the former place.

, at Springville, Lynn Co., Iowa, 10th mo. 22d,

1874, Elwood T., son of John M. Smith, of Smyrna,
Ohio, to Hannah, daughter of Samuel W. and Mary
Stanley, of the former place.

Died, on the lOih of 12th mo. 1874, at her home at
" Ashley," Newtown, Del. Co., Hannah S. Rhoads,
wife of William Rhoads, in the 44th year of her age.

For many months she had been ripening for her

Heavenly home ; and she died trusting in her Saviour,
saying, she was saved by the atoning blood of Jesus who
had washed away her sins.

, in this city, on the 16th of Twelfth month,
1874, Lydia Starr, a member and elder of the

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia for the

Northern District, in the 71st year of her age. Having
in early life yielded to the visitations of Divine Grace,
this dear Friend was strengthened to take up the

cross, and by obedience to its requirements she be-

came a useful member and pillar in the Church. She
was firm in the support of the doctrines and testi-

monies of the Gospel, as held by the religious Society

of Friends, and was earnestly concerned so to walk as

not to bring reproach upon the Truth ; often speaking
of the necessity of daily watchfulness unto prayer, and
" that none were safe, whatever their past experience
may have been, unless this watch was maintained."
Being preserved under this exercise on her own account,
she early noticed departures in their various forms, and
was frequently engaged in affijctiouate labor for the
mainlainance of sound doctrine, as well as for the re-

storation of those who were letting fall the testimonies
of Truth. Her health gradually failing, slie seemed ,

sensible that her disease was making certain progress,
'<

and although she said but little in relation lo herself,

yet it was the privilege of those who were near her,

to observe the solemn retirement and introversion
which frequently clothed her spirit, and under which
she gave utterance to expressions which evidenced that
her mind was centered on those things which are not
seen " but which are eternal." Under a measure of this

solemn covering, her spirit was released—without ap-
parent suffijring or struggle—nearly her last words
being that she " believed she was now going ;" leaving
a well-grounded hope, that through the mercy of a
compassion.Tte Redeemer, whom she loved and ende.a-
vored faithfully to serve, she has received a crown of
righteousness that fadeth not away.

, on the morning of 1st month 1st, 1875, at her
residence in this city, Elizabeth Brown, formerly of ,

Nottingham, Cecil Co., Maryland, in the 84th year of I

her age, a member of Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, i
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John Griffith having, after the needful wash
ings, and purgings, and renewings of the Holy
Ghost, entered upon the solemn and respon-

sible work of the ministry, we find hini exer
ciaing the same care in waiting upon the Lord,

and of watching unto prayer with all perse-

verance as has all along marked his devoted,

self-denying course. His remarks generally'

in relation to the ministry, with his own mis-

steps particularly, may well claim the solid

attention of all ; as showing how our wily foe

endeavors to supplant truth with error, and
in every or any way to pervert the right ways
of the Lord.
How it would do one's heart good to see in

this day such a breaking forth in the minis-

try, such a stir in the camp by the Spirit of

the Lord, as he speaks of, wherein about one
; hundred opened their mouths in public testi-

i mony in little more than a year. Whatever
;
may be the state of the case as respects us in-

dividually, whether the farm or the merchan-
' disc, whether indifference or lukewarmness
have caused us practically to bury the talent

committed in the earth, one truth is clear,

that the qualifying power from on high is in

no wise lessened, but to us-ward remains the

same yesterday, to day, and forever. Were
I we but willing to yield ourselves wholly and
' unreservedly to Him who has bought us with
the price of his own blood, the same precious,

fruitful, glorious results would follow now
there did in the days of our early Friends,

I

when multitudes flocked to the standard
'

"the valle}' of decision," and the Lord was
not only the hope and refuge, but the mouth
and wisdom, the tongue and utterance of his

dedicated and faithful children.

It is when the will of the creature, through
' the refining and transforming power of the
Holy Spirit, is made subject to the will of the
Creator

; and, in great nothingness, such have
no cause to promote but that which, through
the means He appoints, is to His honor, with-
out whom we can do nothing, that His bless

ing which maketh truly rich reaches our. all,

and a living engagement is felt to cleave to

J

that invincible Power which alone can pre-

i serve from erring on either hand, and lead in

the one straight and narrow way unto eternal

life.

It would seem, especially in view of the too

little effect of ministry now-a-days, that there

was much room for Him to speak, " whose
words go forth i.t once to theirettect; whocalls

for things that are not and they cOme." How-
ever earnest and sincere the labors of a min-

ster may be, he or she cannot confer grace;

neither create that hunger and thirst after the

fe of righteousness in their hearei-s, which
mII ever and only command the blessing.

They shall be tilled." Herein the amount
of supply is ever proportionate to the keen-

ness of the appetite. In a summary review

of John Griffith's matured experience in re-

gard to the ministry, with the expressed desire

to administer no hurt or discouragement to

any trulj' concerned in this important work,

he says :
" I am fully persuaded that the more

formal and superficial we as a people become,

the more danger there is of a false ministry

and finding encouragement to grow
and prevail; for the lifeless, tormal professors

had rather have almost any kind of ministry

than all silence. On the other hand, a right

ministry cannot have a free course, nor be

exalted, where there is nothing but worldly

spirits, clothed with a form of religion. But
irue ministers must be like the holy prophet

Ezekiel, 'And I will make thy tongue cleave

to the root of thy mouth, that thou shall be

dumb, and shalt not be to them a reprover;

for they arc a rebellious house.' And, 'The
prudent shall keep silence in that time.'"

Samuel Bownas, to an aged cotemporary,

wrote in 1751 as follows concerning the min-

istry :
" The church seems very barren of

young ministers, to what it was in our 3'outh,

nor is there much convincement to what was
then. It seems to me (and I have been a min-

ister these 54 years) that I had more service

and better success in my ministry the first 20

years than I have since had for a long time

I do not find any fruit or good effect of what
I do in that wa3^ and yet what I am con

cerned in seems to be very acceptable and

wed received by others. I have closely ex

aniined where tbe fault is, but don't find it

out." After an allusion to some visits lately

paid, S. B. continues: "The man spoke well,"

say they, "and that is all I get for my labor.

Now formerly, I rarely went a journey but I

found some convincement. Taking this into

consideration makes my heart sad ; bat we
must submit, for unless our Master bless our

ministry we cannot make it profitable to

others."

The Journal of J. Griffith resumed: "Hav-
ing entered upon the solemn and awful service

of the ministry, I gave up for the most part,

as I found the requirings of Truth, through

the divine power and efficacy thereof, moving
upon my heart and subjecting my will, to

utter a few words in a broken manner, with

fear and trembling; the Lord being exceed-

ingly merciful to me, as a tender father, tak-

me by the hand and making me willing

by his mighty power, 10 be counted a fool for

his sake and the gospel's.

The meeting 1 then belonged to was large,

and a bodj^ of valuable weighty Friends there-

who, as far as I could observe by their

carriage, did own and approve of my weak
and low ajjpearances in this service : yet they
used Christian prudence, not to lay hands
uddenly ; bnt gave me full opportunity to

make proof of my ministry; and to feel my
feet therein.

"About this time a fine spring of ministry

was opened within the compass of our Yearly
Meeting ; there having, by account, about one
hundred opened their mouths in public testi-

mony, in little more than a year ; divers of

whom became powerful, able ministers, and
some of them withered away like unripe fruit.

About ten appeared within that time, in the

particular meeting of Abington, to which I

belonged.
" As I was enabled to wait on my ministry,

I experienced a considerable growth and en-

largement ;
and, in a faithful discharge of duty

therein, great peace and heavenly consolation

like a pleasant refreshing stream, flowed,into

my soul. I also found, that it was the means
of engaging the minds of Friends, in a sweet

and comfortable nearness of unity with me,

which I had never before so largely and liv-

ingly felt. Many well-minded young people,

and some others of little experience, seemed
to admire my gift, and would sometimes speak

highly of it, which they did not always for-

bear in my hearing. But oh, how dangerous

this is, if delighted in by ministers ! it may be

justly compared to poison, which will soon

destroy the pure innocent life. My judgment
was against it

;
yet I found something in me

that seemed to have no aversion thereto, but

rather inclined to hearken to it, yet not with

full approbation. The same thing in me would
want to know, what such and such, who were

in most esteem for experience and wisdom,

thought of me. I sometimes imagined such

looked shy upon me, which would cast me
down ; all which, being from a root of self, I

found was for judgment, and must die upon the

cross, before I was fit to be trusted with any

great store of gospel treasure. I began also

to take rather too much delight mj'self in the

gift; and had not Divine goodness in mercy,

by a deep distressing baptism, kindly pre-

vented, this might have opened a door for

spiritual pride, which is the worst kind of

pride, to eater in, to my ruin. I have reason

to thi nk, that solid Friends observing my large

growth in the top, with spreading branches,

were in fear of my downfiill, in case of a storm.

But, in the midst of my high career, the Lord
was pleased to take away from me, for a time,

the gift of the ministrj-, and with it all sen-

sible comforts of the Spirit; so that I was, as

I thought, in total darkness ; even in the re-

gion and shadow of death. In this doleful

state of mind I was grievously beset and
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tempted by the false prophet, the traosformer,

to keep up ray credit in the ministry, by con-

tinuing my public appearances. It might

well be said of him, that he would 'cause tire

to come down from heaven, in the sight of

men, to deceive them ;' for so I found it. It

is hard to imagine, how near a resemblance

he could make, how exact an imitation he

could form, of the very thing itself, to the

state of mind I was then in ;
even to that de-

gree, that I have at limes been ready to say,

•Ah! I see and feel the fire of the Lord com-

ing down to prepare the olloiing;' and have

been almost ready to give up thereto, wheri a

godly lear would sieze my mind, and a desire

to try it again ; by which means, the strong

delusion has been discovered, the false fire re-

jected, and my soul been plunged into deeper

anxiety, by this false heat, than I was in be-

fore. Xo tongue or pen can set forth to the

full, the almost constant anguish of my soul,

for about the space of four or five months

;

being as nearly as 1 can remember the time

this sore affliction was upon me. It fared

with me in some degree, respecting my friends,

as it did with Job ; some conjecturing one

thing, and some another thing, to be the

cause of this fall, as it was apprehended;

though, through mercy, they could not charge

me with any evil conduct as the cause there-

of. The most proba,ble reason to them of this

alteration was, that I had been too much set

up by others, and so had lost my gift; and

this, I think, came the nearest to the truth of

the case. Yet it was not so lost, but that

when my gracious Helper saw my suffering

was enough, he restored it again, and appeared

to my soul as a clear morni ug without clouds

;

everlasting praises to his holy name! My
mind was deeply bowed in humble thankful-

ness, under a sense of the great favor of being

again counted worthy to be entrusted with so

precious a gift; therefore I was careful to ex-

ercise it in great fear and awfulness, and more
in a cross to my own will than before; as that
which was likely to deck itself therewith,
was, for the present at least, in a good degree
slain. I have very often in the course of my
religious experience, had cause to admire and
adore Divine wisdom, in his dealings with me
lor mj- preservation in the way of peace;
being well assured that he will so work for

mankind, if they are entirely given up in heart
to hira, that it will not be possible for them
to miss of everlasting happiness; for none are
able to pluck these out of his almighty hand,
who do not first incline to leave him."

{To be conti^Ul^d.)

The Power of Vegetation.—Walton Hall had
at one time its own corn-mill, and when that
inconvenient necessity no longer existed, the
mill-stone was laid in an orchard and for-

gotten. Th diameter of this circular stone
measured five feet and a half, while its depth
averaged seven inches throughout ; its central
hole had a diameter of eleven inches. By
mere accident some bird or squirrel had drop
ped the fruit of the filbert ti-ee through this
hole on to the earth, and in 1812 the seedling
was seen rising up through that unwonted
channel. Asits trunk graduallygrow through
this aperture and increased, its power to raise
the ponderous mass of stone was speculated
on by many. Would the filbert tree die in

the attempt? Would it burst the mill-stone
or would it lift it ? In the end the little filbert
tree lifted the mill-stone, and in 1863 wore it

like a crinoline about its trunk, and Mr.

Watertown used to sit upon it under the

branching shade.

—

Late Paper.

For "The Friend.'*

Legal Opinions in the Ohio Case.

(Concluded from page 164.)

The "meetings for sufferings," as they are

called, are evidently mere acti?ig committees,

who are accustomed to confer witti each other

for counsel, advice, and assistance, but with

no power to bind the yearly meetings, except

to the extent that funds are placed in their

hands, or matters are referred to them.

Nothing, therefore, could be much clearer

to my mind, than that these yearly meetings

are independent organizations, and that the de-

cisions of each, regarding its own matters of

discipline and government, are subject to no
review by the other yearly meetings. True,

there is a relationship, a '• union," ifyou choose

so to call it, between the different yearly-

meetings ; but it is not a union of organization,

of government, of authority. It is not an eccle-

siastical union. Itisaunionofsjji'nY, oi'friend-

ship, of brotherhood, offaith. It is a " union"

without organization, and without any grant

of legislative, executive, or judicial power, and
without the means of appointing officers to dis-

charge the duties of either of these several

departments of government. The meetings
are "alike"—alike in faith, in practice, and
in form of organization ; but they are not or

ganically united. They are not parts of one
ecclesiastical organization. They are incapa-

ble of taking a grant or devise. They can
enact no law but the law of love, and are au-

thorized to issue no mandates beyond " ad-

vice," "brotherly entreaty," and "admoni-
tion." Like the Baptists, Congregationalists,

and others, each society, in matters of ^oyern-

ment, is a law unto itself. Their system of
organization begins with the "preparative,"
and ends with the " yearly" meeting. These
together make a single organization ; above
and beyond them no other is known or pro-
vided for. In other words, they have no
presbytery, no synod, no general assembly ; nor
do they have anj- pope, with power to excom-
municate the yearlj' meetings, or their mem-
bers. The Quaker ecclesiastical system seems
to embody the smallest possible amount of
man power. In this they are consistent with
themselves, for a foundation principle of-Qua-
kerism is non-resistance and non-coercion.
There is nothing on which to base the idea
that they form a single ecclesiastical organi-
zation, except the mere legal opinion of wit-
nesses, and these opinions are conflicting.

There is no book, document, or record on
which to found them. The rights accorded
by one yearly meeting to the members of an-
other, are evidently matters of grace and
courtesy, and not of obligation.

As to the argument drawn from the evi-

dence that new j'early meetings are "set up"
by the old ones, I have merely to say that
it is a play upon this phrase " set up." There
is no proof that one was ever set down. They
are "setup," as a missionary station is set
up, whether by different societies co-operating,
or by a single society. They are set up in the
sense that a father sots up his sons in business,
or his daughters on marriage. When set up,
however, they become their own men and
women. When the hive becomes too full, the
bees swarm, and the swarm becomes an inde-

pendent hive. It by no means follows thai

because one society is set up by the consenl

and assistance of another society, it is to be

dependent upon or subject to the parent sO'

ciety. All the authorities we have on the

subject are to the effect that these yearly

meetings are independent organizations, and
the highest organizations known or recog
nized. In the case of Earle v. Wood, above
cited, where the evidence, I presume, was
substantially the same as here, the court say:

" The different yearly meetings in America
and England keep up a friendly and fraternai

communication with each other, by means oi

epistles, visits, and liberating certificates, oi

general letters of recommendation from one
to another ; but there is no subordination ac-

knowledged of one to another, or to all others

* * From this view of the constitution,

organization, and acknowledged usages of the

Quaker body, it appears that the Yearly Meet-
ing has a final and controlling jurisdiction in

all matters of faith and religious duty, of ad-

ministration and discipline, as well as of man
ners and conduct, of all Quakers within its

limits. It is final and conclusive, because

there is no superior body which can call its

decisions in question. It is conclusive in the

sense in which the judgments of the highest

courts are conclusive, not because they are

necessarily wiser or better than those of othei

courts, but because it is the tribunal of las\

resort, and the constitution and laws have
created no tribunal to re-examine its decisions.

* * * Each yearly meeting is independenl

of all others, and different yearly meetingt

have no other connection than that which
results from Christian fellowship and cour-

tesj'."

Does a society thus organized hold its pro-

perty by the frail tenure of the will of othei

like and co-ordinate societies? Is a grant tc

it to inure, at the pleasure of those other so-

cieties, as a grant to them, or to a majority of

them ? Can its property be thus taken from
an Ohio organization, and bestowed upon 8

society in London or Dublin, without any lav.

or pre-agreement prescribing the terms and con-

ditions on which it may be done ? Shall the

title and possession of the property thus be

made to change with the changing and capri

cious will of the majority of the other socie

ties? Can Plymouth Church of Brooklyn, foi

instance, be thus compelled, or could its regu-

larly elected officers be compelled, to trans"

its church property to the other Congrega-
tional churches of New York, or ofthe world?
The cases are similar. I presume the church

last named took its property, and holds it, at\

a "Congregational" church, just as this so-

ciety took and holds its property as a Quaka:

church, or church " of the Society of Friends,'

In other words, they both took and hold theii'

property bj' their respective /)ro/ier names—tta

names which they voluntarily adopted ;
and foii

the very good reason that they could take it by
no other names. The denominational part oi

the name of such organizations, as " Congrot

gational," "Baptist," " Quaker," or the like.;

when applied to societies thus independeutlj.

organized, is mere matter of description, anc(

not of limitation. Such words are parts Qi\

the descriptio personce, and not a covenant 9i\

to the exercise of its powers, or the uses Ol!

its property. This is abundantly establisheC;

by authorities. I refer to Smith v. Nelson, U
Vt. 511; Shannon v. Frost, 3 B. Mon. 253;

Watson Y. Jones, 13 Wall. 679, and Wiswell v;
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First Congregational Church of Cincinnati, li

Ohio St. 31, and cases cited.

It is otherwise where the society is only a

branch or member of a superior organization.

There the union is organic, vital. The vitality

of the branch ceases as soon as it is severed.

It has no life but in the life of its superior.

A conveyance to it, as such branch, may well

imply, and is generally held, though not al-

ways (see Smith v. Smith, cited supra), to

imply a covenant that it will maintain its

vital union with the mother organization. It

seems to me that there is a total absence of

this organic or vital union among the Quaker
societies. The Congregationalists, who are

conceded to be strictly independent in their

organizations, have regulations and laws by
which they can call councils, consisting of

delegates representing the various organiza-

tions; but no such power or regulation, or

even usage, is known among Quakers. Ad-
mittedly, no such usage was known at the

date of this grant.

"The Ohio Yearly Meeting of the Society

of Friends," simply means " the Ohio Yearly
Meeting of Quakers." The word " society" is

here used in the sense of sect or denomination.

and not in the sense of organization. It could

not be legitimately used in the latter sense,

for there was, and is, no such organization.

The Quakers are a "society" in the original

sense of the word ; they are united in the

bonds offriendship and Christian love. They
are " Friends." They are united in a common
belief, but a part of this very belief is, that the

yearly medings have 710 -power over each other.

This is a "union," but it is a union without
ecclesiastical power. Counsel say that the

Society of Friends consisted at the outset of

a single organization or society. That is true

;

but it is also true of the Congregationalists,

and of all other denominations whose organi-

zations ai-e admittedly independent.

j
It is argued by counsel, " that there can be

but one Ohio Yearly Meeting of the Society
;of Friends." If by this is meant that both
'can not be the legitimate successors of the
original Ohio Yearly Meeting, I agree to it.

But I deny that there can not be two or any
number of Ohio Yearly Meetings of the So-

ciety of Friends, whether " set up," as counsel

claim they may be, by the sister societies, or

formed by voluntary organization. If this

society, at its inception, was " the Ohio Yearly
[Meeting of the Society of Friends," and has
fkept up its regxdar organization, then it is still

(the "Ohio Yearly Meeting of the Society of

iFriends." If it is not, then it has ceased to

be itself. I think it is shown to have kept up
(its organization, and that Hoyle and his ad-

herents are its regular successors. If a second
[society is organized by the same name, or is

[" set up" by the sister societies and called by
jthe same name, it by no means follows that

the second society extinguishes and supplants
the first one. It has the same name, but it

"

a different organization.
' Had the society adopted any other name
—had they called themselves simply " The
Yearly Meeting," I can not see that the case

would be in the slightest degree varied from
what it is. They chose, however, naturally
enough, for the purpose of further identijica

Hon, to add words showing that the society

was located in "Ohio," and that its members
iwere Quakers. Hei-o is no implied covenant in

(favor of parties from whom they received

(property by that name, either that they

Quakers, or that they will remain Quakers,
much less that they will submit the question of

their orthodoxy, or discipline, or the validity

of their organization, to the arbitrament of

similar and co-ordinate societies. Indeed,
there is no question of orthodoxy here, but a
mere question of discipline. The real ques-

tion is, whether Hoyle shall forfeit an office

to which he has been regularly elected bj^ the
society to which he had belonged for years,

and forfeit his membership therein, for no
other fault than that which ivas committed by

every society condemning him. He was con-

demned and disfranchised, or, rather, the So-

ciety was condemned and excommunicated,
for the crime of refusing to acknowledge the
validity of a regular election of the Now Eng-
land Yearly Meeting ; and every yearly meet

which so condemned him, thereby refused

to acknowledge the validity of a regular, and
perfectly similar, election of the Ohio Yearlj-

sting. In other words, the Gurneyites
.blished their claims in the New England

contest, by procuring from the court an opin-

ion, which is undoubtedly the law, namely,
that the entry of the clerk is conclusive of the

validity of the election in such cases ; and now
they have brought a second suit in which thej^

refuse to give the Wilburites the benefit of

the law which they have thus established.

As I understand it, they have comj)letely

changed sides of the question.

Under these circumstances, I say lam quite

unwilling to take this property from the de-

fendants and place it virtually in the hands
of the other yearly meetings of the world, or

of any number of them. The parties in pos-

session have done nothing to forfeit their right

thereto. They have kept their original faith

and kept up their original organization. They
a majority of the Society, and there is no

charge against their moral and Christian

character, except that they refuse to fellow-

ship with one section of the New England
Society, unless fellowship is accorded to both;

while their accusers refuse absolutely and un-

conditionally to fellowship with them.

White, J., concurred substantially in the

dissenting opinion of Welch, C. J.

For "Tlio Friend."

In the bowels of that love that called me in

the daj' of my youth out of the vanities and
follies of the world, I would address the mem-
bers of our religious Society in every part of

the heritage; believing that a call has renew-

edly gone forth, which, if given heed to, will

lead out of the ways and the manners of the

world that lieth in wickedness, into a holy life

and conversation that would adorn the doc-

trine of God our Saviour, and once more set

this people as a city that cannot be hid. This

call of Divine grace in the secret of the soul,

that sets our sins in order before us, and brings

all things that ever we did to remembrance,
must be obeyed before we can advance one

step towards that city that needeth not the

licfht of the sun nor the moon, where the Lord
God and the Lamb are the light thereof. This

light was in the beginning with God and was
God : all things were made by it, and without

it was not any thing made that was made.

In Ilim was light, and the light was the life

of men. Ho was in the woi'ld and the woi-ld

was made by Him, and the world knew Him
not. He came to his own and his own received

Him not. But to as many as received Him

to them gave Ho power to become the sons of

God; even to them that believe on His name,
that are born not of the flesh nor of the will

of man, but of God. Thi.s precious experience
is the fruit not merely of a literal faith in

what Christ hath done for us without us, but

of a being renewed into His image by the

effectual working of his power within us,

whereby all old thing.s will be done away (as

we submit to his holy government), and all

things become new, and all things of Goii,

who hath reconciled us unto Himself by tho
death of His Son, having slain the enmity
thereby, and came and preached peace to them
that are afar off, and to them that are nigh.

May there be an awakening and coming forth

at His eaJI, outof all that His holy controversy

is against, that we may yet be a people to His
praise, and know for ourselves what it is to

pass from death to life, by putting off the old

man which is corrupt, with his deeds, and a

putting on the new man, which is created in

righteousness and true holiness.

This great work is not done in the time and
will of man

;
but it is to be worked out by the

operation of the Spirit of Truth—this must
be waited for. The visitations of Divine grace

are not at our command ; may we all yield

obedience to every manifestation of His will,

and close in with the offers of redeeming love

and mercy vouchsafed to us poor sinful crea-

tures. How infinite is the condescension of

our allwise Creator, that he sees meet to visit

us and revisit us with the Day-spring from on

high, from time to time, and from season to

season, pleading with us to come to Him and
live. He deigns to point out the way, and
lead along, step by step, as we are able to

bear. Having trodden the path before us,

He hath left us an example that we should

follow His steps. It is the same path that

the righteous of all ages have trodden
;
the

same narrow way testified of by our holy Re-
deemer, when he said, " If any man will be

my disciple, let him deny himself and take

up his cross daily and follow me. He that

saveth his life shall lose it, he that loseth

his life for my sake, the same shall keep it

unto life eternal." May we all lay aside every

weight and the sin that doth so easily beset,

and run with patience the race that is set be-

fore us, enduring the cross and despising the

shame; and receive with meekness the en-

grafted word that is able to save the soul. As
we come to this blessed experience, we shall

be brought to travail for others in our mea-

sure. Earnest wrestling will be witnessed for

ourselves and all of the flock and family of

Christ, wherever they may have been scat-

tered in the cloudy and dark day. As Christ

comes to be our all in all, the envy of Ephraim
will depart, and the adversary of Judah will

be cut off; Ephraim will not envy Judah nor

Judah vex Ephraim ; there will be a united

travail for the welfare of Zion, and the en-

largement of her borders. Then again will

be heard the language, " Come and let us go

up to the mountain of the Lord, to the house

of the God of Jacob ; and He will teach us of

his way and we will walk in His paths, for &

law shall go forth from Zion, and the word of

the Lord from Jerusalem." Notwithstanding

the discouragements that abound, is there not

some light in the horizon, of that day when
there shall be a returning to fir.st principles;

when there shall be more of a brightness,

more of an undivided looking to the rock from

whence we were hewn, and to the hole of the
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pit whence we were digsred ;
when there will

be more of that spirit that thinkeih no evil

:

when the Lord will be our judge and our law-

giver: when the outcasts of Israel and the

despised of Judah, shall be gathered from the

four corners of the earth. A. V
Iowa, 1st mo. let, 1875.

Mink Housekeepers.—One sunny morning

summer, down the pathway, still .sparkling

with the dewy moisture, came stealthily mov-

ing the long, lithe form of a mink. Her fur

looked worn and rusty when the sunlight

s'.ruck her as she skulked between the tus-

socks of grass. Occasionally she halted to

look about her, alert for anything eye could

see or ears could hear ; but hearing nothing

but the sweet notes of a song sparrow'and the

complaining cry ofa cat-bird among the aiders

she again moved on. As she reached the

mudd3- edge of the brook, she trod more
daintily; then, winding among the pickerel

weeds,"swam down stream, hardly disturbing

the water, only making a long, wedge-shaped

wake as she stole into the shadowy edge of

the brook. Suddenly she disappeared under

water ; but soon came up, struggling with

something that swayed and pulled her about,

disturbing the quiet stream, and sending a

muddiness down with the current. But she

bore the almost unmanageable wriggling eel

(for this it was) to the stone wall, and draw-
ing herself and burden up out of the water on

the large stone, readjusted her hold, and
seized the creature back of the head. Then
bracing herself to suck the blood, the thrash-

ing, struggling eel grew gradually weaker
and weaker, until it looked perfectly limp
and lifeless. Then she jumped from the wall,

dragging this eel, longer than herself, up
through the grass, taking a different and more
concealed way than the one by which she
came, and soon disappeared altogether.

In the thick-banked wall of the barn on
the hillside she had her young; and aftei

they grew large enough to require something
more substantial than nature's first provisioii,

the mother u<ed to bring them fish of differ-

ent kinds—eels, ducks, and like prey. So
slyly and stealthily did she keep herself, that
she was not seen until the young were half
grown, and looked like little fawn-colored
weasels

; when she betrayed herself by bring-
ing this food which impeded her movements.
By travelling the same way so manj' times,
she grew bold.

These minks are very destructive to fish
;

and when the brook is low, the3- can often be
tracked for a long distance by the dead eels,

pickerel, shiners, and sometimes trout, lying
along the bank; the mink only sucking the
blood, and leaving the fish unmuiilated. One
autumn, some small shiners meant for bait
in pickerel-fishing through the ice, were kept
in an old tub set in a spring near the brook

;

and one night all these fish were killed by a
mink, who left them laid in a row on the
ground. Thcj' looked preci.sel}- as if some
person had so arranged them. But through
the back of each fish, near the head, were
four tooth-marks that told who had been
there; this being frequently the only mark
the mink makes on his victim.— d/<Z and
JS'ew.

Oar life is a vast reality. It is tlio eternal
lifetime that makes the lifetime of earth such
a solemn thing.

"BL1>'D SPINNER."

Like a lilind spinner in the sun,

I tread rav davs

;

I know that all the threads will run

Appointed ways;

I know each day will bring its task

And, being blind, no more I ask.

I do not know the use or name
Of that I spin

;

I only know that some one came,

And laid within

My hand the thread, and said, "Since you
Are blind, but one thing you can do."

Sometimes the threads so rough and fast

And tangled fly,

I know wild storms are sweeping past,

And fear that I

Shall fall, but dare not try to find

A safer place, since I am blind.

I know not why, but I am sure

That tint and place.

In some great fabric to endure
Past time and race.

My threads will have; so, from the first.

Though blind, I never felt accursed.

But whether this be seal or sign.

Within, without.

It matters not; the bond divine

I never doubt.

I know He set me here, and still.

And glad, and blind, I wait his will

—

But listen, listen, day by day,

To hear the tread

"Who bear the finished web away,
And cut the thread.

And bring God's message in the sun,
" Thou poor, blind spinner, work is done."

___^^_^ Christian World.

Selected.

JUST AS GOD LEADS.
Ju=t as God leads me, I would go

;

I would not ask to choose my way
;

Content with what he will bestow,
Assured he will not let me stray.

So as he leads, my path I make.
And step by step I gladly take,

A child, in him confiding.

Just as God leads, I am content

;

I rest me calmly in his hands;
That which he has decreed and .sent

—

That which his will for me commands^
I would that he should all fulfil,

That I should do his gracious will

In living or in dying.

Just as God leads, I all resign
;

I trust me to my Father's will

;

AVhen reason's rays deceptive shine.
His coun.sel would I yet fulfil

;

That which his love ordained as right.

Before he brought me to the light.

My all to him resigning.

Just as God leads me, I abide.
In faith, in hope, in suffering true;

His strength is ever by my side

—

Can aught my hold "on him undo?
I hold me firm in patience, knowing
That God my life is still bestowing—
The best in kindness sending.

Just as God leads, I onward go.

Out amid thorns and briars keen
;

God does not yet his guidance show

—

But in the end it shall he seen
How, by a loving Father's will.

Faithful and true, he leads me still.

From the German.

Advice to Young Tradesmen.—Buy the best
goods, cut the work out yourselves; let the
eye of the master be everywhere. Employ
the soberest men. Avoid all low deceits of
trade. Never lower the credit of another to
raise your own. Make short payments

; keep
exact accounts; tivoid idle company

; and be
very strict to your word.

I'or "The Friend.'

The following newspaper paragraph shows
that people of other denominations are not
blind to the inconsistency with our principles

of some things which have been tolerated of

latter years in certain portions of our beloved
Society

:

"The Quakers, until quite a recent period,

buried their dead in graves undistinguished

by any monument or mark of discrimination.

At the present time, we believe, American
Quakers are allowed to erect headstones ofa
few inches in height, with the names or ini-

tials of their deceased friends inscribed there-

on. Whether a similar relaxation of the old

rule has been made in Englaud or not we do
not know ; but Mr. Conwaj-, in one of his 1

ters to the Cincinnati Commercial, speaks of
visiting the ancient Friends' cemeterj- in Lon-
don, wherein lie the remains of George Fox,
the founder of the Society. Every sod in this

field of an acre and a half lies over a grave,

but, with a single exception, there is not a
mound or a monument to define the place of

any one's interment, but simply a level green-
sward. Near the center of this field, but
whether or not over the spot where he was
buried we do not know, is a small plain slab

on which are the words :
' George Fox ; born

13th day of the 11th month, 1624, died 1690.'

'When we consider,' says Mr.Conway, 'the tow-
ering monuments we have passed, the columns
raised to soldiers and sailors great and small,

to saints like George III. and slayers like the
Duke of Wellington, this little solitary stone,

about a foot high, marking the spot where a
great religious genius was laid to rest, is ex-

ceptionally sublime. One end of the ground
is occupied by a large tent in which the Quak-
ers are now holding nightly meetings for

"preaching the Gospel." On the gate-way
inside there is a hand-bill which shows us
how much harder it is for a sect to stick to

ihe principles of its founder than to reverence
his dust. If there was one principle that was
sacred in the time of Fox, it was that the
preacher should preach only as he was moved
iit the moment by the Spirit, and if not moved,
he was to sit in silence. But there is a big

placard advertising that on Sunday a certain

.\Ir. Grubb will preach, and on Monday one
Pomphrey—I think that is the name—and
there appears no intimation that it will be
under anj' condition that the Spirit will move
them.'"

" Going West "

—

and Giving it up.—The
Baltimore American makes this statement:
Those who have a hankering after the cheap
lands of the far West, should give attention
to a fact reported by a gentleman who says he
has been in the UnitedStates Land Office for

five years, that about one half the homestead 1

entries made are abandoned, and the land en-
'

tered by others; in many cases the entry is

abandoned three or four times before coming
into the possession of persons who hold it per-

manently. Proof of six months' abandon-
ment is sufficient to have the entry cancelled.

This alone, and there is no reason to doubt
the fact stated, should convince those who i

have but small means how poor are their |

chances of success in regions Avhere, if there f

are neighbors to be found, every one has as

much as he can struggle under in his efforts

to effect a clearing, and hence if sickness or
accidents of any kind should overtake the set-

tler, what an amount of sorrow and trouble,
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and finally a loss of all the labor that may
have been performed, must finally attack

those who seek their fortunes in those deso

late regions.

Tor "The Friend."

Andrew Sowlf.

The following notice of this Friend is taken

from the account given of him in the first

volume of " Piety Promoted."
"Andrew Sowle of London, received the

truth as professed by Friends, in his young
years, and became obedient thereto, and gave

himself up to its living power, by which he

was enabled with much cheerfulness to un-

dergo manifold afliictions and persecutions

;

for being a just and upright man, he was zeal-

ous for the propagation of the truth, to which,

both by convei-sation and sufferings, be bore

a faithful testimony.

He was a printer by trade, and engaged

himself freely in printing Friends' books,

when he had large offers of advancing him-

self in the world, made to him by his relations

and others, if he would have desisted there-

from. But his love to truth, and the desire

he had to be instrumental in his calling for

spreading it abroad, would not suffer him to

hearken to any of these offers. He freely

: gave himself up to this service, even in times

of the fiercest persecution, believing it his

i duty so to do, though therein he should hazard

the outward substance God had blessed him
with, and his life also. For several years to-

gether, he was in continual danger upon that

[account, his house being often searched, and

ihis printing materials and presses as often

(Carried off or broken in pieces. During this

i-time though he met with great losses and had

t at one time about a thousand reams of printed

[books taken from him, he was never heard to

! complain, but he would say he was glad to

' have any thing to lose for truth, and that the

.Lord had made him worthy to be a sufferer

ifor it. This quiet resignation of himself to

:the Divine will, brought conviction to the

Iconsciences of some of his persecutors. It

more than once occurred when persons came
to take away his printing press and other pro

iperty, and had seized upon all, he set meat
[and drink before them, according to the com
imand, Eom. xii. 19, 20, to feed even his ene-

jmies, thus overcoming evil with good.

1 As this sincere man met with great suffer-

jings, 80 had he large experiences of the good-

iness of God towards him in many remarkable

[providences. At one time he was taken at a

[meeting of the people called Quakers, and
[Carried to Newgate, and being examined by
ISir Richard Brown, the persecuting mayor,
who, understanding he was a printer, threat-

[ened to send him after his brother Twin, (as

ihe called him, who sometime befoi-e suffered

iin Smithfield for printing a treasonable book),

[to whom this meek man replied, 'Thou wilt

'not live to see it:' and the event justified his

words, for Brown died soon after.

After many exercises and trials in divers

!ways, which it would be too long to recite, he

was visited with weakness of body the begin-

ning of the Tenth mo. 1695, and grew weaker
and weaker till the 25th of the same month.
His patience and resignation to the will of

Jesus, the good Samaritan, on whom was his

whole dependence.
George Whitehead, with another friend,

coming to visit him, he said he had served

truth faithfully', according to what the Lord
had been pleased to make manifest to him

;

and that in what he had done, he had not

sought himself, but the honor of God. He
Id often exhort his family to faithfulness,

and his young ones also to seek the Lord in

the days of their youth. His reproofs to those

who had done amiss, were so kind and so con-

vincing, that a servant of his said he stood

more in awe of a reproof from him, than the

severest treatment of another. ' His end.'

said he, 'being in love to convince me that I

had done that which is not right.'

William Penn, the night before he departed,

came somewhat late to vi.sit him, and finding

him in a sweet composed frame of mind, (for

indeed he was to appearance as though he

ailed nothing), asked him how he did ; he an-

swered with much cheerfulness, his satisfac-

tion and peace of mind were great, and that

he waited for his change. The said Friend,

who had been many years acquainted with

his industrious and innocent life, after some
discourse with him, kneeled down and prayed
that the Lord would give him the reward of

his labor ; for through him many blessed

truths had been brought into the world, &c.

After prayer was ended, he acknowledged
William Penn's love, telling him he was well

satisfied in his condition, and in the truth of

God which he had professed ; and that he had
nothing to do but to wait in the will of God
till his change came; and so in much love

thej' parted, signifying his love to and unity

with all Friends, in the truth.

After that, he lay sweetly retired, waiting

for his change, and had his senses perfectly

and clear to the last, which was about eight

the next morning; at which time his wife

came to his bedside, and asked him how he

did ; he answered, ' Oh Jane, never such

good night as this :' and the same minute shut

his eyes, and with a hymn of praise to God,

offered up his last breath, and fell asleep, not

so much as fetching the least sigh, nor wa
any alteration seen in his countenance. So

easily and quietly did he leave this world in

which he had known much exercise, and is

gone to his everlasting rest, with God's faith

ful servants.

He finished this life the 26lh of the Tenth
month, in the year 1695, at his house in

Holywell lane, London, in the sixty-seventh

year of his age.

Eom. viii. IS. ' For I reckon that the suf-

ferings of this present time, are not worthy
to be compared with the glory which shall be

revealed in us.'
"

Sitan a Bad Paymaster.—" What does Sa-

tan pay you for swearing?" said the deacon

to one whom he heard using profane language.

"He don't pay me anything," was the re-

piy-
" Well, you work cheap : to lay aside the

character of a gentleman ; to inflict so much
pain on your friends and civil people; to suf-

fer, and, lastly, to run the risk of losing your

J

own precious soul, and (gradually rising in

emphasis,) and all for nothing ! You certain-God, during the time of his weakness were emphasis,) i

such, that he was seldom heard to complain, hy do work cheap—very cheap indeed."

jbut would say, that he was given up to the •-•

iwill of God ; saying often, that he had no de-| As a wise child maketh a happy father,

ipendence on any thing, save upon Christ a wise father maketh a happy child.

I

Ice in Melville Bay.

Captain Mark ham's description of steering
among the ice in a whaling voyage is so
graphic that we propose making a few uncon-
nected extracts from his journal

:

One must actually experience the dangers
of Arctic navigation before they can be real-

ized. Several of the floes that we passed to-

day were filled up with masses of hummocky
ice, formed in solid square and cubic blocks,

resting in an uneven and confused manner,
one on the other, and presenting in places va-
ried brilliant tints of blue.

These hummocksjare formed by the action
of one floe against another, pressing and
squeezingoff by their ponderous weight, those
fragments which rest on the floe where they
have fallen.

"It is most interesting to watch from the
forecastle the ship battling, as it were, with
the ice, one moment striking a floe, stem on,

causing the ship to come to a dead stop, at

another making a cannon from one piece and
striking a second on her opposite bow, which

ill rebound with such force as to make the
ship's head swerve from four to six points

;

again, there are other pieces which are pressed
down by the weight of the ship's bow, and
which, when released of the pressure, rise

rapidly and suddenly in most unexpected di-

rections. Great care must be taken to fend

off these latter pieces by means of long poles,

as they spring up in the water to such a
height, and with such velocity, that they
have occasionally been known to rise under
one of the boats, completely smashing it.

Several icebergs were passed, one, the height

of which we estimated at over four hundred
feet. By way of making us feel easy and
comfortable amongst so many of these huge
masses of ice, the captain beguiles the time
by recounting to us a few of his own personal

experiences during his long and arduous ser-

vices in these regions.
" Whilst serving as harpooner on board a

whaler (in much about the same position in

Davis' Straits as we are to-day), his ship was
running under reefed topsails and foresail at

the rate often knots an hour before a strong

southerly gale, snow falling heavily, and the

weather, to use a seaman's expression, as

thick as pea soup. The men were employed
in getting the boats in board, and securing

them from the heavy and angry white-topped

waves that come curling up astern and on

each quarter, apparently eager to overtake

and swallow up the little vessel that was fly-

ing in mad career along their crests. Sud-

denly a huge mountain of ice was seen ahead.

To have struck it would have been total de-

struction to the little craft, and death in all

its horrors to those on board. ' Hard-a-port,'

was yelled in agonized tones from the look-

out on the forecastle, ' hard-a-port,'
_
was

echoed along the deck, and answered quickly

and smartly by the ever watchful and ready

helmsman. To answer and to act was the

work of a moment, a breathless suspense for

all on board, and amidst the sighing of the

wind, the creaking of the masts, and the rat-

tling of the blocks and cordage, accompanied

by a far more fearful and dreadful sound,

namely, that of the sea dashing over the berg,

the little ship, obedient to her helm, flew up

to the wind, and as she did so, the eddy and

the back-water froni the lumbering mass of

ice nearly threw her upon her beam ends to

windward. She quickly righted, and as the
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wind again caught her sails her lee yard-arms

scraped along a steep and precipitous berg,

causing frairiiients to break off, which actually

fell upon the ship's deck. In another moment

they wore clear—and saved ! the enemy with

whom they had had so close a death struggle

lost to sight in the thick snow and loam

astern.

"Shortly before noon, the captain seeing

what he considered a good lead, though sepa-

rated from us tjy a broad stream of ice, deter-

mined upon boring his way through. Steam

was raised, the ice anchors taken on board,

and at the apparently unyielding ice we went

full speed. Men were stationed on the floe,

on each bow of the ship, whose duties were to

remove with long boat hooks and handspikes

the fragments of ice as they were broken off

and crushed by the force oi" our blows. The
ice in many places was several feet in thick-

nes.s, and the floes had long projecting tongues

under water, commonlj' called calves, and

these catching the fore foot of the ship would
frequently turn her head round, and conse-

quently away from the passage aimed at.

" Pieces oV ice of considerable magnitude,

broken off by our repeated charges, would
pass along under the bottom of the ship, and,

emerging up the screw aperture, prevent the

propeller from performing its revolutions, and
therefore bringing the engine to a dead stop.

Those of the ship's company remaining on

board were all this time employed in running
from side to side on the upper deck, for the

purpose of rolling the ship and thus crushing

the ice and making a free passage for us to

pass through.
" Our exertions were rewarded with success,

and wo soon had the satisfaction of emerging
into a clear lead, through which we steamed
into a fine open water. Tbe other two ves-

sels, observing our success, immediately took
advantage of the opening we had made, and
were soon in our wake.

" Off the Duck Islands were several large
bergs aground, between two of which, whose
summits towered far above our mast-heads,
we steeled, beholding with admiration their
wonderful structure. One was most beauti
full}^ adorned on the side nearest us with an
ornamental fringe of icicles, pendant from its

overhanging brow.
"Now our troubles are about to commence,

for stretching out from the nearest point of

the shore to the northward and westward, as

far as the ej-o can reach, is our great enemy,
the dreaded floe ice of Melville Bay.

" Imagining we saw a ' lead,' closed only by
a narrow neck of ice, we endeavored by ' but
ting,' and ' boring,' to break through this ob
stacic

; but though we tried for a couple of
hours, we were unable to advance a -singk
ship's length, and we were compelled to re
trace our steps and search for a lead else-

where.
" To the northward of ns, and therefore

ahead, we can see the smoke and top gallant
yards of another whaler, just visible above
the icy horizon, but the floes have apparently
closed up the passage by which she had gone
through, so that the knowledge of her posi-
tion is of vcrj' little value to us.

" Most ominous and significant preparations
were made during the day. Provisions were
hoisted up from below, and ranged along the
upper deck, in readiness to be placed in the
boats or thrown out on tho ice, should it be

necessary to abandon the vessel, each man of

the ship's company being ordered to have a

shift of clothing packed up handy m a small

bag. When a vessel is ' nipped' by the ice, there

having been no time to cut a dock out of the

land floe, this relentless foe must pass either

over or under the ship, and that so quickly,

that the men have barely time in the former

casetojumpoutontheice. Several instances

have occurred in which the ice has nipped

and gone through a ship ;
and on one occasion

that of the whaler 'North Britain,' in the

year 1830, it is related that the surgeon, who
was sitting in the cabin at the time, beheld

the ice breaking through both sides of the

ship, and he was barely able to make his re-

treat in safety. In that year no less than

twenty vessels were lost in Melville Bay,

some ofthem being literally crushed to pieces.

The year 1819 was also most disastrous to

our whaling fleet, fourteen vessels having

been lost ; in fact until the introduction of

steam, scarcely a season passed without the

destruction of many vessels. The water be-

low the ice in Melville Bay could indeed un-

fold a sad tale. Many is the stout ship,

manned by a daring crew and commanded by

a skilful and brave master, that has perished,

crushed into innumerable fragments by the

insatiable and ponderous floes rapidly closing

upon the unlucky and doomed vessel, swal-

lowing her so rapidly as barely to allow time

for the escape of the crew.
" It is very remarkable that these frequent

causalties are seldom or ever attended with

loss of life. The real danger to be appre-

hended on that score is from insufficient food

and exposure in a rigorous climate. After

the mishap has taken place, if there are no

vessels in company, the shipwrecked crew
must needs find their way to the nearest

Danish settlements, and this can only be done
by means of boats or sledges ; iu the latter

case only when the ice is of sufficient thick

ness to render travelling on it perfectly safe.

" Since steam has been introduced into the
whaling trade, the dangers of Melville Bay
have been much reduced, and vessels have of

late years been enabled to navigate those
waters in comparative safety. I make use of

the expression ' comparative safety,' advised
ly, for of course there are instances in which
even steam vessels have been lost ; but these
are happily rare."

—

Markham's Cruise in Baf-

fins' Bay.

For "The Friend."

E.xtract from the Journal of George Fox, 1656.

About this time many mouths being open
in our meetings to declare the goodness of
the Lord, some that were young and tender
in the truth would sometimes utter a few
words in thanksgiving and praises to God

;

that no disorder might arise from thence ir

our meetings, I was moved to write an epis
tie to Friends, by way of advice in that mat
ter:

"All mj' dear friends in the noble seed of
God, who have known his power, life, and
presence among you, let it be your joy to hear
or see the springs of life break forth in any :

through which ye have all unity in the same,
feeling and power. And above all things
take heed of judging any one openly in your
meetings, except they be openly profane or
rebellious

; such are out of the truth ; that by
tho power, life, and wisdom ye may stand
over them, and by it answer the witness of

God in the world, that such whom you bear

your testimony against, are none of j'ou, that

therein tbe truth may stand clear and single,

but such as are tender, if they should be,

moved to bubble forth a few words, and speak
n the seed and Lamb's power, suffer and bear

that ; that is, the tender. And if they should
go beyond their measure, bear it in the meet-

ing for peace and order's sake, and that the

spirits of the world be not moved against you.
But when the meeting is done, if any be

moved to speak to them, between you and
them, one or two of you that feel it in the
life, do it in tbe love and wisdom that is pure
and gentle from above, for love is that which
edifies, bears all things, suffers long, and ful-

fils the law.
In this ye have order and edification, ye

have wisdom to preserve you, all wise and .'

patience, which takes away the occasion of

stumbling the weak, and the occasion of the
spirits of the world to get up ; but in the-

oyal seed, the heavy stone, ye keep down all'

that is wrong, and by it answer that of God
all."

For "The Friend-''

"The William Penn Charter School."

Most of the Philadelphia readers of "Thoi
Friend," have been familiar with what have-

been known as the "Corporation Schools."

They originated from a petition made by.

Friends, in 1696, to Lieutenant-Governor!

Markham of Pennsylvania, and his Council,

for authority to establish a school for the edu-

cation of both sexes in elementary knowledge,
languages and sciences. Subsequently Wm.
Penn granted three successive charters, in

1701, 1708, and 1711. It is under this last:

that "The Overseers of the Public School
founded by Charter in the Town and County
of Philadelphia," now act. Its preamble eon-

tains the following :
" Whereas the prosperity

and welfare of any people depend in great,

measure upon the good education of youth,

and their early instruction in tbe princij"

of true religion and virtue, and qualifying

them to serve their country and themselyea,

by, breeding them in reading and writing,

and learning of language and useful arts and
sciences, suitable to their age, sex and degree,

which cannot be effected in any manner so

well as by erecting public schools for the pur-

poses aforesaid," &c.

In carrying out the provisions of the char-

ter, with tbe increase of population, several

additional schools were added to the first, and
as many as nine or ten were some years back

in operation at one time ; and very many of

the most useful citizens of Philadelphia, both

members of the Society of Friends and others,

received the greater part of their education

at these seminaries, which were placed under
the care of the best masters whose services

could be procured, most of whom were mem-
bers among Friends. The inauguration of

the Free Public School system of Philadel-

phia, gradually established a competition with

the "Corporation Schools," which much di-

minished the usefulness of manj' of them, and
from several causes which it is not necessary

j

to enlarge upon here they declined, until the
'

Board of Overseers decided that it was best

to abandon them as then constituted, and to

found a new school, which should be as

thorough and as practically useful as they
could make it. Accordingly, in the latter

part of last year they purchased a lot 58 feet
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by 132 feet, on Twelfth St., below Market, and
have altered the dwelling which already stood
upon it to suit the requirements, and the
school, to bo known as the William Penn
Charter School, is to be opened, for boys only,

on the 2nd day of Second month of this year,

under the care of Eichard M. Jones, head
master. If the school should succeed in ac-

cordance witb the expectation of the Over-
seers, it maj' ultimately be enlarged and adapt-

ed for the education of both sexes.

For "The Friend."

The Mennouites in Dakota.

The following is an extract from the report

of a committee of Mennonites of Pennsylva-
nia, who have just returned from a visit of

sympathy and assistance to those of their

liussian brethren who have recently settled

!in Dakota. The famine with which these were
(threatened was promptly provided against
i by the committee, who purchased a large sup-

jply of flour in Yankton, and arranged for its

[distribution to the needJ^
I " We visited many of the brethren. They
I
heartily rejoiced to see us. They manifested
junto us all the love possible. We attended

j

three of their meetings. Twice were the
iappoiutmeuts made on our account. The
!greater number live in sod houses which they
; erected. We were in one of these houses,

where services were held, and where we met
an aged grandmother on her bed, who had
been overtaken with a prairie fire. She was
in such great misery and so badly burned,
that it was heartrending to see her. Near
to her lay a nearly grown-up girl, who was
ralso badly burned. Here was lamentation,
misery and want. Such a house of mourn-
|iDg we have never before seen among our
|brethren.

I At nearly every place we came to we were
jsarrounded by the brethren, who solicited us
ito help them. They say the winter will soon
.set in ; they can obtain no labor to earn any-
ithing, and have no bread for themselves and
their children. Thej' live very plainly, and
appear to be well contented when they have
bread and coffee. Their greatest solicitation

is for bread. And notwithstanding the difii-

culties which meet them in commencing a new
settlemeut, and the sorrows and trials by
which they are surrounded in iheir new life,

we met none who "wished to be again in Eus-
isia. They appear to be satisfied that they
lare living in a laud whei-e they have freedom
bf conscience. In outward forms they are
somewhat different from us; but, so far as we
can understand, their confession of faith har-
monizes with ours. Pride was nowhere visi-

jble among them.

i
We met none among the Eussian brethren

|who chewed tobacco or smoked. They say
tthat through smoking great misfortunes have
[occurred, that extensive fires have originated
thereby, and that all use of tobacco is unue-
jcessary."

i

"
India Buhher.—The increase which has ta-

ken place in the consumjition of this article

may be seen from the statistics of the amounts
imported into Great Britian in various years.
iln 1830 the amount inaported was 49,952
pounds, in 1852, 2,195,98-1 pounds and in 1867,
(3,932,672 pounds. The chief supplies of in-

[iia rubber are derived from Bengal and New
ISranada. The crude article arrives at the

manufactory in various shapes, according
to the mode in which it is collected by the
natives of the different countries which pro-
duce it. The finest qualities generally come
in the shape of curiously formed bottles, and
the coarscu' kinds in roughly kneaded balls of
about four or five inches in diameter. It is

no unusual thing to find stones and other
heavy substances mixed with the rubber, for
the collectors have learned the art of adultera-
tion. After being softened by steeping in hot
water, the rubber passes through the break-
ing and cleaning machines. Such is the ad-
hesive nature of the material, that it would
be impossible to break or clean it in a dry
state, and consequently jets of water are
made to flow on the rubber and cylinders
when the machines are in oj)eration. The
water, besides carrying off the impurities set

free by the action of the rollers, causes the
rubber to assume a granulated appearance,
and under the pressure of the cylinders it is

formed into a web. The webs of washed rub-
ber, which are made only three or four yards
long, are taken to a drying room, where they
are hung up in a dry atmosphere for several
weeks.
From the drying room the rubber is taken

to the mill, which is of the most powerful
construction; for the rubber is stubborn stuff',

and submits only to a degree of force that
would destroy almost any other non-metallic
substance.

The grinding machines to the operation of
which the rubber is next subjected, consist of
two cylinders, one of which is slightly heated
by steam, and the webs formed by the wash-
ing machines are kept revolving round the
cj'linders until all appearance of granulation
disappears, and the stuff becomes quite plas-

tic. At this stage the rubber has incorporated
with it, sulphur, or other chemical substances,

which determine its ultimate character, and
is then made up into rolls of seven or eight

pounds each. The further treatment of the
rubber depends on the purpose to which it is

applied.

—

The Industries of Scotland,

Dr. Fothergill says, "On me the world has
not frowned ; I counted not its favors nor
feared the reverse. It is time, however to

think of getting into port, and as the wind
serves, I hope to make use of it for the best

of purposes—Securitj^."

THE FRIEND.
FIRST MONTH 16,

Thomas Story, in his journal, speaks ofi

having a meeting with Friends at Salem,

Massachusetts, where, he says, " part of my
testimony was against a sleepy state in some, I

and a wandering spirit in others ; which I per-
j

ceived infested and hurt that meeting, and i

hindered the growth of several. It was a

tender comfortable meeting, and I was told

afterwards there was great need of such a tes-

!

timony ; one ancient Friend confessed with'

tears that he had received gi-eat hurt in meet-

'

ings by a wandering spirit, which draws away
|

the mind from a true and sincere waiting upon
|

God, and hinders its progress in the Truth,
and in true worship."

There are many in the present time, who,

'

like the " ancient Friend" of whom Thomas

Story speaks, can acknowledge the hurt they
have received from a " wandering spirit,"

when they were endeavoring to draw near to
the Source of all good. Not only when gath-
ered with their Friends for this especial pur-
pose, but in their more private retirements,
they often are disturbed with great unsettle-
meutof mind. Their thoughts seem to wan-
der to the verj- ends of the earth. The most
trivial object—an article of dress, a passing
insect, the floor on which their eye rests, or
the rustle of a garment—may suggest a train
of ideas, which follow each other with won-
derful celerity, and lead to imaginations or
reflections altogether unconnected with the
worship of the Almighty. When aroused
from their reveries, with a feeling of sorrow
for wasted time, and humi'iation for their
weakness, they may remember with desire
former seasons of favor in which the mind
has been awed into a holy calm by the sense
of the Divine presence, or been melted into
tenderness by the refreshing influence of that
stream which makes glad the whole heritage
of God. Yet they are abundantly convinced
by experience, that they cannot command
these visitations of Heavenly love, which are
dispensed by our Heavenly Father in such
manner and time as He sees best.

It seems needful here to extend the caution,
that none settle down into an easy, uncon-
cerned state in our religious meetings; con-
cluding, that as the Divine visitations are not
at their control, they have no duty to perform
beyond their presence at the stated time and
place. A religious exercise must be main-
tained, an endeavor to have the mind turned
to the Author of all our blessings, waiting
with fixed attention to receive from Him,
such comfort or instruction as it may please
Him to bestow.
Let all, then, be careful not to grow weary

in well-doing. The promises are still sure :

" They that wait upon the Lord shall renew
their strength," and "In due season ye shall

reap, if ye faint not." The Lord will never
desert His children, who in sincerity strive to

do His will; and whose earnest and continued
desire it is, in meetings and out of meetings,

to look to Him for help, strength and guid-

ance, with the honest purpose of faithfully

obeying His directions. It is greatly to bo

feared that many persons, becoming weary of

this humiliating exercise, which to the natural

man hath no form nor comeliness in it, have
been led to substitute therefor various exer-

cises which their own unassisted powers en-

able them to perform. It is to this cause, in

part at least, may be attributed the tendency
which is manifested in some portions of our
Society, to introduce into meetings for worship,

the reading of portions of scripture, and the

practice of singing ; as well as the increase

of vocal offerings which carry with them little

or no evidence of true religious weight. Some
persons find it much easier to attempt to teach

others the truths of religion, than to be them-
selves experimental learners in the school

of Christ, under the discipline of His cross.

Such compass themselves about with sparks

of their own kindling, and will ultimately dis-

cover that these efforts can not promote their

religious growth, or yield them substantial

comfort.
The experience of Christopher Story, a

valuable minister in the early days of the So-

ciety of Friends, may be encouraging to some
honest-hearted ones, who are at times dis-
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heartened with a sense of dryness and dead-

ness of spirit in their relig=ras meetings.

—

Speakini; of the time when a meeting was

first established among the newly convinced

Friends of his neiijhborhood, he says: " When
we sat down together, I may say I was hard

beset to keep my mind from running hither

and thither after the transitory things of this

world ; and a great warfare I had for the

greatest part of the meeting. Yet near the

conclusion, those vain thoughts vanished, and

the Lord was pleased to bnng to my remem-

brance, how that men who had great posses-

sions in this world, had their day, and were

gone ; and I saw clearly, in a little time that

my day would soon pass over. I was com-

forted in my spirit, and my inward man re-

newed in a sense of the Lord's nearness.

"Though wo were at times plentifully fed

with that bread which came down from hea-

ven, and sat together at the Lord's table,

where the wing of His power was known to

overshadow us; yet at other times the Lord

tried us with want ; and at a certain time it

entered my mind as a weighty consideration

why it should be thus, we being the same peo-

ple, and sometimes had very good and com-

fortable meetings, and were sometimes very

dry and barren in our meeting together. As
I was thus concerned in my mind, it opened

to me, that there should "be seed-time and

harvest, summer and winter, unto the end of

the world. So I saw clearly there were times

to abound, and times to sutFer want; and 1

desii-ed to rest satisfied in the will of God."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign-.— -Vlfonso, the new sovereign of Spain,

arrived al Barcelona in a Spanish frigate on the 9th

insl. The prefect of the city and a number of deputa-
tions went on board the frigate and welcomed the King
to Spain. A crowd of citizens also gave an enthusiastic

welcome. On the 10th he left Barcelona for Valencia,

en route to Madrid, where he was expected by the 12th
ioxt.

Isabella, ex-Qiieen of Spain, has received a telegram
from a number of Catalonia corporations, inviting her
to take up her residence in Barcelona.
The Bank of Spain has advanced the government

Treasury 40,000,000 reals.

All the great Powers of Europe have authorized theii

representatives at Madrid to enter into semi-official re

lations with (he new government.
A dispatch to the London Daily Telegraph says that

Castelar is preparing to quit Spain before King Al
fonso'fl arrival.

Two Protestant newspapers have been suppressed it

Madrid.
King Alfonso has sent a telegraphic dispatch to

Canovas del Caslello conBrming the ministerial
pointment.s, and expressing the ho|)e that there will
now be inaugurated an era of real liberty, peace, and
forgetfulness of past discords.

It is reported that Don Carlos is determined on con-
tinuing the war, notwithstanding the restoration of the
monarchy. He has i-ssued a proclamation in which he
declares, as head of the Spanish Bourbons, he contem-
plates with profound sorrow the attitude of his cousin,
Alfonso, whose inexperience has led him to consent to
being the instrument of the same persons who expelled
him and his mother.

In the province of Valencia an engagement between
the Carlist and national troops resulted in the defeat of

I have in.structed the government to ask you to place

bill for the creation of a second Chamber on the order

of the dav for one of your next sittings. The conserva-

tive interests most imperatively demand its adoption.

The point relating to the transmission of power after

ISSO must be as promptly settled. It ought to be so

?gulated as to leave to future Assemblies complete

berty to determine the form of government." After

the reading of the President's message it was moved that

the constitutional bills be placed on the order of the

day after the armv bill, and that priority of considera-

tion be given to the second Chamber bill. The House

divided on this motion and rejected it. Legitimists

and Bonapartists as well as Republicans, voting against

t. All the factions hope to come into power in 1880,

f not before, and the proposal to lay aside at the pre-

;ent time their prospects, by a substantial agreement

to establish an empire, a kingdom or a republic at that

date, creates bitter hostility on all sides.

In consequence of the disagreemest between the

President and Assembly, the French Ministers tendered

their resignations, and MacMahon attempted to form a

new Cabinet, but not succeeding in the attempt, has re-

quested the ministry to remain in oiBce for the present.

The Bank of England has reduced its rate of interest

from six to five per cent.

On the 5th inst. an explosion of fire damp occurred

a coal mine at Rotherham, Yorkshire, causing the

death of eight persons.

Icebergs are reported to have been met with in the

Bay of Biscay during the rough weather by the Mon-
golia, which arrived at Southampton lately. Icebergs

have been met with as far south, but generally well out

n the Atlantic Ocean.
Last year India had 3,700,000 acres of land devoted

to cotton cultivatinn.

Cape Town advices report that the country has been

visited by a terri6c storm. The wind blew a hurricane

and most disastrous floods prevailed. The damage on

both land and water has been very great.

London, 1st mo. llih.—Consols 92J. The rate of

discount in the open market for three month's bills is

four per cent., which is one per cent, below the Bank
of England rate.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 7|cf. ; Orleans, 7id.

The London Times says it has reason to believe Bis-

marck has intimated to Spain that the German govern-

ment will defer the recognition of King Alfonso until

the decree suspending two Protestant newspapers, and
closing the Protestant chapel in Cadiz, is repealed.

United States.—The bill which recently passed

the Senate to provide for the resumption of specie pay-

ments at the beginning of the year 1879, has also passed

the House of Representatives. The vote stood yeas

136, nays 99.

The estimates of the production of gold in the United
States, since the discovery of gold in California, show
the product in California in 1848 to be $10,000,000, and
in 1873, $17,000,000. The highest amount was in 1865,

865,000,000. The entire product from 1848 to 1873,
inclusive, was $985,800,000 ; other states and territories,

82.54,950,000, being a total of f1,240,750,000. Total
silver, $186,0.50,000. Total gold and silver from 1848
to 1873, inclusive, $1,426,800,000.
On the 7th inst. two of the State tobacco warehouses

in Richmond, Va., were completely destroyed by fire,

together with 2,700 hogsheads of tobacco valued at

$250,000. Total loss about 8350,000.
A collision occurred the night of the 7th inst., on the

Baltimore and Potomac Railroad, a few miles from
Washington. The po.stal car took fire and was destroyed
together with the entire northern mail from Washing-
ton. The mail agent was crushed to death before the
car took fire. About $400,000 in new national bank
notes and $300,000 in legal-tenders and fractional cur-
rency were burned.
The total number of interments in the citv of Xew

York during 1874, was 28,632. There were 1659 deaths
of diptheria, 457 of small pox, 1237 from violence, and
178 suicides.

From the report of the Superintendent of Common
Schools in Pennsylvania, it appears there are now 16,-

641 schools, attended by 850,774 pupils. The sura of
49,408,819 was expended under the direction of the
School Department. This amount includes the ex
penses of Orphan Schools and Normal Schools.
The public debt of the State of Pennsylvania on the

30th of 11th mo. 1874, was $24,371,884. The debt w
reduced #1,230,186 during the year.
The funded debt of the State of Massachusetts

829,46.5,204, against which the State has a sinking fund
of nearly $11,000,000.

the former, with the loss of forty men killed and many
more wounded or captured.
On the 6lh inst. President MacMahon sent a message

to the Assembly, urgently requesting the following
legislation: First. The passage of a bill creating a
Recond Chamber. Second. Provision for the mainten-
ance of the slatu quo until 1880, in the event of Mac-
Mabon's death before the expiration of his term. Third.
That when the second Chamber is organized both Cham-
bers shall decide upon a definite government to suc-
ceed the Septennate. >ri . - ., ,„., . ,

Thp PrciiHonf in il,. „^.,,=o „f I
• ^ "* '"orning of the 10th inst. was very cold over aThe President, in the course of his message, says : Urge part of the Northern States, the temperature at

ranging from' zero to 20 deg. below, according

to location ; at Des Moines, Iowa, the thermometer

marked 28 deg. below zero, the night of the 8th inst.

When the Legislature of Louisiana met on the 4th

inst. at New Orleans, the highly excited condition of

party feeling led to confusion and disorder. Several

persons whose names were not on the list furnished by

the Returning Board as having been duly elected, took

their seats with the approval of about half of the regu-

larly chosen members. The others protested against

the proceeding, and in order to prevent violence and

bloodshed the alleged intruders were expelled by U.S.

troops, on which the Conservative or Democratic mem-
bers withdrew and the House became divided into two

idles.

President Grant has been severely censured by many
persons of both parties for permitting any interference

with the organization of the Legislature by the military

authorities whose proceedings are denounced as tyrani-

cal and unconstitutional.

The Philadelphia and Reading Railroad Company
carried 6,348,812 tons of coal to market during 187i
In 1873 the amount carried was 6,546,194. The net

profits of the year were $5,720,206, from which 10 per

cent, dividends were made, and a large balance carried

to the reserve fund.

The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered
30-5, including 37 of consumption, 15 croup and 12

scarlet fever.

The Markets, &e.—The following were the quotations

on the 11th inst. New York.—American gold 112J.
U.S. sixes, 1867 and 1868, 118; new five per cents,

113J. Superfine flour, $4.15 a $4.30 ; State extra, $4.75

a So.lO ; finer brands, §5.50 a $10.50. No. 2 Chi(

spring wheat, Sl.lOV; No. 2 Milwaukie, $1.12.5; red

western, $1.28 a $1.29 ; white Michigan, 81.33. Canada
barley, $1.60 ; State, 81.43. Oats, 66 a 71 cts. Y'ellow

corn, 86J a 88 cts. Philadelphia—Uplands and New
Orleans cotton, 15^ a 16 cts. Superfine flour, $4 a

S4.25 ; extras, S4..50 a S4.75 ; finer brands, 85 a $7.50.

Red wheat, $1.18 a $1.20; amber, $1.22 a 81.23 ; white,

$1.28 a $1.33. Rye, 95 a 97 cts. New corn, 83 a 84

cts. Oats, 64 a 67 cts. About 3,200 beef cattle sold at

from 4.', to 7J cts. per lb. gross. Sheep 5 a 7} cts. per

lb. gross, and hogs $10.50 a $10.75 per 100 lbs. net for

corn fed.

WANTED.
A Governess for Westtown Boarding School, to enter

on her duties at the opening of the next Session.

Apply to

Elizabeth C. Scattergood, West Chester, Pa.

Hannah Richardson, Wilmington, Del.

Hannah Evans, No. 322 Union St., Philada.

Lydia L. Walton, Moorestown, N. J.

MUSINGS AND MEMORIES
Published by the Tract Association of Friends, is now
for sale at their Depository, No. 304 Arch St., Philada.

Price, in cloth, $1.00 per copy or 89.00 per dozen, $1.10

each, post paid.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia.

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Woeth-
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may be

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board of

Managers.

Died, on the 24lh of 10th mo. 1874, in London GrOTe
Township, Chester Co., Pa., Maegaket Bailey, i

the 97th year of her age, an esteemed member of West
Grove Particular and New Garden Monthlv Meeting.

, on Fourth-day, the 23d of 12th month, 1874,'

John M. Sharpless, in the 64th year of his age,

a

member and overseer of Chester Particular and Monthly'
Meeting, Pa.

, at her residence in Haddonfield, N. J., on the

29th of 12th mo. 1874, Annie Snowdon, in the 33d
year of her age, daughter of the late Joseph Snowdon,
and a member of Haddonfield Monthly Meeting of

Friends. The following lines were written by her a
|

short time previous to her death :
" I feel this day as

if there were but little to look to or depend upon in

this world, and that the ties of earth are fast being

broken from all outward things. I often long for that

rest which this world cannot give or take away; but

is everlasting, even to the end of the world."

AVILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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For "The Friend."

The German Arctic Expedition of 181)9—70.

English and American readers have long
been ikmiliar with the narratives of those dar-

ing adventurers who have pushed their jour-

neys into high northern latitudes. The most
of these have chosen the route by Baffin's Bay
and Davis' Straits, penetrating the icy arm of

the sea which lies between Greenland and the

coast of North America. During the past

year an English translation has been publish-

ed of the expedition sent out under German
auspices in 1869, whose object was to explore
the eastern coast of Greenland, and, using that

as a base, to attain as high a northern latitude

as was practicable. As this field of research

is comparatively new to American readers,

some notice of their observations and experi-

ences may prove acceptable to the readers of
" The Friend."

The expedition was under the command of

Captain Karl Koldewey, and sailed from Bre
men in two small vessels—the Germania, i

steamer about 90 feet in length and 143 tons

burden, and the Hansa, a sailing vessel of

76^ tons. Both vessels were thoroughly pro
visioned and equipped for their perilous un
dertaking, and in addition to the requisite

seamen, a corps of scientific observers were
attached to them.

" From the west coast of Norway to far be
yond the North Cape rush the waves of the
Atlantic, which are never covered with ice

;

while on the east coast of Greenland, down to

its most southerly point, presses from one
year's end to another a powerful mass of

heavy ice. The boundary of the icy sea (as

a sea covered with ice) may now upon the
whole be settled by a line drawn from Cape
Farewell to Iceland, from thence to Spitzber
gen, and lastly to Nova Zembla. The cause
of this- appearance lies really in the existence

of two important sea-currents. From the

coast of Norway up to Spitzbergen and Nova
Zembla stretches the north-easterly branch of
the Gulf Stream, driving back all floating ice,

and from the comparative warmth of its

waters conducing to the melting of the same
all along the ice boundary.
On the other hand, on the east coast of

Greenland runs the Polar current in a south-
westerly direction to a great distance, carry-

with it the heavy ice formed in the ex-

treme north, and picking up on its way all

the younger ice frozen during the winter;
bile, from the coldness of its waters, it pre-

vents the melting of the same in a remarkable
degree. Thus it is explained how from Davis'

Straits also must flow towards the south just

such another cold, ice burdened stream, and
how on the voj^age from Germany to New
York are often seen one or more drifting

nieces of ice, or even icebergs. This Green-
and ice-current forms the main outlet for the

removal of the Polar ice, and we may very
reasonably liken it to a floating glacier whose
farthest domain is the Polar basin.

Upon the nature of the ice in this Polar
current, the following preliminar}^ remarks
maj' throw some light. At the beginning of

the current, in the same latitude as Spitzber-

gen, awd much iijy,rer to the coast, as far

down as Iceland, ffie largest fields of ice are

to be found ; tracts of enormous extent and
ometimes more than fifty feet in thickness.

Between these, and originating from them in

the course of time, by their breaking up, are

smaller fields called ice-floes; and these, in-

eased by thawing, by the surrounding driv-

g and pressing, as well as by the waves,

break up in small pieces, the real hummocks
which prevail at the eastern boundary of the

current, at the 'ice-line,' as well as at the

most southerly end. As a last remains of

the disturbing process, huge hummocks float

about, or cover the broken ice or the wide ex-

panse of sea with small brashes. Eeal icebergs

seem almost peculiar to the southern part of

the co.asts ; such an iceberg is not formed in

the sea, but is a broken piece of glacier mov-
ing with its lower part in the sea, and from
which at diff'erent times large pieces have
been broken off' by the pressure of the water,

and carried onward by the current.

The breadth of this ice current, and also

the position of the ice-line is, as may be im
agined, very diff'erent at diff'erent times of the

year. Whilst in spring-time it runs about

the middle of Iceland past Jan Mayen to the

southern point of Spitzbergen, in summer i

retreats nearer to the coast, and stretche

somewhat in the direction of the west-end of

Iceland to the north of Spitzbergen. Some
pieces of ice, under peculiar circumstances,

naturally.float very far from this boundary
towards the south-east; sometimes even reach-

ing the Faroes."

The Germania and Hansa reached this ice

belt between 74° and 75° North latitude, and

attempted to make their way through it to

the true coast. The Hansa became entangled

among the floes, and being without the help

of steam power, was so blocked in that escape

was impossible. As the colder season of the

year approached, the crew found themselves

attached to a floe some two or three miles in

diameter. On this they built a house, using

coal tiles for the walls and sailcloth and mat-

ting for the roof, and stored it with fuel and

provisions. This hut was placed about a
quarter of a mile from tlie edge of the ice.

The following extracts from the published

narrative will show how important this pre-

caution- proved to the crew of the Hansa.
" On the 18th of October early, again clear

d still frosty -weather; but already at half-

past eight A. M. the ice began to thrust and
jress round the ship. This unpleasant noise

asted until the afternoon. At regular inter-

vals underneath, the ice, like a succession of

waves, groaned and cracked, squashed and
puffed ; now sounding like the banging of

doors, now like manj' human voices raised

one against the other, and lastly, like a drag
on the wheel of a railway engine. The evi-

dent immediate cause of this crushing was
that our field had turned in drifting, and was
now pressed closer to the coast-ice. The two
floes of ice lying before the vessel received the

hardest pressure, so that for a time the Hansa
was spared, though trembling violently. The
masts often swayed so much that it seemed
as though some one was climbing them. At
the same time our field sustained long and
deep fissures, by which the whale-boat i

so endangered, that we thought it

for its safety to bring .it alongside the ship.

Towards evening the weather cleared again
;

but our fear that this day was only a forerun-

ner of worse proved itself on the following

day too well grounded."
" On the 19th some mighty blocks of ice

pushed themselves under the bow of the ves-

sel, and although they were crushed by it,

they forced it up, slowly at first, then quicker,

until it was raised 17 feet out of its former

position upon the ice. This movement wo
tried to ease as much as possible by shovel-

ling away the ice and snow from the larboard

side. The rising of the ship was an extraor-

dinary and awful, yet splendid spectacle, of

which the whole crew were witnesses from

the ice. In all haste the clothing, nautical

instruments, journals, and cards were taken

over the landing-bridge. The after part of

the ship, unfortunately, -would not rise
;
and

therefore the stern-post had to bear the most

frightful pressure, and the conviction that the

shi'p must soon break up forced itself upon

our minds.
About five o'clock there was again a pause

in the pressure of the ice-floes, and the raised

ice retreated, so that in the course of an hour

the ship, lying on her starboard side, glided

into more open water. The hawsers, which

had been cast loose, so as not to stop her from

rising, were again made fast ; after which we
went to the pumps, and found that there were

seventeen inches of water in the hold. "We

set them working at once, and about seven

o'clock had the pleasure of finding them run

more slowly. We now allowed ourselves time

for our evening meal, for we might entertain

the hope that, in spite of the frightful pressure

she had sustained, our ship was not very leaky.

But in a quarter of an hour's time, we found
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to our terror, that there was again two feet

of water in the pumps. Even aumitting that

part of this water had penetrated slowl}- from

the alter part, the ship must be dreadfully

leaky. Again we set to work at the pumps,
determined to do all in our power to rid our

vessel of the water. A halfhour's work, how-
ever, showed that all exertions were vain

;

the depth of the water in the cabin was in-

creasing steadily, though slowly. The most
careful investigation of the ship, however,

did not reveal the position of the leak. In

vain did both captain and steersman listen

for the sound of water dripping. Evidently

this was taking place at some part of the

ship's bottom, under the coul. Besides the

leak in the stern-post, the keel must have sus-

tained a fracture; perhaps even the shiji's

aides near the floor-heads had been forced in.

Enough ! the fate of the Hansa was sealed

our good ship must go to the bottom ! Calmlj'

though much moved, we faced this hard fact.

The house of coal on the southward drifiin^

ice fields was destined now to be, through the
long Arctic winter, our only place of refuge-

perhaps too, our giave! There was not a
minute's time to be lost. The work went
steadily forward. By nine p. m. the fall

snow had ceased ; a clear, starry heaven shone
down upon us, and the moon shed her light
over the dreary ice-lield. Now and again the
northern lights shot upwards in ever-changing
co'ors. At the same time it was freezing
sharplv, the thermometer marking in the
night — 13° F. One half of the men stayed
by the pumps ; the others were busily engaged
until midnight, in bringing the most necessary
articles from the vessel on to the floe."

"One great evil with the pumps was, that
the water streaming on the deck could not,
owing to the uneven position of the vessel,
run off through the scuppers, which were
filled up with ice ; and thus it froze between
the provision-chests. Soon the whole of the
after-deck was full of ice; the water which
was pumped up stood round the pumps, and
the men who worked them had to stand in
tubs in order to keep dry. To make a way
for it to escape, we had to make holes in the
bulwarks

;
though without any particular re

suit, as from the intense cold the water came
out quite in a half-frozen state. At the same
time the ice settled so over the cabin skylight,
that the water penetrated through the chink
The night al'owcd our exhausted men some
hours of refreshing sleep; then all gladly
drained a cup of hot coffee, and sot to work
again. But the catastrophe was near! At
eight A. M. the men who were busy in the fare
peak getting out fire-wood came with anxious
faces, with the news that the wood was al-
ready floating below. When the captain had
ascertained the truth of this intelligence, he
ordered the pumping to cease. It was evi-
dent that the ship was sinking, and that it
must be abandoned."

various thoughts passed through his mind
in a moment his decision was made, and ir

tones tremulous with emotion, and to the as

tonishmont of those who were acquainted

with him, he said, " Waiter, I'll take water."

For "The Friend.

What Father Takes.— There is food for
thought in the story that is told of a youmr
lad who for the first time accompanied his
father to a public dinner. The waiter asked
liim, " \\ hat will you take to drink ?"

Hesitating for a moment, he replied, "I'll
take what father takes."
The answer reached his father's ear, and

instantly the full respon.sibilityof his position
flashed upon him. Quicker 'than li'rhtnintr

Papal Iiifallibilit)'

The dogma of Papal infallibility, as set

forth by the decrees of the Vatican Council
held at Rome in the year 1870, has given rise

to various questions of grave interest both to

those professing the Eomish faith and others
without its pale. One of the first results of
ts promulgation in Europe was the public pro-

test of such members of the Roman Catholic
Church as Dollinger, Gratry, Hyacinthe, and
Montalambert, and the organization, in some
places, of separate congregations under the
title of the "Old Catholics." A noticeable
event of recent date, in connection with these
assumptions of the Papacy, is the Tract issued
by W. E. Gladstone, the English statesman
and late Premier in the British Cabinet, en-
titled, " The Vatican Decrees in their bearing
on Civil Allegiance." The author in defining
the object and scope of his essay, alludes to
certain language used by him in a former
publication in the Contemporary Review, and
uses the following expressions :

" I was speak-
ing of the question whether a handful of the
clergy are, or are not, engaged in an utterly
hopeless and visionary effort to Romanize the
church and people of England. At no ti

since the bloody reign of Mary has such a
scheme been possible. But if it had been
possible in the 17th or 18th centuries, it would
still have become impossible in the 19th:
when Rome has substituted for the proud
boast of semper eadam a policy of violence and
change in faith

; when she has refurbished and
paraded anew every rusty tool she was fondly
thought to have disused ; when no one can
become her convert without renouncing his
moral and mental freedom, and placing his
civil loyalty and Aaiy at the mercy of another

;

and when she has equally repudiated modern
thought and ancient history." To prove the
soundness of these assertions, the author of
the tract proceeds to cite various facts and
arguments, from which we propose to make
a few extracts

:

" The Popes had kept up, with compara-
tively little intermission, for well nigh a thou-
sand years, their claim to dogmatic infall
bility; and had at periods within the same
tract of time, often enough made and never
retracted that other claim which is theoreti
callyless but practically larger—theirclaim to
an obedience virtually universal from the bap-
tized members of the church." * * * "It
was well known that in the days of its glory
and intellectual power, the great Galilean
Church had not only not admitted, but had
denied Papal infallibility, and had" declared
that the local laws and usages of the church
could not be set aside by the will of the nor
tiflV

Gladstone then proceeds to give the testi-
mony of the Prelates of the Romish Church
in England at the time of the oonsideration
of Catholic emancipation from political disa-
bilities by the Parliament of 1826, respectin.^
the moral obligation of the Papal decrees on
British subjects in regard to their allegiance
to the government. Among these occurs the
following: " They declare on oath their belief
that It IS not an article of the Catholic faith

neither are they thereby required to believe
that the Pope is infiallible." "They declare
that neither the Pope nor any other Prelate or
ecclesiastical person of the Roman Catholic
Church, has any right to interfere, directly or
indirectly in the civil government, nor to op-
pose in any manner the performance of the
civil duties which are due to the king."

"Since that time (says Gladstone) all these
propositions have been reversed. The Pope's
infallibility, when he speaks ex cathedra, on
faith and morals has been declared, with the
assent of the Bishops of the Roman Church,
to be an article of faith binding on the con-.
science of every christian. His claim to the
obedience of his spiritual subjects has been
declared in like manner without any practi-^,

cal limit or reserve
; and his supremacj-, with-

out any reserve of civil rights, has been simi-
larly affirmed to include everything -which
relates to the discipline and government of
the church throughout the world ; and these
doctrines we now know on the highest au-
thority, it is of necessity for salvation to be-
lieve."

The text of the Decrees of the Vatican
Council are here subjoined, that our readers
may see their full scope for themselves.

First Dogmatic Constitution on the
CnuRCH OP Christ.

Published in the Fourth Session of the holy
(Ecumenical Council of the Vatican.

Pius Bishop, servant of the servants of God,
with the approval of the Sacred Council,
for an everlasting remembrance.
The eternal Pastor and Bishop of our souls,

in order to continue for all time the life-giving
work of his Redemption, determined to build
up the holj' Church, wherein, as in the house
of the living God, all who believe might be
united in the bond ofone faith and one charity.
Wherefore, before he entered into his glory,
he pra3-ed unto the Father, not for the Apos-
tles only, but for those also who through
their preaching should come to believe in him,
that all might be one even as he the Sou and
the Father are one. As then he sent the
Apostles whom he had chosen to himself from
the world, as he himself had been sent by the
Father: so he willed that there should ever
bo pastors and teachers in his Church to the
end of the world. And in order that the Epis-
copate also might be one and undivided, and
that by means of a closely united priesthood
the multitude of the faithful might be kept
secure in the oneness of faith and communion,
he set blessed Peter over the rest of the Apos-
ties, and fixed in him the abiding principle of
this twofold unitj', and its visible foundation,
in the strength of which the everlasting tem-
ple should arise, and the Church in the firm-
ness of that faith should lift her majestic front
to Heaven. And seeing that the gates of hell,

with daily increase of hatred, are gathering
their strength on every side to upheave the'
foundation laid by God's own hand, and so, if

that might be, to overthrow the ChureJi: we,'

therefore, for the preservation, safe-keeping,
and increase of the Catholic flock, with the'

approval of the sacred Council, do judge it to
be necessary to propose to the belief and ac-

ceptance of all thefaithful, in accordance with
the ancient and constant faith of the univer-
sal Church, the doctrine touching the institu-
tion, perpetuity, and nature of the sacred
Apostolic Primacy, in which is found the
strength and solidity of the entire Church,
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and at the same time to proscribe and con-

demn the contrary errors, so hurtful to the

flock of Christ.

Chapter I.

0/ the Institution of the Apostolic Primacy in

blessed Peter.

We therefore teach and declare that, ac-

cording to the testimony of the Gospel, the

primacj' of jurisdiction over the universal

Church of God was immediately and directly

promised and given to blessed Peter the

Apostle by Christ the Lord. For it was to

Simon alone, to whom he had already said :

' Thou shalt be called Cephas,' that the Lord
after the confession made by him, saying:
' Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living

God,' addressed these solemn words: ' Blessed

art thou, Simon Bar-Jona, because flesh and
blood have not revealed it to thee, but my
Father who is in heaven. And I say to thee

that thou art Peter; and upon this rock I will

build my Church, and the gates of htdl shall

not prevail against it. And I will give to thee

the keys of the kingdom of heaven. And
whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth, it shall

be bound also in heaven ; and whatsoever thou

shalt loose on earth, it shall be loosed also in

heaven.' And it was upon Simon alone that

Jesus after his resurrection bestowed the juris-

diction of chief pastor and ruler over all his

fold in the words :
' Feed ray lambs ; feed my

sheep.' At open variance with this clear doc-

trine of Holy Scripture as it has been ever
' understood bj'^ the Catholic Church are the

perverse opinions of those who, while they
distort the form of government established

by Christ the Lord in his Church, deny that

Peter in his single person, preferably to all

the other Apostles, whether taken separately

or together, was endowed by Christ with a

true and proper primacy of jurisdiction ; or of

those who assert that the same primacy was
not bestowed immediately and directly upon
blessed Peter himself, but upon the Church,
and through the Church on Peter as her
minister.

If any one, therefore, shall say that blessed

Peter the Apostle was not appointed the

, Prince of all the Apostles and the visibl

Head of the whole Church Militant; or that
i the same directly and immediately received

I

from the same our Lord Jesus Christ a primacy
' of honor only, and not of true and prope
jurisdiction : let him be anathema.

[

• Ch.\pter II.

On the Perpetuity of the Primacy of blessed

Peter in the Roman Pontiffs.

That which the Prince of Shepherds and

I
great Shepherd of the sheep, Jesus Christ our

I

Lord, established in the person of the blessed

I Apostle Peter to secure the perpetual welfare

I

and lasting good of the Church, must, by the

i

same institution, necessarily remain unceas-
! ingly in the Church ; which, being founded
upon the Eock, will stand firm to the end of

the world. For none can doubt, and it is

known to all ages, that the holy and blessed

Peter, the Prince and Chief of the Apostles,
'. the pillar of the faith and foundation of the
Catholic Church, received the keys of the
kingdom from our Lord Jesus Christ, the Sa-

viour and Redeemer of mankind, and lives,

presides, and judges, to this day and always,
,
in his successors the Bishops of the Holy See

1 of Rome, which was founded by him, and con-
' seerated by his blood. Whence, whosoever

succeeds to Peter in this See, docs by the in-

stitution of Christ himself obtain the Primacy
of Pelcr over the whole Church. The dispo-

sition made by Incarnate Truth therefore re-

mains, and blessed Peter, abiding through the
strength of the Rock in the power that he re-

ceived, has not abandoned the direction of the
Church. Wherefore it has at all times been
necessary that every particular Church—that
is to say, the faithful throughout the world

—

hould agree with the Roman Church, on ac-

count of the greater authority of the prince-
dom which this has received ; that all being
associated in the unity of that See whence the
ghts of communion spread to all, might
grow together as members of one Head in the
compact unity of the bodj'.

If, then, any should denj' that it is by the
institution of Christ the Lord, or by divine

ght, that blessed Peter should have a per-

petual line of successors in the Primacy over
he universal Church, or that the Roman
Pontiff is the successor of blessed Peter in

this primacy : let him be anathema.
(To be concluded.)

An Extract from " The Higher Life," by J.

Baldwin Broivn, B. A., minister of Brixton
Independent Church.
'•' And ye became followers of ns, and of the Lord

;

having received the word in much affliction, with joy
of the Holy Gho.st."— 1 Thesa. i. 6.

* * * This will help us a little way and
n a wholly right direction, to understand the

joy of the Holy Ghost. It is the joy of the man
who has found the true Lover and Lord of

his being whom he can serve with perfect

loyalty, love with passionate devotion, and
obey with supreme delight. It is the joy of

the lonely widowed soul, which has discover-

ed its kindred ; of a sick man who feejs within
himself that the spring of his life is healed,

that his vigor and vital energy are restored.

The earth does not gladden more when the

morning sun flashes his light on her bosom,
than does the soul rejoice, when the light of

the heavenly sun first touches it and it passes

out of darkness into warm, bright day. Cir-

cumstances are nothing, " I have found Him
whom my soul lovelh," is the cry ; and noth-

ing can kill, nothing can even dash, the joy

which that consciousness quickens within.

Man can glory in infirmities, in distresses, in

necessities, in persecutions, if they but bring

him more fully into the sphere of Christ's

fellowship and love. These men were so filled

with the joy of God's salvation, that I ques-

tion not that it was a matter of glorj-ing with
them if they were called to suffer, that thej'

might show how much they loved, and hov?

much they were beloved. This explains the

constant language of the apostles about glory

ing in tribulation, and counting it all joy if

they were called to suffer for Christ. Their
joy was so exuberant that they were ready at

any moment to put it to the test of the keen

est pain. All love delights in sacrifices, yea
in sufferings, for its object. Suffering ceases

to be pain if love consecrates it ; it becomes a

holy and blessed offering, and it tends ever to

the increase of love.

And let the careless reader understand, that

the choice in life is mainly between suffering

with joy of the Holy Ghost, and suffering

without it. Do not let the devil cheat you
into the belief that the choice is between an

easy, merry, careless, pleasant life-course, and

the struggles and sorrows of the Christian,

lightened, and sweetened by the joy of the
Holy Ghost. Life is no merry march, or holi-

day pastime for any of us ; but the true agony
of life must be with those who are without
God, and without hope in the world. God
sets no such choice before us as the pleasures

of sin and the pains of godliness. The choice

's simply between the sorrows of sin and the
sorrows of redemption ; the one embittered by
the frown, the other illumined by the smile of
God.
There is sorrow with a curse in the heart

of it, and sorrow with a blessing ; sorrow with
the devil for a comforter, and sorrow with
God for a friend

; sorrow with the fiends for

comrades, sorrow with Christ as the elder

brother of the spirit; sorrow with hell at the

d of it, and sorrow with heaven. Here is

your choice, the only choice which the Lord
'es you. Choose at once—for the sorrow

comes hastening on. Escape is blankly im-

possible, but you may meet it with a smile of

welcome, with a song of triumph. Fiercely

as the storm may beat, this anchor at any
rate will hold. " It is a faithful saying that if

we die xoith Him, toe shall live with Him ;" " if

we suffer, we shall reign." How faithful, they
know full well "who received the word with

much affliction and loith joy of the Holy Ghost,"

and have passed up to the recompenses of

eternity.

riiomas Loe.

For "The Friend.'

The following brief notice of this faithful

servant and minister of Christ, is taken from
the account published in " Piety Promoted."
"He lived in Oxfordshire, but his ministerial

labors led him frequently into other parts of

England, and also into Ireland, which he

visited several times. His first visit to Ireland

was about the year 1657 ; Francis Howgil,
Edward Burrough, and others, having been

there before him. He had an excellent gift,

was sound and clear in the ministrj-, powerful

in speech, sharp and quick in his understand-

ing, and many were convinced and received

truth by his ministry in that nation ; and
others who were convinced before, he con-

firmed in the truth. He was often publicly

engaged with priests and opposers, and the

Lord made him an instrument in his hand to

confound the adversaries of truth and stop

the mouths of gainsayers. His company was
very desirable, beingpleasant and sweet in con-

versation, and sympathizing with his friends

in aflliction, so that he could speak a word in

due season. He sometimes met with great

hardships in the performance of his religious

duties, and was several times imprisoned on

that account.

He died in London in the year 166S, and

on his death-bed expressed his faith and con-

fidence in the Divine goodness as follows:

—

' Glory to thee, O God, for thy power is known.'
' God is the Lord.' Then speaking to William

Penn, whom the Lord had made him instru-

mental to convince, he said, 'Dear heart, bear

thy cross. Stand faithful for God, and bear

thy testimony in thy day and generation, and

God will give thee an eternal crown of glory

that shall not be taken from thee. There is

not another way than that the holy men of

old walked in, and it shall prosper. God has

brought immortality to light, and immortal

life is felt
;
glory, glory, for he is worthy. My

heart is full, what shaJl I say ? His love over-

' comes my heart ; my cup runs over, my cup
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runs over. Glory, glor}- to his name forever

He is come, he has appeared, and will appear.

Friends, keep your testimoD}- for God, live

with him and He will live with you.'
"

Animals that Chew the Cud.— Ruminating
animals gather their food rapidly, give it a

few cuts with the teeth and swallow it. It

goes to an inferior receptacle, where ii is mois-

tened ; this is very es.sential if it be dry haj'.

When the animal 'has filled himself, he mas
ticates the food thus stowed away in his

stomach, raising it cud by eud„ When a por
lion is completely masticated, it passes to an

other receptacle and the progress of digestion

goes on. Thus an ox left to himself will raise

and masticate all his food thus stowed away
in liis stomach. ]f he be pushed and worked
hard, and does not have time to masticate, he
falls off in flesh, his health is poor, his diges-

tion incomplete.

The horse, on the contrary, however much
in a hurry he ma}- be, must masticate each
mouthful before he swallows it. A hungry
ox, let into a meadow, will fill himself in

twenty minutes, while a horso would want
at least an hour and twentj- minutes to take
the same amount of grass. The ox, deer,

sheep, goat, chamois and rabbit, being the
natural prey of ferocious beasts, are endowed
with the extra stomach in which hastily to

stow away the food without mastication.
This may, perhaps, bo regarded as a wise
provision of Nature, enabling them to sally

forth where the food is plenty, and in a short
time fill themselves and retire to a place of
safety to ruminate their food at their leisure

Selected.

THE VOICE IN THE TWILIGHT.
I w.ns sitlinK alone in the twilight,

Witii spirit troubled and vexed.
With thoughts that were morbid and gloomy.
And faith that was sadly perplexed.

Some homely work I was doing
For the child of my love and care.

Some stitches half-wearily setting
In the endless need of repair.

But my thoughts were about the "building,"
The work some day to be tried,

And that only the gold and the silver
And the precious stones should abide.

And remembering my own poor efforts,
The wretched work I had done,

And, even when trying most truly,
The meagre .success I had won :

" It is nothing but wood, hav, and stubble,"
I said; "it will all be burned—

This useles-s fruit of ihe talents
One day to be returned.

"And I have so longed to serve Him,
And sometimes I know I have tried

;

But I'm sure when He sees xuch building
He will never let it abide."

Just then, as I turned the garment,
That no rent should be left behind

My eye caught an odd little bungle
'

Of mending and patchwork combined.

My heart grew suddenly tender,
And something blinded my eyes

With one of those sweet intuitions
That sometimes m;ike us so wise.

Dear child, she wanted to help me
;

I knew 't was the best she could do :

But oh, what a botch she had made it—
The gray miss-matching the blue!

And yet—can you understand it?—
With a tender smile and a tear,

And a half-compassionate yearning
I felt she had grown more dear.

Then a sweet voice broke the silence,

And the dear Lord said to me,
" Art thou tenderer for the little child

Than I am tender for thee ?"

Then straightway I knew his meaning.
So full of compassion and love.

And my faith came b.ick to its Kefuge,
Like the glad returning dove.

For I thought, when the Master Builder
Comes down his temple to view.

To see what rents must be mended,
And what must be builded anew

;

Perhaps as he looks o'er the building.

He will bring my work to the light.

And seeing the marring and bungling,

And how far it all is from right

;

He will feel as I felt for my darling.

And will say as I said for her,
" Dear child, she wanted to help me,
And love for me was the spur.

'• And for the true love that is in it,

The work shall seem perfect as mine,
And because it was willing .service,

I will crown it with plaudits divine."

And there in the deepening twilight

I seem to be clasping a Hand,
And to feel a great love constraining me,

Stronger than any command.

Then I knew bv the thrill of sweetness
'T was the hand of the Blessed One,

Which would tenderlv guide and hold me
Till all the labor is" done.

my thoughts are nevermore
My faith no longer is dim

;

lut my heart is strong and restful.

And my eyes are unto Him.

oomy,

Selected

NOT KNOWING.
I know not what will befall me! God hangs a mist o'er

my eyes

;

And o'er each step of my onward path. He makes
new scenes to rise.

And every joy he sends me, comes as a sweet and glad
surprise.

I see not a step before me, as I tread the days of the
year.

But the past is still in God's keeping, the future his
mercy shall clear.

And what looks dark in the distance, may bright)
I draw near.

For perhaps the dreaded future has less bitterness than
I think

;

The Lord may sweeten the water before I stoop to
drink,

Or, if Marah must be Marah, He will stand beside its

brink.

It may be there is waiting for the coming of my feet
Some gift of such rare blessedness, some joy s

strangely sweet.

That my lips can only tremble with the thanks I car
not speak.

Oh restful, blissful ignorance I 'Tis blessed not to know.
It keeps me quiet in those arms which will not let
me go,

.\nd hushes my soul to rest on the bosom which loves
me so.

So I go on not knowing ! I would not if I might

;

I would rather walk on in the dark with God, than
go alone in the light,

I would rather walk with Him by faith, than walk alone
by sight.

My heart shrinks back from trials which the future
may disclose.

Yet I never had a sorrow but what the dear Lord
chose

;

I send the coming tears back,
word, " He knows."

ith the whispered

A Noble Sentiment.—Tho late Dr. Nelaton,
of Paris, the favorite physician of Napoleon
HI., said to his son and son-in-law, the nio-ht
before ho died, "Do a great deal of goocTin
this world, but make as little noise in it as
you can."

For " The Friend."

John Griffith.

(Continued from page I70.)

It is no uncommon thing in these days to
hear it said, "that as I have consecrated my-
self, body, soul, and spirit to the Lord, there-
fore my salvation is secure." But with other
serious objections, this seems deficient in the
second premise of the argument; for who
knows that they have experienced that tre-

mendous plunge of self-abnegation, or have
yielded up "the stiflf necked will of the flesh

to the keen slaughter of that Holy Spirit
which is quick and powerful, and sharper than
any two edged sword," so as to have conse-
crated body, soul and spirit to Him, who,
through death, opened up a new and living way
for us, and whose eyes are as a flame of fire?
The selfrighteous Pharisee no doubt thought
he had been consecrated when he stood and
prayed thus loith himself: " God, I thank thee,
I am not as other men are," &c. From the
Saviour's relation of some formerly, they no
doubt thought salvation had been attained,
where they assured Him, "We have eatea
and drunk in thy presence, and thou hast
taught in our streets." Whose answer, never-
theless, to them was, " I know ye not whence
ye are," &c. After all that any can do, it is

of the Lord's mercies that we are not con-
sumed. And oh ! that all may take heed of
presumptuous assurance. Salvation is not a
work wrought out solely by any thing we can
do of ourselves ; neither is it obtained to any
from merely saying they believe in Christ as
their Saviour, or in any mere outward confes-
sion of Him before men

; but salvation, or in
other words the washing of regeneration and
the renewing of the Holy Ghost, is a deeply
humiliating and prolonged work—" first the
blade, then the ear; after that, the full cora
in the ear"—which can be efi'ected only by
our passive submission to the Eefiner's fire

and the Fuller's soap, or that thoroughly
cleansing baptism of the heart which mal
us indeed new creatures; wherein the man of
sin is put off, and the new man, which after
God is created in righteousness and true holi-

ness, is put on. It is not duly understood and
appreciated, that a death unto self, is the re-

quisite foundation for the Christian life; or,

in other words, that it is by a total surrender
of ourselves to the leavening power of saving
grace, that a union with Christ, the light of
life, is efi'ected, and the garment of regenera-
tion and salvation -wrought.
We would by no means call in question, not

only the practicability but the indispensable
need of holiness or perfection in this life,

through power from on high, "till," in the
language of the Apostle, "we all come in the
unity of the fiiith, and the knowledge of tb*'^
Son of God, unto a perfect man, unto the mea-
sure of the stature of the fulness of Christ."
But so far as the writer's observation goes,
such has been the corresponding growth in
self distrust, in the feeling of unworthiness,
in meekness, in humility, that as the Chris-
tian character has grown in depth and weight
and living experience, the sense and sight
thereof, not to say boasting, has as equally
diminished : witness those of New Testament
record who had administered to the necessi-
ties of their Lord ; who, when told so by Him,
queried of Him, " When saw we thee an hun-
gered," &c. Matt. xxx. 34 to 41. And witness
also the apostle Paul's modest words to the
IPhilippians: "Not as though I had alread$
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itlained, either were already perfect: but I

^olloic after, if tliat I may apprehend that for

which I am also apprehended of Christ Jesus."

Robert Barclay in his proposition on Perfec-

.ion, says: " For myself, I shall speak modestly,

IS acknowledging not to have arrived at it;

fet I dare not denj^ it, because it seems so

positively to be asserted by the apostle :
' He

ihat is born of God sinneth not, neither can

tie, because the seed of God remaineth in

iim.'

"

John Griffith's example nor precept gave
tie countenance to these extravagant views.

He was in great fear at times lest he should

all short in his duty; and, looking upon him-

self as a child in the Truth, he had great re-

2;ard for those set over him, and whom he

[bought pillars in the house of God—fathers

md mothers in Israel—and ever manifested

Ine regard and respect for them. This is

nore to be commended at the present time,

seeing the forwardness, the over-confidence,

,he want of due deference and respect in some,

who, nevertheless, might have been, as Mar-
3US and Aristarchus, fellow-workers unto the

boped for kingdom of God.

J. Griffith writes:—" After I had appeared

n public somewhat more than two years, I

found some drawings of gospel love, as I ap
3reheuded, to visit the meetings of Friends in

some parts of New Jersey; and being but

^oung in the ministry, I was in great fear, at

pimeSjlest I should be mistaken, in that which

|[, at other times, thought to be the Divine
(equirings: for I much dreaded that of run-

[ling when and where the Lord did not send
jue, lest I should bring dishonor to his blessed

lame, and expose myself naked and void of

proper qualifications for so great an under-
taking, to wise and discerning Friends. Great
ndeed was my distress night and day, crying
to the Lord for greater confirmation ; which
36 graciously heard, and was pleased, bj- a

iream or night-vision, to afi'ord me such full

Satisfaction in, that I do not remember 1 had
my doubt afterwards concerning it."

He relates respecting this journey: "I
bund the Lord by his blessed power near,

opening my mouth, and enlarging my heart

ibundanty in his work." Being encouraged
hereby to proceed, he attended, with many
mailer meetings, the Yearly Meeting at

Shrewsbury, which ho represents as much
'avored with the Divine presence, and attend-

id by divers ministering Friends from Penn-
lylvania. He thus continues :

I "It neither suited my growth in the minis-
i.ry, nor my inclination, to take up much time
n those large meetings. I therefore, for the
5nost part, gave way to such as were better

ijualified for the work, and in my esteem
svorthy of double honor. I had a great regard
}n my mind for those whom I thought pillars

[n the house of God, whether ministers or

ftlders
; and really think, if such had given it

jis their sense that I was wrong in my offer-

ngs, at any time, I should have been more
ikely to depend upon their judgment than on
my own. I looked upon myself, for manj'
.'ears, as a child in experience every way

;

ind therefore thought a subjection was due
rom me, to those who were fathers and mo
'.hers in IsKael, and never, that I remember,
nanifosted any disregard to them ;

which is

low a satisfaction to my mind. I confess, I

Jiave at times since had cause to marvel at

l-he forwardness of some, who though but
fehildren, if rightly children at all, have under-

taken the work of men, hardly discerning a
'""ngness to give the preference to any;

and when they have been admonished by
those of much more experience than them-

Ives, they have been apt to retort, or to plead
a Divine commission, and that it is right to

obey God rather than man ; as if they had the
le right of speaking and judging too. I had

divers times seen the great danger of being
deceived and misled by the transformer, and
was therefore afraid of being confident of my
own sight, and looked upon it to be safest for

me to stand quite open to instruction, let it

come from what quarter it would ; there being
nothing more desired by me than to be right."

After alluding to the snares and tempta
tions, with "the polluting floods," which he
says, "were almost continually poured out of
the dragon's mouth, in order to carry away
my imagination into unlawful delights, from
which I did not always wholly escape," he
thus precepts:—"Then, traveller Zionward,
look forward to the joy set before thee, not
suffering thine eyes to wander about thee,

lest they convey such delight to thy heart, as

may infect thy soul with pernicious distemp-
ers, by which thou mayest be unable to pro-

ceed in thy journey toward the holy city ; and
through the defect occasioned thereby to thy
eight, thou mayest, in a great measure, lose

the glorious prospect of its beautiful situation

and the splendor of its structures. Beware
thou do not load thyself with the seemingly
pleasant fruit of that country through which
thou travellest. Although it may appear to

hang plentifully on each hand, it will neither

be of any use to thee in that heavenly coun-

try whither thou art going, nor for refresh-

ment on the way thither. If thou hast a
mind that thy own way should be prosperous,

strength and encouragement to me, in many
low and trying times, which are necessary
and unavoidable in that solemn engagement
of visiting the cliurches; especially now in
their low declined state. It became indubit-
ably clear to my understanding, that it is al-

together impossible to administer, in a feeling
effectual manner, to people's several states,

unless we are baptized thereunto. Well adapt-
ed words, and sound doctrine, as to the ex-
ternal appearance, ma}-, without much diffi-

cultj-, be attained; seeing we have the Holy
Scriptures, and many olher good books, con-
taining the principles of truth, and the Chris-
tian experience of the Lord's people: yet all

this, delivered with the tongue of men or
angels, will prove an empty, fruitless sound,
without the power and demonstration of the
Spirit of Christ, who enables his upright
hearted ministers to search all things, yea,
the hidden mystery of iniquity, as well as the
deep things of God, even as he led his prophet
Ezekiel to look through the hole in the wall,

that the most secret abomination may bo
brought to light, and testified against."

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

An Indian Funeral in the Yo Semite.

During a few days sojourn in the Yo Semite,
we frequently met with scattered groups of
Indians, whose general physiognomy remind-
ed us of those we had seen in Southern Cali-

fornia.

They were small in stature, with a mop of

coarse, black hair falling in heavy masses ovec
their faces, which are almost always gentle in

expression and rather sad. Extreme age had
given a strange, weird look to a few among
them, while others presented an aspect of de-

look steadily forward, with a single eye to graded mentality, scarcely elevated above the

the recompense of reward. Bring every mo- ' ^' ^^'^ """^
'

^'

tion towards seeking satisfaction in forbidden

places, imTnediately to the cross, and thou

wilt much sooner find the yoke of Christ

made easy and his burden light, all his ways
pleasant and his paths peace. This is abun-
dantly better than that uneasy, in and out way
of travelling, sinning and repenting again,

which lays a foundation for murmuring, labor

brute. Notwithstanding their many priva-

tions, no care for the morrow oppressed their

untroubl espirits, evidently to them life seem-
ed a perpetual holiday. As scattered groups'
lounged lazily about the hotels, we noticed

their bright, eager eyes, were caught by
every novelty the " Americanos" indulged in

;

and the uncouth attempts of the many timid

riders, looking down breathlessly from the

and toil, crying out, as some do all their days, perilous height of a horse's back, or the efforts

There is no complete victory to be obtained of the discomfited equestrians, who prefer-

over sin on this side of the grave ;
miserable ring a mule, found it would not proceed at a

sinners we must remain: when the cause decorous pace en roufe for Mirror Lake or Ver-

thereofis wholly in themselves; because they nal Falls, Sentinel Dome, or Cloud's Rest—af-

will not come into and abide in the help of .forded abundant food for merriment; as every

the Lord, against the mighty enemies of their little "mucha cho" in California, American,

soul's happiness, which is altogether sufficient :Spanish.or Indian, can ride—and ride, too, as

to give a complete victory over them
;
yea, to no other children can.

give power to triumph, and say, " We are

more than conquerors through him that hath
loved us."

About this time, viz , the 30th of the Tenth

The second morning after our arrival, we
remarked to the proprietor of our hotel, that

we would like to see the homes of some of the

native inhabitants of the Yo Semite. He
month, 1737, John Griffith entered into the replied, "that can be readily done, madam;
marriage state with Rebecca, the daughter of their wigwams are yonder, near the Indian

Josiah and Sarah Fearn, and settled in Lower canon ;
one of this tribe died yesterday, and

Darby, about seven miles from Philadelphia, I will be buried to-day
;
yonder they go, now,

near a large meeting. jwith the coffin which they made at our house

-A few years after this, in company with his last evening."

friend William Brown, a member of the samel We soon found the path leading to the en-

Quarterly Meeting, and also a minister, J. G. campment. It was a lovely morning in early

paid a religious visit to New England. He summer, the air soft and balmy; the quiet

says: "We laid our concern before the meet- around us only interrupted by the dash, and

ing of ministers and elders, where it appeai-ed roar of the great Yo Semite Falls, a short dis-

to be well approved, which was no small tance on our left ; a majestic cataract, leaping

strength to us. I did then, aj\d hope ever over the perpendicular walls of the valley
;

shall,"greatly love and highly value the unity and precipitated with so much force, that the

of the brethren; having found it no small water becomes a snowy sheet of foam and
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spray—" a misty veil of purified tears." Tliii

in contrast with the velvet g'-ocn of the mea
(lows lying on each side of the rapid Merced,
forms a scene of inexpressible beauty, loveli-

ness, and <j:raudear, a combination probably
unsurpassed.

A walk of half a mile brought us to the
wigwams, which appeared to be deserted, but
we soon found that the Indians were gathered
about the open grave, at some distance from
us. We hastened to the spot, and found about
thirtj' assembled to perform the last rites over
the remains of their deecas d companion.
The place selected, was on the level plain,

near the borderof the valley, somewhat more
free from the great granite boulders, which
obtrude above the general surface. Spreading
live oaks, covered with sombre foliage, were
at no great distance from us, and neai-er,

growing between the rocks, we noticed aza-
lias, and oreodaphni, or mountain laurel, in-

termingled with the collomia
penn3--ro3-al of our eastern fiel

and all that there has been about him of soft,

and gentle, and pure, and penitent, and good,
speaks to him for ever out of his English Bible.

It is his sacred thing, which doubt has never
dimmed, and controversy never soiled. In
the length and breadth of the land there is

not a Protestant, with one spark of religious

ncss about him, whose spiritual biography is

not in his English Bible."

The coffin stood by the grave side ; a sheet
had been closely tucked in over the corpse, so
that, to our regret, we could not see the face
The lid was then nailed on the rude box, al

stood around in silence, except two very aged
women, who, with extended arms, mad
mournful la!nent for the dead.
The little son of the deceased, a boy of

twelve, was then brought forward ; he pros-
trated himself upon the coffin, face downward,
and was held forcibly in this position by a
man present.

. The blanket of the woman bad been laid in
the bottom of the grave; her basket, cut in
two pieces, placed at each end. The coffin
was then lowered, a man stood at its side and
assisted the husband to descend, who in turn
extended himself on the coffin lid, the dauo-h-
ter followed, and the little son the second
time. The aged woman, who seemed to lead
the ceremonies, then gathered some pennj--
roya\, which she strewed over the coffin, plac-
ing a part in the belt of the husband.
The intern

For " The Friend "

The following practical suggestions are tak-
en from the late message of Gov. Hartranft,
they relate to the importance of teaching our
children the mechanic arts as well as storing
their minds with classical and mathematical
ore, audit was thought might well claim the
serious attention of members of the Society of
Friends at this time. In the desire for wealth
which basso largely taken possession of us as
people, have we not departed from the hum-

and common
I

bio simplicity of ourfore-fiithers, and thereby
measure lost the " dew of our youth," as it

I interment was conducted with .great
polemnity, and more tears were shed over this
untutored child of the forest, then at many a
costlier funeral. As our friends and ourselves
stood among them in respectful silence, they
seemed grateful for our sympathy, but our
knowledge of Spanish was too limited to un-
derstand all that they wished to say to us.
The grave was then filled up with stones

and earth, and the Indians returned slowly
and quietly to their homes.
On our return to the hotel we were informed

that this was one of the fir.st burials amono-
them, as they have, hitherto, always practised
cremation. g

were, and become leavened into the sjDirit of
the world :

"I am persuaded the members of the pres-
ent Legislature are interested in any design
that concerns the honor and welfiire of the
State, and I appeal to your judgment wheth-
er dictates of common sense and a proper ap-
preciation of the true sources of our prosperi-
ty do not demand that some provision should
be made for training a portion of our children
in a knowledge of the mechanic arts, and I
beg leave to offer a few suggestions as the out-
lines of a plan to impart this knowledge
which, upon examination, I believe to be fea-
sible and applicable to our system of educa-
tion. Let young men in our common schools
who desire to become mechanical engineers
or master mechanics, or acquire a knowledge
of some particular branch of mechanical in-
dustry, be transferred to schools where they

The Bible.—"Th^ uncommon beauty and
marvellous English of the Protestant Bible "

19 acknowledged even by one who styles it
one of the greatest strongholds of heresy in

this country ;• " It lives," says Dr. Newnian,
on the ear like a music that can never be for-

gotten—like the sound of church bells which
the convert hardly knows how ho can forego
Its felicities often seem to be almost thin.rs
rather than words; it is part of the nationalmmd, and the anchor of national seriousness
the memory of the dead passes into it; the
fondest traditions of childhood are stereotyped
in Its verses; the power of all the griefs ind
trials of a man is hidden beneath its words
It IS the representative of his best moments

can be taught the sciences that bear upon,
and especially mathematics in their relations
to the trade they wish to learn. Lecture and
draughting rooms should be provided and a
workshop furnished with all the improved
machinery, the former to be presided over by
a professor of mechanical engineering and the
latter carefully supervised by a master me-
chanic. The time of the students could be
divided between the schoolroom and the work-
shop, and the lessons taught in the one be re-
duced to practice in the other, and a knowl-
edge obtained of the mechanical processes
made use of from the simplest to the most
complicated work. Is there any practical ob-
stacle to educating boys in this manner so
that they can calculate the size and parts of a
machine, then draught and finally make it
with their own hands, if required. In Philadel-
phia, Pi ttsburg, and other manufacturi ng cities
where the means of acquiring information of
this kind are so ample, schools such as I have
described, might be established without great
cost and where provision is made therefor
by the local school boards, the State should be
pledged to give them proper assistance."

Where and How Pins are made.—A eorres
pondent of the Hartford Times describes a
arge pin manufactory and its operations as
ollows: The main building is of brick, 100
teet long by 4(1 feet wide, and four stories hi.rh.
Ihen there is.another building two stories
high and 120 teet long by ao wide. They em -

ploy about sixty hand.s, which is less" than

half the number employed in a driving season.
Last week they turned out two and a half
tons of pins. They have capacity for eating
up 20 tons of wire in a week. Each machine
is complete in itself. All that is necessary to
do is to place one end of a coil of wire into its
greedy maw, and it will bite off the wire the
proper length, point it, swedge up the head
and spit out the pins at the rate of 175 a min-
ute. Now a slight knowledge of multiplica-
tion will enable us to get at the capacity of
the concern, supposing "they were driven to
the utmost, with two sets of hands, day and
night. They have 75 machines, each machine
capable of turning out 175 pins a minute.
What do we see? For one machine 10,500
pins an hour

;
for ten hours ten times as many,

or 105,000. Now the night hands come aloDg|
and before daylight the busy, never-tiring
brass eater has made the number 210,000.
Then let us see what the 75 machines have
been doing in the same time. Seventy-five
times 210,000 is 15,750,000. Now that is the
sum total for a single day. Multiply it by
six, the number of days in the week, and you
have 94,500,000 pins a week. If you have
any curiosity to follow it further, j'ou can mul-
tiply it bj' the number of weeks in a year,
and the grand total will be 4,914,000,000 pins!'
Whew ! Enough to take one's breath away.

:

That beats the national debt. They actually
have the capacity to make more pins a year
than the United States owes dollars. The
principal manufactories for making pins in

'

this country are at Waterbury, Birmingham, i

and Winstead, in the State of Connecticut.!
No wonder the question is frequently asked,

|" Where do all the pins go to ?" For sticking l

them in paper the pins are fed into a hollow:
revolving cylinder, and are taken up in the
compartments of longitudinal ribs which ex-!
tend along the inner surface of the cylinder
and drop upon an inclined plate. doWn which
they slide and are caught in the links of an
endless chain. Each link is notched for as
many pins as make a row, and each notch
receives its pin hanging in it by the head.
The whole is then left together in the paper.
The only attention the machine requires is to
supply it with paper and pins. The first at-
tempt to manufacture pins in this country
was made soon after the war of 1812, when
pins sold for |1 a paper.

For "The Friend."

Modern Skfptifism.

Throughout the Christian worid the minds
of men appear at the present j^eriod of time,
to be deeply and earnestly stirred by the spec-
ulations and theories of the so-called scientists.
We hear much about the remarkable investif,
gations of science and the great advance !B
knowledge, and not only is matter, but miiM
also, subjected to the boldest treatment by the
ministers of a modern materialism. Buttfie
thoughtful inquirer very naturally as well aS'
reverently asks, "Has any new thing hap-i
pened unto us?" AVhere are the records of
the Epicurean philosophers and infidel writers'
of the past ages? Let us consult their pages
and consider the days of old, and we shall
soon discover that the old materialism of the
heathen worid is only revived with the new
phases and the new features of a modern era.
Do we remember how the ftvith of Abraham
was unmoved, though he dwelt in the midst
of an infidel nation and surrounded by the
thick darkness of the heathen world? Audi
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how did he retain his unbroken faith iu the
idst of a wicked and perverse generation ?

By obedience to the law written on the table

jf his heart by the finger of Him who de-

ilared " before Abraham was, 1 Am." He
ived and dwelt in this glorious reality, and
hus oven is his day, experienced the fulfil-

nent of that declaration :
" I will put my

aws into their mind and write them in their

learts." Has any language of the earth, the
oeks, the ocean or the everlasting hills, si-

enced the word written in the hearts of men ?

Do we remember that Pilate, the infidel

uler of the Jews, nearly two thousand years
go, exclaimed, " What is truth?" and in that
hort sentence revealed a mind troubled and
istUrbed, and which by this touching inquiry
reclaimed loudly its want of " that rest which
emaineth to the people of God." But long
efore the days of Pilate, the Book of Job, the
arliest religious treatise, perhaps, that is

:nown, bears a sublime record on its pages,
irected from those far off and distant ages to

ho race of mankind throughout all the sub-
equentaud long succeeding centuries of time,

nd what eays this sublime and inspired re-

ord? "Canst thou by searching find out
led ? Canst thou find out the Almighty unto
erfection ? Who is this that darkeueth coun-
el ,by words without knowledge ? Where
'^ast thou when 1 laid the foundations of the
^rth? Declare if thou hast understanding.
If^hereupoQ are the foundations thereof fas-

pned ? or who laid the corner stone thereof?
jlast thou commanded the morning since thy
|ays and caused the day spring to know his

jlace?" Can these eloquent and inspiring
iieries be answered any belter in the latter

ears of the nineteenth century, than they
ere three thousand years ago ? But the word
! faith that lives and dwells with the humble
id honest believer, is neither destroyed nor
eakened, for it has triumphed over the same
(iversaries in the past ages. Indeed the true
(hristian draws additional inspiration from
Vese consoling pages, and in his patient pil-

j-image towards a better country, that is

^n heavenly," is often permitted reverently
' exclaim, " Look now at the generations of
and see

; did ever any trust in the Lord
d was confounded ?" Senex.

moments longer, he never would have breathed
again. He was taken from the sewer un-
harmed, rescued from a horrible fate through
the sagacity of a quartette of dogs.

—

East
Greenwich (iZ. /.) Letter.

Canine Sagacity.—Michael Couly, the sew
contractor, is the possessor of four grey
inds, which were the other morning the

ilsans of saving a man's life, displaying a re-

»rkable degree of sagacity in the operation,
lilix Prior and James Carroll were at work
ii an excavation about seven feet deep; but
s(oat 9.30 o'clock, Carroll went away for
fimething, leaving Prior in the excavation
ame, and while the latter was at work the
links caved in, completely covering him up.
le dogs happened to be near by, and all four
ofthem, taking in the unfortunate man's sit-

t|tion, at once began to scratch away the dirt
f}m over his head vigorously, at the same
l;ie yelping to attract the attention of the
t^ighbors. M. Conly, who was the first to
al'ive upon the scene, drove his dogs away,
bt they returned and began to dig and j-elp
f>iin. He then began to dig also, as did
sne of the neighbors who had been attracted
f'the spot by the cries of the hounds, and it

ws not long before the head of the buried
ii.n, who was standing up, was reached, and
hjwas permitted once more to breathe the
ii, which, had he been deprived of it a few

For "TUu Friend."

First-day Schools.

The. fears that have been and that are still

entertained by many well concerned Friends
n regard to the effect of " First-day Schools,"

is in part well expressed in the following lan-
uage used in a meeting of the " Presbyterian

iviinisterial Association," held in Philadelphia
on the 11th inst. These views are, in a spirit
of kindness, submitted to the consideration of
those readers of " The Friend" who are favor
able to these institutions, and with no desire
to hurt or mar any really useful work, but
under the impression that in the way in which
many are conducted, harm may result to
parents, teachers and pupils. To parents, in

that it releases them from a duty which pro-
perly belongs to them ; to teachers, in under-
taking to instruct children in sacred things
without having any immediate call to the
labor, and in many instances it is feared with-
out the proper needful qualifications ; and to
the pupils, in settling them at ease in a mere
outward knowledge of the Scriptures.

Dr. Boardman was afraid that a misappre-
hension existed in thinking that the pulpit
did all the work, when in fact it did but very
"ttle. He considered the method of thirty or
forty years ago much the best, when the
parents were deemed the first and most im-
portant teachers of the young. He thought
one of the most threatening of the acts of th^

ehurch was that it had laid the axe at the
very root of the church, the christian home
instruction of the children

; the teaching in the
family which was the nurture of the church
hen used in connection with the teaching ii

the sanctuary. The church required the fami
lies to be together in the morning, afternoon
and evening, and where was the time for the
christian parents to train the children? The
speaker then referred to remarks made to
him by mothers during the previous week
and 'said it was an open question as to whether
the whole Sunday school system was not upon
an improper basis, and whether it was not
better to go back to the old system, wh
parents taught their children at home, and
Sunday schools were only for those who had
no parents. He knew ministers liked to

preach to large evening congregations, wheth
er composed of their own people or others,
but as ministers themselves had unsettled the
old system of home instruction when it was
laid upon the consciences of the parents, by-

the grace of God, they could go back to it.

They had no more right to take what belongs
to the household, than the household had to

take what belonged to the church. Modern
pulpit attainments, oratory and culture he did
not oppose, but they had a tendency to dis-

parage what was reallj' effective teaching."

Pure Water for Animals.—One reason why
pidemics among cattle, hogs, and horses are

so common and fatal, is because they do not
pure water. As the country grows old-

er and is more extensively settled the streams
are more likely to be polluted with excrement
from decaying organisms ; and this taken into

the blood of animals, is sure to breed diseased

conditions. Once such epidemics were com-

mon among men, and swept off a large part
of the race. Now by wise hygiene most of
them are avoided. The cattle and horse
plague will some day be got rid of by hygiene—never by any other means.

When Dugan Clark's testimony of disown-
ment was presented to him, for leaving the
Society of Friends and marrying out of meet-
ing, he said he was /ora% s^rwc/i and felt like
a poor outcast with the hedge taken away
from around him. He put by all bu.^iness for
the remainder of that daj', and walked alone
in a forlorn state of mind, and as he after-
ward expressed, he never enjoyed a moment's
satisfaction until he was again received into
membership.

—

An Extract.

THE FRIEND.
FIRST MONTH 23, 1875.

It was the testimony of one who had large
experience "in afflictions, in necessities, in
distresses," that "we are saved by hope," and
yet he adds, " but hope that is seen is not
hope." To the outward vision of the living
disciple of a crucified Lord, who has truly
tasted that He is gracious, and longs that all

may participate in the same rich feast, whose
sight is anointed to discover the exceeding
sinfulness of sin and the depths of that abyss
which separates the rebellious from the favor
and enjoyment of their Heavenly Father,
there is much in the present aspect of the
church militant to disappoint their natural
expectations, that righteousness should cover
the earth as the waters cover the sea, and
that all things should ere this have been sub-
dued under the feet of Him, " whose kingdoni
is an everlasting kingdom, and all dominions
shall serve and obey Him." There were those
in the apostle Peter's day who scoffingly

asked, "Where is the promise of His coming?
for since the fathers fell asleep, all things con-
tinue as they were from the beginning of the
creation." "But," says he, "beloved, be not
ignorant of this one thing, that one day is

with the Lord as a thousand years, and a
thousand years as one day." Thus instruct-

ing us who still wait for the consolation of
spiritual Israel after the lapse of eighteen cen-
turies, that the final establishment of Christ's
kingdom among men is none the less certain
because His followers of that age then looked
for its immediate inauguration, and we of this

"see not yet all things put under Him."
The salvation and glory of the elders who

obtained a good report, was their faith and
hope. They endured as seeing Him who is

invisible to mortal ken. " These all died in

faith, not having received the promises but
having seen them afar off, and were persuaded
of them and embraced them, and confessed
that they were strangers and pilgrims in the
earth." May the exercised laborers in the
church of this period recur to these shining
examples of patient endurance, and undying
hope, and like them look for a city which
hath foundations, whose builder and maker is

God; and remember the declaration made by
a prophet of the Lord prior to the advent of
Christ, and twice repeated after that event by
the apostle to the Gentiles, "the just shall

ve bj- faith." How replete with holy hope
ud joy in the midst of the most depress-
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in" outward cii-cumstances do we find this

f,'rcat apostle at the time of addressing his

cpisile to the Pbilippians. Then a prisoner

in Rome, and in anticipation of his trial before

the infamous Nero, ho not only exhorts that

the}' should be in nothing terrified by their

adversaries, but adds, " Kejoice in the Lord

always; and again I saj% rejoice," and con-

cludes with this precious assurance, " But my
God shall supply all your need according to

his riches, in glory by Christ Jesus." Isaac

Penington, in a letter to Friends of iiis

day, gives them this tender counsel. "Now
Friends, in a sensible waiting and giving up

to the Lord in the daily exercise by the daily

cross to that which is not of the life, this work
will daily go on; and ye will feel from the

Lord that which will help, ro'ieve, refresh,

and satisfy, which neither tongue nor words
can utter. And in that the Lord God breathe

upon j'ou, preserve, and fill j'ou with his life

and Holy Spirit, to the growth and rejoicing

of your souls in Him, who is our blessed Fa
ther'and merciful Redeemer; in the Lord
Jesus Christ our head and king forever more.

And then as to what may befall us outwardly
in this confused state of things, shall we not

trust our tender Father, and rest satisfied in

his will! Are we not engraven in his heart,

and on the pahm of his hands, and can He
forget us in anjnhing He doth? Shall any-

thing hurt us ? Shall anything come between
us and our life ; between us and His love and
tender care over us?" * * * "S) my dear

friends, let us retire and dwell in the peace
•which God breathes, and lie down in the

Lamb's patience and stillness, night and day,

which nothing can wear out or disturb ; and
80 the preservation of the poor and needy
shall be felt in His name, andglory sungto his

name over all ; which is a strong tower, a
mighty impregnable rock of defence, against
all assaults and dangers whatsoever, which
they that have trusted therein, have already
experienced it to be, and they that continue
trusting therein shall always experience it so
to be in all trials and dangers, whatever may
happen, of what kind soever, even to the
end. Amen."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FOREIOX.— .\ Madrid dispatch of the 14th says :—

" King Alfonso arrived in this capital to-day. Immense
crowds witnessed his entrance and gave him an excel-
lent reception."

The Protestant journals which were suspended have
been permitted to resume publication.
On the l.ith the king gave a dinner to the members

of his cabinet and the diplomatic corps. A decree has
been published reducing punishments in cases of viola-
tion of ordinary criminal laws. Alfonso has signed
decrees relative to the salaries of the clergy, and de-
clared that while giving respect and support to the
Catholic clergy, he desires to firmly maintain religious
liberty as it exists in the most civilized countries. He
will assume the chief command of the army of the
north, and proposes to go to its head-quarters without
delay, accompanied by General Primo de Kivera and
Jouvillar, Minister of War. A decree has been issued
for the restoration to the Church of all ecclesiastical
property not included in the redemption fund. Castelar
will refuse to take his seat in the Cortes if he is required
to swear allegiance to the monarchy. Serrano has gone
to France, and Castelar intends to go to Switzerland.
A second election for a member of the French As-

senibly, in the Department of the Hautes Pyrenees, re-
sulted in the choice of Cazciu, the BonapHrlist candi-
date.

Elections to fill six vacant seats in other Depart-
ments have been ordered to be held on the 7th of next
month.
A committee of the Assembly will report in favor of

allowing the heirs of the late emperor 800,000 francs

the State retaining the museums at Pierriponds and

Fontainebleau.

Onthe 14th inst. the directors of the Bank of Eng-

land reduced the rate of discount from five to four per

cent.

Information has been received from New Zealand

that the cutter Lapwing was recently attacked by the

natives of Santa Cruz Island, her crew overpowered

and massacred, and the vessel burned. The natives

afterwards attacked the British war-ship Sandfly, but

were driven off.

Gladstone has withdrawn from the leadership of the

Liberal party in the House of Commons, alleging that

after forty-two years of laborious public life he thinks

himself entitled to retire, and that he can see no public

advantage in his continuing to act as leader.

Gladstone has written an article on the speeches of

Pope Pius IX, which appears in the Quacterly Review.
He sketches the history of the Pope's reign, points out

the increased subserviency of the Roman Catholic

clergy, and concludes that the mass of the British na-

tion 'now repudiates the pretensions of Papacy more
eagerly and resolutely than it has for many genera-

John H. Newman, the eminent Catholic divine, has

written a long pamphlet in reply to Gladstone's famous
expostulation on the Vatican decrees and civil alle-

ce. Newman asserts that there is only one oracle

of God, the Holy Church, with the Pope as the head.

Infallibility is declared a matter of faith in thought
merely, not in actions. He sees no inconsistency in

being a good Catholic and a good Englishman, and de-

clares Gladstone's aspersions of English Catholics un-

deserved, his tone uncharitable, and his conclusions

untrustworthy.

The steamer Bride, from Alexandria for Hull, has

been lost, and twenty of the passengers and crew
drowned. The steamer Faraday has arrived at Port-

land. She will refit and resume operations on the di-

rect cable

Liverpool, 1st mo. 18th.—Uplands cotton, 7| a 7|(i.

;

Orleans, 7|- a Sd. Breadstuffs quiet.

The police have closed all the Socialist and Demo-
cratic workingmen's societies and trades unions in

Frankfort, Germany.
A Constantinople dispatch says : The Committee of

Relief for the famine stricken people of Asia Minor,
urgently request the English and American press to let

it be known that their funds are exhausted, while the
distress is increasing. They state that it will be neces-
sary to clothe, feed and give medical assistance to

several hundred thousand persons until next June.
A Bombay dispatch says: The British authorities

have arrested the Guioowarof Baroda, Hindoostan, on
a charge of instigating attempts to poison Colonel
Phayre, British political agent at that place. The city

has been occupied by troops. The Viceroy of India
has issued a proclamation announcing his temporary
assumption of the administration of the Guicowar'.s do-
minions.

One of the chief exports of Egypt is cotton-seed ; the
amount sent out of the country, mainly to England,
having risen from 1000 cwt. in 1800 to 3,490,080 cwt.
in 1873.

Coal is beginning to attract attention in New South
Wales, in some parts of which it is found in abundance.
A seam seven feet thick has been opened at Boughton
Creek, near the Shoalhaven River, and not far from the
Moss Vale Railway station.

The Shah of Persia has granted a railway concession
to the Russian General Falkenhagen, notwithstanding
his existing concession to Baron Renter. Renter has
lodged a protest at Teheran, and the British Minister
to Persia has been instructed to support the protest
officially.

The Prussian authorities have closed the Roman
Catholic seminary at Fulda, expelled the head priest
from German territory, and sequestered all the pro-
perty of the bishop of that diocese.
United States.—The President having approved

the bill providing for the resumption of specie pay-
ments on the first of First month, 1879, it is now a law.
President Grant accompanied the approval with a
special message to Congress, in which he points out the
necessity of increasing the national revenue in order to
meet the several provisions of the bill. A restoration
of the duties on tea and coffee is suggested as one means
of increasing the receipts of the Treasury.
On the 13th the President sent a special message on

Louisiana affairs, which was read in both Houses, and
received the closest attention. It appeared to produce
a favorable impression, being temperate and concila-
tory in its tenor. The interference of the military is
apologized for and excused rather than justified. The

President insists that Congress shall assume its shai

of responsibility for Louisiana, a duty which he
heretofore urged unsuccessfully, and now asks Congre
for such proceedings as shall leave his duties perfectl

clear in dealing with the affairs of that State.

In New York last week there were 677 deaths,

347 in Philadelphia.
The Commission of Engineers on the alluvi.al basi

of the Mississippi, in their report, recommend ana)
propriation of $1,500,000 for Louisiana, and !g500,0C

each for Arkansas and Mississippi, to close the existin

crevasses. The Commission says that the perraaner

reclamation of these lands will require $46,000,000.
The travel on the Massachusetts railroads appears

be remarkably well managed. Of the forty-two millio

of passengers carried over the railroads of that State i

1874, but a single man was killed, and only seven pe
sons were injured.

The weather in Montana and adjacent territories hi

recently been extremely cold. At Virginia city

Helena, Montana, the mercury froze and spirit the

mometers marked 4.5 and 44 degrees below zero. Th
severe cold has caused much suffering, and a number
persons have perished by freezing.

The amount received at the Philadelphia custon
house for duties during 1874, were 18,392,1.59, which
$694,921 greater than in 1873. The number of imm
grants landed at this port was 5,188 more than in tl

previous year.

Tke Markets, cfec.^The following were the quotatioi

on the 18th inst. New FbrA.—American gold 112

U. S. sixes, 1881, 118}; do. 1868, 118}; new five pi

cents, 114. Superfine flour, $4 a $4.20; State extr

$4.80 a $5.15 ; finer brands, $5.50 a $10.50. No.
Chicago spring wheat, f1.07 ; red western, $1.24 a $1,2
white Michigan, $1.30. Oats, 67 a 70 cts. Westei:

mixed corn, 86 a 87J cts.
;
yellow, 87 a 87i cts.

;

88 a 89 cts. Carolina rice, 7J a 8 cts. ; Louisiana, 6

6J cts. Philadelphia—Uplands and New Orleans co

ton, 15} a 16 cts. Superfine flour, $4 a $4.25; extra

$4..50 a $4.75 ; finer brands, $5 a $7.50. Red whes
$1.20 a $1.22; amber, $1.23 a $1.24; white, $1.28

$1.30. Rye, 90 a 95 cts. New yellow corn, SO a 83

1

mixed, 82 a 84 cts. Oats, 65 a 68 cts. Lard, 14
Sales of 2,400 beef cattle at from 4i to 8 els. per 1

gross, mostly from 6 to 7} cts. Sheep 5} a 7} cts. pi

lb. gross, and hogs $9.50 a $10.50 per 100 "lbs. nc

Ba((('more.—Western red wheat, $1.22 ; No. 2 do., $1.1

White corn, 79 a 82 cts.
;
yellow, 80 a 83 cts. Oats,!

a 66 cts. Chicago.—Spring extra flour, $4.25. No.
spring wheat, 91 cts.; No. 2 do., 88 J cts. No. 3, 83} cl

No. 2 mixed corn, 66J cts. No. 2 oats, 52.', cts. Lar'

$13.30 per 100 lbs. St. Louis.—No. 2 winter red whef
$1.06. No. 2 corn, 65 a 66J- cts. No. 2 oats, 56J a
cts. Milwaukie.—No. 1 spring wheat, 93 cts. ; No.
do., 88 J cts. No. 2 oats, 51 J cts. New corn, 63 eta,

WANTED
A Friend to have care of Friends' Western Buria'

ground, Sixteenth and Race streets. Dwelling faoi

there rent free. For terms apply, with reference, tc

William Kinsey, S. W. cor. Third and Vine

6

Israel H. Johnson, No. 16 N. 7th St., Philads.?

WANTED.
A Governess for Westtown Boarding School, to entf

on her duties at the opening of (he next Session.

Apply to

Elizabeth C. Scattergood, West Chester, Pa.

Hannah Richardson, Wilmington, Del.

Hannah Evans, No. 322 Union St., Philada.i

Lydia L. Walton, Moorestown, N. J.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOE THE INSANE. I

Near Frankford, [Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadelp^
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. WoMI
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients m^V
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board \

Managers.

Died, at her residence in London Britain,
Co., Pa., on the 5th of 12th mo. 1874, Ellen C, will

of Lewis Passmore, in "the 45th year of her age, a l_
ber of New Garden Monthly Meeting. She was d#F
concerned at times for the immortal part, desitio);

portion of the Scriptures read to her daily. A fe*dn
prior to her decease .she was enabled to say, "ABb
earnest prayers have been answered."

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTEB,"
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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(Continued from page ISl.;

It was while on the before-mentioned visit

to New England, that the following conver-
sation of J. GriiBth with a landlady where he
topped, had place; which gave him the op-
portunity of opening an important testimonj'-

jf our Society respecting baptism. It was on
jthis wise: "The landlady coming into our
room in a pleasant manner, said, 'I suppose
you are travelling Friends ?' My answer was.
We are travellers, and we are Friends ; there
Fore we are travelling Friends. 'But I sup-

pose,' said she, 'you are preachers;' and added,
' I like your w xy very w..'ll, as yon come up
[to the command of Christ, in travelling about
!as you do, more fully than our ministers : but
there is something lacking with you.' What
|ia that, said I? ' Whj^,' said she, ' you should
Ibaptize as well as preach.' I then asked her
[what we should baptize withal. She replied,

^' With water, to be sure; for it is not \q the
'power of man to baptize with any thing else.'

Upon which, I showed her from the Holy
[Scriptures, that the primitive ministers of
jChrist were so gifted, as to be able to baptize
Ibelievers into the name or power, of the
JFather, Son, and Holy Ghost; instancing, in

[particular, that passage of Peter at the house
pf Cornelius, Acts xi. 15, 16. 'And as I began
to speak, the Holy Ghost fell on them, as on
us at the beginning. Then remembered I the
word of the Lord, how that he said, John in-

deed baptized with water; but ye shall be
baptized with the Holy Ghost.' It is evident
From this account, that by the eflFeetual preach-
ing of Peter, the Gentiles were baptized with
the Holy Ghost ; and as the dispensation of
God to man is the same now it was then, and
He has graciously promised to be with his

ministers always to the end of the world, and
man, by nature in a fallen, degenerate state,

js as much involved in sin and a stranger to
Sod as he was then ; no good reason can be
"iven, why the same powerful, efficacious

means are not as necessary for his recovery,
by a reconciliation with his Maker, as they
were at that time. The woman was very at-

tentive to what was said on the occasion, and
9eemed affected, being quite silenced as to that
isubject. We invited her to our meeting

; she
told us, it was what she intended, and also to

prevail with her husband to go too, if she
could, but doubted being successful therein.

However, she and her husband were both at

the meeting, and the Lord was graciously
pleased to give us a precious opportunitj' to-

gether, wherein I am persuaded she was made
in some degree sensible of that baptizing
power which, in a comfortable degree, ac-

companied the ministry, that day. She was
tendered, and, at parting, with tears desired

us to remember her and pray for her."

Upon J. G.'s return home after this visit,

he makes the following note :
" It is very

necessary to avoid both extremes in travelling

Truth's account; neither to be over hasty,

nor too dilatory: yet I have always found
great satisfaction and peace, in being as dili-

gent and expeditious therein, as sits easy on
the mind, and the constitution of body will

bear; that all may have cause to be fully con-

vinced, we travel not for outward pleasure,

but from a necessity laid upon us ; which will

certainly add considerable weight to our ser-

vice ; and greatly tend, in the eyes of man-
kind, to maintain the credit of that truly dis-

'nterested gospel ministry, the Lord hath
been pleased to raise up amongst us as a peo-

'e."

Being out on a visit to some other meetings
he writes : " The Lord enabled me, either to

do or suffer, in this little journey, as the same
appeared to be my duty. At one place I was
quite shut up as to words, yet had peace, be-

lieving it was my business that day, as it hath
been many times since, in order (as I appre-

hend) to lead others into silence by example
;

being the most profitable state they or I can
possibly arrive at in mutability, in order to

attain a right understanding of all religious

duties."

After another religious visit his journal

states :
" Soon after my return home, great

and inexpressible afflictions were permitted
to befall me and my afflicted family, mcst of

whom were seized with the dysentery ; of

which distemper I buried a daughter between
four and five years old, and was taken very
ill my'^self of the same disorder. In this time
my dear wife being taken with the before-

mentioned disease, was in a short time re-

moved by death, leaving me three small chil-

dren, the youngest about two weeks and three

days old. I found the Lord near to support

mj' drooping spirit under this great affliction.

I well remember, when my dear wife lay with
sj-raptoms of death upon her, having also

sometimes, as I thought, intervals of being

better, my mind was in a painful suspense be-

tween hope and fear. It seemed to me then

impossible to give her up, and to be wholly
separated from so valuable a companion; but

the Lord, who formerly rebuked the winds
and allayed the raging of the sea, was pleased,

as in an instant, to bring a holy calmness
over my mind, in which there was an entire

resignation to his divinS will ; so that I could

say with Job of old, ' the Lord giveth and the

Lord taketh away, blessed be his name.' I

did not, from that time, look upon her as any
more mine, but gave her up into His hands
who had kindly bestowed her upon me. I

write this by way of encouragement to others,

that they may live in the fear of God, and
give up in steady obedience to his requirings ;

'

and then, I am well assured, they may lean

upon him in all their afflictions, and will find

to their comfort, that those things which ap-

pear impossible with men, are possible with

God ; who will make hard things easy and
bitter things sweet to his humble followers.

She departed this life the 22d of the Seventh
month, 1746 ; we having lived together nearly

nine years."

"I have this short testimony to give con-

rning her; that she made it her early care

to lead a sober and virtuous life
;
and a godly

concern remained upon her mind, to keep a.

conscience void of offence, both towards God
and man; being engaged, according to the

ability received, for the promotion of the

blessed Truth, and gladly entertained the

Lord's faithful laborers ;
esteeming it a bless-

ing to be favored with their company. "When
[ found a concern to travel abroad in the ser-

vice of Truth, she freely gave me up thereto
;

having, with great satisfaction to acknow-
ledge the Lord's goodness, in favoring her

with true peace and contentment in my ab-

sence ; and also in a steady trust and depend-

ence on his providence, for our support every

way in a faithful discharge of dutj-.

In her last illness, she was favored with

great calmness and resignation to the Divine

will, either to live or die ;
signifying, that she

did not find any thing in the way ;
and that,

if it pleased the Lord to remove her out of

this world, she hojied it would be a glorious

change, and that she should go to her inno-

cent babes, who were gone before her ; often

confessing the Lord's goodness in giving her

so much ease both of body and mind. She

was very loving to those who visited her in

her illness, and said she had nothing but love

and goodwill to all. She took leave of our

children in a very tender and affectionate

manner, committing them to Divine Provi-

dence, and expressing her belief that his

watchful care would be over them when she

was gone. The apprentice and servant boys

were called at her request ; she took them by
the hand, and in a loving tender manner, gave

them good advice ; an heavenly sweetness

accompanying her words, which much affect-

ed those present. She discovered great near-

ness of affection for me, almost to the last, and

departed this life in sweet peace, of which I

was favored, after her removal, with a cer-

t.ain evidence, to my unspeakable satisfaction
;

whereby I plainly saw ni}'^ great loss was her

everlasting gain, and was enabled to bow in

humble acquiescence to the Divine will, who
knows what is best, and orders all things in

perfect wisdom.

(To be continned.)
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For "The Friend.'

The German Arelie Expedition of im-16.
(CuDtiDued from page 178.)

"Tiie next few days we set zealousl}- to

work to make our black house somewhat m
habitable. The increased heat of the house

caused the sail-cloth roof to leak, from the

quantity of snow lying upon it, and we there

fore passed a bad night. We rectified that

however, by a plank roofing covered with

more sailcloth. In order to satisfy our urgent

need for light and air, we made a dormer
window in the roof and later on a second.

In spite of all this, we could not do without

the light of the lamp for the greater part of

the day. Along the whole length on both

sides of the room, we raised a bed of board
• to sleep upon, and laid the sacks of straw upon

it. It was six inches above the floor, and wi

then put boards down the middle. To pre

vent the pillows from freezing to the wall, we
had to make a wooden lining along that part.

The cooking stove had its place behind, a

smaller one stood more forward. Along the

walls, which were covered with sail-cloth,

shelves were placed, on which we laid our
books, instruments, and cooking ve>sols. The
ship's chests at the foot of the sleeping places

along the passage, served both as tables and
stools. The gilt-framed looking-glass from
the cabin a<iorued the back wall, underneath
which hung a costly barometer, and the ac-

customed tickingof the clock was to be heard.

By all these orderly arrangements, the com-
fort of our stay in the coal-house would be

greatly enhanced. A healthy sleep refreshed
us more than anything else ; and, thanks to

our excellent preserves, we could strengthen
ourselves with the meat soup which the cook
prepared. The dread of immediate danger to
life had departed ; we breathed more freely,

we felt once more at liberty, and even remem-
bered many comical scenes from our e.xperi-

euces on the 19th, with laughter and joking.
Slowly but steadily our "ice-field drifted to

the south. By the 3rd of November we had
passed the Liverpool coast, and had reached
Scoresby's Sound, .sometimes being near the
firm land ice, and sometimes far from it, a
movement which would no doubt originate in
the ebb and flow off" this large, deep sound.
We could distinctly see the picturesque for-
mation of the rocky coast; and in two plains
lying between two rugged mountain-tops we
thought we could distinguish glaciers covered
with snow. Since the ship had sunk fourteen
days before, the ice had closed in upon us, and
even the blocks which had broken away from
our field had frozen to it again. Our eyes
often rested with sorrow on the spot where
the Hansa went down. Now there was room
enough for her between the field and the
land-ice I

At the end of October the sun rose at half-
past nine a. m., and set behind the rocky coast
at three i-. m. In the coal-house we could
only see to read and write under the dormer-
windows lor a few hours each day. AVe grew
more and more accustomed to the daily round
of things, which so much resembled that on
board. The last night-watch woke us at
seven. We rose, threw on our woollen cloth-
ing, \yashed in molted snow, and enjoyed our
morning coffee with hanl bread. Then we all
betook ourselves to the ever-plentiful stock of
work

;
the finishing of all sorts of useful and

still wanting furniture, sail-sewing, wood.
chop])ing, rcjdacing clothes from the clothes.

store, keeping the diaries, and study. In clear

weather astronomical observations were taken,

and ail necessary calculations recorded. At
one we dined. Strong meat soup formed the

substantial part of this meal ; and as we were

in no want of preserved vegetables, we had

planty of changes prepared for us. Of salt

meat and bacon we ate little. Of all spirits

we had to be very sparing, only allowing our-

selves one glass of strengthening port-wine on

Sundays. Our state of health all through the

winter was good. Except the sailor Schmidt's

attack of fever when the ship went down,
which was soon over, and a frost-bitten toe of

the sailor Biittner, we had no sicknessor other

bodily discomfort. We were always actively

employed, and daily order and regularity

were rigidly kept up."

But little of especial interest occurred till

the second day of the year 1870, when, in a
violent storm, they were alarmed by the
rushing and jarring sound of the ice The
next day they found the floe had been re-

duced to half its former size. On the 11th
another storm came on, from the north-east,

which split up their ice raft until they had
only a piece of about 150 feet in diameter re-

maining of the extensive field on which they
had originally taken refuge. A few nights
after, a fissure about 6 inches wide opened in

this, running through their house, and com
pelling them all to turn out in the storm.
Some of them took refuge in one of the boats,

and the others, finding the fissure did not
"

crease, returned to the house. A new building
was erected, half the size of the former one.

As the warmer season approached, and their

southward drifting continued, the gradual
melting of the snow brought many things to
light which had been lost sight of On the
morning of the 7th of the 5th month, they
were agreeably surprised to see open water in

the direction of the land. "A stiff south
easter had cleared the sky during the night,
and in the grey morning the watch heard
through the fog a rushing and roaring sound,
which could be nothing but the sea. The
thought had now to be seriously entertained
8 to whether the time had not come for our
elease from the floe. And it had come.
Wind and weather remained fitvorable. The
strip of water in the south-west came nearer
and nearer, the wind separating masses of
small floes and driving them northwards. At
half-past twelve the captain, after having un
interruptedly observed the ice and the weather
for some time, decided, with the agreement of
all the officers, that according to his opinion,
the moment had come when they should leave
the floe and try to save themselve by reach-
ng the coast in the boats. After a hasty
mid-day meal we at once began to clear the
boats. This was troublesome work. First
we took out all the provisions, clothing, sails,

masts, oars, instruments, and so forth, so that
the boats might be hauled empty over three
floes; and the whole of the contents were

led after them, partly on sledges and
aartly on the back, and they were again re-
adon. In feverish haste and impatience this
work was accomjdished, and in three hours
all was ready. We took one last thankful
look at our faithful floe; through numerous
dangers and calamities, from the region of
terror and death, it had borne us here in 200
days, into a more hospitable latitude; and
now filled with fresh courage we might hope
for a speedy release."

On the 13th of Sixth month, they reached
in safety the Moravian missionary settlement
at Friedrichsthal, in the south of Greenland.
Here they were hospitably received, and their

wants supplied, and after some dely a passage
to Europe was obtained in the Danish mis-
sionary vessel.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Papal Infallibility.

(Continued from page 179.)

Chapter III.

On the Power and Nature of the Primacy of the

Roman Pontiff.

Wherefore, resting on plain testimonies of

the Sacred \yritings, and adhering to the plain

and express decrees both of our predecessors,
the Roman Pontiffs, and of the General Coun-
cils, we renew the definition of the oscumeni-
cal Council of Florence, in virtue of which all

the fixithful of Christ must believe that the
holy Apostolic See and the Eoman Pontiff

possesses the primacy over the whole world,

and that the lioman Pontiff is the successor

of blessed Peter, Prince of the Apostles, and
is true vicar of Christ, and head of the whole
Church, and father and teacher of all Chiis-

tians; and that full power was given to him
the blessed Peter to rule, feed, and govern the

universal Church by Jesus Christ our Lord;
as is also contained in the acts of the General i

Councils and in the sacred Canons.
Hence we teach and declare that by the

'

appointment of our Lord the Roman Church >

possesses a superiority of ordinary power over
all other churches, and that this power of

jurisdiction of the Roman Pontiff, which is
'

truly episcopal, is immediate ; to which all, of

whatever rite and dignity, both pastors and
faithful, both individually and collectively,

are bound, by their duty of hierarchical sub-

ordination and true obedience, to submit not

only in matters which belong to faith and
morals, but also in those that appertain to

the discipline and government of the Church
throughout the world, so that the Church of

Christ may be one flock under one supreme
pastor through the preservation of unity both

of communion and of profession of the same
'

faith with the Roman Pontiff. This is the

teaching of Catholic truth, from which no
one can deviate without loss of faith and of

salvation.

But so far is this power of the Supreme
Pontiff from being any prejudice to the ordi-

nary and immediate power of episcopal juris-

diction, by which Bishops, who have been set

by the Holy Ghost to succeed and hold the i

place of the Apostles, feed and govern, each
his own flock, as true pastors, that this theif i

episcopal authority is really asserted, strength'

;

ened, and protected by the supreme and unt
versal Pastor; in accordance with the word^
of St. Gregory the Great :

' My honor is the i

honor of the whole Church. My honor is the i

firm strength of my brethren. I am trul;

honored when the honor due to each and a)

is not withheld.'
Further, from this supreme power possessed i

ly the Roman Pontiff of governing the uni-
(

versal Church, it follows that he has the right (

of free communication with the pastors of l"

whole Church, and with their flocks, that*

these may be taught and ruled by him in the (

way of salvation. Wherefore we condemn
and reject the opinions of those who hold that i

the communication between this supreme head i
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and the pastors and their flocks can lawfully

be impeded; or who raake this commiinica

tion subject to the will of the secular power,

BO as to maintain that whatever is done by
the Apostolic See, or by its authority, for the

[government of the Church, can not have force

or value unless it be confirmed by the assent

)f the secular power.
And since bj^ the divine rii!;bt of Apostolic

primacy the Eoman Pontiff is placed over the

iniversal Church, we further teach and declare

.hat he is the supreme judge of the faithful,

ind that in all causes, the decision of which
)elong8 to the Church, recourse may be had
,0 his tribunal, and that none may re-open

he judgment of the Apostolic See, than whose
luthority there is no greater, nor can any law-
fully review its judgment. Wherefore they

)rr from the right course who assert that it

s lawful to appeal from the judgments of the

Roman Pontiffs to an cecumenical Council, as

;o an authority higher than that of the Ro-

nan Pontiff.

If, then, any shall say that the Eoman
Pontiff has the office merely of inspection or

lirection, and not full and supreme power of

urisdiction over the universal Church, not
mly iu things which belong to faith and
norals, but also in those which relate to the
liscipline and government of the Church
ipread throughout the world ; or assert that

\e possesses merely the principal part, and
lot all the fullness of this supreme power; or

^;hat this power which he enjoys is not or-

dinary and immediate, both over each and all

,he churches, and over each and all the pas-

ors and the faithful : let him be anathema.

Chapter IV.

Concerning the Infallible Teaching of the

Eoman Pontiff:

Moreover, that the supreme power of teach-

g is also included in the Apostolic primacy,
;vhich the Eoman Pontiff, as the successor of
'eter, Prince of the Apostles, possesses over
he whole Church, this Holy See has always
leld, the perpetual practice of the Church con-

firms, and cecumenical Councils also have de-

clared, especially those in which the East
vlth the West met in the union of faith and
•harity.

Roman Pontiff', when he speaks ex cathedra,
that is, when in dischargeof the office of pas-
tor and doctor of all Christians, by virtue of
his supreme Apostolic authority, he defines a
doctrine regarding faith or morals to be held
by the universal Church, by the divine assist-

ance promised to him in blessed Peter, is pos-
sessed of tbat infallibility with which the di-

vine Eedeemer willed that his Church should
be endowed for defining doctrine regarding
faith or morals; and that therefore such defi-

nitions of the Roman Pontiff are irreformable
of themselves, and not from the consent of the
Church.
But if any one—which may God avert

—

presume bo contradict this our definition: let

him be anathema.
triven at Eome in public Session solemnl}'

held in the Vatican Basilica in the year of

our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy, on the eighteenth day of July, in the
tweuty-fllth year "of our Pontificate.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend

Sleeping in Meetings.

In the editorial column of the 22nd No. of
the present volume, is an extract from Thomas
Story's Journal, in which he speaks of attend-

ing a meeting, where his testimony was di-

rected against " a sleepy state in some, and a
wandering spirit in others."

These two subjects are more closely con-
nected ihan many supjjose. Where an indi-

vidual is favored to maintain a true religious

exercise, it will preserve his mind from being
carried away by the vain or unseasonable
thoughts that present themselves; and will

also counteract any tendency to.drowsiness,

that may exist. But if the holy watch is not
maintained, the imagination may become ex-

cited by the ideas that are suggested to it. and
while there is no tendency to sleep, the men-
tal occupations may be altogether foreign

from the purpose for which the assembly is

convened. If, however, there is a constitu-

tional tendency to sleep, or if the physical
condition of any such un watchful person, from
previous exhaustion or other cause, is such us

to predispose him to slumber, he will proba-
bly be overtaken with drowsiness. He that

is thus ensnared, and the one occupied with
irrelevant thoughts, though to the outward
eye, in different conditions, are yet alike as to

their failure in performing the solemn duty
for which they met together. The real differ-

ence between them, maj' be simply one of con-

stitutional tendencies, or of physical condi-

tion ; and not of religious sensibilitj', or devo-

tion to God. This consideration should teach
some to be charitable in their judgment of

those who may be overtaken with sleepiness

in a religious meeting. If they are conscious

that they themselves have not kept to that

patient waiting on the Lord, to which the

promise is annexed of a renewal of strength,

they should remember the caution of our
Saviour, " First cast the beam out of thine

own eye," before they criticise too severely

their brother who is overtaken with a similar

fault, though manifested in a different way.
Those who have been tried with sleepiness

in meetings, especially, if such an experience

was theirs, after their minds ha4- become
awakened to serious thoughtfulnefis, and fer-

vent desires had been implantedvto walk in

the light of the Lord, can truly;«ympathize

with those whom they may see to be similar-

ly afflicted. They can recall their own bitter

experience ; and remember how the concern
lived in their minds from one meeting-day to

another, to seek for Divine help to strengthen
them against their weakness ; and to so regu-

late their diet, their hours of rest, and their

habits of life, that they might avoid all that
would promote untimely slumber. They can
bring to remembrance the fear with which
they entered the place of worship, the effort

to combat the first approach of drowsiness,

and the insidious manner in which at times
it would steal over and benumb the faculties,

so that on arousing from it, it was almost im-
possible to decide whether it had been a wak-
ing reverie, or an incipient slumber; as well

as the sense of comfort and satisfaction which
was enjoyed, when a meeting time was passed
through without encountering this fight of

affliction. The feelings of those who have
passed through such a dispensation, towards
those who are similarly affected, may well be

marked with a degree of tenderness and pity,

that can scarcely be expected of others who
have never been so tried.

He who is careless or lukewarm, who courts

sleep by indulging in a lounging posture, and
makes little effort to feel after that Divine
help which may enable him to perform accept-

able worship, is not likely to overcome this

tendency while he continues in this easy, self-

satisfied condition. Ho needs first of all to be

aroused lo a sense of his own dangerous state,

and to have the earnest cry awakened in his

soul, " God be merciful to me a sinner." But
the sincere hearted one, who is honestly

struggling against the weaknesses of flesh and
spirit, may look with hope to that Power that

never deserts His obedient children, trusting

that He will enable them to overcome all that

hinders access to the living Fountain. Such
will find it needful to watch over their bodies

as well as minds, so that they may not be hin-

dered from sharing in blessings that they oth-

erwise might partake of. To such, the re-

marks of that deeply experienced minister of

the Gospel, John Griffith, may convey a use-

ful caution, when he says :
" We often find af-

ternoon meetings are heavy and painful, oc-

casioned, no doubt, in part at least, by answer-

ing the cravings of nature to the full ; where-
as they should be denied a full gratification,

as little sustenance would, for that short space

of time, answer much better, and be no injury

to the constitution. If any think this hint

impertinent, there is reason to fear that they

are yet too much strangers to the nature of

true Avorship, and the many impediments in

the way of its due performance."

The caution contained in this extract as to

undue indulgence in eating, should suggest to

thoughtful and earnest minds a corresponding

watchfulness over whatever may affect our

physical condition ; so that when we assemble

with our brethren for the purpose of Divine

worship, we may not feel any degree of inca-

pacity arising from imprudence or indulgence

as to outward and physical matters.

In Alpine county, California, there was re-

cently found a piece of a red fir plank, two
feet in length, one inch in thickness, and ten

inches in width, perfectly silicified. It is de-

scribed as being smoothly dressed on one side,

with the knot marks apparent in the shiny

surface, exactly as if it had been planed by a

carpenter. These facts indicate, to the satis-

faction of persons who have examined it, that
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it was fashioned bj human agency, and prob

ably since the advent of civilized men at tbe

time of opening the mines in that section.

One side of tlie specimen is entirely encrusted

with a substance resembling decomposed chal-

cedony, which shimmers in the light like a

sheet of beautiful frostwork. As an evidence

that tho natural silicifj-ing process has not

ceased in that part of the country where it

was found, this bit of board is considered by

geologists a very important discovery.

A phristinn's Death-bed.—John Camm was

a devoted and zealous minister of Christ, his

Lord and Master, whose leadings he endea-

vored faithfully to follow. After a time of

declining health tho time of his release came
in the 3-ear 1656, when ho was about 52 years

of age. The following extract from the short

memorial of him, preserved in "Piety Pro-

moted," shows the heavenly state of mind into

which he had been brought by the effectual

operation of Divine Grace, so that he could

look with joy beyond all visible things to the

unseen and eternal.
" He would often call his children together,

and exhort them to fear tho Lord ; and would
wonderfully praise God for his goodness, count-

ing his bodily weakness a happiness, being
sanctified unto him by that word which bad
sanctified his soul ; under the sense of which
he would say, ' How great a benefit do 1 en-

joy bej'ond many. I have such a large time
of preparation for death, being daily dying,
that I may live forever with my God in that
kingdom which is unspeakably full of glory.

My outward man daily wastes and moulders
down, and draws towards its place and centre

;

but my inward man revives and mounts up-
wards towards its place and habitation in the
heavens.'

"The morning he departed this life, he
called his wife, children and family, and gave
them seasonable instruction to love the Lord,
and his way and truth, and to walk in the
same, saying, his glass was run, the time of
his departure was come ; he was to enter into
everlasting ease, joy and rest; charging them
all to bo patient and con-tent in parting with
him. So, presently fainting, he passed quietly
awa}- as into a sweet sleep, whereupon some
about him did weep aloud

; at which he was
awakened as out of a sleep, and desired to be
helped a little upon his bed, saying, ' Mj- dear
hearts you have wronged me," and disturbed
mo, for I was at sweet rest. You should not
passionately sorrow for my departure. This
house of clay must go to its place, but this
soul and spirit is to be gathered up to the
Lord, to live with him for over where we shall
meet with cvorlastingjoy.' Again taking his
leave of every one of them, charging them to
bo content with his departure, he lay down,
and in a little lime departed this life."

Port Wine.—The British Secretary of Le-
gation at Lisbon gives the following account
of tho manufacture of Port Wine in Portugal

:

"All port wine hitherto exported for tho
English market ia largely mixed with brandy,
and is composed as much of elderberries as of
grapes. Tho way in which what in England
is called port wine has. hitherto been manu-
factured for tho London market is this: Tho
Paiz dc Vanhatorio abounds in elder trees;
tho berries of these trees are dried in tho sun
or in kilns. The wine is then thrown on
thcra, and the berries are trodden (as pre-

viously the grapes) till it is thoroughly satu-

rated with the coloring matter of the berries,

Brandy is then added in the proportion of

from three to sixteen gallons to every pipe of

115 gallons. This is the composition of all

the port wine hitherto drank in England. No
pure wine, no wine not thus specially adulter-

ated for the English taste, was allowed by the

government committee of tasters to pass the

bar of Douro before the year of 1865."

PEACE IN GOD.
Peace, be still

:

In this night of sorrow bow,
O my heart ! contend not thou :

AVhat befalls thee is God's will : '

Peace, be slill.

Peace, be still

:

All thy murmuring words are vain
;

God will make ihe riddle plain

;

Wait His word, and bear His will
;

Peace, be still.

Hold thee slill

:

Though the Father scourge thee sore.

Cling thou to Him all the more;
Let Him mercy's work fulfil :

Hold thee still.

Hold thee still

:

Though the good Physician's knife

Seems to touch thy very life.

Death alone. He means to kill.

Hold thee still.

Lord, my God,
Give me grace that I may be
Thy true child, and silently

Own Thy sceptre and Thy rod,

Lord, my God

!

Shepherd mine.
From Thy fulness give me still,

Faith to do and bear Thy will.

Till the morning light shall shine,

Shepherd mine 1 —From the Oerman.

Selected.

"OUR OWN."
If I had known in the morning
How wearily all the day.

The words unkind would trouble my mind
That I said when you went away,

I had been more careful, darling,
Nor given you needless pain

;

But we vex our own with look and tone
We may never take back again.

For though in the quiet evening
You may give rae the kiss of peace.

Yet it well might be that never for me
The pain of the heart should cease!

How many go forth at morning
Who never come home at night!

And hearts have broken for harsh words spoken.
That sorrow can ne'er set right.

We have careful thought for the stranger.
And smiles for the sometime guest,

But oft for our own the bitter lone.
Though we love our own the best.

Ah ! lips with the curve impatient.
Ah I brow with the shade of scorn,

'T were a cruel fate were the night too late
To undo the work of morn.

— The ParM Visitor.

Mcimonitfs in Knnsns.

One of the largest bona fide land sales ever
made in Kansas, perhaps in America, has just
boon concluded by the Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railroad Company with a commu-
nity of Russian Mcnnonites, who landed in
Now York during the month of September.
Exploring parties had been sent to the United
States and Canada about a year ago. A few
single families of considerable wealth followed

the advice of their delegates, who had exam-
ined the entire West, and selected several sec-

tions of land in the vicinity of Marion Centre,

where they made substantial improvements
at once. The initial step was followed about
the close of last year by the purchase from the

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Com-
pany of 43,000 acres of land in Harvey and
McPherson counties on the part of members
of the Mennonite communitj^at Summ^-field,
St. Clair county. III., who also took a control-

ling interest in the town of Halstead, which
will no doubt become the trade centre of the

Mennonite colonies in Kansas. Parties of

from five to forty families have since arrived

from Russia, mostly from the Crimean penin-

sula, some coming first to Kansas, but most
of them not until they had examined other

;

States. All the mammoth communities in

this country are becoming interested in the

settlement of this people in Kansas, and the

movement is rapidly gaining in magnitude.
Missouri, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Pennsylva-
nia and Canada have already furnished large

numbers of land purchasers and settlers. The
party which has arrived in Topeka in the last

thirtjf d.".y8, and who have now left for their

future homes, numbers about 250 families, the
majority of whom have belonged to tho cele-

brated Molotschnoi (Milk river) colony in the

Government district of Taurida, of which the

Crimea is a part. The colony comprises six-

ty-five villages, and is considered the wealth-
iest of the German settlements of South Rus-
sia. Emigration from that place has but just

set in, and, as fast as the people can obtain

their passports from the Government, so fast

will they leave that country for America.
One of the most powerful inducements to

bring the Mennonites to Kansas has been the
passage of an act, during the last winter's i

sion of the Legislature, amending the militia

law of 1868, so that all persons who, on or be-

fore the first day of May in each j-ear, file with
the clerk of their county an affidavit that they '

are members of a religious organization whose '

articles of faith prohibit the bearing of arms,

.

shall be exempt from militia duty.

Next summer will show wonderful changes
in the region between the Cottonwood and
Little Arkansas rivers, till now almost devoid
of habitations. Even now the busy hum has
begun. Long lines of wagons with lumber,
household goods and farm implements are

passing out from the railroad stations. The
carpenters are busy putting up the first tem-
poraiy shelter. The Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railroad is erecting five immense^
emigrant houses at convenient places for the*

reception of new comers. The mowers thaf^'

had been laid by for tho season are brought'
into requisition again to cut the waving grass-

for tho thousands of work horses, oxen unii

milch cows to subsist on during tho short wia-i

ter season; car after car load of brcakingi

ploughs and other implements are sent dowttt

the road, and it seems as if the working
son for tho farmer had just begun.—TopeM
Commercial.

How immeasurably blessed tho apostle was
to exclaim, " I have kept the faith." When
the work is done, when the world is receding,!

material things are dimly seen, and the reali-;

ties of an eternal world beyond, press them-!
selves upon our sensitive spirits, may
also say, " I have fought a good fight, I havo
finished my course, I have kept the faith."
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For "The Friend."

Wayside Notes.

How much would human happiness be aug-
nented, if it were the thoughtful study of all

flasses to weigh men by their motives, rath-

jr than by the glitter and splendor of their

ichievements; when true courage would be
lounted for living faith, and all taught to look

for heroes in the spiritual warfare of an earn-

st life, among those who are contending
gainst error, and holding up the standard of
niversal Truth, ff the world would but es-

eem men by the worth of their actions, what
incentive to virtue and uprightness in all

ur intercourse with others, would this be
;

nd under a measure of Divine direction,

rhich is not withheld from any soul, which
pirit and power can alone prompt us to labor

fter a holy life, how anxiously careful all,

1 their various allotments and associations,

miild be, to contribute each his just and ap-

ointed share to the mass of human good.

he glory to be earned upon a bloody field

TiW then have lost its power to ensnare, for

could be no reconciliation thereafter be-

(veen the end to be gained, and the means
;

in those unholy passions always awakened
rhen force is arrayed against force.

Spirituality would brighten, vitalize, and
ttain pre-eminence in the moral world, as

ature's laws wisely govern in the physical.

11 envyings and bitterness would be cast out
I the overruling love of principle. We should
e more one brotherhood ; and our humanity
Tould be so ample, as to leave no space in the

eart for the sjjirit of persecution to enter,

cknowledging that we are all children of
rrath, and equal in the sight of our Heavenly
ather ; having felt in time pastour ownalien-
tion, and that the partition wall was broken
own wholly by Uis Grace, shed abroad in

ur hearts, we would be concerned to direct

II mankind to the same universal teaching.

Liberty of conscience would not need to be

aarded then in any selfish, or defensive
jirit, that no class, or profession of religion

ight possess undue privileges
; but all should

gard it as a Divine right, an inheritance co-

sisting with the first breathings of spiritual

'e, and every limitation upon its free exer-

se, as an unholy attempt to abridge our
ivine Law-giver in the use of the means He
ath appointed for gathering souls into His
mily and household. There could be no cor-

al compact between the solid religious elo-

ent of society, and the civil authority in-

itutedfor the government of all, and adapted
i far as imperfect minds can make it, to the
arying conditions of men, unless we were to

nagine a religion that did not associate, us
ith the unending future, and which would
3 as ephemeral as the institutions erected by
ir own hands.
In the life of the one, we must constantly
(Cognize the guidance of God by ffis Spirit,

pplieable to such as have embraced Christ

I
them the hope of salvation. In the life of

\e other, is too often presented the history
r human frailty and imperfection; of folly

ad even madness. The two cannot assimi-
<te, until in the progress of His spiritual

pvernment, all men shall bow in willing
')edience to His law in their hearts. In short,
ji we become loyal subjects of this Teacher,
Ihose domain is the heart, will not all ourfac-
ties be enlisted, and brought into cheerful
id healthful exercise, that every soul thus
•epared may be a light unto others less en-

lightened; that the light of the Lord's Holy
Spirit might bear fruit more abundantly, and
this work of reconciliation go on, until all shall

become redeemed. And this submission to

the law of life inwardlj'' revealed, which while
it prepai'es the heart for service, and the mind
and body to endure, will enable us to obtain
complete victory over ourselves, by coming
to the foot of the cross, as did those noble
men and women whose faithfulness is written
in the blood of New England persecution ; nor
would we fail to offer our wills and lusts, in

the obedience of faith, a willing sacrifice, to

be nailed thereon. A willingness will be ex-

perienced to go down into suffering, and to

yield the body as a peace offering if required,

even as they did, passively, but not actively

resisting, even as our Lord held up on high
His gospel message, and in great submission
gave Himself into the hands of His accusers.

To be enabled to follow the pointings of duty
through suffering and unto death, is indeed to

be girded with a measure of the mind of
Christ; and to feel His arms underneath,
when the world is bearing down with crush-

ing weight ; is to have found a place, lifted far

above the head of the worldling, or he who in

the spirit of Paul before his conversion, would
deprive any of that i-eligious freedom which
is the birthright of every rational soul. We
had need to be watchful, as the common enemy
of mankind is presenting at every step in our
journey, many devices to ensnare us. And
not the least among these is the temptation to

take hold of His work unprepared ; or having
made some progress, assume that we are

qualified to point out to others the j^ath as-

signed to them, when we have not been care-

ful to "tarry at Jeruselem" ourselves. Anoth-
er unguarded step might find us in danger of
resting in our own strength, and ready even
to criminate ; or to arraign our brethren, be-

cause their eyes have not seen things as we
claim to have seen them. There can be no
religion made effectual, I fully believe, if not
grounded in the liberty which is unfolded to

us in the Gospel. Christ came to call, that is

to persuade sinners. The whole bearing of

His personal teaching was addressed to the

hearts, the consciences, and the understanding
of men. It was His mission to pour in a flood

of light upon the world ; to bring the soul into

nearer and sweeter communion ; to unbind the

heavy hearted, to loose the bonds of all who
are under the power and slavery of sin ; and
finally to present to mankind a full pardon,

as well as a complete salvation, by repentance
toward God, and obedient faith in our Lord
Jesus Christ. "If the Son shall make you free,"

that is, released from the shackles of sin,

" then are ye free indeed," by which, the di-

vinity of the soul, in its spiritual, and imper-

ishable nature, co-operating without restraint

with its Creator through the medium of the

Holy Spirit, is fully acknowledged. "It is

the goodness of God that leads us to repent-

ance." Here again is this seed of life in the

soul pointed to ; the new birth taking place,

afterthatit has become quickened and brought
forth into newness of life by the power of the

Eternal Spirit, pleading to be heard ; and
having gained a place in our affections, then

to lead us, as a tender parent would lead his

trusting child.

Are not these views plainly upheld in the

example of the great Captain ofthe New Cov-
enant Dispensation, and by the teaching of

His immediate followers. The provision made

for the restoration of man from the conse-
quences of the fall, must needs be universal,
that it might be impartial, and absolutely just.
All were to be embraced ; all were to know
the Lord, because all were to be taught by
the self-sanie Spirit; " a measure and manifes-
tation of which is given to every man to profit
withal." And 600 years before its advent Jere-
miah presents in the language of prophccj^ a
touching view of its fulfilment—of the prom-
ise made to Abraham, " that in his posterity
should all the nations of the earth be blessed."
Its universality is described, and the blotting
out of transgression through obedience and
faith.

" Behold, the days come, saith the Lord,
that I will make a new covenant with the
house of Israel, and with the house ofJudah

;

not according to the covenant that I made
with their fathers, in the day that I took
them by the hand, to bring them out of the
land of Egypt. But this ''shall be the cove-
nant that I wilLmake with the house of Israel;
after those days, saith the Lord, I will put my
law in their inward parts, and write it iu
their hearts

; and they shall teach no more
every man his neighbor, and every man his
brother, for they shall all know me, from the
least of them unto the greatest of them, saith
the Lord, for I will forgive their iniquity, and
I will remember their sin no more." Jer. 31
chapter, 31 to 3-1 verse. In the provision made
for the redemption of man, through Christ,
the great atonement for sin, what an encour-
aging testimony is here presented, to its per-
fection, and fulness, and of the unbounded
love of our Father in Heaven. In His spot-

less life, wonderful works, sufferings, death,
resurrection, glorious ascension, and media-
tion, we possess a most instructive record of
Him who knew no sin, and therefore incon-
ceivably precious.

Among all the marvellous evidences of wis-

dom, adaptation, and power, to be seen in the
outward creation of God, there is nothing jjre-

sented which can be at all compared in beauty
or perfection to the means appointed through
the Saviour of the world, by His miraculous
coming in the flesh, for the reconciliation and
restoration of man under the fall. Truly the
shepherds in announcing from the angel, the
incoming glory of the Messiah's reign, herald-

ed the ushering in of a better covenant, and
a brighter hope ; when types and shadows,
and all that had prefigured the Lamb of God,
would be swept away, in the light of His own
blessed appearing.

And now in conclusion, I would ask, is it

not marvellous that men cling so tenaciously

to their lusts, which bring only sorrow and
shame, and embrace a religious walk so re-

luctantly; that Christianity should have had a
life in the world of nearly 1900 years, and num-
ber so few who can be called the Lord's con-
sistent, "cross-bearing disciples. Well, per-

haps we should not think it strange, knowing
the power of temptation, and the weakness of
the flesh, and that so many hold the Truth in

unrighteousness, and are openly, or secret 'y
unfaithful, the effect of whose example must
be to mar the work greatlj^ And then when
we consider how irreconcilable are many of

the plain precepts of our Lord, with the prac-

tice of christian nations, and the views of a
large proportion of professing christians with
regard to war, and other subjects bearing upon
the needof simplicity in life and conversation,

and the care all should evince to show forth
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in their own conduct the peaceable nature of

the o-ospel under which we live, need we won-

der "the spread of vital Christianity has been

marked with so many hindrances and beset-

ments. The cause has suffered more from

within, than from without. Its professed

friends have done it even greater injury and

injustice, than those who have been regarded

its enemies. Who can count the wrong in-

flicted upon humanity, or measure the obstruc-

tions placed in the way of christian progress,

by persecution alone ;
committed, not only in

the name of Christianity but upon those who

were christian believers also! We have seen

in New England the dark spirit that was

awakened there in behalf of a church, assum-

ing to exercise absolute power over the reli-

gious convictions and scruples of a considera-

ble number, whose walk was a living exempli-

fication of their high profession. Who shall

estimate the extent of this crime upon the

christian civilization, and true religious wel-

fare of that, and after generations. P. B.

Philada., 1st mo. 14th, 1875.

For "The Friend"

William law, A. M.

(Continued from page 166.)

"If it be asked, what is meant by taking

away all our sins, the whole is fully told in

these words : To as many as believed, to them he

gave power to become sons of God. This i.s the

true taking away, or forgiveness of sins ; not

a strong imagination, or brain-fiincy, that on

such an hour, on such a day, or in such a place,

you felt and knew assuredly that all your sins

were forgiven j^ou. By such a forgiveness of

wins, that which made you a sinner is not de-

stroyed, but you will have every day the same
necessity of confessing yourself a miserable

sinner, as you had that morning, when your
sins were not forgiven you till the afternoon.

The true forgiveness of sins is only then,

where that which sinned in us is done away,
or become powerless in us; but nothing can
do this, but that Power by which we become
sons of God. A blind man has then only a
deliverance from his blindness, when he is put
in full possession of seeing eyes; this is the
onl}- doing away of his darkness. Just so,

and no otherwise, are our sins forgiven us, or
done awaj', when the power by which we be-

come sons of God, or the new creature, is so

given to us, so possessed by us, as seeing eyes
are given to, and possessed by the man who
before that was all blindness. And as our old

man can only then bo said to be truly put off,

when the riew man in Christ, is raised to life

in his stead, so our sins are only then truly
blotted out, or done away, when an unsinning
nature, or a birth of God, that sinneth not, is

come to be the ruling life in us.

Many are the marks which the learned have
given us of the true Church; but be that as it

will, no man, whether learned or unlearned,
can have any mark or ])roof of his own true

church-membership, but his being dead unto
all sin, and alive unto all righteousness. This
cannot be more plainly told us than in these
words of our Lord : He that committeth sin is

the servant of sin; but surely that servant of
sin cannot at the same time be a living mem-
ber of Christ's body, or that new creature who
dwelleth in Christ, and Christ in him. To
suppose a man born again from above, yet
under a necessity of continuing to sin, is as
••ibsurd as to suppose that the true Christian
is only to have so much of the nature of Christ

born in him, as is consistent with as real a

power of Satan still dwelling in him. If the

Son. saith Christ, shall make you free, then ye

shall be free indeed. What is this but saying,

if Christ be come to life in you, then a true

freedom from all necessity of sinning is given

to you. Now if this is hindered, and cannot

Wie to pass in the faithful follower of Christ,

It must ho because both the willing and work
ing of Christ in man, is too weak to overcome

that which the Devil willeth and worketh in

him. All this absurdity, and even blasphemy,

lecessarily implied in that common doc-

trine of books and pulpits, which teaches that

the Christian can never have done sinning, as

long as he lives. Well therefore may Chris-

tendom sleep as securely as it does, under the

power of sin, without any thought, hope, or

desire of doing God's will on earth, as it is

done in Heaven ; withoutany concern at their

not being pure, as He who hath called them
is pure, or walking as he walked.

The Scripture knows no Christiana, but

saints, who in all things act as becometh
lints. But now if the Scripture saint did not

mean a man that eschewed all evil, and was
holy in all his conversation, saint and no saint,

would have only such difference as one carnal

man will always have from another. Preachers
and writers comfort the half Christians with
telling them, that God requireth not a perfect,

sinless obedience, but accepteth the sincerity of

our weak endeavors instead of it. Here, if

ver, the blind lead the blind. For St. Paul,

comparing the way of salvation to a race,

saiih. In a race all run, but one obtainelh the

prize : So run that ye may obtain. Now if Paul
had seeing eyes, must not they be blind who
teach, that God accepteth of all that run in

the religious race, and requireth not that any
should obtain the prize. How easy was it to

see that the sincerity of our weak endeavors
was quite a different thing from that, which
alone is, and can be the required perfection of

our lives. The first God accepteth, that is,

beareth with. But why or how? Not be-

cause he seeketh or requireth no more, but he
beareth with them, because though at a great
distance from, they are, or may be making
towards that perfection or new creature which
he absolutely requires, which is the fulness of
the stature of Christ, and is that which Paul
saith, is the one that obtaineth the prize.

The same which Paul saith is said bj' Christ
in other words, strive, saith he, to enter in at

the straight gate. Here our best endeavors are
called for, and therefore accepted by God, and
yet at the same time he addeth, that many
shall strive to enter, but shall not be able.

Why so, whence comes this? It is because
Christ himself is the one door into life. Here
the strivers mentioned by Christ, and those
which St. Paul calls runners in a race, are the
very same persons ; and Christ calling himself
the one door of entrance, is the same thing as
when Paul saith that one only receiveth the
prize, and that one which alone obtaineth the
prize, or that entereth through the right
door, is that new creature in whom Christ is

truly born. For whether you consider things
natural or supernatural, nothing but Christ in

us, can be our hope of glory.

The pleader for imperfection farther sup-
ports himself by saying, no man in the world,
Christ excepted, was ever without sin. And
so say I too ; and with the Apostle I also add,
that if we say we have not sinned we make him
a Itar. But then it is as true to say that we

make him a liar, if we deny the possibility of

our being freed from a necessity of sinning,

for the same [Apostle] saith : If we confess

our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our

sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.

But sui-ely he that is left under a necessity

of sinning, as long as he lives, can no more be

said to be cleansed from all unrighteousness,

than a man who must be a cripple to his dying
day, can be said to be cured of all his lame-

ness. What weaker conclusion can well be

made, than to infer that because Christ was
the onlj' man that was born and lived free from
sin, therefore no man on earth can be raised

to a freedom from sinning ; no better than
conelndiag, that because the old man is every

ones birth from Adam, therefore there can be

no such thing as a neio man, created unto
righteousness, through Christ Jesus, living i

and being all in all in him ; no better sense or

logic than to saj-, that because our Redeemer
could not find us any thing else but sinners,

therefore he must of all necessity leave us to

be sinners. Of Christ it only can be said, that

he is in himself the true Vine ; but of every
branch that is his, and groweth in him, it must
be as truly said that the Life and Spirit of the

true Vine, is the life and spirit of its branches

;

and that as is the vine, so are the branches.

And here let it be well noted, that if the

branch hath not the life and goodness of the

vine in it, it can only be because it is broken
off' from the vine, and therefore a withered
branch, 'fit for the fire. But if the branches
abide in the vine, then Christ saith this glori-

ous thing of them. Ye shall ask lohat ye will,

and it shall be done unto you. John xv. 7. The
verj' same glorious thing, which he had before

said of himself, 'Father, I thank thee that

thou hast heard me, and I know that thou
hearest me always.' John xi. 41. Now say

that this new creature who is in such union,

communion and power with God, because

Christ is in him, and he in Christ, as really as

the vine is in the branches, and the branches
in the vine; say that he must be a servant of'

sin as long as he lives in this world, and then

your absurdity will be as great as if you had:

said that Christ in us must partake of our;

corruption.

The sober divine, who abhors the pride of:

enthusiasts for the sake of humility, saith of
himself and all men. We are poor, blind, im-!|

perfect creatures, all our natural faculties arejT

perverted, corrupted, and out of their righty

state, and therefore nothing that is perfect].]

can come from us, or bo done by us. Truth |a

enough! And the very same truth as whenii

the Apostle saith. The natural man knowethi

not the things that be of God, he cannot knoK
f

them, they are foolishness to him. This is the,

man that we all are by nature. But whalj

Scripture ever spoke of or required any per)

feet works from this man, any more than if;

requires the Ethiopian to change his skin ? Of,

what an instructed divine must he be whc|v

considers this old natural man, as the Chris
1

5

tian, and therefore rejects Christian perfeci]

tion because this oW man cannot attain to itl((

What greater blindness than to appeal to oui' i

fallen state as a proof of a weakness and cor|'

ruption which we must have when we are re ' i

deemed from it? Is this any wiser than say

'

'•

ing, that sin and corruption must be wheh i

Christ is, because it is there where he is not'; (

Our Lord hath said this absolute truth, thai i

unless we be born again from above, there i:' i

no possible entrance into the kingdom of God: >
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What this new birth is in us, and what we
get by it, is as expressly told us by his beloved

Apostle, saying. That which is born of God
sinneth not. This is as true and unalterable

as to say, that which is born of the Devil

pan do nothing else but add sin to sin. To
what end do we pray that this day ice may fall

into no sin, if no such day can be had? But
if sinning can be made to cease in us for one
lay, what can do this for us but that which
;an do the same to-morrow ? What benefit in

graying that God's will may be done on earth as

t is in heaven, if the earth, as long as it lasts,

nust have as many sinners as it has men upon
it? How vainlj'does the church pray for the

)aptized person, that he may have power and
trength to have victory and to triumph against

he devil, the world, and the flesh, if this vic-

orious triumph can never bo obtained? if

lotwithstanding this baptism and prayer, he
aust continue committing sin, and so be a ser-

ant of sin as long as he lives? What sense

an there be in making a communion of saints

be an article of our Creed, if at the same
ime we are to believe that Christians, as long

^8 they live, must in some degree or otherfolloio

|,nd be led by the lusts of the flesh, the lust of

Ihe eyes, and the pride of life?

i

Whence now comes all this folly of doc-

irines? It is because the church is no longer

!hat spiritual house of God, in which nothing
8 intended and sought after but spiritual

jower and spiritual life, but is become a mere
,uman building, made up of worldly power,
worldly learning, and worldly prosperity in

ospel matters. And therefore all the frail-

ies, follies and imperfections of human nature
lust have as much life in the church, as in

ny other human society. And the best sons
f such a church must be forced to plead such
noperfections in the members of it, as must
e, where the old fallen human nature is still

live. And alive it there must be, and its life

efended, where the being continually moved
nd led by the Spirit of God, is rejected as

ji'oss enthusiasm. For nothing but a full

lirth, and continual breathing and inspiration

f the Holy Spirit in the new-born creature,

in be a deliverance from ail that which is

irthly, sensual, and devilish in our fallen

lature.

1

The British Arctic Expedition.

( A correspondent of the London Daily Tele-

Iraph prints in that journal an interesting ac-

ijunt of an interview with Captain Adams, a
ery successful whaling master, in relation to

lie approaching Arctic expedition. In the
ourse of his remarks, Captain Adams said :

!
As regards the possible climate next year, I

|m inclined to think it will be an open season.
/e have had line years since 18t)9, and the
i,8t two have been exceptionally good—so

3od, in fact, that an expedition might have
ane right up to the top of Smith's sound
ithout difficulty. And I certainly have seen
othing this year to make me think that the
Cxt will be bad. My feeling was that the
kpedition ought to have consisted of a large
iJSsel like the Arctic, which is a new ship,
.arcely yet constructed, and quite sweet and
can—a great thing when you have to win-
r in the Polar seas—and two or three small-

'• steamers, the smaller the better, so long as
ley were properly built for ice navigation.
^^e larger one could have broken the ice for

ie others along the straits and the bay, and
ien put into a harbor at about eighty degrees

of latitude. Then the little vessels, being
short and handy, could have pushed up
Smith's sound without difficulty. A short
vessel in such narrow waters would be much
the best. You can run behind a bight of land,
or a piece of strong ground ice, and so get out
ofthewayofa "nip," where a large vessel

would get fixed and destroyed. Just look at
how I was seized in Melville bay when I lost

the Alexander in 1869. Our prospects were
capital ; we had done well ; had been to the
north of Gary's Island, which is within thirty
miles of the mouth of Smith's sound, and were
coming home, when I saw the ice round me,
in the shape of a pair of shears, slowlj' closing
together, and my ship at the end already
joined. You may fancy that I got up steam
as hard as I could, and did my best to get out.

I could see water, and was in great hope that
all would be well ; had got the bow of the ves-

sel clear and was nearly safe, when the ice

came together with tremendous force and
seized the stern of the vessel. All effort was
useless ; 1 was too late. The fog had kept me
from seeing my danger till it was upon me,
and all I could do would not rescue the ship
from the clutches of the ice. Crash went the
timbers, upraised into the air was the ship,

the ice actually remaining quite level, although
the tremendous weight of craft and cargo
were upon it; then it took us down again, and
" churned" the steamer up into pieces the size

ofj'ourhand. Fortunately we were all safe

on the ice, with our boats, clothes, and provi-

sions, and all got away, though two men after-

ward died from the cold and privation we en-

dured. Then in Home bay, on the west of
Davis' straits, I lost the Advice in a similar

manner—a thick fog, no warning, a terrific

nip, and then utterdestruction. Now, a short
vessel may sometimes escape and just get clear

when a long one would be nipped even in two
places, and that's why I think 3'ou should
have very small vessels for the narrow waters
of Smith's sound. You see you cannot possi-

bly guard against a nip. We got one this

year in the Esquimaux (the ship the gallant
captain commands), and if you look you will

find that we got ofi' safely, for she's a verj'

strong vessel, and the ice fortunately eased
just in time. But you cannot reckon upon
that. As for the sledging expedition, it would
be most necessary to have both Esquimaux
and dogs. The natives can live where Eng-
lishmen cannot, and they can find plenty of
provisions where we should die. They can
always kill animals, too, if they see them, even
when we with our rifles would fail to a cer-

tainty. One of their favorite sayings with re-

gard to us when we have lost our ship is,

"The English know how to die, but not how
to live ;" and they ai'c just right. Forty-eight
hours' exposure and privation would kill the
strongest of us, while nothing kills them.
They just pull their arms out of their sleeves

and then hide their hands in their bosoms, pull

their hoods a little over their faces, and then
lie down comfortably to sleep on the ice or
snow or the hard ground, just as they may-
find themselves obliged. Nothing comesamiss
to them, and as for endurance, I have known
them to go over 500 miles on ice ground in

their sledges in three days. One man, I re-

collect, went 300 miles without rest of any
kind, and then had a few hours sleep, and
then returned the same distance without rest-

ing again. I am speaking, of course, of the
Esquimaux on the west coast of Davis' straits

—they are more nomadic than those on the
eastern side, and consequently much stronger
and more enduring. Then, again, their pow-
ers of deceiving the animals they want to kill
for food, so as to get close to them and spear
them, are simply perfect, and cannot be too
highly valued in a country where everything
flies directly it sees a man. They will make
a seal so confident that they too are seals, that
it will actually "talk" to them, ihey making
a noise so exactly similar to the sound it emits
that even a seal itself cannot detect the difi'er-

ence, and then they can go close enough to
take hold of the seal's neck, and spear him
before he recognizes an enemy in the skin-clad
savage that has got him. The expedition
must certainly have some of these people;
they will readily go with anybody they can
trust, and will do anything in their power. I
certainly agree with the idea that a good ice
master should accompany the expedition, as
well as some experienced harpooners. I found
coal, as you say, in Eclipse sound in 1871, and,
also, large quantities of salmon. With a net
sixty feet by twenty I caught hundreds of
splendid fish, in a few hours, and there were
many thousands leaped over the net besides

;

there was any quantity,-in fact. But salmon
fishing did nut pay, for the reason that you
could not always be sure of getting on to the
ground, for the ice. So far as lo.fs of life is

concerned, I don't think the expedition need
fear that. The crew of a vessel ' nipped" can
always escape on the ice, and if one vessel re-

mains behind the other it will afford a home
for the shipwrecked men ifthe foremost vessel
comes to grief. But the expedition must be
out in good time, and in that case they would
also have the benefit of the whalers' assistance
in case of need. It is pretty certain that any
way the exploring party would be away not
more than two winters for the purpose of
making scientific observations, and there is

no need to fear their being engulfed like Sir
John Franklin's ill-fated crew.

For "The Friend."

In reading the interesting observations of
Juan Valdez, in the 21st JS!o. of " The Friend,"
it occurred to me that they might not be suffi-

ciently intelligible to those who read the
Scriptures only in our authorized version, in-

asmuch as that version does not accurately
distinguish between an instrumental light

and immediate Divine illumination. The word
translated light in that text is not a term for

light in general, but for an artificial light as

lamp, candle, or torch. The clause should
therefore read "Unto which ye do well that
ye take heed as unto a lamp that shiiieth in

a dark place until the day dawn and the day-

star arise in your hearts."

Exception may be also taken to the render-
ing of this verse in another point. In the
original of the first clause the apostle simply
saj-s, " and we have more sure the prophetic
word." That he intended by this expression

to say that any thing was more sure than the
voice which came from heaven at the time of
the transfiguration is, I think, inadmissible.

Either of two other constructions may be al-

lowed. Taking more in the sense of very,

which the Greek idiom allovvs, the reading
would be " and we have the very sure word
of prophecy." Or we may take the sense to

be, " and we have the word of prophecy made
more sure, i. e. confirmed, by the miracle of

the transfiguration."
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In the 20th and 21st verses, the iiitentiou

of the apostle evidently waj, to set forth the

Divine origin and authority of the Holj- Scrip-

tures, but his meaning is obscured by the use

of the word interpretation. The primary signi-

fication of the original word should, 1 think,

have been adhered to, -which is setting loose,

equivalent there to settingforth, or origin. E:uo\y-

ing this lirst, that no prophecy of Scripture is

of private origin, &c.

The distribution of plants by human agency

is discussed by Dr. Eobort Brown in a late

number of the Geographical JIagazine. He
calls particular attention to the transportation

of seeds in wool. The presence of foreign

plants in wool-drying grounds was noticed

many j-ears ago by the eminent botanist De
Candolie, near Montpellier, in the south of

France. An account has been kept of the for-

eign plants which have appeared in that vi-

cinity since his observations, and it now in-

cludes 438 species, principally natives of the

Mediterranean countries whence the wool

comes. Similarlj-, in the neighborhood of the

extensive wool-washing and drying works at

Galashiels, are found tbrty species of plants

foreign to Scotland, some of which have never

previously been met with in any part of Great
Britain. To show how slight an accident

may determine the introduction' of a plant,

the author states that the Canada thistle is

said to have sprung up in Europe from a seed

dropped two hundred j'ears ago, from the

stuffed skin of a bird.

THE FRIEND.
FIRST MOXTH

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FoBEiGS.—An autogr.iph letter from Alfonso was

delivered to the Queen of England on the 23d, formally
advi:<ing her of his acce.ssion to the throne, and giving
aMurancea that^he intended to rule over Spain on con-
Btitutional principle.'?. A similar notification has been
received by the government of France.

Prince Leopold has been dangerously ill with hem-
orrhage of the lungs, but the latest dispatches speak of
his probable recovery.

Charles Kingsley, Canon of Westminister, and a dis
tinguished member of the established church, died ot
the 2-5th inst. from inflammation of the lungs.
The London Times says that the officers of the ship

of war Basilisk, which has just returned to England
after a commi.s.sion of nearly four years, have survi
»bout 1,200 miles of coast line, added at least twelve
first-clasii harbors, several navigable rivers, and more
than one hundred islands, large and small, to the chart,
and, lastly, have been able to announce the existence of
a new and shorter route between Australia and China.
Two lofty mountains, each about 11,000 feet high
facing each other on the north-east coa.st of Xew Guinea,
have been named " Mount Gladstone" and " Mount
Disraeli."

The steamer Faraday will be sent to a Scottish port
for repairs, and will probably not renew the attempt tf

recover the lost cable until the settled weather of nexi
spring or early summer.
A terrific gale, with storms of rain, prevailed on the

British coasts the 24th and 2-3th inst., causing many
(lisastere to vessels.

LiveriHX)!, Ist mo. 2.5lh.—Uplands cotton, 7|d.: Or-
leans, -\d.
The debate in the French Assembly on the constitu-

tional bills commenced the 21st inst. De Ventavon'f
bill was first taken up. It confirms President MacMa-
hon s powers

; establishes ministerial responsibility
;

creates a second chamber; invests the President with
powers to dissolve the Assemblv, and provides that on
a lapse of the PresidtnUal power a Congress of the two
Chambers shall decide upon the future government of

De Venlavon urged that as the provisional alone was

possible, it was necessary that it should be immediately

organized.

Members of the Left objected to the exclusion of re-

publican principles from the measure when the republic

was the existing form of government.

Carayon Latour, Legitimist, opposed all constitu-

tional bills; attacked the republic and the empire;

ged the restoration of the monarchy, and declared

his party would vote in favor of granting Marshal Mac-

Mahon only the means necessary to preserve order.
_

Jules Favre argued that it was impossible to main-

tain the present status. He pointed out the impotence

of the Legitimists ; demanded the definite establishment

of the Republic ; warmly praised ex-Presideut Thiers,

and made a violent attack on the Bonapartists, for

which he was called to order.

After a violent and acrimonious debate Chabaud-

Latour moved that the House proceed to the second

reading of De Ventavon's bill. The motion was adopt-

ed—557 to 146. The bill for the creation of a Senate

was taken up the 2oth inst., and passed its first reading

512 yeas to 18S nays.

lt"is announced that Russia, Austria and Germany,
have agreed to recognize the new king of Spain at once

without waiting for a proclamation by the Cortes.

Alfonso has gone to the army in the north of Spain.

large number of Carlist officers have given in their

adhesion to Alfonso. He has issued a proclamation,

addressed to the inh.abitants of the Basque provinces

d Navarre, in which he says that he is the represen-

tative of a dynasty which their fathers swore to obey ;

that he is a Catholic, and will see that justice is again

done to the church, and that if they will lay down their

ms they will regain the freedom they enjoyed under
ueen Isabella. He oflers full amnesty to all who

comply with his terms.

According to a Madrid dispatch a preliminary parley

has been held between the Carlists and Alfonsists, and
the basis of an agreement formed the ratification of

which on both sides is probable.

In Germany the contest between the government and
the Romish hierarchy continues. A Berlin dispatch

says, that the Bishop of Paderborn has been committed
to the fortress of Wesel, where he is to be imprisoned.

The dispute between Turkey and Montenegro, which
threatened a warlike outbreak, will probably be settled

amicably. The Porte has withdrawn its demand that

the Montenegrins implicated in the Padgoritza outrage
be surrendered in order that they may be tried by
Turkish tribunals. The Powers have advised the Porte
to send delegates to attend the trial at Cettigine. Mon
tenegro is a very small State, but it relies on the sup
port of Russia in cases of difficulty.

The Swedish Parliament has passed a bill enabling
women by a marriage contract to retain the possession

and management of their property. The bill encoun-
tered much opposition from a large portion of the or-

thodox clergy, who maintained that, as Christ is the
head of the Church, the man is the head of the house
hold, and equality between man and wife is abnormal
The king has given his sanction to the measure.

Italy now exports silks to the extent of ?35,000,00(
a year, and spirits and oils to the extent of §20,000,000,
being one-third more than in 1867.

Garibaldi has arrived at Rome to attend the meetiag
of the Chamber of Deputies. He met with a most
thusiastic reception.

A dispatch from Montevideo says :
" The Uruguayan

government has fallen, and the rebels are in power.
There is a general alarm and business is suspended.
The British squadron is in the harbor. Pedro Varela,
President of the Senate, has been elected by the rebels
Provisional President of the Republic."
A Havana dispatch of the 23d says: One hundred

and fifty-eight Sisters of Charity, who were expelled
from Mexico, arrived here^^esterday on their way ti

France.

A London dispatch of the 26th says, John Bright ad
dressed an audience of 15,000 persons at Birmingham
last night. In his address he spoke especially of the
connection of State and Church in England, and re-
ferred to some of its evils ; condemned excessive church
revenues; the appointment of clergymen by private
patronage, and the sale of livings. The Church of Eng-
land alone, among Protestant denominations, furnished
numerous converts to Rome. He declined to enter
upon agitation to hasten disestablishment, but that
would be a great day for freedom. Protestantism
Christianity which would see the full, free disestab
ment of the Church.
United States.—During the year 1874, 1,925 miles

of new railroads were con.structed in (he United States,
which is the smallest mileage since 1866. In 1871 the
number of miles built was 7,222, in 1872, 7,340, in 1873,

883. At the beginning of the present year there was

'

total of 72,576 miles of railroad.
|

There were 604 deaths in New York city last week
The total number of teachers in the New York public

schools is 3,039, of whom 2,839 are women ; with at

average attendance of 42 pupils to each teacher.

There were 373 deaths in Philadelphia last week
The total city expenditures for the year 1874 wen,
§16,449,000, of which $10,248,033 was from taxes, and

$2,135,950 from loans. The funded debt amounts U.

$5.5,272,132, against which the city holds property toi

much larger nominal sum.
The following States have chosen U. S. Senaton

thin the past few days, viz: Michigan, Isaac P. Chris

tiancy ; Nebraska, A. S. Paddock ; Pennsylvania, W. A
Wallace ; Massachusetts, Henry L. Dawes ; New York
Francis Kernan ; Delaware, Thomas F. Bayard ; In

iana, James E. McDonald ; Missouri, F. M. Cockrell

Of the eight Senators elected only two were Republi
cans.

Terrible snow storms have occurred in Utah and '.

vada. Fifty Chinese woodcutters were burled by a snow

slide in the mountains of Nevada, near Genoa, recently

28 of whom were killed. By a snow slide in Utah
twelve men were buried under the snow. Six of thes-

were dug out severely injured, but the others perished

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotation

on the 25th inst. New York.—American gold 1123

U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 119; do. coupons, 119J.
do. 1868, 119} a 119* ; U. S. five per cents, 114 a 115}

Superfine flour, S4 a $4.25 ; State extra, $4.75 a $5.10

"ner brands. §5.50 a $10.50. No. 2 Chicago sprin^

'heat, Sl.lOJ ; red western, $1.25 a $1.26 ; white Michi
gan, §1.29. Oats, 67 a 71J cts. State rye, 95 cts. Yel

low corn, 85 a 86 cts. ; white, 87 a 90 cts. Philadelphic

—Uplands and New Orleans cotton, 15} a 16 cti

Superfine flour, §3.75 a §4.00 ; extras, §4.25 a $4.75

fiaer grades, $5 a $7.50. Red wheat, §1.20 a $1.22

amber, $1.23 a §1.25 ; white, $1.28 a §1.30. Rye, 9,

a 95 cts. Yellow corn, 79 a 80 cts. ; mixed, 81 a 81 J cb

Oats, 65 a 68 cts. Lard, 131 a 14 cts. Sales of 3,30

beef cattle at from 4 to 7} cts. per lb. gross. A fev

extra brought 7i a 8 cts. Sheep sold at 5J a 7J cts. pe

lb. gross. Receipts 10,000 head. Corn fed hogs T"

S10.25 per 100 lbs. net. Receipts 5,000 head. CAicoji

—Spring extra flour, §4.25 a §4.62 No. 1 sprin

wheat, 90i cts. ; No. 2 do., 88 cts.; No. 3, 82J cts.
"

2 mixed corn, 6ii cts. No. 2 oats, 52 cts. Lan
$13.35 per 100 lbs. Baltimore.—J^io. 1 western re

wheat, §1.20 ; No. 2 do., $1.16 ; No. 3 do., §1.10; ambt
Maryland, $1.25 a $1.30. Yellow and white corn, 7

a 81 cts. Oats, 66 a 70 cts. . St. Louis.—No. 2 wintc

red wheat, §1.05 J a $1.06 J. Mixed corn, 62 a 64ct
Oats, 55 a 55* cts.

WANTED
A Friend to have care of Friends' Western Buriaj

ground. Sixteenth and Race streets. Dwelling hont

there rent free. For terms apply, with reference, to ,

William Kinsev, S. W. cor. Third and Vine St

Israel H. Johnson, No. 16 N. 7th St., Philada.

WANTED.
A Governess for Westtown Boarding School, to «

on her duties at the opening of the next Session.

Apply to

Elizabeth C. Scattergood, West Chester, Pa.

Hannah Richardson, Wilmington, Del.

Hannah Evans, No. 322 Union St., Philada.

Lydia L. Walton, Moorestown, N. J.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philaddpkia.

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wobti
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients ma^.^
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board*
Managers.

Died, at his residence near Haddontield, N. J., .

the 21st of 11th mo. 1874, Joseph Engle, in the3.5(

year of his age, a member of Haddonfield Month
Meeting.

, on the 24th of 12th mo. 1874, Mary Stbvhs
wife of Elam Stevens, aged 54 years and 9 months,
minister of the gospel about seventeen years. A me)

ber of Newberry Monthly Meeting, Tennessee. "Blessi

are the dead that die in the Lord ; for henceforth thi

cease from their labors, and their works do f6ll<

them."

WILLIAM H.PILEr PRINTER,
'"'

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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The German Arctic Expedition of 1SG9— 70.

(Concluded fi-om page 18G,)

We now turn to the adventures of the Ger-
naaiiia, which was the principal ves.sel of the
3xpedition, and furnished with steam power.
After losing sight of the Hausa, she gradu-

illy worked her way through the belt of float-

ngice, being aided by steam, and reached the
Sreenland coast, near Sabine Island, in lati-

about 74i° North, on the 5th of the
Eighth month, 1869. Taking advantage of
he more open water, which is generally found
between the moving ice and that fast to the
shores, the captain pushed on to the north-
ward, but in latitude 754° he m t a barrier of
solid ice, which he could not penetrate, and
therefore decided to go into winter quarters
in a convenient harbor on the south side of
Sabine Island, where the ship would be pro-
tected ^om pressure by the drifting floes, and

f""e

liberated from its icy chains on the coming
f warm weather in the following season.
This was successfully accomplished. Scien-

tific observations were made, the adjacent
jislands and coasts were explored and partially

(Surveyed, and a sledge journey to the north
jreached a point in 77°' N. latitude. This is

(the highest point of land on the Uast coast of
jGreenland known to have been visited, though
[the Western coast has been found more acces-
'sible. After passing the winter safely, the
|Germania renewed her labors in the following
summer, but with no greater success, being
iStopped in her northward course by solid ice,

|at the same place where her etTorts were baf
:fled in 1867. The available time of the warm
|8eason remaining was spent in exploring the
coast southward, and on the approach of

. . . . ^^ „

man}'.

severe weather, she returned in safety to Ger-

Among the matters which were of
•interest to the inmates of the vessel, durin^
her long sojourn at Sabine Island, were the
visits of the white bears. These were first

met with many miles from land, on the float-

ing ice, in pursuit of seals on which they feed.

The ship appears to have been an object of
curiosity to them, and the numerous visits to
its vicinity paid by these primeval inhabi-
tants were not without danger—one adven-
ture is thus described

:

"On the morning of the 13th, Theodor

Klentzer, during the time the men were busied
without, or were obliged to take their daily

walk, climbed the Germaniaberg to view the
landscape in the increasing mid day light.

Reaching the top, ho seated himself on a rock,

and sang a song in the still air. As he looked
behind him, however, ho saw, not many steps

ofiF, a huge bear, which with great gravity
was watching the stranger. Now to our
'Theodor,' who was as quiet and decided a

man as he was powerful, this would, under
other circumstances, have been nothing; for

the bear stood wonderfully well for a shot,

and could not easily be missed, but Klentzer
was totally unarmed, not having even a knife !

Incredible! is it not? But as Lieut. Payer
writes, ' the bears always come when one has
forgotten all about them.'

" Thus Klentzer saw himself unarmed and
alone, far from his companions, and close to

the bear. Flight is the only, though a doubt-
ful, chance of safety, and the audacious thought
struck him of plunging down the steep side of
the glacier ; but he chose the softer side-slope,

and began to hurry down the mountain. Upon
looking back, after a time, he perceived the

great bear trotting behind him at a little dis-

tance, like a great dog. Thus they descended
the mountain for some time. If Klentzer
halted, so did the bear ; when he went on, the
bear followed slowly ; if he began to run, the
bear did the same. Thus the two had gone
some distance, and Klentzer thought seriously

of saving himself, as the bear, finding the

chase somewhat wearisome, might press close

upon his heels. He therefore uttered a loud

shout, but the bear, only disconcerted for a

moment, seemed to get more angry and ap-

proached quicker, so that he seemed to feel

the hot breath of the monster. At this dread-

ful moment—and it was most likely his pre-

servation—he remembered the stories ho had
heard, and, while running, pulled off his

jacket, throwing it behind him. And see!

the trick answers: the bear stops and begins

to examine the jacket. Klentzer gains cour-

age, rushes on down the mountain, sending

out a shout for help, which resounds through
the silent region. But soon the bear is again

at his heels, and he must throw away cap and
waistcoat, by which he gains a little. Now
Klentzer sees help approaching— several

friends hurrying over the ice. Collecting his

last strength, he shouts and runs on. But
help seems in vain, for the pursuer hurries

too, and he is obliged to take the last thing

he has, his shawl, which he throws exactly

over the monster's snout, who, more excited

still by renewed shouting, throws it back
again contemptuously with a toss of the head,

and presses forward upon the defenceless man,
who feels his cold black snout touch his hand.

Klentzer now gave himself up for lost; ho

could do no more ; but the wonderful thought

struck him of fastening up the bear's throat

with the leathern belt which he wore round
his body. Fixedly he stared into the merci-

less eyes of the beast—one short moment of

doubt—the bear was startled, his attention
seemed drawn aside, and the next moment ho
was off" at a gallop. The shouts of the many
hurrying to the rescue had evidently fright-

ened him. Klentzer was saved by a miracle.
We had all hun-ied out just as we sat below,
without coats or caps—indeed, some were in

their stockings. The terrified creature fled

on to the ice, where he received a cross-fire,

then turned hither and thither, and made for

Cairn Point. Some of the bullets must have
struck him, for he collapsed, and we thought
it was all over. But he rallied the next mo-
ment, and climbed the steep bank with huge
strides, and, leaving traces of blood on the
open ice, hurried to the sea. Glad and thank-
ful, our full number were soon seated at the
mid-day meal, praising a good Providence
who had saved our brave companion from
death. From the effects of this day several

suffered slightly from pains in the chest, and
Mr. Sengstacke and P. Iversen had large frost-

blisters on their feet. No wonder, when they
had run about in stockinged feet for a whole
hour and a half!"

Dr. Borgen was in a situation of still greater
peril. He says :

" About a quarter before nine
p. M. I had gone out to observe the occulta-

tion of a star, which was to take place about
that time, and also to take the meteorological
readings. As I was in the act of getting on
shore, Capt. Koldewey came on to the ice.

We spoke for a few moments, when I went
on shore, while he returned to the cabin. On
my return from the observatory, about fifty

steps from the vessel, I heard a rustling noise

to the left, and became aware of the proximity
of a bear. There was no time to think, or use

my gun. The grip was so sudden and rapid,

that I am unable to say how it was done

;

whether the bear rose and struck me down
with his fore-paws, or whether he ran me
down. But from the character of the injuries

I have sustained (contusions and a deep cut

on the left ear), 1 conclude that the former
must have been the ease. The next thing I

felt was the tearing of my scalp, which was
only protected by a skull-cap. This is their

mode of attacking seals, but, owing to the
slipperiness of their skulls, the teeth glide off.

The cry for help which I uttered frightened

the animal for a moment ; but he turned again

and bit me several times on the head. The
alarm had meanwhile been heard by the cap-

tain, who had not yet reached the cabin. He
hurried on deck, convinced himself that it

was really an alarm, roused up the crew and
hastened on to the ice, bringing assistance to

his struggling comrade. The noise evidently

frighten'ed the bear, and he trotted off with
his pre}-, which ho dragged by the head. A
shot fired to frighten the creature effected its

purpose, inasmuch as he dropped me, and
sprang a few steps aside ; but he immediately
seized me by the arm, and, his hold proving
insuflicient, he seized me by the right hand.
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on which was a fur glove, and this gave tlie

pnrsuers time to come up with the brute,

which had by its great speed left them lar be-

hind. He was now makiug for the shore, and

would certainly have escaped with his prej-

had he succeeded in climbing the bank. How
ever, as he came to the edge of the ice, he

turned along the coast side, continuing on the

rough and broken ice, which greatly retarded

his speed, and thus allowed his pursuers upon

the ice to gain rapidly upon him. After being

dragged in this way for about .300 paces, aX-

most strangled by my shawl, which the bear

had seized at the same time, he dropped me,

and immediately afterwards Koldewey was
bending over me with the words, ' Thank God

!

he is still alive !' The bear stood a few jiaces

on one side, evidently undecided what course

to pursue, until a bullet gave him a hint that

it was high time to take himself off.

"No one thought of pursuing him, for their

first care was to carrj- the wounded man on
board, whither the doctor and Herr Tramnitz
had gone in order to prepare the requisites

for binding up the wounds. The main injuries

were in the head, where, amongst numerous
other wounds from the bites, two especially

from four to six inches long ran along the
scalp, the edges of which hung loose, leaving
the skull bare for one-third to two-fifths of an
inch. The other wounds, about twenty
number, were in part caused by striking
against the fragments and rough broken edges
of the ice. It is worth while mentioning that
neither during the act of receiving the wounds
nor during the process of healing, which pro
gressed favorably, did I experience the small
est pain."
• In addition to bears, and the seal and wal-
rus, the travellers met with reindeer, musk
ox, and the arctic hare and white fox.

locked up in our parlor, and would be glad

the ofiSeer himself would then call for it and
put it into the sheath. This he did, and very
civilly acknowledged her kind interference.

Herein was the scripture declaration fulfilled,

' the righteous are bold as a lion.'
"

For "The Friend"

The Soldier Disarmed.

The following interesting anecdote is re
lated by Martha Eouth, who may still be re
membered by some of the older members of
our religious Society, as a devoted laborer for
the promotion of truth and righteousness,
about the end of the last centurj-.

"The bacjc part of our house looked into
the yard of a large inn, that was in great repu
tation, which Friends as well as others usually
preferred. The landlord and his wife were
very kind neighbors to us, the latter would
often come and ask advice of my mother
An officer of distinction happened to be tak
ing up his quarters there ; one evening havinp
got too much liquor, he began to quarrel with
some of the company, and after some time
concluded to go into the yard to decide the
fray. The landlord was not at home, and the
landlady, seeing the officer draw his sword,
fainted ;oncof the servants exceedingly alarm-
ed, came to acquaint us with the circum-
stance, fearing murder might ensue. My
father was from home, but my mother quick-
13- slipped out, passed through those who sur-
rounded the officer; and as he was holding
up his glittering sword, took it out of hi's

hand and brought it into our house. The act
so surprised him and the rest of the company,
that they soon separated, and the family
thereby were greatly relieved.

" In about two hours after, understanding
who had got his weapon, the officer sent a
submissive request to have it returned

; but
my mother told the servant that it was safely

For "The Friend."

John Griffith.

(Continued from page 185.)

We have learned in the preceding extracts

from the journal of John Griffith, how many
appearances in the ministry, including his

own, there were in Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing, within the space of about a year ; we have
also seen, though but in part, how industri-

ous J. G. was in the exercise of his gift in en-

deavoring to spread a knowledge of the Ee,
deemer's kingdom, to tell of the good things
the Lord had done for his soul, and, with the
ability received, in striving to turn people
from darkness to light, and from the power of
Satan unto God, that they might receive for-

giveness of sins, and inheritance among them
that are sanctified. In addition to this, we
have manj- memorable instances in Youthful
Piety and Piety Promoted, of children, some
before and some after entering their teens,

appearing in public testimony in meetings.
Seeing these things, the query may well arise,

why are not the putting forth of similar pre-
cious fruits in younger and older, observable
in the present day? Is the Lord's hand
shortened or his power straitened? Is his

mercy clean gone forever? Is his grace not
sufficient? or is the impleading, wooing voice
of his Spirit of life less powerful to arouse and
save now than then ? There is no doubt that
the fault lies not here, but in ourselves. True
it is, either we do not duly appreciate the
value of our immortal souls, with the incon
ceivable price paid for them, or we are so
destitute of sense and feeling, so unwilling to
let the light of Christ shine in our dark hearts
and show us their depraved and lost condition
through sin, that we bj' no means, in a general
way, are aware of the extent and depth of our
spiritual malady. For one effect of sin is, an
unaccountable stupidity and infatuation that
renders us insensible to our true state ; so that
instead of arising and shaking ourselves from
the dust of the earth, and allowing the eye,
however painful the incisions, to be made sin-
gle through submission to the Saviour's grace,
we go on too much giving our time and tal-

ents and energies to the world, rather than
surrendering every thing which tha Truth
calls for, and .which is not consistent with a
preparation for the fixed and eternal state.
This, it is to be feared, has rendered too ap-
plicable the words of the Prophet: "Thy
silver is become dross, thy wine mixed with
water."

On the other hand, were there but a taking
due heed to the reproving light of Christ, even
the tenderly striving infiuenceof his Spirit;
with the submissive yielding of ourselves to
all the turning and overturning of His holy
hand within and upon us for our purification,
how would he prove himself mighty; how
would he save

; how rc\joice over us with joy
;

how rest in his love; how joy over us with
ging! So that these could say, " Then was

our mouth filled with laughter, and our tongue
with singing:" for, "they that sow in tears
shall reap in joy." But this after the cross has
been submitted to, and judgment has passed
upon the transgressingnature

; for "Zion shall

be redeemed with judgment and her convert!
(they that return to her) with righteousness.'
Then there must of necessity be a putting the
mouth in the dust, if so be there may be hope
and a separation be witnessed from the world
and its spirit, according to the vision of the
Prophet :

" I will allure her and bring her intc

the wilderness, and speak comfortably untc
her. And I will give her vineyards from
thence, and the valley of Achor (that is trou.

ble) for a door of hope;" yet, as is added,
"she shall sing there, as in the daj's of her
youth, and as in the day when she came np
out of the land of Egypt," (from the bondage
of sin.)

John Griffith, after having recovered from
the yellow fever, in which he seemed nigh
unto death, and having, with the disciplinary

credentials, embarked for England on a re-

ligious visit, upon which voyage he, with th€
ship and all on board, were taken by a priva-

teer and run into a French port ; finally,

through the preserving care of the Shepherd
of Israel, was enabled to arrive in London in

the 10th mo. 1748, after a passage of about
four months.

In that city, as extracted for the present
number, he alludes to the necessity of the new
birth, and draws a distinction between the
works of the flesh and those of the Spirit. Ho
also treats of church government, and the

ht authoritj' to act therein ; which is not
without application in this day. It would
seem that the state of things in London was
even then in a lapsed and painfully discour-

aging condition. He represents that man's
will and wisdom had very much taken the
place of the little, low, meek thing, which by
the power of God had place and rule in the

beginning. This tended very much to the dis-

couragement of the breathing, panting- babes
after heavenly substance : who, J. G. saw,
were to obtain the victory over the prevailing
spirit through svfferings.

With John Griffith, Thomas Scattergood in

his day, with others also, mourned ami wept
in and over that city, and the church in it;

so that the admonitory words to the angel of

the church of Sardis, might in truth be re-

vived :
" I know thy works, that thou hast a

name that thou livest, but art dead. Be watch-
ful, and strengthen the things which remain,
that are ready to die : for I have not found
thy works perfect before God. Eemcmber
therefore how thou hast received and heard

;

and hold fast, and repent. * * Thou hast

a few names even in Sardis, which have not

defiled their garments; and they shall walk
with me in white: for they are worthy."

The journal resumed:—"In our way, we
lodged with our worthy friend Samuel Bow-
nas, who, with his housekeeper, entertained
us with affectionate kindness. Now did wo .

begin to enjoy the sweetness of brotherly love

gain. The Quarterly Meeting for Dorset-

hire was held next day at that place, to which
we went. It w^is very small, and the power
of Truth which is the crown of all our reli-

gious meetings, as I thought, was very low
therein. We must live in that power at other
times, if we expect its gracious assistance in

the weighty affairs of the church when met
for the management thereof; for that which
is born of the flesh is but flesh, and cannot
enter into the kingdom of God, nor so much
as see it. All is certainly of the flesh that
hath its principal delight and satisfaction in

sublunary things. So that, although some
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|iiay maintain the character of God's people mind. Wrong things were creeping in, and
,s to the outward appearance, yet if the love very few if any, had judgment and courage
|if earthly things hath the chief room in their

iiearts, the love of the Father is not in them
;

Ind therefore such are not qualified to do
iJod's work. Church government, according
Iq the discipline He in his wisdom hath estab-

ished, requires our understandings to be di-

inely enlightened to move rightly therein
;

)ut where any speak and act in the same
latural reason and understanding whereby
hey manage their outward affairs, which al-

hough capable of the one, is altogether unfit

or the other ; for ' the world by wisdom knows
|)ot God,' consequently these are not likely to

mderstand his work ; but in their pretended
mdeavors to promote, they mar it, and fre-

juently darken counsel by a multitude of

vords without right knowledge. Instead of
•aising life in a meeting, they bring death and
Jarkness over it, to the great pain of the up-
•ight hearted, who are not always ready (like

jhose above hinted at), but experimentally
vDOwing their sufficiency for every good word
vnd work to be of God, they dare not move
lintil it please him, by moving upon their

jaearts, to open their understandings and to

pe a spirit of judgment unto them : in this

pnly, there is binding and loosing, remitting
and retaining, with Divine approbation; which
is livingly known and sealed upon the under-

standings of the faithful, by the Holy Spirit

jof promise. Our way was quite shut up as to

Iministry or other public service in that meet-
ing; after which we pursued our journey to

London. I continued about two weeks in the
city, visiting meetings as they fell in course,

being mostly low and pretty much discoui-

aged in my mind with a deep sense of my owe
weakness, the greatness of the work before
.me, and the mournful state of the church, as

fit appeared to me, in London. I had but little

openness as to ministry, yet endeavored to

wade along as patiently as I could ; it appear-
ling to be my principal business to suffer with
ithe oppressed Seed, mourning with a sensible

iremnant, who I perceived had sackcloth un
derneath, because of the prevalence of worldly
twisdom and grandeur in that great city ; the
lowly meek spirit ofJesus, which by the power
jof God was exalted amongst us in the early
times of our being a people, was in a general

1

way overlooked and disregarded; and
'will and wisdom taking its place, was grown
very high, and assumed the government,

; where the wisdom of God formerly bore rule

But this did not prosper; instead thereof,

greater waste and desolation prevailed. Those
who were breathing and panting after heaven
[ly substance, were greatly discouraged, bein£
jreadj' to say. All is gone! the glory is departed
from Israel ! what can we do now ? but I

thej' were to be raised in the Lord's time, as

;

an army to fight his battles against the un
circumcised in heart and ears ; and that the
victory over that spirit was to be obtained

I through suffering."

J. Griffith having a mother, a brother, and
t
two sisters, living in Eadnorshire, South
Wales, he went there to see them, taking
meetings going and returning. He says, " 1

staid thereabouts somewhat more than two
weeks

; in which time I had divers very large,

and some very open precious meetings ; many
of other societies flocking to them, who seem-

:
ed much reached by the testimony of Truth.

I
But alas ! I found things very low among

I

Friends, which was cause of sorrow to my

enough to deal plainlj- with disorderly walk
ers. I was at their Monthly Meeting, and en
deavored to stir them up to a more diligent

and zealous exercise of wholesome discipline
;

but they appeared weak."
Taking his leave of his mother, brother and

sisters, "I got," he eaj'S, "to London on the
seventh day of the week, and the day follow-

attended Grace-church Street and Devon-
shire House Meetings ; but I had very little

)penness therein. My spirit was very low
and greatly depressed, so that I seemed near
fainting under the weight of my burden. On
Second-day the Yearly Meeting began. The
first was a meeting of ministers and elders in

the morning. Many brethren were met from
divers parts of the nation, amongst whom, I

looked upon myself as a mere child, having
much fear and reasoning in my mind lest I

should dishonor the great Master's cause, and
iscover my great weakness, as it appeared
3 my own view, to those pillars in the church
and experienced servants in the Lord's work.
But he in great mercy condescended to my
very low estate, and regarded my humble
breathings, giving me the word of life to
preach with demonstration that daj-, which
much opened my way in the minds of Friends,
md was of considerable advantage to me in

my future service ; for very much depends
upon our having good place in the hearts of
the faithful, and that cannot well be until they
' now us. Christian prudence teaches not to

lay hands suddenly on any ; therefore such
must see and feel the spirits one of another,
in some degi-ee, before they can unite. Was

not great care and caution in this re-

spect, gross hypocrisy by putting on the out-

ward appearance, might be encouraged, which
would be a grievous wound to God's cause.

Many Friends, after this meeting, showed
affectionate regard to me; but none more than
that substantial minister of the gospel, Samuel
Bownas. It had a proper eltect upon my
mind, to strengthen it, and cause humble ac-

knowledgment to the Lord for his mercy; it

being my humble prayer, that whatever I

might go through on account of the unfaith-

ful, my service and labors might be accept-

able to the saints, and that I might be favored
with a sense of the unity and help of their

spirits accompanying me therein."'

(To be continued.)

" Giving In."—It is better to yield a little

than quarrel a great deal. The habit of stand-

ing up, as peojjie calHt, for their (little) rights

is one of the most disagreeable and undigni-

fied in the world. Life is too short for the
perpetual bickerings which attend such a dis-

position : and unless a very mon\entous affair

indeed, where other people's claims and in-

terests are involved, it is a question if it is not
wiser, happier, and more prudent to yield

somewhat of precious rights than squabble to

maintain them. True wisdom is first pure,

then peaceable and gentle.

We arc concerned that the management of

our Christian Discipline be not committed to

hands unclean
;
particularly of such who allow

or connive at undue liberties in their own
children or families. "If a man," said the

Apostle, "know not how to rule his own house,

how shall he take care of the church of God."
—Discipline of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.

For "The Friood."

Thomas Ruttcr.

The following extracts from a memoir of
Thomas Eutter, are copied for " The Friend"
f deemed suitable for its columns. The way-
wardness of his youth, which degenerated
even to vice, and to contempt of serious
things and serious persons

; his yielding to his

"ither's wishes still to attend meetings ; his
unexpected arrest in one of these b.y the
solemnly stirring words of the apostle Peter,
put forth by a minister present ; his being
filled with awe, and with a light lohich dis-

covered to him clearly his sinful condition," and
whereby he was broken into many tears ; his
attempt, though in vain, to shake off these
heavenly convictions; his sore conflicts of
spirit—the pangs of the new birth

;
his temp-

tations to despair; his earnest, humble, peni-
tent cry to an ever pitying Father to save his

soul from being lost, all speak an intelligible

language to those called to walk by the same
rule, and to mind the same thing. Their
truthfulness and impressiveness should claim
the close attention of all, older and 3'ounger,

who are inquiring the way to an immortal
crown, which, as here represented, can no
otherwise be obtained than through and by
the self-reducing, self-denying, but soul-rejoic-

ing, peace-securing cross. His scripture read-

ing; his retirement seeking; his diligence in

attending public worship; his disappointment
of help from man ; his begotten sense that re-

ligion is a deep work ; his being supported in

prayer and patience till Infinite kindness con-

descended to his state and clothed his heart
with love—love to God and love to man ; his

preparation through contrition and tears and
varied baptisms for the ministry in which ho'

came forth with the approbation of Friends,

when about eighteen yearsof age ; his faithful-

ness herein, with his growth and enlargement
till he became "a zealous, reaching, and ac-

ceptable minister," all tend to prepare us for

the sequel of an upright life—his death. His
last illness was borne with Christian fortitude

;

and faith and resignation seemed to be the

clothing of his spirit. He spoke of the danger
of putting off the work of salvation till a time
of sickness. He said he had "known some-
thing of the love of grace, whereby boasting is

excluded." He was very modest of any at-

tainment made. Was very sensible of his

own unworthiness, and saia that all he was,

he was through mercy and by the grace of

God. With a full belief of an admittance into

the realms of purity and peace, he put off mor-
tality.

The extracts are as follows:—"Thomas
Eutter, of Bristol, departed this life in a lively

hope of the mercy of Christ, the 2d of the

Ninth month, 1803, aged 59. He had been a
minister from his youth, having fii-st come
forth in obedience to what he regarded as a

requiring of the Lord for that service, when
he was about eighteen years of age. Pre-

viously to this, in his very bo3'ish time, he had
suffered the follies of youth to degenerate into

vice ; and at length into infidelity, and a con-

tempt for serious things and serious persons.

However, to please his father, he still con-

tinued to go to meetings, in one of which his

attention was caught by a preacher whose
subject was the passage from 1 Peter iv. 18 :

' If the righteous scarcely be saved, where
shall the ungodly and the sinner appear.' Im-
mediately he was filled with awe, and with a
light which discovered to him clearly his sin-
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ful condition ;
and he was broken into many

tears. Nevertheless, he sonn attempted to

shake oflf these impressions ; but in vain :

sunk under the contest, and then was tempted

to despair. He confessed however in his mind,

that he had been divinely visited ;
and beint-

sensible that nothing short of the arm of Om
nipotcncc could save him from being lost, he

sought it earnestly with humble supplication

He read the Scriptures, he often sought retire-

ment, and was very diligent in public worship
;

but his soul was long detained in a mournful

state.

At length his mind was gradually enlarged,

and his first comforts arose in meditation,

though they were but faint. The ministry

also of two certain friends was useful to him

;

and he made them a visit, supposing that they

would feel for his state, and would comfort

and instruct him. But he was disappointed,

and led to cry, ' Lord, if thou help me not, I

perish ; for vain is the help of man.' But
when, after this gradual preparation, it pleas

ed Infinite Kindness to afford him a sense of

favor, the current of love was so strong, that

he knew not how to forbear calling upon
every creature to join him in the song of

praise. For a time he felt no evil, had an al-

most continual sense of the Lord's presence,

and hastil}- concluded that his regeneration

was complete. But temptations again beset

hira, and he soon felt the further necessity of

daily watchfulness and praj-cr. Religion ap-

peared to be a very deep work; but he was
sup])orted in the path of patience by some
portions of comfort, and by the secret pre-

sence of the Almighty.
It was not long after he was brought into

Ihis watchful state, that he felt his mind
strongly impressed to speak by way of exhor-
tation to others. From this service he was
very averse; and endeavored, with contrition
and tears, to examine his call, and, like Gideon,
to try the fleece. The more he examined, the
more the evidence was confirmed, till after
various baptisms, he gave up his soul to obey,
should further requirings be manifested. This
was not, however, speedil}' the case. He un-
derwent a further trial of apparent desertion,
which he humbly received as a chastisement
for his delay

; but at length a more full resig-
nation was the means of reproducing peace,
and he found an .engagement to come forth
with these words: '(Christ's sheep hear his
voice. Let ns wait to hear the voice of Christ.'
After this also, ho sunk very low in his mind,
but was gradually enlarged, and soon became
a zealous, reaching, and acceptable minister.
He travelled in most parts of England and

Wales, where there are Friends, and was twice
in Ireland; but to particularize his journeys
would be foreign to the purpose of this com-
pilation.

During his last illness, which was painful,
and borne with Christian fortitude, he uttered
many exjjressions, showing his faith, and his
resignation

;
and he bemoaned the situation

of such as defer to the time of sickness, the
important concerns of their soul's well being.
•The pains of the body,' said he, 'are enough
to struggle with.' Speaking of himself, he
said, 'I liave nothing to glory in but my in-
firmities. I have known something of that
law of grace, whereby boasting is excluded.
Xo merit in mo! All of grace! All of the
pardon and power which are in Christ ! O !

that I had the tongue of an archangel, to
sound forth this glorious truth, that it is not

by works of righteousness, which we have

done ; but according to his mercy he saved us,

by the washing of regeneration, and renew-

ing of the Holy Ghost.' Consonant to this

also, he frequently said, ' I never was more

deeply sensible of my own unworthiness ; and

that all is of mercy, mere mercy!' A little

before his departure he signified his assurance

of an admittance into the kingdom of eternal

rest; and at his close was mercifully favored

with an easy release from the pains of mor
tality."

—

Piety Promoted.
*"*

Selected.

BEYOND.
Beyond life's toils and cares,

Its hopes and joy, its weariness and sorrow,

Its sleepless nights, its days of smiles and tears,

One bright, unending morrow.

Beyond time's troubled stream.

Beyond the chilling waves of death's dark river,

Beyond life's lowering clouds and fitful gleams.

Its dark realities and brighter dreams,

A beautiful forever.

No aching hearts are there.

No tear-dimmed eye, no form by sickness wasted,

No cheek grown pale through penury or care.

No spirits crushed beneath the woes they bear,

No sighs for bliss untasted.

No sad farewell is heard,

No lonely wail for loving ones departed.

No dark remorse is there o'er memories stirred.

No smile of scorn, no harsh or cruel word
To grieve the broken-hearted.

No long, dark night is there.

No light from sun or silvery moon is given,

But Christ, the Lamb of God, all bright and fair,

Illumes the city with effulgence rare,

The glorious light of Heaven !

No mortal eye hath seen

The glories of that land beyond the river,

Its crystal lakes, its fields of living green,

Its fadeless flowers and the unchanging sheen,

Around the throne forever.

Man hath not heard the song
Of rapturous praise within the shining portal

;

No heart of man hath dreamed what joys belong
To that redeemed and happy blood-washed throng.

All glorious and immortal.

Selected.

THE WATER-FOWL.
BT WILIIAM CULLEN BRYANT.

"There is a path which no fowl knoweth."

Whither, 'midst falling dew.
While glow the heavens with the last steps of day.
Far, through their rosy depths, dost thou pursue
Thy solitary way ?

Vainly the fowler's eye
Might mark thy distant flight to do thee wrong.
As, darkly painted on the crimson sky,

Thy figure floats along.

Seek'st thou the plashy brink
Of weedy lake, or marge of river wide.
Or where the rocking billows rtse and sink
On the chafed ocean-side ?

There is a power, whose care
Teaches thy way along that pathless coast

—

The desert and illimita'ble air

—

Lone wandering, but not lost.

All day thy wings have fanned,
.\t that far height, the cold, thin atmosphere

;

Yet stoop not, weary, to the welcome land.
Though the dark night is near.

And soon that toil shall end

;

Soon shalt thou find a snmmer home, and rest
And scream among thy fellows ; reeds shall bend
Soon o'er thy sheltered nest.

Thou'rt gone ; the abyss of heaven
Hath swallowed up thy form

;
yet on my heart

Deeply hath sunk the lesson thou hast given,
And shall not soon depart.

He who, from zone to zone.
Guides through the boundless sky thy certain flight.
In the long way that I must tread alone.
Will lead ray steps aright.

Cause of Wind Storms ou tlie Plains.

Professor John H. Tico has written a letter

giving his theory of the cause of the terrific

wind storms that periodically sweep, with

such destructive force, over the plains of the

West. He says :

"All winds flow out of a high barometer
and into a low one ; the high barometer is in

the direction whence the wind comes, and the

low in the direction whither it goes; winds
not only flow out of a high barometer, bat

from all sides of it. The air to sustain

outflowing current being thus precluded from
entering laterally must therefore come from

the zenith, consequently under a high baro-

meter there must be a descending or down
pouring current of air. Again winds not only

flow in"to an area of low barometer, but pour
into it from all sides; hence, they cannot es-

cape laterally, for all avenues of escape are

closed except towards the zenith, and hence

thither they must go. Since the earth under
a low barometer spouts np its air towards the

zenith, therefore there must be an ascending

current within an area covered by a low bar-

ometer."
In looking for the spot from which the great

plain storms are started from the earth—the

point where the low barometer is situated-

he dismisses Arizona, Mexico, Texas, the Gulf

of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea, because in

neither place is the right temperature found, t

and finds the source of the western simoon on

the hot plains north of the Amazon in South:

America. He proves by Humboldt that on

these plains tremendous upward currents of

air are often experienced. Humboldt for in-

stance, says

:

Under the vertical rays of the novcr-

cloudcd sun, the indurated soil cracks asunder

IS if from the shock of an earthquake. If at

such time opposing currents of air, whose con-

flict produces rotary motion, come in contact

with the soil, the plain assumes a strange and
singular aspect ; sand spouts are fornied. The
sand rises through the rarified air in the elec-

trically charged centre of the whirling current

like conicallj' shaped clouds, the points of

which both ascend from the earth and de-

scend from the sky. In all respects they
semble the roaring water-spout so much dread-

ed by mariners. The lowering sky shodi

dim, almost straw-colored light on the de

late plain. The hot, dusty particles which
fill the air increase its suftbcating heat, and
the east wind blowing over the long-heated

soil, brings no refreshment, but rather a still

more burning glow."
Professor Tice then shows how this cur-'

rent, lifted to a great altitude, flows north-

ward until it strikes the high barometer of

the western plains and then descends. It is

syphon eighteen hundred miles in length,

the ends resting, one on the great plains of

South America, the other on the great plains

of Morlh America, while its arc is in the air

bovc the clouds ; and the motive-powers
.'hich cause the mighty flow are heat and

cold and the electric currents, which flow on

parallel lines but in opposite directions, and
which constantly repel each other.— Virginia

(JVev.) Enterprise.

Oh, my dear Friends, up and work for the
Lord God, for the despised Light and Truth

i

of Jesus in your day, and let us not be less '

vigilant in the tender, diligent, fervent spirit i

for God, than the world is for their mammon.
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hat so we may appear men for God, uot for

lursclves, minding the things of Christ and

lot our own. So shall God's truth spread to

he utmost parts of the earth, and the heathen

hall become the inheritance of that true

jight, which lighteth every man that comoth
nto the world.— Wm. Fenn.

For "The Friend "

Friends' Freeilmeii'.s Association,

The following extracts from letters of those

ngaged in the Freedmen's work, show, that

lotwithstanding the general improvement in

he condition of the colored people where our

chools are, there are yet many widows, or-

hans, aged or sick people, who are in need.

Ve have sent some aid, but need funds to ex-

end more to such. Clothing or goods may
e sent to 116 N. 4th St., money to Richard
Jadbury, care Provident Life and Trust Co.,

08 S. 4th St.

"Goldsboro, N. C, 1st mo. 23d, 1875.

( The cold weather has reached us at last

!

i)h, how it takes hold of these little ones,

hat come out to school so thinly clad. Such
uffering as this, I cannot look upon, without

lutting forth efforts to relieve. 1 know there

re many friends in Northern homes, whose
Uarts are softened, when they know of suffer-

ing from cold and hunger, and they are al-

jt-ays ready to give. I wish to know if some-

jhing can be done for these poor children,

fa nice bale could be sent, such as cloth for

oys pants and jackets, and some linsey for

;irl8 dresses, this would do much to protect

hem from the cold, cold winds. A. B. B.

"Christiansburg, Va., 1st mo. 23d, 1875.

The box of nice warm clothing from the

Vomen's Aid Society, reached me in good or-

er. Among the first cases to receive of its

ontents, was a poor woman, with two little

'hildren, forsaken by her husband, who was a

it'icked drinking man, and she tried to live,

Is an humble. God-fearing Christian. The
light before we offered her help, she gave the

last five cent piece she had, to help one whom
ihe supposed to be worse off than herself; and
[phen help came to herself, she seemed truly

'verjoyed, and grateful to her kind Heavenly
'ather, for his great goodness to her.

For "The Friend."

"Circumstances Alter Cases."

Under the above title an article appeared
in No. 15 of the current volume of "The
Friend," which it is feared by some may con-

vey an erroneous impression, and perhaps an
impression different from what was intended.

In charity it is hoped, that the writer did not
wish to convey the idea that "sleeping in meet-

ing" was under any circumstances to be ex-

cused
;
yet it is difficult to reconcile with such

a conclusion the expression used in the article

alluded to,—that "if it arise from debilitj^ of
diseased flesh may He pity and spare." This
is a specious plea, and may be made use of

withjustas much fairnessto cover many other
deficiencies or weaknesses. Our late valued
frieind, David Cope, when quite young, being
much tried in this particular, was one day
after meeting, accosted by a Friend—no doubt
zealous for the right ordering of things—in

a rather abrupt manner, who said to him,
" David, I was ashamed of thee to-day, sitting

there in meeting asleep." The manner and
the salutation raised a spirit of rebellion in

the j-outh's mind. He was soon after spoken
to by another Friend in a very different way;
one who, no doubt, was equally zealous for

the cause of Truth, but whose heart had felt

and yielded to the baptizing power of Divine
love :

" Well, David, thou hadsta hard struggle

to-day, hold on : thou wilt overcome after a

while !" Dear David, in relating this circum-

stance in after years, used to say, " I honored
him then, and t honor him now that he is in

his grave." This i.s the spirit in which we
ought to look upon the failings of another

;

remembering the injunction of the Apostle,
" Brethren, if a man be overtaken in a fault,

ye which are spiritual, restore such a one in

the spirit of meekness, considering thyself lest

thou also be tempted ;" but not to excuse or

even palliate so palpable a weakness as giving

way to a sleepy or drowsy spirit during the

short period set apart for the solemn purpose

of Divine worship. How full offender admoni-
tion and rebuke was the saying of our Divine
Master to his disciples on that memorable
night in the " Mount of Olives." After the

agonizing prayer, "He cometh and findeth

them sleeping, and saith -unto Peter, Simon,
sleepest thou? couldst thou not watch with
me an hour? Watch ye and pray, lest ye
enter into temptation. The spirit truly is

ready, but the flesh is weak." Mark, chap,

xiv. V. 37.

The attention of the writer, as well as the

readers of the article alluded to, is kindly, but

earnestly directed to the note appended to it

by the Editor of "The Friend," viz :
" Human

weakness, even under such circumstances,

may be overcome by the assistance of Divine

Grace," and if we give way to weakness in

this respect, we have every reason to fear that

others will follow in its train, until in time

spiritual blindness may overtake us. How
much harm is done by one drowsy spirit in a

meeting it is difficult to estimate, and when
given way to by those who occupy prominent
positions in Society, the consequences are sad

to contemplate. The Discipline of Philadel-

phia Yearly Meeting, page 85, says :
" It is

the sense and judgment of this meeting, that

where a drowsy spirit app^rs in any of the

members in our religious meetings, they may
be labored with for their help; and where it

is given way to, that Quarterly, Monthly and
other meetings should be cautions of employ-

the weighty services of the dis-iug such
cipline."

For "The Friend."

An article in a recent number of " The
Friend," copied from a " late paper," and en-
titled " The Power of Vegetable Growth,"
seems calculated to give a very erroneous im-
pression, in regard to the method in whicb
the growth of most trees is accomplished.

If the writer had said that the spreading
roots of the filbert tree just beneath the sur-

face of the earth, had by their enlargement
gradually raised the millstone, as we fre-

quently see the bricks of our city sidewalks
disturbed by the roots of the trees beneath,
then might his statement be accepted as with-
in the verge of probability. But there is no
room for such a construction. The statement
is very plain, that the tree having increased
in size until the trunk had filled the " eye " of
the stone, then "lifted the millstone and * *

wore it like a crinoline about its trunk."

Now this, if true, would be a very pretty
illustration of the power of the tree to lift a
considerable weight ; but it is not in accord-
ance with known facts.

Any one who has become acquainted with
the rudiments of botany, is aware that exo-
genous plants (to which series the filbert, as

well as our other forest and orchard trees, be-

longs), increase in height only at the tips of the

branches, and that the trunk or body never
makes any growth lengthwise. The increase

of size transversely is accomplished by the
formation, during each season of growth, of a
layer of new wood under the bark. In this

waj^ the "eye" of the millstone would in

course of time become entirely filled by the
tree, but the stone would never be lifted, be-

cause the wood and bark of the tree has no
growth in an upward direction.

I am aware that there is much ignorance

on this point, even among farmers, and others

who have had constant opportunities of ob-

serving the operation of Nature's laws. On
many occasions when selling young fruit or

shade trees to such persons, often intelligent

and well read, I have been surprised to hear
them say, " Do not trim off too many of tho

lower limbs, for in time, as the tree grows,

they will be higher from the ground." The
reverse of this is in a measure true, for while

the centre of the limb will remain fixed in

height, any addition by growth to its diame-

ter, brings the under side nearer the ground.

My grandfather was an acute observer ofthe

facts of nature, and often called my attention

to them in my boyhood, and so pointed were
his illustrations, that they made a lasting im-

pression upon my mind. The first time he

brought to my notice, this peculiarity in the

growth of trees, was at his home in the coun-

try. In the yard was a row of trees, each of

which was utilized, by having an iron hook
driven, into the trunk at a convenient height;

to accommodate "the clothes line. He was
engaged in drawing these hooks a little way
out of the trees, to allow room to pass the

line between the point of the hook and the

bark, while I stood by watching him. He
said to me (in substance) " Every year or two
these hooks have to be drawn out a little, or

the bark chipped away from around them, or

else they would become entirely grown over

by the tree, but although they have been in

the trees a long while, they have never got

any further from the ground, and our short
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servant girl can reach them to haug the line,

as well as ever."
.

He was ou one occasion, one of a commission

of reference, whose datj- was to settle a dis-

puted boundaiy line. The notes of an old

survey mentioned as one point of this line a

" marlied oali sapling.^' When thej- had ar-

rived, as nearly as they could tell, at this

point, they found what they supposed to be

the same oak, but grown in the meantime to

be a large tree, and no marks to be seen upon

it. They knew that if they cut with care

into the tree, they would find the old marks,

if they had ever been there ; for a scar or

mark such as surveyors make on a young tree,

always remains, even though it maj' be con-

cealed by a covering of sound wood. They had

concluded to search for the old marks in this

way, ami one of the party, who we will call

A, took the axe and began to cut as high as

he could reach. My grandfather told him

that sui-veyors were not accustomed to mark
more than about three feet from the ground,

and he thought it would be a waste of time

to look for it so high. " But," said A, " this

tree was marked when it was a sapling, and

since then has grown to be a large tree, and

the marks n\ust be quite as high as where I

am cutting." Mj' grandfather, seeing that to

dispute the matter would not convince the

man of his mistake, asked him if he could re-

collect any instances where trees, standing in

the line of a fence, were used for posts, having
holes cut in them for the insertion of the

points of the rails. A. said he could name
several instances of the kind, as also gates

hung to growing trees. " Well," said my
grandfather, '• does thee recollect that any of

them have grown so as to lift the fence or
gate enough for a hog to creep under ?" The
argument was so conclusive that A. began to

cut at the proper height, where the marks
were found. E. T., Jr.

For "The Friend."

To THE Editor op " Tde Friend."
Dear Friend,—In view of the frequent en-

quiries addressed to us, and believing that
there are many who feel a great interest in

the relief of the sufferers from the destruction
of their crops throughout this State, the Exe-
cutive Committee of Kansas Yearly Meeting
think it right to send a short retrospect of
their work to "The Friend."

Since our last letter was written, five trips
have been made by our agents, embracing in
their e.\tent fifteen meetings of Friends. They
have found in all cases that the number of
families requiring assistance was much greater
than originally estimated. This was especi-
ally the case in those meetings in the eastern
portion of the State, which the committee had
hoped would have been able to get through
the winter without assistance.
From the commencement of their work up

to the present date, our agents have extended
relief in one form or another to over two hun-
dred families, the committee have also for
warded small donations, chiefly in money, to
upwards of twenty-five families scattered
throughout the Stale, at points which it seem-
ed impracticable to relieve through an agent.
As the season advances and homo suiqilies
become exhausted, it becomes painfully evi-
dent that the destitution is much more general
than was originally supposed—numbers even
in the eastern counties requiring assistance.
The committee now estimate that the total

number of families to which they shall have

to extend aid, will exceed three hundred.

Hitherto the committee have devoted all

their energies to supplying food and clothing

to our suffering brethren ; but in view of the

fact that unless some food for stock be fur-

nished in the more destitute districts, many
Friends will be unable to cultivate their land

next spring, and will consequently become
permanently pauperized ; the committee are

now seriously considering whether it may not

be their duty to endeavor to furnish some re-

lief in this respect also, trusting to the liber-

ality of Friends in more favored districts to

furnish the necessary means.
In thus again appealing to their friends for

aid, the committee desire earnestly to thank
those who have assisted them thus far, and
to assure them that our agents report that

Friends everywhere manifested a spirit of

patient endurance under their sufferings, and
a confiding trust in our Heavenly Father's

care, and that many were the expressions of

thankfulness to our eastern friends for the

help they have so generously extended.
On behalf of the Executive Committee of

Kansas Yearly Meeting,
Francis A. Wright,

Secretary.

Lawrence, Kansas, 1st mo. 23d, 1875.

Selected.

To all the Inhabitants of England, and to all

that dwell upon the Earth.

God alone is the Teacher of His people.

He hath given to every one a measure of
grace, which is the Light that comes from
Christ. It cheeks and reproves for sin. All

who wait in that Light, come to know the
only true God and Father of Light, in Christ
Jesus, who is the waj' to Him. This I witness
to all the sons of men :—that I came not to

the knowledge of eternal life by the letter of
the Scripture, nor by hearing men speak of
the name of God. I came to the true know-
ledge of the Scriptures, and to the eternal
rest in Christ of which they testify, by the
inspiration of the Spirit of Jesus, the Lion of
the tribe of Judah, who alone is found worthy
to open the seals of the book.— William Dews-
bury, (one of the first Friends.)

American Woodlands.—In discussing the dis-

tribution of American woodlands. Professor
Brewer said that though Maine is the great
source of pine and spruce lumber, the hard
wood species predominate in that State. The
wooded area of New England is not diminish-
ing, but the amount of sawed lumber is lessen-
ing—an indication that the trees are cut
younger. In the Middle States the wooded
area is sensibly and rapidly becoming smaller.
The New England and Middle States furnish
hard-wood trees : in the Southeastern States,
from Virginia to Florida, is a belt of timber
which supplies the hard and yellow pine; and
the northwestern region contains immense
areas of common pine. From the Gulf of
Mexico to the Arctic Ocean stretches a tree-
less area three hundred and fifty miles wide
in its narrowest part, and eight hundred and
fifty miles wide on our northern boundary.
West of this region is the narrow wooded
Ilocky Mountain region, and west of this i

the barren region*f the Great Basin. On the

region,

^ ^f theC
Pacific coast are some of the noblest regions
of the world.; and official government reports
say that the forests in some parts of Wash-

ington Territory are heavy enough to 'cover
the entire surface with cord-wood ten feet ia

height."

—

" Sci. Miscellany," in the Galaxy.

Anecdote of an Early Settler.

When reading some of the incidents re-

corded in "Musings and Memories," under
the head of Providential Deliverances, I wae
reminded of an occurrence which I heard nar-

rated in my early days, and which impressed
me at that time, as showing the watchful care

of a kind Providence over those who endea-

vor to trust in Him, who sees and provides

for the wants of his helpless, dependent crea-

tures.

The first settlers in a wilderness commonly
meet with unanticipated hardships and priva.

tious, before they are able to establish a com-

fortable home, and so it fared with some ol

the original immigrants into New Jersey.

One of these, according to the tradition to

which I have referred, located himself and
family near Eaucocas Creek. During a cer-

tain winter, probably the first spent in the

colony, the cold was severe and protracted,

with much snow, and their supplies of food;

became at first scanty and finally almost to-

tally exhausted. There were no neighboK
to Avhom the anxious father could apply foi

the much needed relief, but he trusted it would
come in some way from Him who providef!

even for the sparrows. In this state of mind.

feeling very pensive and sad, but endeavor^
ing to look to his Father in heaven for help

and succor, the poor man walked abroad foi

another almost hopeless effort to find some-

thing for his suffering wife and children.

While proceeding along or near the bank ol

the creek, a deer suddenly appeared and gazed:

at him, and apparently frightened at the man's,

nearer approach, the animal turned to the

creek and went upon the ice which covered >

it. Observing that the deer made butfeebk'
efforts at escape, and slid awkwardly on thf

ice when he came towards it, the man foi

lowed and after a time succeeded in comini.

up to the animal, which he dispatched witl

his hunting knife, and thus secured a suppl}

of savory and nutritious food, which lastet

the family until the severity of the wintci

was over and supplies could be obtained fron

other sources.

The Proposed Tunnel Under the British Channel.

The London Daily News says; " The pro

ject of connecting England and France by :

sub-marine tunnel is said to have been the

subject of conversation between the Lon
Mayor and the Minister of Public Works ii

Paris, and an arrangement is reported to havi

been come to between the governments o

England and France sanctioning preliminan
experiments. The idea is by no means a nev

one, for as far back as 1838, M. Thome d'

Gamond interested himself in the subject, am
spent both time and money in studj'ing o)

the spot the nature of the strata througl
which the proposed boring would pass. l\

1867, that gentleman exhibited plans ant

models of a channel tunnel, and two year
previously Sir John Hawkshaw had com
menced a series of practical researches, cauf

ing borings to be sunk on both coasts, and e>

amining the bottom of the channel all acres

in a great number of places, by means of a]

paratus contrived for the purpose. Sine

that period—namely, in 1872—the Channt
Tunnel Company has been incorporated ; an
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!ir John Hawkshaw, Mr. Jame8 Brunlees,

nd M. Thome de Gamond, have been ap-

lointed the engineers of the undertaking.
Ir. William Low, a gentleman much inter-

8ted in the scheme previous to the formation
f the company, has, we understand, now
eased to have any connection with it in an
fficial capacity. The assent in principle of
(he governments of England and France has
een obtained; but until the time arrives for

onstrncting junctions with the railways ter-

linating at Dover there will be no occasion

:> apply to Parliament. On the English
oast, St. Margaret's Bay, a depression in the
halk cliffs, about four miles east of Dover,
as been selected as the point of departure;
nd on the French side, a spot about midway
etween Calais and the village of Sangatte
las been fixed upon. By adopting this line,

I appears from observations which have been
lade by Sir John Hawkshaw that the tunnel
an be almost wholly excavated in the lower
^d of homogeneous chalk; and this stratum
upwards of 500 feet deep on each shore
om high water mark. It is believed, on ap
(arently good grounds, that the chalk is con
Inuous and that it stretches beneath the sea
pinterruptcdly across the Straits. The maxi
jiura depth of water on the line of the pro
[ased tunnel nowhere exceeds 180 feet below
ligh water mark, the water being deepest in

|iecentre,and gradually diminishing in depth
jiwards the sides. The tunnel itself would
B placed by the engineers at such a level that
lie depth of strata over it would never be
[ss than 200 feet ; and this depth, which is

mply sufficient for security, would permit
ke railway approaches to be formed with
Werably easy gradients. It has been ascer-

lined by actual experiment that, provided
He chalk be solid, the water will not perme-
teit; and it has also been shown on more
lian one occasion that comparatively little

^bterranean water exists in that formation,
tut the illustration of the possibility of tun-

felling beneath the sea level is to be found at
jrightou. Sir John Hawkshaw has there
mpleled a tunnel 5i miles in length along
e sea shore, and in close proximity to the
irgin of the sea. This tunnel is wholly in

e upper chalk, where the material is not
ry compact; and it is 12 feet at one end,
d 20 feet at the other end, below high-water
ark. Considerable quantities of water,
Viefly fresh, were encountered in the pro-
fees of the work, and as much as 10,000 gal-
Ins per minute had sometimes to be pumped
*t ; but the works were not prevented from
loceeding. As pumping power ten times
»e magnitude of that employed at Brighton
<|uld, if necessary, be applied, the entry of
»fiall quantities of water during the construc-
Ijm of the channel tunnel would not be in

i& least dangerous. Nothing, probably,
4uld hinder the completion of the work but
je existence ofopen, unfilled fissures, reaching
hm the sea to a depth of at least 200 feet.

i is believed that such fissures, if at any time
eisting, will be found to have been filled up
the lapse of ages."

Idleness and luxury produce premature de-

<y much faster than many trades that are
i?arded as the most fatal to longevity. La-
ir in general, instead of shortening the term
c life, increases it. It is the lack of oceupa-
tln that destroys so many of the wealthy.

Friends and Enemy.—Death is a sure vi

tant at every home. Rich and poor, young
and old, alike must meet his summons. How
diff'erentin aspect to those who are ready and
waiting for His call, from the dread which His
presence brings to the heart of the unpre
pared.

An old Scotch minister lay sorely ill, and a
neighbor calling upon him said :

" Do you really think you are dying, dear
sir ?"

Looking up calmly, he said :
" Eeally friend,

I am not anxious whether I am or not ; for if

I die I shall be with God, if I live He will be
with me."
When the great historian. Gibbon, was

drawing near the close of his life, he was asked
how the world apijeared to him. Said the
dying skeptic:

"All things are fleeting. When I look back
I see they have been. When I look forward
all is dark and doubtful."

I have never yet seen any one so much out
of the way of Truth, or anything so unworthy
or absurd in itself, but this would have a party
and supporters, and that votaries and espous
ers, to vindicate them and contend to further
evil and mischief.

—

T. Story.
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It serves greatly to moderate the anxiety
or despondency, that at times arise in the
heart of the true christian, from the contem-
plation of the existing condition of the civil

and religious world, to recall the general tenor
of the teaching of the facts of history, show-
ing, that notwithstanding the misuse of good,
and the perversion of blessings and privileges

nto evils, which unregenerate men are prone
to efi'ect, by yielding to their corrupt propen-
sities, the overruling providence of the Al-
mighty is ever, secretly or more openly,
ducing good therefrom, and shaping all

things, so that ultimately the growth and
welfare of the members of his Church militant

be promoted thereby. Not that wrong-
doing can receive his blessing, or that un-
righteous acts are in accordance with his will

;

but by his almighty power and unfathomable
wisdom, He controls the powers of evil, so as

to make them subservient to advancing his

purposes; as He causes the wrath of man to

praise Him, and the remainder of wrath He
restrains.

In this fallen world, the best can see but in

part, and know but in part; but if their steps

are really ordei-ed by the Lord, though the_y

may not see the full accomplishment of the
end they aim at, or may even be altogether
disappointed and thwarted by the ignorance
or irreligion of some of those, whom they may
have hoped would have been co-laborers

with them, yet they may take encouragement
and be incited to perseverance, from the as-

surance, that as they are working in conjunc-

tion with a power that is almighty, the right

result will ultimately be attained ; and that

by patient continuance in well doing, they
cannot lose the precious reward of the right-

eous. When oppressed and discouraged by
abounding evidences of departure from the
purity and spirituality of Christ's religion, we

arc apt to allow the attention to be too exclu-
sively occupied with the adverse circum-
stances that immediately affect us, and the
cause we have at heart ; without sufficiently
considering, that the cause or causes that have
produced the evils we deplore, might have
gone on secretly and more generally sapping
the foundation of vital religion in the hearts
of the people, had not the sad results that
have aroused our regrets and fears, called
forth some to point out the hidden spring of
the trouble, prompted to efforts to rescue as
many as possible from its baleful effects, and
led to a christian course for having it removed.

Backsliding and revolt from the doctrines
and testimonies of the gospel, in a religious
society, spring from an inward, organic de-
fection among the members ; and while that
remains, however concealment maj^ be at-
tempted, its effects, sooner or later, will be
developed in regular progression ; though the
external symptoms of the existing inward un-
soundness, may put on diverse phases, in its

varied transmigrations.
It is more common to draw inferences from

striking facts, than to discern the elementaiy
causes of even wide-spread departures from
original, fundamental principles; and as pos-
session of the divine life of religion, renders
the humble christian acutely sensitive to the
evils of his own time and place, he is often
drawn to recall, and unduly enhance the good
of the past, while its evils are hidden from his
view. He must, therefore, be upon his guard,
lest he be tempted to suppose that the pres-
ent, as he fears, unprecedented defection from
correct principles, and the adoption of wrong
practices, are a prelude to a total loss of the
religion enjoyed by those who have gone be-
fore, and which he has accepted and found to
be a precious inheritance. But there have
been previous periods in the history of the
Church, when it seemed that the whole head
was sick and the whole heart faint; and doubt-
less then, the trembling believer was beset
with fears, lest truth would have finally to
succumb to error. But in the Church mili-

tant, as in nature, there has heretofore, ap-
peared to be alternation

; winter and summer,
seed time and harvest. The inexhaustible
Source and Centre of all good, however,
changes not, and the laws by which He gov-
erns, are fixed and ever operative. We are
too apt to jump at conclusions from insufficient

data, and to judge of the state of society from
the exterior, without examining what may be
beneath. It is, therefore, well to bear in mind
that the little stone cut out of the mountain
Without hands, went on increasing until it filled

the whole earth ; and that the prophecy that
of the increase of Christ's government and
peace there should be no end, warrants the
assurance, that He is so ordering events, as to

bring this grand purpose to completion.
The humble, fearful disciple of the King of

kings, lives under the continued power and
nfluence of the great Unseen, and may not
falter or turn aside, though the progress and
future welfai-e of the cause that is dearer to

him than life, like his Master, may not be un-
veiled to mortal eyes. He is called to walk
by faith and not by sight, and to endure, as

seeing Him who is invisible; accepting the

trials which surround him and test his fideli-

ty, as the necessary ordeal for preparing his

spirit for "glory, honor and immortality. It

his duty to wait, to trust, to hope
;
perse-

vering in rightly directed labor or patiently
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borne suffering, with unwavering confidence,

that He who sees the end fivni the begiuning

will take care of his own cause, and finally

justify bis ways to man.
But there is a temptation constantly lurk

ing amid the defections and controversies that

obstruct the progress of truth, and dishearten

the lover of peace and concord; which is, that

as he is bat one among hundreds, or it may be,

thousands, who are, or ought to be equally af-

fected as himselfby the overflowing evil, where

80 many are concerned, he may remain idle,

though'not indifferent; withoutyielding to the

deep feeling and right labor, necessary to stem

the tide, or ward off its destructive encroach-

ments. But while unsanctified activity is mis-

chievous, and a close inspection of motives is

imperative, the disciple oflliniwho said, Jtfy

Father worketli hitherto and I work,' may
not fold his hands in idleness, when the cause

of truth and righteousness is assailed, nor

shrink, from a false humility, or a fear lest

hi8 popularity may suffer, to make use of the

opportunities presented to give his counte-

nance and aid to the right and the true. Un-
der all circumstances, however discouraged,

if we desire to have continued access to the

Fountain, from which alone the soul can draw
nourishment and .strength, we must cleave

closely to those eternal principles of truth

that belong to the religion of Christ in its pu-

rity and s])iritualitj- ; by the practical applica-

tion of which, the soul grows in knowledge
of the mysteries of godliness, and is enabled,

at seasons, to "draw wa'.er with joy out of

the wells of salvation."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FoREiox.—The B.mk of England lia.i reduced its

rate of discount from 4 per cent, to 3 per cent.

The Roman Catholic Archbishop Manning has is.su'ed

a pamphlet of 200 pages, in reply to Gladstone's ex-
postulation. He maintains that the Vatican decrees
have not changed the conditions of civil allegiance, and
that the recent decree.s have not extended the power of
the Pope. The Archbishop declares that the European
Powers have entered into a systematic conspiracy against
the Church, and warns them that they are wrecking
themselves. Gladstone, he says, invites Catholics to

rebel against divine authority, and encourages schism,
liereay and deadly sin.

The electors of Greenwich have adopted a resolve
expressing in cordial terms their conBdence in Glad-
stone, and regretting his retirement from the leadership
of the Liberal party.

The Marquis of Hartington, in a recent speech, re-
ferred to John Bright's address at Birmingham, and
said he could not agree to the views it advanced in favor
of the disesLablishment of the Church of England. He
declared it was evident that the British people were not
prepared for such great changes in church or govern-
ment.
A London dispatch of the 31st ult. says : A lock out

in the coal mines of South Wales has commenced, and
120,000 miners are idle. The shipwrighu of New
Castle-on-Tyne, to the number of 6,000 have struck.

Great Britain has declined to send a representative
to the International Conference at St. Petersburg, alleg-
ing that no practical result can be anticipated.

Liverpool, 2d mo. Isl.—Uplands cotton, 7§d. : Or-
leans, ~ld. Breadstuffs quiet.

During the year 1874, the life-boats of the National
Life-boat Institution saved -543 lives on the British
coast, and saved fifteen vessels from destruction. The
Institution also granted rewards to fishermen and others
for saving 170 lives during the year, making a total of
713 lives saved.

In the French Assembly the debate on the constitu-
tional bill of De Ventavon was resumed on the 28th ult.
Laboulaye moved an amendment to the bill providing
that the government be composed of a Senate, Chamber
of Deputie.», and President of the Republic, who shall
be chief of the executive power. Laboulaye said the
object of hiB amendment was to recall the fact that the
Republic was the existing government of France, and

to convert that fact into law ; the Republic alone could

give the country security, while a monarchy was an im-

possibility.

On the 29th, the Assembly by a vote of 335 yeas

against 359 nays, rejected the proposed amendment

;

the entire Ministry and the Right Centre voting against

it. The clause of Ventavon's bill providing that the

lesislative power shall be exercised by a Senate and

Chamber of Deputies, the latter to be elected by uni-

versal suffrage, was debated and passed.

A bill has been drafted which authorizes a govern-

ment concession for the construction of a submarine

railw.ay tunnel between France and England.

A flood in the river Seine, last week, inundated the

lower portions of Paris to the depth of three feet, and
the river was so high that steamboats could not pass

under the bridges, and were therefore compelled to

cease running.

On the 30th ult. the French Assembly decided, by a

vote of 353 yeas to 352 nays, that the President of the

Republic shall be elected by a majority of the Senate

and Chamber of Deputies in Congress assembled, that

the Presidential term shall be seven years, and that the

President can be re-elected.

A Madrid dispatch of the 29th says : The movement
of the army of the north has begun. There is a gradual
advance all along the lines, and three important posi-

tions have been captured.

The Carlists have left the provinces of Biscay and
Guipuscoa, and moved into Navarre with all their ma-
terial of war.
The Carlists positively deny that they have entered

into negotiations with the Alfonsists for a convention.
Decrees have been issued in Madrid permitting the

press to discuss the acts of the Ministry, but forbidding
attacks on royalty or religion, and prohibiting the pub-
lication of intelligence which may be serviceable to the
Carlists.

The government of Russia has recognized Alfonso as

King of Spain.
The Emperor of China died on the 12lh inst. It is

not known who will be his successor, though it is sup-

posed the choice will probably fall on his cousin, a boy
only five years of age.

The Emperor of Russia has sent a note to the Prince
of Montenegro, congratulating hira upon the peaceabh

lution of the difficulty which arose between his gov
eminent and that of Turkey.
A dispatch from Rome states that King Victor Em

manuel h.as had a cordial interview with Garibaldi on
the subject of the unhealthy condition of the " C

1."

Madrid dispatch of the first inst. says: Marshal
Serrano has returned to this city

A great council of Carlist leaders has been held at
Pointe La Reyna. Don Carlos presided.
The Army of the North continues its advances. It

has taken Monreal and Lerga. The relief of Pam
luna is considered certain. The Ca
ing the route without resistance.

United States.—The interments in Philadelphia
last week numbered 402. From the report of the Trus-
tees of the CJas Works, it appears that the number of
meters and service pipes introduced during 1874, was
2,292 ; adding the.se to the number before in use makes
the total number 80,733. The entire length of street
mains is 612 miles.

eodore F. Randolph, (Dem.), has been chosen by
the legislature of New jersey to represent that State in
the United States Senate.

It is stated that the Rothschilds and their associates,
have concluded with the U. S. Treasury a contract for
$25,000,000 new five per cent, bond.s, and that with this
contract goes the privilege of taking the entire unsold
remainder any time within six months. This makes a
total of eighty millions taken by the Rothschilds, and
the Seligmans and associates.

_
The applications for the establishment of new na-

tional banks, and for increased circulation under the
free banking clause of the new finance bill, nearly all
come from the Middle and New England States. The
Western and Southern States have not thus far availed
themselves of the benefit of the new bill.

The total coal area of the United States is sectioned
off in square miles about as follows : Illinois (largest of
all), 30,000; Missouri Basin, 26,887; Iowa, 18,000-
Kansas, 17,000; West Virginia section, 16,000; Ohio
section, 10,000 ; East Kentucky section, 8983; Pennsyl-
vania section, 12,502; Pennsylvania anthracite, 472;
New Engl.ind Basin, 500 ; Maryland section, 550 • Ten-
nessee, 5100

; Alabama, 5330 ; Indiana, 644; West Ken-
tucky, 3888; Texas, 4-500; Michigan Basin, 6700-
Nebraska, 3000; Arkansas, 9043; Virginia, 185, and
North Carolina, 310.

are abandon-

i The next Congress, according to the li.st of member
elected, will have on its rolls eighty-two confederal

ofiicers and soldiers and only twenty-six Union officer

and soldiers.

Ex-President Andrew Johnson, has been elected ti

the U. S. Senate by the legislature of Tennessee, am
General Burnside by that of Rhode Island.

The mean temperature of the First month at Phila
delphia, by the Pennsylvania Hospital record, was 25.7;

deg., which is 11.31 degrees lower than that of the Firs

mo. 1874, and 5.60 degrees below the average meat
temperature of First month for the past 86 years. Thi

amount of rain during the month was 3.36 inches, in

eluding melted snow.
The Public Debt statement issued on the first inst

shows an increase of the national debt during the Firs

month of $1,397,870.

l%e Markets, dec.—The following were the quotation

on the first inst. New York.—American gold 113j

U. S. sixes, 1881, 119| a 119J ; do. 1868, 119} a 119|
do. five per cents, 114}. Superfine flour, $4 a S4.25
State extra, $4.70 a $5 ; finer brands, $5.50 a $10.5(

No. 2 Chicago spring wheat, $1.08 ; red western, $1.2^

Oats, 67 a 70 cts. Yellow corn, 84J a 85 cts. ; white, 8

a 86 cts. Philadelphia.—Uplands and New Orleai
cotton, 15i a 16 cts. for middlings. Superfine flou'

$3.75 a $4.00 ; extras, $4.25 a $4.75 ; family flour, |
a $5.50; higher grades, $6..50 a $7.50. Red whea
$1.18 a $1.20; amber, $1.23 a $1.25; white, $1.28
$1.30. Rye, 90 a 95 cts. New yellow corn, 77 a 78 ct

Oats, 62 a 66 cts. Rice, 7i a 8} cts. Western Ian

13| a 14 cts. About 2,500 beef cattle sold at 7} a 7

cts. per lb. gross for extra, 6^ a 7 cts. for fair to gooi

and oj a 4 cts. for common. Sheep sold at 5i a 7 ct

per lb. gross. Receipts 10,000 head. About 5,0C:

hogs sold at $10 a $10.25 per 100 lbs. net. Baltimor i

—Superfine flour, $4.00 a $4.25 ; extra, $4.50 a $5.0C

!

finer brands, $5.50 a $8.25. No. 1 western ambij
wheat, $1.25 ; red, $1.20. Yellow corn, 78 cts. ; whit
80 cts. Oats, 64 a 68 cts. Rye, 98 cts. a $1. Chiaig
—No. 2 spring wheat, 88 cts. ; No. 3 do., 82J cts. N.

2 mixed corn, 64J cts. Oats, 52 cts. Rye, 96 a 97 (

Lard, $13.45 per 100 lbs.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A teacher competent to take charge of the boy

study room, will be wanted at the opening of the T
raer Session

; the latter part of the 4lh month.
Application may be made to

Joseph Pasmore, Goshenville, Chester Co., Pa
Thomas P. Cope, No. 1 Walnut St., Philac"

Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St.,
"

WANTED.
A Governess for Westtown Boarding School, to

on her duties at the opening of the next Session.

Apply to

Elizabeth C. Scattergood, West Chester, P«.
Hannah Richardson, Wilmington, Del.
Hannah Evans, No. 322 Union St., Philads,<

Lydia L. Walton, Moorestown, N. J.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. WobTJ
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
;

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board'
Managers.

Died, at the residence of MifllinCadwalader, in 1

dleton, Columbiana county, Ohio, on the 24th oft!
1th month, 1874, Abmelia Garretson, in the W

year of her age, a member of Middleton Monthly Mg^
ing.

, at the residence of her husband, near Moonl
town, New Jersey, on the 27th of 11th month, 187

Mary S., wife of Eli Sharpless, and daughter of t

late Thomas Savery, in the 29th year of her age>

member of Chester Monthly Meeting, New Jersey.
, on the morning of 1st mo. 11th, 1875, EsTHJ

GiFFORD, in the 75th year of her age, a memb
Philadelphia Monthly Meeting, and widow ofJona
Gifford, deceased, formerly of Tuckerton, N. J. .

she drew near her close, she several times with ml
feeling and clearness said, '' I am a poor creature, n6
ing to trust in or depend upon, but the mercy of I

dear Saviour."

WILLIAM h7 PILE,'' PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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(Continued from page 195.)

j

In the selections for the present number,
John Griffith alludes to those he terms " the

fevc, bii«y, forward members" in meetings, in

jwhom headiness, high mindedness, and much
ivolubility, instead of the meekness, and gen-

itleness, and humility of Christ, seemed the

rule of conduct. While deprecating this e.x-

cess, he attributes it in part to the connivance,

cowardice, or unwise holding back of those

whose proper business it was not only to con-

tend earnestly for the doctrines and testi-

monies of the Society, but to labor to support
that beautiful order, subordination an4 har-

mony in the church, which the Truth alwaj^s

leads into, and will support under. That thus,

jtbrough the blessing and assistance of Ilim
who is the sufficiency of all those who put

!
their trust in him, they might set the power

I

and authority of Christ over such disorderly

spirits. He declares that such negligence and
half and half work, not only brings poverty
and leanness into the souls of such themselves,

but likewise opens a door for the spiiit of

I misrule and error if not intolerance, to enter,

tending much to the weakness and unfruitful

I ness of such a meeting.
' Our author next alludes to those, a numer
) ous class, who, Demas like, have for their por
tion embraced this present world. These,
though they may retain the outward form of

a religious life, yet having lost the dew of

their youth, are in great danger of bartering
their birthright, and of becoming like resi-

! dents on Mount Gilboa, where there is neither

}

dew, nor rain, nor fields of offering. This,

[
as in the case of Achan, is not only destruc-

I

tive to those who give themselves up thereto,

\
but brings a cloud of thick darkness which

[
may be felt ; being a hindrance to the growth

i
and life of the meetings of which they form a
[part.

j
To those at the next meeting cited who,

[
instead of laboring for themselves to draw

I -water out of the wells of salvation, were look-

ing to, and depending upon others for enter-

tainment if not for spiritual help, the example
of silence set by J. Griffith, was well calcu-

lated to teach them to labor themselves for

i the springing up of the well of the water of

!

life, which, we are assured, shall ever remain

to the true seeker, a well of water in them,

springing up unto everlasting life. True it is,

J. G. expounds, that there can bo no real

advancement in the new-covenant religion of

Christ Jesus our Mediator and Emmanuel,
until that silence in which we can hear and
heed the still small Voice of His Holy Spirit,

is experienced and deeply prized.

J. Griffith next makes mention of some who
were satisfied with reports from others of the

good land ; while they themselves were con-

tent to take up their rest here, and become
servants to tribute. This caused suffering on

lis part, because the channel of Truth was
obstructed, and the cry of the poor servant

closed up. He concludes with a representa-

tion of his own greatly abased condition,

being ready, at times, to query, " To what
good purpose do I visit the churches ?" That
thu.s succeeding pilgrims may take courage;

and those called to go forth like him as am
bassadors for Christ, may, by his example, be

encouraged and not sink under the burden,

These the Lord will teach and lead and pre

serve on the right hand and on the left, as

they are willing to be again and again bap

tized into death, not only on their own ac

counts, but also on account of others ; and
travailing in spirit that Christ may be formed

in the hearts of the children of men, and that

His kingdom may be set up and exalted over

all to the eternal praise and glory of His in

dwelling Spirit of life and grace.

The journal continued:—-'On Seventh-day

we went to Woodbridge, in order to attend

the Yearly and Quarterly Meetings there for

the countj' of Suftblk. We were at their meet-

ing on First-day ; on Second-day was held their

meeting for discipline, wherein the power and
virtue of Truth seemed to be low and depress-

ed ;
and although I was fully persuaded there

were some living, concerned members therein,

who had the cause of Truth at heart, yet they

appeared also depressed. The chief reason

whereof I then apprehended, and have more
clearly seen since, was giving too much place

to a few busy, forward members, in whom
man's will and wisdom were too much ex-

alted, who assumed the rule and government
of that meeting ; in which they were too much
dulged by the cowardice of those whose pro-

per business it was to work for God ;
that by

his blessing and assistance, they might exalt

the might and authority of Truth over such

spirits. Fov the dominion and majesty of

Truth in a meeting soon foils and overcomes
them, as it is abode in by the heirs thereof

but if they are slack and negligent in possess

ing their right, usurpers will often take it

from them in this sense. Such who are called

to work for God in his church, by holding

back more than is meet, not only bring poverty

and leanness upon their own souls, but also

open a door for the spirit of antichrist to

enter. 1 have often seen, that when the wise

woman neglects to build the house, the foolish

woman, by pretending to build, hath pulled

t down with her own hands: this has been
no small cause of the waste and desolation in

some places. I have had much labor with
that busy, active, forward spirit since, both in

meetings and in private plain dealing ; as also

stirring .up and encouraging the right-

minded to stand their ground; which I hope
has not been altogether without some good
effect. I could not be easy to proceed with-

out making the above remarks, as a caution

to those into whose hands this may come,
since it is no small thing to be guilty of negli-

gence in the work of God, nor to engage
therein without a proper qualification.

" Broughton Meeting was very painful and
licting. The great loss which some in that

part of Lincolnshire, through which I passed,

have sustained, by forsaking the Fountain of

living water and the commonwealth of our

Israel, that they might embrace this present

world, Demas like, was sorrowfully felt. Al-

though some ofthem retain the outward form,

yet having lost the dew of their youth, they

are become dry and formal ; by whose means,

and the undue liberties indulged in by too

many of the youth, a thick darkness was
raised that might be felt ; which eclipsed the

beauty of our Zion.

"At Hansworth-wood house meeting, on the

borders of Yorkshire, there were but few
Friends, and of theasi few, most seemed to

depend much upon the labor of the ministers,

as is sorrowfully the case in many other

places. I had nothing to administer to them
but an example of silence, that appearing the

best adapted to their states; for unless the

great benefit thereof is experienced, there can

be no real advancement in true religion. I

went from thence to Sheffield, which was a

large meeting, and the doctrine of Truth was
largely and livingly opened therein

;
I believe

to general satisfaction, and to the comfort of

the upright hearted. I went to Highflats, and

was at their meeting on First-day, which was

very large ; being composed of plain country

Friends. The Lord was p'eased to favor us

with a precious opportunity together, in the

comfortable enjoyment of his love shed abroad

;

under which holy influence, the doctrine of

Truth was largely opened; the glorious,

powerful name of the Lord was magnified,

and his humble, dependent children were en-

couraged to serve him with a perfect heart

and with a willing mind."

Of a meeting at Leeds J. G. thus records

:

" This being a large meeting, I staid over first-

day, and am persuaded a sensible, weighty

body of Friends belonged to it
;
yet there

seemed to me a much larger number, who con-

tented themselves in the profession of Truth,

and in hearing the report of others concern-

ing the heavenly country. The indiff'erence

of^these, together with their eagerness after

words, appeared to me the cause of the pain-

ful anxiety of spirit I had to suffer under both

morning and afternoon. * * Being alone,

I was often low and much discouraged, in a
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deep feeling of mj- own weakness. I had to

wade aloiig, from place to p'ot'e, in a painful

sense of a greatly declined people, amongst

whom I was concerned to labor; so that had

not the Lord at times made me sensible that

his everlasting arm was underneath, to sup-

port my afflicted sonl in various probations,

I had certainly fainted. But blessed be hio

lioly name forever, he was often graciouslj-

jileased to open a way for me to hold on where
1 could see none, leading me by the hand like

a tender meniful Father, one step alter an-

other; and giving me more place in the love

and regard of his people than 1 looked for, or

could, as i thought, reasonably expect. 1 was
many times greatly abased in my own sight

;

ready to say, to what good purpose do I visit

the churches? for I seem to move in an un-

trodden path, as under the weight of the hills

and mountains of exalted unfruitful ness ; and
often as it were, groping in the chambers of

death, with such constant afflicting views,

that I was ready to say with the prophet, 'I

am a man of unclean lips, and 1 dwell amongst
a people of unclean lips.'. But the live coal

from the holy altar, soon removes all that
tincture of seeming defilement, which doth
not proceed from our own sins and miscar-

riages, but from those of others. Then, deep
wader for the good of souls, this is written
principally lor tbj- sake, that thou mayest see

others have gone the same way before thee,

and be encouraged not to sink under thy
burden.

" I found in the Loi-d's time that tribulation

worketh patience, and patience experience,

and experience hope. The Lord gave me
thereby clearly to see, that I must thus
the wounds, bruises, and putrifying sores of
the sons and daughters of Zion, or 1 could not
Hpeak to their states and conditions feelingly
and effectually, lor their help and recoveiy,
Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, was
touched with a feeling of our infirmities. He
bore the weight and painful sense of the sins
of the whole world, tasting death for every
man; whereby he reached forth a merciful
hand of help and salvation for the recovery
of all, sufficient lor all who believe in and
obey him. His faithful messenger must know,
in degree, a drinking of the same cup, and
being baptized with the same baptism he was
baptized with, not onlj' on their own accounts,
but also on the account of others. He sLili

sutlers by his spirit, as under the weight and
oppression of sin and iniquity in the hearts of
the children of men

; and all those who are
one in spirit with him, must in measure feel
his sufferings, and sympathize with him there-
in; travailing in pain, that Christ may be
found in the hearts of mankind, ruling in his
kingdom on earth, as he rules in heaven. But
these things are too mysterious for the wise
and prudent of this world to understand, being
only revealed to those who are born of God.^

(To bo coDtinucd.)

Intelligence in a Cat.—Tho following inci-
dent is stated to have occurred in Springfield,
Illinois. In the family with which the cat
lived, it was the practice to leave a kerosene
lamp burning all night on a bracket in the
liall. One night lately, when all were asleep,
the lamp got out of order, the wick caught
lire and blazed up to the ceiling, endangerino-
the destruction of the house by fire. The cat'^

it would seem, not only saw but comprehend-
ed the danger, for she Jumped upon the pillow

of her master and aroused him by energeti-

cally pawing his face, so that he awakened in

time to avert the threatened mischief

The Second Alpine Tunnel.—The construc-

tion of the Mt. Cenis tunnel was encouraged
by Cavour, the great statesman of Piedmont.
The first shovelful of earth excavated from
the Alpine tunnel, now so commodiously con-

necting France and Italj', occurred in August,
1857, under his order and in his presence, as

in that also of Victor. Emmanuel and his son-

in-law Prince Napoleon, assembled at Modena
in honor of the event. On the 17th of Sep-

tember, 1871, the tunnel was formally opened
to public travel.

In 1871 another ambitious and keen-eyed
statesman began another tunnel, even on a
larger scale, through the Alps at another
point. No sooner had he returned to Berlin
than Prince Bismarck gave order to build a
tunnel under Mount St. Gothard, connecting
Germany via Swiss territory in part with
Italy. The engineers in consequence drew up
their plans, and submitted them through Ger-
man mediation, to the governments of Switz-
erland and Italj', which immediately sanc-

tioned the same, and appropriated money for

their execution. The St. Gothard tunnel was
commenced October 1, 1873, and is now being-

constructed under the same system as that
which gave to the world the Mount Cenis.
It will be twelve miles long, and be completed
in 1882. It will level, so to say, one of the
most dangerous peaks of the whole Alpine
chain, and commercially, it will he of chief
benefit to Germany, although, at the same
time, another advantageous link for all Flu-

rope, for just as the more Atlantic cables
there are, the more Alpine tunnels there are,

the better for all. It is estimated that the cost
of the St. Gothard tunnel will exceed that of
the Mount Cenis tunnel, and no one can fore-

tell to a nicety what it will cost, as anticipated
expenditures may turn out, in reality, to be
at fault. It is Bismarck's favorite, and he
watches it with as fatherly an eye as the
Piedmontese did his own. On more grounds
than one it is safe to say that there will be no
difficulty, financial or other, in building this
great thoroughfare, now fairly under way,
destined to tie together materially the united
fatherland with united Italy. The actual ex-
cavation in the work of boring through, which
was commenced simultaneously on both sides
of the mountain, has given very satisfactory
results. U]i to the end of the second year, or
September 30th, 2,728 yards—a little over a
mile and a half—had been bored; and it is

calculated, according to the progranime of the
engineers in charge, that by September 30th,
1875, 4,875 yards in all will be bored. For
the last three months both on the German
end, at Goschen,and the Italian end, at Alrolo,
" - ^-proved Farroux machinery affords bet
ter results than have been obtained in tunnel-
ling, or seven yards per day. The contractors
are now working at $750 per yard. The
aperture is to be perfectly straight, and the
excavators are to join hands when they meet
under the middle of old St. Gothard, do-
throned.

Obedience.—Let the ground of all thy re-
ligious actions lie obedience, examine not why
it is commanded, but observe it because it is

commanded. True obedience neither pro-
crastinates nor quesfions.

—

Quarles.

For "The Friend."

Birtliriglit Meinbfr.siiip.

It will not be questioned, that a right of
membership in the religious Society of Friends
is a valuable right; and though it may have
been acquired at birth, and not upon convic-

tion of the truth of our doctrines, nor with a
knowledge of the source and importance of
our christian testimonies, can it be said truths

fully no benefits are conferred upon our mem-
bers, on account of being thus planted within
the bosom of the church. It may be urged
membership so obtained must be of a nominal
character for a number of yeai-s, until by the

unfoldings of the Light of Truth, the heart is

first awakened, and brought into a capacity
to receive and profit by religions impressioi

And this is even true; but does it furnish any
solid objection to the system itself, which was
intended to place our children in their earliest

years, in such close affinity with the church,
as that they might be regai'ded its offspring;

and if so, to influence and mould ; assistin,

the parents; co-operating with them, and
holding up their hands in the important work
of the child's training, and in aiding to supply
the religious instruction best fitted to enamor
his young heart with a sincere love ofupright-
ness, that in coming years, when he steps

forth among men into active life, he may show
truly the world is kept in proper subordina-
tion.

I would not substitute any means for the
child's good, which would take the place of

parental care and authority, wherever those

are exercised under a right concern, but I

would have the church, through authorized
channels, by committees, or by stirring up the
members to individual duty, as well as in its

collected capacity, to be brought into a nearer
spiritual acquaintance with each household,
and enabled more fully to travail one for

other in our exercises and trials ; which would
prove the means of making us, in the Divine
Hand, more truly one people. And yet we
hear it asserted, this oversight and care for

the flock, might be as effectuallj' employed,
if the children were as the children of other
professors, not members by birthright. Grant
that this is so, and we know the work of vital

religion is wholly the work of grace, which
we cannot confer, and that if our children are

ever qualified to unite with us in christian

fellowship, it will be through the convicting
power of the Spirit of Truth operating upon
their hearts, immediately or instrumentally;
indeed if they become Christians at all, wheth-
er united to the parents in outward commu-^
nion or not, still the change of heart which
has taken place is to be ascribed to the same
power, His quickening measure of light in

every soul. I know that we cannot, nor can
any professing church possess upright and
faithful members unless such are brought into

harmony with the teachings of the Lord in-

wardly revealed; and from this point of view
it might seem to be a matter of small moment,
whether our children inherit the privilege of

membership, or receive it by adoption at a
later and maturer age. I know that the true

Friend is not born into membership, but as a
disciple for his Master, he is born of the in-

corruptible Seed and Word of Divine Life;
and if to receive a right of membership at
birth, in a religious Society, is to introduce
nto the visible church a succession of non-
baptized and nominal members, the practice

I ought not to meet with fix-^oi\ If our prinei'
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)Ks arc grounded in the Truth, which I fully

u'lieve, or if they make a nearer approach to

,he Ajiostolic standard, in their practical beai--

iii; upon the pursuits and conduct of cvery-

lay lite than generally prevails, will they not

oiumojid themselves to the acceptance of our

,'oung people, and their honest convictions

also, as they advance from youth toward
manhood, under careful parental influence;

jf, indeed, our children are truly in earnest

heiiiselves, and do not slight their privileges

it n. cupying, with their older brethren, a
(inimon relationship to Society in regard to

ncniljcrship. I am satisfied the institution of

I riiilit among Friends at birth, is a salutary

irovision; and that if a succession of faithful

iiomlicrs is not maintained under it, it will

lot I'o without it.

Because there are so many examples among
mv young men, who, about the time the_y

ittain their majority, are prepared to re-

lOuiKC their rights, or have become offend-

ers by non-conformity to our discipline, some-
times in marriage, but more frequently by
pontinued absence from our religious meet-

ings, we must not charge the account to

any other causes than those which woTild

have prevailed, and perhaps with greater lati-

tude, had they not been born members. The
fault lies in a want of faithfulness; in an
undue love of even lawful things ; in the dis-

sipation of sensual indulgence, or by loving

the world too well, that we might embrace its

folhes and its fashions. A broader path is

sought than the simplicity of early Quaker-
admits of; a path wherein a more formal

religion might be tolerated, and many prac-

tices pass unreproved, which merit our dis-

approijation. Parents may not discharge their

full duty, and as a church we have sorrow-
fully lapsed from the vigor and brightness of

earlier days ; that it may be said a cloud ob-

scures the brightness of the firmanent, and
there is less to gladden the heart of the dedi-

cated servant, or to encourage our j^oung peo-

ple to cling with full purpose of heart, to a
belief which would lead them by the way of
the cross into a life of obedience, and separa
tion from the bondage of the world. Not
having fully submitted to the power of the
Lord's Holy Spirit, they have not realized the
fulness of the blessing that follows an entire

surrender, and are unwilling to believe their

rehgious duties may n-ot be well attended to,

even while eagerly pursuing the pleasures and
amusements of this life. How many there

J

are who are caught in this delusive snare,
land are even lulled into the belief that such
liberty is allowable, because they hear so little

I

from even religious professors, to stain the
world in their estimation. " The fathers where
are they, and the prophets, do they live for-

lever?"

I

The life of our religious Society, though
[marked with vicissitudes, and many sharp
i trials, presents much that is deeply instruc

with jour birthright, it was designed to confer
"asting good; to make us more truly united
and homogeneous, and fitted therefore, not by
loctrine only, but more eminently by exam-
ple, to gather others into the same simplicity
of life, and religious belief. It has a long his-

tory to commend it, dating back to the time
of our honored founder, having been instituted

at an early period after his religious labors
began. In those days of greater purity of
heart, it was eminently blessed

; and as I be-

lieve its design was abundant!}^ fulfilled in

our early, and even later experience, so our
ranks even now would be filled with a worthy,
and larger succession of birthright members
than we possess, had we kept out of the wast-
ng flood of religious speculation on the one
hand, avoiding with equal care a religion of

sentiment on the other, and keeping a single

eye to the important trust confided to us,

when called in the beginning out of dead
works, to revive the spirituality of the primi-

tive church. May our young people, to whom
we must look for a succession, return to first

principles, knowing that faithfulness can alone
•ebuild the Temple, and give us united hearts,

n endeavoring to perpetuate the noble work
of our predecessors, who obtained for us, by
their earnest devotion under suffering, many
precious privileges. P. B.

Philadelphia, 2d mo. 3d, 1875.

tive and encouragrag. It embraces the writ-

,ten experience of the work of Divine Grace
,

in the hearts of many dedicated servants, both

;

men and women, who were ornaments in their

j

day, and honored lights in the world. I want
I that our young people should highly value a
I religious association, which would shield them
;
from many temptations, and guard them from

: corrupt contact; which furnishes ample sour
ces for moral and intellectual improvement
[and the fullest opportunity for both literary

I

and scientific acquirement. Part not easily

The Sloth.—Some travellers in South Amer-
ica have described the sloth as very nimble
in its native woods, and have disputed the
justness of the name which has been bestowed
upon it. The inhabitants of the Amazons
region, however, both Indians and descend
ants of the Portuguese, hold 1o the common
opinion, and consider the sloth as the type of
laziness. It is very common for one native

to call another, in reproaching him for idle

ness, "bicho do Embauba" (beast of the Ce
cropia tree) ; the leaves of the Cecropia be-

ing the food of the sloth. It is a strange sight

to watch the uncouth creature, fit production
of these silent shades, lazily moving from
branehto branch. Every movement betrays,

not indolence exactly, but extreme caution

He never looses his hold from one branch
without first securing himself to the next, and
when ho does not immediately find a bough
to grasp with the rigid hooks into which his

paws are so curiously transformed, he raises

his bodj^, supported on his hind legs, and
claws around in search of a fresh foothold

After watching the animal for about half an
hour I gave him a charge of shot ; he fell with
a terrific crash, but caught a bough, in his

descent, with his powerful claws, and remained
suspended. Our Indian lad tried to climb the

tree, but was driven back by swarms of sting-

ing ants; the poor little fellow slid down in a

sad predicament, and plunged into the brook
to free himself Two days afterwards I found
the body of the sloth on the ground ; the ani-

mal having dropped on the relaxation of the

muscles a few hours after death. In one of

our voyages, Mr. Wallace and I saw a sloth

(B. iufuscatus) swirnming across a river, at a

place where it was probably 300 yards broad.

I believe it is not generally known that this

animal takes to the water. Our men caught
the beast, cooked, and ate him.

—

Bates' Ama-

I know no religion that destroys courtesy,

civility and kindness — Wm. Penn.

Ful- "Tho Fiiond."

Tlic Protest of the Gcrniiiii Frieiuls, of Germaatown,

against Slavery.

In the number of tho Fenn Monthly for the
present month, Isabella James answers Prof.

Seidensticker's strictures on her work, " The
Potts Memorial," and incidentally, naturally
comments on what I wrote in "The Friend,"
introducing S.'s article.

On carefully perusing her answer, I do not
see that good would result from entering into

any argument in the matter. To those who
are familiar with our own church organiza-
tion, the facts that the paper from the German
Friends passed through the " Monthly Meet-
ing held at Richard Worrell's,"— Dublin
Monthly Meeting,—in after years attached
to Abington Meeting, and hence the records
of that body are found among the papers of
the latter meeting,—thence to Philadelphia
Quarterly Meeting, and by it forwarded to

the Yearly Meeting, precludes any doubt as

to the issuers of that protest being members
of the Society of Friends.

I have recently examined the first records

of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting in reference

to this matter, and find tho following minute
therein

:

"At a Yearly Meeting held at Burlington,

the 5th day of the 7th month, 1688.

"A paper being here presented by some
German Friends concerning the lawfulness

and unlawfulness of buying and keeping of

Negroes, It was adjudged not to be so proper
for this meeting to give a positive judgment
in the case, It having so general a relation

to many other parts, and therefore at present

they forebear it."

The original protest is copied on the min-

utes of this year, as also the endorsements of

the Quarterly Meeting of Philadelphia, and
the minute of Dublin Monthly Meeting to

that meeting.
It would seem very unreasonable to doubt

the recognition of the Friends of that day, of

the membership of their " German Friends."

So there I leave it.

William Kite.
Germantown, 2d mo. 5th, 1S75.

A Sappy Close of Life.—Of Judith Fell,

daughter of Thomas and Anne Fell, of Cum-
berland, Eng., it is said in "Piety Promoted,"
that she was never inclined to vain company,
nor to pride nor lightness of carriage, but was
always very sober, and ready to be a good ex-

ample to others, so that she abundantly en-

joyed the love of the Lord. When in her last

illness some inquired of her how she did ; she

replied, " I am well every way. If I should

live ever so long, it can never be better; for

my heart is fully satisfied, and my soul mag-
nifies God, who is worthy for ever." Another
time she requested her father not to desire her
health, for she said she felt that which was
beyond all her weakness and sickness. An-
other time she said, the sting of death was
removed, and she felt victory over the grave,

and praised the Lord, saying, "Surely it is

thou, O God, that lives and reigns, and must
reign for ever ; and they are blessed who servo

thee and fear thy name. Thou, O God, reign-

est in the hearts of the sanctified, and thou

hast sanctified my heart, so that I can truly

praise thy name. Thou knowest. Lord, for

what end thou hast cast mc on this bed of

sickness, surely it is for the gloryof thy name;
therefore. Father, glorify thj'self in me."
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The day before she died, she said she saw

that that day she was given to her friends;

had some refreshing sleep and was quiet and

easy in her spirit. At the end of that nigh'

her sickness increased, and she desired to see

some friends to whom she had words to com
municate. "When death was near she broke

forth in praises, saying, "He is come that

brings jo}- : Oh! the streams of his love run

over all, even to the skirts of the garment

Now is the fountain set open for Judah and

Jerusalem to bathe in. Once more solace

thyself, my soul, and delight thyself in thy

Saviour ; for I feel his love'and life run afresh

in my soul, so that now my spirit doth ma^

nify him that lives for ever." Her distemper

prevailing upon her, they thought that she

would not have spoken any more; but she

lifted up her head and said, " This is the way
to rest; this is the way to rest for ever." In

tt little time she drew her last breath, and
ended her life comfortably, in the twenty-

fourth year of her ago, in the year 1682.

Building a South American Canoe.—The first

day a suitable tree was found for the shell of

the boat, of the kind called Itauba amarello,

the yellow variety of the stone-wood. They
felled it, and shaped out of the trunk a log

nineteen feet in length; this they dragged
from the forest, with the help of my host's

men, over a road they had previously made
with cjiiudrical pieces of wood to act as roll-

ers. The distance was about half a mile, and
the ropes used for drawing the heavy load

were tough lianas cut from the surrounding
trees. This part of the work occupied about
a week : the log had then to be hollowed out,

•which was done with strong chisels through
a slit made down the whole length. The
heavy portion of the task being then com-
pleted, nothing remained but to widen the
opening, fit two planks for the sides and the
same number of semicircular boards for the
end.s, make the benches, and caulk the seams.
The expanding of the log thus hollowed out

is a critical operation, and not always success-
ful, many a good shell being spoilt by its split-

ting or expanding irregularly. It is first

reared on tressels, with the slit downwards,
over a large fire, which is kept up for seven
or eight hours, the process requiring unre-
mitting attention to avoid cracks and make
the plank bend with the proper dip at the
two ends. Wooden straddlers, made by cleav-
ing pieces of tough clastic wood and fixing
them with wedges, are inserted into the open-
ing, their compass being altered gradually as
the work goes on, but in different degree ac-
cording to the part of the boat operated upon.
Our casca turned out a good one : it took a
long time to cool, and was kept in shape
whilst it did so by means of wooden cross-
piece . When the boat was finished it was
launched with great merriment by the men,
who hoisted colored handkerchiefs lor flags,
and paddled it up and down the stream to trj-
its capabilities. My people had sutiered as
much inconvenience from the want of a mon-
taria as myself, so this was a day of rejoicing
to all of us.

—

Bates' Amazon.

It is a good and safe rule to sojourn in every
place as if you meant to spend your life there,
never omitting an opportunity of doing a
kindness, or speaking a true word or making
a friend. Seeds thus sown by the wayside
often bring forth an abundant harvest. You

might so spend your summer among the peo-

ple, that they and their descendants should

be better and happier, through time and eter-

nity, for your works and your example.

' * *
Selected.

"COULiyST THOU NOT WATCH ONE HOUR?"
The night is d-irk; behold the shade was deeper

In the old garden of Gethsemane,

When that calm voice awoke the weary sleeper,

" Could'st thou not watch one hour alone with me ?"

O! thou so weary of thy self denials,

And so impatient of thy little cross,

Is it so hard to bear thy daily trials,

To count all earthly things a gainful loss ?

What if thou always sutler tribulation?

And if thy Christian warfare never cease ?

The shadow of the quiet habitation

Shall gather all to everlasting peace.

But here we all must suffer; walking lonely

The path that Jesus once himself hath gone
;

Watch thou in patience through this hour only.

The morning star doth wait the endless dawn.

The captive's oar may pause upon the galley

The soldier sleep beneath his helmet crest,

And Peace may fold her wing on hill and valley.

But thou, O, Christian ! shall not find thy rest.

Thou must walk on, however man upbraid thee

—

With Him who trod the wine-press all alone;

Thou wilt not find one human hand to aid thee.

One human soul to comprehend thine own.

Heed not the images forever thronging
From out the foregone life thou livest no more,

Faint-hearted mariner! still art thou longing

For the dim line of the receding shore?

Wilt thou find rest of soul in thy returning

To that old path Ihou hast so vainly trod ?

Hast thou forgotten all thy weary yearning

To walk among the children of thy God ?

Faithful and steadfast in their consecration.

Living by that high faith, to thee so dim
;

Declaring before God their dedication,

So far from thee—because so near to him.

Can'st thou forget thy Christian superscription?
' Behold we count them happy who endure."

What treasure wouldst thou in the land Egyptian,
" >pas3 the- stormy water to secure?

And wilt thou yield thy sure and glorious promise
For the poor fleeting joys earth can afford ?

No hand can take away the treasure from us
That rests within the keeping of the Lord.

Poor wandering soul ! I know that thou art seeking
me easier way—as all have sought before

—

To silence the reproachful inward speaking

—

Some landward path, unto an island shore.

The Cross is heavy in thy human measure;
The way too narrow for thine inward pride

;

Thou can'st not lay thine intellectual treasure
At the low footstool of the Crucified.

Oh I that thy faithless soul one hour only
Would comprehend the Christian's perfect life

;

Despised with Jesus—sorrowful and lonely

—

Yet calmly looking upward in the strife.

For poverty and self-renunciation
Their Father yieldeth back a thou.sand fold

;

In the new stillness of regeneration,
Cometh a joy they never knew of old.

In meek obedience to the heavenly teacher
The weary soul can only find its peace.

Seeking no aid from any human creature,
Looking to God alone for his release.

And He will come in his own time and power.
To set his earnest-hearted children free

—

Watch only through the darkness of the hour
That brings the endless morning unto thee.

The fairest action of our human life

Is scorning to revenge an injury
;

For who forgives without a further strife.

His adversary's heart to him doth tie
;

And 'tis a firmer conquest, truly said,
To win the heart than overthrow the head.

For "The Friend."

Misapplied Scriptures.

In a recent number of the New York Ob-

server, a leading Presbyterian paper, is an ar-

ticle on " Misapplied Scriptures," written by
John Hall, a clergyman of New York, which
may prove interesting to some of the readers

of" The Friend," as a testimony to the spirit?

uality of the Christian religion. In it, ho.

says

:

There is a misgiving in many minds as to

Baptism and the Lord's Supper, resting main-

ly, we are persuaded, on a misapprehension

of two notable passages in John's gos_

Many have a vague, general idea that the or-

dinance of baptism is essential to salvation ia-

asmuch as we read inch. 3: 5—" Except a

man be born of water and of the Spirit, he

cannot enter into the kingdom of God."

They hastily conclude that the birth "of wa-
ter" is baptism. In some instances even Pro-;

testants have an indefinite notion that ther^

may be more Scriptural authority for " bap^

tismal regeneration" in the mediagval se

than is commonly admitted.
Will the reader please note the following,

points

:

(rt) In V. 3 our Lord's language is "born
again;" in v. 5, "born of water and the,

Spirit;" and in v. 6 and 8, "born of the

Spirit." The connection shows that the same
idea is intended in all these phrases.

(6) Baptism, as a Christian rite, was not in-

stituted at the time of this conversation with

Nicodenuis. The baptism before this, and
known to the hearers of John, was a baptism

cf repentance ; and no such language is em-
ploj'ed in relation to it, as we have here.

(c) Whatever our Lord meant by this lan-

guage he had a right to expect Nicoderaus to

understand. Ho was never unreasonable. He
never reproached without cause. He w.is

never uncandid and unjust. But if the words
he employed referred to Christian baptism,

there was no reason whatever why Nicodemus
should "know these things." But the Lord
says to him, " Art thou a master in Israel and

knowest not these things?" v. 10.

(d) The new birth is undoubtedly referred

to in V. 3, and we may assume, confidently,

that V. 5 is explanatory of v. 3, in such a way
that Nicodemus being a " master in Israel,"

ought to have known it. If, for example, it

had a distinct place in his own Scriptures, he

ought to have known it. Hasit such a place?

Examine Ezek. 36: 25, 26, 27:

Then will I sprinkle clean water upon
you, and ye shall be clean : from all your filthi-

ness, and from all your idols, will I cleanse

you.
A new heart also will I give you, and a

new spirit will I put within you : and I will

take away the stony heart out of your flesh,

and I will give you a heart of flesh.

And I will put my Spirit within you, and
cause you to walk in my sttitutes, and ye shall

keep my judgments, and do them."

Here we have the " sprinkling of clean

water," which cleanses from filthiness, in one,

that is the figurative member of the parallel-

'sm; and in the next, that is the literal, wo
have the new heart and spirit ; and in v. 27
we have the Holy Spirit put within. In a

word, we have the ideas and the language de-

scriptive of a radical change of nature which
any " master in Israel" might be expected to

know. But it is a prophecy of the new birth
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jnly, and has no direct relation to any ordi-

nance by which it shall be brought about.

It confirms this view surprisingly that our

Lord should instantly employ another figure

bf the same general character, to suggest, as

jit were, to the slow mind of ISficodemus what
Ihe did not understand. " The wind bloweth

where it listeth, and thou bearest the sound
[thereof, but canst not tell whence it cometh
jor whither it goeth : so is every one that is

Iborn of the Spirit." v. 8. Whence did this

figure come? Whence ought it to come to

command interest and confidence in a Jewish
Iniind? Why the Lord had just made one in-

formal reference to Ezekiel, in chap. 36th.

(He now makes a second to the same book, and
ithe very nextchapter. Who forgets the vivid

picture of Israel, in the " dry bones ?" Here
is v. 9 of that chapter :

" Then said ho unto me, Prophesy unto the

wind, prophesy, son of man, and say to the

wind, Thus saith the Lord God ; Come from

the four winds, O breath, and breathe upon
fthese slain, that they may live."

Here now we have the water and the wind
—Old Testament figures illustrative of the

liueans of regeneration, not in any sense an or-

Idinance or rite, but the Iloly Spirit of God.

'They come from two consecutive chapters:

jthey are found side by side in Ezekiel. They
kvere read in the synagogue. There was no
lexcuse for the ignorance of a master in Israel

Iregarding their meaning and significance.

( We see, therefore, that baptism could not

be the point of our Lord's allusion to water

;

but that there was another reference, not for-

ward, but backward, which Nicodemus might
well be supposed to understand, and which
referred to the exclusive, unparticipated work
of the Holy Ghost. The only connection the

words have with baptism may be found in the

[incidental circumstance that the qualities in

'water that made it an apt symbol of the

Spirit's work in the Old Testament, make it

[a fitting symbol in the New. But a symbol
is one thing ; an agent, or an instrument, is

[another.
• Hence we read in Mark 16 : 16— " He that

believeth and is baptized shall be saved." Il

is not added, "He that believeth not and is

^lot baptized ;" but " He that believeth not

Ishall be damned." The human side of the

[transaction is put to us. When the divine

(side of it is presented, it is exactly as in

'Ezekiel and in John, as one may see in Tit.

'3:5:

"Not by works of righteousness which we
have done, but accordingto his mercy he saved
us, by the washing of regeneration, and re-

Tiewing of the Holy Ghost."
A corresponding embarrassment, we are

persuaded, is in many minds regarding the
Lord's Supper ; as if the Lord meant to make
'it essential to salvation in John 6 : 53, 51 :

" Then Jesus said unto them. Verily, verily,

I say unto }-ou, Except ye eat the flesh of the
|Son of -man, and drink his blood, yo have no
life in you.

;

" Whoso eateth my flesh, and drinketh my
Wood, hath eternal life ; and I will raise him
up at the last day."
The purpose of these words is to teach the

general truth that union with Jesus is essential

to life. For, note again :

(a) The Supper was not yet instituted.

What more unlikely than that the Lord would
iutter such a vital truth as this in a form of
[which his hearers could not possibly know

anything ? They had no preparation of mind
for it, if the Supper was meant. Eating blood
would be an idea specially revolting to a Jew.

(6) But a careful reading of the chapter
shows how naturally and cogently the words
come in from v. 26 :

''Jesus answered them and said, Vei'ily,

verily, I say unto you. Ye seek me, not be-

cause ye saw the miracles, but because ye did
eat of the loaves, and were filled."

He rebukes their sordid following of him,
and, after his gracious manner, founds a posi-

tive counsel on their folly. In v. 31 they
challenge him for a sign like the manna. He
replies in effect: "It is not a question of
Moses versus Messiah at all. God gave the
manna, a7id He gave me. I am the manna."
V. 32. Anything so good they are willing to

have at once, and they say ;
" Evermore give

us this bread." v. 34. But he shows them
their error in v. 35-40, in effect, saying : "No !

I am here and am the bread, and ye will not
eat, for to believe isto eat." Then they mur-
mured, and cast up his lowly birth. He re-

plied in effect :
" I am greater thaii Moses

—

V. 43-39—for the luanna-eaters are dead ; but
he that eats (that is, believes in) me, lives for

ever." "One word borrows another," till he
puts it in the strongest -way, following out the

figure which the dialogue produced : v. 53.

" Then Jesus said unto them. Verily, verily,'

I say unto you, Except ye eat the flesh of the
Son of man, and drink his blood, ye have no
life in you."

In other words, Jesus says—his language
moulded by the objections to which he is re-

plying—"Eeceive me and you receive life;

reject me and you die."

[Being desirous to give what assistance we
can to our suffering brethren in Kansas, we
publish the following minute, received some
days since ; we however think it a mistake to

divert whatever funds may be subscribed,

from the parties originally authorized to re-

ceive and disti'ibute ihem. It creates confu-

sion and dissatisfaction, and, in some measure
weakens responsibility.]

At Wahiut Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends,

hdd by adjournment from the 9th to the 13th

of 1st mo. 1875.

As we are receiving letters of inquiry every
few days desiring to know our true situation,

and also seeing some publications which we
fear may cause some to believe that we have
been amply provided for, we think best to

have published an article setting forth our
present circumstances.

There are about twenty-nine families be-

longing to Walnut Creek Preparative, nine-

teen at Mill Creek Preparative, being 65 miles

east of Walnut Creek, and eight at'Mt. Ayr,
about the same distance south-west, in all

about 250 members, which comprise our

Monthly Meeting ; and we believe there is not

more than three iamilies but what will require

aid, viz., one at Mill Creek, and two at Mt,
Ayr.
We received last week a draft of two hun-

dred and eighteen dollars, from Ceser's Creek
Monthly Meeting, Ohio, which came in a time

when we were all about out of provisions, and

was very gratefully received.

In the entire absence of all vegetables, and
but little meat, it takes more breadstuff's to do

us than if we had plenty of such things.

We will also want feed for our teams, as

without many of them will starve before grass
comes, and what do get through will be so
weak they will be of little value in putting in
the spring crop.

In the early spring there will be a great de-
mand for garden and vegetable seeds of all

kinds.

As we are so isolated, we think it best to
ask those of our friends who may wish to aid
us, to send direct to our receiving agents, viz

:

Zimri M. Hadley or A. B.George, (Dillon H.
Dillon being absent.) And as there is so
much uncertainty in our getting the aid de-
signed for us through the State aid societies,

we suggest that as much as convenient may
be sent by draft or registered letter, for we
can procure, in a few days drive, provisions
on very reasonable terms ; we can get flour
at from $2.00 to $2.50 per cwt. ; chop feed at
$1.50 per cwt.
The Meeting for Sufferings propose to fur-

nish Walnut Creek Preparative with 450
bushels of wheat, which will not supply them
with seed. Wo wish to sow a larger propor-
tion of small grain than heretofore, for fear
of another failure in the corn crop. As to
those not of our Society, they are in more
destitute circumstances than Friends, as there
has not been so much care extended to them.
We further add that we shall not receive a
large portion of the supplies that Jonathan
Wilson expected we would from other sources.

All shipments should be sent to either of
the above agents, to Burr Oak, Jewell Co.,

Kansas, via Hastings, Neb. All other com-
munications send direct to Burr Oak, P. O.
Signed by direction of the Meeting.

Thomas Moore, Clerk.

Elizabeth F. Dillon,
Clerk for the day.

Thomas Moore, Correspondent.

" Can't Afford It."—A voluntary collector

for one of the great benevolent interests of the
day, called lately, in pursuance of his duty,
upon a gentleman with whom he was ac-

quainted, a business man and a Christian, but
one who had hitherto excused himself from
making liberal contributions on the plea that
he "could not afford it." This plea from a
man of undoubted wealth, had probably
seemed almost incredible to our friend the col-

lector ; but as he now sat in view of the sump-
tuous suite of parlors, awaiting the appearance
of their proprietor, the truth flashed upon
him. He felt that the plea had been sincere;

the explanation was before him. On the gen-

tleman's entrance, he mentioned the errand

on which he had come, adding, " But I see,

sir, that you really cannot afford it, and I can-

not think of presenting any claim upon you.

Such a soele of expenditure as I see indicated

by every thing around me, can indeed leave

you little, if anything, to spare for the cause

of Christ. I must look elsewhere for support

to our operations. Good morning, sir!"

The collector left, but the arrow he had
lodged did not. It was not long before the

rich steward sought him, with acknowledg-
ments for the cutting reproof, which had
made aprofouad and abiding impression upon
his conscience. He had made up his mind
that he could afford to give, and could not af-

ford to squander. He presented the collector

check for $1000, with the assurance that

the style of his household should be no longer

a scandal nor an incumbrance to his piety.

—

Examiner.
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Ancient Doetrlue.

" Poor man is in a lapsed fallen condition

and in a state of alienation from God, and

therefore cannot come to him but by a Jled

tor." There is one Mediator between God
and man, the man Christ Jesus, and he must
make peace for him or he will never have

how then shall we come to Christ if he is the

only means, and there is no other by which
we may come to the knowledge of God
Hearken to it, how may we come to Christ?

I answer, you will never come to bira, if he

first come not to you, you will never be able

to do it. It is not coming to Christ when you
say you do believe that Christ died and rose

again, and ascended up into heaven, and
at the right hand of God, and lives for ever to,

make intercession for his people, and to read
those words and doctrines which ho preached

;

but if you believe that he is the eternal Son of
God, and the author of eternal salvation to all

that obey him, you must come to him, and entire-

ly give up yourselves to his glory and service
;

without this you cannot come to him, nor will

ho bring you to the Father; Christ is come
near to us, he stands at the door of our hearts,

and knocks; behold, that calls for attention,

for people to take notice of. What does he
knock for? that thou mayst open the door of
thy heart

;
for if any man open, I will come in

and sup with him, and he with me, and my Fa-
ther will come to him, and will mnke our abode
with him. Now people arc loath to do this,

to open the door of their hearts to Christ, or
the}- do not believe it is Christ that knocks,
and that rebukes and checks them, when thej'

refused to open to him. When thej' find

something within them that reproves them
for their sin, and doth condemn them that
ihcy cannot be quiet, they will never believe
that this is Christ. But what saith our Sa-
viour: Unless yoii believe that I am he, you
shall die in your sins. For there is nobodj'
else that can help you out of them. Thus
these men object. " Christ is in Heaven, how
can he be hero? His doctrine and precepts
are hero, let us make use of them all ; He will
come again at the day of judgment." Does
he not judge you now ? He is the judge both
of quick and dead, and he is the Searcher of
hearts, and the trier of the reins

; so that thou
canst not think an ill thought but he will tell

thee of it. * * This is the Lord Christ, a
quickening Spirit, who is made manifest in the
flesh

;
" he hath given to every man a measure

of the Spirit to profit withal." The grace of
God which bringeth salvation hath appeared
to all men. This manifestation of the Spirit
and Light, we have from Christ. These are
the ways and methods that Christ takes to
approach near to us; we cannot take another
way to approach to him. He saith, "If you
have the Light believe in the Light, that you
may become children of Light." They that
are the children of Light, shall have it for
their inheritance, and they that are children
of darkness, shall have darkness for their in-
heritance. While we have the Light we must
believe in it, and so become children of it.

What do you mean by believing? There is
something within mc, checks and reproves
me for sin, and calls mc off" from it. Must I
hearken to this ? Is this what you mean by be-
lieving? They that reject it now, shall be-
lieve hereafter, for all the world at last, and
those in eternal torment, shall certainly con-
fess, that there was grace, and light, and

I

means aftorded them, that they might have

escaped that misery that has befallen them."

S. Crisp's Sermons, pi-eached at Devonshire

House, London, 1691.

This was the doctrine taught in those days,

but it was the Life that was manifested

through the ministry, that had the blessed ef-

fect. His 2)resence, and power, manifest both

in speaker and hearer; Light and Life reach

ing over and chaining down death and dark
ness ; the promise being fulfilled, viz :

" I wil

give you wisdom, and power, which none
shall be able to gainsay or resist." The

"

sies that abound are jjermitted, to cause all

uch who have received a measure of the holj

anointing to seek for more, to agonize for it,

and to wait until endued with "power from
high." It maj^ be, the vessels want more

purification, for the Lord infinitely holy, to

manifest his power through. There is cer-

tainly that amongst u.s, which seeketh out-

ward greatness, and glories in outward attain-

ments after " the rudiments of the world ;"

great mental powers, and not the simplicity

of a little child; the simplicity ofHim, who al-

though He was Lord of all, and possessed all

things, yet in bringing many sons unto glory,

of whom and for whom are all things, it
'

came Him to make himself of no reputation,

but took the form of a servant, so poor, that
He had nowhere to lay His head, the " despised

Nazarene," mocked, scourged, spit upon, and
crucified. But He is now exalted far above
the heavens, that He might fill all things

; a
Name above every name. He had truly the
heaviest ci-oss ; He now wears and forever will

wear the brightest crown. And shall we. Oh !

y Friends, refuse to be known as His disci

pies ? refuse the cross He puts upon us ? Eead
hat the apostle Paul suffered for His sake

but he gloried in the cross, suffered most
cheerfully; none of those things moved him
the glory of this world was despised ; and all

his long list of suiferings made him the moi
willing (with hundreds more in his time) to
ejoice that he was counted worthy to
;hame for His sake ; no Cross, no Crown. And
n the days of the early Friends, how cheer-
ully they bore the sufferings, cruel, dreadful,
awful as they were ; no wonder the Life and
power was mighty upon them, their very ene-
mies testifying on their behalf They were
not ashamed of a plain attire, nor of the lan-
guage and demeanor, that caused the scorn
and contempt of the age. If my younger
brethren and sisters will bear the baptism^of
Christ, by being faithful in small as well
greater things, they will grow in grace as
well as increase in Divine Wisdom ; until the
Lord fully prepares them as David, who could
'ing a stone to an hair's breadth

; and was
not afraid of any champion who defied the
armies of the God of Israel; whose strength
was in the Name and Power of the Lord. Oh !

that many hearts may be made willing, and
then we shall have an army of valiants as
heretofore. Judges in Israel as at the first,
and counsellors- as at the beginning. Amen,
amen, saith my soul. S. C.

Millville, Orleans Co., N. Y., 1st 31st, 1875.

Allowing forty pupils to a teacher, the
country needs 260,000 instructors for its chil-
dren of between six and sixteen years of age.
In Massachusetts the teacher's average term
of service is three years, and this is too lono-
a term for an average of the country, ye^
taking it as such, it appears that 87,000 new

teachers have to be had yearly. The normal
schools of the country prepare about 5200;
teachers annually, and where the 80,000 or
more come from is an intei-esting problem.

For "The Friend."

RepresfntatiTe.s to the Yearly Meeting.

The i^roper number and the right appoint-
ment of these are too important to be misun-
derstood. The Book of Discipline, page 52,

says, "Each Quarterly Meeting [shall] appoint
a suitable number of judicious Friends as ita

representatives, which are not to amount to

more than would be in the proportion of three
of each sex to each Monthly Meeting." By
which it is plain that any Quarterl}' Meeting
having three Monthly Meetings, (Abington
for instance), maj"- send nine men as the legal

"amount" of representatives to the Yearly
Meeting. But the appointment is to be "suit-

able" to the circumstances and condition oi

the meetings composing the Quarter. And i

the right ordering of the representation, the,

Discipline has wiselj" left the selection not
wholly on the ground of the numbers in each
Monthly Meeting

;
yet has left vested in each

Quarterly Meeting its inherent prerogative oi

controlling its subordinates by the appoint-
ment of one or more representatives at large;

as has been the custom in our Society from,

time imnaemorial. Thus, after one or two
representatives for each Monthly Meeting
have been named in the Quarterly Meeting,
and the full amount of three to each has not
been reached, the Quarter is competent to

name others at large until that number is

reached. But the plainest dictates of impar-
tial justice and fairness in representation,
point to the largest Monthly Meetings as

those out of which those at large should be
sent up to the Yearly Meeting.
The case of Abington is in point. One of

her Monthly Meetings report one child only
as of school age; another of her Monthly
Meetings report nearly one-ninth of all the

children in the Yearly Meeting. Could any
thing be more plainly just and disciplinary
than that the latter Monthly Meeting should
have four or five Friends representing them
in the Yearly Meeting, who, with the two or

three from each of the other Monthly Meet-
ings, would make, in all, the limited consti-

tutional "amount" of three to each Monthly
Meeting. Y. W.

Philada., 2d mo. 5th, 1875.

Selected.

Must it not be our experience, in order to

partake of the benefit of the sufferings and
death of Christ, to be brought into obedience
unto righteousness? and what can do this for

us, but the Power of God immediately made
known to us by the inward revelation thereof.

My dear friend, I feel alarmed in seeing that'

as a community, are in gi-eat danger of

leaning to the undei'Standing of man ; and that
for want of trusting in the Lord with all the

heart, we are intermingling indeed with that

which is not distinguished by gospel simplici-

ty, but which has a tendency to bring us to

be satisfied with many things out of which,
as a people, we wei-e brought by a strong hand
and a stretched out arm, which delivered from
the iron hand of cruel persecution, as well as

from all false dependence in religion. All will

not, however, thus return, either to the max-
ims or customs of the world, or to the beg-

garly elements, to be again brought into bond-
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jge; a precious seed remaineth, and will re

pain, however hidden, where the real life of

the crucified Imraanuel will be found, and
jrho will by and by come forth and shine, as

ihe children of Him who is Light, and
?hom is no darkness at all. Yea, I believe

t shall yet be the inquiry relative to such as

bide in the Truth :
" Who is she that look

th forth as the morning, fair as the moon,
lear as the sun, terrible as an army with
anuers."

—

JS. Gruhb.

Selected.

hile a man's outward circumstances maj
iippear to call for removal to a new country
,0 provide for a growing family, it is of the

irst consequence to know that he has the
)ivine approbation in doing so; serious m
akes have been made, and the parties have
bst in a religious and temporal sense ; and
leetings have also lost strength by such re

actions.

THE FRIEND.
SECOND MONTH 13. 1875.

\ The columns of "The Friend" have recently

[contained copious extracts from the opinions
if the Judges on whom rested the decision of

jhe suit for the possession of the Boarding
School property at Mount Pleasant, Ohio,

krought by those who separated from Ohio
parly Meeting in 1854. The foot notes which
j.ccompanied this reprint, pointed out several

inistakesand erroneous conclusions into which
pme of the Judges had fallen. It is not sur-

prising that persons not familiar with our
proceedings, should have failed to appreciate

(he true significance of some of the trans-

[ctions of our Meetings for Discipline, and
jhould have drawn from them incorrect in-

ferences, and thereby, however unwittingly,

jiave turned aside the course of justice ; as we
|ully believe was done in this case.

j

To us it seems abundantly evident, that the
iction of those Friends in Ohio Yearly MeeL-
jng, who joined in the movement at the head
ff which Jonathan Binns was placed, was a
!disorganizing and revolutionary procedure

—

violation of the discipline and usages of the
oeiety, and of the judgment of much the
irger portion of the meeting. It was a pro-

ledure which could not have taken place, if

here had not existed an excited party feeling;

nd it would never have been acquiesced in

y other bodies of Friends to the extent it

las, if the question could have been considered
'nd decided by them simply on its own merits.

;'his was clearly manifested in the discussions

[n the subject in the Yearly Meeting of Lon-
don, in 1855. The sympathies of many of the
Qfluential members of that body were with
;he Binns' party, but a conclusion was not ar-

ived at, until parts of four sessions had been
pent in deliberating on it, during which
early 150 Friends expressed their opposition
'o acknowledging this organization. London
Tearly Meeting however finally decided to ac-

nowledge as brethren that body with which
tey were most in sympathy, at the same
ime admitting that its proceedings had not
een " in all respects such as we could approve."

;

That sympathy and not order was the ground
in which this decision rests, is clearly shown
[y the following account of the proceedings,

written by one who was present on that oc
casion, and a deeply interested observer of
what was passing before him.

" Upon the first report reaching that coun
try, ' The London Friend' had an editorial ir

which it took the ground, that the true Yearly
Meeting was that of which Benjamin Hoj'le
was clerk, but after a short time, it took the
other side—the writer apprehends entirely
upon the ground of sympathy with the phase
of religious sentiment underlying the difti

culty,—the key in fact to the whole matter.
" Almost immediately upon the introduc

tion of the question by the then clerk, Josepl
Thor}), who informed the meeting that there
were upon the table two epistles from bodies
claiming to be considered Ohio Yearly Meet-
ing, one signed by B. Hoyle as clerk, and the
other by J. Binns as clerk, and desiring to be
instructed as to how to dispose of them

—

Josiah Forster, than whom perhaps no Friend
living was more intimately acquainted with
the order, discipline and usages of the Society,
rose and said, almost verbatim, ' Friends, this

body claiming to be considered Ohio Yearly
Meeting, which has Jonathan Binns for its

clerk, is no Yearly Meeting. It is a disorderly
organization.'

" The fact that the discussion occupied
four sittings of about four hours each, that
about 300 Friends spoke upon it, that as I'e-

gards numbers they were nearly equally di-

vided in judgment, that so many as 140
Friends, many of them of equal standing for

sound judgment, and religious weight and ex-

perience, could not refrain from endeavoring
to prevent the decision which was ultimately
arrived at, ought at least to have serious place

with all who are concerned for the right. We
believe it may be stated, without fear of de-

nial by any one competent to give an opinion
upon the subject, that the whole decision

turned upon the question of sympathy ; and
that, for the time, the importance of support-
ing the order of the Society was virtually set

aside. In the course of the deliberation, the
Address issued by London Yearly Meeting in

1851, to all the Yearly Meetings, was called

for to be read by the clerk, in which that body
took exactly opposite ground.''

Thus itwas that London Y.M. gave its sanc-

tion to the proceedings of the Binns' party

—

proceedings which many of those engaged in

them admitted to be out of order, and for

which there was no pretence of necessity on
the ground of maintaining the original doc-

of the Society ; for no suspicion of de-

parture therefrom existed at that time, or has
ever since been asserted, that we know of, as

respects those Friends for whom B. Hoyle
continued to act as clei-k. The main reason
urged was the presence in the Yearly Meeting
of two or three members of the smaller body
of Friends in New England, whom they were
unwilling to recognize as Friends, and there-

fore claimed that the meeting was not select.

How weak an excuse will serve, when the

gs are excited, is shown by the subse-

quent action of the same people, and their

pporters elsewhere, in admitting to their

meetings for discipline persons who make no
claim to be Friends, but are active members
of other religious societies!

It should be borne in mind that about that

time the spirit of separation was rife, and that

a similar proceeding was contemplated in

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting; some promi-
nent Friends in England having gone so far

as to write letters to Friends here, giving
them assurances of recognition by London
Yearly Meeting, if such a step should be con-
summated, and holding up to them the case
of Ohio, as a successful example.

Believing therefore that those Friends in
Ohio, for whom Benjamin Hoyle continued to
act as clerk, were entitled to be regarded as
the long-established Yearly Meeting of Ohio,
and therefore the rightful trustees of such
property as had belonged to that body, our
conviction remains unshaken of the rectitude
and wisdom of the course of Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting in owning them as brethren,
and in retaining this position notwithstand-
ing the adverse pressure brought to bear upon
it. The decision of a court of law cannot
change wrong into right.

This conviction rests not only on the ques-
tions of order and discipline involved, but
from the firm persuasion of its close connexion
with the preservation of the Society of Friends
on its original foundation. The separations
which occurred in New England in 1845, and
in Ohio in 1854, were both fruits of the un-
settlement and discord introduced into our
religious Society, by the promulgation within
its limits of doctrines which were not in ac-

cordance with the long-established principles
of Friends. At that time the departure from
our ancient standard was not so fully de-

veloped as it now is ; and many well-inten-

tioned Friends thought that others were un-
necessarily alarmed, or influenced by pre-

judices and partizan zeal. Experience shows
that where matters are brought into question,

that deeply affect the welfare of religious so-

cieties, not only much warmth of feeling is

caused, but many secondary considerations
become involved in the controversies ; and
these exercise more power over us than many
of us are willing to admit; so that we believe

it is no light attainment to judge righteous
judgment in such cases—a judgment weighed
in the balance of the sanctuary.

Hence we think it would be uncharitable
to assume that all those in Ohio Yearly Meet-
ing, who took part in the separation of 1854,

had departed from the doctrines held by the
founders of our religious Society ; or that they
would in after years continue to justify the
violations of our discipline and order, which
the excitement of the time stimulated them
to make. Neither would we make such a
charge against those in other Yearly Meet-
ings who sanctioned their proceedings. Every
important subject has something to be urged
in favorof its decision in different directions;

and we do not doubt that in some cases, what
believe a mistaken judgment was arrived

at with honest intentions. But it is now pain-

fully evident that the tendency to doctrinal

change, the withstanding of which was the

primary cause* of weakeningthebond ofunity

between other Yearly Meetings and those of

Philadelphia and Ohio, has since greatly

progressed, till now j)ractices are introduced

and doctrines preached from the galleries of

Friends' Meeting-houses, which would have
alarmed and roused the opposition of many
Friends, who thirty or forty j-ears ago were
themselves subjects of concern to their breth-

ren, because they had in some points departed
from the faith of our forefathers. We do not

See " A Brief Narrative in relation to the position

of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting," which may he had
free of charge, by applying to Jacob Smedley, Jr., No.
304 Arch St., PhUadelphia.
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doubt that there are in various parts of the

heritage, many who are greatly tried with

these things, and yet do not see in their

true light, the relative positions of the two

bodies in Ohio. They highly value jthe doc-

trines and testimonies which George Fox
and his fellow-laborers were raised up to re-

vive amongst men; and they are grieved to

see the nominal descendants of those worthies

turning back into that out of which our early

Friends were led by the Spirit of Truth. We
greatly desire that all such honest-hearted

ones maj- come to see, that Friends in Phila-

delphia and Ohio Yearly Meetings are suffer-

ing for the same cause that is dear to them
;

that their interests are one, and their sympa-

thies should be one. We cannot but hope

that in the Lord's way and time, the barriers

which now in measure separate those who
claim the same appellation, of " Friend," will

be so removed, that all those who truly own
the doctrines and testimonies of the early

members of our Society, will bo drawn into

a closer Icllowship with each other, though
they may have been widelj" -scattered in a

dark and cloudy day. Then the ancient pre-

diction will be realized: "Thy watchmen will

lift up the voice ; with the voice together shall

they sing, for they shall see eye to eye, when
the Lord shall bring again Zion." It would
indeed be cau.se of unfeigned rejoicing to see

evidences of the near approach of that day.

Among its signs will be an increase of that

charity which seeks the restoration of wan-
derers, and would fain heal the breaches and
restore paths to walk in ; a more fervent con-

cern for the preservation of one another in

the unchangeable Truth, and a godly zeal for

the upholding of all our doctrines and testi-

monies, which will repudiate all those com-
promises tliat tend to lower the standard of
Truth, and to fritter awa}^ the distinguishing
features of our profession ;—a zeal, which will

lead those actuated by it to submit to be evil

spoken of, i-ather than to acquiesce in what
they know to be of evil tendeucj-.

SDMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign-.—The British Parliament reassembled on

the .5th inst. The Queen in her speech says that the
peace of Europe continues unbroken, and she trusts it

will remain so. The conference at Brussels on the
usages of war had been concluded, and its deliberations
had been carefully examined. In view of the import-
ance of the principles involved, and the improbability
that the widely divergent opinions in regard to them
could be reconciled, proposals for any further negotia-
tions have tieen declined by her government. The
question of recognizing Alfonso as King of Spain is yet
undecided, hut will not be long delayed. Exertions for
the suppression of the east African slave trade continue,
and it is hoped will result in its complete extinction.
The Queen recommends the passage of acts for the im-
provement of the dwellings of the working classes, for
the consolidation of the sanitary laws, to prevent the
pollution of rivers, and fur the establi.shment of the
office of public prosecutor.

In the Mouse of Commons during the debate on the
address, the Manjuis of Ilartington said, he trusted
that Alfonso would not be recognized as King of Spain
until there was some proof that he would rule in accord-
ance with the wishes of his people.
A meeting of the Liberal members of Parliament has

been held to select a Parliamentary leader in the place
of Gladstone. The Manpiis of Harlington was unani-
mously elected, and John Bright congratulated the
meeting on its choice.

Advice* from the Cape of Good Hope say that large
nuggets of gold have been found in the gold fields of
the colony.

London, 2d mo. 8lh. — U. S. bonds, 1865. 107?
Consols, 92j.

' '

LiTenpool.—Uplands cotton, VJd. ; Orleans, 7J a 8d.
The French Assembly, by a large majority, adopted

an amendment to Ventavon's bill, by which the Presi

dent of the Republic, with the advice and consent of

the Senate, will have power to dissolve the Chamber of

Deputies. The clause making ministers responsible

for their general policy, but holding the President re-

sponsible only in case of high treason, was passed. The
clause declaring Versailles the seat of the Executive

power was passed. The clause providing that in the

event of a vacancy in the Presidency, by death or other-

wise, the Chambers shall meet immediately, and the

Council of Ministers shall exercise the Executive power
ad interim, was passed.

The consideration of the bill in detail having been

completed, a motion to proceed to a third reading was
carried by a vote of 521 yeas to 181 nays.

The bill providing for the organization of the Senate

was to be considered on the 11th inst.

Subscriptions to the Paris municipal loan have been
offered until they amount to forty-two times the re-

quired sum.
A committee of Austrian nobles who have hitherto

contributed liberally for the Carlist cause, have advised
Don Carlos to conclude a peace with his rival.

Dispatches from Madrid state that the Spanish forces

have succored Pampeluna. The advance of the troops

had caused several collisions with the Carlists, in all of

which they were defeated. On the 7th inst. fighting

continued in the vicinity of Estella, The Carlists now
occupy about the same positions which they held when
General Concha was killed. King Alfonso has entered
Pampeluna. A strong Carlist force made an attack
upon his troops near Orteiza with the object of captur-
ing the young king, but were repulsed.
There are 1,409,448 slaves in the Brazilian empire,

by the last census.

The public accounts of the Dominion of Canada, for

the year ending 6th mo. 30th, 1874, show receipts from
customs $14,325,193, excise 15,594,904, post-offices $1,-

139,973, and public works $1,509,915; on all these
there was a large increase. The revenue exceeded the
expenditures about $3,400,000.

City of Mexico advices to the 2d inst. have been re-

ceived. The Trait D' Union says. Protestantism, sus-
tained by funds remitted from London and the United
States, is making an active propaganda in the Republic,
and the number of Reformed Churches is increasing.
Not a month passes without conflicts between Catholics
and Protestants.

United States.—The civil rights bill, after a pro-
longed and earnest contest in the House of Representa-
tives, passed on the 5th inst., yeas 162, nays 100. The
bill as adopted was the House bill reported by the
Judiciary Committee at the last session. A motion to
substitute the Senate bill failed, so that the one which
has passed the House will have to receive the sanction
of the Senate before it can become a law. In the shape
in which the bill passed, the provision relating to pub-
lic schools was stricken out. The bill simply declares

:

"That all persons within the jurisdiction of the United
States shall be entitled to the full and equal enjoyment
of the accommodations, advantages, f.icilities and privi-
leges of inns, public conveyances on land or water,
theatres and other places of public amusement; subject
only to the conditions and limitations established by
law, and applicable alike to citizens of every race and
color, regardless of any previous condition of servi-
tude." Other sections prescribe penalties for violations
of any of its provisions.
The Treaty negotiated last year by the U. S. Secre-

tary of State with the Canadian government for recipro-
cal freedom of trade between Canada and the United
States, has at last been considered in the Senate. A
brief examination and discussion of the measure dis-
closed the fact that it had but few supporters in the
Senate, and the treaty was rejected without a division.
The report of the Commissioner of Patents shows

that 13,072 patents were granted to citizens of the U.
States during the past year, of which number 1644 were
to Pennsylvanians.

.4ngus Cameron has been elected U. S. Senator from
Wisconsin, by. a coalition between the Democratic mem-
bers of the legislature and a minority of the Republi-
cans who were opposed to Carpenter, the present
Senator. Cameron is in favor of a sound and stable
currency and a tariff for revenue only.
The interments in New York city last week num-

bered 600, .and in Philadelphia 353, including 80 of
consumption and penumonia.
A spirit of wild speculation in mining stocks recently

broke out in San Francisco, attended with an extrava-
gant rise in the value of shares. The bubble .soon burst
and there was an aggregate depreciation of one hundred
millions of dollars in three weeks. By this folly a few
persons have been enormously enriched at the expense

of many who bought at the inflated rates. A large pre

portion of the losers are persons of small means wh
invested all their earnings in these stocks.

Affairs in Louisiana remain in an unsatisfactory 8tat(

all efforts to make a compromise between the Kellogi
party.and the conservatives having failed. The situs

tion in Arkansas is no better. On the 8th inst. Presi

dent Grant sent a message to the U. S. Senate in rela

tion to the latter State, in which he says that in 187
Brooks was lawfully elected Governor, and that he ha
been unlawfully deprived qf the possession of his offic

since that time ; that in 1874 the constitution of th

State was violently overthrown, a new constitutioi

adopted, and a new State government established. Th
President says, " I respectfully submit whether a pre
cedent so dangerous to the stability of State govern
ment, if not of the national government also, should b
recognized by Congress. I earnestly ask that Congres
will take definite action in this matter to relieve th

Executive from actirigjupon questions which should b-

decided by the legislat^e branches of the government.'
2^ Markets, &c.—The following were the quotation

on the 8th inst. New York.—American gold 114j
U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 119J; do. coupons, 120f
do. 1868, 119J ; do. five per cents, 115J. Superfin
flour, $4 a $4.25 ; State extra, $4.66 a $5 ; finer brandi

$5.50 a $9.50. No. 2 Chicago spring wheat, $1.05 ; re

western, $1.23 a $1.24 ; amber State, $1.24. Oats, 64
69 cts. Yellow corn, 82 cts. ; white, 83 a 86 cts. PhUi
deZpAM.—Middlings cotton, 15J a 16J^ cts. for upland
and New Orleans. Superfine flour $3.75 a $4.00
extras, $4.25 a $4.75 ; finer brands, $5 a $7.50. Re
wheat, $1.17 a $1.20; amber, $1.22 a $1.24; whit..

$1.25 a $1.30. Rye, 95 cts. New yellow corn, 78 a

7

cts. Oats, 62 a 66 cts. Lard, 14 cts. About 2,70
beef cattle sold at from 3J to 8 cts. per lb. gross, th

'

latter for choice. Sheep sold at 5i a 7 cts. per 11

gross. Receipts 10,000 head ; hogs, $10 a $10.50 p(

100 lbs. net. Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat, 85 cts.

No. 3 do., 81 cts. No. 2 mixed corn, 63} cts. Oai
52 cts. Lard, $13.70 per 100 lbs. St. io«is.—No.
winter red wheat, $1.06; No. 2 .spring, 90 cts. Corr
64 a 66 cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee on Instructio

will be held on Seventh-day, the 20th inst., at 10 A. M
Charles J. Allen,

Philada., 2d mo. 6th, 1875. Cleric.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A teacher competent to take charge of the boy

study room, will be wanted at the opening of the Sua
mer Session

; the latter part of the 4th month.
Application may be made to

Joseph Pasmore, Goshenville, Chester Co., Pa.

Thomas P. Cope, No. 1 Walnut St., Philada.
Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St.,

"

WANTED.
A Governess for Westtown Boarding School, to ente

n her duties at the opening of the next Se.ssion.

Apply to

Elizabeth C. Scattergood, West Chester, Pa.

Hannah Richardson, Wilmington, Del.

Hannah Ev.ins, No. 322 Union St., Philada.

Lydia L. Walton, Moorestown, N. J.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) PhiladeJpkia

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Worti
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may 1

made to the Superinfendent, or to any of the Board i

Managers.

Died, 1st mo. 19th, 1875, at her residence, after

short illness, Elizabeth, widow of Elisha Sidwell, i

her 74th year. She was a member of Short Cree

Monthly Meeting of Friends, Ohio. The day previoi
she said to a relative, " I have earnestly desired to I

forgiven for anything wrong I may have done." An
at another time, " I see nothing in my way, I am onl

waiting;" and again, " Weep not for me, but weep fi

yourselves and for your children." Conscious to tl

last, her close was peaceful.

WILLIAM H. PILE.^PRINTER;
^

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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For " The Friend."

Remarkable Visit of Ann Mercy Bell.

Ann Mercy Bell, of York, England, was a
valuable minister who died in the year 1776,

iged about 69 yeai-s. In the short account of
published in " Piety Promoted," we are in-

formed that " while in a private capacity, she

(was well esteemed as a Friend of circumspect
life and conversation, a pattern of plainness,

find therein, as well as in other respects, a

^ood example. At length, steadily adhering
;o the divine teacher in her heart, and under
;he influence of the spirit of truth, she had,

i'rom a well grounded experience, to declare
'0 others the way of life and salvation. In

this service she faithfully labored, according
to ability received, at home, and adjacent

Iparts." * * "In the year 1753, she found
ia concern to visit Friends in London

; and
liuring her stay in that city, under the influ-

[snce of love to mankind, had to exhort the
(inhabitants thereof, in the streets, markets,
Sand many places in and about London, West-
Irainster, and Southwark, calling them to re-

pentance and amendment of life. In this ser-

vice she was signally furnished with ability

to labor, to the tendering many of their minds,
and acknowledgment of her goodwill to them;
land such was the ardor of her mind, and the
flowing forth of love to them, that she fre-

quently preached three or four times a day,
in different parts. On her return home she
had to acknowledge that she was favored
with the reward of peace ; which she esteemed
,a sufficient reward for the various exercises
which attended that laborious service."
' The writer has recently met with a some-
what extended narrative of her religious en-

Igagements in London, thus referred to, pub-
lished in England under the title of "A sum-
Iraary account of an extraordinary visit to this

metropolis [London] in the year 1753, by the
ministry of Ann Mercy Bell," portions of
;which will doubtless be interesting to the
readers of "The Friend." The account was
drawn up by Joseph Phipps who accompanied
her in this arduous undertaking. A note pre-
faced to a recent reprint, calls our attention
to it, as illustrating the truth that a " sMct
^practical adherence to the recognized views of the

\Society of Friends on Gospel Ministry, is com-
ipatible with the most extensive 'missionary'
labors among all classes and conditions of men."

It may be premised that she had previously
been engaged in a religious visit to Devon-
shire and Cornwall, in which as related in a
letter bv Mary Weston to Israel Pemberton,
of Philadelphia, dated 3d mo. 8th, 1753, "she
had uncommon service at public places of re-

sort, markets, among stage players, &c., as

also concerned to go through many of the

streets of the city of Exeter preaching repent-

ance to the people, sometimes going to the
magistrates, and those in authority, with
warnings, exhortations, &c., and from what I

learn had great place in the minds of many,
indeed she seems gifted for such service ; a
courageous able minister in the judgment of

most."

Joseph Phipps says : "The design of collect-

ing the following circumstances together, from
minutes taken, time after time, as they were
transacted, is, that there may not be. wanting
a record, of the most general religious visit,

that, perhaps, this capital ever received, by
any one person ; agreeable to the advice

couched in the following citation, from the

writings of that truly apostolical minister of

the gospel, George Fox, viz : 'AH my dear
friends, everywhere, who have been moved of

the Lord God, to speak in steeple-houses to

the priests, or in markets to the people, or in

courts, or in fairs, or assizes, or towns ; let an

account thereof be drawn up together, in one
book, with the substance of their words, which
they spake in the power of God. This would
be a book that may stand to generations ; that

they may see their faithful testimony, and
what strength God did ordain, out of the

mouths of babes and sucklings.'

"According to the purport of this advice,

the author has endeavored to give a just,

though short, account of the case, as it has

all along appeared to him, who has been one
of those most constantly concerned, as an
attendant therein. The narration is as fol-

lows.

"Ann Mercy Bell, having acquainted the

proper meeting, with a concern which had
long lain weightily upon her mind, to visit

the inhabitants in some of the public parts of

this metropolis ; and that meeting after de-

liberation, having left her to her liberty; on
the 5th of the 8th month, 1753, about 10

o'clock in the forenoon, she set out, accom-
panied with several friends, and came into

Rosemarylane, at the end of Red Lion Street.

The lano was spread, up and down, with

abundance of loitering people; and, upon our

friend's beginning to speak, many of them
flocked up to us.—She preached the necessity

of repentance and amendment, sometimes walk-

ing, and sometimes standing a few minutes,

in a most tender and engaging manner. Open-

ing the conditions of many, showing the dan-

ger of continuing in them, and recommending
the grace of God, in mercy extended, for their

help; which apparently was received with

great openness of heart.

" We proceeded gradually, till we came op-

posite to a public-house, at the corner of a
street : and a hasty shower coming on, the
people invited us in for shelter. Many were
sat drinking in the boxes, to whom Mercy
gave a compassionate exhortation, which was
kindly accepted, both by the guests, and the
woman who kept the house.

'• When the shower was over, we left the
house, being followed by a pretty many to the
Kopewalks ; where, stepping on a small rising

bank, she stood a while in silence, till the
people gathered more generally, vphich they
presently did, from several parts, to a great

number. Here she had a fresh and open time,

for about the space of twenty-five minutes.

A great solemnity came over them, and the

tears streamed plentifully from several of
their eyes. They gave various tokens of the
reach they felt, by smiting their breasts, and
other sensible expressions of concern ; and,

when she closed her speech, several cried out,
' We never had such a visit as this! this is not

such preaching as theirs, that come with hell

and damnation in their mouths. She comes
from God, to off'er his grace and mercy to us.

It is great mercy to us, poor miserable crea-

tures, indeed I' One woman tenderly acknow-
ledged, that she had originally descended from
Friends, but had left them when young, for

the sake of a wider path, and made herself

miserable. She was thankful to find the Divine

visitation renewed to her, and that she was
not finally forsaken. In the afternoon Mercy
attended Westminster Meeting.

"The 19th, in the morning, she appeared

in three different places, between East Smith-

field and Ratcliff Highway', about an hour and

a half in the whole, to great numbers of the

lower sort. The generality behaved com-
mendably, and some were pretty much ten-

dered.—About twelve o'clock, she returned

to a friend's house in the city, and her con-

cern coming afresh upon her, to go into the

principal streets, she gave up to it ; though in

great fear and trembling.—When she came
into Cornhill, the street was filled with peo-

ple, passing from their several places of wor-

ship. She appearing in tender warning, and

exhortation, at three different places, before

and under the Royal Exchange. And although

she stood to some disadvantage, being upon a

level with the crowd, yet several heard her

with sobriety and attention. After she had
done speaking, and was moving forward, two
or three persons made a little disturbance, hy
pushing such as were next them one against

another ; but the generality showed so great

a disgust at their behavior, as presently put

an end thereto.
" The next stop she made was opposite the

Mansion House, where she appeared a con-

siderable time. She had afterwards another

opportunity near Queen Street end in Cheap-

side, to good satisfaction.

" Being then about two o'clock, she went
to a friend's house, and took a little refresh-
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meut; bad an acceptable time with such as

were present, and atterward.i attended a tu-

neral, at Friends' burial-ground in Bun hill-

fields, where she was enabled to bear a weighty

testimony, and so tinishod her public service

for that day. A laborious day it was both to

her mind and body, as well as to some that

accompanied her, who sincerely sympathized

with her in this uncommon and exercising

engagement, and had an undeniable sense ol'

the truth and weight of her concern.

" Mor was this day's labor without a lasting

effect to some
;
particularly to one, who hath

several times since declared, that, being averse

to this manner of appearance, as he was

hastening by the crowd, which stood to hear

her, upon casting a looli up to her, her very

countenance pierced him, and the words she

was then expressing touched him to the quieij,

conviction suddenlj- surprised and fixed him
;

and though he had, for a long series of time,

entertained a great deal of the infidel in him,

the testimony came with such demonstration,

it all presently vanished, and left not a doubt

remaining. His condition was opened to him,

his nndei-standing enlightened, and the bent

of his mind so changed, that he took all op-

portunities of attending her afterwards, both

in public and private.
" The 23rd, in the morning, she was at the

Savoy :Meeting. Jn the afternoon, she ap-

peared at three different places, in Tothill

Street, "Westminster ; at three more in Long-
ditch, pretty largely ; once in Angel Court,

and had a few words at King Street end, near

the Abbey.
"In every place she was furnished with

fresh matter, and a living spring, to the help

and admiration of some, who thankfully ex
pressed the feeling sense they had of the

Divine power, baptizing, as well as teaching,

through her ministry."

1.)

For "The Friend.'

Papal Infallibillfy.

(Continned from p«ge 187.)

The reader who has carefully perused the

language of the Vatican Decrees, will perceive

that they assume two positions for the Roman
Pontiff, of great significance if accepted by
the adherents of that faith in their full scope,

and directly tending to his release from all

responsibility, even to ecclesiastical tribunals

or consistories of his own subordinates. The
two concluding paragraphs of chapter 3rd,

boldly assert his entire independence of those
ecumenical councils or general assemblies of
the Bishops and other officers of the Eomish
church, which had been regarded as the em-
bodied wisdom of the Papal church for many
centuries; .so that hereafter it is not lawful to
appeal from the judgments of the Roman Pon-
tiff, to such a council as to an authority higher
than that of the papal chair. Taking this in
connection with the dogma asserted to be
"divinely revealed," in the 4th chapter, that
tbo Pone "is possessed of that infallibility

with whicli the J)ivine Redeemer willed that
bis church should be endowed for defining
doctrine regarding faith and morals," the
mon^rfliis pretoiision is put forth, that the
Pope cmbodic*! the p.'^wor of the whole church
in his own person, and i.^'^t I'O cannot err in
judgment or do any wron"' This is a now
-lep^rture indeed from thc"tradii.''>nal belief

"^owanists them-selvVh. Says Dr. Scbaff,

^'>»*p{irativoly a ino^,"" innovation.

It was not dreamed of for more than a thou-

sand years." * * "Ancient Creeds, Coun-

cils, Fathers and Popes can be summoned as

witnesses against the Vatican dogma." " The
four ecumenical creeds the most authoritative

expressions of the old Catholic faith of the

Eastern and "Western Churches, contain an

article on the 'holy Catholic and Apostolic

Church,' but not one word about the Bishops

of Rome or any other local church." * *

" The ecumenical councils of the first eight

centuries, which are recognized by the Greek

and Latin churches alike, are equally silent

about, and positively inconsistent with Papal

infallibility." * * " In the first Nicene Coun-

cil there was but one representative of the

Latin church; and in the second and fifth

ecumenical councils there was none at all."

It will be readily perceived that thedoctrine

thus put forth by the modern Romanists is a

tool which has two edges ; and whilst if true

of Pius 9th, it must be equally so of all his

predecessors in the papal chair. This involves

its supporters in the necessity of proving that

every Pope who has ever occupied that offlc*

has been consistent in his doctrines and acts

with all others, since the Divine unity cannot
contradict itself Let us examine a little into

the voice of history on this head ; not histoiy

as interpreted by protestants, but facts that

Romanists themselves have substantiated.

Dr. Schaif writes, (Pope) " Honorius taught
the Monothelite heresy, which was condemn-
ed by the sixth ecumenical council, i. e., the

doctrine that Christ had only one will, and
not two, corresponding to his two natures."

'•An ecumenical council universally acknow-
ledged in the East and in the West, held in

Constantinople 680, condemned and excom-
municated Honorius, ' the former Pope of old

Rome,' as a heretic who, with the help of the
old serpent, had scattered deadly error. The
seventh council (787), and the eighth (869),
repeated the anathema of the sixth." " The
succeeding popes down to the eleventh cen-

tury, in a solemn oath at their accession, in-

dorsed the sixth ecumenical council, and pro-

nounced ' an eternal anathema' on the authors
of the Monothelite heresy, together with Pope
Honorius, because he had given aid and com-
fort to the perverse doctrines of the heretics."
" The popes themselves, therefore, for more
than three centuries, publicly recognized, first,

that an ecumenical council may condemn a
Pope for open heresy, and secondly, that Pope
Honorius was justly condemned for heresy."
The above is but one of many instances in

which one Pope has contradicted and con-
demned another. To the sincere seeker for

truth, nothing more is needed to explode the
bubble of infallibility announced with such
solemn parade by the 764 dignitaries of the
Romish communion, who were assembled to-

gether in the Basilica of the Vatican in the
year 1870.

The Papal system is indeed throughout its

whole history, a pregnant example of the
propagation of one error upon the stock of
another, until finally the hybrid production
can scarcely bo identified with the original
root.

When the lowly Nazarcne was visiting the
towns of Gallilee and Judea, on his mission
of mercy, without a homo to call his own,
as ho preached the gospel to the poor, and
dinod with publicans and sinners, imperial
Rome held sway over the then civilized world,
and Judea paid hor tribute as a eonquere

vassal. On one occasion, as He was travel-

ling with His chosen company of humble
fishermen to Jerusalem, two of them besought
Him for the special dignity of sitting on His
right and left hand when He should be glori-

fied in His kingdom. What was the lesson

that He taught on this occasion, so much to

be commended to all who would use spiritual

power as a stepping-stone to personal ambi-
tion ? Let His own words tell. " But Jesus
called them unto him and said, Ye know that

the princes of the Gentiles exercise dominion
over them, and they that are great exercise

authority upon them. But it shall not be i

among you : but whosoever will be great
among you, let him be your minister; and
whosoever will be chief among you, let him
be your servant : Even as the Son of Man
came not to be ministered unto but to minis-

ter, and to give his life a ransom for many."
Matt. XX. 25, &e.

At another time we are told that the twelve
disputed among themselves who should be the
greatest, and again we find Him laying down
the same rules of humility :

" If any man de-

sire to be first, the same shall be last of all,

and servant of all." Now can there be any
show of consistency with the piinciples so

forcibly inculcated in the two cases cited and
reiterated on many other occasions with pecu-

liar emphasis, and that pretence of the Romish
hierarchy that Peter was appointed by his

Divine Master, a Prince and Ruler over his

brethren ? Where do we find anything in all

the Epistles or acts of Peter to warrant such
an assumption by him, or laying any claim to

precedence over his brethren ? They breathe

the sweetest spirit of humility, and teach that

all are to be subject one to another in the

church ; and the elders whom he exhorts, and
of whom he only claims to be one, he counsels

to be examples to the flock, and not " as being
lords over God's heritage." That Peter was
exclusively deputed to " feed the sheep and
lambs" of Christ's fold, as set forth in the

Vatican decrees, because of the language ad-

dressed to him bj- the Saviour after His resur-

rection, is utterly inconsistent with the Scrip-

ture record of the commissions given by Him
to the apostles collectively during the interval

between his crucifixion and ascension.

John's narrative states that at one time the

disciples were assembled together for fear of

the Jews, "and Jesus came and stood in the

midst of them, and said peace be unto you
;

as my Father hath sent me, even so I send

you; And when He had said this he breathed

on them and said. Receive ye the Holy Ghost

:

Whosesoever sins ye remit, they are remitted

unto them, and whosesoever sins ye retain

they are retained." Now this power and au-

thority is fully equivalent to that conferred

upon Peter, as recorded in Matthew xvi. 19,

where he is i^romised the keys of the kingdom
of heaven, and shows that it was not peculiar

to him, but was a gift to be held in common
by all the Apostles who remained faithful.

Then as for the papal view of the expression

of Christ to Peter when He said, " Thou art

Peter, and on this Rock I will build my
church;" there is no better refutation proba-

bly of the idea that Peter was the Rock than

that apostle's l.^nguage in his 1st Epistle, 2d

chapter, 3rd verse, &c., viz: " If so be ye have

tasted that the Lord is gracious. To whom
coming as unto a living stone, &c., ye also, as

lively stones, are built up a spiritual house,

jtc, * * Behold I lay in Zion a chief corner-
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•etouo, elect, precious, &c. Unto you there-

ifore which believe Ho is precious, but unto

[them which be disobedient, the stone which
the builders disallowed, the same is made the

head of the corner, and a stone of stumbling

and a rock of otfence," &c. Here is no asser-

tion of claim on the apostle's part that he was
the stone or rock ordained for the Head of

ithe church, but a perfect concord with his

!" beloved brother Paul," who reminds the con-

verted Ephesians that they "are no more
strangers and foreigners, but fellow citizens

with the saints, and of tne household of God,
and are built upon the foundation of the apos-

tles and prophets, Jesus Christ himself being

the chief corner-stone."

I

Even supposing that Peter was entitled to

[sODio precedence over his fellow apostles, by
what magic link is this primacy transmitted

to Pope Pius 9th, or any of his predecessors

in the Papal See? Ecclesiastical historians

inform us that it is not only doubtful and to-

tally uuproven that Peter was ever a bishop

of fiome, but equally uncertain that he ever

even visited Eome,

For "The Friend."

The following extracts are taken from a

volume of essays entitled " Woman's Ministry

and other papers," by J. K. Miller, recently

[published by J. B. Lippincott & Co. They
jso fully confirm the views advocated in "The
(Friend," that, emanating as they do from a

[member of the Presbj'terian Society, it is

Ithought they will interest the readers of
'

" The Friend."

Water the Roots.

" In these days of bustling Christian activi-

ties, is there not danger that we neglect the

I

culture of our hearts ? One Sabbath morning
jWilberforce called upon Clarkson, and found

i him sitting among his papers, busily engaged
upon his great emancipation schemes. He
said to him, very earnestly, ' Oh, Clarkson

!

do you ever think about your soul?' Clark
! son replied, ' Wilberforce, I have time to think

j

about nothing now but these poor negroes.'
" And is there not danger that many who

are absorbed in schemes of benevolence, may
,
forget to look after their own souls ? Is there

! not the same danger in the life of every Chris-

tian pastor and Christian worker ? Is not the

I
tendency of these days, even in the church,

toward the cultivation of a working religion,

oftentimes to the neglect of deep heart piety?

I I have not one word to say against Christian

,
activity. No one can do too much. But efiS-

i

cient activity can spring only from deep heart

[
religion. First sit at Jesus feet, and then
ministry will follow as naturally as the har-

i vest follows the sowing.

I

"The Redeemer's own life was an example

I

for our imitation, and never was there such

I

a worker as he. All his energies were given
I out in unceasing activities. But his life had
' a root. He spent hours, oftentimes whole
nights, in prayer. He was always full of the

Holy Ghost, and went ever from silent and
deep communion to his toils. And the same
is true of all the truly great workers who have

\

ever toiled in the church. They took care of

. their own souls as the best and only true pre

paration for caring for the souls of others

Their grand developments of Christian energy
were the regular outgrowths of fervent piety

They took root downwards, and bore fruit

i upwards. And so it must ever me. EflScient,

I

continued, and fruitful activity can result only

from a life that is hid with Christ in God.
What the church wants then, to-daj', is not
less Christian energy and activity, it wants
more; but that it may have it more, it must
first have more heart-life. A christian life

can only be luxuriant and fruitful when its

roots grow in a deej) soil, and receive plenti-

ful showers of spiritual influence. And it is

n the closet that the roots of Christian life

;row. If there be no secret prayer, no silent

;ommunion, no personal living with God,
there can be no genuine fruits of the Spirit.

In many senses, the root is the most important
part of the tree. Men do not see it. It is

hidden under the ground. It gets no praise

from men. Yet in the dark it works in silence,

and in its secret laboratory it generates the
life which goes up into the tree, and which
manifests itself in trunk and branches, in

foliage and fruits. The leaves are woven
down in that dark earth-factory. The colors

that tint the flowers are prepared down in

that lowly workshop. The little blocks that

are piled in silence, one by one, as the beauti-

ful fabric of the tree goes up, are hewn out in

the secret quarries of the roots. The fruits

which every year hang in rich clusters on the

branches, draw all their richness and luscious-

ness from the roots. And if the tree droops
and languishes, he that would revive it must
look to the roots.

"And theseanalogies hold true in the spirit-

ual life. A man's secret and personal religious

life is not that which the world sees, and
praises, and understands ;

nor is it that which
directly blesses and benefits the world. It is

not a man's closet which is to be set upon a

hill. But that there may be a beautiful

luxuriant and fruitful life in the sight of the

world, there must be a secret, hidden root-lift

to nourish this visible growth. That a mar
may be active and useful, as a Christian work
er, ho must first be wrought upon by the

Divine Spirit. Every active Christian life

must have, therefore, for its counterpart, a

close personal walk with God. The energy
of the one must be balanced by the intense-

ness of the other. The danger is not that we
work too much, but that we pray too little.

It is to be feared that we have too many de-

serted or rarely frequented closets. We take

too little time for quiet, solitary communion
with God. When we are hurried with duties,

we take still less time for secret devotion.

Our activity trenches upon our communion.
Our work takes us away from our waiting.

It is right to give, but we must first re-

ceive from God, or how can we give ? We
must not go out to starving souls with an

empty basket; we must wait at Jesus' feet

until He fills our hands with broad.
" We are so cumbered with much serving

that we have no time to sit down to silent

meditation. In our hurry for results we do

not give God time to bring the fruits to per-

fection in our lives. We pluck them while

green and unripe, and think to feed men with

them thus. If we would be busy Marthas,

we must first be waiting Marys. We must
receive at God's hand before we distribute to

the multitude."

Some persons are of a merciful, forgiving

disposition, and blessed are they ; but as a mole

hill to a mountain, as a drop to the ocean, so

are the mercies of men in comparison of His,

" who dwelt in the bush, when the bush burn-

ed and was not consumed."

—

S. Scott.

The Grasshopper Ravages.—A letter from

the Commissioner of Agriculture gives, in a

w words, an estimate of the extent and
severity of the injuries inflicted by the grass-

hoppers in the West. The area of their de-

predations comprises a zone from two hundred
to two hundred and twenty-five miles wide,

extending from the settlements of Southern
Dakota, through Nebraska and Kansas, over

five hundred miles in length, and inclining to

the South. The injuries reported from the

western counties of Iowa and Minnesota are

of less importance, but the extent of territory

visited by the grasshoppers during the last

season is over one hundred thousand square

miles. The grasshopper district west of Mis-

souri has a population of considerably over

half a million ;
including all the districts in

which more or less injury was done, the total

population aftected is not less than three-

quarters of a million. As to the extent of the

destitution, it varies in degree in different

counties, but the Commissioner estimates the

number of persons rendered wholly or par-

tially destitute by the plague at from seventy-

five to a hundred thousand. These numbers
are large enough ; but it ought not to be diffi-

cult for a country so rich as ours, to at least

relieve the suffering caused by an exceptional

calamity of this kind, and we are glad to be

able to add that the country appears to be

doing its duty in the matter.

—

Phila. Inquirer.

From " The British Friend."

Saving Light, Universal.

Dear Friend,—Some two years or more
since, I cut out an extract from a speech, and

stuck it into a copy of Barclay's Apology, at

the proposition concerning "Universal and
Saving Light." I afterwards made a copy,

at a time when I thought it might not un-

suitably find a place in The British Friend,

but did not then send it. I now do so, in case

thou shouldst at any time incline to find a

corner for it.

Thine truly, M.

Extract from the speech of Casahs,

formerly a missionary among the Basutos,

vid. 32nd Keport of the Aborigines' Protection

Society :

—

it * * * Well, we found the people very

ignorant, and without the knowledge of God.

They had no relation to civilization. They
had been separsited from the rest of mankind

for thousands of years. Yet something forci-

bly struck us. in the midst of all their de-

pravity and of their gross ignorance, their

conscience had preserved its primitive recti-

tude. Conscience was still speaking in the

name of God, and telling them what was good

and what was bad. The notion of duty was

still written in the hearts of these poor hea-

then by the hand of the Almighty. From
the very beginning, when we had learnt

enough of the language to bo understood, we
read to them the Ten'Commandments. They
at once said, 'You need not read those.' We
asked them why ? They answered, ' We knew
them before you came. We did not know
that they were the laws of Jehovah, because

we did not know Him whom you call Jehovah.'

We found that all the commandments of the

second table, 'Thou shalt honor thy father

and thy mother,' ' Thou shalt not bear false

witness against thy neighbor,' &c., were known
to them. 'All these commandments,' they

I said, 'are engraven in our hearts.'"
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ff. Hrpwortli Dixon's Model Village.

"W. Ilepworth Dixon, who is now, says the

Alliance News, in the United States, is supply

ing to the English press a series of letters, of

which the fifth has just appeared. In one of

these he describes the "^ew England \
lage" of St. Johnsbury, in Vermont, of which

Colonel Fairbanks, of platform scale celebrity,

is the great benefactor: and W. H. Dixon

gives a highly appreciative account of what

he sees in it. For example, ho saj-s :
— "St.

Johnsbury is a garden. Yet the physical

beauty of the place is less engaging than the

moral prder. No loafer hangs about the curb-

stones. Not a beggar can be seen. No drunk-

ard reels along the street. You find no dirty

nooks, and smell no hidden filth. There

seem to be no poor. 1 have not seen, in two
days' wandering up and down, one child in

rags, one woman looking like a slut. The
men are all at work, the boys and girls at

school. Each cottage stands apart, with grass

and space, each painted either white or brown.
AVhite is the collier and most cheery color,

and the test of order and respectability is a

white front. Few of the cottages are brown.
1 sec no broken panes of glass, no shingles

hanging from the roof. No yard is left in an
untidy state.

"St. Johnsbury is a working village, and
the people in it mainly working men. It is a

village such as we are striving after in our
Shaftesburj- Parks and other experiments in

providing cheap and wholesome lodgings for

our laboring classes, in the hope that they
maj' be persuaded, first to save their money,
and then to put it into real estate, by pur-
chasing the houses in which they live. Here
the problem has been solved ; a working class

proprietary secured. In many cases, I have
reason to infer, in most—the craftsmen own
the cottages in which they live. Inside, each
cottage is a model of its kind, with all appl
ance lor cleanliness and comfort ; in short, a
neat and well-conducted domestic shrine."
W. llepworth Dixon is evidently strongly

impressed with the felicity of the inhabitants
of this model village. From other sources
we learn, what might have been pretty safely
gue.ssed from the description, that this village
is like our own Shaftesbury Park and Bess-
brook, a Maine Law village, the liquor-traffic
being carefully and rigidly excluded from it.

What, says "W. II. D., are the secrets of
this artizans' paradise ? Why is the place so
clean, the people so well housed and fed?
Why are the little folks so hale in face, so
smart in person, and so neat in dress? All
voices, I am bound to say, reply to me, that
these unusual, yet desirable conditions in a
workmen's village, spring from a strict en
forcemcnt of the law prohibiting the sale of
any species of intoxicating drink.
But the strongest corrective feature in the

Maine liiquor Law appears in the following :

—Should a tipsy stranger be taken in the
street (as sometime happens, though the case
is rare), ho is seized like a stray donkey, run
into a pound, and kept apart ti'U he has slept
away the fumes of his abominable dram. An
officer then enquires where ho got his drink.
On telling, ho is .set free, and the person who
sold the liquor is arrested, tried, and punished
<or the man's oftenco. The vendor, not the
buyer, is responsible for this breach of moral
order. It is just the same, whether the per-
son supplying the liquor sells it or gives it
away

;
so that a man entertaining his friends

at dinner has to stand before the Magistrate

and answer fur the post-prandial conduct of

his several guests. One can imagine how
this rule is likely to promote good fellowship

round the mahogany tree !

Selected.

WHO GIVETH SONGS IN THE NIGHT.
Job XXXV. 10.

There are songs in tlie merry spring time,

There are song.s in the rosy dawn.
And songs ring out their welcome,
When the new young life is born.

There is joy in the sparkling daylight.

And voices are all in tune
;

We can sing in the calm sweet morning

—

We can sing in the sunny noon.

There is joy on the harps of heaven,
Where the blessed angels sing,

And no damping breath of sorrow,

To let down the golden string.

But night with its darkling shadows.
Where the chilly earth dews cling,

What magic touch of gladness,

Can make the silence ring ?

There's One who once walked in the darkness,

Forsaken and all alone.

And He left there a voice of singing,

Which He giveth to His own.

He giveth ! Ah yes, He giveth I

You can read the mystery now.
He who strikes the joyous key-note,

Where the circling seraphs bow
;

He conies down into the darkness,

With His touch of living light

;

He who wakes the sleeping echoes:
And songs are sung at night.

Hush ! listen ! and you will hear them
;

We have heard them, and sung them too;

The voice may be low and plaintive,

But the notes are^always li~ue.

Is the midnight closing around you?
Are tlie shadows dark and long ?

Ask Him, to come close beside you,
And He'll give you a new sweet song.

He'll give it, and sing it with you.
And when weakness lets it down,
He'll take up the broken cadence,
And blend it with His own.

While another and yet another.
Shall sing the same sweet lays.

Because He came close beside you,
And taught you how to praise.

So the darkness and the singing.
Shall be strangely mingled still,

Till you see the Eternal day-light,
That shines upon Zion's hill.

And many a rapturous minstrel.
Among those sons of Light,
Will .say of his sweetest music,
" I learnt it in the Night."

And many a rolling anthem.
That fills the Father's home.
Sobbed out its first rehearsal.
In the shade of a darkened room.

Lord Jesus ! Thou art honored.
Where the vaulted heavens ring.
With ten thousand hallelujahs.
That saints and angels sing.

And surely Thou art honored.
When the night winds sadly moan.
And the songs are sung in darkness,
Which Thou givest to Thine own.

Praise no man too liberally when he is
present, nor censure him too lavishly when ^ ,

. .
~-

he is absent; the one savors of flattery, the ? f "'"Vfir '''"°,,^''"',"'^'-^^ ?"'=

other of malice, and both are reprehensible." ItX'ofhrHoiyXirU^ '' '^'"'"

For " The Priend."

John Griffith.

(Continued from page 202.)

"AtThirsk, on First-day, we had a precious
open meeting, in which the testimony of

Truth was greatly exalted, and the upright-

1

hearted sweetly comforted. ' The praise of all

;

belongs to the Giver of every good and perfect

i<ift. Next day we went to visit our ancient

honorable friend John Eichardson, at his

house near Hutton in the Hole. He had
scarcely sight enough to distinguish us (J.

Griffith and companion) one from the other.

We were received and entertained by him
with true love and brotherly affection. He
was much at liberty in his spirit, and very
free in discourse about religious things, in

which his life and gi-eat delight appeared to

be. He showed us a journal of his life and
travels in the service of the gospel, since pub-

lished,* wherein are many very useful obser

vations and remarkable occurrences, which I

hope will be of great service in the world
"At Darlington, in the county of Durham,

I had close painful labor; earthly mindedness
in professors is often the cause of such hard
work, as it obstructs the current of life, both
in themselves, and also frequently in our re-

ligious meetings, like the Philistines stopping

up the wells which the true seed hath openet

in the hearts of believers ; so that many times,

instead of their having to sing, Spring up,

well, and we will sing unto thee! there is

mourning and painful labor in sympathy
therewith, to have them opened again, that

the flock of Christ's fold may all be watered
with the refreshing streams of that river

which flows from the presence of God.
"Attended their meetings at Sunderland

on First-day: that in the morning was very
open and satisfactorj', the testimony of Truth
going forth freely to the several states of

those present, who were much affected there-

with. In the afternoon it was a heavy atflict-

ing meeting; little being felt of that which
crowned the meeting in the morning. We
often find afternoon meetings are heavy atid

painful, occasioned, no doubt in part at least,

bj;^ answering the cravings of nature to the

full ; whereas they should be denied a full

gratification, as little sustenance would, for

that short space of time, answer much better,

and be no injury to the constitution. If any
think this hint impertinent, there is reason

to fear that they are yet too much strangers

to the nature of true worship, and the many
impediments in the way of its due perform-
ance

; what I have above mentioned is none
of the least. I was quite shut up as to minis-

try in the afternoon."
At Whitby, J. Griffith says, " I had veiy

close laborious work. An earthly lofty spirit

had taken (gotten) place in some of the prOr

fessors
; the tendency whereof is, by darken-

ing the understanding and blinding the judg-

ment, to account various weighty branches Qf

our Christian testimony, small trifling things.
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ere the flesh that warreth against the spirit,

ivin^- the ascendency, its language is quite

iposite thereto. The flesh saith, there is

ttle in dress ; religion doth not consist in ap-

ircl ; there is little in language ; there is little

.
paying tithes, &c., to the priests ; ther

ttle in carrying guns in our ships, to defend
irselves in case we are attacked by an enemy
o which, I think, it may safely be added,

icrc is little or nothing in people who plead

uis, pretending to be of our Society; for if

ley can easily let fall those branches of our
liristian testimony, I am fully persuaded
ley will maintain the others no longer than
?iey apprehend it will suit their temporal in

ijrest. I have often wondered why such con
'nue to profess with us at all. They are not

;ally of us, who are not concerned to main-

|uD those principles and testimonies which
bo Lord hath given us to bear.
:' " The meeting at Bridlington was small,

ud the life of religion very low. Oh how
jreatly is that and many other meetings de-

lined, both as to number and a lively esperi-

iDce of true religion : some Friends informed

lie as I rememb'er, that they knew the time,

[rhen fourteen or fifteen ministers belonged

iD it ; and now perhaps, there is not a much
neater number of members of all sorts. Once
Ihere was a wonderful time of gathering into

[he vineyard of Christ; but since, with sorrow
|nd lamentation it may be said, there has
'een a losing, scattering, and dwindling away
1 many places ; the principal occasion where-

,f seems to have been, an inordinate love for

iransitory enjoyments, lawful in themselves
|nd in their places, but not to have the chief

possession of the mind. When this becomes
pe sorrowful state of any, they cannot savor

he things that be of God, but the things

which be of men ; and are of consequence de-

lirived of that all suflScient help, so to live and
yalk, as to answer the witness of God in

j'thers; to train up their children in the nur-

[ure and admonition of the Lord ;
and to main-

lain the testimonies of Truth with a convinc-
ing strength and efficacy. So that although
he form is retained in a considerable degree
|iy such, and they may also be fortified with
Lrguments, to maintain the consistency of our
brofession with the primitive plan laid down
!n Holy "Writ, yet wanting the salt of the

angdom in themselves, all their pretensions

I'vithout it will prove nothing
;
j^ea worse than

jiothing; seeing that by how much they have
iiad the opportunity of knowing more than
!)thers ; by so much their condemnation will

pe greater.

"At Hull the meeting was indeed a very
)ainful exercising time of silence, in a mourn-
ul sense of great declension. We find it re-

iorded in the Holy Scriptures, that we must
'snter the kingdom of heaven through many
;ribulations. It is indeed a very wonderful
nercy, that such unworthy creatures as we
ire should be so highly favored, as to be
idmitted therein on any terms. 1 have con-

sidered that our afflictions in this day, both
n the manner and cause, differ much from
.he trials of our worthy predecessors. Their
5odies were frequently imprisoned and gross-

y abused by people of different religious

aersnasions ; but our spirits when engaged
n the work of the gospel, are often im-
jrisoced, depressed and greatly afflicted, by
neans of the great unfaithfulness of many
inder the same profession with ourselves;
Being at times on account of such, so closed

up in a painful sense of death and
as to be somewhat like the prophet of old,

quite shut up and dumb with silence. This
may be occasioned by those who are so far
alienated from the sensible reaches of the
measure of grace in their own minds, as not
to be opened thereby to receive to advantage
the word preached ; for the word goeth not
forth in vain ; but will accomplish that for
which it is sent. Silence may also be neces-
sary, on account of those who have often been
comfortably refreshed by sitting under a liv-

ing ministry, yet neglecting their own duty
in a spiritual labor for heavenly bread, look
too much for food from the labor of others

;

which unjustifiable dependence and expecta-
tion, are often disappointed and mortified.
The main design of Gospel ministry is to turn
the children of men to the grace of God in

themselves, which will teach them to work
out their own salvation, and diligently seek
the Lord for themselves, and their strength
being renewed in him, their spirits would
unite with, and greatly help and relievo, the
ministers in their Gospel labors.

"I attended their meetings at Leeds on
First-day, which were low and rather pain-
ful

;
my service therein was close and search-

ing; but those who are at casein Zion like

smooth things best, and are almost ready to
say now, as some did formerly to the seers,

see not ; and to the prophets, prophesy unto
us smooth things. I went from Leeds to the
Quarterly Meeting at York, wherein I had
considerable openness in service

;
yet my spirit

was secretly pained most of the time; the
cause whereof, as I apprehended, was the
numbness and earthly mindedness of many
members of that large assembly; in which
there was, noiwithstandin.'j, a substantial

body of wise and lively hj/uited Friends;
which, by account, has continued in a succes-

sion from the early times of our Society."
(To be continued.)

[We have been furnished the following ex-

tracts by the Friend to whom the letters from
which they are taken were addressed, for pub-
lication in our Journal. Ed.]

Springdale, Leavenworth Co., Kansas,
1st mo. 18th, 1875.

Dear Friend.—Thy letter of the 9th has
just come to hand, and I hasten to respond.

I have been very busy looking after the needy
and dividing out what we have, where it

seemed the most needed. I acknowledged the

receipt of that very acceptable and valuable
box of goods that thou sent. I wrote imme-
diately on receiving it to . Sjmngdale
Quarterly Meeting has eight hundred and for-

ty-four members; according to the best infor-

mation we can get, more than half ofthem will

obliged to be helfied from time to time to

provisions, clothing, and bed clothes, until

something can be raised ; that at least two
thirds of them will be obliged to be helped

to seed corn, seed wheat, and other seeds if

they plant. Springdale Monthly Meeting is

composed of thirty-eight families and parts of

families ; members, one hundred and sixty-

four. We believe that twenty of these fami-

lies, making one hundred persons, will have
to be provided with provisions of nearly all

kinds that they consume, from this time until

such time as they can raise something for

themselves ; that thirty families will have to

have help to seed corn, oats, wheat, and such

other seeds as they may plant or sow. Bed

clothes is one thing that we have overlooked
in making our appeals, and many Friends have
been here from three to ten years, and their
bedding has not been renewed,_and what they
brought is about gone; wo have been surprised
to find the destitution in this; one family of
four persons we found had but one bed quilt, .

which was the only article of bed clothes in
the house, and a miserable poor open house;
the weather is very cold, the coldest winter
we have ever seen here, twenty degrees be-
low zero several times, and the suifering is
much greater than we had expected; yarn
stockings are very scarce

; the wolves are bo
numerous here that we do not raise "many
sheep

;
we hear of very many frozen feet and

limbs. We have kept a list of all that we
have helped, out of the two boxes sent—98 in
all; and they are all gone, and many apply-
ing every day. One came to me at meeting to
day to see if he could get something for a
neighbor of his. I told hi'm the goods were all

gone, and we had given out our children's
clothes very close, but for ,him to tell his
friend to come over ; but he told me he had no
clothes to wear out, so my wife will go and
see them. I went to Lawrence last fourth-day,
the mercury 21° below zero, a distance oftwen-
ty-four miles, in the wagon, to try to get some-
thing, but the demands were so strong on
them there, that I came home without any-
thing. The committee requested me to go
and see Governor Osburn, and see what could
be done in the way of a little corn for our
horses, as we are nearly all out, and our horses
are growing poor, so we fear if they winter
through, they will not be able to work in the
spring ; several horses have already died.

Of a Friend and his companion who were vis-

iting the families of Friends there he says; •

who was here yesterday as companion to
, said his horses had got so poor that

they gave out when they went to meeting, so
they had to go on foot. He and were
travelling on foot. We have not felt at liber-

ty to use any of the money that has been sent
to us, to buy horse feed, as it will be needed
to buy bread stuff. In my former letter I said

that our library at Springdale was poorly
furnished with Friends' books, and that I be-

lieved they would be eagerly read if they were
accessible, but at this time we feel that if we
can just get along through this season with-
out starving, we will try and get along with-
out books and every thing else that can be
done without. The committee desire me to

say that our investigation leads us to the be-

lief that it will take at least one thousand
dollars to carry Springdale Monthly Meeting
through till such times as we can expect to

help ourselves. When we take into considera-

tion the number of meetings and families in

this Yearly Meeting, and believe that Spring-

dale is in no worse fix than many others, the
sum seems so very large that I hardly feel like

writing it, but such is our condition, humili-

ating as it is to tell it ; we hope we may be
provided for (as we have been so remarkably
for the last two months) without Friends feel-

ing too much taxed or worried. The letter

also says, we have about six thousand colored

persons who drifted over from Missouri and
Arkansas, during the war, almost destitute of
every thing. They have erected little cheap
shanties, that are very insufficient to protect

them from the severe prairie storms, and
having made now two failures in crops it has

reduced them to such suffering as cannot be
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described, and is not generally known. The
fact of my having served this county for two
years as commissioner of poor, in addition

to word having gone out that we have re-

ceived some goods for distribution, makes this

class come in daily for help, in miserable con-

dition ; it makes the heart sad to have to tell

them we have nothing for them. They are

tender hearted, and very thankful for any-
thing. Well, I have written much more than
I expected when I commenced. I hope thee

will excuse me for writing our distressed con-

dition 80 fully ; but our feelings of thankful-

ness to our kind friends can never be ex-

pressed. ^^^^^^
Extracts from "The Higher life."'

BY I. BALDWIN BROWN, B. A.

" The Lord is my light and my salvation,

whom shall I fear? The Lord is the strength
of my life, of whom shall I be afraid?'

~

xxvii.

I think that this is the Psalm of Psalms.
All the elements of vital force with which
these Psalms are charged, are here in their
highest power. When it was written or why
it was written we know not. But we know
that David, when he wrote it, must have been
lifted into the sphere of the purest and most
intense experience of which the human spirit

can be the subject; and yet—and this '
"

mystery of the Psalms, and the secret of their
spiritual power—it is a region into which the
aspiration of the poorest, the weakest, the
most burdened human heart can follow him,
nor is it closed against the most trembling
human step. Reading these words, we seem
to be borne up, as the Prophet says, "on
eagle's wings," into this upper firmament,
which David calls the pavilion, the tabernacle
of the Most High. We catch the glow of the
Psalmist's inspiration, his joy in God enters
into us, and stirs a kindred passion. " The
Lord is my light and my salvation," we, too,
find our.selves singing, "The Lord is the
strength ofmy life, ofwhom shall I be afraid?"
A poor, stammering, trembling mortal, the
creature of a daj-, crushed before the moth,
who thought himselfyesterday but as a worm,
or as a beast before God, is caught up as he
hears the Psalmist singing in the height.
Something within expands and glows as he
soars : he feels that he, too, can bear part in
this blessed music ; that this God, is his God
as well as David's, that he also is the child of
Christ and of the resurrection, a free citizen
of the eternal celestial world.

If they are our best and most blessed helpers
who lift us into a worid, which lies bcj-ond
and above the round of our common tasks,
and the dusty paths along which we daily plod'
•who give to us a new sense of things unseen'
open for us new springs of faith and hope, and
teach us to "count them blessed which en-
dure," what shall we say of these Psalmists
who, through thousands of years, have fur-
nished an unfailing fountain of strength and
inspiration to some of the strongest, the no-
blest, and the most aspiring children of our
race? These Psalms are like the cells of a
battery of vital force, which generate the
current that is always permeating the tissues
and the nervcsof Christian society-conductor
of a throbbing, thrilling, exuberant, victori-
ous life The life is not in them

; they are as
the cells, which store and transmit it. To
open one of David's Psal

over-worn by its pain, is like touching a
stream of magnetic force ; it bathes all the
being with its soft, tender, yet stimulating
and energizing flood. The strain is relaxed,

the pain is soothed, the nerveless arm is braced
again, the fainting heart grows strong and
glad ; something has entered into us from a
Divine fountain, which makes us sharers of
the strength, the joy and the hope of God.

" The Lord is the Strength of my Life."

Substantially this is the same doctrine
which Christ delivers :

" I am the true vine,

and my Father is the husbandman. Every
branch in Me that beareth not fruit He taketh
a\vay ; and every branch that beareth fruit

purgeth it, that it may bring forth more
fruit. * * * ^g tiie branch cannot bear fruit

of itself, except it abide in the vine, no more
can ye, except ye abide in me. I am the vine

Psalm lye are the branches: he that abideth in me,
and I in him, the same bringeth forth much
fruit; for without me j-e can do notbin^
John XV. 1. 5. The strength of my life. "The
stem that bears it, the root out of which its

vital juices spring; that which makes it part
of a living organism, whose ground, whose
form, whose life is in God. Its ground, the
solid foundation on which it rests, is God.
The joy of David in God is really a joy pro-
phetic of the age of the Incarnation. It was
God manifest to him, not yet in the flesh, but
by human speech, human guidance, human
care, human love, whom be knew and in whom
he rejoiced

; the Being who in the man Christ
Jesus " became flesh," and is evermore pre-
sent with mankind. The strength of our life,

as its sure, firm, and enduring foundation, is

this Gospel of " God manifest in the flesh."
If this be a dream, if we have " followed cun-
ningly devised fables" in believing it, then our
life is rootless and fruitless as an herb in the
ands of the desert. But if this be a reality,
the life of the man who believes is as a house
built on a rock ; or rather, " like a tree planted
by the rivers of water, that bringeth forth hi
fruit in his season. His leaf also shall not
wither, and whatsoever he doeth shall pros-
per." The life of Christ, the death of Christ,
the resurrection and reign of Christ, are the
source to us of perpetual renewing. If death
overshadow us, if fear distract, if sorrow dis-
tress, the Lord, if we turn to comtemplate
His cross and passion, and to search the
mighty mystery of His love, puts hearts of
strength into us. Believing, we can " count
them blessed which endure." He is the
rengthofassurance.offirm standing ground,

of victorious force. " This is the victory that
overcometh the world, even your faith."

It is just the cutting off the life of the Chris-
tiaii worid from Christ, who quickens it and
feeds all its springs, which seems to me to be
the most deadly danger of our times. A res-
olute attempt is being made by the school of
philosophers, which is strongest for the mo-
ment among us, to root Christianity hence-
lorth in man and not in God. The Christian
graces, it is allowed, are very noble and very
beautiful

; self-denial, self-devotion (within
limits), charity, purity, integrity, are all ex-
cellent and commendable. But suppose thatwe treat them henceforth, as entirely flower
and fruits of the human stem : sunnoso fh„
wo cultivate hum;

I alone; we shall be surprised, wo

I man stem
; suppose that

ity, and leave divinity

It is just the intensity ofmy conviction th:
we shall find, and soon, that they will ni

grow cut ott' from Christ, but will wither lU
cut flowers, and will leave us all grey and bar
which makes me cling so tenaciously to tl

truth which breathes its music through th
Psalm, (xxvii). Man was made for Divii
communion. Christ is the root, which bea
man's regenerate, celestial life. Cut the cor
muuications of the soul with the spiritu
world, or let them -wither and snap, and thf
through the trailing tendi-ils, the very lif

blood of the spirit will drain away. Cast c

fear, that fear, which makes us men, restrai
prayer before God, turn from Christ as yoi
great examplar, close the eye to His beaut
harden the heart to His love—it is the suicic

of the spirit. The current of life is choked t

the fountain, the light is quenched in the eve'
lasting night.

But "The Lord is my light and my salvi

tion, whom shall I fear ? The Lord is tl

strength of my life, of whom shall I I

afraid?" He is the strength of the life, ft

wo live in Him. " Jesus said unto Marth;
I am the resurrection and the life; he that bi

lieveth in me, though he were dead, yet sha
he live

; and whosoever liveth and believet
in me, shall never die." " Our life is hid wit
Christ in God, and when Christ, who is on
"fe, shall appear, we also shall appear wit
Him in glory." " Therefore my heart is glac
and my glory rejoiceth ; my flesh also sha
rest in hope." Why should a living man con
plain ? What on earth, or in hell shall h
fear, -(vhen after all is torn from him, he ha
fe, an eternal future, and God? Here i

strength to endure ; here is strength to ovei
come. The endurance may be hard ; the dii:

cipline may be long, and ten-ibly sharp an
stern. But life abides through it, life grow
by it

;
life has royal prerogatives and compel

its tributes. They will but enrich and ador
the child of discipline, the heir of i)romis(
when he passes up to sing the song with ne^
exultation, where there streams all aroun
him, and glows within him, the sunlight (

the celestial and eternal world. " Wait o
the Lord then, and be of good courage, an
He shall strengthen thine heart ; wait I sa
on the Lord." When my father and m
mother forsake me, " when all earthly help
must fall from me, then the Lord will take m
up." Even into the valley of the shadow c

death, I can pass with a song, "O deatl
where is thy sting ? O grave, where is th
victory? The stingofdeath is sin, the strengt
of sin is the law; but thanks be to God, wh
giveth us the victory, through our Lord Jesu
Christ."

Living^ Greece.—Some interesting statistic

are published going to show that Greece ha,

made very decided progress since the estal

lishment of her independence. They are fui

nished by John M. Francis, editor of the Tro
Daily Times, and late United States Ministc
to Greece. He says that the mercantile m:
rine of Greece is larger than that ofany otht
country in the world in proportion to the poj
ulation, including 2170 vessels with a tonnag
amounting to 4.31,054. The Hellenic Minin
Company last year paid eight per cent, div
dend, and is now erecting works for smeltin
the superior iron ore of the island of Seriphoi
Cotton factories are also being built and th

and weary, over.pressed'"iVlirsTatt?e,'or 're'how^randlyThe^'^nfS^^^^
""' '°'''' '"1'""^ ^^ reaches six millions of pounds ai

fe J V,-.)' win grow. inually. There are eight silk factories whos
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: nual iiroduet is $750,000, a largo proportion

( wliiih is exported. Agricultural schools

: d societies have been established, labor-sav-

ii;- inii>lement8 employed aud the latest meth-

(^ ol farming adopted. Education embraces

;(iut three-fourths of the children. Univer-

fl suffrage is the law. Athens has 50,000

ihaMtants, and compares in architecture fa-

'M-ahl}- with any other city of its size in

11-0110 ; is again becoming a centre of science

lid literature ; has a university thirty years

1 1 wliere twelve hundred students are edu-

, ted gratuitously in law, theology, medicine,

id philosophy ; a library with two hundred
lousand volumes ; four banks, with a paid up
('pital of twelve hundred millions of dollars,

: d branches all over the kingdom. Pireus,

lar Athens, has over 12,000 people; Syra,

.e commercial port of the Cj'clades, 25,000;

iitras, the port of the Peloponessus, 30,000
;

tnte, chief port of the Ionian Isles, 20,000

;

jrfu, 20,000. A ship canal is projected

! the Isthmus of Corinth. These facts

dicate very clearly that Byron's reflections

the decay of Greece have become things of

e past.

I have sometimes thought, it is not a hard

ling to follow Truth when it is exalted and
iumphs over all, and reigns in glory; then

any will speak well of it ; but when it comes
suffer, be buffeted, mocked, and reviled, then

,)mes the trial of our love, and we see many
ho are not willing or able to bear those

jiings.

—

Deborah Bell.

THE FRIEND.
SECOND MONTH 20, 1875.

That period of the year has again returned

•hen the annual inquisition for the fruits of

Jigeneration, and a life permeated by the

Wnciple of Christianity, is being made with-

[i the borders of our religious organization,

iiroagh the medium of the Queries addressed

p our members, and answered in the several

Quarterly Meetings. There is some danger
hat the subjects and full scope of these

Wries may come to be undervalued, through
[heir reiteration from year to year, and thus

[lil in degree of their designed influence, un-

[3ss the minds of our members are quickened
rem time to time by Divine grace, and its

ordial reception, to a renewed interest in the

[ubject of practical religion in their own in-

Jividual cases. The diligent attendance of

'MV religious meetings, and suitable behavior

herein, involve not only regularity in pre-

lenting ourselves at the usual place at stated

limes, and manifesting a regard for the decen

(ies of the occasion, but assumes that the

iiearts of men and women, changed by hea
i'enly grace, and actuated by Divine love to

ihat Almighty Father, who has given them
edemption through the blood of his dear Son
flgether with countless temporal blessings sc

ichly to enjoy, are constrained to meet ii

)utward acknowledgment of these mercies,

md to wait upon Him for renewed ability to

)S'er up adoration and praise to Him on this

5ehalf. The love of Christ constraineth such
lis these ; so that it is no irksome service, but

,1 sweet privilege, which they will not for

On account of temporal hindrances, such as

anpleasant weather or worldly cares, for

"where the treasure is, there will the heart
be also."

When, therefore, the inquiry is read in our
Meetings on this subject, although the verbal
answers sent up to the superior Meetings can
only perhaps describe the condition of the
body at large as evinced by external observa-
tion, yet we apprehend the investigation will

fall far short of the intention and design of

the wise framcrs of our disciplinary code, if it

does not incite all of us to a personal search
nto the condition of our own hearts; and the
solemn question, Am I born again of the incor-

ruptible seed and word of God? will be at the
very foundation of this inquiry ; seeing that
unless the tree be good, no sound fruit can
emanate therefrom. If the soul is conscious

of being in a state of unreconciliation to our
Heavenly Father, through unwillingness to

submit to His just requisitions, then we are

not walking in the light as He is in the light,

and do not witness the blood of the dear Son
of God to cleanse us from all sin ; and although
we may frequent religious meetings, we are

not brought into a state of spiritual fellow-

ship with the living members of the church
because of a want of union with the Head,
Christ.

To such as these the occasion of meetings
for worship must be more or less irksome, and
only resorted to perhaps from the effect of

early training, or to soothe the stings of a

conscience which plainly speaks of coldness

and indifference to God. These will readily

avail themselves of any excuse to be absent,

although such as would be no obstacle to the

pursuit of temporal business, or any worldly

object in which the affections are heartily en-

gaged. Could this class of our members, but

be induced to suffer the Searcher of hearts to

probe them to the bottom, and through living

faith in Christ, be led to resign every hinder-

ing thing to His baptizing fire, how would
they realize the truth of His declaration that
" if the Son therefore shall make you free, ye
shall be free indeed," and standing fast in this

liberty, instead of a fearful looking for of

fiery indignation, which shall devour the ad-

versaries of Christ, and of that sense of unrest

arising from a feeling of alienation from God,

the spirit ofthe Psalmist would be substituted,

wherein he could exclaim :
" Thy Mercy, O

Lord, is in the heavens, and thy faithfulness

reacheth unto the clouds. * * * How ex-

cellent is thy loving kindness, O God ! there-

fore the children of men put their trust under

the shadow of thy wings. They shall be

abundantly satisfied with the fatness of thy

house, and thou shaltmake them drink of the

river of thy pleasures."

Sitting down with their fellow believers in

this renewed state of mind, drowsiness, or in-

difference would lose their besetting power
over the body, and the warming influences

of heavenly love take their place; and thus

the inviting language be held forth to others
" Come and have fellowship with us, for truly

our fellowship is with the Father, and with

his Son Jesus Christ."

The subjects of the eight queries have often

impressed us as embracing the cardinal vir-

tues of Christianity, as well as regulations for

Church government. No one can pi-actise

them in spirit without conformity to the rules

of life instituted by the Divine Lawgiver in

his sermon on the Mount. Love and unity,

spiritual worship, refraining from evil speak,

ing, peace-making instead of strife, bringing

up children in the nurture and admonition of
the Lord, and care also so to act as to let our
example enforce precept, having no fellowship
with the unfruitful works of darkness in tav-

erns and places of diversion, or in fraudulent
trade, lotteries, wars, profanity, &c., bearing
the cross to our sensual appetites, by true
moderation and temperance on '^ all occasions.'"

The visitation of the poor, the widows and
the fatherless, in order to relieve their neces-

ties, living in such wholesome restraint to

our desires for worldly enjoyment and ambi-
tion as to ensure the faithful discharge of our
promises and obligations to others, and last

of all, exercising that loving care over those
vho may fall into temptation, which is to re-

tore them in the spirit of meekness to the
harmony of the Truth ; all these comprise
such fruits of the Spirit as can only be ex-

pected from branches of the true Vine, filled

with sap from the Eoot of life. And let us
all remember that those who have been thus
grafted into Christ, have need to look to it

that they " abide in Him." He warnsus that
such branches as do not bear fruit "/ie taketh

away." There was a church in Laodicea that

fell into this condition, neither cold nor hot.

She was counselled to "anoint her eyes with
eye salve, that she might see," and to "be
zealous therefore and repent." It is to this

end we believe, that the annual inquest al-

luded to, is ordained in our church. May none
be content with a superficial examination,
thinking that a formal compliance with the

tter of the query, which does not give rise

to official censure, is all that the Omniscient
Eye looks foi-. We may stand thus fair among
men, and even adhere to the traditions, the

costumes, and manners of our predecessors in

religious faith, and yet be mere cumberers of

the ground, bearing nothing but leaves. But
to the sincere seekers after the pearl of the

the kingdom, there need be no fears of com-
ing to the light that their deeds may be made
manifest, whether wrought in God or no. If

made sensible in this Light of any lurking

pollutions of flesh or spirit, how earnest, how
prayerful will they be for thorough sanctifica-

tion, " perfecting holiness in the fear of God."

We would fain incite our members of every

class to a higher appreciation of those precious

principles, and that beautiful gospel order first

instituted by Christ among His disciples, and

revived in practice by the primitive founders

of the Society of Friends. The Code of Dis-

cipline in force in our Yearly Meeting is one

of the few exponents of this order, left unim-

paired by succeeding generations. Without

claiming for it absolute perfection, we do not

hesitate to say that it embodies much heaven-

ly wisdom as well as pi-actieal adaptation to

the needs of Church government, and consti-

tutes a heritage that should be precious in

the estimation of all who value spiritual Chris-

tianity as held by Friends. We believe good

effects would result from a perusal of this

work by many who are ignorant of its con-

tents. In addition to the rules of order, there

are many paragraphs of advice, redolent of

Christian love and sweetness, that are re-

freshing to those who are candidates for an

incorruptible crown. We will close this arti-

cle by copying one such section under the

caption of " Conduct and Conversation." Page

35.

"Whatever exercises we may meet with on

account of a faithful testimony to the Truth,

in all godliness of conversation, and to the
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end that we may not faint in our minds,

us consider the Captain of our salvation, who
endured the contradiction of sinners, bearing

his cross and despising the shame, and is no

set down on the right hand of God, where he
continually maketh intercession for us, that

following Him, and under his banner fighting

the good fight of faith, we may finally obt

the crown of righteousness which fadeth not
away." (1694).

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FoREiGX.—Prince Gortschakoff has replied to Eng-

land's refusal to participate in the International Code
Conference at St. Petersburg. He says the way will

always be open to England to give in her adhesion to

the resolutions which may be adopted by the Confer-
ence, whether she joins it or not.

The Dublin Irishman says the Home-rule members
of Parliament propose to formally submit a demand for

the repeal of the act of union, and on its rejection they
will withdraw in a body from the Imperial Parliament.

In the House of Commons the bill introduced by
Lord Elcho, placing the entire metropolis of London
under one municipal government, has had its first read
ipg; also a bill amendatory of the international copy
right law.

The Under Secretary of the Foreign Department, in
reply to the inquiry of a member, informed the House
of Commons that instructions would be sent to the
British Minister at Madrid to recognize Alfonso as
king of Spain.
Liverpool, 2d mo. loth.—Uplands cotton, 71 a l^d.

Orleans, 7-;d. Breadstuffs quiet.

In the protracted struggle in the north of Spain, the
Carlists have recently gained important advantages.
The left wing of the Alfonsist troops operating in Na-
varre, received a severe check near Estella, suftering
heavy losses in killed and wounded. When the Spanish
army sustained this defeat, Alfonso left it and returned
to Madrid. General Moriones has been appointed com-
mander-in-chief of the army of the north. A telegram
from Carlist sources s.ays, General Moriones is sepa-
rated from the army of the north, and is now blockaded
in Pampeluna, which place is in a worse condition than
It was before it received relief. A decree has been
issued in M.idrid calling out 70,000 men for military
service, l.-),000 of whom are to be sent to Cuba. Ex-
emption from duly under the call may be procured by
the payment of 8,000 reals. The Bank of Spain has
advanced the government one hundred million reals.
The French Assembly took up the bill for the or-

ganuation of a Senate on the 11th inst. An amend-
ment providing that the Senators be chosen by the same
electors as the Deputies in the lower Chambers, was
adopted by a vote of 322 yeas to 310 nays. The amend-
ment was carried by the united votes of the Kepublicans
and the Bonapartists. Fifty legitimists abstained from
voting, but they hope to cause the rejection of this as
well as all the other constitutional bills when they come
up for final action. The Right Centre is dissatisfied
with the course legislation has taken.
On the next day the sitting opened amid intense

citement, and the consideration of the Senate bill
resumed General De Cissey a-scended the tribune and
said: President MacMahon has not authorized the
Ministers to interfere in the debate on the constitutional
bills, but the vote of yesterday alters the nature of th
institutions proposed, and deprives the constitutional
laws of that character, without which conservative in-
terests will be endangered.
"The government must defend conservative interests.U cannot agree to yesterday's resolution of the Assem-

bly, and informs you of this before the resolutionmade 6nal.'

The innouncemcnt caused a profound sensation, i

R?^l ^ "t ^^, * '""'"'y '''^''='"^- t;harceyron, of th,Right Centre, denounced the vote of yesterday as ;Communistic revenge, and warned the deputies that iwai. leading the country to an abyss. He declared th

eligible to the Senatorship, was adopted clause by
clause. A motion was then made to proceed to the
third, reading of the bill. This was rejected on a divi-

sion of the House by a vote of 345 yeas to 3-57 nays.
The Senate bill is therefore destroyed. Subsequently
a bill was introduced proposing the election of Senators
by a method similar to that employed in the election of
President in the United States.

It is believed that MacMahon would have resigned
the Presidency if the Senate bill had passed as amend-
ed. A Paris dispatch says the crisis is graver than
ever. The Chamber cannot make a constitution and it

will not dissolve.

The French Ministers wish to resign, but no one to
whom MacMahon has applied to form a cabine
ing to undertake the task until the constitutional laws
are decided upon by the Assembly.
The Bishop of Strasbourg having issued a charge to

his clergy, in which he alleges that the Church is per-
secuted, the German authorities have se-zed the copies
and forbidden the promulgation of the document.
Twenty-three bi.shops have issued a protest on behalf

of the entire Roman Catholic Episcopate of Germany
against any such interference in the Papal election, as
is implied in Bismarck's late circular dispatch.
Telegramsfrom China say that there is great danger

of a civil war in that country. A feeling of uncertainty
prevails with regard to the succession to the Imperial
throne. Although a young Prince has been elected, it

is thought that this arrangement may be disturbed.
A treaty has been made between Hayti and the

Dominican republic, which binds both countries to
maintain the integrity of their respective territories, to
neither cede, alienate or compromise any part of their
territories, or the adjacent isles, to or in favor of any
foreign Power, and to neither solicit nor consent to
foreign dominion in any form on their soil.

_
It also provides that a convention shall be entered

into for the construction of a railroad from Port-au-
Prince to the city of San Domingo, and guarantees re-
ciprocal freedom of intercourse between the two coun-
tries. As an indemnity for the superior advantages
hich It 13 estimated Hayti will derive from freedom

of_ trade across the frontier, she is to pay to San Do
mingo for eight years an annual subvention of §150,-

A telegram from Singapore states that a serious out-
break occurred among the Chinese prisoners in the jail
at that place, which was not suppressed before sixty-
seven persons were killed and injured, including six-
teen oihcers of the prison.
United States.—The Florida Legislature on the

twenty-fourth ballot, elected C. W. Jones of Escambi
county. United States Senator. Jones is a lawyer, an
stands in the first rank of his profession in FloridL

Ihe last week was severely cold over a large part of

At a recent period out of 677 furnaces heard from, the
were 382 in blast and 295 out of blast. There are 2'

furnaces in Pennsylvania, of which, a few months ae
100 were out of blast.

^

The steamer Tuscarora has made a series of deep-s
soundings, between San Francisco and Honolulu, wi
the view of ascertaining the suitableness of the b'otto
for laying a telegraphic cable. It was found that tl

bottom was well adapted for the purpose of laying
cable because of its almost unvarying soft, oozy cond
tion.

Work on the Panama Surveying Expedition is sa
to be progressing favorably. Two parties are in tl

field—one under Lieut. Lull, locating the feeder, ac
the other under Lieut. Colby, at work on what it

hoped will be the main line.

There were 373 deaths in Philadelphia last week, ii

eluding 112 under two years of age. There were c
deaths of consumption and 3-5 inflammation of the lung

"9 saying banks in Massachusetts, wit
There

United States. In New England the mercury inmany places stood at 20 to 25 degrees below zero,

c .
u^

.u ^ 'ii»'"''ors along the coast were closed by ice.Both the East and North rivers at New York were
hlled with a larger amount of ice than heretofore, and
navigation of every kind was seriously impeded. Great

fr^f T^'-ffi "f*^ ',' ^^^ ^^"'^'' '»"d i' ^"S vvith the
greatest difhculty that some were able to run at all.People were crossing the East river at Fulton ferry on

North river f'-.r*^
*^ ^^^ ^r'""' ^^Iked across^he^orth river to the opposite shore. At Concord, N H

mrt nf '',l"%'°"^f'"^ °° "'« ^^^^ i°^t-. 'ind in 'thatpart of the State, between Concord and White RiverJunction, the temperature was from 32 to 40 deg belowzero n other places only 10° below. At WhUehalZJN. Y., the thermometer marked 37° below zero

the extr?m!f;:^M'''''!^P''' ^/^"' numerous accounts of

peded, and in many instances stoppec
nd the loss of life by freezing has been

ally have been
for several days
quite alarming,

the^ceX'nf
"•

•
^^°^'\^ ^°"'^ "^ Trade shows that

which in IS'iO^
production of the United States,

rj.,^ .,
^*'°" "'"^ "ear the centre of In

labO 8°"«7«^'*'," to the centre of the Suirof'imnm,

State of M/s^oTri'
^PP^''^'-^'<^'y' -^ "^^ centre of the

the bilU, amended.
--'•'-"^ - -"" "=''""'S ^ The first train was run through the Hoo.sac Tunnel

vilV,T'?''"T^""'^''^''^y^''^''°'"^.°f"'« Left, pro- ^inutl Th'S
^h-^. passage was made in thirty-five

IdoZ Tr ''"•'."""«'" «'«<=' "Tee Senators, was runn in^'ofTil^ Y'"'^ '? ""^ ^^' '" ^ <=°"dition fit for theadopted. This wa.s incorporated with the amendment "^"""'"Sofreguhar trains.

cLrn bvtf'
"^""^

r^'"''^
'''^' Senators sliouM be of alUhf'"^-H

"?%R-''-°=^d G''^e"e, which takes note

ameLmin 1'"?^' '''"^" "5 I^eP"'ie.s, and the entire repo ted i n H
»""' '° P^^''^"^^^ "•»'"' in the U. States,

fim clause nf.^ Vir k''°P'*'^ "" ^ substitute for the klued and 'o",^"."P''P^^f' ^ '°^^^°( 204 persons werenrst clause of the bill, by a vote of 380 yeas to 2.53 nav* =i ?r ?'^ '"J"''^'^ '^'" year, which is a much
tZl"

7"'""''erof the bill, including amendmentsYnT^L'*^""'"'"^'-'''^" '" 1873.
""""^^

troduced by the Left, defining the catlgories of peisonspi'^," '^'"'^ of the United States is greatly de-
I pressed, the production being small and prices low.

Markets, &e.—The following were the quotatioi
on the loth inst. New rbi-A.—American gold 114
U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, llSf ; do. coupons, 119-
do. 1868, 119 a 119J ; do. 5 per cents, 1881, 1141 a 114
feuperfineflour, S4.20 a $4.50 ; State extra, $4.70 a $4 9,

finer brands, $5.50 a $9.50. No. 2 Chicago spric
wheat, $1.07 ; red western, $1.24 ; amber $1.25. Oat
68 a 71 cts. Rye, 93 cts. Yellow and mixed corn, i

i cts.
; white, 83 a 86 cts. PhUadelphia.—VpHm

and New Orleans cotton, 15J a 16^ cts. for middling
Superfine flour, $3.50 a $3.75 ; extras, $4.25 a $4.7£
finer brands, $5 a $7.50. Red wheat, $1.17 a $1.1J
amber, $1.19 a $1.25; white, $1.25 a $1.28. Rye, £

Yellow corn, 78 cts. Oats, 64 a 67 cts. Lard, 1
a 14} cts. Sales of about 2,300 beef cattle, at price
ranging from 3| to 8 cts. per lb. gross, the latter fc

choice. Sheep sold at 4J a 7i cts. per lb. gross
pts 9,000 head. Hogs were in demand at $10.75

$11 per 100 lbs. net for corn fed. Receipts 4,000 hew
Chicago.—No. 2 spring wheat, 83* cts. No. 2
corn, 62J cts. No. 2 oats, 52J- cts. No. 2 rye, 98J cti

Spring barley, $1.07. Milwaukk.~No. 1 spring whea-
91 cts.; No. 2 do., 85* cts. Corn, 64 cts. Oats, 51 J cb
Cmemfta^^.—Red wheat, $1.08 a $1.10. Corn, 70 ct
Oats, 59 a 63 cts. Rye, $1.00.

ERRATUM.
In No. 26, l.st page, middle column, 15th line, fo
cry," read " way."

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee on Instructio)

will be held on Seventh-day, the 20th inst., at 10 A.

_, ., , „, Charles J. Allen,
Philada., 2d mo. 6th, 1875. Clerk.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A teacher competent to take charge of the boy'.

study room, will be wanted at the opening of the V
mer Session

; the latter part of the 4th month.
Application may be made to

Joseph Pasmore, Goshenville, Chester Co., Pa.
Thomas P. Cope, No. 1 Walnut St., Philada
Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St.,

"

NOTICE.
"Selections from the Poets," 3rd edition, now fov

sale by Jacob Smedley, at 304 Arch Street, and at*
Linden St., Germantown. Price in cloth, plain, $1.60

cloth, black lines $1.60.

WANTED.
A Governess for Westtown Boarding School, to ente

on her duties at the opening of the next Session.
Apply to

Elizabeth C. Scattergood, West Chester, Pa.
Hannah Richardson, Wilmington, Del.
Hannah Evans, No. 322 Union St., Philadfc i

Lydia L. Walton, Moorestown, N. J.
'

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia.
Physician and Superintendent—Joshua H. Wobthi

INOTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may Ix

"urTa'e/
Superintendent, or to any of the Board oi

wflliam'Spile,' PRINTer,"
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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r (Continued from page 213.)

! The next meeting to be noticed here was
at Brigflats ; which John Griffith represents

as being "a powerful glorious" one, so that,

j
he adds, " we could thankfully witness Truth
was over all." These seasons of overshadow-
ing are well worthy of commemoration, as

being those wherein the command goes forth

that the poor servant shall, as in the case of

Joshua—"a brand plucked out of the fire'"

—

be clothed with a change of raiment, or, like

Mordecai, be arrayed in royal apparel and
privileged to ride upon the king's horse. But
lioCwithstaudin'^- such opportunities of rejoic-

ing and thankfulness, it is well to be prepared
for the contrary,—the changes and vicissi-

tudes that ever attend us here,—the humilia-

ting post of duty at the king's gate. Well to

remember and be instructed by the Apostle's

testimony: "I have learned z'n ichatsoever state

lam, therewith to be content. 1 know how
to be abased, and I know how to abound :

every where, and in all things, I am instructed,

both to bo full and to be hungry, both to

abound and to suffer need. " That the Lord's
unfailing hand of help and mercy is ever
vouchsafed to those who put their trust in,

and reverentially fear Him, and that His
grace is sufficient for every need of these,

must be the experience of all who, without
purse or scrip, have gone forth in simple de-

pendence upon the afresh quickening power
of His life-giving Holy Spirit.

It is interesting to trace from his pen that
at Pardshaw, J. Griffith's heart rejoiced not
only because of Heavenly condescension and
favor, but also in that the members there
generally made a plain consistent appearance

;

which testimony—that of being known as

Friends—is now so lamentably ignored or de-

parted from in England, as well as too much
80 in America. Just as though the one could
be long maintained without the other; or that
it were not true nor without application :

—

" From Truth's great chain whatever link you strike.

Tenth or ten-thousandth, breaks the chain alike."

At Wigton, J. G. met with those who were
trusting in extensive natural abilities, and cul-

tivated intellects, to answer every purpose of
guidance without supernatural and Divine aid
immediately communicated. Being unmind-

ful of our entire, constant dependance upon
the Redeemer's grace and mercy, and of the
moral conveyed in

"Of all that Wisdom dictates, this the drift,

That man is dead in sin, and life a gift."

Unmindful, also, of the magnauinii':,y of ll,

great Apostle Paul when he counted " all

things but loss for the excellency of the know-
ledge of Christ Jesus my Lord;" saying in

effect

" I cast them at Thy feet—my only plea
Is what it was, dependence upon Thee."

Oh ! the danger of trusting to any power but
that which comes from above ; or to any
guidance but that of His who declared, " My
grace is sufficient for thee;" and, " Without
¥e ye can do nothing." The apostle also, in

peaking of the dispensation of the grace of
God, or the immediate communication of His
will to the soul of man, without which, spirit-

ual death must enshroud alike individuals
and the church, declares, " That by revelation
He made known to me the mystery; as I

wrote afore in few words, lohereby, when ye
read, ye may understand iny knowledge in

the mystery of Christ; which in other ages
was not made known unto the sons of men,
as it is now revealed unto the holy apostles
and prophets by the Spirit." Which Spirit,

we may remember, was to teach all things,

guide into all truth, and abide with us forever.

The same apostle, in speaking of the gospel
preached by him, certifies, " I neither received
it of man, neither was I taught it, but by the

revelation of Jesus Christ." Then is there any
other way either of receiving or preaching
the gospel, from that day to the present?
Notwithstanding these, together with this

Society's ever maintained belief in immediate
Divine revelation, there are or have been
those, even among ourselves, who deny and
rej.ect the immediate revelation of the Spirit

of Christ in the heart, and therefore instead
of being, through Him, " able ministers of the
New Testament," and of the spirit which
giveth life, are but of the letter which killetb.

It is the Lord alone, by the power of His
irit, who can take away the vail from our

blinded vision so that we also, as is written
of the children of Israel, can "steadfastly look

to the end of that which is abolished." In re-

spect to Divine revelation we read, that holy
men of old spake as they were moved of the
Holy Ghost ; and must not we, bought by the
same Saviour's blood, and bound and taught
by the same new covenant of life and light,

be wrought upon and actuated by a measure
of the same heavenlj^, sanctifying power? It

was a notable declaration of the gifted John
Barclay on the bed of death : "They say there

is no revelation ;—but that which is made
manifest to us as our duty, as the Lord's will,

is revelation :—this is my belief,—I am sure

of it. They slight revelation
; but it shall pre-

vail ; and the Spirit of the Lord shall reign

over all," &c. Alas! how does a denial and

rejection of immediate revelation to Chri.st'i

followers even to the end of the world, tent

lo strip our holy religion of all unction anc
vitality, and to lead its advocates back to th(

weak and beggarly elements of spiritual bond
age. P'or immediate communication with Goc
through the Spirit of his beloved Son, is thai

and that only which can nourish and sustair

the soul, as with "the hidden manna," untc

the perfection of holiness here, and unto joj

eternal hereafter in the paradise of God. Tht
journal proceeds

:

We went to the house of that worthj
elder and minister of the gospel, James Wil-

son,* near Brigflats, where next day the Lord
was pleased to favor us with a powerful
glorious meeting; so that we could thank'
fully witness the Truth was over all. Such
thorough open meetings but seldom fall to

our lot in this declined state of things.f Yof
the Lord is all-sufficient for the help and sup-

port of his faithful servants, in all times and
dispensations of his- providence to mankind

;

so that we not only can say, suflBcient to the

day is the evil thereof, but also, sufficient to

the day is the strength and wisdom afforded

for our assistance in the Lord's work.
Pardshaw, I think, is the largest country

meeting in England, and Friends generally
nade a plain, becoming appearance, much re-

sembling many meetings in Pennsylvania,
both for largeness and otherwise; the view
hereof gave me singular pleasure, and abun-

dantly the more, as the great Master of our
assemblies was graciously pleased to honor
and comfort us with his living presence, in

which there is fulness of joy. Matter and
utterance were given by him for the discharge
of duty, in which there was peace.

To Wigton, and attended both their meet-
i on First-day ; which were exceedingly

painful and exercising. My mouth was closed

up in mournful silence, yet not without a

pretty clear view and sense of the sorrowful

states of those amongst them who had been
the principal cause of the death and misery
which I felt. I saw what they were doing
n the dark, as it were, through the hole in

the wall. O ! what a great snare bright genius
and extensive natural abilities are, to such as

are deluded by Satan to trust in them, and

For a testimony of James Wilson, see Piety Pro-
moted, Vol. II, pp. 442-3. He was born in 1677, and
died in 1770. The following, which he wrote about
sixteen years before his decease, is said to have repre-
sented the state of his raind through the succeeding
years thereof, viz :

" I am now waiting, and beseeching
God Almighty to grant me the continuance of his

blessed grace and Holy Spirit, to aid and assist me in

a full preparation for death, and calmly resign myself
to it ; and above all, to grant me his aid in that painful
and trying season, that I may for ever praise his holy
name, who is forever worthy with his dear Son, who ia

my dear and blessed Saviour. Amen."

t This statement may in part account for John
Griffith's so frequently, though by no means always,
dwelling in his journal upon the lapsed and backslid-

ng condition of the ohurch in England in 1748, where
his lot WS3 cast.
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pre3uruptuou.--l\- to imagine thoy are sufficient

to answer every purpose for guidance and
help, not onl^- in temporal but piritual tilings,

without D'.i'ine aid immedialely cojiimunlcated.

I bave met with no state more at enmit3\ oi

in greater opposition to the Truth ; nor from
whose spirits more pain and distress are to be

met with, than from these woi-ldly-wise and
Kelfsnfficient people, who no doubt, would
deride this observation, or any thing that as-

serts an inward sense of things. Thej' are
verj- niach out of the way of being reached
unto and helped ; therefore they are in great
danger of being left alone, that they may
wonder and perish. I sincerely wish that the
tender hearted, both j'outh and others, may
be preserved from the infection of the poison
of asps which is under their tongues."

(To be continued.)

Arrllf Ves.sels—flow the Ships for Polar Seas are Built

The London Daily Telegraph, of December
12th, in the course of an article suggested by
the new Arctic expedition, has the following :

'•But what is a whaling ship like?" will be
the question which those who are interested
in watching the progress of the expedition
will ask. To answer this, it would be well,
perhaps, to describe the ship which Sir Leo-
pold McClintock is said to have selected, the
Bloodhound, and also the new ship Arctic,
now being constructed by Alexander Stephens
& Sons, of Dundee, and just offered to the
government for the Polar expedition. Messrs.
Stephens have built nearly all the whaling
vessels that are now in use, and the Blood-
hound was turned out of their yard about two
years ago, a first-class vessel. In length she
is 160 feet from stem to stern

; her breadth is
about 29 feet, and the extreme depth of her
hold 18 feet. She will carry 600 tons with
case. The Arctic is a much larger .^....^..

ing 40 feet longer, is 32 feet broad, and pro-
being 40 feet long-

jwrtionately deep; but in point of strengtl
the vessels arc pretty equal. Her power to
resist the pressure of the ice, and to bore her
way through the floe is immense : she has
prodigious thickness of solid wood "forward
and the front part of the vessel is again pro
tectod by cross pieces of iron bark wood,
while over all is a skin of iron five-eighths of
an inch thick, covering the bark wood, the
forefoot and run, and her keel for about
twelve feet from the stem. Inside the vesse
just above where the "dead wood" ends the
bow.s, which, like all the rest of the ship, are
built of five-inch ouk planks, are strengthened
by huge diagonal beams of oak, a foot square
in size ten of them being placed on either side
to hold the prow of the good ship together
and make it equal to combating with almost
anything. The reason for so much strength
lit this particular point should bo stated here.

,
""'.'!' IS-'"- the expedition of the Pioneer,

Intrepid, Resolute and Assistance sailed to
search for Sir John Franklin, an experiment
was tried for the first time which has since
been found by far the most sueccssfurof"any
>-et attempted; it was nothing moi-' "- '"-•

building vessels care was taken to fortify

them specially for this perilous work. It was
thought that not only should the stem of the
vessel be thus strengthened, however, but
that it should be so shaped that when it came
to stubborn ice it would rise on the top of the
floe, and then with its whole weight crush
the frozen surface. In this way the Blood-
hound, and indeed the whole fleet of whalers,
are built, and a terrible power thus possess.
A narrow crack is seen in a field of ice,

stretching far away, but leading to open
water, as indicated by the hue of the sky and
the glass of the experienced watch in the
crow's nest aloft, bteam is got up to full

power, a body of men detached to look after
the screw, and to raise it by means of a lifting
gear the moment it api^ears to be in dange;
or replace it by another screw—for spare
screws are carried—if it be broken. It is

good gun metal, though, this screw, and will
stand a tremendous wrench or blow before it

yields. Other hands have been deputized to
look to the boats and to be ready to launch
them on to the ice in case the vessel gets a
" nip" and is cut in halves, while others watch
the effect of the sharp-cutting prow. The
vessel is going to charge the ice and to assert
the superiority of "art over nature, and illus-

trate the vast advantages which mechanical
contrivances have given to man. With a ter-
rible rush forward, the vessel strikes the floe
at the weakest part. The ice would per-
chance resist were the impact that of two
exactly perpendicular bodies. But the slid-
ng stem rushes upward, and in a moment the
bow of the ship is above the ice. A second
more, and down it comes with all its weight
upon the floe. The ice can stand no such load as
this, and, cracking in every direction, it yields
to the force brought to bear upon it. On-
ward the steamer goes, the screw being still
carefully watched lest any part of it should
be entangled in the broken ice, till another
charge has to be made and another victory
won over the stubborn floe. In this way the
great forces of nature are combated, and the
ingenuity of man achieves success. At last
the ice field is cut through, and open water
reached.—Pu6/ic Record.

For " The Friend."

Remarkable Visit of Ann Mercy Bell.

(Continueil from page 210.)

"The 9th of the 9th month, after attendino-
the Savoy and Westminster meetings, she
went into Dartmouth Street, where a pretty
large number of people gathered up to her
and gavo*kudience, with peculiar stillness and
attention. Prom thence proceeding into the
Park, with intention to pass through towards
Charing Cross, and finding her concern arise
she stopped at the foot of the walk faein.r
Storey's Gate, and exhorted the people who
crowded the walks, for about the space of ten
or twelve minutes. Then, passing on a little
further, she made another stop; and as she
seemed pretty near to conclude, the relief-
guard came up, and the corporal civilly told
us, their orders were so strict, against suffer-

any stoppage of a crowd in the Park that
he must desire us to walk on. We answered
t was right for them to obey their orders and
ve had no intention to give any occasion of
ottence, and so moved onward. The people"""" '" general, of a genteel sort, and several

than charging the ice with full steam power
ind cutting through it. In the old days of
iailmg vessels such a course would have been
-•onsidered perfect madness, but with <rood
engines and a screw-propeller, things may be
Utempted which with sails alone would be
•^^iriiily impossible, and this was one of them

I

in
I ments. One said to the soldiers

will extend to hinder this gentlewoman from
preaching what is good in the Park, but not
to take notice of many wicked things that are
done here.' A soldier answered, 'Madam, we
can't help it.' Another said to Mercj', ' If'you
do go on, they can't hurt you : God Almighty
will protect you in this good work.'
We quitted the Park at the Horse Guards,

and soon after she stood up, on a little emi-
nence, by the Admiralty Office. The people,
immediately, came running up, from all sides'
and she had a fine opportunity with a large
number, in all appearance, to their great satis-
fiiction. Many seemed loth to part from her,
though the dusk of the evening was coming
on apace; some saying they would go ten^
others twenty miles, to meet with her again.
Some, who before were light and sportive,
and owned they had followed us, on purpose
to disturb us, were reduced to seriousness and
solidity, and appeared as much affected, as
full of acknowledgments, and as loth to de-
part, as any.
The lOt'h, she appeared, first, about tho

middle of Old Street, in a short exhortation.
Then, passing into White-cross Street, she
stood up, on a bench, and delivered herself,
with great strength and liveliness, for about
twenty-five minutes. Then, proceeding down
the street, she stopped by the door of a widow,
who brought a chair for her to stand upon :

this she accepted, and preached, a consider-
'

able time, to a gieat number; many of whom
were much affected with the close and weighty
truths she had delivered. The widow and
her sister afterwards took her into their house,
and though, of a different profession, treated
her with that tender kindness, which hath ever
distinguished sincere, sensible, and friendly
spirits.

Mercy stopped again at three different
places in that street; but by reason of the in-
tervention of carriages, could not well pro-
ceed

; and the people pressing her to go into
the market, which they urged as a more con-
venient place, she complied. Here she had a
large and lively testimony. Some were much
tendered, and most appeared solid and atten-
tive. One man said aloud, 'it was more than
words;' and a woman, laying her hand upon
her breast, cried, 'the evidence is here.' To
which several others assented.
The II th she appeared, for some time, in an

open place in Wentworth Street, Spittal-fields,
and the people continuing to gather in great
numbers, desiring she might go into Cox's
Square, where they might stand conveniently,
without interruption by carriages, thither she
wont; and, .after standing a while in silence,
with the friends who were present, stepped
up upon the steps ofa warehouse, and, through
Divine .issi stance, delivered the gospel mes-
sage to a large concourse of people, about tho
space of an hour, in a very lively manner.
The nature of Christ's spiritual baptism and
supper, were largely and experimentally open-
ed

;
and so clearly distinguished, that several

people, of reputable appearance, joined ia
public acknowledgment of the truth of the
doctrine.

From hence, she returned into Wentworth
Street, and desired the people to collect a*
many of their children together as they well
could, somewhat particular arising in her mind
towards them. With these she had a sweet
and tender season

; accommodating her ex-
pressions to their little understanding ; inform-
in a- them what God is, where he is to be found,
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and ichat he requires ; and suitably advising

them in respect to tlie duties of their tender

age. She then proceeded further in the street,

and had two opportunities more with the

peopl-e, to the apparent satisfaction of many
;

some of whom were extraordinarily affected.

The 13th she went to the upper end of High
Street, Spittal-fields, and preached about a
quarter of an hour. She afterwards appeared
in two different places in Wells Street ; where
the people attended with much openness, as

might justry be inferred both from their de-

portment and expressions. Then, proceeding
to Friends' Burial-ground near White Chapel,

she stood up, apparently in great weakness
;

but the power of an endless life gradually
rose, and made her instrumental, at length,

to shower down the refreshing rain of the

gospel in a plentiful manner. The life, wis-

dom and goodness of eternal truth were emi
nently displayed, to many hundreds, in a large

and powerful testimony, consisting, princi-

pally, of Scripture-openings, intermixed with
lively experiences, in great variety, and con-

chiding with a most comprehensive address

to the Almighty, on behalf of the people. She
appeared upwards of an hour. Many seemed
heartily affected, and several were so much
broken, they could scarcely express their

thankfulness in intelligible accents.

The 14th she was at Westminster, in the
Broadway, near Queen's Square; and a chair
being brought out for her, she stood up, in the
midst of the people, who had gathered round
her, and delivered herself to good satisfaction.

Then passing into Stretton Ground, she had
a time of tender warning and exhortation,
upon ihe door-steps of a friendly family

; who
told her, afterwards, she was welcome to their

steps and their house too, and were pressing
with her to go in ; but, acknowledging their

kindness, she excused herself, upon account
of her concern to further service.

In the road, at the upper end of the street,

she had a pretty large and laborious time, with
a great number. During her appearance
here, a person, in liquor, endeavored to inter-

rupt her, by firing a gun close by the crowd,
which startled and disturbed many; yet she
was enabled to go on, and it was not long be-

fore they were tolerably composed again, and
she had an opportunity of clearing herself

among them.
The 15th, Leadenhall Market, having laid

before her with great weight, for some time
in the aftei'noon she gave up to go. Entering
in at the lower end of the Poulterers' Market,
she went through, calling to 1-epentance, as
she passed, with uncommon force and solem
nity

; and coming to a convenient place in the
Leather Market, after the people, who poured
in at every avenue, were gathered round her,

she had a large and favorable opportunity
with them. Their behavior was very com-
mendable. They attended with stillness, and
afterwards expressed a general satisfaction

wishing for more such opportunities. An
elderly woman, of good appearance, said, ' she
had the gospel in her vei-y soul, and she be
lieved many hearts were pierced.'

The 16th, in the morning, she went through
Long-alley, calling to repentance; and then
passed into the upper part of Moor-fields,
where she preached to a large concourse of

people, and afterwards had something parti
cular to the children, several of whom stood
dropping their tears before her. Then com
ing to the bottom of the Middle-field, finding

a renewal of her concern, she appeared, a
second time, to a great number. Many ex-
pressed much satisfaction, and prayed success
might attend her labors.

Eeturning into the city, soon after twelve
o'clock, she appeared by Wood Street end in

Cheapsido
; afterwards, at two difterent places

'n Paul's Church-yard, and again at Fleet-
ditch

; scarce less than half an hour at each of
the six times, and at some of them more. At
every place she was, generally, well received.
The strength and distinction she was furnished
with, in this great day's work, was matter of
admiration to us who accompanied her.

Many of the people, who had followed from
place to place, observed with astonishment,
that she had not only held out, but seemed to

grow in strength to the last; and concluded,
must be owing to an immediate support

from the Divine power. Some audibly con-

fessed, they had a feeling sense of it.

She then stepped into a Friend's house,

took a little refreshment, and went to the
Savoy Meeting (the Meeting House at West-
minster being shut up, in order to be repaired);

where she appeared again pretty largely, and
a sweet refreshing season it was.
The 19th, she attended a meeting appointed

at the Savoy, on account of a funeral ; had a
very laborious time afterwards, at the Burial
Ground near Long acre, and from thence went
to Clare Market. In her passage through the
market, she stopped twice or thrice, calling

to repentance, and exhorting the people a few
minutes at each pliiee

; and after that, coming
to the upper end, by the corner of Lincoln's-

inn-fields, she stood up, and declared the truth

for a considerable time. Many expressed
their satisfaction, though some few appeared
to remain impenetrably hard.

The 21st, her concern lay for Honey-lane
market, which she entered from Laurence-
lane, calling such as lived out of the fear of

God to repentance ; and, coming to an open
part, near the middle of the market, she
preached about a quarter of an hour. 'Then

passing to the north corner, she appeared a

second time, more largely, in a lively and ac-

ceptable testimony. Many of the people were
agreeably affected, and very desirous to know
where they might meet with her again ; say-

ing, they would go miles for another oppor-

tunity."

(To be continued.)

Inoculation with Bee Poison.—Geo. Walker,
of Wimbledon, in a letter to the editor of the
British Bee Journal, opens up the interesting

question as to whether immunity from the

pain and other injurious eff'ects of the sting of

the bee can be obtained by inoculation. The
subject, it appears, is refen-ed to in " Wood'
Book on Bees," and G. Walker, noticing the

manner in which the owner of the Hanwe'
apiary managed his bees (the stings apparent-

ly having no effect upon him,) asked him how
long a period it required to make a man sting-

proof, and was answered that his son had
only been a short time working with bees

and was quite free from any of the usual

effects of bee-stings. Mr. Walker determined
to put the matter to the test of experiment
The modus operandi was as follows : He went
to one of his hives, caught a bee, placed it on

his wrist, and allowed it to sting him, taking
care that he received the largest amount of

poison by preventing it from going away at

once. The first few stings he got during this

experiment had the usual eifect; the whole of
bis forearm was affected with a cutaneous
erysipelas, and there was disorder of the
nerves, accolnpanied with heat, redness, swel-
ling, and pain. This attack lasted till Tues-
day, and on Wednesday, Oct. 7th, he was so
far recovered that, following the same plan,
he stung himself three times more, also on
the wrist. The attack of erysipelas this time
was not nearly so severe, but, as before, ho
felt a stinging sensation as far up as his shoul-
der, and he noticed that a lymphatic gland
behind his ear had increased considerably in

size, the poison being taken up by the lym-
phatic system. On the 10th, he again treated
himself to three stings, and the pain was con-
siderably less, though the swelling was still

extensive. At the end of the next week, 17th,

he had had eighteen stings; then he stung
himself seven times more during the next
week, and reached the number thirty-two on
the 31st, the course of the experiment having
lasted verj' nearly four weeks. After the
twentieth sting there was very little swelling

or pain, onlj^ a slight itching sensation, with
a small amount of inflammation in the imme-
diate neighborhood of the part stung, which
did not spread further.

—

London Lancet.

Selected.

Christian Expcrieiicf.

The salvation of the soul implies that a
man is brought into harmony with himself.

His powers are no longer in conflict. A per-

petual calm has been breathed over them. A
peace which passeth all understanding has
taken the place of an unnatural conflict.

Reason and conscience have resumed their

lost honors, and the fires of unrestrained pas-

sion have gone out forever. In recovering

the image of its Maker, the soul enjoys a
sweet and holy fellowship with itself, a serene

composure which is only the harbinger of tho
perfect peace of heaven.

The recovery of the soul implies, also, its

admission into the society of all which is

noble and good. " The saints on earth a«d
all the dead, but one communion make."

It is not only encompassed by a great cloud

of witnesses,—it is itself one of these wit-

nesses. It has become a part of the great

commonwealth of the living and tho blessed

dead. It is drawn upward, not alone by its

own impulses, or by the power of its Re-

deemer's arm, but by the consciousness of its

glorious companionship, by the encouraging

voices which greet the still struggling spirit.

Once more, the salvation of the soul implies

that it is brought into a state of perpetual

thankfulness to its Redeemer. In its endless

progress, this, probably, is its absorbing mo-
tive—gratitude to Him to whom it owes its

deliverance, admiration of His power and
love. This awakens its profoundest thought
and its loudest anthem. It has become a part

of its consciousness, as indestructible as its

own glorified nature.

A few years ago there lived a pagan, who
was called the Napoleon of South Africa. Ho
was a man of talent, but seemed to be the in-

carnation of evil. Travellers were more afraid

of meeting him than of all the other dangers

to which they were exposed. At length he
became such a terror for a great distance

around, that a large sum was offered to any
individual who would destroy him. Yet, when
tho Saviour passed that way, by His word
and His Spirit, this ferocious savage put on
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the gentleness of the Iamb. He became as

docile and quiet as a little child ;
for many

years the bond and centre of union to British

subjects, as well as to the native tribes, a pat-

tern of meekness, of Christian zeal, and of a

noble disinterestedness. His thankfulness to

the Saviour was expressed a thousand times,

and in the simplest and most affecting terms

All who saw him, in life and in death, took

knowledge of him that he had been with Jesus.

About two hundred years ago there lived

at Paris an individual of the highest order of

genius, who touched every subject which he

undertook with the hand of a master—one of

the few men equally at home in moral and
mathematical truth ;

one of the few men the

summer of whose life corresponded to tb

brilliant promises of spring. And j-et that

which struck every beholder was his calm
resignation under intense and long continued

])ain ; thechild-likesimplicity of his character,

humble and submissive as an infant ; and his

counting all things loss—earthly honors
their most attractive forms—for the sake of
Christ. Few have ever had on earth so much
of the love and spotless purity of heaven, as

the illustrious Pascal.

Here, now, arc two men at the two ex
tremes of society,—a philosopher of noble
descent, in the mo.st refined capital of Europe,
and a poor savage in the wilds of Africa,—
both alike in moral character, both distin

guished by the same sweet simplicity and
affectionate love to the Redeemer. * *

Count up now, the almost countless numbers
who have stood in the long line between the
uncultivated pagan and the Pascals and New-
tons of Europe, in every order of intellect, in

every variety of outward condition. Estimate
the throngs who shall grace the Saviour's
triumph when the earth shall be full of the
knowledge of the Lord, and behold the fulfil

ment of the inspired prophecy, "He shall see
of the travail of his soul and shall be satis
fied."

For "The Friend.

The Abolition of War.

It was gratifying, even ,90 far as it goes, to
see in one of the leading newspapers of the
city, the following editorial utterance in rela-
tion to the ever to be deprecated issue of the
bayonet and the sword, with all the untold
horrors of mortal combat. " Perhaps even
living statesmen may find themselves forced
to the admission that the arbitrament of war
no longer accords leitli the retptirements of the
nge, and that international arbitration must
take its place."

Would that such sentiments might often bo
enunciated, and go forth on their reformatory
errand to the world! That thus this ex-
tremity of evil, and one which, as said flobert
Hall, "reverses with respect to its objects t><<

the rules of morality, and is nothing less than
a temporary repeal of all the principles of
virtue," might be forever buried in the ob-
livion of a less enlightened and by-gone age

;

and the nineteenth century yet see and record
Us total abolition. Then might the anthem
be heard in all ears and from all lijjs, "Glory
to God in the highest, and on earth peace
good will toward men."

'

" Till, nation after nation taught the strain,
fcarth rolirt the rapturous hosanna round."

" The path of disobedience is the path of
suffering."

Selected.

THE SEEN AND THE UNSEEN

!

t THE- GREAT EXHIBITION OF 1857, BY H. BONAB.

Ha ! yon burst of crystal splendor,

Sunlight, starlight, blent in one,

Starlight set in Arctic azure,

Sunlight from the burning zone;

Gold and silver, gems and marble,

All creation's jewelry.

Earth's uncovered waste of riches,

Treasures of the ancient sea.

Heir of glory.

What is that to thee and me ?

Iris and Aurora braided,

—

How the woven colors shine!

Snow-gleams from an Alpine summit,
Torch lights from a spar roof 'd mine,

Like Arabia's matchless palace.

Child of magic's strong decree,

One vast globe of living sapphire,

Floors, walls, columns, canopy.
Heir of glory,

What is that to thee and me ?

Forms of beauty, shapes of wonder,
Trophies of triumphant toil

;

Never Athens, Rome, Palmyra,
Gazed on such a costly spoil,

Dazzling the bewildered vision.

More than princely pomp we see;

What the blaze of the Alhambra,
Dome of emerald, to thee ?

Heir of glory.

What is that to thee and me ?

Farthest cities from their riches

Farthest empires muster here,

Art, her jubilee proclaiming
To the nations far and near,

From the crowd in wonder gazing,

Science claims the prostrate knee,
This her temple, diamond blazing,

Throne of her idolatry.

Heir of glory,

AVhat is that to thee and me?

Listen to her tale of wonder,
Of her plastic potent spell

;

'Tis a big and braggart story,

Yet she tells it fair and well,

She the gifted, gay magician.
Mistress of earth, air, and sea,

This majestic apparition
Offspring of her sorcery.

Heir of glory,

What is that to thee and me ?

What to that, for which we're waiting,
Is this glittering, earthly toy ?

Heavenly glory, holy splendor.
Sum of grandeur, sum ofjoy.

Not the gems that time can tarnish,
Not the hues that dim and die

;

Not the glow that cheats the lover,
Shaded with mortality.

Heir of glory.

What is that to thee and me ?

Not the light that leaves us darker,
Not the gleams that come and go.

Not the mirth whose end is madness,
Not the joy whose fruit is woe.

Not the notes that die at sunset,
Not the fashion of a day

;

But the everlasting beauty,
And the endless melody.
Heir of glory.

That shall be for thee and me.

City of the pearl bright portal,
City of the jasper wall.

City of the golden pavement,
Seat of endless festival

;

City of Jehovah, Salem!
City of Eternity,

To thy bridal halls of gladness.
From this prison, would I flee.

Heir of glory.
That shall be for thee and me.

Ah ! with such strange spells around me.
Fairest of what earth calls fair.

How I need thy fairer image
To undo the syren snare I

|

Lest the subtle serpent tempter
Lure me with his radiant lie;

As If sin, were sin no longer,

Life were no more vanity.

Heir of glory.

What is that to thee and me ?

Yes, I need thee, heavenly city.

My low spirit to upbear

;

Yes, I need thee,—earth's enchantments
So beguile me with their glare.

Let me see thee, then these fetters

Break asunder ; I am free

;

Then this pomp no longer charms me.
Faith has won the victory.

Soon where earthly beauty blind not,

Nor excess of brilliance palls,

Salem ! city of the holy,

We shall be within thy walls

!

There, beside yon crystal river,

There, beneath life's wondrous tree.

There, with naught to cloud or sever,

Ever with the Lamb to be

!

Heir of glory.

That shall be for thee and me

!

For "The Friend."

Diligence in Meetings.

How earnest, diligent and lively the early
Friends were in seeking to stir up the pure
mind in each other by way of remembrance;
that the church, and the individual members
thereof, might be kept sweet and clean in the
eyes of Him, who, as He had been their refuge

d strength in every season of trial—their

sufficiency, their Counsellor, their Comforter
—will look for corresponding fruits in propor-
tion to the talents and many blessings dis-

pensed.

The subjoined, from the pen of a father in

the Truth, Stephen Crisp, is richly suggestive
of that inwardness, patient perseverance, and-
watchfulnesB unto prayer, that so becomes
our dependent condition at all times, and
more especially when assembled for the avow-
ed purpose of waiting upon, feeling after, and
worshipping in spirit and in truth that Om-
nipresent Holy One, who, having taken cog-
nizance of all our thoughts and actions, will

be our unerring judge.
Were we on these solemn occasions oarn-

ostly and reverently engaged to present our
bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto
God, as our reasonable service; and to seek in

humility and contrition of soul to prefer the
petition to Him, "Search me, O God, and
know my heart ; try me, and know my
thoughts ; and see if there be any wicked way
in me, and lead me in the way everlasting,"

how would lie, our compassionate Shepherd
and High Priest, look with pity down, and
ake himselfknown amongst us by the break-

ing of bread I How would He at times cause
our hearts to burn within us from a lively

sense of His felt presence! How would "the
grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, the love of
God, and the communion of the Holy Ghost"
be at seasons witnessed with abundant joy,

filling our hearts with food and gladness."
The epistle of Stephen Crisp is' as follows

:

"A Letter from Germany to Friends, Exhorting
them to Diligence in Meetings.

All Friends every where, who have tasked
of the goodness of God, keep in the savor
thereof, and let not 3'our minds be stolen
away from that which is living, for that which .

is living comcth from above, and makes you
lively, but that which is corruptible, cometh
from the earth, and brings death with it over
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yiir souls. Therefore watch in diligence to

^tain the savor of the life of Truth, that j^ou

Jay live, from a 'sense that Christ liveth in

j)u, who is the seed, the truth, the noble

jant, and grows, and bringeth forth fruit in

j)U.

All Friends, every where, who thus keep
lid retain the savor of life in them, will come

feel daily quickenings thereby, and will

ive power over the nature that is dead in

-dam to all good works, and especially to

jaiting upon God with a steadfast and staid

|ind. Nothing so hard as this to that old

prrupt nature which is soon weary. This is

liat nature which cannot watch with Christ

lie hour; but lot his trials and sufferings be
irer so great, this leads from watching to

leaping, this hath no fellowship with the
l)cd of God in its sufferings, and shall have
bne in its dominion. Where this drowsy
iature stands uncrueified, it keeps you in the
reakness, out of the power, and this brings

,ut of the savor and feeling of the goodness
If God, and so makes meetings unprofitable.

i.8 it comes through custom to be allowed and
Jibjected to, it leads into hypocrisy ; that is to

|iy, into a professing to wait upon God, and
(
presenting the body in the meeting, and

lien letting the heart, which God requires,

epart from him, even into tlie ease and liberty

f the flesh, in which the apostle said, they
liat lived couM not please God.
Therefore, dear Friends, in the name ofGod
exhort you, consider what j'ou do when you
isaemble together; and let it be in the name
|f Jesus, that is. in his power, not in the weak-
jess, nor in the flesh, like a fleshly meeting,
jut in his name and power make war with
[he flesh, and with the drow.sy spirit that
jadgeth there, and in the faith overcome it,

|,nd be not overcome by it, for that is bond-
age. Hold your meetings in the Spirit, where
i'very one is made alive, and flourish, and
:;i'0w in life and in dominion, and shine forth
lo the glory of God, and to the comforting
imd refreshing one of another.
For as any one suffereth him.self to be over-

aken with sleep in a meeting, he loseth the
lense of the power of God, he becomes a grief

.0 the diligent, and an evil example to the
negligent, and brings himself under the judg-
Inent of God's power in his own conscience,
which when he awaketh riseth up against
iiim; and also he is under the judgment of the
])0wer in the whole meeting, which, when he
oomes to a true sense of, will be no light thing.

And further, if any that are unbelieving come
Q among j^ou, and see such things among
yon, who make a profession of an inward
power, and an inward quickening spirit, and
i worship that is inward, in the Spirit and
Iruth, this causeth the name of God to be
iishonored, and the way of Truth to be holden
in little esteem, by such who know it not in

themselves, and a stumbling block is hereby
laid in their way, to hinder them from any
Further seeking after the truth.

Oh, Friends! consider these things, and be
all diligent in this matter, and let not that
9arthly part have liberty, but let it be kept in

the cross till it dies, or else it will keep and
hold you dead and insensible of God or one
another. This is that which hath hindered
the growth of many, namely, their careless-
ness in coming to meetings, and their sloth-

fulness when they are there. Therefore for
the time to come, let every one that bears the
profession of Truth, be diligent in the work

of God, and be good examples to each other;
and observe your time and hour of coming
to meeting

; and set not one hour, and then
come at another. Neglect not your middle
week meetings, by reason of your outward
occasions, for that will not bring a blessing
upon j'our affairs, but let nil things give way to
the service of God, and then all things shall
xoork together for good unto you, and there
shall be no Ijjck of any thing that is good for
you.

So, dear Friends, in the true love of God
have I written this unto you, as it lay upon
me from the Lord, as a word of exhortation,
to stir up the pure mind in you all. The God
of power and strength, give you of his might,
and of his power, to help you in all your neces-
sities, and in all j'onr combats, and strengthen
your faith, in which, and by which, the vic-

tory is obtained, which is the desire of my
soul for you all, who am your friend in the
fellowship of the gospel,

Stephen Crisp."

What is Actinism?

Aotinism is the chemical power which is

necessary to excite germination in plants. It

emanates from the blue raj^ of the spectrum,
and is the same power which operates on the
sensitive silver in photography

;
photography

being by the way an entire misnomer, since

the pictures are drawn by the actinic power,
and not by the luminous ray. Nay, more, the
blue, the luminous ray, is, like the red, a posi-

tive hindrance to the working of the actinic

power. It is most difficult to obtain good
photographic results under the bright sun of

the tropics. Moreover, ifa spectrum be thrown
on a prepared photographic surface, there will

be two points only where the paper is pre-

served positively white—viz., the points on
which the red and the yellow rays are res-

pectively collected in the spectrum. Neither
will seeds germinate so long as they are ex-

posed to bright light. Again, by another ex-

periment, it can be satisfactorily proved that
the trail in the blue ray alone renders that

power which is the sole agent in photography

;

for if we exclude the blue rays by passing all

the light admitted through a yellow glass, the
most sensitive photographic material may be
exposed to the strongest sunshine without
undergoing any change whatever.
The result of experiment is, that germina-

tion is excited by the actinic power of the

blue ray ; the formation of leaf and wood by
the luminous power of the yellow ray ; and
the development of flower and fruit by the

heat of the red ray. How the actinic ray
reaches the seed in the ground is hard to un-

derstand ; but that it does penetrate where the
luminous ray is unable to reach is plain from
experiments, which go also to show that the

exclusion of the luminous ray is necessary for

the operation of the actinic. Shade is always,
absolute darkness sometimes, necessary for the

the success of the germinating process. Plant
cress-seed an inch deep in three plots; over

the first place a blue, over the second a yel-

low, and over the third a red glass. The
seeds under the blue glass will be up days
before those under the red ; and of those under
the red a few only will germinate ; those under
the yellow will not germinate at all. It is

found that those seeds which come up under
a white glass, in from eight to fourteen days,

will under a blue glass, be up in from two to

five days ; that where thirty per cent, of seeds

came up before, sixty per cent, can now bo
raised ; and that some seeds from tropical
countries, which could not formerly bo raised
in this climate under a white frame, will ger-
minate freely under a blue one. It would
seem that the depth to which the air can
penetrate the soil is the measure of the depth
of germination. This is the practical result.
There appears to be no limit to the duration
of the dormant vitality of seeds, so long as
they are preserved from chemical change.
The mummy wheat sprang up again, under
the actinic ray, after it had been sealed
from the air for nearly three thousand years.
The seeds in the coal measures have, unfor-
tunately, undergone great chemical changes;
otherwise there would be no reason why we
should despir of seeing the indigenous palm
groves of this land flourishing once more.

—

Poetrij of Science.

For "The Friend."

Anthony Bcnczct.

In perusing lately a series of letters of this
excellent man, to his friend George Dillwyn,
the following passages were met with, which
seem worthy of being revived at the present
time:

8th mo. 5th, 1773, he writes, " My breath-
ing to the Almighty, for myself and those I
love, is, that he would create clean hearts and
renew right spirits within us ; that we may
feel the humbling power of the Gospel to
make us abidingly poor and of a contrite
spirit, willing to be, as it were, under the feet
of all. He who sits on the ground can fall no
lower. This, is indeed, as Everard expresseth
it, ' The throne of peace and rest, where God
raiseth up the poor from the dust, and the
needy from the dung hill, that he may set them
among princes.' How different from the com-
mon prospects of men, even the so-called reli-

gious, who still suffer self, subtile self, to bo
alive in them. O, says a woman in this

town, who has of late been deeply and re-

peatedly tried in the furnace of affliction,

' What a pleasure there is in feeling a humble
spirit to prevail.' Though not long since [a
person] of much gaiety, her whole desire now
centers in being favored with humility and
resignation, and a constant watch and cry for

power."
2nd mo. 15th, 1774, he writes. "Dear

George : Thy kind and brotherly remem-
brance of me. by a few lines, afforded me much
satisfaction, indeed they came opportunely,

when my mind was depressed by some of
those exercising occurences, which will ne-

cessarily attend an endeavor to be found in an
honest exertion of that which appears to bO.

right, when offered in opposition to the world-
ly or selfish spirit, more especially in high
professors, and great in their's and the world's

esteem. Nevertheless I am quite willing such
providences should attend, so far as they tend
to my humiliation, and to remove all selfish-

ness from my heart; that so a truly, humble,
self-denying state of mind may prevail in me.
I earnestly wish for myself, and all those I

love, indeed all mankind, that we may sensi-

bly see and feci the benign influence, the true

peace and happiness, and indeed the nobility

and strength of such a state."

8th mo. 4th, 1779, he makes the following

reference to the calamitous events attending

the war of the Revolution, and his concern in

reference to a member, who professing the

peaceable principles of the gospel, had taken
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part in proceedings which brought him under
the discipline of the Society, and who after-

wards became one of the chief aifents in found-
ing the short lived "Society of Free Quakers,
•• 1 lierewith send a tract on The conquest

which love will gain if persisted in, which I

lately received from England, by way of Beth-
lehem. The subject is solemn and weighty,
and such as will I trust give thee and the
good women of thy household strength and
comfort, if read in a proper disposition. I put
it in the hands of our friend Samuel Wetherill,
from a hope it might raise such a prospect as
will be productive of true peace and comfort.
I have repeatedl}- begged he would consider
that, however he might think hard of Eng-
land's design with respect to us, in which,
however, he might in part be mistaken; yet
we, as a people, ought not to have taken any
other part, but mildly- and tenderly to have
exhorted people to follow after peace

; that, if

that Divine principle which is love, and leads
to peace and good will to men, bad been suf-

fered to prevail, and the means answerable
pursued, with our dependence properly fixed
on God, who has the hearts of all men
hands, with fervent supplication to him for
help, we should have been delivered fron:
any danger either to our liberties or persons,
so far as would have been expedient for our
true welfivre. On the other hand, sensible,
as well from the experience of past events, as
from the corruption of the human heart, and
of the excesses it is capable of running into,
when its dependence is on its own contrivance
and strength, and the wrath and headstrong
will of man is suifered to prevail ; I greatly
dreaded those grievous effects which have
since taken place, whereby so many thousands
and tens of thousands of our fellow men have
been hurried into eternity, many it is to be
feared, in an unprepared state. Indeed, it is

an awful subject, as deep calling unto deep.
even as though the departed souls were point-
ing to the end of our race, and bidding us be-
ware, remembering that we with them, must
soon appear at a judgment, when realiti
will take place of appearances. * * * jf
thou wouldst come down so that we together
could have an opportunity to treat with our
old friend upon this weighty subject, it would
give me pleasure, and be no niore than our
duty, and affection call for
About the year 1780, Anthony Benezet pub

lished, « A short account of the people called
(Quakers, their rise, religious principles, and
settlement in America," mostly collected from
different authors, for the information ofall seri-
ous inquirers, i)articularly foreigners, to which
.was appended a " Treatise on the spirit of
prayer. Thoughts on war, Remarks on the
use of spirituous liquors, and on slavery "

I reviously to its appearance in print he sent
the manuscript to George Dillwyn, desirincr
his " speedy, careful and serious review of it

"

Ihe letter containing this request is dated
9th mo. 11th, 1779, and contains this pa.ssa-e-My view, and I may say earnest desire by
this pablication is, principally to profit three
sort of people

;
first, foreigners

; next, persons
of some raiikand literature in ourown nation

;Ltliiraiy,] thofo with many sensible youth
amongst ourselves, who may not have desire
or patience to read larger tracts." He addsHe quite free to open thy mind without re-
serve. I trust I have in great measure got
over a selfish, in.ioed, I may sav, foolish dis-
po.sition, which whilst it proposes to take

vice will be offended at being faulted." A few
days later he again writes in reference to this

ess.iy, " There are three points which I wish
principally to enforce to the honest inquirer.
First, That it is the spirit alone which giveth
life to every religious dut}-; without it, let the
appearance be never so favorable, it will pro-
duce nothing but chaff. Nothing can lead to
God but that which comes from him. Hence
everything which is of the flesh has rather a
tendency to hinder the work by raising a de-
pendence foreign to the matter, and frequently
puffing up the vain mind. Secondly, Tha"t
the gospel is a display of Divine love, operat-
'ng through suffering, in the most direct con-
tradiction of the reason of man in his natural
state. That our Saviour should by his suflter-

ugs and death, by letting the evil principle
vent its utmost power against him, give a
deadly blow to sin, is quite beyond the reach
of human conception, and yet a radical truth.
And further, that in order to enable us to fol-

low Christ in the regeneration, we must not
only give up every inordinate love of the
world, but must avoid everything that has a
tendency to attach us to the world, everything
which may encumber and cramp us in our
religious service, and prevent our living as
strangers and pilgrims in it."

The letter from which the following is ex-
tracted, was written in the 4th mo. 1780. The
warm, yet honest expression of his feelino-
in relation to his beloved friend, is charactel-
istie of the writer :

"Thy letter, though short, occasioned me
much thought, particularly this morning as I
lay in bed

; indeed, indeed, thou art not for-
gotten by us ; would to God, I was worthy,
(which I fear I am not) by any breathing
of concern of mine, to afford thee the least
strength and comfort. But I rejoice, yea,
much rejoice at this thine humble, diflSdent
frame of mind, more especially considering
the concern I was formerly under, on thy ac-
count, when something like a rising above the
fears and concern of weighty brethren seemed
to prevail, perhaps owing as well to a too
niuch looking at what we esteem their frail-
ties, forgetting that they as well as we hold
this treasure in earthen vessels, as an over ac-
tivity. Here self, with its dire attendants
was rising. I sav7 the danger and trembledj
and have to thank our benign Father who
has preserved [thee] I trust to his
Do not think I mean to reproach or grieve
thee

;
no, by no means, but rejoice, deeply re

joice with thee
; as the poor traveller when

escaped from a dangerous tempest, meditates
with solemn, but comfortable dread upon th
dangerous scene he has passed through. May— '^1—- the great and good Preserver, and
pray, incessantly pray to be preserved every
way, parti^ilarly in meekness and humility
tor the salvation of such he has promised to
arise, to guide and teach.

" It is in the nothingness [of self] God is
found. ' I found it alone,' says James Naylor
being forsaken, I have fellowship therein

with them who lived in dens and desolate
places of the earth, who through death ob-
tained this resurrection, and eternal holy life

'

I apprehend this has been uniformly the case
n all tunes and amongst all people. In an
account which Conrad Weiser published of
the traces he had met with of knowledge, and
conhdence upon God

with some Indians, the hardships they n
with were so great, and by means of a fre
snow, likely to increase, that his spirits fail
so much, that he preferred death to a prosei
tionof histoil. He stepped aside, and sat do'
at the foot of a tree. His company missi
him, the Indians turned back, when he t(

them his resolution was to die there. Afi
a serious pause, the oldest Indian says to 1

'My dear companion, wilt thou, who „
hitherto encouraged us, give up ? Eememl
that bad days are better than good days

; i

when it goes well with us, we sin, and G
cannot have mercy upon us; but when it go
ill with us, God has mercy upon us; and dc
thou not know that evil is to be driven out
us by suffering ?' ' I was ashamed, says Co
rad, rose up and travelled on.'

"

In the 7ih mo. 1780, he writes, " I am
and more made deeply sensible, and much d
sire to abide in that sense, that as water ca
not ri,>?e above its spring, nothing can lead
God but what comes from him, therefore a
earnestly desirous not to move, but as I am .

least persuaded, something more than reasci
puts forth."

, , , - ongst the Indians, he
relates that upon a sudden emergency bcincr

ad- obliged to undertake a journey in compan|

Culture of the Teasel.—The Syracuse ]S1.

Standard of a recent date contains the follow'

g :
" Perhaps there is no article for whic!

Onondaga county is noted, and about whic
the people know so li ttle, as the teasel. Tease:
are raised in very large quantities in the v
cinity of Skaneateles and Marcellus; in fac
it is the chief production of these two plaeei
employing more labor and capital than an
other article. A teasel is composed of rathe
a hard substance when dry, the color shadin
on the brOAvn, while the heart or core
whitish, being soft and spongy. The hook!
of this vegetable vary in size from one to foo'
inches in length, and from three to seve
inches in circumference. The smallest ar,
called button, and the largest kings. The-
are sown very early in the spring, in row
about three and one-half feet apart. As the-
grow they are cultivated and thinned

"

leaving about one plant to every six inchet
and next spring (as it takes two years to gei
a crop) they are cultivated, if they have noi
been winter-killed, as they frequently are ; anc
during the summer they bush out about fou'
or five feet in height, there being fifteen o
twenty teasels on one bush or plant. As thev
ripen they are cut by men and boys, whoi

"

gloves, and a short, crooked knife. When en
they are so placed that the air may have t-

free circulation among them. When they aw
dry they are boxed and sold. The buye;j
takes them out of the boxes and places there
on a table, where they are turned and thei
hand-packed into the boxes again in assorteci
sizes, and then the manufacturer of wooller
cloth buys them and uses them to raise th<
nap on cloth.

Many men have tried to invent something
to take the place of this simple article, but ifl

seems impossible. The best teasel is said tc
be raised in France, and a few years since th«:
duty was taken off, which discouraged a good!
many of our dealers. Farmers in the eastern
States have tried to raise them, but withou*
success, the soil around Skaneateles being thei
best adapted to this plant.—iVbr^A American

It IS safe to assert that a lease for 999 ye
^s never run out in this country, but this l.„-

recently occurred in England. An estate let'
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r that term has reverted to tlie original

ilders, or rather their representatives. The
nd is at Woolwich, and was church property
thousand years ago, but was leased to the

•own for military purposes. " Few inci-

nts," as an English exchange remarks,

;ould speak more eloquently of the stability

English institutions, and the law-abiding

tare of Englishmen and their respect for

e rights of property, than that thei-e should

an unbroken continuity of possession from
lime of Alfred the Great to that of Queen

ctoria."

—

North American.

For "Tbe Friend."

In looking over the back vols, of " The
lend," I met with a remark made by the

rl of , to Edmund Gurney. " The Devil

,s got among you Quakers, you have lived

jag enough to convince the world that your
iinciples are right, and are now forsaking

Jem yourselves."

We can but admit the truth of the state-

nt ; many of other persuasions seeing the

parture. There may be those who will

estion the propriety of the remark in this

ace. Wo think otherwise; believing it time
members of this Society were brought

re fully to see the inroads Satan is making,
laying waste those testimonies given it to

ar. One of which, not the least among
m, is the mingling with those not menv

rs, and at times when others are not pre.'-

t, in the transacting of business by the ap-

intment of a chairman whose duty it is to

for a vote of those present to decide sub-

jjits that may come before them. What is

lakcrism ? There can be but one answer.
mitive Christianity—acting under the im-

diate revelation of the spirit of God in the
art—walking by faith and not by sight.

rist cannot be divided, therefore, neither

(|u his followers be. Standing upon this

jjound, why call fur a majority to settle

liints? Can we divide infallibility; or are

tlose engaged, not under the government of

Jm who cannot err in judgment, or are we
t aware that the kingdom of God is within

,
and the kingdom of Satan also, causing

tjis strife of tongues around us? There is a

3 that is profitable to direct, and a wis
elm that leadeth astray ; and blessed indeed

) those who can discern between the voice

the true Shepherd and that of the stranger,

^d who follow Him.
jit is a' day calling loudly for the faithful

qservance of the injunction, '-What 1 saj-

lito you, I say unto all. Watch." It is only
!\this is kept and acted under, we can stand
sjone, speaking the same language and mind-
it; the same thing; there being no need of
i(b Io! here, or lo ! there; each one knowing
t^ Truth for themselves.

Ohio

The Chinese, more than any other people,

Hve reduced the saving of fertilizers to a sci-

flce. It is well known that they scrupulous-
Ijsave, disinfect and put to valuable use every
lii'licle of offal. In no other way could their
liid be so enriched as to support its teeming
ihabitants. Liebig traced the primal fall of
Imie to the building of her great sewers,
Vjiich conducted to the Tiber fertilizing mate-
ild which should have been applied to her
Si. It was the lack of breadstuffs, conse-
4ent upon the poverty of the arable lands,

vnch drove the Romans to foreign conquest,

and ended in the overthrow of their own lib-

erty. Our people are wasting every daj' sub-
stances which, if properly utilized, would save
them many a dollar and much tribulation.

—

Late Paper.

Selected.

Can we, without tender emotion, contem-
plate what different conclusions will be pro-
duced respecting the same subjects, where on
one hand, a people are zealously, yet rever-
ently and humbly, pursuing the glory of God,
as the principal thing, or with an undivided
aim ; or where, on the other hand, the spirit,

the maxims and the enjoyments of the world
are claiming a very considerabje proportion
of the attention of the mind and the strength
of its faculties. In the former case, how nice,

tender and scrupulous, that nothing be ad-

mitted trenching at all upon their allegiance

to God, and their testimony against whatever
has sprung from the apostacy, or militates

against the spirit of the gospel of Christ, en-

deavoring to be faithful in every point, and
being exceedinglyjealous ofwhatever is either
decidedly inconsistent with the purity of the
gospel, or that is of such a complexion. In
the latter case, what nice distinctions are
sought up, and found out; what subtle rea-

sonings, lending to lessen suflering, to abate
the distinction between the humble, devoted
follower, and those who appear willing to run
the hazard of that which may eventually dis-

tress, if not lay waste, the Society of Friends,
keeping as near the world's maxims as Ihej'

can, with tolerable satisfaction, and having,
perhaps, the right eye towards it, and the lell

eye towards the kingdom everlasting.— IF.

Grover.

THE FRIEND.
SECOND MONTH 27, :

Our attention has been called lo an article

in the last number of this Journal, under the

caption of ' The Higher Life," as containing

sentiments widely differing from those ever

held by Friends. It is extracts from a work
with the above title, by J. Baldwin Brown.
Owing to peculiar circumstances, it went into

the hands of the printer, without sufficient

examination, and we are very sure that the

Friend from whom it came, had no more
thought than ourselves, of teaching or spread-

ing unsound doctrine.

On reading it over, we see that it inculcates

opinions, relative to the Scriptures, so objec-

tionable that we feel it incumbent on us briefly

to point some of them out and disavow them.

The author speaks of "All the elements of vital

force with which these Psalms are charged."

The 'vital force" here spoken of must be the

Spirit that inspired the writer of the Psalm

;

which is supposed to be contained in the com-

position or expressions of the Psalmist. This

is clearly shown to be the author's meaning,

where he says, "Reading these ivords we seem

to be borne up, as the Prophet says, on ' eagle's

wings,' into this upper firmament, which
David calls the pavilion, the tabernacle of the

Most High. We catch the glow of the Psalm-

ist's inspiration ; his joy in God enters into us,

and stirs a kindred passion." If perusing a

psalm, or any other portion of Scripture, can

awaken such emotions, or produce these ex-

traordinary effects, it certainly makes the

fruits of the Christian religion very cheap,
and very easily come at by those who know
how to read.

But " the poor, stammering, trembling mor-
tal," it is further said, "is caught up as ho
hears the Psalmist singing in the height;"
that is, as while reading, he imagines he thus
hears, and "he feels that he too can bear part
in this blessed music; that this God is his God
as well as David's; that ho also is the child of
Christ, and of the resurrection, a free citizen of
the eternal celestial world." All these glorious
results are represented as springing from read-
ing the psalms.
To leave no doubt that J. Baldwin Brown

considers the Scriptures the medium, or in-

deed the source, whence we derive the inspira-
tion of the Spirit, he uses the following lan-
guage :

" What shall we say of these Psalmists,
who through thousands of years have fur-

nished an unfailing fountain of strength and
inspiration, to some of the strongest, the no-
blest, and the most aspiring children of our
race. These psalms are like the cells of a bat-
tery of vital force, which generate tbe current
that is always permeating the tissues, and
the nerves of Christian society; conductor of
a throbbing, thrilling, exuberant victorious life.

The life is not in them ; they are as the cells,

which store and transmit it. To open one of
David's Psalms, when we are sad and weary,
over-pressed in life's battle, or over-worn by
its pains, is like touching a stream of magnetic
force ; it bathes all the being with its soft, tender,

yet stimulating and energizing flood." Were
this true, we can see no reason why our Sa-
viour should say to the Jews, "Search—oryo
search—theSeriptures, for in them ye think ye
have eternal life, and they are they which
testify of Me, and ye will not come to Me,
that ye might have life." This life, this vital

force, according to this author, was stored up
in the cells of the Scriptures.

The unjust and sophistical attaclfs made on
the Scriptures in the present day, by some
men of science, appear to have driven many
in an opposite direction, into idolatry of those
invaluable writings, so far as they substitute

them for the manifestation of Divine Grace
given to every man, and a knowledge of the

sacred truths they contain, for attention and
obedience to the law of the Spirit of Life in

Christ Jesus, written in the heart. This Holy
Spirit bloweth where it listeth, and when any
external means are made use of by it, in effect-

ing its merciful purposes, the Scriptures, per-

haps, are more generally employed than any
other; but even then the Spirit is not in the

Scriptures, but within the person operated

on, and by opening and applying the truths

contained in holy writ, the Spirit alone avail-

ingly conveys the divine knowledge intended

to be imparted.
The assertion that David's joy in God, " is

really a joy prophetic of the age .of the incar-

nation," and that God was manifest lo him
" not yet in the flesh, but by human speech,

human guidance, human care, human love,

&c.," so far as it is intelligible, appears to bo

inconsistent with the Psalmist's expression.?,

" Take not thy Holy Spirit from me," " Up-
hold me with thy free Spirit, &c."

We are told in the extract that "The
strength of our life, as its sure, firm and en-

during foundation, is this gospel of God mani-
fest in the flesh," Also, that "The life of

Christ, the death of Christ, the resurrection

and reign of Christ, are the source to us of
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perpetual renewing," and under our troubles

and trials, if we turn to contemplate his cross

aiul passion, and lo search the mighty mys-

tery of his love, puts hearts of strength into

us. Here is no reference to that Comforter

who was to take of the things of Christ and

show them unto the believer. Our Saviour

instructed his disciples that it was expedient

for them that He should go away; and that

Ho. would send them another Comforter, even

the Spirit of Truth, which would abide with

them forever, and lead them into- all truth
;

and He i)romised that He would come again

to them and be in them. The apostle declares,

" Yea, though we have known Christ after the

ilesh, yet now henceforth know wo him no

more." We cannot be too grateful for the

knowledge of Jesus Christ aud the will and
work of the Father, communicated to us

through the Scriptures; for if we have that

saving faith in Christ which He alone can

give, they can make us wise unto salvation.

But nothing is said in the extract of the

"riches of the glory of this mystery among
the Gentiles, which is Christ in you the hope

of glorj' ;" though without the revelation of

Him to the soul by his own Spirit, we cannot

take one step in the way and work of salva-

tion.

Unless we come to know the Grace of God
to bring us salvation, subjecting our spirits

under the government of Christ, by laying

his yoke upon our own corrupt will and pro-

pensities, however much we may read the

bible, and profess to believe in the truths it

contains, neither the Psalms of David, nor
unj- other scripture, can enable us to "catch
the glow of the Psalmist's inspiration," or

make us " free citizens of the eternal, celestial

world." Those who are unwilling to comply
with the terms, may have their feelings

wrought upon by the beautiful language of
the inspired penman, and imagine that the
ins])iratio1l of the writer was a '-kindred pas-
sion" to that which may glow within them-
Hclves, butthe emotion is of the earth, earthy

;

and to derive availing "instruction in right-

eousness," from the sacred page, depends on
the immediate influence of the Lord from
heaven, a quickening Spirit.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign-.—John Mitcliell, the political agitator, who

in 1S46 wa8 tried and banished to Van Dieman's Land,
from which he escaped before the expiration of his
Bentence, has been returned to Parliament from the
county Tipperary, Ireland. The House of Commons,
on motion of Disraeli, pas.sed a resolution declaring
that as Mitchell had been adjudged guilty of felony and
sentenced to transportation, and as he has neither en-
dured the penalty nor received a pardon, he is incapable
of election to the House.
On the IGth an excited election was heW at Stoke-

upon-Trentj for a member of Parliament. There were
three candidates, including Dr. Kenealy, who was
lately prominent as counsel fur the claimant of the
Tichborne estate. Kenealy was elected bv 2,000 ma-
jority, and was admitted to his place in the House with-
out opposition.

The Bank of England rate of discount has been
placed at 'i\ per cent.

The captain and thirteen of the crew of the ship Sid-
ney Dacres, from San Francisco for Liverpool, which
W.1S abandoned off the Skellig Islands, and have been
missing, have arrived, with the remainder of the ship's
company, at Valentia.

General Wolseley is to be sent to the colony of Natal
to reorganize the defensive system and regulate affairs
with the natives.

In 1874, 1,43.5,000 tons of coal were shipped from
Liverpool and Birkenhead; in 1872 the total shipment
was 319,000 tons.

A Dublin dispatch of the 21st inst. states that John This great work has been accomplished by the nnaii

Mitchell has issued an address to the electors of Tippe- efforts of AUesandro Torlonia, the wealthy and pul

rary, presenting himself again as a candidate for Par- spirited Roman banker, after ten years of incess

liam'ent. A large meeting of his supporters has been labor and the expenditure of more than 35,000,0001

held in Tipperary. It is believed there will be no op- or between six aud seven millions of dollars,

position to his re-election.
|

Advices from Port-au-Prince state that about t

Advices from Zanzibar state that a fleet of British thirds of that city was destroyed by fire on the nigh

men-of-war have bombarded and captured Fort Mom- the 11th inst. The loss is about $2,000,000, and 60<

bazique, on the Island of Morabaz, off the east coast of 700 families were rendered homeless.

Africa. Seventeen of the garrison were killed and fifty
|

United States.—President Grant has issued a
{

wounded. Two slave ships were captured, with 300 clamation requiring that the Senate should be convei

slaves on board. |on the 5th of next month, to receive and act upon si

Liverpool, 2d mo. 23d.—Uplands cotton, l%d.; Or- ^ communications as may be made to it on the part of

leans, 7i a 8d Breadstuffs quiet. Executive.

A Stockholm dispatch of the 19th says : A match I An address to the people of the south and southw

factory in Gottenburg, crowded with work people, took has been issued from Washington by the Democn
fire to-day. The flames spread with such rapidity that ' members of Congress from those parts of the U. Sta

the employees in the upper stories were cut off from They entreat every white man in the south to be a pe

escape, and many perished in the flames or were killed commissioner, and maintain the kindliest relations w
by jumping from the windows. Fifty-one lives are re- the black man, and to see that the negro is protectee

ported lost.
|
his right to vote as he pleases. Patience and forbf

An encyclical from the Pope to the Prussian bishops auce are urged as the duty of all.

is published. It denounces the ecclesiastical laws, and
excommunicates members of the clergy who accept
benefices from the State.

A Paris dispatch of the 18th says : The Right and
Left Centres have agreed on a new bill for the organi-
zation of the Senate. It provides that the Assembly
shall appoint seventy-five Senators, who shall be irre-

movable. The remaining two hundred and twenty-five

are to be elected by the Councils General, the Muni-
cipal Council, and the Councils of Arrondissements,
and one-third of that number is to be renewed by elec-

tion every three years. President MacMahon has
agreed to renounce for the Executive the prerogative
of appointing a portion of the Senate. -A Paris dis-

patch of the 20th states that the Left has decided to

support the aforesaid bill for the organization of the
Senate. This course was advised by Gambetta, who
showed the danger there was that the Bonapartists
would take advantage of affairs remaining long in the
present unsettled condition. The Assembly had an im-
portant and excited session on the 22d inst. The floor

and galleries were crowded, and the auditors showed
'

B deepest interest in the proceedings.
Motions' declaring " urgency" for and in favor of the

immediate consideration of the plan agreed on by the
Right and Left Centres for the organization of the
Senate, were made and carried, whereupon the mem-
bers of the Right withdrew from the chamber and the
sitting was suspended for a few minutes. When they
returned one of them mounted the tribune and declared
the Senate would lead to dissolution and anarchy. He
threatened that if measures were voted imposing on
President MacMahon the necessity of organizing the
republic, the deputies of the Right (monarchists) would
resign in a body.
The Assembly then resumed the consideration of the

Senate bill. Duval, Bonapartist, again moved an amend-
ment that the Senate be elected by universal suffrage.
The motion was rejected—the Bonapartist Deputies
only voting for it.

Wallon, Bonapartist, offered an amendment provid-
ing that the Senate be composed of 300 members, of
whom the Departments and Colonies shall elect 225
the Assembly 75. The amendment was adopted—422
to 261. At this point a motion was made and carried,
that the bill for the organization of the public powers
be made the order of the day for to-morrow, and the
sitting was adjourned.

Prince Bismarck's health is precarious, and a Berlin
dispatch says that he will take a vacation of six months
at the request of the emperor.
The items of Spanish news last week were not of

much interest. The headquarters of General Moriones
;
ave been established near the town of Puenta la Reina,

in Navarre. Count Valmaseda has been sent to Cuba.
It is reported that the father of Don Carlos and others,

raised a large sum of money in London last week to
carry on the war in Spain.
Three iron-clad war vessels and 2500 troops are to be

sent to Cuba at an early day.
The Oermania newspaper, having published the re-

cent encyclical from the Pope to the Prussian bishops,
has been confiscated and its proprietors are to be pro-
secuted. The governments of various States of this
empire are investigating the causes of emigration from
(iermany. They will endeavor to remove them by
facilitating the acquirement of small estates and by op-
posing the action of emigration agents paid by transat-
lantic governments.

Letters from Rome mention that Lake Fucino in the
Abruzzo has been successfully drained, and many thou-
sands of acreslof highly fertile land been reclaimed.

Allen T. Caperton has been elected U. States Sens

by the Legislature of West Virginia. Caperton
formerly a member of the Confederate Senate.

Minnesota Legislature has chosen S. J. R. McMil
to represent that State in the Senate. He is at pres

Chief Justice of the State Supreme Court.

There are now 2025 miles of narrow-guage rail

in the United States, of which 179 miles were buill

1871, 470 miles in 1872, 509 miles in 1873, and)
miles in 1874.

The interments in Philadelphia last week numhe
355. There were 54 deaths of consumption
mation of the lungs, 21 scarlet fever, and 19 old age

Business in the chief commercial
suspended on the 22d inst., and there were few qut

tions of market prices.

The Philadelphia cattle market was dull. Ab
2900 head of beef cattle sold at 7 a 7J cts. per lb. g
for extra, 8} cts. for a few choice, 5J a 6J cts. for

to good, and 4 a 5 cts. for common.
Sheep sold at 4 a 72^ cts. per lb. gross, and ho|

$11 a Sll.SO per 100 lbs. net for corn fed. Recei

5000 head. New OWearw. — Superfine flour, $4..

higher grades, $5 a $6.25. Corn, 90 a 93 cts.

72 a 73 cts. Hay, $25 a $27. Lard, 14J a 15 cts.

Louis.—No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.06. Mixed cc

63i a 65 cts. Oats, 50^ a 57 cts. Rye, $1.05. I*
134^ cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A teacher competent to take charge of the be

study room, will be wanted at the opening of theSu!

mer Session ; the latter part of the 4ih month.
Application may be made to

Joseph P.-ismore, Goshenville, Chester Co., I
Thomas P. Cope, No. 1 Walnut St., Philada.'

Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St.,
''

NOTICE.

"Selections from the Poets," 3rd edition,

sale by Jacob Sraedley, at 304 Arch Street. Price

cloth, plain, $1.50 ; in cloth, black lines $1.60.

WANTED.
A Governess for Westtown Boarding School, to*t

on her duties at the opening of the next Session.
Apply to

Elizabeth C. Scattergood, West Chester, P«
Hannah Richardson, Wilmington, Del.

Hannah Evans; No. 322 Union St., Philadi

Lydia L. Walton, Moorestown, N. J.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE,
Near Frankford, {Twenly-third Ward,) PhUadeif^

Physician and Superintendent—JosHtTA H. WOB!
INQTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients i

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boar*
Managers.

Died, on the 10th inst., at his residence in this i

Benjamin C. Hornok, in the 70th year of his ag
member of the Western District Monthly Meeting.

WILLIAM H. "pile, "printer,'
'"""

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Remarkable Visit of Ann Mercy Bell.

(Continued from page 219.)

"The 22Dd, she appeared in Spittal-fields

market, and was ftxvorably received bj^ the

people. And though she was much weakened
in body, by frequent and laborious exercise,

she had a living and powerful time afterwards

in Cox's Square. Here she again preached
the essential baptism, administered by Christ

himself, without the unnecessary aid of sym-
bols and ceremonies, by the living water of

that spiritual river which purifies the soul,

and refreshes the spirit of every citizen of the
new J erusalem. The generality of the people
were solid, and several much tendered.

The 23rd, as the people broke up from their

several places of worship, she stood up, at the

East-gate of Exeter-Exchange in the Strand,

and preached to a large concourse. Amongst
other things, she remarked how apt the gener-

ality are to rest in external performances :

which, if ever so exact to ancient practice,

are but figures or shadows; showing, by an
apt allusion, how the baptismal water of the
gospel, and the life-giving blood, partaken of
in the Lord's supper, botli issue from Christ;

as did the water and blood from his side, when
pierced by the Roman soldier; pointing Him
out for all to look unto, as the one essential

baptizer, and dispenser ofthe true communion.
A weighty and solemn time it was, for near
tbe space of an hour. Towards the conclu-
sion, something was thrown at her, and passed
pretty near her head ; which the whole bodj-

of the people resented, and the party otfend
ing was immediately seized ; but through the
mediation of the friends who accompanied
her, his liberty was, with some difficulty, pro-

cured.

In the afternoon, she attended the Savoy
Meeting; after which she appeared near tbe
end of Suffolk Street, by Charing Cross;
where she was fervently concerned, and en-

abled to preach the necessity of repentance,
as a preparation against an approaching time
of trial, wherein the Almighty would thin the
multitudes of this metropolis, and other parts
ofthe nation, and make the most presumptu
ous of mankind know, that he is God, and
that the supreme dominion is rightfully his.

She also expressed a further sight, she was

then favored with, of the wide-spreading of
the light and spirit ofthe Lamb, the flourish-

ing state of the true and living church, and
the holy sabbath that should ensue. The
crowd was very large. Some, about the skirt

of it, Tvero rudely talkative; but many of

those that were nearer, appeared grave, ten

der, and concerned, and declared their belief

of what she had prophetically delivered.

The 26th, she appeared in Newgate Market,
to a large and attentive audience, in a clear,

instructive, and persuasive testimony, which
was well and satisfactorily received". From
thence she went to Smithfield

;
where a large

number presently collected round her. To
these she delivered some close and weighty
observations and admonitions ; but, by reason

of a few drunken abusive persons, who were
uncommonly rude and noisy one amongst an-

other, she proceeded not so fully as in many
other places.

The 27th, in the morning she was at the
Savoy Meeting; and in the afternoon, went to

the lower part of Hungerford Market, where
she had the favorable attention of a consider-

able number, for about half an hour. Then
coming to the upper part of the market, she

stood up again ; and beginning first with the

children, who were numerous, she proceeded
to the parents, and then to all, in a very
ively, sweet, and powerful manner. Many
of the people were tenderly touched, and
parted with her very atiectionately.

From thence she went to St. James' Market,

so called ; which she first passed through, call-

ing to repentance, and coming to the lower
side, where the people had most room to stand,

they flocked up to her, and she delivered her-

self to them with good ability and perspicuity.

The minds of many, both old and young, were
tenderly and solidly brought to acknowledge
to the truth, and heartily wished success to

her concern, wherever she went.
The 30th, in the morning, she appeared in

the high road at Shore Ditch. The people,

at first, seemed amazed and awkward, but

afterwards became attentive. And as the

place was a little inconvenient, she removed
into a square court in the neighborhood, where
she tenderly expostulated with them for about
half an hour ;

during which they were very
still, and several of them much affected.

The 3rd of the 10th month she had an op-

portunity, fli-st, in Shadwell Market ; a second

in Eateliff Highway ; a third in a court adja-

cent ; and a fourth in a yard belonging to one

of the inhabitants, to pretty good satisfaction.

The 7th, in the morning, she set out, intend-

ing for Stepney ;
and passing through White

Chapel, a concern fell upon her to slop there

She made her first stand just without the bars,

and delivered a strong and lively testimony

to a great number, gathered before her. She
appeared twice, afterwards, at the lower end

of the street, in a considerable degree of thi

life, wisdom, and love ofthe truth.

Proceeding then to Stepney, she had an ac

ceptable time with part of an Independent
congregation, who had just broke up their

own meeting; together with several others,

who stayed and heard her with sobriety and
attention. Their preacher stopped also, and
showed himself to be a man of a candid dis-

position, and christian behavior.

About this time, one who, according to her
own voluntary acknowledgment, had lived so

void of a true distinguishing sense of religion,

that she could sit under anj' sort of ministry
with equal indifference, fell in with our friend,

andreeeived a strong and livingtouch through
her testimony ; and, a few months after, she
declared, upon her death-bed, that by keeping
close in obedience to that Divine light, which
then convicted her, she had found remission

;

ind, after some sensible and afi'ecting exhor-

tations, to several who were present, appeared
to dej)art in the peace and love of God.

The lOlh, Mercy walked through the Fleet

Market, calling to repentance, and made her

first stand in the new-buildings on the east

side; a second in the old Meal Market, under
cover, the weather being unfavorable, where
she concluded with a few words in prayer

;

and in the afternoon, she appeared, in the

great yard of the Fleet prison, amongst a con-

siderable number of prisoners. All pretty

well, tne circumstances ol things considered.

From hence, her time was much taken up
in visiting the sick, and by some indisposition

of her own, till the 25th, when she attended,

the forenoon meeting at the Savoy ; and in the

afternoon, passed through Carnaby Market,

calling to repentance; and then stopping in

an open part, had an opportunity with a con-

siderable number of people. Her next stand

was in Gold Square. She stood a third and
fourth time in two opposite sides of Soho
Square, and a fifth in Greek Street. The
generality at every place behaved pretty well.

The power of Truth was with her, and car-

ried her through, though apparently under

much bodily weakness.
The 3rd ofthe 11th month, she appeared in

four different places in and about the Mint,

in Southwark, and afterwards visited some
prisoners in their own apartments.

The 4th, she attended the forenoon meeting

at Gracechurch Street. After dinner, she ap-

peared near the Ship Inn in the Borough. A
second time in Three Crown Court. A third

time at Margaret's Hill. A fourth time ic

the area before the New Prison. A fifth time

by the end of Long Lane ;
this place being in-

convenient for standing, rendered many ofthe

people restless and noisy; therefore she passed

on to Lant Street, and appeared, a sixth time,

to a veiy large number, greatly to satisfac-

tion. After taking a little refreshment, she

went to the evening meeting at Gracechurch

Street.

This was a very laborious day's work ; but

the power of that Spirit which truly quickens,

bore her through the service, with great

strength, serenity, and sweetness. 'Twas a
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day of admirable favor, not to be forgotten

by me, nor, I believe, b}- many more.
" The iOth, she bad two acceptable opportu-

nities, one at Brook's Market, the other at

Covent Garden.
The 13tb, in the morning, she attended a

marriage at Graceehurch Street Meeting. In
the afternoon, she appeared in four different

parts of Wapping ; and in the even!ng bad a

meeting in Friends' Meeting House there, with
a considerable number. She had a hard com-
pany to labor amongst, in everj' one of these

places; but was enabled to discharge herself

pretty thoroughly.
The 2nd of the 12th month, in the mornin^

she entered upon her service at the lower en^
of Rosemary Lane, where she appeared at
four different places. At the first, second, and
third, the people were quiet, and behaved well
The fourth was in a very disagreeable situa-

tion, amongst a drunken dissolute company;
many of whom bore the marks of prostitution
and infamy, and carae running up in a wanton
indecent manner. She .stood in silence a
while, till the power of truth arose over them

;

ftnd then, stepping upon a bench, declared
with uncommon fervency and awfulness, the
great day of the Lord to them, in a senten
tious flow of weighty truths, for about a
quarter of an hour, and concluded with an
ardent and compassionate address to the Al-
mighty, on their account. The generality,
afterwards, appeared very much altered both
in countenance and behavioi-, departino- with
Bobriety and thankfulness.

"^

In the afternoon she had throe solid oppor-
tunities in Kent Street, and afterwards at-
tended the evening meeting at Graceehurch
Street."

(To be continued.)

miro-glyceritie.—OioW the applications of
glycerine, the most curious one is that of
making an explosive compound for blastincr
rocks, &c., of which there are now not les?
than seventy or eighty tons consumed
ally.

In 18-17 an Italian chemist named Sobrero
working in the laboratory of Pelouze, dis-
covered that the action of concentrated nitric
and sulphuric acid upon glycerine, produced
a peculiar oily liquid, having among other
properties that of exploding when struck bv
a hard body, or when heated. At first it was
only regarded as one of the many curious
compounds that are born every day in the
chemical laboratory. Any practical applica-
tion was not thought of, for the glycerine then
was too expensive a substance to enter into
conripetition with other substances used in
making explosive compounds. It was re
served for a Swedish chemist, named Nobel
to make an application of this oily compound
called nitro-L'vceriiiiA nnr) K,t;.v, ,.„'._ .called nitro-glycerine, and by improvement
the process of its manufacture, and the con-
sequent imi.ulse it gave to the separation and
purihcation ot glycerine, it is now a substance
of every day use by those engaged in raininj;
and in large engineering works, requirin-r the
removal of largo bodies of rocks and'not-
withstanding it is an extremely dan-erous
8ub.stanceto handle, and many lives a.id'much
properly have been destroyed by it, contract-
or.s on large works say that they prefer using

Inshrine mercies in gratitude.

For " The Friend."

John Griffith.

(Continued from page 218.)

Of Kirklington Meeting, and of the nature
of spiritual worship, and of the inward teach-
ings of the grace of God, John Griffith has
penned as follows: "Friends having without
my knowledge, given notice to their neigh-
bors, and to divers people of account in the
world ; it is likely they expected great things
from one come so far to visit them ; and some
perhaps hoped to get credit by that day's
work ; but we see sometimes when man ap
points, the Lord disappoints ; which in the
issue seems to have been the ease here. I sat
the meeting, •rt'hich was very large, in silence
to the great mortification of many present,
some of whom, one might have expected from
their appearance and pretensions, understood
the nature of spiritual worship better, than to
have been so anxious after words. It proved,
I think, as painful and exercising a meeting
as ever I knew, to which the expectations of
Friends and others did not a little contribute.
At the conclusion I was fully satisfied that I

had discharged the service required ofme that
day, in an example of silence, in which I had
peace. I could perceive great uneasiness in
many under our name, at the silence of the
meeting. This evidently discovers a mourn-
ful degeneracy, seeing silent worship is so
directly consistent with our Christian profes-
sion of the inward teachings of the grace of
God that brings salvation, which hath ap-
peared to all men, and teaches all who dili-

gently hearken thereunto, that no time is

more suitable than when assembled together,
unitedly to wait for this blessed teaching, and
thereby receive a renewal of our strength
Ilow absurd is it for those who profess Uiis
teaching, and access to the Fountain of all
good, to depart therefrom and gaze at the
clouds, or depend on the conduits and water
spouts, as if it was in their power to fill them
selves, and so to supply their wants! Foi
although the servants have at times, by the
Lord of all, been used as a means for our help
and edification, yet such means or helps are
not so essentially necessary to the spiritual
worship professed by us as a people, but that
It may be as effectually and as acceptably per-
formed without them, in an awful solemn
silence: than which nothing can be more
reaching and convincing to those in whom
the d ivine witness is regarded, and t may

mindsalso tend greatly to raise that in th^
of such where it is depressed.

" Some have remarked, that those who have
been convinced in the silence of our meetino-s
have generally stood their ground in religion
best. The reason is plain, because they have
at the very first laid hold of and embraced the
very substance of religion; whereas, the un
derstanding may be, in a great measure con-
vinced by testimony, and the mind much ten-
dered and affected with lively declarations of
the truth

;
but all this goes off sooner, and

will leave such minds destitute, unless they
happily come to be fixed under the teachings
of the grace of God in themselves, and have
to sit under their own vine and under theirown fig-tree, where none can make them
afraid. None need to be ashamed of a solemn
awful silence before God, and in the sight of
men; seeking the Lord, who will be found of
all such, and will, by his secret, invisible
power, vindicate that sort of silence in the
hearts of all who suffer his pure witness to

arise. All who reject the voice of this holy
witness, may justly be disregarded by God's
people, so as not to be discouraged by what
they say on that account. But on the other
hand, when any thing of this nature is done
in the form and by way of imitation only,
there being nothing supernatural to support
and defend the same, it must necessarily fall
untler contempt, and like the salt that has
lost its savor, will be trodden under the feet
of men. That Scripture passage is very ob-
servable, where some undertook to cast out
devils in the name of Jesus, whom Paul
preached. It is plain the evil spirits knew
notwithstanding their pretences, that they
wanted power to subject them; and there-
fore answered these imitators and pretenders,
'Jesus I know, and Paul I know, but who are
ye ? and the man in whom the evil spirit was,
leaped upon them, and prevailed against them',
so that they fled out of the house naked and
wounded.' I instance this passage to show
how inefficacious imitation is : those would do
well to consider this, who, upon a serious ex-
amination, do not find the Lord with them in
their religious performances; for assuredly
nothing can stand approved in his sight, nor
maintain a dignity worthy of him, in this state
of probation, but the product of his own Spirit
in us. Therefore, let, all who profess spiritual
worship, greatly dread being found in sense-
less stupid silence, although it be in the very
same form which the people of God have been,
and are still led into; knowing, that the
and most consistent form is of little avail
without the heavenly power. I perceived that
some were much offended with me, for abiding
in the station in which the Lord placed me
that day, which they did not altogether for-
bear letting me know by words; neither did
I let them pass without some close remarl
on their sorrowful state and great blindness.
In about a week after, I received a long letter
upon the subject, setting forth amongst other
things, how great a mystery it was to the
writer, that a person in my station, travelling
from one nation to another, should disappoint
people. Friends and others, by such unac-
countable silence. Had not I discovered sufl

cient cause to believe that this Friend was not
then what he had been, Gis letter would have
been as great a mystery to me as my silence
in that meeting was to him. When I had
l)erused the letter, I was most ea.sy to let it

pass without answering.
" This was a time of great anxiety to me,

and I have made the above remarks, as I have
felt my mind opened thereto; for no other
reason, than as a caution or warning to all:

professors of the blessed Truth into whose-
hands this may come, that they may watch i

and pray continually; lest, by departing from i

the pui-e leadingsof Truth in themselves, they
fall into the like absurdities ; manifesting f
others, that they are but mere pretenders 1

spiritual worship; and also for encouragement

i

to painful travellers in the work of the Gos-
pel, whose lot, in the course of their service, i

may fall amongst such, to whom they may,
be as signs and gazing-stoeks, because theiri
time is not always ready. What makes such
examples more necessary in some places,
the busy forwardness of unskilful ministers
imougst themselves, who may be too apt to
feed the people with a multitude of words';
perhaps frequently recommending silence in
words, but not sufficiently by example. 1
have seen it much my place, especially ait'
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ome, to show Friends by my example, tlio

enefit and necessity of silence, and as it were,

lead them into it. And as may be seen by
his account, I often found it my duty to sit

eatings appointed for mo in silence; (being

t times greatly distressed in a sense of the

t^tates of the people,) like a sign unto them,
of what they ought to be more in the practice

of. This indeed was no easy task to the flesh,

as the expectation of the people was greatly
[towards me, being come from far to visit

rehem
;
yet there was no remedy but patience

[and resignation to the Divine will, without
[whose assistance, I knew it was in vain to at-

Itempt any thing by way of ministry. My
way of travelling, as above hinted, often silent,

|was looked upon then by many, as a strange

and unusual thing ; but some others have been

led pretty much in the same track ; however
I had mostly great peace and inward strength,

to stand my ground therein, as all will who
follow the Lord whithersoever he shall be

to lead them."
Attending several meetings, J. GriflSth re-

marks :
" Most of-them were to me trying and

laborious. I was not much opened as to min-
istr}'. Friends in many places had need be
brought from words, to the one eternal in-

spcaking Word." At another place he says:

"I had nothing given me to deliver by way
of public testimony; divers Friends there ap-

peared to me then, and more since, lively and
sensible of the work of true religion

;
yet I

apprehend, the exjiectations of too many were
after words that day, which was to be dis-

appointed. O that all were really turned to

the divine Word, that they might never be
disappointed."

(To be continned.)

George N". Briggs, of Boston, Mass., left

among his jiapers, a review in his own hand

—

brief, hut comprehensive, and not more re-

markable for its terseness than for its modesty
and simplicity. It is impossible to read it

without obtaining from it an impression of the
simple dignity, the sterling integrity, and the
true, but unobstrusive greatness of his charac-
ter. " I was six times elected to Congress from
the Berkshire District, and seven times cho-

sen 'Governor of Massachusetts. I never asked
a man to vote for me for either of these offices,

or asked a man to attend a political convention
where I was nominated, or to use any influ-

ence in any way to promote my election to

either of these offices. During the seven
years I was Governor of Massachusetts, I

nominated four Judges of the Supreme Court,
and fourteen of the Court of Common Pleas,

Seventeen of them were appointed and con-

firmed
; one who was nominated Judge of the

Supreme Court, Charles Allen, declined. The
nomination of Judge of the Supreme Court,

was once offered to Eufus Choate, but he de-

clined it. I do not now remember, in all the
appointments, that there was a personal re

quest, from a single one of the persons ap-

pointed, or anything like a personal solicita-

tion on the part of their friends."

Selected for "The FrienJ."

He who desires to .become a spiritual man
must not be ever taking note of others, and
above all, of their sins, lest he fall into wrath
and bitterness, and a judging spirit towards
his neighbors. O children, this works such
great mischief in a man's soul as it is miser-
able to think of; wherefore, as you love God,
hun this evil temper, and turn your eyes full

upon yourselves, and see if you cannot dis-

cover the same fault in j'ourselves, either in

times past or now-a-days. And if you find it,

emember how that it is God's appointing
that you should now behold this sin in an-

other in order that you may be brought to

acknowledge and repent of it, and amend
your ways, and pray for your brother, that
God may grant him repentance and amend-
ment, according to His divine will.

I tell thee, dear child, if thou couldst con-

quer thyself by long-suffering, and gentleness,

and the pureness of thy heart, thou wouldst
have vanquished all thine enemies. It would
be better for thee than if thou hadst won the

hearts of all the world by thy writings and
wisdom, and hadst miserably destroyed thine

own soul by passing judgment on thy neigh-

bors ; for the Lord saj^s :
" And why beholdest

thou the mote that is in thy brother's eye,

but considerest not the beam that is in thine

own eye ?"

—

John Touler.

Gifts from the hand are silver and gold, but
the heart gives that which neither silver nor
gold can buy. To be full of goodness, full of

cheerfulness, full of sympathy, full of helpful

hope, causes a man to carry blessings of

which he may be himself unconscious a
lamp is of its own shining.

Acquiescence in the Divine Will.—We should

endeavor not to be distressed about any thing,

but to take every event for the best. I

prehend this to be a duty, and the neglect of

it to be a sin. For, in truth, the reason why
sin is sin, is merely because it i& contrary to

the will of God. If, therefore, the essence of

sin consists in having a will contradictory to

the known will of God, it seems clear to me,

that when He discovers His will to us by
events, we sin if we do not conform ourselves

to it.

True piety, which only receives its compl
tion in heaven, is, nevertheless, so replete

with consolations, that they fill its beginning.

its progi-ess, and its crown. It is a light so

resplendent that it brightens every thing

which belongs to it. If some grief be inter-

mixed especially at its commencement, this

proceeds not from virtue ; for it is not the

effect of that piety which has been begun ic

us, but of that impiety which still remains.

Eoot out impiety and your joy will be unal-

loyed. Let us not, therefore, ascribe this sad-

ness to devotion, but to ourselves, and let us

only expect relief in our own sanctification.

What Is past ought to give us no uneasiness,

except that of regret for our faults, and what
is to come ought still less to affect us, because

it is nothing with regard to us now, and per-

haps we shall never live to see it. The present

is the only time which is properly ours ; and
we ought to use this in confoi-mity to the will

of God. To this our thoughts should be prin-

cipally directed. Yet the world is generally

so restless, that men scarcely ever think of the

present time, and the instant they are now
actually living, but of those in which they arc

to live ; so that we are always in a disposition

to live in future, but never to live now. Our
Lord hath not chosen that our foresight should

extend beyond the day that is present. These

are the limits which He requires us to observe,

both for the sake of our salvation and for our

own repose.

—

Pascal.

Mouut Shasta in AVintcr.

In an account of his recent ascent of Mount
Shasta, Cal., John Muir, the State Geologist
of California, says

:

" I watched the sky with great caution, for

t was easy to see that a storm was approach-
ng. Mount Shasta rises ten thousand feet

above the general level in blank exposure to

the deep gulfstreams of air, and I have never
been in a labyrinth of peaks and canons where
the dangers of a storm seemed so formidable

as here. I was, therefore, in constant readi-

ness to retreat into the timber. However,
by half past ten o'clock I reached the utmost
summit. I spent a couple of hours tracing

the outlines of its ancient lava-streams, ex-

tending far into the surrounding plains and
the pathways of its ancient glaciers, but the
wind constantly increased in violence, raising

the snow in magnificent drifts, and forming it

nto long, waving banners that glowed in the

sun. A succession of small storm-clouds struck

against the summit pinnacles like icebergs,

darkening the air as they passed, and produc-

ing a chill as definite and sudden as if ice-

water were dashed in one's face. This is the

kind of cloud in which snow flowers grow, and
I was compelled to begin a retreat, which,

after spending a few minutes upon the main
Shasta glacier and the side of the 'Crater

Butte,' I accomplished more than an hour be-

fore dark, so that I had time to hollow a strip

of ground for a nest in the lee of a block of

red'lava, where firewood was abundant.

"Next morning, breaking suddenly out of

profound sleep, my eyes opened upon one of

the most sublime scenes I ever beheld. A
boundless wilderness of storm-clouds of dif-

ferent age and ripeness were congregated over

all the landscape for thousands of square

miles, colored gray and purple, and pearl and
glowing white, among which I seemed to be

floating, while the cone of Shasta above and
the sky was tranquil and full of the sun. It

seemed not so much an ocean as a land of

clouds, undulating hill and dale, smooth pur-

ple plains, and silvery mountains of cumuli,

range over range, nobly diversified with peaks

and domes, with cool shadows between, and

with here and there a wide trunk caiion,

smooth and rounded as if eroded by glaciers.

I gazed enchanted, but cold gray masses drift-

ing hither and thither like rack on a wind-

swept plain began to shut out the light, and

it was evident that they would soon be mar-

shalled for storm. I gathered as much wood
as possible, and snugged it shelteringly around

my storm-nest. My blankets were arranged,

and the topmost fastened down with stakes,

and my precious bread sack tucked in at my
head, I was ready when the first flakes fell.

All kinds of clouds began to fuse into one, the

wind swept past in "hissing floods, and the

storm closed down on all things, producing a

wild exhilaration.

"My fire blazed bravely, I had a week's

wood, a Eack full of bread, and a nest that the

wildest wind could not demolish, and I had,

moreover, plenty of material for the making
of snow-shoes if the depth of the snow should

render them necessary. The storm lasted

about a week."

If the best of us are but in the land of the

living, partakers of life invisible, and divine,

how much have we to be thankful for, how
much to answer for

!
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Blessings ofDisappoiniments.—A man hurries

breathlessly to the frharf, in 3i-der to reach a

departing steamer—he is a ievi minutes too

late I the plank is drawn ; and as be watches

the statelj- vessel plough her way through

the blue waters, she seems to be plunging

through his very heart. How provoking !
he

exclaims to the half-smiling, half-pitying bj

Btanders. He goes home sulky, he retires

sulky to bed, and wakes up to read in the

morning paper, that "a few hours after leav-

ing port, a steamer took fire, and when last

seen, was floating on the water a burning-

wreck I" He fancies himself clinging in de

spair to a sinking billet of wood, and his very

blood runs cold when he thinks how near he

came to being on board that death-freighted

vessel. And yet the ver}- next time the man
is thrown out by Providence, in some favorite

plan, he is slow to apply the lesson of the

past, and thank his Heavenly Father for a

disappointment. I do not pretend to be

very apt learner, but many of my best
'

through life have been taught me by the same
stern old schoolmaster, disappointment. And
one lesson I learned was, that this world was
not made onlj' for me. If it had been, the sun

would have shone just when my haj- needed

it, and the rain would have fallen only when
my garden needed to be watered. But God
goes on and orders things as pleaseth him
best, without consulting us. And when our
schemes were thwarted the stern school-

master said : The world was not made for

you alone, don't be selfish. Your loss per-

haps is another's gain. The rain that spoils

j'our new mown hay, makes the blade of corn
to grow faster in your neighbor's field. The
fall in grain that cuts down your profits, will

help the poor widow in yonder cottage to

buy bread cheaper for her orphan babes. Do
not be selfish.

"To know all about Christ is one thing: to

know Christ is quite another thing. Nay,
the first kind of knowledge may actually
hinder the second. Let us beware, lest by
dwelling too minutely and exclusively on the
earthly surroundings of our Lord, we dim to

ourselves the glory of His divine Person. It

was not flesh and blood which revealed to
Peter that in Jesus of Mazareth he beheld the
Son of the living God.
And the warning :—That the kind of know-

ledge we most crave after is not always the
kind of knowledge that is best for us. To
those ' brethren of the Lord,' was their know-
ledge of Christ's daily life all through those
years a blessing to them? No: 'for neither
did His brethren believe on Him.' " Let Bible
students, in their curious antiquarian Ve-
searches, ever remember this.

"I never intended to do more, he told his
eldest son, than not csccod my income. Provi-
dence having placed me in a situation in
which my charities of various kinds were
necessarily large. But believe me there is a
special blessing on being liberal to the poor,
and on the family of those who have- been so;
and I (loubt not my children will faro better
even in this world, for real happiness, than if

I had been saving twenty or thirty thousand
pounds of what has been given away.

—

Life
of Wilberforce.

More offend from want of thought, than
from any want of feeling."

SCHOOL LIFE.

I fat in the school of sorrow.

The Master was teaching there

;

But my eyes were dim with weeping

;

And my heart was full of care.

Instead of looking upward
And seeing His f;tce divine.

So full of tendere.st pity

For weary hearts like mine;

I only thought of the burdens,

The cross that before me lay,

So hard and heavy to carry,

That it darkened the light of day.

So, I could not learn my lesson.

And say, Thy will be done;
And the Master came not near me
As the weary hours went on.

At last, in my weary sorrow,

I looked from the cross above

;

And I saw the Master watching
With a glance of tender love.

He turned to the cross before me,
And I thought I heard Him say

:

" My child, thou must bear thy burden.
And learn thy task to-day.

" I may not tell the reason,

'Tis enough for thee to know
That I, the Master, am teaching,

And give this cup of woe."

So I stooped to that weary sorrow
;

One look at that face Divine
Had given me power to trust Him,
And say, " Thy will, not mine."

And thus I learned my lesson.

Taught by the Master alone

;

He only knows the tears I shed,

But He has wept His own.

And from them come a brightness

Straight from the Home above.
Where the School Life will be ended,
And the cross will show the love.

THE KITE.
BY JOHN NEWTON.

Once on a time a paper kite

Was mounted to a wondrous height,

Where, giddy with its elevation,

It thus express'd self-admiration :

"See how yon crowds of gazing people
Admire my flight above the steeple

;

How would they wonder if they knew
All that a kite like me can do?
Were I but free, I'd take a flight.

And pierce the clouds beyond their sight;

But ah ! like a poor pris'ner bound,
My string confines me near the ground

;

I'd brave the eagle's tow'ring wing.
Might I but fly without a string."

It tugg'd and pull'd, while thus it spoke,
To break the string—at last it broke.
Depriv'd at once of all its stay,

In vain it tried to soar away
;

Unable its own weight to bear.

It flutter'd downward through the air
;

Unable its own course to guide,
The winds soon plunged it in the tide.

Ah I foolish kite, thou hadst no wing,
How couldst thou fly without a string?

My heart replied, " O Lord I see
How much this kite resembles me!
Forgetful that by thee I stand.

Impatient of thy ruling hand
;

How oft I've wished to break the lines
Thy wi.sdom for my lot assigns!
How oft indulg'd a vain desire
For something more, or something higher

!

And, but for grace and love divine,
A fall thus dreadful had been mine."

A wise man will desire no more than what
he may get justly, use soberly, distribute
cheerfully, and live contented with.

For "The Friend."

Although the following was addressed to

Friends in William Edmundson's day; believ-

ing it might be of use to the readers of " The
Friend," I should like to see it published in

its columns, if approved. Friends in the be-

ginning or rise of this Society, were concerned
to keep the world and the things of it unc
foot, or, as "William Penn says, "a servant,

and not a master." The Apostle Paul says,

"Godliness with contentment is great gain,"

&c. And again he says: "They that will be
rich, (mark, they that will be rich,) fall into

temptation, and a snare, and into many foolish

and hurtful lusts, which drown men in de-

struction and perdition. For the love of
money is the root of all evil, which while
some coveted after, they have erred from the
faith, and pierced themselves through with
many sorrows." Oh !

" that we may arise and
shake ourselves as from the dust of the earth,

and put on once more the beautiful gar-

ments," &c., and be as lights in the world,
that we may come to live in that which gath»
ered this Society in the beginning to be a
people, and which alone can preserve it.

Ohio, 1st mo. 30th, 1875.

A Postcript to an Epistle from LciJister Prorince Meeting.

;

When the Lord first called and gathered U8'
to be a people, and opened the ejes of our un-
derstandings, we saw the exceeding sinfulness <

of sin, and the wickedness that was in the
world

;
and a perfect abhorrence was fixed in

our hearts against all the wicked, unjust, vain,

ungodl}', unlawful part of the world in all re-

spects. We saw that the goodly and most
lawful things of the world were abused and
misused ; and that many snares and tempta-
tions lay in them, with troubles and dangers
of divers kinds, which we felt the load of, and
that we could not carry them, and run the
race the Lord had set before us, so cheerfully
as to win the prize of our salvation. Where-
fore our care was to east otf this great load
and burthen, viz : great and gainful ways of
getting riches, and to lessen our concerns
therein, that we might be ready to answer
Christ Jesus our Captain, who had called us
to follow him in a spiritual warfare, under the
discipline of his daily cross and self-denial.

Then the things of this world were of small
value with us, so that we might win Christ;
and the goodliest things thereof were not near

so that we might be near the Lord; for

the Jjord's truth out-balanced all the world,
even the most glorious part of it. Then great
trading was a burthen, and great concerns a
great trouble ; all needless things, fine houses,
•ich furniture and gaudy apparel, was an eye-

sore. Our eye being single to the Lord, and
to the inshining of his light in our hearts,

this gave us the sight of the knowledge of the ':

glory of God, which so affected our minds
that it stained the glory of all earthly things

;

and they bare no mastery with us, either in

dwelling, eating, drinking, buying, selling,

marrying, or giving in marriage. The Lord '

was the object of our eye, and we were all ,

humble and low before him, self being of small
repute. Ministers and elders in all such cases,
walked as good examples, that the flock might
follow their footsteps, as they followed Christ,
in the daily cross and self-denial, in their
dwellings, callings, eating, drinking, buying, '

selling, marrying and giving in marriage. And
this answered the Lord and his witness in all !
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-nsciences, and gave us great credit among
jen.

I
But as our number increased, it happened
(at such a spirit came in among us, as was
nong the Jews, when they came up out of

g3'pt. This began to lools back into the

orld, and traded with the credit which
as not of its own purchasing, striving to be

eat in the riches and possessions of this

orld. Then great fair buildings, in city and

untry, fine and fashionable furniture, and
)parel suitable, dainty and voluptuous pro-

sion, rich matches in marriage, and ex-

ssive, customary, uncomely smoking of to-

icco came into practice, under color of being

wful and serviceable, far wide from the foot-

eps of the ministers and eldei-s whom the

ord raised up, and sent forth into his work
id service at the beginning; and contrarj'

the example that our Lord and Master

arist Jesus left us, when he was tempted in

e wilderness with the kingdoms of the world,

id the glory of them, which he despised
;

id of Moses, who refused the crown of

gypt, and to be called the son of Pharaoh's

lughter ; rather choosing affliction with the

jrd's people—having a regard to the re-

mpense of reward. And the holy apostle

rites to the church of Christ, both fathers,

mng men and children, advising against the

ve of the world, and the fashions thereof,

ihich are working as the old leaven at this

^ry time, to corrupt the heritage of God,

^d to fill it with briars, thorns, thistles, tares

id wild grapes, to make the Lord reject it,

iid lay it waste. But the Lord of all our

jercies, whose eye hath been over us for

!od, since He gathered us to be a people,

d entered into covenant with us; according

his ancient promise, is lifting up his Spirit,

a standard against the invasion of this

^emy, and raising up his living word and

<stimony in the hearts of many, to stand in

id fence up the gap, which this floating,

igh, worldly, libertine spirit hath made, thai

lids from the footsteps of those that follow-

^irist ; and know him to limit them with his

^unds, and dare not in their own will and

fne, lay hold on presentations and oppor-

^nities to get riches, which many have had,

id refused for truth's sake, and the Lord
ith accepted thereof as an offering, and re-

irded them with great comfort, to the praise

his great name.
William Edmundson."

For "The Friend."

M'liat Is It.

Eeturning some time since from Meeting
a First-day through one of the more rural

S'eets of a neighboring town, the attention

Cthe writer was attracted to two boys, ap-

Irently about seven and nine years of age,

aproaching him at right angles in a crossing

Beet in advance, the oldest of whom was
ernestly engaged in trundling an ordinary

hop.

On reaching a point that was clearly within

taring distance, the one who had been beat-

i;; his hoop with so much intent suddenly

^)pped, and without parleying, seized the

hop and lifting it up in the air, sent it

viirling into an old sand quarry near by, ex-

c.iming in an earnest and decided manner as

b did so ;
" There, Til be a sinner no longer

!"

\ihat was it that induced that little boy thus

tideprive himself of the pleasure of trundling

ti hoop, not only on that day but in future.

for his hoop was in a manner destroyed ?

There was no outward reproof administered
;

no one was in sight but the two before men-
tioned, yet this little boy gave very decided
evidence that something had convinced him
he was doing wrong and induced him to take
up the important resolution, to be "a sinner

no longer." It is an interesting inquiry, and
perhaps cannot be more appropriately an-

swered than by making use of the language
contained in Tract No. 117, issued by the

Tract Association of Friends, entitled " What
Is It ?"—and of which, if it is rightly remem-
bered, no pai'ticular notice has ajjpeared in

" The Friend."
" What is it, my little boys and girls, that

causes you to feel uneasy and unhappy when
you have done wrong? And what is it that

brings such happy, joyous, and innocent feel-

ings to your heart when you have done that

which is right, or turned away from evil? It

is nothing less than the Spirit of the Almighty
God, who is all purity, and cannot dwell with

the evil without testifying against it. Listen

to this voice and obey it, and it will lead j'ou

safely to Heaven ;—turn away from it, and it

will turn away from you, and the evil one

will lead you down to the chambers of death.

The Spirit of God strives with the children

of men to draw them to that glorious Hea-

venly home where our blessed Redeemer, the

Lord Jesus Christ, who laid down his life to

save us from our sins, has gone before to pre-

pare a place for his children.

Here is an anecdote that will illustrate this

for you.
At one time, many years ago, a little boy

had been unwilling to yield to his mother's

wishes. He desired to have his own way
and go with some rude company, and he had

spoken unkindly to her in regard to it. When
night came, the good Spirit in his heart re-

minded him of his improper behavior to his

careful mother, and caused him to feel uneasy.

He could not sleep ; there seemed to be thorns

in his pillow, and he turned it over and over

to make it feel comfortable. But all this

would not do ; the trouble was in his own
conscience. The Holy Spirit was pleading

with him to go and ask his mother's forgive

ness. At last it prevailed, and he crept

quietly to his mother's room and acknow-

ledged his unkindness, and sought her par-

don. She clasped him in her arms and pressed

a kiss upon his cheek. This was a turning

point in the little boy's life, and ever after-

ward he was more dutiful and respectful to

his widowed mother; and he grew up to be

a good and virtuous man.
This, dear children, is the effect of listening

to that inward monitor which is given to

every man upon the face of the earth, to con

vict him of sin and to lead him away from it

Oh, young man and young woman ! The
voice of God is pleading with you, too, to lead

you out from the follies and fashions of thi

world, and to draw you to sit down at the

feet of Jesus, as Mary did of old, that you

may learn the way of life and salvation.

The language formerly was, and still is unto

you, ' Come out from among them, and be ye

separate, saith the Lord, and touch not the

unclean things and I will receive you, and

will be a Father unto you ; and ye shall be

my sons and daughters, saith the Lord Al-

mighty.' It is also said in holy writ, ' They
that observe lying vanities, forsake their own
mercy.' Let not this be said of you, that ye

forsook your own mercies to taste the short-
lived pleasures of sin. Nothing will fully
satisfy the cravings of an immortal soul but
the Spirit of the living God revealing himself
within that Soul, and so giving it eternal life.

Many years since a young woman queried
thus with herself: 'What is that I feel which
condemneth me when I do evil, and justifieth

me when I do well? What is it?' She knew
not; and in this state of mind she went to a
large public meeting of Friends. That man
of God, George Fox, was present, and soon
stood up with the words, ' Who art thou that
quoriest in thy mind. What is it which I feel

which condemneth me when I do evil, and
justifieth me when I do well ? I will tell

thee what it is : Lo ! He that formeth the
mountains and createth the wind, and de-

clareth unto man what are his thoughts ; that
maketh the morning darkness, and treadeth
upon the high places of the earth ; the Lord,
the God of Hosts is his name. It is He, by
his Spirit, that condemneth thee for evil, and
justifieth thee when thou doest well. Keep
under its dictates, and it will be thy preserver
to the end.' The young woman in after years
declared that, ' It was the truth, the very
truth, and I have never departed from it.'

"

For "The Friend."

Some time since we received from a friend

in England, a little work entitled, " The
Saints travel to the Land of Canaan ; Wherein
are discovered Seventeen false Eests, Short of

the Spiritual coming of Christ in the Saints,"

&c., by E. Williamson, " a member of the
army," originally printed in 1648, and a new
edition put forth in 1874.

We have perused this work with much in-

terest, finding it to contain a great deal that

is instructive, and appropriate to the condi-

tion of the professing church at the present

day. There are however expressions in some
parts of it, which we think objectionable, as

being liable to a construction that would indi-

cate a want of full acknowledgment of all the

benefits resulting from the coming of Christ

in the flesh. Not that we suppose the author

to be unsound on that point, but that the lan-

guage used is at times, so obscure and illy

guarded, as to impress the reader unfavorably.

We take the following, from the preface by
the present editor, as being worthy of close

attention from all our readers:
" The lapse of more than two centuries has

not diminished the value of these weighty

counsels, nor made the writer's warnings less

necessary. On the contrary, it may be feared

that the perils of his perilous days have much
increased in ours; that the by-paths then

opened up for the decoying and destruction

of each awakened soul have now been exceed-

ingly multiplied ; that the form of godliness

—

developed under manifold alluring disguises

on all sides, apparently almost up to its ex-

treme limit—has nearly banished the true

power of the Living God in man from the

earth, and caused the want of it to be unfelt

;

while, in some of his now highly esteemed

manifestations, the god of this world, the

father of lies, can be discerned hardly by the

very elect of God, as other than an angel of

light, or his ministers other than ministers of

righteousness.

In one form or another, where there is not

utter indifference, some religious activity, or

other outcome of man, is everywhere put in

the place of the lowly, brokenhearted, sighing
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after God, till it might please Him to burn up

all that which, in its fleshly zeal, is so ready

to stand up in His presence, and to work, as

it supposes, on His behalf. 31en are taught

to •'cnerate for themselves various forms of

'conversions' and ' helievings,' out of their

own smitten consciences, anxieties, and nat-

ural religiousness ; instead of lying low under

the hand of the Blessed One, until they might

receive from Him that faith which is His

gift, and given by Him only in His time and

will. And in place of a daily crucifixion with

Christ, wrought out by the operation of the

Holy Spirit, salvation is made to consist in, or

to depend on, the doing of something in a

religious way 'for God.' Man must bring

something to the Most High, instead of truly

yielding up himself, that God may, in very

deed, be the only Worker of all that is done

in him and by him; and 'exercises,' 'ordi-

nances,' and duties of manifold kinds, are look-

ed to, and relied on, to beget and feed the Life

ofCod, which is Christ, in the soul, to the ex-

clusion of all true waiting, and of any real

coming into contact with that Divine Holi-

ness, which must kill before it can make
alive.

It is looked on as natural that Christ should

have had nothing but denunciation for the

eminently religious men in Israel during His

daj-s on earth ; but no entrance is permitted

to the thought that His language would be

the same, or more condemnatory, against re-

ligious men now. Others may have been^ure,

beyond all undeceiving, that they were spirit-

ually rich, and hoi}', and beloved of God,

when they were blind, and naked, and miser-

able ; but this, it is assumed, cannot be the

condition of the earnest religionists of these

days. Others, while full of zeal for God, and
ready to give their lives for every letter of

the Scriptures, could yet be the bitter enemies
of God, and of all that was truly of Him; but

there is supposed to be no such danger, or

possibility, with respect to those who now
idolize the Scriptures, and burn with religious

zeal.

And so Israel still, as always, while cruci

fying every living manifestation of the Lord,
looks back with loathing and reprobation on
those who, in times past, killed the Prophets,
and Servants, and Sons of God, and builds

their sepulchres; assured that thej- them-
selves are Abraham's seed, and that the Holy
One is served, and obe3-cd, and loved by them
Now it is only in death to all that Self-will

Self-wisdom, and Self-godliness, which set up
and carry on, all the various ' worships' and
holy doings of this da}', as of Wilkinson's day,
that Christ within, the Light and Life of God
in the soul, is formed; and the eye opened to

apprehend the enormities which the zealous
flesh has been working, in all good conscience,
under the self-wrought belief that it was offer-

ing most holy and acceptable sacrifice to God.
To some heart here and there, wearied of

busying itself with its own doings and heliev-
ings, weary of striving to warm itself and
keep up warmth with sparks of its own kind-
ling, this book may come as the very voice of
God, to tell it of a Rest and Peace, of which,
as yet, amid the din of man's vaunted substi-
tutes, no tidings even have ever reached its

cars—to toll it of a God and Christ, from
whom the earnest religious man, with his im-
aginary conceptions of these, has put himself
at a greater distance than the outcast objects
of his pity, the publican and sinner—to tell it

of a religion which is the possession of the

divine Love Himself, and the being possessed

by Him ; to be found and felt only through

the being brought ofl:' from all the holy per-

formances and imaginations, by virtue of

hich Self, with the highest professions of

subjection and devotion, sits in His temple,

and shuts Him out.

It is not likely that those who are wedded

to their various idols, yea, mad upon them—
those in Ephraim, both priests and people,

who are drunk with wine and strong drink

—

will be moved even by what these pages set

forth. The hope is rather for the hidden

ones here and there, who tremble at God's

word, and cannot make up a peace for them-

selves where He has not spoken it. By these

there may be seen here the finger of God
pointing to Him who, when brought forth in

the soul, is—after a manner which earnest

man cannot teach, but which he has almost

succeeded in keeping all from knowing, or

desiring to know—the Way, and the Truth,

and the Life.

The Writer does not treat of that which he

had learned from books, even the best of

books, or from man, or the fashion of his day,

or by the exercise of any natural or cultivated

faculties applied, in a spirit even the most de-

vout, to the holy Scriptures ; but of that

which he had been made to see, and feel, and
handle; of that into the experience and pos-

lion of which he had been led by the

Spirit of God, through the crumbling down
under his feet, again and again, of all that in

which, in common with others, he had tried

to find a resting-place for his soul. The floods

in mercy came in time against his beautiful

house ; and the winds, before it was too late,

blew upon it, and revealed to him that its

foundation was on the deceitful sand, though
he, with the multitudes around him, account-

ed it to be the solid rock. And thus he was
fitted to declaj»e to others with authority, and
not as learned Scribes, that God Himself alone

is the soul's portion and rest, and not any
knowledge, or notions, or feelings, respecting

Him ; or doctrines, or ' truths,' or religion,

or holy exercises, or zeal, or preachings,

or prayings, or (as he would have added
had his lot been cast in our times) 'holin

by faith'—which is but one of the advanced
forms under which religious Adam puts forth

his hand, and appropriates what seems good
and pleasant to his eyes—or ' consecration
meetings,' or singings, or any of this day's
further numberless inventions, and sentimen-
tal fleshly excitements."

Patient Waiting on the Lord.—The Leader
of souls does not make the way of his pilgrims
(lifticult or dangerous. He either removes the
stumbling-blocks which naturally lie in the
way, or He strengthens His people to over-
come them, by giving them exceeding great
and precious promises on which to lean. Lis-
ten, then, to the voice of your Guide. He
continually cries " Follow me." Look to the
pillar of cloud before you

;
go when it goes;

stand still when it stands, and rest quietly till

it moves again. Watch and wait, at all times,
for the preparation of the Gospel of peace.
Do not 1)0 idle or drowsy, but "wait on the
Lord ; be of good courage, and He shall
strengthen thy heart." Thus you will go
from strength to strength ; for he that waits
upon the Lord renews his strength. How
gracious is our Lord ! He entreats and prom-

ises more than he commands. Let us nev.

forget that it is the Lord, by His Spirit, wl
alone can renew or strengthen the heart, ai

make our sfiirit steadfast with God. Not
vain do the Scriptures speak of the faith ai

patience of the saints, by whjph they inhei

the promises ; but it is the patience of Chri

that we need. Sow, then, in patience
;
pla

patience ;
water in patience ; and the co

will grow in the blade, ripen in the ear,

produce a rich harvest. Walk the naiTC

way with patience ; run the race set befc

you, ever looking unto Jesus; so shall y,

certainly attain the prize of the high calli:;

of God in Christ Jesus.

—

Arndt.

For "The Friend.

Henry Hayilock.

In the account given of this Friend
" Piety Promoted," we are told he resided

Warrington, in the county of Lancaster, Ei,

land, a faithful man in life and conversatii

and walked as becometh the blessed truth,,

which he made profession.

When he was upon his dying bed, and
outward appearance, nigh gone, the Lc
raised him up by his divine power, to the i

mirmion of those j)resent, to bear a livi

testimony for Him, which was in this ^
" Friends, I was never a public preacher

all my life
;
but now by the power of God

am one at my death. Glory be to God 1

evermore, who hath the life and breath of

men in his hand, and can lengthen at '.

pleasure ; who knows how to dispose of
'

Therefore, friends, be you all faithful to \

Lord, for great things will the Lord bring

pass for his people, who are true in thi

hearts to him. Such as serve God faithful

they shall have a living reward from hi

and their rest shall be with the Lord Jeil

Christ; which rest my soul is already enteil

into, and is set down with God in the Pa •

dise of his pleasure, taking its repose w i

God the Father, and our Lord Jesus Chr .

and all the holy men of God since the foun

tion of the world. And though my body
down to the earth, yet my soul and sp

'<

shall have its residence with the living C I

in heaven, where they who are unfaithfu )

the Lord, cannot come. I was well nigh •'

last breath, but the Lord loosed my ton;?

that I might declare of his goodness."

Again he said, " The Lord in my healtl 1

days did put his living word in my heart, ; i

though I have been by some looked uporB

a stripling, and as one that knew not m b

of the things of God, yet my soul hath :
d

many sweet seasons and opportunities."
" I have a very good wife, faithful d

loving to me, and three sweet children ;
I

them, that I may kiss them before I die

my time here will not be long." So i

brought one of his daughters to him, to wl

he said, " Thou art Elizabeth, my youn
daughter. Silver and gold I have not n:

to leave thee ; thou hast hitherto been a -

child, the blesfsings of the living God rest u a

thee, and the blessing of me, thy dying fat r,

be with thee also." Then he took his i.

and said, "Thou art Eoger, my sweet
In thee I have taken great delight

;
yet

thy father is about to take his last bre;

and that which I desire of the Lord, is, -

he will bless thee and thy two sisters, i<l

bless you all, that you may keep up ray nf e.

and live as your father hath done. Thou I

have not filled up the number of many yt -

yet I, thy father, do witness peace with G
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,
Then he called for his daughter Alice, and

aid, "Thou art Alice, my first born, and I

)ve thee well." After kissing her afiection-

itely and bidding her farewell, he then said,

1

1 have now made an end of what lay upon
,iy mind ; therefore, everlasting, living, pure,

[ivisible God, into thy band of power I re-

Dinmend my soul." He lay still and quiet

11 a little before his departm-e, when the

angs of death seized on him ; then were his

ghings many, yet had the savor of life in

lem. Afterwards he lay still and very quiet,

sjoicing in his spirit, and said, iiMy soul doth
iiagnify the Lord, and my spirit rejoiceth in

'od my Saviour, who hath saved me from
n ; but what shall I say to the rebellious?

f they will serve the devil, they will have a

\d portion iu the end."

He said, "Though there may some of all

srsuasions find salvation, yet that people in

orn called Quakers, who are really faithful

I God are satisfied in God, and they know
Ivation to their immortal souls, having been
deemed by Jesus Christ, who is come to

ive many."
Once more recommending his soul into the
mds of his blessed Redeemer, he departed
lis life the 5th day of the Fourth month, in

he year 1G88, aged about thirty-three years.

"The Science of Health" thus calls atten-

lon to a fact which cannot be too frequently

jiforced on people's minds : "The pernicious

libit of breathing through the mouth while

eeping or waking is very hurtful. There
(•e many persons who sleep with the mouth
|)en and do not know it. They may go to

jeep with it closed and awake with it closed
;

it if the mouth is dry and pai'ched on wak-

g, it is a sign that it has been open during
pep. Snoring is another sure sign. This
kbit should be overcome. At all times ex-

[pt when eating, drinking or speaking, keep
ie mouth firmly closed, and breathe through
le nostrils, and retire with a firm determina-
pn to conquer. The nostrils are the proper
••eathing apparatus—not the mouth. A man
jay inhale poisonous gases through the

i.outh without being aware of it, but not
trough the nose."

[Little Crosses.—Christ comes to us morni

f morning to present to us for the day that

iopening divers little crosses, thwartings of

ir own will, interferences with our plans,

isappointments of our little pleasures. Do
je kiss them and take them up, and follow

1, His rear, like Simon the Cyrenean? or do
13 toss them from us scornfully, because they
je so little, and wait for some great affliction

* approve our patience and our resignation

i His will ? Ah ! how might we accommo-
(tte to the small matters of religion generally

liose words of the Lord, " Take heed that ye
(jspiso not one of these little ones!" Despi:

I't thy little sins; they have ruined many
^ul. Despise not little duties; they have

Jen to many a 8a\'ed man an excellent disci

ine of humility. Despise not little tempta-
ti'DS; rightly met, they have often nerved
t^e character for some fiery trial. And des

Jse not little crosses; for when taken up, and
lli'ingl}' accepted at the Lord's hand, they
Ij.ve made men meet for a great crown, even
te crown of righteousness and life, which
tie Lord hath promised to them that love

Xva..—Colburn.
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We know there is such a thing as Chris-
tian liberty, and that it ought not to be unduly
iutringed or trifled with. -But this liberty has
its laws and limitations ; so that, even in

things that are not evil in themselves, the
Christian may not always have freedom to
consult his own pleasure alone. Circum-
stances may so alter the relation and influence
of our actions, as to render that wrong for us,

which abstractedly considei'ed, has nothing
in it to be condemned. We are so dependent
one upon another, and so easily influenced
one by another, that we cannot rightly es-

cape having reference, more or less eltectively,

to the consciences of others. Therefore the
Apostle Paul says, ' All things are lawful tor

me, but all things are not expedient; all

things are lawful tor me, but all ihings edity

not." So that although he was fully per-

suaded by the Lord Jeaus, there " is nothing
[that is no created thing] unclean of itself,"

yet he observes, " If thy brother be grieved
with thy meat, now walkest thou not charit-

ably. Destroy not him with thy meat, for

whom Christ died."

The gospel is not an artificial science gov-
erned by, or dependent upon, occult or undi-

vulged laws, to be searched out, regulated,
and applied by the cultivated reason of man

;

but, iu one sense it is a system of divinely re-

vealed truth, and iu another or a higher sense,

it is the power of God as made known to, and
producing its saving efi'ecLS upon the soul,

i'here may be changes, or even improvement
in methoUs of thought, or in the range and
application of our progressive knowledge of
the requirements of the outward rules, or of

the law written in the heart ; but no such ad-

vances, can, in the nature of things, rise

above, or set free from the terms, or me ope-
ration of that crucifying, transforming power,
which alone can bring man to be born again,

and live the life of a child of God.
Our Heavenly Father is equal in all his

ways. The truths which He has been pleased

to reveal to his fallen creature, man, are, so

to speak, perfectly parallel with each other,

and there can be no inconsistency between
one part of his work and another. Nothing
connected with the substitution of his will for

our own, as the governing principle of our
life and conversation can be small, or of little

account. The unaided reason of man is not a
criterion by which, " the things that belong
to his peace" can be accurately measured or

determined. -Reason, cultivated reason, may
easily be so deceived, as to count this or that

of so small importance, as to be unworthy of

serious consideration ; while lack of obedience

iu that very thing, may be covertly but ef-

fectually obstructing progress in the strait

and narrow way ; and it may betray into es-

teeming that highly, " which is an abomina-
tion in the sight of God." Want of thorough
submission to the anointing, thatis truth and
no lie, and which alone can make the eye sin-

gle and fill the whole body with light, may
BO dim the spiritual vision, that the require-

ments of the Spirit of Truth may be unrecog-

nized, and " Christian liberty" be claimed, for

indulging in that which is really the fruit of

not wearing the yoke of Christ.

It is true there are peculiarities oftempera-

ment, and influences of education and associa-
tion, that give color to the mental perceptions,
and vary theproportions and the intensity with
which different parts of the Christian religion
affect ditterent individuals. This, for want of
unreserved attention to the guidance of that
Holy Comforter, who leads into all truth, may
give rise, and has given rise, to differences of
construction on some points of faith and prac-
tice. But neither these partial views, nor j'et

claims to clearer unfoldings of divine truth,
can alter fundamental principles, nor require
a reconstruction of the gospel plan of salva-
tion. So Christian liberty, while it will sub-
mit to be restricted itself, rather than cause a
brother to offend, can never be a valid plea
for the infringement of testimonies for which
the servants of Christ are called to stand as
witnesses before the world.

It would be an unprecedented anomaly, to
find those who have long been obedient scho-
lars in the school of Christ, and continue to
learn of Him, citing the knowledge and expe-
rience they have attained, as an excuse for
greater laxity in life and conversation than
that allowed their brethren. Eather are they
disposed to feel, as did the Apostle, ".Not as
though'they had already attained, either were
already perfect," but the continued necessity
to watch and pray, lest by giving, heed to the
tempter, they may relax in selfdenial and
perseverance, and thus cease to press towards
the mark for the prize of the high calling of
God in Christ Jesus. There is also in the
mind of a true born child of the Most High, a
feeling of deference to the judgment of his

fellow cross-bearing brethren
; especially those

more experienced than himself; accompanied
with a strong desire to be knit to them in
the unity of the Spirit ; and such are constant-
ly on the watch that no exercise of Christian
liberty on their part, may administer cause
for stumbling to the young and inexperienced.
But there is an intellectual knowledge in

spiritual things, which, being unaccompanied
by that humility which is a product of divine
tuition, puft'eth up. Those who are filled with
this knowledge, can readily speak of what
they consider the ignorance, the bigotry, or
the prejudices of others, who walk more strict-

ly than themselves; and assert their own
clearer vision, by which they have discovered

there is nothing in this practice, nor anything
in that long observed testimony ; which older

and far more experienced disciples have found,

and still find to be of importance for preserva-

tion in the strait and narrow way.
Alas for us as a people! we have abundant

opportunity for learning the truth of these

things, by what is passing among us ; and
weirwill it be, if, in mercy, the spiritual "ear
is open to discipline," and the members of our
religious Society are made willing to learn by
the things that they suffer.

How many there are among us who appear
to be in sympathy with the religious princi-

ples held b}' Friends, so far as they under-

stand them intellectually, but who are yet ig-

norant of the life and power, which alone

can give those principles value and efliciency.

These may, in measure, conform to the habits

and practices into which all faithful Friends

have been led by the Spirit of Truth, and be

in harmony with the action of the meetings

to which they belong; and yet the daily life

of not a few, bears testimony to their unwil-

lingness, if not aversion, to undergoing the

thorough, heart changing work of Divine
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Grace, wliich the principles ther profess, de-

inaDcl. "Would that to th-se the exhortation

of the Apostle might come home with power:

" This 1 say then, Walk in the Spirit, and ye

shall not fulfil the lust of the flesh. For the

flesh lusteth against the Spirit, and the Spirit

against the flesh, and these are contrary the

one to the other ; so that ye cannot do the

things that ye would."

For those, who, under the plea of Christian

liberty, or of not having felt it required of

them to observe, what" they designate the

minor teatimonies,hiive broken, or are breaking

down the hedge with which the blessed Head
of the Church"^ enclosed our religious Society,

separating it from all others, inasmuch as they

cannot but see that the result is not only to

admit much into our midst which is destruc-

tive of our best interest, but to invite and in-

cite the young and inexperienced to wander

away into the enticing paths of the unregen-

erate world, the language ofthe Apostle ought

to call forth serious consideration, even were

they otherwise justifiable in the course pur-

sued, and not going counter to the self-deny-

ing life divinely prescribed for us as a people

:

'• Take heed lest by any means this liberty of

your's become a stumbling block to them
that are weak," and through thy supposed

superior knowledge, " shall the weak brother

perish, for whom Christ died."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—Madrid dispatches of the 28th state that

the Carlists attacked Bilboa two days previously. After

a severe conflict they were repulsed. The Alfonsists

subsequently attacked the Carlists in their entrench-

ments and were in turn repulsed. The losses in killed

and wounded were heavy on both sides.

Pampeluna has been supplied with a large quantity
of provisions and ammunition.
The Carlists threaten another strong effort against

Puycerda.
A Bayonne dispatch of the 1st inst. says, that fighting

continues in the neighborhood of Bilboa.

The coalition between the Republican, or left wing
of the French Assembly, and the moderate conserva-
tives has been firmly maintained, resulting in a defeat
of the schemes of Legitimists and Bonapartists alike.

On the 2.3d ult. the Senate bill was considered in

detail and passed clause by clause. The fullowing are
its main features : It apportions the number of Senators
to each department. The Seine and Nord have five

each and the others four, three or two, according to

population. The Senators are to be elected by colleges
composed of Deputies of the Assembly, Councillors
General, Councillors of Arrondissements and delegates
from the municipalities.

Senators representing departments and colonies are
to sit nine years. One-third of their number must be
elected every three years. Those chosen by the Assem-
bly are irremovable. Vacancies by death, resignation
or cause before the expiration of the term are to be filled
by the Senate itself. The Senate, equally with the
Chamber of Deputies, is authorized to initiate law.s, but
financial bills must first pass the Deputies.
The Senate may become a high court of justice to try

the President of the Republic or his Ministers, or any
persons accused of conspiring against the State. The
first Senate shall be elected one month before the dis-
solution of the Assembly, and commence its duties on
the day the Assembly separates.
On the 24th the Assembly finally passed the bill for

the organization of the Senate, 448 to 241.
Having disposed of the Senate bill the Assembly took

up the hill for the organization of the public powers,
which passed the second reading about a month ago.
Amendments were made by the Right and the Bona-
parlists, but all were rejected. The clause implying
recognition of the Republic, which on second reading,
had a majority of one only, was adopted by a vote of
433 yeas to 262 nays. The bill was finally passed by a
large majority.

President MacMahon has invited Buffet, President of
the Assembly, to form a new Ministry, and he has un-
dertaken to do so.

On the first inst. the Assembly re-elected Buffet itf

President by a majority of 416. This vote shows that

Buffet will have the confidence and support of the

House if he succeeds in forming a Ministry. Martel,

Pasquier, Kendrel and Picard, were chosen Vice-Presi-

dents of the Assembly.
It is stated that Earl Derby has accepted from Spain

as indemnity for the Virginius outrage on British sub-

jects £500 sterling for each white and £300 for each

black man murdered.
Gladstone has published a pamphlet entitled " Vati-

canism," in reply to Dr. Newman and Archbishop

Manning. He maintains his original assertions
;_
eulo-

gizes Dr. Newman, whose secession, he says, is the

gfeatest loss to the English Church since Wesley's ; ac-

knowledges that the loyalty of the mass of the Catholics

is unchanged ; refutes Archbishop Manning's assertion

that the claims of the Roman Church are not changed

by the Vatican decrees, and points to the declarations

repudiating the doctrines of Papal infallibility and tem-

poral power, by means of which the English and Irish

Catholics have obtained full civil liberty.

A bill has been introduced into the House of Com-
mons by the Chief Secretary for Ireland, lessening the

penalties for the unlawful possession ofarms ; repealing

the law which authorizes the closing of public houses,

and the arrest of persons found out of doors at night in

the proclaimed districts, and removing the restrictions

on newspapers. The Marquis of Hartiugton, the new
Liberal leader, supported the bill, which passed the

first reading. It is thought that John Mitchell will be

compelled to withdraw from the election contest in

Tipperary on account of failing health.

Liverpool, 3d mo. 1st.—Uplands cotton, 7| a 8d.
;

Orleans, 8ld.
London.—U. States new five per cents, 103.

The Italian government surveyors have made a re-

port declaring tlmt Garibaldi's plan for the improve-
ment of the Tiber is pcacticable. The plan involves

the deepening of the channel in some place-s, and
straightening of its course so as to improve the naviga-

tion.

City of Mexico dispatches to the 16th ult. have been
received. An earthquake at Guadalajara on the 11th,

damaged houses and churches. The Sebaruco volcano
at the same time was in a violent state of eruption. The
shocks extended to San Cristabal, where houses were
destroyed and several persons killed. The religious

excitement in the country on account of the spread of

Protestantism is intense. A Protestant Bible reader
has been assassinated in Vista Hermosa. The Liberal
press demand the punishment of the perpetrators of
such outrages. A number of women have published
cards declaring that their signatures to the recent vio-

lent protest against the law abolishing convents were
obtained under false pretences. Others deny that they
signed the paper, and pronounce the signatures for-

geries.

Advices from Venezuela state that the revolution in

that Republic has ended. The rebels have delivered
up their arms and the leaders are allowed to leave the
country unmolested. No action is to be taken against
the others engaged in revolution, nor is their property
to be confiscated.

The South African diamond fields are now but little

worked, very few paying expenses. Not over 3000 per-
sons are now at the fields, while a few years ago there
were ten or fifteen times that number.
United States.—It is instanced as an evidence of

the character of the recent changes in political senti-
ment, that seven Confederate officers will be members
of the next Senate of the United States.

The House of Representatives, by a vote of 123 to
113, has passed a new Revenue bill, by which the tax
on distilled spirits is advanced to 90 cents per gallon,
that on tobacco is increased twenty per cent., and the
duties on sugar and molasses are advanced twenty-five
per cent, above the present rates. Cotton and woollen
goods and manufactures of steel and iron are to pay the
same duties they did before an abatement of ten per
cent, was made.
The Senate has passed bills for the admission of New

Mexico and Colorado into the Union of States.
The Civil Rights bill, in the form in which it passed

the House of Representatives, has been adopted by the
Senate, yeas 38, nays 26. The negative votes consisted
of the Democratic Senators together with a few Repub-
licans.

The total number of boxes and cases of oranges and
lemons imported into the United States in 1874, was
1,270,861, as against 816,922 in 1873

; showing an ex-
cess of 4-53,939 boxes and cases over the imports of 1873.
The number of interments in Philadelphia last week

was 404. The returns to the Board of Health for the
year 1874 show 19,387 births in Philadelphia, and

16,315 deaths. The returns of deaths are probal

more nearly complete than those of births.

The total earnings of the railroads and canals a
trolled by the Pennsylvania Railroad Company betwt

Pittsburg and New York, amounted last year to $8
368,427. The net earnings were 9!12,319,963, fn

which two dividends of 5 per cent, each have been p;

to the stockholders, leaving a surplus of $3,168,332
be added to the capital.

The U. S. House of Representatives, by a vote of 1

to 114, has passed a bill "To Provide against invasi

of States, to prevent the subversion of their author!

and to maintain the security of elections." Among
provisions is one suspending habeas corpus in certi

cases in the States of Louisiana, Arkansas, Mississij

and Alabama. «ffhe opposition earnestly oppo.sed I

measure, denouncing it as a Force law.

On the 1st inst. the Senate by a vote of 30 to

adopted a motion to lay the tax and tariff bill of 1

House upon the table.

The Civil Rights bill has been signed by the P
sident, and is now a law.

Michigan produced 16,384 tons of copper last yt

The Public Debt statement issued from the Treasi

the first inst., shows a decrease in the public debt dur
the Second month of $6,680,183. Currency balance

the Treasury, $10,319,098; coin balance $75,626,083
I%e Markets, &c.—The following were the quolati

the 1st inst. New York.—American gold 1.14J. U
sixes, 1881, registered, 1.18J ; coupons, 1.19|; do. If;

registered, 1.19; coupons, 1.19§ ; do. 5 per cents, 16

1.14|. Superfine flour, $4.60 a $4.85 ; Stote extra, $4:

a $5 10; finer brand.s, $5.50 a $9.50. No. 2 Chic.

spring wheat, $1.10 a $1.12 ; red western, $1.25 a $H
While Michigan, $1.33 a $1,34. Canada barley, $1,

Oats, 67 a 71 cts. Yellow corn, 84 a 84J cts. Phiia
pkia.—Uplands and New Orleans middling coti

16J a 17 cts. Superfine flour, $3.50 a $4.00 ; ext

,

84.25 a $4.75 ; finer brands, $5 a $8.00. Red wh-

$1.18 a $1.20; white, $1.25 a $1.30. Rye, 95 cts.

low corn, 79 a 80 cts. Oats, 65 a 69 cts. Lard,
a 14 cts. Beef cattle, 7 a 7J cts. per lb. gross, for

tra, and 4 a 6| cts. for common to good. Sheep 5 a 7}
per lb. gross. Hogs $10.50 a $11.25 per 100 lbs.

for corn fed. Baltimore.—-No. 1 Western amber wt
$1.20; No. 2 do., $1.18 a $1.19; Maryland white wh
$1.10 a $1.25. Y'ellow corn 78 a 79 cts. Chicago.—^'
spring flour $4.15 a $4.50. No. 1 Spring wheat, 90"8

cts. No. 2 do , 86J cts. No. 3 do., 82 cts. Corn i

62 a 68 cts. No. 2 oats, 52J cts. St. Louis.—No. 2
Western wheat, $1.06; No. 3 do., S1.02|. CorD,i

a 65 cts. Cincinnati.~Red wheat, $1.07 a $1.10. i

65 a 66 cts. Oats, 59 a 62 cts. Rye, $1.12. Larci

cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A teacher competent to take charge of the b

study room, will be wanted at the opening of the P
er Session ; the latter part of the 4th month.
Application may be made to

Joseph Pasmore, Goshenville, Chester Co., J

Thomas P. Cope, No. 1 Walnut St., Philada.

Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St.,

LECTURES ON HISTORY.
We have received a circular, informing that Joi

Thomas, M. D., proposes to deliver a course of tw
Historical Lectures at the Mercantile Library
each lecture treating on some one important epoc
age. Some noted character, representative of the

to be illustrated, will be introduced, and the prim
actors and events of the time, grouped around,
give a clear representation of the life, &c., of that pen

The Lectures are to begin on Sixth-day, theSlhi
at 8 o'clock p. M. : five dollars for the coiirse : fifty (i

for a single ticket.

WANTED.
A Governess for Westtown Boarding School, to «

on her duties at the opening of the next Sessic

Apply to

Elizabeth C. Scattergood, West Chester,!,

Hannah Richardson, Wilmington, Del.
Hannah Evans, No. 322 Union St., Phila;

Lydia L. Walton, Moorestown, N. J.

Died, at his residence at Concord, Belmont
Ohio, on the 23d of 12th month, 1874, Joseph K

'

in the 71st year of his age ; a member of Short C i
Monthly Meeting. He bore a protracted illness ik

patience and resignation, in cheerful submission t b«

Divine will, and passed quietly away, we trust >

more enduring inheritance.
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That was a precious and impressive lan-

lageof the Apostle : "Be careful for nothing;

t in every thing by prayer and supplication,

ith thanksgiving, let your requests be made
lown unto God : and the peace of God, which
sseth all understanding, shall keep your
arts and minds through Christ JoBUti." It

dams to the writer, that in this notable day
« treading down and of confusion, of remov-
i|.T the ancient land-marks which thy fathers

it, and of crying " Lo, here is Christ, or
' that which is above all things else

Jedful for u.s, is an inward, earnest gathering
1 the only stronghold, Christ Jesus; who
jsterday, to-day, and forever remains to bo
ije Light of Life, the Word nigh in the heart,

fjd the Power above every power unto all

tem who seek Him by prayer and supplica-

tm either for themselves or for the peace of

ijrusalem, whereof it is written, " They shall

psper that love thee."

lis it not manifest, as represented by the
lophet in his time, that this is a "day of
(jrkness and gloominess, of clouds and of
tjick darkness," and when, as is written again,
'jChine eyes shall look, and fail with long-

fe" &c., is it not evident, I repeat, that we
fled something more deep, living, and of
])wer with God, even earnest and eflfectual

j^atching unto prayer with all perseverance"
ijstem the current of degeneracy and world-
Ijess that has been permitted to set in upon
1^ insomuch that it would seem that nothing
Ijt "those things which cannot be shaken
ijiy remain !" Is it not evident that wo need
rore of the life and virtue of the Emmanuel,
Swell as more putting on of sackcloth, and of

Vieping between the porch and the altar, and
C;ing mightily unto the God of all grace,
tjit He would in wrath remember mercy;
tilt He would be jealous for his land, and
p.y his people ; and withal, pour out more
Itgely of His Holy Spirit, to the rejoicing of
ijs servants and handmaidens, and to the
e^fying of the body in love.

It is recorded of Nohemiah, that when he
lard of the captivity of his people, that they
" re in great affliction and reproach, and that

wall of Jerusalem was broken down, and
gates thereof burnt with fire, that he "sat

down and wept, and mourned certain days,
and fasted, and prayed before the God of
heaven, and said, I beseech thee, O Lord God
of heaven, the great and terrible God, that
kcepeth covenant and mercy for them that
love him and observe his commandments ; let

thine ear now be attentive, and thine ej'cs

open, that thou mayest hear the prayer of

thy servant, which I pray before thee now,
day and night, for the children of Israel thy
servants," &c. When the prophet Ezekiel
was sent unto the house of Israel, "to a re-

bellious nation," it was said unto him from
the Lord, " Open thy mouth, and eat that I

give thee. And when, says he, I looked, be-

hold, an hand was sent unto me; and, lo, a
roll of a book was therein ; and he spread it

before me; and it was written within and
without; and therewas written therein lamen-
tations, and mourning, and woe." He was
also required, under the type of a siege, to lie

upon his left side three hundred and ninety
days for the iniquity of the house of Israel

;

and to lie on his right side forty days for the
iniquity of the house of Judah. To which was
added, "Behold I will lay bands upon thee,

and thou shalt not turn thee from one side to

another, till thou hast ended the days of thy
siege." The prophet Isaiah saj^eth, " Behold
their valiant ones shall cry without; the
ambassadors of peace shall weep bitterly."

Jeremiah notes mournfully, " O, vine of Sib-

mah, I will weep for thee with the weeping
of Jager;" "the spoiler is fallen upon thy
summer-fruits, and upon thy vintage." The
prophet Joel declares in a day of blacksliding

and trial, " The priests, the Lord's ministers,

mourn." "Gird yourselves, and lament, ye
priests ; howl, ye ministers of the altar ; come,
lie all night in sackcloth, ye ministers of my
God." "Let the priests, the ministers of the

Lord weep between the porch and the altar,

and let them say. Spare thy people, O Lord,
and give not thine heritage to reproach," &c.

All these are significant scripture testi-

monies, and written for our learning. May
we let them have due place with us. Should
this wrestling, prayerful state, or these exer-

cises become general amongst us, how would
" the Lord of hosts be for a crown of glory,

and for a diadem of beauty, unto the residue

of his people, and for a sjiirit of judgment to

them that sit in judgment, and fo« strength

to them that turn the battle to the gate."

They, with the other remarks, have been sug-

gested by observations calling to "a diligent

spiritual labor," and "an awful solemnity to

be felt in meetings before any words were
uttered," contained in the following resumed
extracts from John Griffith's Journal, viz:

—

"At Penketh Meeting on First-day, my
spirit was deeply afflicted, under a sense of

too many professors sitting down at ease,

seeking to be fed with words and outward
declarations concerning the things of God. I

have found this much the case at some places

where eminent ministers have dwelt. Friends

have suffered their minds to bo too much
drawn from a diligent spiritual labor, to receive
the bread and water of life immediately from
the fountain thereof; and depended upon the
labor of such instruments, who are but as
clouds or wator-spouts ; having no power to

fill themselves or to feed the flock profitably,

until furnished for thatpurposa^ by the bounty
of the inexhaustible treasury of wisdom and
all sufficiency. Here the fountain is forsaken
for the stream's sake ; the eye being more to

the gift than the giver, which is an abuse of
the gift, and provokes the Lord to jealousy;
giving him just cause to withhold such instru-

mental means. The reason of such a danger-
ous mistake, to me is obvious, viz., because it

is found easier for flesh to receive by such a
medium ; "Let not God speak unto us, lest

we die, said the people of Israel, but let Moses
[the instrument] speak unto us." There is a
life that ought to die on the cross, which is

easier saved alive under testimonies, be they
ever so substantial and excellent, than under
the immediate teachings of Christ; whoso
voice is as a fire against ev;! of every kind,

and affords no peace after it is discovered,

until it be given up for destruction, and to be

purged away by- the spirit of judgment and
burning. This pure voice speaks to us in such

a manner, that we can byuo means turn it

off from ourselves by applying it to the states

of others; which may be done under the most
searching testimonies ; there being a partiality

to ourselves, which, through thedeceitfulness

of the heart, we are apt to fall into ; and also

to flatter ourselves, by supposing the pleasure

we take in hearing the doctrines of Truth de-

livered, arises from the good in us, when it

may be no other than the state of those to

whom the prophet Ezekiel's words and decla-

rations were as a lovely song of one that hath

a pleasant voice : for they heard his words, it

seems, with pleasure, but 3id them not; their

heart going still after their covetousness.

"I have made these remarks, because of the

very hurtful consequences I have often seen

and felt, by an over-anxiousnoss in people

after outward declarations; even to the ne-

glect of that great and necessary work, of

drawing near to God with true hearts ; in full

assurance of faith ;
wherein is our safety and

help. May this consideration deeply engage
all minds to return unto the great Shepherd
of Israel, who puts his own sheep forth and
goeth before them, leading into green pas-

tures, bringing them up from the washing pool,

bearing tvvins, none being barren amongst
them. I found it my place to give that meet-

ing an example of silence.

" From thence I went to the Monthly Meet-

ing at Hardshaw, wherein I sat a considerable

time in silent waiting upon and seeking the

Lord, who was pleased in his own time to

open a living spring of ministry, and truth

greatly prevailed, to the comfort and edifica-

tion of Friends. There were also divers not

of our Society present during the meeting for
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worship, one of whom expressed the sense he

had of an awful solemnity to be felt iu the meet-

ing before any words were uttered, which to

him exceeded words, or to that effect, as a

Friend told me afterwards. This, doubtless,

would be muck more the case with many who
at times come amongst us, were our religious

meetings held in the sensible feeling of the di-

vine power.
" From thence I went to Manchester, and

had a meeting, which was low an<l afflicting.

Some who should have been way-marks and

leaders of the flock, not keeping their own
spirits in due subjection to the peaceable spirit

of Truth, bad not maintained the unity th^e-

of, which is the bond of peace; whereby that

meeting was hurt, and the pernicious effects

thereof were painfully felt.

" The Yearly Meeting at Kendal was very

large; there being a great collection of Friends

from many parts, and large numbers of people

of other societies. It was divinely favored,

especially at the concluding meeting, wherein
God's everlasting Truth triumphed gloriously

and my poor depressed spirit, that had long

waded under the weight of wrong things, was
raised into comfortable dominion, and obtain-

ed, through the Captain of our salvation,

complete victory over those hard unmortified

spirits, undue liberties, and carnal lifeless pro-

fessors, under a painful sense whereof, I had
long mourned in my northern travels. Now
was I set over them all, for I sensibly per-

ceived, and livingly felt His eternal power set

over wrong spirits, and clearly saw that the

Lamb and his followers icill obtain the victory :

and although it hath been, and will be, through
great sufferings, yet those jcho patiently suff'er

with Christ, shall also reign with him. This
meeting crowned my service in those parts

;

after which I found my* mind at liberty to
embark for Ireland.

(To be continned.)

Cutting Files.— The exactness and skill

shown in file cutting attest the dexterity that
can be reached by constant practice. Files
are cut by hand and by machines, but the lat-

ter have not achieved any greater regularity
or precision than those cut by hand, and by
many the machine-cut files are considered
inferior. The blanks, as they are techni-
cally called, are steel strips in the shape of
files, and the tee^ are raised upon them
by small chisels, held in a peculiar waj" and
struck by a hammer. The frequency of the
teeth is determined by the force of the blow,
which raises the furrow on the blank; the
chisel is then slipped along until it strikes
the back furrow, and another blow is given

;

and 80 on until the file is completed. The
whole jirocess is as rapid in the hands of an
expert as writing, and goes on continuously,
from morning till night with no cessation.
An uneven blow does not destroy the file, but
injures the workmanlike appearance. Any
one who examines the files of commerce will
see their regularity. Some files are so small
that they will float in water, being a little
over an inch in length. They vary from this
size to thirty inches in length, the latter
being used in the heaviest machine and steam
engine works.— TAe Trade Bureau.

The keeper of the house for juvenile of-
fenders, in Boston, testified that of twenty
young men confined for crime, seventeen con-
fessed that they were first tempted to steal
by a desire to visit the theatre.

Anthony Bcnezft.

(Couolndtd from p.ige 2-22.)

The following letter containing many valu

able remarks on subjects of interest at the

present day, is given nearly in full.

" Philadelphia, 7th mo., 1783.

" My dear George,—Thy sympathy and the

kind care manifested in the delivei-y, &c., of

the pamphlets to the Governor and Assem
bly, afforded me comfort. The Governor has

since ^yRftten me a kind letter; in the post

script he says :
' As I consider myself under

peculiar obligations in my present station, to

be studious of promoting the true happiness

of society, I hope you will, without reserve,

communicate to me any hint that may occur

to you, and that I may be able to improve.'

This observation of the Governor has very
much strengthened my inclination to pursue
a consideration, which was the object of my
thoughts, at the time I received his letter,

with a desire to confer with thee upon it, viz

:

The case and situation of the Indians
; a mat

ter of the greatest weight as well in itself as

the mighty influence it may have upon th

happiness and safety of so vast a number of

helpless people, situated on the long extended
frontiers of the several provinces. The in-

considerate sallies of a thoughtless people,

subject to that hard taskmaster, their selfish,

cruel, wilful, and worse than savage nature;
lately manifested in the murder of the friend-

ly, innocent Moravian Indians ; the prevail

ing prejudice in the back settlements against
all Indians, as expressed in Braekenridge's
publication which I sent thee, so strongly in-

centive to the utter extirpation of the Indians,

appears to call for the most weighty considera
tion and (to me, it may not to others,) a duty
to endeavor to remove it, by giving the neces-
sary information to many otherwise well dis

posed, who are under inconsiderate and mis-
taken prejudices. There are scarcely any but
Isaac Zane and myself living, who hare at-

tended treaties, and endeavored to inform our-
selves of original Indian affairs. He joins me
in earnest desires that our experience of the
fidelity and candor of Indians, when uncor-
rupted by an intercourse with disorderly white
people, may not be buried with us, but com-
municated to such sensible, generous minded
youth, who may improve upon it, particularly
that instance of the power of grace in those
Indians known by the name of Moravian In
dians under the ministry of Papounnal ; theii

perseverance under the power of true piety,
during so long a course of yeai-s, and theii
giving up their lives in support of their testi
mony against war. Like their Master they
submitted to be led as lambs to the slaughter,
in resignation and patience.* Scarcely has
such an instance [before] occurred, all circu
stances c()fisidered. I have been straitened
and as it were pressed, till I could complete
the observations on Indians, which I here
with send thee. * * They may perhaps be

In the library at Westtown Boarding School, is a
volume containing, with the printed records of several
Indian treaties made during the year 1756, &c., a manu-
script account, in the hand writing of Anthony Benezet,
of the visit of Papounnal or Papoonung with several of
his company to Philadelphia in 17tiO, with observations
on the weighty expressions and other evidences of re-
ligious feeling which they manifested while here and
on their journey home. 'This account, with other in-
teresting particulars concerning these Indians and their
subsequent history, was printed in " The Friend," (vol
xviii. p. 29, &c.)

of service in the future, as a memorial of
benign extension of Divine favor to that

noceut symjjlicity of heart, which on sev'

instances has been found to prevail in Indi;

beyond many of high professing white
j

pie, with all their conceit, acquired kn
ledge, &c. Our Saviour chose such for

fellow laborers who wore likely to be
from conceit, and willing to submit to his

junctions.
" I also ^1^ thee four pamphlets relal

to Indian am^s. * * The largest, ca
' An Enquiry into the causes of the alienai

of the Delaware Indians, gives a summar
Indian affairs for more than fifty years ba

it was, I think, compiled by Israel Pem
ton,* and may be depended on -* * j

almost forgot mentioning my good fri

Frederick Post, whose Journal is at page
of the " Enquiry," &c., as honest a hear
one seldom meets with. I knew him well

;

loved him ; when I first knew him he had sp

seventeen years with Indians, among wfc

he was twice married to Indian women,
never met with a man who appeared n:.

disinterested and less regardful of dan;

when the good of mankind was at stake.
'

remembrance of the prevalency of this dif

sition in him, makes my heart as it were ju

with joy. ** The prevalency of self, in

shape or another, even in good, in gifted
]

pie, is the greatest impediment to ou^gro^v
it keeps us in a continual compass round
mountain instead of going forward. He w
some years past on a religious concern to v

the Indians on the Mosquito shore in the (

of Florida. I have several collectiong

Indian Memorials, Journals, &c., with •

volumes of Indian Treaties, Frederick Pc
second Journal, which thou mayst perus

reeable. It is what I could wish, as tl

are so few acquainted with Indian affairs,

the blessings conferred on our fathers

them in their mutual intercourse. If tl

hast not Brainard's Life and Journal I

send it, as it is edifying in itself, and gi

much light on the*disposition of Indians
cnse inaccuracies, for 1 am often obliged

write with my friends or pupils about m
I remain with near affection thine,

Anthony Benezet.

Several months previous to the date of

letter, from an apprehension of religious dr

Anthonj- Benezet had relinquished

profitable situation as teacher, to take cha

of the school recently established by Frie

in this city for the instruction of " black
]

pie and their descendants," in which emp
ment he continued until his death in 11

With the consent of the committee hav
the oversight of it, the school had been
moved to his house, and the " pupils" to >

he thus refers, were no doubt colored child

who were attending it. In reference to

* Israel Pemberton was no doubt concerned
preparation of this work, which was intended to cle

set forth the unjust measures that had been pursue
dealing with the Indians, and that had gradually a!

ated their friendship from the inhabitants of the \

vince, and induced them to seize the opportunity fo

venge, presented by the breaking out of the war wit!

French in 17.56. It was compiled in the hope tha

spreading a knowledge of these grievances, v
'

pacific counsels would prevail, and a reconciliatio:

effected. The authorship of the work, however, is

erally attributed to Charles Thomson, afterwards
"r.st Secretary of Congress, who at that time
usher in one of the "Corporation" schools under-
care of Friend.s in this citv.
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riends," the following passage from tlio

ieraoirs" ofhim, by Roberts Vaux, published

|1817, is interesting. "His habitation and
triarchal mode of living bore testimony to

) consistency of his practice with his pro-

sion. But humble as they were, his dwel-

g was the resort, and his hospitable table

i been spread for the entertainment of some
the worthiest characters of the country,

ilst few foreigners of distinction who came
Philadelphia left it without visiting him."
The observations above referred to were
)li8hed in 1784, without the name of the
hor, in a pamphlet of 59 pages, under the

e of "Some Observations on'the situation,

position and character of the Indian natives

this Continent." It contains an earnest
)09tulation to his countrymen against the

of warlike measures in dealing with the

lians, and an appeal to put into practice

principles of the religion they pi-ofessed.

ne parts of it containing sentiments appli-

\e at the present day are as follows. After
cribing the then recent massacre of inoffen-

blndians on the Muskingum, someofwhom
anged to the company originally gathered
Papoonung, he says

:

In vindication ofthis barbarous treatment,
leavers have been used, to make us believe

t the whole race of Indians arc a people
ine to every vice, and destitute of ever}^

tiie ; and without a capacity for improve-
nt. What is this but blasphemously to ar-

rn the wisdom of our Creator, and insinu-

that the existence He has given them, is

3mpatible with his moral government of
world. But this must be admitted, to

]ke way for the proposal of endeavoring the
: versal extirpation of Indians from the liice

"the earth. Such, alas! is the manner in

ich too many of the j)retended followers of
1 meek and suffering Saviour of the world,
!tild fulfil the prophecy concerning him,
'ut he shall have the heathen for his in-

I itance, and the uttermost parts of the earth
i; his possession.' And who himself de-

l-ed, 'That he came not to destroy men's
!^s, iDiit to save them;' and when fainting

tiis last agony, under mockery and derision,

<ceivod at once a jjrayer, and an aj)ology
b his murderers: 'Father, forgive them,
lyknow not what they do.' Now so far

i^^e know the prevalence of this spirit of
QB and forgiveness, over the pride and wrath
ur hearts, so far are we the disciples and
wers of Christ; and so far only, can we
y pray for, and witness the coming of His
dom; and on the other hand, so far as we
subject to a vindictive and unforgiving
it, 80 far we are in a state of alienation

God, and reprobate concerning a true
feijh in the Lord Jesus Christ, which works

r by love, to the purifjing of the heart
a every disposition of a contrary nature.

3 this distinction always observed in

religious discriminations of mankind, we
Id get through abundance of frivolous and
rficial prejudices which divide the Chrii

'i|i world, and be convinced, that it is not
color of our skins, outvvard circumstances
rofession, but the state and temper of the

n|id and will, which makes us Jews or Gen
life ; Christians or Heathens ; Elect or Eepro
^3, in the sight of God. That this change
)f leart is the sure effect of the coming of
J ist's kingdom, was evidenced in many of
ilse Indians, whose case is here represented

;

*^ by yielding to the operations of Divine

Grace, were brought to an entire reformation
of mind and manners. That savage ferocity,

with all those dazzling notions of honor, to bo
gained from the destruction of mankind, so

natural to the fallen sons of Adam, have grad-
ually melted away in these Indians, into a
frame of meekness, humility and love, which
supported them in that lamblike submission,
under that remarkable succession of trials and
afflictions which was permitted to attend
them

;
whereby many of them are at length

put beyond the reach of enmity."
"And it is worthy of peculiar notice, that

n the wars the Indians have waged upon our
frontiers, there has scarce been an instance of

my of those Indians, who had made a serious

profession of the Christian religion, having
Dcen concerned in the barbarous eruptions

jainst us. These have generally put them-
Ives under the protection of their several

governments; as former instances in New
^^g,land, and the instance of the Moravian
Indians, both in the former, and late war, will

undoubtedly evince.

The people of Pennsylvania and New Jer-

seys, as has been already noted, have had full

opportunity to experience the good disposi-

tion and kindness of the Indians, so long as

they were treated with justice and humanity,

as particularly appears from the many strik-

ing instances of probity, gratitude and benefi-

cence on record, at a time when the disparity

of their numbers was so great, that theymight
have ea'^ily destroyed the settlers, had they

been so minded. But so far were they from
molesting them, that they were rather as

nursing fathers to them
;
granting them ample

oom for settlements; freely assisting them
vith the means of living, at easy rates ;

mani-

festing, thi'ough a long course of years, a strict

care and fidelity in observing their treaties,

and fulfilling their other engagements; which
there is the greatest reason to conclude would
still bo the case in every pai-t of the conti-

nent, if the same equitable and kind measures

were pursued."
" To what degree of distress, a few Indians

can reduce a country, let the Annals of New
England testify, particularly by the long and
distressing wars with the eastern tribes, who
upon the making a peace with them, were
found to be so small a number, that it occa-

sioned the celebrated Cotton Mather, to take

up the following lamentation :
' Surely we

had smitten the whole en-my of the Indians,

that fought against us, twenty-three years

ago, from one end of the land to the other
;

only there were loft a few wounded amongst
them in the east, and now they have risen up
every man, and have set the whole country

on fire. Certainly a more humbling matter

cannot be related. Moreover, is it not a very
humbling thing, that when about an hundred
Indians durst begin a war upon all these

populous colonies, an army ofa thousand Bng
lish raised, must not kill one of them all, but

instead thereof, more of our soldiers perished

by sickness and hardships, than we had ene-

mies in the world. Our God has humbled us.

"'Is it not a very humbling thing, that when
the number of our enemies afterwards increas

ing, yet an handful of them should, for so

many summers together, continue our un
conqu6red spoilers, and put us to such vast

charges, that if we would have bought them
for an hundred pounds a head, we should have

made a saving bargain of it. Our God has

humbled us.'

' What an instructive lesson may the rulers

of government, and the people, gather from
this pathetic lamentation ; how ought it to in-

duce us diligently to labor for the mainte-
nance of peace and friendship with all our
Indian neighbors.

How ought wo to look up to God, tho
common Father of the family of mankind, re-

questing he would enable us to sovv the seeds
of benevolence and mercy, carefully avoiding
those of war and destruction.

'It was, veiy probably, tho want of such a
care in the people of Now England, particu-

"arly in tho lamentable destruction of the Pe-
quot Indians, though perpetrated many years
befol-e, which produced the grievous crop of
calamity and distress here complained of; for

however time and changes may veil past
transactions, and remove them from sight,

and the remembrance of men, j'ot thej' will

•emain, as present, in the view of Divine
Purity; and whilst unrepented of, will, though
covered, as with dirt and dross, remain as en-

graven on a rock, which when the overflow-
ng stream j)revails, and that time of general
inquiry comes, when secret things shall be
evealed, will appear as a testimony against

transgressors."

The ManiLfacture of Textile Fabrics in Pompeii.

Some interesting particulars of tho ancient

method of cleansing and finishing woven fab-

les, as revealed by tho ruins of Pompeii, are

given by M. Beule, who inspected the remains
of a fulling and bleaching establishment in

tho buried city. The house in question was
unearthed some time back, but tho descrip-

tions of its contents seem to have been con-

fined to the pictures.

The largest and best executed paintings re-

presentative' of the art, were discovered in

1820, in the house of a fuller, opening on one
side on the street ofMercury ; and on tho other

on a street called after him, Fullonica. In the

court a pillar covered with pictures was
standing alongside a fountain. This pillar

has been removed and deposited in the Naples
Museum. In the lowest division a woman
sitting, hands apiece of cloth to a little female

slave. A workman, whose tunic is closely

tied around the body, is looking at them,
while at the same time carding a white cloak

with a jjurplo border suspended from a stick.

Another workman is in the act of sitting down
alongside a crate of wicker-work on which the

cloth is to be spread out; in one hand he

holds a vase on which sulphur thrown on
burning charcoal will develop a gas capable

of bleaching the cloth. This is the s?me
method, says M. Beule, which is used to-day.

On another face of the pillar, arched niches

contain large vats where the goods are soaked.

Slaves standing in those vats trample the fa-

bric with their bare-feet, in the same manner
as Arabian women wash their linen by tramp-

ing it against the rocky bed of a stream
;

that is what the ancients called " the fuller's

dance," (^saltus fullonicus.') The artist has

painted, with the same care, the press with

its two uprights, its two enormous screws,

which were turned by means of cranks, in

order to flatten the cloth beneath tho planks

which imparted the necessary finish. Finally,

the drying is shown by long sticks hanging

on chains from the ceiling. The linen is

spread out on them; a slave hands to a young
woman an open fabric, while the wife of the

fuller makes a note of it on her tablets. I
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have visited with particular cariosity the

houses in Pompeii where these pictures had

been gathered. I counted there, in a court,

twenty-two tanl^s constructed of stone, and

at diflV-rent levels, so that the water could run

from the one into the other. Little bencBe:

in front of them served for the reception of

the goods. At the other end of the court,

seven smaller tanks served for fulling. The
stone-room, with traces of the planks which

were laid like rays radiating from a centre,

the hearths, the drying-chamber, may still be

recognized. In other fullers' establishments

I have seen very thick lead lining the interior

of vats made of cement. Sometimes, also, we
find jars full of greasy earth, of which Pliny

speaks, and which contributed as much to the

whiteness of the goods as the fumigation with

sulphur. Tlius, despite the differences of the

time and processes, it has been established.

to our surprise, that moderns are but little

inventive, or, rather, that the ancients had
already discovered all that was essential, ra-

tional and suited to the requirements of th

art.— The Trade Bureau.

Prayer.—Prayer is two fold : inward and
outward. Inward pra}'er is that secret turn
ingof the mind towards God, wherebj-, being
secretly touched and awakened by the light

of Christ in the conscience, and so bowed
down under the sense of its iniquities, un
worthiness, and misery, it looks up to God,
and joining with the secret sbinings of the
seed of God, it breathes towards him, and is

constantly breathing forth some secret desires

and aspirations towards him. It is in this

sense that we are so frequently in scripture

commanded to pray continually. * * Out
ward prayer is, when as the spirit being thus
in the exercise of inwai-d retirement, and feel

ing the breathing of the Spirit of God to arise

powerfully in the soul, receives strength and
liberty by a superadded motion and influence

of the Spirit, to bring forth either audible
sigh.s, groans, or words, and that either in

public assemblies, or in private, or at meat,
&c.— Robert Barclay.

Process for Toughening Glass.— Consider-
able attention has lately been directed in

France, to a process invented by De la Bastie
for strengthening glass so as to render it both
hail and fireproof A sheet of unprepared
gla.ss, a quarter of an inch thick, held in a
wooden frame, was placed on the floor of a
room, and a brass ball weighing about three
ounces, was let fall on it, from a height which
waa«gradually increased until the glass was
broken by the shock. It was found that the
un])repared glass was broken, when the ball
fell from a height of ten inches. A sheet of
glass only half the thickness, but which had
been prepared by the now proce.s.«, was then
placed in the frame, the same weight allowed
to fall upon it I'rom a gradually increasing'
height, but without any effect even when
dropped from the ceiling of the room. An
experiment to test the resistance of the glass
to fire, was also made with perfect success;
the glass, heated in the flame of a lamp and
suddenly immersed in cold water, not show-
ing the slightest sign of disturbance.— TAe
Trade Bureau.

' Deal with another as you'd have
Another deal with you :

What you're unwilling to receive,
Be 6ure you never do."

Selected.

' Come unto me all ye that labor and are heavy laden,

and I will give you rest."

" Come all ye heavy laden.

And I your rest will be
;"

Thus spake the loving Saviour

—

Did He not think of me?
When weary, sad, and lonely.

Like some poor frightened bird.

From wind and tempest hasting,

I take Him at His word.

"Those given me by my Father
I evermore will keep,"

Through darkness and through danger
He .seeks His straying sheep

;

And I, far off and sinning.

His blessed call have heard,

"In heaven thy home is waiting,"
A home, dear Lord, with Thee?

Beside the silver river, ,
Beyond the silent sea.

Where grief nor pain can enter,

Nor hearts by sin are stirred

;

His promi.se never faileth

—

I take Him at His word !

I will sing of the

Selected.

of the Lord for ever."

Sweetly sing the love of Jesus!
Love for you and love for me

;

Heaven's light is not more cheering.

Heaven's dews are not more free.

As a child in pain or terror.

Hides him in his mother's brea.st.

As a sailor seeks the haven.

We would come to Him for rest.

Softly sing the love of Jesus !

For our hearts are full of tears,

As we think how, walking humbly
This low earth for weary years.

Without riches, without dwelling.

Wounded sore by foe and friend,

In the garden, and in dying,
Jesus loved us to the end !

Gladly sing the love of Jesus

;

Let us lean upon His arm.
If He love us, what can grieve us ?

If He keep us, what can harm ?

Still He lays His hands in blessing
On each timid little face,

And in heaven the children angels
Near the throne have always place.

Ever sing the love of Jesus !

Let the day be dark or clear.

Every pain and every sorrow
Bring His own to Him more near.

Death's cold wave need not aSTright us
When we know that He has died,

When we see the face of Jesus
Smiling on the other side

!

For " The Friend."

Remarkable Visit of Ann Mercy Bell.

(Continued from page 226.)

The account of her religions labors is thus
brought to a close. Joseph Phipps adds :

"Having given this cursory account of her
progress, in this arduous undertaking, I shall
now take the liberty to add a few observa-
tions in relation to it.

Eeepecting the nature of her concern : I
am satisfied, it was not the sudden stai-t of a
hasty temper; but the result of a senso of
dut_y, which had gained the ascendant, after
a long struggle. A heart in pain, on account
of the enormous flood of impiety and immo-
ality, wherewith the nation is, apparently,
over-run. A spirit filled with anxietyfor a
reformation in heart and practice ; that Di-
vine judgment might be averted, and the souls
of the people saved. And, indeed, what less
could be reasonably supposed sufficient to dc-j

tain her from her own comfortable habitatio

her husband and children, publielj- to expo
herself, for such an extent of time, among
the rabble and refuse of mankind, and to rii

the discountenance, or censure, of some si

had a great regard for ?

In the pi-osecution of it, she was general

attended with about half a dozen friends, wl
were pretty constant ; and, occasionally, I

above fifty others ; all of their own volunta
motion. She was cautious of giving oft'enc

and therefore excused herself from acceptii

the attendance of such, when offered, as, fro

their particular conduct, or general charactf

mightgive anyoccasion of umbrage. Thoug
in such a public way of appearing, a mixtu
of such could not be always avoided.

Her practice was not, to set out by the pe

suasion of others, nor merely at a ventar
but as she found her mind drawn to any pa:

then and thei'e she went. And though fi

quently in great weakness, and, as she son-

times said, with so small a portion of faith,

was but just perceivable; yet, through t

goodnf ss of God, whose cause was her indm
ment, it arose upon eveiy engagement, ai

increased to such a degree of sufficiency, the

was no want of anything; it constantly end

in a never-ftiiling supply, fully answerable
every exercise.

When she met with reviling, she return'

it not : if she made any reply, she spoke coi

passionately. Neither did the bulk of the pe

pie appear to be ludicrously disposed. Thi

rather received her with an awful kindnef

and sometimes appeared pleased with ea<

other, to see such behavior general. Th(

were large in acknowledgments, frequent

expressions of gratitude, and many were mui

broken. I have often been thankfully aifecte

as I stood by her, amongst them, for the gre

and apparent condescension of the Almight
to them that sought him not. His goodne
appeai'ed, to me, to be largely exemplified,

giving the public so faithful a warning, ai

so favorable a visitation. And I have alwa;,

been glad, to find the approbation and a

plauses she has met with, have not been 8t

fered to lift her up; but that she has bei

preserved in a just and humble sense of h
own weakness ; ever attributing all to him
whom all is due: well knowing, the work
the Lord's, and every right qualifications

it, and that, whoever takes any part of h

due to themselves, receive no addition, I

robbing him of his honor ; but certainly C

minish, and often utterly destroy, their ow

peace: self being the greatest, nearest, ai

therefore the most dangerous, of all deceiver

The intermediate times, between her pub)

services, she spent, as she had ability, in a

tending meetings, visiting the sick, and frieni

in their families. She has been instruraenti

to bring many acquainted, not barely in p€)

son, but also with the valuable part in e8<

other, as well as in themselves; to rerao^

the unkindly distance and prejudice, whic

subsisted, through misapprehension, betwee

e, and to raise that harmonious spirit'

Christianity, which engaged many of us 1

love one another without a grudge: frequentl

advising, to take our eyes off from the escapi

of others, and turn our observation into

constant watch over the motions of our ow
minds.
The service of ministry lays not, wholl;

n primary convincements : for, were it Bi

is such convincements appear hut seldon
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compared with the number of ministerial

labors, the ministry would as seldom be of

any good effect. There may be altogether as

great service, in being instrumental, to bring

again that which was driven away, to bind

up that which was broken, to instruct the

ignorant, strengthen the weak, comfort the

feeble-minded, recover the backsliders, and
many other gospel duties ; which she has been

made serviceable in.

Something, also, might be said, as to con-

vincements; for several have acknowledged
the reach received, and apparently discov-

ered the truth of it, by their very counte-

nance, as well as conduct; but it requires a

Steady adherence to it, and a growth in it,

before they can rightly proceed to open pro-

fession. For, notwithstanding some talk of

it as an easy thing to turn Quaker, we know,
'tis not a person's becoming a professor of the

same opinions with us, respecting doctrine

and discipline, externally conforming to plain-

ness of dress, and language, or doing all things,

by imitation, ever so exact to the ancient scrip-

tural mode, which the truth hath brought us

into, that will render any one a Quaker. None
can become true Quakers, but such as are

turned from darkness to light, by regarding
the Word nigh in the heart, and join the

Society in the uniting power of the Spirit

of Truth : the only foundation of the true

Church, and right cement of Christian fel-

lowship. Such as either come among us, or

continue with us, upon any other bottom, are

but pretenders, and not Friends. And there

are, through Divine favor, many amongst us,

who are qualified to distinguish between the

truly religious and the feigned professor, let

his coloring be ever so artificial ; even by the

spirit of discerning that is given to them.
Though, for peace sake, this sensible part of

the Society have often sate under the burden
of some imposers, for a time, till Providence
has seen fit to manifest them to others.

That a call of this public nature was far

from being unnecessary, evidently appeared,
from observing the incredible number of such

as frequent no place of worship, at the sea-

sons appointed for that purpose. Abundance,
at such times, are pursuing their several in-

clinations, in traversing the capital streets, or

wandering about on parties of pleasure ; and
a great many, from their poverty, extrava-

gance, or ill education, are generally confined
in or about their own miserable apartments,
or sotting in public houses, either for want of

I'eligious duty. And as these have souls

[mortal, of equal value with those in more
[favorable situations, in the esteem of our
icomraon Creatoi", and compassionate Saviour

;

^0 these, in that love which comes to seek and
jsave, she was often drawn

;
preaching the

Igospel freely to the poor ; and she had great

[place with them : for such, being destitute of

^hose flattering possessions and acquirements,
jwhich greatly contribute to the support of

^elf deception amongst those of prosperous
pireumstances, fall more readily under con-

viction. I by no means intend this observa-

tion as of universal extent. I am sensible

there are many exceptions. Yet, it is to be
feared, the generality of those above the com-
mon level, amongst ourselves, as well as

bthers, are too full to admit of a sense of

^ant. For though affluence, simply con-

sidered, is no evil
;
yet, through the preva

jlencc of corruption, it has proved, instrument

ally, the banc of true religion in every age

;

and has too often had a dangerous elt'oct, in

rendering the minds of its possessors wise
above the witness of Truth

;
preventing the

weight of close concerns from coming near
enough to them, to give them a right discern-

ment of them.
With regard to my own particular; though

I had before several times, felt the spring of

life in the ministry of our friend
;
yet, when

I first set out to attend her in this trying ser-

vice, the unusualness of it at this time of day,

and the cross that appeared in it, rendered me
somewhat dubious of the rectitude of her con-

cern, and produced a considerable degree of

fear in my mind, upon my own account, as

well as her's: for I was well apprised, that

my name must be given up to reproach, and
my person to hazard, in some sort. And,
whatever any may think of it, I'll venture to

say, in behalf of some others, as well as myself,

we have not gone in this great affair in for-

wardness or insensibility ; but, under a sense

of the weight of the work, in tenderness, with
caution, and in dread. And it has pleased

Divine Providence to give us that satisfaction

and support in it, and that sanction to it, that

we cannot but own the work is His, and He
is magnified in it. And I am of opinion, that

he would neither have given us peace in it,

nor have pi'ospered the work in her hands,

had her engagement been the effect of decep-

tion. Nor, can I conceive, that he, lohose

secrets are with them that fear him, would, in

such a condition, have so remarkably favored

her with the sense she had concerning three

different persons, of consideration ; the short-

ness of whose time she, with much concern,

gave intimations of, before there was any ex-

ternal likelihood of such a change; two of

them appearing to be then in perfect health,

and the third in no immediate danger.

And now a little to you, who have been

touched with the living spring, through her
ministry, have tasted of its sweetness, and
received it in that love it natui-all}' produces
in the sincerely-yielding mind. Though the

Sacred Writings warrant you, in esteeming
such valuable instruments as you have been
benefited by, very highly in love

;
yet re-

member, the first great standing ordinance
of God, through all ages, is. Thou shalt love

the Lord thy God with all thine heart, with all

thy soul, and with all thy strength. Therefore
ever reserve the throne to him. Give him
the glory, by due submission, obedience, and

decent apparel, or through an indisposition to, singleness of soul towards him. Ministers
"

" . - . .
,

. ^^^ nothing without him, any more than
others. Such as are truly so, place their de-

pendence wholly upon him, and, through his

assistance, keep their eye constantly to him.
And though they are made to shine as stars,

at times, in the firmament of his glory
;
yet

it is only when the Sun of liighteousness

sheds his radiance upon them, that they are

capable of reflecting light upon others. And
their part in it, as ministers, is to direct and
help others up to the Father of lights, that

they may also receive it immediately from
him, and become sons of the morning, and
children of the day ; that in the new creation

in Christ Jesus, it may be as it was in the old,

when the morning-stars sang together, and
the Sons of God shouted for joy.

The less notice we take of the unkindness
and injuries that are done us, the more we
consult the quiet of our own minds.

Our Fcriis, and My Success With Tliem.

BY PKOr. JOHN HDSSEY.

The most of our larger ferns are deciduous,
and for this reason are not highly valued for
cultivation, cither as house-plants or out of
doors. Those that are not deciduous are either
small, with a few exceptions, or grow upon
rocks and are difficult to bring into cultivation
in the garden or house. All of our ferns a^o
perennial. Indeed, all ferns are so, without
exception, so far as I know, and it requires
several years to raise them from the spores or
seeds to full-sized plants. This is one reason
they are not more cultivated than they are.

It often proves unsatisfactory to remove well-
grown ferns from their wild situation in the
woods or on the rocks to the garden or to
pots, for the reason that the foliage is almost
sure to become disarranged and injured, and
the underground stems, from which the fronds
spring, become changed so in position that the
symmetry of arrangement, upon which tho
beauty of ferns so much depends, is lost. Be-
sides this, the new fronds come up stunted
and injured and do not expand normally. My
object is not, at present, to speak of any of
our ferns but those which grow upon or in tho
clefts of rocks. These are all evergreen and
many ofthem of exquisite beauty and delicacy.

They are among our smallest ferns, the fronds
seldom exceeding ten or twelve inches in

height; but make up for their smallness by
their habit of growing in tufts and clusters,

sometimes covering with their delicate forms
large surfaces of the rock.

As my success depended largely upon my
method, one cannot be fully given without
the other. The ferns which live upon tho
faces of rock-cliffs, mostly sand rock, grow in

the cracks, and their roots and stems are
generallj' wedged in very tightly, and are
often difficult to reach and to remove without
fatal injury. Previous experience had taught
me how hard it is to remove them without
sacrificing their lives. The locality was the
vicinity of the Mammoth Cave in Kentucky.
Few visitors to that famous curiositj' know
how near they are to scenery which is both
wild and picturesque beyond anj'thing they
see on theirjourney thither and away. Hardly
a quarter of a mile from the main entrance of

the Cave, but not seen by most visitors, is the

beautiful Green Eiver. Proceeding west of
this stream but a few miles, we enter great

sand-rock and conglomerate formations of the

carboniferous era.' This conglomerate and
sand-rock is cut up by the tributaries on the

west side of Green Eiver. One is reminded
of the descriptions ofthe canyons in theEocky
Mountains, though these in Kentucky are in

miniature. The principal tributaries of Green
Eiver here are Nolin Eiver and Bear Creek,

which run somewhat in parallel courses, ten

or twelve miles apart. The feeders of these

two considerable streams, on the sides toward
each other, running from a dividing ridge and
often the tributaries of the one interlacing

with those of the other, fed by many fine

springs, have during the ages past in which
they have worked eroded hundreds of feet of

conglomerate and sand-rock, so that the faces

ofthe rock stand on each side as perpendicular

or overhanging cliffs, rising often to the height

of one hundred feet, and sometimes over two
hundred feet. Wherever a spring-brook is

found, and their number is legion, on each side

more or less of these cliffs are found. When
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the races which have preceded us roamed over

these wilds in quest of game, they lived in the

rock houses made by the projecting clifts,and

we found numerous traces of their occupancy

in the mortars in which they ground their

corn, and the flint arrowheads which abound.

These mortars consist of holes drilled, by

using their pestles, in the huge masses ot

sand-rock which had, before the time even of

th# aborigines, fallen down. They lie undis-

turbed to this day in great numbers. These

rock houses are admirable sheds to protect

the numerous flocks of sheep which are kept

in those sparselj'-settled regions. These deep

ravines and.miniature canyons, with the many

deep recesses, unswept by wind or rain-storm,

modify the climate of these parts and may
account for the existence of some rare ferns

which are found. Here are still found wild

deer in these dark haunts, and on the faces

of the almost inaccessible cliffs are the homes

of wild cats, still a scourge in some places to

tiie sheep-fold and the pig-pen of the settler.

Within ten years the last wolf has been killed.

The otter is still found along the streams.

Our tent was pitched at Bee Springs, twenty

miles from Mammoth Cave. From this central

point on the dividing ridge I could reach the

fern-covored clifi's by a short walk in any di-

rection. I skirted scores of miles of high

cliffs, and, while scores more were unseen, I

perhaps saw specimens of all the species of

plants that were to be seen. I prepared my-
self for collecting living ferns by making pots

from hickory bark. I cut a tree about five or

six inches in diameter and sawed off pieces

about seven inches long. I then sjjlit down
the bark on one side and peeled it off in one
piece. Then I sawed oft' about two inches of

the piece from which I had peeled the bark,

and this I nailed in one end of my seven-inch

bark cylinder. This made me a strong rustic

])0t. Having made nearly a dozen of these, I

took them from time to time with me on my
excursions. When I saw a species I desired, I

filled my bark pot with just such material as

the fern was growing in. I then obtained the

best specimens of fern I could find, prying and
working out the numerous fine roots with a
strong knife. I was often entirely alone
Sometimes I climbed to dizzj- heights, grasping
the jutting rocks with one hand, while with
the other 1 seized the coveted prize. Some-
times I would climb a hemlock tree, and,
reaching forth from it, draw the little fern

from its home. Sometimes 1 have made what
is called an Indian ladder by cutting down a
tall sappling with miinerous branches, which
arc cutoff a few inches from the body of the
tree. l$y leaning this up against the face of
the rock, I could'climb far up the clift'.

Some of the ferns 1 obtained on these excur-
sions arc very rare. Some have never been
gathered, I believe, by any one else so far
north. 1 shall now enumerate the species I

obtained, and which I have now growing in

my fernery :—Asplenium Trichomanes ; As-
plenium pinnatilidum; Asplenium montanum;
Asploiiium Bradleyi ; Asplenium cbeneum

;

Trichomanes radicans ; PoUoja atropurpurea
;

Cheilanthes vestita; Camptosorus rhizophyl-
lus; Polypodium vulgarc ; Polypodium inca-
num

; Woodsia obtus^i ; Ophioglossum vnlga-
turn; Botrycbium lunarioidcs v. dissoctum.

1 have already described my bark pots,
rustic but substantial. I filled them with earth
where I obtained the ferns. Having filled

them and planted the iVrns, the pots were

conveyed to a ravine, where the spray from a

small waterfall bathed them with moisture.

They seemed to suffer no back-set. But my
home is several hundred miles away. The

trial on them was the removal in the heat of

immer by wagon and car to my home. It

as impossible^to keep the scorching rays of

the sun from burning them. The car-dust

and cinders covered them over. They were

whipped and fretted and looked in a sorry

enough condition when they reached home.

The majority of the beautiful fronds were

much damaged and most of them perished,

but the roots survived. I made a sort of

Wardian case by putting a glass roof, in

shape like a house roof, on a box. I put in

the box earth and sunk my bark pots into

this soil, not wishing to disturb the plants.

Every one is now growing. All are sending

p fresh fronds, which seem as thrifty as ever

they were on their native cliffs. When I

consider that each frond may last for years,

and that each new one adds one to the tuft,

I can easily calculate the time when I shall

have clusters of them not inferior in beauty

to many which I have admired when, alone,

I found them under their native cliffs.— The

Independent.

Never Satisfied.—Some people are never

content with their lot, let what will happen.

Clouds and darkness are over their heads, alike

whether it i-ain or shine. To them every in-

cident is an accident, and every accident a

calamity. Even when they have their own
way they like it no better than your way,
and, indeed, consider their most voluntary

acts as matters of compulsion. We saw a

striking illustration the other day of the in-

firmity we speak of, in the conduct of a child

about three years old. He was crying because

his mother had shut the parlor door.

"Poor thing," said a neighbor compassion-
atel}', " you have shut the child out."

'It's all the same to him," said the mother;
e would cry if I called him in and shut the

door. It's a peculiarity of that boy, that if

he is left rather suddenly on either side of a

door he considers himself shut out, and rebels

accordingly."

There are older children that take the same
view of things.

—

Late Paper.

Bogs and their Cost.—The St. Louis Globe
has been making calculations from recent sta-

tistics on this question, and sums up in refer-

ence to the State of Missouri as follows:—
" Our 400,000 dogs furnish one of the most
important economic considerations now affect

ing the State. In the first place they militate

against the mutton crop annually to the ex
tent of at least $5,000,000 ; secondly, they cost

an average of twenty-five cents a week each
$6,500,000—enough to run all our common
schools and leave a large surplus ; they slay
annually, through hj'drophobia, at least 120
persons which, at §5,000 each—the average
price paid by railroads for the very poo:

"

brakemen—amounts to the further sum of
$600,000. Hero is a direct expenditure of
nearly 87,850,000 for dogs, not to mention
the fines, costs, and more remote sentimental
damages resulting from lawsuits about dog-
tights, and severance offriendship between the
owners of the combative curs. Capitalized, our
dogs represent a waste of $80,000,000, and in-

vested at eom]>ound interest, their worthless-
ness would pay oft" the national debt before
1900."

For "The rriend."

The Pilgrims.—An Allegory.

The following portion of an Allegory, en-

titled " The Pilgrims," is from the pen of the

late gifted Hannah More. It presents, though
allegorically, yet in an impressive and even

solemn manner, the truly pilgrim condition

in which we all are here ; with the too man-
fest as well as lamentable state of apathy in

vhich man3^ seem, respecting the " far distant

country," to which, nevertheless, they profess

to be pilgrims ; the struggle to reach which,

f we do not so run as to obtain, must result,

when the silver cord by death's cold hand is

in our being cast into the lake where
their worm dieth not, and the fire is not

quenched.
It is a significant fact, that there are but

two waj's noticed in the New Testament,—ther

ari'ow and the broad ; but two classes re-

cognized,—the wise and the foolish ;
and but

two ends pointed out,—heaven and hell. In

one of these ways we are all walking ; among
one of these classes we must each be ranked;

and at one of these ends all must be found;-

either rejoicing with the just of all genera-

tions in endless heavenly joy ; or condemned
eternally with the wicked to weeping, re-

morse, and anguish of spirit.

With these solemn realities before us, even
consequences the most alarming and awful,

that we can still appear indifferent and luke-

warm, is one of the enigmas of life, which
can onl}^ be explained by the fact that

we are indeed sin-bound captives, having

for our patrimony a fallen nature; though,

through mercy, not without the means of

restoration.

Hannah More's representation, that the

conversation was very much of " the bewitch-
iiig countiy they were merely passi7ig through';"

and not " one word about the land" to which
they were bound, is to a great extent sadly true

of the worldly-minded multitude, who are too

far from the experience, in agreeable contrast,

of the poet and his family, conveyed in the

lines:

—

" Nor do we madly, like an impious world.

Who deem religion phrensy, and the God
That made them an intruder on their joys,

Start at His awful name, or deem His praise

A jarring note."

Would that as strangers and pilgrims in

this inhospitable, extremely uncertain, and
far oft' land, we might be aroused to se.arch

and try our ways, and turn with full purpose

of heart to the Lord ; that we might indeed

fake up with no false rest here, but be earnest

for the only true one beyond, that when the

heavens shall be rolled together as a scroll,

we may, through mercy, have " a house not

made with hands, eternal in the heavens."

The Allegory thus opens :* " Methought I

was once upon a time travelling through a<

certain land which was very full of people;-

but, what was rather odd, not one of all this

multitude was at home ; they were all bound
to a far distant country. Though it was per-

mitted by the lord of the land tliat these pil-

gi-ims might associate together for their pre-

sent mutuiil comfort and convenience ;
and

each was not only allowed, but commanded,
to do the others all the services he could

upon their journey, yet it was decreed, that

* As this essay was written by a member of another

religious Society, it can hardly be expected that all

the allusions and e.xpressions in it, should be what
" Friends" would fully endorse, or can wholly approve.
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every individual traveller, must enter the far

country singly. There was a great gulf at

the end of the journey, which every one must
pass alone, and at his own risk, and the friend-

ship of the whole united world could be of do
use in shooting that gulf. The exact time
when each was to pass was not known to

any ;
this the lord always kept a close secret

out of kindness, yet still they were as sure

the time must come, and that at no very great
distance, as if they had been informed of the
very moment. Now, as they knew they were
always liable to be called away at an hour's

notice, we would have thought they would
have been chiefly employed in packing up,

and preparing, and getting every thing in

jrder. But this was so far from being the

pase, that it was almost the only thing which
(,hey did not think about.

, I observed that these pilgrims, instead of

peing upon the watch, lest they should be
jrdered off unprepared ; instead of laying up
any provision, or even making memorandums
" what they would be likely to want at the

snd of the journey, spent most of their time
n crowds either in the way of traffic or diver-

lion. At first, when I saw them so much
ingaged in conversing with each other, I

honght it a good sign, and listened atten-

ively to their talk, not doubting but the chief

urn of it would be about the climate, or trea-

ures, or society, they should probably meet
fith in the far country. I supposed they
aight be also discussing about the best and
afest road to it, and that each was availing

limself of the knowledge of his neighbor, on
subject of equal importance to all. I lis-

ened to every party, but in scarcely any did

hear one word about the land to which they
rere bound, though it was their home, the

ilace where their whole interest, expectation,

nd inheritance lay ; to which also, great part

f their friends were gone before, and whither
hey were sure all the rest would follow. In-

tead of this, their whole talk was about the

usiness, or the pleasures, or the fashions of

hestrange but bewitching country which they
7ere merely passing through, and in which
hey had not one foot of land which they were
lure of calling their own for the next quarter

If an hour. What little estate they had was
ersonal, and not real, and that was a mort-
aged, life-hold tenement of clay, not pro-

[erly their own, but only lent to them on a

hort uncertain lease, of which three-score

ears and ten was considered as the longest

leriod, and very few indeed lived in it to the

!nd of the term ; for this was always at the

fill of the Lord, part of whose prerogative it

^as, that he could take away the lease at

ileasure, knock down the stoutest tenement
b a single blow, and turn out the poor shiver-

tig, helpless inhabitant naked, to that far

|)untry for which he had made no provision,

pmetimes, in order to quicken the pilgrim

ji his preparation, the lord would break down
le tenement by slow degrees ;

sometimes he
jould let it tumble by its own natural decay;
ir as it was only built to last a certain time,

1 would often' grow so uncomfortable by in-

feasing dilapidations even before the ordi

iiry lease was out, that the lodging was
jirdly worth keeping, though the tenant
fuld seldom be persuaded to think so, but
Indly clung to it to the last. First the

latch in the top of the tenement changed
«lor, then it fell off and left the roof bare;
^en the gi'inders ceased because they were

few ; then the windows became so darkened
that the owner could scared}' see through
them; then one prop fell away, then another,
then the uprights became bent, and the whole
fabric trembled and tottered, with every other
symptom of a falling house. But what was re-

markable, the more uncomfortable the house
became, and the less prospect there was of
staying in it, the more preposterously fond
did the tenant grow of his precarious habita-
tion.*

On some occasions the Lord ordered his

messengers, of which he has a great variety,
to batter, injure, deface, and almost demolish
the frail building, oven while it seemed new
and strong

; this was what the landlord called

giving warning ; but many a tenant would
not take warning ; and so fond of staying
where he was, even under all these incon-
veniences, that at last he was cast out by
ejectment, not being prevailed on to leave his

dwelling in a proper manner, though one
would have thought the fear of being turned
out would have whetted his diligence in pre-

paring for a better and more enduring inheri-

tance. For though the people were only ten-

ants at will in these crazy tenements, yet,

through the goodness of the same Lord, they
were assured that he never turned them out
of these habitations before he had on his part
provided for them a better, [if they were wise
enough in due season to comply with the

terms prescribed for admission into these], so

that there was not such a landlord in the
world, and though their present dwelling was
but frail, being only slightly run up to serve

the occasion, yet they might hold their future

possession by a most certain tenure, the words
of the Lord himself.

A Secret— WilWam Wirt's letter to his

daughter, on the "small sweet courtesies of

life," contains a passage from which a great

deal of happiness might be learned: "I want
to tell you a secret. The way to make your-

self pleasant to others is to show them atten-

tion. The whole world is like the miller at

Mansfield, ' who cared for nobody—no, not he

—because nobody cared for him.' And the

whole world would servo you so if you gave
them the cause. Let people see that you do
cave for them, by showing them what Sterne

so happily called the small courtesies, in

which there is no parade, whose voice is too

still to tease, and which manifest themselves

by tender and affectionate looks and little a^ts

of attention, giving others the preference in

every little employment, at the table, in the

field, walking, sitting and standing."

Unprofitable indeed is the labor of the ser-

vant, unless the Lord grant his blessing.

May we watch and pray, continually, lest,

while we seem zealous for the good of others,

we neglect our own hearts, and evil find an

easy dwelling there ! My spirit is often

humbled under a sense of the possibility of

thus falling, even after my heart may have

been enlarged in love to my fellow creatures,

and my lips opened, in some measure to set

forth the love of our heavenly Father, and to

invite sinners to repent, and to accept salva

tion. Much lowliness, and ofttimes fear, has

clothed my spirit.

—

M. Capper.

*OwiDg to the similarity of sentiment of the two au-

thoresses, the reader can here scarcely help being re-

minded of " The Three Warnings,^' by Hester Lynch
Thrale. '
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William Edmundson, in relating the deal-
ings of the Almighty with him, for his re-

demption from the power of sin, says, "Tho
Lord's hand was heavy upon me day and
night, so that I travailed under a great con-
flict between flesh and spirit, and was much
cast down with sorrow and trouble of mind."
While in this condition, he met with one
Miles Bousfield, who " had been in some
degree convinced of the truth," and " was a
great talker of religion, but an enemy and a
stranger to the cross of Christ." "I sat in

silence with attention to hear him ; for I was
cast down, poor and low in my spirit, yet
glad that I had met with such a knowing
man in the things of God, and His work in

man by His spirit, to advise mo in my great
troubles of a wounded spirit. He advised me
to be cheerful and merry, and not to look at
those inward troubles that bowed me down

;

which was the enemy's work to lead mo into

despair, and destroy me, by swallowing me up
in much trouble ; and as it was plainly man-
ifest, that God had a love for me, to make me
a chosen vessel of mercy, He would love me
to the end ; and nothing in me could hinder
His love, or frustrate His will.

" This doctrine healed me without the cross

of Christ, or selfdenial ; which answered my
will and carnal desires ; for I loved the truth

which I was convinced of, and would have had
it, together with my carnalities, fleshly liber-

ties, worldly pleasures and profits ; so when
the Lord's power would rise to bow me down
under his cross, I would reason against it with
those arguments afore-mentioned, and thereby
would get from under judgment. But this

ease and slight healing, lasted only about a
week ; for the Lord would not leave me so,

praised be His name forever, whose merciful

hand preserved me, and His power took fresh

hold of my heart and inward parts, which
bowed me under His judgments, and opened
the eye of mj' understanding, plainly show-
ing me there was that alive in me that must
be crucified, which opposed the will of God.

" Then I saw where Bousfield was, and all

of his spirit, and the wounds of my restless

spirit were opened wider than before, and
Major Bousfield's slight cure was all marred,

and the false rest he had set me in taken

away." " I was weak, but the Lord's strength

was perfect in weakness, and His spirit and
power increased in me through obedience to

the cross of Christ, wherein I was daily ex-

ercised, and thereby grew into acquaintance

with the Lord's work, to make me a vessel

for His purpose."

Are there not many whose experience is like

that which William Edmundson thus clearly

portrays ? They have been mercifully awak-
ened to a sense of their spiritual danger; and
through the powerful operations of Divine

Grace, have been made to see their sinful

condition, and the necessity for a change of

heart and conduct. They have, in measure,

submitted themselves to that power which is

as a refiner's fire, burning up the corruptions

of their fallen nature. But instead of con-

tinuing patiently to abide under this minis-

tration of condemnation until the right time

of their deliverance therefrom should come,
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they too often meet with superficial advisers

like Bousfield, who attempt to heal the hurt

slightly. That they have been aroused from

the sleep of sinful security, is itself an evidence

that the Divine love has been extended to

them; but if they rely on this, without a

continued obedience to the renewed manifes-

tations of that love, they will make no spi-

ritual progress; but either become lifeless,

formal professors, or again fall back into their

former evil ways.

May all those, who are brought under re-

ligious exercise and concern, remember the

language of the Psalmist, who declared that

the judgments of the Lord were -'more to be

desired than gold, yea than much fine gold
;

sweeter also than honey, and the honey-comb.

Moreover by them is thj' servant warned, and

in keeping of them there is great reward."

The glorious crown at the end of the Chris-

tian race, is promised to those, who like the

Apostle Paul, fight a good fight and keep the

faith. Those who are trulj' in earnest, will

find as William Edmundson did, that as they

unreservedly yield their hearts to the Lord's

operations, his judgments become sweet to

their taste, being mixed with springs of mercy,

to their joy and comfort.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The ste.imer Gothenberg has been wreck-

ed on one of the FourneaHX Islands, in Bass Strait, be-

tween Van Dieman's Land and Anstralia. She had on

board eighty-five passengers and a crew of thirty-tive.

Of these only fonr persons are known to be saved.

Three boats filled with passengers and crew are yet to

be heard from. The steamer had a large cargo, which
included 3000 ounces of gold.

The number of sheep last year in Australia was 55,-

400,000. It has doubled in twelve years.

The English Archbishop Manning, has received a

summons from the Pope to come to Rome. It is stated

that he is to be made a Cardinal.

The Archbishops of Canterbury and York and all the
English bishops, with the exception of two, have issued

a. charge congratulating the clergy and laity on the
prosperity and progress of the church, and strongly ad-
raonishing the former against illegal ritualistic practices

which tend to isolate the clergy from the people.
The adoption by the Prussian Parliament of the new

ecclesiastical bill withdrawing State endowments from
the Catholic clergy, is considered secured. All parties

except the Ultramontanes and the extreme conserva-
tives, have agreed to support it.

A special dispatch from Berlin to the Pall Mall
Gazette says, it is reported that the German govern-
ment has demanded the dismissal of the Papal Nuncio
at Munich, and the cessation of relations between the
Vatican and Bavaria.
The North German Gazette says the French govern-

ment has ordered the purcha.se of 10,000 cavalry horses
in Germany, but a decree has been issued by the Em-
peror prohibiting the exportation of horses.

Difficulties in the form.ation of the new French Min-
istry have arisen. Buffet is said to be embarrassed in
his choice by the unwillingness of the Left that a repre-
sentative of the moderate Right shall have a place in
the Cabinet.

Advices from Asia Minor state that the famine in
that country is causing terrible distress. In one district
alone twenty thousand persons have died since the
commencement of the famine, out of a total population
of fifty-two thousand.

Disturbances have occurred in Buenos Ayres, during
which the place of the Archbishop was sacked and the
houses of the Jesnitj< set on fire.

The Church property sold during the last year by
auction by the Italian government yielded the sum of
33,120,929 franca—over six millions and a half of dol-
lars. From the date at which the auction sales first

commenced, Church property ha.s put into the State
treasury 480,778,827 francs, or something like ninety-
six millions of dollars.

A Paris dispatch of the 8th states that Buffet had
finally succeeded in forming a Ministry, and that it will
be composed of the following persons, viz : Buffet Vice
President of the Council ; Duafare, Minister of .Justice-

Pasquier Interior; Decazes, Foreign Affairs; Leon S.iy, fell. In some places it was attended by a violent gait

Finance
J
Wallon, Instruction ; De Cissey, War ; Ad- of wind.

, .• ,

miral de Montaignac, Marine. Under the section of the new law for the resumption

The Carlists have entered the Province of Santander| of specie payments, directing the retirement of outstand-

in strong force. Reinforcements have been sent from ing legal-tenders, amounting to eight per cent, of the

Bifboa to the troops in Santander. Advices from national bank notes issued, until the whole volume of

Figueras, on the Spanish frontier, report that an engage- '
legal-tenders is reduced to §300,000,000, Secretary Bris-

ment has taken place between the Carlists and Alfon- tow will shortly direct the retirement of about $1,250,-

sists, near that fortress, in which the latter lost three 000 of legal-tenders, or eighty per cent, of the amount

hundred men killed and wounded. The Alfonslsts and of national bank notes already issued under the pro-

Carlists are exchanging prisoners. visions of this law. These legal-tenders will be taken

A dispatch to the London Times states that the Pope from the cash in the Treasury, cancelled and burned by

has permitted the Austrian bishops to comply with the

law requiring them to notify the authorities of the

names of priests appointed to livings. This is con-

sidered In Berlin an evidence that the Pope is actuated

by political motives, as the resistance which he en-

courages of Prussian bishops to a similar law is the

principal cause of the present trouble with the Roman
Church.

Colonel Herbert Sandford has been appointed official

delegate of the British Commission to the United States

Centennial Exhibition. This appointment is made in

accordance with the request of the United States that

British representative be stationed at Philadelphia.

Liverpool, 3d mo. 8th.—Uplands cotton, 7| a Sd
Orleans, 8ld. Breadstuff's quiet.

United States.—The second and last session of the

Forty-third Congress terminated at noon the 4th inst.

Aside from the regular appropriation bills, compara-
tively few bills of generiil interest have been enacted

this session, but they include the following measures of

national importance : The finance bill to provide for

the resumption of specie payments, &c. ; the little tariff'

bill ; the tax and tariff" bill ; the civil rights bill ; the

bill supplemental to the acts in relation to immigration,

and the bill granting rights of way through the public

lands on certain conditions for all railroads that may
be incorporated under the local laws of States or Terri-

tories. After the Senate had laid the tax and tariflf

bill on the table, it was taken up again at the urgent

request of President Grant, who convinced some of the

Senators that it was necessary to provide more revenue,

and the bill finally passed. The bounty bill, which
called for a large but uncertain amount from the public

treasury, passed both Houses but failed for want of the
President's approval. The House bill for the protec-

tion of elections, &c., known as the force bill, failed to

pass the Senate. Colorado has been admitted into the

Union as a State, but the bill for admitting New Mexico
failed of the required vote in the House of Representa-
tives. Some measures of importance which had been
postponed to near the end of the session failed for want
of time, as well as a multitude of private bills.

An extra session of the Senate commenced on the
5th inst., as directed by the President. Twenty-three
new Senators presented themselves and were "sworn
in." Those from Virginia, West Virginia, Missouri,
Florida and Texas, had all been engaged in the con-
federate cause, and were therefore obliged to take the
oath in a modified form. One of the subjects to be con-
sidered by the Senate is the proposed reciprocity treaty
with the Hawaiian government.
The new Senate consists of seventy-three members,

there being one vacancy from Louisiana. They are
classed politically as 40 Republicans, 28 Democrats and
5 Independent Republicans.
The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered

403, and in New York 657.
The mean temperature of the Second month, by the

Pennsylvania Hospital record, ftas 26.55 deg., the
highest during the month 58 deg., and the lowest 2 deg.
below zero. The amount of rain for the month 2.83
inches. The highest mean of temperature of the Second
month for the past 86 years, is stated to have been 41.03
deg., in 18.57

;
the lowest 24 deg. occurred in 181.5. The

mean temperature of the three winter months, 1874
and 1875, has been 29.42 deg., which is 7 deg. below
that of the preceding winter. The average of the winter
temperature for the past 85 years has been 31.51 deg.
Georgia has 83,318 colored persons who own pro-

perty. They have 338,769 acres of land, and their
property is valued at $6,000,000.
The Maine Legislature, instead of abolishing capital

punishment, has passed a bill providing that in capital
cases the court shall both pass sentence and fix the time
of execution.

The Italian bark Giovanni from Palermo for Boston,
went ashore the 5th inst. off" Cape Cod. The vessel and
cargo were lost, and also fifteen persons, being all on
board except the steward, who was saved on a plank.
On the 7th inst. a heavy snow storm extended over a

large part of the United States, from Maine to Missis-
sippi. At Cincinnati from eight to nine inches of snow

the proper officers of the Department.
JTie Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations

the 8th inst. JVew Fori.—American gold 115. U. S
sixes, 1881, registered, 118f ; coupons, 119|; do. 1868.

119 a 119}; do. 5 per cents, 1881, 114i. Superfint

flour, S4.60 a $4.85; State extra, $4.95 a $5.20 ; finei

brands, $5.50 a $8.00. No. 2 Chicago spring wheat
$1.11 ; red western, $1.25 a $1.26. West Canada barley,

$1.28 a $1.30 ; State, S1.05 a $1.08. Oats, 65 a 69 cts'

Rye, 93 cts. Yellow and mixed corn, 84 a 84^ cts

Philadelphia.—Middlings cotton, 16.V a 17 cts. for up
lands and New Orleans. Superfine flour, $3.50 a $4.00
extras, $4.25 a $4.75 ; finer brands, $5 a $8.00. Rec
wheat, $1.20 a $1.24; amber, $1.24 a $1.28; white
$1.28 a $1.32. Rye, $1.00 Yellow and mixed cor

"

a 82 cts. Oats, 65 a 69 cts. Lard, 13| a 14 cts. Th(
cattle market was active and prices higher. Abou
1600 beef cattle sold at from 5 to 8 cts. per lb. gross

Sheep 5} a 7J cts. ^per lb. gross, and hogs $11.50 a $li

per 100 lbs. net for corn fed. Baltimore.— No. ;

Western amber wheat, $1.23; No. 2 do., $1.20 a $1.21
Maryland red, $1.15 a $1.25. Southern yellow corn, 8(

a 81 cts. Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat, 90 cts. ; No. i

do , 85J cts. No. 2 mixed corn, 63J cts. No. 2 oats

52i cts. Rye, 97J cts. No. 2 spring barley, $1.06
Lard, $13.20 per 100 lbs. St. iouis.—No. 2 winter ret

wheat, $1.07; No. 3 do., $1.03|. No. 2 mixed corn,

65 J cts. MUwaukie.—No. 1 spring wheat, 91 1 cts. ;
'.

2 do., 87 cts. No. 2 oats, 51J cts.
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ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CONTRIBUTOR!
TO THE ASYLUM.

A Stated Annual Meeting of the " Contributors '

the Asylum for the Relief of Per.sons Deprived of th'

use of their Reason," will he held on Fourth-day, th

17th of Third month, 1875, at 3 o'clock, p. m., at Arc
Street Meeting-house, Philadelphia.

William Bbttle, Cleric.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A teacher competent to take charge of the boy'

study room, will be wanted at the opening of the Sumj
mer Session ; the latter part of the 4lh month.

Application may be made to

Joseph Pasmore, Goshenville, Chester Co., P».
Thomas P. Cope, No. 1 Walnut St., Philada.
Charles Evans, No. 702 Race St.,

"

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia\

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wqeh;
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may 1

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board <

Managers.

Married, on the 16th of Second month, at L

Meeting-house, Sixth and Noble streets, WilliakIj
Moon, of Bucks Co., Pa., to Ellen' M., daughter

«

Jesse W. and Maria B. Taylor, of Philadelphia.

Died, 1st mo. 19th, at the residence of her
daughter, Priscilla T. Speakman, in Wilmington, Dd)
ware, Phebe Thomas, in the 105th year of her
member and elder of Goshen Monthly Meeting,
county, Penna.

" WILLfAjrH7'piLE,'' PRINTER,

'

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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1 It is a trath too patent and manifest to be
Joverloolied oi- ignored, that the fruits of Chris-

itianity have altnost invariably been most ob-

Iservable and most lively in its beginnings or

jin its solid revivals. That in process of time
Ithe zeal of its promoters becomes tamed or

I

leavened by the powerfully gravitating in-

fluences of this world; whereby, though the

power and Spirit of the life-giving, inexhausti-

ble Fountain or Head remains undiminished,

the purity of the stream is so tainted by the

"gods many and lords many" of earth, that

the powerful, thoroughly cleansing baptism of

the Holy Ghost and fire, seems to poor human
(nature so severe and repulsive, that we finallj'

I

yield to the persuasion of the enemy working
i through the fleshly ease-loving mind, as to

come to consider the path of low self-denial

and watchful restraint, too straight and nar-

row to walk in.

In this way little parieyings with the enemy
of souls, little reasonings respecting manifest-

ed duty in the day of small things, little de-

viations at first from the high way into some
1
by-way, little destres entertained after the
[forbidden tree of knowledge, may lead, step

I

by step, ultimately to deplorable lapses from
the life and power of Christ, into substitu-

tions and innovations, which we ourselves at

the beginning of our receding, backsliding

course, could hardly have conceived possible.

Thus may the pure and holy Truth be so

turned from, that, after a time, we can hardly
'see traces of the original left. And, in this

:way it is, we presume, that our own Society

[has suffered great loss. Not keeping to that
lall-sufiicient, holy Power, which raised it up,

and marvellously preserved in the beginning,
and by which, even through the Lord's come-
iliness, it became great, many of its members
(turned aside after other lovers—the gods of

their idolatry. Whereby not only did the
.standard become lowered to suit the prevail-

ing taste of the times, but weakness and con-

sequent unfruitfuli^ss settled like an incubus
upon us as a body ; though there were those
here and there, preserved loyal to their ki

who brought forth precious fruits ; showing
what the general harvest would have been,
had all our members kept faithfully to the law

and the testimony—the pattern shown in the
mount for us as a people to uphold before the
world.
We apprehend these are the causes which,

to a greater or less extent, have resulted in

the state of things in England and now in Ire-

land, pi) mourned over by John Griflith ; who,
had he lived to this day, could still more
sorely, in his measure with the Prophet, have
had to "weep in secret for your pi-ide; and
mine eyes shall weep sore, and run down with
tears, because the Lord's flock (though not
wholly) is carried away captive."

The Journal continued:—"I set out next
day for Whitehaven, in company with my
very good friend Christopher Wilson ; a very
pleasant journey we had, in that sweet inno-

cent freedom which clothed our spirits, feel-

the consolating streams of that river

which maketh glad the city of God. Here
we, in degree, enjoyed the new heavens and
the new earth, wherein dwelleth righteous-

ness : the fruit and effect whereof is quietness

and assurance forever. I was at Pardshaw
Meeting, being on a First-daj'. It was a pre-

cious opportunity ; Truth was greatly in do-

minion, and its testimony exalted, the sincere

hearted being sweetly comforted and united

one to another. The next day I went to their

Monthly Meeting, and had good service, both
in the meeting of wor.ship and that for trans-

acting the affairs of the church. The weighty
service of visiting families was before it, and
I understood had been sometime obstructed

by some of the members, to the concern and
uneasiness of the others. It was clear to me,

when it came to be weightily considered, that

the power and virtue of Truth was livingly

with the promoters of so good a work, and I

did fully believe the Lord would bless it in

their hands. I therefore endeavored to sift the

opposite side as well as I could, to the bottom,

and found very little or no weight in what
they had to offer against it. Upon which
they were earnestly desired not to hinder the

service of others, in that important work that

had so often and so eminently been blessed,

although they might be unwilling to put their

own hands to it. Truth arose and came over

them, 60 that Friends appointed fifteen or six-

teen men and women, to go in several com-
panies on the service, as that Monthly Meet-

ing is large in extent. This afforded great

relief and satisfaction to the sincere travellers

for Sion's prosperity. I went from thence,

accompanied by several Friends, to White-

haven, where I met my intended companion.

A ship being ready to sail for Dublin, we
went on board of her, the 19th of the Second

month, 1749.

"The next day (after arriving in Ireland)

we attended two meetings for the affairs of

the church ; and I was fully persuaded, there

was a faithful, exercised remnant, painfully

laboring for the restoration of ancient beauty

and comeliness, and the affairs of the church

were transacted with considerable order and

decency
;
yet my spirit was clothed with deep

mourning, and much closed up in painful

anxiety. The cause thereof I did not then
distinctly understand ; but when I had travel-

led through the nation, visiting the churches,
and sorrowfully viewing the desolations there-

of, my £;ufferings in spirit at the Half-year's

Meeting were no longer a mystery to me."
After attending divers meetings on his way

to Cork, J. G. writes :
" We found things very

ow indeed in most of the said meetings; any
abor in them was generally searching, pain-

ful, and laborious. Truth seldom having that

comfortable dominion (by reason of the preva-

lence of wrong things) which was earnestly

labored for, both by us, and also by a few
mourners scattered up and down in those

parts, who waited for and earnestly sought
the prosperity of Zion. Such can only rejoice

when the righteous Seed beareth rule. We
had several meetings in the city of Cork,

where there is a considerable body of Friends.

But the love of this world and other undue
liberties, have prevailed to the great hurt of

the Society there also. Our labor was for the

most part, painful and exercising amongst
them." At several meetings hereaway, J.

Griffith found it to be his place to set an ex-

ample of silence ; which was the case at Birr,

where the assembly was composed principally

of those not members. " I am persuaded," he

continues, "there have been awakenings of

merciful kindness to them, and they have seen

the necessity of the new birth
;
but their no-

tions about it have been for the most part, in

airy visions, and flightiness of their own im-

aginations ; not coming to cease from man,
nor from their own willings and runnings.

Oh that they were so happy as to be emptied,

that God might be all in all, working in them
the will and the deed ; then would they come
really to experience true poverty of spirit, and
to abhor forward active self, whose time is

always ready. In this safe, self-denying situa-

tion, they would really feej an absolute neces-

sity to wait, as with their mouths in the dust

before the Lord, until he shall be pleased to

arise in their hearts; whereby all his and

their enemies would be scattered. Then would

true worship be performed, and they estab-

lished upon the immovable Rock that the

o-ates of hell cannot prevail against." " The
meetings at Ballybragen and Charlemont

were large, yet but little was to be felt of the

life of religion stirring in them ; neither did

there seenTmuch soundness amongst some of

the foremost rank ; several of whom having

administered cause of stumbling and discour-

agement to others, it had a bad savor and in-

fluence ;
instead of gathering, it had tended

to scatter from the fold of Christ's flock. I

had very close searching work amongst them,

in order to bring the judgment of Truth over

such, as the Lord was pleased to open n»y way
and to discover their states to me, being al-

together without any outward information

thereof. I understood afterwards some of
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them resented it, though they said nothing
to me about it; but as some bad before, so I

undei-stood one or more ofthem did soon after,

manifest a base, ungodly foundation.
"We proceded from thence to tal^e some

meetings * * which appeai-ed indeed almost
a desolation with respect to the sensible pos-

session of Truth, although it was professed by
some. A time of deep mourning and distress

it was to my soul, to view their captivity and
loss, of which themselves did not seem to have
much sense." At some other meetings in

course, he says, "Although we found some true
mourners in and for Zion, j-et the bulk of the
Society seemed to love tlie world and the
things that arc therein, to that degree, as to

have vcr3' little taste or relish for the things
of God. Even some of those, who, by their
stations in the church, ought to have been
lively examples of self-denial in this respect,
appeared to be as deeply plunged into this

mournful cause of desolation as any. Alas!
what account will they have to give of their
stewardship, when the chief Shepherd shall
appear. Prom this place we crossed the coun-
try to Edcnderry ; once remai-kablefor a brave,
lively body of Friends: there are now a large
number of professors belonging to i t ; but alas
the glory is much departed, and fountain of
living water forsaken by many! Oh, bow are
they gone into captivity by the muddy waters
of Babylon ! We attended their meeting on a
First-day, but could hear no melody or song
of Zion; all being closed up, and our harps
hung, as it were, upon the willows. It was a
time of deep, solemn mourning. About the
time of breaking up that meeting, it livingly
sprung in my mind, that as they had rejected
abundant favors bestowed upon them that
they might be gathered to God, so the Lord
would reject many of them."

"Great indeed were my inward distresses,
on account of the mournful declension of the
church in Ireland: the Lord knoweth, and
was my only support under it. Blessed be
his name forever! Divers there were amongst
themselves, who greatly lamented il; the tra-
vail of whose pained souls, I hope the Lord
of sabaoth will regard in his own time
to tarn his hand again upon a greatly declined
church, that, by the spirit of judgment and
burning, he may purely purge away her dross,
take away her tin and reprobate silver; that
her judges may be restored as at the first, and
her counsellors as at the beginnin

(To te

ice formations are from two to sis feet thick.

The Eapids that roll and tumble with such
force in the summer, and which are spanned
by the "Three Sister Island" bridges, are
now one solid mass of ice. Pedestrians travel
over them without fear of being engulphed in

the water that rolls beneath.
The ice mounds beneath the Falls are now

at least 40 to 70 feet throughout their base,
and rise in cone-shape to near the top of the
American Falls, and are estimated to be from
75 to 100 feet in height. Boys, men and
even ladies climb to the apex of these Alpine
mounds, which are nearly- fiat on top, and en-
joy great sport in coasting down their glassy
sides. Sleighs, sleds, barrel-staves, and every
conceivable thing that will go, is brought into
requisition for this purpose! The ice 'bridge
being perfect beneath the mounds, the coast-
ing parties start from the very top of these
mounds, and proceed with great rapidity to
the centre of the ice-bridged river beneath.
Many of the venturesome get bruised shins
and bloody noses for their foolhardiness, but
nothing daunted, they are "up and at it

again."

The trees at Ferry Grove are coated with
three feet of ice at their base, from actual
measurement. This ice is formed by the spray
from the Falls, which freezes as fast as it

strikes the ground or trees. The twigs on
these trees are encased with pendant balls of
ice, formed by the spray, of from three to ten
inches in circumference, and in the sunlight
look not unlike monster diamond ear-dro'jis.
No one can conceive of the beauty of this
scene without witnessing it, and knowing as
I do the desireof the inhabitants of the "City
of Brotherly Love" to see the beautiful in
nature, I will say that now is the time for
them to visit Niagara. Trees crystallized in
"" ' '

'

"
' green shrub-

Ningara Falls.

THE ICE BRIDGES AND ICE MOUNDS.
The weather this morning is really delight

fnl after the recent cold "snap The ther-
mometer indicated at this place yesterday
(Feb. 9.) at noon l-t° below zero, and at Suspen-
sion Bridge 22^ below, so you sec we can
have some cold weather hereabouts as well
as beautiful ice scenery. The cold weather
however, has not deterred people from visit-
ing the Falls, as I see by consulting the
register of the Niagara House that i.eople
from Peru, Ind.

; Madison, ANHs. ; Boston, Am-
herst, Mass.

; Philadelphia, Pa. ; Ehodc Island,New \ork City, Maine, Ontario and Ohio,
n appearance since the present

Tho jco bridges above and below the Falls
arc jiorfect, and arc traversed daily by visitors
—places that have not been approachable for
years, arc now visited with impunity The

ice, twigs and leaves of the evergreen
bery skeletonized, as it were, with ice, are
really beautiful to behold, and are rarely ever
seen in such profusion as they are now. I
have conversed with Prof Emmons, of Am-
herst, Mass., who has ti-avelled all over Europe
sight seeing. He informs me that nothing he
has ever seen in those far otf lands begins to
compare with the scenery in and about Nia-
gara Falls. Not even in 'his estimation is the
wild and weh-d scenery of Switzerland and
the Alps at all comparable with what may be
u„..„ „.,„„

Pj^^^-^ Ledger.here

very intent of every heart, and the motive
that prompts to every act. The spring of all
our transactions, whether devotional or be-
nevolent, the purity of our end and aim, and
will reward us accordingly. Oh how neces-
sary "That he that thinketh he standeth
should take heed lest he fall." That every
avenue of the heart should be guarded, lest
he who is truly called " unwearied," should
find us sleeping, should take advantage of our
weak points, and lay us waste. It matters
not to him whether we fall upon the right
hand or upon the left. Whether we indulge
in spiritual pride or give way to faithless dis-
trust. In an unhallowed zeal, or cold indif-
ference. But there is a safe hiding place from
every "snare of the fowler." Even in "the
secret place" and " under the shadow of the
Almighty." Where we shall be alike preserved
from the "terror by night," and the "arrow
that flieth by day." And though there is no
safety but in continued vigilance, but in con-

^

stant watching unto prayer, yet to such as
are concerned to dwell here how precious ._
the assurance, " They that trust in the Lord
shall be as Mount Zion, which cannot be r«
moved, but abideth forever." " As the moun-
tains are around about Jerusalem, so the Lord
is around about his people from henceforth
even forever." l{. £).

Morgan Co., Ohio, 2d mo. 26th, 1875.

haVI put in

set in.

For "The FriBDd.

"And he did that which was right in the sight of the
Lord, but not with a perfect heart."—2d Chron. xxv

While I mused on this record of king Ama-
ziah, there seemed to me much of instruction
and warning in it. The importance of keep
ing the heart with all diligence, of serutiniz
ing thoughts and motives, seemed to force
tself upon me. The danger of performing
even our religious duties in a formal lifeless
way; gliding along in their regular perform-
ance, when the heart may be too much en-
groH.sedwith the things of time, and not truly
alive to the awful importance thereof. Not
perfect in the sight of Him who weigheth
motives as well as actions. Oh ! what need
we have to adopt the petition of Job, -'That
which I see not, teach Thou mo." And also
of ihe Psalmist, " Cleanse thou me from secret
aults." "Search me, O God, and know my
heart, try me, and know my thoughts, and see
It there bo any wicked way in me, and lead
mo in the way everlasting." lie knows the

The Western Locusts.

The Nebraska State Superintendent of Im-
migration, has made a report on the western
locusts, or grasshoppers, which wo condense
as follows

:

" The abiding home of the insect is on tho
high, dry plateaus of New Mexico and Ari-
zona, and the southern foothills of the Eocky
Mountains. There they are always. In some
seasons they multiply with astonishing
pidity and become too numerous to sub
Then, like bees, they swarm and migrate to
other countries. They follow no rule of em-
igration, but go with the wind. They
until they become weary and hungry, and
then drop down to rest and eat. They do
not all go at onco nor to one place. They
become separated and much divided after
starting; but in almost any case, whether the
and army or some principal detachment,

they are as the sands of the sea, myriads of
millions. Coming in the distance they look
ke a light cloud rapidly riding on the wind,'

and under the blazingnoon-day sun they glitter
like snow'-flakes, extending from near the
ground to the height of half a mile, but cast
a gloomy shadow on the earth. When theyi
drop down to feed every green and gay thingi
is covered in a moment, and the earth is gray \

and dismal. Only a few things do they not
relish, as sorghum, broom corn and peach-
tree leaves. Wheat and oats, when the straw

'

or grain is green, are devoured in a few hours.

'

Corn is their staple; they go for the tassel'
and silk (if these are out), then the tender
grain, scrambling and crowding each other

ungry pigs. They are very fond of.
potatoes, beans and cabbage

; but onions are '

their most delicious morsel—they will dig,
nto the ground for the last particle. Usually
they remain not more than twenty-four to
forty-eight hours in a place, if the weather is

warm and the sky clear ; but sometimes a i

week, if the air is chilly and very damp and.
the sky cloudy. After leaving their native*
home they have never been known to propa--';
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gate in their colonics more than three years, I
towards a better country, owned of the Lord

and that has occurred but twice in the history in their faithfulness to the degree of enlight-

of the United States. Somewhat more fre-|enment they had reached ; and yet he has

quently they have been known to hatch dur- learned more highly to estimate the privilege

i ing the second year; but out oftwenty swarms of the clearer apprehension of gospel truth

i

this has happened only three times. In other which has, in mercy, been vouchsafed to us

cases they have ended their existence and "" " '""" +""°*

their race, in any given place, in one year.

Of those which invaded Nebraska in 1874, the

first swarms laid eggs in several counties ;
but

the long, dry fall hatched them out, and thus

stopped further production. The swarms
that came last seemed to, have been hatched

as a precious trust.

In one instance, he knew of a man who
had been engaged for thirty years as a local

preacher among the Wesleyan Methodists,

who said that he knew of nothing that origi-

nated the work of religion in the minds of

men, independently of the Holy Scriptures,

too fur north, and too late in the season to! If this were so, the same source must be con-

come to maturity, and consequently they laid jtinually looked to, for spiritual consolation

no eggs. All these perished in the first frosts.
^

and nourishment. This person was highly

It will be several years before their native ;endowed mentally, and was an author of con-

land will be overcrowded, and when they rise siderablo note.

up to migrate they will be as likely to go in

one direction as another. Ever since the year

1849 the plains have been travelled over con-

stantly, and the movements of this desert

locust, as it should be called, have been noted.

In all this time there has been no such devas-

tation as last year's, nor is it likely that there

will be a recurrence of this calamity for many
years, and let us hope never."

—

JV. E. Post.

For "The Friend"

I Wiiited patiently for the Lord and He inclined unto

me, and heard ray cry.—Psalm xl. 1.

The Lord direct your hearts into the love of God,

and into the patient waiting for Christ.— 2 Thess.

iii, 5.

When Christ who is our life shall appear, then shall

we also appear with Him in glory.—Col. ii'

It is a day of some excitement in certain

quarters, on the subject of religion
;
and

proportion to the absence of real religious

experience, there appears to be danger that

the mind may run out and find rest in a spe-

The writer knew another case, of one who
had been similarly engaged, a member of the

same Society, who, in conversation on the

subject, gave it as his sentiment, that if it

were possible to obliterate from the memory
the promises and consolatory portions of the

Bible, there would be an end to Divine com
munion with that soul ; thus evincing hov
deep rooted was his conviction, that it was by
this, as a medium, that Divine comfort and
consolation must come to the soul of man, if

it come at all.

In another case, a person was on the plat-

form at a meeting of a branch of the British

and Foreign Bible Society, and urging the

importance of the work of promoting the

circulation of the Holy Scriptures said, in the

course -of his speech, "Time was when the

Apostle wrote, that the word of God was not

bound, but now we have it bound, and you
can have it at so much a copy," &c., &c.

In the printed reports of agents of the same
Society on foreign stations, rera arks ofa similar

culativo apprehension of the truths of the jcharaeter have often been seen. They report

I

gospel, and in this condition, m&y feed itself the receipt, by a certain steamer or vessel, of

upon imagination, and professing the disco-
1 so many cases of the Bread of Life—or, the

very of a" higher life," be ignorant of that Leaves which are for the healing of the na

which is the true life of the soul—the Bread
which Cometh down from heaven, and giveth

I

life unto the world. It is to this that the

[
Holy Scriptures direct.our attention, as may

f be observed by consideration of the passages

I
at the bead of this paper, and a inultitude of

others that might be quoted. It is in this

way that they are designed to be profitable,

and that we, through patience and comfort

of the Scriptures, might have hope.

It not unfrequently happens, that persons

\ are ready to suppose they are pretty nearly,

or substantially, agreed on the fundamental
doctrines of the gospel ; especially is this apt

to be the case when we, as members of the

Society of Friends, in conversation with

in perusing the writings of other professors,

j
find an acknowledgment of the doctrine of

the Holy Spirit. . A little further scrutiny,

j
however, it is believed, will often disclose the

j

fact, that while using nearly the same lan-

I

guage, and quoting the sam-e passages of

I Scripture, there is underneath a most marked

j
and vital distinction. It is a prevalent idea

outside of our Society, that the Scriptures are

the only means of obtaining Divine instruc-

tion, in the sense that what the Spirit saith

to us comes through that channel, and that

only.

The writer has been intimately acquainted

with many earnest and sincer* professors of

other denominations, and greatly enjoyed the

sense of unity with them, as fellow travellers

tions, &c. ; meaning copies of the Holy Scrip-

tures of the 0!d and JSew Testament.
Far be it from me to depreciate in the least,

the value of the precious gift of these invalu-

able writings. The Society of Friends has

always placed them wliere they placed them
selves, and has unequivocally accepted the

doctrine of the Apostle, that they were given

forth by inspiration of God, and that they are

" profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for cor-

rection, for instruction in righteousness: That
the man of God m.ay be perfect, thoroughly

furnished unto all good works." " That what-

soever was written aforetime, was written for

our learning, that we through patience and

comfort of the Scriptures might have hope."

The writer looks back with satisfaction, at

his own share in the sale and distribution of

many hundreds of copies.

He is at this time, however, concerned, that

while on the one hand we should in no way
nr degree undervalue the Holy Scriptures and

be careful to make a right use of them, we may
adhere with steady, unwavering consistency

and faithfulness to ourown acknowledged tes-

timony respecting them. Our view is well

expressed by that eminent servant of Christ,

William Penn :
" The grace of God within me,

and the Scriptures without me, are the foun-

dation and declaration of my faith and reli-

gion, and let any man get better if he can."_

With these principles fully established in

our minds, we shall come to apprehend the

import of the language of the blessed Saviour

to the Samaritan woman, when she said, " Art

thou greater than our father Jacob, who gave

us -the well, and drank thereof himself, his

children and his cattle ?" and He replied to

her in this deeply instructive and significant

language : "Whosoever drinkcth of thiswater

shall thirst again ;" to which water all inferior

sources of help, or comfort, or instruction, may
be compared; "but whosoever drinketh of

the water that I shall give him, shall never

thirst ; but the water that I shall give him
shall be in him a well of water, springing up

unto everlasting life."

It is this kind of experience, that intro-

uces the Christian traveller into the state

and enjoyment of that true life, which is hid

th Christ in God, and into that adoration

and worship, which standeth not in reciting

or reading the experiences of other men, but

stands in Divine communion with the Father

and with the Son through the eternal Spirit.

This feeling and knowing, transcends all

words and professions. Those who are come
hither, can indeed call that day blessed where-

in their minds were turned from darkness unto

light, and from the power of Satan unto the

power of God, which is the substance of the

gospel.

Whilst encouraging evidence is often af-

forded, that among the various denominations

of professing Christians, there are many whose
piritual eyes have been anointed to see with

increasing clearness into the mystery and

spirituality of the gospel dispensation—to

see, indeed, that it is a dispensation of the

spirit—and that there is great openness to

receive such views among others of them—it

would be cause for sadness and mourning, if

our own Society should, at this day, be found

to have declined from the advanced ground it

once occupied, and had drifted away from the

place it was designed to fill in the universal

Church. .

In a day when a strong current is set in,

which seems to be carrying many away

from this foundation—when speculative opin-

ion is too apt to be taken for faith, and a

wordy profession, for possession of the ti-nth

as it is in Jesus Christ our Lord—may it never

be justly said, that from fear or partiality, or

favor or affection towards those who have left

the true foundation ; or towards those who

have never known what it is to build upon it;

or from any other motive ;
that we have hesi-

tated to avow our own principles on this

o-reat subject, or faltered in the proper dis-

charge of"the duties of faithful watchmen and

watchwomen on our walls : ever bearing in

mind, the necessity that our own hearts should

be seasoned with grace, and that whatever

we say or do, may be said or done in the love

and in the fear of God ;
for the servant of the

Lord must not strive, (in his own will,) but

be gentle»unto all men, apt to teach, patient,

in meekness instructing those that oppose

themselves, that, peradventure, they may be

brought to the acknowledgment of the Truth

and delivered out of every snare.
K. E.

When a Breton mariner puts to sea hif

prayer is, " Keep me, my God ! My boat is sc

small, and the ocean is so wide!" Does no

this beautiful prayer truly express the condi

tion of each of us, as we sail with frail boa

on life's broad sea ?
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WALKING WITH THE WOELD.
BY MATILDA C. EDWARDS.

The Church and the World walked for apart,

On the changing shore of time

;

The World was singing a giddy song,

And the Church a hymn fublime.
" Come, give me your hand," cried the merry World,

" And walk with me this way ;"

But the good Church hid her snowy hands,

And solemnly answered, " Nay,

I will not give you mv hand at all.

And I will not walk with you.

Your way is the way to endless death
;

Your words are all untrue."

" Nay, walk with me but a little space,"

Said the World, with a kindly air

;

" The road I walk is a pleasant road.

And the sun shines always there
;

Your path is thorny and rough and rude.

And mine is broad and plain ;

My road is paved with flowers and dews.

And yours with tears and pain;

The sky above me is always blue;

No want, no toil, I know;
The sky above yon is always dark

;

Your lot is a lot of woe ;

My path, you see, is a broad, fair one.

And my gate is high and wide

;

There is room enough for you and for me
To travel side by side."

Half shyly the Church approached the World
And gave him her hand of snow

;

The old World grasped it and walked along,

Saying in accents low,
" Your dress is too simple to please my taste

;

I will give you pearls to wear,

Kich velvets and silks for your graceful form.

And diamonds to deck your hair."

The Church looked down at her plain white robes,

And then at the dazzling World,
And blushed as she saw his handsome lip

. With a smile contemptuous curled.
" I will change my dress for a costlier one,"

Said the Church, with a smile of grace;

Then her pure white garments drifted away,
And the World gave in their place

Beautiful satins and shining silks.

And roses and geras and pearls
;

And over her forehead her bright hair fell,

Crisped in a thousand curls.

" Your house is too plain," said the proud old World
;

" I'll build you one like mine
;

Carpets of briissels and curtains of lace.

And furniture ever so fine."

So he builds her a co-stly and beautiful house

;

Splendid it was to behold
;

Her sons and her beautiful daughters dwelt there.

Gleaming in purple and gold
;

And fairs and shows in the halls were held,

And the World and his children were there,

And laughter and music and feasts were heard
In the place that was meant for prayer.

She had cushioned pews for the rich and great.

To sit in their pomp and pride
;

While the poor folks, clad in their shabby suits.

Sat meekly down outside.

The angel of Mercy flew over the Church,
And whispered, " I know thy sin;"

Then the Church looked back with a sigh, and longed
To gather her children in.

But some were ofl'al the midnight ball,

And some were ofl'at the play.

And some were drinking in gay saloons;
So she (piietlv went her way.

Then the sly World gallantly said to her, •
" Your children mean no harm.

Merely indulging in innocent sports ;"

So she leaned on his proffered arm.
And smiled and chatted, and gathered flowers.

As she walked along with the World
;

While millions and millions of deathless souls
To the horrible gulf were hurl'd.

'"Your preachers are all too old and plain,"
Said the gay World with a sneer

;

"They frighten my children with dreadful talcs.

Which I like not for them to hear;
They talk of brimstone and lire and pain.
And the horrors of endless night

:

They talk of a place that should not be
Mentioned to ears polite.

I will send you some of the stamp,

Brilliant and g.ty and fast.

Who wiil tell them that people may live as they lis

And go to heaven at last.

The Father is merciful, great and good,

Tender and true and kind;

Do you think he would take one child to heaven,

And leave llie rest behind ?"

So he filled her house with gay divines.

Gifted and great and learned
;

And the plain old men that preached the cross

Were out of her pulpits turned.

" You give too touch to the poor," said the World,
" Far more than you ought to do

;

If the poor need shelter and food and clothes,

Why need it trouble you ?

Go take your money and buy rich robes.

And horses and carriages fine,

And pearls and jewels and dainty food.

And the rarest and costliest wine

;

'

My children, they dote on all such things,

And if you their love would win,

You must do as they do : and walk in the ways
That they are walking in."

Then the Church held tightly the strings of her pui

And gracefully lowered her head.

And simpered, " I've given too much away
;

I'll do, sir, as you have said."

So the poor were turned from her door in scorn,

And she heard not the orphan's cry

;

And she drew her beautiful robes aside.

As the widows went weeping by

;

And the sons of the World and the sons of the Church
Walked closely hand and heart.

And only the Master who knoweth all

Could tell the two apart.

Then the Church sat down at her ea.se, and said,
" I am rich, and in goods increased

;

I have need of nothing, and naught to do
But to laugh and dance and feast;"

And the sly World heard her and laughed in his sleeve.

And mockingly said aside,
" The Church is fallen, the beautiful Church,
And her shame is her boast and pride.

The angel drew near to the mercy-seat.
And whispered in sighs her name,

And the saints their anthems of rapture hushed,
And covered their heads with shame

;

And a voice came down through the hush of heaven
From Him who sat on the throne,

"I know thy work, and how thou hast said,
I am rich, and hast not known

That thou art naked, poor and blind,
And wretched before my face

;

Therefore, from my presence I cast thee out,
And blot thy name from its place."—Baltimore Christian Advocate.

For "The Friend."

The Pllgrim.s.—An Allegory.

(Continued from page 239.)

The testimony of our Saviour personally to
a ruler among the Jews, contains much that
is calculated to make us earnest and diligent
in a preparation for the great assize, or " to
shoot the gulf," as Hannah More terms it, at
the end of the journey ; and that is, " Except
a man be born again, he cannot see the king-
dom of God." Then how important the en-
quiry for each of us, In what docs the new
birth consist? And, Have I experienced its

pangs, its refinings, its thoroughly cleansing
baptisms? Am I indeed born of the incor-
ruptible seed and word of God, through the
washing of regeneration and the renewing of
the Holy Ghost? Have I submitted to the
'ndispensable transformation of being "cut
out of the olive-tree, which is wild bj' nature,"
and, " grafted contrary to nature into a good
olive tree," or into Christ? These solemn in-

quiries, having their root in that inward and
spiritual religion, that deep and fervent ap-
plication of soul after the bread and water of
ife, which the Son and Sent of God came to
ntroduce, may withdraw us from the zeal and
activity and much religious demonstration be-
gotten in the will and time of the creature :

but as there is a waiting in lowliness of heart
and mind, with a wrestling after Him, who
ever remains to be the resurrection and the
life, He will in His good time, anoint the eye
to see beyond these, and will abundantly mag-
nify His own quickening power in the soul,

and ultimately give to these Light, and Life,

and salvation.

The desire after the litlte lumps of yellow

clay, which our author has represented as the

chiefattraction ofthe things below, is strongly

reproved in the clear injunction of our divine

Lawgiver: "Lay not up for yourselves trea-

sures upon earth," &c., with this comprehen-

sive addendum: " For where your treasure is,

there will your hearts be also." A worthy
minister, not long deceased, has recorded as

his belief, that " the love of money is as much
some persons besetting sin, as the love of

strong drink is that of others." True it is,

where this has been given way to till grown
to be the chief desire or idol of the heart, it

becomes to such "the root of all evil." The
apostle James has admonished such in the

language :
" Go to now, ye rich men, weep and

howl for your miseries that shall come upon
you. Your riches are corrupted, * * your
sold and silver is cankered," &c. The apostlo

Paul enjoins, not to "trust in uncertain riches,

but in the living God, who giveth us all things

richly to enjoy." And the dear Saviour's ad-

monitory words are, " What shall it jjrofit a

man if he shall gain the whole world, and
lose his own soul ? or what shall a man give

in exchange for his soul."

The " lovers of pleasure more than the

lovers of God," are a numerous class; and
whether this pleasure be assumed to consist

in the demoralizing horse-race, the bewitch-

ing card-playing, or in the debasing cup of

intoxication, they are all of "the lust of the

flesh," which is of the world, and must perish

with the world. It would he well for the first

class to remember that every one that goes to

see a horse-race, becomes a participator in all

the iniquity that is committed there. He is

guilty of an immoral agency, the effect and
nfluence of which, particularly on young per-

sons, can hardly be estimated in amount or in

perpetuity. The Apostle has described the

danger these are in, in the language: " Yo
have lived in pleasure on the earth, and been

wanton; ye have nourished your hearts, as

in the day of slaughter. Ye have condemned
and killed the just; and he doth not resist

you."
The " heaps" that were wasted in this way

for "no kind of use," the bets made on games
with " bits of paper painted over with red and
black spots," together with the excess of " en-

chanted liquor," all had one end in common
—the ahowing what was the chief love or

'dol of the heart, and showing too with what
superior skill men may abuse the gifts of

Providence and squander life. But the day
of retribution must come. "Behold the day
Cometh," sayeth the Prophet, "that shall burn
as an oven ; and all the proud, yea, and all

that do wickedly, shall be stubble : and the day
that cometh shall burn them up, saith the

Lord of hosts, that it shall leave them neither

root nor branch."
The Allegory continued:—"At the end of

this country lay the vast -gulf mentioned be-

fore
; it was shadowed over by a broad and

thick cloud, which prevented the pilgrims
from seeing in a distinct manner what was
doing behind it, yet such beams of brightness
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o\v and then darted through the cloud, as

iialilod those who used a telescope* pi-ovided

:ir that purpose, to see the substance of things

oped for ; but it was not every one who could

lakc use of this telescope ; no eye indeed was
aturally disposed to it ; but an earnest desire

get a glimpse of the invisible realities, gave
ueh a strength and steadiness to the eye
,'hieh used the telescope, as enabled it to dis-

ern many things which could not be seen by
he natural sight. Above the cloud was this

ascription : 'The things which are seen are

em]K)ral, but -the things which are not seen

ro eternal.' Of these last things many glori-

u8 descriptions had been given ; but as these

ploiiilors were at a distance, and as the pil-

riiiis in general did not care to use the tele-

cope, these distant glories made little impi-es-

ion.

The glorious inheritance which lay beyond
he cloud, was called the things above, while a

lultitude of trifling objects, which appeared
jODtemptibly small when looked at through
[he telescope, were called the things below.

ifow, as we know it is nearness which gives

iize and bulk to any object, it was not won-
lerful that those ill-judging pilgrims were
pore struck with these baubles and trifles,

|?hich, by laying close at hand, were visible

nd tempting to the naked eye, and which
(lade up the sum of the things below, than with
he remote glories of the things above : but this

ras chiefly owing to their not making use of

he telescope, through which, if you examined
horonghly the things below, they seemed to

hrink almost down to nothing, which was
ndeed their real size; whWe the things above

ppeared the more beautiful and vast, the

iiore the telescope was used. But the sur-

irieing part of the story was this ; not that

he pilgrims were captivated at first sight

vith the things below, for that was natural

nough ; but that wheu they had tried them
,11 over and over, and found themselves de-

eived and disappointed in almost every one
if them, it did not at all lessen their fondness,

md they grasped at them again with the same
:agernes8 as before. There were some gay
ruits which looked alluring, but on being
ipened, instead of a kernel, they were found
contain rottenness; and those which seemed

he fullest, often proved on trial to be quite

lollow and empty. Those which were the

DOSt tempting to the eye, were often found
o be wormwood to the taste, or poison to the

tomach, and many flowers that seemed most
)right and gay had a worm gnawing at the
'oot; and it was observable that on the finest

,nd brightest of them was seen, when looked
it through the telescope, the word of vanity

nscribed in large characters.

Among the chief attractions of the things be-

\ow, were certain little lumps of yellow clay,

{in which almost every eye and every heart

Vas fixed. When I saw the variety of uses

o which this clay could be converted, and
he respect which was shown to those who
j:ould scrape together the greatest number of

Ineces, I did not much wonder at the general

jlesire to pick up some of them ; but when I

leheld the anxiety, the wakefulness, the com-
letitions, the contrivances, the tricks, the

rauds, the scuffling, the pushing, the turmoil-

ing, the kicking, the shoving, the cheating,

!he circumvention, the envy, the malignitj',

j

* Faith ; the anointed vision ; or the light of the

Ijord Jesus.

—

Compiler.

which was excited by the desire to possess
this article

;
when I saw the general scramble

among those that had little to get much, and
of those who had much to get moi-e, then I

could not help applying to these people a
proverb in use among us, that gold may be

bought too dear.

Though I saw there were various sorts of
baubles which engaged the hearts of diff'erent

travellers, such as an ell of red or blue ribbon,
for which some were content to forfeit their

future inheritance, committing the sin of
Esau, without his temptation of hunger; yet
the j'ellow clay I found was the grand object
for which most hands were scrambling, and
most souls were risked. One thing was ex-
traordinary, that the nearer these people were
to their being turned out of their tenement,
the fonder they grew of these pieces of clay

;

so that I naturally concluded they meant to

take.the clay with them to the far country, to

assist them in their establishment in it; but
I soon learnt this clay was not current there,

the lord having farther declared to these pil-

grims that as they had brought nothing into this

world, they could carry nothing a way.
I enquired of the diff'erent people who were

raising the various heaps of clay, some of a

larger, some of a smaller size, why they dis-

covered such unremitted anxiety, and for

whom? The truth, on a close examination,
proved to be, that the true genuine heapers
really heaped for themselves

; that it was in

fact neither for friend nor child, but to gratify

an inordinate appetite of their own. Nor was
I much surprised after this to see these yellow
hoards at length canker, and the rust of them
become a witness against the hoarders, and
eat their flesh as it were fire.

Many, however, who had set out with a
high heap of their father's raising, before they
had got one third of their journey, had scarce-

ly a single piece left. As I was wondering
what had caused these enormous piles to

vanish in so short a time, I spied scattered up
and down the country all sorts of odd inven-

tions, for some or other of which the vain

possessors of the great heaps of clay had
truckled and bartered them away in fewer
hours than their ancestors had spent years in

getting them together. O what a strange
unaccountable medley it was! and what was
ridiculous enough, I observed that the greatest

quantity of the clay was alwaj's exchanged
for things that were of no use that I could

discover, owing 1 suppose to my ignorance of

the manners of the country.

In one place I saw large heaps exhausted,

in order to set two idle pampered horses a
running; but the worst part of the joke was,
the horses did not run to fetch or carry any
thing, of course were of no kind of use, but
merely to let the gazers see which could run

fastest. Now, this gift of swiftness, exercised

to no useful purpose, was only one out of

many instances, I observed, of talents em-
ployed to no end. Others were spent in play-

iiag with white stiff bits of paper, painted over

with red and black spots, in which I thought
there must be some conjuring, because the

very touch of these painted pasteboards made
the heaps fly from one to another, and back
again to the same, in a way that natural

causes could not account for. There was an-

other proof that there must be some magic in

this business, which was that if a pasteboard

with red spots fell into a hand which wanted
a black one, the person changed color, his eyes

flashed fire, and he discovered other symptoms
of madness, which showed that there was
some witchcraft in the case. These clean little

pasteboards, as harmless as they looked, had
the wonderful power of putting down the
highest piles in less time than all the other
causes put together. 1 observed that many
small piles were given in exchange for an en-
chanted liquor which when the purchaser had
drunk to a little excess, he lost power of
managing the rest of his heap without losing
his love of it ; and thus the excess of indul-
gence, by making him a beggar, deprived him
of that very gratification on which his heart
was set."

CTo be coDclnded.J

The American Transit Expedllioii.

A correspondent of the New York Tribune
gives an extended narrative of the arrange-
ments and incidents ofthe scientific corps sent
under instructions from Washington to Naga-
saki, Japan, to observe the recent transit of
Venus.
From the account given by the Tribune's

correspondent, we make the following ex-
tracts :

"The few days immediately preceding the
transit had been of a doubtful character.
Clouds alternated with sunshine, and morn-
ings of the greatest promise were often fol-

lowed by the most aggravating hazy or cloudy
afternoons. The chief often expressed the
wish for a good clearing storm which would'
give him a blue sky. The night before the
transit was clear so that observations for time
were obtained, and the astronomers were in

high hopes. But in the morning clouds hung
around the hills and the sky was of a whity-
blue. The wind had shifted to. the north-
west, which was interpreted as favorable.

About 9 o'clock the sun shone out more clearly

than it had done for days, and the photo-
graphers tested their materials with some
pictures of the sun. The last touches were
given to the adjustments, and a last inspection

was made of batteries and wires and chrono-
graphs, on which so much depended. There
was but little said. Everybody had his sta-

tion and duty, and everybody was too anx-
ious to indulge in talk. A light bamboo fence

kept off intruders, and a detail of police was
sent by the Governor to enforce necessary
regulations.

By 10 o'clock clouds were flying over the

sky and hung threateningly upon the moun-
tains near us. The predicted time for the first

contact was lOh. 24.5m. of local time. By
that lime the clouds had increased so that the
patches of sky were beginning to become
alarmingly infrequent. Prof Davidson's duty
was at the equatorial, with which he hoped to

observe the contacts and to make micrometric
observations. Mr. Tittman had a smaller

equatorial for observing contacts. Capt. Yan-
age used for the same purpose a small field-

glass. Mr. Edwards had charge of the heli-

ostat and the chronograph. The rest were in

the photographic room. One minute before

the predicted time the taking of photographs
began. Eapid pictures were taken at inter-

vals of about half a second until the moment
of contact had passed. Then they were kept

up at regular intervals until increased cloudi-

ness made it useless. Over 100 plates were
exposed, but on manj', on account of clouds,

the images were not distinguishable. It is

believed about sixty of the plates will be
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found available for measareraent. If the sky

had remained clear it would have been easy

to have secured from 200 to 300 pictures.

Each of the plates recorded its instant ot ex-

posure upon the chronograph. Each is num-

bered so that it may be identiiied, when sent

to Washington for measurement. The work

in the photographic room was lively. The

plates were albumenized the day previous.

Six baths were used to make the plates sen-

sitive. As fast as one plate was withdrawn

another was added. And as fast as the plates

were taken from the camera th'ey were passed

into the hands of the developers. When all

was over they were varnished, and put in their

boxes for transmission to Washington.

But while the work was in progress in the

photograph room, the astronomers were not

idle. It is well known that the determination

of first contact is very difficult. The point of

ingress is of course a part of the very problem

to be solved, and cannot be known with abso-

lute precision. And even supposing the ob-

server to be looking at the exact point, it is

difficult to detect the first appearance of the

dark body. Prof Davidson's observations of

it preceded that of Mr. Tittman by about ten

seconds. And it is noticeable that the time

both for the first exterior and interior contact

was later than the predicted American time

by one and a half minutes, and later than the

English predicted time by three minutes. The
interior contact was well observed. Fortu-

toatelj' the sun was pretty clear from the lower

stratum of clouds, although it was covered by

a film of cirrus clouds throughout. Davidson

and Tittman were almost simultaneous in their

record, and even Yange with his inferior in-

strument followed close upon the others. No
phenomenon corresponding to the ligament

described by previous observers was seen

here. And as the French astronomers here
report also that they saw no ligament, it

seems to be clear that its absence on this ocea
sion was connected with the state of the at

raosphere. Perhaps the curtain of thin cirrus

clouds which covered the sun may have sc

protected the lower stratum of the atmos
phere that it was more steady than in clear

sunshine. At anj- rate it is now a question

whether the theory of irradiation, which has
served as an explanation of the ligament seen

by former observers, is any longer tenable.

The last interior contact was also obtained by
the observers, but owing to clouds, not so

satisfactorilj-. The exterior contact was con-
ceak'd behind a dense cloud. But the most
important jiart of Prof. Davidson's work was
his micrometric measurements during the first

stage of the transit. With unrivalled celerity,

and with a skill gained by thirty years' expe-
lionco as an observer, he proceeded to mea-
sure the cusps of Venus as she passed upon
the disk of the sun. Each observation was
recorded, with its time. The series by work-
ing backward will serve to determine the in-

stant of contact. After the jilanet had en-
tered upon the sun he set to work to measure
the distance between the edges of the two
bodies. When this had become too great to
be useful he proceeded to tuke a series of
measures of the planet's diameter, and it may
safely be asserted that no measures of the
diameter of Venus as a luminous bod}- will
compare in value with those taken when she
is projected as a sharp dark body against the
sun's disk.

When the sun came to the meridian aseries

of observations with the transit instrument

were made upon the time of the passage of

the first and second limbs of both the sun and

planet. The whole work of the party may,
therefore, be summed up as follows:—First

contact observed by Davidson and Tittman
;

second contact observed well by Davidson

and Tittman ; third contact observed by
Davidson and Tittman ;

199 micrometric and
meridian measurements taken ; 60 available

photographs taken. In addition to this, a

series of magnetic observations was carried

through during the week previous. For the

determination of longitude, Nagasaki had
been connected with Vladiwostock by the

telegraphic method, by a series of observa-

tions in concej-t with Prof. Hall. This work
was completed in November. Vladiwostock
is connected by telegraph with St. Petersburg,

and hence this station is thus connected with

the European and American observatories. In

addition to this Prof. Davidson has dispatched

Messrs. Tittman and Edwards to Tedo, who,
in connection with himself at Nagasaki, will

observe for difference of longitude. Thus the

capital of Japan will be linked to the Western
capitals and its longitude precisely settled.

And at some subsequent time not far distant,

when a cable is laid across from San Fran-
cisco to Japan, the last link will be put in,

and one continuous chain of longitude deter-

minations will encircle the world."

Rfgcnfration Secessarj'.

Extractedfrom" The Original and Present State

of Alan." By Joseph Phipps.

Now, O man ! what is the great business of

thy life in this world, but to regain thy place

in the paradise of God ; to secure an everlast-

ing establishment in that inheritance which
is incorruptible, undefiled, and fadeth not
away? 1 Peter, i. 4. To accomplish this, thou
must be stripped of all that which unfits thee
for an entrance. Whatever has been the cause

of exclusion must be removed. Whatever can
have no place or habitation there, must be

separated from thee, or thou canst not be ad-

mitted. That which (lets) hinders will (let)

hinder till it be taken out of the way. What-
ever thou hast in thee or about thee, that thou
art attached to in consequence of the fall, all

separate self and the carnal mind, thou must
resign, or thou canst never know a restora-

tion. The gospel axe, the power of the Spi-

rit of God, must be laid to the root of the tree

of corruption in thee, that it may be extir-

pated, and the Vine of life implanted in its

room
; that in the heart, where the sinful

nature hath spread its poisonous products, the
engrafted Word, which is able to regenerate
and save the soul, may flourish, and bring
forth its heavenly fruits ; James, i. 21 ; from
whence ariseth happiness to the creature, and
praise to the Eternal Author of all virtue and
felicity.

The necessity of regeneration was not only
preached to the people in the primitive times,
but was actually experienced bj' the believers.

A clear and pregnant instance we have in 1

Coi'. vi. 9, 10, 11 :
" Know ye not that the un-

righteous shall not inherit the kingdom of
God ?" &c. ;

" and such were some of you
;

but 3-c are washed, but ye are sanctified,
but j-e are justified, in the name of the
Lord Jesus, and by the Spirit of our God."
Here the apostle plainly testifies, that some
of the Corinthian brethren, who had been

of polluted hearts and vicious lives, wen
become regenerated, made clean and holy

and shows that this great change in them
was wrought in the name, or power of thi

Lord Jesus, which he explains to be by thi

rit of our God. The Apostle Peter con

curs with Paul in bearing the like testirao

ny : 1 Peter, i. 22, 23 :
" Seeing ye havi

'fied your souls in obeying the truth

through the Spirit, unto unfeigned love of thi

brethren, see that j-e love one another with i

pure heart fervently; being born again, no

of corruptible seed, but of incorruptible, bj

the Word of God, which liveth and abidetl

forever." To the like purpose might be addec

Eph. ii. 5, 6; Col. i. 13; ii. lO-fS, iii. 9, 10

with the sixth chapter of the Epistle to tht

Eomans, and many other texts.

The Apostle particularlj' shows the natun
and manner of thi.'^ work, in Eomans, th(

seventh and eighth chapters. In the foregoing

chapters, the Apostle evidently includes i

presentation of three very different conditions

in their course of progression, and state of dis-

parity from each other. First, A natural,

blind, unconvicted state, which is that of dark-

ness and death. * * * Second, A state oi

illumination and discovery, of conviction

internal warfare, in order to a complete con-

version. * * * Third, A state of redemptiot

from the power of sin, through purification

and a translation into the spiritual kingdom
of Christ. * * *

By this representation, which contains a

brief and comprehensive delineation of the

work of the new birth, the Apostle shows
to such as are young in the faith, what dif

ferent states they have to pass through in

that preparatory travel ; and also reminds the

regenerated of what they have witnessed, in

the lines of his own experience. He describes

the various steps, and principal leadings oi

the Holy Spirit, till by its effectual operation

the soul is rendered a new creature, and in-

troduced into the kingdom of God ; which
being inward and spiritual, is entered by an

inward and spiritual way. Hence it is clear,

a man may acquire all the learning, and re-

ceive all the degrees that schools and colleges

can bestow, with all the authority men can

afford him, and may be strict in the practice

of all the forms and exteriors of religion, and

yet remain the natural man still. These can

bring him no nearer to true regeneration,

than he was at the moment of his birth ;
foi

the new birth is the work of the Holy Spirit

Nothing but the spirit of holiness can make a

manboly ; for nothing can communicate what
it hath not. Nothing can set men free from the

power of sin and its wages death, but the law

or power of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus,

individually administered. This, which tum-
eth sinners into saints by a real purgation, and

renders them, as to their inward state, new
creatures, remains to be their light and leader,

and the primary guide of their life and conduct,

by its immediate manifestations in the heart;

whereb}- it frequently brings Scripture truths

to their remembrance, and opens the sensed
them profitablj' to their understandings, at

the same time influencing the mind to a prac-

tice answerable thereto. * * *

It is the sole property of the Spirit of Christ,

the light of men, to make true discoveries to

the mind, both respecting itself and every

thing else that concerns it.

It is the unbelieving, unrenewed man, un-

acquainted with the effectual operation ol
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is heavenly spirit, that unwittingly rejects

d disparages it, and thereby contributes to

ep both himself and others in blindness

ncerning it, and prejudice against it. "The
tural man, receiveth not the things of the
irit of God, for they are foolishness unto
Dtt ; neither can he know them, because they
B spiritually discerned." 1 Cor. ii. 14.

What is cautioned against, therefore, is the
tting up ofhuman reason above its due place
religion, making it the leader instead of
follower of revelation, the teacher instead
the learner; and esteeming it vested with
kind of self-sufficency, independent of the
'action and help of God's Holy Spirit.

:We are not required to lay aside our under-
Lndings, either in order to receive or act
tier the influences of the Spirit ; but, as

adent and docile scholars, to submit them
Jthe necessary instruction and improvement
that infallible Master of infinite wisdom
d knowledge, who is the universal teacher
his people ;

Isa. liv. 13 ; that we may be
iibled rightly to obey and worship him with
} spirit and with the understanding also.

e spirit of God and a right understanding
infallibly concur."

For "The Friend."

The many deficiencies apparent amongst

I
and the low state of the Church, cause

jlings to arise comparable to those witnessed
J the mournful Prophet, when he exclaimed
'iOrd ! they have digged down thy altars,

il slain thy prophets, and I only am left."

:t was there not in his day a remnant that
i not bowed the knee to the image of Baal ?

en now there is a wrestling seed preserved
.•oughout the various portions of this once
lited Society; those that are mourning for

i ! desolations of Zion, and marking well her
3 warks, feeling the necessity to go down,
iNehemiah did, into places that there was
irooni for the least that was under him to

Jis; viewing as in the night her.many deso-
iions, not feeling liberty to tell what hath
)!n put into their hearts to do, in order that
Jaches might be repaired. To these ray
4-rt is bound as in a bundle of love. May
% go forth under the banner of the Prince
>|?eace, the unconquered Captain of our sal-

^iion : trusting in the arm of His power to
ifver.

jVhen Peter was commanded to arise and
)id on his sandals, to cast his garments about
iji, and follow the angel, had he conferred
isjh flesh and blood, he would doubtless have
'o;ained in prison, and not have witnessed
^U wonderful display of Divine power raani-
e|ed on his behalf May all those who feel

ihjt they are, as it were, bound with chains
>tt in IhQ -prison house, arise at the Master's
•ijling, and thus witness that help is laid

ipn one that is mighty, who will, in his own
ii3, make way for his ransomed. When the
Md would save Israel by the hand of Gideon,
ifir he had fully proved his commission, and
lijlittle army was gathered, the language
^^t forth, the people are too many; the
edful were to return. They were yet too
njy; and were brought to the water and
rill there.

I

is instructive to remember, that this

>rfed remnant stood, every man in his place,
viji his lamp his pitcher and his trumpet,
iu^.ting the ivord of command from their cap-
«i. When ready and willing obedience
he command was given, the enemy was

scattered. There is great necessity for us all

to stand in our places, eyeing our Captain

;

then will He who raised up this people in the
beginning, manifest his mighty power to save,
strengthening the stripling to run the way of
his commandments, when all of iSaul's armor is

laid down, and our trust is in the Lord alone.

A. P.
Iowa, 28th of 2d mo. 1875.

Apparent Inconsistency.—You know in the
old country, when anything unfortunate hap-
pens to the good people, it is called "afliic-

tion, which is to be overruled for their spirit-

ual good ;" but when it happens to the heter-
odox, it is " a judgment."

—

Watson's Lecture.
The above, clipped from an exchange jjaper,

is one of a class of smart sayings in which
many men and many newspapers delight. It

shows up, as they think, the eensoriousness
and superstition of " the saints." But what
if the apparently contradictory sayings of the
good people of the old countrj' in this ease
are the result of sound discrimination ? The
same calamity that induces contrition, faith,

patience, and prayer in the Christian, is an
occasion of repining, and perhaj^s wrath and
blasphemy, to the unbeliever. The same
shipwreck or collision that sends the one to
heaven sends the other to hell. The sword
of the Almighty is two-edged. One edge
saves, the other destroys ; but it is the same
sword. What was " a judgment" on the
wicked in Sodom, was undoubtedly " over-
ruled for the spiritual good" of the one right-
eous man in it.

—

New York Witness.

The Mennonite Immigration from Eussia still

continues, and nearly 1000 families of this

people are expected to soon arrive in Canada.
They will settle in Manitoba. There are al-

ready about 6000 of these people, or 1200
families, in the United States. Of these, 230
families liave settled in Manitoba, 200 in Da-
kota Territory, 15 in Minnesota, 80 in Ne-
braska; 315 in Kansas, and 60 in other States.

The remaining 300 families have arrived re-

cently, and their destination is unknown.
The Kansas Mennonites have bought 150,000
acres of land, upon which they will settle in

the spring. A meeting of delegates from those
now here is to be held at Elkhai-t, Indiana,
next month, to make arrangements for the
imraigiation of the present year.

—

Ledger.

THE FRIEND.
THIRD MONTH 20, 1875.

It is a vicious feature of modern legislation

in this country, that measures which have
been enacted into laws for the public benefit,

after laborious efforts to that end, by that

portion of the community who have the moral
and material welfare of their fellow beings at

heart, are liable to be reversed by the suc-

ceeding legislature, so that important reforms

are scarcely inaugurated before this ruthless

desire for change, subverts all possibility of

testing their merits fully, -or reaping the ex-

pected results. The Legislature of Pennsyl-

vania, at the session of 1873—4, gave to each

county in the Commonwealth the right to

decide, by a vote of its inhabitants, whether
intoxicating liquors should be sold as a bever-

age within its precincts. The next subsequent

elections held under this statute, resulted in
about one-half of all the counties in the State
deciding to prohibit the sale of ardent spirits
within their borders. The effect of this pro-
hibition has been most beneficial and satisfac-
tory to the moral portion of their citizens,
and the hearts of good men and women have
been made glad that vice has been checked,
and crime and misery diminished by the
change. Notwithstanding these auspicious
results, a bill has been introduced into the
House of Eepresentatives, at Harrisburg, at
this session, repealing the act in question,
known as the " Local Option" law, which has
passed that body, and on the 15th inst. had
also passed in the Senate ; so that it is likely
to end in, an entire overthrow of a measure
fraught with the most momentous results to
the welfare of the people of the State, which
could engage the attention of its law-makers.-
No adequate cause for this repeal can be as-

signed. The votes of the people of those
counties which chose prohibition, had clearly
indicated their,judgment of the utility of the
law, and in the subsequent canvass for the
choice of members of the Legislature, that
subject was not put at issue. Those portions
of the State which gave a majority of votes
for license within their respective boundaries,
are at liberty to enjoy that right, and cannot
complain of the exercise of the opposite privi-

lege by their neighbors. On what plea then,
of selfgovernment or popular demand, can
this repeal be supported? Wo fear that the
vast profits of unrestrained traffic in spirit-

uous liquors have prompted the change, and
that the fearful curse which it imposes upon
our population is to go on unchecked for want
of sterling virtue, and a conscientious regard
for the highest interests of the community,
on the part of those elected to represent them
in the government. No one pretends to
argue that prohibition of the liquor traffic in

those localities where it has been done by a
popular vote, has been prejudicial to the gen-
eral welfare of the citizens. The main argu-
ments urged against it are, that such laws
cannot be enforced, or that they abridge in-

dividual privileges. The first is equivalent to

holding that crime should be left to go un-
checked because it is troublesome or difficult

to oppose the passions or propensities of hu-
man nature. For the unrestrained use of
ardent spirits constitutes in itself the germ of
crime, since every variety of crime springs

from it; and it is universally admitted that a
vast majority of all the offences against law
and order are attributable to this one vice.

The second plea, oftheinfringementof private
rights, must, fail on the general principle,

that all law is based on the right of the body
of the comnjunity to restrain a part of the

liberty of each individual for the general
good.
The happy effects of local prohibition are

conspicuously indicated in various places

through the country, where the right to settle

the question has been accorded to the- peo-

ple. We notice that in Vineland, N. J., at a
late election on the question of ' License,"

out of 770 votes polled, but 21 were cast for

license. And in Haddon Township, N. J., at

a similar election, there were 311 votes given
against license, and but 168 for it. In these

localities the inhabitants have tested the ef-

fects of prohibition by several years experi-

ence, and each succeeding one strengthens

their sense of its value, and the practicability
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.forcing the law. In the. latter place, at
J

t^o ™te the b..^^^^

state of siege in all the Departments except the Seine,

the Rhine and the Bouchea du Rhine.

The Assembly has passed the bill for there-organiza-

tion of the army. On the 15th the French Assembly

elected the Duke D'Audiffrets Pasquiertts President

The number of votes cast was 598, of

received 418.

The accumulation of specie in the

has reached the enormous sum of 1,350,000,000 francs,

or near $270,000,000.

A special dispatch to the London Times, from cerlin,

savs a large consignment of horses purchased by French

dealers in East Prussia, was recently stopped in transitu

vhich the Duke

ank of France

the prior election the majority m its favor
j^^^^^^ .P^^^^^^g^.j^ggQ^gj.jjmgnt to demand the main

WIS but 58, and yet three taverns where liquor
j^^^^^^ „f the present electoral system and to raise tht

w'ls previously sold have been suppressed,

ami an effectual check given to intoxication.

We believe that it behoves those who are

sensible of the responsibility attaching to our

christian profession, to let their light shine

before men as advocates of righteousness and

virtue, to embrace every opening, consistent

with the peaceable spirit and wisdom of the

Eedeemer of men, to uphold the cause of tem-

perance and prohibition, and turn back the

floods of iniquity and wretchedness conse-

quent upon the indulgence in intoxicating

drinks, and the baits laid by ungodly men to

entrip their weak victims. It is the crying

evil of this age, and all other sources of vice

and suffering sink into insignificance in com-

parison with this Satanic scourge. Human
contrivance and wisdom alone are not sutii-

cient to cope with and overUirow it. The

only sure remedy for this, as for all other

evils which sin hath wrought apiong mankind,

is to be found in the saving, regenerating

crrace of a crucified Saviour, operating by

faith in the souls of men. This is the abiding

pledge of perseverance to the weary and re

penting inebriate, who is willing to cast him-

self wholly upon Christ, and dwell under His

reforming power; and all who will enlist in

the work of reformation among their fellows

on the right foundation, must be clad in the

armor which the Captain of our salvation

provides for his followers, and have no con-

fidence in the flesh, "Having your loins girt

about with truth, and having on the breast-

plate of righteousness ; and your feet shod

with the preparation of the gospel of peace
;

above all taking the shield of faith, wherewith

ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts

of the wicked ; and take the helmet of salva-

tion, and the sword of the Spirit, which is the

word of God
;
praying always with all prayer

and supplication in the spirit, and watching

thereunto with all perseverance."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign-.— At the election held in Tipperary the

lllh inst., John Mitchell was re-elected to Parliament

by a large majority. The houses of some persons

refuned to illuminate their dwellings the following

night were sacked by mobs.

The Mark Lane express says, that wheat has gained

fully a shilling in price. There is a firmer feeling and

:i better demand throughout the trade, but speculation

is wholly wanting.

Disasters to shipping on the British and Irish coasts

are reported in consequence of heavy gales.

Two American ministers named Moody and Sankey

.ire holding revival meetings in London and vicinity

The meetings are largely attended and cause much
sensation.

Liverpool, 3d mo. loth.—Uplands cotton, lid. ; Or-

leans, 8 a 81<Z. BreadetulTs quiet.

A Paris dispatch of the 12lh says : In the Assembly

to-day M. Bufi'et read a declaration on behalf of the new
Ministrv, to the effect that its policy would be distinc-

tively conservative and devoid of characteristics, either

of provocation or weakness. Tliis statement is made,

he said, to reassure the industrious and orderly popula-

tion. The' government renews confidently the Pre-

sident's appeal for the support of moderate men of all

parties. The declaration appears to have disappointed

the As-sembly, and there was no manifestation either of

satisfaction or dissent. The Left was at first irritated

at the omission of all mention of the Republic, and by

an announcement that the slate of siege could not be

removed at the present. Gambetta urged that the new
government should be judged by its acts only.

Tlie Cburrier <i« i'Vance reports that Dufaure has

drawn up a programme of policy for the new Ministry,

the leading features of which are as follows :

The Assembly on meeting after the Ekster holidays

at the Berlin depot.
_ ^t „ i.«- • * .

On the nth inst. Caleb Gushing, U. S. Minister to

Spain, presented his credentials to King Alfonso. He
said he had been instructed to strengthen the bonds ot

friendship between the two nations, and to convey

the king the wishes of the American people for the

prosperity of Spain. He referred to Alfonso's prede

cessors on the throne, and particularly to those who

were illustrious for their furtherance of the discovery

and civilization of America. He hoped the king would

imitate them, and give peace and enlightened institu-

tions to Spain.

Gen. Cabrera has abandoned the cause of Don Carlos,

and has made a convention with the Alfonsisls.

Late Mexican advices say that the Church party are

fomenting troubles with a view of organizing a revolu-

tion, using as their pretext the expulsion of the Sisters

of Charity. The ill feeling between the Catholics and

Protestants in Acapulco and other places continues.

A Papal brief, in answer to the address of the Ge

man episcopate is published. It declares that the Vati-

can decrees contain nothing which alter the relations of

the Pope and Roman Catholics, or which can afford a

pretext for further oppressing the church and interfer-

ing with the election of the next Pope.

It indorses the statement made by the bishops that

judgment as to the validity of a Papal election,_apper-

tains to the church alone, and concludes by urging the

bishops to continue to reject and expose error.

A dispatch dated Rome 3d mo. 15th says ; The Con-

sistory was held in the Vatican to-day, Archbishops

Manning, of Westminster, Ledochowski, of Posen, and

McCloskey, of JJew York, Deschamps, of Malines, and

Gianelli and Bartolini, were created Cardinals. Bishops

were appointed for the dioceses of Wheeling, Portland,

Hartford and Kingston ' " --• j..:...-..^

by the Pope.
The natives of Assam have massacred a surveying

party commanded by a British lieutenant, and consist-

ing of 63 men, sepoys and coolies.

A Havana dispatch of the 15th reports serious

ravages of plantations by the insurgents in the jurisdic-

tion of Remedies, near the centre of Cuba. They burn

the cane fields and destroy the sugar after it has
'

put in hogsheads.

Kalakawa, King of the Sandwich Islands, reached

Honolula on the 15th ult., and was warmly welcomed

home by his people. He made a short speech to tliem

in which he spoke in the highest terms of his receptiot

in the U. States, and the hospitality of the Americans.

'The Italian government is seriously considering the

adoption of radical measures for the suppression of

brigandage, murder and other crimes in that country,

hich have hitherto been treated so leniently.

United States.—The U. S. Secretary of the Trea-

sury has given Yiotice that 130,000,000 of the six per

cent, bonds of 18G2, will be paid on presentation at any

lime previous to the maturity of the call, with interest

up to the date of payment. The call matures on the

11th of Sixth month, when the interest will cease.

About six millions of these bonds are registered, and

the remainder coupons.

The State election in New Hampshire last week had
the following result. In the Legislature the Republi-

cans have five senators, and the Democrats the same
number, with two districts in which there was no
choice. The Republicans have 191 in the House of

Representatives to 179 Democrats, with four towns un
certain. The candidates for Governor ran within one
hundred of each other, each having over 39,000 votes.

The Democrats elected two Congressmen and the Re-
publicans one.

A careful inspection of the levees of the lower Mis-
.sissippi shows them to be in a very bad condition. In

many ca.ses there is danger of crevasses, even the new
levees giving indications of caving in. Over one mil-

lion cubic yards of new levees are in course of construc-

tion, but this falls far short of the amount of reconstn
j

tion necessary.

Out of 241,926 packages of stamps, &c., transmit'

through the post-office in the United States during t

year 1873-4, only four packages, valued at $67.40, wi

lost; and of the 2,000,000 of regular registered lette

only 313 were actually lost or stolen.

The interments in Philadelphia last week numbei

7, including 126 children under two years. Thi,

were 60 deaths of consumption, 28 inflammation off

lungs, and 36 scarlet fever. i

2'Ae Markets, <fec.—The following were the quotatii

the 15th inst. New rort.—American gold 115* a 1;

U. S. sixes, 18S1, registered, 120; coupons, 120i; •

1868, registered and coupons, 1191 a 119f. Super£

flour, S4.65 a $4.90 ; State extra, $-5.10 a $5.25; fii

brands, $5.50 a $9.50. No. 2 Chicago spring wh(

$1.15 ; red western, $1.27 ; amber, $1.28. Oats, 67

70 cts. Western mixed and yellow corn, 86 a 87 i

Philadelphia.—Middlings cotton, 161 a 17 cts. for i

lands and New Orleans. Superfine flour, $3.50 a $4.1

extras, $4.25 a $4.75 ; finer brands, $5 a $8.00. I

wheat, $1.22 a $1.24; white, $1.30 a $1.34. Rye,$l.

Yellow corn, 82 ots. Oats, 66 a 70 cts. Lard, 14

Clover seed, 8J a 11 J cts. About 2,300 beef cattle s

at prices ranging from 5 to 8 cts. per lb. gross, mof

from 6 to 7J cts. Sheep 5J a 7J cts. per lb. gn

Receipts 10,000 head. Corn fed hogs $11 a $12.00

100 lbs. net, receipts 4,500 head. Baltimore.—Suj

fine flour, $4.25 a $4.50 ; extra, $4.95 a $5.00 ; fi

brand.s, $5.50 a $8.00. No. 1 western amber wh.

$1.27; Maryland red, $1.10 a $1.25; do. white, $1.1

$1.25. Yellow corn, 81 a 83 cts. Oats, 67 a 71
^

Chicago.—iio. 1 spring wheat, 95 cts. ; No. 2 do.-, 92

No. 3, 87J cts. No. 2 mixed corn, 65* cts. Oats,

cts. Rye", 97 a 98 cts. No. 2 spring barley, $1

Lard, ]3| cts. St. Louis.—'So. 2 winter red wh

$1.10 ; No. 3 do., $1.05 a $1.06 ; No. 2 spring, 88*

Corn, 63 a 64i cts. Oats, 58 a 58J cts. Rye, $1.(

$1.03. Lard, 131 cts.

TRACT ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS.

The Annual Meeting of the Tract Association

Friends, will be held in the Committee-room of A
Street Meeting-house, on Fourth-day, the 31_st inst

8 o'clock in the evening. Friends are invited to

tend it. Edwakd Maris, Cler.i.

WANTED. 1

A suitable Friend and his wife as teachers at '

Wichita Agency, Jonathan Richards, Agent. T
should be well qualified as teachers, and ready at bli

board drawing and other methods of illustration.

Apply to J. E. Rhoads, 116 North Fourth sti

Philadelphia, or to the Agent, Anadarko, I. T.

WANTED,
By a young Friend, a situation as teacher in a fan

or a.ssistant teacher in a larger school. -

_

For further information apply to Jacob Smeoi

304 Arch street.
]

Just Published and for Sale at Friends' Book Sll

No. 304 Arch Street Philadelphia,

FRIENDS IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTUf

Chakles Evans, M. D.

This is an octavo of over Six Hundred Pli

Bound in cloth $2.00. Half bound in Turkish m
$2.50. Postage 48 cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, in the Girls' Department, a teacHB

the Akithmetical School ; also one to teach T*

ING and Grammae.
Application may be made to

Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., Gerraantown,

Hannah Evans, 322 Union St., Philadelphi

Martha D. Allen, 528 Pine St.,

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANl'

Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelp

Physician and Superintendent—Joshua H. Wo
INOTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients ms

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the BoSj

Managers.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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me Weighty Expressions of Saraii Taylor, who died at

[

Manchester, Sth mo. 1791, aged"74 years.

To an intimate friend she expressed nearly

^ follows: " I was never more sensible than
|i this time of my confinement and separation

om my friends, of the various waj's in which
16 Lord's work is marred, and his merciful
ijsigns with respect to individuals frustrated:

[irough the reluctance of the creature to be-

bme like passive clay in the hands of the

jotter ; vessels of the Lord's own forming,
ithout any mixture. Some hesitate, some
re too forward, but all this is from unreduced
[If, and tends to mar the Lord's work ; we
i'e to be formed into pure vessels quite emp-
ted, that the Divine word may have free

^urse. No hesitation, no activity of the crea-

re to choose or refuse." Alter a little pause
iie added : "But He knoweth human weak-
•88 who is a God of infinite compassion, and

j)
stands ready to help us if we look to him

I

sincerity
; a sigh, a tear, arising from true

Intrition, is a sacrifice well pleasing in his

l^ht, because it is of his own preparing, and
fill arise as incense from the temple of our
^arts, if we are dedicated to him."
The same Friend going to her early in the
lorning, she mentioned a person who had
(: sired to be remembered to her and by her,

lid said "I have been thinking much of him
i the night, and would have thee say, when
liou seest him, that in looking at me and at

te probability of my being nearer the solemn
ose than some others, and having been in a
(.0(1 degree preserved through many exer-

ties, he may think there is cause to rejoice,

It I never passed through more proving con
f;ts that at present, nor ever had greater
led of watchfulness, lest the enemy should
{it any advantage over me ; or had at any
tae more distressing fears of losing ground

;

ad the great work ofredemption falling short,

trough my poor mind being turned aside to

ejects of inferior importance, and so the vie-

t'y not be obtained ; and I find to be solicit-

Os day and night for preservation, was never
ii)re needful. Oh ! that great work of re-

daiption—I pray not, said our blessed Ee
djmer, that thou should take them out of! was

depends on keeping close to him who alone
can preserve us in the hour of temptation.

Then is the trying time when the grand
enemy endeavors to gain his end—it is his

work to draw the mind into captivity, he
w^auts to kee]) us in bondage."

At another time she said: "On looking over

mj' past life I cannot charge myselfwith being

presumptuous, but I know I have not at all

times been so honest as I should have been;

especially in our large public meetings for

worship, when things have risen with clear-

ness that I should have communicated to the

people, I have let the right time slip by, de-

iberating on my own unfitness. This is in-

deed consulting with flesh and blood : listening

to an enemy. I have not only hereby in-

creased my own portion of sorrow, but the

blessed cause has suffered, the free circulation

of life has been obstructed, when I have had
reason to believe it would have flowed as from
vessel to vessel." Then after sitting a while

under the covering ofquietness, she said : "Oh
what an awful thing is pure gospel ministry;

how few understand or are sufficiently bap-

tized into the true nature and spirit of pure,

living, powerful gospel ministry." The same
Friend going to take leave of her, she said

:

Thou seest, dear child, how I am carried on

from day to day, neither seeing nor desiring to

see how the present dispensation is to termi-

nate; but faith and patience are mercifully

vouchsafed to sustain, though sometimes it

seems as if they were ready to fail, and then

I am deeply tried. It is a great thing to say

I have fought the good fight, I have kept the

foith. Oh this keeping the faith
;
this cleav-

ng close to him who has indeed loved us

freely. If some of you will but keep the faith,

you will be strengthened more and more to

make war in righteousness against the ene-

mies of your own houses, and be able to lift

up a standard against wrong things in others."

She afterwards added, " I often visit you in

that love which is wider than the ocean and

extends over sea and land, and do thou re-

member to keep the faith in him who is in

visible and invincible too."

On two friends visiting her she thus ex

pressed : that she knew not nor did she desire

to know how it might be with her in respect

either to life or death ; but it was abundantly

made up by prospects that were frequently

opened and enlarged into a scene of tran-

scendent glory and'brightness, which at times

seemed too great for her to bear, but as it was

mercifully continued, her capacity for receiv-

ing it increased, and she had been favored to

behold a state so glorified in perpetual union

with purified spirits, that at seasons she seemed

inclosed in views of universal brightness, glory

and beauty, too great for human compreheu

sion. But she soon added with awfulness,

•' Yet this has not always been the ease
;
there

I .:„. ^hen the heavens were as ^'•'

t|i world, but that thou shouldst keep them land the earth as iron, and my soul encom-

flm evil. We are called unto victory; all I passed as with clouds of impenetrable dark-

, but light has graciously succeeded." She
had been made to view the past errors of her
fe, and also to feel that judgment must pass

over the transgressing nature, and even upon
eveiy wrong impulse of the mind, though it

might not break forth into action, by giving

way to which she had often prepai-ed herself

a cup of sorrow unknown to others. She said

that what she felt for her friends in religious

profession was not to be expressed, nor the

trength of her desire that those who had
yielded themselves into the purifying hand of

judgment might be preserved under it stead-

"ast and immovable; nor could she set forth

n words her ardent solicitude that those who
had and were wandering from the fold of rest,

might be given to see their dangerous situa-

tion, adding: "Oh what I feel for these wan-
derers ; could I but gather them, could I but

open one of these prospects to their view, how
would it stain all their worldly pursuits;

surely it would make them covet an establish-

ment on this immutable foundation ; and I

have often thought of those expressions, ' If

the righteous scarcely be saved, where shall

the ungodly and the sinner appear?'" At
other time she said, " I have had deep suf--

ferings and baptisms to pass through, but now
I see with indubita"ble clearness that there is

a Rock and Fortress, which if we cleave unto,

no power of darkness, however great, shall

be able to move us from long together."

To a friend that sat a while with her, she

said to this import: "The body is weak, but

my mind is preserved in quietness, and sea-

sons of consolation come unsought for, when
clear prospects are opened to my view of the

spirits of the just made perfect, and of the

church triumphant, which words are insuffi-

cient to describe.

"It appears like a boundless expanse, an

ocean of love, a river clear as crystal, which

the vulture's eye cannot see; no galley with

oars, nor gallant ship can pass thereby
;
there

the spirits of the just, the church triumphant,

enjoy full fruition, are gathered into the place

of pure prayer, adoration and worship.

"Precious in the eyes of the Lord is the

death of His saints, because in these shackles

of the body, they cannot enjoy perfect unin-

terrupted blessedness ;
and He wills and loves

that those whom He has redeemed by His

power, should enjoy perfect, unmixed happi-

ness," adding :
" 1 have learned with the apos-

tle, that it is not by works of righteousness

that I have done, but of his mercy that He
hath saved me, by the washing of regenera-

tion and the renewing of the Holy Ghost;

and O, I would not change my situation for

all the possessions of this world, nor for all

the knowledge and speculations that the wise

system builders of the present age can acquire,

and whatever they may vainly suppose : it is

not a delusion, nor of prejudice, but solid, en-

during, substantial Truth."

After a solid pause, before the friends took

leave of her, she signified with a sweet calm-
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ness, the probability of its being a final fare-

well, then added, " but there is a matter of im-

portance that I feel ray mind pressed to fix

upon your's, which is that you may be gath-

ered into entire resignation, to abide with

your great Master on Mt. Calvary, and re-

member what He declared ' That where I am
there shall my servant be,' and this you

know, my friends, was under suffering; and

what I have wished for you is, that you may
travail under a willingness to be kept here;

for what can we desire more or greater, than

to be where our great Lord and Master is.

He knows your states, and His eye is over

you for good, but if, like Peter, you slide from

His testimony, He may bring it to your re-

membrance, and your trials may be many."
At an opportunityshe had with two friends

who called to see her; when speaking of her

situation to them, she expressed her desire to

be preserved in patience, and said, "for though
80 feeble, and nearly worn out, a natural

quickness about me often under my sufferings,

])rompts to disquietude, but when thus tried,

I invite patience, and also pray to the Giver

of every good and perfect gilt, for it, and am
favored to feel its return;" adding, "few of

her early acquaintances were now remaining
in this life," j'ct said there were situated in

several distant parts of the nation, those

whom her mind often visited in love and fell

them near in the covenant of truth, and ex-

pressed with tenderness her desire that those

who were, entering as upon a sea of glass, a
situation surrounded with dangers, might seek
after the Pearl of great price, and be willing

to sell all and purchase the field where the

treasure was hid, for it would remain when
all other supports failed."

At a time when several of her relations

were present, she said, "When people are
making their wills, you know they often say

,
I give and bequeath to such and such, and
this may be done with regard to outward sub-
stance, but there is one thing I have been
meditating about, which is of much greater
importance, and none but the Lord alone can
give and bequeath to any, and that is a pos-
session in the Truth. Oh ! how I long that
you may seek it in and for yourselves, and let

no other pursuit deprive you of it, or discour-
agement prevail, for they that seek shall find

to their unspeakable comfort, this blessed
treasure."

Much more was expressed by her that was
not retained, and though the weight of her
disorder frequently appeared to prevent a
right conception of outward things, yet when
conversing upon religious subjects her judg-
ment and memory were remarkably clear.

Second-day preceding her departure she was
much afflicted with pain and shortness of
breath, when a relation expressing her re-

luctance to leave her to attend the Monthly
Meeting, she said, " 1 would have thee go, for
though I have a trying putting on, I do not
quite see the end, but it may be not long be-
fore it comes, and thou may tell friends, I do
not expect to see any of them again, and give
my dear love to all, for it speaks universal."
The same friend returning the next morning,
she seemed pleased to see her, and appeared
rather better than when she loft her, but on
Fourth-day morning was very ill and not able
to bo much out of bod afterwards.
On Sixth-day morning the symptoms of

approaching dissolution were more apparent,
and her outward sight much gone, that she

did not seem to know those about her but by

their voice
;
j-et her religious exercises did not

cease, for she frequently expressed much care

and concern for a young woman in the family,

often calling her by name when she was not

present, earnestly entreating her to do all she

could to inherit eternal life, with many other

expressions of strong solicitude for her preser-

vation.

About 8 o'clock in the evening she took a

little wine and water, but found it diflScult to

swallow, and when she had taken a small por-

tion, said, with a strong and clear voice, " no

more," and soon after dropped the following

expression, " Be still, be still, and thou shalt

soon see the salvation of thy God," which
were the last words uttered, and accompanied
with such an evidence they were spoken
concerning herself, and that it was her own
blessed experience, as greatly bowed the

spirits of those present in resignation to the

Divine will. About the 10th hour she quietly

breathed her last, under a precious covering

of awful solemnity, the 19th of 8th month,
1791, aged 74 years.

From the "Philadelphia Ledger,

" Probabilities,"

There is nothing so well calculated to show
the advance of system in meteorological obser-

vation and science, as an inspection of the

maps issued every day by the United State;

Signal officers, stationed throughout the

United States, under the direction of the

Weather Bureau of the War Department. We
will take for illustration of these remarks, the

one printed at one o'clock on Monday morn-
ing, and issued simultaneously yesterday at

all the stations. This map, like all others
from the Signal offices, covers the United
States and the British North American pro-
vinces, and it shows the locality of some fifty

to sixty of the signal stations distributed over
the territory indicated, from St. John's, New
Brunswick, to Indianola, Texas, and from the
Atlantic coast to the Pacific. The ground-
work of the map itself is printed in a green
tint exhibiting the ranges of mountains, the
courses of rivers, the lake shores, and the sea-

coast lines, together with all the important
cities, towns and stations at which signal ob
servers are placed. In addition to these
green-tinted maps, the signal officers are fur-

nished with a set of type symbols which are
impressed upon the maps in red ink every
night, after the last observations made over
the whole country at 11 p. m., Washington
City time, are received at Washington and
transmitted to the several stations. The type
symbols referred to are small circles with ar-

rows passing through them. The circles are
used to show the character of the weather at
every one of the stations throughout the coun-
try, and the direction of the arrows as im-
pressed upon the map indicates the direction
of the wind at all the stations. The circles

are of several varieties. One of them is a
simple light ring, and wherever this is seen
on the map it shows that the sky was clear
at that place at the time of the 11 p. m. obser-
vation. Another is a ring of heavier charac-
ter showing a clear spot in the centre only, and
this one indicates a cloudy sky wherever it

appears upon the map. Still another of these
circles is a ring like the one first mentioned,
except that it has a broad red bar across it,

and this one indicates what is called a "fair"
sky, but with some clouds. The fourth is a

dark circle or disk with no light about it, an(

this one shows that it was raining at thi

place where it appears on the map at thi

time of the observation. The fifth is a circl

like the first mentioned, except that it hai

tjiree narrow red lines across its face, an(

this tells the story of snow at the place when
it is shown on the map. Besides these typ(

symbols there are three sets of figures to bi

impressed in red ink upon the map after thi

last observation for each night. These show
first, the temperature as marked on the ther

inometer ; second, the pressure of the atmog
phere as marked by the barometer, and third

the force or velocity of the wind as shown bj

the "anemometer," an instrument used foi

that purpose.
The map issued yesterday morning has al

of these symbols and figures upon it, and an]

person with the map in sight has, at a singl

glance, a " bird's-eye view'' of the conditioi

of the weather over the whole of the Unitei

States and the Canadian Dominion, as it wai

at 11 p. M. of Washington time on Sunda;
night. The storm which we were having a

that time in Philadelphia had passed awa;
from the Southern and Western country, bu
was still prevailing everj^where from Pitts

burg to the Atlantic coast, and from Washing
ton City northeastward to Burlington, Vei
inont. The remains of that storm extendei

along a belt of country parallel with the Alle

ghenies and with the Atlantic coast, and i

was moving from the west and southwest t

the east and northeast. It was raining a

Philadelphia and at Burlington, Vermont
and was snowing at Pittsburg, Washingto'
City, Baltimore, New York, Albany, and Porl

land, Maine. Beyond this belt of storm, am
to the westward of it as far as the Cumbei
land and Ohio rivers and the great lakes, th

weather still remained cloudy
; and this be

of heavj"^ cloud, which was the rear guard c,

the storm, shows the same parallelism with

the Allegheny mountains and the Atlantic

coast, as is shown by the boundaries of th,

storm itself. The western boundary of th
,

cloud belt extended from Nashville, on th

Cumberland river, north-eastward throug,

Louisville and Cincinnati, on the Ohio, ClevC

land, Buftalo and Oswego, on the great lake

to St. John's, New Brunswick, on the seacoas

These boundary lines of the storm belt, an

of the cloud belt following in its rear, are a

clearly defined on the signal map ; and behiD

them again, to the southward and wcstwari

was a vast stretch of clear or fair sky, exteU'

ing over all the rest of the country. Th
belt of clear and fair sky was spread overt!

whole of the South Atlantic and Gulf State

from Portress Monroe, in Virginia, to Ind

anola, in Texas, and every where west of till

ilississippi, the Ohio and the Great Lakes Ij-

the Rocky Mountains. It was following i.

the wake of the storm bolt and the cloud be)

and it was this that brought us the sunshii

of yesterday, after the western limit of tl

storm belt and heavy cloud belt had pass(

away to the northeast.

Although it has taken up considerable tin

to write this, and will take some little time

read it, the whole view of the weather oftl

continent upon which the description is bas'j

is under the eye at one glance on the ms!
and can be read there in a second by o

|-;|

familiar with the symbols used. It is tl.i

comprehensive view of the condition of t
j

>

weather at the same moment of time 0Vi>

iJ
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'oad tracts of country, and of the direction

which either foul weather or clear weather

moving, as shown on the map, that enables

le chiefs of the Signal Office to forecast the

probabilities" of the weather, which have

)W become so familiar and so interesting to

le people of the United States. It may be

,id without boasting that, in respect of all

lese matters, the signal service system of

16 United States is in advance of all the rest

'the world.

Tor " Tho Friend.'

John Griffith

(Continued from page 242.)

The observant reader can hardly fail to note

the foregoing memoranda, extracted from

le journal of John Griflith, a very similar

istimony to that which would have to be

ven in this day were a general visit to the

lurches to be made : all then, and now, and

TBI', being owing to a departure from the

are gift of God and life of Christ within us ; a

irsaking Him, the fountain of living watei-,

(id hewing out cisterns, broken cisterns, that

m hold no water. It is the plaintive appeal

"the Spirit to one of the churches: "I have
toewhat against thee, because thou has left thy

rst love. Eemember, therefore, from whence
ou art fallen ; and repent, and do the first

orks ; or else I will come unto thee quickly,

,d will remove thy candlestick out of hi

iace, except thou repent." This manifestly

that which is so greatly needed in this de-

iserate age ; even a return to our first love

the love and zeal of the early days of this

ligious Society, when her children, her

rinces, and her Nazarites were comparable
) fine gold ; their polishing was of sapphire,

7ea that which the Truth alone can give.

ut oh, how hath the Lord covered the

lughtcr of Zion with a cloud ; so that with

•o much truth it may be said, " Our joy is

imed into mourning; and the children and
le sucklings sorrow in the streets of the

ty." Nevertheless, His gracious invitation

bt is, " Eeturn unto me, and I will return

[ito you, saith the Lord." His love, his

bwer, his discipline, his cross, is still the

!,me ; and how would He again turn our cap

vity, and restore the ancient land-marks of

{\s people, did we but more generally and
[holly bow to His chastening, turning, trans-

jrming hand ! Then also would He again

jstore more baptized and l^&ptizing members

t
His church ; tho heai-ts of the fathers would

I turned to the children, and the hearts of

)e children to their fathers; the deep plunges
Hd thoroughly purifying baptisms of His
-oly Spirit would be wiltnessed, and the cor-

Jspondingly polished and precious stones of

leraorial would be brought up, having for

leir insci-iption, "Holiness unto the Lord."

^ for that contrition and humility, that low
Mding at the footstool of the Saviour, which
jjuld assure that His grace is sufficient for

H, and His strength is made perfect in weak
iss: so that, through and over all, in His

<J7n time. He might exalt and make consp
cous to His glory, sons and daughters, who
A-th primitive zeal, and as saviours on Mount
ion, should judge the mount of Esau—all not

and tho kingdom wholly becthe true
te Lord'i

John Griffith, in the present number, pro-

cads to state his reasons for expressing, as

1 felt called to do, the weaknesses, and let

tig, hindering things that had gradually.

even then, crept into the church ;
which was,

part he tells us, for a warning to all suc-

ceeding generations ; and that tho evils which

caused the Lord's displeasure, and, if not

turned from, would bring down His judg-

ments, might be timely averted by us. Then
how pressing the ad monition :

" Whoso readeth

let him understand," that so "the abomina-

tion of desolation"—the neglect of the daily

sacrifice—stand not in the holy place, to the

cutting off Truth's heavenly beam from our

poor and needy souls.

The journal resumed:—"It may by some
be looked upon rather imprudent, to lay open

the defection and spiritual condition of our

Society, which depends so much upon my own
testimony of an inward sense given me there-

of in my travels. In the first place, no other

person can do it for me, and I cannot find my
mind easy that it should be wholly omitted.

It has been so repeatedly, and confirmed with

such clear evidence to my understanding, that

I have not the least doubt of what I write in

that respect. Although it be with a consider-

able degree of reluctance, j'et it seems my
way, and I am not easy to go out of it; in-

tending no other by those close remarks, than

as lessons of instruction, caution and warning,

to succeeding generations ; if, when I am re-

moved hence, tliis be looked upon worth print

ing. So far I may add, that the laying open

the mournful declension of the Society, and

pointing out some of the causes thereof, as

my understanding might be opened thereinto,

was one of the principal things that engaged

me to write a journal : it never entered into

ray thought, that my travels and little ser-

vices, singly considered, were of such conse-

quence as to merit the regard of niy friends,

so as to be published ; but thinking the ac-

count of my travels and the observation of

tile state of things are necessarily connected

together, so that in doing the first, I could

not well avoid the last. I have further to add,

that I think myself also warranted herein, by

the example of God's faithful witnesses in ages

past, with whom it was usual to lay open the

states of the people, both in an individual

manner and in a more collective body, viz :

as nations, societies, or churches ;
also setting

forth, for a warning to all succeeding genera-

tions, those particular evils which caused the

Lord's displeasure, and would, if not turned

from, bring down his judgments upon them.

We also find, that even these warnings and

heavy denunciations of judgment, were pre-

served in writing, as a testimony for God and

against themselves, even by those against

whom they \yere really given forth
;
yea, the

particular evils and frailties which, through

'nadvertency, the Lord's choice servants f'cll

nto and deeply repented of, are recorded
;
not

only as warnings to all, but also to excite

charity and tenderness towards those who
have fallen into evil, in case they repent and

forsake; considering that we also may be

tempted, and therefore none dare to upbraid

those, who, through their own imprudence,

have fallen among thieves, and are naked and

wounded, provided they return again to the

Father's house. I have further to remark,

that I have observed a prevailing disposition

in some of considerable eminence in the So-

urged cannot well be objected to on any other

principle than groundless fears and a faint

leart, not yet quite upright to God, nor wholly

redeemed from the praise of men : as there is

an unwillingness to please them, though in

maintaining the Lord's cause; ' for if I yet

pleased men,' said Paul, ' I should not be the

servant of Christ.' What makes me take

notice of this is, that I have seen a great

snare in it, many things being suffered to re-

main and prevail under it, and the fire of

primitive zeal against undue liberty, much
quenched. We have no suC'h examples in tho

prophets, or in Christ and his apostles, of in-

dulgence and winking at wrong things and

false ease. They, in their concern to testify

against such things, had no fear of breaking

unity nor disturbing the quiet and peace of

any people, let their rank or station be what

t may. Had this noble spirit of ancient zeal

leen more generally exercised in plain deal-

.ng and speaking the truth one to another,

the mournful declension justly complained of

amongst us as a people, would not so gener-

ally prevail.
" It is but about a century since the Lord,

by an outstretched arm, gathered our Society

as from the barren mountains and desolate

hills of empty profession ;
choosing them for

his own peculiar flock and family ;
as by many

evident tokens of his love and mighty protec-

tion, doth fully appear ; even when the powers

of the earth, like the raging waves of the sea,

rose up against them, with full purpose to

scatter and lay waste. The remarkable evi-

dences of his regard, must, I think, gain the

assent of considerate persons, who yet may
not have a capacity of understanding clearly

the Lord's gracious dealings with his people,

in a more spiritual and mysterious relation.

When I view the multitude of his favors and

blessings to them in this respect, I am afraid

to attempt the recounting and setting forth

of so copious and amazing a subject, which

can better bo admired, and the bountiful

Author adored for the same. It may be j ustly

queried. What could the Lord have done for

us that he hath not done ? Notwithstanding

which, what indifference, lukewarmness and

insensibility as to the life of religion, are now
to be found amongst numbers under our name;

nay, in some places this painful lethargy is

become almost general ; although I hope a

few may be excepted, who are much afflicted

on that account, and burdened with an earth-

ly, carnal spirit. Oh ! how doth covetousness,

which is idolatry, and an inordinate love of

things lawful in themselves and places, cloak

and shelter themselves under a plain appear-

ance in some; yet plainness is no more to

blame for that than the name disciple or apos-

tle was to blame, because Judas once bore it.

I could write much more on this painful sub-

ject, having suff'ered deeply in my travels on

account of the grievous declension ; but hope

to ease my mind by dropping here and there

a remark, as I proceed in giving an account

of my travels.
" We embarked at Dublin the eighteenth

of the 5th month, in the morning, and landed

at Peel, near Swarthmore-hall, next day."

(To be continued.)

ciety, and in a great many others, to cry up

for peace and charity, .and the maintenance of --
,

, ,- „ - „ ,i„„to

unitV, .and not pres^' any thing very closely, !rem.arked that^some o^^yo.ir^^c^^^^^^^^^^^

Instinct of Birds of Prey.—A. con-espondent

of the Liverpool Mercury writes: "Having

S^^^JToFr ^^^^IS^ller^Sl^l^t^ave revived the Audubon-Wjerton

be endangered; although, perhaps the things 'strife whether birds of prey are allured more
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by instinct of sight or smell, I beg leave to

make a tew remarks which may be new to

many of your readers, embodying the result

of some attention to the special subject in dis-

pute. I submit that the larger birds of prey

are wont to mount guard over certain definite

tracts, which they jealously keep from inva-

sion, soaring out of sight in circlesof vast area

over their large quarry just as the sparrow-

hawk, hunting on a less scale,'is seen to circle,

or the kestrel to hover, on a lower level in

search of field mice and lizards beneath. My
argument on behalf of sight may be divided

into three heads: First, Physiologically, the

nasal organ is not as strongly developed as

the visual with the class in question ; second.

The feathered foe can be easilj' cheated by

any simple shift which hides 'the object of

pursuit; third. In very dry climates the newly-

killed carcass, though wholly without smell,

is at once found out by birds of prey, where
seemingly none exist. The first head cannot

be dealt with fully without more technicality

than is fitting here, so I will not dwell upon
it. On the second head I need but say that

the Andean herdsmen are used to breed their

cattle from black stock rather than light

colored, so as to hide their calves from the

condors that scour the valleys over head, and
that game-keepers put bushes over their nests

to cheat the neighboring rjoks of their dainty

meal. Thirdly, in the African or Central
Asian desert, where the traveller is often sur-

prised to see the vulture or eagle bear down
upon the dying mule or camel almost before

he falls to the ground, he will, if curious, have
marked, as I have in the plains of Syria and
deserts of Atmott, and Bahiooda, that far

above the caravans, like specks in the milky
•way, whirl the huge scavengers of the waste

;

now far out of sight, now sweeping lower as
if to scan his hoped-for banquet below. No
scent is wafted aloft from the carcass, sun-
dried to parchment in the scorching sand,
and yet, as if from out of the earth, the un-
clean birds flock to carnage. Again, in South
America, sitting on the high eastern spurs of
the Andes, at various points between Santiago
de Chili and Quito, at a height of 10,000 feet
or 12,000 feet, I have often watched, glass in

hand, the huge condors sweeping in easy
curves far beyond the ken of the valesmen
below, or with a mere turn of the pinion glid-
ing adown the air to scan yet nearer their
hunting grounds beneath. Surely the lordly
condor, eagle, or vulture, that keeps watch
and ward over desert and vale, in circles far
beyond the human ken, ever and anon swoop-
ing to seize or spy out his fearful quarry from
spheres where no particle of scent could be
borne on the thin, dry air—surely he cannot
be led by the nose, but must rather be by the
eye."

For " The Friend "

A Rfminiscfnpe of the Past.

The following is from the pen of the late
Sarah (Lyncs) Grubb. How forcibly she por-
trays the dangers of a modified Quakerism,
then setting in upon our beloved Society in
England! and like a faithful watchman she
sounded the alarm.
She participated in these trials when they

came, in close Christian fellowship, and har-
monious, though suffering constancy and la-
bor with such a CDnstellalion of contemporary
worthies as George and Ann Jones, Daniel
Wheelor, Thomas Shillitoe, John Barclay, her

husband, John Grubb, Mary Capper, Mary
Davis, with many others who stood firm in

well doing, wavering not, but held out to the

end in the diligence and patience, the tribu-

lations and testimony of Jesus Christ.

The work was compiled by two of her chil-

dren ; who, in the prefatory remarks to it,

thus conclude: * * " We have endeavored

faithfully to perform our task—to do justice

to the memory and character of the writer,

and the principles of the Society of which she

was a member; and we believe the work will

be acceptable to those loho truly value these

principles, and who desire that they may still

be maintain^ in their ancient purity.—J. Grubb,

H. Grubb."
The proposed selection follows : — " 7th

month, 1834.—For a number of years past it

has been my lot to warn Friends, and parti-

cularly in the Yearly Meeting in London,
against a spirit of subtlety that would draw
us from an attention to the inward manifesta-

tion of our blessed Saviour, the Lord Jesus

Christ ; I have long seen that some of those

most prominent and influential characters

among us, never have been altogether of the

Lord's own forming, either as Friends, or as

ministers of Christ: and now many, very
many, have embraced something short of Him
who remains to be the fulness, and are set-

tling on the surface of things—building on the

sand ; highly extolling in words, the ' One
Off'ering,' which, indeed, is to be appreciated
with feelings of adoration and heart-felt grati-

tude ; but these know not of what they speak,

while they preach up a literal faith in Christ
crucified, and endeavor to bring people from
a pure dependence on the leadings and un-
foldings of the Spirit of Christ, or the inward
and heart-felt power and coming of Christ with-

in, the hope of glory. Divers ministers of our
Society are sliding, and others are already
gone from that which first called them to the
preparation, and then did really bring them
into the sacred oflice ; much of this is to be
traced to their adopting the views and senti-

ments of those mentioned above, who never
wholly left their own works, but have sought
to bring all things to the test of reason, in-

stead of to that 'Spirit which searcheth all

things, even the deep things of God.'
" Oh that my dear children may walk in

humility and fear before the Lord, in this evil

day
; that they may be sheltered from all that

is airy and notional in religion, being covered
with the Almighty wing^ for it is written,
' He shall cover thee with His feathers.'
"During the Yearly Meeting this spring,

great was the exercise and travail of my soul,
which produced the following effusions in my
pocket book.

" ' 18.3-i. —After the third sitting of the
Yearly Meeting. The appearance of things
amongst us is very specious ; an exact resem-
blance of what should be known, felt, and
evidenced in the Church of Christ, through
His own power, M'ho is the second Adam, the
Lord from heaven—the quickening Spirit;
but the absence of this quickening Spirit is,

in my apprehension, mournfully and oppres
sively felt, while "Mystery Babylon" mimics
it in various ways—in language, in orthodox
sermons, in dissimulation of love, in solemn
silence, not the solemnity of the Lord's own
l>ower. VYe have a zeal among us which
draws from the influence and motions of the in-
ward anointing into creaturely activity ; and
we are so blind, in many instances, as to mis-

take Babylon's streams, where go the "gallani

ships, and the galley with oars," for the " plact

of broad rivers and streams," where none o:

these are found. Our predecessors sufferec

much in avowing the leadings of the Spirit Oj

truth, which brought them away from all wil

worship ; shall we, with impunity, trampk
upon the testimonies of the everlasting Gos
pel, which they embraced at the risk of th(

loss of property, personal liberty, and lift

itself; and which they maintained through

the hottest persecution ? Our Society has thuf

stood upon higher ground than any of thost

around ; shall we descend to the level of thingf

in the religious world (at large) ? or shall w(

profess more full 'light on the truths of th(

gospel than was their experience, and so de

ceive ourselves ? Surely they did come to the

meridian brightness of this last and mosi

glorious day and dispensation, and to th<

summit of that " holy mountain, where noth

ing shall hurt nor destroy;" and unto whict
" all nations" of the earth " shall flow." With
all the prying wisdom of this present age, w(

shall find nothing beyond what those deai

servants of the Lord were privileged to ob

tain. Oh that, by full dedication of heart tc

the Most High, we may be found in their foot

steps ; even in the narrow way that leadett

to " Fife everlasting." Amen.'
" 19th of 11th month, 1838.—My dear chil

dren will be aware, that since the date of thi

foregoing, great have been the shaking anc

sifting that have come upon us as a Society

every" foundation has been tried, yet thai

which cannot be shaken still evidences itsel

to be the invincible, eternal Rock, on whicl

Christ Jesus builds ' His Church, and the gatei

of hell shall not prevail against it.' For year

past the mourners in Zion have had to weai

sackcloth, and sit on the ground, with ashci

on their heads, except when the Lord ha:

lifted them up, and clothed them in the beau

tiful garments, to show forth His might;

power in and through them. Some has H
made very skilful in lamentation in thes

days: He has also given them to be might;;

to sufiTer in His cause, and He will take th

' cup of trembling' out of their hand, placinj

it in the 'hands of them that afliict them.

The Most High is able to put the harp of vi(

tor}' into the hands of His dear servants aii'i

children, with the song also in their heart

and mouths, ' Great and marvellous are th;

works, Lord God Almighty
;
just and true ar

thy ways, thou King of saints.' It may b

confessed that we are made very desolate a

a people, because we changed our glory for thc\

ivhich hath not profited us; and in a SocietJ

capacity, have turned judgment backward)-

sanctioning publications and ministry whic}

are not in accordance with the true doctrimj

of the unchangeable Gospel of our Lord Jeatj

Christ; and which, therefore, the few amODc
us who have stood fast in the Lord canncj;

own : the heavenly anointing and blessed ha
j

mony of truth not being in these things, bi|,l

wisdom of words substituted and held up. ||

' Thus have we been in a worse conditioii

as I apprehend, than in former trials ;
becautj i

the body did not then become responsible, b;

its acts, for that which is out of the true wm^jJ

and the wisdom from above. And now :1

seems to me that the Lord's power and til

Lord's wisdom have so far prevailed, as to Is '

low the Philistine nature—pi'ostrating it (

the ground in great measure, and scatterir I

that which sought to lay waste the inher' :
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mce of the Mighty One of Israel : yea, and
ihat bead will soon be cut off, that reared

tself on high ; but we must come dean out

;rom all that opposeth itself to the simplicity.

She purity, the wisdom, and the power which
Is for ever and ever. I believe the great Ilead

tif the Church will purify His people—not cut

hem off in anger; and that the ' remnant of

acob shall be as a dew' from Him, ' in th(

nidst of many people.' Blessed be His ador
name! S. G."

Breton Heroes of Industry.—In the list of

wards at the Vienna Exhibition, there oc-

arred this unpretending announcement :

—

A medal to the sailors engaged in the build-

Qg of the Ar-men lighthouse." The Bulletin

<)rancais furnishes an explanation, and proves

hat the recipients of the medal are heroes

ti no ordinary sense of the word. The moun-
ain system of Brittany has a sort of continu-

tion in a series of reefs and rocks which jut

ut in a broken line westward of Finisterro.

)n one of these rocks, called I'lsle de Sein,

here stands a lighthouse, but the real danger

es to the westward, and the rocks there have
terally bristled with wrecks of vessels raak-

ig for Brest. In 1860, the committee for

(ghting the coast of France decided to erect

I

lighthouse on the extreme end of the danger,

jnd, after a careful examination, M. Ploix,

jbe consulting engineer, decided on the Ar-

lien rock as the best site. At the same time

ie did not attempt to depreciate the prodi-

jious difficulty of the task, and characterised

i; as " nearly impracticable." The currents

Ire so strong and the sea runs so high, that

either M. Ploix, nor the other engineers, nor

lie director of the lighthouses, was able to

pproach nearer than fifty feet. All they
'ere able to ascertain was that the rock was
neiss, about eight yards across and twelve in

sngth, and that it was just visible at low
fater. After settling their plan of operations,

ley applied to the fishermen of the neigh-

oring island of Sein, as most familiar with

3e locality and the danger, to commence the

leeessary work. These men undertook the

iisk, and, provided with life belts, began to

"atch regularly for the best opportunity of

linding on the rock. As soon as they got
[leir chance they crouched down on the rock,

pd, clinging on with one hand, with the other

^orked away with a cold chisel so as to sink a

jaflScient number of sockets for the insertion

r the iron clamps. Every now and then a

rave would break over the rock, drenching
|iem with foam and spray, and not unfrc-

[iiently one of the party would be carried

ight off by the heavy sea, but would soon
'•i picked up by a vessel kept purposely on
iie watch. At the end of the first season

,867) seven landings had been effected and
Ight hours' work done, which sufiiced for the
inking of fifteen sockets ; while the follow-

(g year the weather was more favorable,
lid forty new holes were pierced, some of
hich were below water. In 1869 the blocks

i' stone were first placed in iron clamps,
bout a yard long, riveted into the sockets.

:he blocks were hewn according to pattern,
iid joined together with Parker-Medina ce-

ent. The work of dropping them into posi-

on was exceedingly laborious, owing to the
lolence of the sea; but two of the officials

ere constantly in attendance urging on the
;orkmen,andatthe end of the season twenty-
|/e blocks, each about a yard cube, had been

successfully laid. In 1870 eight landings took
place and eleven cubes were laid, and in 1871
as many as twenty-three, the work by this

time becoming easier as further progress was
made. A steam launch is now used for con-
veyance of material, and a sort of masonry
scaft'olding having been built, the builders
have succeeded, during the first half of this

year's season, in placing in position no less

than eighty-seven blocks. The expense, how-
ever, as may be imagined, has hitherto proved
considerable. Each of the forty-five holes
pierced during the first two years cost up-
wards of 2,000 francs, and on December 31st
last the charges had amounted to more than
189,000 francs. The light is to be a revolving
one of the first order and ninety-seven feet

above high-water mark.

—

The Academy.

Selected.

MY MINDE TO ME A KINGDOM IS.

My minde to me a kingdom is :

Such perfect joy therein I finde

As farre exceeds all earthly blisse

That God or nature hath assignde
;

Though much I want that most would have,

Yet still my minde forbids to crave.

Content I live : this is my stay,

—

I seek no more than may suffice,

I presse to beare no liaughtie sway
;

Look ! what I lack my minde supplies.

Loe, thus I triumph like a king,

Content with what my minde doth bring. •

Some have too much, yet still they crave

;

I little have, yet seek no more.
They are but poor, though much they have,
And I am rich with little store.

They poor, I rich ; they beg, I give
;

They lacke, I lend ; they pine, I live.

I joy not in no earthly blisse

;

I weigh not Croesus' wealth a straw
;

For care, I care not what it is
;

I fear not fortune's fatal law
;

My minde is such as may not move
For beautie bright or force of love.

My wealth is health and perfect ease

;

My conscience clere my chiefe defense
;

I ntver seek by bribes to please,

Nor by desert to give offense.

Thus do I live, thus will I die

;

Would all did so well as I

!

William Byrd.

LINES ON THE DEATH OF A CHILD.

Oh that I could but watch afar.

And liearken for awhile,

To that sweet song that hath no jar.

And see his heavenly smile,

As he doth praise the holy God
Who made him pure for that abode

;

In tears of joy full well I know
This burdened heart would overflow ?

And I should say, Stay there, my son,

My wild laments are o'er
;

Oh well for thee that thou hast won ;

I call thee back no more!
But come, thou fiery chariot, come,
And bear me swiftly to that home
Where he with many a loved one dwells,

And evermore of gladness tells.

Then be it as my Father wills,

I will not weep for thee

;

Thou livest, joy thy spirit fills.

Pure sunshine thou dost see

—

The sunshine of eternal rest

;

Abide, my son, where thou art blest

;

I with our friends will onward fare,

And, when God wills, shall find thee there.

Pavl Gerhardt.

He who loves little, prays little; he who
5ves much, prays much.

—

Austin.

For "The Friend."

Friends in the 17th Century.—By Cliarlcs Evans, M. D.

This is an octavo volume of G66 pages,
printed on good paper and with clear and
legible type. As its title indicates, it gives a
history of the religious Society of Friends,
during the period of its rise and establishment,
and the introduction of a regular system of
organization and discipline.

The object kept in view by the author is

thus expressed in his preface to the book :

"The motive that has prompted the prepara-
tion of the present work, has been the hope
that, by thus bringing the substance of the
principal parts of the narratives of other
writers into a more condensed form, the mem-
bers of the religious Society of Friends—es-

pecially the young—may be induced to make
themselves familiar with its rise, and the
severe trials that attended its early progress

;

that thus they may become better acquainted
with the character of the instruments em-
ployed by the Head of the Church to gather
Friends into a distinct body, the manner in
which He prepared them for the service, and
the consistent system of Scriptural doctrine
they inculcated, under the teaching and help
of His Holy Spirit." As stated in the preface
this work is largely derived from the writings
of Sewel, Gough and Rutty, and from the
Journals of those valued members who lived

during the times of which it treats. It is not
however a mere compilation, but gives evi-

ilence of the constant care which has been
used to trace the origin of the different events
and actions recorded, to their true spring and
motive; and thus to reveal the various and
often conflicting forces operating in the minds
of men, in the eventful period in which the
Society had its rise. The blessed effects of
that watchful and reverent obedience to the
light of Christ in the heart, which so emi-
nently characterized the early Friends, are

thus clearly set forth ; and the doctrines and
testimonies which distinguished them from
other religious professors, are shown to have
originated in the openings of Divine wisdom
upon their minds.
The book commences with the Reformation

in England under Henry VIII., showing the
progress of inquiry and doctrinal differences;

and giving such an account of political and
ecclesiastical affairs, as seemed requisite, to

convey a clear impression of the state of

things at the time Friends- arose, to unfold

the causes which contributed to the remark-
able success attending the labors of its early

ministers, and to explain the severe persecu-

tions to which they were subjected. In speak-

ing of the clearer gospel light for which, at

that period, many awakened minds were look-

ing, the work says :
" That light came not by

any sudden outburst of religious illumination

within any one of the various sections into

which the visible Church was divided ; but
by the inshining of the Day-Sj^ring from on
high, in the hearts of different members at-

tached to them, who were hungering and
thirsting after righteousness, and waiting to

be taught the way of the Lord more perfectly.

The work had been and was going on secretly

and with slow progress, hidden in the hearts

of many, like seed in the warm earth, await-

ing the time and the means by which it would
be more powerfully quickened, and enabled to

push forth the blade, form the ear, and per-

fect the full corn in the ear."

To these hungering and thirsting souls, the
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gospel message of G. Fox and his associates,

came as the dew of Hermon. When then-

attention was turned to the Light, Grace and

Spirit of God, which they had long felt at

work in their hearts, bat scarcely knew what

it was; and they were taught that this Light

of Christ which showed them their sins, if

they obeyed it, would lead them out of their

sins and bring them to salvation ;
they re-

joiced with exceeding great joy, as is shown

by many testimonies that are still preserved.

This feeling led David Barclay on his death-

bed to exclaim, " The perfect discovery of the

Day-Spring from on high, how great a bless-

ing it hath been to me and to my family !" and

this drew from Isaac Peningtou the acknow-

ledgment, "My religion, which I now daily

bless my God for, began in this Seed [the

Spirit of Christ] ; which, when I first felt and

discerningly knew from the Lord, my cry to

Him was, this is it I have longed after and

waited for? O unite my soul to thee in this

forever ! this is thy Son's gift from thee, thy

Son's grace, thy Son's Truth, thy Son's life,

thy Son's spirit ! I desire no more than to be

made nothing in myself, that this may be all

in me."
In the biographical sketches introduced

into this History, of many of the Friends who
lived in the seventeenth century, there are

numerousopportunities, which have been judi-

ciously used, of illustrating the doctrines and
testimonies of our Society, by introducing,

often in their own language, the exercises

which accompanied the convincemcnt and re-

ligious progress of these worthies. This is

one of the most valuable features of the work.
The religious concern which led to the es-

tablishment of meetings for discipline, and
the more perfect organization of the Society

;

the labors which George Fox and others un-
derwent on this account; the opposition ex-

perienced from those members who did not
wish to be subject to restraint, as also from
others more honest-hearted, who did not at

first see the necessity of the new regulations
;

the separation of Wilkinson and Story for this

cause; and the eftbrts used to convince and
reclaim those who were thus led astray—are

all portrayed.
The cruel persecutions to which Friends

were subjected in Great Britain, America and
on the Continent of Europe, were so extensive
and 80 long continued, that however con-
densed, they necessarily form a prominent
part of a faithful history of that period. Th
patience and Christian firmness of the sui

ferers, the Divine support which enabled them
to esteem the bars and bolts of their prisons
aa "jewels," and the many remarkable deliver-

ances and preservations they experienced,
render this portion of the work peculiarly in-

teresting.

The notices, which are inserted of the clos-

ing scenes of many of those, who had been
faithful laborers in the spreading of the doc-
trines of the Gospel, show, that like the
apostle of old, they were sustained in the last

hours of life, by tlw blessed hope that a crown
of righteousness was laid up for them They
felt that they had not followed cunninglj- de-
vised fables, but that they had walked in the
Light of the Lord ; and though they had no
merits of their own to l)oast of, yet their
hearts were at times filled with i)raiscs to
Him, who ha<i enabled them to go through
their trials, travels, sufferings and exercises.

It ia very desirable that' the work should

be extensively circulated, as a reliable source

of information respecting the eai'ly history of

our Society, an exposition of the doctrines

and testimonies of its primitive members,

oftentimes in their own words, and a means

of inciting its readers to greater faithfulness

and dedication of heart in the work and ser-

vice of their day. J. W.

For "The Friend."

The Pilgrims.—An Allp?ory.

(CoDcluded from page 345.)

An undue attachment to the things of time,

a strong bias toward the spirit of the world

in life and conversation, the vain attempt to

ignore the doctrine of Christ in His second

coming as the hope of glory within us, are

glaringly obvious tendencies of the present

daj'. "But notwithstanding all the art or de-

vice of man coujjled with the subtle strategy

of his great enemy, the one unchanged path

to heaven will ever remain through the strait

gate and in the narrow way, as Hannah More
so graphically represents it. The din of man's
vain substitutes, his numberless inventions to

avoid the self-denial and the daily cross, which
so humble and prepare the proud heart for

this only safe way to life, are painfully in-

citing causes to induce a climbing up some
other way than by Christ the door ! But it

is this very humbling, self-reducing discipline

of the cross, that can alone abase and fit us

to wear the insignia of a crucified, yet risen

and glorified Master; can alone make us meet
for the inscription of holiness ; can alone

enable to pass the cherubim and flaming
sword ; and can alone give to us the purity of
heart which maketh fit for the ever blessed

heavenly crown.
The allusion of H. M. to the extremes of

"hoarding and squandering," represents that

there is no safety, either from right hand or
left hand errors, but in holding all we have
and all we are, in watchful subserviency to

the ever bountiful Giver, in whose hand our
breath is, and whose are all our ways. The
prayer of Agur contains instruction in this

particular for all succeeding times. " Give me
neither poverty nor riches,'" says he ; "feed
me with food convenient for me ; lest I be full,

and deny thee, and say, Who is the Lord?
or lest I be poor, and steal, and take the name
of my God in vain." The Pilgrims so accus-
tomed to looking at the things below, and to
raking the pieces of yellow clay so industri-

ously together, at length, as is represented in

the Allegory, became so riveted to earth that
they could not fix their eyes on anything else,

but became like those animals that walk on
all-four. Thus it is, when by undue indul-
gence, the rigid chain of habit so binds us to
those idols we have loved so long and so
much, we almost insensibly become distorted,
and little by little, lose the image in which we
were created, even till we find it almost im-
possible to sever the links by which, not only
the Omniscient eye, but the eyes of our fellow
men, see we are tightly held in bondage.
Those alluded to, who spent much of their

heaps, as well as much of their pi-ccious time
in the vain effort of adorning, according to the
fashion of the world, the poor, perishable ta-

bernacle which must soon, like the grass of the
field, fade and die, and at the same time were
neglectful of the part destined to an immortal
existence, are set forth as looking only worse
and wanting in color when old age came on,

for all their painting, and whitewashing, and
effort to adorn. These moreover were greatly

deficient in the moral obligation of helping to

keep in good repair, and to warm the ragged
tenements of those less favored than them-
selves in worldly advantages. To patch and
beautify in every way they could devise their

own house, seemed too much the one great

object of their life. And then when the frail

and falling tabernacle of each, admonished
them that the great gulf must soon be passed,

and that the awfuljudgment scene was athand,
what alarms and what fears were felt ; what
surprise that the time of reckoning had come

;

what bustle and turmoil were experienced;

what jeopardy to the soul was apprehended;
what remorse and sorrow that the corruptible

instead of the ^corruptible, had claimed so

much attention ; that the " outward adorn-

ing," rather than the " meek and quiet spirit,

which is in the sight of God of great price,"

had so absorbed the thoughts and the life,

that there was no time left for much else than
to mourn because of not mourning sooner;

what poignancy of feeling that the harvest

was passed, the summer ended ; what a bitter

retrospect of wasted years and a long life of

sin, while He, who gave grace, and parts, and

talents, and to whom increase was due, had

been neglected and not served ; and then alas,

the constant Witness to become the unerring

Judge unto the solemn realities of the never-

ending state

!

The Allegory resumed:—"Now I find it

was the ojjinion of sober pilgrims, that either

hoarding the clay, or truckling it for any
such purposes as the above, was thought

exactly the same offence in the eyes of the

lord ; and it was expected when they should

come under his more immediate jurisdiction

in the far country, the penalty annexed tc

hoarding and squandering would be nearly

the same. While I examined the counte-

nances of the owners of the heaps, I observec

that those who I well knew never intendec

to make any use at all of their heap, wer«

far more terrified at the thought of losing

it, or being torn from it, than those wh(

were employing it in the most useful manner
Those who best knew what to do with it, se'

their hearts least upon it, and were alway
most willing to leave it. But such riddle,

were common in this odd country. It w»
indeed a very land of paradoxes.
Now I wondered why those pilgrims, whi

were naturally made erect, with an eye forma
to look up to the things above, yet had thei

e3^e8 almost constantly bent in the other di

rection, riveted to the earth, and fastened o:

things below, ]nst like those animals that wall

on all four. I was told they had not alwaji

been subject to this weakness of sight, an',

proneness to earth : that they originally h»

been upright and beautiful, having been cre-

ated after the image of the lord, who wa
himself the perfection of beauty ; that he hai

at first, placed them in a far superior situatioi

which he had given them in perpetuity ;
bi.

that their first ancestors fell from it, throng,

pride and carelessness; that upon this th

freehold was taken away, they lost thei

original strength, brightness and beauty, an

were driven out into this strange countr;

where, however, they had every opportunit

given them ofrecovering their original healtl

and the lord's favor and Hkeness ; for they we)

become so disfigured, and were grown so ui

like him, that you would hardly believe the
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frere his own children, though, in some, the

^semblance was become again visible,

i I saw, indeed, that many old offenders ap'

eared to be sorry for what they had done
;

bat is, they did not like to be punished for it.

'hey were willing enough to bo delivered

•cm the penalty of their guilt, but they did

ot heartily wish to be delivered from the

ower of it. Many declared in the most pub-
manner, once every week, that they were

)rry they had done amiss, that they had
rred and strayed like lost sheep ; but it was
ot enough to declare their sorrow, ever so

Ften, if they gave no other sign of their peni-

snee. Tor there was so little truth in them,
lat the lord required other proofs of their

neerity beside their own word, for they
'ten lied with their lips and dissembled with
leir tongue. But those who professed to be

anitents, must give some outward proof of

. They were neither allowed to raise heaps
clay by circumventing their neighbors, or

) keep great piles lying by them useless

;

Dr must they barter them for any of those

lie vanities which reduced the heaps on a
iddeu : for I found that among the grand
•tides of future reckoning, the use they had
ade of the heaps, would be a principal one.

I was sorry to observe many of the fairer

irt of these pilgrims sjiend too much of their

eaps in adorning and beautifying their tene-

ents of clay, in painting, white-washing,
;id enamelling them. All these tricks, how-
>er, did not preserve them from decay ; and
hen they grew old, they even looked worse
r all this cost and varnish. Some, however,
ited a more sensible part, and spent no more
Jon their mouldering tenements than j ust to

jep them whole and clean, and in good re-

lir, which is what every tenant ought to do
;

id I observed that they who were most mo-
irate in the care of their own tenements,
tere most attentive to repair and warm the
:.gged tenements of others. But none did
.is with much zeal or acceptance, but those
ho had acquired a habit of overlooking the

dngs^below, and who also, by the constant
He of the telescope, had got their natural
•eak and dim sight so strengthened, as to be
f>le to discern pretty distinctly the nature
( the things above. The habit of fixing their

'68 on these glories, made all the shining
lifles, which compose the mass of things

ilow, at last appear in their own diminutive
. tleness. For it was in this case particularly

me, that things are only big or little by eom-
j.rison

; and that there wasjio other way of
laking the things below, appear as small as

ley really were, but by comparing them, by
iians of the telescope, with the things above.

|it I observed that the false judgment of the
|grims, ever kept pace with their wrong
iactices

; for those who kept their eyes
^tened on the things beloio, were reckoned
T|se in their generation, while the few that
Ibked forward to the future glories, were
^counted by the bustlers, or heapets, to be
^.her fools or mad.
[Most of these pilgrims went on adorning
Jieir tenements, adding to their heaps, grasp-
ijj the things below as if they would never let

tfem go, shutting their eyes, instead of using
weir telescope ; till one after another each
f^t his tenement tumbling about his ears.

Ni! then what a busy, bustling, anxious, ter-

rjying, distracting moment was that! what
jjleal of business was to be done, and what a
TOnge time was this to do it in ! Now, to

see the confusion and dismaj- occasioned by
having left every thing to the last minute.
First, some one was to be sent for to make
over the yellow heaps to another, which the
heaper now found would be of no use to him-
self in shooting the gulf, a \ransfcr which
ought to be made while the tenement was
sound. Then there was a consultation be-

tween two or three masons at once, perhaps,
to try to patch up the walls, and strengthen
the props, and stop the decays of the tumbling
tenement ; but not till the masons were forced
to declare it was past repairing (a truth they
were rather too apt to keep back), did the
tenant seriously think it was time to pack
up, prepare and begone. Then, oh ! what
remorse, that they had neglected to examine
it till their senses were too confused for so

weighty a business ! What reproaches, or
what exhortations to others, to look better
after their own affairs than they had done.
Even to the wisest of the inhabitants, the
falling of their tenements was a solemn
thing ; solemn, but not surprising ; they had
long been packing up and preparing ; they
praised their lord's goodness that they had
been suffered to stay so long ; many acknow-
ledged the mercy of their frequent warn-
ings, and confessed that those very dilapi-

dations which had made the house uncom-
fortable, had been a blessing, as it had set

them on diligent preparation for their future
inheritance; had made them more earnest,
and had set them on such a frequent applica-
tion to the teleseojje, that the things above had
seemed every day to -approach nearer, and
the things below to recede and vanish in jjro-

portion. These desired not to be unclothed
but to be clothed upon, for they knew that if

their tabernacle was dissolved, they had a
house not made with hands, eternal in th
heavens."

THE FRIEND.
THIRD MONTH 27, 1875.

Within a few years past, there was pub-
lished in the pages of this journal, a review
of a pamphlet describing a Conference of

those intei-ested in First-day Schools, among
members of our Society, which had then re-

cently been held at Wilmington, Ohio. In
that review, the attention of Friends was
called to the danger, which was shown by the

Report of the proceedings at Wilmington,
that these schools would gradually be changed
in their character, and made the means of in-

troducing among us practices and principles

at variance with our original doctrines and
testimonies.

Schools on the First-day of the week, were
at first instituted for the sake of those igno-

rant and neglected children, who were with-

out adequate means of instruction, even in

outward learning. Many such schools have
been usefully taught, at different times, by
members of our religious Society, and we
doubt not there are those now engaged in

them, who are endeavoring in simplicity and
sincerity, to perform their individual duties.

But it is evidently and avowedly the case, that

in a large proportion of such schools, those

who conduct them no longer regard them in

their original light, but as a means of impart-

ing relieious instruction, and of exciting the

religious sensibility of those who attend them,
by a course of exercises modeled after and
assimilating to the manner of performing
what is called Divine worship in other reli-

gious Societies. Singing hymns, reading the
Scriptures and listening to formal prayers, or
addresses from some one who directs the con-
gregation, are common to both the school and
the " church" service.

A recent writer on this subject, who is not
a member of the Society of Friends, says of
the First-day school, that now " it is not de-
signed to furnish a means of educating those
who cannot attend school during the week."
" The true idea of the [First-day School] as
we conceive it, is worship." " The Sunday-
School has precisely the same end as the
services of the Sanctuary—to bring souls into
communion with God. These two need to
be welded together—the Sanctuary and the
Sunday-School. The latter is not to be re-

garded as a separate institution ; but as the
second service of the Church, adapted to
the children."

The views advanced in these extracts, are
those, towards which we believe persons en-
gaged in such schools, even in our own Soci-
ety, are rapidly tending ; and which many
have already reached ; and they readily ex-
plain the growing disposition to introduce
changes into our regularly established meet-
ings for worship, which has been manifested
in some places. If hymns, and reading the
Scripture, and stated prayers and addresses,
are the proper methods of performing Divine
worship, where the congregation are children,

why should they not be used for the parents
also ? Hence in many directions, we see de-
veloping a gradual return to those forms and
ceremonies in religion out of which our early
Friends were led by the Spirit of Truth.
Many are losing their faith and trust in that
patient waiting for the influence of the Holy
Spirit for ability to perform Divine worship,
which was preached and practised by our
predecessors in religious proftssion; and are
looking for something outward, which may
affect them through the medium of the senses.

It is in no censorious spirit, towards those
who may have entered with good intentions

into First-day School labors, that we desire

to call the serious attention of our readers to

the danger which attends, of such gradually
being led away from the spirituality of our
profession, and thus of having their eyesight
dimmed, and being shorn of their strength.

We firmly believe, that the Society of Friends
will commit a grievous error, when it endea-

vors to advance the kingdom of the Eedeemer
among men, by any method which interferes

with a faithful maintenance of the trust com-
mitted to it, or prevents it from bearing a full

and unequivocal testimony to the inward and
spiritual nature of Divine worship ; and the
eality and necessity of that guidance of the

Spirit of Christ witnessed by His humble and
obedient followers.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The house of J. C. Im Thurn & Co.,

merchants of London, with liabilities to the extent of

£2,000,000, has failed. The failure of other mercantile
ms followed in consequence.

The Mark Lane Express says, that the long winter
has made a backward season. Most of the European

kets show a rise in the prices of flour of from one
to two shillings.

The attendance at the revival meetings of Moody and
Sankey continues immense. The hall in which these
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meetings are held is densely crowded with people, and 1 terms the Carlist towns, districts and provinces submit- amber, S1.26 a $1.28
;
white, $1.30 a $1.34. Eye, SI

"**^^ ». 1 : c .u. j^,-, Af tiniosl tinor within a montii rr
thousands are . ,, . u
the crowd has been so great that order could not be

preserved, and people were badly crushed. The news

sper and other criticisms of the revival are general! v

•r u J ,=" it (iniAsltinir within a month may retain the "special and local|Yellow corn, 81J a 82 cts. Oats, 67 a 70 cts. Lard
rned away from the doors. At t.mes

'^^^1^74^^^° jf^^^^^^^^^^^ before the war. and any ap- 14^ cts. About 2,100 beef cattle sold at prices ranging

pointment of a' Carlist to a civil or military office, which from 4J to 8 cts. per lb. gross, the latter for extra,

has been approved by or may emanate from Cabrera, ' Sales mostly between 6 a 7i cts. Sheep 4J a 7 J cts. pei

will be accepted aqd condrmed by the Alfonsists. The lb. gross, hogs $12 a $13 per 100 lb. net. SaMmore.-

Carlists recently made a night attack on the town of |No. 1 western amber wheat, Sl.28 a $1.30; No. 2 do.

Zudugarav, but were repulsed with the loss of 200 men. $1.25 a $1.26; No. 2 western spring wheat, $1.1T

A Madrid dispatch of the 21st says. General Campos White corn, 81 a 83 cts.
;
yellow and mixed, 81 a 8^

has defeated the Carlists before Olot and entered the 'cts. Oats, 65 a 70 cts. CAicapo.—Extra spring flour

town Nine hundred Carlists were made prisoners.
] S4.50 a $4.75. No. 1 spring wheat, 97 i cts.; No. 2 do..

A Madrid dispatch of the 22d says: The projected 94J cts. No. 2 mixed corn, 67 J cts. Oats, 54J cts.

accommodation with the Carlists has proved a failure.

Only eight of the insurgent chiefs followed the action

of General Cabrera in giving in his adhesion to the

present government.
Castelar has resigned his professorship in the Uni-

versity in consequence of changes made by the govern-

ment in the manner of public instruction.

vened in extra

for adc

hostile, though the Times favorably reviews the mis

sion of the two preachers.

The Indian government expedition, sent out to sur-

vey western China, has arrived at Rangoon. An attack

on' the expedition was made by the Chinese officials on

the frontier, and in the fight twenty Chinamen were

killed and many others wounded.

Difficulties have arisen between the Indian govern-

ment and the King of Burmah, regarding boundaries

and the latter's claim to sovereignty over several inde-

pendent States. In spite of Lord Northbrook's pro-

posal for a mixed commission for the settlement of

the question at issue, the king has occupied the dis-

puted territory and refuses to withdraw.

John Mitchel who was recently re-elected to Parlia-

ment from Tipperary, died at Dramalam on the 20th

inst. He was 60 years of age. A very large meeting of

Irishmen was held in Hyde Park, London, the following

day, at which resolutions of condolence with his family

were adopted, others were also adopted condemning

coercion in Ireland, and demanding the release of the

Fenian prisoners.

Liverpool, 3d mo. 22d.—Uplands cotton, 7| a Sd.
;

Orleans, 8 a Sid. BreadstufTs quiet.

A Paris dispatch of the 16th says : when the Assem-

bly met to-day the Duke d'Audriffret-Pasquier took the

chair and made an address containing some strongly-

worded expressions against the Bonapartists, which

were loudly cheered by the left.

Duclerc'a Liberal Republican, was elected one of the

vice presidents, receiving the support of the Republican

majority. Dufaure, Jlinister of Justice, stated that the

government had not yet deliberated on the question of

dissolution, but his personal opinion was that the As-

Rembly should dissolve in August, and that elections

for the new Chamber of Deputies be ordered for autumn.

The Assembly has adopted a resolution providing

for the appointment of a jury of physicians to inquire

into the cases of Bonapartists who are enjoying pen-

sions on account of infirmities alleged to have been con-

tracted in the public service.

On the 18th the Assembly agreed to adjourn from
the 20th of Third mo. to the'oth of Fifth mo., and pro-

vision was made for the appointment of a permanent
committee of twenty-five deputies to sit during the re-

cess.

By a vote of 371 to 312, the Assembly decided to

continue to hold its se.ssions in Versailles.

The coalition in the Assembly which support thi

Constitutional laws, have a majority of eleven in th(

permanent committee to sit during the recess.

The government advises that the Assembly should
not fix the date of dissolution long before it actually

occurs.

A Paris dispatch of the 20th says : Advices from
Madrid state that the treatment of the press by the

government is daily becoming more aad more arbi

trary, and causes increasing dissatisfaction. All tele

graphic dispatches are detained and examined. The
government has ordered the publication of the Iberia
newspaper to be discontinued.

A Berlin dispatch of the 16th says: In the lower
House of the Prussian Diet to-day, debate was opened
on the fir.4t reading of the new ecclesia-stical bill. Dr
Falk, Minister of Public Worship, in a speech explain
ing the necessity for fresh legislation on the relations
of the State with the Church, dwelt especially on the
fact that the Pope had authorized the Austrian bishc
to obey laws similar to those which he denounced
Prussia. The State was not afraid of the encyclical, but
considered the matter serious, and would not permit
itself to be treated with scorn by the Churcl

Prince Bismarck made a powerful speech in support
of the bill. He said the maxim that more obedience
was due to God than to man, certainly diS not mean
that more obedience was due to a Pope, misguided by
Jesuits, than to the king. The government was doing
its duty in protecting German freedom of mind against
Kome.
On the 19th all the clauses of the ecclesiastical bill

were adopted, and the bill passed its second reading.
One of the clauses deprives the priests of any share in
the control of local church property.

General Cabrera has issued an address to the Carlists,
in which he announces his recognition of Alfonso as
king of Spain. He points to the country's need of
peace, and appeals to the patriotism of the Carlists to
discontinue a hopeless struggle. A convention between
Cabrera and the Alfonsists is also published. By its

Lard, $13.85 per 100 lb. St. ioufe.—No. 2 winter red

wheat, $1.13i ; No. 2 spring, 93 a 95 cts. No. 2 corn,

66i a 67J cts. Oats, 60 a 61 cts. Oincinnaii.—Red

wheat, giao a $1.15. Corn, 68 a 69 cts. Oats, 59 a 62

cts. Bye, $1.10.

United States.—The Senate,

!sion, after long debate on the resol

tin" Pinchback as Senator from Louisiana, finally voted

33 to 30, to postpone the subject until the second week

in the Twelfth month next.

The Hawaiian Treaty was ratified after being amend-

;
yeas 51, nays 12.

The full vote in New Hampshire shows 39,285 for

Cheney, Republican, 39,163 for Roberts, Democrat, and

754 for White, Temperance.
portant modification of the Indian policy has

been ordered at Washington. In the distribution of

supplies and annuities, the agents hereafter are to re-

uire all able-bodied male Indians between the ages of

eighteen and forty-five, to perform service upon the

reservation for the benefit of themselves or of the tribe,

isonable rate to be fixed by the agent in charge,

and to an amount equal in value to the supplies to be

delivered. The allowances to be provided for such In-

to be distributed to them only upon condition

of the performance of labor.

The Secretary of War has written to General Sher-

man, saying that all expeditions into the Black Hills

be prevented as long as the present treaty exists.

The government is exerting itself to extinguish the

Indian title, but while it remains its provisions must
be observed.

The Interior Department is endeavoring, in the ab-

sence of an appropriation for the purpose, to make
arrangements for bringing to Washington a delegation

of the Sioux Indians to negotiate a modification of the

treaty of 1868 in regard to the Black Hills country.

The long continued severe cold of the past winter

caused the formation of ice in unprecedented masses in

the northern portions of the Delaware and Susque-
hannah rivers. When partial thaws occurred, this ice

formed gorges in various places, obstructing the courses

of the rivers, and finally when the obstructions gave
way last week there was a great destruction of bridges,

houses and other property, swept away by an irresisti-

ble deluge of ice, snow and water.

On the 20th inst. a destructive tornado passed over
Augusta, Ga., and that vicinity. Many houses were
blown down, as well as trees and fences. Some persons

were killed and more injured. The loss was estimated
at several hundred thousand dollars.

It is understood that the two hostile parties in

Louisiana have agreed on a compromise in order to end
the disorder and unsettlement in that State. The ar-

rangement will give the Conservatives a majority in

the House of Representatives, and the Republicans in

the Senate.

There were 394 interments in Philadelphia last week,
including 125 children under two years. There were
46 deaths of consumption, 37 inflammation of the lungs,
29 scarlet fever, 26 convulsions, 11 typhoid fever.

The Japanese Consul in San Francisco recently read
an important paper before the California Academy,
showing the existence of a current of warm water called
the Black Stream, which sets from Japan to the north
west coast of America. He gave a long list of wrecked
junks found in the vicinity of that coast during the
last hundred years, all of which were Japanese.

Ihe Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
the 22d inst New York.—American gold 116J. U. S.
sixes, 1881, registered, 119^ ; do. coupons, 120} ; do.
1867, 119J a 119; ; do. 5 per cents, 1881, 115}. Super-
fine flour, S4.60a S4.85; State extra, $.5.15 a $5.25;
finer brands, $5.-50 a $9.50. No. 2 Chicago spring
wheat, $1.17 ; red we.stern, $1.27 ; white Genesee, $1.32.
Oats, 68 a 71 cts. Rye, $1.00. Western mixed and
yellow corn, 85 cts.; white, 86 a 87 cU. Philadelphia.
—Uplands and New Orleans cotton, 16} a 17J cts.

Superfine flour, $3.50 a §4.00 ; extras, $4.25 a $4.75

;

finer brands, $5 a $8.50. Red wheat, $1.22 a $1
""

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee having chargt

of the Boarding School at Westtown, will be held ii

Philadelphia, on Sixth-day, the 2nd of next month, a

p. M.
The Committees on Instruction and Admission wil

meet at 10 A. M. of the same day.
Samuel Morris,

Philadelphia, 3d mo. 22d, 1875. Clerk.

The Visiting Committee meet at the School oi

Second-day evening, the 29th inst. Conveyances wil

be at the Street Road Station on that day, to meet th,

trains which leaVe Philadelphia at 2.30 and 4.40 p. m.

WANTED.
.\ Friend to occupy the dwelling at Friends' South

western Burial-ground, situated on Powell Avenue am
Marshall Road, in Delaware Co., Pa.

Apply to Samuel F. Troth, No. 1019 Cherry street

Philadelphia.

TRACT ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDS.
The Annual Meeting of the Tract Association (

Friends, will be held in the Committee-room of Arc

Street Meeting-house, on Fourth-day, the 31st inst., i

8 o'clock in the evening. Friends are invited to a
tend it. Edward Maris, Clerk.

WANTED.
A suitable Friend and his wife as teachers at th

Wichita Agency, Jonathan Richards, Agent. The
should be well qualified as teachers, and ready at blacl

ird drawing and other methods of illnstration.

Apply to J. E. Rhoads, 116 North Fourth stree

Philadelphia, or to the Agent, Anadarko, I. T.
'•

WANTED,
By a young Friend, a situation as teacher in a famil

or assistant teacher in a larger school.

For further information apply to Jacob
304 Arch street.

Just Published and for Sale at Friends' Book Stoi

No. 304 Arch Street Philadelphia,

FRIENDS IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTUB'i

ChaIiles Evans, M. D.

This is an octavo of over Six Hundred Pagi

Bound in cloth $2.00. Half bound in Turkish i

S2.50. Postage 48 cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, in the Girls' Department, a teacheb »

the Arithmetical School ; also one to teach Rb*
ING and Grammar.

Application may be made to

SusSn E. Comfort, Knox St, Germantown,
Hannah Evans, 322 Union St., Philadelphia,!

Martha D. Allen, 528 Pine St, "

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOE THE INSANE.;
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) PhiladelpH

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H.WoW
ington, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients mayi
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boanii

Managers,

WILLLAM HrpiLE.'PEINTER^

'

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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(Continued from page 251.)

" As a minister of the gospel he was de-

ervedly honored," is a declaration in a me-
Qorial of his Monthly Meeting and virtually
ndorsed by his Yearly Meeting, of one who
levertheless expresses as his conviction that
Nothing is any where said in the New Tes-
ament which implies the future continuance
f direct or immediate revelation to Christ's

ollowers," &c. "Nothing of the kind has
een known since the daj^s of the apostles."

l.nd further, that " George Fox was altogether
aistaken in sujiposing that he had either been
limoelf divinely taught, or been commissioned
teach others."

; These are indeed startling utterances ; and,
if true, would tend to traduce not only Quaker-
ism, but the religion of the New Testament,
jo a nonentity or lifeless thing. But that
Ihey are only fallacies is abundantly shown
nd proved by Holy Scripture, from Genesis
o Revelations. For next to the eternal exist-

nee and omnipotent power of the godhead,
here is hardly one point of Christian doctrine
acre clearly enunciated than that of imme-
iate Divine revelation. While Christ Jesns
emains head over all things to His church,
,nd by His Holy Spirit rules and reigns in

(he hearts of His children, there is, there will

(6, there must be the light of Divine revela-
jion ; for what is any form of religion without
p—the alone illuminating, preserving power
ind life of the soul.

Let such writers decry the profession of it

li whatever terms and as they may, this in

iispensable fundamental doctrine, the imme
jiate, internal evidence of the religion of
iesus is the same abiding, unfailing source of
light religious knowledge; for, as declared by
he apostle, " God hath said," which includes
11 and is applicable to all time, '• I will dwell
I thein and walk in them ; and I will be their
lod, and they shall be my people." Again
iThey shall not teach every man his neigh-
jor, and every man his brother, saying, know
lie Lord

; for all shall know me from the least

into the greatest." Again, the apostle for the
ilphesians prays, that, " The God of our Lord
'esus Christ, the Father of glory, may give
nto you the spirit of wisdom and revelation
1 the knowledge of him." Query, Would the

apostle pray for that which was not attain-

able? Again, the same apostle writes: "By
revelation He made known unto me the mys-
tery ; * * wAereJi/, (by what but revelation,)

when ye read j'e may understand my know-
ledge in the mystery of Christ," &c. And
again, " That which is to be known of God is

manifest in man, for God hath shown it unto
him." These quotations might be greatly
multiplied ; but we think it too obvious as

,'ell to the humble scripturi.st, as especially

to the grace-taught child of the Lord Jesus,

that without superinduced spiritual sight, or

without first having the understanding opened,
we cannot comprehend spiritual things. And
that, as " holy men of old spake as they were
moved by the Holy Ghost," so we need a mea-
sure of the same inwardly teaching Spirit of

the Lord Jesus, either to open to us the Holy
Scriptures, or to cause our hearts to "burn
within us" from the immediate, life-stirring

presence of the Comforter, whom the Father
would send in the Saviour's name to teach
us all things, bring all things to our remem-
brance, "and abide with iia forever." Which is

in full accordance with the text :
" No man

knoweth the Son, but the Father, neither

knoweth any man the Father save the Son,

and he to whomsoever the Son will reveal him."
It is surely one of the great mercies and

privileges of the gospel of Christ, that how-
ever acceptably in our religious assemblies or

elsewhere any may be engaged in praying,

preaching, or in praising God, making melody
in their hearts to Him, no one of us is neees

sarily dependent upon another for his or her
salvation. And that, if we will but " receive

with meekness the engrafted word which is

able to save the soul"—the unction by which
we may know all things, and the anointing
which abideth in us, and which so teacheth

all, that we need no other teacher—we shall,

through the saving grace, the immediately
dispensed power from on high, know our souls

divinely enlightened, and, through the blood

of the everlasting covenant, be led on unto
perfect victory. It is truly through unde
served and inconceivable mercy that He who
is Lord of all, should hold communion with
us through the Spirit of His dear Son ; but

this, great as is the blessing, we are assured

of not onlj' in the scriptures of truth, but by
the living and dying testimony of those who,
having served their generation according to

the will of God, immediately revealed to them,

have gone to receive the end of their faith,

even the salvation of their souls.

The following selections continued from the

journal of J. G., are, in their line of testimonj

wholly opposed to the lamented, painful aber

ration, which has been alluded to, from the

power and spirit of Quakerism, and from the

gospel of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ

and greatly corroborative of what Friends

have ever believed and held—immediate com
municationwith our Father in heaven througl;

His beloved Son.

' I have many times seen it veiy profitable

to be deeply humbled, and awfuU}' prostrated
before the almightj', powerful Helper of his

people ; that so, what we are in the ministry
may be by his grace only; having observed,

where the creaturely part ia not wholly
aLd,3cd, but .ionic suffieieiuy o:' trea.suro b.-

longing thereunto is yet saved or reserved (it

being very close work to be stripped of all),

there hath been a mixture brought forth ; a
wearing the linen and woollen garment, and
sowing the field with two sorts of grain ; and
when any by custom, their own unwatchful-
ness, or the neglect of others whose care

should have been over them, become, as it

were established in the mixture, I think they
seldom get out of it in the right way, by the

bad being removed, and the good preserved.

Oh, it is a great thing to stand fully approved
in this solemn service ! to speak as the oracles

of God, and to minister of the ability imme-
diately given by him. Blessed will that servant

be, who when his Lord cometh, is found di-

viding the word aright, giving the flock and
family of Christ their proper portion of meat,

and that in due season."

At the Quarterly Meeting for Wiltshire,

being a stranger and altogether unexpected
by Friends there, the close searching testi-

mony given me to bear, especially relating to

the state of some active members, might be

better received, and have more effect, than if

the same had come from one better acquainted

with their states. I always coveted, to be

wholly unacquainted with the states of meet-

ings by outward information, in all my
travels ; and when, by the discourse of Friends

previous to my attending them, there appear-

ed any probability of their inadvertently

opening in my hearing, any thing of that

kind, 1 have generally either stopped them,

or walked away out of hearing. But in gen-

eral. Friends who entertain us in our travels,

have more prudence and a better guard in

these respects; as indeed all ought; for it

straitens, and may give much uneasiness to

right spirited ministers, who have a sure in-

fallible Guide within, and therefore have no
need of any outward guide or information in

their services."

Coming to London, he says :
" I continued

in the city some time, visiting meetings with
diligence. My mind being deeply exercised

as usual in a painful travail, with and for the

suffering Seed of God in the hearts of pro-

fessors, who to me appeared, in a general way,
living, moving, acting and breathing, in an
airy exalted region above it. I have often

been ready to say, By whom shall Jacob, the

true seed, arise ? ifor ho is very small in the

esteem and regard of professors of most ranks.

Yet I could see an afflicted, suffering remnant,

lie very low, as under the ruins, and panting

as it were, struggling for life. And although

we could see and know one another, and tra-

vailed together under a degree of the same
painful state of things

;
yet, not having it in
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oiir power to relieve one another, our proper

business was to travail undf>r our respective

burdens, until the Almighty Deliverer was

pleased to appear, calling his sutfering ones

to dominion and rule with him, who is Lord

of lords and King of kings : for the Lamb and

his followers shall have the victorj' ; though

they are permitted sometimes to suffer long

I had then, at times, faith to believe he would

raise the dry bones, and thej- should stand

upon their feet; an army to tight the Lord's

battles ; to bring the mighty from their seats,

and to take the crowns of some from them,

who seemed to reign as kings, making theii

nakedness appear.
" Surely the complaint of the Lord, by the

n^uth of his prophet concerning Israel, was
mournfully- verified in the city of London, re-

specting a great part of the Society, viz.,

'My people have committed two great evils;

they have forsaken me, the fountain of living

waters, and hewn them out cisterns, broken

cisterns, that can hold no water.' Such is a

mere profession, though of the Truth itself,

without the real possession. This is holdina

the Truth in notion, speculation and imita

lion only. The same.may be said of what
ever is done in religion, without the immediate

influence, direction and lefidings of the holy

Author's spirit and power. Sound doeti

'

may be preached, as to words, and the main
scope thereof, and true principles imbibed
from education, tuition, or other outward
means

;
yet the man's part being alive, active

and always ready; the child's and fool's state,

that knows its sufficiency for every good word
and work to be immediately received from God
alone, is neither experienced nor abode in.

' For it is not you that speak, but the Spirit

of your Father that speaketh in j'ou.' 1 say,

without this living sense of things, all is but a
broken cistern ; it will hold none of the water
of life ; which is the real cause, that the en-

deavors and seeming zeal of some for the pro-
motion of religion, are so dry, insipid, and
inefficacious. The spring of action being the
Holy Spirit of Christ, it will gain the assent
of all his children, and answer his pure wit-
ness in the hearts of the rebellious, far beyond
what many conceive or imagine. Upon which
I would just observe, that the only way to
presei-vo the strength, glory, and dignity of a
religious society, is for all who undertake to
be active in it, certainly to feel the Lord lead-

ing and directing them in all their services

;

and on the other hand, the sure way to deso-
lation is, when the active members in religious
things move therein by the strength of human
abilities only. A grea't deal depends on that,
more than some are aware of: it is observable,
that the preservation of the Jewish church in

purity, much depended on the governors and
rulers thereof; and so do and will, the pros-
perity and purity of the Christian Church."

(To bo continued)

True Repentance.—True repentance consists
in the heart being broken /or sin, and broken
from sin. Some often repent, yet never re-
form

;
they resemble a man travelling a danger-

ous path, who frequently starts and stops but
never turns back.— Thornton.

The contractors who have undertaken to
furnish 240,000 headstones for the national
cemeteries, cut the names in their works at
Kutland, Vt., by means of the sand blast.
This cuts a name in four minutes, and the}-
complete 500 stones daily.

For "The Friend.

What Hinders.

Often these words of profitable enquiry

come up in the heart, as we mingle thought-

fully with our brethren, in social life, when
the mind may be reaching out for a solution

of the existing unrest in the religious world.

Deeply interested as we should be, in the

solemn responsibilities resting upon the Chris

tian Church, that it should not grow cold, or

cease any where to espouse tlie cause for

which it was instituted, can we avoid, if w(

would not be indiiferent, such an earnest ex
amination, as might discover what produces

the manifest laxity, and a walk on the part

of so many in tlfe superficial, unfruitful ac

knowledgment of Christ merely, that the very
life of His church is imperilled. May we not
exclaim, "what hinders" its united progress,

or bars from wearing the chaste apparel,

wherewith the prophet saw the church com
ing forth in after time as "a bride adorned
for her husband." To give our assent to

christian doctrine is an easy thing, but how
few conform to it practically. To face the

world in bearing the reproach of the cross,

a work from which we are apt to shrink. It

is even a hardship to the will of man to live

as in separation from the spirit that seems to

animate the mass of men with whom we are

brought in contact. But now, as in every
age, we have the same lusts to contend with.

Unregenerated, we are subject to the same
passions that have beguiled the hearts of men
in all generations ; that if we would become
members of His visible church, we must be
joined to Him as our Master, who is the Head
in a perpetual warfare to overcome them
All would doubtless love to enjoy the blessed

results of obedience ; that trust and quietude
that attends a co-operative faith. But out Oif

self-denial there cannot be a practical belief;

and this must continue to be, so long as

e passions to curb, lusts to overcome ; and
until the power of temptation, and the allure

ments presented in the world around us are

withdrawn, or cease to be operative. We
have no reason to suppose that our status, if

I may use the expression, will be changed, as

the christian civilization ofmankind advances:
or that we of the i>resent day, because farther
removed from .the ignorance and superstition
of a past age, have any greater assurance of
His grace and favor than others, who by some
inevitable cause were less blessed externallj-

As we are all one by nature, so in th
economy of His providential care over the
whole human family, it is His will doubtless,
we should be made one also by the operation
of His Grace. "Will not our accountability be
in proportion to the light with which we are
furnished bj' outward circumstances and the
idvantages we have enjoyed thereby ; and
surely there can be no condition which has
not been the result of our own disobedience,
so far removed by ignorance, from an en-
ghtened sense of our relation to a future life,

as that His mercy cannot embrace it. "With
a definite knowledge of the eftects ef sin, and
the benefits to ari.se from obedience ; with a
clearer perception of the duties we owe to
each other, and of our higher obligations as
responsible beings, will there not be imposed
upon us a greater weight of service also.

But ichat hinders the church coming up as
out of the wilderness

; whence comes the lame-
5, want of life, christian sympathy and

zeal on the part of many, who have thus I

joined in an outward bond and profession be

fore men, to promote His blessed cause. I
it not that it is much easier to proclaim our
selves christians, than to follow the guidauc(

of His holy law written in the heart; an(

therefore as many as are thus influenced mus
rest in a merely external belief, being unsub
jected and unsubdued in their affections to th(

Spirit of the Lord, which would unite then
as brethren, and make them of one faith, the]

cannot arrive at an establishment, but a,n

moved as on the waves of an empty profes

sion, and are the means often of spreading

disunity, and bringing deadness to the verj

heart of the church. Is it not because manj
are unwilling to bear His yoke, and to pasi

under the restraint which it imposes, whicl
would direct our hearts away from the thing
of time and sense, toward an inheritance in

corruptible. And surely all must come t(

rejoice in this blessed hope, if they would bi

truly engrafted into the visible church, an(

made living members thereof. The natura
mind would reject the touches of His love

and slight the wai-nings of His gracious Spirit

When this has been subdued, the strong mai
bound ; the man of the world, his goods de
spoiled, then will the cause of the Most Higl
rise into dominion ; many would be equippe<
for service, and enter the field of labor gladly
Then would there be a living church, trub
exalted above the spirit of envy ; out of th

dominion of strife ; she would know her want
satisfied; and her clothing would even be a
described in the words of the prophet.
What a happy consummation ; and yet ther

are but few who know their wills brough
into such complete subjection, as that the;

can bow under a sense of their helplessnes

and absolute need. Ah ! this involves large
present sacrifices, greater mortification, deepe
baptisms, and a more thorough emancipatio\
from the world's spirit, than many are willin

;

to conform to. And yet, if we would enp
the blessed hope which at times we so muc
crave, we would seek an establishment upoj
that which changeth not; we would ente

into covenant by self-renunciation, and sul

mission to the Light of the Loi'd's Spirit ii

wardly made known. Humility would b

among the first and most constant lessor

taught us; and as we come to be learners i

Christ's school, we should value and moi
fully understand His admonition, " My GraCi

is sufficient for thee ; for my strength is mad;
perfect in weakness."

It is needless to deceive ourselves, or on

another, and imagine for one moment we ca

pursue the world eagerly, and at the sair-

time be instrumental in bringing it to th

side, and the support of the gospel. We cat

not close our eyes to the obvious truth, thj'

wherever this has been attempted, the wor'
has obtained the advantage. In our owaj;
ligious Society, as well as elsewhere, the pat
of ease and outward prosperity is found neari

always parallel, and in compliance with th

wide range of privilege and latitude, alwaj
demanded, and as freely granted, by that cla

who would cause the church and the wori
to walk hand in hand

; not by bringing ii

latter into conformity to that Divine pow-'

and Light in the souls of men, of which til

former should be a monument, and a livii

advocate, but rather by infusing into tl

church a more progressive tendency, lead

'

gradually to embrace more and more of tl

world's spirit, and its maxims. I believer
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cannot be too jealous on this behalf, or too

guarded, as we may rest safely in the convic-

tion, there can be no real growth in best

things, short of keeping our hearts singly

iirected ; withdrawn from the many snares

that abound in our midst, and centred upon
Him, the only door of entrance into that

higher life, in which all are called to walk

;

wherein the church, by its living members as

polished stones, fitly joined, would no more
be a cause of stumbling, or the means of

naking the cross a hindrance, and a burthen
of offence to any. P. B.

Philadelphia, 3d mo. 22d, 1875.

The City of London.—A bill was introduced

u the British House of Commons placing the
entire metropolis of London under one niuni-

npal government. If it should be enacted, one
)f the oldest and greatest municipal corpora-

ions in Europe will be swept awaj', for the

;ity of London is but a small part of the
metropolis and yet maintains its own local

government independent of the vast city that
grown up around it. The metropolis ex-

tends into portions of four different counties,

severing an area of about 125 square miles,

nd containing more than 300,000 inhabited
ouses, with a population of upwards of 3,-

00,000. The city of London proper is in size

nd population not the seventeenth part of
he whole, since it has only about 125,000
lermanent inhabitants and 15,000 inhabited
oases. The metropolis rapidly increases in

bxtent and population, but the city has fixed

bundaries and actually diminished in popu-
;ion during the last quarter of a century,

owing to so many houses being converted into

warehouses, ofiices and shops. The different

parts of London are, more or less, united for

3uch purposes as protection by the police and
fire departments and for public improvements,
put there is no close connection between the
ifferent branches of local administration. It

said that, although efforts to unite the mo-
polis under one system ofgovernment have
peatedly failed, the present measure has a

"air chance of becoming a law.

Selected for "The Triend

Patience abode in, fortifies the mind so that
t can bear almost any thing ; but when it is

ot abode in, trouble weakens the mind, and
t can hardly bear any thing. I find myself
joften closely beset, and it is true enough the
pnemj' is unwearied. Do not let any cross

joecurrences or inadvertency, rob us of self

possession and ability to look honestly at a
moment's notice, into ourown condition ; by so
doing we keep our spiritual accounts straight,

limd can availingly commune with our own
jhearts, and be siiil ; this may be done, even
|when those around us are differently engaged.
Have j)atience, the everlasting patience, with
jtempers that are trying, remember our Heav
^nly Father is bearing and forbearing to them
'and to us.

Oh ! the daily, deep indwelling it requires

to be prepared to meet our various trials anc

cliffieulties which may occur (not only in meet-
jings), but to have our minds so seasoned with
[grace as that our example and precept might
fiave influence with those under care. May
jwe be so humble as to witness the blessing of

ipreservation. "It is the humble the Lord
jteaches of His ways, and the meek He guides
jin the midst of the paths of judgment."

—

H.
I
Williams.

For " The Friend "

Thomas Clialklcy.

To many, and perhaps to most of the readers
of " The Friend," the name of Thomas Chalk-
ley is familiar, as well as his upright walk
and faithful adherence to the testimonies of
our religious Society, and that of him it might
truly be said, he walked "worthy of the voca-
tion wherewith he was called ;" but it may be
that some of our youthful readers may not be
much acquainted with his personal history-,

as related by himself in his journal, it is to

them, therefore, that I would bring to view
some of his reflections and his account of the
convictions for Truth felt in his heart, while
n very early life. He was born in Southwark,
England, in 1675. He says: "I descended
from honest and religious parents, who were
very careful of me, and brought me up in the
fear of the Lord

; and that light spirit which
s incident to j'outh they were careful to nip

in the bud, so that I have cause to bless God,
thi'ough Christ, on the behalf of my tender
parents."

He alludes to the dealings of the Lord with
him, when in very childhood, recun-ing to the

various exercises and trials which he under-
went when but eight or ten years of age, on
account of his plain manner of dressing, being

thus known as a " Quaker," and that often on
his way to and from school, he was stoned

and beaten, "divers telling me, it was no more
"n to kill me than it was to kill a dog."
Even at this early age, the grace of God

was at work upon his heart, and he often en-

deavored to tell the youth around him how
wrong it was to take the name of the Lord in

vain, reminding them of the commandment.
Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord

thy God in vain, for the Lord will not hold

him guiltless that taketh his name in vain ;"

and of Christ's saying, "every idle word that

men shall speak, they shall give an account
thereof in the day of judgment ;" for which,

he says, " I was mocked and derided by some,

and others would sometimes refrain from such

bad words when I reproved them."
This should incite us of the present day to

greater faithfulness in this respect when we
see and hear so much that is wicked, and
when we can scarce walk the streets without
being pained by utterances, oven from very
young children, of the name of the Most High,
in language which makes us shudder, when
we think of the awful consequences which
may befal such. Are there not times when
ice might drop a word by the way, or speak

in lovmg tones to the poor .soul who is thus

bringing down the displeasure of the Lord
upon him, it maj- be through ignorance, or it

may be through wilful disregard of his great

commandment? God maj' not hold us guilt

less, if we pass them by unheeded ; there is

surely something required at our hands.

Thomas Chalkley relates the followin
" One time I remepaber being amongst some
men, one of whom I had reproved, and he
told the rest of it, and turned to me and said,

' That I was no Christian,' and asked me
'when I said the Lord's prayer?' I asked

him if he said it. He replied, ' yes.' I then

asked him, how he could call God, father,

and be so wicked as to swear and take God's

name in vain ;
which I had heard him often

do ; and I told him what Christ said to the

Jews, ' Ye are of your father, the devil, be

cause his works ye do;' and that those that

did the devil's work could not truly call God,

father, according to Christ's doctrine. Being
convicted in their consciences that what I

said was true, they were all silent, and won-
dered that I, being so young, should speak in

uch a manner; in which 1 remember I had
great peace and good satisfiiction, and from
thenceforth these men let me alone."

His journal goes on to say : "Notwithstand-
ing 1 hated to hear wicked words, I loved

play exceedinglj', being persuaded, that thei-e

was no harm in that, if we used no bad words.

One time I was at play at a neighbor's houBO
with the children, and in the midst of my
sport I was reached with strong conviction,

insomuch that I could not forbear weeping.
The children's mother observing that I wept,
said, ' Why do you weep ?' I told her I could

not tell, except it was because I was a naughty
boy. ' Oh !' said she, ' don't believe him, for

that's the devil tells you so, for j'ou are the

best boy in all our street.' But I knew I was
told the truth by conviction, and that she was
mistaken : for I plainly understood by clear

conviction, and by the Holy Scriptures, which
I had been trained up in the reading of, that

I was too vain and wanton ; for I loved music,

dancing and playing at cards, and too much
lelighted therein, and was followed with the

udgments of God therefor in the secret of

my" soul. What I did in those sports and
games, I always took care to do out of sight,

and without the knowledge of my tender

parents ; for I was afraid of their reproofs and
corrections, the wdiieh I was sure to have, if

they had any intelligence of it."

We see here at this early age, that he felt

that inward conviction for wrong, and that

it was made known to him by the Spirit of

Truth, that he knew the eye of the Lord was
upon him, and that in His sight he was not

acting uprightly; and that he understood

hat was meant by having a clear " con-

science void of offence." Let us therefore

heed the injunction, " Honor thy father and
mother, that it may be well with thee," and,
" Children, obey your parents in the Lord

:

for this is right"." Do not add double grief to

their hearts, first hj disobedience, and after-

wards by deception in endeavoring to hide

what you would not wish them to know, for

remember w/io it is from whom nothing is hid,

and be sure that if not now, at some future

time He will bring it to your remembrance,

and remorse will follow.

He mentions at one time being at his uncle's,

where he had gone on a visit taking with

him a pack of cards which he had purchased,

but on his way he attended a meeting, in

which the minister declared against the evil

of gaming, particularly of cards. He says,

" from this meeting at Wanstead I went to

the house of my i-elations, where the parson

of the next parish lodged that night, who
used to play cards with them sometimes. The
time drawing near that we were to go to our

games, my uncle called to the doctor, as he

styled him, to me and to my cousin, to come
and take a game of cards ; at which motion I

had strong convictions upon me not to do it,

as being evil ; and I secretly cried to the Lord
to keep me faithful to him, and lifting up my
eyes, I saw a bible lie in the window, at the

sight of which I was glad. I took it and sat

down, and read to myself, greatly rejoicing

that I was kept out of the snare. Then my
uncle called again, and said, ' Come, doctor,

you and I, my wife and daughter, will have

a game of cards, for I see my cousin is better
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disposed.' Then he looked upon me, and said,

' He was belter disposed also.'
"

Thus we see how much example mar do,

we know not how fiir it may find a follower,

either for good or for evil,—it behooves us

therefore to be very mindful of our steppings,

for little do we know what a help we may be

at times, to a halting brother or sister, or on

the other hand how far we may perhaps be

the means of leading astraj-. Be goes on to

say :
" So their sport for that time was spoiled,

and mine in that praetire forever ; for I never,

as I remember, played with them more, but

as soon as I came home, ottered my new and

untouched pack of cards to the lire. I am
certain the use of them is of evil consequence

and draws away the mind from heaven and
heavenly things ; for which reason all Chris

tians ought to shun them as engines of Satan :

and music and dancing having generally ' the

same teudencj', ought therefore to be refrain

ed from.' Surely we should take heed to our
steps, whether they are speeding us on toward
heaven, or whether they are leading us in an
opposite direction. In regard to dancing,

some perhaps may say, oh ! it is but a game,
keeping time to music. Yes, it is but a game,
but is it one that is leading us through the
path that ends in the ' Better Land ?' Can we
talk or muse on heavenl}- things whilst heed
ing the air to which the measured step is

taken ? Could we whilst in the act of being
whirled around, scarce heeding whither our
steps were guiding us : could we then and there

ask that our Saviour be in the'midst? "Would
we desire the eye of the Lord to be directed
toward us then ? Surely not ; then let us pause,
if the road does not point toward heaven, it

can but lead another waj-, and is one means
of directing the steps from that 'haven of
rest' whither all would wish to be landed."
There could be much said of this evil, but

perhaps the time and place would not now be
fitting; yet may the warning not fall unheed-
ed, should it meet the eye of anj-, or reach
the hearts of some, who may have felt even
the slightest conviction of its evil tendencies;
but let them—let us all—give heed to the in
junction of the apostle Paul, which, though
uttered eighteen hundred years ago, is never-
theless to us of the present daj-, full of mean-
ing, " Therefore whether ye eat or drink, or
whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God."

CTo be concluded.)

Colonial Timbrr at the Vienna E.\liibition.

The exhibits of colonial timber at the Vi-
enna Exhibition should have attracted the at-

tention of those who have of late years been
made painfully aware, by the late rapid rise
in prices, of the growing nec^gsity of having
recourse to fresh sources of supply for all kinds
of timber. The Bahamas contributed speci-
mens of mahogany of remarkably fine quality,
but from its hard and knotty growth, extreme-
ly diflRcult to work. Some excellent samples
of satin, sabica and ebonj' were exhibited, and
attracted considerable attention, these woods
being in considerable demand throughout
Germany for the manufacture of work-boxes
and other f-imilar articles. The mastic, or
Pintacia lentucus, was much noticed on ac
count of its durability and hardness. From
Ceylon came specimens of Mili.-ia, a light yel-
low durable wood free from knots, and used
for bridge building, and for beams generally.
The halmilla, another valuable wood, is far too
little known out of the island

; it is nearly as

elastic as lancewood, and is used for many pur-

poses to which the last named wood is put

Cingalese satin-wood is a fine hard timber of

great strength and durabilit}', and attains

great size. The ordinary kind is much used

for heavy work ; the " flowered satin wood,'"

a beautiful result of some abnormal condition

of the sap, makes perhaps the most beautiful

furniture known. Another wood called Jack
—very common, but very useful for nearly all

purposes—is of a bright yellow color when
newly cut, but darkens to a rich mahogany
color by exposure. The suriya or tulip, largely

planted by the Dutch during their tenure of

the island, is a gnarled and knotted wood, but

is admirably adapted for the naves of wheels
The teak of Ceylon is of little value in com-
parison with that of Burmah, but is frequently
used where the latter would prove too costly,

One of the strongest woods known is the Pal-

myra, but it does not stand well in combina-
tion with iron, both seeming to have an in-

jurious reciprocal action.

Sixty-three specimens of timber, forty-six

of which were indigenous, were exhibited in

Mauritius. The most remarkable were Labo
dounsia glauca, much used for house and ship
building and cabinet and furniture work ; Jos-

sinia lucida, a slow growing tree, very hard
and heavy ; Memecylon triverce, seldom of
large size, but very elastic, and much esteemed
by carpenters for handles to axes, and Herite-

ria tittoralis, a large tree of an excellent close

grain and dark color, and making beautiful

furniture. New Zealand possesses magnifi
cent forests, abounding with all kinds of valu
able timber, the kauri being the most useful

In Auckland the kauri grows so luxuriantly
that trees twenty feet in circumference at the
base are numerous. The ironwood or puriri

from its hardness and durability called the
Xew Zealand oak, splits freely and works
easilj-, and does not injure by exposure to
damp. It grows from 20 to 40 feet without
a branch, and from 3 to 6 feet in diameter.

Queensland, owing to its vast area, and its

diversity of soil and climate, boasts a greater
variety of trees than all the rest of the Aus
tralian colonies, and perhaps than could be
found in a similar extent of country in any
part of the world. The Moreton Bay pine is,

perhaps, the best known. The wood is stron^
and durable, but it will not stand alternate
damp iind dryness. The resin which exud
from the tree is very remarkable

; it is as
white and transparent as crystal, and hangs
from the tree in formations like icicles some-
times 3 feet long, and 6 to 12 inches broad.
For the wood of this tree the sawyers receive
at the present time 65s. to 70s. per 1,000 feet,

and some trees yield 10,000 feet of saleable
timber. The bunya bunya is next in impor-
tance to the Moreton Bay pine. Its fruit, de-
scribed as something between a chestnut and
a raw potato in flavor, is the favorite food of
the aboriginals. The tree has a very singular
appearance, the trunk is quite straight, the
bark thick and smooth ; the branches ai-e pro-
duced in whorls of six, seven, or eight ; they
are horizontal, inflexed, and ascending at the
extremities. The wood is strong and good,
and full of beautiful veins, and is easily worked
and polished.

Trinidad has an almost inexhaustible vari-
ety of woods. The collection exhibited at
Vienna has been returned in order that it

ma}- be made, if possible, still more complete,
and then sent back to this country and placed

in the proposed Colonial Annexe at the South
Kensington Museum. Of the timbers of Vic-

toria, the red gum and the blue gum are the

most valuable. The wood of either tree is of

great strength and tenacity, and can be pro-

duced in almost any length. The blue gum is

the Eucalyptus globulus to which such extra-

ordinary sanitary properties have recently
been attributed. The bloodwort, another va-

riety of the Eucalyptus, is highly esteemed.
The indigenous timber of the colony appears
unfitted for the use of the carpenter and
joiner, for in spite of heavy prohibitory
dutie.s, £300,000 worth of foreign timber was
imported into Victoria during the year ending
June, 1872.

—

Building News.

For "Tho Friend."

John Bowne.

The N. Y. Evening Post calls attention to a
recently published work on the Antiquities of

Long Island, which was prepared nearly fifty

years ago. The Post remarks :
" The banish-

ment of John Bowne, the Quaker, to Holland,

for his religious opinions, is the only notable

instance of the exercise of religious intoler-

ance in the history of Long Island. This was
also the only occasion on which the Dutch
colonial government attempted to exile a man
for his religious opinions. Furman's record

says ^

"The Dutch West India Company, to whom
Governor Stuyvesant was subject, writes thus
to the Governor in a letter from Amsterdam,
in 1663 :

' We perceive from your last letter

that you had exiled and transported hither a

certain Quakernamed John Bowne. Although
it is our anxious desire that similar and other

sectarians may not be found among jou, jet

we doubt extremelj' the policy of adopting
rigorous measures against them. In the youth
of your existence you ought rather to encour-

age than check the population of the colony.

The consciences of men ought to be free and
unshackled .so long as they continue moder-
ate, peaceable, inoffensive and not hostile to

the government. Such have been the maxims
of prudence and toleration by which the

magistrates of this city (Amsterdam) have
I5een governed, and the consequences have
been that the oppressed and persecuted, from
every country, have found among us an asy-

lum from distress. Follow in the same steps

and you will be blessed.' These are certainly

noble sentiments, worthy of being written in

letters of gold, and while we cannot but feel

high pleasure in awarding the meed of ap-

plause to men who could thus think and act;

worthy of the station in which they were
placed, we cannot at the same time avoid

lamenting that the same liberality of senti-

ment had not distinguished the earlj' settlers -

of the New England Colonies, who, if they;

fled from persecution, were themselves the

first to persecute in this new empire of free-

dom of conscience, which they claim to have
founded. This John Bowne, the Quaker, thus

exiled by Governor Stuyvesant, resided at

Flushing, upon Long Island, and his house is

now in existence, or was very recently. The
tradition is, that when he landed in New York
n the spring of 1665, after having remained
abroad several years, upon his return from
his exile to Holland, he waited upon Governor
Stuyvesant, then a private citizen, the colony
having passed to the English, who welcomed
him back, and expressed his regret for having
used so much severitj- towards him and some
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ers of his particular faith, some of whom
iVaiikly admitted to be among the most
iiaMe citizens of the colony; and assured

L tluit the course of policy which he had
iih'fore felt it his duty to pursue had been
ji\ iii)on what he had ascertained to be an
nu iius representation of the views and in-

;i(.ns of Bowne and his friends, and that
i.li it an act of conscientious duty to make
1 ili'claration to him.
This house of Bowne, in Flushing, is built

ro. h1, in the old-fashioned Dutch style, and
-aid to have been erected in the year

1, niily one year previous to his exile.

C>|i]iosite this house, in front of it, are two
I' I 'Id oak trees, under the shadow of which
eriebrated George Fox, a preacher of the
let y of Friends, or Quakers, in 1672,preach-
i -rrmon to the people assembled around
u. These trees are still standing. Fox

1 Inn on a preaching tour from Yorkshire,
•Jl^land, and was travelling through the
nil s; he was then stopping at Bowne's

The Influence of Railroads in India.—A lec-

jre recently delivered at Eayston, in Hert-
Jrdshire, England, by a woman named Car-
tnter, of Bristol, called attention to the pre-

jnt state of India, and the special claims that

list colony has upon our regards and sympa-
iies. The difficulties of travelling in India
•ere, she said, so enormous, that the inhabi-

jnts of one district had not the least know-
|dge of the people in another part of India

;

it when there she accomplished a journey
I ten hours which used previously to take a
:rtnight. Once carriages could not pass along
le streets because they were not wide enough
allow their passage, but in 1870, she found

1 immense change had been effected—large

puses had been erected, and good roads built

;

, short, there had been a perfect revolution.

nd railroads had not only etfeeted commu-
tation, but they had tended, in a great vari-

y of ways, to civilize the people and induce
Dod habits amongst them, and, moreover,
ley had done much to break down caste,

''hen they were first started, the Brahmins,
thoheld that they lost caste if they touched
'W-class persons, went to the railway officials

id begged that a special carriage might be
lit on for them, but the officials would not
'.cognize such a proceeding ; they told the
rahmins that if they wished for seclusion

bey must always travel first class, and the
rahmins not caring to bind themselves to

ich an arrangement, faced the difficulty and
ent with the others.

i
In numerous ways the minds of the people
ere being trained and developed, and natives
'ere found to be capable of taking some of

le most important posts in India. They had
lot nerve and vigor enough for some posts on
'le railways, but they could be trained as or-

iinary officials, and this training was inci-

ientally doing immense good.

—

Furniture Ga-
fitte.

I

At this time, notwithstanding her great
j^eakness, she was divinely favored, and her
(>ngue loosed to leave her last testimony, say-

tig, "Friends, if you love God, he will love
|0U, and if you do not love God, how can you
Ixpect to be beloved of him ?" " If you would
father your families more often together, and
lit down in his fear, and wait in true silence,

p have your minds drawn from this world,

you would grow in the truth," with more to
the same effect, desiring they might remem-
ber her words.

—

Dying expressions of Mary

SUBMISSION.
Since thy Father's arm su.stains thee,

Peaceful be;
When a chastening hand restrains thee,

It is He

!

Know His love in full completenesa.
Feel the measure of thy weakness

;

If He wound thy spirit sore,

Trust Him more.

Without murmur, uncomplaining,
In His hand

Leave whatever things thou canst not
Understand

;

Though the world thy folly spurneth,
From thy faith in pity turneth,

Peace thy inmost soul shall fill.

Lying still.

Like an infant, if thou thinkest

Thou canst stand.

Childlike, proudly pushing back
The proffered hand

;

Courage soon is changed to fear,

Strength doth feebleness appear

;

In His love if thou abide

He will guide.

Fearest sometimes that thy Father
Hath forgot ?

Though the clouds around thee gather,

Doubt Him not!
Always hath the daylight broken.
Always hath He comfort spoken

;

Better hath He been for years

Than thy fears.

Therefore, whatsoe'er betideth,

Night or day,

Know His love for thee provideth
Good alway :

Crown of sorrows gladly take,

Grateful wear it, for His sake

;

Sweetly bending to His will

Lying still.

To His own thy Saviour giveth

Daily strength

;

To each troubled soul that liveth

Peace at length

:

Weakest lambs have largest share

Of the tender Shepherd's care

;

Ask Him not, then, " When ?" or " How ?"

Only bow !

Selected.

From the Annual Epistle of Friends in London.
Issued in 1747.

" We also tenderly remind you of that

Christian simplicity and selfdenial, which
our ancient Friends were in the practice of

Their plainness of speech and apparel was
remarkable ; and the scorn and derision they
patiently underwent on those accounts, did

demonstrate that their practice therein pro-

ceeded not from an affectation of singularity,

but was purely conscientious. But alas ! how
are many degenerated in these respects ! and,

by a mean compliance with the customs and

fashions of this present evil world, under

the mistaken notion of rendering themselves

agreeable to others, are indeed become con-

temptible, even in the eyes of those they seek

to please; the more thinking part of whom
have observed, that a departure from the

primitive plainness of our predecessors fre-

quently opens a door to the practice of such

pleasures, follies and corruptions of the times

as they were redeemed from, and conscienti-

ously forsook ; it being a just remark, that a

revolting from the form of godliness, is often

attended with the loss of the power of it."

For " The Friend."

The following list of Correspondents of the
different Quarterly Meetings in Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting, which has been prepared by
a Friend, may be found convenient and useful
for reference.

PniLADELPniA QUARTER.
Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia.

Horatio C. Wood, 612 Eace Street.

Monthly Meeting of Philada., Northern District.

John W. Biddle, 726 Buttonwood Street.

Monthly Meeting of Philada., Western District.

Samuel F. Troth, 1019 Cherry Street.

Exeter Monthly Meeting.

Joseph Bailey, Pine Iron Works, P. O.,
Berks Co., Pa.

Muncy Monthly Meeting.

Joseph Masters, Wolf Eun P. O., Lvcominsr
Co., Pa.

^ ^

ABINGTON QUARTER.
Abington Monthly Meeting.

Eichard C. Shoemaker, Jarrett Town, Mont-
gomery Co., Pa.

Frankford Monthly Meeting.

Nathan Hilles, Frankford, Philadelphia.

Gwynedd Monthly Meeting.

Jeremiah Comfort, Wm. Penn P. O., Mont-
gomery Co., Pa.

BUCKS QUARTER.
Buckingham Monthly Meeting.

Daniel C. Eich, Danbury, Bucks Co., Pa.

Falls Monthly Meeting.

Mahlon Moon, Morrisville, Bucks Co., Pa.

CONCORD QUARTER.
Chester Monthly Meeting.

Geo. Sharpless, Chester, Delaware Co., Pa.

Birmingham Monthly Meeting.

Jacob Smedley, West Chester P. O., Chester
Co., Pa.

Goshen Monthly Meeting.

Truman Forsythe, Street Eoad P. O., Ches-
ter Co., Pa.

Concord Monthly Meeting.

John Benington, Glen Mills, Delaware Co.,

Pa.
Wilmington Monthly Meeting.

Wm. Henry Corse, Wilmington, Delaware.

CALN QUARTER.
Sadsbury Monthly Meeting.

Andrew Moore, Christiana, Lancaster Co.,

Pa.
Bradford Monthly Meeting.

*James Embree, Marshallton, Chester Co.,

Pa.
Uwchlan Monthly Meeting.

George Thomas, West Whiteland, Chester

Co., Pa.
WESTERN QUARTER.

Kennett ^Monthly Meeting.

William Marshall, Norway P. O., Chester

Co., Pa.
New Garden Monthly Meeting.

Thomas M. Harvey, West Grove, Chester

Co., Pa.
London Grove Monthly Meeting.

Abraham Gibbons, Coatesville, Chester Co.,

Pa.
BURLINGTON QUARTER.

Burlington Monthly Meeting.

Dr. Jos. W. Taylor, Burlington, N. J.

Chesterfield Monthly Meeting.

Peter Decou, Trenton, N. J.

* Recently deceased.

—

Ed.
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Upper Springfield Monthly Meeting.

Charles Wright, Columbus, Burlington Co.,

X.J.
Little Egg Harbor Monthl.- Meeting.

Jonathan Cox, West Creek, Ocean Co., N. J.

Kahway and Plaindeld Monthly Meeting.

Joel Wilson, Rahway, Union Co., N. J.

nADDOXFIELD QUARTER.

Haddonfield Monthly Meeting.

Samuel Nicholson, Haddonfield, Camden
Co., N. J.

Chester Monthly Meeting.

George M. Haverstick, Moorestown, Bur-

lington Co., N. J.

Evesham Monthly Meeting.

Samuel R. Wilkins, Masoaville, Burlington
Co., N. J.

Upper Evesham Monthly Meeting.

David Evans, 3Iarlton, Burlington Co., N.J.

SALEM QUARTER.

AVoodbury Monthly Meeting.

Carleton P. Stokes, Woodbury, N. J.

Salem Monthly fleeting.

Josiah Wistar, Salem, Salem Co., N. J.

Greenwich Monthly Meeting.

George W. Sheppard, Greenwich, Cumber-
land Co., N. J.

For "The Friend."

Ilcnr}- Scarnpli.

It is a cause of thankfulness, that there are

yet to be found in difterent parts of the Soci-

ety among the j-oung people, those who have
been made willing to obey the requisitions of
the Lord, in regard to plainness of apparel,

and who arc not ashamed to be known as

members of the religious Society of Friends
bj' their dress. It is interesting to observe,

that even in England, where much has been
done within a few years, both by precept and
example, to reason away the cross in this re-

spect, requisitions of this kind have been felt

and obeyed. The following account of a
young Friend of this character, lately de-
ceased, is reprinted from an obituary notice,

originally published in that country:
" This dear young man was called away to

his rest above, when his friends were fondly
hoping that the hand of the Lord was pre-
paring him for usefulness here. He was one
of the Lord's visited children, and it was in-

structive to mark his religious progress, after
the pattern our Saviour gave of a growth in

grace, ' first the blade, then the ear ; after
that, the full corn in the ear.' He was not
without failings; but bj^ Heavenly aid his will
was brought into submission, though he was
often sensible of many shortcomings.

^lost dutiful and affectionate was he as a
son, kind and loving as* a brother, distin-
guished by an amiable disposition and cir-

cumspect deportment, at all times anxiously
concerned for the best welfare of his nearest
connexions. Ho became thoroughly con-
vinced of the principles of the Society of
Friends; and during his apprenticeship road
largely of tlieir early history, biography and
works, longing to come up to the standard
they proposed. Not unfrequcntly did he ex-
press his belief, that young Friends lose very
much, by not reading tlie.se works more.
'Barclay's Apologj-,' was a book he greatly
valued. His remarks on religious subjects
showed that a deep inward work was going
on in his soul.

He was especially careful to attend to im-

pressions of duty in small as well as great

things. Before he attained to manhood, he

was concerned to adopt the plain dress and

other distinctive customs of the Society of

Friends; not (as he said) that he should be

better or worse for anything he wore, but

that it was right for him to do,so, and he felt

peace in these acts of self denial, though thoy

often exposed him to peculiar notice. He felt

that after this much more was expected of

him by others ;
but the Lord, whom he de

sired faithfully to serve and follow, enabled

him to maintain the watch, and adorn the

doctrine of his Saviour. He often mourned
over the inconsistencies amongst us as a re-

ligious community. Occasionally, his voice

was heard in meetings for worship.
Hy no means a stranger to trial and dis-

appointment, yet his sensitive mind was
brought to bow in submission to the will of

God. After the trial of leaving home to a

distant situation, he writes :
' I do trust I am

in my right place ; if only I am so, I care not.

These trials purify the soul through the Hea-
venly phj'siciau. Oh, this belief is my stay.

In thinking over the lot of my dear ones, I

commit them to God's keeping. He makes
a way for those who love Him ; but we must
show our love by our daily lives and conver-
sation. May I invite all with myself, to a
more entire resignation to God's will.'

Writing to a sister, he says, ' I was rejoiced

to hear my dear sister speak of the realities

of religion. How delightful to think of us all,

as a little band of true, devoted disciples of
Jesus! and then how joyous to think of all

—

not one excepted—meeting in heaven, to be
forever with the Lord !' Little was it then
thought, how soon he himself would meet his

only brother, who had been called away some
years before.

During his last illness, he was calm, full of
love to all, and full of thankfulness, desiring
that the Lord's will might bo done, and that
his own illness might be sanctified to his soul.

He was advancing towards convalescence, and
making arrangements to go to his parents for
a change, when he incurred a relapse while
taking exercise in the open air. His illness

increasing, he became sensible that he could
not recover, though this was only a few days
before his death. Then he appeared to have
nothing to do but to die, and said, ' he was
pi-opared for the change, that he believed he
was washed white in the blood of Christ, that
he was going to be with Him, that he rested
his hopes on the work of Christ, and on Christ
only;' saying also, 'he that believeth on the
Son hath life.' On the last evening, he told
his mother that the change for him would be
a glorious change, and that he loved all

—

everybody ; and sent messages of love to his
absent friends. Several times he broke out in
vocal prayer; and once, as if heaven was
opening to his view, he exclaimed with em-
phasis, 'Glorious! glorious! glorious!' These
were nearly his last words.
He died First month, 1874, aged twenty-

three years."

I'bolievo it is consistent with the genuine
principles of Friends, that all the communi-
cations of the mercy, love, power and good-
ness of God, to his creature, man, are in, bj-,

and through our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ, and no otherwise; and in this belief I
urn thankful to live and unite.— TFm. Grover.

Russian Bast Mats.—About 400,000, mat]
are annually exported from the port of Arc!

j

angel alone, and large quantities also reac
|

us by way of the Baltic Sea. The exports \

tion in this way amounts to about a millio
j

and a half of mats a year. The home coi)|

sumption cannot be given in exact figures]

but there is no doubt that it greatly exceed
j

the quantity exported. The manufacture oi

mats is mainly a domestic industry. Th i

peasants employ their spare time in the maj
ceration and separation of the fibre of limej

tree into slips, and in plaiting the latter int!

mats, and in localities where the lime is no!

sufficiently plentiful to supply the wants o'

the inhabitants in the way of mats and shoet
j

it is replaced by the bark of the willow am!
birch. Indeed, in the Government of Kot;

troma, one of the principal centres of thi

'

industry, the lime forests are already ali

destroyed, so that the materials to carry itoi:

have to be procured from other districts, fo
;

the inhabitants are loth to give up an occupai

tion which has been continued for centuries

The bark is removed in spring or early ir

suiiimer, about three weeks being devoted t(

this part of the work. The value of the mat^

exported to Europe in 1871, amounted ti

nearly £50,000.— (9ar<^en.

Injurious Effects of Oil-Cloths.— Confinei

moisture in contact with wood, at a temper
ature between 45 and 70 degrees Fahrenheit
which is the ordinary temperature of housei

in this climate, slowly decomposes and pro

duces a gas which is one of the most fertili

causes of the whole class of typhoid and ma
larial fevers. It is a cause which acts sc

silently that it is left, unnoticed and unsus
peeted, to perform its work.
One of the most common haunts of thii

imperceptible gas is in wood covered by ira

pervious material, such as oil-cloth. Water
proof floor-cloths are among the first of th(

household comforts the tidy housewife desires

They go down in all haste, and the conse

quences are not apparent till the discovery if

made that they are becoming rotten. Watei
has penetrated through nail holes or crackf

underneath them, and, being prevented fron

evaporating, is absorbed into the wooden flooi

and gradually decomposes, with the resul'

that has been stated.

Of course it is not necessary that this effeci

should attend the use of painted floor-cloths

In a sanitary point of view thay are admir
able from their quality of refusing to harboi

dust or contagion, and being good conductorf

of heat, they are capital tor summer; bu'

when painted floor-cloths and those impervi
ous to moisture are used, there should be th(

greatest care taken to let no water get intt

the wood underneath.

—

American Builder.

THE FRIEND.
FOURTH MONTH 3. 1875.

In the present confused and excited state oi

many parts of our religious Society, there

seems to be hardly any error introduced
that under some plea or other, does not fin(

wilful defenders, or ignorant abettors. Th»
plea of emancipation from former practice,'

and " traditions" of the Society, is often ac

cepted as being evidence of enlarged Chris
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m liberty, and under the guise of adapta-
)n to meet peculiar circumstances, it blinds

ry many to the stake at issue; which is no
her than the triumph or defeat of religious

inciples, inseparably connected with the
jnding and usefulness of Friends, as a dis-

ict body of Christian professors, designed
uphold before others the self-denying reli-

on of Christ, in its spirituality and purity.

Recent communications, from members liv-

5 in different sections of our country, com-
lining that in the meetings to which they
long, there is very little left of what once
aracterized the assemblies for worship
long Friends; reading Scri])ture, singing,

d telling experiences, or formal, liteless

ayers, having usurped the place of silent

^erential waiting, or other rightly author-

id service—and expressing their doubts and
irs as to what course they ought to pursue,

ve excited our warm sympathy, and an
rnest desire that these tribulated ones

—

d we doubt not there are many of them

—

ly so profit by their afflictions, as to lay

leir cause availingly before Him who is the

ifuge of the needy in his distress, and who
ime can give them wisdom and strength, to

i stain from being partakers of other men's
IS, and open a wa}' of escape from the de-

;tion and revolt with which they are sur-

unded.
Amid the will-worship and professed es-

using the cause of Christ, even though
tan may be permitted to assume the guise

an angel of light, and work many signs and
ng wonders, the foundation of God stand-

sure, continuing to have this Divine seal,

Lord knoweth them that are his. We may
t assured, that nothing man can invent or
bstitute, can give life to the soul, and bring it

a saving knowledge of its almighty Ci-ea-

and his well beloved Son. Christ himself
St effect it, by theimmediate revelation and

deration of his own Spirit in the heart. There
iky be much talk about "conversion" and
ponseeration"—and blessed are they who
lally experience them—while the conduct
id example set, give evidence there is yet
i alliance with the spirit and corrupt cus-

ijms of the world, and hence enmity to the

is

of Christ,

i may be profitable to us frequently to con-

r seriou.sly, the causes that have brought
IS a people, into the condition in which
QOw find our religious Society. The great
inguishing feature of the religion of the
ly Friends, was being led in all things per-

ning to the salvation of the soul, and in

ducting the affairs of the Church, by the
oly Spirit, as they became sensible thereof,

en patiently and reverently waiting upon
measure of Grace bestowed. But the

irit of the world having obtained ascen-

incy among very many of the members, it

lis been sorrowfully apparent, that, in divei's

jxces, this safe practice has become almost
esolete or misunderstood. The necessity of
ling initiated into the school of Christ, and
hrningof Him how to wear his j'oke, before

iidertaking to oflSciate in transacting the

i'airs of the Church, it is to be feared, is dis-

igarded by not a few active ones, or at least

inot rightly estimated and observed. Many
apear to think it is enough to wish to be doing
Smething for the good cause. But to serve
tis cause, according to the Divine will, it is

icessary to be stripped of self, and to be, in

jod measure, redeemed from conformity to

the world, its spirit and maxims, and in meek-
ness and humility, to seek that wisdom which
is profitable to direct. With so large a por-

tion of the members lukewarm in the great
work of redemption and transformation, and
indifferent as to the alone right qualification

for service in the Church, it could hardly be

otherwise but the enemy would sow tares,

and the unity and integrity of the Society be
marred or destroyed.
When the remedy for our present afflictions

comes, it will be through more general and
closer adherence to first principles, giving birth

to unwavering fidelity in support of Christ's

cause, and fervent intercession with Him, to

spare his people and give them not to reproach.
'I'he Apostle besought his brethren, to mark
them that cause divisions and offences, con-

trary to the doctrine they had learned, and to

avoid them ; but, he adds, " I would have you
wise unto that which is good, and simple con-

cerning evil. And the God of peace shall

bruise Satan under your feet shortly."

It is needful that all who are mourning for

the slain of the daughter of my people,"

should maintain faith and trust in the over-

ruling care of our merciful Heavenly Father

;

standing ready, to do his bidding in the

strength He may bestow ; and in his own
time He will bring to light the hidden things
of darkness, and make more and more mani-
fest the secrets of the hearts of those who
are betraying his cause. The strength of a

body of Christian professors consisteth not
in numbers, but in the prevailing influence

of the omniscient and omnipotent Head of

the Church, guiding and aiding those who
are given up to do his will. The work that
will live and finally triumph over the opposi-

tion of unregenerate men, is that wrought
under the authority of Divine Grace, and we
may read in the experience of the past, that
our all-seeing Judge and Deliverer, has many
waj's by which to bring down the mighty in

their own strength, and to exalt the meek and
confiding, who desire nothing so much as the

exaltation of his own name and cause.

Those who are established on the immut-
able Hock, learn to bear one another's burdens,

and to have regard to the infirmities of the
weak. Walking in the way cast up for the

ransomed and redeemed, whenever and wher-
ever they meet, though there may be little

or no interchange of woi'ds, they are sensible

of that unity of the Spirit which pertains to

the children of one common Lord, and are

kept by his own Name, that they may be one.

These, though often bowed under a painful

sense of the lapsed condition of our poor So-

ciety, participate in the consolation attending

the fellowship of suffering, and can acknow-
ledge that it is enough for the servant to be

as his Lord, and the disciple as his Master.

They feel it to be an unspeakable mercy that

the Shepherd of the sheep has taught them
to distinguish his voice from the voice of the

stranger, and has enabled them not only to

believe in Him, but to be willing to suffer for

his great name's sake.

May all those who are "grieved for the

afflictions of Joseph," and anxious to " Stand

in the ways and see, and ask for the old paths,

where is the good way and walk therein,"

watch against crippling themselves, by con

niving at the wrong things that have been

and are being brought in among the professed

members of the Society. The overruling care

of Him who raised Friends up in the begin

ning for his own purpose, is not altogether
withdrawn, and He can prepare the means
and the instruments to effect great changes
in his militant Church. What is needed on
the part of his oppressed and sorrowing chil-

dren, is to be watchful and diligent to make
prompt and proper use of the wisdom and
strength He may bestow for the promotion
of his own cause, guarding against substi-

tuting therefor the work of their own hands.

We have received a communication from
one of the officers of the " Seamen's Aid Soci-

ety," stating that persons having papers,
magazines, tracts and books, which they have
read and do not wish to retain, will confer a
favor on that Association, if they will send
them to the Eastburn Mariners' Library,
Front and Union Streets, Philadelphia, for

distribution among the sailors and others.

We commend the subject to the notice of
our readers.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.^According to the Statesman's Year Book

for 1875, the German Empire possesses an army on a
war footing of 1,273,346 men, 31,195 officers, 281,542
horses, and 2700 guns; the French army consists of

757,727 men and 143,238 horses; that of Russia on a
war footing is 1,213,259, officers and men ; Austria has
an army of 338,700 men, and Italy has a total of 445,-

509, officers and men. The remaining nations of Europe
have all much smaller military establishments. The
standing army of Great Britain consists of 6,989 officers,

16,280 non-commissioned officers, and 105,725 men.
A Madrid dispatch says ;

" According to statistics

obtained from Protestant sources, thirty thousand
Spaniards have been converted to Protestantism since

1868. The Protestant chapels in this city and else-

where in the country continue open."

It is reported from Estella, that deputies from the

four provinces occupied by the Carlists have met to con-

sider the request of Don Carlos for contributions, and
have replied that the country is exhausted, fresh sacri-

fices are impossible, and Don Carlos must procure funds
abroad.

A hostile collision occurred recently near Ridaura,

in which the Carlists lost 300 men, and the Alfonsists

Don Carlos has issued a decree declaring that General

Cabrera has forfeited his former honors, and that he
will be delivered into the hands of a military tribunal

for trial if he shall fall into the hands of the Carlists.

Don Carlos, by another decree, calls into military ser-

vice all males in the Navarrese provinces over 18 years

of age.

The bill for the amendment of the peace-preservation

act was before the House of Commons the 24th ult.

Disraeli pointed out the concessions contained in the

bill, and appealed to the patriotism of the Irish mem-
bers, asking them not to agitate the country by an op-

position to the bill that must be futile. At the con-

clusion of the debate the bill passed on its second read-

ing by a vote of 264 to 69.

The London Times expresses the opinion that the

popular interest in the Moody and Sankey revival

movement is rapidly falling off, but other journals as-

sert that it is undiminished.
It is stated that the railway employes in the United

Kingdom number 274,535 persons.

The British House of Commons has again rejected a

bill permitting marriage with a deceased wife's sister,

by a vote of 171 to 142.

A very large meeting was held in Hyde Park the

29th ult., under the auspices of the Tichborne Release

Committee. Some of the estimates place the number in

attendance as high as 100,000. Resolutions were adopted

declaring it as the sense of those assembled that gross

injustice had been done to the " Claimant," and that

they would not rest till the enormous judicial crime

was rectified.

The German government contemplates an amend-
ment of the law against the Jesuits, so as to make it

operative against other religious orders.

The Berlin Post has a report that the khan of Khiva
recently asked Russia for further assistance against his

unruly subjects, and it is said that he has also offered

to become altogether a vassal to the Czar.
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On the 24th ult. an explosion took place in a coal

mine near Charleroi, Belgium; bv which many lives

were lost and a number of persons injured.

The Presidents of Hayti and San Domingo have had

an amicable interview on the frontier, and peace

tween the two Republics is becoming more firmly

tablished. A Haytian Commission has gone to France

to negotiate a loan of $2,000,000.

Venezuelan advices are to the elfect that the President

has disbanded the entire army, and that peace and quiet

have been completely re-established.

A Jlelbourn dispatch states that twenty prominent

Communist prisoners, under the leadership of Di

Rastoul, have escaped from the French penal colony at

New Caledonia in boats built by themselves.

The situation in Cuba does not apparently improve,

Captain General Valmasida, has issued an address to

the people of the Cinco Villas district, urging them to

take prompt and vigorous measures for the expulsion of

the insurgents who are ravaging that part of the island,

He says that in less than two months the insurgents

have completely destroyed forty plantations and burned

a number of ranches and settlements. The people are

called on to .second the efibrts of the government

every possible way, and thus compel the withdrawal of

the insurgents to their mountain strongholds.

The report of the Chinese commissioners to Cuba to

examine the condition of the coolies, is .strongly adverse

to the coolie system and the Cuban authorities.

Rumors from Peking point to public disturbance, but

there is nothing authentic to show the probability of

interruption of the state of affairs generally agreed upon
by the highest authorities. Prince Kung has been re-

admitted to a part of the official power held by him
during the minority of the late emperor.

A Paris dispatch of the 29th says : The Duke de
Montpensier having applied to the Marquis de Molino,

the Spanish ambassador, for a passport to Spain, the

Marquis declined to grant it. The reason alleged for

the refusal was, that if a passport was given to the Duke,
ex-Queen Isabella would deem herself equally entitled

to one, and the Madrid government considered her re-

turn to Spain inopportune.

United States.—The extra session of the Senate
has terminated. A large number of Presidential ap-

pointments were considered, and nearly all confirmed.
Before adjourning the Senate, by a vote of 33 to 24,

passe<l a resolution declaring, that the action of the
President in protecting the government in Louisiana,
of which W. P. Kellogg is the Executive, and the peo-
ple of that State, against domestic violence, and in en-
forcing the laws of the United States in that State, is

approved.
The annual report of the Superintendent of Public

Instruction for New York, shows that there are 11,781
Bchool buildings in the State, their aggregate value
being about $30,000,000. Nearly $2,000,000 were ex-
pended last year for new school-houses or for repairs,

and the whole cost of conducting the schools was $11,-
088,981. The aggregate attendance at the common
Bchools w.as 1,044,304 out of a total of 1,596,846 children
within the school age.

The Department of the Interior has appointed a
geologist for the special duty of examining the Black
Hills country and ascertaining whether gold exists
there in any great amount. He and his assistants are
to enter upon the service at once and report as early as
practicable. General Sheridan has been instructed that
he must not only prevent unauthorized persons from
going into that region, but also drive out such as are
now there.

There were 004 deaths in New York city last week.
In Philadelphia the interments numbered 334, includ-
ing 140 under ten years of age. There were 49 deaths
of consumption, 34 inflammation of the lungs, and 26
scarlet fever.

The United States Supreme Court has affirmed the
ruling of the Court below that the Constitution of the
United States and amendments in conferring citizen-
nhip, does not confer the right of suffrage. This was
the case of a woman in Mis.souri who claimed the right
to vote for members of Congress and was denied.
A careful record kept at FortTotten, Dacotah, shows

the average temperature of the First month, 1875, to
have been 14 degrees below zero.

Tht UarkeUs, <fo;.—The following were the quotations
the 29th ult. New Fori.—American gold 116^ a 117.
U. S sixes, 1881, registered, 119] ; do. coupons, 12U

;

do. 1868, registered, 119i ; coupons, 1201 ; do. 5 percenU
1158. Superfine flour, $4.50 a $4.70 ; State extra, $5 a
$5.25; finer brands, $5.50 a $9.00. No. 1 Chicago
spring wheat, $1.24; No. 2 do., $1.15; amber State,
$1.28. State barley, $1.30. Oatfl, 69J a 73i cts. Rye
95 a 90 cts. Western mixetl and yellow corn, 87i ct«'

PAaorf^ipAm.—Uplands and New Orleans cotton, 16J a

17 i cts. Superfine flour, §3.50 a $4.00; extras, $4.25

a $4:75 ; finer brands, $5 a $8.00. Red wheat, $1.26

a $1.28; white, $1.33 a S1.37. Rye,$1.00. Y'ellow and

mixed corn, 84 cts. Oats, 67 a 70 cts. Lard, 14i cts.

Clover-seed, 10 a lU cts. Timothy, $2.70 a $3.00 per

bushel. About 2,000 beef cattle sold at prices ranging

from 4 to 8 cts. per lb. gross, the sales being chiefly

between 5 a 7i cts. Sheep b\ a 1% cts. per lb. gross.

Receipts 8,000 head. Hogs $12 a $12.75 per 100 lb,

net for corn fed. Receipts 4,000 head. Baltimore.—

Superfine flour, $4.25 a $4.76 ; extra, $5 a $5.12; finer

brands, S5.50 a $8.00. No. 1 western amber wheat,

S1.30a$1.32; Maryland red, $1.20 a $1.30. Yellow
corn, 82 a 84 cts. ; white, 83 a 85 cts. Oats, 66 a 72 cts,

Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat, 98 a 99 cts. ; No. 2 do.,

95 cts. ; No. 3 do., 90 cts. No. 2 mixed corn, 68 cts.

No. 2 oats, 55 cts. Lard, 14J cts. St. Xoms.—Winter
extra flour, $4.35 a $4.50. No. 2 winter red wl

$1.12J ; No. 2 spring, 95 cts. No. 2 mixed corn, 68 a

69 cts" Oats, 61 a 63 cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Su.MMER Session commences on Second-day,

the 3rd of Fifth month. Application for the admis
of pupils may be made to Benjamin W. Passmore,
SupH, (address Street Road P. 0., Chester Co , Fa.,) or

to Charles J. Allen, Treasurer, No. 304 Arch Street,

Philadelphia.

WANTED.
A Friend to occupy the dwelling at Friends' South-

western Burial-ground, situated on Powell Avenue and
Marshall Road, in Delaware Co., Pa.
Apply to Samuel F. Troth, No. 1019 Cherry street,

Philadelphia.

WANTED.
A suitable Friend and his wife as teachers at the

Wichita Agency, Jonathan Richards, Agent. They
should be well qualified as teachers, and ready at black-
board drawing and other methods of illustration.

Apply to J. E. RnoADS, 116 North Fourth street,

Philadelphia, or to the Agent, Anadarko, I. T.

WANTED,
By a young Friend, a situation as teacher in a family,
or assistant teacher in a larger school.
For further information apply to Jacob Smedley,

304 Arch street.

Just Published and for Sale at Friends' Book Store,
No. 304 Arch Street Philadelphia,

FRIENDS IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY,

Chakles Evans, M. D.

This is an octavo of over Six Hundred Pages.
Bound in cloth $2.00. Half bound in Turkish morocco
$2.50. Postage 48 cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, in the Girls' Department, a teacher for

the Arithmetical School ; also one to teach Read-
ing and Grammar.

Application may be made to

Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., Germantown,
Hannah Evans, 322 Union St., Philadelphia or
Martha D. Allen, 528 Pine St., "

'

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia.

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Worth-
inoton, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may be
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board of

Died, at Hopkinton, R. I., at the residence of her
son-in-law, John W. Foster, 29th of 11th month, 1874
Mary S. Varney, aged 77 years, a member and min-
ister of North Berwick Monthly Meeting, Me. This
beloved Friend was deprived of hearing about forty
years ago, since which her only means of understanding
what was said to her was by closely watching the mo-
tion of the lips. This trial she bore with patience and

ignation
;
and rather regarded it as an evidence of

divine love, preserving her from hearing much ti

was unprofitable. She was diligent in the attendai

of meetings whenever her health would admit of

She was a clear sighted and living minister of the g
pel, and practised what she preached unto others-

life of daily watchfulness and self-denial. She T

often deeply grieved at the departures of so many
our members in dress and address—said it pained 1

to see their inconsistency in these respects. So:

friends coming in to see her during her illness, she si

she felt a comfortable hope of acceptance, though not

account of anything she had done ; it was all in mere
adding, '" I am but a poor creature." She entreal

those present to be faithful, even in little things,

her children she said, bring all your deeds to the lig

" that it may be made manifest they are wrought
God." The time will soon come when you must gi

an account of the deeds done in the body. O do i

shrink from bearing the cross, for that leads to I

crown. Do not neglect the attendance of meetings ; a

when there, endeavor to " worship God in spirit and
truth." She remarked that a short time before she »

taken ill, these words ran forcibly through her mi;
" trying scenes await thee, but cleave closely unto
and I will carry thee through all, to thy inexpressi

joy and consolation ;" which promise was strikin;

fulfilled ; she being enabled to bear all her suflierii

with remarkable patience and resignation ; often pr

ing that the Lord's will might be done, and that if c

sistent therewith she might be released, but if not, tl

he would grant her patience to the end : saying, I hi

no desire to be raised up unless it be Hi.^ will. Wl
the time of her departure came, though unable to spe

her countenance bore the expression of heavenly sere

ty and joy ; and thus she passed quietly away withi

a sigh, groan or struggle.

, at the residence of his son-in-law. Bare
Smith, near Barnesville, Ohio, on the 3d of the Seoc

month 1875, Benjamin Hoyle, in the 78th year of

age, a minister and beloved member of Stillwater M(
ing of Friends. Having, in early life, under the tend

ing visitations of Divine Grace, given up to wear
yoke of Christ, and submit to the baptisms accompa:
ing the washing of regeneration, and the renewing;
the Holy Spirit, he was prepared to receive a gift

the ministry, and fitted for extensive usefulness in

church. For two years before the close of his life,

suffered greatly from repeated attacks of rheumatii

and more than once, apparently, was brought near
grave. Throughout these tedious days and weariso

nights, he bore the pain and distress attending the c

ease, without murmur or complaint. Whenever so

relieved as to bear the exertion, he made great effc

to attend meeting, remarking he was fearful of grow

;

careless in regard to the performance of this religic

duty. During his protracted indisposition, his m
being chiefly occupied with those things that are

visible and eternal, he gave little attention to worl

concerns, and avoided conversing much on them,

last attack of illness began on the 21st of the 1st i

last, his disease making rapid progress. In the disp

sation of an allwise Providence, he was permittee

pass through a season of great humiliation, unde
sense of his manifold transgressions and shortcomic
which was followed by a divine assurance, that throi

the mercy of God in Christ Jesus, they were all wasi

away. His daughter asking if he had any message
friend to whom she was writing ? " Tell him," s

he, " I am rapidly passing down the stream of tin

but through the mercy of my God, I believe my pe

made." He expressed much concern for the w
doing of his children, observing, "I have often pra;

for them, but the most will depend on their own doiti

His articulation was so affected during the last two d
of his life, that it was difficult to understand what,

said, but he was conscious until near the close, wh
was quiet and peaceful ; his relatives and friends hav
the consoling assurance that his redeemed spirit

joined the innumerable company, which, having c(

out of great tribulation and washed their robes in

blood of the Lamb, are continually before the throm
God.

, on the 5th of Second month, 1875, Willi
Henry Wilkins, in the 28th year of his age, a mi
her of Easton Preparative and Evesham Mont
Meeting, New Jersey.

2
, at Barre, Mass., on the 1st of Third

75, after a short illness, Charles Allen Warn
eldest .son of Yardley and the late Hannah A. Wan
aged 29 years. " He shall gather the lambs with '.

arms, and carry them in his bosom." Isa. xl. 11.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER^
No. 422 Walnut Street.

_
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(Continued from page 258.)

John Griffith's allusion in the following ex-
acts to lukewarm unfaithful professors, as
;ing "spots in our feasts of charity:" his

ints relative to the desii-e in some to have
linisters at marriages and burials, particu-

irly the latter, and the thus increased watch-
il care necessary respecting the exercise of

ministry on those occasions, should claim
ur serious consideration. His deep, painful
afferings upon every visit to the city of Lon-
on, seemed even more than his pen could
onvej ; and much reminds of the very similar

3re travail and exercise of spirit of dear
'homas Scattergood, near half a century later,

1 that "proud, and gay, and gain-devoted
^ty."

"At Chelmsford, I had good open service
t their week-day meeting, and also on the
'irst-day following: notwithstanding which,
secret pain accompanied my mind, occa-

oned by those unfaithful professors before
inted at, who have neither courage nor
delity to maintain any branch of our Chris-
an testimony,, where there appears a proba-
iiity of outward losses or suffering thereby

:

Baling with our principles in a very lax, in-

ifferent manner, taking what they please
ad sacrificing the rest to their own selfish

iews; such are as spots in our feasts of
harity, and a mournful load to the living in

jligion
; but the Lord Almighty, who hears

le groanings of these, will in his own time
[rant relief; and the others shall bear their
iwn burdens. -^

UpoB the occasion of g, marriage at South
iewtdp, I found it my place to sit the meet-
lig in silence. The earnest expectation of

|eople, especially on such occasions, I believe

iften obstructs the current of right ministry,
jilence, if duly considered, may be the best
isson of instruction for those whose life is in

lords or outward declarations. I have thought
|)me amongst us are so void of a right under-
handing, as to suppose there is a kindof neees-
!ty for something to be done by way of min-
itry, at> marriages and funerals especially;
being hard for them to apprehend that they

\xn be 80 honorably conducted without. I

ave observed some who, though but little

Ijncerned, to maintain our testimonies by an

uniform, consistent deportment, yet appear
verj^ zealous on those occasions

; taking a deal
of pains, and riding many miles, and some-
times from one preacher to another, to make
themselves sure of having one ; and when they
have been bo successful as to prevail upon any
to come, it would no doubt be a great disap-

pointment, were they to be wholly silent.

in this situation, the minister himself may,
unless well-grounded, be exposed to tempta-
tion to gratify such. My principal view in

this remark is, to show how remote such are
from the truth they profess, and how nearly
allied to some other professors of Christianity,

who make religion chiefly consist in outward
performances, and think it not like a Chris-
tian burial, when a corpse is committed to the
earth without something said over it. If that
over-anxiousness in the people should prevail

on the preachers amongst us, to answer their

cravings and expectations, either in attend-

ing, or when there, in gratifying them with
words, without a due regard to the holy
weight and impressions of the Word of life, as

the alone moving cause to public service, they
would be in danger of being lost as to the
living body in the Society ; and although such
might continue in a consistent form of sound
words and sound doctrine, as to the external
appearance, j'et the substance being lost, their

performances would be no more than as sound-
ing brass or a tinkling cymbal. Some, to our
sorrow, have been observed to lose ground by
such means ; what can we imagine more offen-

sive to the gracious bountiful Giver, than to

prostitute such a precious divine gift, bj'

making it subservient to the Cfirnal unsancti-

fied desires of those who are strangers to God,
yet love to hear of him and his glorious acts,

by the hearing of the ear?"

In London he continued "about three

weeks, visiting meetings diligently everj' day
in the week except two. It was a very pain-

ful time of deep suffering in spirit, even be-

yond expression. I was as a sign of silence

"from place to place, especially at Grace church
Street Meeting ; which, doubtless, was a great

mystery to many. But it was my way to

peace, and I sought after contentment, though
it might occasion me to be accounted a fool,

by the lofty towering spirits in that city, who
may justly be compared to the tall cedars of

Lebanon."
He left London again the 19th of the 10th

month, 1749
;
and thus alludes to a meeting

held at "Witney :
" I had a very painful exer-

cising time, not only under a sense of undue
liberties prevailing, but also of an exalted self

righteous, self sufficient state ; than which,

none are harder to be reached unto, or made
any impression upon: my business was to sit

in silent suffering with the oppressed seed."

At Salisbury he says :
" I found things mostly

low, painful and laborious to work through.
""

ose under our profession appeared to me,

too general a way, to be satisf3-ing them-

ves with the religion of their education

only
; without much experience of the life and

virtue thereof, operating upon their hearts.

Some, it is to he feared, undertake to rule and
act in the church without a proper qualifica-

tion, and so do not therein seek the honor
that Cometh from God onlyi Here the equal
balance and standard is not kept to

;
partiality

gets place; men and women's persons are re-

sjiected because of riches or outward sub-

stance : true judgment is perverted, and wick-
edness escapes censure, to the affecting the
whole community, as in the case of Achan.
Such things provoke the Lord to withdraw,
who is the only strength and defence of his

people. They then become languid; their

hearts become as water, and the inhabitants

of the land prevail against them, till they are

in the end made desolate." " At Alton, which
is a large meeting, I found some solid, weighty
Friends, to vrhom my spirit was nearly united;

having, in the main, good satisfaction and
openness amongst them ; with searching close

service to the unfaithful ; in which I was
favored with the comfortable help of upright

spirits, whose sincere travail is maintained
for an increase of faithful laborers in the

Lord's vineyard and the restoring of ancient

beauty.
Now did mj' deep and painful labor.i in this

visit begin to wear oft', and to draw towards
a close, as far as related to my travels at this

time, in Great Britain and Ireland. I there-

fore soon expected a full discharge, as I saw
little before me, save the city of London. In

this city I had very little openness in respect

to ministry, but was silent as usual, from
meeting to meeting. Indeed, my sufferings

in spirit were exceeding great and deep, day
and night, in that city, so that I was weary
of this life, and as it were, sought death ; being

at times ready to say, it is better for me to

die than to live. I much wondered why it

should be so ; but have since seen it was in

order for the filling up of that measure of the

sufferings of Christ allotted to me, of which I

have seen the great advantage, with respect

to giving dominion over those things and
spirits, that were the cause of those great suf-

ferings, which could not be stood against or

overcome any other way. For, as saith the

apostle, ' If so be that we suffer with Christ,

we shall also reign with him.' And our Lord
also said, ' Verily I say unto j-ou, that ye
which have followed me, in the regeneration,

when the Son of man shall sit in the throne

of his glory, ye also shall sit upon twelve

thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel.'

I have sometimes thought, as I believe it

may, by the foregoing account, appear to

others that I was led in a manner somewhat
uncommon, to see and feel the sorrowful de-

clension of our Society, in my travels through
these nations; though I am very sensible,

divers faithful brethren have shared in the

like painful travail ; which, in some degree,

may be compared with that of Nehemiah

;

who, under great anxiety and distress of mind,
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entered upon a long and liuzardous journey,

:in<l went in the night to view the breaches

and desolations made in the city of the great

king, before he and the people arose in the

name of the Lord, to build the walls of that

city, and set up the gates thereof. He found

the hand of the Lord upon him, moving and

strengthening him to seek the good and pros-

perity of his own people.

These things are written for encourage-

ment and instruction to the painful laborers

in the Lord's work ; that they faint not under

the weight and exercise thereof; nor think

strange concerning such fiery baptisms and

trials as they may meet with in the course of

their travels. They may be well assured, that

such things are all directed in wisdom ; which,

in the Lord's time, will appear to their full

satisfaction and comfort. For it is far from

the Fountain of infinite kindness to permit

such heavj- affliction to fall upon his servants

unnecessarily.

Though I had but little openness as to

ministrj'in London, yet I found my mind en-

gaged to attend their meetings, as I appre-

hended, in order to suffer and travail with
the true seed, for its enlargement, as well as

to be a sign and example of the important
duty of silence, to the professors of Truth.

They had been long and greatly favored with
living testimonies, even line upon line, and
precept upon precept ; under all which, for

want of a proper application and improve-
ment thereby, the Society declined, and the

ancient beauty thei'eof greatly faded away;
I mean, in what relates to the life and spirit

of religion in the practical part thereof; for

the body of the Society everywhere, as far as
over appeared to me, are remarkably one in

faith and profession, the same which had been
held and professed by us as a people, from the
beginning. This wonderful oneness and agree-
ment amongst us everywhere, which I have
not observed, neither do I believe it is to be
found among any other set of Christians, to
that degree, is to me a clear evidence, that the
original foundation thereof, was the one in-

fallible Spirit of Jesus Christ our Lord, who
)irayod the Father, that his followers might
ho one, as the Father and the Son arc one.
And notwithstanding great numbers in our
Society arc resting satisfied with an empty
profession, and by their unfaithfulness, fall

greatly short of the dignity our worthy pre-
<lecessors attained unto; which, considering
the abundant favors bestowed from time to
time, for the help and preservation of the So
ciety, is cause of deep mourning and son
lamentation

;
yet there has been, through the

kind providence of God, from the beginning
down to this time, a living body preserved
the same in faith and practice with our an-
cients. These are scattered and interspersed
ihrougliout the whole Society, like the salt
thereof, in order, if possible, that all may be
seasoned. 1 think there are very few, if any
meetings, wholly destitute of some of that
sort; so that I would not have it understood,
by the foregoing mournful complaints, al-
though there may be just cause lor them,
that i think the Society is become desolate,
or that the gl.ny is departed therefrom : far
bo that from me ; I am fully convinced to the
eontrarj', and at times have faith to believe,
the glory will never wholly depart, nor shall
wo cease to bo a living people: yet I believt
numbers under our profession, for their great
unfaithfulness and unfruitfulncss, will be

blowcd upon by the Lord, and rejected, and

others called into the vineyard, who will be

more diligent and ft^ithful."

(To be continued.)

How a War was Prevented,

In the autobiography of Sampson Wilder,

of New York, there is an interesting personal

record of an interview with President Jack-

son. The circumstances leading to this inci-

dent are thus narrated :

—

" To illustrate the controlling power of God
in making use of human agency in the accom-

plishment of His wise designs, it is necessary

that I should go back to the times of the

French Revolution, when the illustrious finan-

cier and far-famed banker to Louis XVI., M.
Necker, was in power.

It seems that Necker, during the revo

lutionary struggle, was desirous of placing

some of his ample fortune in a foreign country,

as a place of safer deposit than France or

Switzerland. At that period Necker had the

misfortune to be introduced to a man who
had just returned from America, where he

had been speculating in wild lands. This
unprincipled man gave such glowing accounts

of the quality, location, and cheapness of these

lands, that Necker became the purchaser

of two townships, consisting of near fifty

thousand acres, at two dollars an acre, besides

lands in the towns of Clare and Clifton in St.

Lawrence county. New York : and after a
while his daughter, Madame de Stael, relying

on the integrity of this man, purchased an
additional quantity of thirty thousand acres,

which it seems she and her children had been
trying to dispose of, in order to save them
from being eaten up by tax and interest.

I had become, from their connection with
the Paris religious societies, at first in the
Moral Christian Society, in which Protestants
and Catholics united, quite intimate with the
two brothers, the Baron de Stael and the Due
de Broglie. On the eve of my departure for

America, the latter called, being recommend-
ed to do so by the Baron Hottingeur. He
urged me to become his agent in disposing of
the aforesaid lands. Such were his engage-
ments in affairs of state, that he could not
give lime and attention to this unfortunate
investment. Our relations had been such that
[ could not well refuse this request, though
reluctantly yielding assent to it ; but never
thinking that the matter would be overruled
to prevent the occurrence of a disastrous war.
I was furnished with all the papers and docu-
ments necessary, and by employing the son-
in-law of M. Depeau, a descendant of the
Count de Grasse, who resided in St. Lawrence
county, we succeeded at length in obtaining
the miserable price of twenty cents an acre,
which was forthwith remitted to the Due de
Broglie.

Seeing the enormous losses to which the
De Stael family had been subjected, I made
no charges. All my services were gratuitous.
Letters were received by me from the Due de
Broglie and his brother-in-law, full of grateful
acknowledgments. A small remuneration had
been obtained by them, and a stop put to
furtrhcr ruinous taxes.

In the meantime General Jackson became
the President of the United States. In his
first message to Congress, he came out Mith a
threat against France, if she did not pay the
twenty-five million francs which she had

promised to do at a late settlement bctwce:

the two nations.

On the following October I received a cot

fidential letter from the secretary of the Du
de Broglie, saying that, however great th

desire of the duke as prime-minister of Franc

to pay the twenty-five millions, yet were h

to do it under the aforesaid threat, it woul
create a revolution in France. He therefor

requested me to go to Washington—and thi

was backed by an urgent request from m;

venerated friend Baron Hottinguer—and hav
recourse to all the influence that could be pa

in requisition to obtain if possible an apolog;

from the President, in the ensuing messagi

for the offending threat, or at least a softone'

expression, so as to allow the duke, in accord

ance with his desire, to pay over the monej
Knowing the unj'ielding character of th

man with whom I had to do, I was by n

means sanguine of accomplishing the difBcul

task entrusted to my management. Encoui

aged, however, by the declaration of St. Pau
' I can do all things through Christ strengtl

ening me,' I proceeded on my way to Wast
ington. Having previously some acquain-

ance with the Presbyterian minister there,

called on him to accompany me to the Whit
House and present me to the President."

S. Wilder found the President at homi

and was soon able to secure a private into

view; when the first remark he made wa
"Sir, you see before you a man who deain

no office, no emolument from Government
The stiff' attitude and settled features of th

President very visibly relaxed, and with

more easy manner he asked S. Wilder I

proceed, which he did, explaining the who
matter as has been stated. As the woi

apology was spoken, the President becan

excited, rose to his feet, exclaimed, "No, si

Andrew Jackson never will," bi-inging his fi

down on the table with a heavy blow—"A
drew Jackson never will make an apology ft

what he has said in his message." S. VVild'

began to tremble for the success of his missio

but, waiting a moment, renewed his stateme

of facts, concluding with an appeal to Prei:

dent Jackson's feelings, made in his own i

imitable style and manner.
" If by one turn of your pen, morelj' softe

ing an expression, you, sir, avert from tl

land and from France all the horrors of

bloody conflict, generations yet unborn w
bless your name. Think, sir, of all the wido'

and the orphans such a war would croal

Prevent it, and your own approving CO

science before God and before men shall

your reward. You sir, are, in the providen

of God, occupj'ing a station which, if j
should find grace to discharge with fideli

its responsible duties, will produce results

vast importance to .the present, future, a

eternal good of our fellow-men—resultl whil

angels will view with joy and admirati(

Should you, by the mere softening of an (

pression, be now led in the ways that ma
for peace, eternity alone will disclose all t

beneficial effects of it, amid the splendors

celestial glory. That you, sir, may ba

grace to do this, God grant for the Redeeme
sake."

The President was evidently much affect,

and answered, " Sir, it shall bo as you me
the message shall be made satisfactor3^ Wl
would you propose ?"

Prepared for such an emergency, S. Will

took from his pocket a paper on which »
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iritten a short sentence relative to our affiiirs

jith France, and handing it to the President,

lid, "Something to this purport, I am sure,

OTild enable the Duke de Broglie to pay the
oney without difficulty." Suffice it to say,

e suggestion was adopted, the sentence
rtually inserted in the next message ; France
as satisfied, and her debt to us soon can-

lied.

—

Leisure Hour.

For "The Friend."

The Straiglit Gate aud the Broad Way.
AN ALLEGORY.

It was a forcible testimony of the apostle

lul :
" Exhort one another daily, while it is

lied to-day ; lest any of you be hardened
rough the deceitfulness of sin." There is

greater danger, perhaps, than that of hav-
r, through the subtilty and force of Satan's
nptation, our hearts so entangled in the
nitics of the world, as insensibly to have
)m corrupted from the simplicity that is in

rist and hardened through the deceitful-

ss of sin. In proportion as this is the case,

! may be assured that the cares of this life,

3 deceitfulness of riches, and the love of
ber things, will more and more draw us
'ay from that inward watch and low-abid-

y, which the dear Saviour so strongly im-
essed ; and without which there must be a
ling away to the dominion of the lusts of
8 flesh, the lust of the eye, and the pride of
B, which are not of the Father but of the
)rld.

A second Allegory of Hannah More's, ex-

licted from as follows, was no doubt written

I
point out the danger she apprehended some

bre in from the delusions of the god of this

prld, who, the Apostle says, "hath blinded
te minds of them which believe pot, lest the
l;ht of the glorious gospel of Christ, who is

te imago of God, should shine unto them."
[lis shi; has graphically represented under
le caption of " The Straight Gate and the
3'Oad Way." How aptly hath she set forth

Je howling wilderness in which as "strangers
id pilgrims" we are placed here; the dan-
irs of trusting to any light save that of the
[lird Jesus,—the true light which lighteth
Kery man that cometh into the world ; the
I deniable truth, that Christ is the author of
Sirnal salvation to those only who obey him;
t3 solemn realities of that harvest w^herc we
Bast reap what we sow—if of the flesh, cor-

>ption
; if of the Spirit, life everlasting.

i
The straight gate and narrow waj', though

f ficult and rough—requiring that the "shoes
feall be iron and brass"—she nevertheless
nrescnts as safe. The other, while smooth
pd easy to flesh and blood, abounding with
bi-pleasing delights to tempt the ej^e and the

J art, nevertheless led, down to the chambers
f. death. Those who preferred a merry jour-

if to a safe one, and who reversing Moses'
icoiee—"the pleasures of sin for a season,"
r;her than '''the recompense of the reward"
Ireafter—were sure to be found in the broad
y.j. Nay, so many sensual delights were
tn-e herein, and which so fell in with the
It c of a corrupt nature that, as the King all

.Tise had declared, " Many there be which go
i thereat." And this notwithstanding they
*V;re assured, that a few hours or even'a few
iiments might at any time anticipate thei
i al sentence, and precipitate them before the
eirnal Judge unto the never-ending eternity
tyond.

'A few meek and lowly, sometimes ridiculed

and despised, yet devoutly diligent and patient
travellers, honestly took upon them their
Saviour's appointed cross; and looking unto
Him as the Captain of their salvation, en-
deavored to make straight steps to their feet.

These were made willing to bear, believe,

hope, and endure all things in working out
their soul's salvation with fear and treraliling

before the Lord. His yoke, as promised, was
made easy to them, and His burden light;

while by patient continuance in well-doing,
and by the springing up of that hope which
maketh not ashamed because the love of God

is shed abroad in the heart," they were en-

abled to rejoice in the tribulations of time,
accepting these as but a part of the way unto
the joy unspeakable and full of glory pro-
mised them in one of the many mansions in

the Heavenly Father's house.

Extracts from the Allegory are as follows :*

' Now I had a second vision of what was pass-

ng in the Valley of Tears. Methoaght 1 saw
again the same kind of travellers whom I had
seen in the former part, and they were wan-
dering at large through the same vast wilder-

ness. At first setting out on his journey, each
traveller had a small lamp so fixed in his

bosom that it seemed to make a part of him-
self; but as this natural light did not prove
to bo sufficient to direct them in the right

way,f the king of the country, in pity to their

wanderings and blindness, out of his gracious
condescension, promised to give these poor
wayfaring people an additional supply of light

from his own royal treasury. But as he did

not choose to lavish his favors where there

seemed no disposition to receive them, he
would not bestow any of his oil on such as

did -not think it worth asking for :
' Ask and

ye shall receive,' was the universal rule he
had laid down for them. But though they
knew the condition of the obligation, manj'
were prevented from asking through pride

and vanity, for they thought they had light

enough already, preferring the feeble glim-

merings of their own lamp, to all the offered

light from the king's treasury. Yet it was
observed of those who rejected it as thinking
that they had enough, that hardly any acted

up to what even their own natural light

showed them. Others were deterred from
asking, because they were told that this light

not only pointed out the dangers and difficul

ties of the road, but hj a certain reflectins

* It being written by a member of another religious

Society, we could hardly expect other than that some
of the allusions or expressions in it should be unlike

what one of us would use.

t Robert Barclay in his " Apology for the true Chris-

tian Divinity," thus writes on this subject :
" We do

further rightly distinguish this (the universal and sav

ing light of Christ) from man's natural conscience ; for

conscience being that in man which ariseth from the

natural faculties of man's soul, may be defiled and cor

rupted. It is expressly said of the impure, Tit. i. 1-5
.

that even their mind and conscience is defiled ; but this

light can never be corrupted nor defiled ; neither did it

ever consent to evil or wickedness in any, for it is said

expressly, that it makes all things manifest that are

reprovable, Ephes. v. 13 ; and so is a faithful witness

for God against every unrighteousness in men. *

We confess also, that conscience is an excellent thing,

where it is rightly informed and enlightened: where-
fore some of us have fitly compared it to a lanthorn, and
the light of Christ to a candle ; a lanthorn is useful,

when a clear candle burns and shines in it: but other-

wise of no use. To the light of Christ then in the con-

science, and not to man's natural conscience, it is that

we continually commend men ; that, not this, is it we
preach up, and direct people to, as to a most certain

guide unto life eternal.

power, it turned inward upon themselves, and
revealed to them ugly sights in theii own
hearts, to which they rather chose to be
blind; for those travellers were of that pre-

posterous number who ' chose darkness rather
than light,' and for the old obvious reason,
' because their deeds were evil.' Now, it was
remarkable that these two properties wore in-

separable, and that the lamp would be of little

utward use, except to those who used it as
an internal reflector. A threat and a promise
also never failed to accompauj' the offer of
this light from the king ; a promise that to

those who improved what they had, more
should be given ; and a threat, that from those
who did not use it wisely, should be taken
away even what they had.

I observed that when the road was very
dangerous; when terrors, and difficulties, and
death beset the fervent traveller ; then, on
their faithful importunity, the king volun-
tarily gave large and bountiful supplies of
light, such as in common seasons never could
have been expected: always proportioning the
quantity given to the necessity of the case

;

as their day was, such was their light and
strength.

Though many chose to depend entirely on
their own original lamp, yet it was observed
that this light was apt to go out if left to it-

self It was easily blown out by those violent

gusts which wereperpetuallj' howling through
the wilderness ; and indeed it was the natural
tendency of that unwholesome atmosphere to

extinguish it, just as you have seen a candle
go out when exposed to the vapors and foul

air of a damp room. It was a melancholy
sight to sec multitudes of travellers, heed-
lessly pacing on, boasting that they had light

enough of their own, and despising the offer

of more.
Now I saw in my vision, that there were

some others who were busy in strewing the
most gaudy flowers over the numerous bogs,

and precipices, and pitfalls with which the
wilderness abounded ; and thus making danger
and death look so gay, that poor thoughtless
creatures seemed to delight in their own de-

struction. These pitfalls did not appear deep
or dangerous to the eye, because over them
were raised gay edifices with alluring names.
These were filled with singing men and sing-

ing women, and with dancing, and feasting,

and gaming, aud drinking, and jollity, and
madness. But though the scenery was gay,
the footing was unsound. The floors were
full of holes, through which the unthinking
merry-makers were continually sinking. Sonne
tumbled through in the middle of a song;
more at the end of a feast; and though there

was many a cup of intoxication wreathed
around with flowers, yet there was always
poison at the bottom. But what most sur-

prised me was that though no day pfissed

over their heads in which some of the merry-
makers did not drop through, yet their loss

made little impression on those who were
left.* Nay, instead of being awakened to

more circumspection, and self-denial by the

continual dropping off of those about them,
several of them seemed to borrow from thence
an argument of a direct contrary tendency,

and the very shortness of time was onlj^ urged
as a reason to use it more sedulously for the

* How one is here reminded of the similar sorrow-

stirring scenes in "Vanity Fair," as represented in "A
Visit to the Celestial City" by Railroad ! See pp. 44, 45,
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indulgence in sensual delights. 'Let us eat

and drink, for to-morrow we die.' 'Let u.-'

crown ourselves with rose-buds before they

are withered.' With these and a thousand

other such little inscriptions, thegfly garlands

of the wilderness were decorated.

(To be continned.)

Windmills in Holland.—The continual winds

blowing from the Atlantic furnished the power

gratuitously to whirl the vanes and turn the

water-wheel attached to the windmill. There

has been little or no improvement made on

this machine in Holland for IGOO years. No
other power is so cheap, simple or reliable,

Without its application, two-thirds of Holland

and onc-fifih of Belgium would even now, in

the noonday of steam power, of necessity have

to be yielded back to the ocean, because the

cost of steam machinery, fuel, repairs and at-

tendance could not be supported from the

profits of the land.

A correspondent of the Chicago Tribune

says: There are 12,000 windmills in Holland

and Flemish Belgium, each doing from six to

ten horse power service, according to the

strength of the wind, and working twenty
four hours per day, and every day in the

month during the rainy season, and when the

snows and ice are melting and the streams

are high. The annual cost of the windmills

in Holland is 84.000,000. Twenty times that

gum would not operate steam power sufiicient

to do their work ; for recollect that ail the

coal consumed in Holland had to be imported
from England or Belgium.
Go where you will, you are never out of

sight of windmills in motion. In the suburbs
of large cities, and at certain points where
the waters of the ditches and canals are col-

lected to be thrown over the embankments,
thej' are congregated like armies of giants,

and never cease swinging their long, huge
arms. They are constructed of much larger
dimensions than those seen in the United
States. The usual length of the extended
arras is about eighty feet, but many of them
are more than 120 feet.

But the windmills in Holland are not ex-

clusively employed in lifting water, but are
used for every purpose of the stationary steam
engine. 1 observed a number of them at Eot-
terdara, Antwerp, the Hague, and here at
Amsterdam, engaged in running sawmills,
cutting U]) logs brought from Norway, and
others were driving planing mills and flour-

ing mills, brick-making machines, or beating
hemp.
Those used to lift water out of ditches into

canals and embanked rivers, have wheels in-

stead of pumps attached to them, as they are
less liable to get out of order, and are thought
to remove more water to a given power.

—

Xorth American.

A curious automaton spider has been in-
vented at Paris. The spider is life-size, and is

made of copper. By pressing a spring it will
move round the table in a way marvellouslj-
true to nature. It was made at Nureniburg
forty-five years ago, and was bought as a toj-

for the Due d'Auraale. Now it has been sold
for $50. This automaton is worthy to rank
with the historic iron fly, which flew round
the rf)om and perched on the hand of its inas-
ter, or the artificial eagle which took flight
from a perch in front of the Emperor Fretler-
ick, and, soaring aloft for some distance, re-

turned to its starting place.—ia<e Paper.

ALONE.

ji lone? Thou need'st not be alone

:

One Friend divine is ever nigh
;

He knows tby secret hopes and fear.'',

He listens to thy feeblest cry.

His words have mighty power to heal,

His voice invites to peace and rest

;

He longs to have His children lean

In loving faith upon His breast.

Confide in Him with all thine heart

;

Tell Him thy struggles day by day
;

Ask Him to grant thee needed strength,

And light to guide thee on thy way.

Fear not, though clouds and storms aris»
;

Thy Father sends them all in love

;

He seeks to draw thy thoughts on high.

And points thee to thy home above.

C. A. Mmns.

YE DID IT UNTO ME.
Sinner, careless, proud, and cold,

Straying from the sheltering fold,

Hast thou thought how patiently

The Good Shepherd follows thee
;

Still with tireless, toiling feet.

Through the tempest and the heat

—

Thought upon that yearning breast,

Where He fain would have thee rest.

And of all its tender pain.

While He seeks for thee in vain ?

Dost thou know what He must feel,

Making vainly his appeal

;

When He knocketh at thy door
Present entrance to implore

;

Saying "Open unto Me,
I will come and sup with thee"—
Forced to turn away at last

From the portal shut and fast?

Wilt thou careless slumber on,

Even till thy Lord has gone.

Heedless of his high behest.

His desire to be thy guest ?

Sinner, sinner, dost thou know
What it is to slight Hira so ?

Sitting careless by the sea

While he calleth, "Follow Me;"
Sleeping, thoughtless, unaware
Of his agonizing prayer.

While thy sins his soul o'erpower.

And thou canst not watch one hour?
Our infirmities He bore.

And our mortal form He wore
;

Yea, our Lord was made to be
Here in all things like as we,

And, that pardon we might win,

He, the sinless, bare our sin !

Oh, by all the love He knew
For his followers, dear and true;

By the sacred tears He wept
At the tomb where Lazarus slept;

By Gethsemane's bitter cry,

That the cup might pass Him by
;

By that wail of agony.
Why hast thou forsaken me?
By that last and heaviest stroke,

When his heart for sinners broke.
Do not let Him lose the price

Of his awful sacrifice

!

Poetns of A. and P. Carey.

For "The Friend''

Thomas fhalklcy

(Concluded from page 260.)

T. Chalkley says, he very well remembers
at the age of ten years, " the work of God
upon his soul," and relates an incident in

which he had disobeyed both of his parents, as
veil as rebelled against God, and in his own
anguage he says, " I had not only felt the
inger of my parents, but the Lord frowned
upon mc, insomuch that I trembled exceed-
ngly, and was as though I heard a voice say
o me, ' What will become of thee this night,
f I should take thy life from thee?' At which

I was amazed and in great fear. Then
covenanted with God, that if He would 1

pleased to spare my life,—for I thought G(

would have taken it from me that verj- m
ment,—I would be more sober, and mind 1

fear moi-e than I had done before.
" Nevertheless, I broke covenant with G(

my Maker, my adversary tempting me so

do, telling me I was but a child, and it w
natural for children to be brisk and plaj-, ai

that God would wink at my childhood ai

youth, and it was time enough for me whi
a man to become religious."

Perhaps he did not here mean the innoee
plaj"S of children, or the joyousness or mirt

fulness attending infancj^, yet he knew by tl

"still small voice" which was speaking
him in the secret of his heart, andconvictii

him when he did wrong, that he was not hee

ing this voice, or obeying the call of the Lo
to follow Him.
Let children remember that the eye of t]

Lord is upon them, even as upon older p(

sons, and that He condescends to visit the

often at a very early age, and makes knoi^

His will to them in such a manner and 1

such means as they can grasp,—condescendu
to their youthful minds,—and if they gi-

heed to His voice, as it is made known
them, they also will have a sure and sensib

feeling of peace and joy, when they ha
obeyed it. O ! let them not give ear to t

voice which may say, thou art young ai

these things are not required of thee, wh'

thou attains to manhood then shalt thou tu

to the Lord—then it will be time for thee

serve Him ; know thou art never too yoni

to heed when He calls, thou art never t

young to obey when He commands; neith

knowest thou that another year, or even a

other day maj^ be granted thee; then, wh
thou hearest the voice of the Lord, may Ih

answer, as did Samuel, "Speak; foe thy s-:

vant heareth." '

Thomas Chalkley goes on to say: "B
still God followed me with his chastising ret

and often put me in mind of my covensi

which I made with him in my distress; ai

that he had granted the request I then ma
to him, and unless I would take up a crc

ly own corrupt will and inclinations,

hould take mc out of the world. Then,
then ! I cried, Lord help, or I die! Save n

or I perish forever ! I cannot keep thy co"

nant, nor do thy will, without thy help a

assistance ! And indeed if the Lord had i

helped, I had been undone forever.

I continued bowed down in my mind, Ci.

ing on the Lord ; thinking and meditating
heaven and heavenly things, but as I am »
sible I had an inward enemy that alwf

sought my hurt and overthrow, I have cat

to bless God, who by his grace, as mine «

was turned to it, helped me to do his will

he was pleased to manifest it to me, so tl

thereby some change was wrought on me hi

"nwardly and outwardly.
"I then began to delight in readin|

sobriety, which before were irksome to n

and when I read the Holy Scriptures, I

'

sired that God would open them to my
derstanding, which he did manj- times
my edification. I also begged earnestly

the Lord that he would be pfeased to be i

me, and make me like his children and I

vants, of whom I read in the Holy Scriptni

who faithfully served him all their days, i
when I read of the crucifixion of our bles
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ord and Saviour Jesus Christ, it would break

y soul into tenderness. I thought it was

i0U2;h to awaken and humble any soul that

as well meaning, and had any sense of the

owor, love and grace of Christ. Thus I went

II for several years, feeling that peace wiiich

asseth natural understanding, which many
mes accompanied my poor and needy soul

;

nd being advanced to about fourteen or fif-

8eu years of age, I remember that I used to

lun the cross of speaking in the plain lan-

aage,—which I always read in the Holy
criptures,—to those whom I conversed with,

scept my father and mother, who would not

How me to speak otherwise. I was convicted

1 my conscience that it was not right to play

hypocrite after that manner; and on a

Bertain time I had occasion to speak to an

pficer, a great man in our neighborhood, and

ay heart moved within me for fear I should

hun the cross of Christ; for it was Christ's

mguage to all, as we may read in the New
Testament; and all the Scriptures, from

Genesis to Eevelation, speak thee and thou, to

single person. So I took up the cross, and

ftid thee to him ; and he was much affronted

ndsaid, 'Thee! what dost thou thee me for?'

soberly asked him if he did not say thee to

is Maker in his prayers? and whether he was

00 good, or too great to be spoken to in the

»me language in which he addressed the

Llmighty? to this he made no reply, but

eemcd to fall from his passion into admira

^on, as one smitten in himself. He bore me
iesp'ect ever after, and I greatly rejoiced that

was preserved faithful. Though it may look

little thing to some, yet I found it good, as

he Scripture saith, not to despise the day of

jmall things."

Let us bear in mind that no act, if done for

he Lord, in obedience to his command,—be
, t ever so small,—will be passed unheeded by

Iiitn
;
his eye is upon all his works. He seeth

,like the fall of the sparrow, or controlleth

ly his power the mighty waves of the sea.

^o act of ours is lost sight of by our Maker,

lie marks both the good and the evil ; his love

t) over all, and his mercy extends to each one

if his great creation.

A pleasant story of the childhood of the

Oanish writer, Hans Chi-istian Andersen, is

lold in a sketch of his life. Little Hans was

(me day with his mother and some other poor

beighbors gleaning in a field of a man who
jvas said to be very harsh and cruel. They
aw bim coming and all started to run awaj
But Hans' clumsy wooden shoes came off ; the

tubble, or short stumps of the grain stalks

ivhieb had been left by the reapers, hurt his

-eoder feet, so that he could not keep up with

he others and he found he must be caught

Che rough owner of the field was very near,

md could almost reach him with his heavy

Ivhip ; when Hans, whoso hopeless case now
[uddenly filled him with new courage, stopped

'md turned, and looking into the man's face,

laid: " How dare you strike me when God
|.ee8 you?" The anger of bis pursuer was
lubdued at once. Instead of striking the

rtoy, he gently stroked his cheeks, asked his

(lame, and gave him some monej-. The truth

!)f which little Hans had reminded him when
*bout to do a cruel act, seemed to make him

ishamed of it at once, and caused him to speak

iind act kindlj^.

—

Late Paper.

' This life is a passage, not a port."

For "The Friend"

Marcoy's Journey Afross South Amerira.

A journey across South America from the

Pacific Ocean to the Atlantic Ocean, by Paul

Marcoy, is the title of a book of travels, pub-

lished some two years ago in France, and of

which an English translation has been issued

by Blackie & Son, of London. Both the

\^inal French work and the English edition

are"in quarto form, beautifully printed on

heavy paper, and profusely illustrated with

maps and engravings. The book is not a

mere record of the author's personal exper-

iences ; but, along with these, it gives much
information as to the character and history

of the countries and people through which

he passed, and many curious glimpses into

their habits of life, superstitious, and customs.

These, however, are often related in such a

dramatic manner, as to leave a feeling of

doubt on the mind of the reader as to how
much of the incident described really took

place, and how much is due to the lively im-

agination of the writer.

The journey commenced at Hay, on the

Pacific coast of Peru. After crossing the

Western chain of the Andes, P. Marcoy tra-

velled northward along the valleys that lie

among the ranges of those majestic moun-
tains, till he came to the waters of the St.

Ana, a tributary of the river Ucayali, which

is one of the branches of the Amazon. Soon

after starting they entered upon the Pam])as

of Hay, a sea of sand, some 60 miles across

and 180 in length. Our traveller thus

scribes their journey: "With the view of

crossing the plain in a diagonal direction, we
had set our faces to the northeast, and given

the reins to our steeds in order that they

might choose their own pace, it being import-

ant above all things to economize their

strength. The intelligent creatures profited

by the circumstance to break their ranks and

i-e-form in column, a strategic disposition

which mules prefer, I know not why, to the

square of Ecnomus, the pig's-head of Alex-

ander, and even the famous wedge of Gus-

tavus Adolphus. The movement having been

effected with remarkable precision, each ani-

mal sniffed the air strongly, bent down his

ears, stretched out his neck, and fell into step

behind his companion, the muleteers simply

muttering their discontent.

"A journey across this desert is not with

out its dangers. The wind of the ocean

ploughs its surface, and continually changes

its aspect. From morning to evening, from

hour to hour, there is no more rest for these

sands than for the waves themselves. Cavi

these bones, recalling so much lost capital,

rather provoke their ill-humor than any show
of tenderness.

We had already continued our march a
considerable time, often sounding the depths
of the pampas with a searching glance, with-
out discovering anything that resembled a
carcass, when a cry, 'The bones, see the
bones !' was uttered by a veteran arriero at
the head of the column. All turned their

eyes towards the point indicated, and south-

ward, at the visual extremity of the plain, it

was possible to discern a whitish belt which
resembled tho.se veins of saltpetre or of sea-

salt 80 frequently to be found in these lati-

tudes. Acting upon the advice of our leader,

who asserted that we ought to pass to wind-
ward of these forsaken carcasses, we bent our
course to the right, and went ^o reconnoitre

them.
" Grouped in little heaps, and disposed in

a single line, which lost itself in the horizon,

these bones were more or less blanched ; more
or less polished, according to the lapse of time
since the death of the poor animal who had
owned them. Some of the bones were still

covered with blackened flesh and dried in-

teguments. Other carcasses still retained

their skin, and under the skin which sounded
like a drum, and was as tight as an umbrella,

troops of vultures, the accu,stomed guardians

of these solitudes, had taken up their abode.

Following the example of the rat of La-Fon-
taine, who made his nest in a Dutch cheese,

these rapacious birds, having first eaten the
- h of the beast, make a house of his inside.

At the noise caused by our approach, they

came out from their dens one by one, fixed

upon us their cruel, withered eyes, and re-

ties open, hillocks are heaped up, ridges form,

only to close, to fall in again, to be dispersed

and succeeded by others like them. In order

to steer their course over this uncertain sea,

the pilots of the pampas observe the position

of the sun by day, and of the stars by night.

These are sure guides, which never fail them,

but their path is also marked out by the bones

of animals that have perished in the endeavor

to cross the plain. These sad landmarks in-

dicate by their position to the right or to the

left, their proximity or their greater distance,

that the traveller is more or less in the right

track. For this reason they are always des-

cribed with satisfaction, notwithstanding the

mingled disgust and pity which the sight of

them provokes. I am speaking now of dis-

interested and intelligent travellers. As for

the mercenary and hard-hearted muleteers.

turned into their holes when we had

The more curious or the more starved among
them, wouk\ perch himself upon a rib or a

thigh bone, as upon a branch, and with ob-

lique looks, seem to watch the pace of our

mules, as if speculating on the chance of one

being left on the road. If so, their expecta-

tions were disappointed ; our poor beasts, al-

though they carried their tails between their

legs and their ears bent, were able to continue

their journey without accident, to the no

small satisfaction of their owners."

The first place of importance which our

author reached, was Arequipa, situated in a

valley which is thus described. " At our feet

lay the valley of Arequipa, a profound ravine,

some 500 feet deep, about six miles in breadth,

and 45 miles long in the direction seen from

this point. Carpeted with green of various

shades, it was dotted at every vantage-point

with villages, farms, and country-houses, while

through its commingled light and shade mean-

dered two rivers, which entered the plain from

opposite points, approached each other, lov-

ingly wound their way side by side for a cer-

tain distance, and at length merged their

waters in one full stream. The whole eastern

side of the valley was bounded by the first

plateau of the Western Andes, that vast pile

of snowy heights whose higher pathways

seemed to scale the heavens. Two sierras,

connected with the principal chain of moun-

tains, to which they served as buttresses,

loomed up in front. A space of about 60

miles in circuit separated the two masses, and

from the centre of that area, sprang in all its

native majesty and its unrivalled configura-

tion the cone of Misti [15,223 feet above the

sea] one of the finest volcanoes which crown
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the Andes at various points froqi Terra del

Fuego to the equator."

'•To the traveller who arrives panting and
covered with dust, this long strip of verdure,

sweetly softened by the distance, and varying
its aspect each league, is lilie a land of prom
ise, a peep of that fertile Canaan which at

length terminates the desert."

Among the few animals which are indige-

nous to the valley, P. Marcoy mentions the
guinea-pig, which has been famous since the

time of the Incas. The natives keep it in

their dwellings, as did their ancestors, and
eat it with all kinds of sauces. Its flesh is

most delicate, its fur in the wild state, is of a

bluish gray, with a touch of white,, something
like the Chinchilla.

He found this fertile valley cultivated with
great care. "Fields of maize, clover and po-
tatoes, squai'cs of golden grain, streams boi--

(lered with well-grown willows, mud-built
houses, colored white, blue or pink, combined
to form a landscape on which the eye rested
with pleasure. Here and there in arbors
formed of trailing gourds loaded with their
pale yellow fruit, and surmounted with a
pennon of the Peruvian colors, the sign of a
rural cabaret, men and women in many col-

ored garments, with complexions like Sepia,
and hair flowing down upon their shoulders,
swallowed their favorite drink, strummed
their three-stringed guitar, and frisked merrily
about, and ending in their dropping off to
sleep, with their heads under the shade of th
arbor, and their feet in the sun. I found
myself surprised into silent disquisitions upon
the nature of man in general, and in particu-
lar upon that of these indigenes, happy under
the shadow of a gourd, which served them at
once for house, tent and sunshade. ' Happy
peo])lo,' I said to myself, ' whose appetite of
hunger is satisfied with a pumpkin, content
to dine on a potato roasted in the ashes, to
sup on a raw onion, and to pass through life

without disquieting themselves about a bat-
tered hat or a ragged pair of breeches ; whose
only fault is to organize an emeute once a
month, and set up a new president of the re-
public.' "

Arequipa during the last 300 years has been
eight times partially destroyed, and thrice
overthrown from its very foundations by
earthquakes. These do not appear to be con-
nected with the volcano of Misti, at whose
foot the city is placed, but with the eruptions
ofHuayna-Putina, in the valley of Moquehua.
The most violent of these eruptions took place
in 1609, when the volcano ejected cinders
stones and sand lor 45 days, and in such
masses that the city of Arequipa was com-
pletely destroyed, and, as well as its valley
covered with a thick bed of ashes. The
neighboring rivers obstructed with sand and
stones, changed their course, leaving upon
their shores thousands of dead fish, the cor-
ruption of which occasioned a pestilence in
the country. Beyond (iuelloa, at the mouth
of the valley, the waters of the sea, to a dis-
tance of ten miles were turned to a grayish
color, and Lima, the royal capital, at a dis-
tance of more than 600 miles, could count by
the reports which from minute to minute
shook the ground, every throe of the agony
sufl^ered by Arequipa.

The churches and convents, constructed
lor security against earthquakes, are Iniilt of
stones to half their height only; all the rest
18 woodwork, plaster or loam. Gold and sil

ver, precious stones and rich draperies, are
lavished with prodigality upon the altars and
vestments ofthe images. The Christs—there
are many in the Peruvian calender, such as
the Christs of Earthquakes, of Eemedies, of
the Faithful, Dead, &c.—are dressed in skirts
of point lace from England, and have crown
of the Acacia triacanthus, each thorn in which
is composed of an emerald five inches long
the nails which fasten the image to the cross
have diamond heads, and furrows formed of
rubies imitate the blood of the wounds. The
blessed Virgins, still more numerous, are dress
ed in farthingales or hooped petticoats, with
court mantles of velvet, brocade or embroi-
dered satin

;
head dresses adorned with stream-

ers; turbans surmounted with feathers, collars
ofpearls, ear-rings of brilliants, jewelled rings

every finger, watches with chains and
charms, brooches and scent boxes, pocket-
handkerchiefs of lace, and fans covered with
pangles."

The monks come and go at pleasure, and
enjoy an unlimited liberty of action. The
nuns are not allowed to leave the. convent
building, but have the privilege of receiving
visits from their relatives and friends. They
monopolize the manufacture of sweets, cakes
and ornamental pastry. These they supply
to order, sparing no pains to satisfy the public
and increase the number of their customers,
and this not so much for the love of money,
as for the pleasure of outdoing some other
community

; for there exists between the vari-
ous convents a bitter rivalry.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

To THE Editor op "The Friend":
A communication in last week's issue states

on authority of the iV. Y. Evening Post, that
'•The banishment ofJohn Bowuc, the Quaker,
to Holland, for his religious opinions, is the
only notable instance of the exercise of re-
ligious intolerance in the history of Loner
Island."

'^

The account in the Evening Post was amend
ed by an article furnished to it a few days
sub.sequent to the first item, of which I now
send thee a copy, and may add in relation to
the old Fox oaks, they arc to be named as
things that were—they are entirely gone.

Thy friend, Wm. Wood.
New York, 4th mo. 4th, 1875.

In 1657, Robert Hodgson, a Quaker from
England, arrived at New Amsterdam, [now
New York] and proceeding to Long Island,
appointed a religious meeting at Hempstead
He was arrested, tied to the hinder part of a

Amsterdam, in obedience to instructions o
the Governor, to seize and place in irons al
Quakers who should pi-eacli among them
The officer in charge of the prisoners (nine o
them) apologised for the treatment of them
saying, "that they did not hang them, ai

their countrymen in New England did."
In 1702 Samuel Bownas, from England

while attending a meeting at Flushing, wai
arrested by the sheriff, who, with his party
'• were armed with guns, pitchforks, sworda
and clubs." Twice his case was submittec
to the Grand Jury, who refused to find a bil
against him, notwithstanding the threats oi

the judge to imprison and fine them.
For these and other instances, see Thomp

son's "History of Long Island," Bowden'j
"History of Friends in America," Eesse'e
" Sufferings of the Quakers," &c.

W.W.

cart, taken over bad roads to the city, was
imprisoned, beaten till he fainted, and finally
released from his sufferings through entreaties
of the Governor's fStuyvesantl sister.[Stuyvesant] sister.
John Tilton, of Gravesend, Henry Town-

send, of Jamaica, Tobias Feak and Edward
Hart of Flushing, were subjected to sufferin,"-
)r their religious views and practices. Tilton
was arrested and fined £12 for having " dared
to provide a Quaker woman with lodgino-
who was banished out of the province of New
Netherlands."
Governor Stuyvesant enacted a law inflict-

ng a fine of £50 on any one receiving a
Quaker into his house for a night.

In 1663 John Liddall, on his way to
Gravesend, felt constrained to "exhort the
inhabitants" at Flatbush. Ho was arrested
and sent, under escort of .soldiers, to New

The Lumber Trade.—The Albany Argus, in
an article on lumber, says: About six thous-
and million feet of soft wood lumber were cut
in the United States and Canada in 1874.
Eecent estimates put the entire manufacture
of lumber and timber on this continent at
about twelve thousand million feet per year,
and if this estimate be correct, the pine dis'
tricts furnished nearly half of the whole pro-
duet. This vast pine lumber supply moves
from its source to its markets in certain well-
defined lines or courses, and the main currents
of supply do not differ greatly in magnitude.
A thousand million is the estimated measure
of this supply for the season of 1874. In
northern New York, the Glen Falls district
mills being fully stocked, in the eastern, or
4Sagiuaw river district of Michigan, the logs
which will come to the mills of 1875 must be
less in amount than the total of old and new

1
that came out in 1874. In western Michi-

gan the product of last year will exceed this
year, if such a thing is to be accomplished by
virtue of the most strenuous and persistent
efforts. In the Wisconsin districts, itis'claim-
ed, and apparently with reason, that the un-
favorable winter will inevitably diminish the
supply, irrespective of theplansof the lumber-
men. In the extreme western districts the:

unprecedented depression of the trade, lasii

year, has proved an effectual discouragement
of operations the i>resent winter.

Eetired men, even with the amplest claimf
on their time, are seldom able to work at theii
new occupations without a considerable quan-
tity of the old work to make them feel busy.
Merchants or lawyers who retire early should
accept "directorships" or "arbitrations," ii

only to give that necessity for promptncsB
and for compression to their arrangements;
which is of the very essence of real efficiency
A task which may be done at any time is done
at none. The paradox that only the busy
have any leisure is perfectly true. A mac
who, after being accustomed to the screw o;

heavy business exigencies, suddenly finds thai
the pressure is completely taken off, becomei
demoralized, and has no time at all for thai
which is now his sole duty. Even Gladstone
himself will probably do twice as much witl
a seat in Parliament, and a consciousness thai
the heaviest part of his private enterprisec
must be squeezed into the long vacation, that-
he would do with the whole year at his dis
posal.

—

Spectator.
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For "Tho Friend."

lie Eiiildi Institution for the benefit uf CliildiTn of

Afrieau and Indian descent.

The Trustees of this institution have recont-

\- issued their first printed report, which gives

n inlercstingoutlineof'it's history. From this

; apiiears, that our late Friend Samuel Emlen
f Burlington, who deceased in the year 1837,

;ft l.y will $20,000 to trustees "for the edu
alion. maintenance and instruction in school

^aniiiii;-, and in Agriculture and Mechanic
irades or arts, of free male orphan children of
jifrican or Indian descent, or such male child

en of these races or castes whose parents if

[ving, may be willing to surrender them to

he Institution, as near as maybe in the man-
'jer of the Manual Labor School of Emanuel
jon FcUenberg of Hofwyl in Switzerland."

j,[

" The testator further declares it to be his

[express will and direction that in any In-

[Litution to which this bequest may be appro-
Jriated, endeavors shall be used carefully to

istruct the pupils in the fundamental Doc-
t'ines of the Christian Religion, namely, the

I'all of Man and the means afforded for his

Ipdemption, through the Incarnation of the

Pivine Word, the miraculous Conception, the

I
aiferings, death, resurrection, ascension and
liediatorial charaeterand ofHces of our Ador-
me Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.'

I
" ' I wish it also to be distinctly understood

hat it is not my intention hereby to found or
Iromote any Institution which shall be ren-

ered subservient to the advancement of the
eculiarand distinguishing tenets of any par-

cular sect of Christians, but that it should be

ft entirely to the judgment of the pupils

hen they shall attain to years of maturity,
unite themselves to any denomination of

hristian professors which they may prefer,

nd hence, such piously disposed members of

ny Protestant Religious Society acknowledg-
ing the authenticity and authority of the Holy
[icriptures and the before mentioned funda-

mental doctrines of the Christian faith, believ-

(Qg it to be his or her religious duty so to do,

fhould be at liberty, if approved by the Trus
pes, or the superintending officer or officers

i'ppointed

by them, to hold meetings in the
imily for religious instruction and worship
t proper times, in the discretion of the Trus-
ses or their officer or officers.'

"The location of the school being fixed, by
16 will, in one of the then non-slaveholding
tates of this Union, or in Canada, the Trus-

ices proceeded very carefully to enquire into

he comparative advantages of different local-

ities within these extensive limits, and while
jhus engaged, an opportunity presented itself

tehich seemed almost providential.

i "A selfsacrificing man, the husband of a no
[b88 devoted wife, (and both of them e.xperi-

inced teachers,) who had, for years, given up
ais whole time and means to the elevation of
|he blacks, and, after enduring great oppo-
;ition, had successfully established colored
chools in Cincinnati, had become convinced,
Irom his experience there and elsewhere, that
'he true elevation of the races was, in no way,
'0 be so well brought about, as by making
ihem tillers and owners of the soil.

" With this view, and at an expense of time,
abor and money which it would take too
ong to describe, he had succeeded in gather-
ing around him, upon a tractof Government
[and in Mercer county, Ohio, a considerable
iettlement of persons who owned the farms
Ivhich they cultivated. The land was rich,

with plenty of water, and well timbered, and,
though valued at only one dollar and a quarter
peracre, tho founder of this interesting colony
had, at first, met with great difficulty in

inducing the colored people to buy. With
this object, he had twice travelled over the
State of Ohio, a more arduous undertaking at
that time than today, and had visited nearly
every colored man that he could hear of.

By persuading them, as he himself relates, to
sell ' an old horse or something equal to it,'

he collected 'many thousand dollars. It was
all laid out in purchasingland, of which they
have,' he says, writing to the Trustees, ' the
deed from the President of the United States,
each one according to his money. My great
object was to change the circumstances of the
blacks, believing that their character would
change with them ; in this I have not been
altogether disappointed.'

" Two hundred and fifty acres he had bought
for the purpose of establishing a Manual La-
bor school, and there, since the summer of
1836, his wife and he had been engaged in

teaching, a service for which they had receiv-

ed no compensation from the blacks, though
they had spent, of their own money, such con-
siderable sums as to oblige them to part with
about sixty acres of their land, for the pay-
ment of debts.

" Such was their condition when, in the year
1840 or 1841, they heard of the bequest of
Samuel Emlen. The result of this was a pro-

position by the owner, to sell to the Trustees
what remained of his farm—loss than two
hundred acres—with such buildings as he had
erected upon it, for the purposes of the will,

which harmonized so well with those he him-
self had at heart. He would still continue, if

desired, the superintendence of the school and
farm, at such salary as would provide for

his actual necessities."

The Trustees after due inquiry made the
purchase of this property in 1843, for $1000,
and continued a school there for some years

;

but the distance of the location from those
who were interested in its management inter-

fered with the success of the project, and the

property was resold in 1857 for $4500, and in

the following year a farm was purchased in

Solebury township, Bucks Co. ; where the
school vi-as continued, until removed to its

present quarter in Warminster township of

the same county, in 1873.

Here, through the liberality ofsome friends

of the Institution, they have provided ample
accommodations for 25 Boarding Scholars,

though tho interest of their invested funds is

not yet suflicient to support a family of that
size.

The Manufacture of India Rubber.—The
juice of the caoutchouc tree undergoes many
curious mutations before it becomes a mer-
chantable sheet. In a large building filled

with great iron troughs and odors far from
spicy, many men are at work on the rough
rubber, which is first cut into pieces and then
partially macerated and washed clean from
impurities, emerging at length in the form of

long strips of a dirty-white color, not unlike

fragments of unbleached Turkish toweling.

It is now ready for the macerating mills,

wherein it is worked up with hot water till

it assumes the appearance ofthe chewed india-

rubber dear to schoolboys. As the macerator
slowly revolves, it squeezes from its capacious

jaws a dai'k-looking, viscid mass, only to seize

it again and repeat tho operation until the
material becomes homogeneou.s, when it is

ready for the cylinders.
In these it is squeezed under heavy pressure

through sieves of exceeding fineness, which
take up every remaining particle of dirt or
grit, and the rubber is now ready to be rolled
into thick or thin sheets—or applied to cylin-
ders under which pass miles of silk or cotton
cloth, until, after some halfdozen applica-
tions, a coating of sufficient thickness to make
it waterproof has been deposited on the fabric,
or to be cast into molds into valves or buffers.
" Washers" are cut out of the heavy sheets,
which are also employed for making the mats
now so much in use. These are produced by
a singularly beautiful process applied to sheets
of vulcanized caoutchouc.

This vulcanizing operation is simple enough,
consisting merely ofthe addition of a quantity
of sulphur—often combined with coloring
matter—to the wet«paste of rubber, followed
by baking in large iron ovens filled in with
lime. Charged with sulphur, the rubber is

rolled into long bands of about half the width
of the proposed mats. These bands pass on
a travelling bed under a machine furnished
with sharp cutters, which inflict stabs at regu-
lar distances, and finallj- cut off the band into
lengths. These are next stretched on a frame
so as to tear the wounds into almost lozenge-
shaped openings, forming a perfect pattern

;

a process far superior in point of economy to
that of punching out tho interstices, and thus
involving waste of labor and material.

Stretched on frames, the mats are now duly
baked, and on leaving the oven, retain per-
fectly the form imposed upon them. To this

process of vulcanizing, rubber owes much of
its adaptability to many uses of modern life.

The addition of sulphur, followed by baking
in lime, imparts to the material the power of
resisting heat, and has extended the area of
india-rubber goods to the torrid zone. Car-
ried a step further, this process produces ebo-
nite, a material of great hardness and density,

of which all kinds of articles, useful and orna-
mental, may be made; among which may be
mentioned the cheap imitations of jet, which
have the advantage of being far more durable
than the hydrocarbon imitated.

—

All the Year
Round.

The Shah of Persia on War.—"To day, be-

fore seeing the ministers and others, the Eng-
lish Firo Brigade came, and in the garden
at the back of our palace, went through their

exercise * * They have invented a beautiful

means of saving men. But the wonder is in

this, that on one hand they take such trouble,

and originate such appliances for the salvation

of men from death, when, on the other hand,
in the armories, arsenals, and workshops of

Woolwich, and of Krupp, in Germany, they
contrive fresh engines, such as cannons, mus-
kets, projectiles, and similar things, for the
quicker and more multitudinous slaughter of

the human race. He whose invention de-

stroys man more surely and expeditiously,

prides himself thereon, and obtains decora-

tions of honor."

—

Shah's English Diary.

Selected.

Solitxide and a sense of isolation are not
peculiar to sickness. They who walk abroad
in the busy world have their own " loneliness

of heart," and find it truly hard to bear.
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lievers have united their forces to combat the Mexican

Catholics."

The news from Peru is interesting, from the fact that

another great discovery of guano has just been made in

a new locality. This time it has been found below a

I

hard crust of sand some few le.agues to the south of

SDMMAKY OF EVENTS. Iquique, the principal port whence nitrate of soda is

FoEEiGN.—The steamer Faraday has been refitted shipped from Peru. This guano has been analyzed and

and is now about to make another attempt to complete found to be of the best quality.

the work of laving the direct cable. |
A dispatch from Montevideo announces that the

It is reported that the forthcoming budget of the
^

Uruguayan Chambers have passed a decree suspending

British Ministers will show a total revenue for the, the payment of interest on the public debt and provid

financial year ending Third mo. 31st, of £74,922,000. jing for the redemption of the debtby the
'

This falls £2,414,000 below the revenue of the previous

year, but exceeds the estimates by £497,000.

More heavy mercantile failures have occurred in

England. The London Times, reviewing the Moody
and Sankey revival, considers the movement transitory,

although long to be remembered as a curious feature of on a la

religious life. The . ,„ rr,.

The trial of the Gulkwar of Biroda on the charge of a friendly meeting on the 5th inst. at Trieste. The

attempting to bribe the servants of the Resident to Gazette of Venice welcomes the Emperor, and consid

of new
paper at a forced price. It is added that the foreign

representatives have protested against the decree, and

the situation is critical.

A St. Petersburg dispatch says that secessions from

the Catholic to the Orthodox Greek Church, continue

scale in Russian Poland.

iperor of Austria and the King of Italy had
inst. at Trieste. ""'

poiaoii Colonel Phayre, the Resident, has resulted in

the disagreement of the commission before which the

case was tried.

Advices from Calcutta in relation to the difficulties

between the Indian government and the King of Bur-

mah, concerning the boundaries and other matters, state

that the king is making warlike preparations.

London, 4th mo. 5th.—U. S. new five per cents 103|.

Consols 931.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 8 a SJd. ; Orleans, 8J a

S\d.

The French government has agreed to the Berne
Postal Convention. An official decree has been pro-

mulgated prohibiting the importation into France of

American potatoes, or of sacks or barrels previously

used in packing them. The object being to prevent the

introduction of the Colorado beetle.

The Paris Unirera publishes a Papal encyclical re-

newing the excommunication pronounced against the

Old Catholics of Switzerland, and censuring the au-

thorities for protecting them.
A dispatch from Berlin states that eighty Romish

ecclesiastics are now imprisoned in Posen alone. The
Bishop of Breslau has been summoned to resign his

bishopric because he promulgated the Papal encyclical

against the ecclesiastical laws.

A Conference of Catholic bishops has been held in

Fulda with clased doors, the object of the meeting being
to discU8.s and issue a pastoral letter concerning the bill

before the Prussian Diet withdrawing the State grants
from the church. The Times correspondent at Berlin
telegraphs that it is anticipated that the old laws for-

bidding intercourse between the Pope and the Catholic
clergy in Prussia, except through the government, will

be re-enacted, and that measures will be introduced
wholly suspending the Papal authority in Prussia until
the Pope abandons his pretension to cancel the laws of
the kingdom.

Advices from Rome say the Papal Nuncio to Spain
lias left the Vatican for Madrid, bearing instructionsto
the Spanish clergy to strive for the restoration of peace
under King .\lfonso.

The prospect of peace is said to be increasing. Since
the issue of General Cabrera's manifesto to theCarlists,
two hundred and forty-four officers, including nine
generals, have left the service of Don Carlos and en-
tered France. Many others have surrendered to the
AlfonsJBts.

Professor Piner, of the University of Madrid, has
been arrested because he petitioned against the recent
reactionary educational decrees. The Profes,sor, though
ill at the time of his arrest, was sent to Cadiz for trans-
portation to Fernando Po.

General Concha, late Captain General of Cuba, has
addressed a petition to the king accusing General Jovel-
lar, his predecessor in the Captain Generalcy, and now
Minister of War, of being the cause of the lack of dis-
cipline in the Spanish army on that island ; also, cen-
suring the conduct of General Jovellar as Minister of
War. The petition has created a profound sensation.
The newspapers are compelled to maintain silence in
regard to it.

Mexican advice.s state that the religious controversy
increases in bitterness. The FederaliMa censures the
foreign journals of the capital for leaning toward the
Conservative and Church parties. The Voz de Mexico,
a Catholic organ, says :

" Our situation is critical. Our
holy faith and iu ministers are persecuted. The writ-
ten doctrines of the government and the constitution
are against us Mexicans, and foreigners in the Republic
are divided into Roman Catholics and dissenters. On
one side is religion, on the other unbelief. The unbe-

that by this visit to his former provinces he proclaims

his friendly policy toward Italy and forgetfulness of

the past.

United States.—The Public Debt statement issued

on the first inst., shows a decrease of $3,681,210 during
the Third month. The decrease of the public debt

since 6th mo. 30th, 1874, has been $9,453,462. On the

first inst. the coin balance in the Treasury was $84,-

105,520, and the currency balance $5,182,412.

The interments in Philadelphia last week numbered
406. The mean temperature of the Third month, by

the Pennsylvania Hospital record, was 35.77 deg., the

highest during the month 64 deg., and the lowest 15

deg. The amount of rain 3.43 inches. The average of

the mean temperature of the Third month for the past

86 years, is stated to be 39.11 deg. The highest mean
during that entire period was 48.70 deg. in 1871, the

lowest 30 deg., occurred in 1843. The rainfall of the

first three months of this year has amounted to 8.63

inches, which is almost exactly that of the correspond-
ing months of 1874.

The U. S. Comptroller of the Currency received

twenty applications for national banks during the Third
month, amounting to $1,770,000, of which amount $1,-

460,000 was from the Eastern and Middle States, and
$310,000 from the Southern and Western. During the

same month the amount of applications for increased

circulation from banks now organized w.is $909,000, of
which amount all but $90,000 was from the Eastern and
Middle States.

The late J&hns Hopkins, of Baltimore, left the great
bulk of his estate for charitable uses. The final settle-

ment of the estate shows the property to be worth $7,-

145,841, of which the Johns Hopkins University gets

$3,148,840, and the Johns Hopkins Hospital *3,076,187.
A large portion of the miners in the Susquehannah,

Lehigh and Schuylkill coal districts have been on a
strike for a number of weeks past. The dis.satisfied

miners number many thousands, and some outbreaks of
turbulence and disorder have occurred causing general
alarm and uneasiness in the coal region of Penn.syl-
vania, but the men appear to have been restrained from
much actual outrage and violence. The Governor of
Pennsylvania has issued a proclamation calling on the
riotous miners to disperse and desist from further un-
lawful acts.

During the year ending 6th mo. 30th, 1874, the dis-
tilleries of the United States furnished about 65,000,000
gallons of whiskey and other liquors to the trade, and
the breweries added about 270,000,000 gallons of malt
liquors. Brandy, wine, &c., was imported to the value
of $6,300,000. The total cost of these beverages amount-
ed to more than $400,000,000.

During the Third month, 6477 immigrants arrived at
New York. Last year 6058 arrived in the correspond-
ing month.
The four steamers of the American Steamship Com-

pany made thirty round voyages between Philadelphia
and Liverpool during the year 1874. The receipts for
freight were }683,502, and for passengers $288,933.
Loss on the business of the year $48,914. The directors
hope the business of 1875 will be more profitable.

Hie Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
the 5th inst. New ForA:.—American gold 114§. U. S.
sixes, 1881, registered, 120i ; do. coupons, 121|; do
1868, 120J a 120} ; do. 5 per cents, 1881, 115 a 115}.
Superfine fiour, $4.55 a $4.65 ; State extra, $5 a $5.25 :

finer brands, $5.50 a $9.00. White Michigan wheat
$1.37 a $1.40; amber western, $1.29 a $1.30; No. 2
Chicago spring, $1.18 a $1.19. Oats, T2i a 75 cts. Rye,
$1.00. Yellow corn, 89J a 90 cts. ; wes'tern mixed, 88
a 89 cts. PAi/nrfc/pWa.—Middlings cotton, 16} a 17i

cts. for uplands and New Orleans. Superfine floi

$3.75 a $4.00 ; extras, $4.25 a $4.75 ; finer brands

a $7.50. White wheat, $1.32 a $1.35 ; amber, $1.27

$1.30; red, $1.26 a $1.27. Rye, $1.05. Yellow ai

mixed corn, 85 a 87 cts. Oats, 68 a 73 cts. Lard,

a 15} cts. Clover-seed, 10 a llj cts. The arrivals

the Avenue Drove-yard consisted of 2,000 beef catti

10,000 sheep and 4,000 hogs. Beef cattle sold at pric

ranging from 4i to 7| cts. per lb. gross. Sheep at 5J i

cts. per lb. gross, and hogs at $11.50 a $12.50 per ](

lbs. net. Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.02i; No.

do., 99 cts. No. 2 mixed corn, 69| cts: Oats, 58|

.

Lard, 15| cts. St. Louis.—No. 2 winter red wh(

$1.20 a $1.21i; No. 2 spring, $1.05. Corn, 73 a 75 i

Oats, 65 a 66 cts. Rye, $1.02 a $1.05. Spring barle

$1.23. Lard, 14| cts.

The Sixth Annual Meeting of the Indian Aid An
ciation of Friends of Philadelphia Yearly Meetin
will be held in Arch Street Meeting-house on Fifti

day, Fourth month 22d, 187.5, at 7.30 P. M.
Friends generally are invited to attend.

' Richard Cadbury, Clerk,.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session commences on Second-d*

the 3rd of Fifth month. Application for the admissic:

of pupils may be made to Benjamin W. Passmor
Sup't, (address Street Road P. 0., Chester Co ,

Pa.,).

to Charles J. Allen, Treasurer, No. 304 Arck Stret

Philadelphia.

Just Published and for Sale at Friends' Book Stor

No. 304 Arch Street Philadelphia,

FRIENDS IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURA

Charles Evans, M. D.

This is an octavo of over Six Hundred Page(

Bound in cloth $2.00. Half bound in Turkish moroc«
$2.50. Postage 48 ctS

'

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, in the Girls' Department, a teacher .

Reading and Grammar, to enter on her duties at tb

opening of the Summer Session on the 3rd of Fiftl

month. Application may be made to i

Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., Germantown,
Hannah Evans, 322 Union St., Philadelphia, t

Martha D. Allen, 528 Pine St.,

Died, on Fourth-day, the 3d of Third month, at b

residence in this city, William Maule, in the 71i

year of his age, a member of the Western Distrii

Monthly Meeting.
, Third month 14th, 1875, Benjamin S. BellAI

GEE, on the 19tb his mother, Elizabeth Bellange]
aged 78 years, and on 3d mo. 26th his father, IsAA

Bellangee, in the 84th year of his age, members)
the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia fc

the Northern District. After a brief illness, withi

twelve days, without an infectious disorder, were three

fourths of this family removed by death, the daughtt

only surviving. The close of each was calm and peaci

ful. The aged father, after the departure of his belove

wife from a happy union of 58 years, severed afters

brief an illness, said, (while her remains were yeti

the house and his only daughter lying very ill,)
"'

Lord, thy will, not mine, be done. Should I die c

live I am resigned to His will, I rely on our des

Saviour's mercy, and that He will be with me and m
beloved daughter in life or death." Truly the ways (

Divine Providence are past our finding out. This dii

pensation speaks loudly to all," " Be ye also ready, fc

at such an hour as ye think not the Son of man cometh.'

, Third mo. 28th, 1875, at her residence i

Abington, Montgomery Co., Pa., Emma L., wife (

Christopher Bockius. After experiencing that chang
of heart known to the true believer in Christ, she foun

her peace consisted in relinquishing many of the van

ties of the world, in which she formerly had take

great delight. Being deprived of her hearing, she bf

came more thoughtful and retiring, and being faithft

to her convictions, she applied for membership in ou

religious Society, and continued a beloved and cor

sistent member during the remainder of her life. Sb
was sincerely attached to our ancient doctrines and tei

timonies which became more precious to her as sh

became more acquainted with them.
, on the evening of the 2d inst., at her residenc

in this city, Sidney Coates, in the 82d year of h«

age, a member and elder of the Western Distric

Monthly Meeting.
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John Griffith now feeling his mind clear of
)ublic service at this time in Great Britain,

©turns to his native land. But his way open-
ng, as he thought, with great clearness to
ettle in England on account of futui-e service,

le therefore applied to his own proper meet-

^ for a certificate of removal ; which was
granted and directed to the Monthlj' Meeting
if Witham in Essex, England. In company
vith his daughter, who, as appears, was his
nly child, and who had been cared for by an

jtunt of hers since her mother's death, he em-
)arked for England in the 9th month, 17?0.
Here he again entered into the married

tate with Frances Wyatt, of Chelmsford, the
.4th day of the then 1st month, 1750-1

; he
*ys, " in the sweet and sensible enjojnnent
>f the Divine presence." He concludes his

bservations on this subject with the follow-
ng tender advice and caution to all whom it

nay concern, " To be aware that they do not
all into that dangerous snare of supposing,
hat as marriage is an outward affair, they
leed consult nothing further therein than
heir own inclination and reason ; it is said.

Woe to the rebellious children, that ask
ionnsel, but not of me, saith the Lord.' And
Christ is called Wonderful, Counsellor, as well
M Mighty God. Now as marriage is allowed
•o be the most important affair in this life,

>nd may tend greatly either to promote our
aappiness or misery in the next; if we have
iio occasion to seek the Lord's counsel herein.
In what are we to exjjeet or desire it ? What,
lay some, are we to look for, or to expect a
revelation in such cases? We must desire
ihe Lord to guide and direct our steps in this,

find all other affairs of consequence in relation

fO this life, or we shall certainly miss our way.
!3ut this we cannot clearly understand, until

^he man's part is reduced in us, and we see
what we are without God, that we may find

[iceasion to pray without ceasing, and in every
j.hing to give thanks. Then the constant cry
vill be, Guide me with thy counsel. When
his is, with great sincerity, the state of the
nind, we cannot miss our way; because di-

vine jjrotection is ever present, although we
lo not always see it, any more than the pro-

jhet's servant did, until his eyes were opened,

The great thing is, to have a single cj-e, that
whatever we do, may bo done to the glory of
God. When this is the case, we say, if this

or that be not agreeable to thy will, O God,
thou hast all power in thine hand; do thou,
bj' thy overruling prcm'tence, direct mo ac-

cording to thy blessed will. The Lord will

keep such in all their ways, and be their sure

defence."

The above remarks on marriage allude to

it as being "the most important affair in this

life ;" and clearly maintains the indispensable
equisite of Divine guidance in the several

steps thereof The scripture quoted, " Woe
to the rebellious children that ask counsel, but
not of me, saith the Lord," is worthy the clo.^e

attention of all those about to consummate an
engagement which must have such an im-

portant influence not only on the life that
now is, but also in that to come ; and which

th alone can separate. How imperative,

then, that there should in the parties be not
only the unity of religious feeling, but a joint

and harmonious effort to serve the Lord in

the first place, as the Author of all our bless-

ings, the Alpha and Omega of all.

J. Griffith's remarks respecting public ap-

pearances in our meetings, contained in the
present number, are very practical ; and re-

present the blasting effects of a woi-dy, lifeless

ministry. Those alluded to, he tells us, "are
commonly very positive and self-willed," so

that it is difficult to bring the judgment of

Truth over them. That worthy elder, Eichard
Shackleton, in alluding to the ministrj'' in a
eeting he attended in his native land, says:

We had a good deal ofthe pop, pop, pop, like

the firing of undisciplined would-be soldiers,

one after another, instead of the united, con-

cordant, certain sound of a well disciplined

army ; but, he adds, there was not more, if so

much of this evil as usual." Oh ! how need-

ful' to wait for "the live coal from off the

altar," and "as new-born babes, to desire the

sincere milk ofthe word," that so all may be

preserved from attempting to stay the ark
with unbidden or unholy hands ; neither, in

the zeal of the creature, to offer sacrifice until

the great Prophet and High Priest of our pro-

fession be come ; and that His anointed ones

may preach, and that onlj^ the preaching that

He bids them, even the living lessons of pure
Christianity. All short of this, is but the

strivings and stirrings of the carnal mind,

which profiteth nothing in the work of God;
and will prove but as sounding brass or a

tinkling cymbal, or as the warming of our-

selves with sparks of our own kindling, the

end of which is to lie down in sorrow. Truly
great caution is needful in this day of floating

speculative opinion, lest in our unhallowed
zeal to advance the good cause, we but give

pain to those whose souls are deeply con-

cerned for the glory and excellence of the

kingdom of the Redeemer, as well as cause

confusion by an uncertain sound ofthe trum-

pet, and whereby the restraining admonition

confronts us. Though outward knowledge be
largely put forth, true wisdom lingers.

J. Griffith also alludes to the subject of pay-
ing tithes; which exaction, until within the
last ten or twelve years perhaps, the Society
has borne ail i«iportan t and faithfully main-
tained testimony against. Kow, it with others,

seems to have been overridden, or much set

at nought by many of those subjected to their

imposition. ' Notwithstanding this, the op-

inion is conscientiously held that "the tithe

commutation act," with its altered name and
somewhat modified incidents, affects not the
ground of the testimony of our Society versus
the compulsory demand of the priesthood in

payment for their services.

The Journal continued: " At Shrewsbury
,_

the number of professors was very small, and
the life of religion very much depressed, not
only by the lukewarmness of some, but also

by a blasting, windy, lifeless ministry, which
they had long sat under; doubtless, to the
great uneasiness of the few .sensible amongst
them. 1 had a painful sense of the great hurt
thereof in that meeting, being concej-ned to

sit the whole meeting through in silence, I

believe, as an example to Friends, and rebuke
to that forward, unsanctified spirit : the same
soon after was made manifest both to Friends
and others to be very corrupt, and was de-

servedly testified against by the Monthly
Meeting.

"I have divers times, in my travels, per-

ceived great hurt to the prosperity of Truth,
by such unsanctified pretenders to a divine

commission, intruding themselves into the

ministry ; but have always apprehended them
a bad sort of people to deal with by advice and
caution, as they are commonly very positive

and self-willed ; being seldom, in this declined

state ofthe church, without a party, who had
rather have almost anj' kind of ministry than
silence. This makes it much more difficult

for those, who have a right sense of their

spirits, to bring the judgment of Truth over

such ; as those above mentioned are apt to

screen them, and cover their heads, unless

they manifest themselves, which has frequent-

ly happened, by their being guilty of some
immoral conduct.

" I went after meeting to visit two Friends,

who had been imprisoned a considerable time
for refusing to pay tithes. As soon as I had
entered the place of their confinement, I sen-

sibly felt that the Son of peace was there.

My mind was brought into great nearness,

unity, and Christian sjnnpathy with them in

their suffering state, which thej^ appeared to

bear with cheerfulness and resignation to the

Divine will. The sense of the great importance

of the testimony the}- were concerned to main-
tain, by suffering for it, and what our worthy
predecessors went through, in nasty stinking

prisons and dungeons, where many of them
ended their days in support thereof, who may
very justly be numbered amongst the faithful

martyrs of Jesus Christ, overcame my mind
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with tenderness to that degree, that I eould

DOt presently discourse with them about their

sufferings. We had a blessed opportunity

together, and took our leave of each other, in

the sweet enjoyment of the pure love of God.

Oh, how much more joyous and refreshing it

is to visit such faithful sutfercrs, than to visit

carnal professors of the same Truth, who vio-

late that precious testimony, by voluntarily

putting into the priests' mouths, lest they

should prepare war against them, making re-

ligion bow down to their supposed temporal

interest, thereby not only declaring them-

selves mere pretenders thereto, but also in-

creasing the sufferings of those under the same
profession who dare not temporize.*

" At Bristol we attended three meetings
;

the first two were held in painful distressing

silence, and the last also, except a few word:

near the breaking upof it. This was the first of

my visiting that city, and a time not easily to

be forgotten by me. It was indeed a season of

sore mourning and lamentation, in a sense of

their great declension. There was very little

to be seen or felt of that plainness, pure sim-

plicity, humility and contempt of the world,

so conspicuous in their worthy predecessors,

.who trampled upon the glorj^ of this world,

counting it as dross and dung, in comparison

of the smiles of the Lord's countenance, and
being clothed with the beautiful garment of

his salvation. Oh, how was the choicest vine

planted, made to spread and mightily to pros-

per, through great suffering and persecution,

in that city, in early times; sufficiently, one
would think, to have deeply established the

perraanencj' thereof, and to have recommend-
ed its superior dignity and excellencj- to many
generations! Maj- not that of the apostle to

the Galatians, be justly applied to them? 'O
Ibolish Galatians! who hath bewitched you,
that j-ou should not obey the Truth ; before

whose eyes Jesus Christ hath been evidently

set forth, crucified among you? Are ye so

foolish, having begun in the spirit, are ye now
made perfect bj- the flesh?'

"Alas! the inordinate loveof worldly enjoy-
ments, good in themselves, covers the minds
of many professor.s, like thick claj-, who are
exceedingly hard to be made sensible of the
chiefest good, so that I have often feared some
of them will not hear, until the Lord is pro-
voked to speak with a louder voice in judg-
ment, from which they will not be able to
turn aside or in any way to shun. Many in

our Society, as in others, having departed
from the life, rest satisfied in a profession of
religion : some also have departed from the
power and form too, in a great degree; ap-

* Perhaps we can hardly appreciate how much has
been gained to the world, nor how much the interests
of the ever-blessed Trulh have been promoted hyfaithful
suffering.' Thus it is written: "God sent Ilis only be-
Rolten Son into the world, that we might live through
him." And the same dear Saviour snid to His disciples:
" I go that I may prepare a place for you !" And did
He not go through sufferings? The great drops of
blood in the garden; the agonizing cry to His Father,
" My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me ;" the
mocking, the railing, the being spitted on, the vinegar,
the gall, the crucifixion, all attest this. VVhat, it may
be queried, has been gained to our Society, or to otliers
through us, but by sulfering? And we fear that an un-
willingnes< to suffer with Christ, and to fill up our
measure of the cup thereof for His body's sake, thus
seeking an easier, broader way, and involving too, a
lowering of the standard we are called to maintain, is

a prominent reason why the glory has so much de-
parted from our Israel. Significant then is the declara-
tion of the prophet :

" If ye will enquire, cnijuire ye :

return, come."

pearing neither one thing nor another. Could

they see themselves as judicious persons see

them, shame and confusion of face would cover

them."
(To be continued.)

AssjTian Discoveries.

"We have the pleasure of announcing to the

public this morning, bj' a letter received from
George Smith, one of the most remarkable

and interesting discoveries yet made in con

nection with Assyrian researches. That which

he has now revealed is no less than a long

copious, and nearly complete narrative of the

beginning of the world, the creation of man
his temptation, fall, and curse, inscribed, like

all these early Assj-rian records, in aiTOw
headed writing on those burned cakes of clay

with which the public has now grown familiar

G. Smith relates the circumstance of this sin

gular trouvaille. He was on the eve of con
eluding. the excavations carried out for the
Daily Telegraph, when he found, among the
verj- latest of the tablets unearthed, a frag
ment in appearance much like the others, aixl

presenting nothing at first sight in its Ian

guage worth particular regard. He contented
himself with transcribing in his note-book the
first few lines of the writing, and then packed
it up with the rest for transmission to Eng-
land. On his return to the Museum, other
parts of the collection engaged his attention,

and shortly afterwards the recognized value
of the results obtained, induced the Govern
ment to commission G. Smith for a second
expedition, which was rewarded, as every-
bodj' knows, bj' a fresh and valuable accumu-
lation of ancient muniments. These natur-
ally engrossed his time and toils for a while,
till about a month ago, when a more careful

examination of the tablet dug up at Kouyunjik
in 1873, disclosed to G. Smith that he had
before him one among the first pages of that
antique history of which the Deluge tablets

formed part, containing the Chaldean account
of the Creation of the VVorld and of Man, and
going apparently side by side with the Scrip-

tural narration, but in greater detail, and with
many additions. G. Smith was able to learn
from the tablet, thus suddenly' become so
valuable, continuations of the narrative from
various sources, including the former collec-

tion in the Museum, and the result which he
announces is a connected text extending from
the creation to the fall and primal curse, thus
presenting to us an original version of " Gen-
esis" as it was kept on the sacred tablets

—

an ed it io prima of such extraordinary import
and interest for all Christianity that the dis
coverer declares the finding of this single
tablet has increased many times over the
value of the collection which he brought home
to us.

A full translation of these books of claj-,

thus wonderfully preserved, will bj- and by
be given

; but time and study are necessary
for their careful translation. Meanwhile, how-
ever, G. Smith has perused enough of the col-

located slabs to furnish the public with a
general idea of their contents ; and the first

which arrests attention is their close general
agreement with the Scriptural narrative.
Like the Book of Genesis, these inscribed
tablets speak of an earth "without form and
void"—a desolate and empty chaos—in the
age preceding "the Beginning." Like the
Mosaic account, they tell us of an evil agencj'
in rebellion .against Go<l, which after man had

been produced, as the noblest animated wori
of the creation, tempts him to his fall, anc

causes him to forfeit his life of Paradise anc

;

high estate of innocence. But G. Smith givei I

us glimpses of very remarkable additions anc
expansions which this Chaldean "Book o:'

Genesis contains; for exainple, the j)rimitiv«

chaos is represented as engendering monsters
and the old serpent who tempts the first mat
has alreadj' been overthrown from on high
The Satan of Chaldea has, in his representa
tiou the mingled characteristics of the Ar^'an'

Indra, the Grecian Zeus, and the Zoroastriar

Ahriman, "riding in a chariot through celes

tial space, surrounded by the storms, with'

the lightning playing before him, and wield-

ing a thunderbolt as a weapon." Most curi-

ous, too, is the mention made of a feminine

power presiding over Chaos, named Tisalal

or Tiamat in these tablets, and identified bj

G. Smith with the Thallath of Berosus. Be-

sides all this the Kouyunjik tablets embraet
a relation of the origin of evil, of the fall o)

the wicked angels, the nature of the serpent,

and the aspect of the undeveloped world
; all

omitted or merelj- glanced at in the Penta-

teuchal text ; which, however, resembles the

Chaldean version more nearlj- than does thai

of Berosus. Could anything be of more ab-

sorbing novelty to the theologians, schoLars.

archfealogists, and scientific men of Christen-

dom?
On the eve of closing that newly-opened

tomb of Empire at Kouyunjik a lucky touch

of pickaxe or shovel recovers for the unwit-

ting excavator, and through him for humanity
what we may call the "folio edition, with

the imprimatur of antiquity of the very first

legends of our race. We do not know what
incident in the records of research equals the

singularity and romance of these discoveries.

Precious tomes of classical lore have been re-

vealed from worm eaten palimpsests
;
yellow

and faded parchments have yielded unexpect-

ed facts of history ; but this digging up of

«

king's library in the dust of thirtj' centuries,

and finding in it the clear and eligible story

of the Beginning, as Abraham heard it in Ur,

and the Pentateuch repeated it—under cir-

cumstances, too, so full of chance, apparently,

that the enterprise seemed to many one of

little hope beforehand, and its success almost

incredible—is passing strange. Nor could

anything have preserved for us so valuable 8

possession except these same Assyrian shards

of clay, which, with their inscriptions, were

really all but imperishable. Stone, marble,

metal would have long ago in such circum-

stances have lost the fine impressions given

by the Chaldean priests ; but these books of

clay, once put through the fire, have remained

absolutely unaltered, and the famous Assyrian

of our MuseuiB reads them as easily as did the

.

scribes of Assurbanipal ! When he has fully

deciphered the present treasures of his toil

we shall be masters of the actual record as

,

the Kings of Nineveh received and inscribed

it.

—

London Daily Telegraph.

At an International Agricultural Exhibi-

tion in Bremen, was a collection representing

the adulteration of seeds. It contains'

sample of sand, carefully washed, colored and

put up in the best manner, for sale as clover-

seed, under which name it brought three and
one-half cents a pound. Seeds of weeds used

for adulteration were numerous.—Late Paper.
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From " The Brittah Friend."

An Experience in Dress.

Now that tlic Scriptural testimony against
onformity to fashion in attire, which was so

jng a distinctive feature in the profession

nd practice of the Society of Friends has
leen so extensively ignored of recent times,

have thought there might be a service in

ecalling attention to the testimony by plac-

Qg on record the following from one uneou-
eeted with Friends, as her experience in re-

ard to Dress :

—

In the hope that it may help some of God's
bildren who are longing to walk in every-
ling so as to please Him, I desire to speak

hat He has taught rae with regard to
ress ; which, though in itself so secondary,
a matter of no small importance to Chris-

an women.
The promises of God as to the guidance of

is children's minds and inclinations gener-
Ily are very numerous, and one of the results

f this guidance is what we maj' call spiritual

astinct; an inward shrinking from anything
leonsistent with or unseeming for a Christ-

walk.
believe my own experience in this matter

f dress is a very usual one among Christian
romen, and that many suffer great loss, as I

id, from not I'ecognizing the Lord's voice fn

leir feelings concerning it.

In the beginning of my Christian life, I was
exclusively interested in the things of eter-

ity, that there seemed no room for thought
such a subject as dress. But later on,

phen the effects of the new life necessarily
pread outward, as well as existed within, I

egan to feel troubled about my dress, and
onged to know just what would be right for

ae to do about it.

My friends being for the most part Chris-
ians, I relied on their explanation of the
Icripture teaching on the subject, and took it

or granted that their practice was right ; al-

hough 1 had many secret misgivings, and
ften wished that the course which seemed to

1^ the only right one, had been more ex-

licitl_7 insisted upon in the Bible. The longer
lived the more I shrank, sick at heart, from
he fiishions and ornaments of the world,
rhich, alas! seemed to be so equally shared

y the church ; but my confidence in the piety
adjudgment of my friends, and my want of
inderstanding the exact meaning of the Scrip
ure rules, kept me from yielding to the spirit

al instinct which I now believe was the voice
f God to my soul. And I can not but think
hat, were Christian women to be honest, the
najority of them would confess to the S£

mpressions.

All this was felt before I knew anything,
Tactically, of entire consecration to God, or
n hourly life of faith. But when the Lord
Q infinite love led me to receive Jesus as
ay all in all, and to yield my whole self up
His control, I began to feel more strongly

[ban ever that the outward conformity to the
JTOrld, which appeared in my own dress and
[hat of most other Christian women I knew,
ras utterly opposed to the spirit of such com
aands as "coming out from the world and
eing separate," " walking as Christ walked,"
'letting our light shine before men," ''not
leing conformed to this world," and numerous
ther similar directions. And I felt that even
lad there been no distinct commands on the
abject of the dress of Christian women, these
irinciples ought surely to be enough. But I

still hesitated to make myself singular among
other and better Christians, until I could un-
derstand just what the teaching of Scripture
'mplied. I therefore prayerfully examined
the two well-known passages on the subject,

and determined to abide by the result ; and I

found the impressions already made on my
mind by the Spirit, entirely coincided with
what seemed to me the plain and obvious
meaning of the texts in question. In short,

I believe our gracious Lord has condesceiuled
to give us very clear indications of His will

on this subject, and that we are distinctly
warned against the outward adorning of "gold
or pearls or costly array." And to avoid
these things, which, honestly considered, are
verj' comprehensive, would bring about a
marked change in the dress of the large ma-
jority of Christian women. For surely the
correct reading of these passages means, that
the outward adorning is to be exchanged for

the inward ornament of a meek and quiet
spirit, which in the sight of God is of great
price." And I feel entirely convinced, both
from observation and my own experience, that
no outward thing so separates a woman from
the world, and so delivers her from its en-

snai-ing influences, as this separation in-dress
;

and that the laying aside of all that is doubt-
ful in the matter, is to us the removal of many
snare and hindrance, and does in a wonder-

ful manner seem to leave the soul free to re-

ceive and follow the Lord's leading on every
other point, beside giving an undoubted strong
nfluence over others.

As regards the guidance of the Spirit as to

details, I would only say that if we are

troubled about any article of dress, we must
at once bring it to the Lord and ask him to

teach us. And if after thus committing it to

Him we are still in doubt about it, the only
safe course is to give it up, giving the Lord's
side the benefit of the doubt; for we ar(

plainly taught that he that doubteth is con
demned if he eat, for whatsoever is not of

faith is sin

It must never be forgotten that this blessed

For "The Friend."

The Straigiit (late and the Broad Way.
AN ALLF.GORY.

(Continued from page 208.)

Now I observed that all the tra^iellers who
had so much as a spark of life left, seemed
every now and then, as they moved onwards,
to cast an eye, though with different degrees
of attention, toward the Happy Land, which
they were told lay at the end of their journey;
but as they could not see very far forwrad,
and as they knew there was a dark and
shadowy valley which must needs be crossed
before they could attain to the Happy Land,
they tried to turn their attention from it as
much as they could. The truth is, they were
not sufficiently ajit to consult a map and a
road-book which the King had given them,
and which pointed out the path to the Happy
Land so clearly, that the wayfaring men,
though simple, could not err. This map also

defined very correctly the boundaries of the
Happy Land from the Land of Misery, both
of which lay on the other side of the dark and
shadowy valley ; but so many beacons and
light-houses were erected, so many clear and
explicit directions furnished for avoiding the
one country and attaining the other, that it

was not the King's fault, if even one single

traveller got wrong.* But I am inclined to

think that in spite of the map and the road-

book, and the King's word, and his offers of
assistance to get them thither, that the travel-

lers in general did not heartily and truly be-

lieve, after all, that there was such a country
as the Happy Land ; or at least the paltry

and transient pleasures of the wilderness so

besotted them, the thoughts of the dark and
shadowy valley so frightened them, that they
thought they should be more comfortable by
banishing all thought and forecast, and driv-

ing the subject quite out of their heads.

Now, also, I saw in my dream, that thei'e

were two roads through the wilderness, one
of which every traveller must needs take.

The first was narrow, and difficult, and rough,

but it was infallibly safe. It did not admit

life of union with Christ involves prompt 1

the traveller to stray either to the right hand

obedience to His commands, and that the soul or to the left, yet it was far from bemg desti-

can not rest in Him where there is failure to

obey. We can not give ourselves to God to

live in His will, and have a single reserve at

any time, without getting into trouble. The
only way to maintain an untroubled spirit

and a straight walk, is to yield to his blessed

teaching at every step.

My great desire, however, in putting these

thoughts before others, is not so much to p:

tute of real comforts or sober pleasures. The
other was a broad and tempting way, abound-

ing with luxurious fruits and gaudy flowers,

to tempt the eye and please the appetite. To
forget this dark valley, through which every

traveller was well assured he must one day
pass, seemed the object of general desire.

To this griind end, all that human ingenuity

g could invent was industriously set to work.

the duty, as to set forth the privilege we have i

The travellers read, and they wrote, and they

in being called to such an entire dedication, 'painted, and they sung, and they danced, and

both within and without, to our loving andlthey drank as they went along, not so much

beloved Lord, that even in such an iusignifi- because they all cared for these things, or had

cant matter as our apparel. He should conde- any real joy in them, .as because this restless

scendtotake an interest and give us direc- activity served to divert their attention from

tions. It seems so wonderful and so delight- [ever being fixed on the dark and shadowy

ful that we may even dress for Him, as well
j

valley.

as speak for Him. And to know it to be our The King, who knew the thoughtless temp-

calling and privilege so to live in God's will ers of the travellers, and how apt they were

as that it should extend even to such trifles, to forget their journey's end, had thought of

makes for us a he.aven upon earth.
' a thousand little kind attentions to warn them

"He that hath my commandments and'of their dangers ;
and had caused to be written

keepeth them, he it is that loveth me ; and he 'and stuck up before the eyes of the travellers,

that loveth me shall be loved of my F.ather, i

sever.al little notices and cautions; such as,

and I will love him, and will manifest myself 'Broad is the way that leadeth to destruc-

to himr-Christian Pathway . "T^^hat which is to he knovm o God h manifest in
*"*

!
,

them (men) ; for God hath showed it unto them." And,
No men are so oft in the wrong as those .. ye have an unction from the Holy One, and ye inotu

who pretend to bo always in the right.
' all things."
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^ion.'—'Take heed, lest ye also perish.'—'Wo

to them that vise-up early to drink wine.'—
' The pleasures of sin are but for a season,' &e.

Such were the notices directed to the broad-

way traveHers ; but they were so busily en-

gaged in plucking the flowers, gometimes be

fore they were blown, and in devouring the

fruits often before they were ripe, and in load-

ing themselves with yellow cloy, under the

weight of which millions perished, that they

had no time so much as to look at the King's

directions. Many went wrong because they

preferred a merry journey to a safe one, and

because they were terrified by certain notices

chiefly intended for the narroiw-icfl!/ travellers

;

such as, 'Ye shall weep and lament, but the

•world shall rejoice :' but had these foolish peo

pie allowed themselves time or patience to

read to the end, which they seldom would

do, they would have seen these comfortable

words added, 'But your sorrow shall be turned

into joy ;' also, 'your joy no man taketh from

you ;' and, ' They that sow in tears shall reap

in joy.'

"

A Christian cannot conform to the world in

its manners, its maxims, its customs, its fash-

ions, or its diversions. For " If any man love

the world, tlie love of the Father is not in him."

Again, '"Know ye not that the friendship of

the world is ennnty with God? ichosoever there-

fore will be a friend of the world, is the enemy
of God." It is this required nonconformity

to the spirit of the world that makes lowly

obedience to the cross of the Saviour so hard

to that part in us which would fain be heir of

two kingdoms, and cleave to those things

which are not compatible with it, and which
perish with the using. But where the fear of

the Lord is but little regarded, where every-

thing tends to foster a spirit of folly and dis-

sipation, where the god of this world rules

and reigns in the hearts of the disobedient,

there must be a very uncongenial clime for the

humble-minded, chastened, and devoted chris-

tian pilgrim ! Such pilgrims are satisfied with
the wa3- to life, though it be strait and nar-

row ; these cherish the cross because He who
died for them hath appointed it ; these rejoice

in being accounted worthy to suffer shame, if

called to it, for His name ; these, the humble
and contrite and who had taken Christ's yoke
upon them from love of Him, meekly entered
the straight gate ; being persuaded that what
the Lord of all had promised. He was able and
would perform; and that that peace with
Him, which "passeth all understanding," is

infinitely to be preferred to the poor precari-

ous pleasures which are .sought and found in

the varied sinful compliances of this wicked
world.

But to another class—that numerous band
who, in the words of the Apostle, are "lovers
of pleasures more than lovers of God"—Han-
nah More has in the annexed essay, repre-
sented as walking up to the strait gate, hoping
to discover that though the entrance was nar-
row, the way itself was wider, and of sufficient

dimensions to admit them even though they
could not frame to pronounce the heavenly
"Shibboleth;" had not learned the l.-xnguage
of the R])iritual Canaan— the song of the hun-
dred and forty and four thousand, which were
redeemed from the earth ; were not willing to
enter by Christ, the door, into the .shcepfold

;

and had not submitted their hearts and affec-
tions to the Lord Jesus, sa}'ing: What Thou
wilt, when Thou wilt, how Thou wilt. These
were put to grief and greatly discouraged

upon beholding the inscription, "Narrow is

the way," as well as •' straight is the gate"

leading to the realms of glory, purity and

peace; and, trying to persuade themselves

that that which was remote might be uncer-

tain, and being lulled with the hope that a

more " convenient season" would yet turn up
for them in which to safely espouse the cause

of Christ Jesus, they drew back into the

broad way, presuming on a common but sad

alternative

:

"So many surely can't be wrong,
And miss a liappy end."

(To be contiDTled.)

*"*^
Selected.

"WORK WHILE IT IS TO-DAY."
Work while it is to-d.iy

;

The hour will pass away
;

Another's hand will do
What was designed for yon

;

Another's crown will bear

The star you ought to wear.

Work while it is to-day;

The need will pass away
;

The heart that you might soothe,

The path that you might smooth.

The soul you might bereech.

Will be beyond your reach.

Work while it is to-day;

You soon will pass away
Where neither strength nor skill

Can any work fulfil

;

Or suffering atone

For that here left undone.

From "Heart-life in Song," by Fannie H. Marr.

CHARITY.
Faith, Hope, and Charity—these three

;

Yet is the greatest—Charity.

Father of lights, these gifts impart
To mine and every human heart.

Faith, that in prayer can never fail;

Hope, that o'er doubting must prevail

;

And Charity, whose name above
Is God's own name—for God is Love.

The morning star is lost in light.

Faith vanislies at perfect sight,

The rainbow passes with the storm.

And hope with sorrow's fading form.

But Charity, serene, sublime.

Unlimited by death or time.

Like the blue sky's all-bounding space,

Holds heaven and earth in one embrace.—Montgomery.

For "The Friend."

A Day at Point loma. California,

A spur of the mountains known as the Coast
Eange of California, extends southward to-

wards San Diego, terminating in beds of earth
and coarse gravel, and forming the northern
boundary of the bay. The extremity of this

spur is known as Point Loma. This ridge is

conspicuous from every part of the city, and
bears upon its extreme summit a light-house,

and on the bay side a government" fort. As
the hermit of TenerifFe cast his eyes upon the
summit of the mountain near him, and each
day resolved to ascend it on the morrow, so
did we look longingly towards the height of
Point Loma, and time at length, brought
around the dtiy when an expedition to this

terra incognita, by water, was resolved npon.
Imagine then a party of twelve, assembled

one fine morning in the Second month, at the
end of aver}' long wharf, awaiting the arrival
of a boat, which at first sight appeared much
too small for their accommodation. Two
steamers were loading and unloading at the
same place, several smaller vessels were lying

near, making quite an animated scene, ani

rendering the half hour we were obliged t

Spend there in the fervid morning sun, unt;

the arrival of a lagging member of our com
pany, less irksome than it would otherwii

have been.

Our tiny boat, "The Pride of the Bay,
appeared quite picturesque as she approache.

nearer, her sails blown out by the wind, an'

looking like a white sea-bird prepared fo

flight. But alas! for human expectations

During the half hour we had spent in waiting

the wind had almost died away. Disappoint

ment sat on every face ; we seemed to lie iit

movablyupon the waters; when very quiet!;

the captain transformed himself into the sem

blance of a steam-tug, by preceding us in '

small boat, and dragging us by pulling vigoi

ouslj' at the oars. These sudden calms ar

so frequent, that no one is surprised whe ^

they occur. Thenceforward our course wa
a very tortuous one; vre tacked, retacket

turned homeward, it seemed to us seven
times, but our slow progress was compensate

by the ample opportunity afforded for cor

templating the magnificent scene around ui

On one side loomed up a range of distan

mountain peaks, covered with snow, and look

ing like clouds in the morning sunlight; at;

later hour, their rose-tints had faded into pear

and blue and grey, which contrasted finel;

with the deep green and olive of the bay aO'

ocean. On the southern horizon, nothing wa
visible but a distant island group ; the dreamj

misty, Coronados; which, under certain cor

ditioDS of the atmosphere, assume weird, fan

tastic shapes, the effect of mirage, when the;

lengthen out, contract, or turning completel;

over, stand for a moment inverted. A littl

to the north of these, was the far off Tabl

Mountain of the Mexican range, alwa3's veil

ing itself in a soft blue mist. On our left la;

the long, narrow peninsula—arid and desolat

—separating the bay from the ocean beyond

a natural breakwater, formed of sand ant

rolled pebbles, and covered thinly with lov

shrubs, yuccas, and a few smaller plants. Oi

its outer side thundered the vast Pacific, it

long waves slowly rising from the level ex

panse into great transparent curving walls

which fall like crumbling ruins at one's feet.

Pleased with the thought, that we wouk
have the ocean for our companion all day

we moved forward on our way, with wha
speed we might, and were soon landed on thi

beach inside the baj', to walk between th«

bleaching bones of whales that here abound

or among the great boulders at the foot o

the gravelly ledge, while those who preferrec

to do so, crossed the promontory, on whose

top stood the lighthouse; thus reaching th(

ocean on the other side.

The august permission of the officer ir

charge of the unfinished fort, having beer

obtained, we proceed without fear of beinf

apprehended for encroaching upon Unitec

States property. Heaps of beautiful, purpK

"sea mosses," lay around us. To our eyes

they were aW beautiful. "Ahl" said our cap

tain, who accompanied us, "You will thrOT?

away a great deal of this stuff when you get

home ;" but when was any one ever convinced

under such circumstances! so we toiled oD;

adding to our stores at every turn.

"If you wish to be happy," said one, notec:

for his wisdom and learning, "make a col-

lection!" "Of what?" was asked in reply

"Oh! any thing! only make a colleetioni'
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this basis we proceeded, and fully i-ealized

force of the advice.

Che Abelone, or Sea-ear, a species of Hali-

large and very elegant shell, with

Bgled colors of rub}', ultramarine and em-
Id, is found in abundance on this coast,

day this was the great object of search
;

, as all the party did not come prepared

,h axe or hatchet, to force them from the

iks, beneath which they are found adhering

angly ; and as a long search for them is

en unsuccessful, we contented ourselves

;h less showy acquisitions, but in other

nts of view, of much more value.

Che Eock-borer, a species of Pholas, is also

on the bay shore ; and of these we ob-

led some fine specimens. This animal

i its way into the solid rock, -the rasp-

surface of its shell, furnishing it with a

1 with which to gradually enlai-ge its habi-

ion as its growing wants require. Some
them were from three to four inches in

gth, of a greyish-white color, and were
curious and interesting. We found se-

pieces of rock so perforated by the

aller animals, as almost to resemble a

rifled honey comb.
The tide was very low, enabling us to ex-

ijiine a wide margin of the shore. Beneath

ijne of the smaller rocks, dripping with the

Aent overflow, we found Chitons which we
^ not before seen. They were readily de-

t|;hed from the rocks, and soon formed part

our melange. The shell of this mollusk, is

posed of eight narrow calcareous pieces,

rlapping each other like the greaves or leg

eriug, of ancient armor. Those we found

of a pale sea green color, and from three

burinchesin length. TheChitons, it is said,

roll themselves into a ball, though, I
"

live, that some varieties do not possess this

iwer. Parting the long green grass among
rocks at the lowest point we could reach,

found beneath the former, graceful, branch

sea-mosses," of a dark crimson color,

wing in great abundance. The others were
le beside this beautiful specimen of the sea

ra, which we had often found mingled with

tangled heaps on the shore, but here we
covered it really growing. It is not so fine

d delicate, however, as that of a similar

d found at Santa Cruz and Monterey, four

indred miles further north on the coast.

[Occasionally a small tuft of a brown plume
ie object was found, which proved to be an

siraal, and classed among the Protozoa,

te lowest forms of animal life.

[The Algae of the Californian coast, have not

ten studied by experts, and names could not

\ found for the various species wc had col-

l)3ted. Great floating expanses of the larger

\rieties occur not far from the shore, where
Jints upwards of one hundred feet in length

%.y be seen. These, when thrown upon the

Ibd by the violence of the storms, much re-

^mble long water pipes three or four inches

i| diameter, to which are appended at inter-

jls, balls containing air, and serving as floats

i sustain the heavy cables in the water.

^all boats that adventure among this float-

% kelp, are with difficulty removed from the

(jtangliug moss by the use of oars. Kormerly
iaen whales were plentiful hereabouts, they
^jquented these kelp meadows, finding there-

1 their favorite food.

Looking seaward, but few sails appeared
t)0n the broad expanse. Occasionally, upon
ie horizon, the long trails of black smoke,

from the pipes of the Panama steamships,
were seen as they drew near and nearer to

the Bay of San Diego, which they generally
enter, bringing crowds of seekers for health

and comfort, to this, the warmest winter resort

upon the California coast. Instead of the
white sails of commerce, appeared the strong
wings of the pelican, ever and anon diving
into the blue depths, to reappear immediately,
his pouch stored with prey, or the graceful

sea-gulls, groups of black ducks or lonelj'

"vers, all intent upon obtaining subsistence

from " the bounty of this vast liquid maga-
zine of nature."

The egret heron, of its genus the most
stately and elegant in its adornments, fre-

quents the upper part of the Peninsula, and
the adjacent coast. The preserved specimens
we saw were decked with long wliite plumes
of tail feathers, as graceful as those that adorn

the bird of paradise. Farther inland, no fea-

ture of this region would be complete without
the great California vulture soaring overhead
at a vast height, scanning a vast expanse, and
seeking its peculiar food.

The afternoon sun was sending long sha-

dows over the sand, as one by one of our tired

party rejoined us, returning from their ex-

tended ramble beyond the light-house, where
they had found the Abelones in abundance.

The triumph of the d-a,y was complete, every

bag and basket was plethoric with some-

thing prized by its collector, and when as-

sembled once more upon our boat, and our

treasures were displaj^ed, even our grim cap-

tain looked down upon them with an approv-

ing smile. A quick passage, with a favoring

breeze, landed us safely at the pier which this

morning had seen our departure, and the

shades of evening were deepening as we
separated for our respective homes, and our

day of I'eal pleasure drew to its close.

S.

The Source of Strengtii.

He that grows in grace grows in the know-
ledge of the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,

becomes more acquainted with His character

and work, more grateful for every instruction

in these great subjects, and for every oppor

tunity to meditate upon them. This is the

great" principle of the Christian's preparation

for glory. He derives his comfort and peace

more abundantly and directly from Christ

He becomes actually more conformed to Him
in mind and character. He desires to se(

Him, and to serve Him more simply and com
pletely. He strives to be unceasingly in the

custom of consulting Him, following Him,
and depending upon Him. In his habitual

experience, Christ becomes more nearly all to

him ; and his affections, his conscience, and

his understanding, are all occupied in the

effort to embrace and hold fast that blessed

hope which has thus been given him in his

Divine Redeemer and Lord. "This constitutes

an increasing preparation for that state in

which to be with Christ is to be, and to have,

forever, all that the soul can desire or need

The very simplicity which marks the com
mands and the promises of the gospel, thus

marks also the character of those whom the

Saviour blesses and receives. The nearer they

approach Him, this simplicity of character

marks them more completely. They gain

more of that childlike spirit which Hves, and

loves to live, alone upon Him. And as each

earthlj' idol is successively removed, and the
cares of earth become less engrossing and dis-

tracting, and the heart is made more ready
o be satisfied with Christ alone, as all its sal-

vation and all its desire, the river is drawing
nearer to the ocean, into which it will at last

pour its cheerful current; the soul is becom-
ng riper and readier for a happy eternity;
md the christian becomes more able, intelli-

gently and affectionately to say, " To depart
and to be with Christ, which is far better."

I would urge my readers to estimate pro-
perly this important subject, and strive by
all means, and constantly, to have the Saviour
exalted in their minds as Himself the rock of
their salvation, and the crown of their hope.
There is much in our own self-righteous spirits,

and much in the state of the world around
us to lead us off from this. The arts of the
enemy are constantly directed here, to sepa-

rate us from personal approach to the Saviour,
and to unsfttle our confidence in Him. By
every distracting allurement or plea which
he can employ, he will try to call off our
minds from a constant waiting upon Christ.

Be watchful and anxious upon this subject.

Be not satisfied with any aspect of apparent
religion within you, or around you, which
does not lead you to look off froia every thing
besides, and with more constant and complete
dependence, to find your all in Jesus Christ
the Lord ; to seek Him in prayer, to depend
upon Him in love, and to rejoice in Him with
hope,—,?. JB. Tyng.

Conflict with a Cougar.—Early in this cen-

tury the cougar or panther had its home in

many parts of New York, but now this fero-

cious animal is seldom met with, being con-

fined to a few thinly settled regions. St.

Lawrence, the largest county in the State, is

in the north east part of New York, and lies

on the St. Lawrence river, between latitudes

44 and 45 deg. A large part of the county is

still a wilderness. A recent issue of the New
Y'ork E. Post says

:

"Last Friday night John K. Markill, of

Norfolk, St. Lawrence county, in this State,

returned home late, having been detained by
a storm, and going out some time after to

care for his team, was just in the act of open-

ing his stable door when he was seized from
behind by a panther, which attempted to

grapple his throat, and he was carried to the

ground, falling on his back. So sudden was
the attack that for a moment Markill was
partly stunned, but quickly realizing his dan-

ger he attempted to draw his knife, at the

same time calling loudly for help. In the

mean time the animal had fastened his jaws

on the side of his victim's neck, but owing to

the heavy collar of J. K. Markill's coat, which
was turned up, and a fur collar around his

neck, the animal's teeth did not penetrate the

flesh, although the pressure, as described by
Markill, was such as to almost entirely pre-

vent his breathing. His alarm brought to

his assistance, very soon, a large and ferocious

dog, which at once fastened on the throat of

the formidable foe. The animal then turned

on his new antagonist, and a terrific battle

ensued. After a prolonged struggle, Markill

succeeded in conquering the animal with a

pitchfork and the dog's help. The panther

measured from tip to tip seven feet five and
a half inches, was of a brownish color, with

legs rather short hut thick and muscular."
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For "The Friend."

Our Jpproarhing Yearly .Heeting,

" The servant of the Lord must not strive ; but be
gentle unto all men, apt to teach, patient, in meekness
inslrocling those that oppose themselves."—2 Tim. ii.

24, 25.

"Whatever may be the force or sincerity of
our convictions, respecting the doctrines and
testimonies professed by us, it is evident that
in carrying them into practice, we are not
justified in forcing them upon others in any
.•spirit adverse to the apostolic rule above pro-
pounded. If the Christian would be "apt to

teach," he must be armed with a docile spirit

himself: and being taught in Christ's school
his own proneness to error when acting from
self, he will learn to be meek and lowly of
heart, and thus realize the constraining love
of the Redeemer in his efforts for the redemp-
tion of his fellow men from the deceitfulness
of sin. We believe it is in this spirit that
those who conduct '^ The Friend," desire to
advocate the pristine fiiith of the Society

;

and however plain and unvarnished their cri-

ticisms may sometimes appear, upon what
they are convinced are deviations from this
faith and practice, that they wish ever to
speak with that '-charity which suffereth
long and is kind, and thinketh no evil," and
in meekness endeavor to convince them that
"oppose themselves." The same apostle in
his advice to Timothy, also instructs him in
these words: "Reprove, rebuke, exhort, with
all long-suffering and doctrine. For the time
will come when they will not endure sound
doctrine :" 2 Tim. iv. 2, 3. Thus vigilance in
opposing error and advocating the truth, is a
plain duty, whilst clothed with "bowels of
mercies, kindness, humbleness of mind, meek-
ness, long-suffering," and having " the feet
shod with the preparation of the gospel of
peace."

The annual session of Philadelphia Yearly
ileeting IS at hand, and we doubt not manV
of Its sincere members, have their hearts
secretly exercised in prayer to the Heavenlv
Shepherd, for His canopy of peace and union
to be spread over us in our deliberations, and
that the body may, under the direction of His
Spirit, edify itself in love, and exalt the o-lo-
rious cause of Christ among men. Wo beli'^ve
that such exercises are not in vain but will
enter the ears of the Lord of Sabaoth

; and
that their prevalence in time past, has tended
to preserve us in the united maintenance of
those grand principles first promulgated by
the Founder of Christianity, and revived after
centnru.s of apostacy, by Fox, Dewsbury
Camin Burrough, Pcnn, Barclay, and other
laithlul witnesses in the 17th century. Whenwe reflect upon the proclivity that exists in
the human mind, to degeneracy from hi-^h
standards of excellence in everj- a-^e of the
world, and in all phases of moral action • that
the pursuit of the good, the pure, and the
true, like the efforts to reach mountain alti-
tudes, 18 constantly liable to the counter gra-
vitation which impels to lower levels, and
oven the loss of heights already gained; it is
obvious that unceasing watchfulness unto
prayer, and a constant mistrust of the ade-quacy of our present attainments to keep us
...the heavenward path, must bo the price ofhnal victoi-y, and the maintenance of the faith

Pi-esumption and vain-con-
as it .8 in Jesus.
fidence, like rolling stones and si
under the feet, will ever check u
gross, and may insensibly land us

below. How instructive is the incident de-
scribed byBunyan.in his inimitable allegoiy,
where Christian and Hopeful were journey-
ing along by the river of the water of life

with great delight, and were led aside from
the right path. We will give a jjart of the
narrative in the writer's language : " Now I

beheld in mj- dream that they had not jour-
neyed far, but the river and the way for a
time parted, at which they were not a little

sorry
;
yet, they durst not go out of the way.

Now the way from the river teas rough, and
their feet tender by reason of their travel ; so the
souls of the pilgrims were much discouraged
because of the way. Wherefore, still as they
went on they wished for a better way. Now,
a little before them there was on the left hand
of the road a meadow, and a stile to go over
'nto it, and that meadow is called By-path
Meadow. Then said Christian to his fellow,
if the meadow lieth along by our way-side,
'et us go over into it. Tben he went to the
;tile to see, and behold a path lay along by the
way on the other side of the fence. 'Tis accord-
ing to my wish, said Christian, here is the
easiest going

; come, good Hopeful, and let us
go over. Hopeful.—But how if this path
should lead us out of the way f That is not
likely said the other. Look, doth it not go
along by the way-side ? So Hopeful being
persuaded by his fellow went after him over
the stile. When they were gone over, and
were got into the path, they found it very easy
for their feet, and withal they looking before
them, espied a man walking as they did, and
his name was Vain-Confidence: so they called
after him, and asked him whither that way
led. He said, to the Celestial Gate. Look
said Christian, did I not tell you so ? By this
you may see we are right. So they followed,
and he went before them. But behold the
night came on, and it grew very dark
that they that went behind lost the sight of
him that went before. He therefore that
went before (Vain-Confidence by name) not
seeing the way before him, fell into a deep
pit, which was on purpose made there by the
Prince of those grounds, to catch vain-glori-
ous fools withal, and was dashed in pieces
with his fall. Now, Christian and his fellow
heard him fall ; so they called to know the
matter, but there was none to answer, only
they heard a groaning. Then said Hopeful
where are we now? Then was his fellow
silent, as mistrusting that he had led him out
of the way

; and it now began to rain and
thunder and lighten in a most dreadful man
ner, and the water rose amain. Then Hope
ful groaned in himself, saying. Oh thai I had
kept on my way ! Christian.—Who could have
thought that this path should have led out of
the way ? Hopeful.—I was afraid of it at the
very first, and therefore gave you that gentle
caution. I would have spoken plainer, but
that you are older than L" This digression
trom the true path, as we may remember
ended ifi the two pilgrims being made pri-
soners by Giant Despair, and shut up in

who seem to glide so pleasantly on towa:
the Celestial City

; will not these pause fo
moment, and ask themselves, whose adv
is safest in the end, or whose friendship
most profitable, those who plead for increaf
liberty, and cause pilgrims to "stumble
their ways from the ancient paths," with 1

hand excursions into By-path Meadow, orl
firm adherents to the well paved hi,o-hw
cast up by the King of the country for

J

wayfaring followers to walk in?
We think Philadelphia Yearly Meetino- i

been favored as a body in a good degree
avoid those by-paths which have lain
thickly on both the right and left hand
our religious Society within the past thir
years. Conscious that many weakness*
prevail among us, and laying no claim tc
monopoly of sound Quakerism, we apprehei
there is an earnest desire on the part of h
consistent members to encourage every o-oi

word

Doubting Castle
Will not those who may think the path

cominended for them to travel in by the page,
ol Ihe Friend," too rough and uninviting
and who may at times be temnted w;h>
Christian to " ask for a bette

tempted with

harvest, that He will send forth more labors
into his harvest. That the faithful and si
cere followers of the Lord Jesus everywhe
who bear the name of Friends, may 1

strengthened and encouraged, and be'con
more and more united as one fold under oi
Shepherd

:
" That they all may be one as the

Father art in me, and I in thee, that the
also may be one in us ; that the world ma
believe that thou hast sent me." John xvi
21. Finally, " If there bo therefore any co
solation in Christ, if any comfort of lov
if any fellowship of the spirit, if any bowe
and mercies, fulfil ye my joy; that ye be lit

minded, having the same love, beino- of or
accord, of one mind. Let nothing Ibe dot
through strife or vain glory

; but in lowline
of mind, let each esteem other better the
themselves." Phil. ii. 1, &c. C. E.

For "The Frieii4><

Marcoy's Journey Aeross Sonth America.
{ContiDned from page 270.J !

The indigenous population of Arequifjj
offers to the observer but two distinct tyM
that of the Indian of the Pacific coast, wiffil

d countenance, flattened nose, narro
eyes of a yellow sclerotic hue, oblique at
contracted at the corners like those of U
Chinese and the Mongol races

; and the Qt
chua type, with an oval face, high cheei
bones, a nose like an eagle's beak, oblique bi

well-shaped eyes, abundant and soft blac
hair, seeming to connect them with thegrei
Indian family of the eastern Aryans.
The favorite beverage of the lower class.

IS a kind of beer, named Chicka, made fro
maize. Into a hole six feet square and a fo<

deep, a quantity of maize is placed, and belt
slightly damped is covered with boards load*
with heavy stones. At the end of eight day
the heat and moisture combined, have cause
the grain to germinate. This is dried in tl

sun, crushed in a mill, and boiled for an enti'
day in large jars full of water. In the eye-
ing, the liquid is strained through a cloth, s

left to cool to the next day when it is reacil
for use.

After leaving Arequipa, our author's ron
was over the western chain of the Andes. I

wo^ " wl •.
^^'^"8 describes the effect produced on'Wm I

"'" I"-"- their views, and disposed to be nnlh .lifh . -^ ^^^ end of an hour's march, dnrit
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lich I attributed to the insufficiency of the

iiospberic pressure. This phenomenon,
^ich the Quichuas of the mountain heights
ij the Soroche, and from which they do not

^mselves suffer— having lungs one third

Iger than those of the European—is attri-

;«d by them to some mephitic gas produced
timony—in Quichua soroche—even in

where that metal does not exist. A
itraction of the diaphram, a dull pain in

dorsal region, shootings in the head,

isea and giddiness, sometimes followed by
Qting, are the symptoms of this singular

lady. I, however, did not suffer to that

;ree. Nor Medina [his muleteer], to avert

at my livid countenance and my efforts to

p in the saddle betrayed I was suffering,

e me a clove of garlic, and advised me. to

w it as I would a sugar-plum. I obeyed,

not without grinding my teeth. This
idote, which my jEsculapius pretended to

specific against the Soroche, not having
duced any effect, he advised me to make
nose bleed by striking it with my fist,

ich he said would give me instant relief.

I thought too heroic a remedy, and pre-

l to crunch another clove of garlic,

sat twenty minutes elapsed, and whether
i-as that the remedy began to operate, or

ether my lungs became accustomed by
rees to the rarefied air, 1 began to feel

ter."

i. storm overtook them among the moun-
18—of which our author says :

A sudden thunder-clap filled us with fear,

made our mules tremble upon their hocks.

5 clouds bulged like overfilled leathern

ties, and a shower of hail-stones beat upon
heads. To protect ourselves as much as

sible we huddled up in our cloaks ; our
lappy beasts unable to follow our exam-
, whined with pain caused by the rough
(Itact of the projectiles with their poor
i^es. The hailstorm was succeeded by a
al of snow, such as one never witnesses
i| at this elevation. It fell so fast and thick

nt it was impossible to see ten steps in

cance. In an instant the whole landscape
m wrapped in one great winding-sheet

;

It mules profited by the stupefaction we felt

c|slacken their pace and proceed to their

nil liking. We had thus felt our way for a
[trier of an hour, when a dark mass seemed
Bsross the moving curtain of snow. ' God
imraised!' exclaimed Nor Medina, drawing
Cji by the side of this construction, of which
j)uld not yet divine the character. As I

froaehed he cried out to me to dismount,
rheyea with the more promptitude seeing
Bt the tl-Aor of this lodge was wide open,
m it was so low, that to enter I was obliged
0^0 on my kn»es.

iThe
shelter we had found so opportunely

I an edifice fgrmed of enormous blocks, and
ered in

^
yvith a single stone. A little

»|dow lo<>iing eastward, at about a man's
M?ht scarcely lighted the interior. This
Wi'chre, for such it was, might measure ten
sl on each side, by eight feet in height. Its

rjls sloped in the Bgj'ptian manner, and of
riiendous thickness, had probably seen many
e.uries, and endui-ed many tempests. I

sfed my guide what he thought of this

ejilchre, and if any tradition attached to it.

ijreplied, ' It was the work of the heathen
Imaras.' "

Ihe Aymaras in former ages dwelt in the
ll eaus lying to the eastward of the western

i

chain of the Andes. Their territory extended
some 270 miles from north to south, and was
subjected by the Incas of Peru, before the ap-
pearance of the Spaniards in that country.
Among their ancient customs was that of de-
forming the skull at birth, giving it a conical
form, by means of boards padded with cotton
and compressed by ligatures. The skeletons
of Aj-maras found in the neighborhood of the
coast, between the sixteenth and eighteenth
degrees, are perfectly recognizable by their
oblong or egg-shaped heads. An egg, of which
one end should form the face, would give an
exact idea of their shape.

" The mode of burial practised by these In-
dian.s, at the epoch of their splendor, was also

very strange, and unlike anything found
among the nations of South America. Their
tombs, called chulpas, have the shape of a
truncated pyramid of from 20 to 30 feet high.
This pyramid, constructed of unbaked bricdis,

was formed in several retreating courses, re-

calling by its general configuration the Mexi-
can teocallis, the first idea of which would
seem to have been borrowed from the temple
of Bel. Sometimes the tombs of the Aymaras
were simple monuments of Cyclopean struc-

ture, covered with a single stone, and form-
ing, in the interior, a square chamber, with a
low entrance, and a little window looking to

the rising sun. Each tomb was adapted for

the reception of a dozen individuals, whose
bodies, embalmed with the Ghenopodium am-
brosioides of the neighboring valleys, and
clothed in their own garments, or wrapped
in a sack woven of the leaves of the totora,

and sloped off to let the face appear, were
seated in a circle, their feet touching one an-

other. Each of the dead had near him, under
the pretence of provisions and household
utensils, some spikes of maize, a jug of chicha,

a bowl and a spoon. If it was a u^n, they
added to these objects a sling, a club, hunting
or fishing implements, and a weft of wool. If

a woman, they placed near her a basket made
of stalks ofjarava, some balls of Llama's wool,

and a few shuttles and knitting-needles made
of the long black thorns of the Cactus quisco.

When once this tomb was in possession of the

number of guests it was meant to contain it

was closed up, the window alone being left

open."
(To be contiaueil.)

Extract from a Letter of Richard Shackleton

to his Daughter.—Many are the favors which
thou, my dear daughter, hast received at the

hand of the great Giver. What need I enu-

merate any of them? thy grateful heart is

sensible of them. May thy branches, weighed
down with humility, gratitude, and all the

fruits of the Spirit, bend towards the Eoot
which sustains every tree of righteousness,

and from which its sap and life are supplied

and derived. By humility and lowliness of

mind, many temptations are avoided, and in-

cumbrances escaped. It is a safe and quiet

habitation, into which the devil cannot enter,

and his emissaries view the dwelling with

derision, and turn from it with contempt. So

the heavenly Guest has more free admittance

and uninterrupted abode ; and the bread eaten

in secret, administers invisible but effectual

support.

What are all the pleasures, and treasures,

and friendships of this transitory world, when
compared with the inheritance incorruptible.

which the ransomed and redeemed shall en-
joy through the countless ages of a never end-
ing eternity.

THE FRIEND.
FOURTH MONTH 17, 1875.

The near approach of our Yearly Meeting
brings to mind the fulness of the testimony
borne by many of our ancient worthies, as to
the Divine favor extended on similar occa-
sions in their day. Thus Christopher Story
relates :

" This Yearly Meeting was in 1679,
and the first Yearly Meeting I was at, and a
good and glorious meeting it was to me, and
many more ; who were wet plentifully with
the dew from heaven : and that which con-
firmed us the more was to see the aged and
the young keep their places in humility, en-

dued with heavenly wisdom."
In 1677, George Fox says :

" To the Yearly
Meeting many Friends came from most parts
of the nation, and some out of Scotland, Hol-
land, &c. Verj^ glorious meetings we had,
wherein the Lord's powerful presence was
very largely felt, and the affairs of Truth
were sweetly carried on in the unity of the
Spirit, to the satisfaction and comfort of the
upright-hearted ; ble^ed be the Lord for-

ever !"

In times of outward ease, when the profes-

sion of the Truth is not attended with perse-

cution or reproach, but on the contrary is

rather looked upon as a title to the respect

of the community ; there is then a great
danger of the prevalance of a superficial spirit,

which has never been brought into subjection

to the power of Christ. Those who are thus
actuated, not waiting to know their own
spirits seasoned by Divine Grace, and au-

thority thereby given to express to their

brethren that which arises in their minds, too

often undertake to judge of matters pertain-

ing to the discipline, in the same spirit in

which they manage their worldly concerns.

Hence their time is always ready, and even
when their opinions are in the right direction,

the expression of them in their own will and
way, tends to lower the dignity and authority

of the meeting ; for these are inseparably con-

nected with the prevalence in them of that

solemnity and Divine covering, which is truly

the crown of all our assemblies, as George
Fox exhorted in his daj', " Friends, hold all

your meetings in the power of God."

This advice seems peculiarly needful at the

present time, when, owing to the lapsed and
unsettled condition of our religious Society,

many anxieties and exercises are the portion

of those who are prepared and willing to en-

dure suffering for the body's sake, which is

the church. If our members are favored to

come to our annual gathering, with a sincere

desire that the Lord's will may be done there-

in, and are preserved, when assembled, in

watchful obedience to His direction ; we may
hope that He will again manifest a measure

of His preserving power, and raise in the

hearts of many a song of thanksgiving for

the renewed extension of His goodness.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The British Channel was cro.ssed on the

10th inst. by Paul Boynton in his life-.saving dress. He
left Dover at half past four, A. M., and reached Boulogne

at a quarter past eight in the evening : Distance fifty-
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five miles, and time 15J hours. A London dispatch of

the Uth says: Paul Bovnton dM not make the entire

distance to Boulogne by swimming. He was taken on

board the press steamer shortly after 6 o'clock yester-

day afternoon, against his own wish, within eight miles

of 'the coast. The weather had become boisterous, night

was closing in, and the pilot declined the responsibility

of guiding him after dark. The sea was so rough that

nearly all on board the steamer were sick. The Ob-

server to-dav sav,s, although the task was hardly accom-

plished, the' success of the life s.-iving invention is con-

clu-ively established.

The Bessemer steamer, which hus been constructed

to overcome the motion of the sea, made a trip the lllh

inst. from Gravesend to Calais. She crossed in seven

hours, and her performance was considered satisfactory.

A London dispatch of the 10th says : The coal masters

of South Wales have agreed to stop the lock-out for a

week, and throw open the pits to miners, with a reduc-

tion of ten per cent, in terms of labor, and then if work

is not resumed a further reduction will be demanded.

The Xorth Wales masters also insist on the ten per cent,

reduction. They give their men a week to consider the

question, and if the terms are rejected 15,000 men will

be out on strike.

Cardinal Manning opened the Catholic College at

Kensington, with an address, in the course of which

he said he regarded himself as intrusted with a com-

mission of warfare, for he believed the Church was

approaching a crisis the most fiery for three hundred
years.

.V bill to enable unmarried women to vote at elec-

tions for members of Parliament, has been debated in

the House of Commons. The House refused to order

the bill to its second reading, by a vote of 152 to 1S7.

Disraeli voted for a second reading.

Liverpool, 4th mo. 12th.—Uplands cotton, 71 a 8d.
;

Orleans, 8Jrf.

The Paris Monileur declares that France is unanimous
for peace as a paramount necessity. The French press

generally concurs in this opinion. The French Minis-

ter of Finance and the Minister of Foreign Affairs, both

promise that the government will give every facility in

iLs power to French exhibitors at the United States

Centennial Exhibition.

The Bishop of Breslau has refused to resign his see.

Legal proiieedings will be commenced immediately to

enforce compliance with the decree of the court.

The Times' Berlin special says: Sigl, editor of the
Ultramontane Valerland of Munich, who was recently
sentenced, in default of his appearance for trial, to im-
prisonment for publishing an article insulting to Prince
Bismarck, has been arrested by the Austrian authori-
ties at Salzburg, on the application of the German
government. It is understood that he will be sent to

Berlin instead of Munich, where he was tried.

The Roman Catholic Bishops, soon after their con-
ference at Fulda, addressed a petition to the Emperor
William, in person, remonstrating against the with-
drawal of the State grant, to the maintenance of which
they declared the honor of Prussia was pledged. They
also protested against being required to obev uncon-
ditionally the State laws.

The ministers, authorized by the Emperor, have re-
plied expressing regret that the bishops should object
to obey laws which were always obeyed in other coun-
tries, and adding that the bishops would have preserved
the fatherland from peace-disturbing confusion if they
had remained faithful to their own convictions and to
the warnings which they proclaimed before the Vatican
Council.

The bill withdrawing the State grants from the Ro-
man Catholic clergy, has passed the third reading in
the lower House of the Prussian diet.

The Rome correspondent of the Paris .Journal des
DebaU, writes to that paper that the Pope will take up
his residence in the United States if it should become
impoiisible for him to remain in Rome, and says it was
with a view to such a possible emergency that Arch-
bishop McCloskey was elevated to the Cardinalate.
The Emperor of Austria has left Venice. Before his

departure he conferred numerous decorations, and earn-
estly congratulated King Victor Emmanuel on the con-
solidation of Italy.

A Madrid dispittch says : Salmeron, a professor of
the Madrid University and formerly President of the
Minialry, and Professor Azcarate, also of the University,
have been arrested. The former has been sent to Lugo
and the latter to Miranda.

Other arrests are expected. The government declares
Its intention of exiling all professors who protest against
the recent educational laws or who resign their chairs

Carlist newspaper, has been placed at the head of the cotton, ISf a 16j cts.
;
New Orleans, 17} a 17J

Madrid University. No Liberal Professor would ac- .Superfine flour, §3.75 a §4.00; extras, S4.25 a S4,

ceptthe post. 'finer brands. So a $7.50. Red wheat, $1.28 a $1,

In an engagement near Tolossa, the Carlists were de- 1 white, Si.37 a S1.40. Rye, SI. 10. Yellow and mi

feated with the loss of one hundred men killed. corn, 90 a 91 cts. Oats, 72 a 74 cts. Lard, 15.J a

The Pope has made representations to the Emperor cts. Clover-seed, 10 a 12 cts. Sales of 2360 beef ca

of Austria, complaining of the unreasonable demands 'at 7} a 7i cts. per lb. gross for extra, 6} a 7 cts. for

of Prussia, and saying that the position of the Church
|

to good, and 42 a 6 cts. for common. Sheep sold at

is becoming more and more intolerable. TheEmperor !7| cts. Receipts 9,000 head. Hogs, $13 a $13.25

replying to this, through the Austrian Ambassador atjcorn fed. Receipts 4,000 head. Chicago.—No. 2 spi

Ronie deplores the struggle between Church and State, ' wheat, Sl.OSi ; No. 3 do., 98i cts. No. 2 mixed a

and advises prudence. 73i cts. Oats, 59 cts. Lard, $16.20 perlOO lbs.

A dispatch from Shanghai reports a disastrous col- Orleans.—Superfine flour, $5 a $5.75.

lision at that place between the steamers Ocean and

Fu Sing. The latter sunk immediately, causing a great

loss of life.

United States.—There were 572 deaths in New
York last week, and 348 in Philadelphi.i. There were

92,036 pupils in the Public Schools of Philadelphia at

the close of the year 1874. The average attendance

during the year was 46,933 boys, and 46,103 girls. The
expenditures of the schools for the year amounted I

$1,607,737.

The regular running of freight trains through the

Hoosac Tunnel, commenced the 5th inst.

The total vote for Governor in the Connecticut elec-

tion was 44,301 Republican, 53,786 Democratic, 2809

Prohibition and 14 scattering—Democratic majority,

6661. The total vote on Congressmen was 47,311

Republican and 51,093 Democratic. The v

Governor was 1584 larger than any previous vote in

the State.

Full returns of the Rhode Island State election give

Hazard, independent Republican, for Governor, 8717
;

Lippitt, regular Republican, 8341 ; Cutler, Democrat,

6169. For Lieutenant Governor, Day, independent

Republican, 9135 ; Sisson, regular Republican
Pierce, Democrat, 5121.

An explosion of powder in San Francisco, recently,

caused the destruction by fire of a number of buildings

and the loss of some lives. The remains of twelve per-

.sons were found under the ruins ; the value of properly

destroyed about $800,000.
George Reynolds, a Mormon of Utah, was recently

tried and convicted of polygamy, in Salt Lake City.

He was sentenced to one year's confinement in the
|

tentiary, and to pay a fine of three hundred dollar

The New York Herald has received a dispatch which
says, when Paul Boynton was picked up he was not

tired, and his garments were dry. He was 15 hours i

the water,*and swam 60 miles, the pilot taking a wrong

of the promulgation. Castelar has
solved to go to Rome. La Fuente, formerly editor of a

Under the new law in Wisconsin every woman of the
age of 21 and upward, is eligible to the following offices:

Director, collector and clerk of school districts ; director

and secretary of town boards, under the township sys-

tem of school government; member of a board of edu-
cation in cities, and county superintendent of schools.

The new Constitution of Pennsylvania has a provision
of similar tenor.

According to the Miner's Journal, the supply of coal

sent to market this year from all the Pennsylvania
mines is 3,019,092 tons, against 3,929,350 tons to same
period last year. Decrease 810,458 tons. The decrease
in the supply of anthracite is 972,375 tons, and the in-

crease of bituminous 161,917 tons.

The nine oldest ex-members of Congress are Horace
Binney, of Pennsylvania, aged 95 years and 4 months;
Willard Hall, of Delaware, 94 years and 4 months;
Artemas Hale, of Massachusetts, 91 years and 6 months;
Perkins King, of New York, 91 years and 3 months

;

Joseph Johnson, of Virginia, in his 90th year, having
been born 12th mo. 19th, 1785 ; George Grinnell, of
Mass., in his 89th year, having been born 12th mo.
25th, 1786; Jo.seph Grinnell, of Mass., in his 87th
year; Daniel Sturgeon, of Penna., in his 86th year, and
Ether Shepley, of Maine, in his 86th year. The eight
first named average fully ninety years each.

U. States Treasurer, Spinner, after fourteen years
service, has tendered his resignation. It was accepted
by the President in an autograph letter in which he
expresses the warmest sentiments of regard and a high
appreciation of the ex-Treasurer's probity, patriotism,
and official integrity.

2%e Markets, ^.^The following were the quotations
the 12th inst. New ForA.—American gold 1155. U. S.
sixes, 1881, registered, 1215 ; do. coupons, 122.!

; do.
1868, 121 a 12U; do. 5 per cents, 1881, 116.5. Super-
fine flour, $4.75 a $5 ; State extra, $5.25 a $5.40 ; finer
brands, $5.50 a $9.35. No. 1 Chicago spring wheat,
$1.27; No. 2 do., $1.23; amber western, $1.34 a $1.35;
white Indiana, $1.39. State barley, $1.25; Canada,
$1.50. Oats, 74 a 77 cts. Western mixed corn, 93 cts.;

yellow and white, 95 a 97 cts. PAttodeipAia.—Uplands

Yellow corn

hite, 93 cts. Oats, 78 a 79 cts. Lard, 15J
Common sugar, 6i a 7 cts.

;
prime to choice, 8} a 8|

Baltimore.—No. 1 western amber wheat, $1.36; K
do., $1.32 a $1.34; western red, S1.31 a $1.32; spri

$1.20 a $1.22. Southern yellow corn, 91 a 92 cts.

72 a 77 cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee having cha

of the Boarding School at Wesltown, will be belt

Philadelphia, on Seventh-day, 17ih inst., at 2.30 p
Samuel, Morris,

Philada., 4th mo. 12th, 1875. Cler.

An Adjourned Meeting of the Committee on
STRUCTION is to be held the same day on the adjoi

ment of the meeting of the General Committee.

FRIENDS' TRACTS.
Friends and others interested in the judic

bution of Tracts, will, upon application at

Store, No. 304 Arch Street, be supplied

gratuitously.

ous dli

the B
ivith tl

The Twelfth Annual Meeting of " Friends' Asso

tion of Philadelphia and its vicinity for the relie

Colored Freedmen," will be held in Arch Street M
ing-house, on Second-day evening. Fourth month 1

1876, at 7J o'clock. The attendance of all intere

Friends is invited. John B. Garrett,
Secretar

The Sixth Annual Meeting of the Indian Aid A
ciation of Friends of Philadelphia Yearly Meet
will be held in Arch Street Meeting-house on Fi

day. Fourth month 22d, 1875, at 7.30 P. M.
Friends generally are invited to attend.

Richard Cadburt, Ctot

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session commences on Second-

the 3rd of Fifth month. Application for the admis
of pupils may be made to Benjamin W. Passmi

Sup't, (address Street Road P. 0., Chester Co , Pa. I

to Charles J. Allen, Treasurer, jVb. 304 ArchSii

Philadelphia.
\

Just Published and for Sale at Friends' Book Si

No. 304 Arch Street Philadelphia,

FRIENDS IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTU

Charles Evans, M. D. 1

This is an octavo of over Six Hundred fi

Bound in cloth $2.00. Half bound in Turkish mrf

'

$2.50.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
Wanted, in the Girls' Departn^<int, a teache «

Reading and Grammar, to ente^ on her duties al <

opening of the Summer Session 9° the 3rd of I

J

month. Application may be made 'lO

Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., GtrmantowB, ;

Hannah Evans, 322 Union St., fhiladelpKn

Martha D. Allen, 628 Pine St.,

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAlft

Near Frankford, [Twenty-third Ward,) PhUaddf
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. WtK
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients ms

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa
|

Managers. i

Died, on First-day, the 14th of Second month, :

at his residence, Middletown, Del. Co., Pa., Th(>
Smedley, in the 42d year of his age, a membei f

elder of Chester Monthly Meeting, Pa.

_i
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Descriptive Catalogue of Friends' Books, or
'"lOoks written by members of the Society
if Friends, commonly called Quakers, from
heir first rise to the j^resent time, inter-

persod with critical remarks, and occa-

ional biographical notices, and including
11 writings by authors before joining, and

those after having left the Society,

hether adverse or not, as far as known,
y Joseph Smith. In two volumes. Lon-

don, 1867.

This work is the production of a Friend in

mdon, whose interest in the literature of

e Society, in connection with his business

a bookseller, has led to the issao at diiicrciit

laes of several catalogues of the publications

t Friends, of which the one above cited is

te most complete. Its general plan is that

i opted by John Whiting, whose '• Catalogue
t Friends' Books ; written by many of the

ople called Quakers, from the beginning or

stappearance of said peojjle," was published

i London in 1708, and has been long out of
jint. The names ofthe authors, when known,
S3 given alphabetically, under which are ar-

laged a list of their writings in chronologi-

(l order. The dates of the several publica-

tiDS are mentioned, when practicable, and
te size and number ofsheets composing them.
J list of the contents of some of the works is

SIC given. The titles of those of which the
ithorship is unknown, are arranged under
It e headings of Anonymous or Nameless ; and
considerable number appear under the sepa-

ite headings of Friends, Meetings, Parlia-

isnt, Sufferings, Testimonies, Tract Associa-

t ns, &c. In cases where the writer is known
thave been disowned by the Societj', or after-

Virds reinstated, or a doubt exists as to his

Jimbership at any period of his life, a mark
J3fixed to the name is intended to convey
Bbh information. Notes of a biographical,

morical and explanatory nature accompany
nmy of the entries, adding much to the
"vlue of the Catalogue, and giving to it the
oaracter, as remarked in the Preface, of a
bgraphieal "dictionary of authors of the
Seiety of Friends, with a chronological regis-

t- of their publications."

_
In addition to the Catalogue of John Whit-

lii;, some manuscript lists of Friends' writings
plonging to libraries connected with meet-

ings of the Society in London and elsewhere,
have been made use of in this compilation.
Many of the titles of later date appear to have
been taken from serial publications issued in

this country and in England ; while a large
number of those recorded, it would appear,
could only have been obtained from the works
themselves.

The labor involved in its compilation may
be judged of from the fact that it consists of

upwards of two thousand octavo pages, and
contains the titles of about twenty thousand
distinct publications, arranged under more
than twenty-five hundred separate headings.

As stated in the title page, the object has
been to include all the publications "by au-

thors before joining, and by those after hav-
ing left the Society, whether adverse or not,

so far as known." The work consequently
presents an incongruous appearance, and titles

of many essays are included relating to sub-

jects of a scientific or miscellaneous character,

which add to its size without, in our judg-
ment, increasing its value as representing the

literature of the religious Society of Friends.

From an examination of its pages we should

suppose that the publications of members of

the Society in England have been given with
great fulness, and some titles appear of pa-

pers issued prior to 1708, which are not men-
tioned by John Whiting. Several omissions

and errors have been noticed in reference to

works published in this country; notwith-

standing which however, it is by far the most
comprehensive compilation of the kind with
which we are acquainted, and may justly be

regarded as an Index to the most valuable

portion of the literary productions of Friends.

In examiningthetitles of publications issued

during the first half century of the existence

of the Society, the number of Friends who
were engaged to spread the knowledge of the

Truth and defend its doctrines and testimonies

through the press, has proved unexpectedly
large, as also the variety and extent of their

labors. More than 100 separate treatises by
William Penn are enumerated as having been

prinited between the years 1668 and 1714,

some of which were considerable volumes ; 52

difterent publications of Isaac Penington, bo

tweou the years 1658 and 1681, besides 11

written before joining the Society; 50 by
Francis Howgill, from 1654 to 1670, and 80

by Edward Burrough, in the ten yeai-s subse-

quent to 1653. The writings ofSamuel Fisher,

William Bayly, John Crook, Eichard Claridge,

Thomas EUwood, Stephen Crisp, Charles Mar-

shall, James Parke, George Whitehead, Josiah

Coale, George Fox, the younger, James Nay-
lor, and several other Friends less known at

the present day, are also numerous.

The largest number attributed to one au-

thor are those by George Fox, in many cases

jointly with Wm. Penn, John Stubbs, John
Burnycat, Ellis Hookes and others. Including

his shorter papers and epistles they amount
to more than 300, besides several printed in

the Dutch language. The first of these to
which the date is affixed, given in the Cata-
logue, was published in 1652, and is entitled
" A paper shewing why we deny the Teachers
of the World." Among the latest productions
of his pen was his "Testimony concerning
liobcit BaicLvy," written in 1C90. By a refer-

ence to his Journal, however, we observe that
a number of his epistles which probably have
never been printed separately, are notreferred

to in this Catalogue.
In examining this work we have also been

struck with the number of books which were
written against the Society' at its rise, not
only by adversaries who niaj' have been in

great degree strangers to the doctrines they
attacked, but by those who had once been in

membership, and no doubt, in part at least,

been convinced of the principles of Truth as

professed by Friends, but who becoming un-

faithful, at last, publicly opposed its doetrines

and testimonies, and misrepresented their

former brethren. Some of these disowned
members, as William Eogers, George Keith,

(80 different publications by whom against

Friends are enumerated,) Francis Bugg, John
Pennyman and others, though persistent and
violent enemies for a time, having been fully

testified against, are with their productions

scarcely known at the present day, but by the

references to them in the writings of faithful

Friends, and the books in which their charges

were refuted. That many of these writers

had fallen into oblivion at an early period, is

evident from a passage in one of George Fox's

epistles, in which he reminds Friends that
" though many loose and unruly spirits have
risen betimes to oppose you and [your Meet-

ings] in print and other ways, you have seen

how they have come to nought."

The works of Robert Barclay mentioned in

this Catalogue number twenty, and were pub-

lished between the years 1670 and 1679. Of
these the Catechism and the Apology appear

to have had a wide circulation from their first

appearance, three editions of the former and
five of the latter having been issued previously

to the year 1700. Editions of the Apology
are noticed in Latin, in which it was origin-

ally published, the Dutch, German, French,

Spanish and Danish languages, and a portion

of it has also been published in Arabic. One
of the last printed essays from the pen of

Robert Barclay, was a Vindication of his

Apology from "an examination and pretended

confutation" by a certain John Brown, in a

book entitled "Quakerisme the pathway to

Paganisme," in which Eobert Barclay says,

" his many gross perversions and abuses are

discovered, and his furious and violent i-ail-

ings and revilings soberly rebuked." To
this vindication is added "A Christian and
Friendly Expostulation with Eobt. Macquare,
touching his postscript to the said book of

J. B., written to him by Lillias Skein, wife of

Alexander Skein." These writers, probably

the first assailants of Barclay, are stated by
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Joseph Smith in his later Catalogue " Bibli-

otheca Anti-Quakeriana," to have been pro-

fessed ministers of the gospel, of other denomi-

nations.

UiKler the name of Robert Barchxy, refer-

ence is made to a manuscript discovered in

the Library at Cry during some alterations

of the building, containing the correspond-

ence between the Apologist and his uncle

Charles Gordon, in the form of questions and

answers, concerning the principles of Friends.

This manuscript was not intended for publi-

cation, as appears by the following passage

which, as showing the disposition of mind

in which Eobert Barclay engaged in con-

troversy on religious subjects, is interesting

and instrucUvc. He remarks after a long

series of replies from his uncle, "Forasmuch
as the author of the considerations [ques-

tions] is now removed, and in regard to my
near relation of him, and that likewise the

most of the things (if not all) here handled

by him, have been since largely treated by

me, and published upon other occasions ;
and

this only is intended, not as any public mat-

ter, but a private monument of my deceased

uncle ; these things do all necessarily lead me
to be brief, rather in a cursory way only, to

observe his mistake and misapprehension of

my answers, than to enter into a polemic ex-

ercise with so near a relative, while gone,

since Ido unwillingly so engage with the greatest

strangers, though alive.

Among the notes of interest which Joseph
Smith has added, is a short extract from a

bitter attack upon Friends by William Eogers,

published in 1708: in which speaking of their

numlier at that time he says: 'who by a
modest computation have been reckoned no
less than one hundred thousand men, besides

women and children, who I presume are no
less if not more in numbers."
The following anecdote of Joseph Phipps,

somewhat condensed, may be new to some of
our readers : Joseph Phipps was a man of
strong abilities, and in the time of his youth
was much addicted to the dissipating pastimes
of the age, and had so far gone in speculative

reasoning, as to admit the belief that all things
come by chance, but yet sometimes had seri-

ous reflections. He was by trade a shoemaker,
and while he resided in London, a young man
named Hall, a companion in work, who was
religiously inclined, and who one day in-

quired of him what religious profession he
thought was the best ? He replied, "If there is

anything in religion, it is amongthe Quakers."
Being asked how he came to know any thing
about them, he replied, " I was brought up
amongst them." Upon which his companion
expressed the wish that Joseph would one day
go with him to one of their meetings. Some
weeks afterwards they went in company to
the Savoy Meeting, to which Benjamin Kidd,
of Oxfordshire, came. In the course of the
meeting this Friend spoke to the state of these
two young men .so effectually that they sat
woei)ing under his testimony. In the course
of his sermon Benjamin said, "I feel that
wliat I speak is received, and I rejoice in it."

They attended several of the succeeding meet-
ings, and J()soi)h Phipps became a thoroughly
convinced member of the Society, and has
been widely known by his essay on " The
Original and Present State of Man," which
continues to be extensively circulated as one
of our standard works.
The miscellaneous works referred to have

nearly all been printed subsequent to the year

1750. Of this class of publications the school

books published by Lindley Murray are par-

ticularly noticeable, from the large number
of copies which have been disposed of. No less

than 130 reprinted editions of the Abridged

Grammar are enumerated as having appeared

between the years 1797 and 1845, all appa-

rently in England. His "English Eeader,"

"Introduction" and " Sequel," so largely used

in this country, have also been frequently re-

published in England, and the one hundred
and fiftieth thousand of his " First Book for

Children," originally isued about the begin

niug of the century, is mentioned as having
been printed in 1859.

The titles of the literary productions of

membei-8 of the Society thus collected, form
as it were an epitome of its history. In them
may be traced the fervent labors of the early

Friends, the subsequent decline from primi-

tive zeal and faithfulness, and the engrossing

effect upon many, of subjects relating -chiefly

to this world's interests and enjoyments, to-

gether with the introduction at different pe-

riods of departures in doctrine and practice

which have caused, and of some of those

which now cause sadness and dissensio

within our borders. D.

The Emigrant Meiuionites.

We extract the following from the British

Friend :

"The Russian Mennonites are Germans by
origin, and a dialect of German is still their

mother tongue. They have dwelt on the
steppes of South Russia, wide areas of which
they have reclaimed from a desert to fruitful-

ness, in villages of their own, free from the
presence of Russian police, and maintaining a
high standard of morality. They were first

invited into the country by the Empress
Catherine II., with a promise, repeatedly eon-
firmed in writing by her successors, that they
should enjoy liberty of conscience and wor-
ship, and exemption from military service.

In 1871 the Russian Government, after the
example of Germany, determined to adopt
the principle of enforcing a period of military
service on every male as he reached man hood

;

and gave notice to the Mennonites that their
exemption must cease in ten years,—viz., in

1881. This caused great alarm, and several
deputations were sent to the Russian Court,
but without any success such as would relieve
tender consciences. The Mennonite congre-
gations then seriously turned their thoughts
to emigration, and sent trustworthy men to
visit Canada and the United States, and re-

port upon the prospects of a removal thither.
A few families actually emigrated in 1873,
and many others applied for passports. In
the spring of 1874 the Emperor, unwilling to
lose subjects so valuable, despatched the cele-
brated General Todleben to the Mennonite
'colonies,' to calm the apprehensions of the
people and induce them to remain. His mis-
sion was incorrectly described in the news-
papei's as having been completely successful.
From authentic private sources we learn the
terras offered were in substance, that ' service
in the tire brigades, in military workshops,
in the dockyards, and in the forests, would be
accepted in lieu of the ordinary military ser-
vice.' General Todleben was ' extraordinarily
condescending and sympathising' (we have no
doubt sincerely so), but he declined to put his
offers into writing

; and the Mennonite elders.

having little confidence in verbal promisei

there is no reason to think that his persui

sious had any permanent effect.

Pressing through all obstacles, a numbei
which we cannot accurately state, but not let

than 5,000 Mennonites, emigrated in 1874 t

Manitoba, in the dominion of Canada, and t

Kansas, Dakota. Nebraska, and other of th

United States in the far west. They have ha
to sell their agricultural property at a gres

sacrifice, and by order of the Government, t

Mennonites only— a regulation which, whil

greatly decreasing its saleable value, operate

as a bribe to some to remain in Russia. Thei

passports have also been delayed, and hav
been only obtained at last by heavy pecuniar

payments, in excess of the proper fee. Thi

forced sale of pi-operty and grievous delay c

passports, have not only exhausted the meat
of many, but have driven them into the lat

autumn for their journey and settlement, thi

preventing their providing food for the winte

and even in many cases getting properl

housed. The more affluent Mennonites hav

aided their poorer brethren, and the America
and Canadian Mennonites have also raised £

much as 80,000 dollars, which sum has bee

almost wholly absorbed in expenses of traa

port by sea and land.

The emigration this year (1875) is expectc

to reach the same amount as last year, viz

about 1,000 families, or 5,000 persons, if e

fresh obstruction is put in t^he way by tt,

Russian Government."
The remainder of the article is from tli

Liverpool Daily Post.

"the mennonite exodus from RUSSIA."

The Sect and its Peculiarities.

" The last of the Mennonites—the last (

that unfortunate party of 328 Russian em
grants who, with the germs of smallpo,

among them, were sent down so ruthless!

from the metropolis to spread danger and di

may among the inhabitants of Liverpool-

have now all left the workhouse, and t(.

may congratulate ourselves that, through th

prompt action of the workhouse authoritiei

we have been spared the outbreak of a malij

nant disease.

"The Russians all belonged to that peculif

sect of religionists called ' Mennonites,' ni

doubtedly e'ntertained some of the distincthi

principles propounded by Menno Simon, m
were most rigid in their adherence therfflii

They expressed, for instance, the utmost al

horrence of war and bloodshed, and the rei

son assigned for their leaving Russia was tbi

they were anxious to escape from the law

under which they might have been calle

upon to serve as soldiers. One characterist i

of the party was their remarkable docilit;

which has been thus spoken of in a I'cport i

the Clerk to the Vestry :
—

' It is impossible 1

speak too highly of the conduct and behavic

of the Russian emigrants, and of the fortituc

and patience with which what must have bee

to them very grievous trials and disappoin

mcnts have been borne; there have
among them neither murmurings nor discO!

tent, and every direction given to them Wi

most readily obeyed.' In their moral disci;

line they appeared to exercise_^reat ri_gor_f

severity, and both women and men avoide

anything approaching ornament or elegant'

maintaining a gravity and simplicity in ge

ture and clothing which were striking. A

insight to their real character was given it

mediately after their arrival at the workhouB
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iving been sei^arated from the females and
prived of their luggage—to which they
bmitted without the slighest complaint

—

e men were passed on to an apartment
lere tea and substantial food were in readi-

S8 for them ; and it was supposed that they
)uld very soon attack the good things pro-

ied. Had a party of Englishmen arrived

the workhouse under similar circumstances
after a long and tiresome journey of about

miles, on one of the very coldest days of

9 year—very little ceremony would proba-

j have been observed ; but on this occasion,

len the governor entered shortly afterwards
see that they were all doing well, he was
tonished to find the whole party standing
tientlyby their seats, not one of them (as

IS explained afterwards) venturing to touch
id until a blessing had been asked.' This
iident immediately marked them as a re-

ious people. On retiring to rest, they again
united in prayer and in singing a hymn."
"It may be imagined by some that the
cility which these men displayed was the
idence of a dull and listless nature. It was
t so, however. Besides being men and wo-
rn of fine physique, taken as a body, they
3wed themselves to be a spirited, devout
d very cleanly people; and while devotion
their religion seemed to afford them com-
't and to give them confidence under all

cumstances, they were thoroughly united
longst themselves, and exhibited not the
^htcst secrecy or want of trust in each
ler.

•' During their stay hero great kindness was
3wn them not only by the governor and
icials, but by several ladies and gentlemen
the town and neighborhood, and each emi-
ant was presented with a copy of the Ger-
m Bible, as well as religious tracts in the
ne language. This kindness they all seemed
appreciate, and after the departure of the
8 on the 18th December, their temporary
ider sent a very kind letter to the governor,

i which he warmly acknowledged his and
leir kindness, adding:—'I wish for you the
acious Heavenly Father and the precious
viour may always spread the hand of grace
[er you and yours, and cause peace to rest

( the Christian house of England in time
! d eternity. Also I ask yon to remember us
i your prayers : that the Almighty Heavenly
l.ther may grant us favorable weather for

tr voyage, or prove us in storm and tempest
t make us conscious of His omnipotence.' A
ge number of these zealous Mennonites
ve already left Russia ' for conscience

For "The Friend.'

The Straight Gate and the Broad Way.

AN ALLEGORY.

birthright—for the mere trifles, comparable
to poor Esau's " mess of pottage," for the dc-
ceitfulness of sin, for the vanities of an ever-
fading world, when we are at the same time
persuaded that they must disappoint and
pierce us at last; when we are aware that
death's cold grasp must forever separate them
from us, and that invisible, unknown, and
eternal state entered upon where every one
will have to reap according to what they sow

!

And how can a happy eternity be either ex-
pected, or even enjoyed by those who have
wasted their day of grace ; have allowed the
amusements of "time and the vanities of the
world to steal their hearts and affections from
the one thing needful, have so neglected the
season of harvest that there has been no in-

gatheri-ng to the heavenly treasury ; and thus
have become partners with those of that city

which drew from the Saviour the pathetic
appeal, "How often would I have gathered
thy children together, as a hen doth gather
her brood under her wings, and ye would not

!

Behold your house is left unto you desolate,"

&c.

Neither the lukewarm Laodicean with his

lazy faith, nor the self-righteous Pharisee
with his pi'esumptuous light; neither the lover
of uncertain riches with all his pushing and
squeezing, nor the unmortified and haughty,
with all their confidence of success ; neither
those who, temporarilj' humbled by afHiction,

had put their hands to the plough, but looked
back and longed for the flesh pots of Egypt,
nor those overloaded with worldly cares, with
idolatrous attachments, with unholy preju-

dices and bad habits, or pressed with selfish-

ness, could enter this haven of eternal joy,

where, as declared by the Spirit of truth,
" There shall in no wise enter into it any thing
that defileth, neither whatsoever worketh
abomination or maketh a lie ; but they which
are written in the Lamb's book of life."

The AUegoiy resumed:—"Now I saw in

my dream, that many travellers who had a
strong dread of ending at the Land of Misery,
walked up to the Strait Gate, hoping that
though the entrance was narrow, yet if they
could once get in, the road would widen; but
what was their grief, when looking more
closely, they saw written on the inside, ' Nar-
row is the way ;' this made them take fright

;

they compared the inscriptions with which
the whole way was lined, such as, ' Be ye not
conformed to this world ; deny yourselves,

take up your cross,' with all the tempting
pleasures of the wilderness. Some indeed re

collected the fine descriptions they had read
of the Happy Land, the Golden City, and the

rivers of pleasure, and they sighed : but then
those joys were distant, and from the faint-

ness of their light, they soon got to think that

what was remote might be uncertain, and
while the present good increased in bulk the

distant good receded, diminished, disappeared.

Their faith failed ; they would trust no farther

than they could see ; they drew back and got
into the Bi'oad waj'', taking a common but sad

refuge in the number, the fashion, and the

gaiety of their companions. When those faint-

hearted people, who yet had set out well,

turned back, their light was quite put out,

and then they became worse than those who
had made no attempt to get in. ' For it is

impossible,' that is, next to impossible, ' for

those that were once enlightened, and have

tasted of the heavenly gift, and the good word
of God, and the powers of the world to come,

if they fixll away, to renew them again to re-

pentance.'

A few honest, humble travellers, not natur-
ally stronger than the rest, but strengthened
by their trust in the King's word, came up
by the light of their lamps, and meekly en-

tered in at the Strait Gate. As they advanced
farther they felt less heavy, and though tho
way did not in reality grow wider, yet they
grew reconciled to the narrowness of it, espe-

cially when they saw the walls here and there
studded with certain jewels called promises,
such as: 'Ho that endureth to the end shall

be saved ;' and ' my grace is sufficient for thee.'

Some, when they were almost ready to faint,

were encouraged by seeing that many niches
in tho Narrow Way were filled with (encour-
aging declarations) of saints and martyrs,
who had borne their testimony at the stake,

that the Narrow Way was the safe way ; and
these travellers instead of sinking at the sight

of the painted wheel and gibbet, the sword
and furnace, were animated with these words
written under them, ' Those that wear white
robes, came out of great tribulation,' and ' be

ye followers of those who through faith and
patience inherit the promises.'

In the niean time there came a great multi-

tude of travellers all from Laodicea ; this was
the lai'gest party I had yet seen ; these were
neither hot nor cold; they would not give up
future hope, and they could not endure pre-

sent pain. So they contrived to deceive them-
selves, by fancying that though they resolved

to keep the Happy Land in view, yet there

must needs be many different ways which
lead to it, no doubt all equally sure, without
all being equally rough ; so they set on foot

certain little contrivances to attain the end
without using the means, and softened down
the spirit of the King's directions to fit them
to their own practice. Sometimes they would
split a direction in two, and only use that half

which suited them, for instance when they
met with the following rule on the way-post,
' Trust in the Lord, and do good,' thej^ would
take the first half, and make themselves easy
with a general sort of trust ; that through the

mercy of the King all would go well with
them, though they themselves did nothing.*

And on the other hand many made sure that

a few good works of their own would do their

business, and carry them safely to the Hajijjy

Land, though they did not trust in the Lord,

nor place any faith in his word. So they took

the second half of the spliced direction. Thus
some perished by a lazy faith, and others by
a working pride.

A large party of Pharisees now appeared,

who had so neglected their lamp that they did

not see their way at all, though they fancied

themselves to be full of light ; they kept up
appearances so well as to delude others, and
most effectually to delude themselves, with a
notion that they might be found in the right

way at last. In this dreadful delusion they

went on to the end, and till they were finally

plunged in the dark valley, never discovered

the horrors that awaited them on- the dismal

* On this important subject it may be safely predi-

cated, that it is only wbile we are in our right places,

or in our cdlalted spheres that a blessing attaches to us.

The religion of Christ Jesus is a religion of obedience—
" His servants ye are whom ye obey," &c. ; and it is not

our doing that, which to our unrenewed hearts may
seem to us to be good, that will be acceptable to our

Father who is heaven, but that r/ood which He willelh us
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shore. It was remarkable that while these

Pharisees were often boar-ting how bright

their light burnt, in order to get the praise of

men, the humble travellers, whose steady

light showed their good works to others, re-

fused all commendation, and the brighter then-

light shined before men, so much the more

they insisted that they ought to glorify not

themselves, but their Father which is in

heaven.
(To be coDcluded.J

For " The Friend "

ArUtration instead of War I A God-fearing

and Praying People the real strength of our

beloved country

!

The annexed was cut from a city newspaper

yesterday:—"President Grant is strongly in

favor of the settlement of all disputes between

nations by arbitration."

The following is from "Lectures on the

History of Elis'ha," by Henry Blunt, A.M.

:

'•Elisha, while witnessing the wonderful as-

cent of his friend Elijah, cried, ' My father,

my father! the chariot of Israel, and the horse-

men thereof And he saw him no more
;
and

he took hold of his own cloihes,' and, in the

extremity of his sorrow, ' rent them in two
pieces.'* 'The chariot of Israel and the

horsemen thereof.' Elisha, therefore, knew
what, alas ! few Christians ever dream of

knowing, that the devout and holj' followers

of God, are the support and safeguard of their

country ; the strongest armaments of Israel were
the prevailing prayers of her prophets; and
-while Elisha" mourned, as a child, that his

father was taken from him, he sorrowed as a

patriot, that the chariot and horsemen of

Israel were gone. Here, brethren, is a truth,

preeminently worth your learning, that the real

strength of our beloved country exists not in

her fleets, her armies, her wealth, or even in

her free and invaluable institutions, and the

high intellectual endowments of her senators,

but simply and entirely in the blessing of her

God! and this will rest upon her in proportion

as her governors are holy and God-fearing
men, and her inhabitants a religiously in-

structed and a praying people. These are^the

chariots of Israel, and the horsemen thereof."

Fourth mo. 11th, 1875.

Charles Tappan, the brother of Lewis and
Arthur Tappan, who were prominent as abo-

litionists 40 j-ears ago, has recently deceased
at the age of 90. An anecdote is related of
him, which is extraordinary in itself, and
which shows in a remarkable manner his

strong sense of justice. When he was a little

boy in Northampton he was playing one day
in the street with a neighbor's son, and a six

jienny piece was found in the dust. The boys
quarrelled about the ownership of the coin,

but young Tappan held it, and the other boy
gave in. For years afterwards that ill fjotten

sixpence troubled Tappan's conscience. Wh
ho was an old man—seventy years after the
coin was found—he encountered his play
mate, old and poor, in Pittsfield, Berkshin
county, Mass., and paid him the sixpence,
with the accrued interest.

—

Late Paper.

A little cloud intercepts the rays of the sun
from us, and unfaithfulness in matters com
])aratively small, will preclude the enlivening
warmth and strengthening virtue of Divine
favor.

—

R. Shackleton.

* 2 Kings ii. 12.

HEAKT, BE STILL.

Heart, be still

!

In grief's shadows deep benighted,

Bow ! for words tbou'lt not be righted
;

Let it be as God may will

:

Heart, be still.

Heart, be still

!

'Tis in vain complaints to mutter;

His solution God will utter

Of life's riddle, when he will

:

Heart, be still.

Heart, hold still

!

Though the Father's stroke may face thee.

Let hia nearness fast embrace thee;

He can right thee, and he will

;

Heart, hold still.

Heart, hold still

!

Thou dost let the surgeon wound thee.

When exposed to death he's found thee;

His knife cuts thee as it will:

Heart, hold still.

Lord, my God

!

Give me patience, thee discerning,

Still in silence, thy will learning

;

Bowing to thy sovereign nod :

Lord, my God.

Shepherd mine!
Give me, from thy Godhead fulne«s

Power of faith, its calmness, coolness
;

Till for night, dawns day divine

!

Shepherd mine.
From the German.

Selected.

'INNOCENT CHILD AND SNOW-WHITE
FLOWER."

BY WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT.

Innocent child and snow-white flower !

Well are ye paired in your opening hour.

Thus should the pure and the lovely meet,

Stainless with stainless and sweet with sweet.

White as those leaves, just blown apart,

Are the folds of thy own young heart,

Guilty passion and cankering care

Never have left their traces there.

Artless one ! though thou gazest now
O'er the white blossom with earnest brow,

Soon will it tire thy childish eye

;

Fair as it is, thou wilt throw it by.

Throw it aside in thy weary hour.

Throw to the ground the fair white flower;

Yet, as thy tender years depart,

Keep that white and innocent heart.

For "The Friend."

Marcoy's Journey Across South America.

(Continued from page 279.)

"About six miles from Pucara, we wit-

nessed," says our author, "one of those cach-

arparis, or farewell festivals, so frequent in

the Sierra between Indians of the same vil-

lage, when they are about to separate for

some time. Following the custom of ages,

the travellers quit their homes in company
with relations and friends of both sexes, and
supplied with provisions both solid and liquid.

They halt at a place previously agreed upon,
and, seated in a circle, begin to eat and drink.

They drink much more than they eat, and at

the end of their lunch, dance the znpateo, to

the sound of the flute and guitar. When
the moment of parting arrives, they begin a
lament, in which each emulates the other in

deploring their hard fate. When fairly on
their way, the travellers often look back, and
see from a long distance, on some rising

ground or rock, the relations and friends they
have left behind, giving way to the most vio-

lent grief, and saluting them by waving a rag
of baize, in default of a handkerchief. These
cacharparis are sometimes repeated at several

stages ; that is to say, they finish at one poii

to recommence at another, and are even know
to extend over three days and nights."

Before reaching Cuzco, P. Marcoy passed

lake called Mohina, of which there is a tr;

dition that it conta-ns a chain of gold whic
the twelfth Inca, Huayna Capac, caused t

be made when the hair of his eldest son ws

first cut. This specimen of goldsmith's wor
was said to be the size of a ship's cable,

800 yards long. It served to encircle tl

great square of Cuzco during the fetes of tb'

equinox. On the arrival of the Spaniard

the Indians, it is reported, threw it into tl

lake to save it from the cupidity of the coi

querors. They, however, heard of this art'

fice, and sent a detachment of pioneers t

recover the treasure by emptying the lak

Canals were dug below the level of its bei

Forty Spaniards and two hundred Indiat'

labored at the work for three months. Bi

whether it was that the lake was inexhaus

ible, or that the story of the chain was fabi

lous, the conquerors had only their labor ft

their pains.

From Cuzco, our author proceeded nortl

ward, through the valleys of Occobaml
and Santa Ana, stopping for food and lodgin

at the haciendas, or farms, which lay on h

way. At the mission of Cocabambillas 1:

purposed hiring a canoe and a couple of rov

ers, to take him to the first village of tl:

Antis (Andes) Indians, with whom he e;

pected to negotiate for his further voyagin

into the interior of the continent. Here t

met with an unexpected difficulty. He fouE

the mission of Cocabambillas in the posse

sion of two Franciscan monks, who hs

turned farmers, and were cultivating tl

sugarcane. As this station was on the bo

ders of civilization, they desired to retain i

their own hands the trade and intercourf

with the Indian tribes who ascended the riv(

at intervals, and therefore threw what obst

cles they could in the waj' of travellers ar

adventurers. On applying to the monks ft

a canoe, he was informed that they had nor

(though they possessed several), and that tl

voj'age he proposed would bo dangerous, at

that none of their rowers would ventui

among the savage Indians. The river W!

the only practicable route ; and being thus di

appointed in his first attempt, P. Maeroy d

termined to wait till the arrival of some <

the Indians, who came annually about thi

time, bringing apes and parrots to barter ft

hatchets, knives and beads. He intended 1

embark with these, on their return horn

While waiting their coming, a French sciei'

tific expedition, accompanied by a Peruvia

naval officer detailed by the government, ac

a military escort, arrived at the missio

Their route was the same as that which or

author had essayed to follow ; and havir

oflBcial authority to back their requests, a

rangements were soon made for the voyag

Our atithor joined the company. As the fiv

canoes they had been able to procure wei

insufiicient to carry the escort and baggag
rafts wore constructed of cecropoa-wood. Th
is lighter than cork. The logs, ten or tweb
feet long, were solidly fastened one to tl

other by lianas or vines. Most of the sc

diers profited by the delay to desert, leavit

but seven of their number to commence tl

voyage.
The river at that point runs at the rate

nine knots an hour, and carried them rapidl
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oni;-. Our author thus describes their out-

•The first half-hour of this mad naviga-
m, in which the rowers had nothing to do,

;jd Un' jiilot steered us with no other help
;iii that of his paddle, was signalized bj'

icidciU.s well calculated to cool, at the com-
Dcemeut of the voyage, the adventurous
mor of the most determined. Eocks, level

th the surface of the water, gi-azed our
11 barks in passing, throwing theui to star-

rd and larboard without the least regard
the laws of equilibrium, and almost drew
m us cries of terror. Curling waves which
could not alwaj'S avoid, washed over us
a head to foot. We thus got a foretaste,

it were, of the petty miseries which awaited
on our future road. Each one, neverthe-
forced a smile as he looked at his com-
It would have been ridiculous to begin

soon the chapter of interjections and com-
aints." In consequence of the slope of the
ound in descending towards the plain of

rapids were very numerous ; in one
stance they passed eleven in a space of
enty-four miles. The passage of these
en involved much labor and risk ; the trav-
ers were frequently wet, and at times por-

8 of their baggage were lost. After a
days of such hardship and exposure, they

Ited at Urniripanco. What happened there,

thus described :

"As it was now noon, and our people with
(je rafts had not rejoined us, two Antis were

tt
in search of them. By striking in a

ect line through the wood, the distance to
I| traversed was three-quarters of an hour's
tilk. Our messengers, who were to receive
nir fish-hooks for their trouble, set off run-
iig, and very soon returned. The account
ley brought us was disastrous. Our rafts

jth the baggage had upset in the rapid, and
r balseros were occupied in disengaging the
e and fishing up the other.

"It was five hours longer before the absen-
8 rejoined ns. We expected some excuse on
eir part, or at least some sympathetic mani-
tation, which might prove that our weary
iting and anxiety had been felt by them

;

t in this we were disappointed. Instead
a friendly smile, we were met with an ugly
mace ; and, so far from excusing themselves

r their prolonged absence, if they had even
lized the fact, it was only to complain of
extra work that it had given them. Be-

les this, finding that the rations, which
3re immediately given to them, were not to
eir taste, they seized the opportunity, when

JB had turned our backs, to relieve the sacks
C' provisions of a part of their contents.

I"
Having appeased their hunger, they drew

side, inviting our rowers to follow, and beck-
jiing the savages to accompany them. A con-

irsation which ensued among them was fol-

Iwed by an animated discussion, the purpose
<i which we shrewdly guessed without quite

imprehending it. From these stormy har-
gues, as from clouds charged with thunder,
ere came from time to time a flash of words
itch reached us like lightning, and revealed
te situation as in clear daylight. At what
|ven moment, and in what manner, this re-

It would ripen to action, was what none of
' could foresee."

(To be continued.)

Deliberate long of what thou canst do but

For "The Friend."

John Griffith.

(Continued from page 274.)

Very interesting and instructive are John
Griffith's remarks in the subjoined memo-
I'anda, on the beauty, order, and harmony of
the members of Christ's church ! How, we are
ready to exclaim, can this be otherwise when,
as branches of the same living Vine, all that
are engrafted into Him must, according to
their several capacities, partake "of the root
and fatness of the olive-tree;" or, in other
words, derive their sap, and life, and unction
from Him alone. Herein also shall be veri-

fied the prophetic testimony :
" Ephraim shall

not envy Judah, and Judah shall not vex Eph-
raim." May all seek so to dwell in Him whose
nature and whose name is Love, that the
comeliness, beauty, and brotherly harmony
that is of, and from, and through Him, may,
like the precious ointment poured upon the
head of the high priest, go down to the skirts

of our garments : and as the dew of Ilermon,
and as the dew that descended upon the moun-
tains of Zion, may prove a sacrifice to the
Lord of a sweet-smelling savor, and be blessed

with His blessing, even life forevermore.
J. Griffith again, in a more enlarged testi-

mony, dwells upon the subject of paying
tithes ; showing that the laws of Christ are
to be obeyed, in the first place, whether they
conflict with any secular law or ordinance,
yea or nay. He proves that the payment of

these tithes (still an exaction in England,
under a modified or commuted form, but per-

haps none the less objectionable to the tho-

roughly awakened conscientious mind) tends
to invalidate the great suff'erings, even in

some cases to martyrdom, of those faithful

pioneers in our Society, who, believing them
to be inconsistent with the nature of the
Christianity which we are called to maintain,
swerved not, whatever should be the loss or

the cost. There was no going around things,

in that day, to avoid suflering or reproach,
"the oppressor's wrong, the proud man's con-

tumely," but a faithful, steady, straightfor-

ward, uncompromising adherence to the dic-

tates of the holy law of right written on the
heart—the law of the Spirit of life in Christ

Jesus. J. G. also dwells upon the great duty
of suffering, even a going down deep there-

into ;
" the only way," as he says, " to become

qualified to minister effectually to the several

states of others." At Kendal he labored ear-

nestly with the youth, that they might come
wholly under the yoke of Christ, in order to

experience a qualification to grow up in the

footsteps of the flock of His companions, unto
stations of honorable service in the church
militant, and thus, through regeneration, or

Christ being formecl in them, take the places of

those who have been and are being removed
from works to rewards. Hints or precepts

greatly applicable to the low state of things

amongst us in this day, in which is it not press-

ingly the language of the Spirit, to parents and
elders, "Gather the children!" And no less

worthy of remembrance is the prayer of Je-

hoshaphat, in the afflictions of himself and
people, which he thus concludes: "O our

God * * we have no might against this great

company that cometh against us; neither

know we what to do; but our eyes are upon

thee ;" whereupon, as is recorded, "All Judah
stood before the Lord, with their little ones,

their wives, and their children." After which,

reliefcame ;
" so that King Jehoshaphat bowed

his head, with his face to the ground
; and all

Judah and the inhabitants of .Jerusalem fell

before the Lord, worshipping the Lord."
The journal again extracted from. Upon

the 27th of the 8th month, 1753, John Grif-
fith left home, in order to visit Friends in
some parts of Yorkshire, Lancashire, West-
moreland, &c. He says: " 1 met some Friends
at Walden, who with m3^self were appointed
by the Quarterly Meeting to visit that Month-
ly Meeting, for its help. I was largely opened,
in the meeting of worship, to set forth the
beauty, order, and excellent harmony of the
several members in the Church of Christ; and
Truth had considerable dominion therein, to
our great comfort. This prepared our minds
for close and painful labor with wrong spirits
in the meeting of business, who had the bold-
ness to plead that the payment of tithes was
justifiable, because required by the laws of the
land

;
not considering the gross absurdity of

making human laws to be preferred before
the laws of Christ, however contrary thereto,
and enjoined as an absolute rule for Christians;
unless they suppose it impossible that any
human laws can be made contrary to Christ's
laws, which is equally absurd. Such an opin-
ion tends to invalidate the great sufferings
and martyrdom of all those, who gave up
everything they had in this world, and even
their lives, rather than activelj' comply with
the laws of the land, when they believed them
inconsistent with the nature of Christianity,
and therefore in transgression of God's law.
But the ground of the misapprehension, which
such reasoners fall into, appears to be a pre-
sumption that the source of property is in
the law, and that the laws of the land can
alienate the right of one, without rendering
him any equivalent, and give it to another,
who had no right therein before. But right
and wrong are immutable, and cannot be
altered by human laws, which only grant
proper aid to preserve and recover that which
of right appears to belong to them ; so that
human laws cannot bind the conscience, any
further than they are consistent with the
laws of God.
"When a sincere Christian is persuaded

they enjoin anything contrary to the perfect

law of liberty in his own mind, he may not
actively resist, but passively suffer the pen-
alty thereof, whereby he faithfully bears his

testimony against the iniquity of such a law,

and so far contributes to have it removed.
Tithes, under the gospel, being an anti-Chris-

tian, 2>opish error, and the laws enjoining

their payment being grounded upon a suppo-
sition that they are due to God and holy
church, how can any clearly enlightened per-

son pay them in any shape, as he thereby
assents to that great error, and contributes

to support it, to the great scandal and abuse
of the Christian religion, and that noble,

free, disinterested ministry, instituted by our
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ ; whose direc-

tion in that case is, ' Freely j'e have received,

freely give.' Much more might be said, to

manifest the absurdity of such a plea for the
payment of tithes ; but I would hope there

are not many amongst us so blinded by the

god of this woi-ld, as to adopt such an argu-

ment. Truth prevailed in the meeting, and
the testimony thereof was exalted over all

such spirits. Praises to our God for his gra-

cious assistance, mercifully afforded to all

those who put their trust in him alone."

A meeting held at Matlock, J. G. represents
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as large ; the greater part being people of

other persuasions. "It was, through the

blessed efficacy of the Word of life, an open,

good time, and the doctrines of Truth ^yere

larirely declared ;
showing thai • the world by

wisdom knows not God,' as well as how and

to whom He is pleased to make himself known.

The meeting was much uft'ecteJ with the vir-

tue of Truth, which was eminently extended

that day, and I hope would not be easily for-

trotten i.y many. I went from thence to Shef-

field, and attended their meetings on first-

day, which were large. In the morning my
spirit was deeply baptized into a painful sense

of the empty, formal state of some, and also

of the undue liberties of many others. I was

made willing and resigned to go down into

suffering on their account; that if it pleased

the Lord. I might be the better qualified to

administer ettectually to their several states
;

as experience hath taught me repeatedlj-, that

I could not speak feelingly to mankind for their

help and recovery, in any other way. At the

afternoon meeting, I was concerned to lay

their several states open before them. It was

a blessed and seasonable opportunity, tending

much to their awakening to a sense of duty

;

and I think it may with thankfulness be said,

'Truth was over all.'

"Accompanied by Samuel Fothergill, W. B.

and VV. D., I went," he says, "to the Quar-

terly Meeting at Kendal. The select meeting

for ministers and elders was held that after

noon; and I had some good open service

therein, on the nature of gospel ministry, and

the mysterious workings of Satan, in his trans-

formations. It was a time of edification and

comfort. Next day was held the Quarterly

Meeting ;
wherein I had some service. Things

were low. We had a large meeting in the

evening, both of Friends and others : it was.

through the pure efficacy of divine virtue, a

blessed opportunity. I was largely opened

in testimony concerning Christ, the divine

light, who enlightens every man that cometh
into the world. It ended in solemn prayer

and praises to Almighty God ; our friend

Samuel Fothergill being engaged therein, in

a very powerful and affecting manner. I

staid at Kendal, to attend their first-day

meetings ; at both which, especially the lat

ter, 1 was very largely opened to declare the

Truth with power, which affected and ten-

dered many hearts, there being a great num-
ber of Friends, mostly of a younger sort, in

that meeting; it having been stripped, like

manj' other places of late, of divers substan-

tial elders. My labor was very earnest, that

the rising youth might come rightlg under the

yoke of Christ, that they might be really pre-

pared and fitted to succeed those who are

removed hence, having finished their day's
work."
At Windermoor meeting, J. G. writes,

" The Lord's blessed power was livingly felt,

whereby I was enabled, from the expressions
of our Lord to Nicodemus, to show the neces-

sity of regeneration, or the new birth ; a doc-

trine highl)- necessary to be pressingly rccom-
mcndod to the j-outh in our Society, and care-

fully weighed by them, lest any should vainly
hope, for an entrance into the kingdom of God,
by succeeding their ancestors in the profession
and confession of the Truth. A lamentable
error! which many, I fear, have fallen into,

imagining they are God's jieoplc, without his

nature being brought forth in them ; or, as
saith the apostle, teing made partakers of

the divine nature, and escaping the corrup-

tions that are in the world through lust.

Great opportunity have such by education,

the writings of our predecessors, and also by

the gospel ministry with which the Lord hath

been pleased to bless our Society, to collect

and treasure up a great deal of knowledge in

the speculative, understanding part, even to

profess and confess the Truth, in the same

words or language made use of by those who
really learned it in the school of Christ. This

is no more than an image or picture of the

thing itself, without life or savor; and where

it is trusted to, is an abomination to God and

his people.
" I have toitched the more closely on this

head, being apprehensive the danger is very

great, to which- the rising youth are exposed,

by dwelling securely and at ease, as it were,

in houses they have not built, and enjoying

vineyards they have never planted ;
for great

are their advantages above others, if rightly

improved ; otherwise they must increase the

weight of their condemnation. I have often

looked upon the mournful condition of those

who trust in the religion of their education,

to be aptly set forth in the Holy Scriptures,

by an hungry man dreaming that he eateth,

and behold, when he awaketh, his soul is

empty. Oh, that all may deeply and care

fully ponder in their hearts, what they have

known, in deed and in truth, of the new birth,

with the sore labor and pangs thereof!

cannot but believe, if they are serious, i

consider the importance of the case, that

they will soon discover how it is with them
in this respect, by observing which way their

minds are bent and thoughts employed, whe-

ther towards earthly or heavenly things.

To those who are born from above, or risen

with Christ, which is the same thing, it is

natural to seek those things which are above,

their affections being fixed thereon. So, on

the other hand, that which is born of the

flesh is but flesh, and can rise no higher than

what appertains to this transitory world ; for

flesh and blood cannot inherit God's kingdom

;

and it is said, those who are in the flesh can-

not please God. The apostolic advice, there-

fore, is to walk in the Spirit; that is, let the

Spirit of Christ be your guide and director,

how to order your lives and conversation in

all things; for the children of God are led by
his Spirit. I have often greatly feared, lest

the descendants of the ijord's worthies, who
were full of faith and good works, should
take their rest in the outside of things, valuing
themselves on being the offspring of such

—

a sorrowful mistake which the Jews fell into.

May all duly consider that it is impossible to

be the children of Abraham, unless they do
the works of Abraham. Truth was greatly

'

dominion that day, and many hearts were
much tendered and contrited before the Lord
to whom be everlasting praises. Amen."

(To bo contiDOed.)

Egyptian Furniture.—In ancient Egypt, the
very furniture, says Bayard Tajior, was such
as one might buy this day. Among its me-
mentos nre found boards for checkers, paint-
boxes, knives, needles, pomatum boxes, straw
baskets, a child's ball for playing, made of

often placed before the husband's, and the soi

often bore the names of the mothers instea

of the fathers. The marriage-tie was ev

dently held in perfect equality, and man
Egypt then held no important right that wi

not equally shared by woman. So it is plaij

that all our modern struggles toward estl

blishing the sexes in equilibrium of privilej

and responsibility are in the wake of th

wisest race of remote antiquity, the race thi

"gave letters to the Phcenicians, art to tl

Greeks, astronomy to the Chaldeans," at

many another boon of wisdom to many an

ther nation. It is quite impossible at th'

stage of the world to do anything original.

For "The Frieod.'

Hakayit AMulla.

This curious book is the autobiography
(

Malay, hakayit) of Abdulla, a Mahomeds
native of Malacca, who was long in the er

ployment of Sir Stamfort Eaffles and oth

Europeans in the East, as writer or scrib

He also assisted several of the missionaries

that country, in their efforts to acquire tl

Malay language, and aided them in the tran

lation of religious works. It is interesting

observe how the habits and modes of thougl

and action of people reared under such d:

ferent influences, appeared to this Malayai

and his remarks on some of the domestic i

cidents in his own family, show, that his fee

ings on stich occasions were similar to o\

own.
He was born in 1797, and completed h

manuscript in 1843, though it is only recent

that an English translation has been ma<

and published. His education was very liber

according to the native standard, includir

Malay, Tamil, Arabic and Hindee.

He says he got on till he was seven yea

of age, withont ever being punished or scol

ed, and, in consequence, learned nothing. B
such pleasant times did not last ; for afte

wards he was often beaten. His fingers wou
be swollen with stripes for mistakes in wr
ing, and he well exclaims, " With what dif

cutties is not the acquisition of knowledj

attended !" He at times would complain

his mother of his father's severity, when 8

would put her arms round his neck, and kii

ing him, say, "My dear, do not be foolis

you are yet young and silly, and cannot knci

the value of education."

He highly esteemed T. Stamford Eafflea,
|

whose habits and occupation, he thus speai
'

' Now, I observed his habi t was to be alwa
in deep thought. He was most courteous

his intercourse with all men. He always h

a sweet expression towards European as w
as native gentlemen. He was extremely af

ble and liberal, always commanding one's bi

attention. He spoke in smiles. He also v

an earnest inquirer into past history, and '

gave tip nothing till he had probed it to t

bottom. He loved most to sit in quietui

when he did nothing else but write or rea

and it was his usage, when he was eitl

8tud3'ing or speaking, that he would see

one till he had finished. He had a time i

apart for each duty, nor would he mingle c

with another. Further, in the evenings, af

tea, he would take ink, pen, and paper, af

the candles had been lighted, reclining w
clastic palm fibres, dried fruits, fine cake of

j
closed eyes in a manner that I often took

bread, such as we use to-day, and many of, be sleep; but in an instant he wottld be ^

the surgical instruments are quite identical. 'and write for awhile till he went to recli

It was contemporaneous with the civilization again. Thus he would pass the night,
thus indicated, that the name of the wife was ' twelve or one, before he retired to sleep. T
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as his daily practice. On the uext morning
) would go to what he had written, and read

i
while walking backwards and forwards,

len, out of ten sheets, probably he would
ly gi'^'o three or lour to his copying clerk

enter into the tooks, and the others he
t)uld tear up. Such was his daily habit.

"He kept four persons on wages, each, in

eir peculiar departments-; one to go to the

•ests in search of various kinds of leaves,

wers, fungi, pulp and such like products.

lOther he sent to collect all kinds of flics,

asshoppers, bees, in all their varieties, as

ill as scorpions, centipedes, and such like,

ring him needles as well as pins with a box
stick the creatures thei-ein. Another he

it with a basket to seek for coral, shells,

stcrs, mussels, cockles, and such like ; also

les of various species; and another to eol-

t animals, such as birds, jungle fowl, deer,

,gs, moose-deer, and so forth. Then he had
irge book with thick paper, whose use was
the keeping of the leaves and flowers.

id when he could not put them there, he

d a Chinese Macao painter, who was good
painting fruit and flowers to the life, these

set him to copy. Again, he kept a barrel

1 of arrack, or brandy, and when he had got

ikes, scorpions, centipedes, or such like, he

uld put them into it till they were dead,

'ore putting them in bottles. This occupa-

astonished the people of Malacca, and
ypeople profited from going to search for

living creatures that exist in the sky and
earth, sea or land, town or country

;

ether they flew or crawled, whether thej'

i'outed or grew out of the earth, it was as

pve related. Further, people brought books
(Malayan history to the number of many
adreds, so as to nearly finish the national

iraturc. They brought them from all parts,

ing to the good price given. Thus were
d two or three hundred books, also divers

[sms, pnnfuns, and such like. At that time

S) histories stored up in Malacca were nearly

Itiausted, being sold by the people ; and
Eiat were only to be borrowed, these he had
hied.

' 'fhns, daily, people brought various kinds

D animals and moths which are seldom seen

b men, such as Javanese butterflies. Then
Bne presents from the Eaja of Sambas, in

ii! shape of a mawas,—which white men call

pmg outang,—a young tiger, birds, and o^ier

bids of brutes from various countries. So he
pt trowsers on the mawas, with coat and hat
nplete, which made it as like a little man

a possible, and he let it go, when it soon be-

ne apparent that its habits were those of

nkind, the only fault being that it could

. speak. And when I was engaged writ-

', it would come so softly up to the table

tit you would not perceive its footsteps, just

e apes and monkeys; then it would slowly

e the pen up to its neck, and when I told

! animal to put the pen down, down it

HJutd put it."

Now, Mr. Raffles's disposition was any
]g but covetous, for, in whatever under
ings or projects he had in view, he grudged

b expense so that they were accomplished
Bus his intentions had rapid consummation,
Sere were numbers of people always watch

bout his house, ready to seek for what
le wanted, to sell to him or take orders

B<that they might obtain profit. Thus loads

p money came out of his chest daily, in bu_5"

II various things, or in paying wages."

" Now, on a certain evening, as I was about
to go home, Mr. Eaflles called to me saying,
' Inchi, come and take a walk with mo, as 1

want to see a Malay school.' On this 1 went
out with him, and got upon his carriage and
proceeded along with him towards Trunquera;
and when we had arrived at the house ofLibby
Abdulranark, we entered. Here we saw that

throe boys had been punished : one by a chain
round his waist, the end being nailed to the
end of a beam, and which he was required to

carry : the other with a chain only, with
which he had to study : and the other he had
tied in a hanging posture. Then said Mr.
Raflles, 'Why, O Inchi, has the schoolmaster
put chains on these children ? this is a verj^

bad custom; try and ask him.' So I asked
of him, to which he replied that they had run
away for eight days, and had now just been
caught and brought in by men from a place

called Kandar, a day's journey from this.

'The father of one of them has jjaid one dol-

lar for the service, and on this account I am
punishing him. As for this other boy, he had
deserted for two days, having climbed up a

tree for that time in ihe forest, and this is

his punishment. As for this one, all his les-

.sons he has forgotten, and thus I order him
to read.'

"

(To be continued.)

Selected.

My exercises now put on a diff'erent appear-

ance to what they had heretofore done, from
an apprehension which at times presented to

my mind, that the time was fast approaching
when I must be willing to relinquish a good
business which I had been helped to get to-

gether, and set myself more at liberty to at-

tend to my religious duties from home. The
language which my Divine Master renewedly
proclaimed in the ear of my soul was, " Gather
up the wares into thine house, for I have need

of the residue of thy days;" accompanied by
an assurance, that although there was, as

some would consider, but little meal in the

barrel, and little oil in the cruse, of temporal

property, not having realized more than a

bare hundred pounds a year, and all my five

children to settle in the world, yet if I was
faithful in giving up to this and every future

requiring of my great Creator ; the meal and
oil shoutd not waste. I endeavored to weigh
this requisition, and well knew that the meal

and oil He had thus condescended to give,

would be amply sufficient for me and my dear

wife, should'we be permitted to see old age,

provided we continued to pursue our economi-

cal habits, and that I must leave the provision

for my children's settling in life to that same
Almighty power who had so abundantly cared

for us
;
yet the prospect of relinquishing a

good business was at times a close trial of my
faith. The requiring, however, pressed upon

me with increasing weight, accompanied with

a fear, that if I did not'endeavor after cheer-

ful resignation of myself and my all to his dis-

posal, even this would be blasted again, with-

out power on my part to prevent it.

As I thought prudence pointed out the ne-

cessity of not acting with precipitancy, and

that it would be well to take the counsel of

some suitable Friends, I earnestly besought

the Lord to direct my attention towards such

as would be likely wisely to counsel me here-

in ; and believing my secret petitions were, in

mercy, heard, and that two Friends of our

Monthly Meeting were pointed out to me as

suitable, I opened my situation to them ; and
they gave it as their judgment, if my mind
should continue to be exercised with this ap-

prehension of duty, it would be best for me
to yield to it. About the Fifth month this

year, I turned my business over to a Friend
;

and shortly after making this sacrifice, a per-

son added to my store liy will, one hundred
pounds, which I received as a mark of the
merciful interference of my heavenly Bene-
factor.—i?/e of T. Shillitoe, 1805.

Central Africa.—Col. Long is a native of
Maryland, in the United States. He joined
the service of the Khedive of Egypt. Last
July, the natives allowed him to visit Vic-
toria Lake, called Victoria Nj-anza, on the
Equator, in longitude 31° E., that was dis-

covered by Speke. It has been supposed to

be the source of the Nile; but the natives

would not let Speke explore the river that

ran towards Albert Nyanza, nor to follow

another flowing north, farther than Uron-
dogani. Col. Long explored the lake, sur-

rounded by an escort of 1200 natives in thirty

canoes, and found it from twelve to twenty
miles wide, and of untold length. He sailed

down the stream bj' LTrondogani, for ninety
miles, and then found another lake, at least

twenty-five miles long, and kept on to Lake
Albert. He made the whole passage of the

Nile, from Urondogani to Uganda for the

first time, between August 17th and Septem-
ber 3d, last; and claims to have found the

great basin from which the Mile flows.

A part of this had been done by others

before. Speke and Grai>t, going from Zanzi-

bar, struck the river, and floated down to

Cairo. But Long moved up the river from
the delta to the lake, and explored that;

found what others had not, and if his reports

are all true, has found the source of the Nile.

Livingstone, according to Cameron's investi-

gations, spent the last year of his life near

the sources of the Congo—the great Tan-
ganyika Lake being the reservoir of that

river, that is called the Lualaba near the

lake. Sir Samuel Baker thought the Albert

Nyanza was the fountain of the Nile; and

Speke, and Grant, and Burton had their

guesses. But Col. Long has found a great

lake that is a natural reservoir of the waters

of the Victoria Nyanza, and that water-shed,

that flows into the Nile, and may be its foun-

tain, and probably is. Stanley is on his way
there ; and it will be a great glory to Ameri-

can explorers in Africa, if they finally esta-

blish the exact truth so many have tried to

learn, for more than twenty centuries.

—

Libe-

ria Advocate.

Selected for "The Friend."

When the eye is kept single to the Great

Counsellor in "the heart, as well as the Great

Controller of events, and the government of

all placed upon his shoulders, how He pre-

pares the way for, and opens the door unto,

hisobedient, humble, patient followers. These

have no lack of either wisdom or strength to

fulfil his will, which is their sanctification.

To these, the how, the what and the when
are all opened, through the power of his

Holy Spirit, to their quickened understanding.

So that though weakness and fear may seem,

at times, to bring into bondage, yet will the

Lord of life and of glory re-anoint for his

work; out of weakness make strong; renew
his covenant, as in the case of Levi, because
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of the filial fear of his obedient children:

and enable again to take fresh courage, and

to run the nice set before them. Thus, well

has it been said, that He will not allow his

faithful, dedicated ones, very far to contra-

vene his blessed will and purposes concerning

them.

—

Hannah Gibbons.

Humming Birds.—Lady Burdett Coutts, in

her cai>acity of President of the Ladies' Com-
mittee of the English Society for the Preven-

tion of Cruelty to Animals, appeals to her

countrywomen to prevent the extermination

of humming birds, which she calls the gems
of bird-life, by sacrificing their love of orna-

ments made of these brilliant creatures, not

only because their destruction is a needless

cruelty, but as a concession to naturalists.

Professor Tomlinson stated, in a paper read

to the ladies, that one house received forty

thousand humming birds last year. As the}'

are found only within a restricted area, their

extermination seems imminent if the present

fashion for using them as ornaments con-

tinues.

The next best thing to being in the right,

is frankly and manfullj-to acknowledge being

in the wrong.

THE FRIEND.
FOURTH MONTH 24, 1875.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—London dispatches say that crowded re-

vival meetings continue to be held in London. At one
of them Moody delivered an earnest address on Chris-

tian work, and it is said thousands rose at his invita-

tion to " go into the streets and work for Christ."

The London Times and Daily News having recently
published documents which had been submitted to a
select committee of Parliament concerning certain
South American loans, the House of Commons has ap-
pointed a select committee to investigate the affair, and
report how those papers obtained the documents in
question.

The Rothschilds have issued the prospectus of a new
Rus.sian loan of £1.5,000,000, with interest at 4J per
cent, per annum, to be issued at 92. Of the total

. amount £8,000,000 are offered for subscription in Lon-
don. The balance is reserved for St. Petersburg.
A motion was made in the House of Commons that

Great Britain should withdraw her agreement to the
declaration of Paris of 1856. The Under Secretary of
Sute frfr Foreign Affairs opposed the motion, alleging
that England could not honorably withdraw without
consent of the other parties who signed it. Her re-

linquishment of the right to sieze an enemy's goods on
a neutral vessel was a great concession, but England
was a gainer by the abolition of privateering, and in
other respects. The motion was rejected by a vote of
36 yeas to 261 nays.

The annual budget of the Chancellor of the Exche-
quer shows that the surplus of receipts over expendi-
tures, for the year ending Third mo. 31st, 1875, was
£593,883. The expenditures for the current fiscal year
are estimated at £75,268,000, and the revenue at £75,-
685,000.

London,'4th mo. 17th.—U. S. 5-20 bonds, 1867, 108;
new five per cents 102J.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 8d. ; Orleans, 8J a 8\d.
Brcadstutls quiet and unchanged.
The ageniH of the French government have made

contracts in Bohemia for 10,000 horse-s, to be delivered
in two months.
A Paris dispatch of the 13th says: The diplomatic

conference upon the metrical system of weights and
measures met here yesterday. The governments of
Brazil, the United States, Venezuela, and the Argentine
Republic are represented. It was resolved to establish
an international bureau of weights and measures.
The Duke Decazes, Minister of Foreign Aff'airs, has

appointed a Commission of diplomatic and consular
agents in connection with the Centennial Exhibiton.

A Paris dispatch of the 16th says : A party of three

persons ascended in the balloon Zsnith, to-day, for the

purpose of making scientific observations. The balloon

attained the extraordinary height of 8000 metres (over

26,000 feet.) Two of the aeronauts were-suffocated to

death, and when the balloon reached the ground the

third was almost insensible, and has since been so ill

that his recovery is doubtful.

A Berlin dispatch of the 14th says : The government

journals give tranquilizing assurances in regard to the

relations of Prussia with foreign Powers._

In the upper House of the Prussian Diet to-day, the

bill withdrawing the State grants from the Roman
Catholic clergy was under debate.

Prince Bismarck made a speech, in which he de-

clared that since the Vatican Council, the Catholic

bishops were merely the Pope's preftcts. He said he

was not an enemy of the Catholic Church. He warred

only against the Papacy, which had adopted the prin-

ciple of the extermination of heretics, and which was
in enmity with the Gospel as well as with the Prussian

State.

Later dispatches from Berlin announce the final

passing of the bill withdrawing the State grants from

the Catholics, and that it bad been signed by the Em-
peror.

The Carlists have surprised Fort Ashe, near Santan-

der, and carried off' 200 prisoners and four guns. It is

reported that the Carlists have seized a number of

women and children in the province of Soria, and
threaten to shoot them unless they are ransomed.
The situation in Cuba does not seem to improve.

Troops have been sent from Havana into the jurisdic-

tion of Colon and Ceinfuegos, where they will be

divided into small detachments to protect the sugar

plantations. The authorities say that the wholesale

destruction of plantations has been checked, but the in-

surgents still destroy them in isolated places.

The number of holidays in Russia has grown to be

an inconvenience. There are 44 church and imperial

holidays, and a commission has been formed to see

what can be done in the way of reducing the number.
The Vienna Presse says the Emperor William, of

Germany, has written a letter to King Victor Emanuel,
expressing his gratitude at the recent interview between
the latter and the Emperor of Austria, at Venice. The
German Emperor also, says the Presse, speaks in affec-

tionate terms of the Emperor Francis Joseph, and ex-

presses the hope that the interview will serve to

strengthen the friendship between Austria and Italy.

United States.—After a long period of discord and
contention in Louisiana, the opposing parties have at

last agreed upon a plan which promises quiet and order.

The House of Representatives has adopted the joint

resohition recognizing the Kellogg government, and
pledging members to support the efforts of the Governor
in the line of reform and good government. It is said
that good feeling and a spirit of conciliation seems to

actuate the members of both parties. The resolution
passed by a vote of 89 to 18.

The Postmaster General calls attention to the fact

that the Postal Departments of Belgium, France, Italy,

Russia, Spain and Turkey prohibit the transmission of
watches, jewelry and coin money in the mails of those
countries ; therefore correspondence, whether ordinary
or registered, originating in the United States, addressed
to the countries named, should not contain the inter-
dicted articles.

The winter wheat crop is generally reported to be in
excellent condition, notwithstanding the extreme cold-
ness of the past winter and the small quantity of snow
that fell in most sections of the country.
Agent Seville, at -the Red Cloud Agency, telegraphs

the Indian Commissioner that he has dispatched mes-
sengers for two prominent Sioux Chiefs, whom he will
bring to Washington for the proposed negotiations for
the purcha.se of the Black Hills reservation. Sis com-
panies of calvalry and two of infantry, have been or-
dered from the railroad at Omaha to the base of the
Black Hills, as an escort to the government geologist
who is sent_ to make a survey of that country. The
government is promptly apprised of the various expe-
ditions of miners into the region in question, and is pre-
pared for them.
There were fifty Life Insurance Companies in the

United States at the end of 1874, which is less by nine
than there were two years previously. The amount in-
sured on 799,534 policies was the enormous sum of $1 -

997,236,230. In the years 1873 and 1874, the amount
insured on lives decrea.sed $117,506,301. This decrease
is attributed to the business depression of these years.
The severity of the past winter is shown in the fact

that the Hudson river was closed by ice for a period of
120 days, which is about 30 days over the average time

for the past fifty years. Snow fell in Chicago on I

17th inst. The temperature was twenty degrees abo'

zero. At Madison, Wisconsin, it was at zero on tl

16th inst. Snow to the depth of ten inches fell in La
caster, N. H., that day.

The interments in" New York last week number
572.

Advices from Key West, Florida, say that a gener

apprehension is felt that the coming season will be ve:

sickly. Fleet Surgeon Suddards gays that any pr

tracted stay of a large naval force at either Havana i

Key West, would be in the highest degree impruden
JTie Markets, &c.—The following were the quotatio

on the 17th inst. Nexv York.—American gold, 115. U.

dxes, 18S1, registered, 1211 ; coupons, 122f ; do. 186

r21Jal21|;do. 5 per cents, 115} a 116}. Superfine flot

S4.60 a §4^90 ; State extra, $5.25 a $5.45 ; finer branc

$5.65 a $9.35. No. 2 Chicago spring wheat, $1.20 ; r

western, $1.28; white Genesee, $1.35; white Michiga

$1.41. Canada barley, SI .45. Oats, 73i a 77 cts. R)
$1.05. Western mixed corn, 90 cts.; southern yello

92 cts. Philadelphia.—MidAUngs cotton, 16J a 17J c

Superfine flour, $3.75 a $4.00 ; extras, $4.25 a $4.7.

finer brands, $5.50 a $8.50. Red wheat, $1.28 a $1.3

araber,$1.32a$1.34; white, $1.37 a $1.40. Rye, Sl.l

Yellow and mixed corn, 89 a 90 cts. Oats, 71 a 73 c

Lard, 15J a 16 cts. Clover-seed, 11 J a 13 cts. Timotli

$2.50 per bushel. Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.

a $1.07 ; No. 2 do., $1.02. No. 2 mixed corn, 7U c

Oats, 59 J cts. Rye, $1.03. No. 2 spring barley, $1.5

Si. Loufs.—^o. 2 winter red wheat, $1.31 ; No. 3 ri

$1.23 ; No. 2 spring, $1.06. Corn, 73} a 75 cts. No,

oats, 63J cts. .BaftJmore.^No. 1 western amber whei

$1.33; No. 2 do., $1..30; No. 1 western red, $1.5

Yellow corn, 88 a 89 cts. Oats, 70 a 73 cts. Lard,

a 16} cts.

FRIENDS' TRACTS.
Friends and others interested in the judicious dist:

bution of Tracts, will, upon application at the Bo(

Store, No. 304 Arch Street, be supplied with the

gratuitously.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
The Summer Session commences on Second-ds

the 3rd of Fifth month. Application for the admissii

of pupils may be made to Benjamin W. Passmob
Sup't, (address Street Soad P. 0., Chester Co , Pa.,)

to Charles J. Allen, Treasurer, No. 304 Arch Slrt

PhUaddphia.

Just Published and for Sale at Friends' Book Stoi

No. 304 Arch Street Philadelphia,

FRIENDS IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTUE

Charles Evans, M. D. •

This is an octavo of over Six Hundred Pag'

Bound in cloth $2.00. Half bound in Turkish moroc
$2.50. Postage 48 cts.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
"Wanted, in the Girls' Department, a teacher

Reading and Grammar, to enter on her duties at t

opening of the Summer Session on the 3rd of Fil

month. Application may be made to

Susan E. Comfort, Knox St., Germantown,
Hannah Evans, 322 Union St., Philadelphia,

Martha D. Allen, 528 Pine St.,
"

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Prankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadelphi

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wobi
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

Died, in this city on the 18th of Third month, 18

Anna, widow of Nathan Vail, late of Plainfield, N.
in the 92d year of her age. She was a member, and
many years an esteemed elder of Railway and Pla

field Monthly Meeting.
—;—, Third month 31st, 187-5, at the residence of

son-in-law, Moses Cadwallader, near Fallsington, T
Co., Pa., Charles Burton, aged 75 years and 6monl
a member of Falls' Monthly Meeting of Friends.

WILLIAlvrH. PILE, PRINTER, '

"

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Giant Telescopes.

When Galileo's first telescope was made,
lich enlarged an object less than five dia-

sters, it astonished the world. And when
finally'" succeeded in making one that mag-
ied about 30 diameters, it was said that the

nagnifying power had been reached,
plausible reasons were given to substan-
the statement. When, somewhat later,

ueuhofer made the celebrated Dorpat tel-

pe of Kussia, with an object glass of 9J
in aperture, its enormous povrer was

cause of great excitement among astrono-
throughout the world. The famous Clii-

;o telescope with its 18J inch aperture,
by Clark & Sons, at a cost of §18,000,

,3 till lately been at the head of great in-

sjuments of this class. At Gateshead, near
wcastle, England, R. S. Newall's telescope.

de by Cooke & Sons of York, with 25-inch
L-ture, has for several years stood as the
gest in the world, though of inferior quality'

1 power. At present the instrument in the
val Observatory at Washington, and now
tive operation there, gives to the United

tes the distinction of having the largest
!i|l most efl:ective I'efracting telescope that
s ever constructed. This, too, was made

b|Messrs. Clark, who have now nearly com-
ted another of similar calibre, ordered by
J. McCormick of Chicago, of McCormick's

rijper fame. This, it is understood, will be
gjen to one of the Virginia universities.

phese twin " monsters of the deep"—sky,
nj sea—will, in every important particular,

b^he counterparts of each other. The only
niiceable differences are, the Washington iu-

BBiment has an aperture of 26 inches, while
M McCormick has one of a little over 26,
hi only enough to have it said that it is the
lafrest in the world; the compound objective
Otibject-glass, in the latter weighs 170 pounds
W^ile that of the former weighs 180 pounds.
Iikaeh, the glass with the tube in which it is

injirted weighs about a ton, and the whole
W[ght may be roughly estimated at four or
fi^ tons. Each has a focal length of about
thfty-three. The cost of the Government
tescope was $46,000 in currency. That of
Mpormick will be $38,000 in gold. The con-
trtt was made for both at the same time
ftlut four years ago, and at the same price

gold being estimated as it then stood. L. J.

McCormick chose to pay the amount in gold
when his instrument should be completed.
I'he objectives alone when completed are
worth $25,000 each, and are capable of a
magnifying power -of 2,000 diameters, though
owing to the interference of the atmosphere,
a power of over 1,500 will seldom be used, but
even this will increase the surface of the ob-

ject viewed, to 2,250,000 times its natural
size.

The establishment that gives birth to these
monster telescopes is situated in Cambridge-
port, Mass., within easy rifle range of the
Boston State House. It is an unpretending-
structure of plain brick, two stories high,

about 40 feet long by 25 feet veide, with an L
of the same width, and 30 feet long, and a
small one-story room, perhaps 15 x 20. All

the power used in this factory is a five-horse

power engine, of which more than three-horse
power is seldom needed. The firm is com-
posed of Alvan Clark and his two sons. They
employ at present about a half-dozen hands,
and never have in the busiest times more than
ten. The senior A. Clark is now over 70
years of age, and he did not begin telescope

making until he was over 40 years old. He
h;'S acquired his knowledge and skill without
instruction. He has never seen a lens in pro-

cess of construction in the hands of any one
out of his own shop. Yet here are made in-

struments which no other maker in the world
has surpassed or equalled.

The object-glass is, by far, the most diflScult

part of the work of telescope making. This

is composed of two lenses, one of crown and
the other of flint glass, the former to disperse

or scatter the colors in the ray of light, and
the latter to refract or bend the rays to a focus.

The combined eflect is to magnify the object,

and at the same time to destroj' all the rain-

bow colors, thus presenting the object to the

observer in a white light or its natural color.

These lenses are made from an immense mass
of molten glass, called a "pot," which of

course looks no more like a lens than a rough
block of marble resembles a statue. The glass

in this massive form is made in Birmingham,
England, by Chance Brothers & Co. This

firm made the glass of which the English

Crystal Palace was constructed. For lenses,

parts are selected from the molten mass as

nearly pure as possible, and molded into rect-

angular blocks. Even in this apparently sim-

ple process there is need of great care and

skill. The " pot" of melted flint glass, which
weighs from 050 to 2,000 pounds must be con-

stantly stirred till a chemical action, which
would fill the mass with bubbles, has ceased,

and even till the glass has become so stiff in

cooling that it can be stirred no longer. To
give some idea of the difficulty of this seem-

ingly insignificant part of the work, it needs

only be said that the glass for the lens of one

of the 26-inch telescopes cost, in its rough,

massive state, no less than $6,000 ; $3,000 had

to be paid down before the operators would
undertake the task at all, and if unsuccessful
in ten trials they wei-e to be released from
further obligation.

On arrival at the factory in this country the
l)k*ck of gkss is eat by the revolution of a cir-

cular disk, having a flange on the edge of its

lower surface, which, with sand for teeth, cuts
into the glass in a way similar to that in which
marble is sawed. This gives the glass a disk-
like form, and its first remote resemblance to
a lens. This sawing or cutting is done by
steam power ; a plate an inch thick can be cut
in one-half or three-quarters of an hour. It is

next ground down by the revolving of a con-
cave plate pressed upon it, one surface at a
time, till it becomes a rough double convex
lens. It is now opaque, like ground glass, and
is afterward ground or smoothed down to a
fine surface by means of emery, and then
polished in a hand process hy rubbing it with
coal tar, beeswax and rouge. When a lens

is sufiiciently polished to admit of the trans-

mission of light it is to be corrected for chro-
m.atic and spherical abberation, or confusion
among the rays. The chromatic defect is the
showing of the colors of the rainbow, such as

seen in looking through the triangular glass

pendente of chandeliers. Those would in-

terfere with the view of the object. ' This
defect is corrected by a careful adjustment of
the relative thickness of the crown and flint

plates.

As no mathematical rules can aid in the per-

fection of the lens, this work can be effected

only by a wearisome system of tests continued
daily and hourly for weeks and months. De-
fects are thus carefully ascertained and re-

moved. But the required modifications are so

slight, and the work so delicate, that hard as

the glass is, the workmen dare attempt noth-

ing more violent than simply to rub down its

surface by the application of wet rouge with
the finger tips, and often the rubbing that re-

moves a defect in one place produces another
near it. The amount of surface that is worn
away in this process is incalculably small, yet
it makes all the difference between a com-
plete failure and an objective that meets every
requirement of the astronomer. This delicate

process would have no appreciable effect in

removing a scratch, and when the surface of a
lens is scratched, the defect can be removed
only by beginning again with the grinding,

which of course compels the repetition of the

smoothing, polishing and correcting procesaiP

afterward.

It is almost amusing to w;itness the exces-

sive care with which they mount the great

plates of glass for frequent testing. Only the
gentleness with which a very sick child or a
severely w^ounded person is moved by careful

nurses is comparable with the tender pains

taken in moving a large lens. A hand-barrow
has been constructed for this special purpose.

A soft bed is prepared upon it, and carefully

overlaid with snowy sheets of fine soft paper.
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The Klass plates are placed side by side in a

vertical position, then slowly moved toward

GDC another, and kept fron/ immediate con-

tact by pieces of liufoil ; then turned carefully

over till they rest horizontally upon a softly

cushioned stool which has been placed in the

centre of a brazen '-cell" or hoop of 100

pounds weight. Then the cell is slowly raised

till the plates rest upon a shoulder within it.

Now another and smaller brass hoop is screw-

ed above the lens as it rests upon the shoulder,

and the precious treasure is thus securely

fastened in the cell. It is now softly placed

upon the bed, and with great caution, wheeled

across the building where, by a similar tender

process, it is removed to the rolled iron tube,

resembling a long steam boiler, in which it is

temporarily mounted for testing. The lens

for the Washington telescope was nine months
in process of construction. The present one

for L. J. MeCormick received the manipula-

tion of eight months. Consideringtheamount
of untiling skilled labor expended, by which
rude lumps of glass become worth a small for-

tune, it will not seem strange that they are

tended and watched over like a sick child.

The unfinished telescopes are protected in the

building by a complete s^'stem of burglar

and fii-e telegraphic alarms, contrived by the

Ciarks themselves, and working automati-
cally, which communicate with their resi-

dence near by.— Cor. N. Y. Tribune.

For "Tbe Friend."

The Straisiit Gate and the Broad Way.

AN ALLEGORY.
(Conclnded from page 284.)

" I now set myself to observe Tvhat was
the particular let, molestation and hindrance
which obstructed particular travellers in their
endeavors to enter in at the Strait Gate. I

remarked a huge portly man who seemed de-

sirous of getting in, but he carried about him
such a vast provision of bags full of gold, and
liad on so many rich garments, which stuffed

him out so wide, that though he pushed and
squeezed, like one who really had a mind to
get in, yet he could not possibly do so. Then
I heard a voice crying, ' Wo to him who
loadeth himself with thick clay.' The poor
man felt that something was wrong, and even
went .so far as to change some of his more
cumbersome vanities into others which seem-
ed less bulky, but still he and his pack were
much too wide for the gate. He would not
however give up the matter so casil}-, but be-
gan to throw away a little of the coarser part
of his baggage, but still I remai-ked he threw
away none of the vanities which lay near his
lieart. He tried again, but it would not do

;

still his dimensions were too large. He now
looked up and read these words, ' How hardly
shall they that have riches enter into the
kingdom of God.' The poor man sighed to
find that it was impossible to enjoy his fill of
both worlds, and ' went awaj- sorrowing.' If
he ever afterwards cast a thought towards
tMfe Happy Land, it was only to regret that
the road which led to it was too narrow to
admit any but the meagre children of want,
who were not so encumbered by wealth as to be
too big for the passage. Had he read on, he
would have seen that 'with God all things
are possible.'

Another advanced with much confidence of
success, for having little worldlv riches or
honors, the gate did not seem so strait to him.
He got to the threshold triumphantly, and

seemed to look back with disdain on all that

be was quitting. He soon found, however,

that he was so bloated with pride, and stuffed

out with self-sutBeiency, that he could not get

in. Nay, he was in a worse way than the

rich man just named ; for he had been willing

to throw away some of his outward luggage,

whereas this man i-efused to part with a grain

of that vanity and self-applause which made
him too large for the way. The sense of his

own worth so swelled him out that he stuck

fast in the gateway, and could neither get in

nor out. Finding now that he must cut off'

all these big thoughts of himself, if he wished

to be reduced to such a size as to pass the gate,

he gave up all thoughts of it. He scorned

that humility and self-denial which might
have shrunk him down to the proper dimen-

sions ; the more he insisted on his own quali-

fications for entrance, the more impossible it

became to enter, for tjhe bigger he grew. Find-

ing that he must become quite another man-
ner of man before he could hope to get in, he

gave up the desire; and I now saw that

though when he set his face towards the

Happy Land he could not get an inch for-

ward, yet the instant he made a motion to

turn back into the world, his speed became
rapid enough, and he got back into the Broad
Way much sooner than he got out of it.

Many, who for a time were brought down
from their usual bulk by some affliction

seemed to get in with ease. Theynow thought
all their ditficulties over, for having been sur-

feited with the world during their late disap-

pointment, they turned their backs upon it

willingly enough, and fancied they were tired

of it. A fit of sickness, perhaps, which is very

apt to reduce, had for a time brought their

bodies into subjection, so that they were en
abled just to get in at the gatewaj^; but as

soon as health and spirits returned, the way
grew narrower and narrower to them ; and
they could not get on, but turned short, and
got back into the world. 1 saw many attempt
to enter who were stopped short by a large

burden of worldly cares ; others by a load of
idolatrous attachments ; but I observed that
nothing proved a more complete bar than that
vast bundle of prejudices, with which multi-

tudes were loaded. Others wei-e fatally ob-

structed by loads of bad habits which they
would not lay down, though they knew it

prevented their entrance.

Some few, however, of most descriptions,

w^ho had kept their light alive by craving con-
stant supplies from the king's treasuiy, got
through at last by a strength which they felt

not to be their own. One poor man, who
carried the largest bundle of bad habits I had
seen, could not get on a step ; he never ceased,
however, to implore for light enough to see
where his misery lay; he threw down one of
his bundles, then another, but all to little pur
pose

;
still he could not stir. At last striving

as if in agony (which is the true way of enter-
ing) he threw down the heaviest article in his
pack; this was selfishness: the poor fellow
lelt relieved at once, his light burned brightly,
and the rest of his pack was as nothing.
Then I heard a great noise as of carpenters

at work. I looked what this might be, and
saw many sturdy travellers, who finding they
were too bulky to get through, took it into
their heads not to reduce themselves, but to
widen the gate ; they hacked on this side, and
hewed on that; but all their hacking and
hewing, and hammei'ing was to no purpose.

they got their labor for their pains. It wou
have been possible for them to have reduc

themselves, had they atteraptedjit, but to widi

the narrow way was impossible.

What grieved me most was to observe th

many who got on successfully a good wa
now stopped to rest and to admire their ov
progress. While they were thus valuing thai

selves on their own attainments, their lig

diminished.* While these were boasting he

far they had left others behind who had e

out much earlier, some slower travellers who
beginning had not been so promising, but wl
had walked meekly and circumspectly, no
outstripped them. These last walked not
though they had already attained ; but th

one thing they did, forgetting the thin

which were behind, they pushed forward
the mark, for the prize of their high callic

These, though naturally weak, yet by layi

aside every weight, finished the race that w
before them. Those who had kept their -lig

burning,' who were not 'wise in their ov
conceit,' who 'laid their help on one who
mighty," who had ' chosen to suffer afflictl

rather than to enjoy the pleasures of sin foi

season,' came at length to the Happy Lar
They had indeed the Dark and Shadowy V
ley to cross, but even there they found a r

and a staff to comfort them. Their light i

stead of being put out by the damps of t

Valley and Shadow ofDeath, often burnt wi
added brightness. Some indeed suffered t

terrors of a short eclipse; but even then tb
light, like that of a dark lantern, was not

f
out ; it was only turned for awhile from h
who carried it, and even those often finish

their course with joy. But be that as it mig
the instant they reached the Happy Land,
tears were w^iped from their eyes ; and t

king himself came forth and welcomed th(

into his pi'csence, and put a crown upon th

heads, with these words, ' Well done, go
and faithful servant, enter thou into the

j

of thy Lord.'

"

For "The Frien^

Marcoy's Journey Aeross South America.

(ContiDned from page 285.)

"As on the previous evening, fires w<
kindled on the shore, and now, as then,

made our beds among the stones, calling

sleep to calm the nervous trepidation wi

which we were all agitated.

"Our people, fraternally mixed with
Antis, passed a part of the night in warmi
up and cooking under our very eyes, and
our own pots, the provisions which they h

stolen from us the evening before. Just

day-break five balseros [raftsmen], took 1

key of the fields, and carried off with thi

the sabres, muskets and haversacks belong!

to the soldiers of the escort. Left withe

means of defence, but preserving the use

their eyes and their two arms, these soldii

could still save us by acting as rowers in plfi

of those we had lost. We proposed thereft

to arm them with poles, and mount them up

* A very similar testimony and admonition to I

is borne by John Barclay : whicli is preceded by a

lively remarks thus: "To feel something good visit

us, is one thing ; but patiently to endure alt the tunu

of the holy Hand npon us, both in breaking down the

nature, and building up the tiew edifice on the s

foundation, is another matter. I fear too many amot

113, content ourselves with knowing but very littl

the latter operation ; and even when that is parti!'

begun, they are for taking down the scaffolding:'

boarding in front, in order to show others what ta gt

)

on."—Mem. and Let. p. 199.
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e rafts, a proposition which thej' accepted,

it the execution of which they postponed,
ounded in their pride, and considering it a
shonor to have been despoiled of their arms
churupacos (paltry civilians), they only

ked for the time necessary to take their re-

mge, swearing that before an hour was over
ey would bring the vagabonds back dead or
i.ve. Before we could open our mouths to

ply they had disappeared in the wood. As
Fither the thieves nor the thief-catchers,

|ither the civil nor the military, ever ap-
ared again, we concluded that this double
asion was the result of a plan concocted in

e night.

"A cholo of the mission acquainted with
B idiom of the Antis was. designated by our
aplain, Father Bobo, 'to serve as dragoman,
d, thanks to his conversation with the sav-

es, an unexpected light was thrown upon
r situation. Without knowing it, we had
en walking over a mine ready charged,
iich at any moment might explode under
r feet.

"The successive disasters which had hap-
ned to our rafts were not the eifect of ac-

lent, as we believed, but the result of a
Dspiracy. It was the intention of the bal-

fos to appropriate the objects which com-
sed their lading, and of which they had
'ered one-half to the Antis if the latter had
Dsentcd to aid them in their work of rapine.
"In fine, these same balseros, in order to
mvince the savages that the pillage of our
jods was only an act of justice, had told
sm that we were pimarunacunas (men of
3 plateaux), faithless and lawless, having

I settled home, no king and no God, and
tat we would only lead them to their destruc-
t>n. The food we had given to them at Mapi-
Inuhuari, and especially the doubtful ham,
in-e poisoned. If the Antis had eaten this

it's-bane and escaped with their lives, it was
I cause they had stomachs lined with copper;
I I on the next occasion we should be sure to
<uble the dose, and not one of them would
(tape!

"It is easy to understand the effect of such
iiinuations on these stupid savages. It was
1th the greatest difficulty we could persuade
lem we had no wish to shorten their days.
Ither Bobo had to intervene in person, and
(11 to his aid the oratorical resources of the
jlpit. He even produced his pocket-crucifix,
sd offered to swear upon the holy image that
cr intentions had alwaj's been honest, and
cr hearts full of benevolence towards our
sies.

"Almost convinced by the discourse of our
Qaplaiu that we had never had the least in-

wtion to injure them, the savages seemed
^posed to remain with us. Some trifling

aides which we at once distributed among
tpm, a little friendly banter, or a well-timed
ftile, restored some degree of serenity to their
tflubled souls. We took advantage of this
cjange in their humor to prepare for depar-
tj'e, got ready our canoes, and pushed out
ito the stream, and five minutes afterwards
t|3 shores of Umiripanco disappeared in the
fttance."

JOur traveller, in his record of their voyage
fim day to day, gives soijie insight info the
gbits and character of the Antis Indians,
living gone ashore at Sangobatea to pass the
i«ht, he says: "We had hardly selected a
rCbvenient place for camping, when seven or
H;ht savages, clothed in loose sacs, with dis

bevelled hair, and their faces suitably daubed at this spot. As we advanced, it gradually
with red and black, started out from among became more contracted, until between one
the ti-ees. The bow and arrows, barbed or and two miles from Sibucuni it scarcely ex-

provided with a fish-hook of bone, which they ceeded a dozen yards in breadth. There the
held in their hand, showed that they formed double wall of rock suddenly sunk away. A
a fishing party. Three dogs with pointed belt of foam, above which rose a light mist
ears accompanied them. Two of these ani- 1 barring the bed of the river, warned us of the
mals were of a blue color from the muzzle to 'approach of danger. The cj'es of the savages
the very end of their tails. The third was of twinkled, the rowers bent to their stroke like

a purple tint. I saw at a glance that the first 'Jaguars about to make a spring. Those who
two had been stained with false-indiyo, and

j

steered half rose, and with their nosti-ils in-

that the color of the third was derived from
rocou."

" Our new friends, who had retired at night-

fall, returned at day-break accompanied by
their wives. These ladies were loaded with
provisions, which made their visit doubly
agreeable. In exchange for some trifling

articles of toy-ware we obtained fowls, eggs,

bananas, and the dried flesh of the vache

d'Anta (tapir). This exchange being effected

to the satisfaction of both parties, we looked

about us and could not resist a smile. Men
and women alike had evidently made a care-

ful toilet on our account. The faces of the
men were freshly daubed with red and black

;

the plate of silver suspended to their nostrils

had been polished up ; the women displayed

a profusion of necklaces and bracelets made
of seeds, drupes and kernels of fruits strung
on a thread. Some, more fashionably dressed

than other.s, wearing like a shoulder-knot a

dozen skins of birds of brilliant colors, or a

bunch of tapir's claws which made a rattling-

noise when they moved, which reminded one
of the crotalum (a kind of tambour played by
the priests of Cybele) or of the rattlesnake.

The women and young girls had their hair

cut squai'e across their foreheads level with
their eyes, and floating loose behind. The
sac which enveloped them in its large folds

prevented us from forming an opinion of their

figures.

"At Cominpini, a point remarkable for a

succession of frightful rapids whose waves
mingled together, rolled over each other and
whirled about as if they had been made to

boil by a blazing furnace beneath, the Antis

Simuco, who had attached his canoe to a raft

manned by his brother, was standing up, hold-

ing by its side to assist if necessary. At the

moment when the raft, towing the canoe with
the two women seated in it, passed between
the rocks, the sharp eye of the savage dis-

covered in the midst of the tumultuous waves
a sabalo or shad, which was mounting the cur-

rent. Stooping down, he seized his bow, placed

an arrow in it, aimed at the fish and pierced

it through and through, and all this with such

rapidity that had it been night the whole ac-

tion would have been visible in the gleam of

a single flash of lightning. If the danger that

surrounded us had not counselled prudence, I

could have sprung to my feet, clapped my
hands, and cried 'Encore,' so superb was the

Indian in artistic verve and activity of move-

ment, with his hair streaming in the wind,

his sac inflated by the rapidity of the course

down the rapid, and flapping in the air behind

him. Some minutes afterwards we reached

a gentler slope, the canoes and rafts slackened

their speed, and the sabalo which we had

seen from a distance floating like a buoy, with

the arrow stuck through its body, came near

enough for Simuco to secure." •

The passage of one of the rapids is thus de-

scribed :
" The river, entrenched between two

walls of freestone, was about 60 yards broad

flated and their hair streaming in the wind,

pressed firmly against the sides of the canoe

the oar which served as a rudder. There en-

sued a moment of feverish expectation and
terrible anxiety, during which no one could

foresee whether we would be able to descend

the rapid in safety, or should bo swallowed
up by it. Like black-snakes, slender and alert,

our canoes glided into the whirlpool of foam,

and disappeared from view. The most reso-

lute among us shut our eyes. A few seconds

elapsed ; then the hurrah of the savages an-

nounced the issue of the struggle—the rapid

of Tunkini was safely passed.

Below this dangerous passage, the river

contracted still more, and continued its course

between two walls or dykes of basalt, which
succeeded to the freestone. The summits of

these formations were covered with a dense

vegetation, were joined one to the other by a

net work of lianas and Sarmenfacece, which
formed, at an elevation of some 30 feet, a dome
of verdure impenetrable to the rays of the sun.

It was some minutes before our eyes, dazzled

by the light outside, became accustomed to

the greenish obscurity of this gorge, the most

remarkable work of nature that we had yet

met with on our journey.
" The natural tunnel or gorge, by whatever

name we choose to designate it, might be

somewhat less than a third of a mile in length,

and about 50 feet wide, terminating in a lu-

minous point like a star. Its walls ^^ere fur-

rowed by vertical trenches, serving as beds or

conduits to the little streams which fell from

their summits into the river, with no other

noise than a kind of gentle trickling. Wo
counted in our passage through the gorge,

twenty-three of these pretty falls ; in the un-

equal intervals between which, we could see

in the dim light, now a compact group of little

columns, now a truncated shaft ; the incessant

dripping of the foliage, drops of rain, and tears

of dew, during an incalculable number of ages,

having sculptured the basalt, and produced

the most charming accidents of architecture,

the most fantastic arabesques, the most ex-

quisite essays at ornamentation.
" The river rendered furious by its captivity

within these basaltic walls, but concentrating

its fury in the depth of its bed, throbbed in

its whole mass, and caused the bottom of our

canoes to tremble under our feet. Soon the

current, already rapid, redoubled its speed, the

parallel sculptures of the two walls grew con-

fused ; the star-like point which had served

as our Pharos, grew larger and larger until it

became a portal, opening to a wide extended

space. With the swiftness of an arrow our

canoes rushed out of the darkness of the gorge

;

passed some 20 yards further on the 2»incu or

pass of Tunkini (a notch or gap between two

masses of rock), and suddenly shot out into

the open, inundated with air and sunshine.

Henceforth the Cordillera was behind us. We
had entered on the American plains.

(To be continued.)
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Copy of a letter found among Jane Pear-

eon's pupers, addressed to Martha Eeroyd,

written in the year 1788. This letter was

not received by iL E. (now Martha .Smith)

until 8th mo. 1826, when, she was at Kendal,

on her waj' to Scotland on a religious visit;

it was addressed to M. E. when under deeply

religious exerci.se, and is as follows :

Whitehaven, Isl of 3d mo. 1788.

Martha Eeroyd,—Dear child, for whom I

have witnessed a travail even to yearning of

spirit for thy preservation, and that thou may
l)e enabled to bear the turning of the Holy
Hand ; for although the past part of thy life

may have been spent in a good degree of in-

nocency, yet I have apprehended while mus-

ing on thee, that melting in the furnace will

not injure; bo not afraid of the fioiy opcra-

tion.s, nor the trying dispensation by thee till

now unexperienced ; they are baptisms that

I'cfine, ami are not for our destruction as the

grand adversary would persuade; let not,

therefore, his temptations distract thy mind
;

believe not his suggestions, though the numer-
ous and increasing afflictions assigned thee,

be like the impetuous torrent of a troubled

sea, breaking thy rest and assailing thy weak
mind: weak have I written? well, I'll not re-

call it

—

iceak through watehings, fastings and
manifold besetments, new and strange to thee,

through ihore than usual exertions, as thy
state may require it to resist the tempter;
and the.sc efforts being unsuccessful, the time
not being fully come, has bad a tendency to

weaken thy faith, and laj' waste that hope
once begotten ; 1)C quiet in thy mind and thou
wilt see many footsteps of foresteppers that
are perhaps nearer their journey's end, and
these way marks have inscribed upon them,
" Fear not, worm Jacob." Ihey have not per-
ishoil in the vast howling wilderness, although
thoy have been among fiery serpents, and in

the mouth of the devonrer. Yet the good
Shepherj^'s cai-e,—oh I mine heart praises his

have me to be, similar to a tried servant,

"Why doth he yet find fault; who hath re-

sisted his will?" But since, I have seen, noth-

ing less would have done. I don't know that

these remarks may be applicable to thee, but

I have felt most easy to communicate them
just as they flow ; they are a few of my most
precious articles, they cost me much, even a

giving up all, and the natural life much en-

dangered ; they are the terms of my initiation

into the true Vine, times never to be forgotten,

moments now highly prized, turns I trust to

my account. 1 hope my tears then poured
out, are bottled up : suffer me therefore to

sing of mercy and ofjudgment, for mercy re-

joices against it. Now my dear, don't let an-

guish and the severity of thy trials cause thee

to slight these awful, solemn and important

truths, memorials from the bottom of Jordan
;

that it fared better with me than some, that

my pains have not been so excruciating, or

more abundant fortitude had been dispensed.

I answer I believe not, but 1 always felt it best

to keep out of frettings, and as much in the

patience as my proving would admit.

I don't expose these things in the creaturely

will, but I do think at present, I am serving

ray Master, in visiting His seed, and may He
bless it to thee is the earnest prayer-of my soul

;

and if thou finds freedom and composure to

drop me a line, it will be kindly accepted by
one whose trials have rendered supple and of

a commiserating texture. " I weep with those

that weep," for when deliverance cometh not
by man, nor any of the children of men, but
by the outstretched arm of Divine power,
making a way for us through the great deep
where plays Leviathan, that crooked piercing

serpent ; these redeemed children wear the
marks of their trials about them, they are
" signs on their arms and as frontlets between
their eyes," and they are known to each other
by their tender feelings ; and when unerring
Wisdom sees meet, to command Him who

ever-blessed name—takes out of the mouth of j^'^ars the destroying weapon to stay his hand,

he destroyer "the two legs or the piece of I
these have the signs of deliverance in their

" ha.s done it for many, and rayan ear.

belief is he will do it for thee; and these
minds can "set up their Ebenezer," and are
qualified from heartfelt experience to speak
to others when required, and nay " Come, and
I will tell what the Lord has done for my
soul. Ho brought mc up out of an horrible
])it, out of the miry clay, and set my feet upon
u rock, and established my goings, and has
j)ut a new song into my mouth, even praises
unto His name." And this is not trafficking
in unfelt truths, or dealing in things made
ready to our hands, but '• what our eyes have
seen, which we have looked upon, and our
hands have handled of the word of life, we
declare unto others;" but this preparation of
heart is of the Lord, and to some of us, not
the work of a day, week, month, or year.
Many years of deep affliction and sorrow
l)assed over mj- head, whilst 1 was under the
j.ryparing hand of my God—day and night
were alike to me; when morning [ wished for
evening, and when evening I wished Cormorn-
ing, often wishing I had m^vcr Ikcii Imrn, and
sometimes when under anguish of sitirit in-
describable, I have been i'ead_y to think it

iiard that I was delivered up into the hand of
my strong enemy against whom I was not
able to rise, he esteeming " my iron as straw
and my brass as rotten woo(i," laughing at
the shaking of the spear in my haiid, 1 bc-
lievint; I was willing to bi' what truth would

countenances, and hail their fellow pilgrims
with corresponding joy which they have learnt
on the banks of deliverance. I wish not to

enlai-ge—take these few scattered sentences
for thy good, and believe me to be in all trials,

thy affectionate, sympathizing, poor little

sister, Jane Pearson.

For "The Frieod."

Hakayit Abdiilla.

(Cnntinutjcl from page 287.)

" On a certain day, Mr. Raffles said to me,
' Tuan (sir), I intend to sail in three days
hence, so collect all my Malay books.' And
when I heard this my heart palpitated and
my spirit was gone. So I asked him where
he was going, when he told me he was -going
to Europe ; and when I heard this, I could
bear it no longer, I felt as if I had lost father
and mother—such was my condition, that my
eyes were bathed in tears. When he per-
ceived this, his face became flushed, and,
wiping his tears with his handkerchief, he
told me not to be disheartened, for if he lived
ho intended to return to Singapore.

" He then called me into the room and told
me that there were three presses filled with
Malay books, and to wrap them up well in

wa# cloth, and pack them in hair trunks, four
in number. There were also Javanese instru-
ments and various other articles ; and when
he had shown me all these ho went out, so

with my own hands I packed up all the book
histories and poems. Of these there wci

three hundred bound books, not counting tb

unbound ones, and scrolls and pamphlet
There were three hair trunks full, six foot i

length, of Malay books onl}^ Then thei

were two trunks filled with letters, Javanes
Bali, and Bujis books, and various image
paintings with their frames, musical ins'tri

ments, inscriptions, and lontar leaves. C

these there were three or four boxes. Besid(

this, the Javanese instruments, with the

equipments, were in one great box, and thei

were many thousands of specimens ofanimal
whose carcases had been taken out, but stuffe

like life. There were also two or three trunl

full of birds in thousands, and of various sp

cies, and all stuffed'. There were also seven

hundred bottles, of different sizes, tilled wit

snakes, scorpions, and woi-ms of differei

kinds. The bottles were filled with gin 1

prevent corruption. The animals were tht

like life. There were also two boxes fillc

with coral of a thousand kinds ; also shell

mussels, and bivalves of dift'erent species.

all these articles stated above he placed

value greater than gold ; and he was co

stantly coming in to see that nothing was hu

or broken. And when they were all read

they were shipped by a lighter; and whe
they were all safely on board he called n
into his office, saying, ' Tuan (sir), take th

letter and keep it with care,—it is to the san

effect as the one I gave you at Malacca,—ar

when English gentlenien arrive here, show
to them, and they will have regard for yo

And should you take office in a court of justii

as interpreter, show it to the Governor, t

that you will get a higher salary than Malai

usually obtain. Don't^be distressed. Jfl liv

I shall certainly return to Singapore, but if

die, may you prosper. Study English till y(

are well acquainted with it. Here is anothi

note, and after 1 have sailed, take it to M
Gobrus (Wingrovo?)—he will give you 2(

dollars. Take that for your expenses ;
and

I return, I intend to have many books eopi(

about the countries around, and I will ackno^

ledge how much you have assisted me in tl

Malay language, and in acquiring the book

&c., before alluded to. I will relate this i

that Europeans may know and trust you :

your occupation.' I was silent while I toe

the testimonial, my eyes flowing with tea

from great grief; the day was as if myfath(

and mother had died.
" Such was my separation from Mr. Raffle

I was not distressed about my livelihood, (

because of his greatness, or because of ni

losing him ; but because of his noble bearin,

his justness, modesty, and respect to his ft

low-men."
"I again returned- to Malacca for two.i'

three months, when, on returning to Singi

pore, I learnt from Colonel Farquhar that ti

ship in which Mr. Uaffles was a passengft

having sailed from Bencoolin, had on the san

evening been burnt, with all his baggage at

collections, nothing being saved but Mr. E&
fles and his wife. And when I heard th

news I was breathless, remembering all tl

Malay books of ancient date collected fro

various countries— all these lost with tl;

wonderful collection. As to his other pr

perty I did not care, for, if his life we:t

spared, he could reinstate this. But the boo]|

could not be recovered, for none of them we:j

printed, but in manuscript—they were so ra
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le country might have only two of
:hat is wliat distressed mo."

(To be continued.)

LOOK .AT HOME.
(ill heed the homely adage handed down from
ys of yore,

• u sweep your neighbor's dwelling, clean the
l.liish from your door."

liltl), no rust there gather—leave no traces of

lip every weed unsightly, brush the fallen leaves

en perchance, we may have leisure o'er our neighbor,
watch to keep,

1 the work assigned us finished, we before our door
may sweep

;

iw iiim where the moss is clinging—token ever of

decay

—

, .,

ere the thistle,'*, quickly springing, daily must be
cleared away.

, alas ! our work neglecting oft we mount the judg'

ment seat.

th his failings, his omissions, we our weary brother
greet

;

some hidden nook forgotten, searching with a careful

eye,

5 the springing weeds discover, some slight blemish
there descry,

we faithfully have labored thus to sweep without,

within,

uck 11 p envy, evil speaking, malice, each besetting sin,

ecds that by the sacred portals of the inner temple
grow

isonous weeds the heart defiling, bearing bitterness

and woe.

his slothfulness, his blindness, we our brother
harshly chide,

irying in our strength and wisdom, we condemn him
in our pride,

Ik him why he has neglected thus before bis door to

sweep

;

hy grown careless he has slumbered, failed his plot

to rightly keep.

I the judgment seat still sitting we no helping hand
extend,

assist our weaker brother his shortcomings to amend

;

•r his weariness, his falterings, we no sweet compas-
n show;

. om our store no cordial bring him, no encouragement
bestow.

It while busy with our neighbor, urging him to cease-
less care,

Uing to the thoughtless idlers, to their labor to

repair,

! unseen the dust has gathered—weeds are growing,
where of yore

ow'rets fair and sweet were blooming, when we swept
before our door.

1 ! how easy o'er our brother, faithful ward and watch
to keep,

It, alas! ijefore our dwelling, hard indeed to daily
sweep

;

rder than to share the conflict, " by the stuff" at

home to stay,

ier far to sit in judgment than to humbly watch
pray.

John Griffith.

For " The Friend.'

(Continued from page 286.)

It was a signifieant testimony of John Bar-
ay, that " Modified Quakerism will not stand

e fire." This appertains to the thing itself;

id we believe also that every upholding of,

complicity with that which is out of the

'rath or life of Christ, tends to weaken us as

dividuals, and indirectly, in proportion to

iir influence, to weaken the whole Society of

bich weare members, asin the case of Achan.
He that is not with me is against me;" and,
'He that gathereth not with me, scattereth
iroad," saith our divine Lawgiver. Such
ings provoke the Most High, who is the
ily strength and defence of His people, to

ithdraw himself from ub ; though, as in the
Se of Samson, we at first may not know it.

Is not the truth of J. Barclay's declaration

both in act and life every day developing,
being more and more made manifest as time
rolls on and opens out the strategetic spirit

and power of the enemy
; and his divination

and enchantment upon and over us, even some
who seemed too established to be drawn from
the steadfastness which seemed to be theirs
in Christ. Would that these might see tbe
relapsing tendency, as well as the unsubstan-
tial fruits of their undecided, half and half
course, and seek for ability from the I Am of
His people to condemn the same, and with
true loj'alty of heart and mind to the King of
kings, enlist with staidness of purpose under
His banner, and again, with their brethren
who are in bonds for the gosj^cl's sake, con-

tend earnestly for.jilie faith once delivered to

the saints.

John CTriffith with his companions in tribu-

lation for the testimony of Jesus Christ,

Samuel Bownas, Samuel Fothergill, John
Churchman, Peter Andrews, Samuel Neal,
Samuel Scott, with many other wise and
strong men of that day, had no sympathy
with, neither were in any wise abettors of the
" Modified Quakerism" which seems so fasci-

nating to many up and down in our time, and
which John Barclay so much deprecated for

its deceivableness and superficiality : being
truly proven not to " stand the fire."

J. Griffith in the following selections draws
a distinction between a historical faith, or a .held in a pure conscience, there is no com
mere speculative knowledge and bare assnl

to the truths set forth in the Scriptures, and
that living virtue or true faith which purifies

the heart, overcometh the world, out of weak
ness maketh strong, and of which Christ Jesus
is the author and finisher. It was of this faith

that the apostle so often speaks; that upon
finishing his course he rejoiced in having
"kept;" by which he fought "the good fight;"

which like a shield, he represents as "able to

quench all the fiery darts of the wicked;"
without which "it is impossible to please

God ;" and which, as in the case of Peter when
walking on the sea to Jesws, Justin proportion

as it begins to fail, we begin to sink.

J. G.^Uudes to sotne under our name
that day, who were turned against the Truth
as held by us, and at the same time pretended

to maintain its cause. He shows the cond'

tion of these, and points out how they were
traduced and gradually led from the paths of

safety, so as finally, blinded by darkness, " to

follow anti-christ whithersoever he will lead

them." How dangerous to neglect the stil

small voice of the Divine Witness, and forget

ting or rejecting the child's state—the teach-

able, meeit and lowly walk in and before our
Emmanuel—to be, because thereof, suffered

to become, in the language of the apostle,

"blemishes, sporting themselves in their own
deceivings ;" " Sppts in your feasts of charit}',

when they feast with you ;
* * clouds they

are without water, carried about of winds

;

trees whose fruit withereth," &c. Notwith
standing this J. G. expresses as his full belief,

that our Society will not cease to be a people,

nor the glory wholly depart therefrom, as it

did from the Jewish, and in great degree from

the lapsed Christian church. But bitter cups

must be drunk, he says, before mankind in

general will be humbled enough to submit to

the yoke of Christ, and become willing to be

led in the footsteps, and fed in the pasture of

the flock of His compaiiions.

The Journal resumed": " At Coltis meeting,

I was favored with great openness upon the

nature of true faith, and that it must be evi-
denced by good works ; for faith when only an
assent or consent of the mind to principles of
religiontruein themselves, being alone, is dead,
as the body is without the Spirit. The power
of Truth had great dominion, it being a time
not easily to be forgotten. The next day I
had a meeting at Swarthmore

; where also I
was led to speak largely of faith, of historical
and implicit faith, and to set forth the nature
of that faith which was once delivered to the
saints, and was their victory over the world
and all the corruptions thereof It works by
love, to the purifying of the heart, and when
tbe heart is made pure, we can see God.
' Blessed are the pure in heart,' said Christ,
'for they shall Fee God.' And his apostle
said, ' By fiiith we come to see him that is in-
visible.' • It is plain from the Holy Scripture,
that it proceeds from the Holy Spirit in man

;

for it is the evidence of things not seen, and
the substance of things hoped for. No man
can possibly please God without it. O, that
mankind would carefully examine themselves,
whether or no they be in this faith ! If they
be in it, thoy cannot be strangers to Christ,
inwardl J' revealed ; for he dwells in the hearts
of true believers by faith ; his kingdom being
within, wherever his laws and ordinances are
discerned, clearly understood, and willingly
obeyed. When this faith is received and

plaint of hard things being required, or his
commands being grievous ; but a soul en-
dued with this powerful principle, can say
with sincerity, the Lord's ways are ways of
pleasantness, and his paths are paths of peace.
It was a good time, and I hope profitable to
many."

" 'The meeting at Yeoland was a suffering
time, much of the testimony given me to
bear, went forth sharplj^ against such who
were strong and confident in profession, with-
out real experience of the living virtue and
holy efficacy ofGod's eternal Truth, to quicken
and season their spirits. We find it hard
to gain any entratice on such. The testi-

monj' is often felt to rebound, which in low
times is a great discouragement to the poor
instrument. Here the faith and patience of
the gospel must be exercised. I understood
after meeting, that the state of some present
had been remarkably spoken to that day,
which tended to humble my mind in thank-
fulness before the Lord, for his gracious help
and guidance."
"After these exercising painful times, doubts

are apt to enter and fears to possess the mind,
lest we have been mistaken in what we ap-
prehended the Lord required of us to deliver.

I say us, as I do not doubt that it has been
the experience of many others as well as

mine. This ought to be carefully guarded
against, lest the poor instrument sink below
its service, by giving away its strength and
sure defence. The soul's armor and weapons
being thus imprudently given away or cast

off, our spirits are weaker than those of others,
and.consequently fall under them. Here that
dominion, in which there is ability to teach,

may be lost."

" At Folkstone the meetings were large
;

but tbe life of religion mournfullj' low and
borne down, not only with these things com-
monly called undue liberties with many, but
also with the form of religion, without the
power of it in others. I had, as it were, a
threshing instrument put into my hands, and
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was enabled to discharge the service required,

to my great ease and relief; f..r my spirit was

exceedingly loaded and bowed down at that

place. Oh ! what a pity it is, that old pro-

fessors, instead of being as pillars in the house

of God, and as Aarons and Hurs, bearing part

of the Lord's great work, so happily and

gloriously begun in the earth, should be a

means of obstructing the same, and by the

carnality of their spirits, burden and greatly

depress the Word of life in the messengers of

Christ, sent in order to carry it on amongst

mankind ;
thereby rendering themselves al-

together unworthy to be named by his name,

to taste of his dainties, or to live under this

glorious manifestation of evangelical light

and truth, to mankind.
"Is not the great design of the Almighty

obvious, in gathering us a people into his

fold, to sit under his teachings, and conse-

quently under his glorious manifestation,

showering upon us great plenty of rain from

above, and heavenly dew as upon Hermon's

hills, that we might be as the gardan of the

Lord, full of fruitful plants and fragrant

flowers, sending forth a sweet smell
;
yea

to be as a fountain of gardens, and wells of

living water, and streams from the goodly,

beautiful mountains of Lebanon. But oh, how
slowly doth this work go on ! and what a

little progress it hath yet made, to what was
jpected by those valiants, who tirst engaged Jbeeame associated

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 1, 1S75.

The Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia con-

vened at the usual hour on Second-day morn-

ing, the 19th instant. During the interval

which elapsed previous to entering on the

business, a feeling of solemnity overspread

the assembly, which was renewed at times

during the course of its sittings.

The representatives were all present but

three, for the absence of two of whom satis-

factory reasons were assigned.

The minutes of the Meeting for Sufferings

were read. The trustees of the meeting-house

property in Charleston, S. C, had presented

a statement to that body containing an ac-

count of the present condition of the premises,

ascertained during a recent visit of two of

their number to that city. The grave-yard

was found to be in reputable condition, but

nothing remained ofthe meeting-house except

the foundation walls, the building itself hav-

ing been burned in a great fire some years

ago.

This lot was originally granted by George
2nd, of England, to Thomas Kiraberly, a

Friend of Charleston. T. Kimberly afterward

against Babylon in the morning of our day
and made that kingdom shake! Many under

the same profession in this day, are turned

against the Truth, and at the same time that

they pretend to maintain its course, are sup-

porting and strengthening the kingdom of

Babylon all in their power, which is exceed-

ing!}- strange, and perhaps would not be be-

lieved by hundreds that are really doing it.

The reason is, they first of all have taken

some draughts of the wine, out of Babylon's

golden cup, wherebj- they are so intoxicated

as not to know what they are doing ; so that,

when they think they are serving God, they
are serving Satan. Wei-e not the Jews drunk
with this cup, when they dreamed that God
was their father, and at the same time were
in reality of their father the devil, doing his

works, where they thought they were d

God's works? This woful mistake has been,

and is almost general amongst mankind.
When thej' suppress the measure of grace
in themselves, and drink a few draughts as

above said, thej' are then fit to follow anti

Christ whithersoever he will lead them. Butlto be living in that city or State,

he will 'take care, not to have much cross to The Yearly Meeting fully approved of this

the will of the flesh in his religion, lest they
I
proposition, and a minute was made to that

should be tempted to leave him; that being' purport

with other Friends as trus-

tees, and the legal title has been regularly cou-

vej^ed down from them to the present trus-

tees. Some supervision of it was jointly exer-

cised in last century by the 3Ieetings for Suf-

ferings of London and Philadelphia, though
the property never belonged to either of those

bodies. At the close of the revolutionary war
the former requested the latter to take the

sole charge, which it did, and has ever since

retained, except during a few 3'ears, when the

property- was placed under the care of trus-

tees in South Carolina. The invested funds,

now amounting to over §17,500, are the

gradual accumulation of a ground-rent of

8100 per annum, issuing out of the rear por-

tion of the lot, on which a dwelling-house was
erected by the tenant many years ago.

The trustees recommended an apj)lication

to the legislature of South Carolina for au-
thority to dispose of the whole or part of the
lot, and to apply the proceeds, as well as the
accumulated rents, &c., to the u.se of meetings
and members of the Society of Friends else

where ; as there are no Friends now known

the very reason of the violence they have
offered to the divine Witness, which formerly
rose up against them in their minds, viz.,

because thej- saw if they followed that, the
cross must be taken up, and self must be de-

nied. At this they have stumbled
;
and al-

though little sense is at present retained
thereof, by reason of their intoxication, yet
when they are summoned before the judgment
scat of Christ, and the books come to be
opened, all will then see things as they really
arc, which do not at all change their natures,
though, b}- the defect in the capacity before
described, thej' bo not seen or understood."

(To be coDtlouod.)

A life of humility and godly
Christian's duty and safety.

the

The report of the Book Committee showed
a considerably increased distribution of the
ppi-oved writings of Friends during the past

3-ear. In addition to keeping up the supply
of books heretofore published, they had issued
a new and enlarged edition of Thomas Scat-
tcrgood's Journal, an account of Wm. Penn's
religious visit in Holland and Germany, and
a pamphlet containing extracts from the writ-
ings of George Fox. They had also printed
in pamphlet form the First and Second pro-
positions of Barclay's Apology, and the Fifth
and Sixth propositions. The duties of this
Committee are to attend to the printing and
publication of such works as have been or
may be approved by the Meeting for Suffer-
ings, which includes many of the standard
writings of Friends, and to consider all appli-

cations that may be made for gratuitous su]

plies of such books. It is evident therefor

that the actual distribution will much depen
on the zeal manifested by Friends everywhei
n this subject. If a lively concern rests

the minds of our members to spread abroa

the precious principles we profess, and thi

to promote the increase of sound doctrine an

of righteousness in the earth, there will \

many opportunities presented to such, of sem
ing to individuals or to neig'aborhoods, bool

which may be adapted to their needs. Tl:

report of the Book Committee shows that

is prepared to co operate in all honest a-n

well-directed efforts of this nature. The r

port of the Committee was satisfactory to tl

meeting. The Meeting for Sufferings ha
also sanctioned the publication of '• Frienc

in the Seventeenth Centuiy," an historic-

narrative prepared by Charles Evans ; and 1

a memoir of Jesse and Hannah William
former members of Philadelphia Yearly Mee
ing.

A bequest of $500 had been received froi

the estate of our late friend Mary Ann Lloy
the interest of which was to be applied to tl

distribution of the writings of Friends.

A statement of distraints from severs

Friends of Bradford Monthly Meeting, ft

Bounty Tax, which they could not consciei

tiously pay, was the only evidence presente

of suffering on account of our testimon

against war.
The decease of our friend John M. Sharj'

less, who was one the representatives of th

Yearly Meeting in the Meeting for Suffering'

was noted in their minutes ; and a committe
was appointed to propose a successor.

The unity and encouragement ofthe mee
ing was freelj' extended to its representativ'

body.
After the appointment of a committee 0'

the Treasurer's account, the session closed-

a session in which, in the business transactei

there was scarcely to be observed a diffei

ence of sentiment on any point.

At the opening of the meeting on Third-da

morning, the representatives reported thi

they were united in proposing the re-appoin

ment of Joseph Scattergood and Clarkso

Sheppard as Clerk and assistant, which w£

satisfactory to the meeting.
The Queries and answers were read as ft

as the 5th inclusive. The deficiencies in tl

attendance of meetings, &c., which were r

ported to exist, elicited remarks from man
Friends, designed to stir up our members I

greater faithfulness in these respects. }i

earnest concern prevailed that Zion migl

again shine forth in her ancient beauty, fre£

from those blemishes which are now apparen

and it was shown that this would only be tl

case as the individual members were mat
willing to bow to the cross of Christ, and t

follow in humble obedience the guidance
His Spirit. The prevalence in our meetin;

of a lively spiritual exercise for the arising

the Divine life and power, was referred to 1

one means of drawing to those gatherinj

such as had been lukewarm and carelee

Much valuable counsel was administered (

several subjects. Emphatic testimony w;

borne to the solid foundation and importani

of those testimonies to plainness and sii

plicity, which had ever distinguished our S

ciety. The true ground of these was sho^^

to be the constraining influence of the Spif

of Christ, which from generation to gener
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an had operated on the hearts of the niem-

showing them that unless they submit-

d in simple faith to its requirings, their re-

i-ious growth would be obstructed. EofereDce

18 made to a delusive spirit which had gone
rth in the Society, one of whose fruits was
slight these testimonies as affected singu-

rities ; and Friends were earnestly warned
watch against it.

Among the special subjects noted, was a

)rd of caution to those of our members who
,d joined the Farmers' Granges, and a fear

a,s expressed that the associations connected

erewith would prove injurious to their

iritual interests.

Cautions were also given as to the attend-

ee of places of diversion—a term which it

believed in these days applied to places

t contemplated in former years
;
to the use

'owers at funerals ; and to the practice into

eh some have fallen of taking off their

ts at such times, as a sign of respect. The
atiment was expressed that, if we let fall

ose rights of which we now enjoy peaceable

saession through the sufferings of our fore-

hers, the time may come in which our

Idi-en may be brought into suffering to re-

in them.
Towards the latter part of the meeting the

}lin^ of good which had prevailed became
mew hat dissipated. It was thought that

! were no longer in " condition rightly to

nsider such weighty subjects as yet re-

1 lined on the Queries," and a proposition to

ijourn prevailed. Though the comfort of

iia session was thus somewhat marred, yet

1 ere was reason to be thankful for the degree

help extended while considering the slate

the Society, and endeavoring to preserve

members from the snares of an unwearied
emy, arid recalling those who had wan-
red.

On Fourth-day the remaining queries and

s wore read. A degree of religious es-

ioise was felt, which enabled the meeting
tisfactorily to transact its business. A cau-

in was spread as to the impropriety of those

bose gifts as ministers had not been recog-

by their brethren at home, or whose
mraunications had been disapproved, going
distant meetings on their own responsi-

I ity to labor therein ; and in this connection

(pecial reference was made to some of those

lied "General Meetings," in which min-

i.ers of other religious Societies participated,

d where practices were admitted which we
Culd not believe to be true fruits of the Hea-

ly Vine, but rather the result of a mixed
I.

The close connection batween our testi-

fies was pointed out, and the belief was
pressed that the departure from the plain

less in many of our young men, had opened
way for their attendance at other places

worship than our own.
Attention was called to the necessity in

siness as well as other things, of heeding
directing and restraining influences of the

irit of Truth; for want of this, many have
n involved in great difficulties, to their

n perplexity and distress, and the serious

liidrance of their religious growth.
[Friends were advised to practice greater

ejjnoray in their entertainments and ex
ises at the time of marriage. A Friend
m a distant Yearly Meeting, spoke of a

Utoration of unity thi-oughout the Society,

£ only to be attained by a gathering to the

fundamental principle of attention to the
Light of Chiist in the heart.

In the answers to the Annual Queries,

among the deceased ministers and elders was
the name of Phebe Thomas, an elder, at the
unusually advanced ago of more than 101
years.

Iladdonfield Quarterly Meeting informed
that it had taken the meeting at Atlantic
City, under its care, as an indulged meeting,
to be hold on First-days during the bathing
season ; and that it had exercised supervision
of it by a Committee.
The reports on the use of spirituous liquors

showed that 38 of our members had taken
them as a beverage during the past year ; and
of these a very few appeared to use them ha-

bituall}'. The number reported during the

last 26 years was stated to vary from 29 to

SI—making the yearly average for the whole
period of 54. The exhibit was considered

very encouraging, and the subject was again

recommended to the care of subordinate meet-

ings—with the advice to avoid the unneces-

sary use of all intoxicating liquors. It was
believed that ifthe practice pursued by Friends

of thus bringing home to each member the

subject of indulgence in intoxicating drink

by making an annual inquiry, were adopted

by other bodies of religious professors, a great

change for the better would take place in the

community.
A communication was read from the ex

ecutors of Henry H. Mosher, a Friend of

Brooklyn, New York, with an extract from
his will, in which he bequeathed portions of

his estate, estimated to amount to more than

$10,000, to each of the Yearly Meetings of

New York, Philadelphia, New England, and
Ohio, in unity with London Yearly Meeting

;

the money if accepted to be placed under th

care of Trustees, and the interest used in

printing and distributing writings calculated

to spread the doctrines held by early Friends.

Some hesitation was felt as to the acceptance

of the trust; partly on account of the c;

and responsibility involved in the faithful

carrying out of its provisions; but much
more, lest thereby the Yearly Meeting should

seem in any degree to compromise its posi

tion, or weaken the force of those testimonies

and remonstrances it had felt constrained to

utter in former years against changes which

had been introduced into Loudon Yearly

Meeting. On considering the subject, the

prevailing sentiment was, that the acceptance

of the money would not convey such an im-

plication, and authority was given to the

Treasurer of the Yearly Meeting to receive

it, when paid over by the executors.

On Fifth-day, meetings for worship were

hold as usual, in three of the houses, in the

forenoon. In the sitting for business in the

afternoon, the reports on education showed

the whole number of children of school age

to be 957, of whom about two-thirds were

being educated by teachers in membership

with us.

The report of the Committee of the Yearly

Meeting appointed on this subject a year ago,

proposed that the meeting should appropriate

81,000, to be expended as might be needed,

by a committee of one from each Quarterlj^

Meeting, in assisting those meetings which

might require aid in carrying out the concern

of the Yearly Meeting for the guarded edu-

cation of our children. This i-ccommenda-

tion was adopted, with the conclusion to en-

irge the size of the Committee to be ap-
pointed.

The whole subject was considered at con-
siderable length. Reference was made to the
importance of doing nothing which would
lessen in parents the sense of responsibility
for the education of their own children, and
the obligation which rests upon them to
make sacrifices in accomplishing it. A lively

concern was felt that parents should seek
above all things to promote the religious
welfare of their children, by instructing them
in a careful attention to the monitions of the
Spirit of Chi'ist in their hearts ; and by care-
fully guarding them against all hurtful things.
The report of the Committee to examine

the Treasurer's account was approved.
On Sixth-day, an appointnient was made of

a Committee of two from each Quarterly
Meeting, to encourage Friends in supporting
schools under the care of members, in accord-
ance with the concern of the Meeting. The
report from the Indian Committee was inter-

esting and satisfactory, showing the vigilant

care which had been exercised, that legislative

enactments should not contain such provisions

as would be unjust or injurious to the inter-

ests of that people; and also the continued
supervision of the boai-ding school establish-

ed among them.
The Westtown School report showed a

favorable condition of that Institution. The
religiouscharacterof the concern ofthe Yearly
Meeting was manifested in the remarks that

were made, approving the care of the Com-
mittee having it in charge, and encouraging
them to a continued faithful performance of

their duty.
The minute of advice, embodying the ex-

ercise of Friends when considering the state

of societJ', prepared by a few Friends set apart'

for that service, was truly edifying and re-

freshing. Much solemnity covered the as-

Bembl)^ during the greater part of the sitting;

and towards its close grateful acknowledg-
ments of this favor were expressed by several

Friends. After reading the minute of adjourn-

ment the meeting ended in that solemn silence,

which is caused by the overshadowing of Di-

vine Goodness, and is the crowning evidence

of Heavenly favor.

We believe that this Yearly Meeting has

been one of unusual comfort and harmony of

feeling, in which, there was a living concern

for the building up of the waste places in our

own border's, a rallying to the fundamental

doctrine of obedience to the Light of Christ

in the soul as the appointed way to salva-

tion, and an earnest desire that the children

and younger members might bo preserved

from the dangers that beset them, and grow
up to be faithful witnesses for the Lord and

His cause.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The Occidental and Oriental steamship

line have chartered the White Star line steamers Belgic,

Celtic and Oceanic for service between San Francisco

and China and Japan. The Oceanic ha.'i already sailed

for Hong Kong by way of the Suez Canal. No vessel

of her size has ever passed through the canal.

The select committee on foreign loans has reported

to the House of Commons that the documents which

appeared in the Times and in the News were published

by permission of the chairman. It thus appears that

the conductors of those papers were free from blame in

the matter.

On the 23d ult. the motion of Dr. Kenealy impugn-

ing the verdicts of the juries in the Tichborne trials,

was taken up in the House of Commons. So great a
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concourse of people assembled that it was deemed pru- bishops are especially severe in condemnation of the

dent to station a large number of extra policemen about Old Catholic movement j- , .^

fhe buidlng DrfenealyBpo.e three hours in sup- 1 United STATES.-%Vuiter wheat according to he

nort of he motion which was opposed by Disraeli and Department of Agriculture at Washington, is, as a

^the-^JoC Bright reviewed 'the evidence given on whole, much below the status of the crop one year ago.

Ihe t^als and declared that he could not but agree with
,

Between the thirty-sixth and fortieth parallels of lati-

he V. rv in their verdicts. The motion that a royal ^tude, in the more exposed situations, the crop has been

GimmKioner should be ..ppointed to investigate the !
injured by alternate freezing and thawing in a greater

cirrumsTances attending the Tichborne trials was then or less degree. There is an apparent increase of about

rejected by an almost unanimous vote. I
seven per cent, in the areas of winter wheat.

Tord Xorthbroolc, the Viceroy of India, has issued a There were 580 deaths in New York city last week,

proclamationdeposingtheGuicowarofBaroda.declar- and 354 in Philadelphia

in., him and his issue precluded from all rights apper- 1 The Philadelphia Zoological Garden was opened to

tahiing to sovereigntv of the countrv, and compelling the public on the 6rst of Seventh mo. 1874 and from

the oSicowar and his' family to select a place for their that date to 3d mo. 1st, 18/0, a period of eight months,

internment in British India. the number of admissions ws^ 227 5o7, and he receipts

The Vicerov savs this measure is based, indepen- 1 from that source were $48,099. The collection of ani-

dently of the 'recent trial of the Guicowar, upon his mals is receiving constant accessions by purchase and

notorious misconduct, gross misgovernment, and inca- ^donations from individuals.

Furthermore the restoration of the Guicowar There were 2271 vessels built in the United States ir

,ld be detrimental to the interests of Baroda. 11873, and in 1874, 2147. The highest number previous

The \"icerov will select a member of the Guicowar's ;
to the war was 2047 in 1855. As regards steamer.s, the

family to reio'n |

highest number built in any year before the war was

The collierv owners of South Wales have agreed to 281, in 1854, while last year the number was 404

throw open pits to the miners at a redaction of fifteen
,

Compared as to tonnage, the shipping built in 18o9

per cent in wages. was 156,601 tons ; in 1874, 432,725.

Liverpool, 4ih mo. 26th.—Uplands cotton, 7i a Sd. ; I
The Louisiana sugar planters are now more prosper-

Orleans, 8id. BreadstufTs quiet. lous than at anytime since the war. The yield for

The citizens of Glasgow are raising funds for the 118/4 was 140,000 hogsheads against 103,000 the pre-

erection of a monument to Dr. Livingstone the African .ceding year, while the crop was made very economi-

explorer. The subscriptions are limited to £o each. ,callv and commanded fur prices.

The French Minister of Public Instruction has ap- The cotton production of the United States for the

pointed Judge Cambert as special commissioner to ex- ;
last three years, is stated to aggregate about 11,750,000

amine and report on the American sv'stems of education, bales.

Cambert will visit Washington and New York, and
i

The strike in the anthracite coal region of Pennsyl-

also attend the Philadelphia Exhibition in 1876, in
,

vania has continued a longtime. It is said that dis-

connection with which he will receive special instruc- 'sensions have appeared among the unemployed miners

tions from France. and it is anticipated they will soon resume work.

The use of tobacco in the public schools of France The Markets, <£c.—The following were the quotations

has been prohibited. on the 26th ult. New York.—American gold, lloj^. U.S.

The French Geographical Societv has presented a sixes, 1881, registered, 121f ;
do. coupons, 123J; do.

gold medal to the family of Captain Hall, in commem- ;1868, 121i ; coupons, 122|; do 5 per cent-s, llo.Ja 116$.

oration of the labors of the Arctic explorer. |
Superfine flour, 54.60 a S4.So; State extra, $5.10 a $5.40;

The ilonitmr says there is no doubt that President 'finer brands, $6 a $9.35. No. 1 Chicago spring wheat,

Thiers will be electe<l to the Senate by many depart- $1.23; No. 2 do., SI.IS; red western, $1.29 a SI. 30.

ments, and may possibly be chosen to p'r&side over that Oats, 74 a 76 cts. Rye, 95 a 97 cts. for Canada, and

body, in which" event he is sure to have the position for $1.04 for State. Western yellow corn, 92 cts.; southern

life. white 95 cts. ; western mixed, 90 cts. Philadelphia.—
The paper circulation of the Bank of France aggre- iFor uplands and New Orleans cotton, 16J a 17^ cts.

gates a toUil of 2,641,081,935 francs. Specie payments
|

Superfine flour, $4.00 a $4.25 ; extras, S4.50 a S4.75
;

are nominally suspended, but such is the public cnnfi- 'finer brands, $5.50 a $8.00. Red wheat, $1.30 a $1.35;

<lence in the bank's stability, that its notes are of nearly I white, $1.42 a $1.50. Rye, $1.05 a $1.08. Y'ellow and
the same value as gold and silver coin.

|

mixed corn, 90 cts. Oats, 72 a 75 cts. Lard, 15f a 16

The lower House of the Prussian Diet has passed the cts. Clover-seed, 11} a 12| cts. About 2100 beef cattle

bill abrogating those clauses of the Constitution which 'sold at 5 a 8^ cts. per lb. gross; and 8000 sheep at 6 a

allow the independent administration of ecclesiastical |8 cts. per lb. gross. Hogs, $11 a $13.70 per 100 lbs.

air.iirs, the unimpeded intercourse of religious bodies inet. Baltimore.—Superfine flour, $4.50 a S4.75; extra,

with their superiors, and freedom of clerical appoint- '$5 a $5.12; finer brands, $5..50 a $S. No. 1 western

menta. amber wheat, $1.33; western red, $1.31; No. 2 spring

The police authorities of Posen have notified all the wheat, $1.18 a $1.19. Western mixed corn, 89 cts.

;

Ursuline sisters in that district, who are not natives of (yellow, 90 cts. ; white, 92 ct.s. Oats, 68 a 78 cts. Rye,
(iermany, that they must leave the country within two [$1.12 a $1.15. Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.05

;

months. No. 2 do., $1.02; No. 3 do., 96 cts. No. 2 mixed corn.

Advices from the City of Mexico, to the 12th ult.,
1

74 cts. No. 2 rye, 51.07. Lard, $15.70 per 100 lbs.

Btatc that the Pre.sident in his address at the opening of 5(. iouk— No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.34 a $1.36;
Congress, deplored the prejudices and spirit of bigotry I

No. 2 spring, $1.05. No. 2 corn, 72 a 73 cts. Oats,
which still opposed
iiounced that measures would be submitted making
education compulsory, and providing for a normal col-

lege for female teachers.

The Archbishops of Mexico, Guadalajara and Michoa-
can have issued an address in regard to the recent laws
afi'ecting the Church in Mexico. They enjoin on the
clergy and people moderation and respect for the au-
thorities, ami advise Catholics to be patient and act as
Christians nnder their trials.

Advices from Havana report that a large number of
insurgents have entered the jurisdiction of Sagua where
they have destroyed seven large plantations, and com-
mitted other outrages. Another insurgent cavalry
corps of 1.500 men is operating in the eastern part of
the jurisdiction of Colon.

Travellers from Europe report that a marked change
has come over the old Roman Catholic countries, and
that Protestant preaching is now permitted and listened
to almost every where, even in Spain, which was last to
yield to the spirit of toleration.

Railway communieation in Rus.sia is increasing
rapidly. Twelve thousand miles are open to traffic in
that country, while three thousand more are in the
course of construction.

Letters of sympathy from the Roman Catholic bishops
of Great Britain to the bishops of Germany and Swit-
ieriaod have been published. The letters to the Swiss

of reform. He an- !
62J a 64 cts. Spring barley, $1 .35. Rye, $1.06 a $1.08
Lard, 15i cts.

A women Friend wishes a situation in a family, or
private school, as teacher. Apply to the Office of " The

Just Published and for Sale at Friends' Book Store
No. 304 Arch Street Philadelphiti,

FRIENDS IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY,

Charles Evans, M. D.

This
Bound
$2.50.

is an octavo of over Six Hundred Pages.
n cloth $2.00. Half bound in Turkish
Postage 48 cts.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia.

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Worth
INGTON, M. D.

Api)lioations for the Admission of Patients may be
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board of
Managers.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.

The Summer Session of the School i

on Second-day the 3rd of 5th month.
Pupils who have been regularly entered and who

by the cars from Philadelphia, can obtain tickets

the depot of the West Chester and Philadelphia Ra
road, corner of Thirty-first and Chestnut streets,

giving their names to the Ticket-agent there, who
,

furnished with a list of the pupils for that purpose,

such case the pa.ssage, including the stage fare from t

Railroad Station, will be charged at the School, to

paid for with the other incidental charges at the clcj

of the terra. Tickets can also be procured of the Tri

surer, 304 Arch street. Conveyances will be at t

Street Road Station on Second and Third-days, t

3rd and 4tb of the month, to meet the trains that lea

Philadelphia at 7.50 and 10 A. M., and 12.10 and 2.

may be left either at Thirty-first a

Chestnut streets or at Eighteenth and Market. If I

at the latter place, it must be put under the care

H. Alexander & Sons, who will convey it thence

Thirty-first and Chestnut at a charge of 10 cents p
trunk, to be paid to them. Those who prefer can ha
their baggage sent for to any place in the built-up p:

of the City, by sending word on the day previo

(through the post-office or otherwise) to H. Alexand
& Sons, N. E. corner of 18th and Market Sts. Thi

charge in such case for taking baggage to Thirty-fi
,

and Chestnut streets, will be 25 cents per trunk. F
the same charge they will also collect baggage from t

other railroad depots, if the checks are left at their offi

corner of 18th and Market Sts. Baggage put unc

their care, if properly marked, will not require any :

tention from the owners, either at the West Philad

phia depot, or at the Street Road Station, but will

forwarded direct to the School. It may not always

on the same train as the owner, but it will go on t

same day, provided the notice to H. Alexander & So

reaches them in time.

During the Session, passengers for the School w
be met at the Street Road Station, on the arrival of ti

first train from the City, every day except First-da)

and small packages for the pupils, if left at Frien(

Book Store, No. 304 Arch street, will be forward

every Sixth-day at 12 o'clock, and the expense charg

in their bills.

Fourth month 2Ist, 1875.

Died, at his residence, near Harrisville, Harris

Co., Ohio, on the 12th of First month, 1875, Jam
McGrail, in the 77th year of his age, a member
Short Creek Monthly Meeting.

, suddenly, at her residence, near Sraithfie

Jcfier-son Co., Ohio, on the 7th of Third month, 18:

Rebecca D., wife of Finley W. McGrew, in the 57

year of her age, a member of Short Creek Month
Meeting.

, at her residence in Lincoln, Addison Co., V
mont, on the 17lh of 3d month, 1875, ElizabE'
Purinton, an esteemed member and elder of Starl

boro Monthly Meeting of Friends, in the 87th year

her age. This dear Friend endured a protracted illn'

with much patience and Christian resignation, cxpre

ing at times a desire that she might be favored to w
with patience her appointed time. She was firmly

tached to the principles and practices of early Friends, a

was noted in the vicinity fur her kindness in providi

a home under her own roof for the destitute and hon

, at the residence of her son-in-law, Jacob
Bell, in the City of Rochester, N. Y., on the 6th day
4th month, 1875, in the 82d year of her age. Sab.
Sprague, widow of the late Benoni Sprague, a meml
of Rochester Monthly Meeting.

, at Haddonfield, N. J., on Second-day mornii

the 12th ult., William Cowperthwaite, in the 84

year of his age, a member of the Monthly Meeting
Friends of Philadelphia. Early in life he was visited ;

the Lord's Holy Spirit, and brought under concern ;

his soul's salvation. He was often found in retiremt

from the world, and though it was his portion to pi

through many trials and discouragements, yet he ma
tained his integrity. His attachment to the ancit

doctrines of the Society was sincere; and having!

I

deavored to fulfil his duty through life, he was prepai
|

through mercy for his final change. A few days pri}

to his decease, he remarked that there was " nothing 1

his way," and committed his " dear children to the Ici

of their Divine Master," with other endearing a!

tendering expressions. " The memory of the just
\

blessed." i
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Joliu Griffith.

(ContiDued from page 294.)

It is worthy to be remoinbercd, and deeply
wndered by great numbers in our Society,

hat it was the rebellion and unfaithfulness of

he children of Israel, that was the cause of
;heir being turned back again into a barren,

loleful, howling wilderness, when near the
)orders of the land of promise. They doubt-

ess might have then entered, subdued the

dolatrous inhabitants, and taken full posses-

sion thereof, had they believed in and obeyed
he mighty Jehovah, who with an outstretched

ipm had brought them out of the land of

Sgypi, divided the Red Sea in mercy to them,
md for the destruction of their enemies. But
vhat a long wilderness travel they had after-

wards, for about the space of thirty-eight

rears, until all that people had fallen, except
Jaleb and Joshua, men of upright hearts
jvhom the Lord honored with being the lead-

[rs of an entirely new people to possess the
and. Cannot the empty, formal professors

imongst us, who, under great pretensions,

lave suffered a heart of unbelief, a rebellious

leart, that has departed from the living God,
|ind embraced this present world, read their

bwn condemnation in this account? Shall

hey ever enter into the heavenly Canaan, or

accounted worthy to carry on his glorious

vork in the earth? No, verily; but thej
nust fall into great condemnation, except
-hey repent and redeem their misspent time,

md another people be raised to maintain
his glorious cause, to whom the Calebs and
Toshuas in our Society will be as leaders and
Urectors; like Priscillas and Aquilas, to ex-

j)onnd unto them, who inquire the way to

''ion, the waj' of the Lord more perfectly;

lOr I am fully persuaded, our Society will not
sease to be a people, nor the glory ever de
)art thei-efrom wholly, as it did from the
Tewish, and in a great degree the lapsed Chris-

ian church.

\
" I have no doubt but that a people will hi

preserved from generation to generation, to

contend earnestly for the faith once delivered

[0 the saints, and to maintain the same with
the doctrines and principles resulting there-

from, so eminently revived in our predeces-
lors, and most surely believed by us. So that
vhen it shall please the Lord to awaken the

nations, there will be no occasion to expect
new discoveries or other manifestations, but
the Lord will show where he feeds his flock,

and where they lie down at noon.
'I do not expect the present lethargy and

almost universal indifference of kll denomina-
tions of Christians about religion, is to con-

tinue very long, for the Lord's soul abhors it.

I am fully persuaded he will arise in dread-
ful majesty, to shake terribly the earth, the

power, wisdom, policy and splendor thereof;

and not only the earth, but the heavens also,

that he may remove those things which can
be shaken, that those things that cannot be

shaken may remain. Then shall people see

how empty and fruitless their religious pre-

tensions have been. Then will their eyes and
cries be to the Lord, to show them the pasture
of the flock of his companions. Then will

mankind receive a kingdom which cannot be
shaken. But, oh I the bitter cups that must
be drunk, and the vials of God's wrath that

must be poured upon nations and kingdoms,
before mankind in general, will be humbled
enough to submit to the j-oke of Christ, and
to learn of him who is- meek and lowly of

heart. But he is Lord of lords and King of

kings, and can turn and overturn, until the

nhabitants of the eartii are willi^jg that he
should reign whose right it is ;

' for when the

judgments of the Lord are in the earth, the

inhabitants of the world will learn righteous-

ness.'
"

Thomas Seattergood in approaching Eng-
land upon a religious visit to that country in

1794, thus sets forth his sorrow-stirred feel-

ings :
" I endeavored with all my might to

keep the faith and patience. J{etired to my
berth with heaviness, and had a tossing night,

not of body but of mind. O what will be the

issue of all this deep and very humiliating

scene ! My companions can be cheerful, but

the fresh pangs of death and sorrov? which
have taken hold on me this morning! Have
1 taken heed to a false light in my setting off

from home? have I not kept in the patience?

Judge me, O Lord ; search my heart ! show
me my condition as it really is in thy sight.

Suffer thy servant to spread forth his hands
and pour out his heart towards Thy hoi}'

habitation ; hear Thou in heaven. Thy dwell-

ing place, and forgive if I have sinned, for

Thou only knowest the hearts of the children

of men." Afterwards, and which seemed to

harmonize with the deep plunges and con-

flicts his mind wa'undergoing, he thus quotes

from a poem of Cowper's:

—

"Cry aloud, thou that sittest in the dust,

Cry to the proud, the cruel, and unjust

;

Knock at the gates of nations—rouse their fears,

Say, wrath is coming, and the storm appears
;

But raise the shrillest cry in British ears."

There were and are, it is to be feared, in

that land as well as in this, some whose habi-

tations are, as on mount Gilboa, where neither

dew nor rain refreshes, nor where fields of

offering to the Lord are made; there are at

the same time others whose dwelling is in the
humble, fragrant, fruitful valley where the
dew rests long ; while no doubt the greater
number are, as it were, midway between
these, a lukewarm and indifferent, a neither
hot nor cold state ; being, while having a
name to live, without godly zeal or spiritual

life ; which is perhaps as fruitless toward God
as any other. We presume it is this class

more particularly, that caused so much pain
and mourning and ti-avail of spirit to both
T. Seattergood and J. Griffith. They both
having, amid the tribulations of the gospel,

the fervent feeling of desire that these last

ght, through a laj-ing hold of the hope set

before us, the power of the Spirit of the Lord
"esus, thus cease to be barren fig trees pro-

ducing nothingbutleaves; but rather through
yielding of themselves to the cross of the

Saviour, become like " a tree planted by the

ivers of water, that bringeth forth his fruit

in his season," to the praise of the Lamb that

was slain, " that He might redeem us from all

iniquity, and purify unto himself a peculiar

people, zealous of good Works." O, the line

upon line, and precept upon precept, the calls,

he wooings, the warnings with the tender

entreaties that have been extended to these I

Would that they, through belief in, and obedi-

ence to the Triith or the light of Christ Jesus

in the heart, might be made sensible of their

deplorable condition, and no longer be barter-

ing their birth-rights, the salvation of their

souls, for a mess of pottage—the pleasures,

the honors, the hopes, or the profits of this

unsatisfying, fleeting, and perishing world.

Surely tlie accountability of all, in the use

of the talents committed, will be greatly in-

creased by the many and varied opportunities

afforded us, with the visitations extended to

lay aside every weight and the sin which doth

so easily beset us, and with full purpose of

heart turn from every thing that the Lord's

controversy is with, and be willing to suffer

the loss of .all here as pertains to the flesh, so

that the spirit may rejoice in the day of the

Lord Jesus, and the eternal prize be won.

For this end John Griffith labored fearlessly

and much, as we have seen. In the ex-

tracts already introduced he alludes to an
improvement manifest in the matter of main-

taining the discipline and godly order of the

church as the only way to preserve from de-

fection and relapse. He adverts also to the

little effect evidenced after the exercise of the

ministiy, even when he considered them '' re-

markable opportunities." He cautions hearers

against the itching ear after learned and elo-

quent discourses ;
and holds out a warning to

ministers against the popular .applause calcu-

lated to puff up, and greatly to " disturb the

bias of the purpose," and much hinder our

growth in meekness and lowliness as becomes

the disciples of a world-renouncing Lord. On
this point it is well to heed the testimony of

a great Apostle :
" If I yet pleased men, I

should not be the servant of Christ." J. G.
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likewise expresses liis sense of the unfailing

resource from whence ability must bo derived

for transacting the affairs of our meetings for

business. I^ot, he conveys, from any natural

or acquired ability as of ourselves, but from

being baptized into an humbling sense of our

own weakness, nothingness and poverty pre-

vious to such engagements; that so all may
be of and from the Lord, the ever-present and

all-suflScient Helper of His people.

Selections from his Journal again follow :

—

' Great and marvellous have been the Lord's

condescension and goodness, manifested for

our help and preservation many ways: upon

one whereof I cannot well omit a short re-

mark, viz., the reviving of ancient zeal for the

fromotion of discipline and good order, which

find is almost general throughout the So-

ciety. That spirit of sound judgment, and

the burning of that holy fire, which the Lord
doth kindle in the hearts of the faithful, has

never been whollyextinguished since we have

been a people ; though in some places, through

the neglect of many, it hath burned faintly

and languidly. This zeal hath of late been

much augmented, and the number of those

who will not take bribes, that is, through

favor and affection prevent judgment, is in-

creased. I pray God, for his gi-eat name's

sake and his people's preservation, that this

good work may prosper! Public ministry,

though a great blessing, help and comfort to

God's people, may be shunned, evaded, and
turned off by individuals ;

but the church can-

not easily lose ground under a godly, impar-

tial administration of sound judgment, and
dealing in the way of good order and discip-

line, as this brings judgment home ; thou art

the man." He says of Arundel and a few
other meetings, " 1 found the life of religion

much depressed. My service was close and
searching ; but alas ! carnal professors are very

hard to be made sensible of their deplorable con-

dition. From Arundel I went to Chichester,

where I had a meeting, and good open service,

not only to stir up the careless to more fervent
labor, but also to encourage and strengthen
some tender hearted travellers Zionwards.
It was through the holj' efficacy of Truth, a
blessed time.

For "The Friend."

Miin-oy's Journfv Afross South America.

(ContiouecJ from page 291.J

The Antis is generally of middle stature and
well propoz'tioncd. The custom of painting
the face and round the eyes with a red pig-

ment obtained from arnoito, and of employ-
ing the black juice of the geuipa on other
parts of the body exposed to the siir, is com-
mon to both sexes.

The clothing consists for both sexes alike

of a loose tunic derived IVom the uncu of the
Incas. This sac is woven by the women, as

is also the loose pocket or wallet in which
they keep the various articles of their toilet

—

a comb made of thorns of the palm, a little

arnotto made into a paste, the half of a genipa-
apple, a bit of looking-glass framed in wood,
a ball of thread, a bit of wax, a small tweezc
lor pulling out sti'ay hairs, made of the two
valves of the mutilus ; a snuft'-box contrived
out of the shell of a helix stopped with a plug
of cotton, and containing tobacco which has
been gathered in its green condition and
ground fine ; and lastly a snuff-taking instru-
ment consisting of two bits of reed, each a

little more than an inch long, or of the arm
bones of an ape joined together with black

wax at an acute angle. Those among them
who are happy enough to possess a knife, a

pair of scissors, a few fish-hooks or needles of

European manufacture, keep them in their

wallet mixed with the articles just enumer-

ated.

Both sexes wear their hair behind like a

horse's tail, but cut squarely across the fore-

head just above the eyes. On the death of

any one belonging to them they shave the

head in token of mourning. Gold and pre-

cious stones .are despised by them, or alto-

gether unknown. The only jewel of any in-

trinsic value which enhances the simplicity of

their costume is a jjiece of silver money flat-

tened between two stones so as to increase its

size. They make a hole in this and suspend
it to the cartilage of their nostrils. With
this, they wear necklaces made of glass beads,

berries of the cedar, seeds of the styrax, the

skins of brilliant-colored birds, the beaks of

the toucan, the claws of the tapir, and even
the pods of vanilla strung on a thread.

The houses of the Antis are always built

by the side of a stream in the interior, apart

from one another, and half concealed bj' the

curtain of vegetation. They purposely avoid

prominent places and the shores of the great

rivers, where their neighbors passing up and
down would not fail to make a halt for pur-

poses of pillage and extortion. These houses
or huts are low structures in which it is hardly
possible to enter without stooping. Thej- are

oval in form, thatched with stubble or plaited

reeds, supported by ^akes fixed in the ground
six inches apart. Heaps of ashes and ex-

tinguished embers, bones and even carcasses

of animals, peelings of fruits and roots, cover
the ground with a thick litter.

The national weapons are the club and bow
and arrows. Barbed or three-pointed arrows
are used by the fisher to surprise the fish in

running waters
;
other arrows with the points

made of palm wood or with a lance of bamboo,
are employed by the hunter against birds and
quadrupeds, or, if need be, against his fellow-

man. Sometimes the Antis poison by means
of the barbascum (Menispermum cocculus) the
creeks and bays. The roots of the Meni^per-
mum, which whitens the water like chalk or
soap, makes the fish temporarily drunk. It

rises to the surface of the water with its belly

upwards, and in a state of unconsciousness,
which enables the fisher to catch it with his

hands.

The pottery of the Antis is coarsely made,
painted and varnished. Their household uten-
sils are contrived out of the spoils of animals.
They have spoons made of mussel-shells or of
the skull of an ape. Easps for manioc are sup-
plied by the bonj^ tongue of a species of crab,
fans made from the tail-feathers of hoccos and
penelopes ; and reels fashioned from the dorsal
fin of a certain fish. The^- drinking vessels
arc the halves of calabashes, which they var
nish on the outside and upon which they en
grave rude designs.

Living apart from each other and in fami-
lies or isolated couples, these indigenes are
governed by no other laws than those of their
own good pleasure.

At the death of an Antis, his relations and
friends assemble in the house, take up the
corpse which is wrapped in its tunic, and
throw it in the river. That done, they proceed
methodically to the destruction of the dwell-

ing of the deceased, they break his bow and
arrows and his crockery, scatter the ashes of

his hearth, plunder his plantation, cut down
to the level of the ground the trees which he
had planted, and end the business by setting

his house on fire. Henceforth the place is re-

puted unclean ; every one passing near avoids
it.

The creed of th» Antis is a singular mix-
ture of Brahminical tenets, of the worship of

the Parsees, and of Catholicism imported by
the missionaries. They make of the sun and
of fire, of Christ and of Pachacamae, of the

Virgin Mary and the moon, of stars and
saints, a strange salmagundi. Ifrom this there

springs, in the shape of vague notions it is

true, some idea of the power of the Supreme
Being, and a life of reward or punishment
after death.

The Antis nation, strangely reduced in

number, counts at present no more than eight

or nine hundred men.
At Bitoricaya, the boundary of the territory

of the Antis, they were introduced to som€
Chontaquiros, who for a payment of three

knives to each man of the crew, undertook tc

conduct them to Paruitcha, 180 miles distant

where their territory ended, and that of the

Conibo nation commenced.
The Chontaquiros as a race are very similai

to the Antis, but, inhabiting a section of coun
try where provisions are more abundant, theii

physical powers are better developed.
While passing through the country of tht

Conibos, observing a dwelling surrounded
with Banana trees, they pulled to shore ii

hopes of obtaining some of the fruit. Abou
a dozen of the natives came from under thi

shade of the trees, and exclaiming and gesti

culating in a scared and bewildered manner
signed to them to return into the stream. A.

no notice was taken of this order, the mei
struck the ground with their bows, and spoki

in a menacing way, whilst the women ulterec

sharp cries and waved their arms. One ol(

woman ran forward, and looking them steadih

in the eye, spit two or three times in the river
j

On their landing, the men and women
'

towards the dwelling, uttering dreadful cries,

The travellers followed, and after they hai

calmed the agitation of the excited nati\

received this curious explanation of their in

hospitable reception.

1 hree days before, they said, a canoe o,

Indians had arrived, who were escaping froTij

the small-pox which was then raging amongs
their people. This news had greatly terriflei

them, and seeing the stranger's approach weai.

ing beads and strange garments, they ha<

taken them for evil genii sent by Yurima, th

spirit of darkness, to bring the epidemic int|

the country. Of all the scourges to whio
the native Indians are subject, they drea

most the sniall-pox. ' So many individualii

families, and whole tribes have fallen viclim,

to it, that they think it useless to struggl

against it. On the first symptoms of th

cutancoirs eruption appearing, when thefeve

begins to burn, they run to the river, plung

into the water up to the chin, and remaii

until the cold reaction takes place.

Our author thinks it is to the small-pox a

much as to any other cause, must be attribute;

the great reduction in number of the Indiar

inhabiting the upperAmazon and its branche;

Of 127 tribes located there in the 17th ceii

tury, thei-e now remain hardly 29.

(To be continued.)
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For "The Friend."

; Thomas Clialldey.

;
(Continued from page 269)

\
How important it is that childreu, especi-

yiy the boys and J'oung men of our Society,

Bhould be early instructed by their parents or

care-takers, in the sinfulness of war, and of

using weapons of any kind as a means of self-

defence against man.
War has ever been looked upon by Friends

as entirely wrong, and completely at variance

with the commandment of God, " Thou shalt

not kill." It is one of the most important tes

timonies which, from the very foundation of

the Societ}-, has been faithfully upheld by the

Ejreater part of its members; they have felt

that in no way whatever could they partici-

pate in it, either by fighting, paying fines,

procuring substitutes, or in aiding toward the

maintenance of an army; niither could they
Feel it right, to reap advantages which might
irise from the sale of articles which would in

a,ny way advance the cause, but many suffered

the taking of their goods, and imprisonment,
rather than yield to what they knew was
wrong in the sight of the Almighty.
Thomas Chalkley in his journal, alludes to

3. time when he was pressed or carried upon
a, man of war, when in the 20th year of his

age, and in his own words relates the follow-

ing.

[

" I was put down into the hold in the dark,

not having anything to lie upon but casks;

and what made it worse to me, I was among
wicked, debauched men ; and as we were shut
up in darkness, so was their conversation dark
and very evil. In the morning, for which I

longed more than the watchman, the lieu-

tenant called us uj) on deck, and examined
us, whether we were willing to serve the king ?

He called me to him and asked me, if I was
willing to serve his majesty? I answered,
that I was willing to serve him in my busi-

ness, and according to my conscience ; but as

for war or fighting^ Christ had forbidden it in

his excellent sermon on the mount; and for

that reason I could not bear arms, or be
1 3trumental to destroy or kill men. Then the
lieutenant looked on me, and on the joeople,

and said, 'Gentlemen, what shall we do with
this fellow? he swears he will not fight.' The
commander of the vessel made answer, 'No,
no, he will neither swear nor fight.' Upon
which they turned me on shore. I was thank-
ful I was delivered out of their hands ; and my
tender parents were glad to see me again."

We are here reminded of the verse in the
(Scriptures, Prov. iii. (i: "In all thy ways ac
iknowledge Him, and He shall direct thy
[paths;" also, "Fear the Lord, and depart
ifrom evil."

I
We shall see as we proceed with the journal

of Thomas Chalkley, that he still had much
to contend with, and that the world yet had
many charms for him ; but " the mercy of God
endureth forever," and although he felt for a

season as though he were forsaken, yet God
still watched over him, else the enemy of his

soul would have gained control over him, in

[keeping him from turning unto the Lord,
(from whom alone help can be obtained.

^

His journal resumes :
" As I grew in years,

:the world began to take too much root in me;
;and my unwearied enemy would tell me that
lit was lawful enough, and indeed I see that
'he hurts many with lawful things, with whom
he knoweth unlawful things will not take

;

' God had not been
in whose presence

and here I had been lost

gracious to me. But H., „. _ ^.

I delighted, withdrew, and deprived me of
that enjoyment which was grateful and com-
fortable above all things to my soul. Then
did I pray with tears, Oh, that it might be

with me as it was at other times before! and
I was willing to let the world go, rather than
grace, and God's glorj^. The Psalmist saith,

No good thing will He withhold from them
that walk uprightlJ^'

' About this time there Was a great concern
on my mind, rightly to distinguish between
the voice of Christ, and the whisperings of

Satan ; and thus it opened to mo : that Christ,

the truth, always speaketh good and for a
good end, and that there is divine life to the
soul in this speaking; but the devil never
speaks good, unless sometimes for a bad end,

and then not good in reality, only colored

with good or a fair show.
Keeping under this exercise, the Lord

appeared to me again, and many times re-

freshed my heart with his goodness. When
I was in my business amongst men, I wit-

ssed the Holy Ghost, the Comforter, to be

near me ; which was more to me than all the

world, or the riches, glory and beauty of it.

The love of God being so sweet to my soul

and spirit ; my breathings, prayers and suppli-

cations, were to the Lord, that my neighbors,

acquaintances, and relations, might also par-

take of the like precious faith and love which
I enjoj-ed ; and that the children ofmen might
answer that great and good end for which the

Lord created them; which is, that glory

honor, and ijraise, might ascend and be given

to Him.
I had such a sense and fear of dishonoring-

God, that I often, with tear§, cried, Never let

ive to dishonor Thee. Oh ! it had been

better for me that I had never been born, than

that I should live to dishonor thee, or wilfully

reproach the name of Christ, who, with the

Father, is only worthy of divine honor.

In this concern I felt the gospel power of

our Lord Jesus Christ to work upon my soul,

and the word of God was as a seed in my
heart, growing and opening in me, speaking

to me, and making my understanding fruitful

in the things of his kingdom ; and in that

ability which was given me of God, through

his grace and Holy Spirit, I exhorted people

to repentance and amendment of life ;
and I

always humbl_y desired the help and divine

influence of God's eternal Word therein. Oh!
I did fervently pray that I might minister

the gospel in the power of Jesus ; for I clearly

discerned in the light of the Son of God, that

all ministering out of Christ's power was
neither edifying nor efficacious unto souls

therefore I did earnestly beseech God for the

continuance of his Spirit, that I might be

abled to preach the gospel in the power of

Christ Jesus. The concern that was upon me
on this account at that time, is hard to be ex

pressed in words."

Thus, through early yielding obedience to

the will of God, and seeking unto Him alone

for ability faithfully to perform his duty, as

from time to time it was made clear unto

him, he was prepared by the Lord to go forth

whilst in the freshness and vigor of early

manhood to call others to repentance, and to

proclaim " the good tidings of great joy," in

preaching salvation through our Lord and

Saviour Jesus Christ.

(To bo continued.)

For " Tlie Friend."

lliikayit Abdulla.

(Continued from page 293.)

Abdulla gives a lively account of his cure

of a dropsical afl'cction by being tapped. At
the house of an English resident at Singa-

pore named Morgan, he met with a surgeon
of the East India Company travelling for his

health, who undertook to relieve him. He
says:

" My heart jumped at this ; so I said, 'Very
well, let me have the medicine to cure me.'

To this he answered, with a smile, that he

would not give me medicine, but that he
would tap me, by which operation I would
be well at once.' ' But,' said I, ' how do you
take out the liquid?' He replied to this, that

he pierced them a little, so as not to hurt

them, when the liquid came out. But when I

heard of his piercing them, I became afraid of

dying. He now told me not to bo afraid of

dying, for he would place 1,000 dollars in the

court as an earnest of his promise. And when
I heard this, it occurred to me that 100,000 dol-

lars were not equal to my life. So I left him
and went to Mr. Morgan. This gentleman
asked me what the doctor said about it. I now
understood for the first time that the gentle-

man was a doctor ; so I told him all about it.

When he asked me where I could have better

luck, for he was the chief physician, travel-

ling for his health ; he was worth a thousand

of those to be got here ; adding, ' You had
better trust him; he is very clever, he has

worked miracles ; so you would do well to

listen to him.' And when I heard his advice,

I faltered, half believing, half fearing. So I

went back to the doctor, who asked me if he

hould perform the operation at once ; but I

told him to wait till I had spoken to Mr.
Ihomsen, as I knew him well. To this he

replied, ' Very good ; but be quick, as in three

days I wish to sail.' To this I replied, 'Very

good ; but let me go now.' He followed me
to the stairs, when I perceived that he was a

ittle lame, which ftiade me look
;
and when

he saw me scanning his feet, he smiled, asking

me at the same time what I was looking at

his feet for. I replied, for nothing. He then

took off his stocking, when I saw that it was

a timber foot, joined to his leg, but his knee

was the same as ours. He then told me that

his leg had been broken by a cannon ball in

a battle in Bengal, and the part cut off had

been replaced by a wooden model. This as-

tonished me greatly, when I look at the con-

trivances of Europeans. Life only they can-

not restoi-e, but all the rest."

" So I bade him good bye, and went away
to Mr. Thomsen, letting him know all the

circumstances. He then told me, 'Where
will you have such a chauce again ? How
much would you not have to spend if you got

others to do it? Further, he is eminent in

all that relates to the bodies of men. So go

quickly to him, whilst he is here. I told him

then that I was dreadfully afraid that some
mischief might be done me. To this he re-

plied, 'Don't be afraid. Don't you know he

gets a salary from the Company of thousands

a month? So you had better trust him.' I

could not deny this ; and it is true I heard

his words, but yet I was afraid."

" So 1 returned home in great trouble about

this, and brooded over the matter. And there

was a countryman of mine living with me, to

whom I related my difficulties. And when he

had heard all, he advised me to have nothing
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to do with the business, as it was the custom

with Europeans to kill one and cure another
;

and further, were my father, mother, and wife

to get wind of it at Mahicca, how grieved

would they not be. In other modes he set to

dissuade me, till I was half frantic at my
having let hina into my council."

The next day he called on the surgeon and

thus describes what took place.

"Directly we met, he asked me if 1 wished

the operation to be performed, and I told him

yes. He then went into his room, and opened

a box, when 1 saw twenties of knives of va-

rious kinds, and of great sharpness ;
some

were crooked, others like saws. So he said

to me, 'Sit there, and don't be afraid; it is

only for a moment.' I then said to him,

'There is a countryman of mine outside ; al-

low him to be with me, to see the affair.' To
this he assented. On his coming to me, and

in the midst of our conversation, the doctor

had got a thin pointed knife, which he held

in his fingei's. He then said, 'Let me see you ;'

and when he had seen me, he told me again

not to be afraid, as my friend should see also.

My body now trembled with fear. He then

pressed the knife in slowly, creating a sensa-

tion as if I were bitten by ants. He then un-

screwed the handle, so that the blade re-

mained inside. On this the liquid gushed out,

when the doctor placed a vessel to hold the

contents. The draining continued for about

a quarter ofan hour. He then told me to walk
backwards and forwards, when the liquid still

ran. At last it stopped. He then took some
cotton, and mi.xing it with medicine, I found
that my complaint was gone ; I felt as I used

to be. The liquid taken from me was like

drinking water, without smell, and colorless.

My pleasure was bo great that I cannot de-

scribe it. I felt as one dead risen to life again.'
" On the morrow I went again to see the

doctor, and when he saw me he laughed, say-

ing, ' Is AbduUa not dead ?' And ho saw that
I was better. And it was seen that near the
spot where I was pierced tliere was a swelling.
And, on the day Ijefore, he had pierced below
this, and because of the little skin a sore had
gathered. He then said that he was about to
sail on the morrow, but that he would give
me a note, as in three months the complaint
would return ; so this was to show to the
local surgeon, that ho might know how to
treat me. So I took the note with a thousand
thanks for his assistance. I felt if I had been
a rich man that I would have given him 500
dollars for healing me. So on the morrow he
was to sail, I then brought 300 mangosteens
and four bags of halwa, and took them i

present to him. And when he saw these he
laughed, saying he could not take them, but
that lie would buy them. It was not for those
that ho doctored me. So he brought out the
money to pay mo

; but I would not take it,

till I wept and begged hard of him. At last
he said, 'Never mind, 1 will take your pre
sent, for I see that you are one that can re
turn a kindness.' "

The halwa here spoken of is an Arabic con
fcctlon, made of (."amel's milk, sugar, &c."

(To be continnecl.)

May every proof of Divine regard be l)lesse(

to me, and may 1 be preserved from desirinf,
that the thorns in the flesh, the messengers o1
Satan, which are in mercy permitted to buffet
me, should be removed until they have doni
that for which they arc designed.— T. Shillitoe

HOEA NOVISSIMA.
BY HORATIUS BONAB.

Far down the ages now,

Her journey well nigh done.

The pilgrim church pursues her way
In haste to reach the crown.

The story of the past

Comes up before her view;
How well it seems to suit her still,

Old, and yet ever new.

'Tis the same story still.

Of sin and weariness,

Of Grace and love still flowing down
To pardon and to bless.

'Tis the old sorrow still,

The brier and the thorn
;

And 'tis the same old solace yet

—

The hope of coming morn.

No wider is the gate.

No broader is the way.

No smoother is the ancient path

That leads to light and day.

No lighter is the load

Beneath whose weight we cry,

No lamer grows the rebel flesh,

Nor less our enemy.

No .sweeter is the cup,

Nor less our lot of ill;

No greener are the rocks.

No fresher flow the rills.

No roses in the wilds appear
No vines upon the hills.

Still dark the sky above
And sharp the desert air,

'Tis wide bleak desolation round,

And shadow everywhere.

Dawn lingers on yon cliff;

But, oh ! slow to spring!

Morning still nestles on yon wave,
Afraid to try its wing.

No slacker grows the flght,

No feebler is the foe.

No less the need of armor tried,

Of shield, and spear, and bow.

Nor less we feel the blank
Of earth's still absent King;

Whose presence is of all our bliss.

The everlasting spring.

Thus onward still we press.

Through evil and through good.
Through pain, and poverty, and want,
Through peril and through blood.

Still faithful to our God,
And to our Captain true

;

We follow where he leads the way,
The kingdom in our view.

In years long past, I said, if God shall give
Me certain blessings—cause my path to lead

Through ways of comfort—grant me long to live,

And strength sufficient for life's utmost need,
Much joy shall surely through these channels flow;

If God shall bless me so.

Friends and fair honors should He grant me these,
Home love, and children, and some skill to grasp

From Ihe rich world its opportunities

—

What more could heart desire ; or full hands clasp?
Surely my life like some glad tune shall go,

If Ciod shall bless me so.

But now I say, " If God shall grant me heaven ;"

And so end there. If I at length may come
Into Ilis presence who Himself hath given.

All better gifts must lie in that vast sura.
No good thing there .shall be withheld I know,

If God shall bless me so.

The Ivory Trade.—England imports about
550 tons of ivory annually, of which 270 tons

are retained for home consumption. The
Sheffield cutlers alone use, every year, 170

tons in their manufactories. Immediately
after the Frenco-German war, the price of

ivory made a considerable advance. Large
Zanzibar tusks were bought at public sales:

In 1856, at from £39 to £42 apiece.

In 1869, at from £41 to £44 apiece.

In 1872, at from £58 to £61 apiece.

In 1873, at from £68 to £72 apiece.

In 1874, at from £53 to £58 apiece.

Single tusks vary in weight from 1 to 165

pounds. The average weight of tusks is about

28 pounds. To furnish the ivory which is

imported into England, 44,000 elephants are

annually sacrificed. When we consider how
much ivory is imported to other countries we
may get an idea of the war upon these mam-
moth quadrupeds which is continually car-

ried on.

Bombay and Zanzibar export yearly 160

tons.

Alexandria and Malta export yearly 1^
tons.

The west coast of Africa exports yearly

140 tons.

Cape of Good Hope exports yearly 50 tons.

Mozambique exports yearly 20 tons.

Ivory comes into Bombay from all the

Southern countries of Asia and the west coast

of Africa. Much of it is shipped to Indian

md Chinese markets, and the remainder is

sent to Europe. Alexandria and Malta re-

ceive ivory from Northern and Central Africa.

from Egypt and the countries bordering on

the Nile. The largest tusks are yielded by
the African elephant, and are exported from
Zanzibar. They afford ivory of a very fine

quality. It is opaque, soft and easy to work,

and free from cracks and other defects. The
ivory which comes from Ambriz, the Gaboon
river and posts south of the Equator is called

" silver gray," and retains its whiteness wheD
exposed to the atmosphere, never yellowish^

with age, as does the Asiatic and East African

product. It is more valuable than any othei

ivory in the market. Tusks from Siam are

much sought after for carvings and ornamen-
tal work, as they are soft, tine-grained anc

translucent.

Tusks which come from Mozambique and

the Cape of Good Hope seldom go above

seventy pounds in weight each. From time

to time a few tons of fossil ivory are collectet

in the Arctic regions and Siberia. This if

obtained from elephants that are found im-

bedded in ice, where they have been preservec

for unknown ages. The animals discovered

in this situation are covered with hair and an
of mammoth size. Some of their tusks an'

in as fine condition for working as the best o.

modern ivory.

Extract, from a letter of Richard ShacMetoh
to a Cousin.—Our stay here is very uncertain

and whatever part we act in this world, in thii

world we shall have trouble. If we submi

"

in true humility and resignation to the power
of Truth, so as that self become of no reputS:

tion, and we be willing to be any thing c
nothing; then shall we be objects of divini

regard and notice, and we shall find a suflS

ciency of best help to be near, to enable us ti

discharge one little duty after another. Ba
if we withhold, keep back and preserve aliv';

that which is appointed for destruction ; teni'
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rizing and tampering with tlie spirit of tiie

trid, in any of its various modes of allure-

nt, we sliall be of the lame and blind, crip-

Is in religion, not firm and strong to bear

» ark of the Testimony, not coming up in

! ranks, neither helpful to others, nor com
(table in ourselves. In the day of outward
e and prosperity, the conscious sense of our
lissness will prove a disagreeable alloy, and
e off from the relish of the most pleasing

sations ; and in the time of adversity it

add a sting to the stiug of affliction, and
bitter the bitter cup.

Farming, a Bull Business.—Talking with a

y bright and ambitious young woman, a

mer's daughter, where we stopped over

ht, she said farming was a dull sort of life.

said a young man of twenty-one years,

lere is no incentive to Avork. It is all hum-
im, routine, and hard work—no relaxation

sfFort aud nothing to stimulate the mind."
What nonsense," we rejjlied, "There is

rything for a stimulus. Each farm is a

M itself, about which those who have
d upon it know little or nothing, conipara-

sly. Suppose, for example, we were to ask

V many kinds of grasses

—

real grasses—
iw on your farm. Could you tell us, with
ir correct names, habits and history ! Sup-

,e we ask you how many species of plants

indigenous on your farm, and the names
hose plants, time of flowering, color of

vers, soil, and locality in which they grow.
Id you tell us? Suppose we were to ask
how many species of birds visit your farm
ry year, the time of their arrival and de-

ture, their habits while with you, their

nes and their habits while absent from
ir locality the balance ofthe year. Could
tell us? Suppose we ask you how many

icies of insects are to be found on your

;
their names, history, habits ; whether in-

iSous to you or not; upon what trees or

ts they live ; when and how often they

ipear and how long they stay. Could you
? Suppose we ask you to show us

cimcus of the grasses and other plants, the

)|ds, insects, &c., which may be gathered

hin your boundary fences. Could you
iW them to us? And yet,' if you were to

lertake to acquire the knowledge we have
ted by these enquiries, you would find

p^ir life too short. Yet the knowledge you
jn, the interest you would soon take in it,

i(i the knowledge of j'our own impotency

f]i would acquire, would prove to you that

its not the farm that is the dull place, but it

is^ou who are dull."

—

Sural New Yorker.

i

*"*
Selected.

100
many are contented without witness-

the frequent renewings of Divine love, in

ch only there is life ; if they ai-e but pre-

'ed from gross evils and go on in prosperity,

r sit down easy and think all is well ; but

that they may not, when too late, find

tlirmistake, and that they have pleased them-
B^s-es with favors which they have unthank-
fily received, and so stopped short of greater,

b) not desiring them, and more frequently

tin the day, waiting to know the renewings
ojthat life, without which there is no life to

t}. truly begotten children, and which would
bIiw them, not only what they ought to do,

bt would give them strength to do it.

—

Ming expressions of Sarah Morris in Piety

lomoted.

Assyrian Libraries.

Uecent Ass3'rian discoveries seem to con-

firm the old saying that there is nothing new
under the sun. Four thousand years ago the
abylonians possessed libraries, librarians,

catalogues, and book-shelves, though the

greater part of their books were written on
clay instead of on paper. Papyrus was occa-

sionally used; but generally the Babylonian
book was an oblong piece of clay, which was
tamped on both_ sides with a metal stylus,

and then hardened in the fire. So minute are

the characters engraved upon it that it is diffi-

cult to imagine how they could have been im-
pressed without a magnifying glass ; and, as

a crj-stal lens was actually found by — Lay-
ard, on the site of Nineveh, it would seem that

magnifying glasses were known at an early

date. Specimens ofthese clay tablets

—

"lateres

coctiles," as Plinj' calls them—may be seen in

the British Museum. Every great city of

Babylonia and Assj-riahad at least one library,

which was stowed away in a chamber of the

king's palace, and placed at the public service.

We gain some idea of the extent to which
education was spread from the frequently-

recurring statement that the libraries were
formed for the use of "the people." The
oldest libraries were those of Babylonia, the

mother country of the civilization of Western
Asia. Those of Assyria were established in

imitation of the earlier ones of Chaldea, and
the books with which they were stocked were
mostly copies or later editions of Babylonian
works. Assyria was originally a dependency
of the Southern Empire ; its rise was coeval

with the decline of Babylonia, and its civiliza

tion was derived from the latter country. The
])rimitive population of Babylon spoke an
agglutinative language, allied to the idioms

of "the modern Fins or Tartars. It was they

who invented the cuneiform or arrow-headed
system of writing, and founded the greatcitics

of Chaldea. Their literature was verj' exten-

sive, and required libraries in Avhich to be pre-

served. At a date anterior to 2,000 b. c. they

were conquered by Semites from the West,

who appropi-iated their culture and gradually

succeeded in extirpating their language. This

language is termed Accadian, and it became
to the Semites of Babylonia and Assj'ria what
the Latin language was to the scholars of

Medifeval Europe. Their science and litera-

ture were locked up in this dead tongue, and
even in practical life a knowledge of it was
needed when legal precedents or ancient leases

and contracts were in question. Down to the

last days of the Assyrian and Babylonian

Empires, every educated man had to be ac-

quainted with this extinct language. For this

purpose grammars, dictionaries, and phrase-

books of Accadian and Semitic Assyrian were
compiled, and works written in Accadian were

provided with an Assyrian translation, which

was sometimes in a parallel column, and some-

times interlinear.

Babylonia has not yet been excavated, and

our knowledge of these libraries is accordingly

confined to the contents of the libraries of

Sennacherib and his grandson, Assurbani-pal,

or Sardanapalus, the larger part of which has

been brought from Nineveh to the British

Museum. Most of the works in the Museum
are later editions of older Babylonian texts

;

very often there are several editions of the

same texts, aud where the original had be-

come illegible the copyist wrote "lacuna" or

"recent lacuna." When a work was translated

from Accadian, the Accadian text was almost
nvariabljr given ; and to these translations,
together with the grammars, dictionaries,

and phrase-books already alluded to, modern
cholars owe the recovery of the long-lost lan-

guage of Accad. Among the most curious of
these works is a long one, in seventy tablets
or books, on astronomy and astrology, which
was drawn up for a Babylonian monarch, who
reigned about 2000 b. c. The catalogue of
this work mentions separate treatises on the
pole-star, on comets, on the movements of
Venus, &c., and at the end tells the reader to
write down the number of the table he wishes
to consult, and the librarian will thereupon
hand it to him. Even at this remote epoch,
therefore, the modern system of regiftering

books was in use ; indeed, every tablet had ita

press mark. Besides the astrological tablets,

there is a long work on omens, with formula
for averting witchcraft or practising sorcery,

which seems to be extremely ancient, as well

as a large collection of hymns to the gods,

which formed the ritual of the Aceadians.
Many of the passages in these hymns remind
us of the Hebrew psalms. Closely connected
with the hymns are old legends and epics,

which are thrown into a poetical form. One
of these epics came from Erech, and consisted

of twelve books, each answering to a sign of

the Zodiac, and relating to the adventures of

a solar hero. The books were originally in-

dependent lays, and the eleventh is the story

of the Deluge, which bears a remarkable re-

semblance to the account in Genesis. Another
group of legends contains one which describes

very fully the building of the Tower of Babel

;

while a third group presents us with a his-

tory of the Creation and the Fall of Man,
similar to that of the Bible. More details,

however, are furnished than can be found in

the Mosaic narrative, and an account is also

given of the war of the evil spirits against the

gods. A very interesting legend describes

the descent of the Goddess Istar into Hades,
and another tells how the seven wicked spirits

fought against the Moon.
But atl this is but a small portion of the

Assyrian and Babylonian literature now in

the British Museum. There are works on
agriculture, collecti(Jns of ancient proverbs,

tables of laws and precedents, contracts and
leases, public despatches and private corre-

spondence, prayers and feast fables, didactic

treatises and hints on government, tables of

cube-roots and other mathematical formulaa,

lists of animals and stones, of countries and
towns, of gods and temples, of foreign pro-

ducts and classes of persons, and, above all,

annals and other historical documents. One
of the latter is a catalogue of the kings and
dynasties of Babylonia ; another an account of

the relations between Assyria and its northern

neighbor from the earliest times, while the re-

maining texts describe historical incidents of

the reign of former monarchs. None are so

important, however, as the lists of the As-

syrian eponymes, that is, officers after whom
each year was named. These lists are, of

course, of purely Assyrian origin, and they

have enabled scholars to restore the chi-ono-

logy of Assyria (and thereby of Judea also)

with absolute precision from the tenth cen-

tury B. c.

The librarians were called " The Men of

the Written Tablets." The first librarian of

whom we know was a certain Mul. Anna, the

son of Gandhu. His signet-cylinder is now in
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Europe, aTid we learn from it that be presided

over the library of an early Accadian King

of Ur. Ur is the city mentioned in Genesis

us the birthplace of Abraham, and the signet

must be assigned to a very ancient date

—

more than 4,000 years ago. Such is the an-

tiquity of the office of librarian, and of the

respect paid to books.

—

London Bookseller.

Silence in meetings.

A series of articles have been published in

the yarional Baptist, over the noin de plume of

"Levi Philetus I)obbs,"in which some of the

defects.and errors which the author bas ob-

served, are satirized with considerable humor.

Some of these are in the form of letters from
" Antipodc," professing to describe a condition

of things there, the reverse of that which he

criticises among his people at home. The
following is one of this number.

" In frequenting various religious "assem-

blies, I am much impressed with the intervals

of silence. Struck with this phenomena, I

remarked to an intelligent citizen, " This is

a new thing to me, this matter of silence. In

my country the one golden principle on all

such occasions is, perpetual utterance. On the

Sabbath, the organ is called into exercise, be-

ginning its labors at the earliest practicable

moment, and continuing to the 'Amen.' ]f

there are any chinks between the services, this

indefatigable auxiliary fills them up. While
the people are waiting for the minister, there
is a voluntary, (though it is involuntary so far

as the audience are concerned.) Before the
singing of the hymn, it is the same. Then,
between the several verses of the hymn, oc-

curs what is called an ' interlude ;' of course
it is of no use to any one; but it serves the
purpose of preventing the much-dreaded si-

lence.

" The same in the Sunday-school.
•'But I think that the most triumphant

annihilation of silence is in the prayer-meet-
ing. If there is a moment during which some
one is not praying, or singing, it is taken for
granted that the time is wasted, and that a
grave sin is committed. Up rises some one
and begins, ' I have nothing particular to say,
brethren and sisters, but I can't bear to have
the time wasted'—as if .there could be any
more wicked waste of time than for a man to
talk when he has nothing to say. People do
not exactlj- say in so many words to the Lord
in prayer, ' O Lord, we have nothing to say,
but ^^c want to improve the time:' but really
it amounts to that. If nobody speaks or
pra^-s, the minister gives out a hymn. Then,
if there is still a moment's silence, he begins
to scold, ' Is there no one here who loves his
Saviour? No one who can say a word for his
blessed Lord? No one who can pray? Then
we will close the meeting!'" Eeceive the
benediction.' "

"The citizen replied :
' It appears to us that

there is nothing more impressive sometimes
than silence. It is often the offspring of pro-
found emotion. When some one has spoken
or prayed under the impulse of deep feeling,
it frequently happens that every one realizes
the inadequacy of words, 'thoughts too
great for utterance' is not with us a mere
form of speech; it means something. We
romember that scripture, ' There was «i7ence
in heaven about the space of half an hour."
John does not add, 'Then an angel got up
and said: I can't bear to have the time wast-
ed!' And this stillness deepens the emotion

from which it springs. Silence makes people

think, when words would only scatter their

thoughts.
"And, moreover, we believe in the guid-

ance of the Spirit. To speak when the Spirit

does not move to utterance, is as much a sin

as to keep silence when be urges speech.

"We believe, too, that by keeping silence

in meeting, people learn to keep silence else-

where; and there is no knowing the good
that has come in this way to homes and famil-

ies.

" In fact, we go on the principle that speech
is silver, silence is golden. Many men have
attained the highest positions in the church
and the state among us, by just holding their

tongues. We do not think that talk needs
any stimulus. Often and often, after a long
agonj' of speech, do we realize the beauty of
those words of the poet

—

" 'And silence like a poultice comes
To heal the wounds of sound.'

"

Selected for "The Friend

Humplirey Baclie.

"Among others in London brougbt under
the convincing, converting power of the Spirit

of Truth, and prepared to accept the self-

denying doctrines promulgated by Friends,
was Humphrey Bache. He had been a gold-

smith, but finding his business diminished and
much interfered with after the breaking out
of the civil war, he relinquished it, and en-

gaging in the service of the Parliament, he
i appointed to oversee a companj- of men

employed in throwing up fortifications around
the city. He appears to have been a man of
good character, well-intentioned, and up to
that time, strictly honest.

Having discovered that others in similar
stations as that he held, were in the habit of
defiauding their employers, either by charg-
ing for more men than they had at work, or
by adding a few pence to their daily wages,
with or without their knowledge, and pocket-
ing the surplus

;
he was strongly tempted to

follow their example. He saw the wrong
that was thus done, and for a time was re-

strained by his sense of obligation to refrain
from the evil ; but by tampering with the temp-
tation, his perception of right and wrong be-
came confused, and after a hard struggle with
his convictions, he yielded, and sacrificed his
integrity and peace of mind, by robbing the
government that had made him one of its

officers.

The satisfaction he had once had in his
honest eff'orts to obtain a livelihood, was now
destroyed by the reproofs of instruction;
which, had he submissively yielded to them,
would have proved the way to renewed spirit-
ual life

;
but he turned away from them, and

strove to satisfy himself with reasoning

—

suggested by Satan, who was a liar from the
beginning—that as the money taken belonged
to no one in particular, there was but little
harm in what he had done, and that it was a
common practice with others.
Being afterwards employed in the. custom

house, he there found th.at a system for'robbing
the treasury was pursued by many of the
officers, by taking bribes to make false returns,
&c. Though he had never thoroughly repent-
ed of the sin into which his evil covetousness
ad before betrayed him, yet he remembered

the bitterness of the remorse, that had, at times,
harrowed up his soul for taking that which
did not belong to him, and for a time he

steadily turned away from the temptati
presented. But the grand adversary of ras

happiness knows, not only when and wh
to lay his baits, but also how to employ tb

whom he has induced to yield to his wicl

suggestions, as emissaries for beguiling otli

into his service
; and he prompted som«

Humphrey's fellow officers, who were incn
ing their incomes by illicit practices, to

him with plausible arguments, why he she
not hesitate to conform to what was so i

tomary.
Instead of turning a deaf ear to the v(

of the tempter, and seeking strength by pra
to Him who is a present help in every n«

ful time, resolutely to withstand the co^

ousness of his own heart, and the wiles of
deceiver, he again listened to the pleading
the worldly-wise charmers, and fell into

snare set for his feet; concluding it was
worth while for him to attempt being bel

than those around him. Having once m
yielded to brave the guilt of robbeiy in or

to increase his means, he found be had
strength of himself to stop in his crimi
career, and be joined bands with those v

were defrauding the revenue. Neverthel
his long-suffering, omniscient Creator left 1

not without the convictions and pleadingi

his Holy Spirit; often bringing him unde
sense of the wickedness of the course he ^

pursuing, and filling his heart with angc
and fear as to the final consequences. I

instead of closing in with these visitation;

light and mercy, he strove stoutly agai

them, and allowed his internal strife i

dread, to sour his temper, and make hit

source of unhappiness to his wife, and in

whole domestic circle. Such, however,
came the distress under which a sense ofg
caused bim to pass most of his time, thai

resolved no longer to partake of the unrii

ecus gains; and for a year before he left

custom house, he scrupulously adhered to

determination.
It was about the time of his coming to

resolution, that he was induced by curia
to attend a meeting held in London by Fi'

cis Howgill and Edward Burrougb. It c

not appear that any thing then said took
of bim

; but he inclined to see and hear i

of the much talked of Quakers. Not 1

after he was at a meeting held in the i

and-Mouth meeting house, where George 1

E. Burrough and F. Howgill were pres
One of these Friends in the course of his

mon, speaking of the necessity for every
ciple of Christ to take up his daily cross

follow Him, said, ' The carnal mind is ear

against God. As any one comes to stam
the cross, which is the power of God,
enmity is broken down and recouciliatic

witnessed. The enmity is slain by the pc
of God; by that which crosseth the
mind—the light of Christ.' This proves

be an arrow that struck between the join

Humphrey's harness, and the swift wit
for God in the secret of his soul, testifie

its truth. He was conscious that light

repeatedly shone into his dark heart—the

the darkness comprehended it not—sho\
him his sin, and reproving him for follow

his carnal inclinations. He was now
vinced that this was the Light of Christ,

that his salvation depended on bis obeyin
discoveries and requirements, however i

these might be in the cross to his nal

propensities ; which stood opposed to the
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ment of Christ, and must be crucified and
n before tiiat government could be estab-

ed over his soul.

iroused to a sense of his lost condition,
ught to realize, in measure, the exceeding
'ulness of his manifold sins, and his own
ipacitj' to extricate himself from the thral-

nto which he had been brought, he was
pilj- made willing to keep his attention
d on the measure of Divine Grace vouch-
d to his soul ; to wait upon that as the

meiins of obtaining a saving knowledge
od, and of the things that belong to his

rlasting well-being, and patiently to abide
er the transforming power of Him, whose
it it was, to will and to do according to
own good pleasure. As his sins were set

re him in the light of Christ Jesus the
iour, he saw with anguish how deeply he
violated the divine law, by taking that
eh did not belong to him; and also that
iould not hope for peace, unless he restor-

lU that he had unjustlj' obtained. This
ged him into additional conflict and dis-

i. He shrunk from the exposure of his

^er dishonesty, and he knew that to make
plete restitution, would require a half of
38 possessed, and leave but little for the
sort of his wife and children.

was a remarkable circumstance, that
' le Humphrey Baehe was struggling under
e deep and conflicting exercises of mind,
riy seeing what was required of him, by
1 who could alone grant forgiveness of

>
but held back by the pleadings of pride
the fears relative to future abitity to pro-

for his family, George P'ox—who does
appear to have had previous acquaintance
1 him—felt it required to make him a visit,

nphrey soon began to disclose his condi-

to George, when the latter said to him,
that confesseth and forsaketh his sins,

1 find mercy.' The poor man, sensible

G. Fox was greatly exercised on his ac
it, says, ' The Lord reached down '

'

of power, touched my heart

on the immutable foundation of prophets
and apostles, and prepared for usefulness in

the church. He joined in membership with
Friends, and in 1656 a meeting was regularly
held at his house.

In carrying on his business, he found him-
self restrained from making or selling rings
or trinkets, as he was made conscious that
they merely ministered to the pride of the
human heart.

When in 1662, the storm of persecution
beat so vehemently on the defenceless heads
of Friends, because they would keep up their
meetings for divine worship, H. Bache shared
—as he had repeatedly before—in the cruel
punishments inflicted, and was thrust into a
prison already overcrowded with his fellow-

sufferers. Here close confinement in a de-

praved atmosphere, so preyed upon his vital

energies, that he did not long survive his

liberation ; but shortly after laid down his life

for the testimony of a good conscience, and
entered upon the enjoyment of the things,

which eye hath not seen nor ear heard, neither
have entered into the heart of man, bu^which
God hath pi-epared for them that love Him."—Friends in the Seventeenth Century, pp. 94,

98.
^

Waste.—There are ten thousand avenues
of waste. We need only specify some.

VVhen good grain, useful as food for man
and beast, is distilled, producing alcohol, which
is not food for man or beast, there is waste,
except for the useful purpose* of the article.

When men drink it and unfit themselves for

work or for any of the duties of life, when
they make themselves worse than useless, a

burden to the community, there is waste.

When land is used to raise that which is

neither " jjleasant to the sight, nor good for

food, nor even to be desired to make one
wise," thei-e is waste. When the product of

this labor is used by men, merely as a nar-

[.jo^jjj- jcotic, consuming their time, defiling their

th "his
I

'"°g*i wasting their strength, shortening their

will look at this web on the grass, you will

see as fast as ever I put the water on it, the
sun dries it all up, and yet, sir, I see it gets
whiter and whiter!"

A dumb boy gave a ver^- excellent answer
to the question "what is truth." He simply
moved his fingers in a straight line. When
asked again " what is falsehood," he indicated
in the same way a "zig zag" line.

Follow the straight line if you would enter
the straight and narrow way which leads to
eternal life.

and made me willing to submit to hisjli^es, there is waste.

and give up the sum of money 1 had re- '^'h'S last expression is uaed advisedly. It

5fed unjustly. Waiting in the Light, this 's the deliberate opinion of those who ought

made plain to me to be near one hundred to know, that a habitual smoker is as old at

fifty pounds. But it lay on my heart to|fi*ty as he would be at sixty, without the

:.re more than less. So I was made free l^abit. In the loss of ten years there is waste.

he power of the Lord, and did give back!l° the hours and hours of time spent in the

t!he excise oflSce in London, one hundred jindulgence of this habit, in a sort of nareotiz-

n sixty pounds. Then 1 felt the truth ofi^d reverie, there is waste All this is a mere

Mvnr,ls Georo-e Fox spaketome: •He that 'question of revenue, without regard to the

Jesselh and forsaketh his sins, shall find jloss of moral force, the blasted lives, the

3y;' for much ease, peace and refreshment hopeless hearts, in which lies waste.

33eived into my soul.'

uniphrey Bache now left the custom house
11 returned to his former business of a gold-
n li. As he kept upon the watch, and con-
I ed 1(1 walk in obedience to the require-

Kts of Divine Grace, he found that his

3pth in the truth depended on his obedi-

,
in what may be called small and foolish

ilgs; as using the plain language of thou
1: thee to a single person, discarding com-
lients, whether in speech or manner, and
tsing to conform to the vain fashions and
apms of the world. This cost him much,

often felt the power of temptation to

M hi.s feet out of the straight and narrow

There are many things which are useful for

recreation, which may refresh one, occupy or

amuse a leisure hour, and make one better

and happier. But when these take more than

•the leisure time, when by a sort of infatuation

they become almost the business of life, here

'also is waste. Amusement never was meant
to live upon, any more than stimulants and

narcotics. Here also lies waste.

—

Advance.

A Good Response.—A gentleman was once

riding in Scotland by a bleaching ground,

where a poor woman was at work watering

her webs of linen cloth. He asked her where

she went to church, what she had heard on

-,. Faltering or turning aside, as he some- 1
the preceding day, and how much she remem-

in^s did, always marred his peace, and had bered. She could not even tell the text of the

-
3 retraced with heartfelt repentance ; but last sermon. " And what good can the preach-

e kept steadily under the yoke of Christ, ing do you," said he, "it you forget it all !

rating in the light, he became established " Ah, sir," replied the poor woman, if you
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There is so much of outside show and ap-

parent eft'ect accompanying recent evangelical

movements, that it is very natural they should
exercise a wide-spread influence in the com-
munity, and be accepted as true Gospel fruits

by many persons of ardent temperament ; es-

pecially if the religious experience of such
has not been of a broad and solid character.

Even those who have long known the work-
ings of Divine Grace in their souls, and
through obedience thereto have become in

good degree established upon Christ Jesus,

the unchangeable Eock of salvation, are often

perplexed by what is going on around them.
They would gladly welcome and rejoice in

every thing that really tends to promote the

spread of the Eedeemer's kingdom among
men, and they are well aware that while

there is but one Spirit that should actuate all

Christians, there are " differences of adminis-

tration ;" yet the sensational character of

much that now passes for " Christian work,"
seems to them to savor more of the activity

and excitement of the natural man, than of

that inward travail of spirit which they have
known to be the path pointed out to them in

their spiritual progress.

We think it is safe in such cases to apply

the rule laid down by our Saviour, when per-

sonally on earth, " By their fruits, ye shall

know them : do men gather grapes of thorns

or figs of thistles ? Even so every good tree

bringeth forth good fruit, but a corrupt tree

bringeth forth evil fruit." It requires closer

examination and more keenness of perception

to distinguish the quality of a fruit, while

it is still only partially developed ; but when
fully ripe, its character is apparent to every

observer. We believe this principle will apply

to our examination of the movements which
have been introduced into the Sociey of

Friends of latter years, of a character widely

differing from its former operations. There
is a show of benevolence and of extended use-

fulness about them, very captivating—but as

time rolls on it will be more and more mani-

fested whether they are really of Divine or-

dering, or whether Friends in many places

have allowed themselves to be drawn into a

series of movements which are gradually lead-

ing them away from the true Christian foun-

dation, undermining some of the precious

doctrines given them to uphold, and injuring

the cause of religion in the world.

We believe that in some neighborhoods,

this movement has so far progressed, that its

true character and effects are already percep-

tible to cool-tempered and clear-sighted ob-
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servers, both those -n-ho are members of our

Society, and those who are not. Eeeent in-

quiries oi' reliable and sober persons, who have

had such opportunities of seeing and knowing

as places their testimony above suspicion,

have satisfied us, that those who have looked

upon it hopefully as a Tueans of promoting

the influence of the Society of Friends, and of

doing good to the world, will be greatly dis-

appointed. From one section of the country,

where large additions have been made to the

number of members—several score at a single

meeting—we are told, that not one in ten of

these ever comes to an ordinary week-day

meeting or meeting for discipline, or are any-

thing more than mere nominal members : that

the tone of the discipline has been lowered,

and the influence and reputation of the So-

ciety lessened in the communitj- ; and that no
corresponding advantage has accrued to those

not in profession with us. The testimony we
Lave received from other neighborhoods is to

the same general purport.

It would be improper at this time to men-
tion details, which would involve allusions to

particular individuals, but the statements we
have received have filled us with sad forebod-

ings as to the evil consequences that will re-

sult to individuals and meetings, unless the

Lord should open their e3-es to see the dangers
to which they are exposed. We feel sympathy
with those Friends in ditferent localities, who
are conscious of the loss sustained by these

things, and are endeavoring, in the ability

vouchsafed by the Head of the Church, to up-

hold the standard of Truth, and to be faithful

witnesses of that which they have seen and
tasted, and their hands have handled of the

Word of Life. We have been renewedly per-

Buaded, that if these unflinchingly maintain
their position, and abide in true Christian
patience, they will be as way-marks, as a citj-

set on a hill that cannot be hid, as standard-
bearers to whom, in due season, there will be
a gathering of those who have been feeding
on the empty husks of profession, and are
longing for more substantial food. It is to
these scattered remnants that we look for

those whom the Lord will dignify and exalt
in His own time, and make His instruments
in promoting the spread of I'ighteousness in

the earth.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FoKF.iGX.— A London dispatch of 5th mo. 1st saya:

A terrible explosion occurred yesterday afternoon in
tlie Bunker's Hill colliery. North .Shaffordshire, while
the miners were at work. At midnight twelve bodies
liad been taken out. Twenty-three men are yet in the
mine, and there la no hope that any of them will be re-
covered alive.

At a meeting of the Town Council of Kidderminster,
the Secretary of the Carpet Manufiicturers Association
Blated that the carpet manufacturers generally through-
out the kingdom had decided not to send their products
to the Philadelphia Exhibition because of the prohibi-
tory tariff, and that a memorial to this effect would be
forwarded to the British Minister at Washington. John
Bright recently made some observations on free trade, a
Birmingham, in the course of which he said it was lu
dicrous for the United States to invite foreign manu
facturers to compete at an exhibition when a protective
tariff prevented tlicm from competing in American
markets.
The South Wales Atlantic Steamship Company have

concluded to wind up their business.
Paul Boynton intends making a second attempt

Bwim across the channel. He intends to enter t

water from the French coast and aim for Dover on the
27th inst.

A later dispatch from London says, that the loss of

fe bv the explosion in the Bunker's Hill colliery was

greater than was at first apprehended. Forty-one dead

idies had been recovered from the mine.

St. James Hall, in Liverpool, has been destroyed by

fire, estimated loss $150,000.

The steamer African, from the Cape of Good Hope,

has brought a large consignment of gold, including one

gget of nine pounds.

The President of the French Commission for the

Philadelphia Exhibition next year, states that encour-

aging letters have been received from all parts of

France. Many deputations from the metal manufac-

turers, the merchants of Lyons, and the principal wine-

growers of the Gironde, have visited the committee and

promised active co-operation.

The death is announced in Paris of the famous travel-

ler Jean Frederic DeWaldeck, at the extraordinary age

of one hundred and ten years.

Minister Dufaure has drawn up regulations for the

election of the Senate. The members of that body are

receive the same salary as deputies.

London, 5th mo. 3d.—Consols 94. U. S. five per

cents 102J a 104.

Liverpool.—Middlings cotton, uplands, 7 13-16d.

;

Orleans, Tfd. Breadstufis quiet and steady.

The German Emperor has given his assent to the

introduction of a bill abolishing religious orders in

Prussia.

A committee of the Prussian Diet has prepared a bill

declariifg the Old Catholics entitled to a share of the

Roman Catholic Church cemeteries and revenues pro-

portionate to their numbers as compared with other

Catholics.

The Prussian government will treat the letter of

mpathy addressed by the Roman Catholic Bishops of

Great Britain to tho.se of Germany as though it had
never been written.

Legal proceedings have been commenced by the
Prussian government for the removal of the Prince
Bishop of Breslau, for violation of the ecclesiastical

laws.

A Berlin dispatA of the 1st inst. says, that the Min-
ister of Public Instruction has introduced a bill in the
ower house of the Diet, providing for the .suppression

of religions orders in Prussia. The existing establish-

ments are forbidden to receive new members, and their

present organizations must be dissolved within six

months after the passage of the act.

A Vienna dispatch states that violent demonstrations
have been m.ade against Don Alfonso, brother of the

Spanish pretender Don Carlos, who is residing at Gnitz.

He was insulted and beaten by the rioters, and the
police had to clear the streets with bayonets.
The Spanish government has made full reparation

to Germany for th4 outrage perpetrated by the Carlists

on the German ship Gustav.
It is stated that an arrangement has been made be-

tween the leaders of*the Liberal pjrty in Belgium and
Prince Bismarck. The latter by diplomatic pressure,
undertakes to bring about the downfall of the Clerical

Ministry, and the Liberals on returning to power, are
to make laws to suppress the publication of views un-
favorable to the German ecclesiastical policy.

Serious troubles with the miners at Charleroi, Bel-
gium, are reported, and riots have occurred.

It is supposed that Dr. Rastoul and his companions,
the French communists, who e-scaped from the island
of New Caledonia have perished, as no tidings of them
have been received, and fragments of their boat have
been found.

It is reported that Russia still urges England to send
delegates to the International Code Conference at St.

Petersburg, and that if England persists in a refusal, it

is probable the whole subject will be dropped.
A Madrid dispatch says, that a portion of theCarlist

forces on tUe frontier of Navarre have revolted against
their leaders. They demand peace and submission to
the government of King Alfon.so. On the other hand
the Carlist Committee in London has received telegrams
reporting victories for the Carli.sts in two important
engagements. In one of them the government troops
lost many prisoners and all their artillery.

United States.—A most destructive five occurred
at Oshkosh, Wisconsin, on the 28th ult. It originated
in a large saw-mill, from whence it quickly spread to
the adjacent property, consuming hotels, banks, stores
and dwellings, and making about 300 families home-
less. The total loss is estimated at $2,500,000.
George H. Williams having resigned the office of

Attorney General of the United States, the Preside
has tendered the position to Judge Edward Pierrepi
who has accepted it. His appointment appears to be
generally approved, and is considered an important ad
dition to the strength of the Cabinet.

The Public Debt of the United States Gth mo. 3i

67, amounted to ^2,678,126,603, on which the ant

interest payable was $143,781,592. On the firsi

Fourth mo. 1875, the debt was $2,133,634,778, and
interest had been reduced to 198,002,161. It thus

pears that in seven years and nine months $.544,491,

of the debt was paid off, and a reduction of $45,779,
the yearly interest was effected.

The debt statement issued on the first inst. shov

further reduction during the preceding month of S

32.5,346. The balance in the Treasury on the first i

amounted to $143,587,045, consisting of the sura Ii

for redemption of special deposits ;J47,865,000, c

194,625,669.24, and currency $1,096,375.76. The
nt Treasurer at New York has been instructet

sell $5,000,000 of gold during; the present month.
There were 374 interments in Philadelphia last w(

including 50 of consumption and 3S inflammatioi
the lungs. The mean temperature of the Fourth moi
by the Pennsylvania Hospital record, was 47.76 d
the highest during the month 74 deg., and the lo»

22 deg. Amount of rain 1.36 inches. The rainfal

the first four months this year has been 9 09 inc

against 16.12 inches in the corresponding period
year. The average of the mean temperature of

Fourth month for the past 86 years is stated to be 51

deg. The highest mean during that entire period
58.15 deg., in 1871, the lowest, 44 deg., occurred

1794 and 1798.

Tlie Markets, dc.—The following were the quotat
on the 3d inst. New York.—American gold, 115. 1

sixes, 1881, registered, 121| ; coupons, 123J; do. 5

cents, 1881, 115i. Superfine flour, $4.80 a $-5.00; g

extra, $5.15 a $.5.35 ; finer brands, $5.-50 a $9. N
Chicago spring wheat, $1.20; No. 1 Minnesota, $1

Oats, 75 a 77 cts. Rye, $1.03 a $1.05. Old core

cts. ; western yellow, 92 cts. Philadelphia.—Middl
cotton, 16| a 17 cts. for uplands and New Orle

Superfine flour, $4.25 a $4.75 ; extras, $5.00 a $!)

finer brands, $5.50 a $8.00. Red wheat, $1 .40 a $1
amber, $1.42 a $1.47; white, $1..55. Rye, Sl.OS. Ye
and mixed corn, 90 a 91 cts. Oats, 75 a 78 cts. A
2700 beef cattle sold at 7J a 8J ct-s. per lb. gro*

extra, 6} a 7} cts. for fair to good, and 4J a 6 cts

common. Sheep sold at 5 a 7J cts. per lb. gross,

hogs at $12.50 a $13.00 per 100 lbs. net for corn

Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.10 ; No. 2 do., $1.

No. 3 do., 99 cts. No. 2 mixed corn, 75J cts. (

63i cts. No. 2 rye, $1.07. No. 2 spring barley $
Lard, $15.55 per 100 lbs. Baltimore.—Is o. 1 we
amber wheat, $1.40; No. 2 do., $1.37; Pennsylv
red, $1.32 a $1.36. Southern white corn, 93 a 94

yellow, 91 cts. Oats, 68 a 73 cts. Lard, 16 a 16i

A women Friend wishes a situation in a famil
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Managers.

Died, on the 12th of Second month, 187.5, in Cai

New Jersey, Charity Kaighn, in the 81st yean
age, a member of Newton Particular and Haddo
Monthly Meeting.

,"on the 6th of 4th mo. 187.5, at the residen

his father, near Glen Mills, John Benington, J
member of Concord Monthly Meeting.

, in this city on the 21st of 4th month,
Thomas Branson, in the 77th year of his 8^,1
loved member of the Monthly Meeting of Frieii

Philadelphia for the Western District.

AVILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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te among the Indians ; being extracts from tlie Journal

of Tiiomas C. Battey.

[The subjoined narrative has been kindly
aced at our disposal by the writer, who is a
iriend residing in the State of Iowa.]
An opening presenting early in the spring
1871, for engaging to an Indian Agent in

le southwestern part of Indian Territory as

lacher of an Indian school, I accepted it, and
ift home early in the Tenth month of that
ear, and taught a school among the Caddoes,
the False Washita River, for eight months,

fmy labors there, my journeys to and from
lere, and the subsequent life for two years
aciong the wild Kiowas, the following brief

arrative—compiled from a diary kept during
le time— will, it is hoped, prove interesting,

hough not written by a hunter or a frontiers-

lan, and consequently devoid of wild and
irilling adventures, which might engage the
ttentiou for a time, fire the mind with ex-

tement, but leave nothing permanently in-

ructive, it may yet contain many incidents
If general interest, and afford pleasant enter-
linment to the reader.

Having received intelligence of a party
teing about to leave Lawrence, Kansas, for

lie Cheyenne Agency, and it being almost an
jidispensable consideration to have company,
specially in the latter part of the journey,
'hei'e for several hundred miles there are no
pttlements, the country being entirely an
[Dsubdued wilderness, traversed by outlawed
[esperadoes, and roving bands of Indians, I

kft my home and family on the 2d day of the
jOth month, 1871, in order to join them. On
ccount of the direction of my line of travel,

36 connections were imperfect, and I was de-
lyed fifteen hours before reaching Lawrence,
iusing me to miss joining the party at that
lace. Pushing forward I overtook it at Em-
oria, where arrangements were made for the
)ng journey by wagon train for the Agencies.
Ve left that place on the 6th, J. J. Hoag
jeing wagon-master and superintendent of
he train.

I

Before leaving this place, we were reminded
'four proximity to the borders of civilization,

ind the character of the region we should
ow have to travel over, by the breaking open
md robbing of the post-office, from which six

[undred dollars in money, besides the regis-

tered letters were abstracted. A German
laborer, also, who according to frontier cus-

tom, scorning to seek lodging in a house, lay
down by the coal-house, near the Junction
Depot, for a night's repose, was attacked by
two men, who knocked him on the head with
a revolver, and demanded his money, he being
rather thick headed, was not stunned by the
blow, and springing up suddenly threw both
his assailants to the ground, thereby freeing
himself from them

; when perceiving one of
them in the attitude of shooting, he ran
toward a light, which proved to be at the
house where our party were quartered ; his

head was badly gashed and bruised.

The journey from Emporia to Newton, some
eighty miles, was accomplished in three days.
The first sixty or sixty-five miles we followed
up the valley of the Cottonwood,— a fine

stream of water, flowing through a beautiful
valley of rich arable land, bounded at first by
rolling prairies, afterward as we advanced
toward the head of the stream, by bluffs con-
taining immense quantities of magnesian lime-
stone—an excellent quality for building pur-
poses. Several small towns are springing up
in this valley, through which the Santa Fe
Itailroad is laid, and is noV in running order
to Newton. The latter part of the way was
over high prairies or plains of thin, poor soil,

incapable of enduring either wet weather or
drought, being of a dense heavy clay

;
yet the

occasional cabin of the homesteader, though
few and far between, gave indications of the
approaching tide of civilized life. On these
prairies I saw the first drove of Texas cattle,

consisting of about five hundred head, had
my first experience of camp life, and sleeping

on the lap of mother earth, with no other
canopy than that aff'orded by the starry vault
above, unless at times we may have found the
leafy crown of some spreading tree, under
which to unfold our blankets for a night's re-

pose. It was here also that I obtained my
first taste of buffalo beef, having procured
some from a hunter.

We arrived at Newton on the morning of
the 9th, where our train was increased by two
wagons and two men, making it consist of
five wagons and ten persons, all told.

Newton is a town of about three hundred
houses, and has sprung up in the incredibly

short time of five months. Eight mouths be-

fore thistherewasno human habitation within
about thirty miles of it. It, being the present
terminus of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa
Fe Railroad, is the point of shipment from
whence the "Texas cattle are sent East. Im-
mense trains, loaded with cattle, leave daily

for different eastern points ; the stock yards
are necessarily extensive, and the business

carried on heavy. Being situated on the very
outskirts of civilization, it naturally becomes
a point around which the most vile and des-

characters—outlaws, gamblers and des-

peradoes, horse-thieves and murderers, are

gathered ; and as a consequence, crime, drunk-

enness and its attendant evils are common by
day and night, and are unconcealed. Almost
every night has its row, and murders are of
frequent occurrence. A woman who lives
here, and whose husband works in the lumber-
yard, where wc are loading some wagons, told
Uo that they had lived here but two months,
and in that time there had been twelve mur-
ders committed in the town"; several other
persons had been carried away from gambling
and drinking saloons with broken heads and
other wounds, of whose death or recovery she
had not heard. In going to the post-ofiice, I
scarcely saw a man who had not a bowie-knife
and at least one revolver dangling from his
waist, while the most horrid oaths and im-
precations—even from the lips of women

—

constantly assailed my ears, as I walked in

the street.

Being obliged to remain here over night,
we went out and made our camp about a half
mile from the town, and established a night-

watch, in order, if possible, to prevent our
horses and mules from taking too abrupt a
leave before we were in readiness. Camp
was visited no less than three times during
the night by prowling marauders, who being
promptly challenged, made some excuse for

their visit and withdrew.
Wichita, where we arrived on the morning

of the 11th, and where we recruited our pro-
visions for crossing the plains, is situated on
the east bank of the Arkansas river, in a broad
valley of exceedingly rich soil, where good
water is easily obtained by digging, and bids

fair to be a place of considerable importance,

being surrounded by an excellent country,

which only awaits the tide of immigration to

become one of the most productive parts of

the West; but few homesteader's claims as yet
are taken in this lovely valley. This place is

named from the Wichita Indians, who, with
a portion of the Caddoes, remained loyal to

he government during the late rebellion, and
were driven from their homes in the south-

west, bj' the more civiliaed Indian.s, many
of whom having become possessed of negro
slaves, sympathized with the South, and made
war upon those who remained loyal, who fled

to this place, and making th«ir camp here, re-

mained until after the close of the war, when
they returned to their country, in the south-

western part of Indian Territory. It, is nearly
large as Newton, and about thirtj' miles

from it, and is but eighteen months old. It

does not appear to have as extensive a busi-

ess on account of not being on anj- railroad

ne, though there is a branch line being con-

structed from Newton, which, when com-
pleted, will be likely to remove most of the

cattle shipping to this place.

From A'Ticluta to Caldwell, near the boun-
dary line between Kansas and Indian Terri-

torj', the country is a rolling prairie, crossed

by numerous streams of water, and contain-

ing much good, deep soil, interspersed with
considerable that I would consider thin, poor
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and washy. Between these places we en-

countered a severe sand-storm, which com-

pelled us to seek the shelter of some timber

skirting Slate Creek. This storm was suc-

ceeded by raiu the next day, so that we again

lay by under the lee side of some sand-hills,

on the Chicaspia. We met, in three droves,

about thirt}--four hundred head of Texas cat

tie, and finally camped on Fall Creek, about

a mile from the south line of Kansas, on the

14th, about sundown, being nearly fifty-five

miles from Wichita.
(To be coDtiDlled.)

For " The Friend."

Jolin Griffith.

(Continued from page 298.)

"At Bingley it was thought there were
near a thousand people of other religious per-

suasions, besides many of our own Society.

I was largely opened therein to preach the

everlasting Gospel, in the authority and de-

monstration thereof. The people generally

behaved in a sober becoming manner, appear-

ing well satisfied, which is too often the most
we can say in our day concerning such memor-
able opportunities ; whereas, our predecessors

might have added, perhaps, that several hun-
dreds were convinced. However, we must
content ourselves with the state or condition

of the fields of the world, in our day: and al-

though we cannot lift up our eyes as they
could, to behold the fields white unto harvest,

yet let there be honest endeavors to contribute
all in our power, for the bringing them for-

ward in this respect, and leave the rest to the
Lord, in whose hands a,lone are times and
seasons.

Accompanied by our friend James Wilson
and many others, I went to their general
meeting at Preston-patrick, which was very
large. My service therein was searching and
laborious ; not only in a sense of great luke-
warmness in some, but also the heart-burn-
ing.s, disunion, and secret smitings one against
another, of others. It seemed to me, that
spirit had subtilcly prevailed in some ac-

counted of the foremost rank, to their own
hurt and the wounding of the innocent life.

My spirit hud been painfully affected with the
same sense of the state of that meeting, in

degree, in my former visits to it ; but never
had so much power and comfortable dominion
over it, as at this time, wherein Truth mighti-
ly prevailed, to the subduing, at least for the
present, all that was of a contrary nature.
Near tiie conclusion of the said meeting, our
worthy ancient friend, before mentioned, pub-
licly testified, that the eternal Truth of God
was over all, exhorting Friends highly to
prize such blessed opportunities, and carefully
to improve thercTsy."

At Lancaster Quarterly Meeting for disci-

pline, ho says : "I cannot well forbear remark-
ing the great eatisfaction and pleasure I had,
in beholding and having the acceptable com-
Iiany of three honorable, worthy, ancient
^'riends, viz., James Wil.son, Lj'dia Lancaster
and Grace Chambers; who, I think, all bore
living and jiowerful testimonies therein, in a
very att'ecting manner, to the holy efficacy of
that everlasting Truth, which had been with
them all their life long. Oh, it was a time of
much humbling encouragement, to sec their
greenness and fniitfiilness in old age. I looked
npon them as patterns of primitive times and
Friends. There is something wonderfully
great and excellent, seen only by those eyes
which the Lord hath opened, in the native

simplicity of the Truth, and that estate into

which it gradually brings a man, who, in total

denial of self, has fully given up to be formed

by it. This I take to have been very much
the ease with Friends in the beginning, which
rendered them so obnoxious to the spirit of

the world ;
than which, there is nothing more

opposite to a redeemed state : so that the more
any are drawn out of the corrupt ways and
spirit of the world, the more they are hated

by it. This is obvious, when we consider the

treatment which Christ our Lord, in whom
the Godhead dwelt bodily, met with. If many
in profession with us, are nearer in unity and
peace with the world now, than our Friend
were formerly, let it not be understood as i

token of their advancement in the nature and
spirit of true religion ; but the contrary, viz,

that they are fallen nearer thereunto, and be

come more like it in sjjirit, though somewhat
different as to the exterior part of religion,

which the world cares not much for, when it

finds that in the main, we are making ad-

vances towards them.
Our Friends formerly delivered themselves

in ministry and writing in a plain, simple
style and language, becoming the cause they
were sincerely concerned to promote ; chiefly

aiming to speak and write, so as to convey the
power and efficacy of the pure Truth, to that
of God in the consciences of men. , It is no
small glory to the righteous cause we are en
gaged to promote, that it has made such »

mighty progress in the world, upon a bettei

foundation than human helps and learned ac
complishments. The very first and most emi-
nent instruments, raised to propagate the
same, were illiterate men, agreeably to what
Paul delivers, 1 Cor. i. 26 to 29.

May these things be weightily considered
by all those who seem to aim at seeking credit

to the Society, by means of those outward
embellishments, from which our worthy an-
cients were wholly turned, to seek and wait
for that living power and holy authority,
which alone is able to carry on the work of
man's redemption to the end of time. The
departure from that opened the door effectu-

ally for the apostacy to overspread; then
human wisdom and learning became, in the
estimation of degenerate Christians, essen-
tially necessary to make ministers of the gos-
pel. But the early ministers and writers in

the Christian church, became eminent another
way, as we have great reason to believe mo.st
of them were illiterate men ; and such of them
who had attained human learning, when the
power of the gospel was inwardly revealed,
laid all such accomplishments down at the
feet of Him, to whom every knee must bow,
and every tongue must confess ; so that we
find them counting all that as dross and dung,
to which men, in their corrupt wills and wis-
dom, give the highest place for usefulness, as
above hinted. And I think some amongst us
fall very little short of the same disposition
of mind, though they do not care to own it

in words; for I have many times observed,
that some have but little relish or taste for
the substantial truths of the Gospel, in a plain,
simple dross ; nor to read books, holding forth
the same, unless they find some delicacy in
the stylo and composition.*

* Our author does not mean to reject the honest fruits
of cultivated talent, when in humility of heart and
thanksgiving of soul, that talent is sanctified and ap-
propriated to holy uses. But saving faith and heavenly
grace are not dependent upon great intellect.

An honest substantial minister may wad
into the several states of people, in order t

bring forth suitably thereunto, in the nativ
simplicity of the Truth, and his labor herei

be seen, gladly owned and received, by th

circumcised in heart and ears, where his Ic

is cast; yet the sort of people amongst t

above-mentioned, of whom I fear there at

many, do not know, nor much regard hin

scarcely thinking it worth their while to a'

tend the meetings such a one is engaged t

visit. But if they hear of one coming who i

noted for learning and eloquence, though pe;

haps far short of the other in depth of exper
ence, what following after him from meetin
to meeting ! Enough, if the instrument is nc

pretty well grounded, to puff it up with a vai

conceit of itself, and to exalt it above measur
With sorrow it may be said, that much hu)

has been done amongst us, by. such great in

prudence. I have sometimes been ready 1

conclude, that popularity and common aj

plause are no safe rule to judge of the res

worth of a minister. Therefore, when I hav
heard much Crying up of any instrument,
have been apt to doubt its safe standing, an
holding out to the end ; which it cannot po;

sibly do, if the same desire prevails to sjieal

as there is in such a people to hear. I ai

persuaded, if such keep upon a right botton

they will, at times, find it their duty to starv

and disappoint such cravings after words."
(To

The Fatal Ascen.sioii of the Balloon Zenith—The &

Story Told by the Survivor—Intrepidity of the Marty

to Science.

Gaston Tissandier, in a letter to the Pret

dent of the Aerial Navigation Society, thi

describes the voyage in which the experienet

aeronauts, Capt. Sivel and Croce-Spinelli loi

their lives. One of their objects was to ti

experiments of the effect upon human lunj

of an extremely high atmosphere. Croc

Spiuelli also proposed to continue those spei

troscopic observations by which he has a.

ready proved that no watery vapors exist i

the sun's atmosphere. M. 'Tissandier was \

analyze the upper air, while Capt. Sivel a

tended to the balloon :

Ciron, (Indre), April 16th.

Monsieur: A telegram, sent officially, wi

inform you of the sad misfortune which hi

befallen us. Sivel and Oroce-Spinelli are r

more. They succumbed to asphyxia in tlJ

high regions of the air to which we had V
cended. I will relate to you what I known;
this sad drama, for, during two consecutii'

hours, I was in a state of complete unconscioa
ness.

The ascension from the gas works at I'

Villette was accomplished favorably. At 1:';'

the afternoon wo were already at more thsi

5,000 yards of altitude (pressure 400.) We hil

passed air into the potassium tubes, felt or

pulses, measured the interior temperature ^

the balloon, which was more than 20 C. Q
Fahr.), while the exterior air was less tha

5 0. (41 Fahr.) Sivel had trimmed the oy
Croce had usecl his spectroscope, and we wei

all in high spirits.

Sivel threw out ballast and we ascendei

breathing oxygen, which produced an exe<

lent effect.

At Ih. 20m. the barometer marked 320mm
we were over 7,000 yards high, and the ter

porature was less than 10 C. (50 Fahr.) M
companions were pale ; I felt weak, but I i
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ftled a little of the gas, which somewhat re- , " Sivel ! Sivel !" Fortunatelj^ 1 laid my hand
ive.l mc. We still ascended. Sivel turned on a knife, and was enabled to free the -grap-
iwaid me and said :

" We have a large quan- nel in time. The shock of the full was ox-
ty 1 .r ballast ; shall I throw some out ?" I treraely violent. The balloon appeared to
plied, " Do as you please." He put the same flatten itself out completely, and I thought it

notion to our friend, who nodded energeti- would so remain. But there was a strong
lily in token of approval. We had five sacks 'wind, which carried it al5ng. The grapnel
•il'h us, each weighing twenty-five kilos, and did not hold firmly, and the car was dragged
t least four more were hung outside the car. 'across the fields. The dead bodies of my un-
Sivel took his knife and successively cut fortunate friends were jerked about, and 1
iroe cords. The bags were emptied, and we feared at each moment that they would fall

louuted rapidly. All at once I found myself out of the car. Meanwhile I succeeded in
-) feeble that I could not even turn my head grasping the cord of the valve, and the bal-
1 look at my companions, who, I believe, | loon was quickly emptied, and was finally
ere seated. I desired to obtain the oxygen 'exhausted against a tree. This was about 4
abe, but could not lift my arm, but my mind o'clock.

;is still quite lucid. I had my eyes on the| On getting out of the car I was attacked
arometer, and I saw the needle pass over the'by a feverish excitement of .the most violent
gure of pressure 2y0mm., then 280, which it kind, and very soon fell exhausted, and be-
reiit bej'ond. I wanted to exclaim, "We are came livid. I thought that I was about to

it 8,000 yards," but my tongue seemed para- join my companions in the next world.
ped. AH at once my eyes closed and IJell Nevertheless, I gradually recovered my
:ert, entirely losing all recollection. The
ime was then about 1.30.

At 1.52 I revived for a moriifct. The bal-

30n was descending rapidlj'. I was able to

ut a sack of ballast to slacken the speed, and
write on my register the following lines,

rhich I copy

:

" We are descending. Temperature, 8 C.

17.6 Fahrenheit). I am throwing out ballast,

pllevation 315. Sivel and Croce still insensi-

|)le at the bottom of the car. Descending very
j-apidly."

I had scarcely written these lines when a
rt of trembling fit seized me and I sank

lown fainting for the second time. I was
Conscious of a violent wind, indicating a very
•apid descent. A few moments later I felt

hiyself shaken by the arms, and recognized
pi>oce, who had revived. "Throw out ballast,"

paid he, " we are going down." But I could

bardly open -my eyes, and I did not notice

Whether Sivel was aroused. I remember that

senses. I examined my poor comrades, and
found them cold and stiff. I had their corpses
transported to the shelter of a neighboring
farm. I sobbed to suffocation, aijd even yet
have not recovered.

I am at Ciron, near Le Blanc, where I have
been received with boundless hospitality.

I have been feverish all the night. I have
not yet been able to eat anything whatevei-,
and feel consequently very weak.

I salute you, Gaston Tissandier.—Evening Bulletin.

For "The Friend.**

Hakaylt Abdulla.

(Continued from page 300.)

Abdulla gives an amusing account of the
impression made upon the Malay mind by
the introduction of steamships and other
foreign wonders and discoveries.

" In this year also we first heard of steam
about to come out to Singapore. We

proce unfastened the aspirator and threw it |had heard a rumor about such things p
but, as well as some ballast, extra wrans, and viouslv, but to most of the people it was 1put, as well as some ballast, extra wraps, and
jthe like. All this is an extremely confused
jreeoUection, which was quickly extinguished,
|for I relapsed into insensi bility more thorough

ously, but to most of the people it was like

the news given in history—the news had the

appearance of nothingness. On this account
I did not believe it, nor did any one else re

ly than before, and 1 felt as if I was going officeive it in his understanding. As the Malays
into an eternal slumber. What happened then? say, to hear it is not to receive it. But now
>I suppose that the balloon being lightened,

impermeable as it was, and very warm, shot
[up once more into the upper regions. At about
|3.15 o'clock I reopened my eyes, feeling giddy
jand weak, but my, consciousness returned.

;The balloon was rushing downward with
[frightful velocity.

J

The car swayed violently from side to side,

[and described great oscillations. I raised my-
jself on my knees, and pulled my companions
[by the arm. "Sivel, Croce I" I cried, " rouse
jyourselves!" They were both crouched down
|in the car, with their heads concealed in their

icloaks. I summoned up all my strength, and
[endeavored to lift them up. Sivel's face was
iblack, his eyes dull, mouth wide open and full

!of blood. Croce had his eyes closed, and his

[mouth blood-stained also.

To relate what occurred then is quite be-

yond my power. I noticed a tremendous wind
from below upward. We were still at an alti-

tude of 6,000 metres. There were still in the
cartwobagsof ballast, which I cast out. Soon
we neared the earth, and I sought for my
knife in order to cut the attachment of the
anchor, but I could not find it.

I was distracted, and kept calling out

a picture of a steamship came to Singapore,

and there were also in the place men of trust

who had sailed in them, and they told me.
On this account I now believed true enough,
but it was the belief of my mind only—I had
not seen them, nor could I conceive their

actual appearance. It is also ti-ue that I di-

lated to my neighbors on the skill and in-

genuity of the Europeans in all things, that

I had seen or heard from Englishmen of stand-

ing ; but when I came to the steamship, they
fell in a rage at me, and wrangled with me
so as to knock me over. Others accused me
of always foisting up the English and telling

lies. Others found fault with me for speak-

ing so much about it. If I had ventured to

speak to them of gas burning without a wick
or oil, in thousands and thousands of houses

in England, and that wagons ran by steam at

a rate of twenties of miles to the hour, and

that there was a road under the earth nine

hundred feet long in London, over which a

river flowed with twenties of ships sailing

thereon, and under which horse carriages and
men went and came ; also that a person had

made a patong [chess player?] so clever at

playing, that a thousand people could not

withstand it; again, that there is a sprcics of
bird [balloon] which can carry up people into
the air, beside many other miracles which I

have heard of; but were I even to mention
them to the Malays, they would certainly
shut their cars, and turn away their faces, call-

ing me a big bear. But let this subject alone
—there are those who will not believe that
there are lions in the world, and so they
wrangle at what I tell them. But when the
lions are brought from other countries, they
will be forced to admit that I am right and
that they are wrong."

"Again, I have had to bear a great deal of
opposition from these people regarding things
that I have learnt from scientific men, who
have competent knowledge of the geography
of the world, which they say is truly round,
and which I have repeated to them ; and
I have especially been answered, that such
a fact could not be believed, for such a thing
was never heard of before, nor have our an-

cestors informed us of it. I showed them
numbers of signs and proofs that the world
was round, yet they would not believe me.
Each and every one talked about it as they
liked, some saying it was four-cornered, others
seven. To this I replied, ' Have not the white
men's ships gone round the world numbers of
times ?' But this also they would not believe;

adding, 'How could they do this; for is not
the hill of Kaf in the way, and various kinds
of mountains and dark seas?' Then, again,

about the obscuring of the sun and the moon
I had constant arguments, for they spoke as

they liked. Some said the eclipse of the moon
was owing to a snake eating it ; others, it was
because ofthe great sins of mankind—because
of these God darkened the woi-d to make us

reflect. Others say that the moon has fallen

into a sea of mud, and other such absurdities.

Thus I have noticed in Malay countries,

during eclipses, some make great noises, beat-

ing gongs and firing guns in order to let the

snake hear, and to frighten it from the moon.
I have also seen men and women screeching

to the snake to let go the moon. I have
further observed in the interior of Malacca
people striking each other's nails ; and when
1 asked the meaning of this, they told me it

was a sound that would reach the. sky. This

made me laugh beyond endurance at their

great absurdities. I tried to explain to them
that the cause of an eclipse of the sun was in

the moon being in a direct line between the

earth and the sun, thus the sun became over-

shadowed ; so also an eclipse of the moon was
owing to the earth itself being between it and
the sun, thus the earth overshadowed it. The
eclipse might be part or full. But my ex-

planations were like a pot of fresh water
' 'nto the sea, it also became salt, and

mp instruction had no result."

His"remarks on the death of his daughter
and wife, sItow that the feelings natural on
such mournful occasions are common to the

Asuitic as well as the European and American
families; and one pleasing illustration of the

truth, that the great Creator made of one
blood all mankind. He says:

"After all the affairs had blown over, I re-

turned to Malacca, as I learnt that my daugh-

ter, named Liti Lila, was unwell. When I

arrived at Malacca, I found her very bad, and
in two or three days' time it was the will of

God over His slave that she should die. I was
plunged into the deepest grief, and so was her

mother, as I was very fond of the child, who
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was only seven j-ears o!d. She had been well

instructed, and had a clear understanding,

with a heart full of atfectiun to her parents :

on this account I was strongly attached to

her. After she had been buried at the Kling

Mosque, I visited her grave daily in my grief,

and one day while I was there, as had been

ray habit, ber image appeared to my view

This was in the evening about half-past seven

o'clock. I was alone," sitting at the grave

weeping, when I saw my child playing on the

sand. When I saw her I ran forward to em
brace her, but 1 found nothing but sand, i

then knew that the devil, in her image, in

tended to destroy me. On this I at once asked

mercy of God, that he should relieve ray grief

and wailing for my child. I then returned to

my house, to beseech my wife to wipe h

tears and suspend lamentations. I then i

formed her of the vision ; when she beggt

at mj- feet some words of pure counsel to

moderate her affliction."

"Then, infurtheranceof herwish,! thought
over all the books that I could call to memory
If it had been for myself, I would not have
undertaken the task, for I trusted to God
alone to assuage my grief, but after the above
request I betook myself to compose a little

book, which I named in the Arabic, Doah Al-

kaluh, which means in Malay, Obat ati (medi-

cine for the heart.) In it I dilated on the

cases of children who have died young, and
the honor, in the future state, to their parents,

•whose little children they were. How, there-

fore, improper is it of parents to nurse their

grief and di'consolateness, and persevere in

such a manner—with many other admonitions
which I held forth for our edification.''

"After I had finished this book I read it to

my wife, when then only she regained her
usual equanimity, and forgot her grief for her
child. The book is still in existence, and has
been borrowed by many people who have
lost children

; further, twenties of peoplehave
copied it."

After speaking of having suffered from an
attack of remittent fever, he adds:

" After I got well my wife fell ill, the morn-
ing of Friday, at half-past five o'clock. On
the Sixth day of the month, Eabeh Alawal,
in the year of the Ilejira 1259 (A. D. 1843,)
her child-=-a son—saw the light; and in the
midst it became evident that the will of God
was on her, when she left a changing countrj'
for a country that has no change, to receive
the recompense of martyrs. I yet feel unable
to describe, relate, or write down the circum-
stances in my storj-—my grief, misery, and
heaviness of heart have been so excessive,
like an elephant cast on a rock and dashed to
pieces. The feeling of my heart is as this

—

while people aredrowned at sea, I am drowned
on drj' land,— so long had I, by the parJfcn
of God, been living in enjoj-ment. But in

a moment I was left like the fowl whose
chickens are snatehed from her sight by the
vulture, and my grief was the heavier, seeing
my children wailing and crying for their
mother, scattered about as chickens that have
lost theirs. My house was in disorder, like a
country without a government, all doing as
they liked. Worse than all, the newly born
child was crying for want of milk

; my fur-
niture and efl'ects were meagre, so my poverty
was disclosed to the eyes of strangers : the
glory of my house indeed had departed. I

was thus steeped the deeper in sorrow and
despondency; the world became dark, the

clouds gloomed, and the rains descended—yes

descended in volumes. I then recalled her

words, which were, ' O God, I trust in Thee
to the fulness of my heart, the Lord, who
teaches me in His kindness.' So by the grace

of God, He will take care of us till that day
which most certainly will come, viz. the re-

fjurrection of all mankind."

Selected.

PEAYER FOE CHRISTIAN GRACES.
Jesus, my strength, my hope.

On Thee I cast my care,

With humble confidence look up.

And know Thou hear'st my prayer
;

Give me, on thee to wait.

Till I can all things do.

On Thee, almighty to create

Almighty to renew.

I want a sober mind,
A self-renouncing will,

That tramples down and casts behind
The baits of plea.sing ill

:

A soul inured to pain.

To hardship, grief and loss,

Bold to take up, firm to sustain,

The consecrated cross.

I want a godly fear,

A quick discerning eye.

That looks to Thee when sin is near,
And sees the tempter fly

;

A spirit still prepared,
And armed with jealous care.

For ever standing on its guard,
And watching unto prayer.

I want a heart to pray.
To pray and never cease.

Never to murmur at thy stay.

Nor wish my sufferings less.

This blessing above all.

Always to prav, I want,
Out of the depths to Thee to call,

And never, never faint.

I want a true regard,

A single steady aim,
Unmoved by threatening or reward,
To Thee and Thy great name

:

A jealous just concern
For Thine immortal praise

;

A pure desire that all may learn
And glorify Thy grace.

I rest upon Thy word
;

Thy promise is for me

:

My succor and salvation. Lord,
Shall surely come from Thee :

But let me still abide,

Nor from my hope remove.
Till Thou my patient spirit guide

Into Thy perfect love.

Selected.
AXE OF THE SETTLER.

When the broad sea roU'd between them
.\nd their own far native land.

Thou wast the faithful ally
Of the hardy pilgrim band.

They bore no warlike eagle.s,

No banners swept the sky,
Nor the clarion, like a tempest,

Swell'd its fearful notes on high.

But the ringing wild re-echoed
Thy bold resistless stroke.

Where, like incense, on the morning
Went up the cabin smoke :

The tall oaks bow'd before them
Like reeds before the blast

;

And the earth put forth in gladne.ss
Where the axe in triumph past.

__^_^^^___ ^<^m E. HmiU.

The Birds.—A ship which recently sailed
from England to New Zealand, carried 1,200
birds. They are to be let loose in New Zea-
land, and are to be protected by law. Heavy
penalties will bo visited on any one who in-
jures them. The New Zealand farmers find

that their crops are destroyed by insects, aifl

they welcome the farmers' friends, the littl

birds.

For "The Friend."

" In like manner also that women adorn themselve
in modest apparel, with shamefacedness and sobriety

not with broidered hair, or gold, or pearls, or cost!

array."—1 Tim. ii. 9.

Many and pertinent have been the com
ments on this memorable passage. But .

fear has taken hold of my mind that ther

are those in our beloved Society who, whil
they strictly regard the forepart of the pas

sage, do yet gratify the pride of the humai
heart in " costly array." Pride is pridf

whether taken in gay and gaudy or in costl;

attire. And self-denial is as indispensable i:

the one as the other. He who sees not a

man seeth, who looks at the heart and scan

the motive, will reward accordingly. Ho^
fearful is the responsibility resting ujTOn al

those who profess to be led and guided by th

unerring spirit, and yet whose example ii

this or that j^rtieular, may have been as:

stumbling blWk, to some "little one."

I would that we might narrowly examin
all our goings, that there might be a thorougl

search of hearts and houses, that the woe pre

nouneed upon him through whom the " ofl'enc

cometh," fall not upon us. And having covetei

no man's silver or gold, or apparel, bavin;

endeavored to walk blameless and harmless, a

the sons of God without rebuke, we may fee

as the solemn hour of reckoning approachei
that we are guiltless of the blood of all men
and be sustained by a well-grounded hope o

an inheritance incorruptible and undefllec

and that fadeth not away. E. D.

Ohio, 4th mo. 26th, 1875.

A Bream Circumvented.—A young marriei

woman, in Worcester dreamed twice, recently'

that she would die at midnight on the firs

anniversary ofher wedding day, and so strong

ly was she impressed with the vision that sh

actually made preparations for her funeral

and even gave a sum of money to a friend ti

purchase mourning. Her husband, becomin;
alarmed at her condition, consulted a medica
friend staling all the facts of the case. Th
astute doctor, after a minute's cogitation, die

covered a way out of the difiiculty. Tellinj

the husband to keep the patient amused a

much as possible till late in the day, he wen
down to the house in the afternoon and ad

ministered a harmless narcotic which kep
the lady asleep till the dreaded moment ha<

passed. She is now in good health, and join

with her friends in laughing at her supersti

tious fears.

A Touching Appeal.—When Leitch Eitchi'

was travelling in Ireland, he passed a mai
who was a painful spectacle of pallor, squalor

and raggedness. His heart smote him, am
he turned back.

"If you are in want," said Eitehie, witl

some degree of peevishness, "why don't yoi

beg?"
" Sure, it's begging I am, yer honor."
" You didn't say a word."
" Ov coorse not, j'er honor, but see hov

the skin is speakin' through the holes of my
trousers ! and the bones cryin' out througl,

me skin I Look at me sunken cheeks,
the famine that's starin' in me eyes ! Mai
alive ! isn't it begging' I am with a hundre<
tongues?"

—

Once a Weef:.
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The Mcuuoiiitcs iii Kansas.

^vfss of the Colony in the ''Vale of Peace,

n ilie Arkansas Valley— Their Habits of
Life and Ideas of Civil and Military An
hority.

Vliout 3,000 Russian Mennonites located

I; I year in southern Kansas, in the Arkansas
\lley. One of the most powerful induce-

nnts io bring them to Kansas, was the pas-

je of an act by the Legi^'lature of 1874,

.ending the militia law of 1868, so that all

•sons who, on or before the first day of May
each year, file with the clerk of their county
aflSdavit, that thej' are members of a reli

organization whose articles of faith pro
it the bearing of arms, shall be exempt

militia duty. A translation of this

,|endment has been published b}' the Atch
,
Topeka and Santa Fe Eailroad Company,
h a pamphlet description of Kansas lands,

ich has been sent to Russia by that eom-

}j, and well circulated in the colonies. The
,t that a good portion of the most influential

the colonists have now settled in Kansas,
are well satisfied there, will go far to in-

the bulk of immigration which is ex-

ted during this year, to come direct to

s, as it is the chief aim of these people
e-establish their former relations, and most

Djthe late comers have left near relativ

bfd.

[The whole number that came to America
lit year was 6,356, distributed as follows: Da-
kta, 1,000; Manitoba, Minn., 75; Nebraska,
S ; Kansas, 2,980 ; Eastern States, 750.

ITheir settlements in Kansas are in Marion,
iSiPherson, Harvey, Eeuo and Barton coun-

ts, on the line of the Atchison, Topeka and
jnta Fe Eailroad. They purchased of this

rjlroad company 150,000 acres of land ; at

tjm |2 50 to $3 per acre, paying for the same
ijistly in advance, though a portion was pur-

aasea on five and eleven j'ears' time. The
[jliey of the railroad company toward these
tople, has been liberal and very satisfactory

t'them. Seventeen car-loads of freight were
insferred at the expense of the company
flim Philadelphia to their Kansas homes, and
i freight and transportation were free to

Ipm over the company's road for the first

[iree months. The company also erected

si^eral large reception houses, 200 feet in

liigth, in which they could reside until they
jnstructed their own dwelling-houses,

llhe principal Mennonite settlement in Kan-
3J is in the southern portion of Marion and
^3 southeastern portion of McPherson coun-
is. They have located a town about six

lies west of Marion Centre, which they have
Jiled Gnadanau, or "Vale of Peace." They
ive already erected about thirty houses, all

jwhich are occupied by families. Some of

pse houses are of wood, of modern American
Instruction, but most are patterned after

]3ir Russian domicils, and present a unique
ipearance. They are merely skeleton roofs,

latched with grass, and furnish accommoda-
jns for both man and beast. About eighteen
lies north of Newton are the large wooden
irracks erected for the Mennonites by the
SiChison, Topeka and Santa Fe Eailroad
jrapany, which afford temporary quarters
;til permanent habitations can be erected,

iiese ban-acks are filled with families, and
jesent a curious medley of business and do-

testieity. Sixty-four frame houses, erected

]
an average cost of $542 each, are within

sight of these barracks. The colony is located
in the heart of the region which was desolated
last fall by the grasshoppers, and great ^\

and destitution would have prevailed there
among the primitive settlers had it not been
for the opportune assistance afforded them in

the shape of remunerative employment by the
Mennonites. At Halstead, a station on the
railroad eight miles west of Newton, they
have erected a dam and grist-mill, at an ex-

pense of $20,000, and they have just complet-
ed a hotel there. Halstead will "doubtless be-

come their business centre, though they seem
disposed to trade where the best bargains can
be procured, irrespective of the nationality or
religion of the seller.

They are quiet, inoffensive, plodding and
honest people. They stem to have no other
worldly ambition than to earn an honest liv-

ing. In all their faces, of both sexes, a mean
countenance cannot be found. They are un-
gainly in figure, and the women are cross-

grained and ugly, though, possibly, a portion
of this ugliness might be attributable to their
painful plainness of dress. No display of
jewelry, silks, fine bonnets, elegant head-
dresses, or high-heeled shoes is made by these
ladies. They labor in the kitchen, and, for

ent, they spell their male lords in the
field, with the plow and hoe. The men have
no political ambition, while, as is well known,
they have an inherent aversion to military
operations and glories. They are opposed to

both military and civil law, and no officer of
any kind can be a member of their commu-
nity. They have their own local government,
and all disputes are settled by arbitration.

Being non-combative and indisposed to avail

themselves of the protection of our civil courts,

it is to be feared that some of our avaricious
jayhawkers, who have no respect for the

oral law, will cause them trouble whenever
they obtain portable property worthy of pur-
'oining. None have, as yet, obtained natur-
alization papers, and the prevailing sentiment
among them is against naturalization, but,

doubtless, their necessities will force them
nto citizenship.— Topeka (Kansas) Common-

Changes in Opinions.— Ideas adapted to
modify our views, sift into the mind from
papers and pamphlets, from periodicals and
books. They affect us even when we reject

them. They re-appear in varied forms, with
fresh arguments and illustrations, backed with
additional authority. They become current
opinions, perhaps, and accustom us gradually
to tolerate what we once abhorred, and then
to think it possibly true, and then probably
so, until, ere we are aware, we feel that it is

rue. And so, though changes of ojiinion are

occasionally like the explosion of a magazine,
they are more commonly like the gradual
disintegration wrought by the steady opera-

tion of heat and cold, wind and moisture.

—

Patton.
__

Timeserving Christians.—To sell the truth

outright is perhaps not very common amongst
professors of religion ; but we sell this part of

it, and that, with disgraceful frequency. How
often does a professing Christian, for worldly
considerations, and without any real change
in his convictions, forsake a poor, humble, and
unfashionable denomination, for one in which
he may gratify the pride and worldliness of

his heart I And ministers, too, have often sold

the truth
;
amongst them there ever have been

many "profane persons, as Esau, who, for one
morsel of meat, sold his birthright;" with this
difference, that they have not, like E.sau, had
tb-e conscience to wish for any place of repent-
ance, seeking it carefully with tears. Here,
too, is a man in business, a professor of re-
ligion, a leading and an active man in his
church, and yet guilty of practices in trade
wiiiich are inconsistent with right business
principles; such a man sells the truth for an
extra percentage on his profits ; sells the truth,
and then, perhaps, from the proceeds of the
sale, contributes to a missionary society!—
H. S. Brown.

For "The Friend."

Miirfoy's Journey Aeross South Ameriea.
(CoDtioued from page 29S,J

Frequent references are made to the turtles,
which form an important article of food in
those regions. At one place the shore was
cc^ered in a circumference of about 200 paces,
with the upper and under shells of turtles,
violently separated byblowsof a hatchet, with
rags of flesh still adhering to them. The
streams of blood which had run during this
massacre, had left their traces in reddish fur-
rows on the sands. P. Marcoy counted 319
bodies. They had been killed to obtain from
the intestines the fine yellow fat which over-
lies them, and which is a valuable article of
commerce.

With no other tool than their fingers, and
one of the shells of those great mussels which
are found in the lakes of the interior, the In-
dian women fashion water-jars, jugs, cups and
basins, whose contours recall the best period
of the Ando-Peruvian ceramic manufacture.
They roll the clay into thin cakes, which they
lay one upon another and unite with such ex-
actness, that it would be impossible to discover
n their work an equivocal line or a doubtful
curve. The potter's wheel is not more mathe-
matically true. To bake and varnish their

work, a clear fire is lighted on the shore.
Whilst they overlook the progress of the ope-
ration, an old woman sings and dances round
the pile, to prevent the evil spirit from touch-
ing the vessels, which the contact of her hand
would instantly cause to crack. "When the

)els are cooled, the women varnish the in-

terior with gum of the sempas tree (gum-
copal), and paint the outside, using a pencil
made of three or four blades of dry grass fast-

ened in the middle.

The shooting-tube used by the Conibos, as
by most of the indigenes of the Ucayali and
the Maranon, is made by the Xebero Indians,

from whom they obtain it in exchange for

wax. The commercial value of this weapon
about eight shillings. Its utility in the

chase, has extended its use among the con-
verts of the missions of the Ucayali, and the
iver-side inhabitants, of the Upper Amazon.
The arrows used with these shooting-tubes,

are like knitting needles. They are made of
the petiole of the palm. The head is winged
with a tutt of vegetable silk, obtained from
the cotton tree; and the sharp end, notched
so as to break in the wound it makes, is dip-

in poison. When a bird is touched by
one of these arrows, though the prick indeed
hould be almost imperceptible, its legs stiffen,

its feathers stick- up, it totters, and in about
two minutes falls to the ground. Monkeys
ve for seven or eight minutes.
The shooting-tube varies in length from
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two to foar yards. The workman takes two

pieces ofpalm wood, and cuts a canal or groove

in a half circle, so that adjusting the one to

the other, a round channel is formed like the

barrel of a gun. To make the tube perfect,

the operator sprinkles the channel with sifted

sand, and with the assistance of a strong

leathern strap, subjects it to continual fric-

tion by drawing the strap backwards and for-

wards like a long saw. At the lower extrem-

ity of the shooting-tube, are fastened the two
fangs of a wild boar, which combine to form

a mouth-piece for the lips of the hunter.

Paul Marcoy thus describes an adventure

with peccaries, the American representative

of the pig: "At three o'clock in the afternoon,

my canoe kept along shore. Suddenly our

ears were struck b}' a dull sound, such as

might have been produced by pickaxes at

wo7-k. After some minutes attentive listen-

ing, the Indians rowed lustily to the shore,

and seizing their bows and arrows, and spring-

ing on shore, disappeared in the forest.

Some time had passed, when, tired of wait-

ing for my rowers, and tormented besides by
the mosquitoes, I fastened the canoe to a

branch, and disembarking in my turn, entered

the forest. A profound silence reigned there.

I seated myself upon a fallen trunk, and be-

gan to sketch a beautiful palm tree with its

black and orange drupes. While I was ab-

sorbed in this occupation, the earth trembled
under mj- feet. The noise was like the dis-

tant galloping of a squadron of cavalry. All

at once, while my eyes were searching with
anxiety the gloom, an army of peccaries burst

from the woods like thunder, at the distance

of twenty steps. I looked everywhere for

some corner in which I could hide myself, or
some tree to climb, and seeing nothing within
mj' reach but the pendant lianas, I seized hold
of thein and raised raj'self from the ground
by the sheer force of my wrists. The formid-
able troop passed at full gallop. I know not
what effect I may have produced on them,
suspended there by my hands and clothed in

a red robe ; but the bewildered state of my
faculties, allowed of no doubt that they had
caused me a dreadful fright.

Behind the battalion of veterans, who stain-

ed the grass with the blood that trickled from
their wounds, came on a detachment of cadets.
These little beasts, with their noses in the
wind4ind their tails twisted like cork-screws,
galloping in the footprints of their big rela-
tions with extraordinary eagerness, had such
a grotesque look, that in other circumstances
I should certainly have laughed at them, but
my situation was too serious for this. The
Conibos ran after these young pigs, and press-
ed them so close, that they might have caught
them by the tails. I had at" last the key to
the enigma : the strange sound we had heard
was caused by these peccaries digging round
a tree for the purpose of grubbing up its roots
and making a meal of them."
Among the Sipibo Indians, "we tasted for

the first time, some turtles just hatched.
These animals, which the natives collect by
thousands, on the shores of the Ucayali, at
the instant when they leave the egg, arc
thrown by their women into an earthen pot
containing a little water, covered with a
handful of leaves, and thus cooked by the
steam, like chestnuts or potatoes. They eat
them like prawns, crunching the still soft
shells of the amphibia. It is u strange kind of
food, exquisitely soft and delicate in taste."

At Sarayaca, our traveller was hospitably

entertained at a mission, which had long been

established among the Indians at that point.

In return for this kindness, he repaired a set

of plaster statues of saints, which were much
dilapidated; and performed some other ar-

tistic work. From this point his journey was
performed alone, at least not in company with

his former travelling companions. The next

stopping place was Tierra Blanca, also a mis-

sion station. While here, he witnessed the

process of fishing by the use of poison. The
material used was the root of the Barbascum,
or mullein. The spot selected was a small lake

in the forest. The fishers, in canoes, immersed
in the lake the roots which had previously

been crushed with a mallet, and then wrung
them out, as washer-women do their linen

after rinsing it. The result of this operation,

which lasted more than an hour, was to give

a whitish tint to the water.
The intoxicating effect of the Barbascum

upon the inhabitants of the lake was soon
perceptible : they were seen to struggle, to

lash the water with their tails and spring
about. The larger fishes were shot with
arrows, and the smaller ones dipped up with
baskets, or calabashes. The work of destruc-

tion went on uninterruptedly, in the midst of

cries, songs and laughter. From time to time
a vessel would detach itself from the flotilla,

and run ashore to deposit a collection of fishes

of all sizes, forms and colors.

"From this leaping and stirring spoil," P.
Marcoy says, "I selected a subject in order to

paint it. The women employed in salting

the victims made slaughter of the rest, throw-
ing back into the water the young fry, and
only keeping the well-grown individuals."

" The place where we had established our
kitchen and fish-market, was an opening in

the forest, shaded from the sun by the um-
brella-like tops of the great Mimosse which
dipped their roots in the still water. The
greenish half-light of this spot gave to the
figures of those who peopled it a strange and
supernatural aspect. The effect was much
enhanced by the vultures, falcons, and fisher-

eagles perched upon the lower branches of
the trees, disputing with the Caymans lurk
ing in the herbage of the shore, possession of
the heads and entrails of the great fish which
the women threw into the lake with the re-

jected fry."
'• That wonderful fishery, now and again

interrupted and recommenced, lasted eight
hours, and enabled me to make—working
like a slave, it is true—twenty-eight colored
sketches of individuals of distinct genera.
The canoes which had been beached, received
the freshly salted fish, the weight of which
amounted to perhaps thirty arrobas (of 25 lbs.

each). Our men shouldered the canoes thus
loaded, but not without making a grimace,
and sedately remarking, that the loads felt

heavier than in the morning."

(To be continued.)

Selected.

Pyrraont, 1817.—Fourth-day attended the
usual meeting; many strangers came in and
sat the principal part of the time : it proved
a solid, quiet meeting. Fifth-day, put on my
round frock and turned out into the garden
to labor

; I found it rather trying to the flesh,
yet I was afraid of flinching from this part of
mj- duty. Sixth-day, my employ occasioned
me much pain in my back ; nature was dis-

posed to be excused, yet I found I must
willing to persevere, not doubting but th
in time, these hard things would be ma
easy ; and as it was a part of the terms
which my Divine Master engaged me in 1

service, that I should fill up my leisure tii

in some useful employment, that I might
a good example in this respect to others,
feared, if I refused to comply, my Masl
would discharge me from his service, am
might exchange my back-aching for hea
aching; one night's rest would do mu
towards curing my back-ache, but if hea
ache was to be the result of flinching frc

my post, where am I to go to seek soverei
remedy for it? These considerations spurr
me on to my dutj^

—

Life of T. SMllHoe.

For " The Friend

Thomas ChalMey.

(Continued from page 299.)

After Thomas Chalkley had served his ;

prenticeship to his father, he entered m(
fully into the work of the ministry,—whi
he believed "through the grace and power
God, he had been called unto,—and visited

gospel love, many meetings throughout Ei
land

;
and in course of time crossed the oce

to visit the meetings of Friends in Americ
In the twenty-fourth year of his age he v

married to Martha Betterton, who, he sa;

" was a religious young woman, whom 1

1

tirelj- loved for the piety, virtue and modes
which I beheld in her;" he remarks, af

having had the sanction of their paren
" The heartiness of both our parents in t

matter, was more to me than a portion
silver or gold, of which we had but v(

little."

Soon after their marriage, he seemed to f

it his duty to settle in America ; after consi

ing with their parents, to which proposal
says, " My father consented, though with t

derness of heart, considering I must be so

separated from him," they embarked on boi

a vessel bound for Maryland ; they met w
heavy storms by the way, and came V(

near being shipwrecked. In his own wo
he gives the following account of the p
thejr were in, and of their parting with th

friends.
" When the ship was at Gravesend, i

ready to sail, several of our dear relations)

friends accompanied us to the ship, on ba
of which we had a good meeting, and t(

our solemn leave of one another, as exiDect

never to see each other any more in this wo
It was a solemn time indeed ! We prayed
one another, and so parted, our ship sail

that evening, and we got to Margate-rc;

where we anchored, and the wind sprungi

very fresh, and blew tempestuously, so t

we broke our cable, and lost our best b«
anchor, and di'ove violeutlj' towards
Goodwin Sands. We let go our sheet anc

and three more, which were all we had,
they did not stop her; upon which the ma
ordered the carpenters to stand by the mi
mast, with their axes upon their should'

and when he gave the word, they were to

the mast. There were many passengers
board, and they were in great consternat
expecting nothing but death ; but for my p
I was not so much surprised with this,

sailors sometimes making a great noise W
there is but little danger; but there wasm
danger than I was aware of, as appeared af

wards. I went to the pilot, who had the J
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his baud ; he sounded, and cried out, Lord,

76 mercy upon us ! she is gone, she is gone,

is gone ! by which 1 perceived we were
•y near the Goodwin Sands, on which many
p8 have beeu lost with all their crews. In
sense of danger, I sent for the passengers
the cabin, and told them that I thought

TOuld be well for us to sit still together,

i look unto, and wait upon God, to see what
would please to do for us ; that, if death
QO, we might meet him in as good a frame
mind as we could, and that we might not
surprised bej'ond measure. As we were
composed in our minds, my dear wife

yed to God the Father, in the living power
i sense of his Son ; and he heard from his

y habitation, and answered the prayer,
immediately after the wind abated, and
anchors held us. This was a great de-

rance, which is not to be forgotten.

Ye were about eight weeks from the Land's-

[ to the capes of Virginia; had meetings
ce a week on board, and they helped to

our minds on our Maker, though our
lies were tossed to and fro on the mighty
ters."

le purchased a lot of ground upon the
laware river, about four miles above Phila-

phia, where he settled with his family.

)n after, he visited the island of Barbadoes,
ere there wasa small community of Friends;

3r his return from thence, we find him visit-

I, from time to time, the various meetings
[some of the Southern, and New England
tes.

n relating some of his adventures, during
I of his visits through Morth Carolina, he

is: "About the twenty sixth of the First

rnth, 1703, I went through Maryland, Yir-

ia, and North Carolina, to the river Pam-
), where no travelling ministers among
ends, that ever I heard of, were before, and

(I had several meetings there on each side

In the year ITO'l he visited, in the love of
the gospel, some of the meetings in the New
Eogland States. He speaks of the great de-
struction of life in some parts of Massachu-
setts, by the Indians ; but says, " the great
Lord of all was pleased wonderfully to pro
serve our Friends, especially those who re-

mained faithful to their peaceful principle,

according to the doctrine of Christ, in the
Holy Sei-iptures, in his excellent sermon on
the mount, which is quite opposite to killing,

revenge, and destruction, even of our enemies."
He also says, "Among the many hundreds
that were slain, I heai-d of but three Friends
being killed, whose destruction was very re-

markable, as I was informed : one was a wo-
man, the other two wei'e men. The men used
to go to their labor without any weapons, and
trusted to the Almighty, and depended on his

providence to protect them, it being their

principle not to use weapons of war, to offend

others, or to defend themselves. But a spirit

of distrust taking place in their minds, they
took weapons of war, and the Indians, who
had seen them several times without them,
and let them alone, saying, ' They were peace-

able men, and hurt nobody, therefore they
would not hurt them,' now seeing them have
guns, and supposing they designed to kill the

Indians, shot the men dead. The woman had
remained in her habitation, and could not feel

free to go to a fortified place for preservation,

but afterwards by giving way to her fears,

her faith and trust in the Almighty was weak-
ened, and she removed from her own house,

though earnestly entreated by her daughter
to remain, saying to her at the same time,

that ' if she was certain it was revealed to her,

and that it was the mind of the Lord, she

would 8taJ^' But the daughter being young,
was afraid of seeming to know more than her
mother, but answered, 'I can say it is thus

th me, that when I think of staying and
he river. One day going out of our canoe trusting in the name of the Lord, I find sweet

ilough a marsh, I trod on a rattle-snake,
|

peace and comfort, more than I can utter,

iieh is accounted of the most poisonous ofiwith a belief that we shall be preserved; but

kes; but it only hissed at me and did no when I think of going, oh! the trouble and
m. This was one deliverance, among many, heaviness I feel, with a fear some of us should

fiieh the Lord, by his providence, wrought fall by them!' They wei-e persuaded to re-

\ me; and I bless his holy name for all his 'move, the mother was afterwards killed by
ijrcies. In going to and coming from this

ce, we lay two nights in the woods, and [

lak I never slept belter. It was the eighth
iir in the evening when I laid down on the

und one night, my saddle being my pillow,

kj.he root of a tree, and it was four o'clock

I'.he morning when they called me. When
[kvoke, I thought of Jacob's lodging on his

w to Padan Aram, when he saw the holy

the Indians, but the daughter was preserved."

Geraniums and Snakes.—Every species of

snake may be permanently driven away from
an infested place by planting geraniums. In

South Africa the Caffer people thus rid their

premises of snakes. A missionary of South

i „ , .,,,,,,, . ^ - (Africa has his parsonage surrounded by a
don of angels, with the ladder, whose top I

^.^.^^ ^^^^ ^^ geraniums, which effectually
• ched to heaven Very sweet was the love

j^^^^^^^^ ^^^ "esidence from any kind of
)J.od to my soul that morning and the dew

j
\,^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^.^^ ^ from this geranium

>ihe everlasting hills refreshed me. I went
j

^^-^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^-^,^1^ occasionally be found. It
rtmy way praising the Lord and magnify- k

^gjj ^^^^.^ ^^^^ tl^e ^^oie geranium genus
li the God of my salvation. In this journey Lg

j^;^^^, redolent of volatile oils-lemon
[ket with another reniarkable deliverance

; \^^^^^%^^ \^^^^ scented, and peppermint scent-
Dg over a river eight miles broad, there I What, therefore is a very pleasant nose
g eight men and seven horses we put the

1 ^
•

f^^. ^^^^^ j^ repugnant to the serpent trib
lAft int/-» tx\rc\ nonr»oa flpH tno-ptllAr Rfi that, o »C_ , „ A oMses into two canoes tied together, so that

% stood with their fore-feet in one, and
;hir hind feet in another. It was calm when
wfset out, but when we were about the mid-
llof the river, the wind rose, and the

—Rural Sun.

Dear Friends, I counsel you in the love and

fear of God, to keep to your meetings, for the

rfi high, and split one of the canoes, so th'ati
worship and service of God, both i^'^'^Z'

ih our' hats we were obliged to casi out the '-^"d week-days, and .^^^o
J^^f^^Jy ,^"^' JX

^er; and with much difficulty at last, all of terly Meetings which were set "by he

^witk our horses, got satlly on shore, POwer of God, to keep things in good oidei

;h)ugh the good providence of God." ,

amongst xis.-John Banks.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 15, 1875.

For the past two years the attention of
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting has been espe-
cially drawn towards the guarded education
of the youth of the Society. This subject is

one which has many times engaged the in-

terest of that body at its annual sessions,

but this interest on the last occasion issued
in the appointment of a special Committee
and the appropriation of a sum of money to
give effect to the concern. Some remarks
were made at the late Yearly Meeting signi-

fying doubts respecting the policy of select

schools for the children of Friends, and hold-
ing out the view that as they must eventually
encounter the temptations and influence of
promiscuous associations among men in the
business of life, it were wisest to familiarize

them with such influences in youth as a pre-
paration for the future.

Whilst we are aware that there is a degree
of plausibility in this idea, on its first presen-

tation, we feel satisfied that it will prove a
fallacious sentiment when tested by the light

of experience and Scripture truth. A promi-
nent feature in the petition rehearsejj by our
Saviour as a model for His disciples, is couched
in the words, "lead us not into temptation,

but deliver us from evil:" thus indicating the
safeguard which He, the allwise, ascribed to

the withdrawal of his children from objects

of temptation, and the danger they incurred
by exposure to them. If this be true of adult

minds, how emphatically so of the impressible

natures ofyoung children. Experience proves
how easily they learn to imitate the profane
language and obscene words of their little

companions, and that such "evil communica-
tions corrupt good manners." We would
think it as rational to throw a boy of ten

years into deep water for his first lesson in

the art of swimming, as to turn him into the

company of the vicious and unrestrained off-

spring of ungodly parents, for the purpose of

being inured to the ways, the policy, and
maxims of a world that lies in wickedness, as

a preparation for his business career.

Though parents may teach their children

the precepts and morals of the Christian re-

ligion at home, yet if they allow them to im-

bibe freely of vicious example at school, the

effect of their labors will be much destroyed.

The natural mind finds the first irksome and
unattractive, whilst the latter falls in with the

sinful propensities and passions of the first

nature. What boy who has now attained

manhood, and has been drawn by Divine

Grace to view with abhorrence the corrup-

tions of his youth, cannot trace the steps

which led him into sin, to the associations and
example of some older boy, more versed in

Satan's snares than himself?

If it is the duty of parents to bring up their

children in the " nurture and admonition of

the Lord," as exhorted in Scripture, then we
conceive that such nurture must follow them
into the play-ground of the school, by draw-

ing around them the least debasing and the

most virtuous companions that can be selected

from the community in which we live, and
by placing over them preceptors who have
proved themselves at least moral characters,

and whose habits of speech, manners, and gen-

eral conduct conform to those which Friends
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reo-ard as charactei-istic of our testimonies

and principles. It will be time enough surely

to open the doors of worldly example to our

sons, when they have passed 18 or 20 years

of guarded tutelage, under the loving eyes and

anxious hearts of concerned Christian parents,

conjoined with the most carefully selected

school associations that we can devise and

procure. Then the time has arrived when

they must mingle more indiscriminately with

the careless, the covetous, the profane and

sensual; and alas! how many of the precious

sons of Zion have fallen easy victims to the

temptations now strewn around their path as

they have gone forth from the shadow of the

parental roof into the vortex of business or

pleasure! If, however, a foundation to the

character has been in measure laid on the

sterling principles which Friends profess, by

that training in the family and the school

which has been alluded to, surely there is

much more rational ground to expect sound

moral and religious fruits in manhood, and
greater faithfulness to our holy profession,

than where the bias of early associations at

school has been quite inimical to such princi-

ples. Philadelphia Yearly Meeting has re-

corded its judgment in favor of such guarded
means of education almost from its first insti-

tution, and the book of Discipline contains a

section of nearly six pages devoted to this sub-

ject, in which very emphatic advice is given to

encourage such schools. The changes which
have been made in modern times respecting

public instruction, have not in aiiy degree

affected the moral and religious aspect of the

subject, and we trust that our members maj'

not allow their minds to be diverted from
those settled principles which have been con-

firmed by long experience. We L'.'ieve that

the wclfai'c of our religious Society is inti-

mately and largely connected with such an
adhesion to these views, and would encour-
age our members to such sacrifices as may be

necessary to carrj- them out, believing that
their pecuniary losses in this way will be
more than compensated by the Divine bless-

ings on their children.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—A reduction of fifty per cent, has been

made in the charges for sending messages to North
America by the Atlantic cables, much to the satisfaction
of the commercial community.
The consideration of the Irish peace preservation act

haa consumed ranch time in the House of Commons.
Amendments have been made by which the penalty for
the unlawful possession of arms is reduced, and the
right to search houses for arms limited to the day time.
The bill has not yet pas.sed finally.

In answer to a question from the Marquis of Harting-
ton, Disraeli said that allowing for a fair opposition he
believed it would be possible to prorogue Parliament
in July. The government however was determined to
pa.s,s all its measures, even if in order to do so, it should
find it to be its duty to advise the Queen not to pro-
rogue the session until all of them had received the
royol sanction. This declaration called forth a pointed
rebuke from Glad.stone, who thought the tone of the
Premier's remarks was disrespectful to the House.

^
On the 7th inst., the budget being under discussion,

Gladstone censured the method of stating the Treasury
account, whereby, he said, deficiencies were concealed.
He pointed out that the expenditures had increased
during the year of Conservative government, to the
amount of £1,.360,000. Lowe said that the budget was
unworthy of the confidence of the House, and that the
Chanceller had manipulated his accounts, and produced
a fictitious surplus. He said the Liberals had paid
i.'JS.OOO.OOO of the public debt, and left a surplus in the
Treasury, which had been sunk by the present govern-
ment.

Another melancholy marine disaster has occurred.
The Eagle Line steamship Schiller, Captain Thoma.s,

which sailed from New York, Fourth mo. 28th, for

Hamburg, by way of Plymouth and Cherbourg, has

been wrecked off the Scilly Isles, and with the cargo

totally lost. But forty-three of the persons on board

were known to be saved. As nearly as could be ascer-

tained, 310 of the passengers and crew, together with

the commander, perished. A heavy and long continued

fog had prevented observations on board the Schiller,

and led to the catastrophe. About 10 P. M. on the 7th

inst., the ship struck the rocky ledge, and was soon a

complete wreck. The Schiller was an English built

iron propeller valued at $800,000, and the cargo was
large and valuable, including $300,000 in gold.

On the 9th inst. a pastoral from Cardinal Manning
was read in all the Roman Catholic churches of Eug
land. It protests against the persecutions of the churcl

in Germany and Switzerland, and especially censures

Prince Bismarck's policy.

London, 5th mo. 10th.—Consols 93J. U. S. 6 per

cents, 1867, 109}.

Liverpool. — Middlings cotton, uplands, lid.; Or-

leans, 8 a Sid.

On the 9th inst., in the lower house of the Prussian

Diet, the bill for the suppression of religious orders

was read a second time without amendment, and the

bill giving the Old Catholics a share of the Roman
Catholic Church property, passed its third reading by
a vote of 202 yeas to 75 nays. Instructions have been
sent to the provincial authorities of Prussia to treat the

collection of money for priests who have been subjected

to legal penalties as a punishable offence.

Proceedings against the Prince Bishop of Breslau
for violation of the ecclesiastical laws, have resulted in

his removal, and he has been conducted to the

hemian frontier.

The Prussian police have received alarming notices

of plots against Prince Bismarck and Minister Falk,

A special staff of fourteen detectives has been formed
for their protection.

Rumors have been put in circulation that there is

danger of another war between Germany and France.
Some of the French journals treat these reports of the
alarmists as entirely unfounded", jind others consider
them greatly exaggerated. AllarA.' confident that the
Russian government is in favor of peace.

A Berlin dispatch says that six thousand German
families are preparing to emigrate from Russia on ac-

count of the oppressive conscription.

On the 8th lust, the Emperor of Russia left St
Petersburg on a visit to Berlin.

It is stated that the city of Paris has 61,622 inhabited
houses, with a population of 1,851,792, which gives an
average of over thirty persons to each dwelling.
Mexican advices report disturbances and insurrec-

tions in some quarters in consequence of the expulsion
of the Sisters of Charity and attempted reforms in

church affairs.

The Chinese government has engaged Gen. Ripley,
formerly of the confederate army, to construct works on
an extensive scale for the defence of the coast and prin-
cipal rivers of China.
A Berlin dispatch of the 10th, mentions the arrival

of the Russian Emperor. He was received on alighting
at the railway station, by the Emperor William and
all the princes of his family, together with other per-
sons of distinction. The Czar next visited Prince Bis-
marck.
Advices from Buenos Ayres state that the President

in his speech at the opening of the Chambers, proposed
an amnesty for all political offences, and announced
that all difficulties with foreign Powers had been set-

tled.

United States.—There were 578 interments in New
Y'ork last week, and 384 in Philadelphia. The number
of vessels in the latter port the Sth inst. was 164, not
including a large number of canal boats, barges, &c.

Foreign immigration still shows a great decline, the
arrivals at New York in the Fourth month having
been 5065 less than for the corresponding month last
year.

The expected recovery of business activity has not
yet commenced. Money is in such abundance with the
banks and fiscal institutions and money lenders, that
the supply at present is, it is said, far beyond the de-
mands of borrowers.
The gold and silver products of the western mines is

estimated by an agent sent out by the Director of the
U. S. Mint, at a probable yield of $85,000,000 during
the current year.

The Southern Mail Steamship Company of Philadel-
phia, has conducted its business the last year at a loss.
The annual report shows total earnings of S633,.507,
while the expenditures of the same period, including
repairs, amounted to $728,314, loss $94,807.

The pork trade of the United States has for m
years been growing rapidly in importance. Thu
1852, the number of hogs packed in the western n

kets was 1,182,846, and in the season of 1874-5, it

risen to 5,537,124. Chicago is now the chief centr

the pork trade, having packed 1,690,348 swine the

year, while Cincinnati packed 560,164, St. Louis 4

246, Indianapolis 278,334, Louisville 273,118, ]

waukie 248,197, and all other towns 2,024,717.

The value of the pork and lard of last year's paci

is estimated at $97,338,826.

The Secretary of the Treasury has had special ^i
investigating the doings of the various distil lerie

the west, and it is said they have discovered a \

organized and formidable plan for successfully pel

trating frauds upon the revenue, with head-quartet

St. Louis, Chicago and Milwaukie. Some intei

revenue officers are implicated in the frauds.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotati

on the 10th inst. New York.—American gold, 1

U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 122; do. coupons, 12

do. 1868, registered, 122J; coupons, 123}; do.

per cents, 1881, registered, 115|; coupons, l:

Superfine flour, $5 a $5.10; State extra, $5.25 a $5
finer brands, $6 a $9. Red western wheat, $1.36;

1 Milwaukie spring, $1.26; No. 2 do. Chicago, $1

State barley, $1.30. Oats, 75 a 78 cts. Western mi
and yellow corn, 88 a 89 cts. Philadelphia.—Upla
cotton, 16} cts. ; Orleans, 16| cts. Superfine flour,

a $4.50 ; extras, $4.75 a $5.50 ; finer brands, $6 a $8

White wheat, $1.50 a $1.55 ; amber, $1.45 a$1.48

;

$1.42 a $1.45. Rye, $1.10. Y'ellow and mixed o
87 a 88 cts. Oats, 73 a 75 cts. Lard, 15^ a 15|
Clover-seed, 9 a Hi cts. Sales of 2100 beef cattle a

a 7i cts. per lb. gross for extra, 6J a 7 cts. for fai

good, and 4J a 6 cts. per lb. gross for common. Sb

ih a 7 J cts. per lb. gross. Reqeipts 9,000 head. H
$12 a $13 per 100 lbs. net for corn fed. Receipts, £

head. Baltimore.—No. 1 western amber wheat, $1.

$1.48; No. 2 do., $1.43; western red wheat, $1.'

$1.43 ; Maryland amber wheat, $1.50 a $1.52. Yel

corn, 93 cts.; westefyi mixed, 87 cts. Southern oatt

a 81 cts. ; western -mixed, 75 cts. Rye, $1.15 a $1

Lard, 16 a 16} cts. Chicago.—No. 1 spring wl

$1.03J; No. 2 do., $1.00; No. 3 do., 95J cts. N
corn, 72 cts. No. 2 oats, 62J cts. Lard, 15 cts.

RASPBERRY STREET SCHOOL FOR COLOB,
- GIRLS.

A Teacher is wanted for this School, to enter v

duty the first of 9th month. One who has had s

experience with children of this character preferre

Apply to Hannah Evans, 322 Union St.

Rachel S. Maris, 127 South 5th I

A women Friend wishes a situation in a famil;!

private school, as teacher. Apply to the Office of "
j

Friend."

Just Published and for Sale at Friends' Book Si

No. 304 Arch Street Philadelphia,

FRIENDS IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTO

Charles Evans, M. D.

This is an octavo of over Six Hundred P
Bound in cloth $2.00. Half bound in Turkish moi
$2.50. Postage 48 cts.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN}'

Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadetp,

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wo:'

INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients uu

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Bo*
Managers.

Died, at the residence of her son, in Linn Co., 1

on the 15th of the Second mo. 1875, Sally
widow of Exum Bundy, in the 68th year of her a

member of Springville Monthly and Particular i

ing, Iowa. At the commencement of her sickneeii

dear Friend expressed her impression that she*
not get well, and said she was going to her happy I

in Heaven : that her peace was made. Atonetiw
observed that death had no terror in her eyes,

suffering-^, which were very great, were borne

patience and resignation. She desired her childrel

to hold her, and seemed anxious to be gone to fl!

one of the many mansions prepared for the rigli '*

of all ages. Her relations and friends have the O'

fortable assurance that her purified spirit has en «
into everlasting peace and joy.
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Prom "The Geographical Magazine."

A Visit to tlie landes.

.first hurried visit to this rarely traversed
rioD left impressions so curious upon my
d that I resolved upon a second and more
urely ramble whenever the opportunity'
uld recur. It was offered me, not long
ce, at Bordeaux, and I gladly left the beaten
hs- to go again amongst the stilt-walkers,
ose country is called, emphatically, The

rt. It is little known, even to t'rench-

There is not much to fascinate in that
it, sterile tract, supposed to have been a
mer bed of the sea, which sjjreads over so
ige a portion of the Gironde and the Lot-et-

I—wave-like in its surface, shifting

ds upon fixed sands, patches of cultivation,
the rear-guards of retreating forests here

1 there; now and then a bog; occasionally

rfectly horizontal plain intersected by a
,ck-looking stream in a giilly ; and a few
scattered villages, or groups of unwalled
sds such as might be met with by the travel-

in Central Africa. In all this there is no
Taction of the common kind

;
yet in the

vj-y monotony and dreariness, the almost
Ibyan solitude, the forlorn emptiness, so to
Bbak, prevailing for immense distances, a sort

dcharm exists, which changes into absolute
vnder when an inhabitant comes upon the
B^ne—a grotesque creature clad in sheep-
B ns, mounted on a pair of wooden supporters,
riching to his knees, and strapped to them
ad his ankles, with a scanty flock of sheep
i:»bling at almost invisible herbage, and,
men addressed, so unintelligible to you, who
liS'e come from Paris, that he might as well
ifc silent. From the Garonne to the Adour,
^jnlhe Geli.se—which smells like a tanpit

—

fctheBayof Biscay, these territories ofSouth-
Rjstern France, the ancient Aquitaine, and
80 ire modern Gascony, extend, parts being
thlf-cultivated, others hopeless gravel, some
orjilaimable sand, but all hostile to grain-crops
«jany description. The effect upon the ima-
•giation of all this barrenness, dreary in spite

ojthe sun, is difficult to describe. The small
:C|:tle-herds are composed of beasts so diminii-
t e and thin that they appear to have been
s|,rved out of their natural size. Whence
t|3y get their fodder and water is a puzzle.
ii;ain and again have the peasantry of the
;l].nde8 attempted, in their ignorance, to for-

ze the soil, if soil it may be called, by set-
ting fire to what miserable vegetation flour-
ished, or rather did not flourish, with the re-
sult of creating a worse aridity than before.
The true offspring of t.Ii« 1 .u.x^d^^a...^ ^^^.yUu^i,

as they are termed by the French, dwarf oaks,

and acacias. Enterprising societies, with
handsome capitals at their command, have
been formed to promote an improved agricul-

ture in these Arabian wastes, and their money
has been no less irreti'ievably lost than if

buried with a wreck in the bosom of the Good-
win Sands. The pin maritime, however, re-

deems the department from utter poverty.
This is a peculiar tree, not mentioned by Lin-
nteus. Once planted it is certain to thrive,

to shoot up, arrow-straight, to multiply its

splendid cones, and, in its twentieth year, to

yield the " resin harvest" which is the wealth
of the wood-dwellers in the Landes. As tired

ofthe sands that seemed interminable, I struck

into the shade of these forests, that reach to

the Pyrenneesand beyond them, I came upon
many a solitary man, woman, or child engaged
n collecting the valuable exudation which is

the material of turpentine and lamp-black. A
notch is made in the trunk, near the root ; a
crescent-shaped pannikin of metal or earthen-

war(}, marked with the cypher, as it were, of

its owner, is locked below; the valuable gum
trickles into this, and, when full, is replaced

by another : and the supply may continue for

a century, without exhausting the tree. Some
of the resiniers—the appellation of the people

")llowing this industry—dig a hole in the

round, near the roots, about a foot deep, the

sides and bottom beaten hard and smooth :

early in February, armed with notched knives,

they rasp through the three layers of bark,

taking care not to wound the skin, and laying

this latter bare at intervals of a yard. After

a month has elapsed, incisions are made in the

heart of the tree itself, each cut being con-

nected with the others, so that the flow de-

scends at length through a single channel,

which is two inches deep, and this stage of

the work is accomplished by nieans of the

notched knife, a wooden ladder, and a minia-

ture hatchet. The gains from this labor after

all, are poor, albeit that throughout the Meso-
potamia of the Gironde and the Adour, resin-

water drinking is an infectious habit, like

mineral-water drinking in Germany. It is

smelt at every table-d'hote ; it is gulped in the

course of morning walks ; it spoils the native

wine ; it is, in a word, fashionable, in the Bor-

deaux sense of that term, for Arcachon is the

Tunbridge of the Gironde, its very name
nifying an unguent.
Other industries, however, are carried on in

this desolate region, though the pine is to its

people what the palm is to the Arab. It sup

plies the vine-grower with his poles, the tent-

dwellers—of whom there are many in the

Landes—with their pegs, the engineer with

piles for foundations, the telegraph with posts,

the road-maker with wooden kerbs, and the

inhabitants, at once, of the forest and of the
plain, vvith fuel. Thus the wood-cutter's oc-
cupation becomes an important one, as all the
old trees are felled, axed into commercial

these are accessible. Otherwise they furnish

supply of charcoal without an appreciable
limit. So do the White Virginian Poplar, the
Dutch Poplar, the willow, birch, and alder.

But I saw few of them ; it all seemed like an
eternal march of pines. Seekingforthe owners
of these solitudes, who might give intelligent

nformation concerning their capacities and
prospects, I found them to be uniformly ab-

sentees. There are three classes :—absolute

proprietors; colonizing proprietors; and a
wholly illiterate peasantry, animated by but
one idea—that of " the good old times"—con-

cerning which they can tell you nothing more
than that they are past. The peasant of the

Landes is a patriarch of the ancient type ; the

head of his family, and how does that family

ive amid these unproductive sands ? I had
several meals beneath its roof, presently to be

noticed, and more heartiness or a warmer—

I

may say a prouder—hospitality never was ac-

corded by Bedouin Chief to way-worn travel-

ler. The salt was eaten so soon as you crossed

the threshold. We ate fowl of a somewhat
" ancient andfishlike" character, followed by
lean pork ; with these, cakes of rye-bread, ex-

ceedingly dry and bhxek as a Spartan's broth.

It resembled rather the Arab Couscoussor than

the Italian Polenta, and contained an inor-

dinate proportion of salt. Yet, with my rough
hosts, in blouse and gaiters; quaint caps, never

taken off, outer sleeveless coats of sheepskin,

with the wool turned i nwards ; and, in extreme
weather, a garment like unto a burnous en-

veloping all—one of which I borrowed, and
was thankful for, but could not buy—I en-

joj'^ed the primitive simplicity of that archaic

shelter. There were several women and chil-

dren in the abode which was neither a hut,

nor a tent, nor cottage ; but a thatch, extend-

ing from the trunk of a living tree, supported

at the four corners by poles of pine-wood, open

to all the winds that blow, and fenced about

for a foot in height, by loose stones, or blocks

of half burned clay. The women, when in-

doors, if the phrase may be allowed where
doors are unknown, wore bright and pretty

caps; beyond those limits, straw or black felt

hats, by no means unpicturesque. Every
shepherd of the Landes has several stations,

which he designates as his homes; for the

pasture will nowhere suffice for more than a

few days as the food of even an ordinary flock.

Each morning, he rises, just as the dawn is

confusing the far distance with coasts and seas

of gold, and puts on those unique " leggings"

which, elsewhere upon the earth, are called

•'stilts;" but on the Landes are known as

Chanques, 6 feet and 6 inches high, raising his

feet about two-thirds of that altitude from the

[ground, and enabling the wearer at once to

I

follow his flocks, to defy wolves, and to pass
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from one oasis to another with incredible

lapiditv. No horse in that region can beai

him, and he can keep up with the railway

trains between Arcachon—a name meaning

health-specific—and Bordeaux. At a hrst

crlirapsc of these fellows on a misty morning

balancing their long poles and taking yards

at a stride, I thought of so many spectres oi

the Brocken, so gigantic and supernatural did

they appear. The stilt of the Landes is a

slio-htly elaborate mechanism. You have the

"uVight" to begin with ;
then a jutting piece

of wood, two-thirds of the way up, with a

strap, and another leathern baud for the knee;

while the echasses themselves are shod with

leather, to prevent both sinkiiig__toodeepit
me saiiu au& BirjTijrng-oTrnitr crayT TTisnetes

sary to practice, from the earliest childhood

this method of locomotion. In utter forget-

fulness of dignity, I tried it. No clown ever

came to grief more instantaneouslj', or more
ignominiously. There was no question of

walking ; mere standing was impossible, I fell,

flat as a dead Trojan in the Homeric drama.

Propped up for a moment and released, the

soft sand once more was all my own; but the

bitterness of the failure was appeased by learn

ing that the very go-cart of the Landes for

babies, is a pair of stilts ;
the teaching of their

use is, practically, a drill ; the pupil must
never stoop ; however irregular the ground,

he must preserve his perpendicular; and,

great becomes his glory if he, with a nut-

brown maid, similarly exalted, dances, at the

age of fifteen, in presence of any admiring
village, to the rhj-thm of that which, literally

speaking, is a bagpipe.

The herdsmen belong to a heavy and sullen

race, and while the creaking of their ponder-

ous ox-drawn tumbrils may be heard from a
distance, they are never known to sing; they
see their wives and children only at wide

'

tcrvals ; they sleep without a roof; they make
companions of the beasts they drive, who
receive their food from them, and from none
else, and j'et they belong by no means to the
brutal or inhospitable orders of humanity.
Nearer to the sea, more lively pictures maj

be seen, among the cottages of the vine-

dressers ; but a sense of poverty broods un
mistakably over all, and the efforts made to
reclaim the Dunes have proved, as I think I

have already said, generally unsuccessful
There is an inland lake, moreover, known to
the dwellers about it, as " The Sea of the
Landes," but it is rarely navigated, and, fr

what 1 could learn, contains no fish worth
netting, though, to a stranger's ej'e, its aspect
is inexpressibly refreshing as it lies, wave"
and blue, or rippling, red and violet, to its

depths in the light of the descending sun.
Nowhere in the world are the graves of the
dead held in deeper or more pious respect
than by these semi-civilized toilers of the
woods, and of an Arabia by no means Ft-lix.

In their little fantastic structures, which they
dignify by the title of churches—being oblong
barns, with a porch in front, and a belfrj
pendant on the side, prayers are continually
said for those who have passed away ; every
spring a formal funeral service is celebrated
by tlie members of the family, on an annivcr
sary styled « the head of the year."

Horace St. John.

That which is of tfod, gathers to God; and
that which is of the world is owned by the
world.

For " The Friend."

Jolin Griffitb

(Continued from page 306.)

The prophet Amos hath pronounced a " woe

to them that are at ease in Zion, and trust in

the mountains of Samaria;" in any thing

which is not of the Lord's preparing and or-

derin"-. We may settle down at ease in at-

tention to mere outward duties, not having

been brought to see the plague or wickedness

of our own hearts nor the necessity of turning

unto and' seeking the Lord with all we have

and all we are. Another carnal security or

false rest, may consist in the too great activity

of the creature : in the great desire to stay the

totterinir ark. without the ballast of Divine
grace, or the anointing, qualifying power from

6n high. This is manifested by much fetir

and even, it may be, many formal, unhallowed

prayers, in order to make the heart accept-

able to God, forgetting, or overlooking, that

the best way, if not the only one to commend
ourselves to Him is, like Mary, to sit at Jesus'

feet as the one thing needtiil ; or, in other

words, to be wholly and sweetly passive, and

let Christ speak, and act, and set up H'
kingdom within us. While there is much
truth in the precept, " Virtue is not rest, but

action," it is nevertheless an action that has

its base and life and prompting in obedience

to the Divine will inwardly revealed to us.

For the life whereby man acts to God, is by
the power of life revealed from Him. Any
thing short of this, will bring nothing but

death and sorrow, because its spring and
fountain is polluted. Another bower of ease

or false rest indulged in by some, is in being

set up with the gift, whether it be of wealth,

or talents, or influence, instead of holding all

in filial abeyance to Him and His glory who
is the immaculate Author thereof This is

placing the rest in that which will come to

nothing. For though we may believe in a

thing and make a large profession of it, yet if

it reach not further than the head and does not

leaven and change the heart, bringing it into

conformity with the power of God there, it

will do little more than cause the Truth to be
evil spoken of, and prove but as the soundin
brass and tinkling cymbal. This seems to be

cautioned against, in the words of the Pro-

phet :
" Arise ye, and depai-t; for this is not

your rest : because it is polluted, it shall

destroy you, even with a sure destruction.''

Another false rest may distinguish itself in

much apparent zeal for the Truth, without
the zeal which submission to the Truth alone
can give. This is a zeal not according to true

knowledge. A zeal exemplified in one of old

who said: "Come with me and see my zeal

for the Lord." This is an ardor that blind;

true judgment ; and which led Saul of Tarsus
to persecute the Church of Christ, even under
the profession of doing God service. Thjs is

a zeal that wastes itself as one that beateth
the air; is zealous for shadows, but lacketh
the substance and power which can alone
give vitality to it. It is a zeal that puffs up
the head, while it leaves the heart devoid of
grace, and unwilling to suffer with and for
Christ. Jehu-like it is active toward man,
but not passive toward God. It makes much
show in the branches of profession, but being
without root, endureth but for a while.
Some who have taken up false rests have

come, it may be, as far as to and over the Bed
Sea, which stood on heaps for their deliver-
ance. They may have partaken, as in the

wilderness, of heavenly manna ; and ha

seen, at the command of the I Am, the wat

gush as out of the rock, for their help and i

freshment. They have heard, perhaps, as d

Israel of old, the voice of the Lord from h(

ven, and beheld his greatness and glory. Th
may have, in the language of George Fc

"come as far as Cain, to hoar the voice

God
;
[as far as] such as came out of Egy;

and through the Bed Sea, to praise God
the banks of the sea-shore ; such as cot)

speak by experience of God's miracles a

wonders ; such as were come as far as Con
Dathan, and their company ;

such as w<

come as far as Balaam, who could speak t

word of the Lord, who heard his voice a

knew it, and knew his Spirit, and could t

the star of Jacob, and the goodliness of Isra<

Tent," &c., &c.

The true rest is in the enjoyment of f

Saviour, and in His felt presence, doing I

will from the heart. This rest cannot be ma
unsettled or dissolved ; but is as all-suffici(

and everlasting as Him in whom it is unchai

ably centered. Glory be to His adorable a

ever excellent Name forever.

John Griffith's Journal, which dwells mil

upon lukewarmness, formality, and a bei

too much at ease in a false and deceitful r(

proceeds :
" At Godalming, I had very clc

heavy service, being made sensible of mv
indifference and lukewarmness in some p
fessors. It was often my lot to labor for 1

stirring up and reviving of such : but alas

is hard work, yet sufficiently rewarded by 1

comfortable returns of true peace, in a fai

ful discharge of duty."
" I attended Penketh meeting in the mo

ing, and Warrington in the afternoon,

both which, my labor in the ministry v

heavy and painful, on account of the forn

lifeless state of too many, who, by their j

and long profession, might have been as

lars in the church
; as well as the chaffin

and want of solid experience, by their i

yielding to the visitation of Truth, in ma
of a younger rank. Thus it is when heavei

blessings have been showered down u{

people, not duly improving thereby, they

come more insensible than others who have :

been so highly favored. I was enabled

discharge the service required, in a searehi,

awakening manner, to my own relief ii]

good degree."
'

Now in Ireland, J. Griffith " went to MeJ
street in the morning, where," he says, "III

thorough service, to my own great comlj

and ease ; though my spirit was much griev

to view the havoc made amongst Friondi

that great city, by undue liberties ;
but m

of all under a mournful sense, that the c

gon's tail had drawn some of the stars do,

again into earthly pollutions, and causeit

bad savor. This was oftensive to my »
even as a nuisance in that meeting, i

others' harms and miscarriages cause all

Lord's anointed to be very watchful. I w
to Sycamore alley in the afternoon, where
meeting was very large. Silent loaiiing u

God was my service therein, in which I ;

peace and comfort ; and towards the coD'

sion, there vpas an awful solemnity, in a

markable manner, in the meeting, wherein

excellency of si lent worship appeared."
" My good friend, Abraham Shacklcton,

veiled with me most of the time I was in t|

nation. Of him, I think, it may be saidj

was of Nathaniel, 'Behold an Israelite indil
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whom there is no guile !' He was a great
:r|)mfort and help to me ; and though he did

3t appear publicly as a minister, yet he
ould drop tender advice at times, in families,

1 a very attectiug manner. His whole con-

Bfsation, looks and deportment, were so

avened and tempered with good, that I

loked upon him as a preacher of righteous-

ass wherever he came."
"I had a good meeting at Rathangan ; in

hich there was a wonderful manifestation

i" the Divine power, and much clearness in

jening the doctrines of Truth ; so that I be-

eve there were few, if any, but were sensibly

BFected therewith. I hope such great extend-

igs of favor will not be easily forgotten. At
large meeting at Mount Melick, I had tho-

Dugh service. The labor was somewhat pain-

n a sense of indifference, and the insipid

jrmal state of many, as well as the pride and
ndue liberties of others ; both which have
DrrowfuUy prevailed in that nation

;
yet I

nd great ease and peace of mind, in the

ischarge of that weighty concern which was
pon me for their help and recovery, and
ifhich I hope had a good effect on many.
Test day I had a large meeting at Mount-
ath. I was enabled to discharge the service

quired, in a searching manner, that careless

rofessors might be stirred up to their respec-

iveduties; and ancientzeal, ardorand beauty,

BStored to the churches."

"I went to Carlow, in order to attend the
rovince six weeks meeting. Many Friends
rem the several parts of the province came

it. It was a large meeting, and consider-

ag the low, declined state of things, we were
avored with wonderful extendings of hea-

enly power, wisdom and living virtue, in

irder to heal and restore backsliding Israel,

rreat and marvellous is, and hath been, the

ondescension of the Almighty to his people,

hrough all ages ! The doctrine of the Gospel
lowed forth freely to the several states of those

jresent, and many were much humbled, in an
iwful sense of the Divine pi-esence, which is

life and strength of God's people. 1 had a

arge meeting at the same place on First-daj^

;

t was a blessed opportunity of favor and sav-

hg help extended lo those present ; surely, if

.hese high benefits are not duly improved,
;reat will be the condemnation of those upon
jvbom they are bestowed."

1 "I had an open, precious meeting at Clon-
fnel. Oh, how the heavenly virtue streamed
forth in doctrine and counsel, for the help.

incouragement, and stirring up of Friends
nd others, to their religious duty ! The great
ame of our God was adored and magnified.

H went to Cork, and attended their meetings
])n First-day. They were large ; and although
!the declension from the life and simplicity of

Fruth is very great and obvious amongst
Friends in that citj-, and many under our name
ire much defiled with the love ofearthly grati-

'ications, preferring their outward interest to

that of religion
;
yet great was the extending

pf Divine love and favor for their help and
recovery. The doctrines of the Gospel were
[thereby largely and livingly opened, [ hope,
Ito the comfort and help of many, causing the
ihearts of a sincere, upright minded remnant
amongst them greatly to rejoice with thank

On Third day, I attended a veryfulne

large meeting there, both of Friends and peo
pie of other religious persuasions ; it being
appointed for the marriage of our friend
Samuel Ncalc, to a daughter of Joshua Bcale,

and grand-daughter of our worthy Friend
Joseph Pike, deceased. The fore part of this

meeting was very cloudy and painful, but the

sincere travail of the upright in heart prevailed
with the Lord to arise ; then his enemies were
scattered, and the glorious powerful Truth
shone forth in its beauty, whereby the poor
had the gospel to preach, in the blessed de-
monstration thereof. It was a time not to be
easily forgotten ; made so bj'' his refreshing
presence, who turned our water of affliction

into the reviving wine of his kingdom ; to
whom, for the multitude of his mercies to his

church and people, be humble thanksgiving,
t-incere obedience, and praises for evermore.
Amen ! At Limerick, I had a thorough open
meeting, and the teistimony of Truth was
greatly exalted, I hope to the comfort and
help of many. I often much admire the Di-
vine condescension, in the open visitations of
his unmerited love and long-suffering kind-
ness, to a greatly revolted and backsliding
people. But what we finite creatures cannot
comprehend, of his unfathomable regard to

the workmanship of his hands, we ought to

adore and worship for, with reverence and
awful fear. So be it, saith my soul, both in

time and eternity."
" At Coothill, I was largely engaged in a

close, arousing testimony. It was very sharp
against the inordinate love of the world,
which, and other undue liberty, seemed to

me to have almost laid that meeting waste.
Their Monthly Meeting of business was held
that day, which to me was another token of

their little regard to the great cause of reli-

gion and virtue, that they could not find it in

their hearts to bestow another day for trans-

acting the weighty affairs of the church, which
I have always observed to be the case, where
Friends ai-e really alive in religion, and not
narrowed up by the love of the world. It

hath often appeared wonderful to me, how
the professors of Truth dare offer such indig-

nity to the Infinite Being, and his awful
work, as to put it off until it suits them best,

and when they are likely to suffer the least

disadvantage in that respect to their outward
affairs. What is pointed out by the offerings

under the law, being of the first year and
without blemish? And what is meant by
offering the first fruits to the Lord? Oh,
how ungratefully do some act, as if any thing,

or any time, was good enough to offer unto

Him ! 1 have observed in some places, though
I can with comfort say, it was in but very

few, that they held their Monthly and Quar-
terly Meetings in the afternoon ; and having
thus limited themselves for time, they seem
as if they could spare but little of it in silent

waiting, to seek the Lord's blessed assistance,

and to look in faith for the pouring forth of

the Holy Spirit promised in this gospel day.

But 1 have observed them to enter on the

business as they have come out of the world
;

moving in these weighty affiiirs, in man's

natural abilities, whereby darkness reigns,

and the glorious light and life of Truth is

obscured, and they come to be so benighted,

as to see no necessity to wait for it. Thus
all living zeal, and every qualification for car-

rying on the Lord's work is lost, and vain

man thinks he can do without it. I am well

a^ured, by living experience, as well as the

practice Truth hath led Friends into in all

places, a few excepted, that it is the indis-

pensable duty of our Society ever3'where, to

dedicate a week-day, viz., a day when they

are not debarred by the laws of the land to
follow their outward business, for transacting
the weighty aff'airs of discipline and good
order ; and to meet in the forepart thereof,

en and women together, then and there to
wait upon the Lord, for the virtue of his Holy
Spirit ; and when they have thus waited a
proper time, then the men and women in
their separate apartments, with awful fear

and a weighty care upon all their minds as
the presence of the Lord, to proceed in

their respective parts of this great work

;

which is the Lord's, and cannot possibly be
profitably done but by his immediate assist-

ance. This I leave upon record, as my well
grounded testimony for God and his church."

For "The Friend "

Life among the Indians : brin;; extracts from the Journal

of Thomas C. Battey.

(ContinuiMi from pano 306.)

Early in the morning of the 15th, crossed
uff Creek and entered the territory. From

the bliiflFs overlooking the creek from the

south, an extensive view is obtained of the
valley to the northwest and west, exhibiting

many miles of beautiful undulating country;'

here I took my last look at Kanisas. This
forenoon we passed several small towns of

prairie dogs. I saw several antelopes at a dis-

tance. Chow—a young Arapahoe who formed
one of our party—said he could see buffalo,

but my poor eyes could not see them. After

dinner I sat down to write in my diary, and
consequently fell some distance behind, when
by the shouting and motioning of some of the

party I conceived that there might be some
langer ahead, and hurried up nearly as fast

as possible, it being up a slope, I was some-
what out of breath when I came up \vith the

hindermost wagon, just in time to clamber
upon it before entering a drove of Texas cattle,

consisting of about two thousand head. I had
not thought of their being undomesticated,

and that it was dangerous for footmen to fall

in their wa}-, which really is the case. "We
soon after met with another drove consisting

of twelve hundred head. About two o'clock

we entered upon a community of prairie dogs,

miles in extent. These animals belong to the

marmot familj^, are herbivorous, and burrow-

ing ; they are about one foot in length, of a

yellowish brown color, and full of life and ac-

tivity. The dirt thrown out of their burrows

forms considerable mounds around the en-

trance to them, and occurring at tolerably

regular intervals, has suggested the name of

towns. A small owl burrows with them, as

does also the large yellow rattlesnake. I can-

not say whether this latter is a welcome guest

in their burrows, or tolerated as a necessary

nuisance from their inability to expel him
from their habitation ; but from the fact of

his maw sometimes containing a young dog,

I am inclined to the latter opinion, while the

snake undoubtedly enjoys a kind of complai-

sant satisfaction in the riotous living thus

unwillingly yielded him by his four-footed

friends. The owl, however, I am inclined to

think, lives on friendly terms with the dog,

and may act the part of a scavenger, ridding

the burrows of whatever may be offensive.

These dogs appear to be all the time in mo-
tion, running, frolicking, barking,jumpingand
plunging head-foremost into their holes. 1 was
much interested with the little fellows. We
did not get past this community until nearly
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night. In the meantime we eaw several buffa

iocs at the distance of half a mile or more
they being the first I had ever seen in a wild

state, of course awakened no small degree of

interest. Went into camp at sundown, having
travelled about twenty-six miles to-day. Chow
left a little before going into camp, in pursuit

of buffalo : shot one twice, but it growing dark

lie did not got it.

The next morning, after crossing the Salt

Fork of the Arkansas, we found ourselves in

the midst of thousands of these animals

Those near by appeared to be moved with a

desire to get farther from us, and were run

ning—not as one might suppose whichever
way fear may have led— but following, in im
mense herds, some chosen leader, in a heavy
rolling flight, unlike th« movements of any
other animal; not apparently rapid, and yet

not occupying much time in putting a safe

distance between them and the objects of their

fear, when thej^ as well as those more remote
betook themselves to quiet grazing, or rollin"

in their wallows.
Such a congregated mass of animal life I

had never before witnessed, and the scene
was not only striking and novel, but bewilder
ing and exciting; far as the vision extended
over the wide spreading expanse of the plains,

these shaggy-headed, huge-bodied, clumsy and
uncouth looking quadrupeds were running,
rolling or grazing, in all the freedom of their

native wildness, in such immense herds as to

defy computation.
Miles beyond miles were covered with them,

while upon close observation, the long level

line of the distant horizon, proved to be a
moving ma.ss of life. In the course of the
morning wc met in two droves about three
thousand two" hundred head of Texas cattle
These droves, large as they were, could be
comprehended—seen over, around and be
yond—while the immense herds of buffalo
appeared to be limitless, both in extent and
number. The noise of their tread, and the
low moaning sound of their breathing, and
perhaps bellowing—though I could not satisfy
myself as to the latter—sounded like distant
thunder. It is true that near by there were
spaces of prairie of some extent unoccupied
by them, but in looking off at a distance, they
appeared to cover the plains.
Our men obtained several shots at ante-

lopes and buffalo, but without success, until
stopping for dinner, a cow and calf were
grazing but a short distance from the place
where we halted. One of our men, by follow-
ing the bed of the creek and keeping a high
bank between himself and the cow, crept up
close enough to shoot the calf, the cow not
taking to flight as was expected, but continu-
ing to stand in the (fefensivo, was also shot,
and by cutting out the hams, tenderloins and
tongues, we had a supply of good meat. The
calf was apparently four or five months old,
and measured four feet and four inches in
girth. Soon after Chow, who had left us early
in the morning, in order to replenish our
larder from some of the immense herds around
us, came in loaded with choice pieces, such as
tongue, tenderloin, &c., having killed four buf-
faloes.

These plains are not level, at the same time
the slopes are long, so that large tracts ofcoun-
try come within the scope of vision at a time,
anfi the visible horizon is mostly an unbroken
plai^n.

The 17th we left cani]. pist as the sun was

throwing his first rays upon us, and one of our

eompanj- having started out some time before

in order to shoot game, we soon came up with
him, he had shot a large, fierce-looking buffalo,

so as to break his back. We found the animal
in a perfect rage, and though he could not raise

his hinder parts from the ground, his will was
good to have shown us that he was not to be

approached with impunity, but that from
some cause, no doubt mysterious to himf
his physical organization refused obedience
to his will

;
yet the wild flashing of his 03*6

gleaming with rage and terror, and the omi
nous shake of his enormous head, with his

furious efforts to raise himself uj)on his feet

admonished us that our safety more depended
upon his inability to harm us than any dispo-

sition of his wild, untamed spirit. Chow
would go up to him, seize him by the horns,
and laugh at his calamity, as though he could
understand him ; telling him his medicine was
strong, but not quite sufficient to meet his

present need, and that it was too late now to

make more. Several balls were shot through
his lungs, aimed at his heart, he still main
taining his position upon his fore-feet. Chow
continued to talk to him about his stron
medicine, pulling his head around by the
horns, while he made the most furious efforts

to plunge upon him, and not until Chow
taking a revolver, put an end to the scene by
shooting him through the heart, did he settle

over and yield up his life. H^ measured seven
feet and two inches in girth. Another was
soon killed, their tongues cut out, while the
carcasses were left to feed the coyotes and
buzzards, of which there are great numbers
on these plains. We passed several other
buffiilo carcasses which had been left in the
same manner, killed by some one just that he
might say that he had killed a buffalo.

Before noon, in passing a ridge, as we came
by the head of a deep ravine or canon, a herd
of some twenty antelopes came running over
the ridge, and circling around our wagons,
came close up, and stood and looked at us
for a short time, then very gracefully took to
flight over the ridge and disappeared from
view. Thej' are beautiful animals resembling
the deer, but smaller and more graceful in
their movements, and more pleasing in color,
having considerable white on their flanks,
sides and haunches. Soon after, on a long
gentle slope, we passed an immense herd of
buffalo lying at their ease and chewing the
cud in the sun

; the sight was pleasing, hun-
dreds if not thousands of these lordly brutes
lying and gently ruminating in quiet and
peaceful enjoyment.
We were not out of sight of buffalo until

nearly night, when we came to a piece of low
shrubby timber, perhaps from twelve to twenty
feet in height, called "Black Jacks," near
which we encamped, and were much annoyed
by wolves, which continued prowling and
howlingabout our camp throughout the night.

(To bo continued.)

(Vn inspired apostle, when he bids us "love
one another, be pitiful," also adds, "be cour-
teous."

This precept is too often forgotten, too
little practised in these days of free speech

;

and we sometimes think, if we only do right,
the raanoer is unimportant. But manner has
much to do with our success in whatever we I

un<lertake, and courtesy will contribute large-

1

ly to our usefulness in life. I

For " The Friend.'
"

Thomas fhalkley.

(Concluded from page 311.)

Ill the year 1706, when travelling in Penn-
sylvania, he felt a concern to visit the Indians
near Susquehanna, and the following from
his journal alludes to his interview with them

" We procured an interpreter, and thirteet

or fourteen of us travelled through the woods
about fifty miles, cariying our provisiow
with us, and on the journey sat down by a

river, and spread our food on the grass, and
refreshed ourselves and horses, and then went
on cheerfully, with good will and much love

to the poor Indians ; and when we reached
them, they received us kindly, treating u$

civilly in their waj". We treated about having
a religious meeting with them, upon whict
they called a council, and were very grave
and spoke one after another, without any heal

or jarring; and some of the most esteemed o;

their women do sometimes speak in theii

councils. I askfd our interpreter why thoj
permitted their women to speak in their coun-

cils ? His answer was, ' That some women
are wiser than some men.' Our interpretei

told me, that they had not done anything foi

many years, without the counsel of an ancient

grave woman, who, I obsen'ed spoke much in

their council, fori was permitted to be present

at it ; and I asked what it was the woman
said? He told me she was an empress; and
they gave much heed to what she said amongst
them ; and that she then said, ' She looked
upon our coming to be more than natural,

because we did not come to buy, or sell, oi

get gain, but came in love and respect tc

them,' and desired their well-doing both hert

and hereafter ; and further continued, ' That
our meeting among them might be very bene-

ficial to their 3'oung people.' She advised

them to hear us, and entertain us kindly ; and
accordingly they did.

The gospel of Jesus Christ was preached
freely to them, and faith in Christ, who was
put to death at Jerusalem by the unbelieving

Jews ; and that this same Jesus came to savt

people from their sins, and by his grace and
light in the soul, shows to man his sins, and
conviuceth him thereof, delivering him out ol

them, and gives inward peace and comfort

to the soul for well-doing, and sorrow and
trouble for evil-doing : to that of the light in

the soul, they gave a double assent, and

seemed much affected with the doctrine ol

truth ; the benefit of the Holy Scriptures was
also largely opened to them."

After the death of his wife, which wat
about the year 1710, he gave up the most oi

his time travelling in the work of the minis

try. He felt the extreme loneliness of hif

condition, his children also having been re-

moved by death previous to that of his wife.

His business being that of a trader, or con-

vej-ing goods from one port to another, he
frequently visited the island of Bermuda. In

making these different journeys, he felt a great

care that his worldly affairs should not hindei
" im in his religious concern for the good 01

souls. He generally endeavored to hold meet
gs, when upon this island, at times opening

out the principles of Friends, ofttimes to the

satisfaction of the people. He frequently hac
religious opportunities with persons of note
At one time when dining at the governor'J
house, his temperance principles were strong-

]y tested, of which in his journal he relates af

follows :
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" Once I was with the governor and some
his chief officers, at dinner, whei'o I was
3ated very kindly ; the governor's practice

js to drink the king's health, and. he hoped
would drink it with them. ' Yes,' said the

3t at the table, 'Mr. Chalkley,' (as they
lied me,) 'will surely drink theiing's health*

!th us.' So thej' passed the glass till it came
me : when they all looked steadfastly to see

lat I would do ; and I looked as steadfastly

the Almighty, and said to them, 'I love

ig George, and wish him as well as any
bject he hath ; but as to drinking healths,

|her the king's or any man's else, it is against

y professed principle, I looking on it to be
[rain idle custom.' They replied, 'That they
jhed the king had more such subjects as I

is ; for I had professed a hearty respect for

n."

Dh ! that all would be concerned to abstain
im the use of wines, brandies, &c., the evil

isequences of which is every day to be ob-

ved, in a greater or less degree around us.

(ere is scarce need to picture the dreadful

isequence to those who have given way to

(practice of this dreadful evil, and who by
5 frequent indulgence in the use of strong

nk, have not only brought lasting misery
their own souls, but have carried poverty
1 disgrace into their families. Let us there-

e take heed that we do not in any way give

iouragenient to the use of those things, but

it we may do all in our power -to prevent
increase of this great evil.

t has not been the design of the writer,

(enter fully into the life or the travels of

tsmas Chalkley, but more particularly to

l,w the attention of the youth, to the opera-

ins of the grace of God upon his heart,

^ilst in early life ; thus bringing before their

rw the great and lasting benefit arising

im a watchful attention, a.nd close observ-

l!e to the promptings of the H0I3' Spirit in

ll secret of the heart ; which as it is heeded,

nl keep from all evil, and lead into the paths
>,rue peace and happiness. The desire has
) n, that the youthful readers who may have
b used the foregoing account of Thomas
filkley, may lay these things to heart,

U endeavor to have their minds frequently

Iwn aside from the outward concerns of

(h life, seeking ability from God alone, for

lit inward retirement of spirit before him,
li vhich He will at times, condescend to meet
wh them, ever listening to their sincere de-

iiis for help and strength to walk in obedi-

B^e to his will as it is made known unto
tbm, and calling them to follow Him.
In conclusion, the following address from

bit pen of Thomas Chalkley, is offered for

tlf earnest perusal of all, with the sincere

iire expressed by him, that "through and
Itithe great God, and Father of spirits, and
Mdear Lord Jesus, it may be instrumental,

Bnis hand, to draw some poor seeking, tra-

ding soul from earth towards heaven ; the
frjch if it doth, let thfe praises be given to

Sd alone, through his well beloved Son."
!ln the great and notable day of the Most

H[;h, heavenly things will be found serious
Itj soHd truths, and not toys and trifles, nor
iniiferent; when He shall come as in flames
of] re, to render vengeance, which is his only,

Oljn all the workers of iniquity, and shall

eqie to judge the secrets of all hearts by that
grit Jud^e, the Lord Jesus Christ.

/herefore let me prevail with some poor
f-" ^, now in time, to lay the truth to heart,

d to be found in the work of God in their

day ; that so for their pains here, they may
•eceive their penny hereafter; and that en-

ivening, that quickening answer of ' well

done,' may be their portion, and the glorious

lot of their inheritance : Come, ye blessed,
' well done, good and faithful servant, enter
thou into the joy of thy Lord.' Oh, powerful
voice, and heart-ravishing sentence! enough
to make one alive, though dead, and exceed-
ingly joj'ful, though sorrowful even unto
death. This divine favor and grace, where-
with the Most High will favor those that love

him and faithfully serve him, in that great
and notable day, will far exceed the favor of
kings and princes; for those that get the
latter, can only be happy, or so accounted, in

this world, which is but momentary ; and
those who are living and sensible witnesses of

the former, are certainly happy, even in this

world, and likewise everlastingly happy in

that world which is to come. 'To be sensible

of God's grace in the heart, and to follow the

holy teaching of it, is preferable to all things

here below, it will make one more wise and
more comely, than all outward learning,

beauty, or parts whatever. God Almighty
grant, I beseech him, that all our young men,
our rich men, our wise men, may glory only
in him, according to the language of the spirit

in the Holy Scriptures, Let not the young or

strong man glory in his youth or strength,

nor the rich man in his riches, nor the wise
man in his wisdom ; but he who glories, let

him glory in the Lord; or in this, That he
knows the Lord.
What becomes of the young man's and

young woman's strength and beauty, when
their heads are laid in the cold grave ? What
will become of, or of what service to him will

be, the riches of the rich man, when he shall

receive his summons to his long home ? May
he not then say, Oh ! that I had been as in-

dustrious to get to heaven and peace with my
Maker, as I have been to get this world. Let
all worldly minded men and women remem-
ber the expostulation of Christ Jesus with the

rich young man.
And as to the wise man : pray what will

become of his gi'eat wit, his acquired parts,

his arguments and criticisms, when pale-faced

death shall look him in the face, and strike

him with his sharp arrow? Then he will find

that it had been much better for him, had he

lived well, although he had' not talked so

much, or so well. To talk well is good ; but

to live well is better. To talk finely, and live

badly is of little worth. Oh ! that the great

Master workman of all, may drive home this

nail, in the heart of him whose eye shall look

thereon, by his mighty hammer, the hammer
of his word, his heart breaking, heart melting,

and heart piercing word ; according to the

doctrine of the Holy Spirit in the Holy Scrip-

tures, 'Is not my word as a fire? Is not my
word as a hammer? Is not my word as a

sword ?" i. e. to burn, to break, to cut down
all manner of sin : not to destroy man, but sin

in man. Hear further the language of the

Holy Spirit :
' Say not in thine heart, who

shall ascend into heaven ? (that is, to bring

Christ down from above :) or, who shall de-

scend into the deep? (that is, to bring up
Christ again from the dead.) But what saith

it ? The word is nigh thee, even in thy mouth,

and in thy heart.' This was, and is, and ever

will be, the doctrine of the gospel, fromwhich
people may perceive that Christ Jesus is near

to them
; near to save, near to deliver, near to

redeem. The great Jehovah, the blessed Jesus,
the holy divine Spirit, is not a God afar off,

but a God n'ear at hand, and a present and
sure help in the needful time. Oh!
be his name for ever and ever."

TO YONDER SIDE.
The cooling breath of evening woke
The waves of Galilee,

Till on the flhore the waters broke
In softest melody.

' Now launch the bark," the Saviour cried,

The chosen twelve stood by,
' And let us cross to yonder side,

Where the bills are steep and high."

Gently the hark o'er the water creeps,

While the swelling sail they spread,
And the wearied Saviour gently sleeps,

With a pillow 'neath His head.

On downy bed the world seeks rest.

Sleep flies the guilty eye.

But he who leans on the Father's breast

May sleep when storms are nigh.

But soon the lowering sky grew dark
O'er Bashan's rocky brow.

The storm rushed down upon the bark,

And waves dashed o'er the prow.

The pale disciples trembling spake,

While yawned the watery grave,
' We perish, Master,—Master wake !

Carest Thou not to save?"

Calmly He rose, with sovereign will.

And hushed the storm to rest,

" Ye waves," He whispered, " Peace! be still!

They calmed like a pardoned breast.

So have I seen a fearful storm
O'er wakened sinner roll,

Till Jesus' voice, and Jesus' form
Said " Peace, thou weary soul."

And now He bends His gentle eye
His wondering followers o'er,

' Why raise this unbelieving cry ?

I said ' To yonder shore.' "

' Peace, peace ! be still thou raging breast,

My fulness is for thee,"

The Saviour speaks, and all is rest,

Like the waves of Galilee.

For "The Friend."

Thoughts on War and its Fruits.

Would that the citizens of our favored and
beloved Eepublic could so, in measure, realize

the extremity of evil both in act and in entail

on individuals, on families, and on the general

morals of the people, of this most diabolical

iniquity, as to be national pioneers in its

abolition ; or in the substitution therefor of

arbitration, which is recoraimended by such

vai'ious and powerful arguments, instead of

the dreadful onslaught of murder and of death

usually attendant on the sanguinary field.

Thus might the temple of Janus become for-

ever closed, not only here but elsewhere,

through our faithfulness; and those essential

virtues encouraged and promoted, without
which no country can be truly great, viz :

integrity, forbearance, forgiveness of injuries,

loving kindness, humbleness of mind, perse-

verance in right, and above all, that right-

eousness which alone exalteth any nation or

people.

Fifth month, 1875.

If a fault is to be cured, or a bad habit

broken off, it cannot be done bj' merely being

sorry, or only trying a little. You must keep

fighting it, and not give up fighting until i^is

got rid of.
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For "The Friend."

Marcoy's Jonrney Across South America.

(Continned from page 310.J

Amonjrthe t5sh caught was a species of Ray,

called daridari by the natives, varying in size

from three to twelve feet in circumfereuee.

The back is a sooty tint, splashed with large

black blotches, bordered with a fringe of

ochreish yellow. It carries on its tail three

bony, quadrangular spikes, which it raises or

lowers at pleasure. The wounds they make
are incurable. Our author saw an Indian

who had been wounded in the ankle by one

of these venomous weapons; the miserable

fellow's foot seemed ready to drop from his

leg, and was eaten up by a large running ulcer.

The habit of the daridari of exposing himself

during the hottest hours of the day near the

shore, and remaining in the most complete

immobility, would be the cause of frequent

accidents, if the natives, well knowing its

habits, did not take the- precaution, before

entering the water, to make a splashing with
their feet, and thus frighten it away. The
Indians whose hunting poisons are highly es-

teemed in the markets of the Amazon, powder
the spikes and add them to the other ingre-

dients of their preparations.

Another interesting species was the Candira,

a small fish of about six inches in length with

a smooth skin like the eel, which frequents

the shores, particularly in the neighborhood
of inhabited places. It makes remorseless

war on the calves of the natives who come
within its reach, darting impetuously at the

fleshy mass, and rending away a portion be-

fore the owner has time to realize his loss.

On another occasion, while at TierraBlanca,
P. Marcoy had an opportunity of observing
the method of fishing for the Lamantine, a
curious herbivorous cetacean. He saj's :

" Our flotilla consisted of two canoes. One
of them, rowed by four men, was occupied by
my host and myself; in the other were six

converts, accompanied by their wives. The
former having to act as fishermen, were fur-

nished with harpoons and lines; the latter

having to cut in pieces the flesh and melt the
fat of the animals we might capture, carried
with them freshly sharpened knives, a pro-
vision of salt, and an assortment of jars.

" For nearly an hour we descended the
stream, and then entered a canal on our left,

through the niidst of a forest of aquatic plants,

which extended into the interior, and gave
shelter to myriads of mosquitoes. Like all

the canals which open on the shores of the
TJcayali, it led to a lake which we estimated
at .some six or seven miles in circumference.
Its shores, rising very little above the level

of the water, were covered with wild maize,
which the Lamantines are particularly fond of
resorting to for pasture.

" Not a tree or a shrub broke the view over
the whole surface, which looked like a stag-
nant swamp and lay so low, that the Ucaj'ali,
when it was but ever so slightly swollen;
flowed over it. Here and there tufts of her-
bage, rooted in its shallows, dotted it with
islets, which brightened a little its dull surface.

" Wo bad no sooner entered this watery
domain, than the canoes were rowed to the
left, and took up a position near the shore
The rowers quietly lifted their oars from the
water, and enjoined the women to keep silence

;

whilst the fishers, standing in the forepart of
the canoes, cast searching glances all round
the lake. .

"After some minutes of expectation, aslight

noise was heard on our right. The black-

looking muzzle of a Lamantine appeared above

the half-submerged tufts of herbage. The
animal breathed hard to exjiel from its lungs

the vitiated air in exchange for a few inspira-

tions of the purer atmosphere, and having
satisfied in this way the demands of its am-
phibious nature, it swam away towards the

middle of the lake. At this moment five other

ndividuals of the species showed their muz-
les above water almost at the same time. On

perceiving the first Lamantine, the others

swam towards it, and with heads lowered
ushed upon it as by common consent. A
column of water was thrown up by the fury

of their encounter, and the mud of the bottom
rose to the surface, churned by the rapid evo-

lutions; soon after another animal was seen

feeding near the canoe, and the rowers suc-

ceeded in approaching near enough to pierce

it with a rude lance. The Lamantine was
then cut into quarters, and smoked on the

spot by means of a wood fire. While the men
were doing this, our author strolled into the
forest, and finding a group of Sandis or cow-
trees, cut a notch in one and collected some
of the sap in a calabash to test its properties.

He says: "This thick, milky fluid is quite
white when first drawn, but it rapidly becomes
yellow on exposure to the air, and coagulates
after a few hours. At first very sweet to the
taste, it soon becomes bitter and disagreeable
in the mouth. All that I can say respecting
this liquid, which was always somewhat re-

gnant to my taste, and of which I drank
purposely, to test the efi"ect8 which are attri-

buted to it, is that its singular viscosity, com-
parable to a strong solution of gum-arabic,
rendered it necessary, every time I drank of
it, to wash my lips in a plentiful supply of
water, in order to remove the glue. The
river- tribes have long used it for the purpose
of repairing their canoes. By mixing lamp-
blacli with the sap they obtain, after coagula-
tion, a composition which they use to caulk
their vessels. The very astringent properties
of the sap find a place for it in the local phar-
macopoeia; it is administered with success in

cases of dysentery. I once filled a bamboo-
cane with this fluid, in order that it might, at
a later period, be submitted to analysis: it

was put into the cane in a liquid state, and
on being ta^eq out fifteen days after, was
found to be converted into a solid, which re-

sembled in its color and semi-transparency, a
stick of colophony or sugar candy."

E.xtracted from "Piety Promoted."

Elizabeth Rathbone,

Elizabeth Eathbone, daughter of William
and Rachel Eathbone, of Liverpool, was born
the 15th of the Fourth month, 1756, and was
removed by a decline the 30th of the Ninth
month, 1793. Her mother died when she was
little more than four years of age. Her father,
on whose own education not much pains had
been bestowed, was so sensible of his loss, that
he determined to give his own children as
good a one as could be obtained, within the
limitations which should always bound a re-
ligious parent in his conduct to his children.
Desirable accomplishments niay be purchased
at too dear a rate; and when the acquisition
of them really interferes with the more im-
portant learning—the learning of him who is

meek an<l luwly of heart—itis time for the

Christian parent, at least, to be closely on h
watch. Thus limited, her father saw the a

vantage of mental acquirements; and b

paternal care was repaid by the acutene
and diligence of his daughter.
She quickly imbibed instruction, and Wi

8o fond of being taught, that she was oft(

held up as an example by those who instructi

her. Her disposition was lively and volatil

yet she was not observed to make any wi<

deviation from the simplicity of her profi

sion. This, however, was rather owing to tl

watchful care of her pious father, than to h
own self-restraint. Without that, there

reason to fear that she would have wanden
far astray. For, notwithstanding her you
was so carefully guarded, she admitted mai
things to a share of her regard, which, whi
she was fully awakened to a sense of h
spiritual state, she found it her duty to resig

One of her great amusements was readin

and her reading *as far from being confini

to profitable books. In the choice, too, of h
associates, she sometimes loved to be amoi
such as rather led her away from the path
self-denial, than assisted her to enter and pn

sue it : and it is probable that in such coi

pany she was a welcome visitor. A gO(

understanding, well informed, added to tl

vivacity of youth, and to a temper desiro

of pleasing, is generally received with a

plause ; but there are few who possess the

accomplishments, in whom the consciousne

of talent, and the praise of others, do not c

casion a secret self-approbation, bordering >

pride.

About her seventeenth year, her mind \

came impressed with serious thought ; ai

she found that a narrower way than that

which she had been accustomed to indult

was the path to peace. She said to her mu
beloved sister one day, after having been
some gay company, "This kind of visiting

must resign. I do not know how it may '

with thee, but at such times I exert all i;

powers in such a manner, to accommodfj
myself, to appear agreeable, that when I

|

turn and reflect, I find I have given all o

,

but I take nothing in." Her father, of com
would express his disapprobation of time tl

spent, and said that he saw in it a snare,

acknowledged that he was right, and sc

began to alter her course. She yielded to

impression of duty after another, until i

few years she became a very religious char

ter; and, as the influence she had with
of the younger class was great, a very-

one. The sequel will show that sh

learned to say, I am an unprofitable serva

She remained for about twenty year

much esteemed member of our religions

ciety, but often endured great depression

even conflict of spirit ; not only from the se:

with which her mind was touched, of

state, the low state of the church, but fi

frequent apprehensions that she might
called to minister to its wants by a pn
testimony. Her last illness was lingerin]

afl"orded ample time for retrospect, anc

application of heart to Him who can soj

every want of his humble and dependent <i

dren ; and she was mercifully enabled to 8

herself of the opportunity.
In the forepart of her confinement she

deeply tried with the desertion of that {

in which she had delighted, and with pai

apprehensions that her day's work, «

weighed in the balance of the sanctni
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fould bo found wanting. Hei' conflicts wore
reat; sho dwelt much in retiromont, and was
ery cautious of relating to others what hor

)ul was passing through. But about throe

lonths lieforo lier decease, she found freedom
) open her mind to her sister, her most inti-

late friend. She confessed that if she had
•red, it had not been for want of knowledge

;

at that a full portion of divine light had boon
[•anted to her. " I now see," said she, " it is

1 awful thing to be found carefully acting in

)Dformity to it. By this light, in my early

ears, my understanding hath been often

pened, not only to see clearly into my own
ate, but also into the states of others ; some
whom 1 seem clear of; and this I count a

vor. My bodily weakness is such, from
)mplicated causes, that I should find it diffi-

^It, if now required of me, to obtain relief."

Speaking of some of her social duties, she

lid, " Ah ! had I served my Maker with as

uch faithfulness and dedication as I have
irfbrmed these, I might have looked forward,

this awful time, with confidence. Yet, 1

link I dare tell thee, I feel my faith so strong,

id so indubitably fixed in the merits and in-

rcession ofa crucified Saviour, that my mind
wonderfully supported and stayed in quiet

mposure, having an evidence mercifully

)Qchsafed that some of my transgressions

blotted out from the Lamb's book, but

lat this is granted of his own free mercy.

I had not the most unshaken belief in the

acious Mediator, I know not what 1 shoukl
I now ; but yet I feel I have still to pass, as

rough the river ofjudgment. I have labor-

l to cast all my care upon Him, through that

lip which he has administered."

On a certain occasion she was sending a
essage to her brother's wife, and delivered

nearly thus: "Thou mayest give m,y love

my sister, and tell her I should be glad to

3 her, as soon as her condition will render I

prudent. And thou maj^est also tell her

at my mind is so centered in deep, inward
list, that I feel resigned and weaned. Oh,
at I could give her an idea of what I now
joy in this state ! Were ten thousand
orlds offered, I would not accept them in

[change for it, nor change this bed of sick-

iBS for the most prosperous condition that

uld be placed in my view. No human help

at could be administered would be adequate
what I now feel. All is made up in this

iep inward quiet."

Some weeks after this, when she had been
inversing with her sister respecting her se-

at conflicts of later years, and expressing

!r faith that her multiplied transgressions

ere washed away, she added, "I think I

ive seen, more particularly of late, that the

ate of the church triumphant is not more
orified than the members of the church
ilitaut would be, at seasons, if they had
ith to believe, and in the exercise of this

ith, carefully occupied, in deep abasement,
ith their several gifts. How precious would
their fellowship ! How would they parti-

tote with purified spirits in union and corn-

union! Oh, how I long that those in the

:ini9try would keep their places! Then in-

• ed, I do believe, they and all the living

: embers of the mystical body would know,
i a much larger degree than they do, a par-

'king together of the glorified state. But
en," she faintly and movingly added, "I
low it is difficult to believe this possible,

hiist engaged in conflict and dismay ; espe-

cially when we remember the manifold infir-

mities which encompass us, during our con-
tinuance in these shackles of mortality."
To her sister's husband, she said thus: "As

to the intimations of encouragement which I

had received from man, that my spirit was
already' a pure spirit, I have never been per-

mitted to build upon, or draw consolation from
them; but in the deepest and darkest plunges
I have had, unworthy, totally unworthy as I

have felt myself, and all I had to hope for was
divine mercy, my faith has not failed, that he
who said to the leper, 'I will, be thou clean,'

was able to render me meet to associate with
saints and angels, and the spirits of the just

already made perfect. I can now freely men-
tion, that if I had been perfectly obedient to

the' vocation wherewith I was called, I was
intended to have filled up a diff'erent station in

the church, from what 1 have done. Whether
my life might thereby have been prolonged or

not, is hid from me; but if in this I have
erred, I hope it is washed away. Though I

have sometimes looked at the separation of

the spirit from the body with fear and appre-

hension
;
yet it is now wholly taken away.

My last two nights have been sweet nights.

Death has lost all its terrors, and I feel the

grave will have no victory over me."
On the 28th of Ninth month, she desired

her sister's husband to read that passage in

the Revelations, where it is said, " Blessed

are the dead who die in the Lord ;" and when
he took the Bible, she said, " Thou mayest
read the whole chapter." This being done,

a solemn pause ensued.

Her own brother was now also with her

;

atnl with great calmness, and very distinctly,

she. thus expressed herself: "I have been
thinking much this day of the passages which
have now been read ; but I did not recollect

they were uttered through so much distress-

ing experience. I am convinced that a sub

mission to the crucifying power must be wit-

nessed—a submission to that which alone can

make a separation between joints and marrow,
between the pi-ecious and the vile ; all must be

crucified, before they can be profitably under-

stood, or opened to our understandings. But
as the unfolding of them is patiently waited

for, in childlike simplicity, these mysteries

will be revealed to us : especially, as we be-

come redeemed from the wisdom of the world,

and all its pollutions, and follow the Lamb
immaculate in perfect simplicity—follow him
whithersoever he is pleased to lead us,_without

grasping at too much, being assured that suf-

ficient hath been, and will hereafter be, re-

vealed to us. As we are thus content to fol-

low him in all his manifestations, we shall

experience a measure of the new birth, or of

the new life unto righteousness, to be so

formed in us, that whether he may lead, or

put us forth into service, or we may be led in a

way incomprehensible to our fellow-pilgrims,

it will be enough. For in this total surrender

of our wills to the Divine will, in which we are

enabled to say. Work with me, as it seemeth

good unto thee, the great name will be equally

glorified. For his glory consists in our doing

his will ; but this requires the total surrender

of all our faculties ; of all we have, and of all

we are, to him : and however deeply we may
bo tried, whatever we may have to_ pass

through in this life, or in death, it will be our

support. The evidence of it hath been to me
as the shadow of a mighty rock in a weary

land.

I have been much tried with poverty, and
[have] passed through many sore conflicts,

even during this sickness ; but my trust and
confidence remain unshaken, that as wc are
staj'od upon his name, which is his power,
though we may bo brought to the balance of
the sanctuary, and [it] may appear poised, as
to the weight of a hair, and we not being per-
mitted to see how it preponderates, or how it

may turn with us, may bo surrounded with
deep dismay; yet as we have been willing to
surrender ourselves wholly unto him, he will
make up every apparent deficiency. In this
purified state, we shall have to behold Zion
a safe hiding-place, and Jerusalem a quiet
habitation ; so secure, that not one of her
stakes can be removed, nor pne of her cords
be broken

!

" Had not my confidence been in prospects
and convictions like these, I know not what
I should have done in this trying hour. It is

all I have to lean upon, and 1 feel its support."
After a pause, she added, "And now, my be-
loved brothers and sisters, do you remember
this my dying testimony."
About six, on Second-day morning, the 30th,

her sister went to her, and said, " I think I
have now strength to say, I do freely resign
thee. I humbly hope thy request will be
granted, as I verily believe the Lord has
heard it; and that his arm will be round
about thee to the end." Elizabeth replied,
" I am thankful to hear thee say so." Sho
continued to the close perfectly clear and
sensible, said, in a sweet frame of mind, some-
thing further testifying her love for her sister,

and in about half an hour, without the least

apparent emotion, passed quietly away.

They that fear the Lord will prepare their

hearts, and humble their souls in his sight,

Saying, we will fall into the hands of the
Lord, and not into the hands of men

; for as
his Majesty is, so is His Mercy.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 22, 1875.

That worthy elder and wise counsellor,

George Fox, advises those travelling on re-

ligious service, to return home with speed,

when they have accomplished that which the

Head of the Church had given to them in

charge ; and he adds this reason—that there

be no slothfulness. We believe this advice

deserves to be kept in remembrance, and its

importance appreciated in this day, as much
as when it was given some 200 years ago.

When a person comes among us from a
distance, proclaiming the everlasting Gospel,

our houses and hearts are open to such an one,

his wants are supplied, he is kindly waited

OB, and helped forward in his journey. If the

preacher is one whose outward circumstances

are very limited, so that when at home he is

compelled to labor hard, and fare meanly, and

has many difficulties to struggle with, the

contrast will be very great. He may now
find himself surrounded with all the comforts

of life, his society courted, and himself treated

with a degree of deference and respect to

which ho has not been accustomed. If such

an one is not preserved in watchfulness and
humility, he may easily be induced to prolong

his visit beyond the divine requirings. The
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sufgostion of a friend that such and such

meetiugs will shortl}- occui-, will be readily

embraced without sufficiently weighing the

matter, so as to know whether duty calls him

to attend them. To such an one the caution

of George Fox, above referred to, may be use-

fully applied. For want of this care and

watchfulness over themselves, some appear

to get into a veiy unsettled state. The quiet

and regular duties of homo life become irk-

some and distasteful. They much more enjoy

travelling about among their friends ;
and are

in danger of supposing that an inclination of

this kind is a sufficient warrant to justify them
in leaving home, though there may be no

Divine call, and no adequate religious exercise

impressed on the mind. This condition may
progress so far, that preaching raa^' almost

become the means of livelihood, the source of

maintenance to such, and thus by degrees

they may be drawn entirely away from the

true root of Gospel ministry, and landed in

that state, in which they "darken counsel by
words without knowledge" of the immediate
and pure openings of the Spirit of Christ.

Where visits of a ministerial character are

paid, the duties are reciprocal ; and judicious

Friends should remember the frailty of human
nature. While they extend the needful kind
attentions to those who are rightly led to

labor among them in word and doctrine, and
who are often oppressed with a sense of the

magnitude of the service, they should guard
against anything which may tend to undulj-

elate the object of their interest, and render
it more difficult for him to resist the tempta-
tions to which he is exposed.

SUMMAKY OF EVENTS.
Foreign'.—The ocean steamship Cadiz, has been lost

near Brest, while on a voyage from Lisbon to London.
The Cadiz was out of her course in consequence of a
false reckoning. She struck on a rock and sunk almost
immediately. Sixty-two persons perished by the dis-

aster.

The Russian Emperor is understood to have made a
satisfactory visit at Berlin, where he held decided lan-

guage in favor of the maintenance of peace. When he
returned to St. Petersburg it wa.s believed that all dan-
ger of a renewal of disturbances between France and
Germany had passed for the present.

The wrecked hull of the steamship Schiller has been
examined by divers, and found to be a confused mass
of iron and timber. Her lower deck re.sted on the rocks
and her bottom was gone, having been torn off by the
rocks. None of the specie was found, and no cargo was
visible.

The London Daily Telegraph is informed that Eus-
8ia has given England friendly and satisfactory assur-
ances in regard to central Asia.

In the House of Commons it was stated on the 11th
inst., in response to an inquiry as to the Continental
situation, that the government had that day received
the most satisfactory assurances from Berlin of the
maintenance of peace in Europe. The Mark Lane Ex-
press, in iu weekly review of the breadstufl's market,
says the late rains have done immense good, and warmer
weather following almost promises to do away with the
lateness of the season. More rain is wanted, but a
beneficial change has lowered prices. In p>ance the
crops are promising

; wheat is from sixpence to a shil-
ling lower. Many of the British provincial markets
show a similar decline in prices.
The Pall Mall Gazette says, Russia intends giving

the force of law to tie declaration of the Brussels con-
ference, negotiating separately with England and other
countries which have not joined in the measure, to i

duce their adherence thereto.
The Liverpool cotton and breadstufl's market nearly

unchanged. Middling uplands cotton 7jrf.
; Orleans,

8 a .Sjrf.^

The French National .Vssembly has passed a resolu-
tion that no further elections be ordered for members
of the Assembly until the general elections for the new
chamber are held. This action leaves the vacant seats

in the present Assembly for the remainder of the ses-

sion unfilled.

La Volante Rationale, the organ of Prince Napoleon,

in a leading article, declares that if the prince imperial

should die, Prince Napoleon would never claim the

throne. The principle of hereditary succession is dead.

A third Empire, aiming at the restoration of Prince

Napoleon or his nephew, would end in ruin. The
Compte de Chambord, in a recent letter to a member
of the Assembly, declares he still has hopes that mon-
archy will be re-established in France.

Rouher has informed the French government that

the ex-Empress Eugenie will accept no compromise of

her claims on the civil list, and will bring an action

demanding the fulfilment of the convention concluded

by the De Broglie ministry.

The imports into France for the first quarter of 187-5,

amounted to 851,369,000f , against 925,129,000f in 1874,

and the exports to 976,803,000f., against 856,000,000f.

in 1874, the total thus being l,828,172,000f., as com-
pared with 1,781,129,000f. in the previous year. Among
the imports articles of food exhibit a diminution of 37,-

OOO.OOOf , owing to last year's good harvest and natural

production.

The enforcement of the law for the suppression of

Monastic orders in Prussia, will cause the expulsion of

1037 men and 8011 women. Should it be extended
over all Germany it would include 19,434 persons, of

whom 14,196 are women.
The Roman Catholic Bishops of Prussia have decided

to dissolve even the religious orders which the State

tolerates, being unwilling that they should be subjected

to government supervision.

The priests imprisoned in Posen and the neighboring
towns, have been released.

The Russian government has signed a convention
with Japan by which the Japanese part of the Island
of Saghalien is ceded to Russia.

A volcanic eruption of extraordinary violence is re-

ported to have taken place in Iceland. It is also stated

that the weather there in the Twelfth mo. 1874, and
First mo. 1875, was the mildest on record, the pastur-

age having been open throughout the season.

At a meeting recently held in Sydney, New South
Wales, a resolution was adopted, urging on the home
government the expediency of annexing the island of

New Guinea.
A special dispatch from Madrid to the London Daily

News, says that the Papal Nuncio has made a formal
demand for the restoration of Catholic unity in Spain,
and the government has replied that it is resolved to

maintain liberty of worship. There are no indications
of the Carlist war being soon at an end.
A dispatch from Rome states that the Pope has re-

solved to convoke the Vatican Council again at an early
date, to consider ecclesiastical reforms.
The temporal power of the Church of Rome appears

to be completely overthrown in Mexico. Much eccle-
siastical property has been seized by the government
and sold. Monasteries have been broken up, priests

cannot live in communities, nor do they appear in the
streets in clerical garb. This hostility seems to arise
from a belief that the Romish Church was the main
cause and support of the French invasion, and the at-

tempt to force Mexico to submit to Maximilian.
United States.—There were 543 interments in New

York last week, and 378 in Philadelphia, including 55
of consum'ption, 31 pneumonia, and 34 scarlet fever.
The American Bible Society held its annual meeting

in New York last week. The Society has distributed
31,893,332 Bibles in the 59 years of its existence. The
receipts of the last fiscal year were $577,569, and the
expenditures §533,714.
The number of First-day schools in the United States

is officially stated to be 68,209, having an attendance of
5,6.37,367. The number of these schools iu Canada is

4401, with 271,381 scholars.
The whiskey frauds are still receiving attention by

the Treasury Department, and large quantities of liquors
which have been placed clandestinely on the market
have been seized. The parties •

of most of the beneficiaries, and it is supposed the othei

will acquiesce. The gift to his son is raised from $3,00

to $150,000, and for himself he gives up the lien (

*2o,000 annually, and reserves a gross sum of $500,00(

The estate becomes immediately available for beni

ficiary purposes. The donation to the Mechanics Ai

School is raised from $300,000 to S540,000 ; the $700
000 for the Lake Tahoe Observatory is committed t

the University of California for the same purpose, an

the appropriations for ornamental statuary and mom
ments are materially reduced in amount.
On the 15th inst. two thousand three hundred pei

sons left New York for Europe, 1006 going as cabi

passengers, and 1294 in steerage.

The geographical explorations and surveys of th

West, which have been sent out for several years b

the War Department, are about commencing operatior

for the present season. Portions of Colorado, Ne'

Mexico, Arizona and California are embraced in tb

proposed survey.

In addition to the specific work of the expeditior

special examinations and surveys will be made with
view of determining the practicability of diverting th

water of the Colorado of the West for irrigation aD
other purposes.

Under the act of Congress offering 160 acres of Ian

to any person who would plant forty acres of them wii

trees and cultivate them for eight years, about 176,0(

acres of land have been taken up in Minnesota by IU
persons. Tree planting is also going on extensively i

California and other partially wooded regions.

TKe Markets, &c.—The following were the quotatioi

on the 17tb inst. New York.— American gold, 11

U.S. sixes, 1881, registered, 122; do. coupons, 124

do. 1868, registered, 122; coupons, 123; 5 per cent

1 16 J. Superfine flour, $4.85 a $5.00 ; State extra, $5.1

a $5.30 ; finer brands, $5.50 a $8.80. No. 1 Milwauk
spring wheat, $1.25 ; No. 2 Chicago, $1.20. Oats, 7(

a 80 cts. Rye, $1.09. Mixed corn, 88 cts.
;

yello-

88 J cts. ; white, 89 a 91 cts. Philadelphia.—WiMlio,
cotton, 16* a 17 cts. Superfine flour, $4.-50 a S-5.0'

extra, $5.50 ; finer brands, S6 a $8.00. White whe?
$1.50 a $1.-53 ; amber, $1.45 a $1.48 ; red, $1.40 a $1.4

Rye, Sl.lO. Y'ellow corn, 86 a 87 cts. Oats, 72 a
'

cts. Lard, 15J cts. Clover-seed, 9 a IU cts. Sales

about 1900 beef cattle at 7} a 8 cts. per lb. gross f

extra, 6^ a 7 cts. for fair to good, and 4J a 6 cts. f

common. Clipped sheep, 4 a 5| cts. per lb. gross, ai

corn fed hogs, $12 a §12.75 per 100 lbs. net. CAicoj

—No. 1 spring wheat, §1.05; No. 2 do., $1.02i; No
do., 97 J cts. No. 2 corn, 72 cts. No. 2 oats, 6-f c

Rye, $1.06. No. 2 spring barley, $1.32 a $1.36. Lai
$15.10 per 100 lb. St. ioitis.—No. 2 winter red whe-

§1.40; No. 2 spring, $1.06J. No. 2 corn, 72 cts. N
2 oats, 66 cts. Cincinnati.—Family flour, $5.60. R
wheat, $1 .27 a $1.35. Corn, 76 a 79 cts. Oats, 70 a

cts. Rye, $1 23 a $1.25. Lard, 15} cts. Itidianapol

—Red wheat, $1.20 a $1.27; amber, $1.25 a $l.c

Corn, 73 a 74 cts. Oats, 67 a 69 cts.

THE INSTITUTE FOR COLORED YOUTH.
The Annual Meeting will be held in the Committ*

room of Arch Street Meeting-house, on Third-dt
25th inst., at 3J o'clock. Wir. Evans,

5th mo. 1875. Secrel<ay.

RASPBERRY STREET SCHOOL FOR COLORE
GIRLS.

A Teacher is wanted for this School, to enter ap
duty the first of 9th month. One who has had 801

experience with children of this character preferred.

Apply to Hannah Evans, 322 Union St.

Rachel S. Maris, 127 South 5th I

Just Published and for Sale at Friends' Book Sto

No. 304 Arch Street Philadelphia,

FRIENDS IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTUB

Charles Evans, M. D.

an octavo of over Six Hundred PagThis

friends are said to be wealthy, and having combined •^o""'* i" c'<"li $2.00. Half bound in Turkish moHK
together for mutual defence, i"t is feared the attempt to '52.50. Postage 48 cts.

suppress the frauds will be only partially successful.
According to the Boston Bulletin, a revival of the

whaling busine-ss at New Bedford has occurred, because
of the advance in the price of whale oil. A liumber of
new ships from the merchant service have been added
to the whaling fleet, and some that had been lying idle
for years are being fitted out anew.
James Lick, of San Francisco, who some months ago

dedicated his large estate to various public uses, has
made a new trust deed and appointed another set of
Trustees. The new arrangement has received the assent

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankfwd, {Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadelpU
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wom
INOTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boaw
Man.igers.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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For "The Friend"

among the Indians : being extracts from tiie Journal

of Thomas C. Battey.

(Continued from page 316.)

.fter this we saw but two more buffaloes, the
ns became broken, and the soil somewhat

ir, especially between the Oiraeron, or Eed
k of Arkansas, and the Kingfisher, but
more broken and of poorer soil nearer
Cheyenne Agency.
'he Cimeron, though a long stream rising

mountains of Colorado, flowing so far
jjugh a country where the annual rainfall

., is but a small stream comparatively,
when swollen by the melting of the
among the mountains near its source.

lithe time of the spring rise it is nearly half
[lile wide, and becomes a formidable ob-
me in the way of travel, not only on account
Sihe water, but the sandy character of its

aks and bed. But now, though the sand
M quite an obstruction, I walked across the
Nr almost dry shod ; the water is not only
Kregnated with salt and alkali, but also

m iron.

ijur party killed several wild turkeys and
jejse : one of the latter measured five feet and
Bjinches in the spread of its wings. Arrived
the Cheyenne Agency about the middle of
hfafternoon of the 19th, having been four-

BJi days on the road from Emporia, in which
rjhad travelled about two hundred and
l_^ty miles. In this journey I slept eleven
iiits upon the ground and three in a wagon.
jhe Cheyenne Agenc}' is situated on the

i*h side of the North Fork of the Canadian
nr, west of the ninety-eighth meridian of
rjt longitude, in the midst of a broad and
te|itiful bottom. But few Indians were at
hjagencj', they having mostly gone out on
h|fall buffalo hunt. The Agent, B. Darling-
oi was putting up a large mission school-
io!ie for the benefit of the Cheyennes and
Lifpahoes, who have been but recently re-

Ked to the territory from their former
lOe in Colorado: from whence they had
i&i driven by the tide of emigration, which
ol wed the discovery of gold and silver in
h^vicinity of Pike's Peak, and their lands
?9 thus wrested from them without their
ofent. This leading to the committal of
013 outrages, terms of a treaty were agreed

upon, by which a reservation was set apart for

these Indians on both sides of the Arkansas
river, in the State of Kansas. This treaty
was never ratified by Congress, and they for
several j'ears were left without any land that
they could call their own. Being thus de-
prived of their lands, they committed some
depredations upon the settlers, which resulted
in the treacherous massacre of Sand Creek,
and their ultimate removal to the territory
where they at present reside, living mostly
at peace, though not satisfied with their re-

moval from Kansas and Colorado.
Perhaps this Sand Creek massacre should

receive more than the passing notice I had
intended giving it. I will just state here that
in the summer of 1864, some depredations and
robberies were committed upon settlements
in Colorado, in consequence of which the
Chej'enne village of Cedar Bluffs was attacked
by "United States troops, and between twenty
and thirty Indians killed, and as many more
wounded. Nevertheless petty depredations
were continued until fall, when the Indians
becoming tired of hostilities, desired peace,
and applied to Major "Wynkoop, commanding
at Fort Lyon, to negotiate a treaty ; he or-

dered the Indians to assemble about the fort,

under his assurance of safety and protection.

They accordingly assembled about five hun-
dred men, women and children, under the
charge of a chief who had all along opposed
hostilities with the whites. While here in a
defenceless condition, under promise of pro-

tection from a commissioned officer of the
United States army, Col. Chivington, at the
head of a company of U. S. troops, was per-

mitted to surround and slaughter, without
mercy, the whole band. This inaugurated an
Indian war, which withdrew eight thousand
troops from those engaged in suppressing the
rebellion, and cost the government about $30,-

000,000 of treasure, at the trifling loss to the
Indians of but fifteen or twenty men killed.

After remaining over night at this agency,
which really seemed like an oasis in the desert,

I started on with an ox-train to complete my
journey to the Wichita Agency—the point of

my destination. In the afternoon I met with
Jonathan Richards, the Agent ofthe Wichitas,

who was on his way to Lawrence on business

connected with his agency. After a few
minutes conversation with him I journeyed
on, crossed the main Canadian, which is a

large stream over three-fourths of a mile in

width, but then so reduced as to be but a few
steps across—the same remarks will apply to

this that were made respecting the Cimeron.
Encamped for the night near G. Washington's,

a Caddoe chief

The morning of the 21st, after breakfast

and getting the cattle yoked, our wagon-
master, in order to help over the sand-hills

which lie between this point and the agency,

concluded to take five yoke of oxen into his

teams, which Washington had promised to

send to the Agent. They had been worked.

but having been idle for some months, true to
the instincts of the undomcsticated Texas
cattle, they were nearly as wild as ever, and
had to bo lassoed by a Mexican employed on
the place, which was very dexterously done.
After being caught, thei-e was another job of
some difliculty and attended with danger to
those engaged in it, which was to yoke them.
Some of the less wild ones readily submitted
to the yoke, while others would plunge at the
men, charging with all the strength and spirit

of their native wnldness, but by keeping the
rope with which they had been lassoed wound
around trees, they were brought up before

reaching the objects of their fury, causing
the strong ropes to crack again, while they
themselves would be thrown clear over their

heads upon their sides or backs by the vio-

lence of the charge. Though thus brought
up and thwarted in their object, the charge
was again and again renewed, but were al-

ways arrested in time to prevent a full appre-
ciation of the sharpness of their enormous
horns. This exciting business detained us for

several hours, so that we did not get started

until nearly noon, and it becoming wet in the
afternoon we made but little progress, and
went into camp early. Our train consisted

of eight wagons fastened two together, mak-
'ng four teams, the foremost wagon of each
team is called the lead, and the hiadmost one
the trail-wagon. Each of the teams of this

train consisted of five yoke of oxen, except
one, and that of six. Our course lay through
a very hilly and brushy country, belonging
to the Wichita and Caddoe reservation.

On the 22d, after deliberately considering

the subject—the tedious slowness of the train

—the shocking profanity of the drivers, not-

withstanding their kindness to me—I made
up my mind to leave them, and pursue the
rest of my journey on foot and alone, it being
about twenty-three miles to the agency. Ac-
cordingly, I tied up my blankets, left them
with my box of victuals and satchel, in the
wagon I had occupied, bade the company fare-

well, and left them to come on at their leisure.

The day becoming fine, and feeling well and
hearty, I made good progress over shrubby
hilh,— through valleys rich and beautiful,

though not very plentifully watered, arriving

at the Agency a little after two o'clock, P. M.

The Wichita Agency is situated on the
bench land, or second bottom, north of the
Washita river, at the foot of high and rocky
bluffs, and is in one of the richest and most
beautiful valleys of the south-west. Thus

IS this long and tedious journey finally ac-

complished, and it was with feelings of thank-
fulness that I found myself at this place,

thoug^ I had no friend or acquaintance to

welcome my arrival. All with whom I met
were entire strangers, j'et it was pleasant

once more to find myself among a civilized

pie, however few or remotely situated

from the rest of the civilized world.
(To be continued.)
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For " The Frieud."

John Griffith.

(Continued from page 316.)

The apostle Peter, in addrossing- the be-

lievers in his day, wrote: "But ye are a

chosen generation, a royal priesthood, a holy

nation, a peculiar people ; that ye should show
forth the praises of him who hath called you

out of darkness into his marvellous ligbt." A
representation that appears remarkably ap-

plicable also to the early members of our So-

ciety, when "William Penn could thus trace

their consistent, godly lives :
" We hold the

Truth," he says, .'' in the Spirit of it, and not

in our own spirits, or after our own will and

affections. They were bowed and brought

into subjection, insomuch that it was visible

to those that knew us, we did not think our-

selves at our own disposal, to go where we
list, or say or do what we list, or when we
list. Our liberty stood in the liberty of the

Spirit of truth; and no pleasure, no profit, no
fear, no favor could draw us from this retired,

strict, and watchful frame."

It was no doubt the innocent, serious, and
weighty carriage and deportment of the early

Friends, with their careful guard against the

engrossing cares and friendships of the world,

that had its stirring, leavening effect upon all

those who were witnesses of their hoi}' walk
and warfare ; and also, no doubt, drew from
Admiral Penn, near the close of his life, the
striking testimony :

" Son William, ifyou and
your friends keep to your plain way of living

and plain way of preaching, you will over-

come the priests to the end of the world." It

is no marvel that their simple, selfdenying,
sin-i-eproving, covetous-hating way should at-

tract general attention. I. Penington thus
sets forth their honorable, straightforward
course. "This light," he says, " teacheth not
to covet, nor to desire earthly dignities or es-

tates. Lef it be looked at over England
;

tvhich of un, so much as mind these things?
Nay, the Lord knows, that the love of these
things is daily rooted out of our hearts more
and more, and we are a people whom the
world cannot charge with covetousness or
love of the world, wherewith all sorts of pro
fes.sors hitherto have been too justly charge-
able."

And now, what, it may well be queried,
what has our little section of the Christian
church gained by turning their backs upon,
or relapsing from its ancient stand-point, even
to be " a chosen generation" and ' a peculiar
people," who might now as then, had the same
ark of safety, the same " arm of the Lord re-

vealed," been kept to, have shown forth the
praises of Him who hath called MS out of dark-
ness into His marvellous light ? Has not the
standard been manifestly lowered to suit the
prevailing taste of the times? And has not
our light instead of being as a banner "dis-
played because of the Truth," been put as
under a bushel or under a bed, instead of on
the candle-stick so that all may see the light?
And seeing this, shall not the warning, plead-
ing voice be heeded. Let us rally to first prin-
ciples; and most especially to that ever-present,
ever-sufficient, almighty and overruling Power,
which ever and anon thus speaks to and with-
in us: "Awake, awake; put on thy strength,
O Zion." '• Shake thyself from the dust ; * *

loose thyself from the bands of thy neck, O
captive daughter of Zion." There can be no
doubt, that if we in humility and contrition
of soul were engaged to seek the Lord God of

our fiithers, to turn at His reproofs, and to

hold fast in iiiith and patience the law and
the testimonj' committed to them, and no less

so to us, that He, the eternal and unchange-
able, would again turn our captivity, give

beauty for ashes, build our waste places, re-

store judges and counsellors, so that the shout

of a king would again with power and au-

thority be heard in our midst.

The declaration used not unfrequently to

be made, that the Society of Friends had ful-

filled its mission, and that henceforth it might
as well join hands with other religious de-

nominations, uphold their standard, and go
their pace. This sentiment, though not now
so much uttered, seems nevertheless to have
had itSi practical and paralyzing effect. So
that, it may be feared, the curse of the Most
High is in measure resting upon us :

" If ye
transgress, I will scatter you abroad among
the nations." Whenever we fall away from
the standard given to us, or the pattern shown
us in the mount, that moment our light be-

comes dimmed or hidden, and we cease to

maintain the advanced position there is no
doubt we are called to. And not until others

more fully recognize the indwelling power
and Spirit, the saving Life and Light of Christ

Jesus in the heart as our guide into all truth
;

until they cease to maintain a man-made, and
the one-man system of ministry; until they
are willing to see and to live up to the fore-

shadowed new covenant Christian mandate :

"Nation shall not lift up sword against na-

tion, neither shall they learn war any more,"

as well as to acknowledge in life and act the
glorious fulness and advent of the Eedeemer,
the peaceable nature of whose kingdom is to

be set up within man, and whose coming on
earth was heralded with the anthem, " Glory
to God in the highest, and on earth peace,

goodwill toward men;" until also oaths shall

be abolished, and the declaration of our divine
Lawgiver be carried out in uniform, consis-

tent practice, " Swear not at all." " But let

your communication be. Yea, yea ; Nay, nay:
for whatsoever is more than these cometh of
evil." To which may be added the testimony
of the apostle James, " But above all things,

my brethren, swear not, neither by heaven,
neither by the earth, neither by any other

oath :" &c. There can be no question that our
little band of the Christian church, as an ad-

vance guard unto the spiritual coming as well
as spiritual growth and establishment of the
dear Eedeemer's kingdom within man, will

not have fulfilled its mission or served its re-

spective generations according to the will of
the great Alpha and Omega, until these, with
all other letting, hindering things, shall be
done away; nay, nor until " the kingdoms of
this world," according to ancient prophecy,
"are become the kingdoms of our Lord, and
of his Chi-ist," &c.

These, with others, are important testi-

monies ever held dear by the primitive mem-
bers of this Society ; while their faithful sup-
port cost them much suffering, even at times
loading unto prisons and to death. May we
instead of compromising them, thus sealed by
the agonies and the blood of faithful pioneers
in heavenly virtue, rather search and try our
ways, and turn again to the Lord." Where-
upon, though as the records of J. Griflath pain-
fully set forth, lapses and weaknesses wei-e
deplorably setting in upon us—a flood not yet
stayed—we may nevertheless, by turning in
much humility of mind and penitent sorrow

to the All-Powerful, mercifully know Him
again make bare His arm, to bring back fr(

the wilderness, to teach us to profit, and
lead us in the way we should go

;
yea, e^

to cause His peace to flow toward us at

river, and His righteousness as the waves
the sea.

Respecting the same meeting as the cl(

of last number alluded to, J. Griffith proceei
" I attended what they called their Monti
Meeting, and on looking a little into the sti

of things, I found them much out of ord

and did not wonder at it, as I found they h

dropped their week day meeting. At my
quest the women were desired to be prese
when much labor was bestowed for their he

particularly to revive their week-day meetii

they agreed to endeavor for it, and made
minute for that purpo.so in their Monti
Meeting book. But alas I the life of religi

seemed to be almost lost ; their state bei

confused and disorderly, by mixed marria;

and the neglect of discipline.* They appeal

part one thing and part another; and, if t

was so offensive to God and so distressing

his people under the old covenant, how cat

be less so now ? But when people's views i

carnal and selfish, they regard none of th'

things, although the hazard is so infinit(

great. At Ballyhageu the appearance oft

professors was in general plain ; but alas I w
respect to the life of religion, they seemed
my view, for the most part, like pictures

images. Surely the blindness and stupid

must be exceedingly great, if it be possible

people in that state, to imagine or dream th

are the people of God. I was, through div

favor, enabled to clear myself of them, b;

sharp, searching and close testimony, in t

discharge whereof I had peace."

"I next went to the province meeting
ministers and elders, held in Lurgan. .

spirit was deeply affected therein, with &ii

rowful sense that some of the leaders of

'

people had caused them to err, and by th

love for, and eager pursuit after, worldly
|

joyments, had lai-gely contributed to obsc
|

the way of the Lord, so that the serious
|

quirers after the paths which lead to pesi

could not, by observing their steps, find th I

out. Oh, what a deplorable state tliis is

!

was favored with living authority and ch
ness, to discharge my mind toward such w
great plainness, which seemed to fasten cloE

on some : may they profit thereby, and
end will be answered. The province meet
was held next day, in which I had weig
service. But alas I they are far gone, a :

excepted, from the life and power of religi

yet I found much good-will extended for tl

recovery and help, and the heavenly
wonderfully opened my mouth, and enlar:

my heart, to deliver suitable doctrine to.tl

conditions, in which I had peace, and
were affected and reached therewith.
how unwilling is the Lord to give up the'

spring of his people ! I attended Lurgan M
ing on First-day 5 which, through the di^

manifestations of heavenly power, wasind
a very awakening time to the unfaithful

well as of sweet refreshment to the

mourners in and for Zion. I went after m

* Effects follow ciuses; and great oaks from
acorns grow. In the case before us the deplorabl

suits, no doubt, had their beginning in disobedien

the Lord in little thing.s. How true the testim
" He that contemneth small things shall fall by lUthi

liUle."
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to Lit^burn, and had a very open satisfac-

y opportunity there next day. The testi-

ny of Truth went forth in an atlecting

nner, tendering many hearts, and it was a

.eofhumbling encouragement to the honest

,rted."
' On Fourth-day, the 8th of the Fifth month
60] began the national meeting of minis-

j and elders, wherein the Lord was pleased

)pen profitable instruction, to the comfort

I edification of many. On Sixth-day morn-
was held a large meeting for worship at

iamore-alley, which was overshadowed
h heavenly goodness, and the testimony
Truth went forth freely, being much ex-

id. In the afternoon the affairs of the

rch continued ; and on Seventh-day, both

fore and afternoon were employed in them.

'ine goodness was comfortably near, for the

a and recovery of a declined people, stir-

i; up the hearts of some, as he did the heart

S^ehemiah formerly, to seek the prosperity

1 welfare of the city of God. I found a

siderable alteration for the better, by some
ival and growth in the life of religion,

3ng8t Friends in this nation. That pain-

flatness and insensibility, under a sense of

ich I formerly mourned sorely, did not ap-

ir so generally to overspread the churches

V, as then ; though in some places it was
her worse than better

;
yet I think, upon

whole, things were mended in a religious

se. The Lord in merciful kindness to them,
only sent divers substantial instruments

ai distant parts to visit them ; but also, as

ore noted, moved upon the hearts of some
ong themselves, to labor for restoring an-

it comeliness, by visiting their Monthly
I Quarterly or province meetings, for the

motion of good order and discipline ; the

Iving whereof, in the wisdom which is from
(ve, proves an effectual means to increase

I exalt the virtue and power of true re-

on."
' I cannot well omit making a remark upon
)oiutments, as I apprehend some have, by
subtlety of Satan, been prevailed upon to

3ct them ; I believe all such do not design

injury to the Society ; but he who deceives

m, intends thereby to obstruct the great
1 necessary engagements of maintaining
)d order and discipline. I ardently desire,

.t all who undertake to move and act in the
irch of God, maj' be well informed what is

spring of action to them, and move them
il rein. If it be the Spirit of God, they dare
itnothing against the Truth, but all in their

) ver in order to promote it, that being their

; atest delight. But if it be self, it will seek
t own honor and be very fond of victory,

il be disgusted when it cannot rule and
iiry matters in its own way.
r On First-day, many country Friends being
n in the city, we had, it was thought, the
ajest meeting known at such a time for

^ny years, and by the blessed dominion of
il^ everlasting Truth, it was a time of great
'for. The sincere-hearted were sweetly com
'(ted, the disobedient warned, and in the free

p verful opening ofgospel life, much doctrine
1 counsel were administered, tending to

;et faith in the eternal power of God. The
srnoon meeting was, for the most part,

ttdin awful solemn silence. On Second-day

38 held a meeting of ministers and elders,

erein divine goodness was pleased to open
til free Fountain of life and healing virtue;
iwhom we had to rejoice with joy unspeak

throughout the Society in these nations; as Ibranches, which he kindled with
_• •_•_. ji .__ .,1- I __ii; p_.- _.- „ 1:„« 4.;.,,!— * rn>:.-. ,i^— +

able and full of glory. His name was greatly he succeeded after some unavailing attempts,
exalted, magnified and adored amongst us. |in inducing twoof them, by means of presents
After this meeting, apprehending myself clear valuable in their eyes, to break through their

of any further service at this time, having usual jealous secrecy in the matter, and manu-
Ihrough infinite kindness, been much favored facture in his presence some of the poison
and enlarged therein, through most parts of used on their arrows and lances. The ma-
the nation, but more especially at the late.terials were a shrub having opposite, elon-

great meetings in Dublin, I was very earnest [gated leaves, and a hard-shelled fruit of the
n my mind to embark for England, and so to

j

sine of a small grape, growing in clusters; and
leavethings whilst fresh and well; always hav-[ a flat stemmed vine bearing flowers of the

'ng an aversion to loitering amongst Friends 'pea-kind. Our author thus describes the pro-

until they flatten." Icess:

John GrifHth went to the Yearly Meeting "One of them fetched an earthen pot of a
n London, for the year 1760. In allusion to .middle size, which to all appearance had never

those for ministers and elders he says: " These before been used, and filled it with water ; the

meetings I hope will be of great service lother heaped up round it a quantity of little
' ~ '' ' • • ' 'findled with a handful of

a peculiar tinder.* This done, the first, who
was the father-in-law, and who alone meddled

th the preparation of the poison, leaving

his son-in law to attend to the fire, threw into

the water the leaves and the stem, cut into

small bits, of a branch of the shrub, the fruit

being useless. When the Avater commenced
boiling it first turned yellow, and soon after-

wards the color of rust. When the boiling

had been continued for two hours, the Yahua
took the sediment of the leaves and the wood
out of the pot, threw it aside, and scraped

into the mixture the bark of the vine, includ-

ing the inner membrane or liber. A brisk

fire was kept up; and a thick skum formed
again and again, as often as it was removed
bj' the operator with a wooden spatula with
which he stirred the mixture.

When this part of the process was accom-
plished to his satisfaction, he took from a
calabash three little packets made of the leaf

of the American cane and tied with a thread

of bark, undoing which he emptied the con-

tents of each into the pot. One of these

packets, he told us, contained the bruised and
pulverized stings of a certain species of ray,

the dari-dari ; the second held an assortment

of the glands and fangs of venomous serpents,

dried and reducedtopowder ; the third, bodies

of the fire-ant. On hearing this, I did not feel

the sui'prise that might have been expected.

During my residence at Nanta, I had made
its acquaintance, and the cramps and paina

that had resulted were fresh in my memory.
It sufficied for that, to have walked barefoot

over the trunks of fallen trees at a place where
the fire-ant had passed, leaving behind it a

caustic slime, the action of which on the skin

may be compared to that of cantharides

pickled in sulphuric acid.

The poison seasoned with these various in-

gredients, was cooked for at least two hours

longer, having previously been three hours

over the fire. It now assumed the consistency

and color of molasses, on perceiving which
the Yahua lifted it quickly from the fire, and
without giving it time to cool, put over the

mouth of the'pot two sticks crosswise, on
which he placed a leaf of heliconia, and then

covered it with earth.

The next day the pot was broken, and the

poison, which had become hard, was turned

out like a lump of black wax weighing about

four pounds.

nquiries are there made, by calling for an
swers from the several parts, to certain queries

agreed on, relating to the conduct of Friends
in the stations above mentioned ; and advice

administered as occasion may require. Com-
mon reason will inform us, that when the

main pillars give way, the building must in-

evitably fall. It is therefore prudent to take

due care concerning them. An eminent ser-

vant of the Lord wisely observed to this effect

viz : That there never was an apostacy from
the life and purity of religion, until the min-
ters and elders gave way. How important

then are their stations, and what great need
have they themselves, and likewise the church,

carefully to observe whether or no they stand

iright, seeing so much depends thereon.

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Marcoy's Journey Across South America.

(Concluded from page 318.J

The junction of the Ucayali and the Mara-
non is thus described :

" After passing the

gorge of Zephyrin, the banks of the Ucayali,

suddenly sinking, form only a yellow line

barely visible above the surface of the water.

The vegetation, represented by chileas, dwarf
willows, cecropias and rushes, becomes thin

and scanty. A few dead old cecropias bare-

ly raised their withered branches towards
heaven, and seemed to protest against their

having been thrust into such a marshy place.

Side by side with the defunct trees, suckers of

various degrees of develojDment continued to

struggle for existence with the thoughtless-

ness peculiar to youth. While I quietly re-

flected on their destiny, we were closely hug-

ging the left bank in order to avoid the current,

which had become very rapid, when suddenly

the left bank came to an end, and two seas,

two abysses, which seemed to lose themselves

each in the other, opened out before ns : we
had reached the confluence of the Ucayali

and the Maranon."
In descending the Amazon, our author fre-

quently speaks of the Black water of certain

of its tributaries. Many theories have been

advanced to account for this color, the most
plausible perhaps of which is that which at-

tributes it to the vegetable matter given ofl'

bj- the luxuriant vegetation. When viewed

en masse the tint is like that of black coff'ee in

the light, and ink in the shade. When taken

up in a transparentvessel it is clear and spark-

ling. One peculiarity of it is, that no mosqui-

toes are found on its streams ; but Lamantines,

dolphins, fishes of the scaly species, and cay-

mans abound in it, white the turtle altogether

avoids it

While visiting among the Yahua Indians,

* Called in the country Anti-tinder. It is a viscous

substance of a pale reddish color, secreted by a variety

of these hyraenoptera. They stick the branches of a

tree together with it at some yards above the ground,

filling up the spaces, and forming the enormous pellet

which constitutes their nest. This matter becomes drj',

soft, and spongy, and holds fire like true tinder.
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The active qualities of this poison are of

short duration. After a year or eighteen

months, instead of remaining black and unc-

tuous, it becomes grayish and brittle, and is

covered with a kind of mould, when it is only

lit to be thrown away."
P. Marcoy makes frequent mention of the

jaguar, which sometimes attacks man as well

as other animals. A Ticuna Indian and his

wife had gone in a canoe to visit a plantation

on the left bank of the Atacoari, for the pur-

])0se of procuring a supply of roots. Just as

they reached the bank a jaguar, hidden among
the vegetation, suddenly, and at a single

bound, seized the man, who was in the fore

part of the canoe. Whether the brute had
made an inaccurate aim, or the mud interfered

with her leap, it happened, that instead of
gripping the shoulders of the savage, as her
intention undoubtedly was, she simply struck
him on the head with her right paw, and with
her claws literally scalped the poor fellow,

who rolled over, an insensible bleeding mass,
to the bottom of the canoe, whilst the jaguar,
with her head above water, and with open
mouth and blood shot eyes, endeavored to

board the canoe. She might have effected

her purpose, bad not the woman seized her
husband's lance, and plunged it with all her
force into the brute's throat, and thus spitted
her like a chicken

; the animal fell back into
the water, struggled a little, and ult

succumbed.
Having rid herself of her enemy, the wo-

man re-seated herself in the hind part of the
canoe and rowed vigorously home, and soon
laid her insensible husband in a hammock.

This heroic act had occurred some two
hours only before P. Marcoy and his com-
panions arrived at the Ticuna's dwelling,
where they had gone impelled by hungcT.
The woman, while providing them with ba-
nanas and other food, described the affair
without gesture or emotion, just as if it had
been an ordinary occurrence. The head of
the Indian, who was lying in his hammock,
burning with fever, was w-rapped in a cotton
handkerchief that had been soaked in run:
and sprinkled with salt. What success at
tended this surgical treatment, our author
did not learn.

At Bana, he exchanged the small vessel ir

which he had thus far descended the Amazon
for a sloop which was to convey him to the
termination of his journey at Para. The re
mainder of his voyage was successfully ac
complished, with but few incidents of an un
usual character.

itely

" You do not look as if you had prospered
by j-our wickedness," .said a gentleman to a
vagabond, one day.
"I haven't prospered by it!" cried the man.

'It's a business that doesn't pay. If I had
given half the time to some honest calling
which I have spent in trying to get a living
without work, I might be a man of property
and character, instead of the homeless wretch
I am."
Ho then told his history, and ended by

saj-ing: ''

"I have been twice in prison, and I have
made acquaintance with all sorts of mi.series
in my life; but I tell you, my worst punish-
ment IS in being what I am."
Men can steal our money, and rob us of our

repuUtion, but no man can defraud us of what
wc are.

THE PRIMITIVE FRIEND.
The "Quaker" of a former day
Was simple, plain, and true;

As faith prepared for him the way,
In grace, and strength he grew.

His heart was not in barren creeds,

He spoke the truth to all,

And plainly wrote his life, in deeds;
As duty did him call.

His hand did not partake of bribes
;

His love earth could not buy

;

Unlike the cold and formal scribes,

His heart to God was nigh.

His words were few, but strong and clear.
His garb as plain and pure

;

His walk bespoke a godly fear,

A hope that could endure.

The cross of Christ was dear to him
;

He bore it on his way
In faith, that he the crown would win
In everlasting day.

His christian mien, and earnest tone,
Drew many to his side

From worldly hopes, to seek alone.
Those joys that do abide.

The world to him was not a place
Of resting without strife;

His was a struggle in the race,

A battle throughout life.

But thanks to Him who ever hears
The feeble humble cry

;

Who sees and dries our loving tears.

And guards us from on high.

The God who now beholds us all.

Was in that early day,
A saving power as now, to all

Who come to Christ, the way.

Philada. 4th mo. 14th, 1875. P.

Selected.
UNDER THE LEAVES.

Oft have I walked these woodland paths
In sadness, not foreknowing,

That underneath the withered leaves
The flowers of Spring were growing.

To-day the winds have swept away
These wrecks of Autumn's splendor,

And here the fair Arbutus flowers
Are springing fresh and tender.

O ! perfect flowers, with lips of bloom,
Surpassing in their beauty

The pearly tints of ocean shells.

To teach me Faith and Duty.

Walk life's dark way, ye seem to say,
'

In faith and hope, foreknowing
That when man sees but withered leaves,
God sees the fair flowers growing.

From " The British Friend."

Keep all your meetings, as well those for
good order, charity, and Christian discip-
line, as those set apart entirely for the
worship of God, in His love, and in the
name, power, and peaceable spirit of His
dear Son Jesus Christ, which is the alone
true authority of all our meetings, for
without Him wc can do nothing."— Yearly
Meeting's Epistle, 1700.

In view of the many changes in doctrine,
practice, and discipline which have been made
evident in our religious Society during the
last 30 years, it behooves all who are interested
'n its true welfare to consider and reflect upon
our position and its results.
When about two centui-ies ago it pleased

the great Head of His Church to call and
qualify His servants, the eariy Friends, to re
ve and propagate the doctrines of primitive

Christianitj', it is evident that, foreseeing in

the natural course of things these exponeii
of their divine Master's will would be gathen
to their rest. He still continued to call ai

qualify others from time to time to prea(
and to practise the like precious faith he
forth from the beginning. And thus, fro
ago to age, a line of standard-bearers and i

presentatives of true Quakerism would be sei

forth to carry on and continue the work i

their forefathers in religious profession,
"calling men from darkness unto light, ai

from the power of Satan unto God."
Those fiiithful to their high calling in Chri

Jesus would be given to see with iodubitab
clearness in every emergency what to do, ai

what to leave undone. In every propositi(
submitted to their judgment, in overy sii

gested innovation upon established usage
practice, the faithful few would discover
the light that makes manifest their true bea
ings and character whether they be of Go
or whether they be the offspring of man
wisdom and contrivance.

If w-e look at the case of the Queries at

their modern history, these important age
cies in support of our discipline have exist*

with little alteration for about eighty yeai
as shown in the publication of the first, secon
and third editions of our Eules of Disciplii
and Advices. But in the year 1860 some rat

cal alterations were introduced and decidi
upon, to be supplemented, it would appear, 1

still greater changes in this the 3'ear 187
Now the question arises in my mind, " Whei
fore all this change, and where will it stop

I suppose it will be conceded that Friem
of the 17th and 18th centuries understood or
principles, and carried them out with exet
plary fidelity ; that in administrative at

executive ability, as well as in solidity ofjud
ment and spiritual discernment, they we
quite equal to Friends of the present day; y
they saw no reason for doubting the necessii

or expediency of retaining these Queries ar

Rules as essential elements in our system
church government. There ought to be son
strong reason to justify such a departure fro

ancient usage, in thus undoing, as it were, tl

work which cost our forefathers so much
'

bor and suffering to build up and establis
Were Friends of the 17th century less qua
fied than we of the 19th to administer tl

government of the Church ? Have Ave of tl

present day been f:\vored with some sped
light on these subjects which they had di

access to, or are there some peculiar featur
in the character of tho present age that (

for some adaptation of our principles i

mode of operation to meet these requirement
so that a religious system and form of chart
government, which our ancestors lived und>
and found needful for the edification of tl

body, we discover has failed to accomplish i

purpose, and needs a revision and radical r
formation ? As none of these suppositions a:

tenable, we must look for a solution of tl

problem in some other direction. Indicati'
of the state of the Society at that period is tl

following quotation from the preface to tl

first edition of Minutes and Advices of tl

Yearly Meeting, published by the MeetiD
for Sufferings in 1783:—
"And notwithstanding it be too obvious 1

be denied, that there are amongst us
sorrowful instances of a grievous departoJ
from the godly zeal, purity, probity, simpl
City, and self-denial, so conspicuous in
worthy predecessors

;
yet by comparing tli
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,er Advices with those of a more ancient

te, and observing the continued care and
ncern of the Yearly Meeting to guard and
jtify against every appearance of evil, and

ery mark of declension, it must be allowed

at, as a religious body, we are the same
ople our forefathers were, in faith, in doc-

ne, in worship, in ministiy, and in dis-

)line."

This is a candid and truthful avowal of the

udition of the Society at that period. While
lakness and shortcomings arc acknow-
Iged, there is yet an expression of hope
d confidence that the Yearly Meeting would
11 continue as the pure and watchful guar-

m of the true interests of the body, by
estifying against every appearance of evil

d every mark of declension," and that the

ciety, as a whole, was still sound at the

re. About fifty years later we find these

marks of A. R. Barclay, as e4itor of some
bhcations of the early Friends and referring

the councils and rules of that early day :
—

Che principles and objects of which," he

jTS, "continue to a great degree remarkably
eserved to this day for our edification and

e Christian welfare of the body." As an

my cannot exist in efliciency and strength

thout discipline, so neither can a church,

lich, under right discipline and the leader-

ip of Christ, is compact, united, and irre-

lible, but, without this essential to its effi-

ncy, divided and scattered ; and how the

il state of the Society can be known with-

t the aid of periodical Queries and Answers
•.annot see. That the Queries are not tes-

aonies is not so clear to my mind. I con-

fer them as testimonies to the authority of

irist in His Church, and of the care exer-

ed by our forefathers in religious profession

t maintain the body in purity and strength.

I sides, in the details of our church organiza-

tn, one thing is so interwoven and con-

toted with the other, that the removal of

ce part weakens the whole structure ; "For
t3 eye cannot say to the hand I have no need

( thee, nor the head to the feet I have no
led of you." But not to exalt rules and
ifulations above their due place in the sys-

Im—the letter above the spirit ; for they are

lit dead forms, unless animated with Chris-

ten life and administered in a spirit of restor-

ij; love—I quote the following passages from

Ip Advices of 1783 before referred to :
—"We

8) not, however, without a clear sense that

tjs publication will prove insufiicient to pro-

(jce the desired effect, unless we are very
cj'eful to move and act under the immediate
ijluence of the Spirit of Christ in the pure
lye of the gospel, a close adherence to which
4uld render a multiplicity of rules unneces-

ely." There are also some weighty remai-ks

ifthe Introduction to the third edition of the

lies of Discipline, published in 1834, which
as peculiarly applicable to our present con-

dion as a Church. We read, "It is very
obervable in the history of our Society that

tl) declension or revival of religious zeal has

ejir been accompanied by a corresponding

rfaxation or increase of care in the exercise

the discipline." And yet there is a con-

sierable expenditure of zeal and earnestness

a;ong some of our young people, but not a

zd according to a knowledge of our princi-

pts, but devoted to pursuits and objects which
cji hardly be said to promote the interests of

tl Society at all. I recently attended two
ijndon Meetings. The first was an adjourn-

ment of Devonshire House Monthly Meeting
to consider and report upon the subject of
" Christian Work." It was rather a numerous
gathering, but there seemed no very clear

idea of what was to be done, and how to do
it. One young man, with much fervor, spoke
as if the very existence of our religious So-

ciety depended upon carrying out vigorously
this so-called Christian work. I thought that
had this impassioned zeal been exhibited in

favor of the much greater Christian work to

which we as a religious body are especially

called, it would have been a hopeful and en-

couraging sign that a revival of our ancient
zeal and energy was beginning to manifest
itself, where it was much needed, among the
young and rising»generation of our Society.

I found no inducement to remain in this

meeting, the whole atmosphere of the place

was so uncongenial to my feelings and spirit-

ual constitution that I shortly after took my
departure. The second meeting was an ad-

journment of -London and Middlesex Quar-
terly Meeting to meet the Yearly Meeting's
Committee, and confer with them on the sub-

ject of the religious care of our young people.

There was little unanimity or progress in this

assembly, though of a different character to

the one just described, and although some
wise counsel was imparted by a few, there
was not strength in the meeting to give prac
tical effect to it, and no definite result appears
to have been arrived at. The uniting, tran-

quillizing, overuling, influence and Spirit of

the heavenly President—the acknowledged
Head of the Church—was not felt. A writer

in one of our own periodicals, whose sympa-
thies were more in unison with what for the

sake of a clearer definition I shall call the

majority, as distinguished from the smaller

number—the minority—observes, " That if

we turn to the epistles and other documents
issued by our own Yearly Meeting during the

last thirty years, it is clear, that the Society

of Friends, as a body in England, has ceased

to hold the views of the early Friends." This

is admitted, though with regret and expostu-

lation by the few " Friends who still continue

to maintain them." The fact of our declen-

sion, as a religious society, from first princi-

ples being admitted, it only remains to con-

sider the cause and the remedy. This need not

occupy much space, and requires no assistance

from committees or conferences to define it

—

"a wayfaring man, though a fool, cannot err

therein." But the very simplicity of the

means causes it to be overlooked or dis-

regarded. As indicated in the introduction

to the Queries, " It is not to arrangements
however perfect, but to individual faithful-

ness to Christ, in daily dependence upon the

help of the Holy Spirit, that we must look

for growth in the truth and vitality in the

Church."
A lengthened period ofease and commercial

prosperity has had its enervating effect upon

us. The spirit of the world, its allurements,

pleasures, and honors, have attracted some
of our members to a faith that is overcome by
the world rather than our allegiance to the

faith that overcomes the world. And then

some amongst us are not altogether strangers

to the feeling which would make the best of

both worlds, ever seeking to discover among
the " Lo ! heres, and lo I thcres," some royal

road to the kingdom—to gather the fruit

without ploughing and sowing, to enact the

Christian disciple with the part of self-denial

eft out, and settle down into a state of ease
and carnal security.

"To reconcile things in their nature discordant
Inclination and duty no longer at strife,

Religion with luxury kindly accordant,
The peace of the soul with the pride of this life.

Vain hope of blind man ! in his fond self-deceiving,
While immutably true stands the Saviour's own word,*

Happy they, who its sacred a.«surance receiving,
In lowliness follow their crucified Lord."
The outside world, looking at our reduced

numbers, predicts our extinction as a distinct

religious body, and one of these writers says— '' Slowly, but inevitably, the Society of
Friends will be washed into and lost in the
sea of Evangelicism." There is an aspect
of truth in this assertion, but not as regards
the whole Society ; and I have little doubt
that many in our body will bo drawn within
the vortex of this popular but superficial form
of religious profession. There are indications

of it now within the. pale of the Society, as
evidenced in the repudiation of Barclay's
Apology, the religious phraseology current
amongst us, and other tokens of sympathy
with that type of religious faith which has
ever been antagonistic to genuine Quaker-
ism. I do not believe in the extinction of
our religious Society while yet a remnant re-

mains, however small in numbers, faithful

and firm to our original doctrines and testi-

monies, for they will form a nucleus around
which the real converts to our principles will

be sure to rally ; for these will not rest satis-

fied with anything short of the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth. But
the promoters of other views and practices

which have no legitimate dwelling place

within our borders, having no root in them-
selves, will wither away. While the present
condition of things amongst us affords little

ground for hope, there is still less room for

despair. We know not what, in the councils

of the Most High, a day may bring forth to

the patient, waiting, trusting soul. The pro-

mise of old may yet .be realized in the ex-

perience of this people—" A little one shall

become a thousand, and a small one a strong

nation, I the Lord will hasten it in his time."

But without indulging in too lofty specula-

tions as to the future, to the neglect of our

present and every day duties, may we, each
one for himself, seek to know our place in

the body, and keep it with all diligence, we
shall then be given to see more clearly our
only remedy, our only hope, our refuge

and strength, and sure pathway to restora-

tion. And this is pointed out to us by a true

Friend—a man of deep thought and large ex-

perience in spiritual things. Isaac Pening-

ton in reply to the Query—How may unity

be recovered, if at any time decaying?

—

answers, " In the Lord alone is the recovery

of Israel, from any degree of loss in any kind,

at any time; who alone can teach to retire

into, and to be found in that wherein the

unity is and stands, and into which division

cannot enter. This is the way of restoring

unity to Israel, upon the sense of any want
thereof; even every one, through the Lord's

help, retiring in his own particular, and fur-

thering the retiring of others to the principle

of life, that every one may there feel the

washing from w^hat hath in any measure cor-

rupted and the new begetting into power of

life. From this the true and abiding unity

will spring amain, to the gladding of all

hearts that know the sweetness of it, and
* Matt. vi. 24.
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who cannot but naturally aud most earnestly
desire it. X.

Fifth month, 1875.

For "The Frieod."

The Old Patlis

!

" Thus saith the Lord, Stand ye in the ways,
and see and ask for the old paths, where is

the good way, and icalk therein, and ye shall

find rest to 3-our souls. But they said, we
will not walk therein."—Jeremiah vi. 16.

How full of richness is the promise, that if

ye stand in the ways and ask for the old paths,
which is the good way and walk therein, y
shall find rest for your souls. What more can
we ask or desire, in this tribulated scene, than
to find '-rest for our souls." Very earnest
have been the desires of the writer that those
under our name who are setting a light value
upon some of the ancient principles aud testi

monies that distinguish the Society of Friends
from all other religious denominations, and
who think they have found an easier path
than was trodden by our worthy forefiithers
in the Truth, should seriously ponder these
things; feeling well persuaded from a degree
of living experience, that there is great danger
in departing from the ancient and well es-
tablished views and practices that have been
jjiomulgated and upheld by the Society of
Friends from its first rise down to the present
day.

" Look upon Zion the city of our solemni-
ties; thine ej-es shall see Jerusalem a quiet
liabitation, a tabernacle that shall not be taken
down, not one of the stakes thereof shall ever
be removed ; neither shall any of the cords
thereof be broken."
Our late beloved friend James Emien, thus

expressed the desire of his heart :
" Oh ! for a

succession of such as love the Truth, and who
desire none of the novelties of the present
day; very thankful indeed to be permitted to
share in the inheritance left by our fore
fathers, to drink of the old loine."

The following, extracted from a Poem by
n. Bonar, entitled, "Old Words," is thought
pertinent to the present times.

" No age
Can outgrow truth, or can afford to part
With the tried wi.sdom of the past, with words
That centurie-s have sifted, and on which
Ages have set their seal, and handed down
From venerable lips of solemn men.
Who learned their wisdom in a graver school,
And in an age of keener, sorer conflict.
Than we have known in thisgav holiday,
When truth and error are but things of taste.
Changelings of fashion, altering year by year.
Guard then those ancient wells, those living springs,

or winch our fathers drank and were refreshed
Guard then those ancient palms beneatli whose shade
Uur fathers have sat down, and of whose fruit
They ate and went upon their way in peace.
I art not with those old names, each one of which
Bears in its bosom precious histories.
The life-deeds and death-conflicts of the men
J-rom out whose loins we spring, the men of might

Part not with these old names. See how they .shine

In these old heavens, like stars, whose rays no age
Can dim, nor boastful art of man supplant,
By lights, the invention of his fruitful skill.

They lighted up the darkness of the ways,
By which our fathers walked to heaven

;

Not now less needful, nor less glad their beams.
Part not with these old names and words, each one
Is a seed, the womb of hidden life

;

And he that flings away a seed destroys
The future harvest of a hundred fields.

Part not with these old names, in each of them
Our fathers wrapt up wisdom for their sons

;

And their sons' sons, down to eartli's latest day.
What thoughts are clinging round them thick as dew
Upon the fields of the fresh summer's grass,
Mellow as fruit upon the autumn-trees. •

Say not, our age is wiser; if it be,
It is the wisdom whicli the past has given
That makes it so ; for in these na*es is written
That wondrous wisdom that has made us wise."

For "The Friend."

ncss towards
iug to do so)-

own will and wisdom^

And wisdom, who have won such victories
Of truth for us. The.se venerable names
And words pre.serve, as an inheritance
tor children's children to the latest age.
Part not with these old names and word's, each one
Uintains an everlasting history,—
A great soul's history, which like a pearl

The shell because unpolished and uncouth
J^est in so doing thou shonldest fling away
Ihe gem whose lustre lies unseen within
It IS not beauty, it is truth we seek
And It IS truth that men would fling away
neeaw,e U^ outward garb u, rude and homely !
Yet truth IS beauty, best of beauty here:
And beauty is but hid.lcn truth unfolded
Like blossoms from the rough brown buds of sprint

Fncertainty

The element of uncertainty, as a part of
our spiritual discipline, is very clearly set
forth by the author of the following remarks :

Men are sometimes tried, as it were to an
hair's breadth, to teach them their depend
ance, and on w-hat it is : whether on the Divine
wisdom and goodness; or on themselves and
their own crooked wisdom and strength
These are times of trial that many have to
pass through

; and it is well clearly to und
stand what it is they arc intended to teach

—

Have faith in God. Also that we may frus
trate or baulk the purposes of Divine good
r.nc.^ +""'°"^'' us (without consciously intend

by impatiently acting in our
C.

Another question which might be profita-
bly put is this, "Am I willing to remain in
a state of protracted uncertainty, if such ap-
pears to be the Lord's will ;" to say of such a
state, when it is manifestly God's will that I
should be found in it, "Here am I?" His
people have often been brought into this
condition.

Perhaps there are some who think it strancre
that his people should ever be called upon to
go into a position of uncertainty. He is all-
wise, why does he not make their way clear
before them ? as He is all-powerful, why does
he not remove their obstacles ? as He is all-
good, why does He leave them in a state
which must naturally be one of more or
discomfort if not distress? The answer to
all this is, God will have his people live on
him and in Him ; and, for his own glory and
their instruction, he puts them into such posi*'-"' as are most suitable for their learning

May we henceforth be willing to say co
cerning the condition of uncertainty, if G(
manifestly put us into it, "Here am I."
He say, "It is my will that thou shoulde
be uncertain about thy abode ;" then, like tl

apostle who had no certain dwelling plac
may we be able to erect our altar in 01
lodging

; and may we take up there the pof
tion of a wayfaring man, and say, " Here ai

L" " Where .is my home to be ?" is perhai
the question of some one longing for ree
longing to surround himself with the varioi
little comforts and charms of home. N(
yet does God show where

; then must I wa
in peace. And so with regard to how eertai
things will turn out. The uncertainty a
tending them gnaws into our hearts : w
would almost feel a relief in hearing that the
were likely to turn out badly; "anything,
we say, "in preference to this uncertainty,
Ah! let us beware lest we hasten on th
worst

; lest we cause the elements of troubh
which He in mercy keeps in solution, to pn
cipitate and form a bitter sediment—dreg
which the Lord will make us drink up. B'
our haste, or our obstinacy, or our unbeliei
we may, so to speak, spoil His arrangement
for us, and so come to bitter grief. Is i

manifest that the Lord will have us to stant
on ground where thick mists surround ns
mists, in which, perhaps, we hear all sorts
sounds, some perplexing and some terrifying
or mists in which we hear no sound of lifi

and motion, but all is ominously calm ? Then
dear reader, there must we stand beside th.

altar on which we willingly offer up our owi
will

;
and say, Work it out as thou wilt, C

my God, "Here am I."

What solace and what strength would thn^
be provided, kc—P. B. Power.

tion

so to do.

They must be prepared to say in every
position, "Here am L" Alas ! when we look
back upon our past life, how very much have
we in this particular come short of the glory
of God. ^YG have often cut the Gordian knot •

we have burst through the labyrinth, when
He would have had us thread its mazes with
a clow of his providing. And, now, when we
review this past ; and perhaps in the quiet of
calm reflective retirement, go through all the
circumstances over again

; and judge our own
conduct, and contemplate things with a larger
knowledge of their varied bearings,—how
short do we see ourselves to have come in
faith; how excited and unsteady were we

;how, when He called us, did He not find us
where Ho would have us be; and moreover
how did Hu find us where He would not have
jus to be.

Extract from a Memorial of Elizabeth
who died 1848, aged nearly 93 years.

She was a diligent attender of raeetinge
frequently walking three miles, and somC;
times four, to attend them, being disableii

from riding on horseback
; and she continnec

faithful in the performance of this religion
duty as long as her bodily strength wouL
admit. On one occasion, which she aftei

wards several times spoke of, as an encourage
ment to others, she said, that when abou
starting to meeting great difficulties were cae:

up before her—her lameness and the badnes
of the roads were such that she would noi b
able to get there—and making a little, hall

with her mind turned inward, a language ap
peared to be uttered, Go, and I will go wit
thee. David would not offer that unto th
Lord that cost him nothing; a light S(

to shine round about her and she went 01

It was a highly favored meeting, aud,
she "I returned home much better and wil
a thankful heart."

Some lines of John Burnyeat, one of OD'

Friends, in the morning of the day in ou
Society, have met my feelings particularly a
I have been reading his epistles, as followa
Though the world be full of tumults,

quietness, and amazement, yet blessed betbi
God of our salvation, who hath brought i

into a degree of that rest which the distress*
that are from below cannot reach, so tht
there is something known to retire unto ft

a sanctuary, that the world knows no'
neither can the destroj^er come into it, then
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re our safety is always to keep our interest
erein, that we may have our privilege unto
ir mansion there, and so rest in the time of
ouble, where no destroyer can come. The
ord's power is to be admired, loved, and
jlieved in, it is true forever. The winds and
las must obey Him."

—

Sarah Cresson, 1822.

THE FRIEND.
FIFTH MONTH 29.

There is so much open wickedness and un-

Qshing iniquity in the world, that the true

ver of man, and of his almighty Creator, if

allows his thoughts to dwell upon them and
e successful resistance they present to the
ogress of the militant church, may well find

:ed for a daily increase of that faith, which
a pluck up the Sycamine tree and plant it

the midst of the sea. For when looking at

e affairs of men, even when human effort

pears to have been crowned with compara-
76 success, we can hardly fail to discover a

d losing or unfinished side to their most
iided achievements, and discern some cause

r regret, if not of complaint, amid the deeds
asted of as meritorious. R:irely indeed do
attain the full fruition of our plans, or

ipes ; and were it not for the eye of faith,

lereby we can see that which is invisible,

d thus connect the things that ai"e seen with
omniscient, omnipotent power, withdrawn
pm outward sight, the Christian could hardly
gist sinking into despondency, and conclude

at human life, with its lapsed proclivities

id perverted energies, is little better than a

ene of misguided conflict and unhappy re-

Its; where the absence of virtue and equity
;ecludes the reign of truth and harmon}^ and
sappointment (« death, strikes down the

OBtskilfui and trusted instruments of moral
id religious reform, before they have had
Be to' complete their arduous work, or crown
witbi success.

But we have the assurance of holy writ,

at, "Where sin abounds, grace doth much
ore abound ;" and in the ordering of Infinite

"isdom, it is by this Divine gift that the
anscendent problem of the regeneration of

lis fallen world is to be worked out. By the
dden operation of this heavenly leaven upon
le individual hearts, the whole mass of those

ho submit to its power, is to be transformed,
id the new Jerusalem, the quiet habitation,

i
to go on extending its cords and fastening

3 stakes, until it is perfected, and becomes
le joy of the whole earth.

This, by no means, precludes the employ-
ent of instrumental means, in the Divine
ind, to smite or rebuke the man of sin, to

irry conviction to the hardened sinner, to

vite the famishing prodigal to return to the

ather's house and partake of heavenly bread,

to encourage the sin-sick soul to press

rough the crowd of difliculties and fears,

id touch the hem of the Redeemer's gar-

ent, that it may bo healed of its plague,

ut this instrumentality must be under the
itting forth, and in the ability vouchsafed
irough the same Divine Grace.
Man's apostacy from the revealed will of
s Creator is so complete, and it interposes

I dark a cloud between his natural under-
anding, and the things that belong to his

rerlasting peace, that human reason, how-
7er cultivated and trained, or any other

merely human means, is inadequate to raise
the soul out of the grave of sin, or give avail-
ing belief in Uim who is the resurrection and
the life. Without holy help, man's appeals,
however fervent, his reasoning, however logi-
cal, or his exegesis of Scripture, however elo-
quent, are as sounding brass or a tinkling
cymbal

;
for "The natural man receiveth not

the things of the Spirit of God, for they are
foolishness unto him, neither can he know
them, because they are spiritually discerned."
To be effectual in leading to true conversion,
the truths of the new covenant must be preach-
ed with a measure of the Holy Ghost sent
down from heaven ; and the light of the glo-
rious gospel of Christ must shine in the soul,
if ever it is known to be " the power of God
unto salvation."

The present seems to be a day of so-called
" revivals." We hear the fame thereof, not
only within our own religious Society, but
among other professors, including Unitarians
and TJniversalists. lu Great Britain they are
represented as affecting the public mind ex-
traordinarily ; especially under the ministra-"
tions of two Americans; the one a preacher,
the other a singer of "sacred songs;" who
have called forth great and general excite-
ment among all classes, where they have
labored. We can always rejoice where, by
any means, the cause of true religion is pro-
moted, and we are hopeful of good results
when the truths of the gospel are presented
to the multitude in their intrinsic purity and
spirit. But while cherishing such hopes, and
earnestly desiring, that He who at times hath
chosen things that are not to bring to naught
things that are, may be pleased to educe good
out of these movements, touching the lips of
some of the converts as with a live coal, from
off his hol^' altar, that their iniquity may be
taken away and their sins purged, we confess
that we cannot tind in them reason to anti-

cipate much lasting and healthful change for

the better.

The experience of the past, we think, teaches
there have been exhibited repeatedly, within
the professedly religious world, similar pheno-
mena

; as widely comprehensive in their emo-
tional embraces, and as highly lauded for their

extraordinary accompaniments and supposed
transmuting etBcacy ; but which, notwith-
standing the enthusiasm awakened, and the
marked changes said to have been witnessed,

faded away; generally, almost as suddenly
as they were called forth ; and were succeeded
by cold indifference, or by a reaction that

gave reason to believe, that the house sup-

posed to be swept and garnished, was again
taken possession of by guests Avhich made the

last condition worse than the first.

It is an incontrovertible truth, which should
never bo lost sight of, that nothing can bring

the soul to God, but that which comes from
him, and that they who run without being

sent by the Head of the Church cannot profit

the people. However the senses may be

played upon, the attention captivated, the

mind excited with thoughts of the doctrines

inculcated, and the imagination inflamed with

the glowing pictures presented, to draw or

frighten men into the strait and narrow way,
one and all are powerless for effecting regen-

eration, or to bring under the restraining and
constraining law of the Spirit of Life in Christ

Jesus ; by which alone the soul can be set

free from the law of sin and death.

We fully believe, that Christ's religion is

ever making itself felt in some new province
of human nature, and its truths and spirit in-

creasingly influencing widerregions ofthought
and feeling; but the elements of its power,
and the application of its renovating grace
are essentially unchangeable

; and all its tri-

umphs must be carried on and secured in the
secret of the heart. Unwavering faith in this
gospel truth, while it furnishes a criterion to
judge of what is demanding attention in "re-
ligious 7novements," supplies, when joined
with the assurance that the grace of God has
appeared unto all men, teaching them, solid
ground for believing in the progressive im-
provement of mankind, and prevents the
Christian from fainting or flagging in his
efforts for removing the evils weighing upon
them. It also reanimates with hope, when
much of the good of former time seems swept
away, and fresh inroads of evil appear to have
overwhelmed it. «

Looking back at the past, or considering
the characteristic events of the present, it

may be seen that this "gospel of the grace
of God," which the early Friends revived and
we are still required to promulgate and up-
hold, presents the only effectual barrier to the
delusion, that science will lead men to perfect
knowledge of the truth, or avail to correct the
notion, so congenial to the mental constitu-

tion of fallen man, that a self-wrought faith

in the cardinal truths recorded in the New
Testament will effect salvation.

The natural course of events in this fallen

moral world of ours, without the interference
of this supernatural agent, is towards dete-
rioration

; and all who aim at attaining tho
right and the true, must struggle against tho
stream. In spiritual as in intellectual im-
provement, nothing is to be gained but by
labor, often by painful effort ; and if we relax
in this effort, the prevailing current will soon
begin to carry us on to that which is ill. We
are sensibly, or insensiblj', influenced by the
domestic, the social, or the religious atmos-
phere around us. tf this is affected by evil

in any form, unless the antidote is constantly
applied by Divine Grace, its insidious work-
ing will affect the spiritual constitution, sap-

ping its strength, and finally undermining
correct principles. But obedience to this

"unspeakable gift," ensures living soberly,

righteously and godly, and gives a sure and
blessed hope in Him who gave himself for us,

that He might redeem us from all iniquity.

Every generation has its peculiar work as-

signed it, and well is it when that work is

faithfully performed. Where this work ap-

pears not to be producing the good results we
are desiring, there is need for resignation

;

not contentment with the presence and en-

croachment of evil, but willingness to acquiesce

in the ways of Providence, avoiding all dispo-

sition to complain, because He does not work
according to the dictates of our finite judg-

ment, in our engagements in the Church
militant, there is no Christian grace more
requisite than humility. Without it we may
put an overweening estimate on the value of

our labors, and becoming disheartened when
they appear to avail nothing, grow impatient,

and then be tempted to conclude, that the

cause of Truth must ultimately succumb to

the triumphant assaults of error. But as we
have no right to anticipate anj- great results

from our labor, so we should ^uard against

allowing anxiety and discouragement to sit

too heavily on the heart, lest they indispose
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to make necessary and proper exertion. We
have prophetic assurance of the coming of the

day when the Lord "will destroy in this

mountain the face of the covering cast over

all peojile, and the vail that is spread over all

nations. He will swallow up death in victory

;

and the Lord God will wipe away tears from

all faces, and the rebuke of his peoi^le shall he

take away from all the earth."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The question of the validity of the elec-

tion of the late John Mitchell, in Tipperary, has been

brought before the courts on the petition of the rival

candidate, who claims that he was legally elected, and

is entitled to the seat in Parliament because Mitchell

wa-s ineligible from the first, and had transferred his

allegiance from the Queen of England to the United

States. The judge before whom the election petition

was tried decided that John Mitchell was disqualified

because he was a felon and an alien. The case was ap-

pealed to the Court of Common Pleas.

The sides of the wrecked steamer Schiller have fallen

in, covering the specie, the best part of the cargo, and
probably a number of bodies. Blasting operations will

be employed on the wreck.

Great crowds of people continue to attend the revival

meetings of Moody and Sankey, in London. Those
held on the 23d inst. were attended by over 50,000 per-

sons. The Archbishop of Canterbury, in a letter re-

specting the revival meeting.s, does not absolutely con-

demn them, but expresses the fear that the counsels

given after the meetings are often crude errors of doc-

trine, and that the revivalists do not hold forth full

scriptural teachings with regard to repentance.

The Madrid government has issued a decree giving

a hopeful review of the military situation. The inten-

tion of doing justice to the church is also announced.

The Electoral period has been declared opened, and
during the time prescribed the press will be free to dis-

cus.? all constitutional questions, except that of mon-
archy; and public meetings of a political character may
beheld.
A Madrid dispatch of the 23d inst. says : An im-

portant political meeting has been held here. It was
attended by nearly 600 persons who have held seats in

the Cortes, either as Senators or Deputies. A resolu-

tion was adopted, that on the opening of the next Cortes

a Constitution shall be submitted framed on a basis of

compromise of all the monarchical and liberal parties.

The struggle in the north continues without decisive
results. The government forces are reported to have
gained an important victory at Mont Serrat, but in a
severe conflict, near Valmaseda, th^ were defeated by
the Carlists.

At the meeting of the French A.ssembly the 19th
inst., the resignation of twenty-one members of the Com-
mittee of Thirty was announced. The President of the
Assembly stated that elections would be held to fill the
vacancies thus created in the committee. The remain-
ing members of the Committee of Thirty subsequently
resigned, so that an entirely new committee will have to

be chosen.

A Paris dispatch of the 18th says : In the Assembly
to-day Minister Dufaure submitted a bill regulating
relations between the public powers. It provides that
the Senate and Chamber of Deputies shall meet annu-
ally in January and sit at least five months in the year.
The President of the Republic may communicate with
the Chambers by measage. The Chambers are obliged
to reconsider any decision if the President makes a re-
quest to that efiect. The President and Ministers can
be impeached only by the Chamber of Deputies, and
must be tried by the Senate.
M. Dufaure also introduced a bill relative to the or-

ganization of the .Senate. It provide.^ that elections for

months before the day appointed for thi

Senators shall be ordered by a decree, which
issued six mont
holding thereof.

A recent decision of the Left Centre to vote in favoi
of the retention of the present system by which Depu
ties to the As-sembly are elected by a vote of whole de
partments, instead of separate elections by each arron
diesement, as proposed by Minister Buffet, will, it ii,

feared, cause difficulty, and perhaps oblige President
MacMahon to form a ministry composed of Legitimists
and Bonapartists.

The coal production of France is steadily increasing.
In 18-59 It amounted to no more than 38,133 tons. In
1869 it reached 66,000 tons, and in 1873, 87,429 tons.
There are 71 coal mines in France

France will be represented at the Philadelphia Cen-

tennial Exhibition by two commissioners, one of whom
must reside in the United States, and the other in

France. The Assembly will be asked for 600,000 francs

cover the expenses of the French representatives.

The Roman Catholic bishops of Prussia who ad-

dressed a petition to the Emperor, and received a reply

last month from the Minister of State, have made a re-

joinder that to reject a decision of the Vatican Council

would be equivalent to an abandonment of Catholicism,

nd that they are convinced that the Holy See would

ever be unwilling to act in conformity with all proper

decisions of the State government.

A special correspondent of the Daily Telegraph re-

ports that the German Ambassador at Brussels has been

instructed to request the Belgian government to pro-

hibit religious processions, and that the object of this

manoeuvre is the overthrow of the Belgian Cabinet.

The correspondent guarantees the accuracy of the re-

port. A Brussels dispatch of the 23d says : As a re-

ligious procession was passing through the streets to-

day, it was assailed by the populace and its ranks were

broken up. The police arrested ten of the rioters.

Some of those walking in the procession took refuge in

the neighboring houses and subsequently dispersed.

A dispatch from Rome says the Italian government
has ordered the removal of all bishops who have not

received the royal exequator endorsing their appoint-

ment-s. The Archbishop of Palermo has already been

notified to leave his see.

The number of persons banished from Russia to

Siberia, between the Fifth and Tenth months 1874, was

16,889. The exiles were accompanied by 2349 women
and children who went voluntarily into banishment
with their friends and relatives.

The King of Burmah declares that he is most anxious

to settle matters amicably with the British and Chinese
governments. The report that foreigners are ill treated

in Burmah is said to be quite unfounded.
A special dispatch to the Times from Vienna says a

dreadful accident has occurred on the river Mur, at the

town of Indenburg, province of Tyrol. A ferry-boat,

having on board a number of Catholic pilgrims en route

to visit the shrines on the other side of the Mur from
Indenburg, sunk in the middle of the stream. Fifty-

nine pilgrims are known to have been saved, but

seventy-six are missing, all of whom are believed to be
drowned.
United States.—The interments in Philadelphia

last week numbered 354. There were 47 deaths of con-
sumption, 36 inflammation of the lungs, and 25 scarlet

fever. There were 112 under two years of age.

The ravages of the grasshoppers in some parts of the
west have been resumed. In Jackson and Clay coun-
ties, Kansa.s, the grass has been nearly destroyed, and
the wheat and oats have suffered greatly. Elsewhere
in the State no damage has been done. Large clouds
of the insects have moved to the northward, and a heavy
rain has destroyed great numbers. Advices from Win-
nepeg say that myriads of the insects are hatching out.

Forest tires, kindled by sparks from locomotives,
have caused great destruction of property in Clearfield

county, Penna. The town of Osceola, a chief centre of
the lumber trade, has been burned down and several
hundred families rendered homeless. The unusual dry-
ness of the past two months has favored the spread of
forest tires over extensive regions. Thp loss in Clear-
field county alone is estimated at more than $2,000,000.
A compact piece of native copper was received a few

days since in St. Louis, from the Lake Superior copper
region. The mass in question was heart-shaped, and
weighed 6,000 pounds. It was nearly pure copper, con-
taining 98 per cent, of the metal. The mass when
fourid had evidently been detached from its bed by the
ancient miners who worked with stone hammers weigh-
ing from ten to thirty pounds each. It is supposed
these copper miners belonged to the extinct race of
mound-builders who occupied the country long before
they were supplanted by the more warlike and savage
Indians. The remains of the mound-builders make it

probable that they were much like the people found by
the Spaniards in Mexico and Central America.
The Philadelphia Almshouse contained 3415 inmates

on the 22d inst., and at the same date 5907 persons
were receiving out-door relief. Of those receiving out-
door relief 1038 were Americans, 1558 foreigners, and
3281 children.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 24th inst. New ForA;.—American gold, 116}
U. S. sixes, 1881, registered, 122| ; do. coupons, 124i;
do. 1868, registered, 122f ; coupons, 123| ; U. S- five per
cents, 116§. Superfine flour, $4.75 a $5.00 ; State extra,
$5.10 a $5.25 ; finer brands, $5.50 a $8.50. Red western
wheat, $1.33 a $1.35; No. 1 Milwaukie spring, $1.2.

No. 2 Chicago spring, $1.15. Oats, 74 a 78 cts- Westei

mixed corn, 75 a 78 cts. ; western yellow, 80 a 83 cl

Phitadelphia.—Middlings cotton, 16} a 16| cts. for i

lands and New Orleans. Superfine flour, $4.-50 a ${

extra, $5.25 a $-5.50 ; finer brands, $6 a $8.00. Whi
wheat, $1.48 a $1.-50 ; amber, $1.42 a $1.47 ; red, $1.!

a $1.40. Rye, $1.10. Mixed corn, 82 a 83 cts.; ye

low, 84 cts. Oats, 74 a 75 cts. Lard, 15.J- a 15i c(

About 2000 beef cattle sold at 7} a 8 cts. per lb. _
for extra, 6J^ a 7 cts. for fair to good, and 5 a 6 cts. pi

lb. gross for common. Sheep sold at 5 a 6 cts. per 1

gross for clipped, and hogs at $11.50 a $12.25 per IC

lbs. net for corn fed. Baltimore.—No. 1 western ambt

wheat, $1.38 a $1.40; No. 2 do., $1.36; red whea
$1.35 a $1.37 ; white wheat, $1.35 a $1.45. Souther

white corn, 85 cts.; yellow, 80 a 81 cts. Western oat

74 cts. Rye, $1.15 a $1.18. CAicajro.—Extras prin

95i cts. No. 2 corn, 65 cts. No. 2 oats, 60 cts. No.

rye, $1.06. Lard, 14J cts. St. Louk.—No. 2 winti

red wheat, $1.35; No. 2 spring, $1.03. No. 2 corn, 6J

cts. Oats, 65 cts.

our, $4.75 a $5. No. 1 spring wheat, $1 ; No. 2 dc

No. 2 corn, 65 cts. No. 2 oats, f

"

BOOKS FOR SALE AT " FRIENDS' BOOK
STORE," 304 Arch street.

Friends' Library, in 14 volumes, $2.50 per vol. $35 (

Sewel's History of the Rise and Progress of the

People called Quakers, . . . . 2 2'

An Apology for the True Christian Divinity,

R. Barclay, sheep, 1 J,

Do. do. cheap edition, cloth, . S

Letters on Religious Subjects, by John Kendall, 7

Do. of the late John IJarclay, ... 7

Do. of Elizabeth, Lucy, and Judith Usher, 3i

Life of John Woolman, 7

Journal of the Life of George Fox, . . . 17
" " " William Evans, cloth, . 2 5

" " " " sheep, 2 7

" " Thomas Chalkley, . . . 1 C

" " William Sivery, .... 7

" " Thomas Ellwood, .... 7

" Henry Hull 7

" " John Richardson,.... 7
" " John Churchman, ... 7
" " Thomas Scattergood, . . . 1 2.

Diary of Samuel Scott, 71

Concise account of Friends. Thos. Evans, . f
Bevan's View of the Christian Religion, . . 3

The Rise and Progress of the People called

Quakers, by Wm. Penn, .... 3

Barclay's Catechism 3

No Cross No Crown. Wm. Penn, . _ . . 7

Examples of Youthful Piety, .... 6

Journal of William Penn, while Visiting Hol-
land and Germany, 1677, .... 4

Life of Richard Jordan, 6

Biographical Sketches and Anecdotes, . .12
Musings and Memories, . . . . 1 C

A Brief History of Westtown Boarding School,

with a General Catalogue of Officers and
Students, . . . . . ..15

Historical Memoirs of Friends. By William
Hodgson 17

Power of Religion on the Mind. By Lindley
Murray 7

Friends in the 17th Century. By Charles
Evans, M. D., cloth 2

Do. do. half bound in morocco, . 2 5

RASPBERRY STREET SCHOOL FOR COLORE:
GIRLS.

A Teacher is wanted for this School, to enter upo

duty the first of 9th month. One who has had som
experience with children of this character preferred.

Apply to Hannah Evans, 322 Union St.

Rachel S. Maris, 127 South 5th SL

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
JVeor Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) PhUadelpMa.

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Worti
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may 1

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board i

Managers.

Died, at her residence in Somerset, Niagara Cc

N. Y., on the 3d of Fourth month, 1875, DoRCAS, wit

of Joshua Haight, in the 74th year of her age, a belove

member of Hartland Monthly Meeting.

WILLIAM H. PILe7pRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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3n my arrival at the Agency I found a
all school had been in operation some three

ks, under the care of A. J. Standing, six

eight Indian children in attendance. A
'1 room over the commissary, in the same
Iding in which the school was taught, being
apart for my use, I occupied a few days in

it out, fitting it up for a sleeping
irtment, putting up a rude bedstead, visit-

the school in order to make myself familiar
the scholars, before taking charge of

in accordance with the instructions

en by the Agent before his leaving. I took
[irgeoftbe school on theSlst of 10th month,
scholars in attendance, and continued it

day school, until the lOLh of the 11th

., with little variation, some days more
olars than others, but at no time exceeding

Most of these living at the distance of

or five miles, remained at the school-

'ise from Second-day until Sixth-day even-

8, sleeping on the ground wherever they
Id find a place, beside a log, fence, or any-

g to break the wind, and a Cherokee
who lived in the yard, cooked two

lals a day for them.
[u the end of this time the weather becom-
inclement, I felt that there was a neccs-

lij^ for immediate arrangements being made
the better accommodation of the children

J^he school would have to be closed. There
ag several rooms in the commissary, one
yhieh was used for the school-rooni, others
taining stores, annuity goods, &c., I con-

' the idea of changing the place of some
hese things, and fitting up the building to

Ird and lodge the scholars. But the Agent
g absent, and not having had an oppor-
ity of conferring with him and ascertaiu-

Jijhis views and plans, and consequently not
ijiwing whether he would approve of the
Mject, or would be able to carry out the de-
iiji if he did approve it, I conferred with A.
F.jstanding, who heartily entered into the
pli, and we together consulted with W. H.
Bllloward,' the acting agent, who left us at
liljrty to adopt any measure that we thought

lid conduce to the advancement, of the
Jcjol, provided we took the responsibility of

the undertaking upon ourselves, and did not
interfere too much with his arrangements. 1

accordingly dismissed the scholars on the
evening of the 10th, with instructions not to
return until the evening of the 14th, when 1

would have made arrangements for them to

sleep and eat in the house. We then went to

work and removed upwards of twenty tons of
flour from a room adjoining the school-room,
and had tables and benches made, fitting it up
for a dining room. The next room to that we
appropriated as a kitchen, and the Cherokee
woman was installed as cook. One small
room up stairs was fitted up for a sleeping

apartment for the girls, while a largo room
was cleaned out for the use of the boys. This
work kept A. J. S. and myself very busy until

the time set for the return of the scholars.

Bedticks were made and filled with hay for

the girls, while arrangements were made for

the boys by spiking scantling down upon the

floor, and filling in with hay, which was
covered with wrapping blankets (a thin sleazy

blanket used to protect the annuitj^ goods
fi"om rubbing against the boxes in transporta-

tion) secured to their places by tacking down
to the scantling, while a quantitj' of good an-

nuity blankets completed the outfit for the
beds. Gunny sacks were crammed into tlie

openings to prevent the too free ingress of

the wind; dishes, knives, forks, spoons and
combs were procured—the black-board slated,

and we were ready against the time set for

the return of the scholars, some of whom came
in on the evening of the 14th, prepared for

the opening of the school in its new capacity

the next day.
In thus fitting up a portion of this old build-

g and opening a boarding school, during
the absence of the Agent, and without an op-

portunity of conferring with him on the sub-

ject, I felt that I had assumed a great respon-

bility, which might expose me to censure

if nothing more ; but as I had deliberately

weighed the subject and felt no condemna-
tion, I was satisfied as to its expediency, trust-

ing that it might be, as the event has proved,

the beginning of a great benefit to this peo-

ple. 1 doubt whether I should have under-

taken it alone, but finding a hearty cooporator

in A. J. Standing, who entered into the work
and plans with energy and zeal, not only as

an assistant, but off'ering valuable suggestions

in the arrangements, justice to him demands
that I should honorably ascribe to him the

merit he deserves, as well as my appreciation

of the faithfulness and zeal with which he
entered into the spirit of the work, and per-

formed the different duties which fell to his

share in its accomplishment.
The school was opened as a boarding school

with eleven scholars, on the 15th of the 11th

month, 1871, and gradually increased in num-
bers until we could accommodate no more in

the building. It had been previously supplied

with sets of school charts, illustrated with the

figures of animals and other objects; also a

number of shxtos, writing-books, reader.s, &c.
We could make no use of the latter for some
time, at least to advantage, and there were no
maps to be had in the country. Though I
might be regarded as an old teacher, yet here
among these wild children, of a strange lan-

guage and no one to interpret, I felt myself to
be indeed a novice, and had many things to
learn, and many plans to adopt, which are sel-

dom put in practice among civilized scholars,

who understand the language of the teacher,
and know to some extent from home instruc-

tion, the nature, use and advantage of schools
before entering them. But here we must got
down to the very foundation of knowledge;
begin at the very beginning, and work our
way up through the double process of learn-

ing the spoken as well as the written lan-

guage, adapting the system of instruction to

their crude comprehensions, using the things
they know to teach them the things they
know not.

Although I do not profess that I adopted
the best system of instruction that could bfc

devised, yet as it proved eminently successfup,

I will give a brief synopsis of the course pur-
sued.

The school was divided into classes of from
four to eight, and opened with some concert
exercise such as repeating the names of the
numerical figures, previously made upon the
black-board. Afterward, when these had been
learned, the multiplication table made a good
exercise ; then having drawn upon the black-

board the picture of some animal with which
they were familiar, I would place its English
name in Eoman characters over it, and upon
their first seeing it they would give its Caddo
name, which I would put under it. Then
while one class was being exercised at the
chai'ts, all the other scholars were employed
in drawing upon their slates, pictures of this

animal and writing its names, thus keeping
them busy, and also learning the English
names of animals, as well as acquiring the use

of the pencil. After exercising the class at

the charts as long as was thought best, they
were taught to count in English, on the fingers

or the counting frame.

During the forepart of the term I put in my
odd time between school hours in construct-

_ and painting upon cartridge paper, a set

of outline maps, which occupied the spare

time for nearly two months. When com-
pleted, I commenced making pictures on the

black-board, of animals not found in this coun-

try, and exciting their curiosity as to what
they were, and the reason they had never
seen them, viz: that they lived in a country

on the other side of the great water of which
they had heard their old m.en talk. Then in-

troducing the map of the world, I explained

to them what it represented, and its difterent

parts, pointing out the country in which we
ive, the ocean or great water, the country
that particular animal represented on the

black-board inhabits, and proceededto explain
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the different divisions of land and water, as

delineated on the map. I gave them an idea

of the magnitude of countries and oceans, &c.,

from the distance they could travel in a day,

and the number of days it would take to go

across. Their interest was thus awakened in

the study of geography, and they made rapid

progress in acquiring geographical knowledge,

as well as that of the English language, of

numbers, and of the different kinds of animals

inhabiting the different parts of the earth.

They manifested an interest in the knowledge

thej- were acquiring, which I had seldom seen

equalled among civilized pupils, except in in-

dividual cases.

After the school had been in operation as a

boarding school one month, the Agent re-

turned, and it is needless to say heartily ap-

proved of the enterprise.

I should have remarked that on the return

of the Agent, Polly, the Cherokee woman,
who had honorably and faithfully discharged

her duties to the best of her limited know-
ledge, was removed, and a white family, in

which were two grown daughters, besides the

mother, were installed in her place. The
change was agreeable, and could we have been

furnished with lights to have enabled us to

make profitable use of the long winter even-

ings, and to exercise that care over our wild

pupils, which their uncultivated habits de-

manded, the .school would have been abun-
dantly more profitable and beneficial in its

influence.
(To be continued.)

For " The Friond.'

John Griffith.

(ContiDucd from page 323.)

While not unmindful of the language of

Deborah to Barak: "Up; * * is not the
Lord gone out before thee ?" " Speak," she
continues; * * "ye that sit in judgment, and
walk by the way. * * Hehearse the righteous

acts of the Lord towards the inhabitants of
his villages in Israel : then shall the people of
the Lord go down to the gates." As also an-

other testimony to Judah and Jerusalem:
"Believe in the Lord your God, so shall ye
be established ; believe his prophets, so shall

ye pro.sper." And another record of one of
the kings of Israel is, that " he went out again
through the people, from Beersheba to Mount
Ephraim, and brought them back unto the
Lord God of their fathers." But notwithstand-
ing the authorit}' and high calling of godly
ministers, and the worthy, precious fruits

brouglit forth by them through the qualifying
power of Christ's Iloly frjpirit, we believe there
is a spirit now gone forth into the camp, of a
kind which can only bo cast out by prayer
and fasting and sufi'cring. Is it not a day
wlicn the field of inwardness to the Lord, of
watchfulness unto prayer, of putting on of
sackcloth, and of lowly patient suffering is

the one "white unto harvest?" Afield in

which the true-hearted are to thrust in their
sickles, and with weeping and supplication,
as between the porch and the altar, labor to
gather fruit unto life eternal. Is there not
truth in the poet's line, " To suffer well, is

well to .serve." It was also the testimony of

a prince in our Israel in his day, that suffer-

ing was work done. And surely there never
perhaps was more application for the New
Testament doctrine unto such as are striving
together for the ho])e of the go.spel :

" Uiilo
you it is given in the behalf of Christ, not only

to believe on him, but also to suffer for his

sake." And when this suffering is borne with

christian constancy and fidelit}-, accompanied

with the acceptable sacrifices of humility and

contrition, of fasting and praj-er, fruits in

their season will be manifest to the praise of

the great Husbandman, and to the peace of

those who patiently endure " the fi^ht of afflic-

tions" and many tribulations meted bj' Him
who sees the end from the beginning, and

wire requires us to fill up our respective mea-

sures of sufi'ering for His body's sake which

is the church. The experience of these will

in due time—for the times and seasons are

with and of the Lord—be after the ancient

song of melody, " Lo, the winter is past, the

rain is over and gone, the flowers appear on

the earth, and the time of the singing of birds

is come."
Neither is this fervent travail and exercise

of soul by any means necessarily disconnected

with the right service of the ministry in the

character of verbal messages to the people.

It is indeed the practical expressive ministry

of life and conversation, of bowedness and
reverence before the Lord. The writer has

sometimes thought, that ifthosewho thorough-

ly believe in the omnipotence and omnipres-

ence, as well as the loving kindness of Israel's

unslumbering Shepherd, were, with fasting

and prayer to pour out their petitions before

Him for the removal of the things which ob-

struct the manifestation of His brightness,

which delays the restoration of the ark to its

place, and retards the return of His church
from the wilderness, that it might please Him
to arise for the cry of His oppressed, plain-

tive heritage, and again decorate this stripped

and peeled portion of His vineyard with the
beautiful adorning of love and mercy and good
fruits, unto the exceeding praise of His ever
excellent Name.
Would that all hearts were engaged, not

with the mere semblance of devotion ; not
with the lips while the heart may be far from
Him ; but in deep prosti-ation and reverence

to approach the footstool of the Eternal, and
crave of Him ability to truly wait ujion the
angel of His presence, and, with feelings

soleinnized by His felt presence, to worshij)

Him acceptably in spirit and in truth. How
many, near the same hour, sit down pro-

fessedly to wait upon the Lord for the renewal
of their spiritual strength

;
and what a cloud

of lively incense should arise as a sweet smell-

ing savor, if all and each of us were zealously

concerned to dig, to beg and wrestle for the

living stream from the living Fountain, which
the Saviour told the Samaritan woman would
satisfy every thirst, and be in us a well of

water springing up unto everlasting life. It

was no doubt to draw attention to the need
of this inward spiritual waiting, that. John
Griffith felt called to hold so many meetings
in silence. "I communed with mj' own heart,

and my spirit made diligent search," says the
Psalmist. And how could this great duty so

well be attended to as in that quiet, earnest
introversion of mind which silent waiting
upon God invites to, and best furnishes the
opportunity for performing.
The journal resumed where J. Griffith is

writing as a member of the Yearly Meeting's
Committee, which was appointed in London,
in the year 1760, viz :

" We visited the Month-
ly- Meeting of Norwich, which was very large.

We found a valuable body of Friends in that
city, and discipline in the main, well sup-

ported; yet there appeared great danger
the prevalence of earthly mindedness in sobo

and grandeur and wisdom above the simplicil

of the Truth in others ; which, if not guard*
against, might intrude itself to act and govei

in the church ;
of which Friends were warne

and through the effectual opening of the fou

tain of wisdom and knowledge, much cautic

and counsel were administered, to mutual ed

fication and comfort."
" At Alban's Monthly Meeting, held

i

Charleywood, on the usual inquiries, thinj

appeared very low and much out of orde-

yet divine favor was largely and livingly e

tended for their help and recovery ; in i

humble sense whereof, endeavoi-s were use

to promote a better regulation ; first, by tl

active members taking heed to themSelvc
that they might be endued with ancient ze

and fervor of mind ; then they would take tl

oversight of the flock, not by constraint b

willingly. This willingness, through a neglt

of seeking that divine power which' alone a
bring it forth in the mind of man, has bfr

much lost or 'departed from by many, and a

pears to be greatly wanting in most place

which, without doubt, is one principal cai

that so general a defection hath prevails

Had the foremost rank stood faithful in t

authority of Truth, thej^ would have been
a bulwark against undue liberties, and hapj

instruments to preserve the body hedlthy ai

in beautiful order. But oh I how shall 1

6

forth and sufficiently admire, the marvello
condescension of Infinite goodness, which
eminently manifested itself in all the m*
ings we were concerned to visit, in order

bring back again the captivity of his peop
to build up the waste places, and to beauti

the house of his glory. May such evide

tokens of his mei-ciful regard make deep ai

lasting impressions on all minds, lest the Lo
be justly provoked to cast many oft', and mo
such to jealousy by those who are now :

people."
" One very sorrowful instance of much c

generacy, being an inlet for many other wro
things to creep into our Society, is the gre

neglect of divine worship, especially on wet

days. Some week-day meetings were who!

dropped, and in many places where they we

kept up, -were attended by few ; and by wb
appears, many do not seem to think it thi

duty to attend them at all, nor even Fir

day meetings, when small difficulties presei

This discovers remarkable ignorance of t

great importance of that indispensable dtil

as well as the great need all have, of a dar

supply from the Lord's bountiful hand. Th(

opportunities for inward retirement and hu

ble bowing before God, have by esperien'

been found times of unspeakable refreshme

which flows from the presence of the Loi

who has graciously promised to be withth(

who meet in his name, even where the nu

bers are but two or three : hereby strength

administered, which enables us to stand c

ground in the Christian warfare. It is

marvel therefore, that the neglect o{ so i

portant a duty, is a cause of much weaknt

depriving people ofa necessary defence agaii

the numerous and potent enemies which w
against the soul. Here he that goes ab<

like a roaring lion, and also as a creepi

subtle serpent, prevails, in order to lay 1

Society waste ; and whilst many are asleep

carnal security, he finds opi^ortunity to 8'

(arcs among the wheat. Very deep audi
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nt were our labors in this visit, to proniute
ligcnce in this most important duty, as a
Bans, under the divine blessing, for the re-

jring ancient beauty and comeliness through-
t the Society."

Visiting the Quarterly Meeting of Suifolk,

Id at VVoodbridge, our author writes:

—

yiuch labor was bestowed in the free ex-
pdings of divine love, which was eomfort-
ly shed abroad in that meeting, that Friends
ght be stin'ed up to use endeavors for a
neral reformation. Fervent labor and close

monition were extended to such as knew
t their own spirits subjected by the spirit

Christ, but dared to presume to move and
t iu the affairs of the church of God, by the
•ength of their own understandings as men :

ose not having true zeal, can wink at wrong
ings, great disorders and flagrant unfaith-

Iness, smoothing all ovei-, and blending all

gether deceitfully, crj-ing peace, and all is

ill, when it is evidently otherwise. Oh,
dotli the Lord abhor such unsoundness !

rely then his people should see the weight
,d authority of his power standing over
eh."

'A principal cause of desolation and waste
the house and heritage of God, is the want
more prepared stonesfor the building, hewn
d polished in the mountain. But great in-

nveniency arises, when some are made use
stones for the building, in their natural

ite, which renders them unfit materials to

act a house for the glory of God to abide in
;

that what such build, is nothing but a habi-
;ion for anti-ehrist ; for he will content him-
f in any form of religion, whilst he can keep
power out of it. His first subtle working
the m_ystery of iniquitj', is to persuade the
nd that there is no need of any more power
d wisdom than they have as men ; that if

y will exert their endeavor, they may be
iful members; thus withdrawing gradually
m the Fountain of living water, to hew out
terns to themselves, which will hold no
ter. Oh, how dry and insipid are all the
igious performances of such ! and what they
, is only to beget in their own image, ear-

lifeless professors like themselves. These
very apt to be doing, being always fur-
id ; but the true laborers must, in every

ieting, and upon all occasions that offer for

ice, receive supernatural aid and the i-e-

wed understanding, by the immediate de-

bndings of heavenly wisdom and power, or
ey dare not meddle. Where there are but

or thi-ee in each Monthly Meeting, care-

'ly abiding in a holy dependence upon God to

furnished for his work, great things may
done by his mighty power, in and through

This is evident, by observing the state

meetings where such dwell, though all is

t done which they ardently desire ; but
ised be the Lord, there are many yet up
ddown, who know and experimentally feel

lir sufficiency for every service in the church
be of God."

i" In Pontefract Monthly Meeting was a
^ry numerous body of Friends, whose out-

>ird appearance was very becoming our self-

nying profession; and I really believe this

inness, in a considerable number amongst
em, was the genuine product of a well regu-
:ed mind

;
yet I fear; in many, it was more

effect of education, which, however, I

uld not condemn, where people are not pre-
iled upon by the subtlety of Satan to take
ir rest therein ; since the form must follow

the power, and not the power follow the ibrm.
We had close labor, in oi-der to arouse those
who had settled down in a false rest, and also
to promote a better regulation in some re-

spoct-i
;
yet I think it might be said that dis-

cipline, in most of its branches, was pretty
well maintained in that meeting. It was a
time of high favor; and counsel ar^d admoni-
tion were plentifully extended. Brighouse
Monthly Meeting was exceedingly large; some
slackness and defection appeared, yet in the
main, discipline and good order were well
supported in divers branches. It was indeed
a time of signal favor, as a canopy of divine
power and love overshadowed this large as-

sembly, wherein much fervent labor was ex-
tended, that all might be brought into and
preserved in, that humble, self-denying way
which leads to lasting peace and happiness.;
and that none might rest satisfied in a form
of religion, without the daily quickenings of
heavenly life, whereby only the sacrifice can
be offered, and the abomination that makes
desolate, kept out of the holy places. The
heart of man is only made and preserved holy
by the powerful presence of God ; no longer
can it be so, than his presence is there."

For "The Friend."

Antiquities of Long Island, by G. Furman.

This volume contains several curious remi-
niscences of the peculiar customs that pre-

vailed among the descendants of the original

Dutch settlers. A few notices of these may
prove interesting.

Funerals.—Formerly the funerals were of

a very expensive character, and it was the
custom in the old families to lay up a stock
of superior wine to be used on such occasions.

It was also usual to distribute scarfs of white
linen (sufficient in quantity to make a shirt)

which were worn across the shoulder, and a
pair of gloves. At a still eariier period it was
the custom, at the more superior order of

fuuei'als, to give gold mourning-rings to those

who attended, and we have seen still pre-

served on Long Island, in the family of the

gentleman to whom it was presented, a ring

which was thus given at the funeral of the

Earl of Bellamont, who died the Governor of

.the Colony of N ew York ; it was a very heavy,

massive gold ring, and has upon it the inscrip-

tion, "Comes De Bello-mon."

Even within the present century it was
customary for the relatives of the deceased

to prepare a large quantity of cold provisions

to which every one helped himself as he
pleased. Also, rum, brandy and gin, with
jjipes, tobacco arfd segars were handed around
among the people during their stay at the

1
house, it being considered inhospitable not to

'do so ; and it was not an unusual thing to see

the farmers congregate together, in warm
weather under the' shade of the trees, about

the vicinity of the house, smoking their long-

pipes and drinking, hearing and telling the

news, and laughing and talking together for

two or three hours before the funeral would

move. This long stay at the house previous

to proceeding to the place of interment, to-

gether with the great plenty of spirituous

liquors distributed about, sometimes occa-

'sioned scenes of much noise, and very inap-

Ipropriate to the purpose for which they had

assembled.
I Similar practices prevailed at Albany, which
' was noted till within the last fifty years for

the expciisivc character of its funerals; a
funeral, in a respectable old Dutch family at
that place and especially of the head or any
principal member of it, often cost from three
to four thousand dollars. Thnt of the first

wife of the late Patroon, Hon. Stephen Van
Rensselaer, it is said, cost him not less than
twenty thousand dollars ! All his tenants
were invited, and most of them wore in Al-
bany two or three days at his expense, and
two thousand linen scarfs were given on that
occasion. It was formerly the custom thero
for a young man immediately previous to his

mai-riage, to send to the Island of Madeira for

a pipe or two of the best wine; a portion of
which being used iu the rejoicings consequent
upon his mai-riago, and the remainder stored
away for his funeral and that of his wife.

It was also the practice in that city to
send out special funeral invitations for all the
friends and acquaintances of the deceased,

being about the same age, and likewise for all

the clergy and professional men of the city

and neighboring country, and general invita-

tions from the pulpits of the churches for the
citizens at large. To the house of each per-

son thus specially invited was sent a linen

scarf, a pair of black silk gloves, a bottle of
old Madeira wine, and two

^^
funeral cakes"

which were round, and about the size of a
dinner plate ; this was done previous to the
funeral, and was in addition to the great quan-
tity of spiced wine and other liquors, which,
with tobacco and pipes, were distributed and
used at the house of the deceased immediately
preceding and after the interment. When
General Schuyler died in that city, all the
clergy, lawyers, physicians, and even students,

in Albany and its nei^hlsorhood for many
miles, were invited specially, and a scarf,

gloves, a bottle of wine, with funeral cakes,

given to each one of them. So particular

were they about the linen of which to make
these scarfs, that in several instances they
sent down by land to New York, in the depth
of winter, to purchase it, and paid two dollars

a yard. Common linen would not answer

;

the finer it was the better it was liked for that

purpose. These customs have now all died

away in that city; the only relic of them re-

maining we noticed at a funeral there during

the winter of ISiO, when the persons attend-

ing in large numbers, after the interment, ac-

companied th'e relatives of the deceased in

procession on their return to the house, and
when they had arrived at the door they all

dispersed without going in.

Among the Dutch inhabitants on Long Is-

land, it was recently, and had been from time

immemorial, if it is not even yet, customary

to convert the first money that a young man .

obtained by his labor or services, after he be-

came of age, into gold coin, and then lay it

by for the purpose of burying him, until a

sufficient sum was thus procured to bear the

expense of a " respectable funeral"—they es-

teeming it a great reproach to have it said

that either of them died after attaining^ about

the age of twenty-three years, without leav-

ing money sufficient to pay the expenses of

their burial, unless under very peculiar cir-

cumstances. We have seen a large number
of guineas of the reign of George II., and
Spanish gold pieces of a later date, which had
in one family been collected from one genera-

tion to another, and laid bj' for that purpose,

being esteemed as something sacred, and not

to be disposed of iu any other way, but to be
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preserved for the emergency, if required. It

was also formerly the custom with them, the

Dutch farmers, wheu the liead of a family

died, to kill an ox or steer, aud to buy a bar-

rel of wine, upon which they had a great feast

among the relatives and friends. ^Ye have

been informed by a gentleman now living,

that some j'ears ago, he had charge of the

funeral of one of the old Dutch inhabitants of

this island, a verj^ respectable farmer, and

that the expense attending that funeral was

between seven and eight hundred dollars, and

that it was the particular request of the sur-

viving relatives that it should be so, their at-

tachment for the deceased impelling them to

desire that his funeral should be a generous

one, and have nothing mean or inhospitable

about it.

It was also the practice on this island, and

still is so, to appropriate a new linen shirt,

handkerchief. &c., ibr each member of the

family, for the purpose of burying them in,

and which articles are never worn, but are

left clean for that use.

I have seldom known a Christian professor

to go into a sharp scheme for rapid money
making, that his piety did not suffer by it

woefully. They that hanker after sudden

wealth fall into temptation and a snare, and
into hurtful lusts which drown men in de-

struction.— T. L. Cuyler.

The Cerebral Arteries in Old Age.—A not
uncommon condition of the arteries of the

brain, especially at its base, in those far ad-

vanced in j-ears, is the displacement in places
of the middle coat by lime particles, which, of
course, renders them easily torn. So Itir as
known, this condition is incurable, as well as

unprcventable. It is one of the changes of
structure incident to very old age. The only
measure that can be relied upon to prevent a
rupture under such conditions is to be cau-

tious about distending them with blood. This
is, in fact, the great fundamental principle of
prevention, when the vessels of the brain arc
weak from any cause.

To efJ'ect this, certain regulations in eating
and drinking arc far better preventives than
any medicine, or even occasional bleedings.
As soon as old age puts a decided cheek on

the amount of daily exercise, it is time to put
a. decided check on the amount of food daily
consumed. If the supply of new matter is

greater than the waste of the old, an accumu-
lation of surplus blood must be the result.

The principle is an important one, yet it is

little known and less practised. Men well
past middle life, who do not exercii-e half as
much as in their younger years, often eat as
freely of highlj^-nutritious food as thoy ever
did. Such a cour.so is very dangerous. The
tension on the vascular system must not be
increased, but diminished, if the risk of an
apo[)letic stroke would be avoided.

—

Dr. Black,
in Popular Science Monthly.

It is a great favor to have religious and
concerned parents and caretakers

; and I have
sometimes wondered how it can bo, that
young people who have such, can find enjoy-
ment, or even be satisfied in the use of things
disagreeable to them. Their views of happi-
ness must bcverydiflerentfrom u\\uc.—Maria
Molt.

A TEACHER'S REMINISCENCE.

Yes! I know my life is ebliing.

As the jihadows pass away
;

But my heart is full of gladness,

Standing here with you to day.

For before me and around me
Are the veterans, tried and true.

Who, in hope and faith and patience,

Learn to suffer and to do.

And the young and brave are with us,

With their armor yet untried,

Waiting to fill up the measure,

As the veterans step aside.

Since I joined the teachers' army
Many years have gone their way,

And of those who then wrought with me.
Few are gathered here to day.

Some have crossed the deep dark river,

That returns its freight no more;
Some in quest of fame or fortune

Wander on a distant shore.

Ah ! the lesisons we are teaching.

And our actions of to day.

Will be echoed and repeated

When our lives have passed away.

That sober matron, full of cares,

Was once my laughing girl often;
My noisy, mischief-loving boys
Are stalwart, bearded men.

When I turn to leave the vineyard
Where my feet have trod so long,

Often shall I pause to listen

To the children's farewell song.

When I go to my retirement,

I will carry with me there.

Many a kind and loving token
From the children of ray care.

Some have brought me frnit and flowers,

Some, when sorrow bowed me low,

By (heir gentle, kind caresses

Kobbed my heart of half its woe.

And ray kind, true hearted boys,—

•

They shall have their meed of praise,

For the aid their presence gave me,
For their noble, manly ways.

And to you whose annual greeting
Comes to me as Hermon's dew.

What of friendly salutation

Shall I, loved ones, bring to you ?

Not for me to gloss and flatter.

Running borrowed phrases o'er;

But to drop a thought among you,
Should 1 meet you here no more.

Founded on the Rock Eternal,

When the billows round you swell,

May you hear the Pilot calling

From the watchtower, " All is well."

All is well ; be firm and steadfast,

To your conscience ever true.

And a fadeless crown of glory
Shall be given unto you.

When the voyage of life is ended,
And its toils and sorrows past,

Safe within our Father's mansion
May I meet you all at last.

Selected.

" It is a part of the Divine plan, that one
portion of the community always need help
from their brethren ; and those who are able
to assist others, either by advice, by personal
efforts, or by monej% should remember that
hey are but stewards of the faculties, ability,
and property, which they possess, and that
they must give an account to the Great Judge
for the manner in which tbcy have used these
several talents."

Selected.

" A change of religious profession is, undei

all circumstances, a great aud awful thing

Much more is the question, however, betweoi

conflicting or apparently conflicting dutiei

arduous when the religion of a man has beei

changed for him, over his head, and withou

the very least of his participation."—Glad

stone.
" Whether it be right in the sight of Go(

to hearken unto jon more than unto Go(

judge ye. For we cannot but speak the thing

which we have seen aud beard."—Acts iv

19-20.

No compromising of duty in this languag

of the apostle ; no changing of the faith one

delivered to the saintB ; no human power t

prevent them from maintaining their higl

est allegiance to their Lord. This languag

of our great statesman proceeds from recof

nizing the intervention of the hierarchy ove

the conscience. Eut to us, who have bee

taught the truth as it is in Jesus, no mar
nor company of men, have power to chang
our religion.

There appears to be such a mistaken fee

ing at the present time among those in ou

Society, who are pleading for the departur

from our religious testimonies, and attemp

ing to change the faith once delivered to u

as a people to uphold, which led to practice

equally sound, that it cannot but cause serioc

apprehensions in the minds of all who hav

been brought into the same covenant of ligl

and life, which the faithful in our Israel hav

been taught from the beginning to the pn

sent day experimentally to know, by tb

power of the Great Shepherd; and whos

hearts the Lord has knit together in the bon

of an everlasting peace. I allude to the lai

gufige we so often hear expressed

—

that «

must not judge, and that love must endure a

errors of faith, doctrine, and practices whit,

prevail amongst us in the present day. 1 thin

it cannot be denied by the children of ligl

and of the day, that the pure love whic

Christ, the Saviour of His people (who b

that one sacrifice and offering of Himself ft

our redemption purchased for us,) floy

through the eflScacy of a living faith in Hii:

by the power of His holy Spirit, and whici

the apostle John testifies to be the anointing

which descended from their adorable Hea.

through and in every living member of h

body. There may be differences of administr

tions amongthese, as the apostle Paul testifiei

but no violation of the true faith, which is tl

gift of God, and not attainable by the wii

dom of man. Such as possess this faith wal:

harmoniously together; they are of one hear

and of one mind. These have power to jud^;

and rule, in the wisdom of God, over all falf^

spirits, false teachers, false principles, at

unsound practices in the professing church'

of Christ. Moreover, it is the great duty ,

these WITNESSES for eternal truth, to wai

the feeble-minded and unwary, lest they 1

carried away by the subtle reasonings *

men ; and also to stir up the pure mind of tl

brethren everywhere, " To preach the Wo:!

(if of the ministry) .to be instant in scaaW

out of season, to reprove, rebuke, exhort.wi'

all long suffering and doctrine." And, agai

as the same apostle teaches, " But watch th(|

in all things, endure affliction, do the woji

of an evangelist, make full proof of thy mi
istry."—2Tim. iv. 2, 5.

This cry then, of love, out of the unity
j
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c divine Spirit, out of that living faith by
hich the elders obtained a good rejiort, is a
jve which springs from Bclfishness, and a
lorbid judgment which fears», and in some
I6tance8 denies the light. Oh I I write under
deep exercise of mind (well knowing my
lany infirmities and shortcomings,) in ten-

erncss and unfeigned love to all mankind,
ntrcating those in our own Society to con-

ider our present condition, as a highly pro-

ng people, whether we do not need the
xhortation given to the church of Ephesus,
he mournful consideration of which presses

eavilj' upon me:—"I know thy works, and
jby labor, and thy patience, and how thou
anst not bear them, which say they are
pestles and are not, and hast found them
ars; and hast borne, and hast patience, and
or my name's sake hast not fainted. Never-
heless I have somtwhat against thee, because
hou hast left thy first love. Eemember
herefore from whence thou art fallen and
epent, and do the first works, or else 1 wi
ome and remove thy candlestick out of his

laco, e^jcept thou repent."—Eev. ii. 2, 5.

Here is a witness that a discerning spirit

lid yet remain in that fallen church, the can
lestick was not then removed, for the Lord
f the Harvest did continue to watch over it

ijow I ask in all tenderness, Is that same dis-

erning spirit here testified of in dominion
pith us as a people ? Are our ministers now
i;encvally gifted with a true sense of ind

idual states and meetings? Can those who
i-e violating our most holy testimonies feel

hat they are so gifted? Must not a nega-

ive reply be given to these solemn questions

-questions not raised to be unanswered, but
pith a hope that some at least who read them
nil, with the writer, seek to answer them as

a the sight of God ? Surelj' it cannot be de
ied that the visiting of families, and the
leing introduced into the interior condition

ndividuals, has nearly ceased to exist;

•nd thus many tender visited ones are left

vithout sympathy, without that manifesta-
ion of love to their immortal souls, without
elp from those more advanced in life than
hemselvcs, because of the oppression witliin

ur once safe enclosure. This alone bows
bo hearts of the remnant in our Israel to

lim, whose car is open to their cry, who will

-rise for the poor in Zion, will undo the heavy
inrdeus, and set the captives free.

eternal and everlasting Father, give not
his, thy once highly fiivored people to re-

roach. Eestore unto us judges as at the first,

nd counsellors as at the beginning. Cause
by Son Jesus to rule and reign in our hearts,

•nd His kingdom to spread in our midst,
['hen will we praise thy name, O Lord, and
;ive thanks unto Thee. Then shall incense
rise unto Thee and pure offerings. Amen.

—

British Friend.

In the village of Sperenberg, about twenty
ailes distant from Berlin, is situated the
eepest well in the world. It is for some dis-

anee 16 feet in diameter, and is 4194 feet in

epth. It was begun about five years ago by
government authorities with a view to as-

ertaining the existence of rock salt beneath
be strata of gj-psum occurring in the locality.

Lt a depth of 280 feet the salt was reached,
ut the boring was continued to a depth of

feet, the diameter of the bore being re-

juced to about 13 inches. The boring was
jubsequently prosecuted by steam until the

final depth of 4194 feet was attained. At thi

lowest point, the salt deposits still continue,
exhibiting the enormous thickness of 2907
feet.

—

Late Paper.

War.
For "Tho Friend."

The present century has been one in which
extraordinary energies have been put forth
in a multitude of directions. Would that
these energies were exerted in arresting the
most diabolical evil and curse that can aflfect

the moral and religious progress and welfare
of this or any other country. Would that the
benign and peaceable spirit of the Prince of
Peace might be allowed to sway our hearts,
and bring them so into accord with the de-
sign, growth, and establishment of His glori
ous kingdom, as that the anthem might be
joyfully sung, "Glory to God in the highest

;

and on earth peace, goodwill \o men." Then
would that have place now, which was de-

signed to prevail nineteen hundred years ago
when the new covenant dispensation
ushered in, viz., "Nation shall not lift up sword
against nation, neither shall they learn war any
more."

Fifth mo. 1875.

African Hippopotamus Hunters.

At the Loangua, a branch of the Zambesi,
Dr. Livingstone, in 1872, came upon a party
of hereditary hunters of the hippopotamus.
Of these people he gives the following ac-

count :
" They follow no other occupation

;

but when their game is getting scanty at one
spot they remove to some other part of the
Loangua, Zambesi, or Shire, and build tem-
porary huts on an island, where their women
cultivate patches of ground. The flesh of the
animals they kill, is eagerly exchanged by
the more settled people for grain. They are

not stingy, and are everywhere welcome
guests. 1 never heard of any fraud in deal-

ing, or that they had been guilty of an out-

rage on the poorest : their chief characteristic

is their courage. Their hunting is the bravest
thing I ever saw. Each canoe is managed by
two men ; they are long, light craft, scarcely

half an inch in thickness, about eighteen
inches beam, and from eighteen to twenty
feet long. They are formed for speed, and
shaped somewhat like our racing boats. Each
man uses a broad, short paddle, and as they
guide the canoe slowly down stream to a
sleeping hippopotamus, not a single ripple is

raised on the smooth water ; they look as if

holding in their breath, and communicate by
signs only. As they come near the prey, the
harpooner in the bow lays down his paddle
and rises slowly up, and then he stands erect,

motionless and eager, with the long-handled

weapon poised at arms-length above his head,

till, coming close to the huge beast, he plunges

it with all his might in toward the heart.

During this exciting- feat, he has to keep his

balance exactly. His neighbor in the stern

at once backs his paddle, the harpooner sits

down, seizes his paddle and backs too, to es-

cape. The animal, surprised and wounded,
seldom returns the attack at this stage of

the hunt. The next stage, however, is full of

danger.
The barbed blade of the harpoon is secured

by a long and very strong rope wound round
the handle : ft is intended to come out of its

socket ; and while the iron head is firml}- fixed

n tho animal's body, the rope unwinds and

the handle floats on the surface. The hunter
next goes to the handle, and hauls on the
rope till ho knows that he is right over the
beast; when he feels the line suddenly slacken,
he is prepared to deliver another harpoon the
instant that the enormous jaws appear, with
a terrible grunt, above th-e water. Tho back-
ing by tho paddles is again repeated; but
the hippopotamus often assaults the canoe,
crunches it with his great jaws, as easily as
a pig would a bunch of asparagus, or shivers
it with a kick by his hind foot. Deprived of
their canoe, the men instantly dive and swim
to tho shore under water. They say that the
infuriated beast looks for them on the sur-
face, and, being below, they escape his sight.
When caught by many harpoons, the crews
of severfri canoes seize the handle, and drag
him hither and thither, till weakened by loss
of blood, he succumbs.

This hunting requires the greatest skill,

courage and nerve that can be conceived.
TheMakimbi, as these hunters are called, are
certainly a magnificent race of men ; hardy
and active in their habits, and well fed, as
the result of their brave exploits ; every
muscle is well developed

; and though not so
tall as some tribes, their figures are compact,
and finely proportioned. ' Being a family
occupation, it has, no doubt, helped in the
production of fine physical development.^
Though all the people among whom they
sojourn, would like the profits they secure by
the flesh and curved tusks, and no game is

preserved, I have met with no competitors
to them, except the Wa^^eiyr, of Lake Ngami,
and adjacent rivers. We have no sport, ex-
cept, perhaps, Indian tiger shooting, requir-
ing the courage and coolness this enterprise
demands. The danger may be appreciated
if one remembers, that no sooner is blood shed
in the water, than all the crocodiles below
are immediately drawn up stream to the
place of combat, by the scent.

For "The Friend."

The dying charge of King David to Solo-

mon, has often been referred to for the exeei-

ency of the advice it contains, and which
continues to be applicable to all succeeding
generations: "Know thou the God of thy
fathers, and serve Him with a perfect heart
and with a willing mind. If thou seek Him,
He will be found of thee, but if thou forsake
Him, He will cast thee off forever."

How earnestly does the aged Paul exhort
the youthful Timothy, his own son in the
faith, that he should be " an example to the
believers, in word, in conversation, in charity,

in spirit, in faith, in purity;" that he should
ot neglect the gift that was in him; but
ive himself wholly up to spiritual things

!

How impressive is the charge given to hira,

after enumerating some evils to be avoided,
But thou, O man of God, flee these things

;

and follow after righteousness, godliness, faith,

love, patience, meekness. Fight the_ good
fight of faith, lay hold on eternal life.

'* *

I give thee charge in the sight of God, who
quickeneth all things, and before Christ Jesus,

who before Pontius Pilate witnessed a good
confession; that thou keep this commandment
without spot, unrebukable I" Again in his

second epistle to the same " dearly beloved
son," he thanks God that without ceasing he
has remembrance of him in his prayers, night
and day ; and entreats him to be strong in the

grace that is in Christ Jesus, to endure hard-
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nes8 as a 1,'ood soldier, to flee youthful lusts,

to watch in all things, endure afflictions, do

the work of an evangelist, make full proof of

his ministry. Being conscious that his own

end was approaching, that he had nearly

finished his course, and would soon be remov-

ed from the object of his loving concern, he

comforts him, by relating the assurance he

felt: " The Lord shall deliver me from every

evil work, and will preserve me unto His

heavenly kingdom : to whom be glorj' for-

ever and ever. Amen."
We believe, that the earnest longings and

and watchful care over the young, evidenced

by the epistles of Paul, have been and are in

measure the experience of many in more

modern times ; and we greatly desire, that

those whose hearts are thus stirred up to

sock the good of others, may cherish the feel-

ing,dwell underit.andpatientlysubmit tothat

religious exercise ofspirit which would prepare

them to extend a word of counsel or encour-

agement, or to offer living petitions on their

account to Him who heareth and answereth

true prayer. The following letter, written

more than one hundred years ago, by that

valuable elder, Ellen Evans, of Gwj-nedd, may
tend to stimulate others to similar faithful-

ness; as well as convey instruction to those

who are in the condition of the individual

addressed. It is believed, that it has not be-

fore appeared in print.

" 30th of the 11th mo., 1763.

" Dear Joseph Jordan :—The love I bear to

the blessed memory of thy precious father,

excites kind wishes in my heart for thy pre-

sent and future happiness, and to express some
short hints of them, in this wise, to thee at

this time.
" My desire is, dear youth, that thou may

now, in »he morning of thy day, be sincerely

concerned to know the God of thy father,

who, perhaps, not to say years older than
thyself now is, being in England on a trading
voyage, was noticed by our famous Propria
tor, who looking awfully on him, viz., on thy
father, as he sat at meat at a Friend's house,

drew nigh, and laying his hand on his head,
said, in the hearing of all present, "The dig-

nity is upon him ;" as if he thereby intimated
that the anointing oil should bo poured upon
his head, which in a short time came to be
verified ; and as I have heard himself say, the
blessed hand was then at work in his heart.

I mention this passage, dear young friend,

in order to encourage thee to begin thy day's
work earl}-, as thy worthy parent did. It is

impossible thou sets about it too soon. I br
lieve God loves the seed of the righteous (such
dear child art thou); is willing to do them
good. Don't thou often hear his voice con
victing thee, when thou hast done amiss; [at]

other times, caressing thee as a lather docs
child whom ho dear!}' loves. But, alas, no
sooner docs grace begin to stir and move in

the heart of a 3'outh, but the evil seed does so
likewise; suits his baits to their various inc

nations. The brisk, sharp and lively, he tries

to blow up in the air, viz., to a high conceit
of themselves, so by their fall he come to
break their necks ; others of more slow tom
pors and dispositions, ho will try to throw at

far below the lino as others are above it. I

have at some certain times noticed some
thing [which] makes me of the opinion thoi:

art in more danger to be hurt b^' the latter,
viz., by some lowncss and dejection. Should

it be so as I imagine, don't be discouraged

but as little as possibly thou canst. It has

been the case with many in their first setting

forth out of Egypt, and will, if thou rightly

pply it, abundantly turn out to thy advan-

tage.

"Now a friend in such a strait might be

useful. Some choose to make a friend of a

parent; and I have remarked in my time

that such friendships have been attended

th a blessing. Thou hast a father, (in the

relation he stands to thee,) a wise, knowing
an, capable of giving thee good advice, and

a mother too, to whom nature and grace have

been liberal in their gifts, so that she can

accommodate any age with her agreeable

company. Can't thou make her thy friend,

—sit by her—hear her instruction—make her

will thy law. It will be' as an ornament of

grace to thy headland a charm about thy
neck. Don't keep loo close to thy room, es-

pecially when thy father is from home. Make
thyself company to her. Use freedom to her

without reserve. Thou wilt see how such

conduct as this will cheer up her heart, and
be as marrow to her bones. We shall all

'

glad to see thee here. Can't thou step up
sometime. Farewell, "dear Joseph. Thy no
small weli-wisher.

Ellen Evans."

A Miner Saved by a Rabbit.

The Golden Era of San Francisco, gives the

following interesting account of the manner
in which a rabbit saved the life of a silver

miner in Montana:
One day, while at work down at the bottoi

of his shaft, the overhanging rock caved in

and buried him alive. The rest of the story
is in the man's own words.
There was nothing I could do to release

myself. I knew that if relief did not come
from the outside I must perish. No one
knew I had gone there. A road ran past the

mouth of the shaft, but it was not travelled

much, and I was not likely to attract atten
tion by calling; nevertheless, I shouted at in

tervals all day. The following morning I

commenced calling again
;
and all day, when

ever I thought I heard a sound, I shouted.
When night came again all hopes of being

released had abandoned me. One thing added
great bitterness to my sufferings—I owed
quite a large amount of money, my creditors,

would think I had fled to defraud them, and
my name would be stigmatized.

I will not dwell on the agonies I endured.
I am sorry I cannot forget them. The morn-
ing of the fourth day of my imprisonment I

heard something crawl into my grave. I

lighted my candle and saw a rabbit. There
was only one aperture large enough to admit
him. 1 closed this to prevent his escape.

I saw in him food to appease my hunger,
and my hand was raised to kill him, when a
thought occurred to me that prevented the
blow from descending. I had two fish-lines

;

their united length would reach to the road.
I took ofl' mj- shirt, tore it into strings, tied

them together, and on the fish line. I wore
a long gold watch chain ; I tied it on to the
part of the line that would cross the road. I

then cut several leaves from mj' diary, wrote
on them my condition, and tied them on to
that part of the line that woul3 be outside.

I then tied the end made out of my shirt
around Jack's neck, and let him out. Ho soon

reached the end of the line, and I knew by]

the way he was pulling that he was making i

desperate attempts to escape. Soon the tug-

ging stopped, and, knowing gnawing to be one
j

of Jack's accomplishments, I thought he had
cut himself loose.

,

About three hours afterward I felt the line

pulled, then some one called; I tried to answer,

but the hoarse noise I made died in the cavern.

I then pulled the line to show I was not dead.

All grew still again, and I knew the man had
gone for assistance. Then camo the sound;

of voices. I pulled in the line and it brought
in food. It took all the men who worked ia

the shaft nine hours to reach me.
A very large pine tree that grew near the

shaft had been the cause of my misfortune.

It had been dead a number of years, and the

storm had blown it over. The terrible blow
it struck the ground had caused the cave.

Jack had wound the line around a bush
and tied himself so short, that he was im-

prisoned outside as securely as I had been in-

side. He was taken to town, put in a large

cage and supplied with all the rabbit delica-

cies the market afforded. He, however, did

not thrive ; and the boys, believing that he

"pined in thought," voted to set him free.

He was taken back to his old girdling grounds
and set at liberty.

He not only saved my life, but he became
the benefactor of all the rabbits in the

neighborhood, the miners refraining from

shooting any for fear it might be him.

For "The Friend."

A Summer Afternoon's Wallf.

I had been t* visit an aged friend, to whom
1 felt indebted for many kind attentions in

all my earlier years, and who was afflicted

with a neuralgic affection of the head, which
occasioned her much suffering. My own
home was a few miles distant, and mj- route

lay partly along the public highway, and

partly by narrow lanes and through wood-

land paths. The blue expanse of the sky

seemed perfectly clear, except a few narrow
lines of filmy clouds to the eastward ; and

the refreshing coolness of the air tempered

by a gentle breeze from the North, enabled

one to enjoy the greenness of the fields, the

songs of the birds, an"d the beauty of the

flowers.

The red-winged black birds, with their

bright scarlet epaulets, seemed particularly

busy ; and the King- bird displayed the white

edging of his tail feathers, as with sudden

and graceful sweep he- caught a passing in-

sect and returned to a perch by the roadside

fence. In the woods, the quick repeated note

of the golden-crowned thrush or oven bird,

and the melodious voice of the wood robin

recalled to mind days long gone by, when my
first acquaintance was formed with these in-

teresting species.

As I rested for a time under the leafy shade

of a wayside tree, feeling the cool breeze, and

listening to the soothing murmur of the wind

among the leaves, the sense of physical en-

joyment was very refreshing andgrateful. Bat
the mind soon reverted to past scenes of men
tal conflict, and to the peaceful satisfaction

which had followed the patient endurance 0)

such seasons, and the conviction was afresh

felt, that no enjoyment can fully satisfy th(

mind which has once tasted of spiritual re

freshment, unless there is mingled with it £

portion of that Divine peace which flows from
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e Source of all onr blessings, and is dispensed
liis faithful followers.

Near the road lay a farm and buildings,

here fifty years ago, 1 frequently visited,

hose who were then the awncrs have long
nee passed from this stage of existence,

id scarcely any of their family are now
'ing. As I gazed on the familiar spot,

id recalled the scenes of by-gone days, and
membered that another household were
iw sheltered in the old mansion, a sense of
e evanescent nature of all earthly things
read over the mind. Truly, we are but
aants of all we possess here, liable to be
rned out without warning when it pleases

e true owner. Yet the consciousness of
is is not a disturbing element to the com-
ft and happiness of those who are sincerely

riving to walk in the footsteps of the Hea-
inly flock. They can receive all the bless-

es that are showered upon them, as coming
)m the Divine Hand, and thus have a double
tisfaction in them ; while at the same time
eir hearts are cheered with the glorious

"pe, that at the end of this life they shall be
mitted to that celestial home, where they
ii partake without mixture of that river

lose waters make glad the whole heritage
God. Whilst sharing the trials of life,

By verify the words of the poet

:

" He is the happy man, whose life e'en now
Shows somewhat of the happier life to come."

Cowper thus beautifully describes the feel-

's of him " whom the Truth makes free
;"

3iB are the mountains, and the valleys his,

4.nd the resplendent rivers. His to enjoy

With a propriety that none can feel.

But who, with filial confidence inspired,

3an lift to Heaven an unpresumptuous eye,

ind smiling say—'My Father made them all 1'

A.re they not his by a peculiar right,

Vnd by an emphasis of interest his,

Whose eye they fill with tears of holy joy.

Whose heart with praise, and whose exalted mind
With worthy thoughts of that unwearied love,

That planned, and built, and still upholds, a world
3o clothed with beauty for rebellious man ?"

I'th month 30th, 1875.

There are woes too deep for utterance,
jyond the reach of human aid or sympathy,
y such there is but one remedy, ' Cast thy
rden upon the Lord, and He will sustain

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH 5. 1875.

iVe learn that a feeling of uneasiness has
in awakened in the minds of some Friends
the action of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting
its late annual assembly with respect to

3 acceptance of a trust devised by the will

Henry H. Mosher, who recently deceased
a Brooklyn, New York. In the hope of re-

lying the fears of such Friends, we have be-

i:ved it- right to make a few explanations.
B H. Mosher was originally a poor man, and
'$' many years had the care of Friends'
fflteting-house in New York city, for which
y received a small salary. His habits of life

Mre very inexpensive, and the savings of
4ny years gradually accumulated, till it bo-

cine a considerable sum at the time of his

Wth. He was attached to the original doc-

Iwes of the Society of Friends, and having

my
ich

neither wife nor <'hild to provide for, ho de-

termined to devote a large portion of his pro-
perty to the maintenance and spread of the
principles ever held by the faithful members
of that people. Accordingly, his will directed
that two-thirds of his estate should be equally
divided among four Yearly Meetings (of which
Philadelphia was one,) to be kept as a fund,

the interest of which should be used in the
printing and distribution of writings uphold-
ing the views of "Early Friends." The only
condition attached to the acceptance of the
trust was, that any expense attending its care
and management should be paid by the meet-
ing itself, and not be defrayed out of the in-

come of the fund, which was designed to be
exclusively appropriated to the object speci-

fied.

Since the separation of 1827, there have
been two bodies claiming the name of Phila-
delphia Yearly Meeting, one of them popu-
larly known as Hicksite Friends; and a simi-

lar condition of things has existed in man;
parts of this country. The convulsion wh
agitated the Society at that time produced
but little effect in England, and no correspond-
ing division was made in London Yearly
Meeting. To remove any doubt as to whom
he designed to appoint as his trusteefe, and to

relieve his executors of any legal embarrass-
ment on this account, H. H. Mosher desig-

nated the Yearly Meetings mentioned in his

will as those "in unity with London Yearly
Meeting;" a clause which would prevent any
of those called " Hicksite" bodies, from claim-

ing or receiving the control of any portion of

his estate.

When this subject was introduced into

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting by the reading
of a communication from the executors of H.
H. Mosher, stating the facts of the case, some
hesitation was felt in aecejiting the trust.

This arose partly from a consideration of the
care and responsibility involved in the faith-

ful discharge of the duties connected with it

;

and partly from a fear that .some Friends
among ourselves and elsewhere would be
made uneasy, lest Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing was in some degree compromising the

testimony it has long borne, or weakening its

hands in the exercise of faithful plain-dealing

towards London Yearly Meeting, if the time
should come in which such a duty was re-

quired of it. On the other hand, it was felt

that the object of the testator was a worthy
one, in which this Yearly Meeting was deeply
interested, and that we ought not to refuse

our assistance in promoting so good a cause

without sufficient reason. The word '• unity"
mentioned in the will, was believed to have
no force, either actual or desig7ied, beyond
identifying the body which the testator in-

tended to appoint as his trustee. Though
two Yeai-ly Meetings must be considered as

in unity with each other in a le^al sense, when
their respective members can transfer their

rights from one to the other by certificate, as

is the ease with London and Philadelphia;

yet this by no means implies that either of

the bodies approves of all the actions of the

other. We believe it safe to say that there

is no evidence that Philadelphia Yearly Meet-

ing has in any degree left the ground it occu-

pied, when it felt called upon earnestly and
affectionately to plead with our brethren in

England for allowing the publication among
them of writings issued by members, aud cal-

culated to undermine the doctrinal faith of

Friends
; and when, at a later date, it warned

them of the dangers to be feared from sanc-
tioning a disorganizing and separating spirit

by owning the Binns' Meeting in Ohio, which
was established in violation of the discipline

and usages of the Society.

There are many of the members of Phila-
delphia Yearly Meeting who would prefer
that this bequest should go into the hands of
sOme other body of Friends, who would carry
out the views of the testator; that thus the
concern for the spread of the truths of the
Gospel by the distribution of our approved
writings, might be more generally felt in the
Society. The interest taken here in this sub-
ject is so deep, that there is little reason to
doubt that independently of H. H. Mother's
funds, the requisite pecuniary means will be
found to supply all demands lor such books,
where there is a reasonable prospect of good
resulting from their circulation.

We hope these considerations will relieve

the uneasiness of honest- hearted Friends above
alluded to ; and that they will be satisfied,

that the action of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing in the present case does not indicate any
tendency to withdraw from the position it

now occupies, nor involve any change in its

future course. The minute adopted makes
no declaration beyond the simple statement,
that if the money is paid by the executors of
H. H. Mosher, it will accept and execute the
trust—that is, take charge of the funds, and
apply the income thereof to the distribution

of writings upholding the views of " Early
Friends."

Our attention has been called to some re-

marks in the Editorial columnsof this Journal,

of Fifth mo. 22d, which it was feared might
be applied in a manner not intended. The
comments on G. Fox's advice that ministers

should not unduly prolong their absence from
home, when travelling in the ministry, were
designed to be general in their character, and
not "to be applied exclusively to any one
locality ; there was no reference in the mind
of the writer to recent visits to this part of

the heritage ; andVhere the words " us," and
" our," are used in the second paragraph, the

persons referred to are the recipients of a
gospel visit, in whatever part of the world

they may reside, and not to those alone, whose
outward abode is in the same section of coun-

try as that of the writer.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The British Arctic Expedition, consisting

of the ships Alert and Discovery, with 121 men, sailed

on the 29th ult. from Portsmouth, Eng. Thousands of

people witnessed their departure, and the Queen sent a

telegraphic dispatch, wishing success to the expedition.

The Court of Common- Pleas, to which the appeal in

the case of the Tipperary election was referred, has

unanimously decided that the late John Mitchell was
disqualified, and that Moore the opposing candidate is

entitled to the seat.

The strike of the miners in South Wales is ended, the

men having agreed to a reduction of 12i per cent, in

wages.

On the 28th ult. Paul Boynton re-crossed the channel

from France to England. He labored under the dis-

advantage of fogs and adverse wind, and was kept

nearly twenty-four hours in the water. He left Cape
Grisnez at 3 o'clock A. M., and arrived at Folkstone,

near Dover, at half past two the following morning. In

crossing the tides and currents of the Channel, he pad-

dled thirty-four miles.

The Mark Lane Express in its weekly review of the

breadstufTs market says : The drought has been felt in

France and a poor yield is probable.
_
This, coupled

with the appearance of grasshoppers in the United
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States, will make low rates of short duration, notwith-

standing Continental markeU are down sixpence to a

shilling.

The Post, reviewing the letter of the Archmshop of

Canterbury, expresses the opinion that the religious re-

vival will have little permanent effect.

A Paris dispatch of the 2Gth says : The reconstruc-

tion of the Committee of Thirty was completed by

the .Assembly to-day. The committee is composed of

twenty members of all .sections of the Left, four sup-

porters of M. Wallon, and six deputies of the Eight.

Among the members elected to-day are Waddingtoh,

Albert Grevy, Simon and Christophe. The Left voted

in the six deputies of the Right so that the majority

might be represented on the committee; but it is be-

lieved that five will decline to serve. Gambetta was

not elected, having withdrawn his name as a candidate.

The Paris correspondent of the P.all Mall Gazette

says the preponderance of the Left in the new Com-
mittee of Thirty is due to discord in the Conservative

ranks. The Committee of Thirty have decided to con-

sider, first, the bill concerning public powers ; next, the

Senate bill, and third, the Electoral bill.

The French Minister of War asks for a credit of fifty-

one millions of francs to continue work on the fortifi-

cations of the country, and for the supply of war ma-
terial.

The Minister of Agriculture has asked for a credit of

six hundred thousand francs to defray the expenses of

the French Commission to the American Centennial

Exhibition at Philadelphia.

A Madrid dispatch of the 29lh reports a battle on
that day at Aloza, where the Carlists suffered a loss of

270 meii killed and wounded.
It is reported that Generals Socias and Patino have

been arrested for complicity in a Republican conspiracy.

The Levant Herald says, a series of terrible earth-

quake shocks occurred early in the Fifth month in the

l)rovince of Brou.ssa, Asia Alinor. Further particulars

show that several villages were de.stroyed by the earth-

quakes, and two thousand persons lost their lives.

The Upper House of the Prussian Diet has passed
the bills for the suppression of convents and relative to

the administration of church property.

The government, fearing a disturbance, has forbidden
processions in honor of the Pope's jubilee.

A Balgian subject, named Duchesne, having pub-
lished letters which gave offence in Germany, the Bel-

gian government has given attention to the case. A
Brussels dispatch says : The Senate has unanimously
adopted a vote of confidence in the government in re-
spect to its conduct of the correspondence with Ger-
many. The Ministry has given notice that it will in-

troduce a bill providing for the punishment of offences

similar to that of Duchesne.
The papers in the case of Duchesne have been handed

to the German Ambassador, with a note explaining that
the investigation was exhaustive, and nothing had been
discovered beyoiid the letters which are already known,
and which <lo not bring Duchesne within the scope of
any penal code. The note adds that the government
will propose an amendment to the law, by which pro-
posals of murder will be made punishable the same as
threats.

A Berlin dispatch of the 28th says : The Governor
of Westphalia has summoned the Bishop of Munster to
resign his see.

The King and Queen of Sweden have arrived in this
city on a visit to the Emperor.
The North German Gazette says this visit has a

political significance, and sees in it a manifestation of
Sweden's support of the policy of the three emperors.
London diapatche.s of the 1st inst. announce the failure

of the Aberdare Iron Company, with liabilities to the
amount of £750,000. This failure involves Sanderson
& Co. and others. The Times fears i-esults similar to
those which followed the collapse of Oyerend, Gurney
& Co. It is said that the Sandersons are involved with
iron companies to the extent of £300,000, and that the
aggregate liabilities will amount to several millions
sterling.

London, 5th mo. 31st.—Consols OSJ. U. S. new five
per cents, 102.i.

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 7ld.; Orleans, 8 a 8Jd.
Breadstuffs quiet.

An indication of growing prosperity among the
Italian people is found in the increase of deposits in the
savings banks,Jrom 94,000,000 francs in 1855, to 415,-
000,000 in 1874. The increase is in the part of the
country north of Rome.
United States.— President Grant has written a

letter to General Harry White, president of the recent
Republican State nominating Convention, in which he
distinctly disavows any wish to be re-elected for a third

term. He says: "I am not, nor have I ever been a| WILLIAM PENN CHARTER SCHOOL,
candidate for a re-nomination; I'would not accept a| No. 8 South Twelfth St., Philadelphia,

nomination if it were tendered, unless it should come
|

This institution is conducted by the Board of Ov(

under such circumstances as to make it an imperative
;
aeers created by William Penn's Charter of 1711. T

duty—circumstances not likely to arise." I location is central, and the teaching force ample ai

Numerous disastrous conflagrations have taken place ! efficient. Besides thfe English branches, French, G(

tly throughout the country. One which broke out man, Greek, Latin and Drawing are taught witho

Nin
the 27th ult. in the " Trinity Catholic Church" at South ' extra charge.

Holyoke, Ma.ss., during the evening service, caused the I The next academical year will

death of a large number of persons and the severe in- month 14th, 1875. Terms : $80 per annum.
jury of others. The latest figures gave the dead as 71, ' For circulars, or for any information in regard to t

fatally burned 22, burned 22, and otherwise wounded School, apply to Richard M. Jones, B,
'

as 27, making a total of 142 sufferers by the catastrophe.

The fire originated from candles on the altar coming
in contact with the drapery of the room. The building

which was very large was entirely destroyed.

In Springfield, Mass., a fire occurred on the 30th ult.

which destroyed about 40 buildings, causing a loss of at

least $500,000. At Great Bend, Penna., the same day,

bout 150 families were made homeless, and property

burned to the value of $250,000. Beside these the

papers report a large number of fires of less magni-
tude. A very heavy rain storm prevailed the 29th ult.

throughout the region of Pennsylvania devastated by
the forest fires. All the fires have been extinguished

by the rain, which has also been a great benefit to the

growing crops.

The Department of State is in receipt of information

of the. passage by acclamation, of an act by the Cortes

of the Kingdom of Portugal, granting the unconditional
freedom to the remaining Portuguese slaves known as

apprentices or freedmen. The act in question puts an
end to slavery forever in Portugal and her dependen-
cies, and not only proclaims the freedom of apprentices

and the abolition in the Portuguese dominions of man's
pretensions to man, but declares that the labor of the

apprentices now under tutelage is free, and that they
are at liberty to make their own contracts, subject only
to the revision of the proper authority.

There were 372 interments in Philadelphia last week,
including 27 of scarlet fever and 18 old age.

The domestic exports at the port of New York dur-
ing the first five months of this year, aggregate $95,-

300,000, against $112,700,000 for the corresponding
period of last year.

The suit of the Union Pacific Railroad Company to

recover from the United States one-half the amount
earned for government transportation, but now with-

held by the government to pay interest advances, has
been decided in the Court of Claims in favor of the
company, and judgment given for the company in the
sum of $512,000.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 31st ult. Philadelphia.—MuMVings cotton, 16i
a 16| cts. for uplands and New Orleans. Superfine
fiour, $4.50 a $5.00 ; extra and finer brands, *5.50 a

$8.00. White wheat, $1.43 a $1.48 ; amber, $1.36 a
$1.40; red, $1.33 a $1.35. Rye, $1.05. Yellow corn,
82 a 83 cts.; mixed, 78 a 81 cts. Oats, 70 a 73 cts.

Lard, 15 cts. Clover-seed, 9 a 11| cts. About 2400
beef cattle sold at 74 a 8 cts. per lb. gross for extra,

6J^ a 7 cts. for fair to good, and 5 a 6 cts. per lb. gross
for common. Sheep, 4J a 5J cts. per lb. gross, and
hogs $11.50 a $12.50 per 100 lbs. net for corn fed.

Baltimore.—Superfine flour, $4.50 a $4.75 ; extras, $5 a

$5.50 ;
finer brands, $6 a $8.25. Western amber wheat,

$1.37 a $1.38; western red, $1.34 a $1.35; Maryland
red, $1.25 a $1.35; No. 2 western spring, $1.14. White
corn, 84 cts.; yellow, 80 cts. Oats, 70 a 82 cts. Rye,
$1.15. Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat, 96 cts. ; No. 2
do., 915 cts.; No. 3 do., 88 cts. Rye, $1.02. No. 2
spring barlev, $1.16. Lard, 143 cts. St. Louisa.—No.
1 winter red wheat, $1.28; No. 3 do., $1.20 a $1.21;
No. 2 spring, 94 cts. No. 2 corn, 62 a 63 cts. Oats,
59 a 60 cts. /nrfianapofis.—Flour, $3.75 a $6.50. White
wheat, $1.20 a $1.30 ; amber, $1.15 a $1.18 ; red, $1.12.
Corn, 60 a 63 cts. Oats, 66 a 67 cts.

RASPBERRY STREET SCHOOL FOR COLORED
GIRLS.

A Teacher is wanted for this School, to enter upon
duty the first of 9th month. One who has had some
experience with children of this character preferred.
Apply to Hannah Evans, 322 Union St.

Rachel S. Maris, 127 South 5th St.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia.

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Worth-
INOTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients may be

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board of
Man.agers.

Head Master William Penn Charter School.

SCHOLARSHIPS.
In accordance with the provisions of the Chartei

limited number of pupils of restricted means will

admitted without charge. Competition for these sch^

arships will not be confined to Friends, but in theca
ful examination to which each applicant will be si

jected, good moral home influences, early training a

aptitude for learning will weigh than acqni

ments or inability to pay the charges of the school,

that pupils thus admitted shall feel that they have i

tained an lionorable distinction.

Blank forms of application can be had by apply!

personally, or by letter, to the Head Master. It is (

sirable that all applications be in his hands by Six

month 10th, 1875.

BOOKS FOR SALE AT "FRIENDS' BOOK
STORE," 304 Arch street.

Friends' Library, in 14 volumes, $2.50 per vol. $35
Sewei's History of the Rise and Progress of the

People called Quakers, .... 2

An Apology for the True Christian Divinity,

R. Barclay, sheep, . . . . .1
Do. do. cheap edition, cloth.

Letters on Religious Subjects, by John Kendall,

Do. of the late John Barclay,

Do. of Elizabeth, Lucy, and Judith Usher,
Life of John Woolman,
Journal of the Life of George Fox, . . . 1

" " " William Evans, cloth, . 2
" " " " sheep, 2

1

" " Thomas Chalkley, . . .11
" " William Sivery, ....
" " Thomas EUwood, ....

" Henry Hull
" " John Richardson,....
" " John Churchman,
" " Thomas Scattergood, ... 1

Diary of Samuel Scott,

Concise account of Friends. Thos. Evans,

Bevan's View of the Christian Religion, .

The Rise and Progress of the People called

Quakers, by Wm. Penn, ....
Barclay's Catechism,

No Cross No Crown. Wm. Penn, .

Examples of Youthful Piety, ....
Journal of William Penn, while visiting Hol-

land and Germany, 1677, ....
Life of Richard Jordan

(

Biographical Sketches and Anecdotes,

Musings and Memories, ....
A Brief History of Westtown Boarding School,

with a General Catalogue of Oflioers and
Students,

Historical Memoirs of Friends. By William
Hodgson, . . . _ . . _.

Power of Religion on the Mind. By Lindley
Murray,

Friends in the 17th Century. By Charles

Evans, M. D., cloth

Do. do. half bound

11

Died, at the residence of her father, in Marshalli;

Chester Co., Pa., on the 3rd of Second month, If,

Mary Embree, daughter of James and Eliza Embi
in the 32d year of her age, a member of Bradii

Monthly Meeting. Her friends have the consoling!

lief that her end was peace.

, in Marshallton, Chester Co., Pa., on the 1,

of Second month, 1875, after a short and severe illni

James Embree, in the 66ih year of his age, a mem!
of Bradford Monthly Meeting. He was from early Ij

firmly attached to the ancient doctrines and testimoi

of our religious Society, and manifested by his hunj

and exemplary walk through life, that he was endea"
ing to follow the precepts and guidance of the Redeeij

of men; and has left a well grounded hope that
'.

been safely gathered with the faltiiful of all general!

!

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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k among the Indians : being extracts from tiie Journal

of Thomas C. Batley.

(Continued from page 330.)

As some incidents connected with my stay
1 this Agency, and subsequent removal to

latof the Kiowas, may be interesting, I will

anscribe some scattering pages from my
ary, going back to the time of commencing
le school.

11th mo. 2d, 1871.—Had a long and in-

iresting conversation with Captain Coffee
id Little Captain, through Caddo George as
terpreter, acting chiefs of Guadalupe's band
'Caddoes during his absence, he having gone
Lawrence with the Agent. I wrote my

imp on a slate and told them th.it was mj^
ime, that it stood for me ; they looked at it

laughed—looked again—turned it bottom
)wards—looked at it from all directions and
all positions—but evidently could not see

ything in it which they could construe into

ly representation of me, or any other man.
saw thej' did not comprehend it, and took
e slate, drew a profile picture, with a short,

arp, turnup nose, hair combed over back,
mewbat curly, and wearing a straight col-

r. they readily saw that that might repre-
nt me. I then wrote my name under it, and
cceeded, as I thought, in making them un-
Tstand that the picture rejiresented me, and
e writing my name—the word used to re-

•esent me. I then made the picture of a
>n, and showed it to them. They did not
low what it was. I wrote Lion under it as
i name, which was read letter by letter, pro-
mneed and explained to George and by him

t the others. I then drew a buffalo, and
]aced under it the word Buffalo, as its name,
i>t the animal itself or its representation, but

J

name—the word people used when they
oke about it to one another, as George is

je name of a man, not the man himself, but
|e word which people use in speaking of him.
J finally fancied that they understood my
^aning, as they are in no wise deficient in
iose. By thus opening to their comprehen-
6n the nature and use of schools, an interest

lis awakened in their minds, which was
ierwards manifested by their sending their
"jildren to be instructed in the rudiments of
^hool learning.

|23d.—Snow this morning ; as the house is

<ry open and not banked up, and we have no
sove for the diniog-room, and only a little

conical sheet-iron tent stove for the school-
room, it is impossible to keep comfortable,
especially our half clad scholars. There being
but three boys who have pantaloons, the thighs
of the others are naked, besides being other-
wise thinly clad, and of coui-se they mast auf-

fer in such weather. Snow enough fell to
mark out fox and geeso upon this morning,
and some pains were taken to show the chil-

dren how to play this game. I have found
that to awaken an interest in some civilized

sports, different from their customary games,
is one step toward arousing an interest in the
school and its lessons. In this they resemble
our own children

; remove outside sports and
the play ground from our common schools,

and we would find their interest in schools

much weakened. I have accordingly taken
part with them in their sports, endeavoring
to introduce suitable ones for the play-ground.
In the middle of the forenoon a flock of wild
turkeys passed near the school house, upon
which the wild instinct of our scholars was
manifested by a general stampede, bows and
arrows in hand, and an exciting footrace,

was at once entered upon, in which, as might
be expected, the turkeys were the winners.
The scene was somewhat enlivening and en-

tertaining, and I could not decide which were
the greater curiosity the wild turkeys run-

ning and skulking among the brush, or the
wild boys and girls who were chasing them :

but I was abundantly more successful in col-

lecting the boys and girls into school again,

than thej" were in catching the wild turkeys.

These boys are quite expert in the use of the
bow and arrows, being furnished with them
nearly as soon as they can run alone. Boys
six or eight years of age will not only kill a

bird no larger than my thumb at the distance

of several yards, but as I have seen, actually

cut off its head with the arrow.
12th mo. 2d.—As I am so much of a novice,

and had so little experience in an Indian
school, I have felt very anxious to visit one,

or have some conversation with some one who
has been longer engaged in the work than I

have, in order to see if I could gather some
ideas that would be of advantage to me in my
undertaking here ; and a team going to the

Kiowa Agency I left my school in charge of

A. J. Standing, in order to visit the school at

that place, there being but one school-day be-

fore I shall expect to return. We made good
progress and passed some objects of singular

interest to the lover of natural scenery, among
which might be mentioned Cedar Springs,

Harker Mountain, and Medicine Bluffs. The
first of these is a beautiful spring of clear,

sweet water, at the foot of a precipice of Eed
Sandstone, forming a deep ravine, fringed

with cedars and other trees. The road crosses

at the top of the rock, a few feet below the

general level of the surrounding soil, while

the water springs out at the base. It is im-

possible for mo to describe the place, and I

made no sketch of it on account of the cold.

The second is a spur of the Wichita Moun-
tains, running out from near Mt. Scott to tho
spot where our road passed it. It is a mound
consisting of rocks piled up in all manner of
shapes, having a few shrubby trees at tho
base, but not reaching over one-third of tho
distance to the top, which rises somewhere
from two hundred to five hundred feet above
the surrounding plains. Thclast named place
situated near Fort Sill, is nearly a perpen-
dicular wall of rocks, at the base of which
flows Medicine Bluff Creek. But the grand
objects of interest in the whole joui-ney are
Mts. Scott and Sheridan, rising in majestic
grandeur above the surrounding mountains.
They have a very remarkable appearance,
rising in immense masses of rock from the
midst of vast plains. We passed within about
eight miles of Mt. Scott, and perhaps thii-teen

from Mt. Sheridan.
•After getting through to the post, I pro-

ceeded at once to the Boarding School for

Indian children. The next morning was a
beautiful one, but before noon the wind arose
and the air was filled with clouds of dust,

—

the weather became cold, the wind turned to

the north, and a furious snow storm followed,
which, however, passed away and it became
clear in the evening. I made a sketch of Mts.
Scott and Sheridan from the school-house, in

the morning. Notwithstanding the day of
the week (being 1st day) the scholars were
assembled after the usual "Sabbath School,"

and read in my presence ; also specimens of

writing both in their copy books and on slates

were exhibited, all of which showed marked
progress for the length of time they had been
in school.

On the 4th returned to the Washita. The
two following days I was in school in the
forenoons only, while in the afternoons I went
round to some of the Caddoe villages, endeav-

oring to induce them to send more scholars

to school, but succeeded in getting two girls

only.

15th.—This evening the Agent returned,

and I spent an hour at the Agency. His wife

looks well, and is much rejoiced in getting

back, as they have been out on the road since

the 27th of last month.
18th.—School visited by the Agent and his

wife, who appeared to be well pleased with

the organization of it, as also the progress of

the scholars, and indeed they did show a

creditable advancement. The Agent informed

them, through an interpreter, that he had in

his absence, visited several schools, but that

he had visited none the scholars of which ap-

peared to be making more commendable pro-

gress than they were.

28th.—Though the scholars learn fast, they
do not comprehend the nature or use of

schools, and I have great difficulty in making
them understand that they should keep still,

without talking or laughing out loud. They
do not appear to know anything about whis-

pering, but talk aloud freely. I had expected
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this, but when they have been to school as

much as some of them hove, even to me, I

looked for more improvemeit in this respect,

bat without an interpreter it is very difficult

to explain what I want, to their understand-

ings. I have requested the Agent to send his

interpreter to my assistance, for a half day or

so, but as yet he does not come. Again, at

home they have no lights in the evenings, and

provide but little fuel; and their houses being

open they go to bed early, each wrapped in

his blanket, and then talk, laugh, get up, go

out of doors, come back, punch up the fire,

wrap up again in their blankets, lie down and

talk, and so the night passes, until they fairly

talk or sing themselves to sleep, then they

sleep very late in the morning. Hence while

I have no difficulty in keeping them up until

nine o'clock, I have quite a time in getting

them to lie still enough to go to sleep till mid-

night or after. An immense stock of patience

is requisite, and as my supply is small, I have
to make the best use of what I have, and en-

deavor to have it frequently supplied. 1 some-
times think that the nights are more trying

than the days, and require more self-command,

—tired, sleepy and worn out, as it were, and
yet cannot go to sleep until all these wild
children are so worn out that they can keep
awake no longer, and quietness at last pre-

vails.

29th.—This morning six of our children ran
away, whereupon I mounted a pony, pi

them and succeeded in bringing back three,

after a chase of nearly two miles. I would
have brought back two more, but my horse
would not go any farther, and they seeing the
dilemma I was in (as they were in sight) ran
and hid in the woods. But when they got
home, the head man of their village made
them saddle a pony and brought them back
against noon, the other boy went across the
river and I did not go after him. The reason
of the elopement I knew not at the time, but
subsequently learned that they were afraid of
chastisement in consequence of breaking a
light of glass by throwing a ball through the
window, accidentally. After ascertaining the
.cause of their running away, we arrived at a
hotter understanding by explaining to them
that I did not punish scholars for accidents
they could not avoid. Had rather a pleasant
school to-day after all.

Selected for "The Friend."

From letters and Papers of John Barclay.

1817, Seventh month 4th.—In reading the
13th chapter of the Ist book of Kings, I have
at this time been much instructed, and am
ready to take the lesson to myself as a warn-
ing or special admonition. Herein we see,

that it availed nothing in respect to the future,
that the *prophet had (though so latelj') been
favored with a divine commission, and was
hitherto upright in the faithful discharge of
that arduous duty which devolved upon him
from his Lord, even that of openly proclaim-
ing the vengeance of the Almighty against

* Should the reader not be familiar with this account,
as given in the Ist Book of Kings 13th chapter, it is

recommended for his perusal. The lesson which it

teaches is one which we should all endeavor to learn,
even strict obedience to the requirings of the Lord, as
made known to us in the secret of the heart, not allow-
ing ourselves to be drawn ii.«ide from the path of duty
which has been clearly shown ij us, hut to seek for
ability rightly to perform whatever may be called for
at our hands.

the idolatry that had overtaken the people,

and boldly asserting the destruction of the

priests even to their faces, and in the presence

of their king ; saying to him in reply to his

invitation :
" If thou wilt give me half thine

house, I will not go in with thee; neither will

I eat bread or drink water in this place :" yet

after all, he was weak enough to give up his

own clear convictions of duty, as revealed in

and to himself, (the truth of which was in-

dubitably evinced and sealed by the miracle

which attended the partial performance of

them,) and to prefer obeying the old prophet,

before compliance with "the word of the

Lord." O ! how greatly have I longed in a

peculiar and especial manner for myself, as I

am now situated arid circumstanced, that I

may steadfastly adhere to no other law but

the law written on the heart ; and closely at-

tend to the secret dictates of best wisdom
alone. For assuredly there is no safetj-, but

in implicitlj' giving up to the reproofs of in-

struction, which are and ever will be the way
to life. "Be ye followers of me," says the

apostle Paul, but he adds, " even as I also am
of Christ;" intimatingsurely that the example
of others in life and conversation are to be

followed, only so far as they accord with the

example and precepts of Him, who said, " I

am the light of the world,"—" whilst ye have
the light believe in the light," " walk while ye
have the light." So that in looking back at

such acts of dedication, as have been (accord-

ing to my belief) required at my hands, and
in contemplating the peace which has ensued

after even the smallest surrender, when the

sacrifice has been oftered out of a sincere and
upright heart ; I have earnestly, and I may
truly saj^ above every other earthly considera-

tion, desired that nothing may be suffered to

hinder me—to turn me aside, even in trifling

as well as in great matters and concerns, from
carefully, closely, unremittingly attending to,

and abiding by, the counsels and teachings of

that divine principle, even the Spirit of Christ,

which is given to every one for his guide in

the way of salvation. I have found amongst
many other acts and false suggestions and
temptations, which the enemy makes use of

to deter us from giving up ourselves to the

guidance of the Holy Spirit, one which is

much talked of and acted upon by many,
through their own experience, and the deceit

of the prince of darkness ; namely, that these

leadings and secret influences and inspirations,

are not distinguishable from the workings of
our own mental or rational powers ; and if

they are distinguishable, that these persons
have not felt them or known them. Now in

answer to thi.s, which has been my own delu-

sion, I may say, that every one who has for

a long season, habitually stifled by disobedi-

ence this divine monitor, cannot expect to

hear or to understand so plainly its voice, as

those do who have for a long period listened

to its secret whispers, and surrendered them-
selves unreservedly to its injunctions ; these
can testify, that they follow no uncertain
vapor or idle tale ; but its reproofs are to be
plainly perceived, and its incitements early
to be felt; and that the peace they witness
cannot be imitated, neither can it be expressed
to the understandings, or conceived by the
imaginations of such, as have none of this

blessed experience. Nor let any poor, seek-
ing, sincere, or serious minds be discouraged,
that they do not upon submission, imme-
diately or very quickly feel what they wait

to feel, even the arising of that secret influ-

encing, actuating, constraining and restrain-

ing power or Spirit of the-Lord. Let them not

be discouraged if this be their ease, nor be

dismayed if even after some considerable sac-

rifices and trying testimonies of sincerity, thej

find not that rich reward of peace which thej

had expected. Let such remember, it is writ-

ten, "he that endureth to the end, the same
shall be saved:" Now where there is a mo-

ment's enduring only, and that previous to or

whilst in the performance of what is required,

this cannot be called "enduring to the end;''

but O ! it is that "resistance unto blood" (asil

were) in faith and faithfulness, that " patient

continuance in well doing," in defiance of diffi-

culties, discouragement, darkness, doubt and

distress, which will give us the victory; and

will make us through the mercj' of God ii

Christ Jesus, heirs of that eternity of peace
and rest, and joy, which we know is preparec

for such as overcome.

For "The Friend."

Antiquities of Long Island, by G. Furman.
(Concluded from page 332.)

Family Names.— The manner in whicl
names of families sometimes become changec
in this country is truly curious. There was

previous to the middle of the last century

among the Dutch settlers in the southern par'

of this colony, and particularly upon Lonj
Island, a regular systematic change of th(

family name with every generation, so tha

the son never bore the family name of hii

father; thus, if the father's name was Leffer

Jansen, and he had a son named Jacobus, thii

son's name would not be Jansen, but it wouk
be written Jacobus Leffertsen*—suppose thi

old gentleman would have a grandson by hii

son, who was christened Gerrit, his wholt

name would be Gerrit Jacobsen. Thus w
would have in the three generations of tha

one single family, the following differen

names, viz

:

1. The father, named Lefi'ort Jansen.

2. The son, named Jacobus Leffertsen. .

3. The grandson, named Gei-rit Jacobsen, ii

This strange custom does not seem to hav>i

prevailed among the Dutch in Albany ; then-

they preserved their family names from th'

first settlement, and many of them may then

fore be traced back without diflSculty.

In other parts of our country, as well a

among the Dutch, great changes have occui

red in family names. Edward Livingstor

in his answer to Mr. Jefi'erson, in the case C

the New Orleans Batture, furnishes us wit

the following singular instance of this nature

An unfortunate Scotchman, whose nam
was Feyerston, was obliged, in pursuit of foi'

tune, to settle amongst some Germans in th

western part of the State of New York. The

translated his name literally into German i

called him Fourstein. On his returning^ t

an English neighborhood his new acquaini

ances discovered that Fourstein, in Gertnai

meant Flint in English ; they translated, ir

stead of i-estoring his name, and the descenc

ants of Feyerston go by the name of Flint t

this day. I ought, however, says E. Living

ston, to except one of his grandsons who sei

tied at the Acadian coast, on the Missisf

'

whose name underwent the fate of the rest (

the family ; he was called, by a literal transli

tion into French, Pierre-a-fusil, and his eldeti

son returning to the family clan, his nam

* Jacobus, the son of LefFert.
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ndorwent another transformation, and he
as ( ailed Peter Gun ! This is about equal to

10 ])uteh traosmutatien of names, altliough

anting its sj'stem. Here wo have the fol-

)wiug result:

1. The father's 1st Name, Feyerston.
2d Name, Foursteib.

3d Name, Flint.

2. The son's Name, Flint.

3. The grandson's IstName, Flint.

2d Name, Pierre-a-fusil.

3d Name, Peter Gun.
Upon this island, and especially in the een-

•al portions of it, are very many families of

lie name of Smith, and so numerous did they
eeome at an early period of the settlement,

bat it was thought necessary to distinguish

he various original families by some peculiar

ame. Thus we have the Eock Smiths; the

}lue Smiths; the Bull Smiths; the Weight
miths, and the Tangier Smiths. Of the Eock
miths there are two distinct families : one
jriginally settled between Eockaway and
[empstead, some ten or fifteen years before

he settlement of the first white inhabitant in

etauket, who derived their name from their

ontiguity to Eockaway; and the other lo-

ated themselves in Brookhaven, and obtained

heir appellation from their ancestor erecting

is dwelling against a large rock which still

emains in the highway of that town. The
Jlue Smiths were settled in Queens county,

nd obtained their peculiar designation from
, blue cloth coat worn by their ancestor;

ctether because a cloth coat was then an un-

lommon thing in the neighborhood, or that

16 always dressed in a coat of that color, does
lot appear. The Bull Smiths of Suff'olk

ounty are the most numerous of all the fami-

ies of the name of Smith upon this island ; it

s said there are now at least one thousand
nales of that branch on this island. The an-

sestor of this branch of the Smith family was
Major Eichard Smith, who came from Eng-
and to Now England, with his father Eichai'd,

the early part of the seventeenth century;
ind afterwards came to this island, and be-

amo the patentee of Smithtown. The sobri-

quet of this class of Smiths is said to have
jrisen from the circumstance of the ancestor

laving trained and used a Bull in place of a

liorse for riding. The Weight Smiths derived

their name from being possessed of the only
3et of scales and weights in the neighborhood
if their residence, to which all the farmers of

he country around resorted for the purpose
of weighing anything they wished to sell or

buy; at least so says the tradition. The
Tangier Smiths owe their origin to Colonel

William Smith, who had been the English
Gfovernor of Tangier, in the reign of Charles
the Second,* and emigrated to this colony

'

the summer of the year 1686, where he settled

the town of Brookhaven, on the Neck
[known as Little Neck, and afterwards as

jStrong's Neck, which, together with his other

[purchases, were erected into a manor by the

name of St. George's Manor, by a patent
granted to him in 1693, by Governor Fletcher
Most of the Tangier Smiths are now in that
town, scattered through it from the north to

the south side of the island.

:
* Tangier, in Africa, was about that period an Eng-

lish colony, having come to the British Crown as part

of the dowry of Queen Catharine of Portugal ; and was,
[in 1683, abandoned by the English to the Moors, in

[Consequence of the great expense and small value of
i the colony.

These different appellations of the families
of the Smiths became as firmly settled as if

they were regular family names.

Abstract of the Report of the Managers of the

Tract Association of Friends of Philadelphia
for 1874-5.

The Managers Eeport: That there have
been printed during the year ending Second
month 27th, 1875, 215,200 Tracts, and 101,500
Leaflets " Is Temperate Drinking Safe," mak-
ng together 316,700 ; 6,154 Almanacs for the
year 1875; 53,850 Sermon on the Mount;
53,313 Proverbs of Solomon, and 1,203 Mus-
ings and Memories.

There have been taken from the Depository
during this period, 173,555 Tracts, and 56,377
Leaflets, making together, 229,932; 6,383 Al-

manacs ; 48.243 Sermon on the Mount ; 44,073
Proverbs of Solomon ; 148 Sjjiritual Progress
of M. E. ; 56 Divine Protection; 73 Brief Ac-
count of Sarah (Lynes) Grubb ; 66 Memoir of

Mary Dudley and Daughters ; 271 Biograph'
cal Sketches ; 39 Ann Eeeve ; 147 Memoir of

Rachel C. Bartram; 129 Juygnile Books; 131

Select Eeaders ; 65 Select Extracts, and 773
Musings and Memories.
There were on hand Third month 1st, 1874,

181,583 Tracts and Leaflets ; there have since

been printed as above, 316,700, and there have
been taken from the Depository 229,932, loav-

ng a balance on hand Third month 1st, 1875,

of268,35L
Of the Tracts taken from the Depository,

nearly all have been furnished gratuitously.

During the past year we have completed
the selections for the work to which reference

was made in our last report, and it was pub-

ished about the close of 1874, under the title

of "Musings and Meniories," being chiefly a

collection of anecdotes and reflections of a re-

gious character, on various subjects. It is a

book of 367 duodecimo pages, uniform in style

and size of page and type with " Biographical

Sketches." Much of the matter in it is from

the pen of the same author, yet a large por-

tion of its contents is from other sources, and
ts character is such that we believe, with the

aid of Friends in bringing it into notice, it will

be appreciated and sought after by thought-

ful persons, not members of our religious So-

ciety. Many of the anecdotes are truly re-

markable, and arc calculated to render its

pages interesting and instructive to various

classes of readers. The retail price has

fixed lower than is usual for books of this

character and size, with a view to obtain for

it a wider circulation.

The reading matter for the Moral Almanac
for 1876 has been selected and placed in the

hands of the printing committee. We desire

to be aided in its distribution and sale, regret-

ting that its former large circulation has been

diminished by the numerous gratuitous ad-

vertising almanacs that are scattered broad-

cast over the land, many of which contain

much matter that is injurious to young and

old.

As for many years past we have had but

little co-operation from auxiliary societies, an

effort has lately been made to supply, to some

extent, their place, by depositing a limited

number of tracts, &c., with suitable persons,

mostly in remote situations, for distribution

in their respective neighborhoods, and quite

recently arrangements have been made to

place some of our publications on consignment

'with dealers in central locations.

A number of First-day schools in Now Jer-

sey, and a few in Now York State, also, several

olored First-day schools in this city and in

some of the Southern States, have been fur-

nished gratuitously with Tracts, which appear
to have been well received and appreciated,

especially those sent to New York State. The
total number disposed of in this way amounted
to 61,423.

Having received the permission of the pro-

per authorities, wo are now engaged in fur-

nishing each of the children attending most
of the public schools in this city, with a copy
of either the "Sermon on the Mount," or
"Selections from the Proverbs of Solomon."
To supply them, an edition of 50,000 copies

of each has been printed, of which about 82,-

000 will probably thus be required.

The above mentioned large distribution of

the " Sermon on the Mount," and " Proverbs
of Solomon," together with the increasing

demands for our Tracts, as shown b}' the pre-

ceding statistics, and the necessity of main-
taining an adequate supply of our publications

at the Depository, has required a consider-

able outlay, and notwithstanding the recent

acceptable addition to our funds of $500 from
an interested friend, we stand in need of the

continued liberality of our contributors.

In view of the great amount and variety of

matter of an unprofitable nature, issuing from
the press at the present day, the need appears

to be great, that writings which inculcate the

doctrines of the christian religion and the

practices to which it leads, should be freely

spread as opportunities present. We there-

fore invite Friends and others who are in-

terested in the work of distributing tracts,

and would like to be supplied with them for

that purpose, to communicate with the agent,

who is authorized to furnish such applicants

with a suflicient number for judicious circula-

tion in their respective neighborhoods.

By direction and on behalf of the Board of

Managers,
Eichard J. Allen, Clerk.

Philadelphia, Third month 18th, 1875.

OPnCERS OP THE ASSOCIATION.

The following Friends were appointed to

fill the respective ofiices of the Association

for the ensuing year.

Ofer/l,—Edward Maris, M. D.

Treasurer,—Elton B. Gifford.

Managers .-—John 0. Allen, Edward Eichie,

Horatio C. Wood, William Kinsey, Samuel
Allen, Mark Balderston, George J. Scatter-

good, Jacob W. Fry, John S. Stokes, Eichard

J. Allen, John W. Biddle, Ephraim Smith,

Joseph W. Lippincott, William Kite, S. Mason
M'Collin.

The Annual Meeting is held in the Arch
Street Meeting-house, on the last Fourth-day

in the Third month, at eight o'clock in the

evening.
Subscriptions and donations to the " Tract

Association" may be paid to John S. Stokes,

No. 116 N. Fourth Street, or to Jacob Smed-

ley, Jr., at the Depository, No. 304 Arch St.

" My son, if thou come to serve the Lord,

prepare thy soul for temptation. Set thy

heart aright, and constantly endure, and make
not haste in time of trouble. Whatever is

brought upon thee take cheerfully, and be

patient when thou art changed to a low es-

tate. For gold is tried in the fire, and accept-

able men in the furnace of adversity."
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Selected for " The FrieDd."

Stephen Grellet narrates the following in-

ciilent of his religious visit to Russia in 1819 :

" At one of our late visits to the Prince

Galitzin, he related to us an interesting cir

cumstance that occurred latelj- in Finland.

Some children from 7 to 9 years of age, were

so brought under the sensible influences of

the Spirit of God, convincing them of their

sins, that, on going to and from school, they

retired into the woods and there put up their

prayers to the Lord with many tears. By
degrees their number increased. The parents

of some of them found them thus engaged,

and with rebukes and stripes dispersed them
;

but the parents of others, who had noticed

the increased sobriety and good behavior of

their children, encouraged them to meet to-

gether in their houses, and not to go out in

the woods. The children did so, and some of

these parents, observing theirreligious tender-

ness, and hearing their solemn prayers to the

Lord, the Redeemer and Saviour of sinners,

felt themselves sti'ong convictions of sin.

They joined the children in their devotions,

and a great reform took place throughout the

country in that part. This excited the angry
feelings of a priest, who was a bad- man and
a drunkard. He went to the magistrate to

enter his complaints against both parents and
children. The prosecution issued in their all

being sent to prison. They had been some
months in confinement, when Prince Alexan-
der Galitzin heard that children were in prison

on account of religion. He thought it so

strange an occurrence that he sent confiden-

tial persons to inquire into it. They found so

much religious sensibility and tenderness in

the children that they were greatly surprised,

especially at the simplicity with which they
related how they had been brought under
trouble because of their sinful hearts, and how
thpy had felt they must pray to the Lord
Jesus Christ who alone could forgive and en-

able them to live in a state of acceptance with
God. Being inquired of if their parents or
others had not put them on doing this, they
said that so far from that, they were afraid

that their parents or anyone else should know
how it was with them ; that they privately
retired to the woods to pray and cry unto the
Lord with tears. The parents also said that
the children had been the instruments of
bringing them to a sense of their sinful lives,

and to seek to the Lord that he might give
thorn a new heart, and pour forth his Spirit

upon them. Moreover it was found that the
conduct of these people and children had been
such while in prison as to compoi't with their

Christian profession. The Prince ordered
their release and severely reprimanded both
priest and magistrates, and removed them from
their offices. The Emperor having heard of
all this, and of the great sufferings to which
these families are reduced by their long im-
prisonment, which took place last year before
harvest, ordered all their lo.sse8 should be
liberally made up to them, making ample
provision also for their present support. The
Prince told us of some other instances which
occurred lately in Russia, of children who
have been brought under the influence of the
Holy Spirit, and rendered instruments of good
to their parents and others

; they felt it a filial

duty so tenderly to plead with them on ac-

count of their drunkenness, swearing and
other vicious habits, as to prevail upon them
to forsake their evil ways."

It is not death to die,

To leave this weary road,

And midst the brotherhood on high,

To be at home with God.

It is not death to close

The eye, long dimmed by tears,

And wake in glorious repose

To spend eternal years.

It is not death to bear

The wrench that sets us free

From dnngeon-chain to breathe the ai

Of boundless liberty.

It is not death to fling

Aside this sinful dust.

And rise on strong exulting wing,

To live among the just.

.lesus, Thou Prince of life

!

Thy chosen cannot die
;

Like Thee, they conquer in the strife,

To reign with Thee on high.

THE RIGHT WAY.
Lord, is it still the right way, though I cannot see thy

face.

Though I do not feel Thy presence, and Thine all sus-

taining grace ?

Can even this be leading through the bleak and sunless

wild

To the City ofThy holy rest, the mansions undefiled?

Lord, is it still the right way? Awhile ago I passed,

Where every step seemed thornier and harder than the

last;

Where bitterest disappointment and inly aching sorrow

Carved day by day a weary cross, renewed with every
morrow.

The heaviest end of that strange cross, I knew was laid

on Thee,
So I could still press on secure of Thy deep sympathy;
Our upward path may well be steep, or how were

patience tried?

I knew it was the right way, for it led me to Thy side.

But now I wait alone amid dim shadows dark and
chill;

All moves and changes round me, but I seem standing
still;

Or every feeble footstep I urge towards the light.

Seems but to lead me further into the silent night.

I cannot hear Thy voice, Lord ! dost thou still hear
my cry ?

I cling to Thy assurance that Thou art ever nigh

;

I know that Thou art faithful; I trust, but cannot see

That it is still the right way by which Thou leadest me,
I think I could go forward with brave and joyful heart.

Though every step should pierce with an unknown
fiery smart.

If only I might see Thee, if I might gaze above
On all the cloudless glory of the sunshine of Thy love.

Is it really leading onward ? When shadows flee away.
Shall I find this path hath brought me more near to

perfect day ?

Or am I left to wander thus, that I may stretch my
hand

To some still wearier traveller in this same shadow
land?

Is this thy chosen training for some future task un-
known ?

Is it that I may learn to rest upon Thy word alone ?

Whate'er it be. Oh ! leave me not, fulfil Thou every
hour

The purpose of Thy goodness, and the work of faith

and power.
I lay my prayer before Thee I and trusting in Thy

word

;

Though all is silent in my heart, I know that Thou
hast heard.

To that blest city lead me, Lord (still choosing all my
way)^

Where faith melts into vision as the starlight into day.
By Francis Ridley Havergal.

Moths in Clothing.—The moth is a decidedlj'

formidable enemy in a house ; for, tiny mile
though it is, it will prove ruinous to all wool-
len stuffs, such as blankets, flannels, curtains,
carpets and clothing, as well as to furs and
feathers. Those are the suitable materials for
its nest, and in them it deposits its eggs

;

whence in due season issue the larvfo whicl
will feed upon them. Then small circula

holes are eaten by them, which destroy th

beauty of the material, and render it worth
less. It is often believed that moths gene
rate in cloths that are laid by simply by thei

being shut up in dark, close places; an(

therefoi'e, in the spring, when moth miller

are plenty, the clothing is taken out to b
aired, and thus good opportunity given t

them to deposit their eggs upon the garmentf
&c. If they were entirely kept from thei;

approach, no caterpillar, or larva of the motfc

which does the mischief, could touch the arti'

cles. The winged moth that flies about th,

house, does not eat or destroy woollens of an;

kind, but seeks opportunity to lay its eggs i

woollen articles, upon which nature dictate

that her young must subsist. These egg
produce little caterpillars, which assume th
pupa state, out of which comes the wingei

insect. Thus we see if we prevent the moll

millers from having access to the articles wi

desire to preserve, they cannot become moth
eaten. For instance, if you do up any arti

cle that is free from moths in a paper, eottoi

or linen bag, and pin it up tightly, or tie th

mouth of it closely, no winged moth can ente:

to deposit its eggs, and thus its contents mus
be secure from depredations. Yet the&

winged mites are possessed of considerabl

cunning, or rather instinct, which makes then

search patiently and carefully for prope)

places to feed their young.
Simply putting woollen articles into tigh

drawers, or covering them with paper, &c.

will not sufiiee, for the least bit of a crevici

will admit them. Nature has also implantet

an instinct to seek unmolested places whereii

to lay their eggs; therefore if you shake anj

woollen articles or furs occasionally, th(

moths will avoid them. Thus, should an}

articles of clothing become infested witl

them, frequent brushing and beating wil

drive them away; and if they can be dippec

into hot water, or held over the smoke of i

fire, the young larvae will be destroyed. II

carpets are infested with them, take boilinj

hot alum water and dip cloths into it anc

saturate the carpets with it. Hot alum watei

is very destructive to all insect life. Cock
roaches, water bugs, bed bugs, and the liki

can all be exterminated by its use. Woollet

articles and furs can be also kept from mothi

by dusting them over with red pepper oi

putting camphor gum among them.

—

S. 0. J

in Country Gentleman.

For "The Friend."

Death of "Kicking Bird."

If men are estimated according to thei;

faithfulness to convictions of right,—for thei:

far-seeing sagacity as leaders,—their loyaltj

to the Supreme Being so far as their know
ledge appears to extend, and for unselfish en

deavor to promote the welfare of their fellows

Kicking Bird would seem to have desei'vec

the esteem of good men.
He was one of the leading chiefs of thi

Kiowas, and probably won his position, ai

almost all chiefs of his people have done, b)

prowess in war and forays, and by those su

perior mental powers which give a man com
mand over others. After Friends took chargt

of his tribe, however, he showed his eompre
hensive view of events by deciding in favoi

of civilization, and desiring the education o

his children in the white man's way. He w«J
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tti' friend and protector ofour Friend, Thomas
CBnttty, who valued him highly.

iDuring- the agitation -which preceded th

flje Indian war, he resisted all attempts to

iilnce him to join the hostile party, and
hlpcd to retain a large proportion of his tribe

aipeaee. This course cost him almost all that

-I iians value,—loss of warlike fame, and of

Valth by the stealing of his ponies. More-
Qjr, he and his people had scanty fare, almost
tjthe verge of starvation, on account of gov
:e|iment supplies not reaching them, while
ittt for military restraint they could have
Iftiiul Iiuffalo in plenty.

itlis illness was very brief, so as to sugge'st
jiisouing at first, but it now appears that he
l^kl of disease of the heart. Agent Haunth
vites, " Ho told his people he was dyin
itlit he had taken the white man's road : th^at

hi had taken the white man's hand, and had
iff-en his in return. lie wished them to listen

tlwhat I told them, and not leave the good
nd ; and that he died holding the white
rjin's hand." His people declined a proffered
rlitary funeral, but says the Agent, " they
td nie ho was my friend and brother, a firm
fend of the white people, and they desired

r- to take him and bury him as I would my
c 11." He was probably the first adult Kiowa
ccr buried like a white man. A long train

( Indians in wagons and on horse-back, fol-

Ived him to the grave. "We stood,'' says
13 Agent, "around" it a little while in solemn
^ence, and then it was my privilege to make
£ew remarks in reference to his life, and the
ffcnmstances of bis death and burial."

He was habituallj' a devout man, according
ihis light, and seemed changed from his old

ftriike spirit. May we not trust that when
ietime of the dead is come. He who gave
iimself a ransom for all, and enlightens all,

fall give a reward unto His servants the
]ophets, and to the saints, and to them that
Ur His name, small and great, Kicking Bird
:ay be found in the last of these classes, even
OQgh he be among the small ones.

A Bog's Remorse.—The following interest-

letter is published in the London Spec-
Uor:
" Being accustomed to walk out before
eakfast with two skye terriers, it was my
atom to wash their feet in a tub, kept for the
irpose in the garden, whenever the weather
as wet. One morning, when I took up the
)g to carry him to the tub, he bit me so
|verely that I was obliged to let him go. No
I'Oner was the dog at liberty than he ran
)wn to the kitchen and hid himself. For
iree days he refused food, declined to go out
ith any of the family, and appeared dejected,
ith a distressed and unusual expression of
•untenance.

On the third morning, however, upon re-

irning with the other dog, I found him sit-

ng by the tub, and upon coming towards
im he immediately jumped into it and sat
Jwn in the water. After pretending to wash
is legs, he jumped out as happy as possible,

id from that moment recovered his usual
:)irit8.

There appears in this instance to have been
i process of reasoning, accompanied by acute
•eling, going on in the dog fi-om the moment
6 bit me until he hit upon a plan of showing
is regret and making reparation for his fault.

; evidently occurred to him that I attached
reat importance to his foot-bath, and if he

could convince me that his contrition was
sincere, and that he was willing to submit to
the process without a murmur, I should bo
satisfied. The dog, in this case, reasoned
with perfect accuracy, and from his own pre
mises deduced a legitimate conclusion which
the result justified."

For " Tho Friend

Joiiii Griffith.

(ContiDued from page 331.)

It is a fact too noticeable in the present
day, that while many are resolved to keep the
Heavenly home in view, with fondly cherished
hopes of landing there at last; j-et suffering
themselves to be persuaded that all the ways
that lead to it are not alike rough, or calling
equally for self-denial and the daily cross,

they can make choice of one smooth and easy,
and be at the same time sure of a safe entrance
at last into the regions of purity and peace.
But a formidable objection to this summer
show of religion is, that it softens down, if not
in effect contradicts our Saviour and High
Priest's own words, viz : "Straight is the gate,
and narrow is the way, which leadeth unto
fe, and few there be that find it." And, " I

am the way, and the truth, and the life ; no
man, cometh unto the Father but by me."
Also, "He that entereth not by the door into
the sheepfold, but climbeth up some other way,
the same is a thief and a robber." Again, can
there be any thing more clear than that we
cannot with safety choose our own pathway
'n the Christian race, agreeably to the declara-

tion :
" It is not in man that walketh to direct

his steps." How important then is the testi-

mony of our Lawgiver and King, which may
be applied to every thing that would draw us

de from faithful allegiance to Him : " What
is that to thee ? Folloio thou me."

Nothing is more evident than that as a So-
ciety we need, in many of the younger as well

as older members, more of a real death unto
self, and to all unsanetified riches in spiritual

things; more of a. humiliating sense that we
are nothing, and that in Christ Jesus ai'e hid
all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge

;

more brokenheartedness; moi-e humbleness of
ind and contrition of soul; more inward

sighing and longing, even as the hart for the
water brook, for the refreshing, healing waters
of Shiloh that go softly. The Lord Almighty
is a fountain of life preserving from the snares
of death ; and did we but cast ourselves at His
footstool, craving the "living water" which
slaketh the spiritual thirst, how would He
hear from heaven His dwelling place, and not
only pity and forgive, but would pour out
from His sanctuary those refreshing showers
which water and nourish up the soul unto
everlasting life.

Does not a closely besetting temptation and
danger of the present day, lie in the beguiling

nsinuation and thought, that instead of giv-

ing ourselves up in the first place to the

leavening operation of Divine grace, and that

thoroughly cleansing baptism which purifies

and renews the heart, qualifying it truly to

bring forth fruits meet for repentance, I say,

instead of this does not the belief too much
prevail that we must of ourselves do something

for, or bring something to our Father in

heaven, rather than in true humility of mind
and childlike passiveness of spirit let Him
work in us to will and to do after His own
good pleasure ? The example of fixithless Saul, I

hen, fearing the people would be scattered.

and instead of waiting in singleness of heart
until the Prophet came, forced a sacrifice, is
admonitory on thi.s point. So also is the
record of Uzzah, in the unbidden and there-
fore presumptuous attempt to stay the ark.
What availeth with tho Lord is, primarily to
yield ourselves to Him, that He may work in
and by and through us after His own will and
to His own praise

; who is abundantly suffi-

cient for His own work.
The lesson cannot be too much impres.sed,

that it is the submission of the heart to Christ
Jesus that comprehends the great beginning
of a religious life; as it is this only" which
secures a good foundation, and will enable to
endure the wintry blasts of trial, or cause our
building to stand when the rains, and floods,
and winds of conflict tempestuously beat. It
is only this that will strengthen to say: Thine
are we, O Lord, and on thy side are we, thou
Son of the Highest ! Only this that can cause
us to exemplify in living practice the lan-
guage : "One is your Master, even Christ;"
and, "His servants ye are whom ye obey."
This only that will place the government of
ourselves upon the shoulders of the ever-living
"Son given," and ever-adorable Counsellor
and High Priest, to the joyful experience that
of the increase of His government and peace
in us there shall be no end.
The more this, with the obedience which is

of faith, prevails in the Society of Friends,
the stronger individually and collectively will
it grow in the Lord and in the power of His
might. Its light will more and more increase
and shine as "the light of seven days," and
as in earlier times: so that others seeing "the
humility and chaste zeal" to which our prin-
ciples lead, the selfabasedness, the broken-

of those professing with us, would be
greatly stirred and deeply affected, even as in
the incident which was so helpful to the con-
version of George Whitehead, and is thus re-

lated :
" He hearing of the newly-risen Society

of the Quakers, determined to attend one of
their meetings, in which he was much affected
by perceiving how greatly the spirits of most
of those who were there assembled, seemed
broken and contrited; more especially in the
case of a young woman, who, on quitting the
meeting, he observed to sit down upon the
ground, with her face towards the earth, as if

he says, she regarded nobody present, but,
moaning bitterly, cried out, 'Lord, make me
clean! O Lord, make me clean!' which, he
adds, did far more tenderly and deeply affect

my heart than what I had heard spoken, and
more than all the preaching that ever I had
heard from man or men ; and was a certain
testimony to me, (the Spirit of the Lord evi-

dencing to my spirit,) that it was a real work
of his power upon her heart, which also oper-
ated upon the hearts of others, causing both
trembling, sorrow, and contrition."*

John Griffith's visits to meetings, and his
sense thereof, continued:— "At Richmond
Monthly Meeting the life of religion seemed
at a low ebb. That sorrowful mistake, of
imagining themselves God's people without
the real sense of the indwelling of his Holy
Spirit, and of being the children of Abraham
without the faith and good works ofAbraham,

, I fear, very much prevailed on the pos-

terity of faithful worthies who are gone to

This was before George Whitehead was eighteen
years of age ; being but that old when he felt himself
called upon to go forth in the work of the ministry.
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their rest. In those parts, great slackness

and defection in some very important respocLs

appeared in many, who, through the power-

ful efficacy of the everlasting Word, were

closely and very pressiiigly admonished to

more "care and diligence. Great endeavors

were used, that our Christian discipline might

be more duly put in practice ; a living rem-

nant amongst themselves heartily joining

with us in our deep labors for promoting that

salutary end. In Thirsk Monthly Meeting, a

remnant were sincerely concerned to main-

tain discipline and good order, in the spirit

and life thereof; yet great lukewarmness and

many deficiencies appeared ; an earthly car-

nal spirit having much the ascendency in

parents, and rawness, insensibility, and a de-

viation I'rom plainness, in divers of the youth;

which caused us deep and painful labor, yet,

through the descending of heavenly virtue,

we were enabled to speak closely to their

states, which, I hope, had a good effect on

some of them. This opportunity afforded

much relief to our spirits, and we went away
in peace.

We visited Gisborough Monthly Meeting

;

a very large number of members attended

with an outward appearance becoming our

holy profession, and we found a truly con-

cerned remnant amongst them. But at this,

as well as at other places, we bad, with sorrow

of heart, to view the great desolation that an

enemy had made in the time of outward ease

and liberty. He could not prevail upon our
worthy predecessors, by depriving them of

their liberty, in jails and stinking dungeons,
separation, by banishment and otherwise, of

those in the nearest ties and connexions in

life. Nay, the loss of all their outward sub-

stance, and the lives of many, could not deter

them from maintaining their testimony for

God in public worship and other things; yet
ho hath mightily prevailed on many of their

inconsiderate offspring, who seem to have
very little besides the husk left to feed upon.
Divine goodness was wonderfully extended,
in which much fervent labor was bestowed,
and it was an awakening time. The founda-
tion of the builders upon the sand was shaken,
and Jesus Christ, the everlasting rock and
sure foundation, was exalted, as the only safe

rest and defence of his people. At Scar-
borough Monthly Meeting, we found a sin-

cere remnant with whom we had unity in

spirit, and they had a satisfactory sense of

our close and earnest labors in that meeting

;

j'Ct many under the same profession were
greatly backslidden and revolted from the
primitive power and purity of that undefiled
religion, which the faithful amongst us have
been and are led into. Divine help was emi-
nently manifested, in order to heal their back-
sliding, and to bring them into a due sense of
the weight and great importance of those tes-

timonies to the blessed Truth, given to us as
a people to bear, which made good impression
on some ; but others seemed at so great a dis-

tance, that it was hard to make them rightly
sensible of their true interest. We departed
from them with ease and peace of mind.
At Oustwick Monthly Meeting, upon the

usual inquiries, it appeared that much luke-
warmness and defection had crept in ; and for
want of a godly zeal in most of the active
members, discipline had not been strictly and
impartially maintained, so that darkness and
weakness had prevailed. In this mournful
state of things, our labors were painful and

exercising; j-et, through divine assistance, the

testimon.y of Truth in its several branches,

was exalted, and judgment set upon those

who had violated the same. The few sincere-

hearted laborers amongst them were earnestly

advised and encouraged to bear the ark of the

testimony of the Lord as upon their shoulders,

in the people's sight, which I hope had a good

effect. We visited York Monthly Meeting;

wherein appeared much want of a lively sense

of Truth on the minds of active members, and

many deficiencies and some disorders, had

crept in and remained, by a neglect of proper

dealing and the exercise of sound judgment.

Here we had cause to see, as well as in many
other places, that a literal knowledge of our

discipline, without heavenly life influencing

the minds of those exercised therein, brings

nothing effectually to pass, to God's glory, and
the edification of his church and people. Great

and deep was our labor, under a weighty sense

of the divine power, and also of the low, lan-

guid state of the church in this city, desiring

she might be able to arise and shake herself

from the dust of the earth, strengthening the

things that remain."
At the Quarterly Meeting held in York,

J. G. writes: "We had drawn up the state of

their Monthly Meetings, being fourteen in

number, as the same appeared to us from
their answers to the usual queries, and other

inquiries made by us in our late visit to them,*
with remarks thereon, particularly on the

great and mournful slackness in, and neglect

of, divine worship ; especially on week-daj-s,

which discovers a deficiency and lukewarmness
much to be lamented. Earnest labor was be-

stowed in that great meeting, to fasten on the

minds of Friends the weight and great im-

portance of qualified members coming more
earnestly and feelingly under a deep sense of
the care of the churches ; that so an increase

ofzeal and diligence may be exercised through-
out, in warning the unruly, comforting the
feeble minded, and in supporting the weak.
It was a solemn time, the members being sen-

sibly affected with the gi-eat need of a better
regulation in divers respects ; and a large

committee was appointed to visit and assist

the Monthly and Particular Meetings.
(To be continued.)

Seas and Floods.

BY G. CHAPLIN CHILD, M.D.

There is something mysteriously melan
choly in the first glance which the voyager
unaccustomed to ocean life takes from the
deck of his shij) when it has borne him fairly
" out of sight of land." With nothing visible

around but sea and sky, he sees his ship a
mere speck upon a trackless waste. Tet there
is no hesitation among those who guide the
noble bark which forges onward to its des-

tined port. The "pathless" ocean is in fact

a mere figure of speech, for its highways and
by-ways have been surveyed and accurately
mapped. On deck is to be seen the trustj^

compass pointing out the course, like an at-

tendant monitor, with a finger that never
tires. Above there are the sun, the moon, or
the stars—beacons fixed high in the heavens
—sign-posts that never deceive the mariner
who has skill to read their writing. The ac-
curacy of modern navigation is truly miracu-

* J. Griffith, as before mentioned in these notes, is

still visiting with otiiers, as a member of the Yearly
Meeting's Committee appointed in 1760, the meetings
subordinate thereto.

lous. Ships start on a voyage of 15,000 mih
say from New York to California, durii

hich thej' may not once see laud, yet thi

strike the sought-for harbor as if the goal hi

been always before their eyes. The late ca

tain Basil Hall once sailed from San Bias, i

the Mexican coast, round Cape Horn to E
Janeiro. He was at sea three months, durii

which he saw neither land nor sail, yet ;

struck the harbor's mouth so exactly that '.

scarcely required to alter his course by
single point in order to enter it. Had
God provided for accurate navigation 1

means of astronomical signs, and had He i

designedly endowed man with special faci

ties capable of understanding their impo;

commerce as it is now developed could nev
have existed; and there is not a nation i

the earth which would not thereby ha,j

lost many of the comforts and blessings ncj

brought to it. Through his beneficence t
j

" pathless ocean" has become the worki
greatest highway; and, instead of separatii.

nations, it joins them together. It is easii

now to reach the remotest corner of the glo

;

by sea, than it is to penetrate into Siberia'

Arabia, though these countries lie compare
tively close at hand.
The sea is slightingly called the "unstab

element," but in the permanence of its co

dition it is much more stable than terrafirm

The land is in some places being heaved n

ward, in others it is sinking downward; b

the level of the ocean never changes. Som
times the sea is hastily identified wii

" treacherj^," but its currents are more ti-uf

worthy than the winds on land. True it

that, in obedience to the law of gravity, a sh

sometimes sinks and a gallant crew perisbe

But upon the upholding of this very law '

gravity every other life in the world depend
and its suspension even for an instant woa
involve universal destruction. The sea som
times bursts its bounds and desolates the di

land, or sweeps the useful pier into the dee

or desti'oj'S the lighthouse ; but God has giv<

us faculties and provided us with means '

grapple with all these evils, and control ev(

the ocean itself. Man's industrj^ and sk

again shut out the sea with stronger dyke

he builds a better pier, rears another ligb

house, round which winds and waves dat

in vain, and he plants the solid breakwat
athwart the deep to create the safe harbi

within. Thus some of man's greatest vi

toi'ies are won in his battles with the se

M«dern skill in building and in navigatii

ships has reduced the dangers of the sea

least to a level with those of the land, and h

in most cases made ocean disasters synon

mous with ignorance or want of care.

CTo be conclndedj

Plainness of speech, behavior, and appari

form an external bulwark by which Frieni

as a religious Society are partially separati

from the world, and in some degree defend'

from its influence.

Our peculiarities consist of a series of te

timonies, which we believe it to be our dm
to bear. In thus running counter to many
the customs of other religious societies, it

plain that we have a path of some trial ai

difficulty to tread, but if we sacrifice the

protecting peculiarities by which we are no

so providentially surrounded, we should in i

probability become completely mixed up wi

general society.
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Spurgeon's Advice to Revival Converts.

Some of you have been converted during
past few weolis. I hope a good many of

have. Some of you have been convirted

Jod in this place under the meeting held

my absence, and some of you at Asllcy's

aire under our dear friends of the Agri-

tural Hall. I hope there are a good many
'OU converted ; but do you knov? what they

? They say about you, ' Well, but will

y stand ? Will they last ?' And they say,

this conversion worth anything?' Now I

pray ygu who profess to have found Christ,

not make any sham of it. Do let it be

ration from sin that you have got. Salva-

1 from hell—is that what you want ? That
iOt the salvation you ought to try after.

ia salvation from sin. That will bi-ing

ration from hell. You know every thief

iild like to get salvation from going to

3on, and that would not be of any particu-

to him. The salvation that is worth
ing is the salvation from thieving any

if you get that, you will get salvation

m prison too. Salvation from hell is not

matter, but salvation from sinning. Now
us see how you live, you converts. You
home sir, and growl at your wife. You
home, madam, and be snappish at your
rants. You go home, servants, and be

Irenly over your duty. You, working man,
half a day's work for a whole day's

ge. You, master, act the tyrant over your
And then you have been converted,

you ? I pray God undo such a conver-

D, and begin again with you. There are

of people who need to be unconverted

ore they are converted—to have the rub-

Sh they have built up themselves pulled

ifim before Christ can begin. Suppose you
some ground, and it has an old ram-

>|ickle building on it, you have to get that
», of the way. There are plentj' of people

Ro have a good-for-nothing conversion that

Jnts sweeping away before God can do any-
l ng with them. Do pray to the Lord in

ta way, 'Lord, I beseech Thee, save me from
sin. Let me have a faith which works,

; a faith that sends me to sleep ; not a faith

it gives me a dose of opium, and says :

ere, your conscience was like an aching
ith, and would not stop aching, but I have
jlpped it.' Now, ask the Lord to extract

kk which causes pain, to take away that

«(.ich causes the mischief; not to give you a

Wetness for a time. Ask for a right spirit

i}l a new heart, because remember that,

(latever I or our beloved friends, Messrs.

^ody and Sankey, may say to you about
Driat, you must be born again, and though
ijis 'only believe, and you shall be saved,'

fJ; for all that, if that ' only believing' is of

i-ort that leaves you what you were before,

is not the ' only believing' that will save

r soul. Evidently it will not save you,

it has left you still slaves to your sin.

le, real, childlike, simple faith in Jesus

Drist saves us, because it works by love."

—

iw York Observer.

i Great City.—London is the greatest city

t]) world ever saw. It is the heart of the

Eitish Empire and the world. It covers

Wihin the fifteen miles' radius of Charing-
Oias nearly 700 square miles. It numbers
vthin these boundaries four millions of in-

hjbitants, including 100,000 foreigners from
ry quarter of the globe. It contains more

Roman Catholics than Rome itself ; more
Jews than the whole of Paltstine ; more Irish

than Dublin ; more Scotchmen than Edin-
burgh; more Welshmen than Cardiff ; more
couutry-born persons than the counties of

Devon, Warwickshire and Durham combined
;

has a birth in it every five minutes ; has a
death every eight minutes ; has seven acci-

dents every day in its 7,000 miles of streets
;

has on an average 28 miles of new streets

opened, and 9,000 new houses built in it every
year ; has 123 persons every daj'^, and 45,000
annually added to its population ; has 1,000

ships and 9,000 sailors in its port every day

;

117,000 habitual criminals on its police

register, increasing at an average of 30,000

per annum; has more than one-third of all

the crime in the country committed in it

;

has 23,000 persons living in its common lodg-

g houses ; has as many beer shops and gin

ilaces as would, if placed side by side, stretch

from Charing-cross to Portsmouth, a distance

of 73 miles ; has 38,000 drunkards annually

brought before its magistrates ; has as manj'

paupers as would more than occupy every
house in Brighton ; has upward of a million

of habitual neglecters of public worship ; has
sixty miles of open shops every Sabbath

;

has need of 900 new churches and chapels,

and 200 additional city missionaries ; has an

influence with all parts of the world, i-epre-

sented by the yearly delivery in its postal

districts of 238 millions of letters.

—

Report of

Special Religious Services' Committee.

There is often much that is sweet and
soothing to be obtained from the outward
creation, when the mind is in such a frame
that it can take of temporal things and turn

them to eternal purpose. It was thus with

me the other day when walking in the open
fields. I came suddenly upon an old blasted

elm tree, that had no green leaf upon it, and
only one branch ; but that one, after striking

out from the stem, abruptly altered its direc-

tion and pointed to the clouds. "A lesson for

me in mj' age," cried I ;
" while I have an arm,

a hand, a finger, yea, while I have my being,

O may the last desire of my heart, like the

remaining bough of the blasted tree, be still

found directed to the skies."

—

Old Humphrey

There is no steady, profitable progress made
in a journey, if we be ever and anon haltin

loitering, standing, forgetting what we are

about ; or, even if we make some advances

forward, and yet suffer ourselves again to be

drawn, as much, or perhaps more, in a retro-

grade direction. Such a conduct is danger-

ous ; no comfortable composure abides with

us on the way, and the night may overtake

us before we have completed the labor of the

day.

—

Richard Shackleton.

THE FRIEND.
SIXTH MONTH 12, 1875.

It is seldom that history furnishes a more

practical proof of the futility of conquest by

force of arms to attain the results aimed at by

war, than the recent case of conflict between

Germany and France. From information dis

closed lately in the British Parliament, it ap

pears that the government of Great Britain

in concert with the Czar of Russia, have been

anxiously engaged for several months past

using their influence with the German
Cabinet to prevent an attack by the latter on
the French people. The plea for such attack
is placed solely on the ground of immense
military preparations by the French to re-

store their army and war material to its

former footing. Such a fact is deemed con-

clusive proof that they mean to revenge the
humiliation inflicted on them by the Germans
in the contest of 1870, and the argument is

adduced, that Germany must anticipate such
an attempt by striking and disabling Franco
before she has grown too strong. Thus ono
war begets, and, in accordance with its own
policy, necessitates another. The two most
powerful nations of Europe are wasting their

energies in maintaining enormous standing
armies of men drawn from the ablest ranks
of the population, and living in a state of en-

forced idleness, whilst another large portion

of the industrial force of the country is ab-

sorbed in manufacturing arms and other war-
like equipments which tend to impoverish the
nation. Meantime the bone and sinew of the

German population are fast migrating from
their native country to this, in order to es-

cape the conscription which awaits every
youth who attains the age of eighteen years.

What equivalent can military glory or politi-

cal supremacy afford a nation for the loss of

the love of her sons, and their voluntary exile

from her territories? Truly, it is a costly

eminence to which Germany has climbed by
her successful conflicts with Austria and
France, and reminds one of the boy whose
ambition led him to scale the precipitous wall

of rock below the natural bridge in Virginia,

that he might carve his name higher than
every preceding one, and when he had ac-

complished this object found that to descend

from his dizzy height was impossible, so that

no alternative of escape was open but to cut

weary footholds with his penknife in the

precipice of stone above him, until nature was
thoroughly exhausted, and his life had well

nigh paid the price of his empty ambition. It

was so with France herself under the first

Napoleon. Each brilliant conquest but aroused

the fears of other States for their own nation-

ality, and necessitated fresh efforts to crush

out the opposition that was swelling up on

every side. Finally all Europe was arrayed

against him, and France soon lay helpless and

prostrate under the heels of her former vas-

sals, whilst her mighty captain languished as

a prisoner for life on a rock in the Atlantic.

We are told by the advocates of the war policy

that the adoption by a nation of the non-

resistance principles of the Prince of peace in

their literal sense, as laid down in His teach-

ings whilst personally upon earth, would re-

sult in the political extinction of such a peo-

ple, and their becoming slaves to their unprin-

cipled neighbors ; but that is unproved, and

have such results been averted by war ? The
examples of the most renowned military em-

pires are notable proofs that they have not. As-

syria, Macedon, Greece, Persia, Rome, Spain,

rose to the climax of human grandeur by the

power of the sword, only in turn to perish by

the same instrumentalitj'. No nation has ever

yet given peace pri nci pies a fair trial and there-

fore no one is competent to declare them unsuit-

ed to the government of mankind. So long as

professing Christians lack faith in the doctrines

of Christ in their naked import, so long will

worldly policy'govern their conduct toward

each other, and the latent power of a simple
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dcpendcDce on the Divine Arm will not be

exhibited. ''If ye have faith as a grain of

mustard seed ye shall f^ay to this mountain,

remove hence to yonder place ; and it shall

remove ; and nothing shall be impossible unto

you."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign. — The condition of affairs between the

British government and Burmah is said to be critical,

and a peaceable settlement of tbe difficulty improbable.

A London dispatch of tbe 6th inst. s.ays : The corpo-

ration of London has resolved to invite the M.ayor of

New York to the International Municipal Banquet,

which is to be held next month in the Guild ball. The
representatives of tbe Liverpool Transatlantic Steam-

ship Companies have come to an agreement in regard

to rates of freight and passage fare.s.

The Aberdare Iron Company, whose failure was re-

cently announced, gave employment to 5000 persons.

Other failures have followed that of this firm, but none

of great magnitude.

A deputation from the British Anti-slavery Society

has presented a memorial to Lord Derby, urging on the

government the duty of taking decisive steps, by way of

friendly mediation, to bring about the termination of

the war in Cuba and the emancipation of the slaves.

Lord Derby did not think Spain would view any pro-

posal of mediation I'avorably. At the same time, con-

tinued Lord Derby, the government would be very glad

to avail itself of any prospect thit was offered ; by put-

ting an end to the existing state of things in Cuba the

emancipation of slaves would no doubt sooner or later

be accomplished. The slave-owners are aware of this,

and are only Bghting for a continuance of the present

system. He believed that emancip.ition could not be

accomplished by itself, bat must form a part of a com-
plete scheme for the pauification of the island. The
present time, therefore, was not fivorable for English

interference. He believed the United States had no
desire to annex Cuba, but at the same time the Ameri-
can government and people would receive any attempt

of England to interfere between Spain and Cuba with

suspicion, and be apt to put a wrong construction upon
it.

A mass meeting has been held in Hyde Park to ex-
press sympathy for the cabinet-makers who have just

been released from imprisonment. They were sentenced
for accosting comrades on their way to work and en-

deavoring to induce them to join in the strike. It is

estimated that 80,000 people took part in the demon-
Btration. Resolutions were adopted declaring the sen-

tence a gross violation of personal rights. The speakers
denounced the laws, made in the interest of a privileged
class.

The Liverpool Transatlantic Steamship Compani
have provisionally agreed that the rates for steerage
passage by fast lines shall he five gnineas, and by
lines five per cent. less. A meeting is to be held to

consider the freight rates, which are also to be adjusted
on the differential basis.

Reports have been received at Melbourn, Australia,
from the Fiji Islands, that 50,000 of the natives have
died of epidemic measles.

London, 6tb mo. 7th.—Consols 92J. U. S. new five

per cents, 103.

Liverpool.— Breadstufls quiet. Middling uplands
cotton, 7:|rf. ; middling Orleans, 7 15-16d.
The Berlin Official Oazetle commenting on the late

apprehended renewal of hostilities between Germany
and France, admits that the increase of the French army
created a certain amount of uneasiness, which was not
attended, however, with warlike intentions or delibera-
tion in Germany. It says that tbe idea of requesting
France to reduce her forces or discontinue military or-
ganization was never entertained or in any way men-
tioned.

The German Ambassador at Brussels has made fresh
representations to the Belgian government in regard to
Catholic processions.

The Duke d' Audiffret Pasquier has been re-elected
President of the French Assembly. The Vice-Pre-
sidents and Secretaries were also re-elected.
The Committee of Thirty have completed their ex-

amination of the public powers bill, and agreed to re-

port in lavor of its passage, with amendments; the
most important of which are as follows : That an ex-
traordinary convocation of the Chambers may be de-
manded during a prorogation by a third of the mem
bcrs of e.ich House, instead of half, as originally pro
vided. That war cannot be declared by the Executive

without the assent of the Chambers. The first amend-
^

seed, 10 a 12} cts. About 2200 beef cattle sold at
'

ment is opposed by the goverument.
_

]

8 cts. per lb. gross for extra, 8} cts. for a few choice,

The Oriental Telegram Agency publish a dispatch a 7 cts. for fair to good, and 5 a 6 cts. per lb. gross

reporting that a heavy cyclone has occurred on the common. Sheep sold at 5J a 6 cts. per lb. gross, a

Chinese "oast, causing the wreck of several ve.ssels. : hogs at $11 a $12 per 100 lbs. net for corn fed. Ba,

Advices from tbe City of Mexico represent that the moce.—No. 1 western red wheat, $1.32; No. 2 do., $1.E

Mexican Congress had unanimously approved the con- j Maryland red,.$1.25 a $1.35; amber do., $1.36 a $1.;

tract made by the government with David Boyle Blair
\

No. 2 Milwaukie spring, $1.13. Southern white co

for the construction of a railroad and telegraph line 85 a 86 cts.; do. yellow, 82 a 83 cts. Oata, 70 a 78 c

from Guayamas to the frontier, between the State oi .Chicago.—'^o. 1 spring wheat, 99 cts.
;
No. 2 do.,

Sonora and the American Territory of Arizona, with
\

cts. ; No. 3 do., 91A cts. No. 2 corn, 68 cts. No. 2 oa

branches to Ares and Alamos. The Committee on In-j62J cts. No. 2 spring barley, $1.18. Lard, 13i i

dustry presented to the Mexican Congress a report re- ,
Oi)«:m?ia«i.—Family flour, $5.40 a $5.50. Corn, 72 a

commending approval ofthe contract concluded between cts. Oats, 66 a 68 cts. Rye, $1.10 a $1.12. Milwau).

the Executive and Edward Lee Plumb for the construe- —No. 1 wheat, $1.02i; No. 2 do., 98J cts. Corn,

tion of a railroad from the city of Leon to a point on jets. Oats, 60 cts. St. Louis.—No. 2 wintet red whe

the northern frontier on tbe Rio Bravo. :$1.85 a $1.36; No. 2 spring, 92 J cts. Corn, 70 c

The Island of Saghalien, the northernmost of the Oats, 62J cts. Rye, $1.12. Indianapolis.—Floiir,$3

Japanese group, has been ceded to' Russia by a treaty
j

a $6.50. Red wheat, $1.12; amber, $1.15 a $1.20; whi

just made between the Russian and Japanese govern- $1.20 a $1.2-5. Corn, 65 cts. Buffalo.—No. 2 Chicj

ments. It extends from the 45th to the 54th parallelspring wheat, $1.00; No.2Milwaukiedo.,$1.05. Co

of latitude, with a breadth of from twenty to one hun- 70 a 72 cts. Oats, 67J cts.

dred miles, and commands the mouth of the Amoor
The Russians have long occupied the northernriver.

part of the island

The Levant Herald, quoting a Vienna Oriental Re-
view, says that 100,000 Egyptian children receive pub-

lic instruction in primary schools, in a population of

2,225,000, and are boarded, lodged and clothed by the

State. The annual appropriation for schools is £2,22-5,-

000. There are also four military schools, and others,

medical, agricultural, archijeological, polytechnic, nor-

mal, commercial, surveying, mathematical, veterinary,

midwifery, arts, &c. Araijic and Persian are compul-
sory studies. The special schools have 124 teachers.

The national schools, supported by parents, have
pupils, and 8000 attend 70 foreign schools.

United States. — There were 306 interments in

Philadelphia last week, including 93 children under
two years. There were 42 deaths of consumption, and
""

scarlet fever.

The mean temperature, by the Hospital record, dur-

ing the Fifth month, was 63.33 deg. ; the highest tem-

perature was 87 deg., and the lowest 39 deg. The
amount of rain 1.57 inches. The average of the mean
temperature of the Fifth month for the past 86 years,

62.76 deg. The highest mean of temperature
during that entire period was 71 deg., in 1826; the
"

est, 51.75 deg., occurred in 1848. The total rainfall

in the first five months of this year has been 11.56

inches. In the corresponding months, 1874, there was
18.81 inches.

The total Public Debt on the first inst. was $2,130,-

119,975, having been reduced $1,189,456 during the

Fifth month. The cash in the Treasury consisted of

$84,251,603 in coin and $4,3.58,108 in currency. The
amount of legal tender notes outstanding has been re-

duced to $377,064,000.
The Lowell (Mass.) savings banks have over $11,-

000,000 on deposit. An evidence of the prosperity and
thrift of the factory operatives.

The number of immigrants landed in New York
during the Fifth month was 16,951. In the Fifth mo.
1874, the number was 29,818. The entire foreign im-
migration for the first five months of this year has been
only 37,285. Small as this number is, it is greater than
is required by any present want ofthe country.
A delegation of Sioux Indians recently visited Wash-

ington on the invitation of the Department of the In-
terior. The relinquishment of the region of the Black
Hills by the Indians, and other subjects, were discussed
without any satisfactory result. On the 5th inst. the
Indians left for home apparently dissatisfied. Parties
of gold hunters have been organized in many places to

search for gold among the Black Hills, bnt the govern-
ment will endeavor to prevent all such adventurers
from going there, as the intrusion will be certainly re-

sisted by the Sioux.
The New York Directory for this year contains the

names and residences of 253,000
The Markets, <£c.—The following were the quotations

on the 7th inst. New Fori.— American gold, 116 J.

U. S. sixes, 1881, 125| ; do. 1867, 125J. Superfine
flour, $4.65 a $4.75 ; State extra, $4.80 a $5.10 ; finer

brands, $5.50 a $8.00. No. 2 Chicago spring wheat,
$1.10; No. 3 do. $1.08; No. 1 Minnesota, $1.18; red
western, $1.30; white Michigan, $1.33. State barley,
$1.45. Oats, 71 a 75 cts. Western yellow corn, 84 ;

85 cts.; ditto mixed, 85 a 86 cts. Philadelphia.—Mid
dlings cotton, 16} a 16| cts. Superfine flour, $4.50 ;

$4.75 ; extra, $4.75 a $5; finer brands, $5.50 a $7.50.
White wheat, $1.37 ; amber, $1.34 a $1.36 ; red, $1.31
a $1.33. Rye, »1.12. Yellow and mixed corn, 83 a
83J cts. Oats, 69 a 72 cts. Lard, 14| a 15 cts. Clover-

RASPBERRY STREET SCHOOL FOR COLORL
GIRLS.

A Teacher is wanted for this School, to enter up'

duty the first of 9th month. One who has had so:

experience with children of this character preferred,.

Apply to Hannah Evans, 322 Union St.

Rachel S. Maris, 127 South 5th St-

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philaddphi-

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wosq
000 INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boanl
Managers.

Married, Fifth month 27th, 1875, at Friends' Mc
ing-house, Germantown, Alexis T. Cope, of Mo
gomery Co., Pa., to Elizabeth S., daughter of Fran

.. Cope, of Germantown.

Died, at West Chester, Penna., 12th mo. 1st, 18

Mary Kirkpatrick, a member of Birmingfa;

Monthly Meeting of Friends, in the 82d year of 1

age.

, at West Chester, Penna., 12th mo. 20th, 18'

Elizabeth Y. Cunningham, a member of Birmh
ham Monthly Meeting of Friends, in the 73d year

her age.

, at West Chester, Penna., 1st mo. 19th, 18

Richard J. Thatcher, a member of Birmingh;
Monthly Meeting of Friends, in the 58tb year of

'.

age.

, in Franklin Township, Chester Co., Pent
1st mo. 26th, 1875, Ann Rogan, a member of Birmh
ham Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, at West Chester, Penna., 4th mo. 12th, 18

Ann Sheppard, a member of Birmingham Monti
Meeting of Friends, in the 63d year of her age.

, at West Chester, Penna., 5th mo. 1st, 18

Rebecca Conard, a member of Birmingham Monti
Meeting of Friends, in the 75th year of her age.

, near Frankford, Philada., 5th mo. 7th, 18

Caleb Carter, a member of Birmingham Monti
Meeting of Friends, in the 88th year of his age.

, at his residence in Johnston Co., Iowa, Ist

4th mo. 1875, Isaac Coffee, in the 73d year of

age, a member of Hickory Grove Monthly Meeting
Friends. He endured a protracted illness, with patiei

and resignation, being confined to the house—and m
of the time to his bed—for the space of four years a

a half. During all this time he evinced much calmo
and composure, appearing entirely resigned to his siti

tion. His attachment to the ancient doctrines of I

Society was sincere. Amid great weakness and prost

tion his faculties remained bright. A short time befi

his departure, he remarked to his wife that he felt hi

self to be only waiting the Master's time. As his e

approached, of which he was well aware, he manifes
a cheerful submission to the Divine will, and quie

and peacefully passed away, we doubt not, to a bet

and more enduring inheritance.

, at the residence of her son, Gilbert P. Smi
on the 21st day of 4th mo., 1875, in the 87th year

her age, Mary Smith, widow of the late Barak Smi
formerly of New York, a member of Hickory Grt

Monthly Meeting, Cedar Co., Iowa.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,' ~
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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'e among the Indians : being extracts from the Journal

of Thomas C. Battey.

(Continued from page 338.)

Ist mo. Ist, 1872.—In the afternoon Dr. A.
amlinson had a meeting with the Indians in

e school-room ; after which, as I was busy
sre and there among the school children, I

(ticed an old Indian in the dining-room, of
i open countenance, wrapped in a buffalo

be, after the wild Indian style, watching
b; but as that was no new occurrence I

lOught nothing of it, and kept about my
isiness. At length he spoke to me by the
terpreter. I went to him, and he said, "My
lend, I can see your heart." This saluta-

on coming from a wild Comanche, some-
hat startled me, particularly as at the time
was much depressed, feeling that there was
D good thing there. After a little pause he
mtinued, " Tell him I see his heart, it good,
ill of love—he love Indian—I can no hurt
.an, when I see heart like his, full of love

—

love him." This speech greatly surprised
[le, as I had previously said nothing to him.
ihis Indian is a very large man, his name is

li-ouh, a chief of one of the Comanche bauds,
jcould but believe that his heart was touched
jjf a power above his own, and that in him I

iiQUld find a friend who might be of use to

[e in the ordering of future events.

i 3d.—This morning the school was visited

\y Guadelupe, principal chief of the Caddoes,
ho made a long speech to the children, in

[hich he told them that all white children
j-ent to school,—that they did not talk and
lugh out loud, they tried hard to learn, and
wanted them to be like the white children

-mind all their teachers should tell them, and
ly hard to learn. He also told them that at

ight they went to bed to sleep not to play,
pd they must go right to sleep, not talk and
'lay so as to keep all in the house awake. I

Iso had an opportunity of talking to them
irough an interpreter. Guadelupe is about
iarting for the Staked Plains to endeavor to

iduce the wild Comanches of that region to
Dine in, settle down and take steps in the
•hite man's road. It is said that he har

jreat influence among those Indians. He has
|ut just recovered from a severe attack of
[ekness, since his return from Lawrence,
['hither he had gone with the Agent. The
[bject of his going to Lawrence, as well as

i is feelings in regard to his people becoming
^ ivilized are so fully set forth in a speech made

at a meeting of the Associated E.'cecutive

Committee, that I shall feel myself excusable
for introducing it entire, as, like most Indian
peeches, it has the advantage of being short.

Guadelupe said : "I don't want to say much,
I only wi'.nt to say a little to tbe Superin-
tendent."

I have come from a long way off, I came
not for anj'thing bad, but I came to find a
good waj- for my people. We want you to

try hard to help us into that good way. We
do not want to be like some other tribes who
delight in killing and destroying, but we want
to learn how to build houses, raise corn, and
provide for our wives and children, that they
may live and be happy. My young men are

staying from the chase until I return home,
here they will welcome me, and listen to

the words that I may have for them. I know
they will be ready to do their part in building

houses and farms, and trying to be good.

Many of the wild Indians also will visit me
to hear my words and see my place; if I have
a good house and farm, comfortable clothes,

and a happy family, it will have a great in-

fluence on them to turn them into the white
man's path, to peace and civilization. Many
of the wild Indians are afraid to plant corn,

from a superstition that they will all sicken

and die. 1 will try hard to show them that

it will make them live, and be happy and
good. I desire much that white intruders

may be kept away from us, as their influence

is not very good. They bring in whiskey by
night, get our people drunk, and raise many
rows, making our people very bad. Drinking
whiskey is a verj^ bad thing. I used to drink,

I drank until I lost all my cattle and ponies

and everything. I drink no more. The white
man frequently asks me to drink. No, I will

not drink, it makes me bad.
" When I get home I will call all my people,

with othef wild Indians, and speak to them
of the good things 1 have seen. Will the

Superintendent speak good words to me, and
give me good advice to take to my people?"

These are not the words of Guadelupe alone,

they are the words of his ti'ibe spoken through
him—a tribe who at this day cannot call one

foot of land their own—-who have been three

times driven from their homes, and have lost

all their property, have been almost com-
pelled to remain in an uncivilized state, and

are surrounded by wild and lawless tribes,

who look upon them as intruders upon their

hereditary rights. Should it so be, that this

tribe should be exterminated by their wild

neighbors, or driven back into a savage state

from which they are but just emerging, it

would be from the fact that they " do not

want to be like the wild tribes who delight

in killing and destroying," and from the wan
of that help which is here asked for, since

there can be no doubt but that if they would

join with the wild tribes in their depreda-

tions, they would no longer be looked upon

as intruders.

These words would stand recorded in the
annals of time as a stigma upon Christianity,
if this call for help, coming as the voice of a
whole people, is permitted to pass unheeded
by a professedly Christian government.
When an Apostle dreamed that he saw a

man of Macedonia stand and call "Como
over and help us," he received it as the voico
f God, and obeyed it accordingly. Guade-

lupe, personating his tribe, has called aloud
to the christian world, "Try hard to help us
nto that good way ; we do not want to be ffko

those wild tribes who delight in killing and
destroying." Should not these words be re-

ceived as a call from the Supreme Father of
II in behalf of his poor benighted .children.

Sui-ely if we cannot, as the Scriptures assert,

think a good thought without the aid of the
Holy Spirit, what short of the same Spirit

ever put these words into the mind of this

untutored Indian. Shall this appeal to the
world of professing Christians bo made in

vain?
27th.— Assisted in issuing rations, until

nearly four o'clock, then went out on the hills

northwest of the Agency, extending my walk
to nearly four miles. Made a sketch of the
twin rocks, a couple of rocks of red sandstone,

three miles from the agent's, in the
midst of a beautiful shrubby prairie, rising

perhaps twelve feet in height, the tops being

much larger than the base, and of a very pecu-

liar form ; the body of the rocks are red, while

the tops being covered with lichen, is of a
pale green. Another rock, in a deep hollow

about one-fourth of a mile from the former, of

the same kind, rises as a ci'ooked pillar some
eighteen or twenty feet high, of which I also

made a sketch.

31st.—After the return of the Agent, A. J.

Standing, who had assisted me a part of the

time, was removed from the school altogether.

But it having latterly so increased as to re-

quire moi-e attention, he was again restored,

and to-day has taken charge of some of the

classes, which is a very great advantage, as I

had been compelled to neglect some of the

branches, especially the writing. It is also a
relief to me to have some one to share the

labor and the responsibility.

2d mo. 2d.—This evening after the scholars

had gone home, a poor crippled Indian was
brought into the school-room, to remain for

the night; he had his thighbone broken some
eighteen months since, by the stumbling of

bis horse while running buffalo, and never

having been properly attended to, and the

flesh badly lacerated, though it at first began

to heal, it at length grew worse, and he is now
in a most suffering condition, and no hope of

his ever being much better, as the flesh of his

thigh is rotting from the bones. This man
lay upon the floor of our school-room for a
week, on a bed, and with blankets taken from
those supjilied for the scholars, which was no
more than enough to make them comfortable

1
before, while the room was so crowded as to
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have no space to spare, and every jar or noise

caused bini very much suffering and anuoy-

auoe.

13th.—School greatly increased, numbering

now on my register thirty-seven. This in-

crease shows how the Indians regard the

school.

17th.—From some cause I have not felt en-

tirely satisfied with my position, or that it

was ray proper place to remain in this school,

yet in looking the subject over I can see no

other place for the present than to remain

here ; but as a secret feeling that I am not

where I should be continues with me almost

constantlj-, I spoke of the subject to the Agent,

who proposed mj- going with him to select a

place for a school-house for the Wichitas and
AVakoes, proposing to put me into the school

when started. This day we rode out to select

a location for the same, and found a very suit-

able place, situated upon a slight eminence
about five miles from the Agency and one

fr«n the Wichita and Wakoe villages. A
beautiful spring of good water, issues from

the ground about one half mile from the place

selected, the stream from which flows near to

it. This place, though not on high ground,

overlooks a most beautiful valley through
which Sugar Creek flows into the Washita,
embracing many square miles of beautiful and
rich country. Though the soil as every where
in this region is of a dark red color, judging
from the exuberant vegetation, it must be

deep.
(To be coutiaued.)

The Annual Report, of the Board of Managers
to the Association of Friends of Philadelphia

for the Instruction of Poor Children.

The managers report that during the year
now closing, the Adelphi Schools have been
conducted much as during the preceding year,

by the same teachers, viz : Martha T. Cox, in

the Girl's School, and Sarah M. Alexander, in

the Infant School.

During the earlj- part of the year, our friend

S. M. Alexander was absent from her post for

several weeks, owing to a long and severe
sickness, during which time the school was
placed in charge of a temporary teacher. As
was natural, this interregnum affected injuri-

ously, first, the discipline, and then the at-

tendance at the school. When, however, the
regular teacher regained her health and took
charge, the attendance became so large, that,

in order to properly care for the children, and
not to overtax the teacher, the managers em-
ployed an assistant for about six weeks before
vacation. A large portion of the scholars ap-
plying for admission, and ncces.sitating the
employment of an assistant, were very poor
children and quite small, such, as probablj^,

could not have gained admittance to any other
school; but were able to attend this for a few
weeks during fine weather.
The popularity which our Infant Depart-

ment has attained, as shown by the large
number on the roll, abundantly attests the
excellent management it is under, and the
Board feels that it has every reason to be satis-

fied with it. The teacher's time is very fully
occupied with an average of over fifty pupils
of this young class; but the discipline of the
Bchool is well maintained, and the recitations
show a marked improvement over some former
years. From this department, there have
been promoted to the upper school during the
year, quite a number of girls who have filled

their places in the classes to which they have

been assigned with credit. There are now
upon the roll of this department 67 names

;

the average attendance since vacation, has

been 51 J. Total number of admissions to

date 2915, of which 435 had been previously

entered.

The Girl's School, under the care of Martha
T. Cox, continues to be as carefully and satis-

factorily managed as it has been for a number
of years. The discipline is admirable, the re-

citations are' animated and accurate, and the

pupils display a satisfactory proficiency and
improvement in i-eading and writing. A new
set of maps, of the most recent editions, was
supplied to this school early in the year, which
greatly facilitates the study of Geography.
A Webster's Unabridged and Illustrated Dic-

tionary, also purchased this year, is found to

be an important and valuable addition to the

school resources. There are on the roll of

this School, at this date, 46 names ; the aver-

age attendance is 40 ; total admissions 1796
;

of which 406 are readmissions.

The managers feel that the influence for

good which is exerted by these schools, is

greatly increased by the religious concern and
conscientious eftbrts of our teachers, who, in

addition to reading a portion of scripture at

the opening of school each day, endeavor, by
word and example, to turn the minds of the

scholars toward the important subjects of

morality and religion.

The library has been freely used by the
girls during the year ; 772 volumes having
been taken out; of which none were lost, and
none kept out over the prescribed time. The
books are carefully used, and we believe are

a source of valuable instruction and gratifica-

tion 'to the children, amply repaying the ex-

pense incurred. The committee in charge of

the library has just added forty-seven volumes
thereto.

During the year, the entire building has
been carefully repaired and repainted, and
now i^resents a much more agreeable and
cheerful appearance, which is not without its

good effect both upon teachers and scholars.

In response to the application alluded to in

the last Annual Report of the Board of Man-
agers, which was made to the " executors of
the estate of Jesse George, deceased," two
donations, amounting in all to fifteen hundred
dollars, have been received from them ; which
sum has been carefully invested.

In resigning the trust committed to them
a year ago, the Board of Managers has the
satisfaction of turning over to its successors
in the trust, two flourishing schools, under
excellent management, in good order, held in

a good building, and only needing an in-

creased endowment to place them in an en-
tirely satisfactory condition.

On behalf of the board of Managers.
Thomas Scattergood, Clerk.

Extract from a letter to Mary Dudley, by
Richard Shackleton :

" We are vai-iously modified in our mental
complexions, habits, and dispositions, and our
common Creator and Preserver uses various
means in correcting, reforming and preparing
us. Sometimes the mind, and sometimes the
outward substance. Our best waj' at all events,
appears to me to make haste to get under the
shelter of the wing of Omnipotence; there,
contemplating and meditating that all things

good and evil are allotted or permitted to i

by Infinite Wisdom, and resigning all to tb

disposal and ordering hand of our great Bern

factor and best Friend, we settle in a comfor
composure and acquiescence with tb

ill."Divine

Seas and Floods.

BY G. CHAPLIN CHILD, M.D.

(Concluded from page 342.)

The surface of the ocean is mapped out int

currents by the constancy of which the nav
gator profits. But besides these strong<

streams there are others whose force is 6

gentle and diffused that their existence cai

not be detected by the reckoning, and is onl

made known by the thermon\eter. In pu
suing an eastward or westward course aero.'

the ocean, an alteration in the temperatui

tells where the water comes from. Thus,

the temperature increase, it may be inferre

that there is a flow from the south ;
and if tl

water get colder, a northern origin is equall

indicated.

The Gulf Stream is the most famous of a

the currents that flow toward the north, aa

is in itself one of the most wonderful physic;

phenomena in the world. Its great historiai

Maury, thus eloquently describes it :
" Thei

is a river in the ocean. In the severe,'

droughts it never fails, and in the mightiei

floods it never overflows. Its banks and i'

bottom are of cold water, while its current

of warm. The Gulf of Mexico is its fountai:

while its mouth is in the Arctic seas. It

the Gulf Stream. There is in the world e

other such majestic flow of waters. Its cu

rent is more rapid than the Mississippi c

Amazon, and its volume more than a thoi

sand times greater." Rushing past the poii

of Florida, it starts on its path across the A
lantic as a compact river sixty miles broa

and three thousand feet deep, and at a pace i

four or five miles an hour. Onward it strean

in a northeasterly direction, spreading out i

waters like a fan, until it approaches tl

Cornwall coast, the west of Ireland, and tl

Hebrides of Scotland. The great bulk of tl

still warm waters flows onward between tl

Shetlands and Iceland ; and then, after leavin

the northern shores of Norway, the currei

is gradually lost in the Spitzbergen ma
Whether the waters of the Gulf Stream, sti

recognizable by their temperature, are de

fined to be rediscovered as an open compar
tively mild sea under the pole, surrounded t

arctic deserts that lie outside the influence <

this offshoot from the sunny South, is a pro

lem which the next few years will probabl

resolve.

Side by side with this warm, northwai

moving flood, there is a great polar strea'

bearing down in an opposite direction, whic

appears to be more especially its compen8;

tory current. It rises in the distant recessi

of Baffin's Bay and the Greenland Sea, aci

then studded with icebergs, sweeps along tl

coast of Labrador, encircling the island i!

Newfoundland in its chill embrace. To tl

south of the Bank it encounters the Gd

Stream running northeastward ; the paths

the two giants cross each other, and th<

struggle for the right of way. Their hosti

waters refuse to mingle, and each continu

to retain its color and its temperature. B
though neither is vanquished, each leaves i

ark upon the other. From the force of tl|

shock the Gulf Stream for a moment faltei
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ts course, andis deflected to.'avd the south;|they cannot be diBCOvercd by tl^ "^^.u-al but]effic|U^ of^
ile the polar current, unable t.^ln.ak | by the^sp.r.u.l.ar,^rt^ S'^o ^iSl^^.^ o.^ clon.cieoce. at tha
oucrh"the'"conceDtrated mass by which it alone that can and must so open and applj

Losed.divesuuderthebodof the mighty them as to satisfy the consciences of poor

,1!^ o.H Kn«t«ns oil toward the tropics. fallen man for whom they were written On
this point that eminent minister and mes-

senger of the gospel, George Fox, wrote :
'-No

knowing the Son, nor the Father, but by the
, ..° ,^.v_ fT_i.. cj„:,.:i. . .,^ l,,>^,„;„rr tlio

ipposeu, uivuo uuuti iiiv. u^^' "i """ — -t5-

jam, and hastens on toward the tropics

For "Tbe Friend."

John Griffith.

(ContiDiied from pago 342.)

Jeorge Fox says in his journal, " Though

Bad the scriptures that speak of Christ and

5od yet I knew him not, but as he who hath

key did open, and as the Father of life drew

to his Son by the Spirit."

rhis wise reformer knew that He who gave

the Scriptures could alone open them

•ou"-h the illuminating power of the Holy

irit'^hat dictated tbem. This is plainly set

th in the volume of the book itself, where

saveth : "The natural man receiveth not

5 things of the Spirit of God : for they are

>lishnes8 unto him : neither ca)i he know

3m, because they are spiritually discerned."

rain, it is written of the two disciples going

'Emmaus, " Then opened He (Jesus) their

derstandicg, that they might understand the

'rlitures," &c. And again, "Ye search the

riptures ;
for in them ye think ye have eter-

1 life : and they are they that testify of me.

lid ye loill not come to me that ye might have

!." This last also reminds of what long ago

d place, that those big with zeal for the

uth and the scriptures of truth, were n^ver-

sless so ignorant of the Truth Himself as to

icify Him, even the Lord of life and glory.

id from that time to this, it is to be feared,

jse most zealous for the letter of the serip-

•68 without the power which gives them

3 have been the greatest opposers of that

('and power because of theiV taking up a

!t in the letter that describes Truth, instead

Christ who is Truth itself; and whose Holy

irit leads its obedient followers into all

ith. It is very possible to idolize the scrip-

68 as well as other good and invaluable

issings ;
and also to manifest much erudi-

•n and zeal in expounding or defendingthem,

thout ever ourselves having come to the

le and experimental knowledge of theni so

to be leavened into the power thereof. For

Lt will it avail to be settled in the very

•'orm of godliness" without the living avail-

4e virtue? For as the Apostle declares:

jrhe kingdom of God standeth not in word

I't in power."

ilSTot that it is meant in any wise to dispar-

ae the Holy Scriptures ; nay verily ;
but only

t; give them that place they give to them-

sives. We believe that beyond all other

\|itings they arc the most excellent in the

•v.rld. That they were written by holy men

«old as they were moved by the Holy Ghost,

iat " All Scripture is given by inspiration

d God, and is profitable for doctrine, for re-

pof, for instruction in righteousness; that

t^3 man of God may be perfect, thoroughly

finished unto all good works." But never-

tjjless it is in subordination to the Spirit ot

(irist from which they proceed, and from

vjiich they have all their excellency ;
for as

t3y themselves declare, " No man knoweth

t:; things of God but by the Spirit of God.

The history then, as saith Eobert Barclay,

ibrofitableand comfortable with the mystery,'

d'd •ithout

revelation of the Holy Spirit ; no knowing the

Scriptures but by the same Holy Ghost, that

moved the holy men to give tbem forth ;
no

calling Jesus, Lord, but by the Holy Ghost

;

no true wisdom, but fi-om above ;
no true re-

ceiving it, but in the fear of the Lord
;
no true

understanding of spiritual things, but what

Christ gives ; and no true love to God, but

what he sheddeth abroad in the heart."

It cannot be too strongly impressed that it

is belief in, and obedience to the Spirit of our

Lord and Saviour manifested in the heart,

that forms the true basis as well as true radi-

ating point for the faithful upholding, either

of the doctrines of Holy Scripture or the pre-

cious principles and testimonies springing

therefrom, which have, with grave responsi-

bilities, been given to this religious Society to

uphold before the world. The all-important

work of being "built up an habitation of God,

through the Spirit," and scrupulously to keep

within that Spirit's heavenly leadings, is the

alone way to grow in grace and in the saving

knowledge of the Son of God, which is life

eternal. This is the power of the anointing

that draws into the inward retirement and

holy waiting before the Father of spirits for

all our fresh supplies of grace, strength, and

comfort
;
gives us to see that in Christ Jesus

are hid all the treasures of wisdom and know-

ledge ;
and leads us to cleave to, and to abide

in Him who alone can give rest and content-

ment to the longing, hungry soul, unto the

promised rest of the spirits of the just made

perfect.
,

,

This is what John Griffith so much pressed

and desired that all should come to, eveii

Christ Jesus the ever-living Teacher, the Lite

and the Light of men. ^
. i, i

The journal resumed :—" At Gainsborough

Monthly Meeting, things appeared very low

and defective, as to the discipline and good

order of the church ;
many of the members

beins, through indifference and weakness, m
sensible of its great worth and usefulness

Our spirits were deeply baptized into a sense

of their states, and we received ability, with

crreat plainness, to lay before them the dan-

Serous consequence of such an unsavory, un-

fruitful condition, and the great duty which

the members of society owed to God, them-

selves and to one another, in a religious capa-

city which for the present seemed to attect

their minds ; may the impression be lasting!

We had also some things to offer by way ot

encouragement, to a few sincere, though weak

ones amongst them. ,,,,,. j

We visited Wainfleet Monthly Meeting, and

found things distressingly low and much out

of order; and but few who had the cause of

Truth at heart, so as to mourn because of the

o-reat desolation and waste made in the Society

there, by earthly mindedness and other flesh-

ly liberties. Our minds were deeply engaged

that Truth might break through, and soften

the minds of those dry, carnal professors, who,
" J +1-" -iccessary work

ufortable witn tne mysiery, ^^^ j^^i^^jg ^f those dry, carnai p.

it." Moreover, seeing that •

j^g^gad of helping forward the n

-p j:„„;„i;iio werfi orreat closfS a
insteaa oi neipiui; i^i >i a-.^ -— ..--——- .,— ,.1 of discipline, were great clogs and hindrances

Be it remembered, that a mystery signifies a thing .,,0' being as deadweights on the more
, l^,t secret and hid from us till our understanding ^^

,
JPf^^®*°' ^^

ff the body. Through the holy
okned, or it revealed to us by the Holy Spirit. lively parts 01 tne uuu^

bled to discharge our consciences at tliat

nuctiiig, in much plain dealing, to our own

peace and the comfort and relief of the low

upright-hearted amongst them.

At Spalding Monthly Meeting, much dis-

order and slackness appeared in some ;
others,

who would seem to be something in religion,

were but too much like the unfruitful fig-tree,

on which, when it came to be nearly examined,

nothing was to be found but leaves; having,

like Ephraim and Demas, forsaken tbe dew

and tenderness of their youth, and embraced

this present world. Such, though they retain

something of the outward resemblance, can-

not prosper in religion, as they are dry and

insipid. In this low, mournful state of things,

Truth arose, and furnished with suitable mat-

ter and utterance, in plain dealing with for-

mal professors, and proper encouragement to

some hopeful youth and others, to come up

in a more lively zeal and concern for God s

cause, than had been maintained of late at

that meeting, which I hope was of good ser-

We visited Nottingham Monthly Meeting

;

the number here was pretty large, but the

pure virtue of heavenly goodness, without the

sensible experience whereof there can be no

prosperity in the Truth, seemed to be much

depressed and obstructed by earthly-mmded-

ness covered over with a form of religion in

some heads of families, by whom undue liber-

ties were winked at in their offspring: such

not having zeal enough to suppress wrong

thino-s in their own families, are not likely

to promote good order and discipline in the

church We found some who united with us

in a deep and earnest labor for a better regu-

lation, and much sound admonition, caution

and counsel, were administered, which seem-

ed, at least for the present, to have an awak-

ening effect on some.
_ , , ,

At Oakham Monthly Meeting, much slack-

ness and indifference appeared; too manyot

the active members being at ease m a proles-

sion, whilst wrong things prevailed, and death

instead of life, overshadowed their me^etings.

The Lord engaged us in a deep and fervent

labor, to stir them up, that they might arise

and shake themselves from the dust and clogg-

no- things of the earth, to receive the eye-

safve of 'God's kingdom, ivhereby they might

come to see their own state as individual mein-

bers, and also the general state of the church.

Oh how ashamed would some then be, of their

poverty and nakedness I We found a few

imongit them in a humble, teachable frame

of mind, with whom we had good satisfaction,

hoping this opportunity might tend to their

help and improvement in the best things.

After attending the Quarterly Meeting of

Leicester, J. Griffith thus concludes his con-

nexion with the committee appointed by the

Yearly Meeting: "Here ended our visit to

Monthly and Quarterly Meetings for the pre-

sent ; and I have, with deep reverence huDi-

bly to acknowledge, that a remarkable evi-

dence of divine approbation attended ns

throughout; making us of one heart by the

baptism of his renewing Spirit, so that scarcely

a difference of sentiment from one another

appeared during the whole journey. Another

thincr which appeared to me a token of divine

favo? attending, was the open reception we

met with, notwithstanding the plainness used

by us in very close searching inquiries and
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remarks upon many disorders. I hope mj-

usual freedom, in laying open the states of

the Monthly Meetings, will give no just cause

of offence to any who wish well to Zion, since

nothing is more likely to strike the minds of

succeeding generations with fear and care,

than to have the lukewarmness and defection

of many, who have been so wonderfully

fixvored, set in a true light before them, to-

gether with such a remarkable account of the

Lord's compassion and condescending kind-

ness, in seeking their restoration, and offering

his mercy to heal all their backslidings. How
can any, without being somewhat affected

with fear, read the sorrowful degeneracy of

some Christian churches, even in the apostles'

days ; like the first fruits in the Gospel vine-

yard
;
particularly that of the seven churches

in Asia Minor, discovered to the beloved John,
in his state of banishment for the word of God
and the testimony of Jesus Christ, and by him
with great plainness committed to writing as

a call and warning from God to them, and to

remain, for the same end, to all succeeding
generations? I have no other end in what i

have written concerning the state of our So-

ciety ; for whose help and preservation I have
been freely given up in body, soul and spirit,

as well as in what outward substance the
Lord bath bountifully favored me with, to

contribute my small endeavors, that her light

ma}^ go forth us brightness, and her salvation

as a lamp that burns."

After a meeting of ministers and elders in
London, J. G. thus writes :

" It was a blessed
time, wherein I had open good service, show-
ing the great difference between ministers of
the letter and those of the Spirit : that the
letter without the Spirit, kills that which is

begotten of God in the hearts of the people
;

and that it is the holy power, efficacy and de-
monstration of the eternal Spirit, which ren-
der the Holy Scripture, outward ministry,
and all other means ordained of God, for the
comfort, help and preservation of his people,
effectual. I had to observe, that the ministers
of the letter were most of all concerned for
the external appearance of their ministry, viz:
that the words and doctrine maybe curiously
adapted, not to disgust, but rather to please
those who have itching ears; on the contrary
the ministers of the Spirit are least of all

concerned about the outward appearance of
their ministry; having no doubt, if they are
careful in the spring, ground, and moving
cause, which they know should bo the con-
straining power of the Holy Spirit, the other
will be agreeable thereunto; seeing that power
is able to render the most low and simple ex-
pression, in man's account, exceedingly effica-
cious."

After returning from this visit to the city
of London, our author records, that through
infinite kindness he had been much favored
in hisscrvicein this small journey

; and found
more openness in the hearts of the people
there than heretofore. He adds: "It was
with great comfort I saw a growing, hidden
remnant in that city, who will be exalted in
Israel in the Lord's time ; who hath, and will
yet open a way more and more, for his pained,
exercised children to exalt his name and
Truth, by removing the stumbling-blocks and
other impediments which remain in theirway,
and hinder them, in some measure, from tak-
ing the rule and government, which is their
duo and right in the kingdom of Christ; and
usurpers shall see, that none can sit with

Christ upon thrones, but those who faithfully

follow him in the regeneration, agreeably to

his gracious promise, viz., Matt. six. 28, and

Luke xxii. 30.

'

(To be continued.)

*~*
Selected.

HYMN.
The following is given, by Professor March, as the

translation of a much admired pious poetical effusion

written by Kobert II, King of France, who died in the

year 1031, after a peaceful reign of 35 years.

Come, O Holy Spirit, come.
And from Thy celestial home
Eays of Thine own radiance dart.

Come, Thou Father of the poor,

Giver of all blessings sure,

Come, Thou Light of each true heart.

Comforter of all most kind,

Dwelling in each lowly mind.
Sweet Refreshment of the soul

;

In our labor giving rest,

In our heat a soothing blest.

Coming mourners to console.

O, Thou ever-blessed Light,

Fill with all Thy fulness bright

Faithful hearts that seek Thy grace!

For without Thy fostering aid

Nothing good in man is made.
Nothing harmless in our race.

Wash out what is stained by sin,

Moisten what is parched within,

Heal the wounded with Thy ray;

Bend the .stubborn to God's will,

Quicken what is cold and still,

Guide the erring in thy way I

To Thy faithful every hour.

As they own Thy saving power,
Holy sevenfold gifts impart;

Give the Prize of virtue's strife,

Give the dying endless Life,

Give Thy joy to each true heart I

BETTER THAN GOLD.

Better than grandeur, better than gold.

Than rank and title a thousand fold.

Is a healthy body, a mind at ease,

And simple pleasures that always please
;

A heart that can feel for a neighbor's woe
And share his joys with a genial glow,
With sympathies large enough to enfold
All men as brothers, is better than gold.

Better than gold is a conscience clear.

Though toiling for bread in an humble sphere,
Doubly blest with content and health,

Untried by the lust of cares or wealth.
Lowly living and lofty thought
Adorn and ennoble a poor man's cot

;

For man and morals, or nature's plan,

Are the genuine test of a gentleman.

Better than gold is the sweet repose
Of the sons of toil when their labors close

;

Better than gold is the poor man's sleep,

And the balm that drops on his slumbers deep
Bring sleeping draughts to the downy bed,
Where luxury pillows his aching head:
His simpler opiate labor deems
A shorter road to the land of dreams.

Better than gold is a thinking mind
That in the realms of books can 6nd
A treasure surpassing Australian ore,

And lives with the great and good of yore,
The sage's lore and the poet's lay,

The glories of empires past away
;

The world's great drama will thus enfold
And yield a pleasure better than gold.

Better than gold is a peaceful home.
Where all the fireside charities come;
The shrine of love and the heaven of life,

Hallowed by mother, or sister, or wife.
However humble the home may be,

Or tried by sorrow with Heaven's decree.
The blessings that never were bought or sold,
And centre there, are better than gold.

Toughened Glass.

The Paris correispondent of the Londo
Times writes under date of May 9th : Yo
gave an account a few weeks ago of the dii

covery by M. Francois de la Bastie, a Frenc
engineer, of a process by which glass, whil

retaining its transparency, practically ceaat

to be brittle. Yesterday evening M. Victc

de Luynes, who, with M. de la Bastie's sam

tion, has for some weeks been making exper

ments at a glass manufactory, delivered

lecture on the subject at the annual meetin

of the Societe de Secours des Amis des Science

M. Dumas, the distinguished chemist and pe

manent secretary of the Agademie de Science

presided, and the large amphitheatre of tl

Faculty of Arts at the Sorbonne was crowds
most of the members of scientific bodies ar

the chief glass manufacturers being amor
the audience. M. de la Bastie himself wi

also present. M. de Luynes explained the e:

pansion and compression of the exterior ar

interior parts, caused by immersing glai

heated to a certain temperatui-e in an oleagi

ous bath, and he gave some highly interestir

proofs of the success of the process. Thj^ 1

applied some vigorous blows with a hamrat

to a piece of glass which in its ordinary co

dition must have been broken into fragment

but which sustained this violence withoi

being any the worse for it. A small tube

thin twisted glass being fastened in a vice, I

endeavored to break off the extremity of

with a pair of pincers, but it was only afti

several attempts and by dint of much evidei

muscular exertion that he succeeded in doir

so. A furnace, moreover, was brought in-

the hall, and a number of small globes at

pieces of sheet glass were submitted to tl

toughening process. M. deLuynes then thre

some of them on the floor to show that tht

could bear the shock.
The globes were fastened by strings tostav

of wood at various heights, and an assistar

mounting a ladder and setting fire to tl

string, they fell on the table with conside

able force, thence rebounding on the floor, b

only one or two of them were fractured, ar

those only when falling four or five yard

The assistant also mounted on a curved pla

of glass placed on the table so as to represei

an arch of a circle, but though the portion

the glass on which he stood was an inch '

two above the table it bore the whole weigi^

of his body. A similar experiment with mm
thinner glass was not so successful, butM.c
Luynes stated that it had previously bon
the strain though it had been necessary i

the assistant to mount upon it somewhat car

fully so as to equalize the pressure as much i

possible. Of course M. de la Bastie, as M. <

Luynes explained, does not pretend thatgla

thus tempered is absolutely free from dang
of breakage, but he claims that it will bear 1

or 100 times the strain of ordinary glass, ai

last night's experiments affoi-ded conclusi-!

evidence of the value of the discovery. 'Si

glass, moreover, it is stated, can be cut und

certain conditions, as easily as common gla

By means of the electric light De Luyn
gave some interesting experiments of t

optical properties of glass, the distribution

the colors, which were very brilliant, depcn

ing on the shape given to the object. T
audience, showed the utmost interest in t

experiments and explanations, the form

evoking frequent applause. The greater dui

bility of glass articles will obviously be a d
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jjvaiitage to the trade, but against this must
-.1 sei the use of glass for many purposes from
iiaieh its brittleness has hitherto excluded it.

jot "Illy will it be applied to many domestic
(jirpiisesj but in some branches of manufac-
rjre it is likely materially to cheapen produc-

•on. In chemical works, for example, me-
illic chambers, which are expensive without
ij^ing durable, will certainly be substituted by
rtss. M. de la Bastie is taking measures for

practical working of his discovery, and
8 English agents, Abel Ecy, Brothers, of

0. 29 Mincing lane, exhibit a number of

tides to which it has been already applied.

Late Paper.

CMstian Graces.

The great Christian graces are radiant with
ippincss. Faith, hope, charity—there is no
dness in them, and if penitence makes the

Bart sad, penitence belongs to the sinner,

ot to the saint: as we become more saintly,

e have less sin to sorrow over.

No, the religion of Christ is not a religion

sorrow. It consoles wretoiiedness, and
'ightens with a divine glory the lustre of

ery inferior joy. It attracts to itself the

oken hearted, the lonely, the weary, the

ispairing; but it is to give them rest, com
irt and peace. It rekindles hope, it inspires

trength, courage, and joy. It checks the

erriment of the thoughtless, who have never
msidered the graver and more awful realities

E" man's life and destiny; but it is to lead

lem through transient sorrow to deeper :

lore perfect blessedness, even in this world,

lan they had ever felt before the sorrow
ame. Take the representations of the Chris-

ian faith which are given in the New Tes-

ftment, and you will see that, though it may
ie a religion for the sorrowful, it is not a sor

lowful religion. To hearts oppressed with

I ;uilt it offers the pardon of God ; to those who
; read the divine displeasure it reveals God'

infinite love; to those who are tormented
yith the consciousness of moral evil, and
leneti-ated with shame and self-contempt by
he habitual failure of every purpose and en

leavor to live a pure and perfect life, it offers

he inspiration of the Holy Ghost. If at the

iommencement of the Christian life, it relies

)n the purifying power of penitence, and if,

.0 the very end, it encourages devout and
•everentiat fear, it also teaches that the joy of

jod is our strength ; and it is an apostolic

jrecept that we should "rejoice evermore."
48 for the chief troubles which annoy and
listress mankind, it possesses the only secret

which can make them felt less keenlj', and
3orne without that bitterness of spirit which
poisons grief and transforms a calamity, mor-

ally harmless, into a curse and a sin. It tells

the anxious to cast all their care upon God,

md to "take no thought for the morrow
the poor that they may be heirs of a divine

glory; those who have had heavy losses, of

riches which never take to themselves wings,

and treasures of which they can never be

robbed ; it tells those who have suffered from
injustice and calumny, of a righteous judge
and an equitable judgment-seat; it reveals to

[the sick a life of immortal health ;
and to

(those whose hopes are wrecked in this world,

a world beyond death, in which they may
have a career brighter and more triumphant
than their happiest imaginations can conceive.
* * * It does not become a Christian to be

"melancholy."

—

B. W. Dale.

For "Tho Friend," of a merchant in Boston, deceased, and in-
Tlic Settlement of Frieuds at Dunkirk, in France, t-olvcnt, who was deeply indebted to mo.
In the Journalsof Frient^p who travelled in Among these wore a number of muskets, somo

the ministry on the continent of Europe dur- with, others without bayonets. The Straits
ng the latter part of last century, reference of Belle Isle opened a new field for the whale-
is not unfi'equently made to the small com- fishery. There wild fowl were abundant, and
pany of American Friends, located at Dun- our muskets met with a ready sale, but whcn-
kirk, in the north of France. This settlement ever guns with bayonets were chosen I in-

was chiefly composed of natives of the island variably took that instrument of war from
of Nantucket, who having found their busi- them. The purchaser would insist on having
ness—the whale fishery—rendered unprofita- it, but I as strenuously resisted, and I laid

bic at the end of the Revolution aiy war by 1
them all by. Many years afterwards I ro-

the tariff regulations of England and France :

moved to another store, having much rubbish
in favor of their own vessels, had thought a in the one I had left. Amongst the rubbish
change of residence necessary, and by the

j

were those bayonets, neglected and forgotten,

concessions granted them in 1786 by the until the war commenced, when to my sur-

French government, in the hope of develop- prise they were brought into view by an
ing the French fisheries, had been induced to application for them by a person from the
transfer their ships to this port. Here they i

continent.

continued to reside for several years, meeting
|

" The time had now come to support our tcs-

with much success in the pi-osecution of thejtimony against war, or forever abandon it,

business, and gradually increasing the number as this very instruruent was a severe test. I

of vessels engaged in it, until the troubles pre- would not hesitate, and thei-efore promptly
ceding the French revolution, and the declara- denied the applicant. My reason for not fur-

tion of war between France and England. Inishing the baj'onets was demanded, to which
Some of the vessels wore then transferred to

1

1 readily answered, 'As this instrument is

England, several Friends left the countrj^, and lpu;-posely made and used for the destruction

the settlement declined. William Rotch of |0f mankind ;
and I cannot put into one man's

Nantucket, (subsequently of New Bedford,) a hand to destroy another [with], that which I

highly esteemed member of the Society", and cannot use myself in the same way, I refuse

his son Benjamin, were chiefly instrumental

in obtaining the grants from the French gov-

ernment, and establishing the colony at Dun-
kirk; the former of whom in an auto-bio-

graphical memoir, written in his eightieth

year, has preserved an account of some of the

interesting events connected with it. From
this the following has been compiled.* This

memoir also incl udes a narration ofsome ofthe

difficulties experienced by Friends ofNantuck-
et during the time of the Revolutionary war,

portions ofwhich will also we believe, be accep-

table to readers of" The Friend." He states :

" A friend of mine has repeatedly requested

me to put on paper some of the occurrences

of about twenty years of my life, from 1775

to 1794, which he had heard me relate in con-

versation.
" When the Revolutionary war broke out in

1775, I saw clearly that the only line of con-

duct to be pursued by us, the inhabitants of

the island of Nantucket, was to take no part

in the contest, and to endeavor to give no

occasion of offence to either of the contending

parties.
" A great portion of the inhabitants were of

the denomination of Friend^,| and a large

number of the considerate of other societies

united in the opinion, that our safety was to

be found in a state of neutrality, as far as it

could be obtained, although we had no doubt

that suffering would be our lot, and which we
afterwards experienced from both jiarties.

Our situation was rendered more difficult from

having among us a few restless spirits who
had nothing to lose, and who were often

thwarting our pacific plan and subjecting us

to dangers, not caring what confusion they

brought upon us, if they could gain something

My own troubles began soon after the war
broke out. In 17(J4 I had taken the goods

* A copy of this Memoir is now in the possession of

the Historical Society of Pennsylvania.

t An account of a remarkable meeting held by John

Richardson, in 1701, in which a large part of the i

habitants of this island were convinced of the principl

of Friends, is given in the journal of this Friend,

Friends' Library vol. iv. p. 83.

to comply with thy demands.' The person
left me much dissatisfied. Others came and
received the same denial: It made a great
noise in the country, and my life was threat-

ened. I would gladly have beaten them into

pruning hooks.'' As it was, I took an early

opportunity of throvving them into the sea."

A short time after he was called before a
committee appointed by the court then held

at Watertown, near Boston, and questioned

among other things, respecting these bayonets,

to whom he gave a candid account of his pro-

ceedings. He adds, "I passed through no
small trial on account of my bayonets, and
the clamor long continued against me."

" From the year 1775 to the end of the war,

we were in continual embarrassments. Our
vessels were captured by the English ; and
our small vessels and boats, sent to the conti-

nent for provisions, denied, and sent back
empty, under pretence that we supplied the

British, which was without the least founda-

tion. Prohibitory laws were often made in

consequence of these reports, unfounded aa

they were. By this inhuman conduct we
were sometimes in danger of being starved.

One of these laws was founded on informa-

tion from Governor Trumbull of Connecticut,

who had been imposed upon respectteg our

conduct in supplying the British. I wrote to

the Governor on the subject, and laid our dis-

tress very home to him, at the same time that

I assured him that nothing of that kind had
taken place. He was convinced of bis error,

and was ever after very kind in assisting us

within his jurisdiction. But there were so

many petty officers, as committees of safety,

inspection, &c., in all parts, * * that we were
sorely tried and afflicted. It was about the

year 1778, when the current was very strong

against us at Nantucket. The vessels we
sent after provisions were sent back empty,

and great suffering for want of food was
likely to take place

;
[so] that the people (not

Friends) who thought we ought to have joined

in the war, began to chide and murmur
against me.

" They considered me the principal cause
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that we did DOt join in the war (which I knew

was measurably the ease), when we might

have been plentifully supplied, but now were

likely to starve; little considering that if we
had taken part, there was nothing but super-

natural aid (which we had no reason to ex-

pect), that could have prevented our destruc-

tion. Though I had done every thing in my
power for our preservation, this murmuring
of the people operated so severely upon ray

spirits that I was once (a time never to be

forgotten) on the point of asking that Divine

Being who gave me life, that he would take

it from me, for my affliction seemed more than

I could bear, but sustained by that good Hand
which had so often been my deliverance, after

shedding a flood of tears, my mind was more
eas}-, and ray spirits revived."

(To be continued.)

Monkeys made to Work.—Tho Pall Mall
Gazette says :

" In the Straits settlements of

the East large apes of naturally intelligent

breeds are einjjloyed by their masters much
in the same way that human slaves are made
use of in some parts of Africa. The cocoa-

nut palm is valuable for its fruit, but this is

very difficult to procure, so the landlord of a
' tope' of palms in the Malayan peninsula

trains his apes to climb the trees and judi-

ciously pick the ripest nuts for him, just as

the Mozarabique Arab trains his negroes to

perform the same arduous office. But there

appears to be a slight difference between the

two cases—the apes seem to delight in the

work. We learn from some correspondence
in a Ceylon newspaper that the apes thus

employed in the neighborhood of Singapore
and Penang are bred in Atchin, and the
owners itinerate and hire them out. They go
up the trees with a line attached, and obey
the command of their masters, choosing the

proper fruit. They twist the nut round and
round till it falls down from its stalk, when
the feat is hailed on the part of the apes by
jumps and chuckles of evident satisfaction.

The correspondent to the Ceylon journal says
he has frequently stopped at the police station

at Tungey Bakup, and had a ' kururaba' sent
down from the cocoanut trees in this fashion."

Christian Confidence.— Have ye become
children in Christ Jesus? Prove that this

holy hope dwells in your hearts, even a hope
which can look out upon the whole path be-

fore you with the fullest coraposure and trust

—even to the latest end. Yet further, let nie

ask, is your hope in like manner as your faith,

and your love, a glorified hope. Can ye tell

mo on what foundation it rests? I am not
speaking of that unconcerned carelessness

with which a trifling spirit glances into the
future. Christians are not men who do not
care, but men who cast their care upon the Lord.
Christians are not men who see no thorns
upon the track of life. Oh, no; they are men
who pcrhapfi see far more thorns than all

others do ; but they are men who know from
their own experience that where Christ's
grace is granted, all thorns at last swell and
burst open into roses. In short, Christians
are men who believe in the words " If God bo
for us, who can be against us?" "He that
spared not Ills own Son, but delivered Him
up for us all, how shall lie not with Ilira also
freely give us all things ?" Observe hero the
foundation of the Christian hope. He who
S])ared not His own Son for our sakcs must
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be cherishing kind intentions towards us, and

if a man would tread his path in hope, he can

properly require for this nothing more than

the hearty well-grounded conviction, " God
means well with rae. God has thoughts of

peace towards me."

—

Tholuck.

The Isle of Man.—There is a patch of land

in the stormj^ Irish Sea called the Isle of

Man, about which many travelled and un-

travelled Americans know scarcely more than

its name. On a sunnj' day the highlands of

Ulster, in Ireland, and of Galloway, in Scot-

land, are visible from its western shore, and

from the summit of Snaefell mountain busy

little England is seen fretting in the golden

haze far across the sea. It is not much
greater than Staten Island iu area, and an

ambitious Californian might look upon it as

a ftxii'-sized ranch. But, small as it is—

a

mere speck on the map of Great Britain—it

has a government of its own with a House of

Parliament, a people infused with noble blood,

and a thrilling and eventful history. The
history of its varied fortunes and the ances-

try of its superstitious people have a peculiar

interest, dating, as they do, from the thrilling

age when the Norsemen were mighty in the

west.

In 'its greatest length the island measures
about thirty-three miles, and in its greatest

breadth about thirteen. Its circumference is

seventy-five miles, excluding the sinuosities

of the bays ; and it contains a superficial area

of about one hundred and thirty thousand
acres and two hundred and three square miles.

Enjoying the benefits of the Gulf Stream, the

climate is singularly mild and genial, and
there are few other places in the world where
the diiference between winter and summer is

so slight. The mean temperature of summer
is usually about 56.17 deg. ; of autumn 46.79

deg. ; of winter 45.90 deg. ; of spring 44.70

deg. There is plenty of rain but very little

snow or frost. Fuchsias grow to the height
of ten or twelve feet out of doors, and are

found a mass of crimson blossoms in the
poorest gardens. As to the healthfulness of

the climate, you should see the native girls,

rosy-cheeked, plump, active and gleeful, and
the men, who are as stalwart, muscular and
handsome a race as ever breathed sea air.

For the most part the coast is rocky and
wild, hoar with the foam of the turbulent sea
that surrounds it, and indented with capacious
harbors and innumerable creeks ; but in the
north the land sinks into a low pasturage, and
meets the water on the glistening pebbles of
a smooth beach. The interior includes nearly
every kind of natural scenery—heather-clad
balsamic hills, plains as rictly cultivated as

the downs of Surrey, wide reaches of prickly
gorse as drear as Yorkshire moors, and the
prettiest of cascades. The enchantment of
northern land dwells in its subdued light and
on its raist-crowned heights.

—

Harper's Maga-
zine.

My desire for ray children's substantial
growth in the truth, and strict adherence to
all its discoveries to the close of their days,
is by far the principal wish I have for them.
Out of the enjoyment of a good degree of this
precious inheritance, I know of nothing in

this world, worth living for. Ye that know
it, suff"er nothing, I most cordially beseech
you, ever to divert your minds from an in-

creasing and fervent pursuit after the full-

ness of it, even unto " the measure of th '\

stature of the fulness of Christ."

—

Job Scotil

African Copal Trees.
j

The London Times says :
" Among thi|

consular reports issued is one from Zanzibar i

giving an account, by captain Elton, of thiS

gum copal trees of Dar-es-Salem. Leavinj
the town, and passing through a clearing

the usual East Coast description, he 'sooi

reached a spot where the slaves eraployed ii

clearing land had come upon an exten8iv(

belt of these trees. Their immense size aoc

numbers astonished him. He measured
average tree, and found it sixty feet higl;

with the top branches lopped oft'; the girt!

at the ground was four feet three inches, and

it was two feet ten inches at the first branch,

above twenty-one feet from the ground. On^
stripping off the bark the gum was found de^

posited in many places between it and the

wood in a liquid form. Where the tree was
injured a resinous gum had collected in con-

siderable quantities, and it was also seen on

the lower sides of the branches of several

trees ; and one' of the two slave guides stated!

that his wife had received a dollar for whatj

she had dug at the foot of a tree where a
j

rotten branch had fallen. It seemed probable!

that where trees have been left to fall toj

pieces from old age, large quantities of the

gum may be found buried. Insects innumera-

ble live on the tree. One branch was cut

down, in which a family of ants had formed
a large nest behind a wall of the gum, and
were rapidly undermining the heart of the

wood ; and legions of wood-lice as well as

ants were to be seen between the bark and

the wood. Captain Elton and lieutenant P.

Pullen, who accompanied him, came to the

conclusion that the attacks of the swarms of

ants and other insects led to the slow but sure

destruction of these trees, and that as the

heart of the wood becomes undermined a tree

throws out the resinous gum almost, it would
seem, in an effort to arrest the process of de-

cay. After the fall of the tree a few years

would bury the wreck in the shifting sand

which covers the surface of the sienna-colored

subsoil, rich in vegetable remains, in which
the copal tree is found. The slaves stated

that one could travel for two days into the

interior before losing the copal trees ;
but

captain Elton says that at the rate at which
the clearing progresses, it will not be long

before this copal tree wood becomes a thing

of the past. Almost all the trees are fes-

tooned with the long intertwined ropes of the

india-rubber Uiana, the thickly-matted cords

of which, pendant from the main limbs and

knotted into a sort of rigging, supply easy

means of ascent to the natives looking for the

resinous deposits on the branches. This

india-rubber was at one time worked rather

extensively here, but was given up as un-

profitable in consequence of the number of

slave lads carried off by leopards. The slave

guides easily worked up two large balls of

india-rubber for captain Elton. After making
deep longitudinal incisions in the main ropes

of the Uiana, they smeared on the left arm
the milky substances which exuded profusely

;

and when enough had been procured, this

was stripped off in flakes and rolled up in the

hands until it assumed the shape of a small

dumpling. At Dar-es-Salam it commands a

price of from $6 to $10 per frasilah of thirty-

five pounds."
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Jj Selected for " The Friend."

Simplicity of Dress and Manners in Friends.

From the time of their rise, Friends had
en conspicuous from the unwavering con-
)versy they maintained, not only against
3 vices commonly denounced as such by all

igious professors, but against all those
bits and customs of society that fostered
3 pride of the human heart, or were likely
betray into things inconsistent with the
iracter and duties of a self-denying disciple
Christ, who, while enjoying the blessings
heaven with cheerfulness, ought to pass the
le of his sojourning here, in fear of offend-
r his Lord and Master. Hence, while their
lertion of the scriptural doctrine of the
idship of Christ in his church, and the equal
nding of its members, according to the gifts

ich he conferred upon them, struck at the
authorized assumptions of the clergy, and
led forth their enmity and opposition ; so

I
simplicity of their manners, and style of

Dg, the plainness of their dross and ad-
ss, and the uniformity of carriage observed
'ards high and low, were a palpable rebuke,
only to the rich and great, but to all who
formed to the fashions and follies of the

Selected

Joseph Jordan was born in JSTaneemond
county, in Virginia, in the year 1695, beiii'r
the third son of Eobert Jordan, and one o1
the third generation who have walked in the
truth. He was of a sprightly genius, aliable
disposition and even temper, which, as he
grew to manhood, gave him easy access to
company esteemed the better sort. A visita-
tion of Divine love being extended to him
bout the twenty-second year of his age, he,
ke Zaceheus, made haste, and with joy em-

messenger o

Jpringing up as they did in the time of
Iritan rule, and very many of the early con-
ks coming from the more scrupulous of the
;h professing sects of that day, they had
)pted the plain, iinornamented apparel
|rn by their consistent members; and as
B religious principles they embraced, forbad
apliance with the changing fashions, unless
real use and service—the lawful ends of
thing—they soon became known by their
Juliar apparel as well as their mode of
sech. Thus as witnesses to the spirituality
the gospel, to the necessity of taking up

3 daily cross in things which the world pro-
fled to esteem of little or no account, but
) non-observance of which it would not
erate. drew upon them the scorn and hatred
»the worshippers of the god of this world

;

io, like Demetrius of old, feared that if they
ntinued to turn away much people, their
ils would be despised, and their magnifi-
nee destroyed.
In the language of one of the early mem-
i:s: "Thesethings (their plainness of speech,
:aavior and apparel) to be sure gave them
cough and disagreeable appearance with
.3 generality, who thought them turners of
.i world upside down, as indeed in some
use they were

; but in no other than that
iierein Paul was so charged ; viz., to bring
ngs back into their primitive and right
ier again. For these and such like practices
their's were not the results of humor, or
civil distinction, as some have fancied

;

t a fruit ofinward sense, which God through
I holy fear had begotten in them." * * *

5ut God having given them a sight of them-
ves, they saw the whole world in the same
.ss of truth, and sensibly discerned the affee-

ns and passions of men, and the rise and
dericy of things ; what it was that gratified
le lust of the flesh, the lust of the eye, and
3 pride of life,' which are not of the Father,
t of the world."

—

Friends in the Seventeenth
ntury, pp. 351-2.

It is obvious that an unwillingness to be
ight, and an impatience to teach, mark
3 character of the present day.

—

Hannah

braced both the message and the
salvation. Being endued with a 'gift in the
ministry, he acquitted himself "as a workman
that need not be ashamed," and had great
place in the minds of men. Although he had
not much school literature, yet he might be
said to have the tongue of the learned, beino-
both correct and concise in speaking the word
in season, insomuch that many confessed to
the truth, and embraced the doctrine h
preached. Being patient in tribulation he
was favored with that hope which affords
content and solace of mind

After laboring in the gospel in his own
eountrjr and the adjacent provinces, ho visited
most parts of England and Ireland, and parts
of Holland ; being absent in this service above
three years. He returned with peace, and
found his presence necessary at home; for his
father being deceased, and his brother Eobert
then absent, the care of the family devolved
upon him, which trust he discharged with
judgment, being a good economist, kind
neighbor, and steady friend.

_

He often intimated that he should not con-
tinue long, and was therefore concerned to
use diligence. Not long before his decease
he visited friends in Virginia and North Caro-
lina, edifying them with his gift ; and in the
beginning of the month in which he died,
though very weak in body attended their
Quarterly Meeting, signifying at his return
his great satisfaction therein, believing it

would be the last meeting of the kind he
hould ever be at; and accordingly he never
afterwards went fi-om home, except to a week
daj' meeting in the neighborhood.
On the morning of the day of his death he

uttered many savory expressions, saying to
some young ministers, " Mind your gifts and
the Lord will bless you, and you will be a
blessing to the church. Be humble and obe-
dient

;
obedience brings sweet peace. I have

a great desire there might be a right min-
istry continued in the church, for there are
many not strictly of this fold, who in due
time the Lord will bring in. As you come to
have an experience of the work of truth i

your own hearts, you will be able to confute
those who persuade themselves there is no
living without sin in this world. I am not
in a condition to speak much ; neither is it,

I hope, very needful ; as you are thus taught
of the Lord, yoa will have cause to rejoice
in him in whom you have believed."

Thus, having happily completed his days
work, he laid down his head in much resigna-
tion and peace with the Lord Jesus, the 26th
of the Ninth month, 1735, aged forty years

;

having been a minister about seventeen years.—Fiety Promoted.

An Encouraging Sign.— The graduates of
the Adams School in East Boston and in one
other school, have voted to appear next grad-
uation day in neat, inexpensive dresses, which
can be used on other occasions. This excel-
lent example has stimulated the committee of
the Girls' High and Normal School of Boston,
who, in a card, urge upon the graduatino'
class the propriety of inaugurating a more
economical fashion in dress on the approach-
ing class day. This is wise. While the par-
ents of many of the pupils can afford to be-
deck their daughters in expensive muslins, it is
apparent to the observant mind that many are
unable to meet this demand without a serious
sacrifice, and the inauguration of a more in-
expensive and simple style of dress will bo
hailed with satisfaction by thoughtful people.
There are also good reasons, other than those
of an economical character, for a change in
this direction. The preparations for the event,
if an expensive and elaborate toilet is to be
vporn, necessarily involves much care, and the
time spent in this direction is needed for rest
recreation or study.

—

Late Paper.
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as before ; and the superficial observer might

conclude that no good had resulted from the

descending moisture. Yet amid these alter-

nations of wet and dry, of cloud and sun-

shine, the plant continues to grow, and in due

time buds and blossoms, and brings to per-

fection the ripened fruit. The concern and

labor of those to whom the Lord of the vine-

yard has delegated any portion of service for

the sake of others, are often like the refresh-

ing rain, tending to revive and strengthen

the religious thoughtfulness of their breth-

ren, and to promote spiritual greenness and

growth. Though periods may follow in

which the dew and the rain seem to have all

dried up, yet this effect is not wholly lost—

and the Heavenly plant has been left in a con-

dition better prepared to flourish. Many a

one has been deeply impressed and benefited

through instrumental means, while yet for a

time the outward manifestations of it were
concealed, aud none knew what was passing

in the secret of the soul.

May the true-hearted followers of the Lord
Jesus, who in sincerity are striving to do His
will, especiallj' those who feel called at times

vocally to persuade others to submit to the
visitations of the Lord's Holy Spirit, be ani-

mated with fresh courage to follow in simple
failh the line of duty marked out for them,
remembering the exhortations and |)romises

left on record in the Scriptures—" In the
morning sow thj^ seed, and in the evening
withhold not ihine hand, for thou knowest not
whether shall prosper, either this or that, or
whether thej- both shall be alike good." " He
that goeth forth and weepeth, beai'ing pre-

cious seed, shall doubtless (iome again with
rejoicing, bringing his sheaves with him."

SOMMARY OF EVENTS.
IN.—The Mark Lane Express, in its review of

the breadstuff! mirket, says in Great Britain cooler
weather and more rain are wanted. On the Continent
the frosts and drought have caused a general advance
in prices. The London market continues dull.

A special dispuch to the Times from Rangoon says,
that the British Envoy to Burmah ha^ been instructed
to demand of the king an immediate explanation of the
friendly reception given by him to the Chinese general
who is implicated in the murder of Magary, the British
explorer. The Burmese are cutting the telegraph wires._

The Sultan of Zinzibar has arrived in England on a'

vi->it of a month or more. The expenses of his visit
will be defrayed by the British government!
The Eirl of Cirnarvon, Secretary of State for the

Colonial Department, has informed the House of Lords
that the government had received dispatches confirm-
ing the reports of frightful mortality among the natives
of the Fiji Islands from epidemic measles. He also
said that the authorities of the Islands had been tele-

graphed to, to spare neither expense nor exertions to
stop the progress of the disease. They have also been
instructed to take precautions for the preservation of
the peace, disturbances being apprehended in conse-
quence of the belief by the natives that pestilence has
been purposely imported into the Islands.
*ill9 amending the labor laws have been introduced

into the House of Commons. They provide that
breaches of contract calculated to cause public injury
by work-people employed in a public capacity, as in
the supply of gas and water, shall be dealt with crimin-
ally, and all other cases shall be regarded purely as
mailers of civil contract, to be settled bv the county
courts.

The Direct United States Cable Company have com-
pleted the laying of their cable, and communication is
thereby established between Ireland and the coast of
New Hampshire. It is stated that the new cable is
working well.

Liverpool, 6th mo. 14th.—Middling uplands cotton,
7 9-I6rf. ; Orleans, Tjd. Breadstuffs quiet.
A Berlin dispatch of the 14th says ; The Upper House

of the Prussian Diet has adjourned after finally passing
the bill withdrawing State grants from the Roman

Catholic clergy, and reading for the second time the

bill abrogating some clauses of the Constitution.

A Paris dispatch of the 9th says : A violent storm

passed over the city to-day. Much window glass was

broken and thousands of chimneys blown over. There

were many accidents, and traffic was wholly suspended

in the streets. The storm extended to the south of

France, aud from the Pyrenees comes a report that a

house was prostrated aud eleven persons were killed.

The damage done in Paris alone is estimated at 11,-

000,000 francs.

Ollivier's book in defence of the Ministry of which

he was the head, on the breaking out of the Franco-

Prussian war, has appeared. It declares that Prussia,

by her insults, really declared the war. His Ministry

cannot be held responsible for entering upon the con-

flict, for the act was unanimously approved by the

Senate and Legislative body. Nor is it responsible for

the military organization, which was the work of years

before it came into power.
A bill for the regulation of the newspaper press,

which will soon be submitted to the French Assembly
by the Minister of Justice, is published. It makes at-

tacks on the form of government and on the President

of the Republic punishable with imprisonment for not

less than two months, or more than three years, and
fines of from JlOO to $1000. Penalties are also attached

to the publication of false news and of petitions asking
for modifications of the Constitution.

The condition of affairs in Sp lin is still most unsatis-

factory. The government is evidently unable to termi-

nate the Carlist war, and recently the Carlists have
gained some advantages and taken many prisoners.

Arrangements have been made between the Carlists and
Alfonsists for an exchange of prisoners. A competent
authority, an attache of the Spanish Embassy in Paris,

officially reports that the Carlists muster 45,000 good
soldiers, besides an equal number of second-rates, and
will continue to be victorious so long as the war is con-

ducted as at present. The Times Paris correspondent
telegraphs that there are rumors of a Republican move-
ment in Madrid, in consequence of recent military

events, which prove that the troops are unable to gain

any advantage over the Carlists. It is probable that

these rumors are at least forerunners of a movement
which is in preparation.

A Berlin dispatch states that the Prince Bishop of

Breslau, has been sentenced to 133 days imprisonment,
or a fine of 2000 marks, for illegally excommunicating
a priest.

The town of Morahansk, on the river Ysna, in Rus-
sia, has been entirely destroyed by fire. It had a popu-
lation of 20,000, with several manufactories and public
buildings.

City of Mexico advices say that Congress has defini-

tively approved the Plumb International Railroad con-
tract by a vote of 116 to 13. By the terras of the con-
tract the construction of the road must be commenced
within three years. The building of this road will do
much to put an end to border troubles. The articles of

impeachment, brought by General Riva Palaci apinst
the President of the Republic, specify the violation of

several clauses of the Constitution. Congress, on the

19th instant, refused to try the charges by a vote of 128
to 10.

On the 18th ult. a terrible earthquake desolated a
region of country on both sides tlie boundary between
New Grenada and Venezuela. A volcano opened in

front of Santiago and threw out great quantities of lava.

A number of cities and towns were almost wholly dc
stroyed in a line north of Bogota, and in from five to

eight degrees north latitude.

A dispatch from Rome says : A royal decree has been
issued promulgating a convention between Italy and
Switzerland, wliich establishes the boundary between
the two countries in accordance with the award of the
arbitrator. Marsh, Minister of the United States. In
the Chamber of Deputies there have been violent de-
bates over the government public safety bill, which
amends the law for the suppression of brigandage and
other disorders in Sicily and elsewhere.

Australian advices say that the imports into Victoria
last year were f16,953,985, and the exports £15,441,109.
The export of gold, coined and uncoined, amounted to

£5,408,039. The wool export was 88,662,011 pounds,
valued at £6,373,641. It is stated that South Australia
has 866,000 acres in wheat, from which a yield of ten
millions of bushels was anticipated.
United States.—Disastrous fires occurred in n

places in the first two weeks of this month. On the
12th inst. a large coal oil refinery, near Pittsburg,
destroyed, lo.ss near $200,000. Other fires at Buffilo,
St. Louis, &c., caused losses ranging from $50,000 to
S60,000each.

The interments in Philadelphia last week numbert
356. There were 44 deaths of consumption, 26 scarl

fever, 19 diptlieria, and 23 convulsions. Of the who
107 were under two years.

During the week ending the 12th inst., ?4,674,036
,

specie was shipped to Europe from New York.
It is stated that on a single farm in Illinois there a

19,000 acres planted with corn, 2500 acres'of flax, 10(

acres of oats, and enough grass to yield about 8000 toi

of hay.

Dispatches of the 14th inst. from California, Mich
gan, Massachusetts, Western New York, Northei
Pennsylvania and other places, mention unusual (jo

the night previous
; in some localities there was hai

frost.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotatio'

on the 14th inst. New Fori.-American gold, 116
U. S. sixes, 1881, 125f ; do. 1862, llSi^. Superfii

flour, $4.55 a $4.65 ; State extra, $4.90 a $5.10 ; fin-

brands, $5.50 a $8.25. No. 2 Chicago spring whet
SI.16; No. 2 Milwaukie, $1.19; red western, $1.3
State barley, $1.40. Oats, 70 a 75 cts. Yellow ar

mixed corn, 86^ a 88 cts. PhHadel-phia.—'M\i<\\\.n

cotton, 15f a 16J cts. for uplands and New Orlear
Superfine flour, $4.25 a $4.50 ; extras, $4.75 a $5; fin

brands, S5.5Q a $7.50. White wheat, $1.40 a $1.4:

amber, $1.34 a $1.36 ; red, $1.32 a $1.33. Kye, Sl.l

Yellow and mixed corn, 83 a 84 cts. Oats, 71 a 73 ci

Lard, 14 a 14J cts. Clover-seed, 11 a 12^ cts. Abo
2600 beef cattle sold at 7J a 8i cts. per lb. gross f

extra, SJ cts. for a few choice, 6J a 7} cts. for fiir

good, and 4j a 6 cts. per gross for common. Shei

sold at 4 a 8 cts. per lb. gross, and hogs at $11 a $11..

per 100 Ib.s. net for corn fed. CAtcaifO.—Superfine floe

$3.35 a $3.50 ; spring extra, $4.75
; winter extra, $6.7

No. 1 spring wheat, $1.04 ; No. 2 do., $1.00; No. 3 d.

96 cts. No. 2 corn, 68 cts. No. 2 oats, 58 cts. R5
95 cts. No. 2 spring barley, $1.30. Lard, $13.15 p
100 lbs. Baltimore.—No. 1 western amber wheat, $1.5

No. 2 do., $1.35; western red wheat, $1.32; Penna. r<

$1.31 ; white wheat, $1..S0 a $1.38. Yellow corn, 82

83 cts. Oats, 68 a 76 cts. Rye, $1.00 a $1.05.

cinnati.—Red wheat, $1.20 a !Sl.25. Corn, 72 a 74 c

Oats, 67 a 69 cts. Rye, $1.05 a $1.10. Indianapolis.

P'lour, $3.75 a S6.25. Red wheat, $1.12 a $1.15 ; ambi
$1.15 a $1.20; white, $1.20 a $1.25. Corn, 68 a 70 c

Oats, 65 a 66 cts. Lard, 131 a 15 cts.

WE3TT0WN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated Meeting of the Committee having char,

of the Boarding School at Westtown, will be held the

on Fourth-day, the 23d inst., at 9.30 A. M. The Ooi

mittee on Admission will meet at 7.30 the same mot
ing, and that on Instruction at 7 o'clock the precedii

evening.

The Visiting Committee attend at the School 1

Seventh-day, the 19th inst.

Samuel Morris,
Philada., 6th mo. 15th, 1875. Oerk.

For the accommodation of the Committee, conve
anoes will meet the'trains that leave the city at 2.30 a:

4.40 p. M., on Seventh-day, the 19th, and on Third-di

the 22d inst.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) PhiladelphM

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wobt
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

Married, at Friends' Meeting-honse, Newgardi
Chester Co., Pa., on the 10th of Third month, 18V

Alfred Sharpless, son of Edward Sharpless, (•

ceased, and Zillah M., daughter of the late Jonatb'

Cope.
, at Friend.s' Meeting-house, Newgarden, Cb'

ter Co., Pa., on the 2nd of Sixth month, 1875, JosH
Sharpless, son of George Sharpless, and Mart Elli
daughter of Evan and Joanna Brown.

Died, at Atlantic City, N. J., on Fourth-day, <

mo. 2d, 1875, Frances G. Marsh, wife of Benjan
V. Marsh, in the 50th year of her age, a member of I

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia for I

Western District.

~ William" H.'piLErPRi'NTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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;8tb.—Kicking Bird, one of the most cele-

ited of the Kiowa chiefs, his wife, Guado-
)e, Captain Coffee, and Little Captain, took
iner with us at the school. Afternoon, I

nt with some others over the river to Jakes
lage, found one of the school children sick,

t brought four home with us. Passed the
m of Captain Black Beaver, a Delaware
Kan, whose residence is about three-fourths

i mile from the school, but on the opposite
e of the river. He is a full Indian, has
veiled very extensively in what is now
jroming, Montana, Idaho, Oregon, Wash-
fton, California, Nevada, Utah, Arizona,
orado, New Mexico and Mexico. In the
ter country he was captain in the U. S.

uy, having enlisted, as he himself informed
I, in order to see how white people fought
th " them big guns." He had seen cannon
ttewhere in his travels, and could not make
his mind how they were handled. In con-

ization with him on one occasion, he told

of having visited on two different ocea-

ns, among the mountains of Arizona, the
nnant of a white race, who lived in a walled
fm, or rather a town built on a kind of a

tiinsula, being nearly surrounded by a caiion

'impassable ravine, so that there was but
e way of approach, and that by a narrow

of land across which they had built a
ill!, which effectually excluded the wild
bes by whom they were surrounded. Her
ijy lived,—shut out from the rest of the
rid—by agricultural and horticultural pu
ts, raising peaches and other fruits. He
scribes them as being at peace with all,

iking war with none, kind and hospitable
Btrangers whom they admit into their town.
|e second time he visited them, they recog-

him while at a distance, and a deputa-
bringing fruits, &c., were sent to offer

l^n and his party the hospitalities of their
t|vn. I think that I have seen similar ac
Omts in print. Captain Black Beaver has a
Uge farm under cultivation, and lives in a

wy comfortable manner, having good sub
sj.ntial frontier buildings. He commenced
h as a wild Indian trapper, until becoming
fkiliar with almost all the unexplored re-

gms of the West, and being a remarkably
tiithful man, he was much sought after as a
gido, and accompanied several expeditions

n that capacity. His life has been one of bold
adventure, fraught with many interesting in-

oident-f, which, if properly written out, would
form an interesting volume.

22d, 23d, and 2-ith.~Tho eai-penters having
commenced work improving the chambers of
this building, the school was dismissed and
the scholars sent home on the 23d. A. J. S.

and myself set to work tearing up the sleeping
mats from the floor and cleaning up gener-
ally. Thechambers being partitioned off, rude
bedsteads and bed ticks made, we worked
hard in getting the ticks and bolsters filled

itli good, clean, bat straw, and bunks put up,

hicli we accomplished late this evening.
Our sleeping apartments now look a little

more like civilized life than heretofore, and
the scholars can sleep in beds instead of being
huddled down together on the floor ; the boys
in one apartment and the girls in another.

25th.—After our meeting for worship rode
over to the Keechie and Wakoe villages, in

company with agents Richards and Tatum,
and some other.s, to see their grass houses,

hich are built in a circular form, by erecting

poles bound together at the top and thatched
with long coarse grass. Openings about two
and a half feet wide and four in height being
left upon opposite sides, serve for doors, win-
dows and ventilators. Platforms are made
quite around the lodge, except at the open-

ings, about two and a half feet high, by the

erection of perpendicular stakes stuck into

the ground and tied to poles forming the main
framework of the lodge. Cross pieces are tied

from these stakes to the poles, at the height

mentioned, poles are laid upon these, and
covered with willow rods woven together with
bark or buckskin strings. These serve, by
being covered with buffalo robes, blankets,

&c., for beds, and extend around the lodge on
both sides from doorway to doorway. In front

of these, in some of the lodges, were stools

made by cutting off logs about ten inches in

diameter, square and smooth, then dressing a

portion of it away so as to form a leg, which
was driven into the ground sufficiently deep
to hold it firmly, and allow the top to be from
twelve to fifteen inches high. The fire-place

was in the center of the lodge, and con

sisted of a round hole dug down a few inches

in depth, and perhaps two feet across. The
lodge complete looks like a large, well-formed

haystack. These grass houses are only used

as summer residences. Lodges made from the

skins of the buffiilo properly prepared and put

up being much warmer, as excluding the

wind more effectually, are used to live in dur

ing the winter.

The Caddoes build their houses on the same
general plan, being circular, having two open

ings opposite each other, and a similar plat

form extends from opening to opening around

the sides, which are built of stakes driven into

' the ground, placed closely together, and about

I seven feet high, slightly drawn in at the top;

I
these are chinked and pointed up with grass

i mud, ami a light frame of poles is placed
above them to 8up|)ort the thatching. No
opening in many instanoes being left for tho
egress of smoke, which must escape through
tiic thatch after filling all the upper part of
the house, darkening the domicile and render-

'ng it extremely disagreeable.

3d mo. 2d.—This morning our Agent started

n company with J. 13. Hoag and Cyrus Beede,
for the Kiowa camps, one hundred miles or
more up the Washita, in order to sec Big Bow,
a degraded Kiowa chief, that is, one whom
on account of bad conduct, agent Tatum no
longer recognizes as chief. Their object I

know not further than by supposition. He is

a notorious raider, and in the way of killing

people and committing depredations when-
ever opportunity presents. Such opportuni-

ties he makes quite frequent!}', and told our
Agent, in my hearing, thixt he intended to

I'ontiniie his present mode of life while his

friend Satanta remains in the Texas prison'.

He further said he expected to go on the war
lath when grass grew sufficiently to fatten

lis horses. 1 suppose the object of the visit

s to induce him to relinquish his present de-

signs, and perhaps to go to Washington.
Gtiadelupe, with some of his young men, ac-

companied them as guides.

5th.—It does not seem like spring ; there

having been no frost to come out of the

ground, it is settled, like summer; no mud, but

the ground was mellow and ready for spring

work some three weeks since. This is a most
beautiful country, and I think the ague would
be wholly avoided by settling upon the high

lands, as in other prairie countries, there is

no scai-city of timber or of water. The soil is

rich, and the climate such that the finest fruits

of the temperate zone might be raised in exu-

berent abundance, provided there is sufficient

rainfall during the summer. Very different

is the soil from any I saw in Kansas, unless

it might be in the Arkansas valley, and very

different also from that of the high plains we
ci'ossed in the territory coming here. These
Wichitas and affiliated bands surely have a

choice reservation. Oh that they were suffl-

cientlj' civilized to improve it as it might be,

and as it some day will be. I never in any
country saw such a growth of vegetation as

in this valley of the Washita.

9th.—The Agent and company arrived last

evening from the Kiowa camps, having been

gone a week this morning; they report hav-

ing had quite a satisfactory interview with

the chiefs of that tribe, being treated with
the utmost kindness, Lone Wolf and his wife

removed every thing from their lodge, and
gave them possession of it during their stay,

which was two nights and one.day, and then
escorted them the whole distance back to the

Agency. From their description the country-

over which they travelled is greatly diversi-

fied with mountains, hills, valleys, canons and
plains.

While at the camp some of the young men
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advocated taking them captive, wholly un-

armed as thcj- were, in order to procure the

discharge of Satanta, but the chiefs were op-

posed to any such measure, and would not

permit it to be attempted.

Gaadelupe made a speech to them in the

council, in which he told them that when he

was a young man he was foolish, like them,

went on the war-path, took scalps, (which

they knew to their sorrow), but now he had

entered upon another and better road, was

travelling in it, and would not leave it to go

back to their old ways. The buffalo, deer aud

antelope would soon be gone, and he wanted

to learn how to raise cattle and coi-n, that he

could have something to cat when the buffalo

could no more be found : with much more to

the same cifect, adding, that he wanted to see

all the Indians entering upon the same road

for it was a better way to travel than their

old ways. Guadelupe speaks in a serious,

calm and cool manner, and his words sink

deeply into the hearts of his Indian hearers,

hence his unbounded influence among them.

The following circumstance I insert to illus

trate the powerful hold of superstition upon

the minds of this benighted people, often, as

in this instance, leading them to acts of vio

lence and blood.

Last night died Nc-wiih-kas-sctt, the chief

of the Wichitas, he had been sick a long time,

but was better for a week past, and yestci-day

came up to the Agents. In the evening he

was taken worse, the medicine woman was
called in, and administered medicine, but he
continued to get worse, and died before morn-
ing. Early this morning Keechi, the brother

of the dead chief, took his rifle, and entering

the lodge of the medicine woman, without
saying a word delibei-atoly shot her dead for

having administered bad medicine. In all

probabilit}' the woman had done to the best

of her abilit}', and deserved a reward instead

of death. When the circumstance became
known, the house or lodge in which she lived

was torn down, and with all her effects piled

upon her dead body and burned. After which
Keechi came to the Agency all bloody, hav-
ing cut his arms and breast in mourning for

his chief, whom he will succeed in the chief-

tainship.
(To be continued,)

produces the result that drink does, and by

the grace of God I will battle the cheese just

as hard as the wine."—Late Paper.

For "Tbe Friend."

John Griffitli.

(Continued from page 34S.)

It has been said that "No moral chemistry

can blend natural contradictions." We have

thought there was application for this sugges-

tion to the subject on which J. Griffith next

treats; that of "Advice, caution, and counsel

to parents and children ;" and particularly as

respects parents in our Society, and the right

training of their very i-esponsible, youthful

charge. How imperative that the doctrines

and testimonies held by us should be exem-

plified by the godly conversation and con-

sistent lives of parents to their children. Wc
are assured that the want of this, is one pro-

lific source of the relaxed state of things now
so painfully observable within our borders.

Oh ! how important it is, that while educating

our offspring in every intellectual advantage

now so available, we should strive, with the

Help "made pci'fect in weakness," to make
these advantages subservient to their best and

truest interests ; even that they may become

sanctified by the power of Truth, which shall

Rum and Cheese.—J. B. Gough relates the

following anecdote: A gentleman was dining

at the table of a lady who refused to tolerate

one drop of wine or spirits on her table, and
who, when asked to entertain one of the
British nobility, replied, "I can ; but it must
bo understood that neither wine, ale, nor
ppirits, arc offered in my house." This gentle-

man referred to as at her dinner table said,
" I enjoy a glass of wine, and I have got in

tho habit of using it. By and by you will take
from us all our luxuries. I think wine pro-

motes digestion. Did you ever hear of a man
who could not eat cheese without hurting
him ? Then I suppose you would deny mo
cheese." She replied, " i)id j'ou ever hear of
a man standing under a gallows, and saying
to tho witnesses of tho execution, ' Now, my
friends, take .warning by me and never eat
cheese?" Or did you ever read in the news-
papers when a man is murdered in our streets
that 'those men had been eating cheese?
Show to mo that cheese produces nine-tenths
of the crime, seven-eighths of tho pauperism,
one-halfof the lunacy

;
show to me that cheese

be as an anchor to the soul when tongues

shall cease and knowledge shall vanish away.

Well, can this fond hope be realized, unless

parents themselves walk in this counsel ? Of
what worth are godly precepts or counsel

ghostly pure from the lips, if this be counter-

vailed by a worldly life and example? Truly

no moral chemistry can blend such contra-

dictions unto any hopeful increase. And if

parents neither inculcate tho one, nor uphold

the other, what different fruit can bo expected

than that the "children's teeth will be set on

edge." We mean not, we presume not to limit

Divine grace and mercy ; it can work, and

who shall let it ! but it is only as parents yield

to, and co-operate with this, that their hands

will be clean or duty discharged. It is much
to be apprehended that the want of this hearty

co-operation, together with neglected duties

and overlooked opportunities in this highly

important relation, will fearfully add to our

accountability when our stewardships on earth

have to be faithfully rendered to an omnis
cient Judge.
And then the responsibility from the Lord

Most High, that rests upon us as delegated

undor-shepherds, to train our dear children

for Him! To which may be added, that we
are not required to do this at our own charges,

or are not left without His supporting hand,

and instructing helpful counsel ! He remains

to be the sufficiency of all those who look to,

and confide in Him; tho consoling promise

being true to all time : "If any of you lack

wisdom, let him ask of God, that giveth to all

men liberally, and upbraideth not ; aud it shall

be given him."
In this great duty may none of us forget,

that the religion of Christ Jesus which we pro-

fess, is not only an indispensable but a per-

sonal concei'n. It embraces the great things

He has donefor us without us in the prepared

body, and no less within us by His Holy
Spirit—His unbounded goodness and mere}'

to the souls of poor, fallen, lost man, which Ho
came to redeem. It cojisists in an entire sur-

render of ourselves, body, soul and spirit, to

Him the Captain of salvation ; and in setting

His will as the great aim and end of this pooi

fleeting and uncertain life. Now can any

duly impressed with these solemn and undc.

niable truths, neglect, in the ability vouchsafei

when praj^erfully sought, tho training of thei

precious ofi'spring in the Saviour's fear aui,

admonition, any more than they can be ui

mindful of their own souls in the way an

work of salvation ? O that parents would la;

these things seriously to heart! That beconi

ing, as- J. Griffith says,
^'
first well acquainted

with the wa}- of Truth themselves," thcj' migh

diligently seek for power from on high to en

able them to train up their children, as Gcorg

Fox enjoined upon Christian Barclay, "i

the fear of the Lord, and in His new covenat

.

of life." Then, as again pressed by J. Griffith

"We shall not indulge our children in an

individual thing which that (the Spirit (

Truth) testifies against in ourselves. We sha

be far from pleading, that because they ai

young, some greater liberties may bo allowe

them in dress or otherwise; but as they ai

a part of ourselves, the same divine law shoul,

be a standing i-ule for the whole."

His "Tender Advice," &c., is thus intr

dueed by a
" PREFACE.

" Were it not apprehended by me to be^

duty, to offer to his serious perusal the folic*

ing plain and experimental observations, tl

reader had not heard from me in this way.

I have often, with many brethren and si

ters in the Truth, been deeply affected

viewing the great danger to which Christia

professors are exposed, through indifferenc

of mind. When a lethargic stupefaction h:

gained the ascendency, religion in notion ar

fruitless speculation, satisfy a mind so d

praved. A renovation of heart, without whi(

none can be truly religious, is not sought afte

Pleased with the shell or ibrm only, such a

not sensible that they want the substance.

When the subtle adversary finds men

this kind of sleep or stupefiiction, it is th(

his opportunity for sowing the tares among

the wheat: by such means the field of tl

Christian church became in process of tin

covered therewith. That which came neare

to my heart, and most earnestly engaged n

attention towards the present undertakin

not without ardent desires for the lasting a

vantage of Christians of all denominatior

was, that the descendants of a people, who

little above a century ago, were marvellous

brought out of, and redeemed from, all lifole

shadows and empty forms of religion, to enj(

and be grounded in the blessed power and li

thereof, might bo preserved truly sensible

the way and means whereby our worthy pi

decessors obtained a firm establishment in t

Truth, as it is in Christ Jesus : for it is ci

dent whei-o the means are neglected, the m

cannot be attained.

That many of these descendents in tl

day of outward peace aud plenty, inclining

false liberty and ease, shun the cross of Chri

which would crucify them to the world, is

mournful truth, too obvious to be denied,

consideration hereof, I found a concern

throw a few observations before them, suit

to the present state of things; endeavoring,

'

some degree, to offer to the view of the pi

sent and succeeding generations, tho mea

by which our worthy predecessors becami

living, honorable body of people ; that tho i

cessity may fully appear of the same blesi

always before us, and acting in obedience to poicer operating upon their minds, iin order
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lalify all, that they may rightly succeed
lose valiants in maintaining the cause ofGod.
The objection which cast some discouragc-
ent in my way, may also occur to some
sadcrs, viz., that the .subjects treated of in

is small tract have been divers times here-

fore judiciously written upon by different

ithors. This is no more than may bo said

most religious subjects. Divine wisdom
]d goodness hath seen meet to revive the

me truths, by different instruments, from
jneration to generation

; the Lord's servants
)eaking the same thing, as with one mouth,
'erein God's gracious condescension to hu-
an frailty is very conspicuous, causing those
Kcelleut truths, so essential to bo received

lat man's .soul muj' be saved, to be frequently

vivcd and inculcated, seeing he is so liable

forget God, and his reasonable duty to him.

I siiall only add my earnest prayer to the

od and Father of all sure mercies, that these

I'uths, which i have cast into the treasury,

ay meet the serious reader, of whatever dc-

omination, with the Divine blessing! If that

[raciously attend, though what is here offered

lay be justly accounted as the barley-loaves,

he hungry soul ni.aj' receive some strength

nd refreshment tberebj".

SOtli of Eighth month, 1764.

CHAPTKR. I.

lontaining Tender Advice, Caution and Counsel

to Parents and Children.

First to parents. Very much depends upon
ihe right education of children. 1 therefore

ind it in my mind to make a few observations

hereon, as it shall please the Lord to open
ny understanding; without whoso assistance

iDd blessing upon our labors, they prove al-

Ogether fruitless.

'The people of Israel were strictly enjoined

make the training up of their children in

he law of God, their constant care, viz:

Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God is one
Lord; and tliou shalt love the Lord thj^ God
with all thine heart, and with all thy soul,

iind with all thy might. And these words
which I command thee this daj', shall be in

thine heart, and thou shalt teach them dili-

gently unto thy children, and shalt talk of

them when thou siitest in thine house, aud
when thou walkest by the way, and when
thou liest down, and when thou risest up.'

Exceedingly great is the trust reposed in

parents and the heads of families. It is cer-

tainly their indispensable duty, as much as

they can, both by precept and example, to

form the tender minds of their offspring to

virtue, as saith the apostle, 'And ye fathers,

provoke not your children to wrath; but
bring them up in the nurture aud admonition
of the Lord.' And, train up a child in the

way he should go; and when he is old, he will

not depart from it."

Parents must first be acquainted with the

way of Truth, and the nurture and admoni-
tion of the Lord themselves, before they can
train up their children therein. That which
is Hkely to have ihe greatest influence upon
their tender minds, is a steady, circumspect
example, in a self-denying conduct before

them ; which will beget reverence and honor-
able thoughts in children and servants too,

concerning those whom Providence has placed
over them.

Great care should dwell upon the minds of

parents, to make it fully evident to their chil-

dren, that they are inuch more desirous they

should possess an heavenly than an earthly
inheritance; and are more concerned that
their souls maybe adorned witli the graces of
the lloly Spirit, than that their bodies should
appear decked with outward ornaments.

Children will be very likely to value that
which they see is preferred by their parents,
whether it be the things of this world, or re-

ligion. If this be the case, which I think will
be allowed by considerate persons, O then

!

hoio much depends upon them for the promotion
of truth and righteousness on the earth, both
in regard to the present time, and generations
to come. This fuUj' appears by the Lord's
testimony concerning Abraham: "And the
Lord said, shall I hide from Abrahani that
thing which I do? seeing that Abraham shall

surely become a great and mightj^ nation, and
all the nations of the earth shall be blessed in

him. For I know him, that ho will command
his children, and his household after him, and
the_y shall keep the way of the Lord, to do
justice and judgment, that the Lord may bring
upon Abraham that which he hath spoken of
him." His god]}' concern appears earnest,

even for the child of the bond woman ; viz.,

' And Abraham said unto God, Oh ! that Ish-

macl might live before thee.' Which petition

was answered.
Constant and fixithful endeavors, with se-

cret cries to God that his blessing may attend
them, may prove effectual to the preservation
of children. This care should begin very
early, even as soon as they are capable of dis-

tinguishing what pleases, and what displeases

their parents. A sclfwillod, perverse dispo-

sition may soon be discovered in children,

which is very earnest to have its own way,
before they can judge what is best for them-
selves. This should constantly be subjected

to those who are to judge for them. Children
should never be suffered to prevail by an un-

toward fretful temper, not even when what
they crave is suitable for them to receive, were
they in a submissive disposition ; that they
niay clearly see, which they soon will, that it

is more to their benefit and comfort to yield

an entire subjection to their providers, and
that nothing is to be got by a fretful, self-

willed temper. This should be done by a firm

and steady hand, and it will make the work
of parents abundantly easier in the govern-

ment of their children, and may prove a great

ease to those concerned with them, perhaps
through the whose course of their lives ; since

by crushing their perveri9eness in the first

buddings, it may so die away, as never more
to gain the pre-eminence. This would be a

great blessing, and they would owe their

watchful parents more for sujipressing that

and other pernicious buds in them, than for a

large outward inheritance. Indeed every-

thing of an evil nature should be kept down
in them by such careful, steady means. Oh I

what a hopeful generation of youths should

we have, were parents in general to exercise

this prudent care in all things I I verily be-

lieve, instead of sober virtuous youth being

as speckled birds amongst others, the rebel-

liotis, disobedient and froward, would be so

;

and this would bring judgment over them.

A conscientious discharge of this great duty,

would bring an ample reward to such parents

as have no greater joy than to see their chil-

dren walking in the Truth ; and if they should

prove unsuccessful, as it sometimes has hap-

pened, they will be clear of their children's

blood in God's sight, which is a very great

thing ; so that though the rebellion and evil

conduct of their offspring may be their sor-

row, it will not be their sin.

I have sometimes been much grieved, when
I have seen youth in the way of being ruined
by the imprudent indulgence of their parents,

especially mothers; making themselves and
others mere slaves to the perverse humors of
their children ; taking abundance of pains to
extinguish the flame of their untoward tem-
pei's, by such means as add fuel to the fire

;

invertingthe order of nature, in becoming sub-

ject to those who should submit to them, by
answering their unreasonable cravings ; mak-
ing themselves more work, and that too of a
very disagreeable nature, to educate one, than
were they to follow the method before hinted,

it would require to educate a number, and ia

the end not so well done. Parents, who are
so very imprudent, have less reason to reflect

upon their children for being selfwilled, and
not subject to them when they grow up: be-

cause they themselves have cherished, fed and
supported that temper in them from their

cradles ; whereby unless religion lays deep
hold of them, and changes the state of their

minds, they are unfitted to be a comfort either

to themselves or others, not being formed for

good servants, husbands, wives, or members
of society.

Alas ! when I take a view of the world, and
reflect how it wallows in abundance of wick-
edness and corruption, which mankind pos-

sesses in a kind of succession from parents to

children, like outvvard inheritance; I have no
words sufficient to set forth to the full so de-

plorable a case. How sorrowful it is to ob-

serve even children, by the power of example,

become as grown men in wickedness and
hardness of heart! Custom and general prac-

tice have, as it were, changed the views en-

tertained of some gross evils, so that there

appears verj- little remorse in the almost con-

stant practice of them. Many children are

brought up, like their parents, much strangers

to their duty both to God and man. This al-

most universal infection of evil, forgctfulness

of God, and of many relative duties, and wal-

lowing in the pollutions of. this world, are

very alarming, and call loudly for a reforma-

tion, lest the Lord break forth in judgment
upon the nations, as the breach of waters. It

is indeed a painful task for godly parents,

amidst so general a depravity, to educate

their children without receiving some tinc-

ture from this pollution,-which runs down like

a strong torrent. The safest way is, with

great strictness to keep them out of such com-

pany, though an inconveniency may attend

this in some outward respects, but oh! the

souls are the most precious part of them, and
parents, above all other considerations, ought to

be concerned to preserve them untainted with

the defilements of this world.

There is no better rule to act by in this im-

portant task, than the Spirit of Truth, pro-

mised to lead us into all truth. If we mind
this, we shall not indulge our children in any

thing which that testifles against in ourselves. We
shall be far from pleading that because they

are young, some greater liberties may be al-

lowed them in dress or otherwise
;
but shall

feel that as they are a part of ^rselves, the

same divine law should be a rifle for them
and for us.

(To bo continned.)

t^se temporal things but desire eternal.
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Popular Heresies.—One of theso is, "I

of peace prepare for war." Taken
•In time

peace prepare lor war. aaKun in the

usual sense this is heresy. In one sense it is

sound and noble, viz., Prepare to resist war

by the dissemination ofthe principles ofpeace.

But this is not the meaning—it is military

preparation. The heresy lies in this, that

men are usually ready to'do what they have

prepared to do. If they have prepared for

war, they are more ready to engage in it.

Let this pernicious dogma with its more per-

nicious results be tabooed.

A second of these heresies is Vox Populi

Vox Dei—the voice of the people is the voice

of God. At any time this aphorism may mis-

lead, but in time of anticipated or threatened

-war is more liiiely to do so. At that time

the nation's blood is up, and a bold or bad

leader sounds the tocsin and the people send

back the shout of blood. The leaders shout

Vox Dei, when in fact it is more nearly Vox
DiaboU. Hence Vox Populi Vox Dei is not

always safe, at least in times of war excite-

ment.
A third heresy, is the praise bestowed on

military heroes. Our histories, school books,

and even speeches to children, are poisoned

with this. Every school boy knows Alexan-

der, Cffisar, and Jiiapolepn, but alas ! how few
know the bloodless heroes of peace. If a

member of the school board or other gentle-

man be called upon on examination days to

talk to the children, he is not unlikely to at-

tempt to inspire them by referring to Cffisar,

Napoleon, Wellington, or other military he-

roes. Very likely no reference is made to

Paul, to Luther, or Wilberforce, or to others

whose banners have not been rolled in blood.

These things should be changed. If we want
the reign of peace, let us teach our children

the principles of peace. Let this teaching be

at school as well as at home.

—

President Ifoss,

of Kansas State Normal School.

It is the enemy's work to vail and cover
present duties and opportunities, and repre-

sent what is past or lost, as very desirable,

and even to prompt a people or person to la-

ment and bewail their by-past failings and
short comings, who do little heed or regard
the worth of the remaining season, and so re-

deem the time.

—

L. S. Kdn.

Bangers from Fire at ,S'ea.— The splendid
ship Glory of the Seas, Captain linowles, car-
ried a cargo of Lancashire coal from Liver-
pool to San Francisco, but during the passage
some of the hatches were always open to give
the cargo ventilation. Notwithstanding this
precaution the coal was frequently so hot,
even on the surface, that it could not be
handled. During the greater part of the pas-
sage all hands were in constant apprehension
of fire, and the boats were always kept ready
for hoisting out or lowering, with supplies of
water and provisions. The men's feelings
may be imagined during a gule, when it would
bo impossible to use the boats should the ves-
sel take fire. The ship has three decks, and
the ends of the lower and middle decks for
thirty feet are open every three inches, which,
with the beams and carlines, form gratings,
always open for ventilation.

It appears that Captain Knowles believes
in keeping coal well ventilated, while others
contend that safety depends on excluding air
from it. An English captain, recently here,
who was familiar with the coal trade," stated

that he invariably tried to keep his cargoes

well ventilated, and had found it successful.

There are several ships with Lancashire coal

on board now on their way from Liverpool

for San Francisco, the arrival of which is

anxiously expected.

—

Boston Traveller.

Orisinal.

" NO CROSS KO CROWN."
A warning voice comes from the past

Of old and high renown.
That tliey who will not wear the crosa

Shall not receive the crown.
Make well the choice, then calmly rest

When storms above thee frown.

Not they who vainly look to man
Or rest in treasures here

;

Who court the world, and bow the knee.
Wanting in upright fear

;

Shall wear the yoke and cross of Christ,

And know Him to be near.

Not they who dwell in mere belief,

In works, or outward things,

Shall have a part in that true rest,

And share His sufferings.

The cross will bring us into faith

And shelter, 'neath His wings.

Oh ! come thereto, there's comfort there,

God's healing it will bring,

While at His table we shall share
And want no goodly thing.

He speaks the word of peace to all

Who know Him as their King.

This crowning robe of godly tint

Is meant for all, who stand
As by the gates of Zion true.

Faithful with heart and hand

;

Loving the stripes of healing more,
Nearing the spirit land.

Then come, this crown may cover all,

Would we presume to stay
;

Can we not suffer for the cause
Wherein He led the way?

Be faithful, and thy path will shine
Unto the perfect day.

Philada., 6th mo. 1st, 1875. P.

Selected.

"Suffer little children to come unto me, and forbid
them not ; for of such is the kingdom of God."

The sunbeams bright were glancing within the Holy
Land,

The sunbeams fair were glinting on a little Christian
band

;

But a brighter beam was shining o'er Judah's darkness
wild,

A fairer and a holier Light on mortal path had smiled.

As 'neath the stately palm trees there sat a holy King
;

His honors and His glories not a tongue was heard to

sing;

He trod His lonely pathway. He bore His weary lot,

And in the world He wept and prayed—the world
which knew Him not:

To Him their little children the eager mothers brought.
They silently press forward as He looked, and loved,

and taught

;

But some there were who murmured, and sought their
steps to stay,

" Those infant voices scarce could praise—they'd better
go away."

But then a voice so tender, with soft and kindly thrill.

Gave forth, in sweet compassion, both His edict and
His will:

" Forbid them not—the children—but rather let them
come;

Of such the heavenly kingdom is—of such my Father's
home."

And in His arms He raised them, and on each infant
head,

With gentle touch and holy, laid His hands, and calmly
said,

"Suffer the little children, and let them come to Me,"
Unto the realms of glory, dear child, He calleth thee,
" Suffer the little children—suffer to come to Me."

The ground upon which Friends L:ive evei

maintained a testimony for the Truth by plain-

ness of speech has been the maintenance oi

sound principle, aud the performance of what
was felt to be a duty; and religious duties

are ever connected in some way with the

promotion of the cause of Christ.

When we use the singular pronoun in ad-

dressing an individual, it is because the use

of the plural was adopted to foster pride,

When we decline the customarj- names in

speaking of the months and days, it is

cause those names had their origin in super,

stition, among the heathen. When we
a scruple in naming the time called Christ-

mas, it is because thus to name it, would give

our sanction to a veneraiion which is false.

AVithout dwelling upon other points upon
which consistent Friends have generally

borne a united testimony—we come to the

term " church" as applied to a building used
for public worship. G. Fox called such places
" steeple-houses." Ancient Friends generally,

avoided applying the term " church" to any-

thing but a collective body of Christian peo-

ple, and their reasons for doing so were no
doubt founded in the Truth.

It appears that in England at that time, '

(and it may be so yet) the term " church" as

applied to a building was restricted to the

houses for worship of the National establish-

ment. Other sects called their places of wor-

ship, meeting houses, or "chapels." Hence,
as the word "chapel" meant nothing else but a

house for worship, we find that Friends of

that day did not scruple thus to eiuploy it.

But I know of no instance among approved
Friends of that period in which they so use

the term '• church." G. Fox says, '• the
' church' is the people whom God hath pur-

chased with his blood and not the house."

And as the prevailing idea that there was a
degree of sanctity connected vvith the edifices

and grounds for public worship and for burial,

was manifestly working evil results, we find

him on all suitable occasions by language and
example, laboring to root out the impression

that any portion of the sanciit}', which should

mark a christian people, belongs to the house
in which they meet for worship.
• In our land the term " church" is not ex-

clusively used to denote places of worship of

Episcopalians. It would seem to be applied

to all structures of much architectural pre-

tension used for Christian worship. But un-

less the term is understood to have some re-

vised meaning whatever might have been the

objections to its use in former times, they
could hardlj' exceed those now existing,

against applying it to a building.

It might be difficult to give a reason which
would satisfy others for the ground of this

objection. Other words, " post," and "mail"
for instance, now have meanings widely dif-

ferent from the original ideas they conveyed.
Why it may be urged may not the term
" church" be admitted to a similar transposi-

tion. Perhaps it were enough to saj^ we have
scruples. These scruples are matters of con-

science, and a clear conscience must be main-
tained if we would secure a lasting peace.

We can say however, that we perceive it is

now more or less the popular feeling to asso-

ciate religion with the places of resort for

what is called " Divine service," and we fear

that this feeling goes to absolve the indi-

vidual from religious responsibility in his pri-
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ate -walks. Eut whether iu this wo judge
ghtly or not, our singularity in this respect
ill work an influence, and if it be carried out
'ith the characteristics that become us as
ross bearing disciples, that influence though
t first small and silent will be for good. We
ay never know the amount of it—the sum-
ing up will be in the ages of eternity.

6tli mo. 13th, 1875.

For " The Friend."

The Settlement of Frleuds at Dunkirk, in France.

(Continued from page 350.)

The difiieulty to which the Friends of
Tantucket were subjected in procuring the
ecessaries of life, on account of the faith-

maintenance of their testimony against
r, is further shown by the following ex-

Tacts from letters of William Rotch, to his

riends John and James Pemberton, of Phila-
elphia, viz.

:

" 11th mo. 24th, 1775. The article of flour

re &re almost entirely destitute of, but are
ow sending to diiferent parts for, which, if

ai-e denied, will be exceedingly pinching
us. What we send for, is only for the use

f the inhabitants, and not for trade, but the
ontinent is so much against us, that I fear

ill be withheld from us. * * * But
ifter we have discharged our duty, in endea-

g to get the necessaries of life, if they
ire denied us, I hope we shall submit to that
QSt Hand that sufl:ers the nation to afllict us,

trhich I know is but our due and duty to

icknowledge, has been long suffering to us
ard.
" 2nd mo. 22nd, 1776. Notwithstanding
e detention of our two vessels at Baltimore
r flour, which are yet absent, we obtained

nfficient for a little time forward of this : the
isolve of our court, on the 9th of Twelfth

month, suspending a further supply from us,

not spreading through the Provinces in time
to cut us ofi'; which providential favor ought
ever to be remembered with gratitude by us.

It is a time of great exercise to many, in the
prospect of approaching calamities; but we
have great cause to trust in that Arm of
Strength that has hitherto sustained us, and has
not given us up to the rage of those that are
seeking occasion against us. The resolve, be-

raentioned, isnow taken ofi"for the present,
and I hope we shall bo able to get provisions
necessary for the ensuing summer, for which

e now sending vessels. We have several
(times had very gloomy prospects, and came
[near to be in great want of bread kind, but
have hitherto been wonderfully favored with
some opening to obtain it, before the pinch-
[ing time came. But to be so dependent on
the will of men in the.se things, especially in

[a country abounding therewith, is a trial to
I faith and patience; and I heartily wish it

may have a proper effect upon us, and con-

vince us where our sole dependence ought to

be. Was that the case, we need not fear what
the rage of man could do ; whose limits would
be ' thus far shalt thou come, but no further;'

bat unless those favors that we so often wit-

ness operate rightly in us, what can we ex-

pect but to be delivered into the hands of
such. While I am thinking of our own diffi-

culties, I cannot but sympathize with Friends
in your parts, who, as thou expresses, I believe

will not be without their trials: indeed, it is

likely that Friends in all places will be brought
under deep sufferings, and a great separation
be made between the chaff and the wheat."

While the resolution of the people of Nan-
tucket, to maintain a non-resistant and ncu
tral attitude thus exposed them to sufferings
from the Americans, they wore also frequently
despoiled by maurading parties of the British,
and that class of Americans called "refugees,"
who had joined them. Iu 1778, seven armed
vessels, and transports with troops, visited
Nantucket, and plundered the inhabitants of
niuch property. Shortly after their departure,
information was received that another formid-
able expedition was being fitted out against
them. The town was convened, to consult
upon the measures to be taken in this emer-
geucj', which resulted in the appointment
of a committee, consisting of Dr. Benjamin
Tupper, Samuel Starbuck and William Kotch,
to proceed to Newport, and thence, if neces
saiy, to New York, to represent their case to
the commanders of the British forces, whose
head-quarters were then in that city. The
feeling at Newport, against the people of
Nantucket was, at that time, so strong that
the deputation was at fii-st not permitted to

land, and ordered to depart. This, however,
they declined to do, preferring rather to suf-

fer imprisonment and the loss of their vessel,

than to miss the opportunity of using their

influence to stop the progress of the expedi-
tion. They finally were allowed to go on
shore, and succeeded in obtaining an inter-

view with several of the British officers. In
reference to this visit to General Prescott,
then in command, Wm. Eotch remarks, in his

auto-biographical account :
" I got on shore

in the afternoon, and found that! must wait
on General Prescott. Knowing his brittle

temper, and it being in the afternoon. I almost
dreaded to appear in his presence. However,
let my treatment be what it would, I desired

this meeting over, and accordingly went. I

was introduced by one of his aids. He re-

ceived me very cordially, and said, 'Mr.
Rotch, will you have some dinner? I can
give you good bread, though the rebels say
we have none.' I thanked him, saying, we
had dined. ' Well,' said he, ' will you have a

glass of wine?' I answered, 'I have no ob-

jection if thou canst put up with my plain

way.' My glass was filled with his own and
those ofthe officers at the table. Asa stranger

introduced, they all drank to me before I put
the glass to my lips. I then observed, 'Gen-
eral, as I mentioned before, if thou couldst

put up with my plain way, I was willing to

take wine with thee ; but as we, as a Society,

disuse these ceremonies, and I have always
found it best to keep to my profession, let me
be in what company I may, therefore I hope
my not making a like return, will not be ac-

cepted as a mark of disrespect, for I assure

thee it is not the case.' His answer was,

'Oh, no. If a Quaker will but be a Quaker,

it is all I want of him ; but , he is no
Quaker,' (naming one of our profession, and
1 was sorry for the cause of this remark)."

The interviews with General Prescott, and
others in authority at Newport, resulted in

obtaining permission for the committee to visit

New York, in orderto lay before the command-
er-in-chief a statement of their condition, with

a promise that the proposed expedition to Nan-
tucket would be deferred until the result of

this visit was known. William Rotch and his

companions then proceeded to New York, and

applied to Commodore Collier, of the navy,

and General Clinton, of the army ;
the latter

of whom intimated, that he would direct

those in his department not to molest them.
Wm. Eotch states, "In representing our case
to Sir George Collier, he readily gave us an
order forbidding any British armed vessel to
take any thing out of our harbor. This was
a great relief. I then laid before him the
state of our captured seamen; that all the
exchanges of prisoners were partial; that as
ive made no prisoners we bad none to ex-
change, eonsequentlj'ours remained in prison
ships until they mostly died. On his under-
standing the reasonableness of our request,
he ordered that all our men should be releas-
ed who were not taken in armed vessels (for
such we had no right to apply), and promised
that it should not be so iu future, so long as
he held the command."
While thus exposed to robbery on land,

these islanders were also in danger of losing a
great portion of their property by privateers,
and other armed, vessels at sea. As the fish-

cry was their chief resourse, it became neces-
sary to solicit permits to protect the vessels
from capture by British cruisers. Such per-
mits, to the number of about fifteen, were
granted by Admiral Arbuthnot, who had
succeeded Admiral Collier, upon the applica-
tion of Timothy Folger, of Nantucket, and
the immunity thus granted, proved very val-
uable. The possession of such permits, how-
over, rendered the vessels carrying them liable

to seizure by the American.s, and great care
was accordingly exercised to avoid them.
In 1780, Arbuthnot was succeeded by Ad-

miral Digby, and a fresh application against
the predatory visits of the British, became
necessary. A committee of three, of whom
Wm. Rotch was one, was appointed to go to
New York on this eri-and. He was at this
time recovering ft-om severe illness, and
wished to decline this journey, but the others
refused to go unless he would accompany them.
"This," he says, " brought a great strait

upon my mind. To go, I thought, I could
not, and to omit it seemed almost inevitable

destruction. At last I consented, under great
apprehension that I should not live to return.

We accordingly set sail, and when we were
off" Rhode Island, I was obliged to have them
go to the east side of the island, and lie there
several days, for my pain was so great, that
I could not bear the motion of the vessel ; but
we got safely to New York in a few days
after it abated."

On making application for protection against
three British cruisers then in the harbor of
Nantucket, and some permits for the fishery,

they found that reports had been circulated

to their disadvantage, and the officer to whom
they applied for assistance, had been led to

believe, that they had betrayed the confidence
placed in them, by giving the permits to a
greater number of vessels than was originally

intended. Wm. Rotch, however, was able to
satisfy him that this report was incorrect,

stating; ''These permits were put into my
hands ; I delivered them, taking receipts for

each, to be returned to me at the end of the
voyage, and an obligation that no transfer

should be made, or copies given. I received
back all the permits except two, before I left

home, and should, probably, have received
those two on the day I sailed. Now, if aiiy

duplicity has been practised, I am the person
who is accounlable, and I am now hero to

take the punishment such duplicity demands.'
He immediately became placid, and said,

' You deserve favor. I am now going to the
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Admiral. Do j-ou go there in an hour.' "Wo

attended punctually. He introduced us to

the Admiral, and 'informed him that his

predecessor, Admiral Arbuthnot, granted

tho people of Nantucket a few permits for

the fisliery, last year, adding, I can assure

your Excellency, they have made no bad use

of them.' Thus after a storm came a pleasant

calm. We obtained an order as heretofore,

respecting the property in our harbor, and

twentj'-four permits for the fishery; and I

returned home much improved in healtli. It

was necessary to secrete the documents from

American cruisers; but such was the difficulty

of distinguishing them, that two were pre-

sented to American armed vessels, who im-

mediately took the vessels as prizes."

Tho difficulty they experienced from the

Americans, finidly made it necessarj- to ob-

tain permits from both the contending parties,

and in order to procure them from Congress,

then sitting at Philadelphia, William Rotch

and Samuel Starbuck were sent to that city

in the winter of 1782-3. After several inter-

views with prominent members, in which the

value of the whale fishery to this country was
urged, and some of the prejudices which had
been entertained towai'ds the people of Nan-
tucket appeared to he removed, a memorial
representing their condition was presented to

that body. This resulted in tho grant of

thirty-five permits for carrying on the fisher^^.

Tho privileges thus obtained were, however,
no longer required. News that a provisional

treaty of peace with Great Britain had been
signed, was soon after received, and protec-

tion of this kind became unnecessaiy.
Some time after their return home from

their visit to New Yoi-k, about the j^ear 1781,

the peaceful comiunnity in Nantucket, was
again threatened with a hostile invasion.

Wm. Eotch says, " We were now brought
into the most iinminent danger, which no
human effort could check, much less prevent.
Nothing short of the interposition of Divine
Providence preserved us from apparent ruin.

Several sloops of war and a number of trans-

ports, intended paying us a destructive visit.

They were in sight of us, in the day time,

three days, near Cape Poge, (Martha's Vine-
yard). They got under weigh three morn-
ings successively, and stood for the island
with a fair wind, which each morning came
round against them, and tho tide too came
round against them, which obliged them to
[go to] their anchorage, still in view of us.

Before they could make the fourth attempt,
orders came for their i-eturn to New York,
for some other expedition. Thus we were
mercifullj' preserved for that time, after more
fearful apprehensions than any we had before
witnessed. Messengers were arriving, one
after another, and twice I was called up in

the night, with the disagreeable information
that they were at hand. A solemn time it

was, indeed, and can never be obliterated
from my memory, while life and reason are
vouchsafed."
The following account of preservation from

great personal danger, is given in his own
words

:
" I was, with two men and two wo-

men Friends, captured in going to our Quar-
terly Meeting, at Sandwich, [Mass.,] by a
British privateer from New York. They had
just before taken a cedar boat and ordered us
to depart in it immediately, having first

i)luiidered us of what money wo possessed,
but they took ncilher baggage nor provisions

from us. The vessel was mine, and I pleaded

earnestly for her, and sometimes nearly obtain-

ed a majority to give her to us, but another

can of grog would be stirred up, by those who
would "not consent to release her, and this

never failed to gain several on their side.

" Tiiey repeatedly ordei-ed us to begone,

but we refused, still pleading for our vessel,

until the captain called to the prize master

to know why ho did not send us away. He
replied, 'they will not go.' He then sent a

furious fellow to drive us away. Samuel
Starbuck and I were standing together. He
approached us with an uplifted cutlass and a

violent countenance, saying, ' Begone into

your boat, or I'll cut your heads off.' I looked

hint earnestly in the face, eye to eye, and with

a pretty stern accent said, ' I am not afraid

of thy cutting my head off. We are prisoners,

treat us as such, but do not talk of cutting

our heads off.' He dropped his arm, and
seemed struck at my boldness. There were
now two vessels coming rapidly in pursuit,

and we thought it time to be off. They soon

retook our vessel, and pursued tho privateer

and took her, but her men left her in their

boats, and got on shore in the Vineyard. Our
vessel being taken, I recovered her by p.iying

salvage, as did a young man most of his mo-
ney, who had two hundred dollars taken from
him."

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

As the season is now here in which many
of our members resort to the sea-shore and
other places ofpublic entertainment, for health

or recreation, it may be well to re-publish in
" The Friend," the following extract from the
journal of our late valued friend William
Kvans. This practice is inci'oasing, and the
dangers and evils pointed out are by no means
lessened or lessening. K.

" 10th. My brother Thomas having gone
to Cape Island, on account of his infirm

health, and it being necessary that one of his

brothers should be with him, I came down
this morning.

12th. Living with a class of people, whose
habits and opinions are very different from
those of Friends, is trj-ing. There being noth-
ing like seriousness among some of them, we
seem to be in each other's way. Unless
Friends keep steadily upon their watch in

such places, they are in danger of being leav-

ened with the spirit such persons live in, and
gradually falling into their manners, and imi-

tating their changeable fashions in dress. The
amusements which are prepared for the light

spirits here, are a strong temptation to }^oung
peojjle

;
especially, when they are not watched

over by consistent parents, under a pi'oper re-

ligious concern themselves, and who would
restrain them from resorting to such enter-

tainments. It seems as if some felt themselves
freed from proper restraint, and at liberty to
indulge in frivolity. In this way they crucify
to themselves the Son of God afresh, and put
Him to an open shame. Such are evil ex-
amples to others.

The kingdom of Satan is gaining ground in

this land, and if those who consider themselves
lovers of religion, slacken their watchfulness,
and their resistance to wrong things, tho tide

of corruption must gain a powerful ascend-
ency over tho morals of the people at large.

I consider it dangerous for religious people,
to be long mingled with irreligious, or liyht

iarity

with

persons, on terms of courtesy and fami
They are iu danger of being leavene
their spirit, of losing their strength, and then
falling in with something that will grieve the

Holy Sjnrit, and wound their own souls; and
when once wounded, they may never recover,

but go halting all their days. Very many
are ashamed of the simplicity of the cross.

Some who may be pretty staid among their

friends at home, and yet not very firm against

the current of fashiun, and libertinism, may
be thus drawn into it ; and at such places, lay

aside the Quaker chai-actcr and manners, al-

most altogether; thereby bringing r^-proach

upon the name and cause of Christ.

Those who are enemies to religion, and
ready to disseminate their poisonous opinions,

are often found in these places of public re-

sort ; whore they put on great politeness, and
blandness of manner, to insinuate themselves
more effectually into the esteem of strangers.

They often carry an exterior of great kind-

ness, and interest in the accommodation of

others ; by which, unwary youug people may
be attracted to them, and led to think, that

where such apparently disinterested good-will
exists, the principles cannot be dangerous.
To send youug people where they will mingle
with such, exposes them to receive a hurtful

bias, which it may be extremely difficult to

eradicate, and which may be used by Satan
to destroy their faith in the christian religion,

,

or hinder them from giving up to walk in the

path of selfdenial. We cannot expect, while
in this world, to avoid all intercourse with
men who have little or no religious scruples;

but the less of it, the better."

How Chickens Get Out of Shells.—Tako an
egg out of a nest on which the hen has set her

full time, carefully holding it to the ear; turn-

ing it around you will find the exact spot on
which the little fellow is picking on the in-

side of the shell ; this he will do until the in-

side skin is perforated, and then the shell is

forced outward as a small scale, leaving a

hole. Now, if you will take one of the eggs

in this condition from under the hen, removo
it to the house or other suitable place, put it

in a box or nest, keeping it warm and moist,

as near the temperature of the hen as possible

(which may be done by laying it between two
bottles of warm water upon some cotton or

wool,) and lay a glass over the box or nest,

then yon can sit or stand, as is most conveni-

ent, and witness the true modus operandi.

Now watch the little fellow work its way into

the world, and you will be amused and in-

structed, as I have often been. After it has

got its opening it commences a nibbling mo-
tion with the point of the upper bill on tho

outside of the shell, always working to tho

right (if you have the large end of the egg
from you and the hole upward,) until it has

worked its way almost around, say within

one-half an inch, in a perfect circle; it then

forces the cap or butt end of the shell off, and
then has a chance to straighten its neck,

thereby loosening its legs somewhat, and so,

by their help, forcing the body from the shell.—American Farm Journal.

A father praj'cd earnestly one morning for

the poor, that the Lord would supply their

wants out of his abundant fulness. After

prayer, his little son said to him with a feel-

ing heart and pathetic voice, "Pa, I wish I

had your corn." " Why, my son, what in the
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would you do with it ?" " Why, I would
lip the Lord answer your prayers. He has
corn."

From " The Fi-lend" of Sevonth month loth, lS-t3.

andai'ifs between tlic respective Meetings in Piiila-

delpliia.

The boundary between Philadolpbia

onthly Meetintf and the Northern District

begin at the Delaware ; thence to run west
)iig the middle of Callowhill St. to Fourtii

•eet; thence south, along the middle of

1 street to Vine street ; thence west,

)i)g the middle of Vine Btreet to Ninth
ed.
The lioundarj' between the Northern and

estern District to commence at Ninth street,

I run west along the middle of Vine
•eet to the termination of the District.

" The boundary between Philada. Monthly
beting and the Western District to begin at

ne street, running south along Nintli street

Chestnut street, including both sides of

nth street within the limits of Philadelphia

inthl}' Mooting.

'The boundary between Philada. Monthly
leting, and the Southern District, to begin

the Delaware, running west along Walnut
eet, including both sides thereof, within the

lits of the Southern District, to Sixth street;

rth along the middle of Sixth street to

estnut street; ihonce along the miildle of

estnut street, west, to Ninth street.

"The boundaiy between the Southern and
rn Districts,' to commence at Chestnut

eet, running south along Ninth street, and
duding both sides thereof, within the South-

Q District, to Walnut street; thence west

?ng Walnut street to Eleventh street, bol

les^of Walnut street, being included withi

e Southern District ; thence along Eleven

t

i-eet, south, both sides thereof beinginclude

thin the Southern District, to Spruce stree

ence west along Spruce sti'eet, both side

ei'cof being included within the Souther

strict, to the termination of the District.'

Polite Reproof.—A woman riding in a car

the New York Central Eailroad, was dis

rbed in her reading by the conversation of

men occupying the seat just before her

:^ie of them seemed to be a student of some
liege on his way home for a vacation. He
[ed much profane language, greatly to her

noyance. She thought she wouhl rebuke

, and begging pardon for interrupting

n, asked the young student if he bad
idied the languages.

Yes, madam, 1 have mastered the

^ages quite well."

I" Do yoii read and speak Hebrew?"
['Quite fluently."
" Will you be so kind as to do me a smallW ?'

•With great pleasure. I am at your ser-

s?"

'Will you be so kind as to do your swear
in Hebrew ?"

THE FRIEND.
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At the time when the miscalled oecumeni-
cal council held at Eome, declared and ]nib-

"shed to the world its decretal that the pope,
being the " vicar of Christ" on earth, his de-

cisions in relation to every thing connected
with religion and morals were infallible; ac-

companied with the declaration that any one
disbelieving or disputing this, as an article of
faith, should be damned, it called forth in many
parts of Europe, severe criticism, not only on
account of its blasphemous assumption of one
of the attributes of the Almighty, by a weak,

I man, but because if it was accepted as

by the members of the " Roman church,"

it might endanger the authority and stability

f governments, by setting up a power out-

side of their jurisdiction, to whicli large bodies

jf their subjects would be bound to yield im-

plicit obedience, whatever the opinions or

conduct might bo that were prescribed bj' the

assumed successor of the apostle Peter, pro-

fessing to speak as the " vicegerent of Christ."

As a large body of the bishops that assem-

bled at that conference had opposed the im-

position of this dogma as an article of faith,

and others of the hierareliy not present, were
known to be unwilling to accede to it, some
time elapsed after the promulgation of the

conclusion ofthe majoritj', before it was known
how far the great body of the papists would
hold themselves bound by the newlj' imposed
decree. But the finesse and power of tlie

p:ipal court, with its indefatigable propa-

ganda, were too great and overawing to be

withstood by the dependent bishops or their

subordinates ; so that except in a compara-

tively few instances, all opposition to the ac-

ceptance bj' the " Eomish church" of the in-

fallibility of the pope, has been borne down.

A secession however from the " church"

has taken place, and a society has been formed,

designating itself as '-old catholics," which
now numbers many thousands. The main
body of these seceders is in Germany, and as

the controversy springing from their insub-

ordination involved the mooted point of the

extent of the authority of the " Hol^- See,"

and the high officials embracing the new
dogma proceeded to excommunicate their con-

tumacious fellow professors, and attempted

to punish them for their I'ebellion, it soon

brought the matter to the notice of the gov-

ernment. As was to be expected, the gov-

ernment was not willing that any of its sub-

jects should be punished for not submitting to

the commands ofa foreign court, claiming that

its head was infallible and that his decrees

must be obeyed. In order to meet the threat

iOf all work that produces results, niue-

(Qths must be drudgery. There is no work
i)m the highest to the lowest which can be

cne well by any man who is unwilling to

Jake that sacrifice. Part of the very nobility

c the devotion of the true workman to his

i}:>rk consists in the fact that drudgery must
i done.

or fined. But as in all former attempts to
force coijiplianco with laws contrary to

strongly held religious opinions, the chancel-
"or's policy has encountered determined op-
position

; the sufferers have been regarded
martyrs, and tiieir treatment as jjcrsocu-

tion. The catholic subjects seem confirmed in
the resolution to support tbeir spiritual su-
periors, and to embarrass if npt defeat the
government ; as is shown bj- the results of
the late election for representatives in the
German Parliament; there being nearly twice
the number of ultramontane jmembers re-

turned than were elected to the previous par-
liament.

Within a few months past a spirited con-
troversy has been going on in England re-

lative to the scope and meaning of the de-
cretal of the pope's infallibility, and the effect

t is fitted if not designed to have on the
allegiance of the Eomanist subjects, should
the laws or requirements of'thal government
not be in accordance with the mandates of
the Vatican.

The late premier and leader of the Liberal
party in Great Britain began the di.sputation

by the publication of a pamphlet of seventy
pages entitled " Political Expostulation," in
which he essays to show the change effected,

in the position of the catholics in Great Britain

b}' their acceptance of the new article of their

faith. To this there have been several re-

joinders, and no little general interest at-

taches to these replies, from their exhibiting

the import and limits of papal infallibility as
explained by some of the officials, highest in

clerical authority. "Archbishop" Manning,
who some time ago was raised to the station

of cardinal, soon after the promulgation of the

decree of the cecumonical council. Issued an
address to his clergy and their congregations,

defining and illustrating the extent and char-

acter of the pope's infallibilitj-. From this ad-

dress which has been freely quoted by Glad-

stone and others, we will give the following,
" The privilege of infallibility is personal, inas-

much as it attaches to the Eoman pontiflf, the

succepsor of St. Peter, as a public person dis-

tinct from but inseparably united to the church.
* * It is absolute, inasmuch as it can be

circumscribed by no human or ecclesiastical

law, * * the Eoman pontiff is a distinct sub-

ject of infallibility, and in the exercise of his

supreme doctrinal authority or magisterium,

he docs not depend for the infallibility of his

definitions upon the consent or consultation

of the episcopate, but only on the divine as-

sistance of the Holy Ghost." We will tres-

pass on our readers' patience no further than

to give one more extract from another pa-

pistic authority, "If then, any shall say that

the Eoman pontitf has the office merely of

inspection or direction, and not full and su-

preme power of jurisdiction over the uni-

versal church ; not only in things which be-

ened danger^ Bismarck, the chancellor of the long to faith and morals, but also in those

empire, has vigorously pursued the policy which relate to the discipline and government

of enacting laws, withdrawing all ppcuniaryiof the church; or assert that he possesses

emolument8,andimposingfinesandotherpun- merely the principal part, and not all the

ishments on those of the catholic hierarchj', I fulness of this supreme power; or that this

who, claiming the supremacy of the pope onlpower which he enjoys is not ordinary and

all subjects of faith and morrtls, refuse to yield immediate, both over each and all the

obedience to the orders of the emperor, where churches, and over each and all the pastors

they think such orders infringe the papal pre- {and the faithful, let 'him be anathema." It

rotative. Several ecclesiastical dignitaries in is also claimed that the pope is the sole judge

the "catholicchurch"havebeenimprisonedor'of how far his jurisdiction extends,

expelled from the countr3', and some thousands] This is a subject to which many of our

of priests and laymen have been imprisoned readers may think it hardly worth while to
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dii-ect their attention, but it is one which,

even in our country, can hardly fail to force

itself at times on the serious consideration of

all.

The theory and practice of our government

has always 'been to keep civil and political

entirely distinct from spiritual matters; al-

though neither the general government nor

that of most of the States, refrains from tres-

passing on the religious scruples of Friends

in relation to the anti-ehristian practice of

war. These scruples, however, are individual

convictions, unconnected with and uncontrol-

led by any foreign power. But it has always

been the policy of Rome to bring the civil into

subordination to the so-called spiritual power,

and to keep the laity in subjection to and de-

pendent on the priesthood. The latter, as a

body, are well educated in both science and
literature, and, like a well-drilled army, the}-

act in unison wherever located ; obejnng one

head, now dechired to be infallible when
speaking ex cathedra. Their authority and
force, as subalterns of this autocratic chief,

are therefore incalculable
; and perhaps there

never was a time—certainly never in this

country—when they seemed more active in

their efforts to maintain and extend the power
and sway of their corrupt church.

The papal hierarchy claim to have under
their official care in these United States,

several millions, and in a representative gov-

ernment like ours, such a constituency must
be able to exercise great influence. It may
therefore at some time become a subject of

serious import, should a distant and alien

court,—the official word of whose master is

a law that must be obeyed under pain of ex-

communication and anathema—undertake to
meddle, eooretly or openly, in the political

affairs of the nation, by enjoining on this con-
stituency to exercise its weight and influence,

in the usual legitimate mode of the elective
franchise, for promoting its own ascendency,
at the expense of other portions of the com-
munity, or for the purpose of changing or
thwarting our non-sectarian national policy.
However we may believe that the wider
spread of school education among all classes
in the community, the development of a higher
civilization than in past ages, and the conse-
quent loosening of the hold of clerical assump-
tion on the minds of the superstitious, render
improbable any such interterence of the "pa-
l)al church" with the .State, and although we
are aware that there are many good and con-
scientious members of that " church," who
would reject with scorn the idea of infringing
on the civil or religious liberties and rights of
their fellow citizens, yet it is not unwise to
keep in remembrance the tremendous power
that is lurking in our midst, subject to the
manipulation of a foreign ecclesiastic, and the
distracting position in which very many of
our countrymen may be placed, bj' being called
on to choose between acting against their
sense of what is right, and incurring a punish-
ment which they are taught to believe will
follow them into the world to come.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
FoBEiON.—Tlie mo3t noticeable feature in the Eng-

lish dispatches has been the «nnouncement of a great
number of heavy coiuiuercial failures, chitfly of houses
ID the India trade, and others of those connected with

\ the iron business. The aggregate liabilities of the sus-
pended Brma is stated a-s between £12,000,000 and

i £15,000,000.
'

On the ISth inst. at railnight, a fire broke out in the

Excise Bond Stores, Dublin, where a large quantity of

whiskey was stored. About 5000 casks of liquor were

burned, together with many houses in the vicinity.

The steamship Moravian has sailed from London for

Quebec with 668 Mennonite emigrants from Russia.

A Rangoon special to the Times says it is reported

that the King of Burraah has become convinced of his

bility to successfully oppose the English, and has

yielded on all the points in dispute.

London, 6th mo. 21st.—U. S. sixes, 1867, 106J.
Consols 93J.

Liverpool.—Middling uplands cotton, 7 7-lGd. ; Or-

leans, 7|(f.

A special dispatch from Paris to the London Standard

says, there is reason to believe that the government has

decided that a general election shall be held this year,

and there is no doubt that the Assembly will vote for a
final dissolution as the government assents to it.

The Committee of Thirty have been considering the

electoral bill. They have decided to maintain the sys-

tem of voting by Departments.
Firman, an American spiritualist, who proposed to

photograph deceased persons, has been convicted of

swindling and sentenced to six months imprisonment.
The Assembly has passed the university education

bill. The Times .says the French University bill, as

ended, makes changes of immense importance. It

gives the death blow to a system of educational despot-

ism, under which a secular and often skeptical body has

hitherto shaped the higher teaching of young men who
filled the professions and made the laws of the country.

The party of the Left have resolved to offer no amend-
ent to the constitutional bills as they come from the

Committee of Thirty, and to take all possible steps to

hasten the date of the final dissolution of the Assem-
bly.

A Strasburg dispatch of the 17th .says : The Governor
of Alsace and Lorraine to-day opened the session of the
Provincial Committee. He declared that the beneficial

influence of the committee was increased the more
thoroughly the principle was adhered to that the in-

terests of the province were indissolubly bound to those
of the German Empire.
The Italian Chamber of Deputies, by a vote of 198 to

57, has passed Garibaldi's bill for the improvement of
the river Tiber.

Advices from Santander represent that the political
situation at Madrid causes increased uneasiness.
Don Carlos has convoked the Biscay Juntas to meet

on the 27th inst., in order to contrast the attitude of the
Carlists with that of the Alfonsists, whose government,
he says, is afraid to summon the Cortes.
A Madrid dispatch says that General Campos has

succeeded in cro.ssing the river Ebro, notwithstanding
the opposition of the Carlist forces, thus establishing
communication with the army of the Centre.
A Berlin dispatch says that Prince Bismarck, before

leaving for the country, received the foreign Represen-
tatives and gave each one assurances of the peaceful
disposition of Germany.
Count Von Arnim is on trial a second time. The

public prosecutor demanded the imprisonment of the
accused because he had been guilty of embezzlement in
abstracting documents received in an oSicial capacity.
.\fter hearing arguments for the defence, the court an-
nounced that judgment would be delivered on the 24th
inst. and adjourned. The documents read at the former
trial were again presented, but the spectators were re-
quired to retire during the reading of the papers which
bore on ecclesiastical matters.
A new circular note of the Russian government to

the Great Powers, says that the object of the St. Peters-
burg conference is not the conclusion of a formal inter-
national treaty. Invitations will be issued when all
the governments have replied to the invitadon of last
September.

It is believed that Russia intends that a protocol shall
be drawn up enumerating the principles of international
law, accompanied with a declaration from each of the
Powers signing it, that they will observe the principle
as far as possible.

A Brussels dispatch states that a final note has been
received from Germany thanking Belgium for her last
communication, and closing the discussion in the most
friendly manner.
United States.—The interments in Philadelphia

la-it week numbered 334, including 108 children unde
two years. There were 49 deaths of consumption, an(
38 scarlet fever.

The Passenger Railway Companies of Philadelphi:
have 949 passenger cars and 5478 horses. They have
231.J miles of road built, at a cost of $7,943,636. The
gross receipts of the last fiscal year were 4id,056,451,

expenses $3,481,128, profits §1,574,323. The longesto

these roads is 37 "miles in length.

J. C. New has been appointed to succeed Genera
Spinner as Treasurer of the United States, -iind will as

sume the duties of Treasurer on the first of Seventl

month. All the money on hand will then be counted

The bonds held in trust for national banks, amountinj

to about $400,000,000, must also be examined anc

counted, in order that the new Treasurer may receip

to his predecessor.

An earthquake shock was felt in various parts o

Ohio; Indiana and Illinois, the 18th inst., about 9 a.m
In some places walls were cracked and chimneys throwi

down, but no serious damage was done in any quartet

At Sidney, on the Dayton and Michigan railroad, th

inhabitants were so much alarmed that they ran outo
the houses into the streets. In this town a large stean

boiler was moved by the shaking nearly a foot from it

original position.

Reports from the grasshopper regions in the west sa.

that the ravages this season by the destructive insei:

have been much exaggerated. In southern Nebrask
the wheat and other small grain will average from
half to a full crop, while the corn crop is uninjured

It is said the crop prospects in Kansas are higbl

favorable.

On the 19th inst. a fire at Grand Rapids, Mich., dt

stroyed many buildings involviiig a loss of Sl.50,000

the same day a fire in Pittsburg caused 'much destrm

tion of property. Numerous fires of less magnitud
were reported during the week throughout the countrj

A rattlesnake, with thirty-one rattles, was killed re

cently on the Keevean river, in Tulare county, Cal

forni.a. It measured thirteen feet in length, and is suf

posed to have been the largest rattlesnake ever killei

in California.

The assessed value of real and personal property ii

San Francisco, Cal., this year is $310,000,000, which i

$42,000,000 more than in 1874.

I%e Markets, &c.—The following were the quotatior

on the 21st inst. New York.—American gold, 117f
117.V. U. S. sixes, 1881, 126i ; do. 1866, 124. Superfio

fiour, $4.45 a $4.60 ; State extra, $4.85 a $5.15 ; fine

brands, $5.50 a $8.00. No. 2 Chicago spring whea
$1.14; No. 2 Milwaukie, $1.18; red we.stern, $1.34

$1.35 ; amber western, $1.36. Oats, 68 a 73 cts. Ryi

98 cts. a $1. Western mixed corn, 83 cts. ; wester

white, 85 cts. Philadelphia.—Middlings cotton, laj^

15| cts. for uplands and New Orlean.5. Superfine flon

$4 a $4.25 ; extras, $4.50 a $5; finer brands, $5.50

$7.50. White wheat, $1.40 a $1.42; amber, $1.35

$1.36; red, $1.32 a $1.34. Rye, jil.Oo. Mixed con

80 cts.
;
yellow, 8^ cts. O.its, 68 a 70 cts. Smoke

hams, 13 a 14} cts. Lard, 14 cts. Clover-seed, 11

12i cts. About 3000 beef cattle sold at 7J a 8 cts. ps

lb. gross for extra, 6^ a 7 cts. for fair to good, and 4

6 cts. per lb. gross for common. Sheep sold at 4| a

cts. per lb. gross, and hogs at $11 a $11.50 for corn fei

Chicago.—^o. 1 spring wheat, $1.02 ; No. 2 do., 98 ctf

No. 3 do., 95 cts. No. 2 mixed corn, 69i cts. No.
oats, 57 cts. No. 2 rye, 93 cts. No. 2 spring barle'

$1.35 a $1.40. Lard, $13.10 per 100 lbs. Baltimore.-

Superfine flour, $4.37 a .;4.75 ; finer brands, $5 a S8.2i

No. 1 western amber wheat, $1.33 ; western red, $1.31

$1.32; Maryland red, $1.26 a $1.30. Southern whit

corn, 88 cts.
;
yellow, 87 cts. Oats, 66 a 67 cts. S

iouis.—No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.35; No. 2 sprinj

96.V cts. Corn, 66 cts. Oats, 58 cts. Cincinnati.—S,e
wheat, $1.20 a $1.27. Corn, 70 a 71 cts. Oats, 64 a 6

cts. Lard, 13 cts.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
;

Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphia

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Woeti i

INQTON, M. D. i

Applications for the Admission of Patients may 11

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

Married, .at Middletown, Delaware Co., Pa., on tl

6th of Fifth mo. 1875, Samuel L. Moore, of Millcree

Hundred, New Castle Co., Delaware, to Ruth Akn.
daughter of William and Elizabeth Webster, of tt

former place.

Died, near Newgarden, Chester Co., Pa., on thel6l
of Fourth month, 1875, Isaac H. Moore, in the 701

year of his age, a member of Newgarden Months
Meeting of Friends.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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" I have taken notice, that divers parents,

ho, as to their outward appearance, seem to

lave learned, in degree, the lesson of humility
ind self-denial, however as far as could be dis-

iovered hy their dress and address, yet seem
so have no aversion to their children's making
I different appearance; naj', some will even
ntroduce them into it themselves whilst very
roung; by which it is plain they have a pride

seeing them so, and cannot help (notwith-
itanding their outward show) discovering

jreat unsoundness, and that they themselves
ire not what thej' would pass for. 1 sincerely

ish that parents, who are apt to indulge
jwrong liberties in their children, bj^ suffering

1 ;hem to deviate from that pure simplicity and
Bell denial Truth led our ancestors, and still

(eads those who follow it into, would consider,

a the first place, the injury their children
sustain thereby, by being placed in a difficult

iiid dangerous situation with respect to temp-
itations, which may be presented to them by
.[the children of the land, or of the world : for

' -ioubtless the more like them they appear, the
more free and intimate will such make them-
selves with them, that they may be drawn
Dut into undue liberties; whereas, did they
iinake an appearance quite consistent with
jtheir plain self-denying profession, that sort

would be more backward to attempt an access
[to them.
I There is no doubt with me, but this has
lopened a way for many under our profession

ito ruin themselves, by going out in marriage;
jand their parents have been, by their impru-
jdent indulgence, the original cause thereof
[For suffering them to be so much like the
iworld, and so little like what Truth leads into,

they are put out of the way of the best con-

nexions in marriage amongst us, viz., the most
Religious; as such dare not seek to, nor join

iwith, those who give way to undue liberties:

II mean such as Truth doth not allow us, as

people who ought in all things to hold up i

true standard to the nations, to continue in

Here inconsiderate tender youth, through
their aptness to crave the glittering gaiety of
the world, and their much more imprudent
iparentsindulging them therein, are, as it were,

[prepared for ruin, unless divine mercy inter

[pose ; and are also removed out of the way of
jthe greatest blessing that can be enjoyed in

the things of this life ; viz., a truly religious

husband or wife.

Some parents have been pierced through
with much sorrow by such means, and have
had great cause to repent when it was too

late, and there hath been reason to fear that
the blood of their children would be required

at their hands. Oh ! how dishonorably have
some leaned to unsuitable connexions for their

children, when there hath been a large out-

ward prospect ! It is to be feared divers

parents have looked at little else. This hath
sometimes appeared to have been the case, by
the slight put upon the offers of those, who
have wanted nothing to recommend them but

wealth ; the want of which, in the eye of such,

has pi-oved so offensive, that they seem to

have been rejected on that account. This is

very wrong, and ought never to have entrance
amongst any prpfessing the Christian name;
For the earth is the Lord's, and the fulness

thereof.'*

Some perhaps may think I am very close

and severe upon parents; that it is not always
their fault when children take undue liberties;

(which 1 have already granted) that they are

frequently very self-willed and ungovernable.
This is indeed saying something, when chil-

dren become their own rulers by age, or

otherwise, and have to clothe and provide for

themselves; but I think it has little weight
whilst their parents provide for them, who
have not only power to advise and persuade,

but also to command and restrain. They cer-

tainly may and ought to be absolute, in cases

where the testimony of truth is in danger of

ffering.

It is very observable, that Eli was greatly

blamed, because he, having power, did not re-

strain his wicked sons; though it plainly ap
pears he much disapproved of their practices,

and expostulated with them on that account,

and laid before them the pernicious conse-

quences of their evil conduct. Oh ! how very

affecting it is, to consider the fearful calami-

ties which came upon that house ; and also

upon Israel, probably in some measure on the

same account.

The neglect and imprudent indulgence of

parents in the training up their children, is

also a painful loss to the Society, as the con-

sequence thereof tends greatly to obstruct the

progress of truth, by standing in the way of

serious enquirers as stumbling-blocks ; when
it is seen by such, that the same undue liber-

ties they are called out of, are indulged

amongst us, they are offended. Oh ! that

parents, children, and all who are unfaithful,

and who easily suffer the important branches

of our Christian testimony to fall (as indeed

they would all appear, if they were seen in a

true light) would deeply consider the mourn-

ful consequence thereof, by retarding the pro

* These hints are not intended to encourage any to

aspire after great things; but that all should, with a

single eye, earnestly seek for divine counsel, both in

making and accepting offers of marriage.

gress of truth, and grievously eclipsing tho
beauty of Sion ! Then I greatly hope a more
lively zeal and holy ardor would prevail, and
tbat the careless sons and daughters thereof
would arise, and shake themselves from tho
dust of the earth, putting on the beautiful

garment of holiness and truth, that she might
become more and more a praise in the earth.

Having offered a few remarks concerning
the important dutj' of parents, it now remains
to do the same respecting the indispensable

duty of children to honor and obey their parents
in the Lord, which iS strongly enjoined in the
Holy Scriptures, and in the nature of things,

of lasting and indispensable obligation.

The command is, 'Honor thy father and
thy mother, that th}' days may be long upoa
the land which the Lord thy God giveth thee.'

Read Matt. xv. 4. Mark vii. 10. Luke xviii.

20. Eph. vi. 2, 3. In that which is consistent

with the law of God, no children can stand

acquitted before the Supreme Judge, for dis-

obeying or dishonoring their parents. This
obedience and honor not only extend to tho

j'ielding to what they enjoin or direct, but
also to the preservation of a reverent awe,
and honorable esteem in the heart, arising

from a bottom of love, which would on all

just occasions cherish and protect them. It

is a sin of a deep dye to disregard and slight

parents, as appears by Deut. xxvii. 16 :
' Cursed

bo he that setteth light by his father or his

mother;' and Prov. xxx. 17: 'The ej'e that

mocketh at his father, and despiseth to obey
his mother, the ravens of the valley shall pick

it out, ami the young eagles shall eat it.'

Chap, xxiii. 22: 'Hearken unto thy father,

and despise not thy mother when she is old.'

Chap, xxviii. 24 :
' Whoso robbeth his father

or his mother, and saith, it is no transgres-

sion, the same is the companion of a de-

stroyer.'

On the other hand, very memorable was the

kind and watchful Providence which attended

such as feared the Lord, and those who loved,

honored, and obeyed their parents ; as Jacob,

Joseph, Ruth, Samuel, and David; also the

Rechabites. Read the account concerning

them, Jer. xxxv. Respecting such as lived

in the fear of the Lord, let me recommend tho

case of Daniel, and the three children, who,
because of their faithfulness to God, were pre-

served unhurt, when by their adversaries ex-

posed to the greatest torment and danger.

It would far exceed the bounds of my in-

tention to particularize all those excellent

patterns and examples we are favored with

the account of, which are wonderfully adapted

to instruct, encourage, and improve the youth,

as well as others. There are also, for caution

and warning, examples and very affecting in-

stances of fearful judgments and dreadful

calamities, which fell upon the rebellious and
gainsayers. Maj' the tender minds of youth,

by reading these things, (as recorded in the

Holy Scriptures and other good books) be

deeply impressed with proper sentiments con-
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cerning good and evil, and the very different

rewards of virtue and vice, both in this world,

and in the world to come.

It is a verj- commendable, as well as a very

profitable thing, to be conversant in those

Bacred writings. Eemember what Paul said

of his beloved son Timothy, viz: 'From a

child thou hast know the Holy Scriptures,

which are able to make thee wise unto salva-

tion, through faith which is in Christ Jesus.

All scripture given by inspiration of God, is

profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for coi-rec-

tion, for instruction in righteousness ;
that

the man of God may be perfect, thoroughly

furnished unto all good works.' But let the

youth and all duly consider, that the profiting

bj' these sacred writings entirelj' depends

upon the holj-, living, powerful faith of Christ,

which worketh bj- love, purifying the heart

;

and whereby we come to see him who is in-

visible, and consequentlj' to understand the

precious mysteries of his kingdom, as far as

is proper and necessary for us to know them,

which is all that is lawful for us to desire.

There are many other good and profitable

books, but none in which is contained such a

store of rich treasure, and sublime heavenly

mysteries, wonderfullj' wrapped up, and en-

tirely concealed from earthly wisdom and
carnal policy. For none can know the things

of God without the assistance of his Spirit,

as appears by 1 Cor. ii. 10 to 15, and in many
other places too tedious to enumerate.

(To be continued.;

For "The Friend

life anions the Indians : beins extracts from the Journal

of Thomas C. Battcy.

(CoQtiQQud from page 354.)

13th.—This morning Little Captain came
into school, wanting to talk with the scholars

He told them that Ouadelupe was going away.
and asked him to come and talk to them as

he had not time to do so himself. "He told

me to tell you that he wanted you to try hard
and learn to read and to write, if you do not
Bee the need of it now, it will be good for you
by and by. Try hard and not play, be good
children, do not quarrel and fight with each
other, but tr^' hard to learn and not be wild
Indians." One of the scholars interpreted his

speech to me, and I made a few remarks to

him expressive of my gladness that he, Gua-
delupe, and others of their head men, took so

much pains to help us along in our work, by
coming in and giving our children good talk.

It helped us much, by letting us know that
their hearts were alive to the subject, and it

made the children better by knowing that
their chiefs and principal men were anxious
for them to como to school, behave well, and
try to leai-n. I hoped they would continue
to feel interested, come and see us often, as we
were always glad to see them.

27lh.—A few rods from the school-house,
while walking about today, 1 found a human
skull lying upon the ground, probably that of
an Indian, who had been killed on some occa-
sion, and perhaps scalped by an eneraj', which
has been no uncommon occurrence in this
land.

Some six years Bincc, a portion of a tribe
residing in Texas, called Tonqueways, who
wero reported by all the Indians of this coun-
try as being cannibals, had been in the Shaw-
nee countrj-, and killed and eaten some of that
tribe. After which, as they were returning
to Texas, they camped about five or six miles

from this place, near the trail road to Ft. Sill,

being in number about three hundred. The
Shawnees having collected a force composed

of Shawnees, Creeks and Delawares, pursued

and overtook them here. Taking them by

surprise, they slew one hundred and fifty of

them, losing in the conflict some of their own
en, so that nearly two hundred human

beings perished on that occasion. The allied

force took care of their own dead, while those

of the Tonqueways, who were thoroughly

routed, were left on the ground ; their flesh

was consumed bj^ wolves and buzzards. Two
or three years afterwards most of their bones

were gathered up and buried, but some still

remain to mark the scene of the savage bar-

barities of the aborigines of this land. One
of our scholars—a Creek—had a brother en-

gaged in this deed of retaliation.

30th.—This morning on awaking, a thought
presented itself to my mind in such a manner
as to aff'ect me deeply through the daj'. It

was as though I had distinctly heard the ques-

tion audibly spoken, " What if thou shouldst

have to go and sojourn in the Kiowa camps ?"

The thought was entirely new to me, and
coming in the manner it did, it aft'ected me to

tears: looking as 1 have, and still do, upon
the Kiowas as the most fierce and desperately

blood-thirsty tribe of the Indian Territory. I

could not dismiss the 8ubj(4ct from my mind
through the day, so as to be clear of it for

more than a few moments at a time. The
intensity of my feelings were in no degree
lessened when, in the evening, Kicking Bird

and his wife came to me with an interpreter,

and informed me that they had come to ask
me to be a father to their little girl. I told

them that if they would bring her here and
leave her with me, 1 would be a father to her,

and treat her as I would one of mj- own chil

dren. They talked together a little and then
Kicking Bird said, we cannot leave her, we
have lost five children, she is all we have,
cannot leave her here, but we want you to

be a father to her, as you are to these chil-

dren here. I said, do you mean that you want
me to come to your camp and live with you,
that I may be her father? Kicking Bird re-

plied, " Yes, that would be good—what we
want'—"Ifyou will come I will be j'our friend

and nobody shall do you any harm—my peo
pie will be your brothers." I replied to him,
that I could not leave these children yet, and
1 would have to think of it a great deal before
I could decide to come. To which he said
" You think, and when you make up your
mind to come let me know, and my wife and
1 will come and get you, and you shall liv

with me in vay lodge, and be a father to the
Kiowa children as you are to the Caddoes.'
This interview had not the effect to lighten
the burden already on my mind ; scarcelj

daring to doubt, but that it would be my duty,
at no distant time, to give up to go among
that fierce and bloodthirsty tribe.

4th mo. 4th.—Last evening, I told the boys
on their going to bed, that I intended to stop
their unnecessary running about in the night,
if I had to send some of them to sleep in the
school-room. Whereupon, Alfred said, " Tl
first boy we catch running about for play we
shall send down stairs to sleep;" but we had
no sooner got into bed than they had a candle
lighted, and some of them were running about
as lively as though they were bent on testing
the matter and ascertaining whether we were
jn earnest in what we had said to them. I

quietly got up, went to their sleeping-rooa

door, and opening it suddenly distinguishec

the flying form of one boy, and all was dart

u an instant. I produced a light, went to th(

bed of the bo}' I had recognized and found bin
apparently fast asleep. However I was noi

long in "arousing him, when he snatched uj

his clothes and I'an down stairs, I after him
he jerked the bar from the door, and openec

it suddenly in order to make his escape to hii

village, a proceeding I had anticipated, am
I consequently on hand in time to frustrati

the design. I barred the door again, and whih
he was dressing opened the school-room door
but he being determined on going home, J

had to be on the alert to prevent him fron

giving me the slip, and making good his es

cape. I ordered him into the school-room
after making him understand that if he wouh
go to his bed and lie there until morning h(

could go up stairs, otherwise he should g(

into the school-room. He resolutely deter

mined that he would do neither, and bein^

nearly grown, strong and active, I soon founc

that his going into the school-room was de

pending upon my physical ability to put hin

there. Accordingly 1 took hold of him, anc

notwithstanding bis efforts at resistance sue

ceeded in forcing him into the room, gathere(

up some blankets and threw to him ; be mad'
himself a bed and lay down. I locked thi

door and taking some other precautions ti

prevent his escape, and satisfying mj'self tha

he understood me, I left him till morning
when I found him as pliable as need be, hav
ing learned that my firmness was not to bi

trifled with. He has been a better boy to-da;

than for some weeks past.

6th.—Started for the Kiowa Agency O)

horseback, and had rather a pleasant trip

though it is a long, solitary road, and haviuj

no company it did feel a little lonesome,

reached th; re by the middle of the afternoon

7th.—Attended meeting in which, perhaps

my state might be compared to the heath ii

the desert, that "knoweth not when goo(

Cometh."
8th.— Returned to the Wichita Agencj

passing Medicine Bluffs and Harker Moun
tain. The old Indian legend respecting Medi

cine Bluffs may be briefly related as follows

Many years since a noted medicine man c

the Comanche tribe, in companj' with som
of his personal friends, in their travels, rod

up the slope of the hill, when this frightfu

precipice of two hundred or two hundred an

fifty feet appeared before them, stopping ther

in their course. But the medicine man wa
not to be stopped, neither turned aside, uttei

ing some words of Indian magic, he i-ode hi

horse over the precipice; but to the astonisl

ment of his friends, instead of being dashe

to pieces at the bottom, he vpas gently born

across the chasm to the opposite bank of th

stream, where, finding himself alone, he turn

ed his horse to look for his friends, whom h

beheld at the top of the bluff, afraid to follow

and still too proud to go around. To reliev

them from their unpleasant position he rod

back to the bottom, crossed the creek, an

rode directly up to the perpendicular wall c

rock, which rent at his approach, forming
chasm through the cliff", several feet in widtl

through and up which he rode, rejoining hi

companions at the top, who then follows

him down through the pass thus made, ao

now known as the Medicine Man's Pass. Th:

pass is an inclined passage, about twelve c

j
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iifteen feet wide, through the cliff from bot-

,om to top. Arrived at home just before sun-

lowD, having had a pleasant visit with our
friends at the agency and school.
' Notwithstanding my insensibility to good
resterday, I might mention that to-day, in

iding along on this solitary road, I'wasre-
reshed and tendei-ed bj^ the overshadowing
iresence of Divine goodness ; wherefore my
loul was poured out like water before the

nighty liock of Ages, and my dear and
nost precious Aimily were remembered in

larnest breathings for their preservation, as

veil as my own, in this time of heart-felt

eparation. The prospect was afresh opened
my view of yielding to offer myself to go

.inong the wild and roving Kiowas, and 1

?as favored to see that a whole surrender is

equired, and that heretofore I had clung with
he arm of earthly love to my most precious

ffife and children, but that the time was near

n which I must forsake all, make all that I

lold dear upon earth as a whole sacrifice, re-

^nquish the thought of being joined by them
in this land, and even of hearing from them
fvith any degree of reliability. My very soul

(ras solemnized within me,andIcould butery,

'Oh most High and holy One, whose right

t is to rule and to reign in the hearts of the

ihildren of men, enable me to say in the

lepths of true and consecrated sincerity, ' Not
ny will but thine be done.'

"

May these loflj^ hills, these beautiful valleys

lind these wide spreading plains, which have
ioeen for ages silent witnesses of atrocious

ileeds of blood, yet re-echo with high and
ivinu' praise, from now blaspheming tongues,

ihee, the Almighty Creator and Preserver

)f all things,—Redeemer of a fallen race from

<in and the wages of it. May the darkness of

superstition, which now hangs as a thick cloud

3ver the inhabitants of this land, be dispelled

ioy the bright shining rays of the Sunof Eight-

eousness, that these poor deluded creatures

pay see themselves in the true light, and

iiearn to know " Thee, the only true God, and
[Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent," which is

'indeed life eternal.

(To bo continued.)

frifiitls' Free Reading Room and Library, Germanto^?n,

ij From the last published report of this in-

I Btitution, the following passages are extracted

:

" For many years Friends in Germantown
[have had a small collection of books under

the care of a Librarian, and open to their own
members once in the week.

, As the operative class in our town increased,

'the minds of Friends were turned to their

ineeds in the way of mental improvement, and
la small building on the Meeting-house grounds

[was fitted up as a Reading Room and Library.

[This was opened three evenings in the week
:to the public, under the charge of a committee

pf young men, who voluntarily assisted in its

care.

In addition, courses of Lectures were de-

[livered, designed to instruct and entertain

ithis class of our citizens. As, however, our

Library increased in size and attractiveness,

it became evident that the quarters then oc-

cupied were too limited, and the desirability

of having a new and commodious building,

that would accommodate the enlarged number
of books and readers, impressed itself upon the

iminds of those interested in its welfare. After

' (considerable reflection, the site now occupied

was selected, and the present Library Build-
was erected and furnished at a cost, in-

cluding the value of the ground, of about
twenty thousand dollars, and opened to the
public Ninth month 7th, 1874."

"Our collection of books is highly valued
by most of our readers, and has attracted
many to our Room, of cultivated and appro
ciative tastes—this is gratifj'ing—but it is

with peculiar pleasure we note the addition

to our number, of persons from the humbler
walks of life. Many of the operatives of the
town resort to us—as well older persons as

j^oung men and j'oung women—quite a num-
ber of the latter being factory hands, whose
bright looks and oft expressed thanks, well

'ndicate a recognition of the benefits thej' re-

ceive. The uniform quiet and good order
observed in the Reading Room is another
pleasing evidence of the appreciation of the

advantage conferred.

To these younger readers we find our
juvenile department, containing as it does,

numerous works above the grade of children's

books, a valuable helj^asan appropriate means
of introducing them, on their joining ou
Library, into habits of reading and thought,
through which a wider range of study may
safely be reached. Without this help, many
of our applicants would turn away disap

pointed ; but through the books thus offered

them, they are, mostly, easily led to some
thing better. The readiness with which such

minds are induced to accept wholesome litera-

ture instead of the exciting novels at first

sought for, continues to be a very interesting

feature of their connection with us, and our

success in inducing the.substitution of works
of a more instructive character confirms the

belief, heretofore expressed, that more care on
the part of the Controllers of our Public Lib
ries would lead to valuable results to our

young reading communities.
'In advocating light reading as relaxation

to the mind, the fallacy is assumed, by some,

that novel reading will meet that want. We
do not doubt the benefit of wholesome relaxa

tion, but a pleasantly written book of travels

will yield that in a far greater degree than

the excitement of a sensational novel, and

the poisoning influence of the latter will be

avoided."

For "The Friend."

A Legacy of Love,

Micajah Collins, in the last Preparative

Meeting of Ministers and Elders he attended,

spoke of the necessity there was for us to

keep to the ancient principles and simplicity of

Friends ;
and observed, that if this was not

attended to, we should be cut off from Society,

and our goodly heritage would be taken from

us, and others would be called in from the

highways and hedges. He requested them to

mark it as one oi his last testimonies, or a

legacy of his love.

—

From a letter of Betsey

Purinton's to Sarah Collins of New York.

Infectionfrom Scarlatina.—The views of Dr.

Alfred Carpenter, published some three years

since in the Lancet, upon the subject of scar-

let fever, ascribing to that disease an epidemic

character, are strongly endorsed in a recent

issue of the Medical and Surgical Reporter.

The editor maintains that not only is the dis-

ease infectious in the full sense of the term,

but also that the malignity of the infection is

sometimes frightful. Articles of clothing worn

3' patients retain a dangerous character for

over a year, as do walls, furniture, and in fact

everything that has been in the vicinity of
the disease, and in its spread. The secretions

of the body, epidermis, scales and excreta are
active carriers of the pestilence.

Thorough ventilation and disinfection are

the best means for deslroj-ing the poison.

Clothing, bedding, &c., should be submitted
to a dry heat of 220 degrees Fah. for several

hours, and then soaked in a mixture of 1

pound hyposulphite of soda, 2 ounces sulphuric

acid, and 8 gallons of water. Roon^s should be
purified by burning sulphur, and the patient
thoroughly cleansed before having intercourse

with other people.

For **Tbe Friend."

nircling Ministry.

The evils of this system seem to have ar-

rested the attention of some one residing at

Marysville, California, who has recently issued

a tract on this subject. With what religious

society he has been connected, does not ap-

pear, nor is his name given, but the testimony
he bears is evidently raised up from among
a people who have been accustomed to sit

under the ministry of paid preachers. The
foljowing extracts from it may interest the
readers of "The Friend."

"Are the preachers of the Gospel (as they

are called) of this time, who hire themselves

out to preach at so much a sermon, or a month
or year, are they the servants of God and
called of him to this ministry, or have they

adopted it as a business in view of its honors
and gain ? The conduct of many of them de-

cides this question, when they will not preach

unless they are paid in money for it. Thus
making themselves the servants of those who
will hire them with money. No man can

serve two masters. Ye cannot serve God and
mammon, said our Lord to his disciples. la

viewing the avaricious and openly ungodly
doing of very many of these so-called Rev.

Divines, the writer of this has been led to

ponder deeplj' over this subject of late, and
from experience knows of the evil workings

of the hired minister system. Having been a

member of such churches for thirty years, and

a deacon also part of the time. May both

writer and reader arrive at the truth of this

matter with Divine power given us to put

down in our churches, all priestly rule of an

earthly nature, as I think the sequel will show
to be unauthorized of God ;

and yet not for-

saking the assembling of ourselves together,

but the rather encouraging- such meeting in

Christian fellowship ; waiting for the promise

of the Father, even the gift of the Holy Ghost,

that anointing which teacheth us all things

and bringeth all things to our remembrance.

Then with that presence and power there will

be no lack of ministers; but men amongst us

will be called and ordained hy the head of the

church himself, and sent forth to preach, not

in words of man's wisdom, but in demonstra-

tion of the Spirit and with power; not for

filthy lucre's sake, but of a ready mind.
' Freely j'e have received, freely give,' was
Jesus' command to the first Gospel ministers,

his disciples, and it has never been counter-

manded; how then do men dare to make
merchandise of God's grace and Gospel to

fallen man.
" And then too, to see how completely they

do make a chattel of the Gospel, even of the

grace of God to fallen man, (yet only in the
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letter thereof) that according to the qualifi

cation which they have for vending it to tht

people; so do they charge for it, as for in-

stance, one's goods in this line is not worth

more than fifty dollars per month, whilst an

other's will readily bring a thousand, or even

more ; in this latter case especially, it becomes

a very profitable business. And then, too,

how often do we find them drawing money
and goods also in advance, in view of their

forthcoming pay, when they deliver so much
Gospel. Thus do they bargain, barter, sell

and trade, in the Gospel of the grace of God,

which was purchased for us at such an infinite

price. But thanks be to God, the genuine

article is free to us
;
yea, as free as the air we

breathe.
" Where, in all the New Testament, do we

find a chui-eh with one man as a salaried min-

ister? Such I cannot find. But the Holy
Ghost by the pen of the apostles informs bi

lievers that they who believe, having Christ

formed in them, are all kings and priests unto
God. * * ' Freely ye have received, freely

give,' was the command of Jesus to his disci

pies when he first sent them forth to preach
;

and he also told Ihem that the laborer i

worthy of his hire. Surely those whom Jesus
calls and sends forth will have all their nee/is

supplied. This is proved to us in Luke 22d
chapter, when he was just about to leave the
upper room to go to Gethsemane to begin to

drink that biiter cup. He asked his discipl

saying: ' When I sent you without purse and
scrip and shoes, lacked ye anything? and
they said nothing.' And there was no reason
why they should lack, for the silver and the
gold was their Master's and employer's, yea
and the cattle on a thousand hills, all are his.******

" Also there is the Society of Friends,
'Quaker.?,' who as a body firmly hold to this

free gospel, with several other smaller sects,

who also believe in the same, and are blessed
with all things. Not one of these last men-
tioned called and chosen ministers of the gos-
pel, but would feel shocked at the very idea
of having delicate woman running an ice

cream or eating saloon for them, or getting
up a church social, so called, or a dance, or a
theatre, in order to make up a salary to them
for preaching the gospel. Truly they are very
far removed from such a beggarly, dependent
state of living. Neither would any one of
these ministers of the gospel of the grace of
God ever copyright any of their sermons, or
hymns, or other writings, for the sake of
making money thereby.

" Ye servants of Jesus, and fellow believers
in his name, I entreat of you to arise in the
name of your true leader and Shepherd, and
put away this evil from among you. Make
up the scourge of small cords and drive out
these buyers and sellers, and no longer allow
your Father's house to be a house of merchan-
ilise or a den for thieves.

" Wherefore do ye spend money for that
which is not bread, and your labor for that
which satisfieth not. 'Hearken diligently
unto me,' saith the Lord, 'and eat j-e that
which is good, and let j'our soul delight itself
in fatness.'—Isaiah Iv. 2."

Although I have formerly wondered at the
necessity of loving one's neighbor as one's
Bclf

: yet I have now thought if there was
one person in the world who had more dis-
regard for mo than another, that my love has

gone out the strongest to that person.

—

Hich

ard Baker in Piety Promoted.

Selected.

BEST WHEN LIFE IS DONE.
There remaineth it is written,

For the people of our God,
Rest, a peaceful rest in heaven,

When we sleep beneath the sod.

When these fmgile forms are resting

In their low and quiet bed.

And the beauteous flowers are springing

From the turf above onr head,

And the holy angels keeping
Watch above our sleeping dust,

Then our ransomed souls are resting

With the God in whom we trust.

Now, each fleeting hour is bearing

Down to death's cold, sullen stream,

Souls immortal, souls unransomed,
Kou.se thee, 'tis no time to dream !

Christian, gird thee with thine armor,
Soon, oh, soon, thou'lt lay it down

;

And thy sword and shield and helmet,

Change for an immortal crown.

Then thy ransomed sonl will sweetly

Kest in heaven when life is done.

Selected.

THE GIFTED.
The Gifted—How ye look on them with envy's jealoi

gaze.

And grudge them in your narrow thoughts their lofty

meed of praise

!

How do ye strive to drag them down from fame's high
summit proud,

And place them in some nook obscure, amid the ignoble

crowd

!

The Gifted—How ye fawn on them with flattery';

subtle arts.

With hollow smiles and honeyed lips, and envy in your
hearts

!

Ye hang upon their lightest word, ye clamor round
their way.

Ye laud them to the very skies, yet mean not half ye
say.

The Gifted—Ye should pray for them—ye know not of

the snares,

The Tempter in his malice lays for spirits such as

theirs.

Ye see the towering pinnacle on whose steep height

they stand

;

But not the shelving precipice that yawns on either

hand.

The Gifted—Can ye look on them, nor think how much
ye owe,

To those exalted minds who teach your colder hearts

to glow ?

Who clothe, with living eloquence, who trace in words
of light.

The burning thoughts ye have not power to utter forth

aright.

The Gifted—MarvM ye at these, if, flattered and
caressed.

The seeds of pride take deepest root within the noblest
breast?

They are but dust and ashes, with passions like your

And can ye wonder at the blaze whose spark your
breath hath blown ?

The Gifted—From my childhood's days this heart hath
loved their names.

With that deep reverence of the soul which greatness
only claims.

And with my childhood's earliest prayers, for them I
learned to pray.

That God would charge his Angel-bands to keep their
steps alway.

The Gifted One—Oh ! whencesoe'er the insidious shaft
be hurled,

Still be it mine to plead his cause before an envious
world

;

And let this young heart cease to beat, ere it shall cease
to swell

Responsive to the glorious thoughts in heaven-tuned
minds that dwell.

My Garden.

The morning was beautifully bright, with
a cool northerly breeze, and the earth was
moistened and the plants refreshed by an
abundant shower of rain that fell during the

night. As I walked through my garden, en-

joying the freshness of the air, the beauty of

the flowers, the graceful waving of the trees,

the brightness of the foliage, and the promise

of abundant fruit, that passage of scripture

came to remembrance, in which the church is

compared to a vineyard of which it is said,

" I the Lord, do keep it ; I will water it every

moment: lest a,r\\ hurt it, 1 will keep it day
and night." As 1 looked over my small plan-

tation, and remembered the extremes of heat,

cold, drought and storm to which it had been
exposed, the care that had been needful to

nourish and protect the more tender plants,

to guard them from the attacks of destructive

insects, and to preserve and direct their growth,

I felt afresh the beauty of this comparison,

and of the similar ones so frequently made by
the prophets of old, and by our Saviour him-

self

Among the most highly prized of my grape-

vines is a young plant of a choice variety,

whose very appearance indicates its superi-

ority to the ordinary kinds. When first

planted out, it was so small and feeble, that

for a long time no signs of growth were visi-

ble, and it was feared there was no life left

in it. On pulling it up to be thrown away,

some symptom of vitality was found at the

root, and it was again committed to the

friendly soil. In time a living shoot appeared

above the ground, and by careful and patient
:

nursing, it continued to grow and strengthen.

The present season, though yet small, it is .

sending forth vigorous branches, and several

clusters of blossoms. A few of these will
'

allowed to ripen, though most of them must
be cut off to prevent the exhtiustion caused by

the premature effort to perfect much fruit.

May not the history of this vine tend to stimu-

late the anxious laborer for the good of others,

and lead him to renewed efforts to reclaim the

wayward, even when there seems little evi-

dence of spiritual life in the object of his con-

cern. Thou knowest not, but that he whom
thou art ready to reject as past hope, may be

like the persecuting Saul, a chosen instrument

in the Divine Hand to accomplish much good
in the earth, and to be fruitful in good works.

Two summers ago we were visited by a

severe hailstorm, which to a large extent >'

stroyed the crops of the season, beat off the

leaves of the vines and trees, and greatly dis-

figured their stems and branches with wounds .

which threatened to be a permanent injury.

The recuperative powers of nature, aided by
judicious pruning, have healed the wounds;
and the vigorous growth, healthy look, and
the blossoms and young fruit which thej' are

bearing, furnish an ample reward for the labor

bestowed. May I not derive some encourage-
ment from this to hope that as to our branch

:

of the Christian Church, the time will come
n which it will be healed of the wounds in-

flicted on it by a zeal that outruns discretion,

a warmth of imagination that substitutes

mental excitement for the work of grace, and
that delusive doctrine which would persuade
us to believe that we can in our own will and
time, expeiience a change of heart, and be-

come new creatures in Christ Jesus. The
language of Jeremiah may bo applied to our
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ety as it was raised up in the days of

rge Fox and liis fbllow-laborers :
" I ])lant-

hee a noble vine, wliolly a right seed," and
• sadly applicable to the present time and
lany sections of our country, is the com-
nt; "How then art thou turned into the

jnerate plant of a strange vine unto me I"

"splendidly delusive spirit" which has

abroad in our borders, may well be

ed to a destructive hailstorm, which has

1 many persons beaten down those testi-

ies and practices, which like the foliage

le vine, are a sign of its health and vigor,

the effects of its vital power; so that the

seems stripped of its ornaments, bruised

mangled, and in danger of perishing,

the Master of this vineyard is one pos-

id of all power and skill. He can pre-

e a living root, prune away the withered

iches, heal by the flow of the life-giving

those which can be made to bear fruit,

again cause his vine to bud and blossom,

by His gentle rains, warm suns and ro-

lling dews, make it fruitful to His praise.

For "The Friend"

Settlement of Friends at Dunkirk, in France.

(Continued from page 358.)

he preliminary treaty of peace between

at Britain and the United States, was
led Eleventh month 30tb, 1782, and in th-

th month, 1783, a definitive treaty was
sluded, which established the relations

veen the two countries. The alteration

ommercial affairs resulting from the sepa-

On from Great Britain, proved destructive,

a time, to the successful pursuit of the

le fishery at Nantucket : and as this was
, the chief occupation of its people, its

iperity declined, and it became necessary

iiit least a portion of its inhabitants, to

ove. Samuel Starbuck and others, went
fova Scot'a, where they were assisted by
rant of £1.500 from the Government, in

ting buildings, &c., near Halifax, for the

)Ose of carrying on the fishery ; while

liam Eotch concluded to proceed to Bng-
i, in order to ascertain whether sufficient

juragement could be obtained for the pro

ition of the business from thence. He
arks

:

The happy return of peace was now en

sd in the United States, but poor Nan-
iet, whose distresses did not end with the
', though rejoiced at the event, still seem-
doomed, for a time, to ruin. Separated
a Great Britain, the only market of eon-

lence for sperm oil, we were brought
er the alien duty of £18 sterling per ton,

ity laid upon aliens to encourage British

'ects. Such we then were; and this duty
its full eff'ect upon us. Sperm oil was sold

antucket, after the peace, for £17 sterling

ton, which before we were separated, was
Hh £30 sterling. £25 was necessary tc

|er expenses, and leave a very moderate pro-

the owners. Thus a loss ofnearly £8ster-

;
per ton attended the business. We con-

led for years at a certain loss, in hopes
t some favorable turn might take place;

nl no prospect appearing, and the loss I had
ttained by the Eevolutionary war had so

'ejaced my property, that I found it neces

®r to seek some new expedient to prevent
loss of all. I found no probable altcrna-

, but to proceed to England, and endeavor
iojjuraue the fishery from there. I accord

p y took passage in my ship Maria, accom-

panied bj' my son Benjamin, and sailed from
Nantucket on the 4th of Seventh month,
1785. We had a fine passage of twenty-three
daj's. * * * Our first journey was
to the west of England, in which we had the

luablo company of my friend James Phil-
js. We visited the coast from Southampton

to Falmouth, in search of a good place for the
whale fishery, if we should conclude to form
our establishment in the island. We found
several ports suitable to the purpose, but none
that wo preferred to Falmouth. In that large
harbor, there are several smaller that would
do well for the business. I had very favor-

able offers of divers places, but I was only on
a discovery, and did not wish to entangle
myself. After viewing the coast, and spend-
ing some daj's in Fl3'mouth, we took a cir-

cuitous route, and returned to London.
My next object was to know what en-

couragement wo could obtain from the British

Government. My friend, Robert Barclay,
perceiving what my business was, spoke to

Harry Beaufo,y a member of parliament,
who introduced me to the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, the great William Pitt, then about
twenty seven years of age. He received me
politely and heard me patiently. I laid be-

fore him our ruinous situation, saying, 'When
the war commenced, we declared against tak-

ing any part in it, and strenuously adhered
to this determination, thus placing ourselves

as a neutral island. Nevertheless, you have
taken from us about two hundred sail of ves-

sels, valued at £200,000 sterling, unjustly and
illegally. Had the war been founded on
general declaration against America, we
should have been included, but it was predi-

cated on a, rebellion ; consequently, none could

have been included in it, but such as were in

arms, or those that were aiding such. Wo
have done neither. As a proof of our being
without the reach of your declaration; 3'ou

sent commissioners to restore peace to Ame
rica, in which any province, county, or town
that should make submission and receive

pardon, should be reinstated in its former
situation. As we had not offended, we had
no submission to make or pardon to ask, and
certainly it is very hard if we do not stand on

better ground than those who have offended

consequently, we remained a part of your
dominions until separated by the peace.'

This last sentence I pressed very closely,

whenever I could with propriety introduce

it, knowing it was a material point.
" After 1 had done he paused some time,

and then answered ;
' Undoubtedly you are

right, sir. Now, what can be done for you?'

I told him, that in the present situation of

things the principal part of our inhabitants

must leave the island. Some would go into

the country. 'A part,' continued I, 'wish to

continue the whale fishery, wherever it can

be pursued to advantage. Therefore, my
chief business is, to lay our distressed situa-

tion before this nation, and to ascertain if

the fishery is an object worth giving such

encouragement to, for a removal to England,

as the subject deserves.' Thus our conversa-

tion ended, and 1 withdrew with my ft-iend,

Harry Beaufoy.
" 'The Chancellor of the Exchequer could

not be expected to attend to all applications,

but I presume he laid mine before the privy

council, as the secretary of the council, Ste-

phen Cotterel, sent me a note soon after this

conversation, saying, the council would sit at

an early day when they would hear what I
say. I waited for that early day a

month, and then I waited on Secretary Cot-
torel to know what occasioned delay.

The answer was, that so much business
lay before the council that they had not been
ble to attend to it, but would soon. Thus I

waited, not daring to leave town lest I should
be called for. This state of things continued
for more than four months, during which I
received several, what I call unmeaning court
messages, such as, 'They were sorry they
were not able to send for me,' &c., &c. 1
then desired them to appoint some person
for me to confer with, that the matter might
be brought to a close." Lord Hawkesbury
was named, who was considered to be a great
enemy to America. Several unsatisfactory
interviews with this person then took place;
in the last of which Wm. Rotch informed
him of his intention of proceeding to F'rance.

He soon afterwards embarked, with his son,
for Dunkirk, where he drew up proposals,
sent them to Paris, and awaited information
of the disposition of the French court. The
account continues ;

" They sent for us to come
immediately. We lost no time in answering
the summons, and proceeded at once to Paris.

The master of requests, who was the proper
minister to receive our proposals, and make
bis remarks on the several articles, had ex-

amined them and made his remarks accord-
ingly.

"The propositions were, First. A full and
free enjoyment of religion, according to the
principles of the people called Quakers.
To which he annexed ' (granted.' Secondly.
An entire exemption from military requisi-

tions of every kind. To this he annexed the
following just remarks. 'As they are a
peaceable people, and meddle not with the
quarrels of princes, neither internal nor ex-

ternal, this proposition may be granted.' The
other propDsitions related to the regulation

of the whale fishery.*
" We nest proceeded to the several ministers,

five in number, at Versailles : first, to Calonne,
Comptroller of Finance. We gave our rea-

sons for not taking off' our hats, on introduc-

tion to them all. Calonne replied, ' I care

nothing for your hats, if your hearts are

right.' Kext we went to the aged Vergen-
nes, Minister of Foreign Affairs; then to the
Marshall De Castre, Minister of Marine ; then
to the Prince of Eubec, Generalissimo of Flan-

ders; at last to the Intendant of Flanders,

who all agreed to my proposals. We then
returned to Paris, and were to visit Versail-

les again, to take leave, according to the eti-

quette of the court. Before we set off, one
of the ministers asked us, if we did not wish
to visit the palace. We excused ourselves,

as we did not think curiosity would justify

us if our plain way would give offence. While
we remained in Paris, wo received a note from
the minister, saying, he had spoken to the

king, who gave full liberty to the Nantucket
Friends (they avoided the name of Quakers,

when they found it was given in reproach)

to visit the palace, both its public and private

* By the agreement entered into with the French
government, the ships belonging to the whale fishery

were to be registered as French vessels, the oil was to

be admitted free of duty, and bounties were to be given

to every vessel bringing home a full cargo. All the

officers on board the vessels were to be Americans. In
return for these privileges, each vessel was to have a
certain number of young Frenchmen bound as appren-

tices, who were to be made good seamen.
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apartments when he was out, which happen
ed almost every da}^ To view the private
apartments was a great privilege, not often
granted, except to persons of note. But
unfovorably for as, the king did not happen
to be out on the day we went to take our
leave, which was a disappointment; but we
went through the public apartments, and into
the chapel. When we hesitated at the latter,

the officer insisted on our entering in our own
way, showing us every thing remarkable, and
pointed out the places occupied by the royal
family in time of mass, &c. We then took
leave and returned to London."

After \Vm. Rotch had taken his departure
from England, for the purpose of making pro-
posals to the French government, the British
ministry- saw their mistake in losing so valu-
able an opportunity of increasing their own
fisheries ; and on his return to England, dis-
patched a messenger to him, to endeavor to
make an arrangement, by which the experi-

• enced seamen of Nantucket might be secured
to that conntrj', on his own terms. But it was
too late. Wm. Rotch returned to Nantucket
in 1786, and shortly afterwards began to make
arrangements for establishing the business at
Dunkirk.

(To be continued.)

For "Tbe Priend.

The Kingdom of the Messiah,

Is there not gross inconsistency, as well as
what may be termed the iniquity of our holy
things, in taking into our lips that part of
our Saviour's prayer, " Thy kingdom come :

thy will be done in earth, as it is in heaven,"
while at the same time our hearts and lives
are sanctioning, or at least our tongues are
not bearing a faithful testimony against the
spirit of war—that system of evil, which for
carnage and ferocity, for madness and iniquity
IS unparalelled perhaps ; and beyond all others
most opposed to the will and to the comino-
of the kingdom of the Messiah, and its estab*^

and dominant powers of Republics) from
whence are the issues of peace and war

—

when this happy period shall arrive, war will
cease throughout the whole Christian world."

Sixth month, 1875.

Flogging Judas.—On Good Friday, the usual
custom of flogging Judas Iscariot was ob-
erved by the crews of several Portuguese

Scientific Notes.
Ocean Trout.—The sea fisheries of the

try have been prosecuted on a very large
not the least important among which is
which relates to the capture and utiliz
of the Menhaden or Mossbunker. Ai
mense capital is now invested in this busi
employing several hundred sailing-vessel
quite a number of steamer.s, and h;avingand South America,n vessels in the London |ufactories all along the coast for the coidocks. A hfe-sized figure of a man, dressed jsion of the fish into oil and scrap 1in sailors costume, with jack-boots, was hoist- millions of gallons of oil were made'in

'

ed to the maet-head, with a placard fastened A recent method of utilizing this fish corto his breast, inscribed m Portuguese, "This in converting it into an article of food vv

; en o- loclf tr'' T-^'°
^'''''^''^

"^^^K ^* '^ ^°'^- ^° l»-'°^tically sealed cans, eithten o clodc, the entire crew assisted in lower- put up in oil or in pickle. A sinc^le estat."- the effigy to the deck, the ship's bell mean-
! raent at Port Monmouth New Jer 'ev

le keeping up an incessant clang. The'sumcs two hundred bushels daily in thefigure was then earned three times round the mer, in the manufacture of what is lechni,deck, and finally lashed to the capstan. The known as "Ocean Trout"
''°''''® ^°'"'°»'

crew then armed themselves with knotted I The Effect of Lightning on Trees -Theropes, and proceeded to belabor the traitor, ory that the splitting of' the trunks oft
lml^^?_"^ _^:^»^ '^"'^ ^1^°'^'-^^' ^he ship'.s_bell by lightning, i^ the Result of the sudden

poration of the liquids contained within t
has received much confirmation from ex'
ments made by Osborn Reynolds, who'
ceeded in splitting small sticks of wooi

all the time ringing an accompaniment. Pan-
nikins of grog were served out, and this, com
bined with religious zeal, rendered the flog-
gers almost frantic with excitement. The „ ^
clothes were cut away in shreds, and when 'passing the decide spark thror^h^theTihe figure was comp etely denuded it was they hid been imprefnatea with waterkicked all over the deck. It was then fastened , also burst small glass^tubes which were t

the

to a line, and repeatedly dipped m the docks, with water, although the same tubes ^Owing to the dock regulations, the stump empty, allowing tht electric Tpark to lcould not be publicly burnt
;
but, not to be ; through them without in the leaTt disturbalked o their auto dafe, it was chopped up khem. The most strikin J^experSnt madinto small fragments, and handed over to the jhim wasuponatubethrete Jh CSnccook, to be burned under the galley fire.- terior and one-ei^ht,h intP,in, H'l Ji°"l!

Unitarian Herald.

Went to Cropwell Meeting, being First-day.
After sitting some time, and feeling the in-
difference which prevails in many on the sub

tenor and one-eighth interior diameter, wl
could stand a pressure of at least two hunc
atmospheres to the square inch ; this tube
fourteen inches long, and bent at a rightan
A very large electric flash being sent throi
the tube, it was split by the first disehaijectof religion I was led to advert to the and the pieces thrown to a distance of sev.circumstance, that persons engaging in any feet. The inner surface of the tube wa

th.J°fo M°^''y,"
^
^'r^'^r'^' ^r' ^e aware 'fact, completely pulverized as though Itthat It could not be advantageously conducted been struck by a hamme, Revnold ewithout steady attention and diligence. Valu-j mates that the pressur^ must have been m

f.rmsTth^^ T•^' '^P'^'f^^^^ their than one thousa^ndatmosTheres

tfn.r; H ^^ T'"''
i^.-i^^^riously for a short Footprints in Solid i?oi.-Considerabletime, and then leave it

;
proper system and terest has been excited from Virae to t^n ediligence are necessary to msure good returns; 'announcements of the discovery of siZ

M 7lookfd aT^. So
"

''r'''°°'
"°'' ?->^^-- foot marks in the soHd rJck th^fa"

a vlt^^°^lhth
'

ff
'" * .'

^''^' "^^"^ °^ "^"^"S an account in the mshvill Unionsalvation, ^hich isof far greater moment than Itheir occurrence at the narrows of Harmthe provision for these tabernacles of clay. No lit may not be amiss to state here that th

fo^rr^f?*
''° ^^

'""^'''"i^ ^y '^'''' ^^°''^^ be^no question of the ar5rialoLh

^^^^^f^r..r.htheM^^^^^^^^

By which means
J^;« ^ayZt e relio-Z J° k'^.

Project.
;

Washington, and others are to be found e;

hshment in the hearts of the people throuo-h-
out the earth I

°

In connexion with this painful subject, see
how the minds and hearts of the dear children
—our very responsible youthful charge—are
trained and incited to look with complacency
on the hero's temptations and dangers—the
only highway to " the glory and the'victory "

the hero's honors, and the hero's praise ! How
the destruction and the slaughter of the en-
sanguined field of horror and of blood of gore
and of death, are so wreathed and misrepre-
sented by the tolerance, the approbation, the

tures in the fetal snare
how greatly the evil is perpetuated!
O ! that all could so become listeners at the

Mount* as not only to see this evil as it really
IS, but also that the prohibitions against it by
our Holy Lawgiver, are plain, literal, and un-
deniable. Well has the historian, Scmthey
declared

: Morality and religion forbid war in
Its motives, conduct, and consequences We
conclude with the testimony of an acute di<r.
nitary of the Church of England :

" I am per-
suaded, that when thespint of Christianity shall
exert Its proper influence over the minds of in-
cUvKluals, and especially over the minds of
public men in their public capacities, over theminds of men constituting the councils of
pnnce.s, (to which may be added the councils

* See Sermon—Malt. v. vi. vii

ot eventual extormination. It is manyytj
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10 number exceeded 1000, and in 1868
liut 559 ;

in 1861, 541 ; and in 1872,

Caming the Zebra.— For many years the
has been considered as absolutely un-

lable, but one or two instances of the con-
fj being recorded, and considered as re-

kable exceptions to the general rule. The
ilimatizatiou Society of taris, shortly be-

the Franco-German war, commenced ex-
ments with a view to determine whether
r taming was actually possible or not, but
bout much progress, as the exigencies of
siege made it necessary to convert them,
1 other animals in the society's gardens,

I articles of food.

I 1872, a number of extremely vicious
as were secured, and the experiment re-

ed. At first they were entirely unman-
ible, but became more docile after horses
e kept with them for some time. Since
1 they have been i-eadily harnessed, and
found to work steadily and well. The
Btin of the society now announces that
e is no question as to the possibility of
esticating the zebra, if treated kindlj', and
ithey can be usefully employed for draught
lals, having great endurance and vigor,

occupying a position between the horse
the ass, but in all essential respects cor-

onding with the latter animal.
droduction of Prairie Chickens into the East-
States.—Quite an extended movement is

ng place, having for its object the intro-

tion of prairie chickens, or the pinnated
from the West into the scrubby lands

he Eastern States, and especially of Long
nd. An augury of success is furnished
ihe fact that, when the country was first

overed, these birds were extremelj' abund-
in many parts of Now Jersey, Pennsyl-
ia, Long Island, and the islands and coasts

he New England States as far as Cape
They have, however, been almost ex-

ttinated, a few onlj'' existing in the moun-
region of Pennsylvania, in Martha's Vine-
i, and possibly in parts of Long Island.

ording to a memorandum in Forest and
am, two pairs of grouse were obtained
it five years ago, and placed in the vicin-

"Snow Hill, Maryland. The first season
raised twelve or thirteen j-oung, and it

ow estimated that, in that section of coun-
the number has risen to about two thou-
I. The residents in the neighborhood of
experiment take great interest in it, and
very particular not to allow any molesta-
'. The passage of a law was also obtained
idding their being killed for five years.

7ooden Soles for Shoes.— Wooden shoe-
B are manufactured by Boh me, of Schan-
by means of a machine specially devised
ihe purpose. These internally have the
leofthe foot, and when attached to leather

form shoes not only as elegant in ap-

:ance, but as comfortable, it is said, as

with leather soles, from which, indeed,

hi' cannot be distinguished, although cost-

n^only half as much. Worn-out soles can
leieplaced at a trifling cost, the same uppers
luiasting two or three soles. Eed or white
ie!:h wood is mainly used in their manufac-
W.

—

Extractedfrom Annual Record of Science
vii Industryfor 1874.

[ke testimony given to us, as a people, in

^aons branches, hath been a stone of stum-
•lig and a rock of offence to many, who have

wished for our crown without our cross, and
have overlooked and despised the peculiarity
of our testimony, or rather the Lord's testi-
mony through us. The language, fashions,
and customs of the world, though by many
deemed indifferent, are not so to us, but are a
part of the growth of that lofty Lebanon,
which the day of the Lord is to come upon,
as well as the cedars

; and when that day
comes, it will burn as an oven, with prevail-
ing heat, and leave them neither root nor
hv&nch.—Samuel Fothergill.

For "TIio Friend."

The following extract from the biography
of the late Mary Anne Hawkins, is offered
for publication, and commended to the serious
consideration, not only of the young, but also
of the older members of our Societj^. This
amiable and benevolent Christian, was one of

the founders of the "Home for the Friend-
less" in New York

; and during a useful life,

devoted much of her time to the interests of
the friendless and desti'tute. For the last

twenty-two years of her life, she was a help-
less invalid

;
yet retaining her mental faculties

to the last; she continued to be an active
worker in the cause of moral reform, and
during thirteen years of that time never failed
in attending the weekly meeting of the " Board
of Managers" of the " Home !" It was toward
the latter end of her life that the following
occurrence took place.

" A young friend to whom she was strongly
attached, thinking to amuse her, related the
circumstances of a fashionable sociable, which
she had attended the previous evening. Mrs.
Hawkins listened to the recital, and as the
names of some of the party were mentioned,
and some of the petty rivalries which formed
part of the amusements were described, her

ej'es filled with tears.

When the j'oung lady ceased she asked in

quiet but earnest tones, ' Were not those per-
sons professors of religion !'

Why yes,' was the answer, ' but we didn't

do anything wrong, only had a good time.'

'But,' she responded, 'I can't see how Chris-
tians can enjoy such things. It does not seem
to me a proper way to spend their time.'

Some further conversation was had upon
the subject, when she said, ' Well, you must
excuse me, I am no longer young, and such
things as you were relating struck me as in-

consistent with a Christian profession, and I
could not help speaking.'

She afterward said, ' is a good girl, I

don't know but I offended her by speaking as

I did, but it did seem so wrong for Christians

to spend their time in such amusements, that
1 had to speak. Oh it is so sad to think how
many young Christians live in these days.

My dear sister, you and I have lost noth-

ing by giving up parties, fashionable calls, &c.,

and the round of claims that engross so much
of the time of many of our acquaintance. We
have the truest enjoyment in our chosen field,

with all its toils and cares. We have found
more real satisfaction in thinking of the

known good accomplished, than those who
enjoy only a life of ease and worldly plea-

sure.'
"

Selectod.

Keep low, there is your safety, and look not

out, but to the Lord, whose eye is watching
over you for good ; and his hand is full of

blessings to be poured down upon you, if you
give him not occasion to withhold them from

you, by letting your minds wander from him.
Therelbrc let a holy care and zeal be kept iu
by all, to keep their minds close to the Lord

;

so will he bring up a godly concern upon your
minds, for the honor of God, and a holy, strict
discipline amongst you; that all that profess
the holy Truth, walk as becomes Truth in
their life and conversation ; and that those
who do not, be dealt with, and if possible be
reclaimed

;
and if not, to clear the holy Truth

of them, and to wipe off the scandal that may
be cast upon your holy profession, by their
disorderly walkings.—ii'/)(s//e of James Dickin-
son to Friends.

THE FRIEND.
SEVENTH iMONTH 3. 1875.

LONDON YEARLY MEETING.
The account of the proceedings of the

Yearly Meeting recently held in London,
including speeches made by members, and
others, occupies twentj'-eight pages of the
British Friend. From it we learn there were
twenty Quarterly Meetings, represented by
133 representatives, the Clerk being J. S.

Fry. A committee was appointed to consider
a proposition to hold General Meetings, which
reported in favor of instituting such meetings,
and appointing a committee to assist com-
mittees of Quarterly Meetings in holding
them : this was adopted. The numerical
statement of the number of members shows
6,793 males and 7,406 females, being an in-

crease over last year's enumeration of 131.

There are 322 meetings; four less than last

year. Quarterly Meetings were directed to
receive reports from " Mission Meetings,"
and send summaries thereof to the Yearly
Meetings; and the Meeting for Sufferings was
requested to have the meetings regularly held
for Scripture reading, inserted in the "Book
of Meetings," and distinguished by the letters

E. M. When the state'^ of the Yearly Meet-
ing was under consideration, one member re-

marked, that it was found the introduction

of Scripture reading in the meetings lor wor-
ship, had not had the effect of removing the

deficiency in the attendance. There appeared
much concern, on account of so many meet-
ings being without a minister, and conse-

quently were held in silence. One member
complained, that notwithstanding the Yearly
Meeting had, last year, sanctioned the read-

ing of Scripture in meetings for worship, a
young man had been rebuked for having done
so, and he (the speaker) emphatically declared

they must "assert their right," so to use the

Scriptures, now the conclusion had been come
to. The committee on arrangement for the
Yearly Meeting, having stated in its report,

there were some meetings in the neighbor-

hood of London, having no resident acknow-
ledged minister, and would therefore probably
be held in silence, suggested that an}- mmis-
ter having a concern to go, should attend

there, it called forth some remarks from three

or four, as being unprecedented, but was ac-

cepted by the meeting.

A proposition i'rom Durham Quarterly
Meeting, that " the distinguishing princi-

ples of our Society should be more generally

taught among our members," called forth con-

siderable remark. It was, however, thought
there was not sufficient time to give it the

consideration it required, and it was conclud-
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ed to insert it in the printed account of the

Yearly Meeting.
The report of the Conference held upon the

changes to be made in the Queries, was adopt-

ed. Twelve Queries are " to be read and se-

riously considered," by Quarterly, Monthly,
and Preparative Meetings, " at least once in

the year," at such times as each meeting
may deem suitable, but the parts of two of

them onl}-—respecting holding and attend-

ance of meetings for worship and discipline

—

are required to be answered. Monthly Meet-
ings are encouraged to report to their Quarter-
ly Meetings, from time to time, on such sub-

jects as they may desire to communicate.
From various statements of sentiments ex-

pressed in the meeting, it appears that music
is now pretty generally admitted into the
families of Friends; the "General School Con-
ference," had recommended it to be taught
the girls at one of the schools in Ireland, and
I. Sharpe, who visited the women's Yearly
Meeting, though expressing his uneasiness at

the excess to which dress and music were
being carried, yet advised some of the j'oung
women to '-see if they had not a work to do
for their Lord, in the religious use of their
musical talents."*

Reading the Scriptures in meeti ngs for wor-
ship is now an established practice, and from
the reiterated depreciation of silent meetings,
and the frequent expression of the desire that
each meeting should be furnished wiih a
preacher, it looks probable, that the time is

not far distant when it will be deemed neces-
sary to appoint persons, to have "pastoral"
care of meetings.

A very few voices appear to have been
raised against the changes made; one Friend
remarking, that "He had some faith in that
which remained amongst [them], and encour-
aged faithfulness in the remnant whose eyes
had not been blinded, who saw many of those
things which he and others deplored

; but un-
happily, their faith ebbed out; they felt they
could do nothing."
There was large expression of the divine

favor believed to be bestowed on the meeting,
and the evidence afforded, that it was moving
in the right direction. The editor of "The
British Friend," who has on mjre than one
occasion heretofore, expressed his approval
of the original doctrines and testimonies of
Friends, gives it as his opinion, that the con-
clusions on subjects of great importance ' in
regard to the welfare of the body," were gen-
erally satisfactory, and advises quiet submis-
sion to the altered circumstances. The legisla-
tion appears to be such as was to be expected
from a body, that, last year, endorsed the re-
ligious character and labors of E. Ash.

nprece-

SUMMARY OF EVENTS,
Foreign-.—Heavy r.iins have caused

dented overflow of the river Garonne and its bra'nche^
in the south of France. These streams have their rise
on the slopes of the Pyrenees, and the volume of water
was vastly increased by the sudden melting of the
mountain snows. In many instances small towns were
deluged or swept away before the inhabitants could

* Quoted from the account of the Y. M. in "The
Nonconformist," which adds, "Such advice, the truth
of which is now generally recognized by Friends, is
neycrthelcs.s, opposed to the spirit and letter of former
exhortations issued by the Yearlv Meetings, and even
Btill circulated m the Society's official books of advice
Hut on this, as on various other matters, of late years
a silent revolution of opinion and practice has taken
place among the Friends."

make their escape. The destruction of property has
been fearfully great, the damage in the city of Toulous
alone being estimated at from $60,000,000 to $75,000,

000. In Toulouse and its environs about 2600 houses
were swept away, and 900 persons drowned. At least

2000 person.s, it is said, perished in all the flooded dis-

trict.

The National Assembly has voted a sum of money
for the immediate relief of the sufTerers, and in Paris
and other places subscriptions have been opened for the
same purpose. A committee with President MacMahon
at its head, has been formed to collect funds.

Fearful inundations are reported in Bohemia, Mo
ravia, Corinthia, the Tyrol, &-., with some loss of life

and great destruction of property. Many bridges h;

been carried away, thousands of cattle drowned, and
crops in some districts totally ruined.

It is ofiicially announced in London that the King of
Burmah has given a satisfactory explanation of his
course of action to the British Envoy, and has also

Great Britain the right to send forces through
his dominions to western China, if requisite for future
expeditions. By this action the king has removed all

cau*e of war.

The House of Commons, at the close of an earnest
debate, rejected the bill to repeal the contagious dis-
eases act, by a vote of 308 to 126. The government
opposed the bill on the ground that the act it sought to
repeal aS"orded great protection to the army and navy.
More heavy commercial failures have occurred in

England.
Some 20,000 Hindoo residents of Bombay have lately

signed a petition asking the British Parliament to give
India the right of representation in that body, and pro-
testing against the injustice of imposing heavy taxes
upon the nearly 200,000,000 of British subjects in India
without either their knowledge or consent. They ask
for sixteen representatives, to be .selected either from
the natives or English-born population of India.

Liverpool, 6th mo. 2Sth.—Uplands cotton, 7 Jd. ; Or-
leans, 7 9-16rf. Red winter wheat, 9s. a 9s. 9rf. per
cental. Spring wheat, 8s. Id. a 8s. 9d. California white,
8s. lOd. and 9s. Id.

The French Assembly has pas.sed the public powers
bill to a third reading. The bill was ably advocated by
Bufl'et, Minister of the Interior. He remarked :

" In
organizing a government for France we did not
from an abstract point of view. We asked for the
ditions necessary to place the executive in harmony
with French customs and traditions. Even if you could
prove that the public powers bill was incompatible with
the Republic, we think the country would saeritice an
abstract principle and prefer a government more ir
harmony with its own character."
Gambetta made a speech lately to his political friends

in which he said the Republicans, forgetting old hos-
tilities, joined hands with their former opponents as
friends whom they previously misunderstood. They
desired the di.ssolution of the Assembly in the intere.sts
of continued progress. The Republicans had aba
doned none of their principles. They must advan
step by step, aiming for the realization of the principles
of the revolution.

The second trial of Count Von Arnim re.sulted in his
being convicted of abstracting State papers of the
character of public deeds which were entrusted to him
in his official capacity. The court declared that there
was no ground for the charge of embezzlement or of-
fences against public order. His sentence was nine
months imprisonment. It is said Von Arnim will carry
an appeal to the Supreme Tribunal.
A Berlin dispatch says: The government is prepar-

ing a Parliamentary measure prohibiting public re
ligious processions. This is aimed at the Catholics.
A Bru.ssels dispatch says that the Belgian Chamber

of Representatives has passed a bill making the oflfer to
commit a crime an ofience, and prescribing penaltiesprescribing penal
therefor. The vote stood 75 to 6.

A Madrid dispatch says: It is officially announced
that the important Carlist fortress of Miravet, on the
river Ebro, after a siege of several days, was surren-
dered unconditionally to General Campos, with 39 offi-
cers and 550 men. Four cannon and a quantity of war
material were also captured.
The Allegemeine Zeilung announces that the recent

excavations near the old Dipylon at Athens have
broiight to light the foundations of a house belonging

time of Mithridates, in which were found lifiy
coins of the same age, some of which are of great

value and unique in character.
Later details of the great earthquake in South

America, show that the first reports of the disaster
were not exaggerated. It is stated that the first shock,
accompanied by loud subterranean detonations, levelled

every wall in the city of San Jose de Cucuta, in C
bia, burying under its ruins about 8000 human
out of a population of 10,000.

Disastrous storms have occurred in Hungai
dispatch from Buda says, a furious thunder
passed over that city the 28th inst. The lightnu
incessant, and h.iil fell in such quantities that thi

of the houses and the surrounding hills were c(

two feet thick with ice. The waterfall was extra
ary. Torrents swept through the streets of Buda
ing men, vehicles and everything movable dow
the river. Many houses were suddenly flooded ai

stroyed before their inmates could escape. Fiv(
dred of the inhabitants are missing, and at lea
hundred have been drowned or killed by falling
All the railways are interrupted.
United States.—There were 522 deaths in

York city last week, and 331 in Philadelphia, ii

ing 32 of scarlet fever, 28 cholera infantum, ai

consumption.
The Indians of the Red Cloud Agency hav(

sented to relinquish their right of hunting on c
grou'nds in Nebraska. They are to be paid in h
cows, wagons, and harness. This treaty throws
the Indian lands in Nebraska to settlement b
whites.

Wm. P. Jenney, geologist, who was sent by thi

retary of the Interior to the Black Hills to inves
the truth of alleged gold discoveries in that regie
ports that he has discovered gold in small quantit
the north bend of Castle Creek, in beds of quariz gi

Gold is found from Castle Creek southwardly to Fi
Creek. The region has not yet been fully expl
but the yield of gold thus far has been quite s

Oq French Creek the deposits of gold bearing g
are very unfavorably situated. The water sup|
small, and the grade too little to admit of the ta
being carried ofl'by the stream.
The Assistant U. S. Treasurer at New York has

instructed to sell $-5,000,000 of gold at intervals d
the Seventh month.
A recent census of Providence, R. I., shows tha

to have a pre.sent population of 100,700.
The total funded and unfunded debt of the c

Philadelphia is stated by the Mayor to amount to

290,463, of which $11,650,000 was incurred foi

purposes, and $8,300,000 for park, and Centennia
hibition.

The exportation of wheat and flour from the I
coast for the year ending 6th mo. 30th, will amoi
about 10,250,000 centals of wheat, valued at $16,00'

The Markets, <feo.
—^The following were the quoli

on the 28tli ult. New York.—.\merican gold
U.S. sixes, 1881, 126}; do. 1867, 12.5f; new fit

cents,118|. Superfine flour, $4.45 a $4.65; State-
S4.90 a $5.30; finer brands, $5.50 a $8.00. .,

Chicago spring wheat, $1.14; No. 3 do., $1.12; i]

western, $1.31. Oats, 60 a 65 cts. Rye, $L Wi]
mixed corn, 78 a 79 cts.; yellow, 8U a 82 cts.

delphia.—Middlings cotton, 15J a 16 cts. for u[
and New Orleans. Superfine flour, $4 a $4.25 ; i

$4.50 a $5; finer brands, $5.50 a $7.50. White \

$1.38 a $1.40; amber, $1.30 a $1.32; red, $1.28 a

Rye, #1.05. Y^ellow and mixed corn, 79 a
Oats, 62 a 63 cts. Lard, 13J a 14 cts. Clover-s
a 12} cts. Sales of 3100 beef cattle at prices i

from 4 to 8 cts. per lb. gross, mostly between 6 i

cts. Sheep sold at 4 a oj cts. per lb. gross. iU
20,000 head. Hogs at $11 a $11.50 per 100
Receipts 3500 head. Chicago.—No. 1 spring

$1.02J ;
No. 2 do., 99} cts.; No. 3 do., 97 cts.

mixed corn, 68 cts. No. 2 oats, 51 J cts. No. 2 i

cts. No. 2 spring barley, $1.20. St. Louii.-
winter red wheat, $1.30 a" $1.31; No, 2 spring,
No. 2 mixed corn, 64 cts. Oats, 54 cts. 3iawa:>
No. 1 spring wheat, $1.06 ; No. 2 do., $1.0S
cts. Corn, 65 cts. Lard, 13} a 14 cts. Baltit.
Flour, $4.25 a $8.25 per barrel. No. 1 western '

wheat, $1.32; Pennsylvania red, $1.25 a $1.27.
corn, 81 cts. Oats, 64 a 76 cts. Cincinnatii
heat, $1.18 a $1.23. Corn, 66 a 69 cts. Oats, i

cts. Lard, 13} a 14 cts.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSA'i
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) Philadf

Physician and Superintendent—Joshua H.'W
INGTON, M. D.
Applications for the Admission of Patients

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the B
Managers.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Great hatli been the concern of the church
ts largest collective body ; as appears by
|uent and very pressing aflfectionate ad-

caution, and counsel to the youth, to

1 the Holy Scriptures, and other profitable

iks, cafefuUy to refrain from all such which

Y have the least tendency to alienate their

ids from the holy fear of God, and a sober
nous course of life, or which are barely for

usement; being unprolitable; whereas time
ery precious, short, and uncertain ; there-

t should be carefully improved to the
everlasting advantage. Moreover, that

youth do yield strict and careful obodit^nee

he Divine Monitor within, to parents, and
those who have the rule over them with-

,
carefully to shun the vain unprofitable

usements, as well as the corrupt conversa-
of the world : earnestly admonishing all,

ivoid every thing in their dress and ad-

ss, which rnight have the least tendency
render them suitable for an intercourse,

^ue, or amity with the children of the land

;

rf a depraved degenerate world, that wal-

n pollution and great defilements, lest

y should be drawn aside, as Dinah was, bj'

out to see the daughters of the land
;

1 as the children of Israel were, by their

eful intimacy with the daughters of Moab
1 Midian. Eead the whole chapter; not
getting the dreadful fall of Solomon, the

lest king, who, by contracting intimacy
h those that were strangers to God, and
holy covenant, came to have his heart

wn away from the living and true God,
had appeared to him in Gibeou ; and so

atly debased himself, as to bow down to

ir paltry dumb idols. Time would fail to

apitulate one half of the mournful instances

orded in the Holy Scriptures, and other
ihentic accounts, concerning the hurtful

sequences of God's people mixing and joi

with the nations. It is their safety to be

axate, and to dwell alone.

)nr youth have been also highly favored
;h a living powerful ministry, which hath
bn reached the witness of God in their hearts.

M>at a wonderful favor is this ! when we con
sier that the greatest part of Christendom,
ftiiost ever since the apostles' days, have d

pved themselves thereof, by substituting
hnan wisdom and learning in its place; so

hat the panting thirsty soul could moot with
ittle from their ministers, but the muddy
nauseous waters of Babylon to drinlc ; neither
could they direct to the pastures of Christ's
flock ; but counsel w.is darkened bj^ a multi-
tude of words without knowledge, and the
commandments of God made void by the pre-

cepts, inventions, and injunctions of men.
What a blessed time is j^our lot cast in, even
when evangelical Light and Truth hath dis-

covered itself in perfect purity! Oh! that
our youth would consider and deeply ponder
'n their heart8,that notwithstanding the great
ind earnest labors many ways bestowed in

godly love and zeal for the whole Societj^'s

preservation in the way of truth and right-

eousness, yet very sori-owful and obvious hath
been the declension in practice of many
amongst us. A mournful inundation of un-

due liberties has flowed in ; many have made
grievous advances in those corrupt, perishing-

pleasures, and trifling amusements, which our
truly pious predecessors wholly denied, and
turned their backs upon, and have left us

large and lively testimonies, by way of warn-
and caution, carefully to avoid being en-

tangled with such yokes of bondage. All

these things have prevailed for want of abid-

in the fear of Cod, and ^a!j- considering

that he is ever present, beholding all our
words and actions, be they ever so much con-

cealed from the vitw of mortals
;
yet he knows

them altogether.- When the mind is sutiered

to turn to his pure Witness in the heart, we
find reproof, correction, and judgment, for

giving way to wrong things : and as the youth
bide in subjection thereunto, they will be

afraid to transgress its pure law in the mind
;

which thej' will find agree exactly with the

precepts and injunctions recorded in holy writ,

respecting their duty to God, to their parents,

and all mankind.
The roason why many, who see their duty,

fail in the performance, is their departing from
the perfect law of liberty, and of the Spirit of

life in their minds. They may be informed
concerning their duty by outward means and
law : but "the ability is only to be found aris-

ing from the inward law, agreeable to Rom.
viii. 2 : 'For the law of the Spirit of life in

Christ Jesus hath made me free from the law

of sin and death.' In obedience and humble
subjection to this holy law, youth would en

joy that pure peace, heavenly serenity, and
sweet consolation of soul, which infinitely sur-

passeth all the treasures and pleasures of the

earth; and would have a well-grounded hope

of a happy eternity. It is the adversary that

leads to that obduracy and self-willed rebel

lious state of mind, to be observed in some of

the youth, who, by their uncontrollable dis-

positions, administer great sorrow and anxiety

to their parents and friends, being puffed up

with vain conceits in their unexperienced

minds, that they are more capable of judging

for themselves, than those of greater experi-

lence are for them; by reason whereof too

many, it is to be feared, have rushed on to

the ruin of body and soul.

Very groat is the danger when the young
and unexperienced are proud and opinionated.

This naturally raises above instruction, put-

ting them out of the way of being truly pro-

fitable, either to themselves or others. Such,

unless their hearts are mercifully turned by a
supernatural power, are never likely to bo fit

for governing families, or to act as members
in the church of God. Seeing, unless their

unmortified wilLs and tempers are submitted

to (however unreasonable) they wilUbrcak
the peace of society, and violate the whole-

some order thereof, being like the unsubjected

bulls of Bashan.
When any assume the outward form of re-

gion, and take upon them to be active mem-
bers, without a change of heart, they pi-ove a

painful burthen to living members; neither

can such make suitable help-mates as hus-

bands or wives ; nor can they in that state

htly fill up the honorable stations of pa-

rents, masters and mistresses, friends, neigh-

, or tradesmen. I do therefore, in much
affection, and desire for the welfare of tender

youth, caution and warn them carefully to

avoid the company and conversation of such,

though under the sarao profession ;
who dis-

egard their parents, and those who have the

rule over them ; who slight or speak con-

temptuously of their betters, such as ministers

and elders, &c., or of the Christian advice fre-

quently given forth by the yearly and other

meetings, or of the wholesome discipline es-

tablished amongst us as a people in the wis-

dom of truth : do not join such in marriage,

however great the outward prospect may ap-

pear ; for tender religious minds cannot be

happy with such in that connection. And as

the fear of the Lord is the beginning of wis-

dom, and that which makes and keeps the

heart clean, learn it in tender age ;
by it you

will be taught to remember your Creator in

the days of your youth, and, agreeable to the

injunction of our blessed Lord, to seek first

the kingdom of God, and his righteousness,

and all things necessary here will be added.

Divine wisdom, as it is regarded, will direct

your steps in the course of ibis short pilgrim-

age, in the choice of proper help mates, and

afl other affairs of consequence. The same

watchful Providence will be over you in care,

guidance, and protection, if you look to it,

which attended those who lived in his fear, as

you may read in the Holy Scriptures.

It greatly behooves you to look diligently

to the foot-steps of Christ's companions, who
walked with him through many tribulations,

having washed their robes, and made them
white in the blood of the Lamb. Be truly

contented with that low, humble, self-denying

way which you see they walked in
;
you can

never mend it. Ifyou seek more liberty thaa

that allows of, it will only bring upon you
darkness, pain, and vexation of spirit. Take
notice of Friends' writings in early times, and
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for a considerable number of years, how won-

(Icrfullj- the power and love of God was with

them, and how marvellously they were pro-

tected amidst the raging foaming waves of

earthlj' powers, combined to lay waste the

heritage. What encouraging and excellent

accounts had they to leave upon record for us,

concerning the mighty powerful overshadow-
ing of the canopy of heavenly love and life in

their religious assemblies, and of the glory

of God shining forth amongst them ! This,

through the mercy of God, is not departed;

though there have been some removes there-

of.

Dearly beloved youth : Lay to heart the

great slackness of zeal which appears in too

many; the dimness, flatness, and the painful

gloominess, which spreads itself over our as-

semblies in this our day, hard to break through,
many times depriving us of the heavenly
places in Christ Jesus our Lord ! It is not of

llim we are in this condition, but it certainly

is our own fiiult, because wrong things are

suffered to prevail. Oh ! that our youth may
be stirred up in a godly zeal to cry out fer-

vently with the prophet Elisha, ' Where is

the Lord God of Elijah?' And to be as vigi-

lant as he in ardent endeavors to be endued
with the same Spirit, to succeed those honor-
able worthies who are removed from works
to receive a blessed reward. Consider the
business of your day is to come up in a faith-

ful succession, maintaining the cause and tes-

timony of God, left with you by your ances-

tors, or those who are removed as above.
Stand fast, therefore, in the liberty purchased
for j'oa by great sufferings, and shedding of
innocent blood ; be afraid to trample thereon

;

which all eertaiiTly do, who turn away from
the truth, as it was received, held forth, and
maintained by them. May it be very precious
in 3'oiir cj-cs from generation to generation,
until time shall bo no more! Those who other-
wise esteem it, turning (heir backs thereupon,
violating the bk'Ssed testimony thereof in its

several branches, will (unless they repent) bo
wholly rejected and cast off, as being un-
worthy of so great an honor, as that of hold-
ing forth a standard of truth and righteous-
ness to the nations; and others will be called

and chosen for that great and glorious work

:

yea, the Lord is able to raise up of those who
may be compai-ed to the stones, and to make
them Abraham's children, by doing his works;
while those, who might have been the chil-

dren of the kingdom, may by disobedience
provoke him to exclude them.

I shall conclude this affectionate address to

our youth with the words of Christ, by his
faithful servant John, to the church in Phila-
delphia, ' Behold I come quickly ; hold that
fast which thou hast, that no man take thy
crown. Him that overcomcth, will I make a
pillar in the temple of my God, and he shall
go no more out; and I will write upon him
the name of my God, and the name of the city
of my (jod, which is New Jerusalem, which
comcthdown out of heaven from my God:
and I will write upoi> him my new name.'"

(To bo continued.)

The ways of heaven are dark and intricate

;

Puzzled in mazes, and perplexed witti errors,
Our understanding traces tliem in vain,
Lost and bewildered in the fruitless search.
Nor sees with how ninch art the windings run,
Nor where the regular confusion ends.

A(Wmn

Tilt! GrasslioppiT Plague.

Texas Prairie, Lafeyette Co., Mo., June 1, 1875.

While the locusts or grasshoppers were with

us last fall we noticed they were busily en-

gaged in depositing their eggs in the ground

in the highest and warmest place they could

And, and most generally in the hardest and

barest spots. In the spring, about the 25th

of April, grasshoppers began to come out and

destroj' the young vegetation, and by the.20th

of Maj' the whole earth seemed to be alive

with the pest. On the 25th they took up
their line of march like unto an army. Bj'

this time the oats were a foot high, the mead-

ows and pastures were waving with the luxu-

riant growth of bluegrass, timothy and clover.

The early-planted corn was up ready for cul-

tivation. The gardens were arraj'cd in all

their spring beauty, the peas in bloom, rad-

ishes, the lettuce and rhubarb ready for table

use.

On the 26th, three grand armies surround-

ed the farm I occupy. One came from the

farms adjoining on the west, one from the

south, and the other from the cast. We were
out in the field plowing our early corn. At
noon we took out our teams for dinner.

When we returned to the field, after noon,

we could not see the rows of corn, nor tell

where to plow. As by the wand of a magi-

cian, the whole field of corn was swept clean.

The oats turned from a bright green to a pale

yellow ; the gardens melted away as the morn-
ing dews, and as far as the ej'e could see to

the west and south, there was no green thing

left but the foliage on the trees, except here

and there a small patch that escaped the

moving armies; and. at present there are

enough stragglers lingering behind to keep
down the corn and grass as it begins to re-

grow. Some of the farmers tiiink the com
and grass will regain its growth if the pest

soon leaves, but I am of the opinion that all

the early corn is destroyed.

The future is dark and gloomy, and what
makes it worse in this section of the country
we had a very dry season last summer, and
the chinch bug made the corn and oats crop
very short. The hay is "all fed out, and there

is nothing remaining to feed our teams but
stubble of the oats and grass, except what
corn and feed is imported from other places.

There are Init few larmera that have the means
to procure iced with. The wealthy have and
are sending all their surplus cattle away into

the more southern and eastern counties to be
grazed, but what will become of the poor and
friendless? Many are selling what little stock
and plunder they can for what it will bring,

and that is but little, and they are making
preparations to go north and east, hoping to

get work for themselves and teams to support
their families. Corn is selling at present from
^L25 to $2 per bushel for seed, and inferior

at that. Cows that brought from $25 to $35
a month ago, will not bring more than half
that amount at present. For horses and mules
there is no sale. We had just finished plant-
ing our corn, 90 acres in all. To-day there is

not more than ten acres left that can be seen
in the rows, and enough 'hoppers left eating
at it to clear it up in another day. The oats
are gone beyond redemption ; the potatoes
cut level with the ground. The people agree
with one accord that it is a visitation from
the Most High. The Governor of the State
has issued his proclaniation setting apart
Thursday, the 3d inst., as a day of fasting and

prayer for the removal of the dire calaraiti

and it will be more generally observed in thi

prairie than any day heretofore.

The old settlers say it is a more gloom
time than even the gloomiest da,yB of the wa
when the hostile armies and bush-whackei
were making their daily raids, for then stai

vation did not stare them in the face, as it no'

does. This evening while 1 write, there n
mains in my view about one acre of dogfenn<

in the hog-lot adjoining the barn ; it is brow
with the hoppers that have crawled up ou i

to roost during the night. Every stem of th

weeds is as completely covered with them a

if covered with ice in midwinter, and eae

post and rail in the fence is covered as thie

as a bee-hive is covered with bees.

When the grasshoppers travel, they gene:

ally go as one vast army, foliowftig a road c

path, and when they come to a stream .(

water they stop, as if to reconnoitre and coi

suit. They can swim like ducks, but do nc

like to cross the stream if the current is tc

strong. They will follow along a burdoc
hedge for a mile on either side of it, partici

larly if they are moving north or east. Th
wings on the early hatched are now aboi

halt grown, and many predict that as soon i

they are full grown, the hoppers will rise an

leave us, as they did last fall.

The country from Lexington to Kanst
City is stripped entirely bai-e, and for oi

hundred miles south of us at pi-esent, and ho
far east they may extend, none knows. The
extended twenty miles cast of Lexington las

fall.

—

Correspondence of the Public Ledger.

For "The Friend.'

Mary Cappw.

The constraining and restraining power >

the Lord, was early felt in the heart of th

faithful, dedicated handmaiden of the Mo
High ; and in glancing over^her memorand
—penned ere she became a member of tl

Society of Friends—we shall be able to tra'

the unfbldings of the grace of God upon h

heart, revealing to her mind many thin,

which in his Divine sight were not pleasii

to Him
;
yet, as she gave heed to these seer

manifestations, and j'ielded to the convi(

ing power of His Spirit working withi

ability was afforded her from time to time,
'

give up to the requirings of her Heaven;
Father, at first it may have seemed in litt

things, but as they were given heed to, ai

as her will yielded unto His will, addi

strength was granted as more weighty ar

important sacrifices seerflcd to be called for

her hands.
'

A short sketch of her early life, with sob

extracts from her journal, is offered for tl'

earnest perusal of our young Friends, wi-

the sincere desire that it may induce them
enquire closely and examine their own hearlt

endeavoring, in the ability which may
given them, to see how far they are yieldii

their wills to the will of their Heavenly Fatht

who looketh upon the heart and knoweth i

our secret thoughts and desires, and frc'

whom nothing can be hid.

Let us, whilst looking over the records

those who have passed away, (whose liv

may prove as shining lights upon our pat

way, for our encouragement to endeavor
follow them as they followed Christ,) reme:'

ber that we must not trust to what they mi

have done as always being just what we a;

to do ; but bear in mind that it is only as t
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rd makes known to us His will concerning
likewise granting help and strength in the
rformanee of our varied duties, bringing
r wills in subjection to His Divine will, that
can know of a walking acceptably before

Let us endeavor to submit ourselves unto
allowing Him by his Holy Spirit to

ne into our hearts to cleanse and to purify,

d prepare them for His abiding place ; for

B temple wherein wo may know of His
igdom to be set up and established.

Mary Capper was born in Staffordshire,

gland, the 11th of 4th mo. 1755. She was
ucated and brought up in the religion of

8 Episcopal Church, to which her parents
re conscientiously attached ; they early ac-

;tomed their children to the perusal of the
ily Scriptures

; she alludes to her mother as

ing a " deeply tried Christian."
About the age of ten years she was placed
der the care of an aunt, and by her was in-

pucted in the strict observance of religious

rms, to remember the text of every sermon
e heard, and to write the Collects, &c., but
marks, she did not remember much serious

pression being made upon her mind. Al-

ough brought uj) to such observances, yet
lie allowed to attend theatres and vari-

s places of amusement, and mentions that

e does not recollect that any remarks were
ade in regard to its being wrong, or of its

misspent time.

Quite early in life she was confirmed, or he-

me a member of the Episcopal Church, and
alluding to the promises made at that time,

regard to "denying all pomp and vanity,

walk in the will of God, and in His com-
andments all the days of her life," she adds.

Knowing that I came very short of this, I

distressed, and mourned in secret. I was
raid to mention my feelings, as they seemed
range, and I did not know of any one who
id the like." Trulj^, such promises made in

ir own strength can never be kept. It
'

aly as we trust in the alone Source of all

rength, that we shall be enabled to walk
prightlj^ before the Lord, or to yield obed'

ace to the Divine will.

Her brother Jasper, who was four years

er senior, seems to have had great influence

'ver her, and to whom frequent recurrence is

;[iade; it may perhaps not be amiss at this

tme to introduce him to our notice, he being

[rst convinced of the principles of Friends,

jnd afterwai'ds mainly instrumental in bring-

:g his sister into an acquaintance with them.
" When quite young, he was sensible of the

uielcening influence of the Holy Spirit visit-

ig his soul, and it became his practice rever-

ntly to read a portion of the Holy Scriptures

ielbre he left his room in the morning. On
ihcsc occasions he frequently sat for a time in

ilence, in order to wait upon Him, who, he

ielt persuaded, alone could open the sacred

mtings to his understanding. While a young
[nan, he accompanied his brother James (who
jVas about to take orders as a clergyman) to

London, and during their stay there, they

palled upon an acquaintance of the family, a

p'riend. Upon being informed of James' pros

[jects, she gave them a description of the

qualifications which she deemed essential to

I true minister of the gospel. This address

while it produced little effect upon the mind
jf James, sank deeply into that of Jasper, and

lie was, in consequence, induced to go to a

Ppi&nds' meeting. Farther reflection, enquiry

and conviction, wore the mcaus of attracting
him very closely to this religious Society ; but
he had much suffering to pass through, in

various ways, before he became a member of
it. His parents were very much opposed to

his being united to such a body, his father
treating him with a severity which was cause
of great sorrow to his affectionate heart

;
yet

he was enabled to remain firm in what ho saw
to be, required of him. He obtained employ-
ment in London, where he was kindly noticed
by a few E'riends, and the house of John Fry,
in Whitcchapel, was always open to him.

Whilst in much distress of mind on account
of his father's objecting to assist, or even to

see him, he went to a Friend's were he met
with Barbara Drewry, who was engaged in

religious testimony. Upon quietly taking his

seat, without knowing anything of his situa-

tion, she addressed him very remarkably, ex-

pressing her apprehension that he was under
great conflict respecting "some i-equiring of

duty; and her full belief that, if ho became obe-

dient to the will of the Lord therein, though
he might be called upon to give up all that

was most dear to him, and every prosjject of

outward advantage, yet the Lord would abun-

dantly recompense him, and would ultimately

bless him, not only with spiritual, but with
temporal increase. This proved to him like

a brook by the way, and contributed to

strengthen his resolution to make a surrender

of his all to Divine disposal. Being full}' con-

vinced of the necessity of a truly religious life,

he soon became sensible of a sincere desire for

the best welfare of his dear connexions, and
wrote to his sister Mary, endeavoring to

awaken in her mind a serious concern for h^

eternal salvation."

For "The Friena

Life among the Indians : being extracts from the Journal

of Thoma.s C. Batlcy.

(Continued from page 363.)

10th and 11th.—Cut out ten pairs of panta
loons for the boj-s ; thus I find my little know
ledge of tailoring to be of advantage in pre

paring clothing for these children, where no

tailors are.

22d.—Hands are at work arranging things

more comfortably at the house and surround-

ings. Most of the putrefying matter about

the building has been removed. A gate is

placed so as to obviate the necessity of the

ork cattle being driven through the play,

yard, and a fence is being run across so that

the wild cattle may be corralled without pass-

through the school grounds, and last

Seventh-day the cattle were issued to the In-

dians from the old butcher pen, situated a

mile or more down and across the river from

the school.

2&fch.—After our meeting for worship went
with the Agent to see a sick Indian. He is a

very old man, perhaps eighty years of age,

we found him lying in the open sun, on a plat-

form made by driving stakes into the ground,

laying poles across and then tying willow

rods together with strips of bark or rawhide,

with only a blanket thrown over his naked

body. We got him into the house, adminis-

tered some medicine, and then went to Gua-

delupe's, who is about to start to the Kiowa
camps, at the request of Superintendent Hoag.

5th mo. 9th.—This morning while a couple

of our small boys were at play, one of them

became suddenly angry, and seizing a sharp

cornered club, dealt the other a hard blow on
the head, inflicting a severe scalp wound. The
ow very fortunately fell upon a. thick por-

tion of the skull, or he might have been killed.

I sewed up the wound, dressed it with cam-
phor and sugar, and put him to bed. The
other boy was locked up in the chamber, and
kept there all day, food and water being car-

'ed to him.
In the course of the day Captain Black
eaver came in and talked to the scholars in

the school-room, then went into the chamber
and talked to our little prisoner. He told

liim how badly it made him feel when ho
beard what he had done : "That histeachci's

led badly, the agent feel baiil}', bis chief and
all his friends, when they hear what, he had
ilone, and more than that his Father in

Heaven was disi)leascd—He sees us all tho

time—He knows all tho time, all we do, all

3 think : He does not like to see his children

t angry, quarrel and hurt each other. You
ought to be very sorry, your teacher do right

to lock you up, so you think how bad j-ou

been and not do so any more. You ought to

live like brothers, and love each other, then

you feel good, make your teachei-s, your
.

chief, and your friends feel glad, and God will

make you happy." A christian sermon froni

an Indian. Captain Black Beaver, though
commencing life as a wild India,n trapper, is

now a professor of Christianitj'.

Early in the evening the mother of our

prisoner came in, and in a loud, excited, angry

voice, demanded her son in order to take him
home. 1 informed her in a calm but firm

voice, that she could not take him away, but

if she wished to see him I would let her into

the room, but she must firSt promise not to

attempt to take him away, as I had sent for

his chief, Guadelupe. She agreeing to the

terras, I took her into the room, where he

was lying upon his bed, she soon had him up

and made for the door, having hold of the boy.

The door being open she was about to pass

out with him, upon which I took hold of him
and she of me, whereupon I closed the door

and locked it. She spoke a few words to her

daughter who was outside the door, who im-

mediately ran down stairs, mounted the old

woman's pony, and went to their village—

I

supposed for some of her older brothers. I

soon got her out of the room and went down
stairs. The Agent and interpreter having ,

been sent for, I explained the case to tho old

n, and wished to hear what she had to

say. She said the boy did right, as the other

boys all plague her boy till he get mad. I

replied, I knew that sometimes other boys

plague him, sometimes he plagues other boys

;

she knew Indians all love to joke one another,

but they ought not to get angry at fun ; that

the other boy only threw a green plum at her

boy, and then he struck him with a club. She

instituted enquiry of the scholars, who told

her that was all, the other boy threw a plum

at him, which hit him on the forehead.

Whereupon she talked largely about the ma-

liciousness of throwing a plum and hitting

her boy's forehead, he ought to get mad and

do something. I wished her to think of tho

difference between being hit with a small

plum which she knew could hurt no one, and

being struck a forcible blow with that club,

holding it up to view. She then said that

white people and Indians were different, and

walked in diff'crent roads ;
that their way was

when they get into quarrels to draw their



chilis, tomaliawks, or pistols. To which I

replicHi, "she knew that was not the good
waj-," to which she for the first time assented,
and I continued, that I was wanting to bring
them into a better way than they'had been
following. The white man's road was when
any one got angry and hurt another, to shut
him up where he could hurt no one else ; that
if the thing were turned about, and her boy
liad been the one hurt, and I had shut the
other one up, where he could have a bed to lie
upon, his meals au<l drink carried to him, she
would have thought that I had not punished
liim with sufficient severity; she only looked
at one side, I had to look all around so as to
nee both sides, and take such measures as
would stop the recurrence of any more such
acts. If I allowed such things to pass un-

do\yn, I can do nothing. I cannot prevent
their watching around and stealing their chil-
dren when 1 do not know it, and if that is
the way they expect to do, the school had
better stop, for I could do nothing toward
controlling the scholars. He said, when he
found out on Monday that the boy was not
sent back to school, he went to his mother
and brother, told them they had done wrong
in taking him from school, that Ihey must
send him back at once, and not take him away
any more without the consent of the teacher,
lie then made a speech to the scholars. Thus
bad he without my knowledge taken steps to
prevent the continuance of such occurrences,
showing his confidence and interest in the
school.

6th mo. 4th.—Poor little Nellie Block died
this morning, after a lingering illness of some
months. She was an interesting and beauti

noticed, the practice might become frequent,
])erhaps some one be killed, it might be -her
hoy, but I expected to keep him a prisoner
until his chief came, not only for his good,
but for the good of the school, that othor'^boys
might know what to expect.

1 then told her that I had expected to have
him come down to the evening exercises, but
as she was here, and had once attempted to
take him away, contrary to orders, she must
promise to Jet him remain, and not try to o-et
him away. To which she replied, she would
get hira away if she could, if he came down.
I told her if that was her intention he should
not come down, and I wanted her to remem-
ber that It was she that was keeping him up
stairs confined in the dark room alone, as I
should have had him come down had she not
been here, or had given me her word not to
try to slip away with him, and closed the in-
terview. The ol4 woman remained all night.
-Uuring the evening exercises, another son of
the old woman came outside, and slyly made
the effort to get him and his clothes out of ...... ,,«,„

had gone away, the boy was brought down
to the school, but at noon an older brotherwho was watching an opportunity to steal
him away, accomplished his design and took
him home It was to have preVented this
that I had sent for Guadelupe, who came to

ful little girl of Creek and Caddo descent, and
one of the sweetest tempered children it has
been my lot to have the care of Took all
the school children to see her and to attend
the burial this afternoon. Her remains were
buried ujion the top of the hill north west of
the Agent's house. Most of her clothes, and
a coverlet or two, were placed in the coffin
and when it was let down into the grave her
mother threw in at the head a bundle of
clothes which had been tied up by themselves
and kept out of the coffin. To-day I had some
talk with agent Tatum relative to my <roino-
among the Kiowas, I having felt best some"
time since to write to him, offering myself to
that service, since which I have felt very little
of the concern, further than a confirmation of
ts having been of the requiring of a merciful
and compassionate Father, who cares for even
the most benighted of his workmanship. Away appears to be opening for my ffoinsr
among them. ^ & s

company with a train, which is to leave
to-morrow and there being but two more
days of school, A. J. Standing being willino
to undertake to close the quarter, I made ai^
rangements for going home for a short visit,
started on my homeward journey on the
niorning of the 13th, arrived at Wichita on
the morning of the 20th, having made a very
quick trip across the plains, during which we
passed about twenty-eight thousand head of
iexas cattle, two ox trains, one of thirty-five
wagons, the other of forty-five, also one mule
tram consisting of four wagons, but not a
buttalo or an antelope was seen by any of our
party The waters, especially of the Canadian,
wei-e high, but not so as to detain us. Took
the cars early in the morning of the 2Ist
stopped a short time at the Superintendent's
office at Lawrence, and arrived at Cedar
Kapids about one o'clock in the mornin

the Agent, but not to the school, so I had no
opportunity of talking with him in order to

,,
get him if he approved of the course I pur-
sued (vvhic-h he told the Agent that he did)
to forbid their stealing him away, as it would
injure the usefulness of the school, if not en-
tirely destroy all discipline in it, if women
ana young men may come and steal the chil
dren away whenever they are brought under
correction. In a few days the bov'was sent
back to school, but being determined that
this practice should bo nipped in the bud Igot Cap am Black Beaver to go with me tosee Guadelupe, who came back^ith us to the
school, in order to have the benefit of an in-
terpreter. I had a long talk with him about

andih/T'^'
to me when I sent for him,

h.R mother and brother, telling him I had

drcTaV ;r^'
-«>• to try to teacdi their ch Ihen a better way than they had been follow-

ai.^ mils mm to the absolute supremacy of the

the 23d. It being First-day7'and""i
running, I made arrana-ements fr,,- f^..-

of
no train

laae arrangements for forwardingmy luggage and walked home, a distance of
eighteen miles, arriving a little past seven
o clock in the morning. Being favored to findmy precious family well, and being thankful
tor my preservation and return once more to

Pope in both his pontifical and civil charactAmong other things, he must swear that
'will be faithful and obedient to St. Pet
the Holy Apostolic Eomau Church, and o
most Holy Lord, the Pope, and his succ,
sors

;
that be " will give them any assistan

in retaining, defending, and recoverincr tEoman Papacy and the Regalia of Peter\i
all my [his] might and endeavor;" that
"he will resist unto blood all persons whi
soever who shall attempt anything ao-ain
them;" that he "will seek out and oppof
persecute, and fi><ht against heretics ai
schismatics against our Lord the Pope ;" th
he will maintain "the constitution oft]
Blessed Pius of 1567, and the declarations
his successors, particularly those of Innocei
I A., 1591, and those of Clement VIII., 1592
that he will maintain the Papal claims
various Italian cities; and that he "will n(
seek absolution from any" of the articl(
enumerated in his oath.—ia^e Paper.

Extract from a letter by John Newton, dated in im
" I suppose 3'ou have heard I have been ill

through mercy I am now well : but indee
I must farther tell you, that when I was sic
i was well

;
and since the Lord has remove

my illness, I am much worse. My illness wa
ftir from violent in itself, and was great!
sweetened by a calm submissive frame th
Lord gave me under it. My heart seemei
more alive to him then, than it has done sine.my cough, fever, and deafness has been re
moved. Shall I give you another bit of ,•

riddle
;
that, notwithstanding all the chano-e:

I pass through, I am always the same'? Thii
IS the very truth. ' In me,' that is, in m^
flesh, 'dwelleth no good thing;' so that, i

sometimes my spirit is in a measure humble
lively and dependent, it is not because I atr
grown better than I was, but the Lord ii

pleased to put forth his gracious power ii

my weakness; -and when my heart is dr\
and stupid, when I can find no pleasure ir
waiting upon God, it is not because I arc
worse than 1 was before, but only the Lord
sees it best that 1 should feel as well as say
what a poor creature I am. M.y heart was
once, like a dungeon, out of the reach of day
and always dark : the Lord, by his grace ha«
been pleased to make this dungeon a room bj.
putting windows in it; but 1 need not telii
you, that though windows will transmit thei
daylight into a room, they cannot supply the
want of it. When the day is gone, windows
are of but little use : when the day returns,
the room is enlightened by them again. Thns
unless the Lord shines, I cannot retain to-day
the light I had yesterday ; and though hia
presence makes a delightful difference, 1 have
no more to boast of in myself at one time thaa
another; yet, when it is dark, I am warranted
to expect the return of light again. Wheni
he 18 with me, all goes on pleasantly, when'
he withdraws, I find I can do nothing with4
out him. I need not wonder that 1 find it so,<
for It must be so of course, if I am what I
confess myself to bo, a poor, sinful, helpless^
creature in myself Nor need I be over much
discouraged, since the Lord has promised tO'
help those who can do nothing without him,,
not those who can make a tolerable shift toi
help themselves. Through mercy he does
not so totally withdraw as to leave me with-
out any power or will to cry for his return.

.

I hope he maintains in me, at all times, a do-
sire of his presence

; yet it becomes mo to
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ait for bim witli patience, and to live upon
8 faithfulness wiien I can feel nothing but
il in myself. In your letter, after having
mplainqd of 3-our inability, you say j'ou

nverse with many who find it otherwise,

ho can go whenever they^ will to the Father
mercies with childlike confidence, and

ver return without an answer ; an answer
peace. If they only mean that they are

vored with an established faith, and can see

at the Lord is always the same, and that
eir right to the blessings of the covenant is

)t at all aflected by their unworthiness, I

ish you and I had more experience of the
privilege. In general the Lord helps

e to aim at it, though I find it somelimes
cult to hold fast my confidence. But if

ey speak absolutely in regard to their

amcs, that they not only have something to

pport them under their changes, but meet
ith no changes that require this support, I

lust say, it is well they do not live here : if

ey did, they would not know how to pity

, and we should not know how to uuder-
and them.

'e have an enemy at , that fights

gainst our peace, and I know not one
mongst us, but often groans under the war-

I advise you not to be troubled by
hat you hear of other folks' experience, but
eep close to the written word, where you
ill meet with much to encourage you though
ou often feel weary and heavy laden. For
ly own part, I like the path best which is

ell beaten by the footsteps of the flock,

ough it is not always pleasant, and strewed
ith flowers. In our way we find some hills,

om whence we (an cheerfully look about
bvit we meet with deep valleys likewise,

nd seldom travel long upon even ground,
am, &c. John Newton."

The earthquake which occurred in South
imerica on May 18th, has caused a great

mount of suffering. The whole town of

ucuta has disappeared, as well as nearly all

f the promising villages in the State, eigh-

Ben or twenty in number. The town of

ucuta has suffered more than has been
;ined, for besides the entire destruction of

16 city, a band of thieves has caused a greater

llecuniaiy loss than the earthquake, carrying

ff all the merchandise and coffee they could

ossibly get hold of, and starting fires in many
laces. Coffee bags were -emptied and used

carry away stolen goods, jewelry, and other

aluable^. After the earthquake, rain fell

lentifuUy for some time, ancl the goods and
;jioffee remaining were much damaged. All

looks and papers are lost. The Custom
louse and the coffee stores in the Los Cachos
vere sacked and afterwards set on fire and
destroyed. Scarcely anything valuable is left

among the ruins. A singular incident is re-

ated of a man in Cucuta, who miraculously

fescaped injury during the earthquake. He
was standing on the balcony of his residence

when the earthquake occurred, and the walls

railing made a prisoner of him, although he

was uninjured. He was expecting every mo-
fuent to be crushed in the ruins, when a

jiecond earthquake occurred, when the walls

all fell outward, thus leaving him perfectly

safe. Troops have been sent from Pamplona
!;o prevent more atrocities in the district by
i^he thieves. Relief expeditions have been
|ient to the ruined districts, and everything
ihas been done to alleviate the sufferings of the

survivors. The loss of life has been estimated
at from 10,000 to 15,000 persons, and the
number injured is very large.

—
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SUMMER STUDIES.
BY EMELINE SHERMAN SMITH.

Far removed am I to-day
From colleges and schools,

'

From all that wise profes,sor3 say,

From all tlie teachers' rules;
Yet pleasant studies I pursue,
For something always sweet or new
Is taught me, every passing hour,
By bird or breeze, by tree or flower.

At early morning comes the wren

—

A wondrous happy little sprite

—

To warble o'er and o'er again
His story of delight.

The winds may blow, the skies" may frown,
The sudden shower come pattering down

;

This cannot darken or destroy
The little heaven of light and joy
Which glows within his tiny breast,

And by his song is still exprest.

Oh, cold and dull the heart must be
That cannot learn from such as he
To be content and grateful still,

Thro' storm or shine, thro' good or ill

!

And then this gentle summer breeze,

This wandering minstrel of the air,

That breathes in wordless harmonies
Such blessings everywhere

!

How graciously it helps to-day
The weary boatmen on their way !

How many toiling spirits bless

The comfort of its soft caress I

Passing the harvest-field but now,
It touched a fainting laborer's brow.
With touch so light, so cool, so bland,

He thought 'twas like his baby's hand,
And straightway felt new vigor come
With this sweet memory of his home.
Stealing along by garden wall.

It crept through cottage casement small.

And lightly kissed the fevered cheek
Of a sick chnd, whose spirit meek.
Cheered by this guest from hills and streams.

Forgot awhile the weight of pain.

And wandered off, in happy dreams.

To brooks and meadow-paths again.

Soft summer breeze! I learn from thee

That humblest instruments may be
Sweet ministers of charity.

Ye waving trees that lent your shade
In the bright summers long gone by.

When 'neath your friendly foliage played

Such gleeful souls, the birds and I

!

Ye are as ready now as then

To shield me with your sheltering arms—
To woo and welcome me again

From all the busy world's alarms.

Oh ! beckoning trees, your whispers seem
Echoes of childhood's happy dream,
And all your-lulling charms attest

That early friends are oft the best.

But sweetest lesson learned to-day

I learn from what the flowerets say—
Those "meek apostles of the ground"
That speak, though uttering not a sound.

The tender truths which bless and cheer.

Like words of angels whispered near.

Earth may be dark with many an ill,

But these fair preachers tell us still,

Tliat every life, however fleet,

If lived aright, hath mission sweet

—

Mission to soothe the sad unrest

Of weary brain or wounded breast.

Oh ! be it ours to learn by heart

The gentle rules that flowers impart

—

To dwell, as they, with modest grace

In proudest, as in humblest place;

To give, as they soft balm bestow.

Some gracious boon to high and low

;

To look with meek and hopeful eye

Alike to clear or clouded sky :

To smile, e'en when the storms assail,

And trust a love which cannot fail—
That heavenly love which makes so fair

The world that flowers and mortals share.—Home Journal.

For "The Friend."

Tile Si'ttlemt'nt of Friends at Dunkirk, iu France.

(OjntilJUed from page 366.)

The members of the ScK-iety who first set-
tled at Dunkirk, among whom was Benjamin
Rotch, appear to have removed from Nan-
tucket about the year 1788. They were soon
fallowed by others, and as the business proved
profitable, the number of vessels engaged in
it rapidly increased, until, as stated by Roche-
foucault, in his ' Travels in the United
States," no less than furtj' ships sailed from
Dunkirk in 1793, to pursue the whale fishery
in distant quarters of the globe. The estab-
lishment of the business here, and the employ-
ment it furnished to a considerable number
of mechanics and other workmen, contrijjulcd'

materially to the commercial prosperity of
the town.
The settlement was not unfrequently visit-

ed by Friends from England, and is thus re-

ferred to by Sarah Grubb, who, in company
with George Dillwyn and others, attended
several public meetings here, on their way
to Germany, in the Sixth month, 1790: "We
spent a full week at Dunkirk, to a good de-

gree of satisfaction, perceiving the blessing
that these new settlers may be in that land,
and at this importantjuncture, if they wisely
keep to, and are graciously kept by, the pre-

serving, unchangeable Spirit of Truth. They
are at present worth visiting, and their num-
ber is likely soon to be increased from Nan-
tucket."

In the latter part of the year 1790, William
Rotch returned to Dunkirk, and in the ex-

pectation of an absence of two or three years
from home, was accompanied by several

members of his fiimily. A.few months after

his arrival, he and his son were called upon
to attend the National Assembly in Paris, a
body which had been convened since his

former visit to France, and which, amid the

rapidly changing phases of the Revolution,

was at this time exercising the chief power.
He remarks: "Wo were joined by John

Marsillac,* in presenting a petition to that

body for some privileges and exemptions
connected with our religious principles. The
petition was drawn up by John Marsillac be-

fore we reached Paris, and notice given that

it must be presented the next day. In perus-

ing it we found some material alterations

necessary, and in some instances it was diflS-

cult to express in French the alterations we
had made in English, without losing their

force. On account of not understanding the

French language, it was impossible to have

such expressions as I thought necessary, in-

serted, and the time was so short, that wo
were obliged to let it pass with much fewer

amendments than I wished. The hour was
come for presenting it and the previous no-

tice given of the Quaker petition, I suppose,

drew every member in town to his seat. The
galleries for spectators were filled, and many
could not be accommodated ; nor did we
\Monder at this curiosity, considering the

novelty of the subject. We had been with

Brissot de Warville,t Clavier, and some

* John De Marsillac was a member of the small So-

ciety in the south of France, which professed views

similar to those of Friends.

t John Pierre Bri.ssot de Warville was at this time

a prominent member of the National Assembly. As
an earnest advocate of the abolition of slavery, he had

in previous years visited England, where he had be-

come acquainted with several members of the Society
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others, looking over tlie petition until the

latest moment, and must now proceed to the
Assembly. The^-, with ses-eral others, had
come to accompany us, and just as we were
moving, some one observed, " You have no
cockades

;
you must put them on." We told

them "We could not. It was a distinguish-

ing badge we could not make use of." " But,"
said they, "it is required by law to prevent
distinctions, that people may not be abused,
for their lives are in danger without them,
and there was always a largo boil^- of the
lower classes about the Assembly, that we
had to pass through." We replied, that we
could not do it, whatever might be the con
sequences; that we were willing to go as far

as we could, and if stopped we must submit
to it. We saw that ouv friends were full of
fear for our safety. We set out with nosmall
apprehensions, but we trusted in that Power
which can turn the hearts of men as a water-
course is turned. We passed through the
great concourse without interruption, and
reached the waiting room of the Assembly.
A messenger informed the President of our
arrival, and we were immediately called to
the bar.

John Mar.sillac read the petition, with Bris-
80t at his elbow, to correct him in his em-
pbasi-s, which he frequently did, unpereeived,
I believe, by all except ourselves. At the
close of every subject, thei-e was a general
clapping of hands, and the officers endeavor-
ing to hush them. This hushing, I thought
was hissing, from my ignorance" of the lan-
guage, and apprehended all was going wrong
until better informed. After the reading was
concluded, the President, Mirabeau, read his
answer. The clapping was repeated at the
end of every subject.

At the close the President said, "The As
scmbly invites j-ou to stay its sitting." As
we were passing to the seats assigned us, a
person touched Benjamin, and said, I am re-
joiced to see something of your principles
brought before this Assembly." He did not
know who it was. After we were seated,
several members came to us for conversation
on our principles. AYe remained until the
Assembly rose, and then retired to our lod"--
ing.s. We next found, that a visit to the in-
fluential members at their private hotels was
necessary to impress them with the reason-
ableness of our requests. Wc accordingly
proceeded. John Marsillac, Benjamin and
myself, met with a polite reception from all,
except two, and nothing more from them
than a careless indifference. [One of these]
was Talleyrand. Afterendcavoring to impress
him with the foundation of our petition, he
made no reply, and let us pass silently away.
Wc generally found a number of persons

with the members we visited, not of the As-
sembly, but applicants, soliciting their favor
for the different objects tTiey were pursuin
and the features of our petition always led to
an opportunity of opening our principles at

of Friends, and interested in their religious character
and pr,nciple.s. In I78G he published a defence of
J>ricnds .igun^t the misrepresentutions of one of hisown countrymen, the M;ir,i,iia de Chatelleux, contained

lui.l"l ,h
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America." Brissot himself
visited the United St.ites in 178S, and on his return to

much warmth of feeling the favorable impressions left

cm,ntrv'"'"v
''

'"V"[*'T""« '^"h ''>i«"<'^ i" thiscountry .Vs one of the leaders of the Girondist or

large, particularly that respecting war. They
invariably inquired and listened with great
attention, and seldom was any opposition ex
pressed. We had much conversation with
Bishop Gregory, who was a very catholic
man, and liberal in his sentiments, and much
esteemed ; and also with Eabout St. Btienne,
then bishop of Autun. He was a very' valu-
able man, and, I believe, a blessing to many'
over whom he presided. He was one who
fell a victim to the guillotine under the san-
guinary reign of Eobespierre. He was in-

clined to converse much on non-resistance,
and thus summed up what he considered the
view of its advocates, of pure Christianity :

"If an assassin comes to take my life, and I
conscientiously refrain from taking his to
save it, I may trust on some interposition for
my deliverance. If, however, no interposition
appearing, I still refrain from precipitating a
soul unprepared into eternity, and he is suf-
fered to effect his object on me, I may hope
to find mercy for myself."
The address to which reference has been

made, is as follows. It was presented by
Friends without removing their hats.
'The respectful pe'.ition of the Christian So-
ciety of Friends, called Quakers, presented
to the National Assembly of France, by
AViUiam Eotch, 2ud mo. 10th, 1791.
" Respectable Legislators : — The French

nation having appointed you her legislators,
and your hearts having been disposed to en-
act wi.se laws, we solicit the extension of
your justice and benevolence to the Society
of peaceable Christians to which we belong.
You know, that in several States of Europe
and North America, there area great number
of Christians, known by the name of Quakers,
who profess to serve God according to the
ancient simplicity of the primitive Christian
church. Several towns and villages of Lan-
guedoc contain a number of families attached
to this primitive Christianity. Many other
families which came from America have set-
tled at Dunkirk, under the auspices of the
'ate government, in consequence of the invi-
tation given to the inhabitants of Nantucket,
for the purpose of extending the French fish-
eries. These islanders have proved them-
selves worthy of your kindness by their suc-
cess, and the same motives will induce them
to continue to deserve it.

Concern.s, however, of far greater moment
have this day brought us before you.

In an age signal for the increase of know-
ledge, you have been struck with this truth

;

that conscience, the immediate relation of
man with his Creator, cannot be subject to
the power of man, and this principle of jus-
tice hath induced you to decree a general
liberty for all forms of worship. This is one
of the noblest decrees of the French legisla-
ture. You have set a great example to the
nations which continue to persecute for reli-
gion, and sooner or later we hope thev will
follow it.

^

We have come to implore the spirit of jus-
tice, that wc may be suffered without molesta-
tion, to conform to some principles, and to
use some forms to which the great family of
!< riends, called Quakers, have been inviolably
attached since their rise.

Great persecutions have been inflicted on
on account of one of those principles, but

to no purpose. Providence has enabled us to
surmount them without violence. We mean
the principle which forbids us to take arms

and kill man under any pretence—a prineipi
consistent with the Holy Scriptures, " Rende
not" said Christ, "evil for evil," but do "ooi
to your enemies." Would to heaven '^hi
principle were universally adopted. All man
kind becoming one family would be brethrei
united by acts of kindness.

Generous Frenchmen, you are convinced o
this truth. Y^ou have already begun to reduoi
It to practice. You have decreed never t<

defile your hands with blood in pursuit o
conquest. This measure brings you, it brinot
the whole world one step nearer to universal
peace. Y^ou cannot therefore behold with at
unfriendly eye, men who accelerate it by theii
example.
They have proved in Pennsylvania thai

vast establishments may be formed, raised
and supported without military force, and

thout shedding human blood. We submil
to your laws, and only desire the privileo-eol
being here, as in other countries, the brethren
of all men, never to take up arms against any
England and the United States of Americ"^
where are brethren are far more numerous
than in France, allow us peaceably to follow
this great principle of our religion, nor do
they esieem us useless members of the com-
munity.
We have another request to make which

we hope you will not refuse us, because it
flows from those principles of justice to which
you do homage. In our registers of births,
marriages and deaths, we have preserved the
simplicity of the primitive church. Our
nriaxims forbid useless forms, and limit us to'

rhich are necessary for a.scertainiug
the terms of human life, consistently with the
good order of society. We request that our
simple registers may be deemed sufficient to
legalize our marriages and births, and au-

ticate our deaths, by causing a declara-
tion to be made before a magistrate.

Finally, we request that we may be ex-
empted from all oaths, Christ having expressly
forbidden them in these words, "You have,
heard that it hath been said by them of old
time, perform thine oaths; but I say unto you
swear not at all, but let your yea be yea, and
your nay, nay." Wise legislators, you are i

persuaded as well as we, that an oath is no I

assurance of sincerity, that it can give nO
additional force to. the declaration of an ho
est man, and doth not deter a perjurer. X
admit that an oath is but a peculiar way of
making a declaration,—as it were a peculiar
mode of speech ; we hope therefore you will
not refuse to hear us in ours. It is that of
our common Master, that of Christ. We trust
that we shall not be su.spected of a wish to
evade the great purpose of a civil oath.
We are earnest to declare in this place that<

we will continue true to the constitutioa
which you have framed. We will cherish
and respect it, and it is our full purpose to
follow the laws in all their purity. On the
other hand, if our words, if our evidences, are
found to be false, we willingly submit to the
penalties on false witnesses and perjurers.
Canyon, respectable legislators, hesitate t<f

grant our requests? Cast your eyes on the
history of our Society in the countries in
which we are established. More than a cen-
tury hath elapsed, and we have never been
found in any conspiracy against the govern-
ment. Our temperate rule of life forbids am-
bition and luxury; and the purpose of our
watchful discipline is to preserve us in the
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ctice of those manners to which we were
by the exhortations and example of our

ndcr.

Ve esteem employment a duty enjoined on
and this persuasion" renders us active and
uslrious. In this respect, therefore, our
;iety may prove useful to Franco. By on-

raging us you encourage industry. In-

itry seeks those countries where the hon-
industrious man will be under no ajipre

ision of seeing the produce of a century
labor snatched away in an instant by the
id of persecution. Now that France is

oming the asylum of liberty, of equal law
I brotherly kindness, and to these sources
prosperity, perfect liberty for every indi

lal to obey the dictates of his conscience
elation to the Almighty, what prospects
.dvantage will arise to influence our breth-

who inhabit less happy climes, to settle

France, a country favored by nature, as

n as they learn that you have granted them
same civil and religious liberty which
y enjoy in England and the United States

\.merica.

uch is the respectful petition we present
the relief of our brethren in France, and
good of a country which we love. We

)e among your important engagements in

)rmiug this great empire, and multiplying
sources of happiness, you will extend your
ice and regard to us and our children. It

1 bring you the reward of the Almighty,
1 the love of virtuous men."

The 01(1 Catliolic Synod.

?he second annual synod of the German
1 Catholics has just been held at Bonn, the

it having been held at Whitsuntide last

ir. The synod is composed of the bishop
sinkens), the synodal committee, all the

•gv of the diocese, and a delegate for every
) selfsupporting men. The committee re-

d to plays an important part in the or-

lization. It consists of four priests and
i laymen, of which the bishop is ex officio

chairman. The committee has to present

udget of general church expenses, the sev-

1 items of which have to be discussed in

synod ; and if these general expenses can-

, be met in other waj's, the synod must ap-

tion the sum still wanting among the sev-

1 congregations, according to their numbers
i capability, and request them to furnish

While I am writing, the synod is not yet

r, but as far as possible I will give an out-

! of its proceedings.

Che reports of the present condition of Old
tholicism up to March 31st, so" far as

iounts had been received, were encourag-

In Prussia, there are thirty-two recog-

;ed churches, with 6,040 men, representing

765 persons, and giving an increase of

for 1874 of 1,458, and in all, of 1,727 per-

is. Places not yet recognized by the bishop

not included in the report. There are

enty-two priests which are to be added.

'e State had given 37,565 marks or shill-

;8, and the offerings of the people for nine-

in places (which furnished a full report),

v& 63,998 marks, or about £3,200. In

den the number of men in thirty-five con-

tuted churches is 4,371, the total number
persons being 14,993—80 that in the year
i number has more than doubled. There
in addition to these a number of places

t included, because they have not accepted

Old Catholic constitution. That the law

of June 15th, 1874, which granted the use of
the churches, has exerted a favorable influ-

ence, is clear. In fifteen places where there
were then none, there are now regular socie-

ties, twelve of which have been recognized by
the State. In fourteen parishes the (Jld

Catholics are in a majority, and have there-

fore not only the joint use of the churches,
but in case of a vacancy they will also have
the endowments, which is already the case in

four of these. In 1874 there were only four

priests there, now there ai-e sixteen. The
State has granted in Baden £300. In Ilesse

Darmstadt there are four churches, with 212
men and 684 persons in all ; an increase of

one church, 64 men, and 124 persons. In Ba-
varia there are at least 4,245 men and 13,000
persons in all, with about a dozen priests.

In Wurtemberg a congregation has been

formed at Stuttgart of 57 men and 102

persons in all. When it is remembered that

there are in all Germany 15,006 men, and in

all 47,737 persons, 54 priests and 32 churches,

recognized by the State as parishes, nearly
150 societies, &c., (the number of which is

indeed far greater), and when it is borne in

mind that the movement has had to contend
with great difficulties in the want of churches,
the subscriptions which the members have to

make, and the opposition which the Ultra-
montanes raise, it must be admitted that the

progress has been, for three years, something
remarkable. * * * * ^n the winter
season of 1874-5 there were fourteen Old
Catholic divinity students at the University
of Bonn, the number being now eleven.

The proposal lately made in DoUinger's
letter that the Greek Church should take
part in the synod, has been successful. On
Sunda}'^, May 9tb, the Professor of the Greek
orthodox theology chose as representative to

the Syjiod, Philothcos Biyeniiios, professor

of theology at Fanar, Joannes Anastasiades,

professor at the theological seminary in the

island of Chalki, and the Archimandrite Ger-

manos Grigoras. A committee was appointed

at the same time to answer the letter of Pro-

fessor Dollinger. The proceedings of the

synod are far more important than those of

the Congress, which is held at the end of

summer, and Protestants will do well to ob-

serve its proceedings and judge for themselves

as to the movement. Some high Lutherans
call the movement a Catholic "Protestanten-

verein"—-by which they mean that it holds

the same place in the Roman Catholic Church
as Schenkel's rationalistic movement does in

Frotestanism. They allege that it is a man-
ufactured article, and does not rest upon any
deeply-felt religious necessity of the people

;

it has not had any difficulties to encounter

worth naming, but has, on the contrary, met
with all possible favor; that it has only pros-

pered in those countries where the govern-

ments have been peculiarly favorable to it;

and that it will die out as soon as the Church
struggle comes to an end. They add that the

report is wrong in giving three years as the

age of the movement, which they say is four

years old, and that 50,000, a number not yet

reached, is but small in a population of fif-

teen millions of Catholics. But the fact is,

some of these High Church papers are not

worth listening to. Old Catholicism is not

clerical enough for them. It must, however
be admitted that there has not been found as

yet in the movement the deep religious ear

nestness of Luther's movement, nor even the

enthusiastic rising ofthe masses which marked
the rise of German Catholicism thirty years
ago under llonge, Blum and others—a move-
ment which quite collapsed in the revolutions
of 1848, and the wretched remnants of which
are found now only in a fewscaitered ration-
alistic, or (still better exjiresHtd), infidel con-
gregations. It is sincerely to be hoped that
Old Catholicism has a better future before it.— The Nonconformist.

The church is never more alive to the
cause of its adorable Head, than when under
suffering, and the present afflictions will he
sanctified and made a blessing to us if we
rightly profit by them.— Willidin Evans, lSb2.

THE FRIEND.
SEVENTH MONTH 10. 1875.

The Yearly Meeting of Canada, which has
recently been held, commenced on the 25th
of Sixth month. There were in attendance a
number of strangers—ministers, their com-
panions and others. The sitting on Sixth-

day was occupied principally with the usual

opening business, and with reading the cer-

tificates of those in attendance, and the epis-

tles from other Yearly Meetings. A proposi-

tion was introduced, that a meeting for wor-
ship should be held every morning at 8i.
o'clock, in the old meeting-house which stands

in one corner of the yard, for such as chose

to attend it. Considerable time was spent on
this subject, and objections were made by a
number of the older members of the Yeai'ly

Meeting; others desired it might bo tried;

and several who weS-e present from other
Yearly Meetings, spoke in favor of it. It

was finally settled, that the Yearly Meeting
would not appoint such a meeting, but that

those who wished might meet as proposed
without being called to account for so doing.

The reports sent up from the yu.'irterl3' Meet-
ings, showed the whole number of members
to be 1,624, being an increase of five in the

past year.

On Scventh-daj', the representatives re-

ported they could not agree on the name of

a Friend as Clerk. The former Clerk and
assistant were continued. The principal busi-

ness of the sitting, was the consideration of

the state of Society. Three Queries were
read and answered.
On First-day, three meetings for woi-ship

are regularly held, at 10 a. m., and 3 and 7 J

p. M. On the present occasion these were
largely attended by the people of the neigh-

borhood, who behaved in a becoming manner.

The service of these meetings was marred by
the absence, in a great degree, of those inter-

vals of solemn silence, which are a peculiar

and most desirable feature ofthe public wor-

ship of our Society.

On Second-day, the remaining Queries were,

read and answered. The advantage of vocal

prayer in families, when collected for reading

the Scriptures, was strongly urged by some
of the strangers, but a needed caution was
expressed bj' a concerned Friend of the meet-

in o-, who reminded those present, that a, fresh

anointing was needed for every exercise of the

kind.

On Third-day, the Clerk read a suitable

minute which he had prepared, embodying
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the exercise of tbe meeting when the state of

Societr was under review. A proposal was

made to hold General Meetings, as has been

done in some other places, but it was set

aside. The appointment of a committee to

visit subordinate meetings was suggested.

and the subject seemed to take some hold of

the minds of those present, but it was judged

best not to enter upon that service at this

time. A list of the meetings and their loca-

tions, and the times of holding them, prefliced

bj' an historical account of their establish-

ment, had been prepared in accordance witb

a conclusion adopted the year before, and was
now read. From this document (which was
ordered to be printed) it appears that the

meetings in the two'Western Quarterly Meet-
ings, Tonge Street and Norwich, were origi-

nally branches of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-
ing.

Tlie consideration of the report of the

Boarding School Committee occupied a long
time, evincing the lively interest felt in this

concern. It appears that the Conimittea had
received £1000 sterling in aid of their enter-

prise, from London Yearly Meeting, in addi-

tion to nearly the same amount collected by
private subscription from outside of their

limits, principally among the members of

Philadelphia Yearly Meetingand their friends,

amounted to about'S24,000. The Yearly Meet-
ing authorized the Committee to enter upon
the erection of suitable buildings, with the
understanding that the amount to be expend-
ed should not exceed S25.000. Some friends
thought the present site for the buildings not
as suitable as might be obtained, and sug-

gested the purchase of another in the imme
diate neighborhood, on more elevated ground,
as presenting superior facilities for drainage,
&c. After some deliberation, this matter was
referred to the School Committee ; and it was
subsequently understood that the committee
were willing to make the desired change, if

the new site (which covered ten acres of
ground, and would cost S2000) could be pro-
cured by a special subscription, without draw-
ing on the funds alread)^ in their hands.
On Fourth-da3" morning a meeting for wor-

ship was held, and the bu'siness of the Y'early
Meeting was finished in the afternoon sitting.

Eeturning minutes for those in attendance,
and epistles to other Yearly Meetings, were
the principal matters that had remained un-
attended to. The meeting closed in solemn
silence, under a sense of the restraining and
comforting presence of our Holy Head.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
3N.—More heavy commercial failures have

been announced in London and olher parLs of England,
Reveral of them with liabililies ranging from $1 2o0 000
to $3,750,000.
The latest advices from tlie Fiji islands report that

there i«-no diminution in the ravages of tbe measle.s
and typhoid fever on the islands.

Emigration returns at Liverpool continue to show a
decrease. During the Fifth month the number of emi-
grants was 5915 le-ss than in tbe corresponding month
last year.

Advices from Cape Town state that the Assembly of
Cape Colony has unanimously adopted resolutions in
favor of the annexation of some independent territories
south of Natal, inhabited by about 1.50,000 Caffres.

. . .'., -^'-fa "• *ji»itu,ni lias not]
been satisfactorily adjusted. The king still refuses .„
allow the British troops to pa-ss through his territory.
The steamer Peruvian, from London to (Quebec, car-

ries out 560 Mennonite emigrauLs.

1
I'™''""'"'''mo.3d.-Consols 941. U. S. ten-forty

bonds, 104A. '

Liverpool.—Uplands cotton, 7 3-16(i. ; Orleans, 7|(i.

Further details of the great inundation in the south

of France have been received. It is announced that

100,000 persons will be wholly dependent on public

charity for months to come. The number of persons

drowned in Toulouse alone was about 2000, and in the

whole inundated district it is estimated at 3000. Pre-

sident MacMahon has made a tour of inspection in the

desolated districts. His appeals for aid have been, it

is said, responded to with much liberality.

The Journal Officid publishes a decree appointing a

special committee for the purpose of encouraging

Frenchmen to participate in the Philadelphia Centen-

nial Exhibition and facilitating the efF.jrts of those who
intend doing so. The committee is composed of mem-
bers of the Assembly, merchants and other persons, a
number of whom hold relations with the United States.

A Paris dispatch of the third inst. says : An important
meeting of the three groups of the Left was held last

night. Three hundred and thirty deputies were pre-

sent. A resolution was unanimously passed agreeing
to abstain from unnecessary discussion, so that all ne-

nessary bills may be passed by the middle of August.
Provision was made for a committee to negotiate with
the Ministry, the Duke D'AudifFret-Pasquier, and the
leaders of olher parliamentary groups, with the object

of 6xing a day for the dissolution of the Assembly.
The ex-Emperor Ferdinand I. of Austria, died on the

29th ult., at Prague, aged 82 years. He abdicated in

1848, and has since lived in obscurity. He was a well
disposed man, but mentally feeble and readily con-
trolled by those around him, and was thus unfitted for

the position he filled as head of a great empire.
A special dispatch from Vienna to the Standard re-

ports that the peasants of Deva and vicinity, in Tran-
sylvania, have revolted against the nobles and defeated
a battalion of militia. Many persons have been killed,

including two judges. The regular troops have been
sent to the scene of the outbreak.
The Italian Senate has passed the public safety bill

for the prevention of brigandage in Sicily and else-

where. The bill had already been adopted by the
Chamber of Deputies.
The Pope has sent $4,000 for the relief of the suf-

ferers in the South of France. .

The dispatches from Spain report many conflicts be-
tween portions of the government forces and those of
the Cariists. In some of them, according to the Madrid
accounts, the Cariists suffered .severely, but the Carlist
dispatches represent matters differently. Probably on
the whole the situation is not materially changed.
A London dispatch of the 3d says : Dispatches from

Madrid confirm the report of General Jovellar's victory
over the united Carlist bands of Dorregaray, Cucula
and Villalain, General Martinez Campos, with the
army of Catalonia, effected a junction with Jovellar
yesterday, and the combined forces are now making
preparations to attack Cantavisja.
At the latest dates from the south of France heavy

rains continued falling. There has been great de-
struction of bridges, as well as other property.
The population of Japan has increased 150,000 since

the census was taken at the close of 1873. A recent
investigation of the number of converts to Christianity
in Japan gives the following results: Greek Church,
one missionary, 3,000 converts; Roman Catholic, forty
missionaries, 20,000 converts, and Protestants seventy
missionaries with 200,000 converts.
A terrible typhoon visited Hong Kong on the 31st of

Fifth month, causing the destruction of one hundred
and fifty junks ami much other property. The steamer
Poyang was wrecked near Macao, and one hundred and
twenty*-five lives were lost.

The Chinese government has appropriated $60,000
for representation at the Philadelphia Centennial Ex-
position. The local government of Hong Chow pro-
poses to send silks and porcelain independently.
The vote upon the bill for the introduction of civil

marriage in Switzerland, is reported to be 205,588 for,
and 181,057 against the measure.
A Paris dispatch of the 5th says, that the different

groups of the Right have held a meeting and decided
to oppose a dissolution of the A.ssembly next month.
United States.—The Public Debt, the first inst.,

amounted to $2,128,688,726, having been reduced $1,-
431,2o0 since 6lh mo. 1st. The cash in the Treasury
consisted of *79,854,410 in coin, and $3,973,751 in cur-
rency.

The interments in Philadelphia last week were 541,
and in New York 616. Some days of very warm
weather were followed by the usual increase of mor-
Uhty among children. The mean temperature of the
Sixth month in Philadelphia, by the Hospital record
was 72 deg., the highest during the month 94.50 deg.[

and the lowest 53 deg. The amount of rain during th

month 5.25 inches. The average of the mean temper!
ture of the Sixth month for the past 86 years is give
as 71.83 deg., the highest mean during that entir

period was in 1870, 77.21 deg., the lowest, 64 deg., oi

curred in 1816. The entire rainfall of the first half (

1875 appears to have been 16.81 inches, against 21.4

inches in the corresponding months last year.

The Green Bay (Wis.) Gazette says that on the 8t

of Sixth month there were still hundreds of squar
miles of ice on Lake Superior, and that from the dec
of the steamer between Sault and Houghton, masses (

ice twenty feet thick were in almost constant sight.

The population of the city of Milwaukie, Wis., ai

cording to the State census just completed, is 101,049,
Private advices received from the Black Hills Exps

dition, represent that investigations are proving ih

country to bs richer in gold than has heretofore bee

supposed. The earth down to the bed-rock in man
places contains particles of the precious metal. Prf
fessor Janney's second dispatch re-asserts his first stal<

ment that there is not enough geld to warrant extensiv
mining undertakings.
The United States Life Saving service has been i

operation since 1871, During this time the number i

disasters in the vicinity of the stations have been 161

The number of lives in peril are reported at 246i
The number saved has been 2441, The value of pre

perty imperilled is reported at $6,060,336, and th

value saved $4,376,916, The stations extend from th

eastern coast of Maine to Cape May, and from Cap
Henry to Cipe Hatteras,
On the 3d inst, 615 cabin passengers and 1494 steei

age passengers left New York for Europe in five stean
ships.

The assessed value of real estate in the city of Ne'
York, for 1875, is $833,643,545, in 1874 it was $881
547,995. The assessment of personal property shows
great decline, the amount assessed for this year bein

$217,300,154, against $272,481,181 in 1874,
Of the deaths in Philadelphia la.st week 17 wei

caused by sunstroke, 44 scarlet fever, 83 cholera infai

turn, 30 convulsions, 16 diptheria, and 24 marasniu;
There were 56 deaths of children between two and Bv
years of age, and 230 under two years,

Tne Markets, &c.—The following were the quotatioi
on the 3d inst. New York.— American gold, 117
U. S, sixes, 1881, 122J; do, 1867, 122; new five p.

cenUs, 1 18}. Superfine flour, $4.55 a $4.75 ; State extr
$5.10 a $5.45 ; finer brands, $5.50 a $8.00. No.
Chicago spring wheat, $1,25; No. 2 do., SI.18; n
western, $1.37; white Michig.an, $1.44. State barle

$1.45. Oats, 65 a 69 cts. Rye, $1.09. Western mixf
corn, 78 a 81 cts. ; western yellow, 84 cts. PhiladdpU
—Cotton, 15| a 16 cts. for uplands and New Orleai

middlings. Superfine flour, $4 a $4.25 ; extras, S4.f

a $4.75 ; finer brands, $5 a $7.50. White wheat, $1,;

a $1,40 ; amber, $1,31 a $1.33 ; red, 11.28 a $1.31. By
$1.04. Yellow and mixed corn, 81 a 83 cts. Oats (

a 67 cts. Lard, 13} a 14 cts. Clover-seed, 12} el

Baltimore.—No, 1 western amber wheat, $1.32; No.
do., $1.31 ; we.stern red, $1.30a$1.31 ; No. 2 Milwauk
spring, $1.19}, Southern white corn, 85 a 87 cU,

;
ye

low, 81 a 82 cts, Oat«, 62 a 66 cts, • St. iouis,—No.
winter red wheat, $1.32. No, 2 mixed corn, 67 aV
No. 2 oats, 54 cts. Lard, 12} cts.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twerily-third Ward,) Philadelphia

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H, WobT)
INGTON, M. D,

Applications for the Admission of Patients may 1

made to the Superintendent, or to any of the- Board
Managers.

Died, at his residence in Marion township, Lii

county, Iowa, on the 22d of 1st mo. 1875, Job YotJir
an esteemed member of Springville Monthly Meetii
of Friend-s in the 61st year of his age. He was firm;

attached to the doctrines and testimonies of Friends
promulgated by the worthy founders of our religiO;

Society, and his life corresponded therewith. The at

ferings of a short illness were endured with Christii
patience and resignation, and his friends have the CO
soling belief, that through the mercy of our gr
Redeemer, he has been admitted into the haven of K
prepared for the righteous.

, in this city, on the 13th of 6th mo., HanHJ
Wood, in the 89th year of her age, a member of Phil
delphia Monthly Meeting,

WILLIAM H, PILE, PRINTER,'
"

No, 422 Walnut Street.
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ife among the Indians: being; extracts from the Journal
of Thomas C. Battey.

(Continaed from page 372.)

The following report of the state and pro-
rreas of the school was written out and signed
•eady for presenting to the Agent at the con-
slusion of the term :

]o J. Eichards, U. S. Indian Agent,
Kespected Friend,—The school was opened

18 a boardi-ng school, 11th mo. 15th, with
rfeven names on the list, which has since in-

creased to thirty-eight, the average attend-
mce for the first half of the term was sixteen
md a half, for the last half twenty-six and a
balf, the greatest avei-age any one week was
ihirty-one and one-fourth.

The ages of the scholars range from five

jrears to twenty, they are mostly of the Cad-
loe and Delaware tribes, with a few Creeks,
[fearly all have shown aptness, ability and a
jommendable zeal in their studies. Two-
hirds of them now at the close of the school,

reading fluently in books, using the 1st, 2nd
,nd 3rd Eeaders, the remainder on Charts,
welve have made commendable progress in

[writing
; their copy books being models of

lare and neatness. Several show consider-

ble talent and interest in drawing and print-

g, which have formed an important part of
ur school exercises. Geography and the
multiplication table have been used as con
[cert exercises. In acquiring the former the
jscholars have shown remarkable aptness, hav-
jing now a general acquaintance with ^ the
imaps of the world, North and South America,
!and the United States; also a knowledge of
|the more remarkable animals, and the races

lOf man inhabiting the different parts of the
world. Several show good abilities for mental
work, readily counting by 2s, 3.s, 4s, 5s, and
6s, and have made some progress in written
arithmetic. Spelling appears to be peculiarly
fdifficult, owing, no doubt, to their ignorance
[of the formation of written language ; by far

[the greatest progress being made by those
!who had acquired some knowledge of the

I
English language. •

[ The general demeanor and moral behavior
(of the scholars are much to their credit, there
seldom happening anything to mar the per-
;fect harmony of the school. Until the latter

part of the term, owing to lingual difficulties,

it was impossible to impart much religious in-

i

struction : we have now in the school as a

scholar, a good interpreter, through whom
we have endeavored to impart some of the
truths of Christianity, which have been lis-

tened to with marked attention, and we be-
lieve the seed falls upon good ground. Owing,
however, to the practice of dismissing the
scholars on Si.ith day evenings, we have been
unable to organize any First-daj' exercises
for their instruction, which wo regret.
The parents and guardians of children show

commendable interest in the school, both by
visiting it and taking measures to secure the
regular return of their children

; the chiefs
antl head men of the tribes generally, appear
alive to the necessity of education, and have
endered valuable assistance by their occa-

sional visits to the school, and addresses to
the scholars.

One marked feature in the school is the
small attendance of girls as compared with
that of the boys, the prevailing idea appears
to be, the boys ought to be educated, while it

matters little about the girls ; those, however,
who have attended have manifested no lack
of ability or aptness in learning, though evi-

dently from the effect of home training, they
are more inclined to stand in the background,
not coming forward with that promptness
hich characterizes the boys. The health of

the school has been pretty good in the main,
though in the spring there were a few cases
of ague, and one or two cases of pneumonia
in the winter. One death has recently oc-

curred among the scholars, and there are two
cases of sickness at the present time.

Eespectfully submitted,
Thomas C. Battey, Principal.

A. J. Standing, Teacher.

In accordanne with an apjjrehension of

duty, as explained in the preceding pages, I

stojjped at the Superintendent's office, while
on my way home, for the purpose of consult-

ing with him and the Agent of the Executive
Committee, respecting establishing myself in

the Kiowa camps. The Kiowas were at that

time a wild depredating tribe, who had hither-

to resisted all attempts to bring them into

friendly relations with the government or to

a knowledge of civilized life—were still con-

tinuing to commit depredations upon the

white settlements, stea'ing horses and mules,

murdering men and women, and carrying
their children into captivity. The Superin-

tendent and General Agent, by whom the

necessary arrangements would have to be

made, approved of the concern, but could see

no opening by which it could be accomplished

at present, and I continued my journey toward
home.
The succeeding summer, they with parties

from other tribes whom they could induce to

join them, murdered not less than forty white
persons, stole several hundred horses and
mules, and took three white children captives,

so that the agent in discouragement wrote to

me that from present appearances he did not

think it would l)e prudent to go among tho
Kiowas that winter, and proposed that I
should go to one of the bands of the Coraan-
ches instead of the Kiowas, at the same time
expressing a desire to see me at the agency.
Notwithstanding this discouraging view,

my mind was still secretly drawn to the Kio-
was, and without knowing how the thing
would work out, I felt best satisfied to make
my waj' to the Kiowa and Comanche Agency,
giving up in my mind to work awhile among
the Comanches, if way did not immediately
open for my going among tho Kiowas.

Accordingly on the first daj' of the 10th mo.
A. D. 1872, 1 parted with my very dear wife
and children, and started on my intended
journey to the Kiowa Agency, via Lawrence
in Kansas, where I arrived about midnight of
the 2nd of the month. Here I was detained
until the afternoon of the 4th, on account of
the absence of the Superintendent. I was
much discouraged upon his return in fyiding

no arrangements made for me, and that there
would likely be none for some time to come,
or at least until the return of the Indian dele-

gation from Washington. I however felt best
satisfied to proceed on my journey, and took
the cars that evening for Wichita, Kansas,
arriving there on the 5th, late in the evening.
This being as far as I could go by the cars,

and no mule or ox train being about to start,

in the direction I was desirous of going, for

some time, I joined a couple of young men
who v^ere going to cross the plains on horse-

back, to the point where I was intending,

they having ponies sufficient to carry me and
a part of my luggage. Making arrangements
for the transfer of my trunk by the first ox
train, we started on our journey of 240 miles,

about 11 o'clock on the 8th of 10th mo. 1872.

10th mo. 8th.—Evening, put up at a ranche
kept by a man from Pennsylvania, who
though very genteel in his manners, and ap-

pearing disposed to accommodate travellers

to the best of his ability, retails liquors by the
dram, permits card-playing, &c. His ranche,

like most others, is built of logs and roofed

with dirt, on which is quite a growth of grass

and weeds. Two large herds of Texas cattle

are being pastured here, and are enclosed ia

a yai-d near the ranche at night. The Texan
herders were drinking and playing cards until

late in the night, and as one small room serves

for kitchen* dining-room, eitting-room, bed-

room, store, saloon, and corn crib, there was
not much room between my bed on the floor,

and the gambling table, where these degraded
beings were keeping up their wild orgies,

swearing, drinking, smoking, and shuffling

their cards. I wished I had made my bed oat

of doors on the ground ; however, knowing
why I was there, 1 was favored to withdraw
my mind from these unfavorable surround-

ings, and feeling a degree of comfortable quiet,

soon dropped to sleep.

9th.—This morning much of the time we
witnessed a phenomenon of optical illusion,
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much spoken of by travellers. About 10

o'clock a short distance ahead of iis appeared

to be a lake, studded with beautiful islands,

which Were covered with trees, the shore of

this imaginary lake was fringed with trees

Bwaying back and forth in the breeze, which
gradually disappeared at our approach, while

others equally beautiful would be formed, to

greet our vision farther on. These also dis-

appearing as we drew near, continued an ever

varying scenery of land and water, though

not" a drop of water was visible upon the

parched surface of the plains. At one time,

on our right, could be traced for a great dis-

tance, a long winding river, fringed with tim-

ber, the bank being plainly visible in that

portion of its course which lay near us, flow-

ing ouward in front of us and aei-oss our

course toward our left, where it seemed to

discharge its waters into a boundless ocean
;

the surface of which, near the shore, was
studded with islands, covered with waving
trees. Upon the shores of these, unceasing
billows rolled and broke in white foaming
surges, stretching away to the utmost extent

of the vision. Ai the same time, farther round
to our left, and apparently not over half a
mile distant, appeared a beautiful grove, the

tree-tops gracefully swaying in the breeze,

but as we drew near, lake, river, ocean, is-

lands and groves, like the panorama of a

dream, gave place to the unchanging and
monStonous landscape of the plains.

12th.—Last night and the night before, the
wolves and coyotes e.'cereised their vocal at-

tainments by discoursing the most diabolical

music that human ears ever need listen to,

no doubt to their own satisfaction, as they
stopped of their own accord. It is certainly

not very entertaining, while with weary,
aching limbs, enveloped only in a blanket,

stretched upon the bosom of mother earth in

these dreary and solitary wastes, courting
" Tired nature's sweet restorer," to be thus
serenaded throughout the long hours cff night
by these hungry and blood-thirsty animals,
who are onlj- prevented from bestowing closer
marks of attention by their cowardly instincts.

At this moment, while I am seated at the
door of the ranche (where we have put up for

the night) writing, a pack of fifteen or twenty
grey wolves are hovering about in plain sight,

waiting for the darkness of night to give them
the desired opportunity of trying their mur-
derous teeth upon some unfortunate straggler
from a Texas drove. They often pursue such
for many miles, tearing out pieces of living
flesh with their steel like jaws, as they scour
the plains in headlong flight, until the poor
animal, worried out and exhausted by the loss

of blood and muscle, as well i^s his own furious
efforts to escape his merciless tormentors,
yielding to the iraperiousness of fate, falls

heavily in their midst, and is torn limb from
limb ere life is yet extinct, 'midst the horrid
snarls and growls of his foes.

There arc besides the coyote, three varieties
of wolves, that I have soon in this country:
the black or brown wolf, the grey, and the
white or mountain wolf. The latter, though
larger than tlic others, is not nearly so numer-
ous. The grey wolf may be said to be the
wolfof the country, and is a tierce but coward-
ly animal

; 1 have frequently seen a dozen in
a pack, but have not known of their attacking
man, though they are more bold when the
ground has been some time covered with
snow, and they are pressed with hunger. The

coyote is more slim, more of a grey and less

red color than his more northern namesake,

and is very abundant.
(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Mary Capper.

(Contioned from page 371.)

In the last number a letter was alluded to

as being addressed to Mary Capper by her

brother Jasper; it seems that it tailed in pro-

ducing the effect designed; the following is

extracted from his reply ; it is inserted at this

time to show how deep was his concern in re-

gard to her spiritual welfare, as well as to

bring before our view some truths of import-

ance, which it may be well to bear in mind,
seeing we also must one day answer before

the Great Judge, of the " deeds done in the

body, whether they be good, or whether they
be evil."

" London, 28th Sep. 1776.

" Dear Sister, * * * If I remember
right, I addressed myself to your heart before,

but you have answered me in haste, and 1 am
sensible never asked your poor heart one ques-

tion about it ; but in the strength of your own
reason have confided, and 1 will endeavor to

prove that you have trusted to a broken r>_ed;

therefore answer me a question ; and if your
heart does not give the negative, then ask
yourself, if you do not deny your Redeemer,
by making the Gospel of none efliect. Did
your heart assent to this assertion in your
letter? viz., that you 'look upon a sincere,

humble and uniform adherence to the rules of

moral duties as the substance of oar faith and
doctrines.' Surely not! fur this excludes

Christianity; as it is possible to be a strict

moralist without one grain of true religion
;

for many of the heathen were so, and even
Atheists may be so.

Our blessed Saviour himself condemned
the Scribes and Pharisees, who were strictly

moral ; they carried themselves uprightly as

to their moral characters, and were looked
upon by the world as the best of men : they
fasted twice in the week, and were not (as one
said of them) extortioners, unjust, &c., and
they gave tithes of all that they possessed

;

yet what does the Lord, who knew their

hearts, call them ? Hypocrites, who prayed
to God with their lips, but whose hearts were
far from Him

!

How is it frequently with us? are not you
and I like unto them ?

If we believe that we ' must one day give
an account for every idle word ;' and that,
' whether we eat or drink, or whatsoever we
do, we must do all for the glory of God,' (which
we must believe, or deny our professed faith,)

can we watch too narrowly over ourselves ?

or endeavor, too carefully, to avoid what may
tend in the least to alienate our aftections from
the things which are above ?

'To enjo}^ is to obey.' Was our Saviour
sent upon earth as a pattern for us ? Did He
enjoy the good things in this life in the man-
ner you speak of? We are told to use the
things of this life so as not to abuse them, but
never to rejoice in them, that I remember.
When the Apostles were beaten, and departed
from the presence of the council rejoicing,

was it enjoying the good things of this life?

No! it was rejoicing in the Lord; and I be-
lieve, that to enjoy his presence, we must
obey his leadings. Read the first chapter of
John and tell me what you can make out of

it without this belief. In the epistle to th'

Corinthians, the ministers of God are spoke :

of, 'as sorrowful, yet always rejoicing.' Wer
not these, think you, called by those who di

not listen to them, a -morose set of fellows

Yet, were they not enjoying and obeying,
Thus it is with almost all religious people. '

My intention, was not to accuse nor to dic-

tate, but to warn you with a desire to enquir

after these things.

In true brotherly love, being sensible of m;
own errors, from a very sinful neglect.

Tour true friend and affectionate brother,

Jaspae Capper."
No remark is preserved respecting th

eff'ect of this letter on Mary Capper's mine
but it appears to have induced her to reflec

very seriously upon her own condition, an

to make some enquiry into the faith and prac

tice of the Society to which her brother ha
become so much attached. She was at tha

time in very delicate health, and her parent

resolved (probably under the influence c

various motives) to place her in a family i

France, for a time.

On this account she was brought into ne\
and trying circumstances ; a few extracts fror

her journal at this time, will perhaps give t

the reader a deeper appreciation of the sacr

fices which she had afterwards to make, i

order to obtain peace of mind, and enable he

to become the humble disciple of a crucifie

Lord.
From an early entry in her journal sh

writes of having had much serious conversa

tion with her physician (a Dr. Knowles
saying, "that her heart felt interested in ever

word that fell from the mouth of the worth
doctor;" also, adding : "I wish I could pre

vail upon all my acquaintance to lay aside al

their trivial ways of killing time, by playitl

at cards and such diversions, and in their root

to institute improving, rational conversatior

it would undoubtedly be better for society i

general: we should then enjoy ourselves i

reality. How far more praiseworthy thos

are who spend their time in searching afte

and admiring the wonderful power and gooc

ness of the Almighty, than such as think c

little but the gratification of the senses; wh
scarcely know or consider how or wherefor

this grand universe is supported, or whethe
governed by a Supreme, All-powerful Being!

About this time she seemed to entertai

some ideas in regard to entering a conveni

but was turned jiside from carrying out thi

plan by the " worthy doctor" of whom sh

speaks.

At one time she mentions having accon

panied some friends to the opera, and aftei

wards of her great disgust ; and in speakin

of the actress she says :
" In the midst of m

chagrin, I could not help feeling emotions c

pity for the poor unhappy wretch, who, in he

serious moments, must call to mind a life spen

in such a manner; how melancholy a retrc

speet! I may truly say, my intended pleasur

was turned into actual pain. 1 was very i'

afterwards.

pet. 24th, 1776. My brother Jasper calle,

upon me : ho was not pleased at my last night'

expedition; in truth 1 was vexed at mysel

I could not help making a comparison b(

tween the difl'erent feelings with which I r<

tired to rest last evening and the night before

one all hurry and confusion, without on

rational idea; the other calm, serene an

pleasing: with a train of ideas, delightfll
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and composed. The doctor was at home
10 afternoOD, and we had much serious

•rsation, in which my heart was inte-

I, the doctor and his wife explained the
it arising from silent meetings, which I

mvinced must be very great; we are then
from all external objects, and wait upon
jord, in silent submission, which must
tloris be a far more acceptable sacrifice

tliose forms of prayer that are repeated
A^ lips when the spirit is far from God.
silent meditation is certainly an excellent

nation for vocal prayer."
(To be coDtinued.)

For "The Friend."

Four Years in Ashaiitec.

Among the books on Africa recently issued

om the press is one with the above title,

escribing the adventures oftwo missionaries,

Swiss, F. A. Ramseyer, ajid a Silesian, J.

Cuhiie, who had been stationed at Anum on
lie Gold Coast, and were carried off as cap-

ivcs by an incursion of Ashantees, and de-

aiiKMJ as prisoners for four years at Cooraas-

ie, tlie capital of that country, until released

[<y the approach of the British array, under
1 [rarnet Wolseley. The narrative was written

liy Eamseyer, and fully confirras the state-

i'aents of other authors as to the bloodj- and
;|ebasing character of the superstition which
Itrevails among the Ashantees and other

! 'ribes.

)
The unsettled condition of the country had

Llarmed the missionaries, but after delibera-

ting on the case, they concluded to remain at

(heir post, trusting that in any contingency
i'hey would be respected as men of peace,

their capture is thus described.

(
" While engaged in the veranda, my wife

I'lbserved the glitter of arms among the tall

idrass bordering the footpath which led to the
[own. A troop of warriors soon appeared,
i;reeting us civilly in their own language, but
!,tthe same time pointing their guns. We
.dvanced, calmly enquiring from whence they
,ame. ' We are friends from Coomassie,' said

hey, and beckoned us to approach. They
iook our offered hands, and when we assured
hem we were missionaries, having nothing
|o do with the war, but quietly remaining
ivhen all others had fled, they withdrew their

loaded guns, adding that, ' we were quite

jight,' and begging us to accompany them to

jbeir leader, who was close at hand and wished

p see us ; meanwhile, they would guard our
(tation, which might otherwise suffer from
jiis pilfering crew.

i

" Having really no choice, we, at their sug-

ijestion, arrayed ourselves in our best to do
he chief honor, took a little refreshment, and
hllowed our guides. I pocketed a few pre-

jents, and my wife took two tins of milk, the

paby's bottle, and a warm woollen rug—why,
.'he hardly knew, as we were told we should
;'Oon come back—but alas, from that fatal

aoment we beheld our much-loved home no
nore.
" We formed a singular procession, headed

py a half-clad soldier, armed with gun, bowie
pife, and a long leathern whip under his

irm ; next mj^self, carrying our babe, then
ny wife and Mr. K., three soldiers bringing
ip the rear. We were soon met by hundreds
)f painted negroes, who, despite the efforts of

)ur leader to turn them back, rushed up the

,iill shouting the name of Adu Bofo. It was
iiasjr to see that their aim was the spoliation

of our house and property
;
yet they did us no

harm personally, and were even outwardly
polite, acceding to our request to point their
muskets away from us. In the company of
this riotous crowd wo at last approached the
town. Its silence was broken now—the Ashan-
tees had indeed taken possession. They fixed
on us their glaring eyes as they vociferated
in triumphant tones and noisy songs their
own heroic deeds. We sought in vain for
their captain, tho'ugh they assured us ho was
near. Alas ! on the verj^ spot where I had so
often stood proclaiming God's message of
peace, all was havoc and confusion ; debris of
all kinds was scattered about the streets.

' We were driven forward under a blazing
sun, passing burning houses, whoso scorching
heat increased our sufferings terribly. For
four hours the merciless march continued, and

were urged onward faster and faster,^till,

on our strong remonstrance of such continued
effort being required of a woman, they pro-
mised us a sedan chair to carry us back to
Anum in the evening. A few yams, and some
milk for the little one was our food until we
reached Pekyi, a town which was said to
have surrendered to Ashantee uncondition-
ally, yet one house alone remained entire
among smouldering ruins. Our enquiries after

the captain were answered by the command
to march on, ' but only a very little further.'

Some food was also offered, which we pocket-
ed, for fatigue and excitement deprived us of

all appetite. A company of naked prisoners

were just then led past us, bending under the
burden of their chains. How we pitied them

;

yet the close surveillance under which we
were, and the exultant tones of the men con-

tending together for the honor of having
caught us, increased our fears that we wei-e

prisoners too. These fears were soon sadly
confirmed, for on looking up we caught sight

of a long line of soldiers, heavily laden with
our own household goods ; so that wo at once
perceived the deception which had been prac-

tised upon us, and realized our helpless con-

dition. The assurance of our gracious God
that He would never forsake us alone sus-

tained us in that moment of agony !"

Their sufferings on the march with the

army, from fatigue, exposure, insufficient food,

and being placed in irons at night, were very

severe. Yet they met with those who mani-

fested a feeling of compassion, by presents of

food and kind words. Their infant son was
unable to endure the hardships to which he

was exposed, and the want of suitable nourish-

ment. The result is thus described:

"Meanwhile, the little fellow's weakness
increased, and the end was evidently at hand.

At times he lay quite still, but painful restless-

ness succeeded. Kind people came constantly

to inquire for him and offer sympathy, while

the queen [of Sokoree] brought eggs and tried

to comfort us with the assurance that if we
saw the king, the child would recover. When
I begged sonie palm oil for a night light, tell-

ing them he was dying, they still tried to eon-

sole us saying, ' No, no, he must not die ; the

king will not allow it.' Oh ! how hard it was

to suppress the bitter feelings which would
rise against those who had murdered this in-

nocent babe by their cruelty ! To our sur-

prise he lived till morning, when his eyes

brightened ; he ate an egg with appetite, and

even began playing with the buttons on his

mother's jacket, which he had long ceased

to notice. This was only the last flickering

of the flame, he gave one more look of silent

tensity, as if he wished to say, 'good bye,'

and all was over. Precious child, into whose
brief span of life so much of suffering was
crowded !"

When the people heard us praying they
came to the door of the room, and looked
earnestly and sadly at the corpse. After
vainly seeking for some boards to make a
coffin, I bogijed our visitors to plait two
baskets of palm branches, one to serve as a
shell, the other as a cover, and here the pre-

cious tiny form was laid, covered with his

ragged clothing. Brother K. picked some
flowers to put in his hands, and according to

the custom of the country, a few mats and
two yards of calico were sent by the princess,

a mark of sympathy which gratified and
soothed us in our grief. At four o'clock we
laid him in a peaceful grave, under beautiful

banana trees, the usual burying-place for

children, only two hundred paces from our
house."

"After an hour of quiet grief (during which
Ageana [their caretaker] had been drinking
with his friends, probably celebrating a kind
of ' wake'), we were summoned to meet the
soldier who had gone to Coomassie for the
cow, and had returned accompanied by an
ambassador, wearing a large round gold plat©

on his breast. They wore followed by two
soldier boys bearing six ells of colored cloth,

a third with a sugar loaf in a brass plate on
his head, and a fourth with a stately ram.
The king sent us greeting, and was grieved

to hear of the illness of our child; a milch

cow could not bo found, but the cloth he said

would form a bed, and the ram and sugar
would be useful ; he had also sent some gold

dust, in value about nine dollars, of which
Ageana took possession. He hoped we should

be easy and have patience, for in a short time

we wore to appear before him, and be permit-

ted to return to our own home.
"We replied briefly that 'the things had

come too late.' The ambassador then en-

deavored to comfort us by assuring us of the

friendship of the king, and his wish that we
should be sorrowful no longer. His kind

words found their way to our hearts, and the

prospect of returning to our work and to our

brethren, prevented our sleeping much that

night."
(To be continued.)

The Waleh.

In the course of our visiting families here,

during our silent sitting in one of them, my
mind was much taken up in thinking of a

watch, and the several wheels and movements
thereof, until I was grieved at such trifling

thoughts, as I esteemed them ; when suddenly

there appeared something instructive therein,

and I had a freedom to say, the several parts

thereof seemed to represent the excellent

faculties and gifts bestowed on man. Though
the wheels, &c., of a watch were truly made
and placed in their proper order, yet there

must be a main-spring to give them motion
;

so the gifts and faculties of men must have

their main-spring and cause of motion to every

good work, a zeal to the honor of the Lord
their Creator, and a fervent, holy desire to

answer the end of their creation ; and as there

is a regulating spring to a watch, so also there

should be the true knowledge of God and of

themselves experienced in His light, to pre-
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serve from going too fast, kno-sving by His

heavenly instruction that eg wisdom, zeal,

strength or ability, will enable to do the

Lord's work for His honor and the good of

man, but that which God giveth.

In order that a watch may answer the end

intended bj- its maker, there is a visible face

and hands to discover the inward motion,

thereby showing time : so it is needful that

man should be a co-worker with the spirit and

gift of grace in his heart, that others behold-

ing the light thereof, might be taught to

glorify God, and in His Jight so to nuniber

their days and walk in His fear, as to die in

His favor.

As a zeal for the cause of truth and fear of

failing short of duty may at times prompt
man to rush on too fast, it is needful that he

should wait in humble reverence to feel the

love of God and the influence of that know-
ledge and wisdom which is from above, and

experienced by those who are spiritual, that

the end of all their labor may be, in the spirit

of meekness, to restore those who are over-

taken in error. In order that men may dwell

in that which gives ability to labor with sue

cess in the Church of Christ, it is needful that

their minds should be enclosed in the bosom
of Truth, in humble retirement, to bo pre-

served from the various tumults, cumbers,

cares and temptations of the world, which
-wouM otherwise clog their minds and deprive

them of their true spiritual sense and motion.

So, in a watch, it is needlul that all the in-

ward parts, which are so curious, should be

enclosed from damps, vapors and dust, other-

wise it would be deprived of its motion and
become useless for keeping time.

My intent in this relation is to show the in-

finite condescension of Him whose mercy is

over all His works, to instruct the children

of men, each as it were in his own tongue or
language, suitable to his understanding; the
man being by trade a watchmaker. He seemed
to be tenderly reached, and we parted in a
degree of sweetness; it was the Lord's doing
and marvellous to me, praised be His holy
name forever !

—

Jno. Churchman.

Selected for "The Friend."

Deflfnsions— Renvals.

Religious Societies have their times of de-

clension, and their seasons of renewed refresh-

ment and zeal. The declensions generally
accompany outward ease and prosperity

; the
revivals follow sufferings and trials. The re-

ligious Society of Friends has, in its various
branches, partakenof such changes. Amongst
its members in the city of Philadelphia, before
the war of the American revolution, luke
warmncss abounded, the love of many had
waxed cold, the spirit of the world had ob
tained too much pre-eminence. In vain did
the faithful cry out against the manners, the
ma.'cims, the principles of the world around;
those who had not submitted to the cross of
Christ, who held their religion by birthright,
who loved the honors which man can gi

were not prepared to support principles they
never understood—to maintain peculiarities
they inwardlj' despised. The ground from
which those peculiarities and principles sprang
would have been clear to them, had they been
true Christians indeed, brought to understand
more fully the voice of the Spirit, through
walking in obedience thereto. * * A time
came to test their principles.— Thomas Scat
tergood and his Times.

THANKFUL HEARTS.

Some murmur when their sky is clear,

And wholly bright to view,

If one small speck of dark appear

In their great heaven of blue;

And some with thankful love are filled

If but one streak of light,

One ray of God's good mercy, gild

The darkness of their night.

In palaces are hearts that ask,

In discontent and pride,

"Why life is such a dreary task,

And all good things denied
;

And hearts in poorest huts admire
How Love has in their aid

(Love that not ever seems to tire)

Such rich provision made.

TfllS DARK WORLD AND THAT BRIGHT
LAND.

Earth with all its sin and sadness,

Pain and sickness, grief and care;

Heaven, with its unspoken gladness,

Light and love, and all that's fair

;

How the two contrasted stand

—

This dark world, and that bright land.

Here the eye grows dim with weeping.

Here the cheek is wan with woe,

For the loved ones who are sleeping,

For the hopes that are laid low
;

In the light of heaven's ray,

Tears of earth are wiped away.

Here our toilsome way pursuing,

Compass'd round with many foes;

Pleasures are not worth the wooing,
Thorns are found with every rose

;

There—the sorrowful are blest;

There—the weary are at rest.

Here a lonely watch we're keeping
On the battle-plain of life.

Lest the foe should find us sleeping,

And unfitted for the strife;

There the war and conflict cease.

Heaven's atmosphere is peace.

Here our painful cross we're bearing,

Where our Master leads the way
Here the shame and grief we're sharing.

That for us upon Him lay

:

There we lay our burden down.
Change the cross into the crown.

Here the parting word is spoken.

Where our hearts the closest cling,

And upon the spirit broken.

Like a knell its accents ring

;

There, before the Saviour's throne.

Parting is a word unknown.

lofty Habitations.

The following passage occurs in the Life of

John Coleridge Patterson, Bishop of the

Melanesian Islands, who was killed by the
savage islanders a few years since. Here is

a passage showing how the naturalist's love
of the curious may coexist in the same mind
with the religious 'fervor of the missionary.
In the island of Bauro he found, during one of

his voyages, a small tribeof people who have
built houses for themselves on the tops of high
trees. To these they retreat at night as a
protection from their enemies, and sleep in

them.
"The Bishop, who had three Mahaga bojs

to bring back, was anxious to see these curious
nests, and, if possible, to pass the night in one
of them ; so he went to the place—a swamp
surrounded by a strong wall, inside which
grew the treis on which the houses were
built. The houses were six in number, they

were on the highest trees in the neighborhood,
and the ladders leading to them were planted

on the strong wall before mentioned. The
boughs had been lopped awaj', until quite

near the tops of the trees ; and the ladder that

led from the wall to one of the houses was 60

feet long ; not quite upright, however. The
tree was growing at some little distance from

the bottom of the rock, and a plumb-line let

down from the veranda of the house to the

ground proved the distance to be 9-i feet. The
floor was made of bamboo matted, and mea*
ured 23 feet by 11 feet, and the roof and sides

were of palm-leaf thatch.
" The ladders were very curious ; they con-

sisted of a pole in the centre, to which crosa

pieces of wood' about two feet I6ng wert

lashed by vines, and, to steady these and hole

on by, there were double shrouds of supple
jacks. On one ladder fifty feet long there

were forty-two Hngs, at unequal distance!

apart. The Bishop and William Pasvorang
who had gone on shore with him, saw men
women and children, running up and down th«

ladders, and walking about the bare branches

high up by the tree-hoiises, trusting entirelj

to their feet, and not touching with theii

hands.

"The Bishop, whose shoes were wet anc

slippery with landing, did not think it righ'

to run the risk of an accident, but he let Pas
vorang go up, knowing he was as much a

home among the shrouds of the Southerr

Cross as any sailor. Pasvorang came dowi
saying, ' I was so afraid my legs shook
Don't you go ! going aloft is nothing to it.'

" The people who lived in these house
could not understand what any one could b'

afraid of. They were anxious the Bisho]

should come and visit them, and when he sai(

' I can't go up there, I am neither a bird no

a bat, and I have no wings if I fall,' the]

thought he must be joking.
" While he was speaking he saw a womai

with a load on her back walking up a ladde

to a tree only a little lower than the one Pas

vorang had tried, doing it as if it were th

most natural thing in the world, and not al

tempting to catch hold with her hands.
" The Bishop spent the night in one of th

bamboo houses in the swamp at the foot o

the trees, and heard the women singing hi,

up above him, as if they were in the clou

He had plenty of time to listen to them, foi

the great likelihood that there might b

scorpions in the hut, the croaking of the frog

and the screams of the cockatoos and parrel

kept him awake. He was not sorry to g«

back to the vessel in the morning ; but a da'

or two later he and Mr. Atkin went on shoi<

together, and this time they did manage 1

get up to the wonderful nest, which, wW
you had climbed up to it, proved a greal dell

more curious than pleasant. The JSishopi

night at the foot of the tree had been uncoD

fortable enough, but he would have been eve*

more uncomfortable if he could have had h

wish, and slept up there."

Patterson's life was thus spent passini

about from island to island, often in immineK
danger, but every where bent upon erram
of philanthropy and religion. He made peat

among warring tribes ; he endeavored to ei

courage an}' germ of civizilation which 1

might have planted or discovered. Hiscoui

age was only equal to his love ; he took h
life in his hand, always going unarmed amorj

the savages and taking great risks to mai

|i
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m understand that ho did not suspect thena.

was in this way that he met his death,
went alone on shore at the island of Na-
a, on the L'Oth of September, 1871, and did

; return. The crew of the Southern Cross
e vessel in which he made his journeys
m island to island) knowing that tliere

B commotion and violence upon the shore,'

t a boat for the bishop. They found his

lOe empty and his body in the water. He
i been murdered in retaliation for cruelties

ich some whites had just practised upon
i islanders. It really seemed, from the con-
ion of his body when found, that there had
Q a party among the savages who had
d to save him and who had dressed his

iy honorably after his death.

For " The Friend.'

John Griffith,

(Continued from page 370.)

The following, continued from J. Griffith,

" Observations concerning the nature

d necessity of the new birth," is especially

mended to all unto whom these may come.
Eis expressive word« in relation to regen-

ition—"that which can alone lay a sure

tndation for happiness, both in time and
irnity"—should lead not only every sin-

wed captive, but every quickened soul, with

ery candidate for heaven to the most heart-

>rching enquiry, What do I know of the

^y of the cross or the way of life on the

ms here laid down ; or has there been ex-

rienced by me that new birth unto right-

usness without which no one can see the

ngdom of God ! Is it not painfully evident

at the professors of Christianity of the

odern day, for the most part perhaps, have
and a smoother and less self-denying path
walk in than that through which Nico-

smus was directed unto the saving know-
dge of Him which is life eternal, and of that

rth not of corruptible seed, but incorrupti-

e, by the word of God which liveth and
)ideth forever?

But whatever may be the superficial views
at some may entertain on this great sub-

ct, or how muchsoever others may turn

;vay from or ignore it, the truth must ever

main fundamental :
—" Except a man be

jrn again, he cannot see the kingdom of

od." But where there is a willingness

rought, as J. Griffith represents, to submit
I the Saviour's thoroughly cleansing baptism
f fire and the Holy Ghost, whereby regene-

ition is begun, carried on, and, as patience

as its perfect work under the same, ulti-

lately perfected, how does the Lord of life

nd glory, the omnipotent Captain of saiva-

.on, the Eternal Friend of all those who live

ad put their trust in Him, prepare the way
ad lead in it all those who feeling the ma-
idy of sin—the plague of their own hearts

hare disposed to capitulate only for life, and
o seek reconciliation with Him on any terms,

aying in the depths of humiliation and eon-

rition : "A Saviour or I die ; a Eedeemer or

perish forever!" These shall not be disap-

pointed in the hope of eternal life, though
ore may be the trials, parching the droughts,

,nd rough and long the way in which, from

5gypt to Canaan spiritually, they may be

ed. For He who awakened Nicodemus by
he message with power conveyed, and so

lonfirmed him in the truth thereof, as to cause

lim to speak well of his name (John vii. 50,

il), and also at His crucifixion to bring

largely of myrrh and aloes for His burial,
can, in like manner, convict and restore all

now through His Holy Spirit, and gather
unto the eternal fold of endless peace and
.joy-

Perhaps we are safe in saying, there is

nothing that turns so many away from the
narrow way of the cross unto regeneration
and holiness of life, as the spirit of this world!
That spirit which rules in the children of dis-

obedience
;
and which suggests the belief or

possibility, of a way to the kingdom in which
we can serve two masters, and love the world,
while at the same time professing to be the
servants of Christ! But what a conscience-
lulling and soul-destroying opiate is such a
doctrine; and what a bane is conformitj' to
a world that lieth in wickedness, and that
crucified the Lord of life and glory ! How
this conformitj'^ leads to resist the reproofs of
instruction— the Saviour's pleading voice!
How oft induces to turn from compunctions
which, if cordially yielded to and embraced,
would secure Divine merc}^ and condescension
to the soul ! How it causes its votaries to

become double-minded and unstable, so that
they make no progress I How it makes them
to be lean from day to day, because halting
between two opinions ; and to remain desti-

tute of the life and power of godliness, which
a death unto self and a life unto righteous-

ness, through the washing of regeneration
and the renewing of the Holy Ghost, ever

gives to all those who turn from the confor-

mity spoken of and submit to the discipline

of the Saviour's cross, and are engaged to

maintain a habitual communion with Him
and the God of their lives through the Holy
Spirit.

By frequent lapses in the direction alluded

to, and a conformity oft to the leavening
spirit of the world, our spiritual senses be-

come so benumbed that a clear distinction of

the shades between Truth and error grows
very difficult. The Spirit of God becomes
more and more grieved ; the heart little by
little gets stupefied ; while the exercise of

prayer—the Christian's vital breath—grows
cold, formal, and ineffectual, according to

what is written: "Ye ask and receive not,

because ye ask amiss." O ! that all this might
be averted by the yielding of ourselves unre-

servedly to that baptism unto regeneration,

which alone purifies the heart, which opens

the blind eye and unstops the deaf ear; and
we are enabled to see and to hear of the

things which belong to our peace before they

are hid from our eyes. It is this which John
Griffith pleads for, in the following lively

and stirring essay on this great subject as

follows

:

" Observations concerning the Nature and Ne-

cessity of the New Birth.

"The standing doctrine preached by our

Lord Jesus Christ to JSTicodemus, of the ne-

cessity of being born again, John iii. 3-8, and

what is delivered by John the Baptist con-

cerning the baptism of Christ with the Holj'

Ghost and fire, being the same in substance,

which is also set forth by the prophet Mala-

ehi, under the lively metaphors of a refiner's

fire, a purifier of silver, and fuller's soap, with

many other passages of like import in holy

writ, although of the utmost consequence to

be rightly understood, weightily considered,

and deeply pondered by all, is by the gener-

ality much overlooked, and amazingly neg-

lected. That which alone can lay a sure
foundation for happiness, both in time and
eternity, is hardly thought of by many with
desire, or even with any degree of Kerious-
ness; unless it be to shun and evade the force
of that power, which thereby would separate
them from their beloved lusts and fleshly
gratifications. In order .to effect this, many
and exceedingly absurd have been the conjec-
tures and dreams of a great part of mankind

;

but all to shun the cross ; that corrupt self,

with all its seeming rich treasure and adorn-
ing, might bo saved. This self, in many, has
been more fond of a religious kind of orna-
ment and treasure, than those of any other
sort; towards whom the subtile transformer
hath not been wanting plentifully to furnish
all those minds who have a religious turn.
Antichrist, as an eminent author observes,
can bring forth in his church a likeness or
imitation of every thing that is to be found
in Sion. O then! how greatly it behoves
mankind to press after a certainty ; since
nothing can possibly centre the soul in a
more deplorable state, than a mistake of this
kind.

"But some are apt to doubt whether such
a thing as an infallible evidence of our adop-
tion is attainable hei'e ; though so fully assert-

ed in the Holy Scriptures. This is not to be
wondered at, with respect to those who are
in the natural unrenewed state ; seeing the
natural man, according to Paul's doctrine,
' understandeth not the things of the Spirit

of God, neither indeed can he know thtm,
because they are spiritually discerned.' But
I am persuaded none, who have really expe-
rienced the new birth, remain doubtful or
scrupulous concerning this important truth.

It seems to me altogether unreasonable to

suppose Infinite Goodness, who knows the
fallibility and great weakness of his creature

man, should leave any, whose hearts are fully

devoted to yield obedience to his will, in a
state liable to mistake the same, or in any
wise ignorant of his Divine approbation, upon
a careful discharge of their duty to him. This
holy evidence in faithful souls is indeed the

white stone, and in it a new name written,

which none know save those who receive it;

being an assurance that their names are writ-

ten in heaven : from whence arises a joy,

which is unspeakable and full of glory.
" A sense of the wrath of God against evil,

doth often make deep impressions upon the

minds of many ; so that they in painful re-

morse are ready to cry out for mercy and
forgiveness of their sins. And seeing this

sensibility upon the mind of man, that he has

displeased his Creator, neither doth nor can

proceed from any thing in man, but the pure
witness of God placed there ;

so it is quite

reasonable to conclude, that this Divine Wit-

ness, upon our faithfuUj' discharging the

duty we owe to God, according to its dis-

coveries, will impress our minds with a sweet

sense of Divine approbation, agreeable to

Rom. viii. 16: ' The Spirit itself beareth wit-

ness with our spirit, that we are the children

of God.' With many other passages in holy

writ of like import.
" When any are really disposed to be reli-

gious, great care should be taken in their first

setting out. Many have been marred upon the

wheel, for want of patience to endure proper

tempering; endeavoring to be formed into

vessels, before they have passed through the

necessary operation. This has been for want
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of thoroughly knowing themselves. For .dom, our duty, our intei-est to seek diligently

every thing that appertains to the creaturely [for ourselves that peace which overbalances
will, and forwardness of desire to choose an
act for itself, must die upon the cross ; there
fore there must be a remaining as without
form and void, to endure all sorts of storms
and tempests, until the effective Word saith,

Let there be light! rpaking by bis own power
a perfect separation between the light and
darkness in the little world (viz. man), as he
did in the great world. Until this is really
experienced, man is not in a condition to be
placed upon the wheel, to be formed into a
vessel of honor. But there must be a time
for drying, and enduring the furnace.

' These wonderful operations, which I have,
in an allegorical way, only just touched upon,
must necessarily make very deep and lasting
impressions upon all, who have been so happy
as so far to experience the nature of that re-

generation, without which none can see the
kingdom of God. When any are come thus
far, there will be no occasion to make use of
dreams and uncertain conjectures in forming
a judgment concerning their adoption. That
Divine birth which is raised in them, natur
ally cries Abba Father! leaving them no room
to doubt, when he is pleased to appear (which
they are taught to wait in the patience for) of
their having passed from death unto life ; or
being translated from under the power of
darkness into the kingdom of the Lord Jesus
Christ ; which consisteth in ri-jhteousness
and peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost."

CTo be continuedj

them all.

—

Richard Shackleton.

letter by John Woolman.

Beloved Friend,—My mind is often affected
as I pass along, under a sense of the state of
many poor people, who sit under that sort of
ministry which requires much outward labor
to support it ; and the loving kindness of our
heavenly Father, in opening a pure Gospel
ministry in this nation, hath often raised
thankfulness in my heart to Him. I often
remember the conflicts of the faithful under
persecution, and now look at the free exer-
cise of the pure gift, uninterrupted by out-
ward laws, as a trust committed to ns, which
requires our deepest gratitude and most care-
ful attention. I feel a tender concern that
the work of reformation, so prosperously car-
ried on in this land (England) within a few
aps past, may go forward and spread among

"'
.

jj^j^^ ^^^ g^ backward^
ing on our garments,

work so great and

the nations ; and
through dust gather!
who have been called to
80 precious,

* * * * I look at that precious gift be-
stowed on thee, with awfulness before Him I

who gave it
; and feel a care, that we mav be

80 separated to the Gospel of Christ, that
those things which proceed from the spirit of
this world, may have no place amongst us.

Thy friend,

John Woolman.

Good and gracious is that Being who is
mixing our cup of life for us with bitter as
well as sweets, in order that we may not be
tempted by the agreeable part of it to rest
too much contented therein, but, tasting also
oftheuupleasantalloy,maybe the less grieved
to leavii It, our affections be more weaned from
It, and our spirits may have a keener relish
for a state of perfection and unmixed happi-
ness. Many certainly are the troubles of one
sort or other which attend us. It is our wis-

For "The Friend."

The Settlement of Friends at Dnnkirk, in France,

(CoDtinued from page 375.)

At the close of the reading of the Address
of Friends, Mirabeau, President of the Assem-
bly rose and thus replied.

" Quakers who have fled from persecution
and tyrants, cannot but address with confi-

dence the legislators who have for the first

time in France made the rights of mankind
the basis of law; and France now reformed,
France in the bosom of peace, which she will
always consider herself bound to revere and
which she wishes to all other nations, may be-
come another happy Pennsylvania.

system of philanthropy we admire
your principles, they remind us that the origin
of every society was a family united by its

manners, its affections, and its wants, and
doubtless those would be the most sublime in-

stitutions which would renew the human
race, and bring them back this primitive and
virtuous original.

"The examination of your principles no
longer concerns us. We have decided on that
point. There is a kind of propert}' no man
would put into the common stock—the emo
tions of his soul, the freedom of his thoughts,
In this sacred domain man is placed in a hierar-
chy far above the social state. As a citizen he
must adopt a form of government, but as a
thinking being, the universe is his country.

"As principlesofreligion your doctrines will
not be the subject of our deliberations. The
relation of every man to the Supreme Being
is independent of all political institutions.
Between God and the heart of man what gov-
ernment would dare to interfere ? As civil

maxims your claims must be submitted to the
discussions of the legislative body. We will
examine whether the forms you observe in or-
der to ascertain births and marriages be suffi-

cient to authenticate those descents which
the division of property, independent of good
manners, renders indispensable.

We will consider whether a declaration,
subject to the penalties against false witness

' perjury, be not in fact an oath. Worthy
citizens, you have already taken that civil
oath which every man deserving of freedom
has thought a privilege rather than a duty.
You have not taken God to witness, but you
^ave appealed toj^our consciences, and is not
a pure conscience a heaven without a cloud?
Is not that part of a man a ray of dignity ?

" You also say that one of your religious
tenets forbids you to take up arms, or to kill
a man under any pretence whatever. It is cer-
tainly a noble philosophical principle, which
thus does a kind of homage to humanity ; but
consider well whether defence of yourselves
and your equals b^not also a religious duty.
You would otherwise be overpowered by
tyrants. Since we have procured liberty for
you and for ourselves, why should you refuse
to preserve it?

" Had your brethren in Pennsylvania been
less remote from the savages, would they have
suffered their wives, their children, their par-
ents, to be massacred, rather than resist ; and

Quaker, I will say, ' My brothe?, if thou hi
a right to be free, thou hast a right to p;
vent any one from making thee a slave,
thou lovest a fellow creature suffer not
tyrant to destroy him. It would be killii

him thyself Thou desirest peace, but cc
sider, weakness invites war. General resi
ance would prove an universal peace.'*

" The Assembly invites you to stay its s
ting."

The address presented by William Eotc
and the reply of Mirabeau, were directed I

the Assembly to be printed.
William Eotch remarks in reference to tl

presentation of the Address. " The object
our petition w-as of little consequence coi
pared with the opportunity we now had
somewhat spreading a knowledge of our pri
ciples;—above all, that of the inward light i

Spirit of God in every man as a primary ra
of faith and practice."

' We met with a number of serious persoi
who were in a great measure convinced of tl

eetitude of our faith, and they gatherc
about us at our hotel, one evening aft(

another, one inviting, others to come, urn
those social meetings in our apartments b
came exceedingly interesting. The conve
sation almost wholly turned on religious sa
jects, and they always appeared well satisfi*

with the hours thus spent. It was then
turbulent time in Paris, and much more i

afterwards. Several of these valuable persoj
fell in the reign of terror, and others are b
yond my knowledge; but the remembrani
of those evenings, and the feeling of Divii
influence that attended them, will, I believ
never pass away."
The turbulent condition of public affairs i

this time, manifested itselfin violent outbreal
in various parts of France.
"In the course of 1792," William Eotc

remarks, " fresh trials awaited us. A grei

insurrection took place in Dunkirk, founds
on a rumor of exportation of corn. Sever
houses were attacked, their furniture destroy-

ed, and the families, among whom were pa
ticular friends of ours, but just escaped wit
their lives. At last the military were calk
out in aid of the civil authority, and fiftee

of the rioters were killed, before [the rioter
were quelled. The head of one of those fat
ilies escaped in disguise, and his wif
daughter were secretly conveyed to our houi
at midnight, from whence, before daybrea
a Friend escorted them to the chateau of hi

father, sixty miles distant. Martial law Wi
proclaimed, and whenever five men were 8e«

together in the street in the evenings or nigh.
orders were given to fire upon them. It wt
indeed an awful time."
On the 20th of 4th mo. 1792, war was d

clared by France against the house of Austri
In the 8th month, 1792, influenced by a moi
the king surrendered his supreme power
the National Assembly, which then assuint

The fallacy of this

emplified by the events which shortly afterwarc- .

curred in Europe; when alarmed by the spread
wild republican theories, the exces-ses of the populai
and the progress of the revolution in France, !

neighboring powers concerted plans of "general
-'•ice," on the ground that the cause of Louis XV

„_„,..,, , „ . - 'hat of all the monarchies of Europe. Atare not stupia tyrants and ferocious conquer- juncture, perceiving that a combination was beii
ors, savages ? I

formed against her, France did not wait to be attacke
" The Assembly in its wisdom will consider i"'

^"""'''^ ^^'^ ^'^^ '''o'^ ''y declaring war against Ac
all your requests, but whenever I meet alLT-'Tfi n"-^°T''.."P°°/''*"=^'*" "^ •*^',!;"'**'' ' ""cucvci

.1 "'*=*"' -i which finally involved nearly every country in Eiutui
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5 functions of government. Bloody massa-
» took place in Paris, and,internal dissen-

n and foreign war threatened the whole
tion with ruin. In the latter part of this

ir, the inhabitants of Dunkirk were alarm-
by the near approach of an army under

s Duke of Brunswick ; which ineifectually

lieged the town of Lisle, 48 miles distant,

however retired without effecting its object.

\.n illumination was ordered on account of
victories of the French over the Austrians.

is brought serious apprehensions upon
ends, fearing lest their houses might bo
troyed by the mob, or personal violence be
d in case they should not participate in it.

Uiam Eoteh says: "A great trial now
aited us, which I had anticipated with
ions appi-ehensions, that of an illumination

the victoi'ies of the French over the Aus-
ins. The illumination was announced for

Borrow evening. Having very little time
Sonsider what could be done, Benjamin and
self thought it best to go at once to the
^or and magistrates then assenabled, to in-

them we could not illuminate, and the
' That as we could take no part in war,

could not join in rejoicing for victory.' On
ning the subject they were much alanned
our safety, and asked what protection they
Id afford us. We replied, ' That is no part
onr business, we only wish to put our ra-

il on the right ground, and remove any
prehensions that we are opposing the Gov-
ment.'

Well,' said the mayor, ' keep to your
iciples. Your houses are your own, the
>et8 are ours: and we shall pursue such
isures as we think proper to preserve the
ice of the town.' We retired, though not
hout some fear, that they would send an
led force. Should this be the case, and any
lost in endeavoring to protect us, I thought
YOuld be insupportable. However they
another course, and sent men to erect

'ame before our house (and three other
ses occupied by those of our denomina-
i) and hung a dozen lamps upon it. The
ffor had also the great kindness to have a
ilar frame with lamps placed before his

1 house ; and he once, and the magistrates
Bral times, walked before our house, to see

t all was quiet, for they were in great ap-

hension.

The evening being fine, and great numbers
king on the streets, they generally stopped
sifquire, why this singular illumination ?

sy were answered by a person placed there

the mayor for the purpose. On his in-

ning them that we were not opposed to

'ernment; but were Quakers, they went on
ir way. We had all withdrawn into a
k parlor, where we spent the evening, and
3 passed this trying hour unmolested.
A circumstance occurred in the afternoon
ioQS, which I believe in part contributed

>ur remaining quiet. My son was passing

erved a number of men conversing

y earnestly. One said, ' If there are any
tocrats who do not illuminate, they will

^destroyed.' Benjamin then observed to

»i that he hoped that would not be a eri-

t€on to judge aristocrats by, as he could

"illuminate; and gave the reason. The
who had been so earnest, then addressed
thus :

' I am glad I know your reasons,

I will do all in my power to prevent your
ig'injured.' Another of the company said,

'.'Rotch, that man can do more with those

people you have most to fear, than any man
in the town ;' and I have no doubt he used
his influence with those very people. Thus
wo may frequently see a concurrence of cir-

cumstances in our preservation, by many at-

tributed to chance. I believe it is rather the
watchful care of our Heavenly Father, unde-
serving though we may be.

"Another illumination took place soon after,

when the same course was pursued by the
maj'or. A young man was passing our house
in the evening late, when many of the lamps
were extinguished, and saw two men search-
ing the ground. On enquiry what they wore
seeking, they said, ' We are looking for some-
thing to demolish these windows, they are
aristocrats, and do not illuminate.' He told
them they must not molest us as we were no
aristocrats, but Friends, whose religious prin-
ciples forbade public rejoicings on any occa-
sion, and he jiersuaded them away. Of this

we were informed by the young man's father
in the morning.

" The next illumination was on the occasion
of the arrival of the commissioners from Paris
to stir up the people to action. My sod being
absent, I persuaded Louis de Banque to go
with me to the commissioners and as my in-

terpreter, give my reasons for taking no part
in it. We found them in one of the forts, and
after Louis had communicated what I wished,
the principal among them came to me, and
taking me by the hand, desired we would do
nothing contrary to our scruples.* After
some friendly conversation and kindly expres
sions, he turned to a large body of people pre-

sent, and thus addressed them :
' We are about

establishing a government on the same prin-

ciples that William Penn, the Quaker, estab-

lished in Pennsylvania, and I find there are a
few Quakers in this town, whose principles

do not admit of public rejoicings, I desire they
may not be molested.'

'' That same evening the commissioners as-

sembled the town at the Town House, and
addressed them on their public affairs, and in

the course of it again took up our case, and as

Ijefore desired we might not be molested, but
protected. We afterwards found that several

candles had been stuck upon some pillars on
the outside of our house, though we did not

know of it at the time. This must have been
done by mechanics in our employ ; several of

whom passed much of the evening in walking
before our house to see if there was any ser-

vice they could render, and telling those who
inquired, that we were Quakers and not aris-

tocrats." In a letter to his son-in law, Wm.
Kotch alludes to this occurrence: "Thus
have we been once more mercifully preserved

through another scene of danger, which at

first was too much for my little fortitude to

sustain ; but that that secret Power had vouch
safed to appear in a wonderful manner for

our deliverance, as at several other times

since our arrival in this land, which is a cause

of much thankfulness, and ought to reanimate

us to hold on to the testimony which is com-
mitted to our charge ; but these trials are se-

vere, especially at this time of imminent
danger, when life is so easily taken by a mis-

informed populace. This last trial, however,

will I think, render our situation less danger-

ous than heretofore, on account of the public

* This person waa a member of the National Assem-

bly, and recognized Wm. Rotch as the Friend who had

presented the Address to that body.

manner in which our reasons wore made
known, but we are placed in a perilous situa-
tion. But as, I believe, it is all in wisdom,
and will 1 hope tend to advantage in the best
sense, I am reconciled to stay until the object
of our coming as to business!! is accomplished
fully."

(To be conclrfSeii.)

True Humility.—\fithont humility, a con-
trite heart and a prevailing prayer for pardon
are impossible. Without humility, though
we be scarlet with sin, we onlj' "go about to
establish our own righteousness, not submit-
ting ourselves to the righteousness of God."
We try to forget our real selves, b^' dwelling
on the good but mistaken opinions which
others may have formed of us. All is liollow
beneath the surface of the character, but wo
hug the delusion that all is sound. We shrink
from that sight of God, and of ourselves, from
that simple acknowledgment of fact, which,
when we face it, must leave us in our shame,
trembling indeed before the Infinite Purity,
yet not without a hope and a reraedj' at the
bar of Infinite Mercj'. It is only when the
proud heart is broken, that a man casts him-
self at the feet of our crucified Saviour, to
pray for the atoning stream of blood which
may wash out his deep stains of guilt, and
give him peace in giving him pardon. With-
out humility, religious progress is impossible.
Pride is the destruction of the principle of
progress.

Without humility, no soul that has turned
to God, and is learning to serve Him, is for a
moment safe. The whole life of the living
soul is the work of Divine grace; and while
pride claims merit for self, and therefore goes
before fall, humility confesses day by day,
'By the grace of God I am what I am."

—

H. P. Liddon.

THE FRIEND.
SEVENTH MONTH 17, 1875.

There is no doubt that a responsibility rests

upon us for the right use of all the talents

committed to us, and among these of the in- «
fluence which we are able to exert over others.

The advice of the apostle, that everj^ man
look not on his own things [exclusively] but
also on the things of others, implies that we
must in our actions consider the effect they
may produce on those around us, and not
selfishly regard our own comfort or ease or
self-indulgence alone. This subject has lat-

terly been brought to mind, with especial

reference to the duty devolving upon the chil-

dren and families of tho.se who occupy con-
spicuous stations in the church, such as min-
isters, elders and overseers^ to live such
watchful and consistent lives, that the service

of their parents may not be hindered by their

evil example. The apostle Paul advises Timo-
thy, that a bishop [overseer] must be one
" that ruleth well his own house, having his

children in subjection with all gravity ;" and
that the deacons should be such as rule " their

children and their own houses well." When .

pei'sons in such responsible stations endeavor
to perform the duties that may devolve upon
them, in watching over and laboring for the

good of those with whom they are connected,

how greatly will their hands be weakened,
and the force of their admonitions be de-
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stroved, if oflFenders can retort upon them

and say that their own children show no good

fruits from their care ! Surely a double re-

sponsibility should be felt by the families of

such, to help their concerned parents in the

faithful discharge of their more public duties,

liy living such self-denying, innocent and

godly lives, as ma/ enforce to others the pre-

cepts and advice of their parents. This is

pleasantly illustrated in the following simple

incident related by a Friend of Philadelphia

in a letter to a country relative, more than

twenty years ago.

"Some years ago a Friend was placed in

the situation of overseer in a meeting in this

city. Sitting shortly after at work one even-

ing, with one of her daughters at her side,

who was about 14 j-ears of age, the child ex-

pressed lier opinion of the great responsibility

of the station, and lier earnest desire that

she herself might so live and walk as to bring

no shade upon her mother's profession and
station. The mother gaxed for a moment in

a'^tonishment at her child, and then wept

;

and in their respective measures of Christian

attainment they mingled in feeling togethei-,

as each was bathed in tears. In that unity

they continued to walk, until the elder was
taken home in a ripe age, but in the midst of

usefulness; and the other is pressing forward
for the mark of her high calling. The inci-

dent, recalled by one of the parties after more
than 40 years, I thought very touching."

"The Daily Remembrancer on Peace and
War," by John Hemmenway, is the title of a
small volume of 215 pages, issued by the
"Peace Association of Friends in America,"
at New Vienna, Ohio. It consists of extracts
from more than 230 authors, and is designed
to promote the spread of the principles of
peace. It may be procured by addressing
Daniel Hill, at New Vienna, Ohio, and wiil

be sent bj' mail on receipt of 75. cents. The
object of the book is certainly a good one, but
it has been cause of regret to us to observe
that in a work bearing the imprint of an as-

sociation of Friends, our testimony in regard
to the use of the heathen names of the days
and months has been entirely departed from.
^Ye believe that this inconsistency in the sup-
port of our Christian testimonies has a ten-
dency to weaken the influence which the
book might otherwise exert.

Many of our subscribers are aware that by
a change in the Post-office laws, the postage
on periodicals, which was formerly paid by
the person who received the paper, must now
be pre paid bj' the publisher, when the papers
are mailed. To meet this expense, 10 cents
per annum will be charged in future to those
who receive their papers through the mail

;

and our subscribers will please forward that
amount when renewing their subscriptions.

SCTMMARY OF EVENTS.
^
Foreign.—A special di.spatch to the Times from

Calcutta says : Sir Douglas Forsyth was not instructed
by the British government to demand the right of the
passage of troops through Burmah. In his interview
with the king he only intimated that a sufficient escort
would be sent with any future expedition to Western
China to protect it against violence. The king replied
that Burmah would protect any expedition, and troops
raiiflt not be sent.

The British Commissioner to the Philadelphia Cen-
tennial Exhibition has presented an official report to
his government. He says the arrangements for the con-
venience of the exhibitors are such as to secure them
unusual advantages.

In the House of Commons, Disraeli made a state-

ment in regard to the contemplated visit of the Prince

of Wales to India. It is proposed that the prince shall

start for India on the 17th of Tenth month next, and

his visit will last six months. The Premier stated that

the expenditure necessary to insure due pomp and d

nity would be $719,000, for which sum a grant is

quested. Five members made speeches protesting

against the grant, which was to be further debated on

the 15th inst.

In the House of Commons John Bright presented a

petition signed by 60,000 members of the agricultural

laborers' unions and others, asking for an extension of

household suffrage to counties and boroughs, and for a

redistribution of seats in Parliament. Trevellyn moved
the second reading of the household franchise or coun-

ties bill. W. E. Forster supported the bill, and said

the principle involved had already been decided upon
its merits by all parties. The proposed measure was
one of such pure justice that its eventual passage was
inevitable. The House divided and the motion foi

second reading of the bill was lost by a vote of 166 y<

to 268 nays. '

The Radical clubs of London have decided to call a

mass meeting of the people to protest against the Par-

liament grant for the expenses of the Prince of Wales'
visit to India.

On the evening of the 5th, a banquet was given by
the Americans in London in honor of the anniversary
of the Declaration of Independence. This proceeding
aroused the indignation of some zealous British patriots.

The London Standard declared that none but Ameri-
cans would venture upon such a display of bad taste

and discourtesy as was shown in the celebration refer-

red to, and none but the English would tolerate it. It

was hardly decent for any loyal Englishman to partici

pate in the celebration of English disasters. The
American insurrection was about the most unprovoked
rebellion in history. The Standard asserts that most
of the moral and intelligent portion of the American
people would joyfully exchange their -institutions for

the order, honesty and loyalty of the empire from which
a century ago they made their insane revolt.

Moody and Sankey terminated their revival meet-
ings in London on the 11th inst. The interest excited
in them is said to have continued unabated to the last.

Liverpool, 7th mo. 12th.—Middling uplands cotton,

lid. ; Orleans, 7 7-16d. Red western spring wheat, 8s.

1 9s. per 100 lbs. ; red winter wheat, 9s. a 9s. 2d.

;

California white, 9s. '2d. a 9s. 5rf.

The Madrid dispatches continue to report the suc-
cessful operations of the government forces. Accord-
ng to those dispatches, the Carlists are being by' de-
crees pushed back towards the Pyrenees. The Alfon-
ists have relieved Vittoria, which was besieged by the

Carlists.

The London Times, in a review of Spanish affairs,

loes not take a hopeful view of the situation. TRe
Times declares that all the bright hopes that Alfonso
brought to Spain have vanished. His best generals are

active than under Serrano. The first attempt to

strike decisive blows brought defeat instead of victory,
nor has the king been more successful in Madrid. The
Church remains in an attitude of sullen protest, de-
manding an impossibility. The attempt to please it,

by banishing the Liberal professors and coquetting with
the old principles of religious persecution has failed to
satisfy it and enraged the Liberals. The Ministers dare
not allow the King to summon Parliament lest they
should let loose a torrent of popular discontent. The
press of Madrid is muzzled to prevent it from being

loyal. The treasury is in such a state that the gov-
ernment cannot pay the army or navy.
Madrid advices of the 10th, report a battle in the

province of Alava, in which the Carlists were defeated.
Many of them were captured, including one hundred
and seventy-one officers.

The French Assembly has passed the public powers
bill to a third reading by a vote of 54Q to 97. The re-
mit is believed to be an indication that the majority
are determined not to delay the hour of dissolution.
A Paris dispatch of the 8th says: A meeting of the

French Committee to promote the representation of
France at the Philadelphia Exhibition was held yester-
day, to examine the question of transportation. The
Minister of Commerce presided. It was ascertained
that the r.ite of freight from Paris to Philadelphia was
two-thirds less than from Paris to Vienna, and one-half
less than from Paris to London.
The number of persons drowned at Toulouse by the

inundation is found to be much smaller than was at first

supposed. Only 216 bodies had been found thus far.
A dispatch from Rome says: The Opim'one announces

that the Ministerial Commission appointed to consider

whether Italy shall participate in the Philadelj

Centennial Exhibition has decided in the negative

account of the considerable expense necessary. '

Washington government has been so informed.
The Turkish students in Paris have been ord(

home, the Porte intending to employ the money hitl

to devoted to the instruction of these youths in tl

educ»tion at Constantinople.

The insurrection in Herzegovina appears to have I

forcible resistance to the endeavor of the Turkish i

cials to collect arrears of taxes. It extends along
borders of Dalmatia for a considerable distance. L«
bands of fugitives, composed mainly of women
children, have crossed the border into Dalmatia. '

first attack of the Turkish troops was repulsed by
insurgents, who have raised the Austrian flag in m
places. The people have become greatly excited

the circulation of false reports that the Turks inten

to extirpate the Christians.

United States.—Under the act of 7th mo. 11

1874, providing for the gradual resumption of spi

payments, the Treasury Department has disposeo

about S10,000,000 of five per cent, bonds, and with
proceeds has purchased about nine millions in sil

for the purpose of retiring the fractional currency.

The Bureau of Statistics gives the imports into

United States for the eleven months ending 5th

Slst last, as $490,500,524. During the same period

domestic exports were $517,416,099, and the fow
exports $12,741,501.
For the three months ended 6th mo. 30th last, 45,

immigrants landed in New York. For the correspo

ing months in 1874, the number of arrivals was 68,)

showing a decrease this year of 23,389.

The comparative population of four cities may be

ferred from the number of names in each of the i

directories. Chicago has 146,1.33; St. Louis 105,7

Cincinnati 106,977, and Boston 125,769. The di

tories do not include children, domestics and vari

others.

The Railroad Oazette gives a list of 1124 railroad

cidents in the United States during the year ending
mo. 31st, 1875. By these disasters 179 persons v

killed and 984 injured.

There were 746 interments in New York city

week, and 424 in Philadelphia, including 212 chiW
under two years. There were 92 deaths of cholera

fantum, 33 consumption, 21 convulsions, 16 maragn
and 10 scarlet fever.

Tke Markets, <fec.—The following were the quotat'

on the 12th inst. New York.—American gold, L
U. S. sixes, 1881, 122| ; do. 1867, 121|; new five

cents, inj. Superfine flour, $4.55 a $4.85 ; State ej

$5.20 a $5.60; finer brands, $6.00 a $8.00. N
Chicago spring wheat, $1.19; amber western, $1

Oats, 65 a 71 cts. Rye, $1.08 a $1.10. Western i

corn, 80 a 82 cts.
;
yellow, 84 a SU cts. ; white, 90

Philadelphia.—Middlings cotton, 15J a 16J^ cts. for

lands and New Orleans. Superfine flour, $4 a $4
extras, $4.50 a $4.75; family flour, $5.00 a $5.50;
brands, «6 a $7.50. White wheat, $1.38 a $1
amber, $1.32 a $1.35 ; red, $1.28 a $1.31. Rye, $:

Oats, 63 a 66 cts. Lard, 13| a 14 cts. Clover-s

12J cts. Timothy, $3 per bushel. Beef cattle •

in demand and prices higher. About 2300 sold s
a 8J cts. per lb. gross for extra and choice, 6J
cts. for fair to good, and common from 6 cts. c

to 3} cts. Sheep sold at 4J a 6 cts. per lb. gross,

'

hogs at $10 a $11.25 per 100 lb. net. Baltimoi.

Flour from $4.25 to $8.25, the latter the price

extra family. No. 1 western amber wheat, $1

No. 1 red, $1.33 ; Maryland red, $1.20 a $1.30; J

spring wheat, $1.25. Yellow corn, 86 cts. Ohieai

No. 1 spring wheat, $1.09 ; No. 2 do., $1.07J; 1

do., $1.02J. Mixed corn, 70 a 71 cts. ; No. 2 do

Oats, 51 cts. Rye, $1.02. No. 2 spring ba

$1.05. Cincinnati.—Red wheat, $1.22 a $1.27;
white, $1.20 a $1.25. Corn, 68 a 70 cts. Oatt,.

60 cts.

ERRATUM.
In the editorial notice of Canada Yearly Mee,

published in the last number, page 376, 30th line^
top, the word " friends" should be " funds."

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSAN],
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) PhilaMy
Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H.Wo
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients mi N
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Boa w
Ma.nager8.
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Four Tears in Ashantee.

(Continued from page 379.)

At Abankoro, where they were detained

or six months, they were joined by another
luropean prisoner.

Od the 27th of August, a white man, ac-

pmpanied by two soldiers, suddenly entered
ur yard. He was sunburnt and in rags. He
ireeted us in French, and we were indeed
leased to hear his sympathising words,
Madame, je vous plains.'
" We soon learnt that our companion was
merchant from Ho, where he had been taken
risoner by the Ashantees, after the mission-

ries Hornberger and Miiller had escaped
[is captors beheaded his two mulatto as-

istants, who had been educated in Europe,
ben s'ized, stripped, and tied him to a tree,

rhen he was kept all night, and witnessed

he plundering and burning of the station,

the Ashantees tear the books, chop up the

armonium, and throw away the coffee and
our. When the bell fell from the burning
hapel, they lifted and brought it into the

amp of Nantshi, AduBofo's first officer, and
hither M. Bonnat was also taken.

The people of Ho made an attempt to re-

over their town, which so enraged the

ishantees that like angry children, they de-

troyed all the mango and palm groves in the

eighborhood. M. Bonnat at first expected
o proceed dii-ect to Ashantee, but his attend-

mta decided to settle near us, and when they
lOticed Ageana's treatment of us they began
O imitate, and at last even excelled him, so

hat our poor friend would have been really

tarved had we not shared our pittance with
dm.

In comparing our adventures we soon

earned the history of our new companion,
Jorn in the department of Ain, he had early

n life longed to see the world, and therefore

oined a Niger expedition in 1867. His ship

vas wrecked in the first storm at sea on the

soast of France. Provided with another
imall vessel they reached the west coast of

ji-friea. Here M. B. separated from his coun-

rymen and began to trade, with the assist-

mce of his mulatto servants, going further

nland until he at length reached Ho. Here
le purchased a quantity of cotton in exchange
or cloth and powder, and intended to send
lis goods to the coast. The Ashantees were
lowever approaching the place, and the rais-

onaries urged him to join in their flight,

which he refused to do, though he retired to

the mission-house with his servants, so as to

avoid being involved in the affairs of the town.
On the 25th of June the sound of drums

approached, and red umbrellas wore seen

glancing in and out among the coffee trees
;

while the closed doors and shutters were soon
pierced by Ashantee balls. M. B. was now
dragged out of the window, and his two men
were beaten, tied together by the neck, and
executed. The next morning he was found
by the general Nantshi secured to a mango
ree where he had passed the night, and re-

buking the soldiers, Nantshi ordered food and
clothing to be given him. His owd clothes

having been stripped off the previous day, he
was now clad in man's and woman's dress.

Plenty of food was provided, and he was per-

mitted to take what German books he liked

from the library. He chose one called ' The
way of the cross,' the pictures in which were
a comfort to him, though he confessed to us

that like the child in the storj^, he often wished
to cut off a portion of the cross which he was
himself called on to bear. During the sally

of the Ho people four of his captors stood over
him with long knives, undecided whether or

not to kill him, while the bullets whistled

about the hut wheie he was guarded. It was
however finally resolved that, he should bi

sent under strict guard to Coomassie. He
believed that he owed the indulgence of never
wearing irons on the journey to the report of

our blameless conduct.
" Our stay at this place came to an unex

pected termination in this way. Salt is rare

and expensive in Ashantee, a handful costi

four pence, and is not generally supplied to

slaves. We had found it necessary to enter

on numerous altercations with Ageana, who
wished to force us to do without it, which we
persistentlj' refused at the risk of being starved,

and begged to refer the matter to the kin^

Two messengers were thus despatched to

court, who after a month re appeared, bring

ing not only a load of salt and a fine ox, but

also bearing a message that the king ordered

our removal to another village. Full of ap
prehension and wonder we prepared for the

change, which was most unwelcome to oui

guards and the villagers. The ambassadors

however enforced instant obedience, and we
hastened to depart, Ageana complying with

the royal conimand with evident reluctance

in which we could not share.
" On the 15th of February we once more

recognized in our forest home the well known
sound of 'Forward.' Our sullen old leader

was alive again, and we prepared for a march,

longer or shorter as the case might be.

" After an hour we reached an irregularly-

built village of some size, where we were in-

troduced to the wife of the chief and some
ao'ed elders, one of whom showed us into

several good houses belonging to himself. An
ox was soon slain and distributed with some

lit, which act of generosity was deeply felt

lid acknowledged.
" Our position wiis here much improved.

Not only did the villagers try to outvie each
other in kindness, but the son of the chief
took a lively interest in 'the white people,'

and stood our friend when needful. Presents
of fruit, eggs, rice, and onions were brought
us from five different villages, and an excellent

dish of fufu was daily supplied from the elder's

table.

It was here that the first opportunity was
offered us ofshowing kindness, bj' befriending

ttle orphan boy about five years old, whom
we observed creeping about unnoticed and
reduced to a skeleton. He could ncjt speak,

and was regarded as an idiot ; but when he
saw my wife bringing him food, he would cry
for joy. Our kindness to this little sufferer

astonished thepeople. 'They are God's child-

ren,' was the exclamation, which opened the
way for me to tell them of His love—not
uite in vain, for one woman actually went

so far as to wash the poor little dirty fellow

more than once—an act of singular compassion
n an Ashantee. At length death put an end
to the sufferings of this touching type of vast

numbers of neglected little ones, who thus
perish in this dark land !

In due time we were not only allowed to

bathe twice daily, but to walk about freely.

On one of our excursions we noticed a small

pieceof paper not larger than our hand. The
sight filled us with delight; it seemed more
precious than gold. It had come from Europe
—it had been manufactured by white hands."

After remaining a few weeks in this place,

the prisonei'S were brought to a village near

Coomassie, and taken before a meeting of

chiefs. The object for which they were called

was to translate a German letter addressed to

them by a fellow missionary, and which had
fallen into the hands of the Ashantees. This

letter mentioned that messengers had twice

been sent to the Ashantee camp offering

money for their release, but in vain.

A few weeks after, they were brought be-

fore the king himself, and the scene is thus

described

:

" In the middle of a brilliant circle, shaded

by noble palms, sat his majesty of Ashantee,

fanned by pages, and surrounded by interpre-

ters and chiefs. A crowd of about three thou-

sand people were seen assembled at a distance.

Each chief was shaded by a bright colored

umbrella, some twelve feet in diameter, the

points of which were ornamented with carved

and gilded elephants, pelicans, apes, and hu-

man heads ; both the king and the chiefs had
numerous attendants. The scene was really

imposing and very picturesque, and from time

to time was animated by sounds of wild music.

We were presented while waiting, with two
jars of palm wine, and thi-ee bottles of gin,

after which two fresh sword-bearers appeared

on the scene.
" One of these in full uniform was a wonder-
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ful figure. He can-ied the roj-al sword,

sheath made of leopard's skius, while hung

around him were the rest of his majesty's

arms—his cartridge-box, knife, personal orna-

ments for his neck, arms, and feet, and his

cap, with a beautiful, fon-shaped tuft of eagle's

feathers, each article glittering with gold.

This official was to conduct us into the imme-

diate presence of his sovereign, so we formed

a procession. First walked a few of our peo-

ple, then Mr. K. and M. Bonnat, my wife and

1 followed, and a few soldiers brought up the

i-ear. We stepped along the semicircle, bow-

ing as we went to the king In the centre, and

removing our hats (even my wife's). These

salutations were responded to by a friendly

nod.
" Our march finished, we sat and received

in our turn the greetings of this high and

mighty assembly. All rose, the horns blew,

the jubilant cry resounded louder than the

drum, as the grandees approached us with

measured steps. The inferiors preceded, then

the great men shaded by their umbrellas, and
surrounded by their pages, saluted us as they

passed by, each raising the hand. In front of

the principal chiefs marched boys, adorned
with elephant's or horse's tails, and carrying

drums made of the trunks of trees, and horns

adorned by human jaws. A few of them had
elephant's tusks hollowed out, and emitting

a sound surpassing all others in strength and
clearness, each musician trying to honor us

by producing their loudest and shrillest tones,

as they passed us. The chiefs were arrayed

in silk, or the brilliantly embroidered cloth of

the country ; every individual wore his hand-
somest jewels, especially his massive gold

plate on his breast, his carved seat being car-

ried on the head of an attendant, who was
followed by soldiers bearing his arms.

"After a number of such personages had
passed, the great monarch himself approached.
Ho was heralded by some eighty individuals,

each wearing a cap of monkey's skin, adorned
by a golden plate, and each holding his seat

in his hand. Then came the dwarfs and buf-

foons in red flannel shirts, with the officials of
the harem ; there were also sixty boys, every
one of whom wore a charm sewn up in leop-

ard's skin, with written scraps from the koran,
•which were highly valued ; this train was fol-

lowed by five tastefully carved royal chairs,

hung round with gold and silver bells, and
richly ornamented with jewels, but all black,

being stained with the blood of human sacri-

fices.

"Next, under an enormous silk sunshade,
appeared the actual throne chair, encased with
gold, and with long golden pipes carried be-

hind it, as well as various wonderful vessels

and articles of vertu. A peculiar music was
heard rising above the sound of the horns and
the beating of the drums. This was produced
by some thirty wild-looking boys, each of
whom swung, as he marched, a calabash half-

filled with stones. This din was anything but
agreeable to a Euro]iean ear, though the per-
formers kept marvellously good time.

" Still lai'ger umbrellas and fans now ap-
proached, preceded by a corps of a hundred
executioners dancing, who.se ages varied from
boys of only ten years to grey-headed old men;
all wore leopard skin caps, and had two knives
Blung from their necks. The dismal death
drum, whose three beats were heard from
time to time, closed the procession.

" Now the music became wilder and louder,

the ivory horns .sounded shriller, the scream-

ing and howling surpassed all description.

Led by an attendant under a magnificent sun-

shade of black velvet, edged with gold, and
kept in constant motion, the royal potentate

appeared. Boys with sabres, fans, and ele

phants' tails danced around him like imps of

darkness, screaming with all the power of

their lungs, ' He is coming, he is coming. His
majesty the lord of all the earth approaches !'

The boys then retired that the king might be

able to look well at us, and enjoy the inten

sity of his happiness.' Golden sandals adorned
his feet; a richly ornamented turban was on
his head; his dress was of yellow silk-damask;

his hands and feet glittered with gold brace

lets and bangles. Half a dozen pages held

him by the arras, back, and legs, like a little

child, crying continually, 'Look before thee,

O lion ! take care, the ground is not even
here.'

"

For "The Friend

John Griffith.

(Continued from page 382.)

" The great danger of man's being deceived

lies in the mysterious workings of Satan, who
has a strong hold in those, who, upon their

first awakening by the call of Christ, have
not suflfered his power so far to prevail, as to

make them willing to part with all for his

sake. There is something exceedingly
luctant in the strong spirit and will of man,
to the falling into nothingness of self, and be

wholly given up to be guided and upheld by
another. This in part arises from the excel-

lency of his frame, and nobility of his under-
standing, who finds himself in naturals capable

of effecting great things, and knows not, till

his eyes are opened and enlightened from
above, but that he is equally capable of com-
prehending what relates to him concerning
the world to come. Instead therefore of

wholly ceasing from his own will, and relying

altogether upon the guidance of the Holy
Spirit, he is very apt to be active, and im-
agines God will be pleased with his diligence,

in the performance of what he apprehends to

be religious duties; such as praying, singing,

preaching, or eagerly seeking to join others in

those performances; often telling his experi-

ences, and hearing those of others. Whereas
t would be abundantly more pleasing to the
Almighty, and pi-ofitable to himself, to lay
his mouth in the dust, silently to commune
with his own heart, and be still, until it shall

please the Lord to send forth his light and his

truth, that the poor helpless creature may
move and act in a religious sense, with an un-
derstanding informed thereb}': seeing every
thing that is done in religion and worship,
without the sensible guidance of the Holy
Spirit, is will-worship and idolatry : for if the
Spirit of Christ doth not move and actuate us

n religious performances, we are liable to the
nfluences of the spirit of antichrist.

Yet some perhaps, by way of excuse for

their not being influenced by the Spirit of
Truth in their religion, are ready to call it

enthusiasm and presumption in those who
assert the necessity thereof, seeming to im-
agine there is no such thing in our time to bo
relied upon

;
yet they will readily own it was

so in the apostles' days. But they can give no
good reason why the same divine power and
fficacy should forsake the true church ; since
mankind have equal need thereof, and the
nature of God's dispensation is now the same

it was then.

Common prudence teacheth us to examim
strictly into the clearness and validity of om
titles to earthly estates, that we may be fullj

satisfied we are not deceived or imposed upot
by false glosses and specious pretences. Shall

we be less solicitous about that which is ol

infinitely greater moment ; viz., our title tc

an everlasting inheritance ? Man should b(

very jealous over his own heart, which is apt

to be partial towards itself, and, through the

transformation of Satan, to sooth and flatlei

him into an apprehension that he is in th(

way to everlasting happiness, wlien in realitj

it is quite otherwise. But, alas! his criteriot

to form a judgment of himself b}^, may be th{

same as that of the Pharisee, who went up tc

the temple to pray, or rather to recapitulate

his own supposed excellencies. He perhapf
measures himself bj' himself, or by comparing
his principles and conduct in life with those

of others ; whereas nothing should be receivec

as a standard in this very important case, bul

the stamp of divine approbation upon tht

heart ; agreeable to Eom. viii. 14, 15, 16 : 'Foi

as many as are led by the Spirit of God, thej

are the sons of God. For ye have not receivec

the spirit of bondage again to fear ; but y«

have received the spirit of adoption, wherebj
wecry, Abba, Father. TheSpirit itself bearett

witness with our spirit, that w.e are the chil

dren of God.'
Having offered a few hints by way of cau-

tion, in order that all into whose hands this

shall come may examine themselves without

partiality, lest they full inadvertently into an

irretrievable mistake respecting the eternal

salvation of their own souls, I shall now en-

deavor to set forth, from mine own experi-

en'-e, a little of the nature of the new birth,

without which none can see the kingdom ol

God ; consequently are no true members ol

his Church, which is his kingdom, and fre

quently called Heaven, and the Kingdom oi

of Heaven, in the Holy Scriptures. It cannol

therefore be supposed, that a person whollj

unregenerate can be properly qualified for the

performance of any religious duty, or even the

least service in that kingdom, which he dotb

not so much as see.

I have, by experience from my childhood

found two spirits or seeds striving in me foi

mastery or rule: I have discovered them tc

be irreconcilable enemies one to the other

and that I could not serve them both at the

same time. I had an understanding given me,

whereby I knew one of those seeds was a mea-

sure of the All-powerful Inexhaustible Source

of Goodness
; and the other, which had indeed

in a manner leavened the whole lump, waso;

a wicked and diabolical nature. Bj'^ means oi

this corrupt leaven, I had a strong bias to evil

of many kinds; nevertheless, I often founc

the good striking at the evil, as an axe laic^

to the ro 't thereof, agreeable to Matt. iii. lOi

n order to destroy that which deprived the'

heir of all things of his inheritance. I was

long in a kind of suspence, unresolved whicl

to join with; yet saw all depended upon mj
determination, and that I had full power o

choice. On the one hand, when the awaken
ing visitations of God's Spirit were upon me
't appeared very dreadful to provoke an Om
nipotcnt Being, of unmerited kindness anc

mercy, to cast my soul into everlasting per

iition. On the other hand, especially whei
those blessed impressions were somewha
worn off, it was nest to death itself to yielc

up all my sensual gratifications, and to expost
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ijself to the scorn and contempt of the world.
•ijowever, in process of time, the Lord in gra-
dioiis condescension broke in ujDon my soul,

i)- his judgments mixed with mercy, in such
«'p(.>\verful manner, as that I was made will-

dg to j-ield up thereunto, come life or death,
ur indeed I looked for nothing else at that
jine, but really exjjceted my frail body would
(nk down under the weight of that nnspeak-
(i)le distress which was upon me, and that my
infill soul must be centred in a state of ever-

Ssting misery. Now the cry was with Saul,
terwards Paul, with tremblingand astonish-

jl'ent, ' Lord ! what wilt thou have me to do ?'

fliere wa-< no lioj.ling back, or secret reserve
en, but wljatoviT was called for was given

) with all readiness: this being all I could
en d<i. As to performing religious duties,

had them all to learn, though I had been
aiued up from mj^ infancy in a strict religious

y by godly parents. But the very best out-

rd helps, and the most consistent set of re-

mus principles, only professed, cannot at

1 enrich the soul with heavenly grace.

By carefully enquiring as above, I soon
iarly perceived my business was to watch
id pray continually ; to commune with mine
vu heart, or the witness of God therein, that
might receive fresh instruction and help as
had need. Self-denial, and taking up the
OSS daily, was to be my constant employ

;

the doing whereof, I bad much inwai-d

ace and comfort, and a well-grounded hope
lat I should thereby find, in the Lord's time,

,e body of sin so weakened, as tlxat the yoke
" Christ would become easy, and his burthen
Tht.

In order to a happy progress in the life of
ligion, the great thing is, by abiding in the
ivine light, to preserve a clear and distin-

uishing sensibility between the flesh and the
pirit. There is no doing this without great
are and steady attention of 7nind upon the
(ivine gift. If the eye goes from this, it is

linded by the darkness ; then the man is

able to be misled by a counterfeit light, and
arious resemblances, which Satan will cast

his wa}' for guidance and instruction, per-

lading him all is well and right. To be so

lisled, and therein established, is a truly de-

lorable state; it being very unlikely such
hould ever be persuaded to believe they are

nstaken, as they often deride whatever ap-

ears doubtful concerning their religion and
rorship. This was evidently the case with a
et of professors of uncommon outward sanc-

|.ty and punctual exactness in the exteriors

f their religion, in the time of our Saviour's
lersonal appeai-ance upon earth ; notwith-
tanding which, these very people appeared

be the most inveterate enemies he had
mongst mankind. Seeing therefore frail mor-
als ai-e liable to such dangerous mistakes,

lOW exceedingly circumspect and watchful
ught all to be ! and what frequent and strict

erutinies ought they to make into the state

f their own hearts ! which can be known no
therwise by any, but as the Lord is pleased
o send forth his heart-searching light. This

high favor, which none receive but those
vho are turned from the darkness, and are
erven tly concerned to put away all the works
hereof. Very gross is the deception of those,

vho imagine the work of their conversion to

i)e an instantaneous work. This can be noth-

ing else but a delusion of Satan, to settle peo-

ple at rest in a state of self security as soon
18 he can. Oh ! what a length of time it takes

to work out that rebellious, stiffuecked, back-
sliding nature, which was born in Egypt, bo-
fore the new generation is raised up, that is

fit to enter the promised land I

From what is before hinted, it may be un-
derstood, that the good seed, or heavenly
principle, arising into ascendency in us over
the evil seed or principle, and leavening the
three measures of meal into its own nature, is

essentially a being born again, or with water
and the Spirit, or being baptized with the
Holy Ghost and fire ; or man's enduring the
operation of the refiner's fire, fuller's soap,
and being purified as silver; all which meta-
phors signify to us, in a very instructive man-
ner, the difFerent operations of the Holy Spirit;
which is to the willing soul sometimes as
water, to wash and bathe in, and also to drink
of freely; at other times as a refiner's fire, to
purge away the filth and drosi, that man may
be as pure gold, prepared to receive the image
and superscription of the King of Heaven

;

that so, wherever he goes, or whatever he
doth, all who have their eyes opened may see
whose subject he is.

(To be continued.)

Lilicria,

The meeting of the Pennsylvania Coloniza
tion Society, brought to the public notice the
fact that the effort to plant and rear up a
strong colony of American blacks in Africa
still continues, with a likelihood of increasing
rather than diminishing. There are always
more emigrants offering than there is money
to ship, and these are chiefly from the south,

and go out under their religious leaders, so
that the Liberian Colony is pre-eminently re-

ligious in tone.

Of the colored races from which the Amer-
ican slaves sprung there do not now remain
in Africa as many as the colored people in

North and South America and the West In-

dies. So that the American blacks exceed the
African blacks just as the Americans who
speak the English language exceed the Bng-
ligh speaking 2:ieopl6 elsewhere.

The one predominant passion of the Libe-
rian emigrant is the same as that of all Ameri-
cans—"earth-hunger." He wants to own
real estate ; to have a house and home of his

own ; to be a planter and have crops and live

stock. And he spreads his republic there the
same as we do ours, over all the land he can
possibly claim or cover. Hence Liberia with
five hundred miles of coast and an unlimited
interior, has but a sparse population of a few
thousand Americans and their descendants

and a swarm of aborigines. But the colonj'

is planted firmly and grows with inherent

strength and foi-ee. Of that there can be no
doubt. And all the movements of the last

ten years have aimed at interior colonization

as being more favorable to health than the

coast settlements. In two ways this young
offshoot of American enterprise can be useful

to us. First, it may develop a tropical agri-

culture that will give us good crops of coffee,

rice, and other tropical products. Second, it

may centralize the trade with the interior

tribes in ivory, palm oil, gold dust, &c., at a

point favorable to our commerce.
As yet American enterprise has only es-

tablished the one colony of Liberia. But
with characteristic practical good sense our

people have widened the area of that one

from time to time, and preferred to increase

that colony slowly rather than to acquire

outlying possessions. Should this territory
become a permanent, strong and prosperous
republic, our impression is that in all future
time the great Itepublic in America must be
to the Liberian blacks the mother country;
the classic land to them as Europe is to us.

Hither they will come to travel for health,

and pleasure, and business, and education.
And for whatever they draw from us they
will give an ample return.

—

North American.

For "The Friend."

Mary Capper.

(CoDtinaed from page 379)

October 26th, 1776. M. Cappers journal
resumes.—"Went, with my brother Jasper,
to the Quaker's meeting, and was exceedingly
pleased with one of the female preachers.
There was silence nearly an hour and a half,

in which time I was prepared to receive in-

struction, and I felt the force of what I heard.
Returned to our lodgings well satisfied with
silent worship.

27th. Dined and spent a very agreeable
day with Nancy Fry's parents, at White-
chapel. I admire the whole family exceed-
ingly ; such marks of sincerity and friendly
civility I scarcely ever received. I shall ac-

tually venerate this society of people; for

among those that I am acquainted with, there
reigns such a universal spirit of affection, with
a real desire to please, that I cannot help
being strongly attached to those sentiments
which are productive of these social delights;

to me far more engaging than the pompous
parade that attends the proudly great.

November 5th. Eead part of the life of
George Fox, and found myself interested in
his sentiments, which appear to me noble and
full of weight.
January 5th, 1777. My health has been so

poor for some time past, that I am reduced to

a very weak state; but I think, if the happi-
ness of my friends were not as dear to me as
my own, I should be far from regretting my
present indisposition, as it inclines my mind
to a sei-ious consideration of those things that
are necessary to salvation ; a consideration
which I might have neglected had I been in

perfect health.

15th. Began the day, as usual, with our
studies. After dinner, spent two hours at our
toilet, and four hours in visiting; a pretty
account this to give of the manner of spend-
ing our time. I am actually discontented
with myself; as so many hours employed to

no purpose give me no satisfaction.

Februaiy 2nd. Went to vespers for the
first time. I was very near the door, and
could not see all the ceremonies, but I saw
enough to excite sui-prise. ' My God,' thought
I, 'that such a number of persons seemingly
disposed to serve Thee, should imagine that
Thou art pleased with the burning of incense,

and the lifting up of hands !' The sacrifice of
a humble spirit is far more acceptable to our
God, who designs that we should worship
Him in spirit.

10th. Company to dinner! I do detest these
dinnerings; one loses more time than it is

possible for any reasonable person to imagine.

It is really a melancholy consideration that

so many beings, with faculties sufficient to

render them useful and happy, should content
themselves with eating, drinking and playing.

I hope these feastings will soon cease, as I
should suppose they pass Lent in a more seri-

ous and moderate manner. I shall rejoice



heartily when we return to the peaceful Herd-
ingden ; for the more I see of the world, the
more 1 am enchanted with solitude, and its

loveij train of innocent amusements, that
prompt the mind to gratitude and contempla-
tion.

Am very undetermined about attending a
large party to the play and a masked ball.

Had I only my inclination to consult, I should
not hesitate a moment in refusing; but my
refusal is considered as a stubborn resolution
to be singular

; this is a character that I am
by no means desirous of, and many ideas rush
into my mind to vindicate a compliance with
the wishes of others

; but on the other hand,
I am, from experience, convinced that these
noisy diversions intoxicate the mind, enfeeble
it, and render it incapable of performing the
duties for which we were born. I presume
not to judge for others ; but for myself, I find
it necessary to guard against the tumultuous
joj-8 of the world. Nine o'clock. Not at the
ball, which is satisfactory, though the cause
gives me pain ;" (the illness of her friend.)
Have there not often been times in our own

experience, when the desire to please others
is allowed to gain the ascendency in our
minds, and we have given up to please those
around us, rather than yield to the secret con-
victions in our hearts, that would lead us to
obey that voice which is pleading, "this is
the way, walk thou in it?" Great indeed
would be our peace of mind, and greater still I

our eternal gain, were these secret intima-
tions heeded, and obedience to the " still small
voice" (for it is none other) yielded to. Why-
is there such proneness to please others, rather
than serve our Father in heaven ? Is it not
because He is not, as He should be, the first
in our thoughts? or that our hearts'are filled
with other desires, excluding Him ; or it may
be trying to s«rve this world with one half,
and giving to Him the remainder ? Oh ' let
us consider, not only our duty, but the all-
important command, "Thou shalt love the
Lord thy God, with all thine heart, and with
all thy soul, and with all thy might." Let
us rather seek for that ability and strength
which will ever enable us to "choose "the
good and refuse the evil," and not fear if by
so doing we may incur the displeasure or lose
perhaps the friendship of those who would
endeavor to keep us away, or turn us aside
Irom walking in the "straight path." The
Lord will not be wanting on His part, for He
IS ever ready to uphold and to care for those
who in sincerity, turn to Him with full pur-
pose of heart. Oh ! that we might in truth
acknowledge Him in all our ways, then wouldwe know of Bis directing our paths.

(To be continued.)

J. J=LJZJ J7 r-i.i Pii>i ±J.

to come, and to walk more circumspectly tha
ever we did before.

—

Zate Paper.

SAFE HOME AT LAST.
Safe Home, .safe Home in port

!

Rent cordage, shattered deck,
Torn sails, provisions short,
And only not a wreck

;

But O the joy upon the shore.
To tell our voyage perils o'er !

The prize, the prize secure !

The warrior nearly fell

;

Bare all he could endure.
And bare not always well

:

But he may smile at troubles gone
AVbo sets the victor-garland on !

No more the foe can harm
;

No more of leaguer'd camp,
And cry of night alarm,
And need of ready lamp

;

And yet how nearly had he failed,—
How nearly had that foe prevailed

!

The lamb is in the fold
In perfect safety penn'd

;

The lion once had hold.
And thought to make an end

;

But One came by with wounded side,
And for the sheep the Shepherd died.

A tender-hearted father w^alking with his
little son, suppose in the city, when he per-
ceives him gaze up and down and wander
trom him withdraws himself behind some
pillar, or hides himself in some corner of the
street

;
not that he means to lo.se him, but tomake him cry and seek after him. and keen

oloserto him afterwards. So doth our heaven-
ly i-athcr with us. He corrccteth every sonwhom he loveth. He bides himself, and as
It were, pulls in the beams of his gracious

THE LIGHTHOUSE.
^""""^

The scene was more beautiful far to the eye
Than if day in its pride had arrayed it

:

The land-breeze blew mild, and the azure-arched sky

I

Looked pure as the spirit that made it.

The murmur rose soft as I silently gazed
On the .shadowy wave's plavful motion

;From the dim, distant hill the lighthouse fire blazed
Like a star on the midst of the ocean.

'

No longer the joy of the sailor-boy's brea-st
Was heard in his wildly-breathed numbers

;

rS/'^'V''''''^
'"'^ ^°^" '° ^^^ wave-girdled nest.

The fisherman sunk to his slumbers.

One moment I looked from the hil
All hushed was the billows' com„„„„..

,

And I thought that the lighthouse looked lovely
Hope, '

That star on Life's tremulous ocean.

The time is long past and the scene is afar,
^let when my head rests on its pillow,

Will memory sometimes rekindle the star
That blazed on the breast of the billow.

In life'.s closing hour—when the trembling soul flies

^ And death stills the heart's last emotion,
O, then may the seraph of mercy arise
Like a star on eternity's ocean !

P. M. James.

favor for a time, wl en we are rambling about
n our thoughts, and erring in our imagina-
ions; but It IS to make us cry after hinfthe

louder, and to keep close to him for the time

William Williams and the Colored Man.—
At an appointed meeting held by AVilli'am
Williams in Delaware, the Governor of that
State and other persons of eminence beino-
present, the subject that opened upon his
mind for communication, was, the unlawful-
ness of war. Fearftil of the offence it might
occasion, he long bore his exercise in silence
but at last giving up to his duty, he obtained
peace ot mind. After meeting, whilst sittino-
in the porch of a Friend's house, a colored
man came to the porch, and was invited by
the owner of the house to walk in

; but h6 de-
clined, saying he wished to speak to William
"Ihy Master," said he, addressing William
"commanded thee to speak, but thou wert
afraid, but when thou submitted to it, thou
came oft" victorious." William declared he
never was so brought to his feelings before
1 hus the poor and weak of the flock are some-
times made use of to strengthen and encour-
age the Lord's laborers in their work.

For "The Friend"

Life among the Indians: being extrarts from the Journa
of Thomas C. Battey.

(Continued from page 378.)

15th.—Crossing the Cimerone, North Fork
and main Canadian rivers, arrived once mon
at the Wichita Agency. The latter river whoi
I crossed it last spring, was nearly half a mih
wide, deep for fording and swift, but is now
owing to its long course through the parchec
plains, a mere brook, which'a child coulc
easily step across. Proceeding to the school
house, I ojjened the school-room door without
knocking, and stepping in, stood in front ol

the school. Instantly the room rang witl
joyful acclamations. Though the scholars
kept their seats, they could not resist the im-
pulse to shout my name over and over again
the teacher at first raised up in astonishment
but seeing me in my present condition, travel

led as I was, comprehended the whole
cause of the uproar, and not having before
seen me in such a plight could not refrain
from laughter himself. Indeed it really Sieems
pleasant to get among these wild, but really
atfectionate children once more.
17th.—After Ij-ing over one day at the

Wichita Agency, I this day came on to that
of the Kiowas.
24th.—Several of the school children being

very sick, with pleuro-pneumonia, and no
nurse at the school, as my time has to be put
in at jobbing,—one day at the mill another at
whitewashing, &c., I went to the school to
take care of the sick children

; found one of
the boys in a very suffering as well as danger-
ous condition, the others comparatively easy,
but needing careful nursing. To-day, Horse-
back, a Comanche chief, brought in and de-
livered up to the agent two white captive
boys, whose stories niay be told as follows:
The name of the elder of the two is Clinton
Smith. One year and a half since, he with a
younger brother were taking care of some
cattle or sheep, but a short distance from
their father's house in Texas, when they were
seized by a small party of Arizona Apaches,

i

and carried away captives. A few days sub-
sequently, Clinton was sold to a band of Qua-
hada Comanches, by whom he has been held
in captivity up to the present time. He is a
boy about thirteen years of age, and talks
fluentlj^ in the Comanche language. H
father had been making all the exertion
his power for the recovery of his children,
had written to the agent on different occa-
sions, but all had been unavailing, until the
present autumn, so many outrages, murders,
&e. having been perpetrated in the frontiers
of Texas by the wild bands of Indians inhabit-
ing the region of the Staked Plains, including
the Kiowas and (^Juahadas, that government
determined upon their chastisement. Col.
McKensie with some troops was sent into
that region, and falling upon an encampment
of the Quahadas, killed several of their men:
and took about one hundred and twenty
men and children into Texas as captives. He
afterward discovered an encampment, from
which the Indians had fled, and destroyed up-
wards of a hundred lodges; hence they are
finding themselves in a narrow place, cut i

from their rations and annuities by their-
agent, driven from the haunts of the buffalo
by the military, and winter approaching, they
have but one alternative, and that is to agree

I
upon terms by which they can secure their
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ions and annuities, and if possible tho
eration of their women and children.

Horseback, though in no wise implicated in

atfair, has been among the Quahadas and
rsuaded them to give up these boys and to

me in and make peace with the agent; but

y being in mourning for their dead as well

for their women and children, will not
ae in at present.

Dlinton informs that there are other white
ya in the camp, but as they were continu-

y watched, they could not speak to each
ler in English, and he could tell nothing
)re about them. This boy was clothed and
iced in school upon his restoration, and kept
3re until a suitable opportunity occurred,

er some weeks, of sending him home to his

Buds, who reside near San Antonio, in

xas.

John Valentine Maxie, a boy about nine

ars of age, was brought in with Clinton

iiith, by Horseback, and delivered to tlic

lent ; he had been some years with the
lahada Comauches, had forgotten his name
d language, and could remember nothing
t the scene of his capture. His account of'

as elicited by the interpreter, was, that

father was killed at the woodpile, his

other, together with a babe in her arms,

re killed, while himself and a little sister

3re carried away ; but his sister being unable
walk was killed that night. He also was
Dthed and placed in the agency school.

Dtices of their restoration were published in

e Texas papers, and after about two months
1 father of this boy came to see him, and
nd indeed his own son. The real story of

capture, as I learned from his father, was
bstantially as follows: Some three years

ace he was suddenly called to go several

ilesfrom home, in the early evening, leaving

father, wife, children, and a neighboring
Oman with her child at his home. It ap-

iars that his departure was noticed by some
IS lurking near, who soon made an at-

ek upon the old man (grandfather to the

y) who was chopping wood at the door,

children playing near him. Ho was
lied at once, and the neighbor's child was

killed upon his attempting to run. The
omen in the house hearing the noise and
reams of the children, ran to the door, when

) mother of our little captive, with a babe
her arms, was shot, and falling in the door,

as drawn in by the other woman and the

jor closed. When the Indians after shoot

^ an arrow through his leg so that he could

|3t run, seized this boy and his sister and fled

ith them. The woman was not killed, but

le ball after passing through the head of her

,'.ibe, severed the artery in her arm, from
ihich she came near bleeding to death, but

still living to receive as from the dead this

er only surviving child.

ange as it may appear, after the child

ad seen his father, though all attempts to

ring incidents to his memory by which hi

light be identified had proved unavailing, iu

semed as though a new light had suddenly

roken upon him, and not only his name, but

3veral incidents of his early life were unsealed

) his memory, proving his identity boj'ond a

uestion. This boy was in the encampment
'hieh was surprised by Col. McKensie, and
rith great presence of mind mounted a pony,

ed to another camp, gave them notice of the

pproach of the soldiers, and thus prevented

heir surprise.

10th mo. 28th.—Kicking Bird and seven
other Kiowa chiefs came in and delivered
several stolen mules to the agent. Upon the
subject of my going among them being laid

before them, they all gave an unqualified word
of approbation, ottering to do all they could
for me: Kicking Bird himself off'ering to take
care of me, but thought I had better not go
among them until the chiefs who have gone
to Washington shall return. They claim that
they intend now to settle down and not "do
bad any more," but 'travel in tho road that
Washington makes for them, and until their

chiefs come back to teach them Washington's
road, they will travel the road their agent
makes. Several of the chiefs came round and
shook hands with us, saying it felt good to

take their agent by the hand again. He told

them they might always take him by the
hand, by doing right; it was by doing bad

—

killing people, stealing mules, horses and chil-

dren, that prevented their taking his hand

—

they had killed more than forty persons, and
stolen a great many mules and horses this

past summer, and he had withdrawn his hand,
Ijut when they do right, he will give it to

them again.

11th mo. 14th.—Since my last entry, when
not otherwise engaged, I have been construct-

ing, painting and varnishing, a sot of outline

maps for the use of my school, if I ever get

one in operation at the Kiowa camps. I have
made 8 maps on tracing linen, viz: A map of

the World, hemispherical; North America;
South America ; Europe; Asia; Africa; United
States ; Indian Territory.

This afternoon Horseback brought in and
delivei'ed up to the agent, two more white cap-

tive boys, which were duly washed, shorn and
clothed. Their hair hung in mats, which it

was impossible to comb out, and was of cour

alive with vermin, they were thinly clad and
were suffering much with cold, being but

poorly protected therefrom by thin muslin

leggings and wrappers. After being washed,
shorn and clothed their appearance was much
improved, they looking like smart intelligent

boys.

Adolph Kohn, one of the boys mentioned
above, is a German, says he is 11 years of age,

speaks German, English, Spanish and Co
manche. He says he has a father, mother,

and nine brothers and sisters ; he was cap

tured some three years since, near San An
tonio, Texas, while taking care of sheep ; £

few days after, his captors—three Arizona
Apaches—traded him to a band of Quahada
Comanches, with whom he remained up to

tho time of his delivery. His treatment has

been, undoubtedly that of other captives,

that is, he has been compelled to herd the

ponies and mules, and perform the drudgery

for the camp generally. On one occasion a

sick child, of which he had the care, died, and

he was severely whipped. He is now very

much elated with the idea of his deliverance,

and the pi'ospect of being again restored to

his family and friends. Adolph was placed

in school and kept there for some weeks when,

a suitable opportunity presenting, he and

Clinton Smith were sent home to their friends.

Temple Friend, the other boy brought in

by Horseback, though appearing to be a very

intelligent boy, having been taken young, has

forgotten the English language, remembering

only the scenes of his capture. He thinks his

mother was killed, while his father (whose

given name he remembers to have been John)

and sister, older than himself, were away from
"lomo. There seemed to bo no clue by which
this boy could bo identified, and tho whole
household at the agent's were becoming much
attached to him, when an old grey headed
man, L. S. Friend, a Methodist minister, who
had for many years acted as a missionary on
the frontier* of Texas, arrived from Kansas,
whore he now resides, having seen a notice
of the delivery of two unknown boys at this

agency in the papers, and hud come to see if

ho could recognize in ono of them, his long
lost grandson. He had spent much monej',
and iiad travelled over fifteen thousand miles
n unwearied search, and now his eft'orts were
crowned with success. The old man gently
put his arm around the boy and drew him
towards him. The tears started in his eyes,
as he slowly uttered the words "Temple
Friend." The boy started as if from sleep,

looked at the old man, and having learned a
few words of English, replied, " Yes." Tho
old man then pronounced the name of his

sister, "Florence Friend." The boy with a
look of unutterable amazement replied as be-

fore, " Yes."

We learned from the grandfather, that
Temple is 13 j'ears of age, was captured in

Texas, and has been with the Indians five

years. His mother, though transfixed by an
arrow through both breasts and arms, having
had the cords of her wrists severed, and hav-
ing been scalped in two places, still lives to

rejoice over the return of this her long lost

son, " Who was dead and is alive again, was
lost and is found."

(To be continned.)

Tools Great Men Work With.—It is not
tools that make the workman, but the trained
skill and perseverance of the man himself.

Indeed, it is proverbial that a bad workman
never had a good tool. Some one asked Opie
by what wonderful process he mixed his

coloi's. " I mix them with my brains, sir,"

was his reply. It is the same with every
workman who would excel.

Ferguson made marvelous things, such as

his wooden clock that accurately measured
the hour, by means of a common penknife

—

a tool in every body's hands ; but, then, every
body is not a Ferguson. A pan of water and
two thermometers were tbs tools by which
Dr. Black discovered latent beat; and a prism,

a lens, and a sheet ofpasteboard enabled New-
ton to unfold the composition of light and
the origin of colors.

An eminent foreign savant once called upon
Dr. Wollaston, and requested to be shown
over his laboratories, in which science had
been enriched by so many important discov-

eries, when the doctor took him into a little

study, and pointing to an old tea-tray on the
table, containing a few watch-glasses, test-

papers, a small balance, and a blow-pipe, said,

" 'There is all the laboratory I have !" Stot-

hard learned the art of combining colors by
closely studying butterflies' wings ; he would
say that no one knew what he owed to these

tiny insects. A burnt stick and a barndoor
served Wilkie in lieu of pencil and canvas.

Bewick first practised drawing on the cottage

walls of his native village, which he covered

with his sketches in chalk ; and Benjamin
West made his first brushes out of tho cat's

tail. Ferguson laid himself down in the

fields at night in a blanket, and made a map
of the heavenly bodies by means of a thread
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with small beads on it, stretched between his
eyes and the stars.

Franklin first robbed the thunder-cloud of
its lightning by means of a kite made with
two cross-sticks and a silk handkerchief
"Watt made his first model of the condensi
steam engine outof an old anatomist's syringe^
used to inject the arteries previous to dissec-
tion. Gifford worked his tirst problem in
mathematics, when a cobbler's apprentice,
upon small scraps of leather, which he beat
smooth for the purpose; while Eittenhouse,
the astronomer, first calculated eclipses on his
plow.

—

Ch. Intelligencer.

A few thoughts ofJohn Woolman's as noted
down in his journal.

" The work of the ministry being a work of
Divine love, I feel that the openings thereof
arc to be waited for in all oiir appointments.
Oh! how deep is Divine wisdom I Christ

puts forth His ministers, and goeth before
them, and oh how great is the danger of de-
parting from the pure feeling of that which
leadetb safelj'

!

Christ knoweth the state of the peoijle, and
in the pure feeling of the Gospel ministry,
their states are opened to his servants.

Christ knoweth when the fruit bearing
branches themselves have need of purging.
The gift is pure, and while the eye is single

in attending thereto, the understandino-^is
preserved clear; self is kept out; and we re-
joice in filling up that which remains of the
afflictions of Christ, for His body's sake
which is the church.

'

The natural man loveth eloquence, and
many love to hear eloquent orations

; and if
there is not a careful attention to the
men who have once labored in the pure
pel ministry, growing weary of su" '

The opinion there is that the disease is not
contagious, but simply hereditary. The peo-
pie have no dread of it, and persons engaged
about the lepers for years never contract it.

Not only do the lepers marry among the
selves, but such is the feeling among the poor
French in Tracadie that there is no repug-
nance in many cases among perfectly healthy
people to taking lepers for husbands and
wives. The taint generally manifests itself
'n every alternate generation. In this way
the disease has become permanently seated
in the locality, while the general poverty and
not very cleanly habits of the French popula-
tion tend to excite and intensify it.

It first shows itself in the form of small
white spots on the breast, then the face as-
sumes a puffy appearance, and there is much
pain, languor and drowsiness. The fingers
become crooked, the neck swells, the limbs
show all the symptoms of dropsy, the nails
drop off, and at last the throat and lungs are
attacked, and the sufferer dies, a mere mass
ofloathsome disease. Its duration varies from
five to twenty-five years, according to the
strength of the constitution.
Leprosy is not nearly so rare a disease as

18 generally supposed. It is on the increase
any of the British dependencies. In some

parts of India one person in every hundred is
a leper, and in some parts of the West Indies,
as well as in the Sandwich Islands, it is also
very prevalent.— Toronfo Globe.

?ift,

ashamed of appearing weak, may kindle'a fi.^,
compass themselves about with sparks and
walk in the light not of Christ who is under
suffering, but of that fire, which they goinff
from the gift, have kindled. And that in
hearers, which is gone from the meek suffer-
ing state into the worldly wisdom, may be
warmed with this fire, and speak hirrhly of
these labors. That which is of God lathers
to God

;
and that which is of the world is

owned by the world

For "The Friend"

The Settlement of Friends at Dunkirk, in France.
(Concluded from page 3S3.J

The danger of war between France and
England in 1793, finally led to the withdrawal
of many of the vessels engaged in the whale

ng, and fishery from the port of Dunkirk, and the re-
moval of some of the more prominent mem-
bers of the Society. Wm. Eotch, remarks •

"In the beginning of 1793, I became fully
aware that war between England and France
would soon take place

; therefore it was neces-
sary for me to leave the country in order to
save our vessels if they were captured by the
English, and I proceeded to England. Two
of them were captured, full of oil, and con-
demned, but we recovered both by beino- in
England, where I arrived two weeks before
war took place." In this country he was join-
ed by his ""'^ -^ ^~ - •'

'
• ^ .>

this connection. In 1792 Martha Eouth a
Christiana Hustler, the former mentio
'crossed the channel to visit Friends at Di
kirk

;
about seven families who had lately

moved from the island of Nantucket in Nor
America. We visited their families and sat s(
eral of their meetings, our valued friend "Wham Bleckly being with us on the like gost
errand. We were obliged to have passpoi
at Calais, which gave liberty for us to tra\
to any part of France, during the space
one year. After stopping about eight da
in the city, we were easy to leave, at
wished to go thence by water to Dove
but whilst one of the Friends was gone
the wharf, to see if there was a stiitab
vessel. It suddenly presented to my minwe should not get away that day, which
told my companion and other Friends pre
eiit; and had but just done so, when tl
tnend returned, saying the city was all in a
uproar the drawbridges taken up, no passai
by land or water, and that cannon was goin
to be placed at the avenues of the street
Ihis was occasioned by the arrival of an a(
count, that the poor king bad attempted 1

make his escape. Itfelt an awful time. Nea
morning, with a fresh endorsement on ou
passports, we were permitted to go to Calai
by land, and crossed the water, the sam
evening, to Dover, which felt cause of mutua
thankfulness."
The same year Friends at Dunkirk wer

visited by Mary Dudley in company witl
Elizabeth Pim and Edward Hatton, and als(
by a committee appointed by London Tcarl-

an af
Meeting. Thomas Shilitoe who from
prehension of religious duty, had joined th
committee, states that after visiting Friend
at Dunkirk in their families, a conferenc
Avith them was held, in which "as it did no
appear either to the Friends of the place, o
the jomt-committee, that those Friends coul('
with benefit to themselves, be joined to an''
Quarteriy or Monthly Meeting in England, 1

report was drawn up accordingly, to^'be laii:
before our next Yearly Meeting, and
by the whole of the committee."

In 1797 William Savery and David Sand:
the course of a religious visit to the conti

nent of Europe, attended several meetings
Dunkirk, held by Friends. The former re
marks in his Journal, " I put up at Juditl

Leprosy in Canada.—In the Arcadian vil-
lage of Tracadie, near the mouth of the Mi-
ramichi river, there have been lepers for the
Iast_ eighty or ninety years. A hospital for
their benefit is supported by the local o-overn-
ment. The leprosy which they suffer is ele-
phantiasis grocorum, so caHedfrom its tenden-
cy to make the limbs swell to elephanti
proportions. This disease is understood to
have been brought there by a French vessel

^,1 ,"".
'A' ';''V""" ^°y"S° ''•O'^ Smyrna,'

touched at the Island of Mitylene, and took in
a quantity of clothing and some other stores,
and on her way to Baubaris Island, a French
military port, she was wrecked near the mouth
of Miram.chi. The people in the neighbor-
hood played the part of wreckers, and helped
themselves to the clothes cast ashore, whichwere supposed to be tainted with leprosy

'Friends who visKorl if ^..,, .,„ L. .
!..°''"^ ^':i^

°*''^^'^?d to^our Friends, which if

<;ngland and America, to thei

the numerous privations I have w
Ltri'

Po
be attributed to nothing-b-unhat;up:rintnd- e7"tir'

""'" '' ^°"''"''^'- '' "'^^ ^ ^-"^

It frot
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eat reproach. Friends enjoy more freedom
France, than in either of those countries."

The Portland Transcript gives an anecdote
a man named Churchill, who was one day
ling on horsebaclj, wlien he was met by an
i woman, who had not so much of this
•Id's goods as he had. Taking out his
let, he handed her a quarter of a dollar,

id rode on.

He had ridden only a short distance, when
began to soliloquize thus:
"Now, wouldn't 1 have done better to have
pt that money, and bought myself some-

Wheeling his horse round, he rode back to
here the old lady was standing and said :

" Give me that money !"

Slie handed it to him, wondering what he
eant. Placing it in his wallet, and at the
me time handing her a five-dollar bill, he
claimed,

—

' There, Self, now I guess you'll wish you
id kept still

!"
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After reading over the account of the late

jndon Yearly Meeting, as published in '-Th
itish Friend," we have been forcibly w
inded of the language used by Sarah Grubb

letter to that dignified minister Henry
Among other plain and truthful ex-

essions are the following: " The testimonies
van to the people called Quakers to bear,

ive long been too lightly esteemed by many
der our name; yea, by some filling very
nspicuous stations in this community. And
w there seems no inconsiderable leaning to

it, out of which the sons of the morning of
Aaj, as a people, were brought by the
ig hand and mighty arm of Jehovah,

as ! alas ! we are fast going back to episco-

lianism, little being wanting with many, to

on this side, except partaking of the
tward ordinances of that church. Faith in

e atoning sacrifice is abundantly enforced,

lile there is little said inviting us to yield
the will, with the affections and lusts, to

crucified. * * * They tell us that we have
me now to the dispensation of reconcilia-

)n, and to that which speaketh better things
an the blood of Abel, &c. Yes ; but how
n we as individuals experience this, or how
eeive the ministration of justification, save
we know the day of the Lord to be come
our souls, which bui-neth as an oven, even
wardly and powerfully; wherein all the
cud and all that doeth wickedly are as stub-

B, and the root and branch of the corrupt
36 are destroyed. Truly some of us have
)t 80 learned Christ, as to conclude that He
)th the great work of salvation for us with-
it us ; or that we have nothing to do with
operation." " We who do not profess to

i farther than our first Friends did, and
ho consider that the boast of greater light

I gospel truth than they were prepared to

leak of, is not safe,—I say, we are styled

norant, prejudiced and uncharitable. But is

)t the straitness, in that which thinketh it

loweth anj'- thing without the Spirit that
archeth all things, even the deep things of
od? and is not that out of the true charity

which denies 'Christ within, the hope of
glory?'"

This was penned in the early day, the in
ception of the defection that now seems to be
sweeping all belbre it; when there wer
a few in London Yearly Meeting who
but winked at the first demonstration of the
fruits of the unsound doctrines that have un
dermined true Quakerism, and so beclouded
the visions of many, that they cannot dis
tinguish the counterfeit from the genuine re
ligion. To these, Daniel Wheeler states, thi;

dedicated woman, addressing them in the
men's Yearly Meeting, said, "That if there
was not a coming down from the heights to
which many have climbed, there were th
amongst them who might be compared to the
golden vessels of the temple, such as had really
stood the fire, and had not only been rightly
filled, but employed of the Lord to co
nicate to the peojile, who would be permitted
to be carried away captives to Babylon." Ho
sadly have we seen this realized not only in

England but in our own country, fulfilling the
declaration, he that despiseth the day of
small things, shall foil by little and little

Some have stood well for a time, bearing a
sincere testimony against the erroneous senti
ments and destructive practices gradually in-

troduced, but betrayed by a false charity, and
unwillingness to be stigmatized as illiberal

and prejudiced, have fallen away little by
little, until their strength was dissipated and
they have been drawn into the popular cur-

rent.

We are told that the Society is in a transi
tion state, and there is no occasion for alarm
at the extravagances that attend it. It is in

deed true that in many places it is in a state

of transition from the pure, spiritual religion

held and promulgated by its founders and
early members, to the mixed and ceremonial
principles and practices of other professors :

in England, as >S. Grubb states, " ftist going
back to episcopalianism ;" in this country
rapidly and closely assimilating to methodism.

Is it any cause for marvel that those who are
really convinced of and attached to the doc-

trines and testimonies, which Friends promul-
gated and lived up to in the beginning, cannot
give the right hand of fellowship to the mem
bers who are making or abetting the present
revolution in the Society ? They see the several

steps out of original Quakerism that have
been made, since the unsound doctrines, first

promulgated by some of much influence, have
been more and more generally embraced.
They have witnessed tliat those who early

bore a faithful testimony against those doc-

trines, and predicted the inevitable eonso-

quencesoftheirprevalence within the Society,

were condemned or scotfed at as ignorant, or

bigoted " troublers of Israel." They have
seen the testimony to plainness of speech,

behavior and apparel, virtually given up, and
the dress, the language and the fashion of the

world largelj^ adopted. They know that

music is taught and practised in the families

of members—very generally in Great Britain,

and by many in this country, while other

amusements and vain customs of worldlings

are countenanced. They hear it not unfre-

quently announced, as evidence of increased

berality among our members, that "minis-

ters" of other societies are invited to t;ike

of this departure from our princijiles, in the
adoption of practices common among other
professors, but inconsistent with the principles
of Friends. Congregations are told they can
at once, when they will, have theirnames writ-.

ton in the Lamb's book of life, and tliey are
urged to make vocal "confession" and '• con-
secration ;" so that in the excitement called
forth, it is not uncommon for manj- to be on
their knees at the same time, or to be seated
on the "anxious benches;" and it is spoken
of as conclusive evidence of a "special out-
pouring" of the Spirit, when a multitude,
sometimes over a hundi'ed, preach, quote
Scripture, or tell their experiences in a meet-
ing. With such a declension from the prin-
ciples of Friends, it could hardly be long be-
fore singing hymns would bo introduced as
part of worship, and it is now not unfrequent-
ly practised. Silent meetings, heretofore fre-

quent among Friends, are denounced as a
blemish, and unfitted for mixed assemblies;
and in order to diminish their number or pre-
vent their occurrence, reading the Scriptures
in meetings for worship has been resorted to,

accompanied, on some occasions, with com-
ments by the reader, and thus the fundamental
principle of Friends in regard to worship is

overturned. Those who cleave to the ori-

ginal religion of Friends, have been greatly
blamed for not uniting in the present system
of First day schools, and with the "mission
schools;" but they judge of the tree by the
fruit, and they are convinced, that while doc-
trines are often taught in them, which are not
inaccordancewith those of Friends—conduct-
ed as they sometimes are in conjunction with
" ministers" of other denominations—among
other hurtful eff'ects, they have greatly weak-
ened the testimony against an hireling minis-

try, and given currency to assumption by
many, of the divine "gift ofteaching;" which,
with the adoption of the sentiment that the

matter for a sermon is to be drawn from the
Scriptures, has introduced among us "dry,
vindy discourses," adapted only to please

tching ears. The institution of " missionary
societies," foreign and domestic, sending forth

whom they please on their errands, and rais-

ng large sums to defray the expense of their

services, is also subversive of the principles

and practices of Friends, in relation to the

call to. ministerial labor, and the propagation

of the gospel. The holding of meetings desig-

ated "prayer meetings," and "fellowship

meetings," and the reception of large numbers
as members, who are ignorant of the doctrines

and testimonies of the gospel, as ever held by
Friends, are of the same character ; and all

these innovations have destroyed and are de-

stroying the characteristic faith and usages of

old fashioned Quakerism among that portion

of the Society that has adopted them, render-

separate organization from other pro-

fessors almost useless.

We are not disposed to question the re-

peated assurances given, that those adopting
and promulgating these novelties in the So-

ciety think they are right, and believe they
u-e effecting a great change for the better;

but they ought to give equal credit to others,

who cannot conscientiously, for the sake of

quiet and a false unity, barter awaj^ the faith

of their forefathers, sealed, as it has been, on
their understandings by the same Holy Spirit

part in the religious meetings of Friends; and
I

that revealed its truth and scriptural con-

they cannot shut their eyes to the constantly sistency to George Fox and his coadjutors,

recurring exemplification of the natural resultllf those who—to use the language of Sarah
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Grubb— '-profess to see further than our first

Friends did," and " boast of greater light on
gospel truth than thej were prepai'ed to speak

of," really suppose they are advancing under
the guidance of the Head of the Church, why
do they not openly and honorably act in ac-

cordance with the spirit of J. Brown—who
appears to be one of their influential leaders

in England—and who said in the late London
Yearly Meeting, "If then Christ be our au
thority, how dare we set up the authority of

George Fox or Barclaj', or Penn, or any one
else, and speak, as we have heard so much in

this meeting, of 'our principles,' 'the princi

pies of early Friends,' &i."

It is no new thing for those who have dis

carded some of the fundamental truths of the
gospel as ever hold by true Friends, to claim
that they are only recurring to the primitive
faith of the Society. Such was the pretension
of Elias Hicks, and his followers claim to be
Friends to this day : but the doctrines and
testimoniesof the Society were clearly defined
and fixed b}' its founders, and neither indi-

viduals nor meetings have the power to change
or modify them. So long, therefore, as the
attempt is made, and there are those who
adhere to those doctrines and testimonies,
the Society must be " a house divided against
itself," and one or the other division will
finally fall.

Those who are contending for the faith once
delivered to the saints, must be willing to be
stigmatized like Sarah Grubb and tho-ie who
united with her, as ignorant, prejudiced and
uncharitable : they need not expect popular
favor. Man is prone to disbelief in the self-

denying doctrines .of the gospel, and averse
to allowing them to be carried into practice;
and yet he is naturally a credulous being,
easily led away by an excited imagination
and the contagious influence of example. The
little and lowly appearance of Christ in the
heart by his Spirit, is as much a stumbling
block in the present age, to his self-esteem
and selfwill, as the crucified "Nazarine" was
to the Jews in the apostles' days. Something
visible or outward is more congenial to our
carnal nature, and it is far easier to satisfy
ourselves with confession of Christ as the Re-
deemer and sinbearer, than to allow Him to
set up his government in the heart, and bring
his enemies there into subjection. Patience
in suff'ering for the truth must be mingled
with firmness in supporting it, conforming to
the advice given by Thomas Loe, when near
death, to Wm. Penn, "Dear heart, bear thy
cross. Stand faithful for God and bear thy
testimony in thy day and genei-ation, and God
will give thee an eternal crown of glory that
shall not be taken from thee. There is not
another way than that the holy men of old
walked in, and it shall prosper. God has
brought immortality to light, and immortal
life IS felt, glory I glory ! for He is worthy.

* Friends keep your testimony for God.
Live with him and He will live with yoti;"

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—A ppecial dispatch to the London Times

Irotn Calcuttn,_6ays: Further communication h.is been
made to the King of Burmah regarding the passage of
Krifsh troops through his country, and it is hoped that
the king will yield.

iv"^/'^,
^'^*"' ^ defray the expenses of the Prince of

Wales visit to India was but feebly opposed in theHouse of Commons, and only sixteen members voted

DoubU having been raised respecting the fulfilment
of the treaty of 187.3 for tlie suppression of the slave

trade on the east coast of Africa, another treaty was
made with the Sultan of Zanzibar while he was in Lon-
don, which the Ministry hope will be fully carried out.

The Sultan left England for the Continent on the 15th
inst.

More heavy failures have occurred in England, in-

cluding a firm of coal merchants with liabilities of

$1,000,000.

Heavy rain storms have caused much damage, espe-
cially in the west of England. In Wales great numbers
of live stock have been washed away.

It is stated that the amount of coin and bullion in

the Bank of England at the present time, is the largest

ever known.
The weekly return of pauperism in London shows

that the total number of paupers for the last week in

the Sixth month was 85,233, of whom 32,899 were in

workhouses and 52,314 received outdoor relief. Com-
pared with the corresponding week in 187-1, 1873 and
1872, these figures show a decrease of 9,179, 16,169, and
20,893 respectively.

Jane Franklin, widow of Sir John Franklin the
Arctic explorer, died in London the 18th inst., at the
age of 75 years.

A large meeting was held in Hyde Park the 18th
inst., to protest against the grant for the Prince of
Wales' visit to India. Violent resolutions of disappro-
bation were adopted almost unanimously.
On the 19th, Disraeli stated in the House of Com-

mons that the government would proceed with the
agricultural, merchant shipping, judicature and land
transfer bills. He declined to say what disposition
would be made of other measures.
London, 7th mo. 19th.—Consols 9IL U. S. sixes,

1867, 107i.

Liverpool.—Middling Orleans cotton, 7}d. Wheat,
9s. lOd. a 10s. 2d. for average California white.
The French Assembly on the 16th inst. finally passed

the public powers bill by a, vote of 530 yeas to 30 nays.
A resolution was adopled to discuss the Budget on the
19th inst., and then adjourn until the 30th of Eleventh
month. A motion made by the Left not to adjourn
until the Senate bill and the budget were voted, and
the Senators to be chosen by the Assembly were elected,
was negatived by a vote of 331 yeas to 371 nays. The
Left bitterly reproached the government with betray-
ing the Constitution.

Onthe 15th Gambetta made an injudicious attack on
the government, and with much warmth accused it of
supporting the Bonapartists, and maintaining Bona-
partist functionaries in office, &c. Buffet asserted that
a perfect agreement prevailed in the Cabinet, and that
he considered it was rendering a good service to the
country to maintain old functionaries who were loyal,
although they had served under the empire.
The Left violently protested against these remarks of

Buffet, while the Right and the Bonapartists loudly
cheered them. It is believed the Left lost ground by
the debate.

The Assembly has declared the election of Burgoing,
a Bonapartist, in the Department of the Nievre, nu

"

and void, by a vote of 330 yeas to 310 nays.
A Constantinople dispatch of the 19th says: "The

disturbances in Herzegovina are believed to be serious.
The commissioners sent by the Porte to tranquilize the
country have reported by telegraph that they are un-
successful. The whole district between Mostar and the
Austrian frontier, down nearly as far as Ragusa, is in
a state of revolt, and the insurgents threaten death to
all who refuse to join them. The commissioners advise
the Porte to send troops forthwith."
The Emperor of Germany has arrived at Ischi, where

he is guest of the Emperor of Austria.
Madrid advices continue to assert that the Carlists

are being pushed back to the French frontier. A dis-
patch of the 16th says : Fresh bands of Carlists have
taken refuge in France. The commander of the French
forces at Tarbes has telegraphed to Paris for instruc-
tions as to the course he shall pursue. The provinces
of Valencia and Castellon are now free of Carlists. The
insurrection is confined to the mountains in Navarre
and the Basque and Catalonia provinces. The head-
quarters of General Jovellar are at Sarinena, in the
province of Huesca.
The German government has ordered that the dec-

larations of submission by the Catholic clergymen to
the new laws shall be kept strictly secret, the purpose
being to secure them from persecution by the Ultra-
montanes.
United States.—The imports at New York for the

fiscal year ending 6th mo. 30th, amounted to $367,358 -

,
and the exports to $343,984,992. In the year pre-

S«'l'«%'??=P°"-^.^!'-«._^i^''_'i'^9'),852,
and the exports
money aggregates$354,648,176. This decline in 'the'i

arises in large measure from the fall in prices, and d
not show a corresponding decline in commerce. 1
dry goods imports show an increase—the total bei

$106,.501,211 this year, against $105,478,539 the p
vious year.

The domestic exports from Philadelphia for the yi

ending 6th mo. 30th last, included 52,411,629 galh
refined petroleum, 3,662,247 gallons crude, and 1,8?

696 gallons naphta and benzine. The exports of bre:

stuffs were $7,457,884, and of provisions $4,678,7
The total value of exports to foreign countries ^

"28,588,019, of which $11,279,481 went in Amerit
essels, and $17,308,538 in foreign.

According to a State census just taken, Rhode Isla

has a population of 258,132, an increase in five yean
40,779.

There were 890 interments in New York city 1

week, an increase of 147 over the preceding week.
There are about five hundred intruders searching

gold in the Black Hills, notwithstanding the prohi
lion of the government. It appears that gold is rea
found there, but not so far in large quantities. A I

of the miners have already been killed by Indians.
There were 471 interments in Philadelphia last we

including 216 children under two years. There w.
110 deaths of cholera infantum, 38 consumption, 18
debility, 15 diptheria, 22 convulsions, 12 marasm
and 15 old age.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotatii
on the 19th inst. New York.— American gold, 1

U. S. sixes, 1881, 121f ; do. 1868, 119f ; new five
]

cents, 116i. Superfine flour, $5.10 a $5.40 ; State exi
$5.80 a $6.15; finer brand.s, $6.50 a $8.50. No
Chicago spring wheat, $1.32 a $1.34; red weste
$1..38 a $1.40; amber, $1.40 a $1.42. Oats, 60 a 66 i

White corn, 90 a 91 cts.
;
yellow, 87 cts. ; western mix

84 a 85 cts. PhUadelphia.—Vp\ands cotton, 15^ a ]

cts. ; New Orleans, 15J a 16 cts. Superfine flour, $4.5
extras, $150 a $5.00 ; finer brands, 5.50 a $7.50. I
wheat, $1.35 a $1.37 ; amber, $1.38 a $1.40 ; white, $L
Rye, *1.05. Yellow corn, 86 cts. ; mixed, 85 a 86 i

Oats, 62 a 64 cts. Lard, ISJ a 14 cts. Clover-.se
12 J ct.s. Sales of 3000 beef cattle at 7|^ a 8J- cts. per
gross for extra, 6J a 7 cts. for fair to good, and 4 a 6 i

for common. Sheep, 4| a 6 cts. per lb. gross, and c(

fed hogs, $10.50 a $11.50 per 100 lb. net. Baltimore
No. 1 western amber wheat, $1.42 ; No. 2 do., $!.•

No. 1 western red, $1.40; Maryland white, $1.3<
$1.48. Southern white corn, 94 cts.; yellow, 87 i

O.Us, 63 a 67 ct^. Chkago.—Extra spring flour, $.

$5.50. No. 1 spring wheat, $1.19-^ a $1.21 ; No. 2 (.

$1.18 ; No. 3 do., $1.12. No. 2 mixed corn, 70 .

Oats, 49 cLs. No. 2 rye, $1.02. Lard, $13.30 per ]

lbs. Cincinnati.—Family flour, $5.70 a $5.85. S
wheat, $1.33 a $1.38 Corn, 73 cts. Oats, 58 a 60 i

Rye, $1.20.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The next term begins Ninth .month 8th, 1875. N

students should present themselves for examination
9 o'clock on the morning preceding. They must bri

certificates of good moral character from their 1

teachers. A thorough knowledge of the preparatory stud,

will be required.

Applications for admission should be made to
'

President, Thomas Chase, or ta Professor Samd
Alsop, Jr., Haverford College P. O., Penna.

WANTED,
A female teacher, a member of the Society of Frien

for Rahway Preparative Meeting School, which
'

pected to be opened about the first of Ninth moi
next. Apply to Samuel Alsop, Jr., Haverford Colle
Pa., or to Martha S. Shotwell or Joel Wilson,

~

way, N. J.

Rahway, N. J., 7th mo. 16th, 1875.

Married, at Friends' Meeting, Fallsington, 1

Co., Pa., on the 17th of 6th mo. 1875, John Haines
Elizabeth W., daughter of Thomas and Phebe i

terthwait, of Fallsington.

Died, at the residence of his son-in-law, Isaac M
gan, Chester Co., Penna., on-the 2l8t of 4th mo. 18
Thomas S. Bacon, (formerly of Salem, New Jeree
an esteemed member of Kennett Monthly Meeting
Friends, in the 67th year of his age. He was a ma
I meek and quiet spirit, and careful to fulfil his
igious duties, and his relatives and friends have a o
forting hope that his end was peace.

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER, '

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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It is vciy observable, that the prophet
lalachi, when he had elegantly set forth the
atnre of the new birth, breaks out in the
burth verse of the third chapter on this wise :

Then shall the offerings of Judah and Jeru-
alem be pleasant unto the Lord, as in the
ays of old, and as in former years ;' which
learly implies man's unacceptable state with
is Maker in any religious performances, until

e hath previously known the cleansing and
'efining operations before mentioned. What
hen will become of those who have intruded
hemselves in to religious services, and amongst
is faithful followers, not having on the wed-

garment ! who would pass for his people,
-et cannot find, by ex.'iminiiig the state of
heir minds respecting religion, that they
ave trod the path of regeneration, nor passed
hrough the many and various pangs of the
lew birth.

When man hath, through the powerful
revalence of the Divine principle, obtained
ictoiy in a good degree over evil, his soul

bounds with evidence and tokens of his

appy attainments, through the Lord Jesus
ist ; to whom with the Father, through

he influence of the Holy Spirit, praise, adora-
ion, and thanksgiving, are offered up as in-

jense with acceptance ; he enjoys an abundant
low of heavenly love, to those especially of

-he same lineage, begotten of the same ever-

asting Father, agreeable to 1 John iii. 14:

We know that we have passed from death
into life, because we love the brethren.' It

then become as his meat and drink to do
the will of God ; he looks with, indifference

ipon worldly enjoyment, when compared with
religion and the weighty concerns thereof;
lis body, soul, and outward substance are

jffered up to the great Giver ; being given up
to spend and to be spent for the promotion
rf truth, according to the degree of its requir-

[ngs; careful that all he doth may tend to

I Sod's glory. These particulars, and much
imore than I can set forth, are done from-

a

I mature result of a well-informed understand-
ing and sound judgment, which cannot fail of

producing great peace and heavenly solace,

whereby he is mightily encouraged to perse-

vere.

Oh! that mankind would but come clearly

to see the necessity of beginning in the Spirit,

and walking thereili, agreeable to the advice

and practice of the primitive Christians! then
they would not fulfil the lusts of the flesh.

The spirit that lusteth to envy, and seeks
vengeance, would be slain. Here outward
wars and fightings would cease of course ; the
cause being tak-n away, the effect would bo
no more. A selfish covetous spirit, which
seeks undue advantage to the injury of others,
would be purged out. Hero we should have
power to love our neighbors as ourselves, and
to do unto all as we should be done unto, were
we in their situation. All these, and many
more good fruits, would spring up naturally
from the new creation in Christ Jesus our
Lord. But those who have not the ground-
work in themselves, and lack the virtues of
the Holy Spirit, which are set forth in the
scriptures of truth, are blind, and cannot see
that it is possible to attain those exalted
Christian virtues now as it was in the apos-
tles' days; and therefore imaginations, dreams,
and conjectures abound amongst outside Chris-
tians (who are numerous) concerning the way
and means of obtaining that salvation which
comes only by being born from above. Some
say, lo! here is Christ! others say, lo! ho is

there I but still evade the cross. If that did
not stick in the way, they would surely em-
brace the right thing, as it is so fully set forth
and doscribod i:r the Holy Scriptu-cs.

The testimoniesthereof have enforced, how-
ever, an assent to the truth of the doctrine of
the new birth, both in Papists and Protestants.
~

, alas ! their apprehensions concerning its

nature are exceedingly obscure and carnal,

making the sprinkling of infants with a little

water (which they call baptism) essential

thereunto ; nay, the manner of their express-

ng themselves on this subject, in the confes-

iion of their faith to the world, seems in my
apprehension to make that ceremony all, or

the chief that is intended by being born from
above ; or that the operations of the Spirit for

that end are infallibly connected to the opera-

tion of water. Papists say, ' We must believe

that Jesus Christ has instituted in his church
seven sacraments, or mysterious signs and in-

strumental causes of divine grace in the soul

:

baptism, by way of a new birth, by which we
are made children of God, and washed from
sin : confirmation, by which we receive the

Holy Ghost by the imposition of the hands
of the successors of the apostles,' &c. . The
Protestant Church of England saith, in con

fessiug their faith to the world, ' In my bap-

tism (they mean sprinkling infants) wherein

I was made a member of Christ, the child of

God, and an inheritor of the kingdom of

heaven.' After an infant is sprinkled, the

priest says: 'Seeing now, dearly beloved

brethren, that this child is by baptism regen-

erate and grafted into the body of Christ's

church, let us give thanks,' &c. And again,
' We yield thee most hearty thaaks, most
merciful Father, that it hath pleased thee to

regenerate this Infant with thy Holy Spirit,

to receive him for thy own child by adop-

tion, and to incorporate him into thy holy
church,' &o.

P'rom these evasions it appears man hates
death to self, and had rather look any way
than that which is likely to strip him of all

his beloved treasure ; tliough if he was not
very blind and ignorant concerning his true
interest, he wouldoasily see that his supposed
loss would make way for his greatest gain.

However, this unhappy reluctance in man to

the true way, has put him upon straining his

invention, to find an easier way to the king-
dom of felicity, of becoming heir of two king-

doms; of serving God and mammon, though
we are assured that is impossible. Many
would fain imagine, that man may be saved
merely by the imputation of Christ's right-

eousness
; which, if it were true, would be a

mighty palatable doctrine to a multitude of

'lovers. Some, who do not fall in with
this opinion, but believe they must repent,

and that they ought to experience the evil

purged out by the spirit ofjudgment and burn-
ing, do yet put off this great work, resffng

with a kind of hope, that they shall be fitted

for everlasting happiness thereby some time
before they go hence; and build much upon
the great mercy and long-suffering of the Al-

mighty, catching eagerly at the sudden Con-

xion of Paul, and of th-^ thief ?ipon the

cross. Oh! how exceeding inconsiderate aro

such delays ! A saying of Chrysostom [s wor-
thy to be noted, viz :

' God promises mercy
to penitent sinners, but he doth not promise
them, that they shall have so much time as

to-morrow for their repentance !' Others there

be, who imagine conversion is effected in an
instant ; and in order that their deception may
be effectual, the false prophet causes fire to

come down as from heaven in their sight ; he
that is prince in the airy region, raises vehe-

ment heats and agitations upon their passions.

This they call the workings of the Spirit upoa
them for their conversion ; immediately after

which a kind of heaven is formed, wherein
they take their rest with a seeming security,,

erroneouslj- supposing tl^pir calling and elec-

tion are made sure, and that they can never

fall from saving grace, which they doubt not
of having in their possession. Oh ! how dan-

gerous is such a security I

Much more might be written concerning the
many false rests and visionary heavens which
poor mortals, through the subtlety of Satan,

and their own inattention, are deluded to re-

pose themselves in ; which might all be hap-
pily prevented, were they to enter into the

sheepfold by Christ, the door and way to the

everlasting kingdom, which is opened and
prepared for the soul to travel in, by his in-

rd appearance, as before noted. He will

certainly count all thieves and robbers, who
come into his church any other way.
What abundance of robbery is found in thee,

O Christendom! what stealing the name of

Christ, and the experience of God's people
formerly, to live upon, and also to feed one
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another with ! Oh, what multitudes there are

of unwholesome barren pastors, and poor,

lean, starved flocks, amongst most or all so-

cieties of Christian professors! Their poor

low condition, as to religion, induces them to

put forth their hands and steal. Can the God
of justice and truth delight in robbery for

burnt-offerings? No; such sacrifices are an
abomination to him. His regenerate ones,

though often tried with great poverty of

spirit, dare not steal ; knowing nothing will

find acceptance with the Source of Infinite

Goodness, but that which is of his own imme-
diate begetting. He will smell a sweet savor
from that, although it be but a sigh or a groan
•which may be compared with the acceptable
offering of the poor under the law, of a pai

of turtle doves, or two young pigeons; and
with the widow's two mites cast into the
treasury, taken notice of by our Lord. Those
jjoor humble dependent ones, who are madi
perfectly honest by the just and upright prin
ciple pi-evailing in them, and waiting the
Lord's time, may be, and often are furnished
with larger offerings, and do greatly increase
with the increase of God. '

To conclude this head, I shall thus sum up
the matter, viz., that man's great business,
upon his first awakening out of the sleep or
stupefaction of sin, is passively to yield him-
self into the hands of his faithful Creator, that
he may be pleased to work in and upon him,
to will and to do of his own good pleasure.
Hiasoal must, with the utmost care, endeavor
t(J abide in that which enables incessantly to
pray, 'Thy kingdom come, and thy will be
done on earth, as it is done in heaven.' This
bent of heart, through the grace of God, is a
sufficient guard or defence against all the
subtle attempts of Satan to beguile and de-
ceive, an^ nothing else. The most crafty di^-

ruling book possibly soon, will be a news-
paper."

—

Fraser.

vices of the adversary can never prevail to
pluck, such an one out of the Almighty-
hands; and by abiding therein, he is created
anew in Christ Jesus unto good works, having
spiritual senses given, that he may continu-
ally exercise them in discerning between good
and evil. His heart being made pure in a
good degree by the sprinkling of the most
precious blood of Christ, his constant care is,

through Divine assistance, to preserve it so,
that he may be pleased to tabernacle with
bim, on whom help is laid; who is made of
God, to such passive upright souls, their wis-
dom, righteousness, sanctifieation, and re-
demption. They receive from him those quali-
.fications, which enable them to co-work with
the Spirit, and partectly to understand the
proper business of their day, both in the world
as strangers and pilgrims, and in the church
of Christ, as living members thereof"

Eapidity of locomotion, the chief physical
feature of our time, betokens also its Intel
Icctual tendencies. Men read cursorily and
decide rapidly. The daily newspaper is mak-
ing book-study rarer than hitherto. It is felt
in ten thousand instances to bo distasteful or
difficult. The subtle influence of the daily
iicwspapor is telling on our thoughtfulness.
Wo really seem to bo approaching the fulfil-
ment of Lamartinc's prediction :

" Before this
century shull have run out, journalism will
be the whole press, the whole of human
thought. Thought will not have time to
ripen—to accommodate itself into the form of
a book. The book will arrive too late

; the

For "The Friend."

Life among the Indians: being extracts from the Joui'ual

of Thomas C. Battey.

(Continueii from page 389.)

lltb mo. 23d.—This day died Ten Bears,

the chief of the Tamperethka band of Coman
ches. He arrived at the agency with the
Washington delegation on the 21st inst., very
weak and much exhausted, having been sick

several days, and his lungs in a very bad con-
dition. A bed was soon made for bim in the
office, and I was detailed as bis nurse, but
being very old, probably upwards of 80 years,

and very much exhausted from his long jour-

ney, he soon passed away. This morning he
Etave a picture of A. S. Love, President of the
Peace Society, to the agent, and told Horse-
back that he wanted his people to quit raid-

ing in Texas. With the exception of his son.

who arrived about two hours before his death,
his people had all left him. Indeed this ap
pears to be the prevailing custom among the
wild Indians; when a person becomes old and
feeble, so aa to become in their estimation
burdensome, they are neglected, and when
sickness and death comes upon them they are
unattended

; hence a life of savage barbarity,

if not ended by violence, usually ends in cold
neglect, without comfort, without sympathy,
and without hope

;
yet when death has actu-

ally closed the scene, the relatives affect great
grief, cutting themselves with knives, and
making bitter bowlings, often burying their

household goods with the deceased, and even
burning their lodges. He died very quietly
without moving hand or foot, and without a
struggle, groan, or even a si^h.

Thus passed away, in old age, the head'
chief of the Yamperethkas, a man raised in

heathen darkness, living and dying in close
proximity to Christianity, without the know-
ledge of Christ, or the benign spirit of the
ospel ; who probably never learned, and per-
aps never heard the name of the blessed

Saviour of men, except from profane lips. For
several years past he has been friendly to the
whites, and has now ended his days among
them, and instead of his own people, a white
man ministered to his latest wants on earth.

12th mo. 1st. First day of week.—Kicking
Bird having come in last evening, went to
meeting with us to-day, after which the agent
furnishing me with a mule to ride, with some
rations, I set out with him (K. B.) and Danger-
ous Eagle for his camp. VV^e rode fast from
about 4 o'clock until 8 in the evening, when
we arrived at the Apache camp, having been
duly notified by the dogs, that we were ap-
proaching some place. After making our way
through the midst of hundreds of dogs, oveiy
one of which appeared to exert his vocal and
explosive powers to the utmost, filling the air

with perhaps the most horrid din of snaps,
snarls, yelps, growls and bowls that my ears
ever became acquainted with, we found a con-
venient place for lariating out our ponies and
mule. This is done by simply fastening the
animals by a long rope or lariat, so as to allow
them to graze, while they are at the .same time
secure from sti-aying away. We then proceed-
ed to the lodge of Pacer, the head chief of the
Apaches,'—being escorted by most if not all

the dogs in the community, still continuing
their deafening clamor, and crowding upon
us to that degree that we had to keep them

off with clubs ; Dangerous Eagle having gen
erously provided me with one for that pur
pose. Arriving at the lodge, arrangement
for our suppers were soon entered upon bj

the two wives of our host, who was stalkioj

about nearly in native dignity, destitute o

shirt, pantaloons, leggings or moccasins. Tbi
lodge, like nearly ajl belonging to the wik
Indians, was built in the form of a conica

tent, made by stretching several tanned buf

falo-skins sewed strongly together, over pole;

set in a circle, crossing at the top in thi

centre, and fastened by thongs. The ten

being spread, is fastened down by pegs at thi

bottom. The entrance is a small hole opening
toward the east, and covered by a piece o

thick painted skin, fastened by buckskii
strings, on whichever side the wind may hap
pen to be, so as to form a self-closing door
The opening is not over three or four fee)

high, and does not extend to the ground
barely admitting a large man. Indeed it was
with some difficult}^ that I got through with
my overcoat on, the side pockets stuffed with

comfort and gloves. The internal arrange-

ments are very simple : A round hole is dug
in the centre for the fire, three sides are oc-

cupied by the beds, while the side in whicb
is the entrance, is used as a pantry and gen-

eral store soom. The beds are elevated abovt
the ground, perhaps from four to six inches,

and serve for seats and lounges in the daj
time, or when not used for sleeping purposes
They are made by laying small rods of wil
low across a couple of poles, and covering
them with buffalo skins prepared especially

for the purpose, blankets, ordinary robes, &c.,

making (except the vermin) a comfortable
bed. A large kettle was boiling over the fire.

the contents of which were stirred from time
to time with the broad rib of a buffalo, while
another large kettle was sitting by the fire,

which our coffee was boiling. In due time
supper was announced, consisting of boiled

beef, from the large kettle over the fire, coffee,

and very good soda buscuits or shortcakes,

baked in an old fashioned bake kettle or Dutch
oven. After we bad partaken all that was
lesirable, and pushed the dishes back,_ oui

host and his two wives finished what was left.

A basin of water was then passed around, tc

drink and to wash our fingers,—which is usu-

ally done by filling the mouth with water and
spirting it upon the bands, afterwards wiping
them upon a dirty cloth provided for the pur
pose, and passed around to all who have par-

taken of the meal. Supper being ended, w£
withdrew to another lodge, where most ol

the principal men of the camp were in wait-

ing to extend the hospitalities of the pipe,

which w^as continued until a late hour. Con-
versation being in an unknown tongue, I was
not peculiarly edified therewith ; but the

fumes of the pipe, as it circulated from mouth
to mouth, filled the lodge with the most un-

endurable fragrance of tobacco and kiuneko-
nick ; whicb would subside for a time as the

pipe became exhausted. This was but a mo,-

mentary relief to me, as it was I'cplenished

after short intervals by the person occupying
the honorable position of pipe filler, who was
amply equipped with a piece of an old barrel

bead, upon which was piled up a quantity ol

tobacco and kinnekenick, well cut and mixed.
The consumption of this was the signal for

the dispersion of the comj^any, and we retired

through the army of do^s, which kept up a

continuous parting salute, as we passed along
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) the place where our mulo and ponies were
ited. Here we spread our blankets upon

ho ground aud lay down to sleep, or enjoy
)r the rest of the night, the joint serenade
f dogs and wolves ; some of the latter came
near that I could hear their footsteps on

be dry grass, and one of our lariats was cut
ly them only a few steps from my bed, let-

g one of the ponies loose; but as the wolf

a sight of her, but were foiled on all hands.
In the evening she was put on the stage in

company with the father of Clinton Smith,
and started on her home journey, rejoicing in

fear, and yet manifesting a thankful heart.
We have since been informed of her safe ar-

rival at her home and among her friends. She
was quite a good looking young woman, in-

telligent, and appeared to have had some
an acknowledged brother of the Indian, it education before her capture by the Indians,
ly be presumable that they were only watch- and is now about 18 years of ago.

The following day, the Quahadas were very
nquisitive about her, wanting to know where
he was, and to be paid for her, but all at-

tempts in that direction wore fruitlesfi, the
agent simply informing them that ho had sent
her where they would not see her. If they
had brought her in and given her up, they
would have received one of their prisoners
whom McKensie had captured, but now they
would receive nothing.

(To be contioned.)

nay
perhaps smelling mo with a sniff of

ealousy, as being no relative of theirs.

12th mo. 2d.—After taking breakfast with
Pacer, we proceeded on our way, travelling

rom about 10 o'clock a. m. until 2 p.m., pass-

ug near several Comanche camps and many
hundreds of their ponies. On arriving at

Kicking Bird's camp we were not met "with

running salute of dogSj^but a host of chil-

iron came out to meet us, and stare at the
hite man who was accompanying their chief.

Our horses and luggage were taken care of

by the women, while we repaired to the lodge
of Zebile, Kicking Bird's brother. Here we
remained enveloped in the smoke of tobacco

kinnekenick, while Kicking Bird was in-

formed of the affairs of his camp, and he in

turn had given his talk, when we partook of

some supper, and retired to Topen's lodge to

sleep. Topen is a fine looking little girl.

Kicking Bird's only child—she soon produced
the little map of North America which I had
drawn and given her, which had been kept
very nicely.
' Kicking Bird's encampment is situated'upon

a creek, six or eight miles above the remains
of old Ft. Cobb, in the midst of a dense gi'owth

of small timber, and consists of about forty

lodges, all constructed upon the same general
principle as the one described as Pacer's, with
plenty of wood and water at hand.

6th.—After remaining in camp until yester-

day in the afternoon, endeavoring to render
myself familiar with all, and writing down
many Kiowa words in order to memorize
them, we came on to the agency, staying last

night at tho Apache camp, and arriving at

the agent's about noon. I might say that I

have been treated with the greatest attention

and kindn^s, though no doubt but that many
of the Indians look upon my being among
them with mistrust, fearing that my motives
may be to their disadvantage.

Last night Martha Day, a Mexican woman,
who had been some two years in captivity

among the Quahadas, made her escape to the

agency, where she has been cared for, clothed,

&c. She yesterday informed Black Beard,

her owner, that she intended to run away
from him. He told her that she had better

not make the attempt as it would cost her her

life; if the agent did not kill her, he would
turn her to him, as she was a Mexican, and he

would kill her. She, apparently in great

tress of mied, proposed, as she could not sleep,

to herd the mules. As it was raining, and
the pi-oposition accorded so well with thei

propensity to laziness, it was fully assentei

to. She took possession of the herd of mules,

which she soon left to take care of themselves,

while she set out for the agency. On her ar-

rival she eluded the guard and sat in the porch

until morning. When the family were up
she came in and of course was well taken care

of. The Quahadas, armed with bows and
arrows, watching every window and door to

which they could gain access, in order to get

For "The Friend."

Rlcliaril Jordan,

The following communication, taken from
a Baltimore paper of the 30th of 5th mo. 1797,
refers to the religious labors in that city of

the late Richard Jordan, a Friend, who is still

emembered by many of our older Friends as

a minister unusually gifted in arousing the
attention of an audience to the important
work of tho soul's salvation. Tho late Samuel
Hilles, of Wilmington, Del., once described
to the writer a meeting at Westtown Board-

School, which Eichard Jordan attended
Richard arose with the remark, that if one
was about to take a journey into a distant

country, much concern would be felt to be

properly equipped, and to have all the need
information respecting the language, cus

toms and peculiarities of the people among
whom he was gomg ; so that the visit might
be prosperous. He dwelt upon this, until the

subject seemed to be pretty thoroughly open-

ed ; and Samuel remarked that he was at a

loss to know how he would apply it. The
preacher then turned the attention of his

hearers to the need there was of makin
corresponding preparation for our journey to

that country, whence no traveller ever re-

turns, even our abode in another state of

istonce. So powerful wei-e his appeals, when
his matter was fully unfolded, and such was
the Divine energy vouchsafed, that the meet-

ing was generally broken into sobs and tears

and it proved an unusually melting season.

In his Journal (in the 13th vol. of Friends

Library), Eichard Jordan, in speaking of his

visit to Baltimore, where he had three public

meetings, says: "I may say, with humble
thankfulness, that my little dedications hei-e,

have, through Divine help, tended greatly to

the relief of my poor, depi-essed mind.
'J

The extract is as follows :
" I was invited

last Sabbath to the Friends' meeting, to hear

a travelling speaker. After assembling and

continuing some time in silent meditation, a

very comely, well looking man, I suppose

about forty, stood up and addressed the audi-

ence in such a powerful, connected manner,

that before I never was so impressed ;
in my

time! have heard a variety of preachers, both

from Europe and America ; I have heard the

finished orator, and the perfect scholar ; but

never did pure apostolic preaching, so nearly

meet my mind, as on Sunday last : it so power-

fully operated on my spirit, as led me to cry

out, where is the wise? where is the scribe ?

whore the vain disputer of this world? since

Thou, O Eternal Truth ! hast enabled such
mplo instruments to speak such convincing

and consistent truths, as this highly gifted

man has done, in his recent various exorcises

n this city. I understand he is from Carolina,

and is going about purely for the good of

souls, and inwtructing his follow creatures.

That heaven may pour down his choicest

blessings on this man of God! and preserve

him in his labors of love, is the prayer of hun-

dreds who have heard him, as well as tho

author of this humble tribute."

A Bauaiia Plaiilation.

A correspondent of tho Atlanta Herald
writes of a banana plantation he has visited :

" You have soon the cotton plantations of

Mississippi, the sugar plantations of Louisi-

ana, the rice plantations of southern Georgia,

and perhaps the corn plantations of Illinois,

or the wheat plantations of Michigan, and
possibly the potato plantations ofNew Jorsej-,

the tobacco plantations of Connecticut, tho

cranberry plantations of Ehodc Island, or tho

hop plantations of Maine—but have you seen

a full-grown banana plantation, with its thous-

ands of gigantic plants, laden with rich clus-

ters of matured fruit ? If not, a grand sight

awaits you.
" Sitting to-day in the warm sunshine, upon

the shores of a beautiful little lake, nestled

amidst groves of orange and lemon trees,

while all around you grows the pineapple, the

citron, tho guava, and the date palm, and
stretching away from its sloping banks, a

great forest of stately banana plants, their

broad leaves and spreading tops, sway in

the gentle breeze and send down to your
grateful senses sweet odors from its ripening

fruit. The soft, pure atmosphere is vocal

with the sweet songs of the silver-tongued

mocking-bird and the tender-voiced oriole,

and thousands of many-hued flowers fill the

air with their delicious fragrance, and you
wonder if your geography is not at fault in

placing you so far north as the 29th parallel

north laiitude, instead of in the purely tropi-

cal regions of South America.
'' The banana is strictly a tropical plant

and is extremely sensitive to cold or frost.

Ail attempts in this country, to render its

cultivation upon a large scale profitable, have,

until a recent period, proved practical failures.

And it is only in the extreme southern por-

tions of Louisiana and in certain portions of

Florida that any succes»has up to this time

been achieved, and, in these localities, want
of Tnore perfect knowledge of the plant and
experience in its culture have caused many
disasters.

" The most select banana plantation, per-

haps upon the soil of the United States is that

of Colonel Whitner, near Silver Lake, the lit-

tle lake to which I have referred, situated

about two and a half miles from the steamboat

landing on Lake Mourse, and a little more
than half a mile from tho Orange House at

Mellonviile. This point is over two hundred

miles south from Jacksonville, and practically

bej-ond the region of killing frosts. A daily

line of steamers renders iteasy ofaccess from

Jacksonville and at all other points upon the

river. This plantation covers an area of sev-

eral acres and contains over ten thousand

plants, most of them in bearing. The plants

arc of different varieties. Some of them are
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huge trees, twenty feet liigh, with a truii!

from six to eight inches in diameter, whil
others, and probably the largest number, are
ofthe celebrated dwarf species, standing from
six to eight feet high, with a trunk from four
to five inches in diameter. The banana, as
cultivated in this climate, bears no visible

seed, but it is propagated from slips or cut-
tings which bear transplanting well, and grow
withgreat rapidity. These slips are generally
planted about eight feet apart, if it is the
dwarf species, an acre of ground will contain
from six hundred to seven hundred plants.
They require a deep, rich soil, and considera
ble moisture. It Has no season, but the fruit

matures generally in from eleven to thirteen
months from the date of planting, and by
properly timing the planting, ripe fruit may
be had at all seasons of the j-ear. The cut-
tings once planted, first develop two loaves
tightly rolled together, which grow to a
height of three or four feet, when the blades
begin to unfold one after another, into great
broad leaves, the stems forming a smooth
trunk, which grows to the size of a large ap-
ple tree, composed entirely of these concen-
tric leaf stems or petals. In about eight or
nine months, according to the warmth ofthe
season, a deep purple bud peeps out just at
the point of divergence of the upper 'leaves
and .soon pushes itselfinto full view, its length^
ening stem bending under the weight ot a
purple blossom, shaped like a pointed egg.
"Soon a leaf of this blossom opens at the

pointed end, and rolls back to the base, dis-
closing a row of five or six tiny bananas,
nestled close together, as if hiding under the
shelter of this protecting leaf. Each minia-
ture fruit has a waxen yellow flower at the
end, with a stigma projecting through it.
Other leaves ofthe blossom unfold one after
another, in the same way, until twenty or
thirty clusters of fruit are developed, all
elingingto onestem, when these leaves wither
and fall, and the fruit swells and lengthens to
maturity, which requires generally about
three or four months. The great stem
which the fruit grows bends under its weight
until the long.finger-like fruit hangs down-

have an annual income of 6900 from a single
acre. The cost of preparing and enriching
the ground and setting the plants the first

year, including the cost of the slips, will
average, say $1 per plant, leaving a profit of
S300 ; but they perpetuate themselves after
the first year, and require but little expendi-
ture. Besides, the shoots that spring up from
the bulbous roots-stock will supply plants
enough to double the ground each year; or
they may be sold for more than enough to pay
for all expenses after the first year, thus
leaving the S900 net for the second and suc-
ceeding years.

"Humboldt states that an amount of land
that will produce one thousand pounds of po
tatoes will yield forty-four thousand pounds
of bananas, and a surface bearing wheat
enough to feed one man will yield bananas
enough to feed twenty-five men.
"Banana culture is in its infancy in this

country
;
but it opens such a field for profita-

ble investment that it is probable that the day
is not far distant when vast portions of the
now unoccupied territory, bordering the upper
St. John's, will be covered with the beautiful
banana plant, and the Florida banana, will be
as well known and as highly j^rized as is now
the Florida orange."

graceful clusters.

"Each plant bears but a single bunch of
fruit, and then withers and dies, but while
the fruit is maturing there springs up from
the base of the trunk several offshoots, which
take the place of the old plant when that has
been removed, and go on growing to the full
size ofthe parent tree.

" The fruit when 'grown full size, begins to
show streaks of yellow upon its deep green
skin, when it should be gathered for shipment
to market, as it is easily and quickly ripened
after cutting by wrapping the bunch in straw
or in a blanket, and keeping it in a warm
place. By cutting the bunches at the ritrht
lime they can be shipped to New York with
perfect safet3'.

•'Colonel Whitner has upon his plantation
to-day thousands of bunches, in all stages of
(icvclopment, from the little miniature buds
to the well matured fruit, six or seven inches
long Many of those bunches contain one
hundred and twenty-five bananas, which sell
readily to shippers for two cents each, from
ivhich may be inferred the great profits of
)anana culture

" An acre of ground will readily support; six
lundred plants. Suppose the bunches to
iverago seventy-five ban:

For "The Friend,

Mary Capper.

(Continued from page 388.)

In selecting extracts from the journal of
Mary Capper, it has been more with the view
of presenting to the reader an insight into her
religious life, and her convictions for truth
noted down from time to time, rather than
that of her outward and temporal affairs

; and
we may notice how, though much indisposed
in health and weak in body, yet did she daily
grow strong in grace and in the knowledge
of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ.
February 16th, 1777. Herjournal resumes :— "Eeceived a jjleasing epistle from M.

Knowles, containing a few serious directions
on the mostimportant objectof our lives. My
heart melts with the earnestness ofmy desires
to become one ofthose few that labor after the
perfection of holiness.

March 1st. "Eeceived an invitation from
an English family, to a ball and concert. I
was not well enough to go. Employed the
time in reading Thomas 4 Kempis, and felt
more satisfaction than I should have done in
their splendid assembly." In speaking ofthe
feeling in regard to the sacredness of places
of worship, she says.

16th. " In my opinion, all places are alike
to our God, who dwells not in temples made
with hands, but takes up his abode in the
hearts ofthe meek and humble."
May 4th. "Passed the morning alone. I

pity those who are unacquainted with the
sweet consolations resulting from serious med-
itation

;
and with that peace which tho world

cannot give nor take away."
Truly, were there more desire on our part

to withdraw into the quiet, and endeavor to
turn our thoughts inward and meditate upon
those things which pertain to our eternal
welfare, there would no doubt often at

in solitary places, and there alone, in secret
commune with his Father.

'

7th. Her journal resumes:—" After dinner.
The conversation turned on religion ; they were
very severe upon me, and rallied me unmer-
cifully, giving me the appellation of Quaker,
or Trembler. Nothing could be more unjust
than their censures of this people, whom they
conclude to be unworthy of the name of
Christian. I heard all with silent patience.
After having listened for some time, I de-
clared myself quite in favor of the real prin-
ciplesofQuakerism; and retired, leaving them
to make what comments thej- pleased.

29th. The palpitation at my heart return-
ed Avith great violence. I pass the nights
almost without sleep, and have very little
appetite, therefore I cannot, at present, ex-
pect to regain my strength. I hope I am not
impatient under th^e bodily afflictions

; thoy
are light in comparison with a wounded
spirit. I have that trust and confidence in
my God which makes his will my delight.
Though He afflict me, yet I will trust in Him,
and while his grace supports me, I can, as it

were, forget the present pain, and look joy-
fully forward to that glory which shall be
evealed to those who persevere.
September 2nd. How greatly are we mis-

taken when we consider riches aa the only
happiness! The truly pious mind exalts in
well-grounded hope, and steadfastly fixes the
eye of faith beyond the present scene.

4th. Visited the wood, and returned after
sunset, which afforded us many delightful
views. They brought to my mind those
beautiful lines, ' These are thy glorious works.
Parent of good !' It is impossible to contem-
plate the wonders of nature without feeling
the heart glow with gratitude to the great
Author, whose goodness is but dimly seen in
these his works.

16th. Spent the morning cheerfully in my
own room

; the extreme gaiety does not suit
me. I feel like a stranger indeed ! I have no
inclination to familiarize myselfwith this mode
of life

; it may do for others, but give me so-
briety, with a mind disposed for reflection."
About the end of the year 1777, her brother

Jaspar, joined the Society of Friends, and in
1778 he married Anne Fry, daughter of John
Fry of Whitechapel. Her growing attach-
raent to the Society of Friends caused great
uneasiness to her parents, and although at
their request she returned to her home, yet
her adherence to her own particular views,
was cause of distress to them, and was the
occasion of much trial and difficulty to her.
She thus alludes it.

"It was after my return from France that
an obvious change took place in my manners,
&c., so as to attract observation. The ceremo-
nies ofthe church, when I attended with my
parents and family, affected me in a very un-
usual manner ; I do not know that I can say
painfully, but with a desire to act more con-
formably with what was preached. Some-
times I wept, and sometimes had to be taken
out, nearly fainting, but could not describe
my sensations. I had then no intention of
making any change in my religious profession.

retire apart
I Her mother remarked, in regard to her

mas each, and wo I Exemplar (our Saviour) loved
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)thcr Jaspar's having joined with Friends,
d the important changes taking place among
;m, that, " If the thing were of the Lord,
ould stand, if of man, it would come to
jht." She was a serious minded woman,

1 it is believed endeavored to walk upright-
and in the fear of the Lord, but this differ-

;e in sentiment in the religious views of
children, whom she fondly loved, from

»se of her own, was cause of great grief to

During her stay at home, Mary Capper ap-

irs not to have written much in her mem-
ndum, and but few of these have been
served. In reading them we shall bo im-
38od with the feeling, that though many
ward hindrances and difficulties made her
h a trying one, yet was she favored in

ing a firm reliance upon her Saviour ; and,

sting in Him for strength and ability to

vc Ilim. She knew of her will being more
Imore brought into subjection to the Divine

; and through obedience to the teachings
is Holy Spirit, she was led to give up en-

)ly those forms and ceremonies which from
ly childhood she had been educated to look

)ii as being essential ; and to see for herself

hout any human counsel, that they were
re forms. The following, from her own

"1 best describe her deep feelings upon
se subjects. It appears that her parents

I placed her in her brother William's fami-

here she occasionally attended the church
vhich he was the pastor, and secretly at

les attended Friends' meetings. She thus

tes:

The private, as well as the more public

otion to which I was witness, wrought
eh consideration and deep inward thought-

pecially as respected participating

vhat is termed the sacrament, or the Lord's

per, as it came in usual course to be ad-

listered by my brother. It had been, on
mer occasions, a solemn ceremony of pecu-

comfort to my longing soul ; and I had
eh conflict and prayer that I might be

sficd whether the outward and visible sign

3 important to salvation. With reverence,

p humility«»nd fear, I received the bread

1 wine. I do not recollect that any obser-

ion was made on my being evidently agi-

)d. I sought no human counsel, but the

sfaetory, abiding insti-uction on my own
id was, that the inward and spiritual grace,

vhich this was only the visible sign, must
something of a higher nature, not de-

dent upon uncertain means. The best of

hers was pleased to calm and quiet my
id on this important subject, and I no more

the ceremony ; but these convictions

were no light matters to me."

(To be continued.)

third of thi8burialground,andforthi8 Friends
have asked about £9,000, so that this im-
portant change is expected to bo of groat
monetarjf value to London and Middlesox
Quarterly Meeting.— The [London'i Friend.

"HE CARETH FOR YOU."
BY A. O. S. ALLISON.

I was weary of planning and working,
And my frame seemed strangely weak.

And I took np the old black volume,
As I settled into my seat.

Seeking no special chapter
;

Drifting just here and there
;

Listlessly turning the pages,

To read what the tide should bear.

Feeling that not a creature

Knew of the heavy load.

Which I was striving to carry
Over the rugged road.

And this was the loving sentence,

Opening the book I read,
" Casting your care upon Him,"
Were the words the writer said.

And then like a strain of music
Came thrilling the language sweet,

" He careth for you !" how blessed !

How beautiful ! how complete !

Travel we, sad and lonely,

Over life's rough highway.
Veiling our deepest sorrow,

Carefully Jay by day ?

What if our griefs are hidden
Even from our dearest friend,

When the compassionate Saviour
Over the soul will bend ?

Caring, as no one earthly

Ever had love to care !

Bearing, as no one earthly

Ever had strength to bear !

Beautiful words of blessing!

Making the darkness light

!

He who beholds the sparrow,

Keepeth us ever in sight.

Bright was the guiding star that led,

With mild, benignant ray,

The Gentiles to the lowly shed
Where the Redeemer lay.

But lo ! a brighter, clearer light

Now points to His abode
;

It shines through sin and sorrow's night.

To guide us to our God.

Oh, haste to follow where it leads,

"The gracious call obey.

Be rugged wilds, or flowery meads
The Christian's destined way.

Oh, gladly tread the narrow path.

Where light and grace are given.

Who meekly follow Christ on earth.

Shall reign with Him in heaven.

For " The Friend."

Four Years In Ashantee.

(Continued from page 386.)

" On May 25th, we received from the king

a couple of sheep, and an old pair of Dutch
military shoes, accompanied by a pair of boots

for Mrs. E., of English make, and the finest

leather. They had been presented by the

Wesleyan missionary Freemen in 1842, to

the reigning sovereign, and inscribed on the

soles in gilt letters were the following words:
—

' To his Eoyal Highness, Quakoo Dooah,

King of Ashantee, West Africa.' They had

never been worn, and though time and insects

had made their acquaintance, they were still

in serviceable condition.
" Thus had a covering for my wife's feet

been prepared for her thirty years before, and

this circumstance gave us a fresh assurance
that our God would still provide for her.

" 1 will now describe the king'sreturn visit

:

—We were one afternoon summoned to the
chief of Duru, and on entering the courtyard,
al'ler politely saluting him, we observed a maa
of sallow complexion, in a shabby European
dress. He rose, oft'ered his hand, and said to
us in English, ' That we had no doubt often
heard of him, that he was sorry to find us in
such a position, that ho was himself detained
at Coomassie, but daily hoping to be allowed
to return to the Coast.' Ho added, ' that ho
and the brethren in Coomassie had for a long
time mentioned us in their prayers.' This
was not all said consecutively, but in the
course of conversation

;
and while we were

wondering whether ho was an English envoy
or an agent of the slave trade, he told us that
we were in the presence of the king. The
latter had observed us from the ante-room
of the chief, and was so amused that he
laughed aloud. Cl^airs were then brought us,

and the king asked us how we were, and in

what manner we had been taken prisoners.

'He looked serious when we told him we
had been put in irons, and seemed not to
know that wo had been plundered. A word
escaped him which sounded like ' they shall

repent of it;' before we took leave we asked
him if he could let us have a Bible through
' the prince,' as we had now been without one
for almost a year. Great was our joy when
by permission of the sovereign ' the prince'

promised to send us a copy of this precious
volume.
"The king did not speak much, but re-

marked that we wore not quite white, which
was true enough. We explained this as the
effect of expo.-iure to the sun, and opened our
dress that he might see the white skin beneath.
After he had left, wo naturally thought much
of ' the brother,' or ' the prince,' who had
spoken English to us, and wondered who he
was. Judging by his colour, wo thought he
might be an ambassador from the Dutch gov-
ernor of Elmina ; anyway, that would be
proved if he really sent us an English Bible.

" To our great joy, after three days, the
much longed for treasure was placed in our
hands—a New Testament with the Psalms,
accompanied by a few old numbers of Wesley-
an missionary notices. The bearer was a
young Christian from Cape Coast, and who
can imagine the delight with which we grasp-

ed the coveted volume, or how we thanked
God for that, which we now knew so well

how to prize, yea far better than before wo
had been so long without it."^"

* In an old treaty of peace between the British gov-
ernment and the king of Ashantee, it was stipulated

that the heir to the throne should be educated in Eng-
land, but as the heir then living was too old to learn,

two of the king's nephews. Ansa and Kwantabisa, came
in 1836 to England in his place. Ansa being then twelve

years old. These princes were well educated and treated

with the honor due to their rank.

In 1841, they returned to Africa with a pension,

granted lo them by Queen Victoria, of £100 a year each.

Kwanta'oiso died at Cape Coast, but prince Ansa re-

ceived his allowance till within three years. For some
time he had been engaged in the Wesleyan mission, and
was finally ordained as a missionary. In 1867, he was
sent by ttie colonial government to Coomassie, upon
the news of Kwakoo Dooah's death, and he had there

been detained till now.
This was the beginning of our acquaintance with the

converted Ashantee prince, John Owusu Ansa, a man
to whom we owe the deepest gratitude, and who seemed
to have been expressly sent to Coomassie, to prove a
messenger of grace for us during our long trial.
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" On July 12th we were again before the

king, as he sat under the palm-trees, when
theory of the eunuch sounded in the distance,

announcing the approach of the royal wives.

The men disappeared in an instant, and we
stepped aside, knowing the penalty incurred

by any man who even by accident sees one of

these ladies ; but we were soon recalled, and

beheld fourteen women, surrounded by little

boys. Bitting on the right hand of the king.

Some ofthem were very beautiful, others ugly

enough. They were not grandly dressed,

and their only ornaments were rows of coral

beads They stared at us with unfeigned cu-

siosity, while the attendant cried out con-

stantly, ' Ho ! Ho !' Their heads, like those

of other Ashantee women, were closely sha-

ven, with the exception of a tuft of hair on

the left side and a few small circles round it.

" Our usual petition for salt was preferred

again on this occasion, and on the 24th of

July we received a beautiful present of fruit,

vegetables, flour, sugar, &c. &c., from the la-

dies. On the 25th a load of salt arrived, with
an intimation that as it was so costly, it must
be sparingly used. Upon this we mentioned
that the half was always claimed by our
guards ; thus provoking the wrath of Ageana
to such a fearful degree that I took up a thin

piece of wood and wrote a few words with
my pencil to Bosommuru, begging him to

come and say a word to the old man, who, on
seeing us hand the writing to the bearer of

the salt, thought it best to cease his abuse.

"The king himself came over in a few days,

and was not a little surprised, like the South
Sea Islanders, that a piece of Avood could

speak. He ordered Ageana to be called, who
at first denied the offence, but at length
pleaded guilty, and received a severe rebuke,
with orders that for the future he and his

people should treat us well. He was glad to

get off so easily, and his outward conduct im-
proved, though he gave no evidence of real

kindness offeeling."

On one occasion they were present when
the king was inspecting a detachment of
prisoners from Krope, poor, half starved
wretches, F. A. Raraseyer, thus describes the
scene.

"As we gazed on this mass of misery, my
wife noticed a poor, weak child, who was
commanded in angry tones to stand straight.

The little fellow tried to obey, and painfully
drew himself up, showing the shrunken frame
in which ever}^ bone was visible. This re-

minded her so vividly of our own lost darling
that she burst into tears. The king inquired
the reason, and on hearing it, remarked, ' this

does not concern you
; God will give you

another child;' yet perceiving the sight dis-

tressed us, he permitted us to leave, and in the
evening sent us some palm wine' to restore
our spirits. With what thankful hearts did
we compare his considerate treatment of us
with the misery of these poor creatures now
about to be separated from each other. We
could only hope they would find merciful
masters.

"The king mentioned this occurrence to
prince Ansa, expressing his surprise at my
wife's emotion. ' We black people,'. replied
the prince, ' have hard hearts, and can behold
misery unmoved

; it is not so with the whites
;

such a spectacle wounds them deeply.' "

" One morping, before we had completed
our scanty toilet, we were desired to hasten
to the prosenco of the king, who wished to

e us, on his way to a j'early festival in hon-

our of his father, as he called the Fetish.

We managed to emerge in time to see the red

umbrella enter the village, under which sat

the king in his sedan chair, fully arrayed.

The bearers were ordered to halt, while he

saluted each of us separately, evidently desir-

g to make an impression. On his arms

ere gold and silver ornaments in various

devices, from his green velvet cap hung broad

ppets, to which were suspended gold and
silver amulets ;

his dress was of damask, and

a rich golden-tint silk covered the sedan chair.

It was a marvellous, but most miscellaneous,

display of the ostentation and gaudy show of

an African procession ; the crown jewels, in

baskets, chests, and tin vessels, ornaments of

every variety, fans of peacocks' feathers, col-

oured leather, staves straight and crooked,

with gold and silver knobs, and even articles

of furniture—with antelopes' feet, elephants',

cows', and horses' tails, contributed their

share to the show.
' By the side of each bearer walked an

official in plumed hat, while for music there

was the continual beating of drums ornament-
ed with human sculls, mingled with the shouts

and screams of the multitude ; the fifers and
drummers being clothed in Danish and Dutch
uniforms.

" The royal camp bedstead, covered vfith

leather and ornamented with glittei-ing steel

nails, appeared to be of British manufacture.

Overseers marched by in fragments of Euro-

pean costume ; one had a scarlet coat, but no
trousers ; another wore a long dressing gown,
reminding one of a Germafi univer.sity pro-

fessor ; one of the generals was in a brown
velvet dress and sash, another had proudly
donned a field marshal's hat and white cock-

ade, while to the lot of a third had fallen a

woman's under garment, in which he found it

somewhat difficult to walk.

"A band of three musicians in Dutch cos-

tumes followed, whose cymbal, clarionet, and
European drum added considerably to the in-

harmonious noise- (perhaps because their in-

struments were out of tune), but the effect

was startling ; these brought up the rear of

the procession, and although their music was
discordant and barbarous in the extreme, i1

had a certain imposing effect even on a Euro
pean ; while on the Africans it produced the

wildest excitement, causing them to tremble."

CTo be continued^

From the " Christian Worker.''

A Word of Entreaty from a little One.

" Enter ye in at the strait gate : for wide is the gate
and broad is the way, that leadeth to destruction, and
many there be which go in thereat : because strait

the gate, and narrow is the way, which leadeth unto
life, and few there be that find it."—Matt. vii. 13, 14

Sisters in Christ, I beg of you to look the
matter which I now present full in the face.

Is there not to-daj' danger, imminent danger
of the Society of Friends departing (not from
the traditions of men), but from the narrow
way?
What is the result of compromising with

things forbidden in God's written word
though it seem to be for as good an end as
keeping our young people from leaving us ?

The rapidly-increasing departures from sim
plicity in dress, about which God's written
word is explicit, are so deplorably apparent,
that the writer foelsto ask the women of this

Society to examine closely their Bibles on this

point, and carefully compare its teaching wii

the teaching and example of early Frienc

and, with the day of final reckoning in vie'

'eeide ifthere was an unnecessary coming o

from the worldly tendency of professed Chri

tiaus of their day. We well know that,

ever a testimony in this direction was neede
t is needed to-day.

To one who has been for many years a mei
ber of one of the most fashionable churches
the day, thus having great opportunity to c

serve the evils growing out of conformity
the world, it is painful and alarming to s

how rapidly this Society is degenerating, I

aping the fashions of the churches about thei

Let there continue, for thirty years to con
the departures from simplicity there has be
for three years past, and whei-e will be the i

much-needed testimony of Christians to tt

Bible command :
" Be not conformed to tl

world."
The writer remembers when the Method

Church, by its example, bore written testint

ny according to the teaching of the writt

word. Alas ! for that church, which God c

so own and bless while they were faithful

him. Their light in this direction has go
out, and they have wholly gone after t

world. Yes; so that a minister's wife m
be the leader in style and expense in dress, a
no giddy worldling in the congregation c

outdo her—her husband endorsing this coui

—while both profess full salvation ; this is

fact which came under the writer's obs

vation. Women in that church, professi

sanctification, are not behind the gayest wor
ling is finery, adorning themselves with t

very things specially forbidden in the Ni
Testament.
To-day Friends feel this is terrible. But, i

sisters, the writer is only fifty years old, a

remembers the day when no woman was i

mitted into the Methodist love-feast with i

smallest article ofjewelry or flowers, ruflJes

feathers, adorning her person. Thirty yei

ago a Methodist woman was known by 1

simple attire. Will you tell me how lon^

will take for the light of Friends to go oul

We often heard it said, the " way has b(

made too narrow ; it must be made wider
meet the demands of the day." "What is i

tendency, and what is to be the result ? C

departures will lead MS just where we
others are today. Alas ! alas ! that our lij,

as a Society should go out 1
" If the light t'

is in thee be darkness, how great is tl

darkness ;" and how fearful the responsibili

Is not the New Testament as explicit on 1'

as any command ? and are not the comma:;
and directions of the New Testament as bi

ing and obligatory on all Christians as an;

the commandments recorded by Moses
Mount Sinai ?

Again :
" Are Friends clear in i-eferencf

amusements in their houses ?"

Only one who has been where he co

know, by personal observation, the ra

change in regard to those things which to-(

Friends feel are sinful and forbidden,

realize the necessity of care in this direct)

The writer knows a church, the membere
which, fifteen or twenty years ago, were 1

ror stricken when they found there wa
family within their borders who played ca

for amusements, and always expected a da
in their parlors when young people were
vited in. But it went on (for the man ws

judge, and wealthy, and it would be such a;
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lose them). Many families, who felt hon-
ly and heartily to condemn those things

,
have long since yielded to them.

Yns
;
I tell you the narrow way is no longer

narrow to admit not only the same ex-

Dse and display in dress ofthe world around
im, but all the amusements of the world's
Dple. In how much is there a coming-out

separating from them, once in two or
•ee months sitting at the communion table?

then, Friends, what is the tendency of
npromising. .

[t is said, " The beginning of strife is as

en one letteth out water." So, also, the be-

ning' of any compromise with sin is the

ne. O, it is the beginnings that must be

firded ; it is no use, when there is once an
rture in the dyke or reservoir that stays

od—it is then too late. God grant
ends the enlightenment of his Holy Spirit,

igain, I hear a cry coming up from some
our Society :

We must have music in our houses of

rship. Our young people like to go where
id are going trom us for this reason,

must be introduced !"

[snot singing believed in by all true Friends,

tthe same as prayer, or preaching, or any
^er service? subject entirely to the guid-

36 of God's Holy Spirit? If there is rea-

or authority for a dozen persons praying
preaching, all at the same time, then there

•eason in their all being directed to sing at

same time. No ;
God is not the author

Eonfusion, and Faul gives us special direc-

i in 1 Cor. xiv : 30 33. t

rieuds must either give up their testigionj'

the guidance of the Spirit, or cease to talk

rat adopting the practices of other churches
his thing. We who have come from other

rches, to this Society, could fill columns
the evils growing out of this thing

—

ubles which those who are outside don't

beseech those in our Society, who are

satisfied with the testimony of our fathers

hese things, to look within and see if the

e Spirit is»»heir only guide and instructor,

ere never was a day, since Christ instituted

Church on earth, that there was greater

d of an example and testimony against all

se things than to-day. Friends, let us

intain pure spiritual worship.

xtractcd from tlie Writiiigs of Isaac Penington,

•"riends,—Be not discouraged because of

ir souls' enemies. Are ye troubled with

ghts, fears, doubts, imaginations, reason

8, &c.
;
yea, do you see much in you un

dued'to the power of life? O, do not fear

do not look at it, so as to be discouraged

it ; but look to Him ; look up to the power
idh is over all their strength ; wait for the

cendings of the power upon you ;
abide in

faith of the Lord's help; and wait in the

ienee till the Lord arise ; and see if his arm
not scatter what yours could not. So be

1 before him, and in stillness believe in his

ae; yea, enter not into the hurryings of

enemy, though they fill the soul ; for there

et somewhat to which they cannot enter,

a whence patience, and faith, and hope,

I spring up in you, in the midst of all that

y can do. So into this sink ; in this be hid
' e evil hour ;

and the temptations

- away, and the tempter's strength be

ken, and the arm of the Lord which brake

, revealed ; and then ye shall see, that he

raised but a sea of trouble in your souls, to
sink himself by ; and the Lord will throw the
horse and his rider, which trampled upon and
rode over the just in you, into that sea; and
ye shall stand upon the bank, and sing the
song of Moses to him that drowned him, and
delivered you from him ; and in due season ye
shall sing the song of the Lamb also, when
his life springs up in you in his pure dominion;
triumphing over death, and all that is con-
trary to God, both within and without.
Now, friends, in a sensible waiting and giv-

ing up to the Lord, in the daily exercise, by
the daily cross to that in you, which is not of
the life, this work will daily go on, and yo
will feel from the Lord that which will help,

relieve, refresh, and satisfy, which neither
tongue nor words can utter.

And then, as to what may befiil us out-

wardly, in this confused state of things, shall

we not trust our tender Father, and rest satis-

fied in his will? Are we not engraven in his

lieart, and on the palms of his hands, and can
he forget us in anything that he doth ? Yea,
shall he not bear up the mind, and be our
strength, portion, armor, rock, peace, joy, and
full satisfaction, in every condition ? For it

is not the condition makes miserable, but the want
of Him in the condition : He is the substance
of all, the virtue of all, the life of all, the
poioer of all ; he nourisheth, he preserveth, he
upholds, with the creatures or without the
ci-eatures, as it pleaseth him; and he that
hath him, he that is with him, he that is in

him, cannot want. Hath the spirit of this

world content in all that it enjoys? No: it

is restless, it is unsatisfied. But can tribula-

tion, distress, persecution, famine, nakedness,

peril or sword, come between the love of the

Father to the child, or the child's rest, con-

tent and delight in his love ? And doth not

the love, the peace, the joy, the rest felt,

swallow up all the bitterness and sorrow of

the outward condition ? So let us not look

out like the world, or judge or fear according

to the appearance of things, after the manner
of the world ; but sanctify the Lord of hosts

in our hearts, and let him be our fear and
dread, and he shall be an hiding-place unto

us in the storms, and in the tempests which
are coming thick upon the earth.

The grand danger of the Christian in the

world is from the world. He is afraid of the

sleek, smooth, insinuating, and not discredit-

able vices ; he guards against self-complacency.

—H. More.
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" For our ligbt affliction which is but for a momen
worketh for lis a far more exceeding and eternal weight

of glory : While we look not at the things which are

seen, but at the things which are not seen : for the

things which are seen are temporal; but the things

which are not seen are eternal."—2 Cor. iv. 18.

When the hand of disease is laid upon those

bound to us.by ties of kindred, friendship, or

church fellowship, and the attenuated pulse

and irresponsive brain, tell in silent language

the near severance of the silver cord which

binds the loved one to sentient existence, an

instinctive repugnance to the cessation of our

mortal being, as well as the prospect of loss

by the withdrawal of friends from our sight

md presence, lead the mind to dwell almost
exclusively upon the temporal and visible as-

pects of the affliction. We look too much at
those things which are seen by the eye of
"esh, rather than those which are only appa-
ent to Iho oya of faith.

It is surely not the least attribute of Chris-
tianity that its Founder has abolished death,
and brought life and immortality to light

through the gospel. The physical death of
our Christian friends is indeed the consum-
mation of this grand design ; the very end for

which our fellow pilgrim has been perhaps
long groaning, " earnestly desiring to be
clothed upon with the house which is from
heaven, that mortality might be swallowed
up of life." The past few weeks have wit-
nessed the removal of faithful servants from
the church militant, whose services will bo
greatly missed by surviving friends in their

respective precincts, who cannot but sorrow
at the blanks thus made in the circles where
they moved, and the diminution of laborers

in the church at large; yet we believe it is

more profitable for us to dwell upon the proofs

they have left us of the sufficiency of that
saving grace which comes by Jesus Christ, to

enable His disciples to keep their loins girt

about and their lights burning, that when He
Cometh and knocketh thej^ may open to Him
immediately. If it is a scene over which
angels rejoice when a repentant sinner is re-

claimed, with what rapture may they not be-

hold the final triumph, the endurance to the
end, of the dying saint! "Eye hath not seen,

nor ear heard, neither hath entered into the

heart of man, the things which God hath pre-

pared for them that love Him." In that great

city, the holj' Jerusalem, we are assured there

shall be no more death, neither sorrow, nor
crying, neither shall there be any more pain :

for the former things are passed away." * *

" There His servants shall serve Him, and
they shall see His face, and His name shall

be in their foreheads. There shall be no night

there, for the Lord God giveth them light,

and they shall reign forever and ever."

SUMMAKY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—The steamship Abbotsford, of the Phila-

delphia and Liverpool line, has been wrecked off the

coast of Wales, and totally lofft. The vessel and cargo

were valued at about $600,000. There were 149 pas-

sengers on board, all of whom were taken off safely.

Heavy rains have occurred in portions of England
and Scotland, causing in some places greater floods than

had been known for many years. In various places

the gathered and growing crops have been destroyed.

The prices of wheat in England and on the Continent

have advanced considerably.

From ofiicial information recently published, it ap-

pears that during the past year in Great Britain that

among every 510 persons employed in and about the

coal mines, one fatal accident occurred. It is also shown
that 133,251 tons of coal were obtained for each person

killed.

A Council of Delegates from all the Presbyterian

churches in Europe and America met in London the

20th inst., and formed an " Alliance of Reformed
churches throughout the world." All churches are in-

cluded which hold to the Presbyterian system and creed.

The preamble of the constitution recites that the objects

of the alliance are to demonstrate unity of belief among
Protestants, organize mission work, promote educa-

tional and social reforms and oppose infidelity and re-

ligious intolerance.

The stpck of the Anglo-American Telegraph Com-
pany has largely advanced, while that of the direct

cable, Ih&par value of which is £20, has fallen to £8.

The last named cable is broken and the efforts to repair

it have not so far been successful.

The government's tenant right bill meets with oppo-

sition among the Conservatives.
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Disraeli lias given notice that the merchant shipping

bill is abandoned for this session. Several members

protested against this course. They declared that the

suspense and uncertainty which would be produced by

the withdrawal of the bill in question would be injuri-

ous to the shipping interest.

The House of Commons has passed the Caftada copy-

right bill.

The Under Secretary of State for India, in reply to

an interrogatory, declined to submit the correspond-

ence in regard to the difficulties with Burmah, but said

he hoped they would be amicably adjusted.

Other mercantile failures are announced, the heaviest

being that of a London house with liabilities of £300,-

000.

The operatives in many cotton mills in the north of

England have struck in consequence of an attempted

reduction in wages. The workingmen's associations of

Yorkshire, Lancashire and Cheshire, have resolved to

support the locked out and striking mill operatives.

The yacht Le Clair, seven tons burden, which sailed

from New York 6th mo. 20th, arrived at Granton, Eng-
land, in a little more than a month.

On the 22d, the French Assembly by a vote of 470
agiinst 155, agreed to adjourn from the 4th of Eighth
month to the 4th of Eleventh month. A number of

deputies abstained from voting.

An official statement made by the Minister of Public

Works to the Assembly, estimates the total damage
done to property by the inundations in the south of

France at $15,000,000.

The French customs returns for the last six months
show an increase in receipts of 23,000,000 francs over

those of the corresponding period last year. The total

revenue of the country for the same time has increased

79,000,000 francs over that of 1874.

A Madrid dispatch says that 4000 Carlists have been
captured during the present month.
The Carlists claim that General Dorregaray has con-

centrated the whole Carlist army, and entered the pro-

vince of Lerida, and that the Alfonsists have retreated

from Vittoria, province of Alava, closely pursued by
the Carlists.

Dim Carlos hjis written a letter to King Alfonso, re-

proaching him for allowing the civil war to be con-

ducted with such excessive rigor, and counselling
moderation on the side of the Alfonsists, on pain of re-

prisals by the Carlists.

A special dispatch to the Daily News from Vienna,
says it is reported that Russia and Germany intend to

grant military furloughs on a large scale next year.

One of the Vienna papers urges Austria to follow their

example and thus prove that the alliance between the
three emperors is worth something.
The Daily Telegraph says : Russia has officially an-

nounced her intention of withdrawing her proposal for

the coniinuance of the Brussels Conference.
The German government continues to receive from

important members of the Catholic clergy, their sub-
mission to the law relative to the administration of
church property.

A Munich dispatch says ; The Ultramontane Baron
Loe has been sentenced' to six months' imprisonment
for a treasonable speech made by him in October, 1873.
Herr Sigl, editor of the Ultramontane journal Vater-

Irmd, was sentenced to prison to serve out a ten-months
sentence for treasonable utterances.

The Electoral Colleges of Bavaria have met and
chosen members of the lower House, which stands 79
Ultramontaues to 70 Liberals.

The town of Warmbrum and vicinity, in Silesia, have
been visited by very heavy rain storms. Bridges,
houses and' crops were destroyed.
The Turkish government has ordered the Governor

of the province of Bosnia to dispatch troops against the
insurgents in Herzegovina.
The North German G.izette, commenting on the re-

cent submission of many Catholic clergymen to the law
for the administration of church property, infers that
permission has been obtained from Rome to do so, and
that their submission will not be regarded as an act of
disobedience to the Papal authority.

Lisbon dispatches report great sufTering in some of
the provinces of Portugal, from long continued drought
which destroyed the crops and pasture. Cattle were
dying of hunger, and in many places it was impossible
to collect the government taxes.

A Ragusa dispatch of the 26th says, that a severe en-
gagement had taken place between the Turkish troops
and the Herzegovina insurgents, in which many per-
sons were killed and wounded on both sides.
United States.—The losses sustained by the seced-

ing Stales ip the civil war, are estimated to have been
Sl,2S4,000,000, independent of the slave property.

which amounted to 82,400,000,000. These estimates

are probably much below the actual loss sustained.

The returns of the Department of Agriculture show
the condition of spring and winter wheat together at

the first of the month, to have been about 82 per cent,

of an average.

The Chicago Times publishes reports of the condi-

tion of the crops and the progress of the harvest col-

lected from all parts of the country east of the Rocky
Mountains. For the first time in twelve years, the

South will raise enough breadstufFs for home consump-
tion. Oats, rye and barley, promise generally a good
yield. A full crop of potatoes is expected, notwith-

standing the Colorado beetle. The ravages of this in-

sect have nearly ceased in the West. The corn crop in

the west and north-west was backward and drooping,

while in the South it was in good condition. The re-

ports of the cotton crop were generally quite favorable.

The number of commercial failures reported in the

first six months of 1875, aggregates 3,377, with liabili-

ties amounting to $74,941,000. More than half the in-

solvency was in New York, Massachusetts and Penn-
sylvania.

The census just taken by the State of New York,
finds the population in the agricultural counties to have
increased but little since 1870, but the towns and cities

show a considerable increase. In 14 cities and counties

which in 1870 had 1,819,850 inhabitants, there are now
2,193,128, an increase of 373,278, the chief increase

having been in New York city.

There were 956 interments in New York city last

week.
A number of destructive fires occurred during the

last few days. One at Charleston, S. C, destroyed a

large quantity of naval stores together with many small

dwellings. Loss about i;2o0,000. Another at Newark,
N. J., destroyed a planing mill, two lumber yards, &c.

Loss $85,000. Other fires in various places were re-

ported, with losses ranging from $20,000 to $40,000 in

each case.

The mortality in Philadelphia last week numbered
476, including 253 children under two years. There
were 114 deaths of cholera infantum, 20 scarlet fever,

26 marasmus, 19 convulsions, 49 consumption, 14 de-

bility, and 7 were drowned.
A dispatch from the Black Hills, dated 7th mo. 20th,

says that Professor Jenney has discovered encouraging
gold prospects along Spring and Rapid creeks, where
he has been working with liis men for the two past

weeks. About 800 miners had penetrated into the
region, and were scattered among the hills.

The Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 26th inst. New York.—American gold, 112f.
U.S. sixes, 1881, 1203 ; do. 1868, 120; new five per
cents, 115J. Superfine flour, $5 a $5.15; State extra,

$6 a $6.25 ; finer brands, $6.50 a $8.50. No. 2 Chicago
spring wheat, $1.33; No. 1 Milwankie spring, $1.38.

Canada barley, $1.70 a $1.80. Oats, 63 'a 68 cts.

Mixed corn, 85 cts.
;
yellow, 87 cts.; white, 90 a 91 cts.

Philadelphia.—Middling cotton, \b\ a 15J cts. for up-
lands and New Orleans. Superfine flour, $4.25 ; extras,

$5 a $5.50 ; finer brands, $6 a $8.00. White wheat,
$1.48 a $1.50 ; amber, $1.39 a $1.40 ; red, $1.37 a $1.38.

Rye, $1.07. Yellow and mixed corn, 86 cts. Oats, 63
a 66 cts. Lard, 14 cts. Clover-seed, 12J a 13 cts.

Timothy, f3 a $3.25 per bushel. Sales of 3000 beef
cattle at 7J a 7J cts. per lb. gross for extra, 6 a 7 cts.

for fair to good, and 4 a 5J cts. for common. Sheep sold
al4| a 6 cts. per lb. gross, and hogs, $11.25 a $11.50
per 100 lb. net. Receipts, 10,000 .sheep and 4,000 hogs.
Baltimore.—No. 2 western amber wheat, $1.43; No. 2
western red, $1.41 ; Maryland amber, $1.46 a $1.50.
White corn, 93 cts.

;
yellow, 86 a 87 cts. Oats, 63 a 66

cts. Chicago.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.19; No. 2 do.,

$1.17 ; No. 3 do., $1.11. No. 2 mixed corn, 71 cts.

No. 2 oats, 53 cts. No. 2 spring barley, $1.32. No. 2
rye, 78 cts. Lard, 13J cts. Cincinnati.—Family flour,

$6.25 a $6.50. Red wheat, $1.40; new Tennessee,
$1.32 a $1.35. Corn, 74 a 75 cts. Oats, 63 a 65 cts.

HADDONFIELD ACADEMY FOR BOTH SEXES.
This School is under the .supervision of a Committee

appointed by Haddonfield Monthly Meeting of Friends,
but all denominations are admitted.
A limited number of girls or small boys will be taken

as boarders.

The school year will consist of four terms of eleven
weeks each, commencing Ninth month 6th, 1875.

Price of tuition per term from $6 00 to $10 00
Board and tuition per term, in advance, . 50 00
For further information apply to

Rebecca Allen, Teacher, Haddonfield, N. J.
Or refer to Charles Rhoads, at No. 36 South Seventh

street, Philadelphia.

WANTED,
A female teacher, a member of the Society of Frieni

for Rahway Preparative Meeting School, which ise

pected to be opened about the first of Ninth mou
next. Apply to Samuel Alsop, Jr., Haverford Collej

Pa., or to Martha S. Shotwell or Joel Wilson, Ri
way, N. J.

Rahway, N. J., 7th mo. 16th, 1875.

Just published, and for sale by Jacob Smedley,
Friends' Book Store, No. 304 Arch St., PhiladelphI

MEMOIRS of JESSE and HANNAH WILLL\M
Sixty cents a copy, or $6.00 a dozen. Postage 11 cti

ERRATUM.
Page 390, last number, 19th line from the bottom

the first column, for grocorum read grceeorum.

POSTAGE.
Since the passage by Congress of the Act making

obligatory to prepay the postage on periodicals at tl

time when and the office where they are mailed, "Tl
Contributors to The Friend" have met the expen
without charging it to the subscribers. But as theau

scription price when paid in full barely meets the «
of the paper, it is necessary that subscribers who h»'

it sent to them by mail should pay ten cents in additii

to the regular subscription price of two dollars, whi

paid iti advance, or two dollars and a half when d

paid in advance. We desire to call the attention of o

subscribers to this, as prepayments for the next volut

have already been received without the cost for posta

being added.
A ten cent note may be mailed in payment at a

risk.

TO TEACHERS AND FRIENDS DESIRING 1

ENGAGE TEACHERS.
The Yearly Meeting's Committee on education ha

appointed Richard J. Allen, No. 833 North Seven

street, Philadelphia, one of their number, to recei

applications from Teachers for positions in Frieni

Schools, or from Committees or Trustees desiring

enga^ such for the coming autumn.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The next term begins Ninth month 8th, 1875. Ni

students should present themselves for examination
9 o'clock on the morning preceding. They must bri

certificates of good moral character from their h

teachers. A thorough knowledge of the preparatory stud:

will be required.

Applications for admission should be made to i

President, Thomas Chase, or to Professor Samo:
Alsop, Jk., Haverford College P. O., Penna.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANK.
Near Frankford, {Twenty-third Ward,) PhUaddphv

Physician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wort
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board
Managers.

Makkied, at Friends' Meeting, Crosswicks, W
Jersey, on the 15th of Seventh month, 1875, WiM;
Parry to Deborah B. Middleton, both of Cw
wicks.

Died, on the 24th of 6th mo. 1875, at her residen

'

Malvern, Chester Co., Pa., Eliza W. Evans, wife!

David Evans, in the 46th year of her age. The patietl

and cheerfulness with which she endured for sevSj

years great bodily- affliction, were very remarkable, a

,

we believe she was enabled in good measure to ad(,

the language, ' The cup which my Father hath gi»'

me, shall I not drink it?" In the near prospect of def

.

she was favored to feel quiet and peaceful, and we Inj

that, through the mercy of her Redeemer, %he 1

1

gained an inheritance incorruptible and undefiled, tl

fadeth not away.
, at her residence in Fallsington, on the !

inst., Grace Eastburn, in the 80th year of her a

an esteemed member of Falls Monthly Meeting
i

Friends.
\

, at her residence in West Chester, Cheater (j

Penna., on the 16th inst., Elizabeth C. ScattebW ji

ill the 73d year of her age, an esteemed member a

elder of West Chester Particular and Birminghi:

Monthly Meeting. '

WILLIAM H. PILE, PRINTER,
No. 422 Walnut Street.

-i
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For "The Friend."

among the Indians : being extracts from tiic Journal

of Tliomas C. Battey.

(Continued from page 395.)

?th and 9th.— Returned with Kicking Bird
his camp, 8pend,ing the night near the
lache camp, the lodge being so full that I

•ead my blankets upon the ground outside

i enjoyed a good night's sleep, though sur-

nded by hundreds of Indians who, a few
inths since, would have rejoiced at such an
portunity of securing the scalp of a white
n, but I am travelling with them, by night
1 by day, without any weapon of defence,

i without fear.

A.fter leaving the Apache camp where Kick

; Bird, Trotting Wolf and myself took
pakfast and consequently were far behind
other Kiowas, wbile riding along in com-
y with these two chiefs, my mind became

usually overshadowed with Divine Good-

, with a precious feeling of calmness, in

lich I was favored to approach the throne
mercy,^ith an unusual sense of nearness

;reto, which feeling continued while we
veiled many miles.

In the evening Stumbling Bear, a Kiowa
informed me of a war while General

izen was their agent, in which he himself

led and scalped five men, and Kicking Bird

ren. I suppose it would be a difficult thing

find in the whole tribe, a man over whose
ad twenty years had passed, whose hands
d not been erabrued in blood.

10th.—Since living in an Indian camp I

ve often noticed a peculiar howling cry, for

hour or so about day-break, without know-

; the cause of this dismal wail. It is the

ur of lamentation, in which those who have
sently lost relatives or friends, by the hand

th, raise this cry of grief.

To-day, there have been several outbreaks

this kind, in consequence, of the dangerous

kness of several j'oung children in the

aap. Pleuro-pneumonia is of frequent oecur-

Qce among them, owing to their exposures,

yifany among them wearing anything upon
eir feet or legs; indeed young men of

enty years of age and upwards are not un-

iquently running about, with no other cov-

ng than a single blanket, let the inclemcn-

of the weather be what it may, and I have

n many times their middle aged and old

sn, go out to breakfast (away from home)
th only a blanket about them even in win-

ter's cold. Yet when prostrated b}' Pleuro-

pneumonia or lung fever, the mother or wife
instead of endeavouring to assuage the suffer-

ing of the patient, by judicious nursing, or to

arrest the progress of the disease, by the ap-
plication of remedial agents, have recourse to

the ti'loli.^ of jugglery, or other absurd super-

stitious performances, and betake themselves
to these detestable bowlings, in which, as was
the case to-day, so many of the women and
children join, that the whole encampment re-

sounds with the dolorous wail.

15th.—In company with the most of Kick-
ing Bird's people, started for the Agency.
During my stay in camp I have endeavored
to render myself familiar with the children,

mingling with them as much as possible out

of doors, and whenever opportunity offers,

exhibit my charts. Several have learned

their letters, and some young men forta very
well shaped roman letters with a penciL I

find that day by day they are becoming more
and more familiar, and I think some of the

prejudices of the older ones are giving way,
so that against the time rolls around for me
to erect my tent in the midst of the camp,
many of the children will enter it with some
degree of confidence, who could not have been
prevailed upon to do so in the beginning of

my acquaintance with them. Ou one occasion

the lodge in which I was sojourning was
taken down and the man and his wife left for

some other place, leaving me without knowing
where to go, or what to do, as Kicking Bird

was away from home, so that I could talk

with no one in the camp. However, ere very

long Zebile came to me and by signs, bade me
enter his lodge, which I did. My goods were
soon brought in, so that I felt quite at home.
I have made some progress in learning the

Kiowa language, and was particularly struck

with their system of numbering, it being pre-

cisely like ours, or the Arabic system. How
far this may throw light upon their origin

I must leave.

Encamped near the Comanche camp, and

on the 16th, went into the Agency, finding

that my books, charts, slates, &c., had arrived

during my absence, so that I shall be in

readiness ere long, I trust, to open my school

in camp.
1st mo. 6th, 1873.—Perhaps I might here

insert some account of Kicking Bird, whose
name will often appear in these pages, as it has

already done.

Kicking Bird, is a chief of some distinction,

not only among his own tribe, but has great

influence with other tribes. He is not a full

Kiowa, his grandfather being a Crow Indian,

who was captured while young and brought

up among the Kiowas, married a Kiowa wo-

man and raised a family of children, one of

whom became the father of Kicking Bird,

who is distinguished for eloquence, good

sound practical sense, military capacity, and

his friendship to the white people. He might

be considered the first chief of the tribe, al-

though no chief is amenable to another; still

there are at the present time not less than
twelve chiefs who look to him for counsel in

all matters of importance. This long con-
tinued attachment to the whiles, at one time
so far brought him into disrepute with liis

tribe, that they charged his friendship to

cowardice, and refused to listen to his coun-
sels. Finding his influence in the tribe nearly
gone, he raised a force, conducted a raid into

Texas, had a severe engagement with the
white soldiers, where he conducted his men
with such ability and coolness, as to come off

victorious, and win a testimony of respect

from the commander of his enemy's forces.

On his return homo, he again advocated peace
with the whites, and has steadily continued
to do so from that time to the present. The
tribe thoroughly convinced of his bravery,

no more attribute his desire for peace to

cowardice, and listen to his eloquent argu-

ments ; in most cases, yielding to his coun-

sels, so that he really stands at the head .of

all those Kiowas who are willing to live

peaceably.
It appears from what I have learned from

Kicking Bird, that the Kiowas many years

since lived far to the North, where it was
very cold most of the year;^ar beyond the
jountrj" of the Crows and Kiowas, near, or

imong a people, who, to judge from his de-

scription, must have been the Esquimaux.
He states that when they lived there, they
knew nothing of ponies, but used dogs to

carry their burdens, to draw their tent poles,

and remove all their fixtures from place to

place. In pi'ocess of time, one of their men
in his travels went far to the southward, and
after some years of roaming, was taken pri-

oner by a band of Comanches. They took
council to put him to death, but one of their

head men prevailed upon the rest to spare

him, on the plea that he might befriend them.
He thought as thay had never before seen

any of his people, or any one like him, they
would do better to treat him well, and send
him home to his people. The counsel of this

chief prevailed, and he was fitted out with a

pony, saddle and bridle, and sent home with
honor. On his return to his people his pony,

saddle and bridle, were objects of general

admiration, and envy, paving the way for

the reception of his glowing reports of the

fine country he had seen. He told them,

that in the country he had visited, the sum-
mer lasted nearly the whole year, and the

plains were stocked not only with game, but

large herds of ponies, such as he was riding.

Hearing the old man's glowing accounts, and
seeing his enviable pony, the subject became
the topic of national council, and it was finally

nearly unanimously decided, to follow the old

man to the beautiful country he had seen.

Accordingly upon the opening of the follow-

ing spring, the whole tribe, with the excep-

tion of a few who could not be prevailed upon
to receive the reports of the old man, com-
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menced their migrations to the southward,

leaving their dogs with their friends who re-

mained in that country. They continued to

follow tlie old man for many moons, until

they finally fell in with a party of Comanches,
who made war upon them, but eventually

becoming possessed of ponies, they followed

their enemies to this land, where they have
since resided.

Yesterday Black Beard—a Quahada chief

—

brought in and delivered up to the Agent,
three Mexican boys, whom they have held

in captivity for two years past. The boys
are apparently as much pleased with the

prospect of their restoration to their friends,

who reside near San Antonio, Texas, as any
of the other captives ; but not being able to

converse with them, I could not learn their
histories.

This day the agent, interpreter, myself and
two others, set out on our contemplated tour
to the Camps; but getting a late start, it was
dark when we arrived at the widow Chand-
ler's, on the Little Washita Eiver, whose hus-
band is now a corpse in the house.

7th—After the burial of J. Chandler, who
has long been the agent's interpreter, we
proeeded to Mahway's camp, by way of the
Keechi Hills,— a series of rocky mounds,
rising abruptly from the undulating country
around, giving it a wild romantic appearance.
From the summit of one of these hills a
beautiful view of the surrounding country for
many miles is obtained. We stopped a short
time at Mahway's camp, and then proceeded
to the Wichita Agency. I put up at the
Bchool-house for the night.

CTo be continued^

For "The Triend."

Mary Capper.

(Contioued from page 397.)

From Mary Capper's journal we extract
the following, pennedjust prior to her leaving
her father's house.

September 8th, 1779. " How amiable is the
humble mind, which trusts not in its own
strength, which is not above acknowledging
its own weakness, and glories only in its hope
and confidence in the living God.
March 12th, 1780. '"The Lord is my

rock and my fortress, and my deliverer ; my
God, my strength, in whom I will trust ; my
buckler and the horn of my salvation, and my
high tower !' O ! who is like unto our God

!

What am I, O ! Lord, what am I, that thou
shouldst so wonderfully extend thy love to-
wards mo! Of myself I am worse than
nothing; all weakness and contradiction!
One moment, fervent in desire, the next,
cold and languid in the performance of the
least of thy commands. O ! woe is me, who
shall deliver mo from the body of this treach-
ery

! The Lord himself! The mighty Lord
who is my strength, and my help in the time
of need. He will graciously dart a ray of
divine light into ray soul ; then shall I plainly
perceive that He is the ancient of days, that
was, and is, and is to come ; the sure Hock of
defence to all that trust in Him.
How comfortable arc the dawnings of divine

grace! How encouraging, are thy promises,
my God! Lot me rest in thy truth ! give me
sure confidence in thy mercy ! Suffer me not
to dwell in darkness ! O ! turn not thy wrath
upon her who is insufficient to bear thy dis-
pleasure

! Let mo not put any confidence in
my own strength, for Lord, thou knowest my

impotence ;
the secret thoughts of my heart

are not hidden from thee ! How shall I stand

if thou leave me to my own guidance ! but

thou art wonderful in goodness, and I will

trust in thy mercy. I have tasted of thy
loving kindness, and my soul aspires to the

fruition of joy, at thy right hand forever.

Amen."
The following, taken from her journal, two

years after the last date, were penned whilst

under her brother William's roof.

" March 27th, 1782. Eetired with my mind
disquieted. How many and various are the

conflicts with busy passions ! folly and vanity

rise up daily, and gain strength from our too

feeble resistance. My King, and my God ! to

thee I cry for strength. Humbled lijr % sense

of my weakness, to whom can I apply but to

the Fountain of Grace ! Still 1 have faith in

his bounty. My soul waiteth for the living

God ; and when He shall have purified me by
his Spirit, all shall be peace and joy ! Let
none trust in their own strength, but let all

praise and extol the Lord.
May 2l8t. Spent some time in my closet.

It will not be long ere the final end of all

created things shall come. Watch therefore !

be steadfast in prayer, always abounding in

the work of the Lord.
June 9th. Walked in the evening with my

mother, the weather was fine, and the sky
beautiful, yet was my mind in a disposition

not to be pleased. In vain do I search for the
cause which frequently indisposes my whole
frame, and gladly would I lay aside every un-
amiable propensity. Our happiness would b.e

too great, should no internal difficulties arise.

Perfect serenity and peace of mind arei* fore-

tastes of future bliss, only permitted at sea-

sons, to encourage our hope and strengthen
our faith. Trials are necessary, that by faith

and patience we may obtain the prize of our
high calling.

13th. ' Forsake all, and thou shalt find all,

leave thy inordinate desires, and thou shalt
find rest.' This is no easy task; self will

loudlj^ plead her own cause, but as we keep
low, and attend to the voice of Truth, there
will be a forsaking of self, and a witnessing
God to be all in all. There is a charm in the
very dawnings of virtue that irresistibly at-

tracts our admiration, and leads sweetly on
in the pursuit of true wisdom.
From the time that I went to live with my

brother William, in London, I regularly at-

tended Friends' meetings ; not that I was ac-
quainted with their peculiar religious views;
indeed there seemed to be a prohibition of
aught but simple evidence and obedience.
The experience of others did not seem to
reach my case ; all was to be given up, that
all things might be new ; and such were the
sacrifices required, from time to time, as none
can know or understand, save those who have
been led in a similar way. About this time,
in consequence of my decided resolution to
attend the meetings of Friends, my dear flxth-

cr, (no doubt in faithfulness to his own relig-

ious views, and from the desire to rescue a
poor child from apprehended error) requested
me not to return to the parental roof, unless
I could be satisfied to conform to the relig
ious education which he had conscientiously
given me. This, with a tender heart-piercing
remonstrance from ray dear, dear mother, was
far more deeply felt than I can describe, and
marvellous in my view, was the settled, firm
beliefthat I must follow on, to know the soul's

salvation for myself, truly in a way that

knew not !"

The following, extracted from her journs

was penned about this time, and is part of

letter to her sister written whilst under dec

feelings and sore conflict of mind on accoui

of being obliged to leave her home ; it evinci

to us her gi-eat wish to please her parent

with the yet stronger de.sire to attend faitl

fully to the convictions for right in her ow
heart, trusting in the Arm of the Almighl
for support.

February 11th, 1783.

" My very dear Eebecca,—Must I forev(

give up the dear, pleasing hope of being r'

ceived into the house and affections ofmy one

kind, indulgent parents! Oh ! my sister, wi
you, can you despise me ? I have no fin

consolation but in the belief that I am guic

ed by a superior power. I have exerted ever

faculty ; I have resolutely mortified my bod;;

endeavoring .to bring it into subjection, fre

from the influence of passion and deceivin

sense ; and I have a secret intimation that tl

kingdom of heaven is within us; that in tl

silence of the creature, is the power of Go
known.

If you would examine the uniform desii

of ray life, the earnestness-ofmy supplication

and my present wish of being humble, pur
wholly dependent upon God my maker, witl

out confidence in man ; if you would thi

consider me, without prejudice, I think yc
would not, could not, reject me ! Of my ow
willings, or self abilities, I deserve little, bi

in my heart and understanding, I submit to

perfect Teacher; and in his Light, is my li:

and hope.
Would my dear parents deliberately eon

pare my conduct with their own principle

I think they would not find that essenti

difterence which a superficial view represent

I wish, and really mean to act as areasonab
creature; redeemed and born to newness '

life, through the death, sufferings and resa

rection of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Chris

by whose intercession and promised spiritu

assistance, I am encouraged and strengthen*

to call, and waif upon the living God.
there is presumption and self-exaltation ;i

this faith, I am utterly at a loss how to aW
for I dare not trust to man, whose breath

in his nostrils. My hope and my confidenii

are alone in the Redeemer of his people.

No earthly satisfaction could equal that
being approved by my dear parents ; but i

deed Eebecca, I cannot—cannot act eontrai

to what I believe tends to my advancemei
in faithful obedience to the law of God ;

tl

law which I find written in my own hear'

for I believe, from that law shall a man I

judged. When faithfully followed, it cannc/

will not turn him from the Supreme Goo;
Every line in Holy Writ tends to strength*;

or encourage our hopes, in humble confiden

in the One only Good ; opening our eyes
the folly of trifling amusements, and to tl

vain fashions of the world. Farewell,
dear Rebecca ! believe me, I never was mo:'

aftectionately your sister Mary."
(To be continued.)

The average rate of speed on nine of tl'

principal railroad lines terminating in Londc
is forty-seven and three-quarter miles p'

hour, and one train on the Great Westei
runs seventy-six miles at the rate of fift,

three and one-quarter miles j)er hour.
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For "The Frienii."

Four Years iu Asliantec.

(Continued from page 398.)

Through the intercession of Prince Ansa,

ho proved to be a faithfal friend to our rais-

onaries, they were allowed after a time to

smove to the Wesleyan Mission House in

oomassie, where. they were kindly received,

he change added much to their comfort,

heir residence in the capital gave them many
aportunities of observing the customs of this

irbarous people. " One of the most horrible

"these is the frequent practice of sacrificing

man' victims at their festivals. One of

3se is thus described.
" The king went early in the morning of

ebruary 5th, to Bantama, where the remains
' his deceased predecessors were preserved

a long building, approached by a galler}^

;)d partitioned into small cells, the entrances

'which were hung with silken curtains. In

lese apartments reposed the skeletons of the

ings, fastened together with gold wire, and
acecl in richly ornamented coffins, each being

irrounded by what had given him most
leasure during his life. On this occasion

7ery skeleton was placed on a chair in his

11 to receive the royal visitor; who, on

itering, oflered it food ; after which a band
ayed the favorite melodies of the departed

he poor victim selected as a sacrifice, with
knife thrust through his cheeks, was then

ragged forward and slain, the king washing
le skeleton with his blood. Thus was each

ill visited in turn, sacrifice after sacrifice

ng offered, till evening closed ere the

readful round was completed.
" "We had heard the blowing of horns and
gating ofdrums throughout the day, and were
)ld that nearly thirty men had been slain.

} alas ! were not all, for at 6 o'clock after

Qe king had returned, the horn and the dru

gain sounded, betokening that more victims

ere yet to fall, and far into the night the

lelancholj^sound continued. Two blasts of

lie horn signified ' death ! death !' three beats

f the drum, 'cut it ofi"!' and a single beat

•om another drum, announced ' the head has

ropped!' Powerless as we were, amid the

jarful darkness around, to hinder such atroc

ies, we could only sigh and pray that our

iptivity might bring about a better state of

Such victims are mostly criminals, but

ow trifliug often was the offence. Every
ne who used the king's oath, or Spoke rude-

r of the royal house, was laid in irons. If a

oor Odonko negro, in a fit of home sickness,

•led to escape from his cruel master, he was
raght and chained. Thus there were alwaj'S

number of these doomed ci-eatures ready,

>r once chained they were seldom pardoned,

hough it was in the power of the king to set

Oy of them free."
" A court is held every day but Friday, to

rhich all have free access. A person accused

f crime is put in irons until the trial, when
.6 is brought forward before witnesses. If

he testimony is deemed insufficient, the ac-

using party takes his oath ; if the accused

hen swear his innocence, he has to undergo

kind of ordeal ; being obliged to chew a

liece of odum wood, and afterwards to drink

pitcher of water. If no ill effects follow, he

3 reckoned guilty and must die, but if he be-

ome sick he is set at liberty, and the accuser

ies instead. A murderer is beheaded after

he most cruel tortures.

" On Januaiy 26th one of these trials took
place. A rich heathen went to a mohanime-
dan and asked him to bless his fortune. The
moslem declined, saying the money had been
acquired wrongly, and would soon be lost.

A quarrel ensued, and the two men parted
vowing never to speak to each other again.

Some weeks passed when the rich man's
slaves again visited the mohammcdan with the
same request, I, e., that he would blesstheir
master's wealth. The moslem declared, that

notwithstanding his vow the rich man had
sent his slaves to him ; this the latter denied,

and a worse quarrel followed, in which the
moslem called his enemy a liarand a deceiver.

The Ashantee upon this took the great oath
of the king that he was innocent, the other
did the same ; then followed the test. The
Ashantee drank a largo quantity of odum
water, which caused him to swell fcarfullj^,

and he soon became sick. With a cry ofjoy
the whole multitude rushed upon the moham-
mcdan, dragged him to the block, where he
was shortly afterwards beheaded."

All the petitions for the release of the mis
sionaries, whether made by themselves or by
the European officers of the Coast settlements,

had been met by thereply that nothing could

be done until the return to the capital of Adu
Bofo, the general by whose troops they had
been taken. This did not take place until the

9th month of 1871, more than two years after

their capture. The ceremonies connected

with the entry of the army are thus narrated

On Monday the 4th, Crawford, M. Bonnat,

and Kiihne, went earlj- to the market placi

where the army defiled from seven in the

morninguntil night, during which time, chests

containing the bones of the fallen chiefs, each

surrounded by the wives of the deceased, were
continually carried past. The chief who falls

in battle is lightly buried, and water is poured

on his grave many times a day, for some
weeks. The bones thus becoming clean, are

taken out and deposited in a chest, which, on

this occasion, was covered with rich damask
silk. The women besmeared with red, shriek-

ed and howled fearfully. The chiefs who
return alive, are likewise surrounded with

women, who, 'decked -in green foliage, dance

around their husbands amid songs of joy.
" The number of common soldiers who fall,

is denoted by small sticks fastened to a pole,

and carried by one of the company. On this

salute, then turning round, marched back
again in a second line to the place from whence
they came."

There followed, of course, a day of mourn-
ing for the slain of Coomassic, which was
kept in every village throughout the land.

Three great chiefs (one of them prince Ansa's

brother) having fallen, it was necessary to

send a considerable retinue after them into the

other world, to that the shrieks of the mourn-
ers were heard all day, and the sound of the

horns and drums wereunceasing. Most of the

inhabitants fasted, and were painted red,

while so much brandy was distributed that

they were staggering about the next day
quite drunk. Palm and Smith wore living in

a3'ard, whore fifteen poor prisoners lay in irons

ready to bo slain that day. A woman who
tried to escape was caught, and with the knife •

through her cheeks was made to eit in the

market place, amidst the taunts of the crowd,

till the fatal hour arrived.

"The death wake continued over Sunday
(September 10th), but the number of victims

decreased. One hundred and thirtj^-siz high

chiefs had fallen in this war, which gives some
idea of the sacrifice ofhuman life that followed.

For each of the six belonging to Coomassie,

thirty of their people were killed, thirty for

those of Sokora, and so on."

(To be continned.)

occasion however, this was omitted, as they

did not wish their heavy losses to be made
prominent.

" Our old friend the general, wore a small

round cap, ormamented by buffalo's horns,

and falcon's feathers, and wife accompanied

by his lieutenant, Nantshi. Before Adu Bofo

was borne the stolen bell from Ho, which for

years called the people to service, was now
rung again as the brightest trophy of the cam-

pagin. How the sound went to our hearts !

making us long that church bells might soon

send forth their invitation to the weary and

heavy laden throughout Ashantee.
" I went out for a few moments in the

evening to get an idea of the review. It was

really an imposing sight. The whole market

place as far as Bantama, was crowded with

people, and between them defiled the soldiers

as far as the ' Coom' tree, which gives its

name to the town ;
under it the cluster of

large umbrellas betokened the presence of the

most important personages. As each com-

pany appeared before the king, they fired a

For "The Friend."

It is often sorrowful to observe the manner
in which many of our grave-yards and graves

are neglected, especially in country places.

I have remembered a remark of a worthy
Friend, now deceased ; she says, " I have

spoken to , to have those little mounds
made up ; it might seem from the appeai--

ance of the graves; we little respected them
living, yet truly it was far otherwise : the

spirits which inhabited those tenements, now
consuming and consumed, possessed inno-

cence combined with sweetness, and every

engaging and endearing quality. Virtue and

good understanding marked the aged." * * *

Different Friends, when travelling in Truth's

service in England, speak of the neatness of

the burying ground at Jordans. Thomas
Chalkley alludes to it as follows :

" The house

and burying ground at Joi-dans, are kept in

the neatest order of any I ever saw ;
in which

ground lie the bones of our worthy Friends

Isaac Peuington, William Penn, Thomas Ell-

wood, George Bowles, and their wives, as I

remember."

For "The Friend."

Affirmation vs. Oaths.

A recent number of the London " Friend,"

contains two instances of persons refusing to

take judicial oaths, who are not members of

those religious societies which have adopted

the views of Friends, as to the simple literal

observance of our Saviour's command, "Swear
not at all."

One of these cases is thus narrated;
" A recent number of the Evesham Journal,

under the heading ' Extraordinary conduct of

an Excise officer,' mentions the case of a per-

son having been brought before the magis-

trates at Campden charged with using a gun

without having a licence. It is stated that

' George Dart, Inland Eevenue Officer, entered

the witness-box, and on the oath being about

to be administered to him, he informed the

Clerk that he objected to take an oath. The
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Chairman asked him on what grounds he ob

jected: what religion did he profess? Mr
Dart replied that" he was a member of the

Episcopal Church of England. The Chair-

man : '-If you, as a member of the Church of

England, object to be sworn, I must also, as a

clergyman of the Church of England and -

magistrate, refuse to take your evidence." M
Dart : "But, your worship, I object from what
the Bible says itself. It says, 'Swear not at

all,' and ' Let your conversation be j-ea, yea,

and naj', nay.' " The Chairman :
" I will sit

here as long as you like, but if you say you
are amcmber of the Church of England, I can

only say that you do not understand the book
from which you quote ; had you been a Quaker
or Moravian, or of such other sect, protection

is given by the Act of Parliament ; butifj'ou

still refuse I have no alternative but to dis-

miss the case." The case was according!}'

dismissed.' Application for the defendant's

costs was refused. The Bench also refused to

entertain an application for an adjournment
of the case.

" The same newspaper, in its issue of June
12th, says,— ' Our attention has been called

to a case reported under the heading " Extra-

ordinary conduct of an Excise OfiScer," ' and
adds, ' It is only fair to the officer in question

to state, and it is also of public importance
that it should be known, that he was legally

entitled to give his evidence upon affirmation,

and that it ought not to have been rejected

on the grounds assigned. The Chairman of

the Bench of Magistrates appears to have as

sumed that the only persons entitled to relief,

on the ground of conscientious objection to

the taking of an oath, are Quakers and Mo-
ravians. But this is not so : for such relief

has been extended to all. persons who object
conscientiously to taking oaths."
The other case was that of the distinguished

Baptist preacher, Charles Spurgeon, who
ccntly, when called on to testify in the case
of a woman who had forged his name to a
post-office order, instead of taking the oath,
simply made an affirmation in the manner of
Friends; and this, it is stated, he did "from
the same motive which actuates the members
of the Society of P'riends."

It is pleasant to see correct views spread-
ing on this imjjortant subject.

For " Tbo Priend."

John Griffith.

(Continued from page 394.)

The following on the nature of true wor-
ship, from the memoranda of John Griffith,

clearly represents in what this highly impor-
tant duty consists; even the humble, contrite
state of mind, so acceptable in our heavenlj-
Father's sight ; with a drawing near unto
him in spirit; wherein also is witnessed at
times, thanksgiving and praise to ascend to
Him who seeth in secret, for the multitude of
His favors and blessings.

lie plainly showeth that it is not only the
duty of all our members to be diligent in the
assembling of themselves together, for the
purpose of Divine worship, but when thus as-
sembled, the great point for one and all should
be, to wait upon our Father in heaven for re-
newed supplies of his grace, for the fresh aris-
ings of the well-spring of life from Him, which
can alone satisfy the cravings of the truly
hungry and thirsty soul. To these there is a
secret i)Owcr and heavenly virtue from the
sanctuary on high experienced

; which, like

the descending of the celestial dew, tends to

refresh and edify the church, and is well-

pleasing in the sight of the Holy One of Is-

rael. Here in the silence of the fleshly mind,

that true breathing and panting after God is

felt, which He will condescend to, and water

and bless; and the life and light of Christ

—

the well of water in themselves springing up
unto eternal life—is permitted to be their

blessed and satisfying experience.

This holy power diffusing itself over a meet-

ing, has a. solemnizing, tendering effect upon
all ; and, without one word having been spo-

ken, the souls of others have been so reached
unto, that, under a secret sense of the power
of the Holy Spirit, some such have been led

to say. It is good for me to have been here.

Thus, speaking of the early days of this reli-

gious Society, Robert Barclay in his able
" Apology for the true Christian Divinity,"

saith: " Not a few have come to be convinced
of the truth after ihis manner, of which I my-
self, in part, am a true witness, who not by
strength of arguments, or by a particular dis-

quisition of each doctrine, and convincement
of my understanding thereby, came to receive

and bear witness to the Truth, but by being
secretly reached by this life ; for when I came
into the silent assemblies of God's people, I

felt a secret power among them, which touched
my heart, and as I gave way unto it, I found
the evil weakening in me, and the good raised

up, and so I became thus knit and united un-
to them, hungering more and more after the
increase of this power and life, whereby I

might feel myself perfectly redeemed. And,
indeed, this is the surest way to become a Chris
tian, to whom afterwards the knowledge and
understandingof principles will not be want-
ing, but will grow up so much as is needful,

as the natural fruit of this good root, and such
a knowledge will not be barren nor unfruitful.

After this manner," R. Barclay continues,
" we desire therefore all that come among us
to be proselyted, knowing that though thou
sands should be convinced in their under
standing of all the truths we maintain, yet if

they were not sensible of this inward Vfe, and
their souls not changed from unrighteousness
to righteousness, they could add nothing to
us. For this is that cement whereby we are
joined, as to the Lord, so to one another, and
without this none can worship with us. Yea^
if such should come among us, and from that
understanding and convincement they have of
the Truth, speak ever so true things, and ut-

ter them forth with ever so much excellency
of speech, if this life were wanting, it would not
edify us at alI„^but be as sounding brass, or a
tinkling cj'mbal. 1 Cor. xiii. 1."

The precious privilege granted us poor, un
worthy, fallen creatures, of being permitted
to draw nigh to, and to hold communion with
the great Author of our existence, through
His saving grace and Spirit, and .even at times
to feel His presence sweet to the soul, is one
which we should prize above all others. How
desirable it seems to worldlj' minded men, to

'n access to an earthly sovereign who, as
respects the conferring true and lasting hap-
piness is as impotent as ourselves ! Then how
inconceivably great is the privilege and bless-
ing of waiting upon, feeling after, and finding
Him, the King of kings, in whose hand our
breath is, and whose compassion, mercy and
loving kindness, as well as ability to bless or
blast forever, is infinite. Truly His favor is

bettor than life to His quickened and i-enew-

ed children ; to whom also, when forthetria
of their faith it m.iy be He hides his fae(

from them, the smiles of the whole creatioi

can afford no solid comfort, neither the great
est assemblage of earthly blessings satisfy,

without real communion with Him.
John Griffith on the subject of worship

quotes the Apostle Paul to the Philippians
" For we are the circumcision which worshij

God in spirit, and rejoice in Christ Jesus, anc

have no confidence in the flesh." How thii

tends to turn our attention from a ceremoni
ous and imperfect dispensation, from the tern-

pie made with hands, and from the law writ

ten on tables of stone, which were shadow:
of good things to come ; and teaches to looli

unto Christ our sufficiency and true Teacher
thi'ough his Spirit in the heart ; that thus wi

may rejoice in Him alone, and more and mon
come to have no confidence in the flesh ! Thi

new covenant dispensation of light and life

which is the glory of this gospel day, is em
phatically that wherein Christ Jesus "aftei

the power of an endless life," and by am
through whom we are enabled to "draw nigl

unto God," has come, " being made a suretj

of a better testament" to teach His peopli

himself, not by any outward priesthood, nei

ther by external rites or ceremonies, neithei

in temples made with hands, (1 Cor. iii. 17

18,) but by his law written immediately b}

the power of his Spirit upon the fleshly tablei

of the heart. O that we may fully compre
hend and duly appreciate the unspeakabl
privileges conferred on us by the new cove

nant ! even that our Emmanuel is with us an(

in us ; that his covenant now is, " I will pu
my laws into their mind, and write them ii

their hearts ;" that the grace of God whicl

saves is offered to all, and equal to the nee(

of all ; that our ever-living Saviour, Mediator

advocate and high priest hath an unchangea
ble priesthood ; wherefore he is able also t(

save them to the uttermost that come unt(

God by Him, (by a new and living way whicl

he hatti consecrated for us) seeing he eve;

liveth to make intercession for them."
These are the glorious promises held ou

to us, being also realized by those who
through submission to his cross, have taste(

that the Lord is gracious; but can only bi

secured and enjoyed by a diligent waitin;

upon, and wrestling after the hidden life o

Christ Jesus revealed in the soul. The as

suranceis an unfailing one: "They thatwai
upon the Lord shall renew their strength." Am
also :

" God is a Spirit, and they that worshij

him must worship him in spirit and in truth.'

It is this patient waiting, diligent watch
ing, and inward reverential worship that J

Griffith so strongly recommends in the follow

ing suggestive memorandums and hints. B;j

faithfully taking heed to which, and to thi

gospel of the grace of God, wo shall individu

ally grow in that knowledge which is lif

eternal, be more humbled in our own eyes

more able to detect every divination and er

chantmcnt of the enemj', and the more fixei

upon that Rock against which the gates o:

hell shall not be able to prevail.

The Journal resumed:
" Relating to the Nature of True Worship; wit,

some remarks upon the state of our Society

both as in early times, and now.
" The nature of acceptable worship is sff'

forth by our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ'

a manner wonderfully adapted to the subi

jeet ; viz. that it is to be iierformed in spin
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id in truth. The reason is given, ' Because
od is a Spirit;' and therefore, 'they that
orship him, must worship him in Spirit and
Truth.' Not in the ceremonial, shadowy,
d tjpical worship of the Jews; which be
lUsc of weakness it was dispensed to them,
til a better hope, and more excellent wor-
ip was brought in

; whereby man has
iarer access to the Divinity, and a better
aowledge of himself: here such a bright-

jss of heavenly glory appears, as causeth all

ns, figures, and types to vanish away, but
the truth and real substance of all that

as typified and prefigured by the ceremonial
of Moses, the righteousness of that law

sing fulfilled in those who walk and wor-
ip in the Spirit.

The soul must bow in perfect sincerity,

umble prostration, and a deep inward sense

its own frailty, want, and unworthiness
;

ging at the same time deeply impressed with
lively sense of the Lord's adorable great-

sss and goodness ; from which sensibility

newed upon the mind, by Him alone who
the sole object of worship, thanksgiving
id praise ascend, for the multitude of his

ercies received, aud reverent prayer, either

ental or vocal (according as the mind feels

tself influenced or directed by the Holy
nointing) for the continuance of his gra-

ous preservation in the way of righteous-

ess ; agreeable to Eph. vi. 18 : ' Praying
ways with all supplication in the Spirit,

id watching thereunto with all perseverance
id supplication for all saints.'

It is clearly to be understood, by what our
ord said to the woman of Samaria before-

lentioned, that acceptable worship is not to

confined to any particular place, mode,
Drm, or ceremony whatsoever ; which was a
eception mankind had too generally fallen

to, and greatly wanted to be drawn from,

eing th*», as well as now, too apt to rest

atisiied with exterior performances ; which
Jthough some of them once were to the Jews
condescension dispensed, yet not even then

ubstituted in the place of spiritual worship,

lOr at all acceptable without the bowing of

soul as above. But now our Loi-d shows
he outward was to be laid aside, and not to

lontinue in his glorious spiritual dispensa-

ion any longer; a dangerous snare for man
o please himself with and rest in. But it

lOuld hardly be expected that so much, or so

reat a mass of outward observations could

e cast off all at once; yet in the apostle's

ays the church was wonderfully (for the

'me) brought out of them, as appears by
hose few things laid upon the Gentiles. But
las ! the Christian church (so called) instead

f leaving all, and becoming purely spiritual,

gradually decayed as to life and power, and
increased in ceremonies and outward observa-

tions, until she became as full of them as ever

the Jewish church was. Then she got full

possession of the outward court, haviftg no-

thing to enjoy but her own inventions, and
to glory in Babylon, which she had built in-

stead of Sion, until her measure should be

filled up, and her determined overthrow was
to take place."

(To be continued.)

It is a severe rebuke upon us that God
makes us so many allowances, and we make
so few to our neighbor ; as if charity had noth-

ing to do with religion, or love with faith that

works by it.— Wm. Penn.

THE BROOKLET.
BY SIR ROBERT GRANT.

Sweet brooklet, ever gliding,
Now high the mountain riding,
The lone vale now dividing,

Whither away ?
" With pilgrim course I flow,

Or in summer's scorching glow,
Or o'er moonless wastes of snow

—

Nor stop, nor stay
;

For O, by high behest,

To a bright abode of reat,

In my jjarent ocean's breast,

I hasten away 1"

Many a dark morass,
Many a craggy mass,
Thy feeble force must pass

;

Yet, yet delay !

"Though the march be dire and deep,
Though the crag be stern and steep,

On, on, my course must sweep
;

I must not stay
;

For O, be it east or west,

To a home of glorious rest

In the bright sea's boundless breast,

I hasten away I"

The warbling bowers beside thee,

The laughing flowers that hide thee

—

With soft accord they chide thee

;

Sweet brooklet, stay

!

" I taste of the fragrant flowers,

I respond to the warbling bowers,

And sweetly they charm the hours
Of my winding way

;

But ceaseless still, in quest
Of that everla.sling rest

In my parent's boundless breast,

I hasten away !"

Knowcst thou that dread abyss ?

Is it a scene of bliss ?

Ah I rather cling to this
;

Sweet brooklet, stay

!

" O, who shall fitly tell,

What wonders there may dwell ?

That world of mystery, well
Might strike dismay

;

But I know 'tis my parent's breast
;

There held, I must needs be blest

;

And with joy to that promised rest

I hasten away !"

" The Silent College."

By the above name the professors and
pupils of the institution designate the Na-
tional College for Deaf Mutes, situated in the

suburbs of Washington, D. C. Its origin dates

back some twenty years. Amos Kendall,

attracted by his generous sympathy with the

suffering, released five deaf mutes from the

hands of a speculator, who was making gain

by their wonderful performances. He pro-

vided for their maintenance and education.

Such was the beginning of the " National

College," which occupied a portion of the

estate where Mr. Kendall built his residence,

and to which he retired in his later years. It

is an honorable memorial to the deceased

statesman.
A lady, who recently visited the institu-

tion, has made what she saw there the sub-

ject of an interesting letter to the New York
Times. From that letter we select gome of

the most notable and curious points. First

in order of interest is the following : The
visitor was watching the exercises of a class

in mental philosophy. Bending over one of

the pupils as he wrote, she was astonished to

find him working out a theory of " perfected

perceptions." Astonished at his comprehend-

ing at all such a theme, sh still

surprised, and, perhaps, not a little alarmed,

when the young man perceived that she was

overlooking him. For the deaf man rose

quicklj', and gracefully handing her the open
text-book, distinctly said, ' I beg your par-
don, Madam, here is our lesson. I thought
the professor gave you a book." He then
quietly sat down and resumed bis work.
Upon inquiry the visitor found that mutes,
though entirely deaf, may bo taught to ar-
ticulate. This, by the way, she might have
known before, had she read the reports upon
the subject, which have been published from
time to time, and noticed in the journals.
The Ledger has more than once advised its

leaders of the efforts made in this direction.

The professors informed the. visitor that,

though the deaf and dumb may be taught to
articulate, the return for the time and labor
is considered inadequate. But it should be
remembered that once—and not so very long
ago— all labor to teach deaf mutes anything
beyond the simplest things of every day use,

was regarded as yielding an inadequate re-

turn. Now we have in many of the States
institutions where pupils are taught all that
is embraced in a "common school." education,
and at the national capital this college, where
the pupils can enjoy the higher advantages
of a collegiate course.

The pupils of the National College are very
fond of dancing. They keep perfect time, by
some exceeding sensitiveness known only to

themselves. But they object to music, not
for its sound, of course, but because " any
noise stirring the air violently, like the roll

of thunder or the beat of a large drum, strikes

them in the stomach, causing nausea." Little

facts like this make one hope that among the
graduates of the " Silent College" will be some
author competent to write a book on the con-
dition of deaf mutes, "by one of themselves."
It would probably be a work of extraordinary
interest. The college has its primary de-

partment. In this ai'e several chilclren of
African descent. The visitor observed one
of these, a boy, telegraphing with his fingers

under his desk her lesson on the blackboard
to a little girl. The teacher suspected, but
detected nothing, the eyes of the " prompter"
being most hypocritically fastened on his own
book. Verily these deaf and dumb children

sufficiently prove their relationship to the

great family of school children who are better

gifted with senses than they. One is tempted
to think that in acuteness of observation

they excel those who enjoy all their senses.

Altogether, the exercises were of a very
satisfactory character. The pupils wrote
their recitations on the blackboard, and were
not confined to an exact repetition ofthe words
of the text-book, but framed their answers
n their own language, with a fluency and
correctness of expression truly remarkable.

If this sj'stem of requiring ideas from pupils

rather than, parrot-like, repetitions of the

words of other people, were more general in

school exercises, education would be more
thorough. The Sunday services in the chapel

were very impressive. A "hush" that it would
have seemed sacrilege to break, pervaded the

atmosphere. The preacher was talking of

little things and their important agency.

Finally, as he told the familiar story of the

little rain drop, which determined to fall,

doing what good it might, and depicted the

delighted surprise of the farmer who received

the little herald of a shower upon his nose,

there burst from the silent ones a curious

aughter, hearty and irrepressible.

Several clerks in the Departments and a
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chief examiner in the Patent Office, who is

familiar with seven languages, are graduates

of this college. It will furnish professors for

many of the deaf and dumb schools through

out the land, teachers who are eminently

adapted for their work. No one can 1

wishing such an institution good speed, and

no man could desire a better monument than

stands to Amos Kendall, on the site which he

named " Kendall Green."

—

PMla. Ledger.

For "TheTriend

The Old is Better.

In this day wherein the " something new,"

has much taken the place of "the old which
is better," there is wisdom and prudence in

turning from the more superficial present, as

respects the all-important work of religion,

to the solid experience and practical, vital

piety which, as from a full fountain flowing,

80 characterized the age of our forefathers

;

an age, when one of those truly illustrious

ones could thus write and counsel of things

seen and heard, tasted and handled :
— " Do

not," says Isaac Penington, " look for great
matters to begin with; but, be content to be

a child,, and let the Father proportion out
daily to thee what light, what power, what
exercises, what straits, what fears, what trou-

bles, he sees fit for thee ; and do thou bow be-

fore him continually, in humility of heart, who
hath the disposal of thee, whether to life or
death forever. Ah ! that wisdom, which
would be choosing, must be confounded, and
the low humble thing raised, which submits, and
cries to the Father in every condition. And,
in waiting to feel this, and, in joining to this,

thou mayest meet with lif^ but death, de-
struction and separation from God, is the
portion of the other forever! O! that thou
mayst be separated from it, and joined to the
seed and birth of God ; that, in it thy soul
may spring up to know, serve, and worship
the Lord, and to wait daily to be formed by
him, until thou become perfectly like him.
But, thou must join in with the beginnings of
life, and be exercised with the day of small
things, before thou meet with the great
things, wherein ia the clearness and satisfac-
tion of the soul. The rest is at noon-day;
but the travels begin at the break of day,
wherein are but glimmerings, or little light,
wherein the discovery of good and evil are
not 80 manifest and certain

;
yet there must

the traveller begin and travel; and in his
faithful travels, (in much fear and trembling,
lest he should err,) the light will break in
upon him more and more."

—

Penington's Let-
ters, page 174.

A New Observatory at Fairmount Park.

There is now being erected at Belmont, in
the West Park, a wrought-iron observatory,
which is intended to be used during the Cen-
tennial Exhibition, from which to view the
buildings. Belmont is 210 feet above the
Schuylkill, and the observatory itself will be
170 feet high, or about 100 feet above the
highest point of the Centennial building's.
The work is being done by L. B. Sawyer, ''of
Charleston, Mass., inventor of the " improved
observatory," who is acting for the " Sawyer
Improved Observatory Company," of Boston
assisted by N. C. Lombard, of Boston, me-
chanical engineer. The trunk of the obser-
vatory will be a wrought-iron tower, eight
feet in diameter at the bottom, and three
feet in diameter at the top, constructed by

the Whittier Machine Company of Boston.
This tower will be set in a foundation of

Conshohocken stone, 18 feet square and 14

feet deep, laid in cement and dressed with
granite. On the upper dressing of granite,

which will be one foot thick, there will be a
ribbed iron plate, 8 inches deep and 13 feet

square, bolted down with two-inch bolts eight

feet long. On the bed-plate will be fastened

ten heavy ii'on columns seven feet high, on
which will rest an iron ring eight feet in di-

ameter (inside), weighing a ton and a half
This ring will be riveted to the main shaft of
the observatory. The shafting and the ma-
chinery to be used in the observatory, after

it is finished, will all be attached to the col-

umns supporting the ring, and the columns
will also be rivetted to the central shaft.

The top of the tower will be reached by an
annular car encircling the shaft, and moved
upwards from the base on the outside of the
shaft. It will be made of iron and wood,
handsomely upholstered, and will be capable
of accommodating, comfortably, about thirty
passengers. The sides will be almost entirely

of glass and small iron bars, so that the occu-
pants may have an excellent view of the sur-

roundings while they are ascending.
The ear will be hoisted (by means of a 40-

horse power engine) by eight steel wire ropes
about three-quarters of an inch in diameter,
and capable of sustaining eleven tons. These
ropes will pass over iron drums situated at
the base of the shaft, connected with the
foundation by iron columns and turned by
4-inch cast-steel shafts, worked by four worm-
gears. The ropes will pass up inside the shaft
to the top, where they will pass over eight
wheels or shives and down outside the shaft.

They will be attached to the car at four points.
Outside the shaft there will be a truss work

of wrought-iron, of the same diameter at the
top as at the base, and intended to serve the
two-fold object of guiding and supporting the
car and strengthening the tower. The car" run on four guides, or points, which will
form a portion of the truss work, and will be
raised by a total strength of eighty-eight
tons. The car and its thirty passengers are
estimated to weigh about six tons. The car
itself is counterbalanced by a weight, sus-
pended inside the tower, of three tons, and the
total weight to be raised, therefore, will be
about three tons. Supposing, therefore, that
all the wire ropes, but one, were to break, the
one remaining would be strong enough to raise

arly four times the contents of the car. In
case of the breakage of all of the ropes there

At the base of the tower, and enclosing i

there will be a building about 60 feet squan
of an ornamental style of architecture, aft{;

designs by H. S. Schwartzman, architect (,

the Centennial Board of Finance. This bulk
ing will be used for offices, engine-rooms, ri

cejition rooms for ladies, &c.
It is asserted that the observatory wo ul

be sufficiently strong to withstand almos
any storm, alone, but for additional securitji

and to obviate any vibrations in the buildin|
the structure will be braced by eight guys o
galvanized iron rope, one inch and a quarte
in diameter, and each capable of sustainin.

twenty tons, anchored in masonry ten fee

deep.

About eighty feet of the main shaft will b
raised in about two weeks by Captain A. E
Lowe, of Boston, by means of "shears." Th
total weight of the structure will be eight;
tons, and the total cost will be $40,000. Th'
charge to visitors will be 25 cents for adult
and 10 cents for children. It is expected tha
the observatory will be finished by the firs

of September.

—

Philada. Ledger.

For "The Friend."

Extract from a letter of our late deai
Friend, Sidney Coates, to a "Caretaker" o

the girls, at VVesttown.
" The duties I am aware are arduous

* * * Themoral training, as well as reli

gious impressions made upon many of thi

scholars at Westtown, remain with then
through life ; and that thy care, in this re
speet, may indeed be blessed both to thysel
and thy youthful charge, is the fervent desiri

of thy sincere friend, who knows how neces
sary it is to keep near the only source o:

true help, that we may be enabled in the first

place to govern ourselves— experience ii

which, will greatly assist in estimating th(

labor others may be using for this end ; wh(
have not attained much ; have just com
menced their journey with feeble desires after

good, and need encouragement. It is a nic(

matter to be able to stand boldly for the cause
of truth—give no place to the wrong, and a1

the same time risk not hurting the oil oi

the wine.

With every disposition to encourage thet
in this work, I close and remain thy friend,

Sidney Coates."

The Effects of Hurry.—To the thoughtful
the moral consequences of tension and hurrj
are very saddening: to the physician, their

_ , physical results are a matter of profound con-
are four separate " checks" provided, any one cern, for their grave evils come under his daily
of which would be amply sufficient to stop 'observation. No evolution of force can take
the downward passage of the car on the in-lplace with undue rapidity without damage to
stant. By means of a powerful spring the the machine in which the transformation ia

breakage of the rope itself is made the means effected. Express railway stock has a much
of throwing in a milled steel roll, clamped by shorter term of use than that reserved for
a powerful wrought-iron clutch to the guide, slower traffic. The law is universal that in-
which will stop the car immediately. The tensity and duration of action are inversely
car when near the top will encircle a gallery proportional. It is therefore no matter of
two and a half feet wide, passing all the way surprise to find the human nervous system is
round the shaft, and enclosed with a wire net no exception to the law. The higher salubrity
work. From this gallery the visitors will, of rural over urban life is not entirely a mat-
ascend by means of a stairway, to the top of ter of fresh air and exercise. Eural life in-
the tower, which will also bo enclosed by aivolves leisure and pause in work, which are
wire netting, thus excluding the possibility very essential to the maintenance of the ner-
of any one s falling orjumping from it. From voiis system in a state of true nutrition. Un-
tins point a flagstaff, 35 feot high, will ascend, 'remitting spasm soon ceases altogether. The
ihe space at top of the tower will be twenty high tension of life produces weakness at the
feet in diameter, and capable of accommodat- very place where strength is most needed,
iiig 125 or 130 persons comfortably. i The damage done to health of the most valu-
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le part of the community, the best trained
inkei-8, most useful workers, is incalcuhxble.

ork and worry, though not proportional,
e closely connected, and an excess of the
rraer soon entails an increase of the latter

yond the limits which the nervous system
bear with impunity, especially under

e conditions under which work has to be
me. The machinery for organizing the work
a community has to be rigid and inflexible

d in the strain involved in bripging a chang-

g organism into harmony with a machine,
foVmer must inevitably suffer.

—

London
meet.

Selected for "The Friend."

True Worship.

In one of the solemn meetings held by Dan-
. Wheeler, at Honululu, in 1836, during his

ligious visit to the islands of the Pacific,

e following was delivered as recorded by
mself:
" How can we so expressively manifest our
ir and love in approaching the presence of

finite Purity, as in solemn awful silence, in

imbleness of mind, endeavoring to detect

d suppress every creaturely desire ? Words
e inadequate, and not essential in the per-

rmance ofworship to Him who is a spirit, for

s Holy Spirit searcheth all things ; the most
dden and secret thought is known to this

1-penetrating, all-searching power; no offer

g is acceptable to Him, but what he himself

repares, for the preparation of the heart in

an, and the answer of the tongue, is of the

ord
;
and the entire prostration of the wil"

the creature, under the preparing, sancti

ing influence of his Almightj' power, consti

ites the pure unadulterated offering, which,

ee from human contrivance and perform
ice, ris^ a spiritual sacrifice, rendered

!ceptable to God, through the Holy Spirit

the Lord Jesus Christ in the heart, the

-eat and everlasting High Priest of our pro

ission."

Tlie Ice Fields of the Atlantic.

The sinking of the steamer Vicksburg in

le ice, one hundred and twenty miles from
16 coast of Newfoundland, and the attend-

it loss of life, brought vividly before our

inds a few days ago a peril of the sea which
often lost sight of or very much underesti-

ated. Very few persons, unless their atten-

on has been specially directed to the sub-

set, have an adequate idea of the immense
nantities of ice which at certain seasons en-

amber the North Atlantic. From the frozen

of the Arctic regions ; from Baffin's Bay
A from Hudson's Buy; from the glaciers of

reenland and the wild coasts of Labrador,

bergs and fields of ice, floating out into

broad ocean, where, driven together by
,0U8 winds, they form bodies of vast ex-

covering the sea for hundreds of miles.

3 bodies are continually breaking up

re-forming with the varying winds and

nts, but they sometimes preserve iden-

and are recognized by moans of ice-

1 of exceptional size or peculiar form

ch accompany them, and their progress

thus be observed from time to time as

y drift southward in the spring. As we
e said, thej' are of great size. An explor-

vessel was once carried a thousand miles

of-her course by an ice-field covering three

dred thousand square miles. Even on the

it of Labrador the fields are hundreds of

miles in extent, but the floes arc so broken
up by wind and wave that the frozen pave-
ment of the ocean heaves and rolls with the
ground swell underneath, the icebergs tower-
ng motionless above the surface of the mass.
These ice-fields are the breeding-places of the

al and walrus, and in March and April, in

the latitude of Labrador and Newfoundland,
they are met by the ships of the adventurous
hunters, who there slaughter the harmless
creatures by thousands.

It IS a grand and beautiful sight that pre-
sents itself to one who stands on the clifts of
the Newfoundland or Labrador coast, five

hundred feet above the tide, and looks out
upon an ocean, covered, as far as the eye can
reach, with huge bergs, floes and blocks of
ice, heaped together in Titanic confusion, all

gleaming gloriously in the sunshine. The ice

is " breaking up," still drifting southward,
but slowl}'. The wind drives it to and fro,

and under the influence of the milder climate
and the increasing power of the summer sun
it gradually disappears. The danger from
the remains of these vast fields is even greater

than that from the ice-fields themselves.

Large fields may still be seen off Cape Race
in May and June, and scattered icebergs are

met even later and farther south. But as a rule

few icebergs pass beyond the Banks of New
foundland, and the limits of the drifting ice

of the Atlantic are pretty well defined. Just
outside of those, limits, and to some extent

within them, ply scores of steamers, with
their hundreds of passengers, and as an ord

nary steamer is eatily destroyed in the ice,

the wonder is that there are not more acci

dents. In clear weather there is little danger,

but in fogs and darkness it is quite another

thing to have " ice ahead." On the first voy-

ages of the season the English steamers which
call at St. Johns are sometimes delayed for

hours, and even days, in working through the

ice off that dangerous coast, and it is said

that Canadian steamers in the early summer
frequently go through the Strait of Belle Isle

to England, thus almost certainly meeting the

ice somewhere. None of these steamers are

fit for such service ; they were never intended

for it, and never should be used for it.

It may be a question whether governmental

interference is advisable in such cases, and at

all events it is a matter in which Americans

have little direct responsibility. But, in view

of the recent disaster, and of the unknown
fate of many vessels, as well as of other fear-

ful losses at sea which have within a short

time shocked the community, it is not too

much to expect that instructions will be given

to commanders which will not compel them

in fog atfd storm to run at full speed towards

a dangei-ous coast merely to shorten the pas-

sage by a few hours, nor for the same purpose

to take a course exposing them to well-known

dangers, Avhich their vessels are unfit to en-

counter, in the ice of the North Atlantic.

—

Evening Post.

It is gratefully to be acknowledged, that

notwithstanding many in our Society have

adopted the customs of the world, and drink

of its beguiling spirit, we are yet a favored

people. In our religious assemblies may be

felt a gathering Power, that would help us

in our Christian pilgi-image, and increase our

knowledge in Divine truths, settle, stablish

our Christian faith, and sanctify our hearts,

with all our affections."—Jiar^ Capper.

Uemoving from under my parents' watchful
care over me, for my good, furnished me with
great opportunity to gratify a vain mind, in

the foolish amusements of a transitory world,
towards which I had too great an inclination.

But I have this to say, in order that parents
may be encouraged to exert their godly en-
leavors for the presesvation of their children,

that I do steadfastly believe, the religious

care of my parents over me in my youth, im-

pressed so great an awe upon mj' mind, that
through the blessing of Divine Providence, it

was a great means of ray preservation from
gross enormities, though I had great oppor-
tunities of being plunged therein, after 1 left

them. I hope ever to retain a grateful and
thankful remembrance of those gracious pre-

servations, when I consider how narrowly I

have escaped those rocks upon which many
have been shipwrecked and ruined.

—

Life of
John Griffith.

THE FRIEND.
EIGHTH MONTH 7, 1875.

In the year 1658, a great meeting of Friends
from many parts of England, was held at

John Crook's, where George Fox was present.

After he had opened to the people many
things concerning Christ Jesus and His king-

dom, and turned them "to the divine light of

Christ and His Spirit, by which they might
come to know God and Christ and the Scrip-

tures, and to have fellowship with them, and
one with another in the same spirit ;" he says,

"I was moved 1;o declare and open divers

other thi"Dgs, to those Friends who had re-

ceived a part of the ministry, concerning the
exercise of their spiritual gifts in the Church."
Among the wise cautions given on this

occasion, was the following: "Though they

that travel may huve openings when they are

abroad, to minister to others
;

j'et, for their

own particular growth, they must dwell in the

life which doth open." And he adds this

emphatic counsel, " This is the word of the

Lord God to you all, Keep down, keep low,

that nothing may rule or reign in you, but
life itself"

The caution conveyed by these remarks of

George Fox, are needful to be observed in the

present day, as wgU as when they were first

uttered ; and are applicable not only to min-
isters, but to all those who labor in any way
for thegood of others. In many, perhaps all,

forms of such labor, there is a sense of satis-

faction, however humiliating the exercise may
be ; and there is danger that the mind may
feed too much on this, and neglect that pa-

tient waiting on the Spirit of Christ for spi-

ritual food, bj" which "their own particular

growth" would be promoted. Where this is

the case, persons are apt to reverse the apos-

tle's advice, and become swift to speak and
slow to hear; and they may gradually slide

into a darkened condition in wbich their zeal

is unaccompanied with true knowledge, and

their endeavors to promote the cause of right-

eousness in the earth, are like beating the air,

—a useless expenditure of misguided effort.

That worthy elder, Eichard Shackleton, ia

a letter to his wife, dated 178J:, gives some
insight into his own experience, which accords

with the views above expressed. He says

:

" I have my ups and downs as usual ; but

mj' heart is never so comfortable, and I am
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never so well satisfied with myself, as when
I am in the deeps, with the billows passiDg

over my head, engaged in a travail of spirit

for the promotion of Christianity and the

welfare of mankind. I sometimes venture in

private, to express something of my fresh

feelings, and to bring out of the storehouse

things that have been deposited there, and

are presently brought to hand ; but my cry is

for humility and wisdom, that I may be merci-

fully pres-rved myself from falling, and that I

may not be tempted to exceed the life and
authority of Truth."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Foreign.—In the north of England and in Scotland

difference.^ between the mill-owners and operatives re-

specting wages, have led to the closing of a large num-
ber of the factories. Many thousands of persons have

been thus thrown out of employment. Both employers

and operatives have held meetings and resolved not to

yield.

A bill prepared by Sir Charles Adderly, president

of the Board of Trade, as a substitute for the govern-

ment shipping bill, after discussion in the House of

Commons, pa.ssed to a second reading without a division.

The object of the bill is to prevent unseaworthy vessels

from being sent out.

Thirlwall, formerly Bishop of St. D.ivid's, and an
author of some celebrity, died on the 27th ult. at the

age of 78 years.

Grant's cotton mills, at Glasgow, have been entirely

destroyed by fire. Three hundred of the employes
effected their escape with difficulty, and some were
severely burned.

A favorable change of the weather has renewed
hopes of the English harvest which the rains of the

previous three weeks seemed wholly to forbid. Much
of the grain has been prostrated by heavy winds and
rain, but the mark Lane Express observes that should
the weather continue fine the crops may not suffer much
in yield, whatever may be the result as to quality.

An immense meeting in favor'of amnesty for the

Fenian convicts, was held in Hyde Park, Isondon, the
first inst. It was said that 100,000 persons were present.

The London Times, in its obituary notice of e.'c-

President Johnson, says : He had dauntless courage,

some political insight, and honesty never sbadowed by
suspicion. His career illustrates both the strong and
weak points of the American social and political sys-

tems.

The Broadwood weaving factory, Belfast, was de-
stroyed by fire the .31st ult. Lo.ss $750,000. About
700 persons are deprived of employment by the fire.

The French Assembly, by a large majority, has de-
cided to proceed to a third reading of the bill organiz-
ing the Senate, the final debate on which was fixed for
the 2d inst.

The Permanent Committee to sit during the recess
of the Convention, consists of thirteen Deputies of the
Eight and twelve of the Left.

The main body of the Carlists is now concentrated
in Catalonia. The government forces have taken the
town of Leo de Urgol, but the citadel still holds out.
A new Constitution has been prepared for Spain by

a committee appointed by the Ministry for that pur-
pose. It has been decided that the colonies shall be
governed by special laws, and shall have a right to re-
presentation in the Cortes.

The St. Petersburg Golos announces, upon semi-
official authority, that the Kus.sian government has not
abandoned its idea of having a se.ssion of the Conference
on the usages of war, at St. Petersburg. It says all the
Powers, except England, will take part in it, and the
Conference will meet in the spring of 1876.
The wheat crop of Russia is reported to be a good

average.

The Governor of Bosnia has telegraphed to the Porte
that some of the insurgent bands have been dispersed
by tlie Turkish troops.

A Constantinople dispatch of the .30th says : It is re-
ported that the Grand Vizier has been dismissed from
office.

The Levant Herald states that the government has
authorized the circulation of the Bible in Turkey.
A dispatch from Belgrade says: Prince Milan of

Servia, has gone to Vienna to confer with the Foreign '

Office in regard to the situation in Herzegovina. The I

Servians have opened subscriptions in aid of the insur-

'

rection, and much excitement prevails in the princi-
pality.

I

The workmen on the St. Gothard tunnel havin|

struck, became riotous, and proceeded to acts of vio

lence, Swiss troops were sent against them. In the

conflict that ensued, four of the workmen were killed

and eight wounded. The others then resumed work.
The London Times says, the system introduced b;

the government for sending messages over the telegrapj

lines in Great Britain for one shilling, has disappointed

expectations. Unless there is a change, the service will

become a heavy and increasing charge on the public

finances.

UsriTED States.—Considerable uneasiness and alarm
were caused the 27th ult. by the unexpected failure of

Duncan, Sherman & Co., a banking firm of New York,
which for many years had stood high in the public es-

timation, both because of the character of its members
and its supposed great wealth. The firm had lost lat-

terly on cotton shipments, hut the failure does not ap-

pear to have arisen so much from this cause as from
injudicious railroad and other investments in former
years, which resulted disastrously. The liabilities an
said to be from five to six millions of dollars, with as-

sets to a much smaller amount. Other failures of lesi

magnitude soon followed that of Duncan, Sherman &

Co.

The Centennial Board of Finance announce that it

will be necessary to collect another million of dollars

before the end of the year, to enable them to pay for

the buildings as soon as they are completed. Great
progress has been made in the erection of the vast

buildings required for the exhibition.

The valleys of the Ohio, lower Missouri, and con
tiguous country, have suffered severely from late heavy
rains. In many places the crops have been destroyed,

and in others seriously damaged.
A recent census makes the population of New Or-

leans about 205,000.

Ex-President Andrew Johnson, died of paralysis in

Carter county, Tennessee, the 31st ult. The deceased
was in the sixty-seventh year of his age.

The Assistant U. States Treasurer at New Yorls, has
been directed to sell $5,000,000 in gold at specified in-

tervals in the Eighth month.
The Public Debt statement issued the 2d inst., shows

the total debt of the United States, less cash in the
Treasury, to be $2,127,393,839, which is $1,394,887
than it was one month before. Of the balance in the
Treasury $68,942,700 was in coin.

The interments in Philadelphia last week
451. There were 104 deaths of cholera infantum,
41 consumption ; more than half the mortality consisted
of children under two years of age.

The number of permits issued for the erection of new
buildings in this city last month was 718, including
"6 dwellings of two, three and four stories each.
The mean temperature of the Seventh month, per

the Pennsylvania Hospital record, was 75.20 deg. ; the
highest during the month was 91.50 deg., and the lowest
60 deg. The average of the mean temperature of the
Seventh month for the past 86 years, is stated to be 75.93
deg. The highest mean during that entire period was

872. 82.31 deg., the lowest occurred in 1816, 68 deg.
The rainfall of the past month was 4.17 inches, and for

the first seven months of 1875, it was 20.98 inches,
against 24.22 inches in the corresponding months last

year.

J%e Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
on the 2nd inst. New York.—American gold, 112J.
U. S. sixes, 1881, 120.',

; do. 1867 and 18G8, 120. Super-
fine flour, $5.20 a $5.60 ; State extra, $6.05 a $6.40

;

finer brands, $6.50 a $8.60. No. 2 Chicago spring
wheat, $1.36 ; No. 2 Milwaukie, $1.42 ; red western
and amber, $1.50 a $1.53. Oats, 62 a 70 ct^ Western
yellow corn, 88 a 89 cts. ; mixed, 86J a 87 cts. Phila-
delphia.—M'lddnngs cotton, 14J a 15} cts. for uplands
and New Orleans. Superfine flour, $4.25 ; extras, $5

;

finer brands, $5.50 a $8.00. Red wheat, $1.35 a $1.40

;

amber, $1.48 a $1.50; new white, $1.50. Rye, $1.00.
Yellow and mixed corn, 86 a 87 cts. Oats, 62 a 66 cts.

Lard, 13| a 14 cts. Clover-seed, 13 a 14 cts. Sales of
about 27U0 beef cattle at 7i a 8 cts. per lb. gross for
extra, 6 a 7 cts. for fair to good, and 4 a 5i cts. for com-
mon. Sales of 9,000 sheep at 5.V a 7 cts. per lb. gross,
and 4,000 hogs at $11.25 a $12.00 per 100 lb. net.
CAicaso.—No. 1 spring wheat, $1.25 a $1.26; No. 2 do.,

$1.23;S ; No. 3 do., $1.16J. No. 2 mixed corn, 71J cts.

No. 2 oats, 52 cts. Spring barley, $1.08. No. 2 rye,
80 cts. St. XoKis.—No. 2 red winter wheat, $1.52. No.
2 mixed corn, 68 a 70 cts. Oats, 55 a 57 cts. Lard,
12| cts. Oincinnati.—FamUy flour, $7 a $7.1-5. Red
wheat, $1.45 a $1.55. Corn, 72 a 75 cts. Oats, 70 a 75
cts. New rye, $1 a $1.05. i)e<roi(.— No. 1 amber
wheat, $1.40 ; No. 2, $1.38 ; extra, $1.47. No. 1 mixed
corn, 75 cts. Oats, 58 cts.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Reuben Batlin, Agent, Pa., $2.10, v

49, and for George Schill, Theodore Hess, Charles He
.lohn S. Brown, Abel McCarty, Jesse McCarty, Jose
McCarty, John P. McCarty and Job McCarty. $2,

each, vol. 49 and Postage ; from Deborah D. Horni
Ind., per Samuel Allen, $2.15, vol. 49, and Postage
vols. 48 and 49; from William S. Mendenhall, P
S2.15, vol. 49 and Postage; from Phebe J. Walt
Eunice Mickle, Hannah G. Leeds and Abraham
Rudolph, N. J., $2.15 each, vol. 49 and Postage ; fn

Margaret E. Lee, Pa., per Jacob Smedley, $2, vol. 4

from Charles Rhoads, City, $2, vol. 49.

Remittances received after Four&-day morning will

appear in the Receipts until thefollowing week.

POSTAGE.
Since the passage by Congress of the Act making

obligatory to prepay tlie postage on periodicals at t

time when and the office where they are mailed, "T
Contributors to The Friend" have met the expei

without charging it to the subscribers. But as the st

scription price when paid in full barely meets the ci

of the paper, it is necessary that subscribers who ha

it sent to them by mail should pay ten cents in additi

to the regular subscription price of two dollars, wh
paid in advance, or two dollars and a half when i

paid in advance. We desire to call the attention of o

subscribers to this, as prepayments for the next volui

have already been received without the cost for posta

being added.
A ten cent note may be mailed in payment at o

risk.

Just published, and for sale by Jacob Smedley,
Friends' Book Store, No. 304 Arch St., Philadelph:

MEMOIRS of JESSE and HANNAH WILLI.-iW
Sixty cents a copy, or $6.00 a dozen. Postage 11 ct

TO TEACHERS AND FRIENDS DESIRING 1

ENGAGE TEACHERS.
The Yearly Meeting's Committee on education ha

appointed Richard J. Allen, No. 833 North Seven
street, Philadelphia, one of their number, to recei

applications from Teachers for positions in Frien(

Schools, or from Committees or Trustees desiring

engage such for the coming autumn.

HADDONFIELD ACADEMY FOR BOTH SEXB
This School is under the .supervision of a Commitl

appointed by Haddonfield Monthly Meeting of FVieni

but all denominations are admitted.

A limited number of girls or small boys will be tak

as boarders.

The school year will consist of four terms of elev

weeks each, commencing Ninth month 6th, 1875.

Price of tuition per term from $6 00 to $10 00

Board and tuition per term, in advance, . 50 00
For further information apply to

Rebecca Allen, Teacher, Haddonfield, N. J.

Or refer to Charles Rhoads, at No. 36 South Seven
street, Philadelphia.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The next term begins Ninth month 8th, 1875. N(

tudents should present themselves for examination
) o'clock on the morning preceding. They must brii

ertificates of good moral character from their is

teachers. A thorough knowledge of the preparatory studi

will be required.

Applications for admission should be made to t1

President, Thomas Chase, or to Professor Samui
Alsop, Jr., Haverford College P. O., Penna.

FRIENDS' ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
Near Frankford, (Twenty-third Ward,) Philadelphit

Phiwician and Superintendent

—

Joshua H. Wori
INGTON, M. D.

Applications for the Admission of Patients may
made to the Superintendent, or to any of the Board

,

Managers.

Died, near East Fairfield, Col. Co., Ohio, 7th ir

19th, 1875, Hannah W., wife of Jehu Allmon, (daug
of the late Thomas Wickersham,) in the 59th ye

of her age, a member of Middleton Monthly Meetit
She endure<i a painful and lingering illness with mU'
patience : in the early part of it expressing the bel;

that she would not recover. As the disease progress
he noted the symptoms of approaching dissolutii

with resignation, saying, Death had no terrors to hei
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Paul saith to the Philippians, ' For we
the cii-cunicision 'which worship God in

jirit, and rejoice in Chj-ist Jesus, and have
confidence in tlie flesh.' What circunici

on is here intended, appears from Rom. ii.

29 ; Col. ii. 11. That the generality of
istian professors, of every denomination,

ive lamentably deviated from this kind of
orship, requires not much penetration to

scover. And though the great Author of
Christian religion hath s.o fully expressed

s will and pleasure in this most important
)int, yet many will not be satisfied without
kind of^orship that the man's part can be
tive in ; that hath something in it capable
amuse the outward senses : they would yet
orship the Most High with human abilities,

the work of men's hands; and by an un-
stifiable veneration, which some endeavor
keep up for old mass houses, and other
aces of worship, calling them churches,
)uscs of God, holy places, &c., they seem to

aintain a doctrine contrary to the testimony
that holy martyr Stephen ;

' Howbeit the
ost High d welleth not in temples made with
mds, as saith the prophet;' and that of the

eat apostle of the Gentiles: ' God that made
te world, and all things therein, seeing that

is Lord of heaven and earth, dwelieth not
temples made with hands ; neither is wor-
ipped with men's hands, as though he need-

any thing, seeing he giveth to all life, and
reath, and all things.'

Most Protestants, though they have cast

Fmuch of the Romish superstition, still re-

in some outward ceremonies and observa-

jns very unsuitable to the spiritualitj^ of the

)8pel dispensation, for which they have no
vine authority, nor any color of warrant.

It what is patched up from the example of

mc in the primitive church ; which being

just arising out of a load of ceremonies,

mid not be wholly weaned from every thing
' that kind at once; and therefore several

se things were for a time condescended
it being, though a very glorious be-

nning, but the morning of the gospel-day,

! rjid intaney of the Christian church, she wou-
:' (rfully abounded with heavenly power, in

jder to make her way in the world. Yet,

I' the rising higher and higher of the Sun of

ghteousness, who rules the everlasting day

of God's salvation, she was to put on all her
beautiful garments ; to make herself iiuito
ready for the bridegroom, and, by a gradual
increase of clear discoveries, was to grow into
maturity of wi.sdom, and i-ipeness of judgment.
Our Lord clearly intimates the great danger
of tacking an3- thing of the old ceremonial
dispensation to the new gospel dispensation

;

showing they would by no means agree, or
safely subsist together. This the experience
of many generations can full}- declare. Oh I

what rents, schisms, and tearing of the pure
undefiled religion of Christ to pieces, have
there been b3' means of retaining some patches
of the old garment!
Yet there hath been a godly travail, and an

ardent labor preserved, even through the
darkest ages of superstition and idolatry, by
the true church, though hidden from car-

nal eyes, as in a wilderness, that she might
cast off this heavy eclipsing mass of outward
observations : there were many risings up,
through the divine power, against it, especi-
ally the grossest part thereof; but the most
extraordinary, as to its consistency with the
unmixed purity of the gospel, was about the
middle of the last century. Then evangelical
light and truth appeared, without the blend-
ings of ceremonies and outward observations.
When the Lord, by his over-ruling power, had
erected this blessed standard of simple truth,

and pure righteousness, many thousands flock-

ed to it, and spoke the language, in a consid-

erable degree, set forth by way of inquiry.

Cant. vi. 10. 'Who is she! that looketh forth

as the morning, fair as the moon, clear as the
sun, and terrible as an army with banners?'
Terrible indeed they were to the man of sin,

the son of perdition, and were mighty instru-

ments in the Lord's hand to reveal him. A
great annoyance they were to the merchants
of Babylon, and those who enriched them-
selves by the superstitious wares thereof;

which, through the witchcraft and enchant-

ments of the great whore and her daughters,

mankind were deluded to buyof them; though
now the wicked craft is much more seen in

all its transformations, than it was at their

first rising.

They endured a great fight of aftliction
;

but through all, they with patience but un-

daunted firmness maintained their ground,

and were made victorious through sufferings,

as the Captain of their salvation was. The
everlasting gospel was preached by them in

great demon-tration of the Spirit, and with
power; in sum and substance as it was to be

preached after the apostacy :
' Fear God, and

give glory to him ;
for the hour of his jndg

ment is come: and worship him that made
heaven and earth, and the sea, and the foun-

tains of water.'

This was indeed coming to the substance,

after men had wearied themselves with abund-

ance of toil in vain, catching nothing, but

vanity and vexation of spirit. If any would
receive this gospel, thus preached according

(() the true iiitenl and moaning (hereof, lliero

was n(j room to evade the cross of Christ,
which is the power of God to salvation. There
i.s no liberty here to retain a I'ew cerenioniea
for decency's sake, ami to invite the Papists
over, as pretended by Protestants; butallaro
to embrace the substance, not daring any more
to touch the beggarly' elements, so much pros-
tituted and defiled during the whole night of
apostacy. The virgin daughter of Sion is well
assured the bridegroom of her soul will never
more appear to her in these uncertain pollut-

ed things, which have been, and yet will be,

more and more terribly shaken, and pass away
as a scroll ; that those things which can never
be shaken xasxy remain, agreeably to Rev. xxi.

1 ;
' And I saw a new heaven, and a new earth

;

for the first heaven and the first earth were
passed away ; and ther§ was no more sea.'

There loas no viore sea; nothing unstable,

fiuctuating, and uncertain ; nothing of that
element from which the beast ariseth, and
therefore no danger of a beast rising thence
any more. The 2d, 3d and 4th verses of the
same chapter wonderfully set forth the glory
of the New Jerusalem coming down from
above, the tabernacle of God being with men,
and God's dwelling with them ; of his wip-
ing away all tears from their e3'es ; and that
there shall be no more crying, sorrow, and
pain, because the former things were passed
away ; viz., there was no more sea ; all is

purged away which was the cause of those
dreadful calamities and miseries set forth in

this Divine Revelation, by opening the seven
seals, sounding the seven trumpets, and pour-

g out the seven vials full of the wrath of
God, who liveth for ever and ever. The fifth

verse saith, 'And he that sat upon the throne
said. Behold, I will make all things new!'
Now there is nothing of the old garment
nor old wine left, to tear and break to pieces

the new garment, and the new bottles. Oh I

glorious gospel times! Maj^ the Lord of hosts

hasten them more generally in the kingdoms
of the earth

!

Having offered a few general observations
upon the state of things, it now remains to

make some further remarks upon those people
so remarkably raised, as before hinted, in the
last century, in this our native land : for their

beginning and first progress was here ; though
manj"^ other lands were also sharers in the
brightness of truth's arising in them ; and it

may without vanity be said, that through
them a light hath extended, or at least glanced,

over a great part of Christendom (so called),

which hath discovered the hidden mystery of

the false church more clearly than heretofore,

and given a great shake to the long-continued

kingdom of antichrist. The}- have been,

through Divine Wisdom, established into a
firm body, amongst whom subsists the comely
order of the gospel, as an hedge, by divine

appointment, for their safety and preservation

from the destroyer, and out of the polluting

defilements of a greatlj- corrupted world.
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Notwithstanding which, their preservation

doth, and always will, much depend upon

their diligently seeking unto, and waiting

singly and carefully for a daily renewing of

strength and wisdom from above, whereby

alono'all things must be directed and ordered

for their safety and perseverance.

It hath been oitem accounted by me a great

favor and blessing, that my lot was cast in a

time when primitive Christianity, in its power

and purity, was restored in the world ; and

that I was so happy as to have my birth ard

education amongst the before-mentioned peo

pie: for though that did not make me a real

and living member of their body, yet it hap
pily ])ut me more in the way of being so, than

if my lot had fallen in some of the foregoing

dark ages, and afforded me greater means
of restoration, than if I had been educated

amongst superstitious bigots; for which favor,

enjoyed by me and many others, there must
be proportionable returns of thankfulness and
obedience, or it will surely add to our con-

demnation: for where much is given, much
will be required.

Before I had quite arrived at man's estate,

I was, through merciful goodness operating

upon my soul, brought into a better know-
ledge of, and a nearer intimacy and fellow-

ship with, these pe(y)le in a spiritual sense

than before, to my unutterable consolation

for I found the glorious Lord was their king
and law-giver, and that he was indeed become
to them a place of broad rivers and streams;

and that man's splendid inventions, such as

a galley with oars, and gallant ship, could

not pass amongst them :
' For the Lord is

our judge, the Lord is our law-giver, the

Lord is our king, he will save us.' This was
the blessed language sounded within their

borders. My spirit hath many times been
reverently bowed, and awfully prostrated

before the Lord, in beholding the comeliness,

beautiful situation, and safety of these his

people ; in an humble sense whereof I have
been ready to say, ' Happy art thou, O Israel

!

who is like unto thee, O people saved of the
Lord I the shield of thy help, and who is the
sword of thy excellency! and thine enemies
shall be found liars unto thee, and thou shalt

tread upon their high places!' "

(To be concluded.)

Life among the Indians: being extraets from tlie Journal

of Tliomas C. Battey.

(Continueil from pagu 403.)

9th.—We arrived last evening at Kicking
Bird'scamp, which is now situated on the north
side of the Washita, oif the reservation for the
Kiowas and Comanches. Had a long council,

which was continued thi.s morning, in which
nine Kiowa chiefs were present; they express-
ed their determination, to quit raiding and
depredating upon the whites, and wished to
be at peace with other Indians, making a spe-
cial request, that some good white man should
go with them to meet the Utes in council, in
order to make peace with them. After the
council had ended, with Kicking Bird for a
guide, we started on to the camps of the other
Kiowas, crrssed the prairies, and entered
among the niountains ere night overtook us
and were compelled to encamp among them.

It was a beautiful evening, though cold,
and we liail built a roaring camp fire, about
which our little party were sitting, in the

double enjoyment of its genial warmth, and
the beauty of the wild scenery, lit up by the

silvery light of the moon. One of the party

asked the chief, what the Kiowas thought of

the moon. He replied, "It is the Great White
Mam :" then looking for a cluster of stars,

which he did not succeed in pointing out, h

stated it to have the outlines of a man, and
to be the Great Kiowa. (He subsequently

pointed out to me the Pleiades with some of

the surrounding stars, as this cluster.)

The Great Kiowa, he said, was a very large

man, and also very powerful. He was so large

that he could cross the widest rivers at

gle step. He made all this great country with
all its lakes and rivers, its mountains and plains

—he also made all the animals of every kind
that were found in it, before the white people

came; such as the buffalo, the bear, the bea-

ver, the deer, the antelojie and the wolf. Af
ter having made all these, he travelled a long-

while to the westward, until he came to

very large hollow tree lying upon the ground;
—walking up to this, he made three tl-ints

if to strike it, and the fourth time he gave it

a hard blow, upon which out marched a body
of Kiowas—full-grown men and women
who ran from him as if in great alarm. He
called them back to him, telling them that
he was their father—that he made them
and that they were his children. When they
came back to him, he discovered that they
were disfigured, by having some of their

members improperly' placed upon their fore-

heads. Correcting this error in their forma-
tion, he sent them away, and again striking

the log as before, another body of Indians
came forth. These also consisted of grown
men and women, and upon their fleeing from
him, were called back as the others had been,

but finding them correctly formed he sent
them away ; and the third time the log was
smitten as before, and this time children came
forth with the men and women. Being dis-

pleased at this, he called them back, and
discovering indications that evil had been
wrought by them while yet in the log, he
became ver3- angry, and told them that since

they had done wrong, before coming forth

from the log, ho should make no more Kio-
was. He then gave every man a bow and
some arrows with stone heads, and every
woman an instrument with a stone edge, for

dressing the skins of animals, instructing
them in the use of the instruments he had
given them, and further teaching the women
how to make clothing, and lodges, from the
skins of animals after dressing them ; he told
them that he gave all this country to them,
and all the animals it contained, that they
might use their flesh for food, and their skins
for clothing and lodges to live in. Then
leaving them, he travelled far towards the
rising sun, until he came to a great water

;

there he for the first time met with the great
White Man,—who was well clothed and lid-

ing a fine horse, (himself being but poorly
clad,) they approached each other; and the
Great Kiowa, claiming the country, informed
the Great White Man that he made it, and
had made a people to live in it ; that the
people he bad made were his children, and
that he had given this country to them, and
't was theirs. The Great White Man replied
that he had done well, he himself had many
eliildren, who lived away across the great
water in a country he had made and given to
them. He further said, that he had given

books, taught them how to make fine clothe

such as he himself wore, to build fine houses t

live in, and how to make the ground produc
such things as they wanted for their sust(

nance.

After this, the Great Kiowa returned t

his children, told them of his interview wit
the Great White Man, and the words tha

passed between them. The Great White Ma
had made a country for his children beyon
the great water, and they onght to sta

there
;
but should they find their way to thi

country, as their father had done, they mu6
fight them as enemies, and never make peac
with them ; and though there might be

great many more of the white people than c

them, they should never become extinct, bi]

should continue to be a people forever, A
ter this the Great Kiowa and the Great Whit
Man, went up among the stars to look a

what they had done, and watch over thei

works. The Great White Man became th

moon, and the Great Kiowa a cluster of stari

Kicking Bird said, that he thought th

Great Kiowa did wrong, in counselling hi

children to fight ihe white people, and neve
make peace with them ; as this tradition i

instilled into the minds of their children frot

their early infancy, and it is hard work to »

eradicate it from their minds, that they shai

not continue to feel a secret enmity toward
the white people. But since they receiv

their annuities, rations, and many other fa

vors from the hands of the whites, he cai

but feel grateful to them, as do also many o

their old men ; and had it not been for th'

instilling of this. sentiment into their mind
in their earlj^ years, they would long sinC'

have been friendly to the whites. He feel

ingly spoke of his deceased wife, calling he

a good woman ; mentioned her love and friend

ship 10 the white people, based upon the man;
kindnesses and favors received from the agen
and others ; concluding his discourse by saj

that he had told his people, that he hai

firmly resolved, that unless they went n^

more into Texas on their thievish and mui
derous raids, he should throw them awaj
take such as might still cling to him, go an^

settle down with the whites at the agency
d leave them to suffer the consequences o

their choice.

In reply to the question, "What become
of us when we die?" he answered: "Afte
death the spirit travels, a great way towar
the sunset; crossing a high mountain ridg(

it comes at length to a wide water, which i

has to cross. Upon arriving at the opposit

shore it is met by former loved friends, wh;
have gone before to this happy land ; and wh
now rejoice to meet it again. There the gara

s always fat and plenty, the grass is alwaj
green, the horses large, swift and beautifii

the inhabitants are never sick, nor feel pair

parting and tears are unknown, and joy fill

every heart. A high mountain stands nea

the boundaries of this land, and watchers ar

upon it, who are conlinuall}' looking alon

the road leading from this country, watchin
for the spirits of the dying and newly deac

whether they die naturally, in battle, or b

accident; and when they discover any con

along the road, they immediately call t

the friends of the coming spirits, who g
forth with rejoicings to meet them and cot

duct them to the lodges they have prepare
for them."

After having crossed several rocky ridgt
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re came to a wide and beautiful valley,

lounded on the north and northeast by the
•idges we had just crossed, and on the south
,nd south-west by the more elevated poi-tioiis

(f this system of mountains, and in which a
arge part of the Kiowas, several bands of
joraancbes and Apaches are encamped.
After visiting the camps of Sun Boy and

jone Wolf, a portion of our party, myself
or one, determined on visiting the summit
if Mount Sheridan, which we iminciiiately

et about, and effected in a short time. It

•ises about eleven hundred feet above the
lurrounding plaii'. Ascending its sloping

lides, covered with trees, we came to the

learly perpendicular walls of granite which
brm its summit. These at the south end of

;he mountain, are about two hundred feet,

ind at the north end, not less than four hun-
Ired feet in height. These rocks render the

iseont somewhat hiborious and fatiguing but
mce surmounted, the magnificent grandeur
)f the view crowns all. Hundreds of squai-e

niles of rich and beautiful vallej-s, hills and
plains, are spread out as a map at our feet in

ill their wildness and solitude. The less lofty

jeaks of the Wichitas, were scattered about
IS here and there, in immense masses of rock,

vhile to the east, and perhaps five miles dis-

,ant, the more elevated head of Mount Scott

stood out in bold relief, as a giant among
iwarfs. The mountain ridges we had cross-

ed in the morning, and which cost us hours

)f toil, could scarcely be distinguished from
;he plains, so flat and insignificant did they
ippear from this elevated point ; while tak-

ng the whole view in all the ever varying
pichnaw of scenery incident to the proximity
)f mountains and plains, hills and valleys, the

iffect is striking and sublime.

P. M. visited several camps of the Coman-
;hes and Apaches.
On our return to the agency, we learned

that four of the women captured by Colonel

tfcKensie, having been released at the soli-

uitation of Horseback, on account of his pro-

2uring the relea-e of the four white boy
heretofore mentioned, had returned during

aur absence.
CTo be continned)

For "Tho Friend."

Mary Capper,

(Continued from page 402 )

A letter received from her mother in answer
to the one penned to her sister, was cause of

deep anguish to the tender spirit of Mary
Capper; yet did she receive that strength

from above, which enabled her to persevere

in the path of duty which seemed clearly

piarked out to her, and is the only sure waj-

to obtain that peace of mind which will be

granted, as obedience is known to keep pace

with knowledge. About this time her father

Jied, and as his last illness was both sudden

and short, the consolation of being with him
and of receiving his parting words of affection

was not granted her. In this time of deep

trial, the everlasting Arm was underneath for

her support, and she was enabled to cleave yet

closer to Him, who ever remains to be a " re-

fuge for the oppressed ; a refuge in times of

trouble."

To this period of her life, she scarce ever

[recurred without deep emotion. The follow-

ling from her memoranda were penned about

this time ; we may here notice, that she had

now adopted the plain manner of writing the

names of the month as used by Friends.

"London, 6tli of Ninth month, 1783.

Praise the Lord, O ! my soul, and be ex-
ceeding glad in the God of thy salvation ; for

he hatii done great things for thee, and won-
derful is his^ power I He hath plucked thy feet

out of the mire and clay, and hath set them
upon a rock, the only true foundation, throusth-

t all ages, to the end of the world ! My
spirit is exceedingly glad that the Lord hath
heard the prayers of his handmaiden, and in

great mercy, granted my earnest request.

He hath strengthened me to part with all the
nearest and dearest of his gifts, to sit loose

from the tenderest connections, that I may
be free to fulfil the great command of loving
the Lord my God, with all my heart, with
all my mind, and with all my strength.

01 Let none think the terms hard ! Our
God is a God of infinite mercy ; he is not a
hard master, reaping where he has not sown!
My soul can testify of his bounty ; and my
desire, and my glory, is to adore, to praise

and to magnify his holj' name ! Amen !

Amen !"

"24th of 4th mo., 1784. There seems a
state brought to the view of ray mind, as be-

ing attainable even duiing our sojourn in this

world ; a state free from sin, when Christ
shall dwell in us, and we in him. The right-

eousness which he worketh in us must be

perfect ; every will and working of the crea-

ture being laid low, God shall reign over all,

blessed forever I In this state of freedom
from the dominion of sin, temptations and
trials may, and assuredly will come, but as

we keep close to the light of Christ inwardly
manifested, I believe we shall be preserved

blameless ; without spot or blemish, to the

honor of our great and holy Teacher, to

whom be ascribed power, majesty and praise,

now and forever. Amen !

" 22d of 7th mo., 1784. The ways of the

Lord are wonderful and past finding out.

O! let none be weary of waiting upon him,

for he will be gracious to all those who faith-

fully call upon him ! My earnest cries have

gone forth, and I believe the Lord hath heard

the voice of my prayer. My groans and my
tears have not been hid from him. Glory,

praise and honor be to his name! Let the

creature lie low, that the Creator may be all

in all forever and ever. Amen !"

" 14th of 12th mo., 1784. O I how pure

how perfect is the Truth as it is in Jesus

Keep to it, O ! ray soul ; turn neither to the

right hand nor to the left, but press forward,

through all difficulties ; for the light of Christ

within thee will break forth into perfect day,

if on thy part thou art steady, undaunted

and of a right faith ! O ! my God, help me !

leave me not to the delusions, the bufl'etings

of my soul's enemy ! Keep me in the p
tience, that I may watch thy coming, and be

found of thee. Thou art worthy to be waited

upon, O ! Lord, my God ! in thee is my hope,

and my trust forever

!

" As rest to the weary traveller, so is true

silence to the deeply exercised mind."

How fully do the preceding memorandums,
prove to us that her trust was entirely placed

upon the Lord ; that she was constantly look-

ing unto Him for a renewal of her strength,

and that as she kept close to her dear Saviour,

she ever found Him to be her "strength in

weakness," as well as a "very present help in

trouble ;" and such He ever remains to be to

all, as the eye is kept single unto Him. His

grace will ever be sufficient for all things, to

His humble, trusting and obedient children.

He is faithful and His promises are sure, and
none need say, we have sought for llira, and
found Him not, for He will ever be found of
those who diligently, and with sincerity of
heart, seek for Him.
How precious to the heart of this afflicted

child of God, were the sweet incomes of divine

grace, so mercifully vouchsafed amid the deep
provings which were meted out to her; and
which worked out the intended design of her
Heavenly Father, in humbling and contriting

her spirit before Him, enabling her to give

up all into His holy keeping; thus could she
bow before Him in reverent acknowledgment,
that He was indeed worthy of all adoration,

glory and praise.

Oh! then, let us endeavor to "Sock the

Lord while He may be found," and to "call

upon Him while He is near." For He has
never said, " seek ye me in vain," but the lan-

guage of His invitation is, " Come unto me
and bo ye saved, all the ends of the earth."

O! then let us turn unto Him with full pur-

pose of heart, and give heed to the teachings

of His Holy Spirit, for it "teaches as never
man taught," and if listened unto, and obeyed,

it will "lead into all truth," and we shall

come to know (or our.selves that " He is,"

ndeed, " a God nigh at hand, and not afar

off;" as well as "a KewarJer of them that

diligently seek Him." Thus will He come
to be unto us as "The chiefest among ten

thousand," and the 'altogether lovely."

(To be continued.)

For "The Friend."

Four Years in Ashanke.

(Concluded from pag» 403.)

The return of Adu-Bofo, the commander of

the troops, by whom the missionaries had
been captured, did not open the way for their

release. An enormous i-ansom was demanded
for their liberation, and they became much
discouraged. In the meantime political chan-

ges and complications arose, which led to war
between the Ashantees and the English. An
English army, under the command of Garnet

Wo'lseley, gradually penetrated the country,

defeating the Ashantee forces in every at-

tempt that was made to stop their progress,

and steadily advanced towards the capital,

Coomassie. Terrified by his ill success, the

king determined to set the white prisoners at

liberty, and to send them to the English camp,

with assurances that he had no quarrel with

white men but onlj' with blacks. The inci-

dents accompanying this are thus described.
" On Wednesday, January 21st, Mr. Daw-

son wrote us that he had decided to "eat no-

thing" until he had seen the queen mother
and "her husband, which signified that ho

would force Boakje to listen to him, for the

Ashantees kuow a man is in earnest if he re-

fuses to eat. This resolution took effect, and

he soon came to relate to us the result of his

conversation with this personage, who had
received him kindly, and wished us to place

our petition unitedly before himself and his

wife, he even whispered to D. that we should

start that same evening—an assurance which

had so often been made that we could scarcely^

believe it now.
" After eight o'clock, Boakje sent for Daw-

son and ourselves ; we found him in a seclud-

ed court, and beside him an old lady, whom
he introduced as the sister of tho queen mo-

thei", who was sent to represent her, she being
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unable to come out. When every attendant

had retired, Mr. Dawson thus began:
I' ' Before every thing else we entreat the

fav or of the queen mother, and beg her to lis-

ten to the serious woi-ds which we are about

to speak, and to make intercession to the

king for us.'

"It is one of the redeeming features of

Ashantee custom, that when anyone seeks for

protection, or intercession from a high chief,

the latter is bound to use all his influence for

the petitioner.
" Mr. D. continued :

' as we appear before

you to-day, to plead for the welfare of Ashan-
tee, we are not moved to make our requests

from fear, but because, as missionaries, we
wish, as far as lies in our power, to prevent

the shedding of blood. We love Ashantee,

and therefore wi>h to impress on her her pre

sent position. There is yet a moment left to

try to save her, but if she will not listen, she

must soon face her ruin. One step is neces-

sary to prove her sincerity to the governor,

nil the pri.'-oners must be set at libert}'. Per-

haps the king does not believe the governor,
but we can assure him that the white men do
not lie, and that if he yield, and send awa}-
the captives, we will make intercession with
the governor for the king. If the king obey,
the general will keep his word.'

"i)awson further declared that 'vexation
and mistrust on the part of the colonial gov-
ernment was justifiable ; it had entreated
long, and waited patiently, for the release of
the prisoners, till it finally saw the Protec-
torate suddenly invaded.

" 'Ashantee should reflect on her situation
;

not alone from the Prah would the enemy ap-
proach, she would be attacked on all sides.

We are now before you for the last time,'
concluded D., ' and beg the queen mother to
intercede with the ki'ng, that he may let us
and the other prisoners leave. We, on our
part, solemnlj- engage to do our best to avert
further calamities.'

" Boakje and his sister-in-law promised to
prefer our request at once, and at nine o'clock
we -were called into the palace, but had to
•wait until eleven o'clock. Summoned at
length to enter, we found the king looking
very depressed, in the fourth court, on a
broad veranda surrounded by fifteen chiefs,

and his mother beside him.
" Mr. D. had to repeat what had been al-

ready .said, wliich he did, though with some
degree of nervousness. 1 he king at once ex-
claimed :

' Yes, but where are the £1000 ran-
som ?' For such a question we were not pre-
pared, and knew not at the moment how to
answer it. Mr. Dawson begged him to consi-
der our words

; nothing having been said in
the governor's letter about the £1000. I then
ventured to add :

' The great concern now is

that peace be secured
; if this is done money

matters will be satisfactorily settled.' '£1000
lias been promised me,' rejoined he, ' before
this is paid I cannot let you go.' Hereupon
-wc repeated why we had begged for our free-

dom, not in the first instance on our own ac-
count, but because the thought of Ashantee's
ruin was so painful to us, and we longed to
save further bloodshed. ' Wo promise, and
if you wish, we will sioear that the governor
will keep his word if you will send us all :

that is what he asks from you.'
" liark and depressed the king turned to

his <(jMiicill(irs, sp.ike half ah.iid to his mo-
thtr, anil then called out, 'Who will go?

Whom shall I send to the governor?' Then
(receiving no answer), as though he would

act the man and hide his fear, he continued,

turning to me, ' You, Susse, you go." I shud-

dered at the thought— ' Leave my wife and
children here? " 1 asked. ' Yes, you go and

come back.' This was like cold water on our

hopes; we all protested 'nothing would be

gained by this, as the governor intended to

have all the prisoners ;' in short I said at last,

' luiill not go alone.' Dawson then added that
' he would remain in Coomassie with his peo-

ple as a hostage.' M. Bonnat advanced, and

offered, in case the king felt any mistrust, ' to

come back himself, so assured was he that the

general would keep his word.' The king was
silent, gazed vacantly before him, then sud-

denly turned and said, ' Go, go and tell my
good friend the governor, that 1 did not march
against him. Amankwa Tia attacked the

fort contrary to my commands, I have noth-

ing against the white men, go and speak a

good word with the governor.'
" Hardly believing our ears, we advanced

and thanked the kmg and his council, as

those whose lives had been given them. Still

we were afraid to trust, for although the king
ordered two men to accompany us, they were
quite common persons; if the order were
meant in earnest, why should not Owusu
Kokoo, or at least some under chief attend

us ? ' Besides,' we asked, ' whom did the king
include in the command 'go.' Probably only

the white men, so D. again protested that the

governor wanted all the prisoners, Fantees,

Akwapeus, Akras; and alluded at the same
time to the remaining condition of peace

—

the payment of 50,000 ounces of gold. This
provoked the king. ' What,' he angrily ex-

claimed, ' Is it not enough if I send yov, am I

to give up the Fantees too ?' His mother was
also greatly excited, but we could not under
stand her, for the tumult grew prodigious,

and as soon as the king began to storm, every
one else sprang up swearing and shouting in

the wildest confusion.
" The interpreters accused D. of wishing to

deceive the king, and abused him violently.

He vainlj' tried to justify himself. The king
continued, in a rage, " No one shall be setfree;

no, you shall all stay here." His words were
echoed on every side, and we were assured

that every one of us should be killed. We
stood petrified, feeling that words were of no
use, the noise was so great.

" At last, with some vexation, we sat down
quietly in our chairs, to wait until the storm
should have abated. How little did we dream
that on that very evening we should leave

Coomassie ! Every hope of liberty seemed
to have vanished, for the nation rushed on
blindly to face its coming judgment, and what
might be the result of a defeat the Lord only
knew. The king was still unsoftened, but at

length when I stepped forward and begged
him to compose himself, he gradually became
caliner, and said, 'Oh, 1 have nothing against
you!' and then gazed firmly before him, as if

tortured by a heavy weight, and engaged
in a struggle with himself.

" Suddenly he broke the silence, 'No, you
shall go, you white men, and tell my good
friend I did not make war against him. I

have no quarrel against him. As to the
£1000 tell him I will make him a present of
t. I do not wish that so small a sum should
be the cause of differences between us. Go,
speak a good word, I have now done what I

can. If the governor will not wait, I musi
leave the matter with God."
Even after they had left Coomassie, the

prisoners felt little sense of security, not

knowing what change of plan the Ashantee
councillors might advise. It was therefore

with a feverish anxiety they hastened on

their journey. The account says:

"No one wished to linger; no one felt fa-

tigue. M. B. formed the vanguard, while I

as rearguard hurried on the bearers, with
promises of rest when we should all be free.

This inducement winged the steps of all, as

may be readily imagined. With rapid tread,

and yet noiselessly, like fugitives, we fled past

the majestic trees of the ancient forest.

"Suddenly our procession halted. 'What
is it ?' I asked. ' Here are your countrymen,'
was the glad response! I ran forward, and
found standing beside M. Bonnat two hus.sai's

and a young officer, whose weapons were two
revolvers and a carbine. He welcomed us

with much emotion ; but I cannot describe

the feelings that overwhelmed us at this mo-
ment! We grasped his hands, as one can
only grasp the hand of a deliverer : when I

tried to speak, my tongue failed, and tears

were all the thanks I could offer.

"Our net was broken at last, and with the

sense of freedom, the whole world was given

back to us. Lieutenant Hart sent word im-

mediately to his superiors, and in a few min-

utes Major Eussell and other oflScers appeared,

greeting us cordially, wishing us every hap-

piness, and inviting us to their table.

"But here we had to learn that we were
ignorant of the strictness of military discip-

line. If, before leaving Coomassie, we had
hoped to do something for our Ashantee
guides, we now found ourselves unable to

carry out these intentions. The poor lads

were not a little frightened on being at once

parted from us, and conducted to a separate

house, there to be guarded till they might be

sent home. We could not even visit them,

and never saw them again.
'• The officers conducted us through a num-

ber of outposts, along a well lighted path,

where hundreds of West Africans were at

work felling trees, and levelling the ground.

Their joy was great; 'welcome sir,' 'good
morning, sir,' sounded on all sides, in the

Tschi and Akra dialects. In the superabund-

ance of our joy, we thought we must shako
hands with all the Europeans who were em-
ployed ; but this soon became impossible,

for there were whole companies of them.
The major felt great pleasure in offering us

the first cup of welcome on free soil, for it

seems that for the last two days they had
given up all hope of our release. They were
greatly astonished at our children, and made
themselves merry with little Eosie. How
strange all the surroundings, in which we
were so suddenlj' placed appeared to us. The
whole thing was like a vision of joy and
^vender. We could hardly swallow any of

the plentiful food that was set before us, our

hearts were much too full."

No one can be said to be more than a wor-
hipper "in the outer court," unfil he has

known an entrance into the sheepfold, through
Christ the alone door. Those who have come

to him in his inward and spiritual appear-

ance, and by hearing and obeying his voice,!

have become of the number of His sheep. '.\
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Incident in an Obsmatory.

It is now some years since 1 piiid a visit to
he royal observatory at A . I iiad tlie

;ood fortune to secure an introduction to tlie

ssistant astronomer, a genial and communi-
ative man, who took both pride and pleasure
n showing the wonderful instrumental ap
liances and contrivances, in the largo and
ofty building, for obtaining, with mathoma-
ical exactitude, the facts and data of his

cience. In the course of our inspection, my
fiend, the assistant astronomer, pointing to a
ertain instrument, said, "This is called 'a

lural circle.' It is contrived for a twofold
urpose, to observe the transit of stars across

he meridian, and to mark the angular dis-

nce of each of these stars when so crossing,

:om the pole of the heavens. Itisnot to this,

owever, I wish to direct your attention, but
a rather startling fact, which I think will

terest you more. You observe," he said,

the large size of the instrument ; it is a tele-

30pe, some feet in length, in connection with
double wheel, of wide circumference, and of

eavy spokes ; one wheel is fixed, and the
Lher, you see, is movable with the instrument,
d the whole apparatus is firmly supported,

1 the plane of the meridian, on a long and
owerful axis, which axis is inserted deeply
ito this great column of stone, from whence
derived the name of the instrument, ' mural

. e., wall) circle. It is of the greatest mo-
ent," he continued, " that this instrument
aould be steady; evtn a slight vibration

ould vitiate an observation and render it

seless. To secure steadiness, therefore, this

)lumrf%f stone, or rather of marble (for it is

sally such, the neighborhood supplying that
aterial in abundance) is of the most massive
instruction. It rises, as you perceive, about
)ven feet from the floor, is sunk several feet

to the earth, and the whole structure

—

)lumn, circles, and telescope—weigh together
)me 120 tons." " You see that vessel there,"

5 said, while pointing to it. It was a large

ip of mercury, resting on a brass stand,

hich had been let, like the axis of the mural
rclc, into the marble column. "You ob-

Tve," he continued, "the shadow of yonder
indow-sash upon the bright siirface of the

ercury." " Yes," I replied, " and it is very
istinct, for the sun is clearly shining." "And
lat is so much the better for my purpose,"

e observed, "Now," he proceeded, "keep
our eye fixed steadily upon the shadow of

window-sash while I give a gentle blow
the marble column." I did as directed,

ad while gazing intently upon the shadow-
lark, my friend, with his hand, gave such
blow to the great pillar as boys in sport

)lay

no act or even word of mine was without a
rt'sult; but that everything I did bore a re-

lation and exercised an influence upon the
world around mc.

—

British Messenger.

LOSSES.
BY FRANCIS BROWNE.

Upon the white sea-sand

There sat a pilgrim band,
Telling the losses that their lives had known,

While evening waned away
From breezy cliff and bay.

And the strong tides went out with weary moan.

One spake with quivering lip

Of a fair, freighted ship.

With all his household to the deep gone down
;

But one had wilder woe,
For a fair face, long ago,

Lost in the darker depths of a great town.

There were some who mourned their youth,
With a most loving truth,

For its brave hopes and memories ever green
;

And one upon the West
Turned an eye that would not rest

For far-off hills, whereon its joy had been.

Some talked of vanished gold.

Some of proud honors told,

Some spake of friends that were their trust no more;
And one of a green grave.
Beside a foreign wave,

That made him sit so lonely on the shore.

But when their tales were done,

There spake among them one,

A stranger, seeming from all sorrow free :

" Sad losses have ye met,

But mine is heavier yet.

For a believing heart hath gone from me."

" Alas I" these pilgrims said,
" For the living and the dead.

For fortune's cruelty, for love's sure cross,

For the wrecks of land and sea
;

But howe'er it carae to thee,

Thine, stranger, is life's last and heaviest loss."

For "The Friend."

Visit to the Modoc Iivdians.

Being within a day's drive of the present

home of the Modoc Indians, a party of five

crossed over some of the fine prairies of S. W.
Missouri, now rapidly changing into enclosed

farms, towards Joplin, a town of very rapid

growth and development, containing over

6000 inhabitants, where three years before

was merely a grazing farm with one small,

lone tenement. This change is due to the dis-

covery of rich and valuable lead mines in that

section, now considered among the best in the

United States, both for yield and quality.

Beyond this we passed the beautiful falls and

scenerj' of Shoal river, and reached Seneca,

the town near the Indian settlement, before

sundown. Six miles west we found the resi-

dence of Hiram Jones, General Agent over

several settlements- or tribes in that vicinit}',

but our attention was chiefly given to the

Modocs, who had been recently transported

from the scenes of their warlike contest with

our government, to this place. After their

subjugation, the tribe was given in charge to

Capt. Wilkinson, U. S. A., to bring them to

their present home with their chief men in

bonds. That officer being a humane man, im-

mediately removed the humiliating restraints

—treating them kindly, as of one brother-

hood, which confidence and trust was deeply

appreciated by the tribe. They became pas-

sive as children, loved and obeyed their com-

mander implicity, with alacrity, finally part-

ing from him with manifest sorrow. This

same kind treatment was continued to them

by Iliram Jones and family, and this fierce

and warlike tribe was thereby easily controll-

ed and rendered comparatively happy and
comfortable : another added testimony to tho
superior advantages of kindness over stern
severity in the treatment of our neighbor. A
rude frame building accommodated a few
families, but they mostly occupied tents, some
of which were quite neatly fitted up with
beds, tables and seats, and ornamented by the
haiidj'-work of the squaws, and some with the
lutiniL'd l)ows and arrows made by the chiefs

and warriors. Manj' of these articles are sold

to visitors. They mostly wear citizens' dress,

very few blankets being seen, butj-etain some
of their customs and habits, such as steaming
themselves as a sort of penance, or religious

observance, hanging their meat in trees to

dry, and maintaining some superstitious ob-

servances for the sick. Captain Jack's young-
est and favorite wife being sick while we were
there, gave usopportunity of seeing this noisy
ceremonial, conducted by the medicine man
and other chief per-ons among them, con-

sisting partly of a kind of singing or chant-
ing, &c., enough, we thought, to sickgn even
a well person of weak nerves. They are de-

sirous also of hanging their dead in trees, and
watching them tlicre, but the agent tries to

discourage this. We saw Princess Mary, tho
elder wife of their former first chief, and both
those women seemed to be treated as persons
of importance and consideration, and their

feelings under bereavement and afliictions

much respected.

Although a mere remnant of a conquered
tribe, they appeared to us more intelligent

than the average of such people, and some of

them, especially the chiefs, .seemed desirous

of acquiring knowledge. H. Jones' son had
their scholastic instruction under care, and
had taught one of the chiefs already to read

pretty well in a primer, although only a few
months before he was entirely unacquainted
with our language. Bogus Charlie, 3d or -Ith

chief, acted as quite a gentlemanly interpreter

for us in conversing with the people, who
gladly received little presents of beads, pic-

tures, &c., and he also convej'ed from them
many expressions of their gratitude for a gift

of garden-seeds from a kind friend in Phila-

delphia, which thoy valued much, as it had
enabled them under the instruction of H.
Jones and family, to raise for themselves con-

siderable garden produce, and interested them
too, in such culture—men sharing the labor

with the women.
One thing I think worthy of remark, having

often heard of the thieving propensities of

Indians. We were informed by agent Jones,

who had resided there for three year.s, that in

all that time they had never missed anything
ofvalue from their house or premises, although

the Indians had free access to the house, and
also to man}' of the supplies, and could rea-

dily have taken articles if so disposed.

The relief and assistance extended to them
by Philadelphia Friends was highly appre-

ciated by many. of them, as up to the time we
were there (summer of 1874) government had
not sent any aid at all for the Modocs, but

they were then sharing the land of the Senccas,

and having been there since the fall before, it

is most likely they would have sutfered much
but for the timely aid of " Friends." Govern-
ment appropriations were expected, but not

then made.
From this point we visited several other
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settlements not very distant, and all under

the general agency of H. Jones. We observed

with interest the progress made by them in

education and general civilization. Modoc
children are placed at the school, near Baxter,

Kansai.under care ofAsa and Emeline Tuttle,

both of whom seemed deeply interested in

promoting their comfort and welfare. The
children are instructed in school learning and

such knowledge of business as the}' are capa-

ble of. The girls assist in housework, and

the boys on the farm and general business as

it occurs; and although we did not i-emain

long enough among the settlements to give

any detailed account of the working depart-

ments, yet were gratified with much that we
saw, and believe many of the Indians in that

section are grateful recipients of what is be-

stowed upon them.

For "The Friend."

lydia S. Rogfrs.

[The following communication has been

received from a concerned Friend.

—

Eds.]

If the Editors of " The Friend," should ap-

prove, 1 would be glad to see in its columns the

accountof Lydia S.Eogers, in Youthful Piety.

It contains some very striking remarks in

regard to plainness. I have been so afflicted

of latter times to see the disposition to display,

even on the lifeless remains of our friends
;

such a show of gaiety, ruffles, &c., &c., which
this dear young woman could testify on her

death bed "illy become dying hands," and
that " finery is indeed a great burden."

" Lydia S. Rogers, daughter of John and
Elizabeth Jones, of the city of Philadelphia,

was born the 16th of sixth month, 1810.
" Her disposition was amiable, and being

naturally of a cheerful and lively temper, she

was drawn by the temptations of the enemy
into lightness and frivolity, and to take much
delight in gaiety of apparel, which deviations

from the Christian path were causes of con-

demnation and sorrow to her mind when
the awful period of dissolution was approach-
ing.

"She was attacked with bleeding from the
lungs in the eighth month, 1833, but after a
confinement of two weeks she nearly recov-

ered her usual state of health, although some
symptoms ofpulmonary disease stillremained.

" in the third month, 1834, she was mar-
ried to Samuel Rogers, and was able to attend
to her domestic concerns until the eleventh
month following, when she became seriously

indisposed. The prospect of separation from
those she loved, the fear of death and a sense
of her own unfitness to meet its solemn sum-
mons, produced great conflict of mind. She
»was frequently occupied in reading the Holj^
Scriptures, and the society of serious and re-

ligious persons became peculiarly pleasant to
her. She was evidently aware of the danger
of her situation, and on being asked about
this time what she thought respecting it,

observed, ' Perhaps I may last until Spring,
but I do not expect to get well, nor do I wish

" Under the exercises which she passed
through during this period, there is cause to
believe that the Holy Spirit, who is a reprover
for sin as well as a comforter for well-doing,
and whose operations are compared to a re-
finer's fire and fuller's soap, was secretly at
work in her heart, setting her sins in order
before her, and producing that godly sorrow
which worketh unfeigned repentance. Many

times her spirit was much contrited, and she

would entreat her friends to pray for her
;

mourning over her misspent time and her

multiplied transgressions, saying, ' I fear my
sins are too many ever to be forgiven.'

During this time the enemy was permit-

ted to buffet her with his suggestions, which
induced her to exclaim, '0, what an unwearied
adversary ! how he tempts me !' and to her

sister she remai-ked, ' Can it be that I shall be

forgiven my many sins?' But although thus

ti-iod with doubts and fears. He whose niercj'

is over all his works, was pleased in his own
time to grant her an evidence of pardon and
reconciliation, and to animate her drooping
spirit with the humble hope that she should

at last be received into the kingdom of heaven.

One day, after some hours of quiet retirement,

she broke forth in this manner— ' Now I feel

as I never felt [before]—I shall be received

—

I am perfectly resigned to live or die—I am
verj' happy—O my dears, do not weep for

me, lean truly say this is the happiest evening
of my life—Praise the Lord, O my soul

—

bless his holy name.' Afterwards she ob-

served, ' I want nothing worldly to divert me
from the great work.'

" In looking back over her past life, and
her indifference and neglect respecting the

great duties of religion, she seemed almost
ready to question whether the evidence of

forgiveness could be real, and on the 14th of

first month, 1835, again asked her sister if she

thought it possible her sins were forgiven
;

adding, ' I have been so neglectful when I had
strength, will the Lord receive me at this late

hour?' After a time of solemn silence she
desired to be helped to a kneeling posture,

and then feelingly petitioned the Most High
for the aid of his grace, and that she might
be thoroughly washed and purified. A female
minister of the Gospel calling to visit her,

spake encouragingly to her state, and was
also engaged irt fervent supplication on her
behalf. These religious exercises afforded her
much comfort; her mind was peaceful, and
appeared to overflow with gratitude and love.

"Continuing in this inward frame of mind,
and steadily abiding under the refining bap-
tisms of the Holy Spirit, she experienced
sweet peace to flow in her heart, and a grate-

ful sense of the Lord's mercies to her. On the
15th she seemed full of comfort, and several

times remarked, ' How little I suffer, and how
much the dear Master suifered ! O, how kind
he is to me!' And again, ' O, the sweet
peace:—I cannot be mistaken; it is all the
heavenly Father's work.' She often men-
tioned what a comfort the Bible was to her,

and what a blessing it was that she could now
understand it, and take hold of the promises
it contained, after having neglected it so much

" She expressed deep concern on account of
such as do not believe in the divinity of our
Lord Jesus Christ, sajnng, ' What can they
have in an hour like this to rest their hopes
upon?' and mentioned her desire, that such
might be brought to feel the efficacy of the

Redeemer's love
; adding, ' He gave his pre

cious life for us.'

" On the 16th she expressed great love for

all her friends, many of whom she named,
and remarked, ' I would be glad to do some-
thing for the blessed cause : I feel that I have
espoused it, and if it will do any one good to

see me here entirely changed, I should be glad
some of my thoughtless friends should see me.'

" On the I7th she was under much inward

conflict and trial, but in the evening observed,
' It comes sweetly into my mind that we need
not be dwelling so much on our past sins, but
just lay them all open before our blessed

Father—he can see them all at one glance,

and as quickly forgive them.'
" Being now brought in good degree to the

blessed teaching of the spirit of Christ in her

own heart, she found it to be indeed a light tc

her mind, unfolding the m3'8teries of redemp
tion and gi ving her to see clearly the true mean
ing, as well as the precious value of the Holj
Scriptures. She spent much time in reading

these, particularly the New Testament—anc

one morning, after having been so employed
she looked up with a joyful countenance anc

exclaimed, ' This has been a sealed book t(

me, but now what beauty and consistency 1

see in it ! Oh, what can they have to resl

upon, who do not believe in the Saviour! I

would not exchange my belief for a thousand
thousand worlds.'

" In the ordering of Him whose dealingi

with his ransomed children are all in perfeci

wisdom and goodness, though past our find

ing out, she was permitted, on the 20th
to experience a season of great tossing anc

distress ; and when, through mercy, a degre(

of calmness was restored, she remarkecl, '
]

feel belter now—but what an agonizing timi

has my poor mind had. I fear I have taker

hold of promises that do not belong to me
O, I have been such a sinner!' This painfu

dispensation gradually passed away, and oi

the morning of the 22nd she could say, ' Al
is peace and comfort, though I am very weak
There are some clouds through the daj', bui

ray nights are all joyous. The Father is verji

near me this morning.'
" Soon after this she was thought to b(

dying, and her connexions being called sh(

took an affectionate leave of them, saying, ']

am going home ;' and seemed fiUecl with hoi}

joy. In the afternoon she faintly articulated

as though replying to a query respecting he)

removal, 'Not yet—not yet—stay a littli

longer ;' and when still further recovered frotr

the state of great exhaustion in which she

had been lying, she remarked, ' I believe my
time is to be prolonged.' Prom this perioc

until her decease, her mind was more engagec
on behalf of others than during the previoui

part of her illness, and many opportunities oo

curred in which she imparled impressive ad-

monition to her friends.
" On the evening of the 24th, she had at

attack of suffocation which rendered it doubt
ful whether she would survive the night, ii

allusion to which, she sweetly remarked, 'I

I do not, there need be no bustle—I belicvi

all is done, everything is ready.' 'Next morn
ing the state of her mind was very' peacefu
and heavenly, and she observed, ' This is !

sweet morning to me,—Praise the Lord, (

my soul.' Although her weakness was grea
and much suftering consequent on the disease

yet her mind was so absorbed in the conteni

plation of heavenly things, as scarcely to hav(

any sense of suffering. At her request thi

family were collected, and after a time o

solemn waiting in silence, she addressed then

in earnest entreaty to close in with the offeri

of Divine mercy and not put off the perioi

of submission, testifying from her own expc,

rience, that the Lord is not an hard master
requiring more than he enables to perform.

;

" On the 26th, her mind appeared much ex

ercised, and often engaged in pr ^-er. Sh'
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emarked that she could not communicate
nythiug to those around her, unless her dear
ather gave it to her; adding, 'Ecmember,
oshua's army compassed the city seven times
efore they were commanded to shout. If I

ed to speals of mj^self I should sa}' a groat
eal, for I am earnest for your help.' The
ext day she saw many of her friends : great

the exercise she underwent on their ac-

nmt, and deep her sense of the exceeding sin-

ilncss of sin, under which impressions her
outh was opened in a wonderful and affecting

ianner to speak to the states of those who
e into her room.
A few days previous to her dissolution

r sufterings became extreme, and though
ercifully strengthened to endure them with
uch patience and resignation, she said, ' I

)pe my patience will hold out—I fear I do
)t boar trial as I ought—It is not my wish
be relieved from suffering, but to bear it to

le honor of the Lord : if he saw meet he
)uld relieve me—I only desire what will

nd most to His glory.' She seemed afraid

at her friends paid too much attention to

;r wants, often saying, 'You are all taken
with me—I wish some poor neglected one

uld have part of what I receive ;' and on
le of her visitors remarking that she was
mfortably situated, she answered, ' Yes—

I

ive every earthly comfort, but that will not
tisfy the soul.'

" One of her dresses which had ruffles on
e sleeves being put upon her, the sight of

em seemed to affect her ; she desired a pair

scissors to be brought, and had them cut off,

ying, 'O! these ruffles illy become dying
nds.' She al^o requested to have some or-

imental articles of her dress burnt, observing,

fhey will be useful to no one—finery is iu-

!ed a great burden.'
" On the evening of the 10th of second
onth, she had the fourteenth chapter of John
ad to her, which had been her daily prac-

je for some time previous. Her weakness
pidly increased ; it was evident that the

lemn change was near, and the family were
Uected around her dying-bed. To her hus-

ind she said, ' The dear Saviour is the way
he is the door—knock and itshall be opened
all that will come may come.' She took a

08t affectionate and impressive leave of her

mily, saying, ' Farewell—farewell—love to

The horses are come—the chariot of Is-

el, to carry me home. Take mo to thyself,

thou hast purified me. Happy—happy

—

ppy ! O, praise Him !—he is a God of love.

hese light afliictions, which are but for a

oment, will work out for us a far more ex-

ieding and eternal weight of glory.'

"She called one in the room to her, and

iVe her sweet counsel, enjoining upon her

let the Lord have the first place in her af-

ions, saying, ' Love Him first—Him last

—

' rough all—then all will go well.' Pres-

as if all the energies of her dying

were summoned to the effort, she broke

in a loud voice, urging on those present

le necessity of bowing to the cross of Christ

Phe dear Saviour,' said she, ' hung nailed to

ffetree, bleeding for us—for our sins;' and
" rwards, ' It is hard work to die—but the

g of death is gone—thanks be to God—

h

ih given me the victory—O, help me to

se the Lord.'

Thus, with an hymn of praise on her ex

Ifeg lips, this dear young woman ceased to

eathe on the morning of the 11th of second

month, 1835, in the t\vonfy-(ill h yi-ar "f Ium'

ago. Herransomed spirit, \\(' Juyiiill y lHlii\r.

was received into the mansion liicjiarcil Iim- ii

by Him who had so marvellously icdeumed
her unto himself, and is now oneof that happy
company who surround the throne of God and
the Lamb, with the unceasing anthem of
'Salvation, and glory, and honour, to Him
that sitteth on the throne, and unto the Lamb
for ever.'

May this memorable instance of the un-
certainty of life and of all temporal enjoy-
ments

;
of the adorable mercy of God in Christ

Jesus to the sincere penitent ; and of the pow-
er of his blessed spirit in purifying the soul,

weaning it from earthly attachments, filling

it with the pure and precious consolations of
the Gospel, and conferring on it a hope full

of immortality and eternal life, encourage
others to yield in unreserved obedience to the
early visitations of heavenlj' love ; that thus

' iig in the fear and love of God, they may
experience preservation from the snares which
beset the paths of youth ; know the light of
Christ Jesus to be their safe guide through
the trials and temptations of the present
changeful life, and in the awful close have a

well-grounded hope of admission into the man-
sions of eternal glory."

The First Gas-light. — Troicssor Silliman

has discovered, in a " Journal of Travels in

England, Holland, and Scotland," in 1805,

published by his distinguished father, a mem-
orandum of what is probably the first public

use made of street-gas in London. Hitherto
the date of the first public exhibition in that

city has been put in 1807, when Mr. W^insor

lighted Pall Mall. But on the 4th of July,

1805, the elder Silliman stopped in Piccadilly

to see " an object of some curiosity," which
he describes as follows :

" An ingenious apoth-

ecary and chemist has contrived to light his

shop in a very beautiful manner, bj' means of

inflammable gas obtained from fossil coal. It

is the same thing with the thermo-lamp, of

which you have heard much in America.
Every new thing by which money can be

made is, of course, kept secret in London, as

well as everywhere else. I took the liberty,

however, of asking the owner of the shop to

permit me to see his apparatus. He refused

at first, but on my assuring him I was not a

commercial or trading man, and was actuated

solely bj' curiosity, he consented, and took me
down cellar."

—

The Galaxy.
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When David Barclay of Ury, the father of

the Apologist, was on his death bed, he said

to his medical attendant, a sober man of

another religious profession, that he could

testify that in all his exercise he had not been

curious to pamper the flesh. The attendant

replied that he had ever minded the better

part, and he rejoiced to see the blessed end

the Lord was bringing him to. To this David

responded. Bear a faithful and true witness

but it is the life of righteousness we bear testi-

mony to, and not to an empty profession

Jane Hoskens was brought up in mer

ship with the Church of England, and came

over to Pennsylvania, in the 19th year of her

age; she was seriously inclined, and soon ob

lained a situation as teacher in a settlement
Friends at Plymouth, near Philadelphia.

thus describes the effect jtroduced on her
liy the godly lives of those among whom she
lived.

After I had been sometime among them
and took notice of their way and manner of
performing Divine worship to God, 1 was
ready to conclude and say in my mind, surely
these ai'e His people ; and a brave, living peo-

ple they really were; there being divers

worthies among them, who I believe are now
'n the fruition of joy unspeakable, and full of
glory, the earnest of which they, through
mercj^, then at times partook of, to the satis-

isfaction of their hungry and thirsty souls.

The solid, weighty and tender frame of spirit

some of them were manj'' times favoured with
in meetings, brought serious considerations

over my mind, with this query : Why is it

not so with me ? And I said in my heart,

these people are certainly better than I am,
notwithstanding I have made a great deal

more to do about religion than they."

This is a lively testimony to the awakening
and convincing power of the lives and con-

versations of those who are truly living and
acting under the government and guidance of

the Spirit of Christ. A godly life is an argu-

ment in favor of religion which no ingenuity

of skeptical reason can overthrow ; and one
which we believe is more effectual in promot-
ing the spread of the Eedeemer's kingdom in

the earth, than the most zealous and eloquent

preaching, when this is not enforced by cor-

responding purity of conduct. We doubt not

there are many sincere-hearted followers of

the Saviour, who wish well to His cause, and
would gladlj' be instrumental in hastening the

day when righteousness shall cover the earth

as the waters do the sea, but who seem to

themselves of little service in the church.

They look at the efforts of those who are

called into more public lines of action, and
come to regard them as almost the exclusive

laborers in the cause of Christ. Their own
path seems to them a quiet and hidden one,

and their influence confined within narrow
limits. We feel desirous of encouraging such
humble and sincere disciples, to trust the

government and direction of His own cause

to the Head ofthe Church. If they abide in

humility and earnestness of spirit, looking to

their Divine master for strength and counsel,

and faithfully following the path which He
appoints for them ; they maj- rest satisfied

that He will bestow such a blessing on their

efforts as He sees fit ; and it is His blessing

only that can prosper any labor of any kind.

Though they may never open their mouths in

the assemblies of the people to testify of the

goodness ofthe Lord, and to invite others to

enlist under His banner, yet they may be true

laborers in His harvest-field. There is no
more persuasive, unanswerable and effective

preaching than that of a godly life ; and no
gi-eater blessing in a neighborhood or commu-
nity than the presence therein of those whose
example is a living and constant testimony to

all that is good, and against all that is evil.

Such are indeed the salt of the earth, and as

a city set on a hill, whose light does indeed

lead others to glorify our Father who is in

Heaven.

As the present number closes the 48th vol-

ume of " The Friend," it seems appropriate to

remind our subscribers, that our terms of
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paymeut are 82.00 per annum payable in ad-

vance, with 10 cents additional for postage

prepaid to those who receive their papers by

mail.

SUMMARY OP EVENTS.
Foreign.— Sir Charles Adderly's .shipping bill finally

pasised the House of Commons the 6th inst., after nu-

merous amendments had been made in it.

The annual banquet given by the Lord Mayor of

London to the British Ministry, was attended as usual

by a large gathering of distinguished persons. Disraeli

responding to the toa.st to the government, declared

that the country was prosperous and the people con-

tented. He repeated an opinion heretofore expressed

by him, that the people of Great Britain were better off

than the nobility of other countries. Referring to

foreign affairs he said peace prevailed and, in his

opinion, would continue to prevail. Other members of

the Cabinet spoke in a similar strain.

Divers at work on the wreck of the steamer Schiller,

sunk near the Scilly Islands, have recovered a large

part of her treasure.

Moody and Sankey, the great revival preachers,

sailed from Liverpool for New York on the 4th inst.

Their friends came from all parts of the kingdom to

bid them farewell.

The celebration of the hundredth anniversary of the

birth-day of D.iniel O'Connell began in Dublin the 5th

inst. and continued three days. Four Catholic arch-

bishops, forty bishops, and five hundred priests partici-

pated in the religious ceremonies. At night the city

was brilliantly illuminated and great multitudes walked

in the various processions.

The steamship Farraday has returned to England
for Bupplie.s, principally grappling irons. The Direct

U. States Cable Company is determined to persevere in

the attempt to make the damaged cable serviceable,

and the Farraday is to return forthwith and resume
operations for the repair of the injured portions of the

cable.

On the 7th inst. a serious riot occurred in Glasgow
on account of the O'Connell celebration. It grew out

of animosity between the Orangemen and the home-
rulers. A number of persons, both rioters and police-

men, were injured in the fray. Sixty rioters, many of

whom were badly hurt, have been committed to prison.

The Mark Lane Express says that the bulk of the

English harvest was uncut on the 9th inst. The weather

for some days previous had been tolerably fine, but the

heavy rains and cloudy skies of several weeks must
have been of serious disadvantage.

The session of the French Assembly was formally

closed at Versailles the 4th inst., in accordance with a

resolution for a recess of three months.
The Court of Appeals has confirmed the judgment

by which Courbet, the artist, was ordered to pay the

cost of restoring the Vendorae Column.
The French wine.crop this year promises to be abun-

dant and excellent in quality. The crop has been ex-

ceedingly poor the past ten years; but now it is hoped
the yield will be better than in any year since 1840.

A water-spout burst over the town of Kirn, in

Rhenish Prussia, the 5th inst., doing great damage.
The town was inundated, a bridge and some houses
were swept away, and a number of persons were
drowned.
The Bishop of Paderbon, who was deposed from his

functions by the Prussian law courts, has escaped from
Weisel where he was interned. When last heard from
he was in Holland, on his way to Rome.

According to the latest Madrid dispatches, the Al-
fonsist troops continue to be successful in their opera-
tions against the Carlists. General Lizzaraga, with
3000 Carlists, is besieged in the citadel at Seo D'Urgel.
The projected Con.stitution declares the State religion

to be the Roman Catholic. The nation is obliged to

maintain its worship and its ministers, but no pen
shall be molested on Spanish territory for their

ligious opinions, or in the exercise of their respective

worships so long as the respect due to Christian mo
rality is paid.

The Prussian railways under State administration
have been authorized to carry, free of charge, good:
returned from the Centennial Exhibition at Philadel
phia, belonging to German subjects.

In Herzegovina various engagements between the
Turkish forces and the insurgent-s have taken place.

A Constantinople dispatch says, there is reason to be-
lieve that the disturbances will soon be over. In spite
of the efforts of the Prince of Monteuegro to prevent it,

several bodies of his subjects have crossed into Ilerze
govina to join the insurgents.

Damascus advices to 7th mo. 22d state that the

cholera was raging there. The Christian quarter of

the city was deserted. Physicians, medicines, and sup-

plies for the treatment of the sick, were much needed.

The disease had also broken out at Antioch and other

places.

London, 8th mo. 9th.—U. S. sixes, 1867, 108k
Liverpool.—Middling uplands cotton, 7}rf.; Orleans,

lid. Red western spring wheat, 10s. 3d. a lis. per

cental. California white, lis. 6d. a 12s. 2d.

United States.— The recent heavy rains in the

west have caused inundations attended with great de-

struction of properly in many places. A Terre Haute,

Indiana, dispatch says the loss to the crops and destruc-

tion of property in fourteen of the adjacent counties is

estimated at not less than $12,000,000. An Indianapolis

dispatch says that from the most reliable information

he loss of corn and wheat in the central and southern

portion of the State, will aggregate from fifty to sixty

per cent, of the entire crop. .,A Cincinnati dispatch

ys the damage to the railroads, crops, an I other pro-

perty in this city and vicinity, is estimated at ^10,-

000,000.

The " Railroad Gazette" says that 518 miles of new
ilroad have been completed in the United States the

past year, against 727 miles reported for the same period

in the previous year, and 1696 in the year ending in

1873.

General Crook, who has arrived at the Black Hills

with a military force, has issued an order to all miners

nd other intruders to leave the region before the 15th

inst. It is said the miners have concluded to submit
d abandon their claims until they can lawfully re-

rae work.
During the thirteen years ending 6th mo. 30th last,

the number of Chinese immigrants landed at San Fran-
cisco was 113 074, of which only 4172 were women.
The lowest number of arrivals was 1496, in 1866, and
the largest in any year 19,038, in 1873.

The State census of Wisconsin, just taken, shows a

population of 1,237,166, against a total of 1,054,670 in

1870, being a gain of 182,496 in five yeirs. Milwaukie,
the chief city, was found to hive 123,132 inhibitant-i,

hich is 33,202 more than in 1870. Six counties of the

tate show a decrease amounting in the aggregate to

3404.

The amount paid forarmv and navy pensions during
the year ending 6th mo. 30th last, was $29,180,000.
The number of army pensioners is 228,034.

There were 403 interments in Philadelphia last week,
including 230 children under two years.

Tke Markets, &c.—The following were the quotations
the 9th inst. New York.—American gold, 113|.

U.S. sixes, 1881, 121|; do. 1868, 121; new five per
cents, 116J. Superfine flour, $5.-55 a $5.90 ; State extra,

$6.15 a $6'.50
; finer brands, $7 a $8.90. No. 2 Chicago

spring wheat, $1.38 a $1.40 ; red western, $1.-56 ; amber,
$1.58. State barley, $1.35 a $1.47. Oats, 66 a 71 cts.

Western mixed corn, 80 a 83 cts.
;
yellow, 85 a 86 cts.

Philaddphia.—Cotton, 14J a 15 cts. for middling up-
lands and New Orleans. Superfine flour, $4.75 a $5.00

;

extras, $5.00 a $5.-50 ; finer brands, $6 a $8.50. Red
heat, $1.45 a $1.48; amber, $1.50 a $1.53; white,

$1.58 a $1.60. Rye, *1.00. Yellow and mixed corn,

85 a 86 cts. Oats, 65 a 72 cts. Lard, 13| a 14 cts.

Clover-seed, 13 a 14 cts. About 2900 beef cattle sold

at 72 a 71 cts. per lb. gross for extra, 8 cts. for a few
choice ; 6 a 7 cts. for fair to good, and 4.} a 5-} cts. for

common. Sheep sold at 5 a 6i cts. per lb. gro.ss, and
hogs at $11 a $12 per 100 lb. net. Chicago.— No. 1

spring wheat, S;i.30; No. 2 do., $1.23.1 a $1.25 ; No. 3,

$1.18. No. 2 mixed corn, 70J cts. No. 2 oats, 58 cts.

No. 2 rye, 83 cts. Lard, $13.65 per 100 lbs. Baltimore.

—Family flour, $9.25 ; superfine, $4.75. No. 2 western
amber wheat, $1.60 ; No. 2 western red, $1.-50 a $1.-53

;

Pennsylvania red, $1.50. Yellow corn, 87 cts. ; white,

80 cts. Oats, 62 a 65 cts. Omcinraaii.-Wheat, $1.60
a $1.75. Corn, 75 a 77 cts. Oats, 70 a 75 ct,s. Rye,
95 a $1.05. St. £oui.s.—No. 2 winter red wheat, $1.27.
Corn, 68 a 70 cts. OaLs, 65 cts.
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Friends' Book Store, No. 304 Arch St., Philadelphia.
MEMOIRS of JESSE and HANNAH WILLIAMS,
Sixty cents a copy, or $6.00 a dozen. Postage 11 cts.

TO TEACHERS AND FRIENDS DESIRING TO
ENGAGE TEACHERS.

The Yearly Meeting's Committee on education have
appointed Richard J. Allen, No. 472 North Third
street, Philadelphia, onaj«f their number, to receive
appl icat^s Jram f^cWtm for positions in Friends'
Schools^^^La CftifluUC^ or Trustees desiring to

engageWMJ f%^he\^iTig"autumn.

RECEIPTS.
Received from Richard E. Ely, Pa., $2.20, vol. 49

from Isaac Child, lo., $2 10, vol. 49 ; from Carlton P
Stokes, N. J., and for M. A. Paul, and James J. Lord
$2.15 each, vol. 49 and Postage on vols. 48 and 49 ; fron

Thomas Y. French, O., $2.10, vol. 49, and for Stacj

Cook, Samuel Street, and Barzillai French, $2.10 each,

vol. 49; from Alfred King, Agent, N. Y., $2.10, vol

49 and for Gilbert Weaver, Earl Hallock, Abiel Gard-
ner, Miry A. Sirakin, and Susan King, $2.10 each, vol
49, and William R. Hazard, 10 cents, Postage; from
Henry Newton, England, 10 shillings, vol. 49; from
Henry Clark, O., $2.10, vol. 49 ; from Ruth P. Johnson
Pa., $2.10, vol. 49: from George Vaux, City, $2, vol

49; from Abner Eldridge, Agent, lo., $2 15, vol. 49
and for Alexander L. McGrew, Simon O. MeGrew, and

Nancy L. Thompson, $2.15 each, vol. 49, and f )r M. A
Fritchmnn, $2.15, to No. 19, vol. 50; from Dorothj
Zelley, O., per R. W. B., 10 cents. Postage; fron

Parvin Smith, Pa., $2.10, vol. 49 ; from James Scarlet

Pa., $2.10, vol. 49 ; from Benjamin Wiggins, Pa., $2.10
vol.49; from Jacob Edge, Pa., *2.10, vol. 49 ; fron

James Hilvard, N. J., $2.10, vol. 49 ; from Sara!

Haines, N. J., per Joseph Walton, $2.10, vol. 49 ; fron

Joseph Scattergood, Jr., Agent, Pa., $2.10, vol. 49, an(

for Jane B. Divis, Elizabeth S. Thomas, Susan L
Temple, Mary H. Parke, Mary Ann Newlin, Dr. Georg
Martin, Eusebius H. Town.send, Thomas C. Hogue
Beulah Leeds, Harriet H. Thatcher, Charles L. Warner
Jane Gibbons, and Ann Harry, $2.10 each, vol. 49
from Sarah E. Haine.s, Pa., $2.10, vol. 49.

Remittinces received after Fourth-day morning will nc

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

WESTTOWN BOARDING SCHOOL.
A Stated meeting of the Committee on Instructioi

will be held on Seventh-day, the 21st instant, at 10 A. M
at the usual place.

Charles J. Allen,
Philada., 8th mo. 10th, 1875. Clerk.

HADDONFIELD ACADEMY FOR BOTH SEXE5
This School is under the supervision of aCommitte

appointed byHaddonfield Monthly Meeting of FViendi

but all denominations are admitted.

A limited number of girls or small boys will be take

as boarders.

The school year will consist of four terms of eleve

weeks each, commencing Ninth month 6th, 1875.

Price of tuition per term from $6 00 to $10 00
Board and tuition per term, in advance, . 50 00
For further information apply to

Rebecca Allen, Teacher, Haddonfield, N. J.

Or refer to Charles Rhoads, at No. 36 South Sevent
street, Philadelphia.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE.
The next term begins Ninth month 8th, 1875. Ne'

students should present themselves for examination a

9 o'clock on the morning preceding. They must brin

certificates of good moral character from their las

teachers. A thorough knowledge of the preparatory studi<

will be required.

Applications for admission should be made to th

President, Thomas Chase, or to Professor Samde
Ai>sop, Jr., Haverford College P. O., Penna.

William L. Edwards, a beloved member and eld

of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphii

This dear Friend, under the tendering visitations c

Divine Grace, gave up in early life to wear the yoke i

Christ, and thereby became exemplary in his dail

walk as adorning the doctrine of his almighty Saviou
and Preserver. Conscientiously scrupulous even i

what the world considers little things, and strongly a

tac'hed, from conviction of their truth and value, to tli

principles and testimonies of Friends, his heart wi

enlarged by christian love towards all, and it is believe

he so fulfilled his varied duties in social and religioi

Society as impressed others with the superior enjoj

ments of the self-denying life of a Christian. His lai

illness came on suddenly, and during most of its coi

tinuance, deprived him of the power of communicatin
with his loving relatives and friends ; they neverthelei

have the consoling assurance, that through the mere
of God in Christ Jesus, he has entered into everlastin

rest.

, at the residence of her brother-in-law, Jacc

Edge, near Downingtown, Pa., on the 2d of Eight
month, 1875, Sarah Valentine, an esteemed men
her of Bradford Monthly Meeting.














